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JOAN CRAWFORD offers YOU a thrilling contest!

The strange case of HITLER and DIETRICH



Faded Home Decorations
Made Just Like New
. . . JOHN HELD, Jr.,

the Famous Artist, tells

you how to save money

on Curtains, Drapes,

Table-Linens, etc., etc.

WHAT makes a movie-actress a star? Personality!

Writers describe it as 'color'.

Rooms, too, can have personality. And here it is actually jjp^-

a question of color! Curtains and Drapes furnish the chief b
color-note for any room. If they are faded or drab, the Ji
entire room lacks charm and freshness.

Now, it isn't necessary to get extravagant and replace your
faded home decorations. No indeed! Tintex will solve

many of your color-problems for just a few cents—and a

few minutes of your time. These famous Tints and Dyes
quickly and easily restore original colors—or give different

colors, if you wish—to all faded fabrics.

Start today— let Tintex make your faded curtains, drapes,

table-linens, etc., as color-gay, as color-bright as the day
you bought them!"

Don't hesitate to trust

the flimsiest material

to Tintex. It positively

will not injure any

fabric that water
alone will not harm.

Wl PO OUR

Everything in your wardrobe re-

spondsto thecolor-magicof Tintex.

Use it for faded dresses, negligees,

underthings, stockings, sweaters,

coats, scarfs, etc. etc. Simple as

A-B-C. No muss, no fuss— and

Tintex never streaks or spots.

'///

x< / V

Pan's Co/or-Fash/ons . . . You can keep

up-to-the-minute in color with the 35

brilliant,long-lastingTintex Colors. Many
of the season's newest colors will be

found on the Tintex Color Card at your

dealers. Others can be quickly and easily

matched by combining two or more

Tintex Colors. Buy Tintex— today— at

drug and notion counters everywhere.



Spools of tKread may look alike. The only way you can tell tkat tke tkread is of tke Quality you know-

so well is to find tke name J. Sc P. Coats or Clark's O. N. T. on tke spool-end. Never take it for granted

tkat you are getting" Clark's or Coats Best Six Cord unless tke spool-end tells you so. Tkat's tke one

safe guide to tke tkread you set out to get—tke tkread tkat you, and your motker and grandmotker

kefore you, kave found always dependakle. Look at tke spool-end. It pays to use good tkread.

J. & R COATS • CLARK'S O.N.T.
cfJor more ilian a ceniury—as ioclay

THE TWO GREAT NAMES IN THREAD
*E 00 OUB J>*0T
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Modern Screen

A Famous Caricaturist's Conception of

METRO • GOLDWYN • MAYER'S

New Comedy Team
May ROBSON Polly MORAN

Their first comedy "COMIN' ROUND THE MOUNTAIN" is all fun. Don't miss it! The

cast also includes Charles (Chic) Sale, Una Merkel, Russell Hardie, Jean Parker.

Charles F- Riesner, Director • . • Harry Rapf, Associate Producer

* The reproduction above of an original painting of May Robson and Polly Moran by Herbert
F. Roese is one of a series of caricatures of Metro -Coldwyn- Mayer stars by famous artists.



BEAUTY ADVICE

THERE are many new tricks to tell yon about

this month. In fact, I think this whole depart-

ment will be devoted to blurbs about new beauty

aids. So get our your notebooks.
First off. I must tell you about two new kinds of

permanent waves that ought to be sweeping the country

any day now. One of these waves was mentioned in

our "Charm Gossip" department last month. It's pe-

culiarly delightful feature is this : you don't have to go
to a beauty parlor unless you prefer. You don't have
to sit under a complicated torture machine. You have
the hair wound and then you can wander around, sit

in a comfortable chair, go and have a chat with the

girl in the next booth—or what have you. The apparatus

is as comfortable as is possible and the results are

excellent.

The other permanent—which should be installed in

various places round the country by now—gives the

most "individual" waves I've seen in many a moon. I

mean, suitable to your own individuality. It's all done

—

no, not with mirrors—but without the touch of human
hands. Or rather, the type of wave that will be best

for you is decided upon, the apparatus is set, and then

all proceeds with 100% safety and mechanical efficiency.

Much, much less heat is used in this type of wave
than in others. Nice for fine, silky hair and for white
hair.

Coming down to less expensive beautifiers, I ran across

the other day a new kind of face-wash. Can be used
in place of soap—or after a wash with soap and
water or a cleansing with cold cream. It's a nice pinky
colored semi-liquid—smells very fresh—and makes you
feel as clean as anything. But this is the big point : it

Write to Mary Biddle about your own

beauty problems. She'll be delighted to help

you in working them out. Address Mary

Biddle, MODERN SCREEN, 100 Fifth Avenue,

New York, N. Y. Enclose a stamped self-

addressed envelope.

has a way of banishing blackheads like nobody's busi-

ness ! Even if you're not troubled with blackheads, I

know that many girls acquire a "blackheady" look. I do
myself, in this dirty city, if I'm not extra careful. Specks
of dirt settle on your face, are held there by your make-
up and they're darn hard to remove, sometimes. This

new. invigorating wash will do the trick. Nice to keep
at the office—together with a roll of cotton—to give your
face a thorough cleansing before a date.

Also among the less expensive beautifiers is a shampoo
soap that has recently come to my attention. The nice

part about this is that—without being in any way a

dye or even a rinse—there are various varieties of the

same soap for blond, brown, black and red hair. This

is one shampoo soap that you can quite safely rub right

on the hair. Although, when I used it, I went through
my regular business of melting it down. I really think

it's a little better that way. Makes a grand lather and
gives your topknot lovely glints you'd never suspect

were there.

DEOPLE are always writing and asking me about

perfumes. It's a most difficult subject on which

to advise anyone. But, since Christmas is coming and,

as everyone knows, perfume makes a delightful gift,

I've gone to some effort in this direction to compile a

list that will fit many needs and many pocketbooks. Give

me an idea of what type you want to buy—and how
much you want to spend—and I'll try to assist you.

Remember this, though, in buying perfumes : a dollar-

and-a-half purse flagon of good perfume is an acceptable

gift. A dollar-and-a-half pint bottle of cheap perfume
is an insult. If you can't (Continued on page 15)

9 There are so many grand new beauty aids! Keep posted on themi g
6
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REVIEWS
. . . A TOUR OF
TODAY'S TALKIES

r •

LBrie

Recommended.

Specially recommended,

ief reviews on page 84.

Aggie Appleby,

of Men
• • Ann Vickers

• • Bombshell
• • The Bowery

A Chance at Heaven
Ever in My Heart
Flaming Gold
Goodbye Love

• Henry the Eighth

I'm No Angel
Love, Honor and Oh Baby!

Midshipman Jack
• My Weakness

Saturday's Millions

• Solitaire Man
S. O. S. Iceberg

• • Stage Mother
Strawberry Roan
To the Last Man
Too Much Harmony

• • The Way to Love
Wild Boys of the Road

• The Woman Spy

ANN VICKERS (RKO)

IT?XCELLENT. Sinclair Lewis' story is made into

4 very interesting film fare mostly by virtue of the

presence of lovely Irene Dunne, who is rapidly becoming
one of our greatest actresses. As Ann Vickers, ambitious
prison reform worker, she does some really outstanding
work.
We meet her first as a settlement worker. Comes Bruce

Cabot, on his way to France during the World War and
a few days of hectic love. She learns later she never
really loved him. The baby dies and Ann goes on with
her work, this time in a prison and later in charge of a re-

formatory. She meets and falls in love with Walter
Huston, but loses him to the law when he is found guilty

of accepting,, bribes while on the Supreme Court bench.
Three years later he is freed and he, Ann and their baby
start life anew.
One of the best, so don't miss it. Not particularly

recommended for the kiddies, we might add.

8

I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount)

f\IS'APPOINTING. Not up to Mae West's last

-LS picture by any means. This is the story of a side-

show burlesque queen, who works her way up a ladder of

men to Broadway and the choice spot in the world's

biggest circuit.

This is distinctly a one-woman show, no one but West
getting a chance. Situations are created for her and gags

pointed to her. It often over- (Continued on page 10)
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new

MIRIAM HOPKINS sets up a new
code for women in her latest

PARAMOUNT picture. In this new
screen play her heart is large

enough to give employment to two

lovers instead of one . . The play—

NOEL COWARD'S "DESIGN FOR
LIVING". Directed by ERNST
LUBITSCH. The /overs—FREDRIC
MARCH and GARY COOPER,

1J -II ,
• > • \y CifoLllCl i They can't take it, but they thought Dewey did!

The FOUR MARX BROTHERS as they repel a gas attack wilh bicarbonate

of soda in the third battle of Bull Run in "DUCK SOUP", that very funny

PARAMOUNT PICTURE directed by Leo McCarey ...with girls and music*

axamannt waited

/-2 i^eatA ^at tki± cjlx.1!

Twelve years ago, "CRADLE SONG'
was produced by Eva LeGallienne.

The play was so moving and brilliant

that it was at once purchased for

the screen. Many great actresses

were considered for the leading

role but none seemed suitable until

"Maedchen In Uniform" brought

lovely DOROTHEA WIECK to the

screen. You will know why 10
million women have raved about
DOROTHEAWIECKwhen youseeher
in "CRADLE SONG", A Paramount
Picture directed by Mitchell Leisen.

.**»*

if it's a PARAMOUNT PICTURE it's the best show in town!



(Above) Walter Huston and

Irene Dunne make "Ann

Vickers" a tense, moving

drama. (Right) Not Jackie

Cooper getting sentimental—

and Wallace Beery taking it!

It happens in "The Bowery."

(Above) The threesome that

makes "Ever in My Heart"

potent with fine characteriza-

tions. Ralph Bellamy, Barbara

Stanwyck and Otto Krueger.

A story of love and renun-

ciation. Rather sad.

steps taste and propriety, the general tone being less subtle

than her last film, if possible. However, the picture should

draw and please West fans. The supporting cast—Cary
Grant, Gregory Ratoff and Ralf Harolde—prove adequate.

Definitely not for juveniles.

MY WEAKNESS (Fox)

GRAND musical. Lilian Harvey's first American-
released film is swell and Lilian herself is more than

good. You'll like this little Lnglish girl who first caught
your attention in the famous "Congress Dances."
"My Weakness" is a musical of the highest class.

Lilian plays a sort of Cinderella type of role. We first

see her as a chambermaid in the home of Lew Ayres'
uncle (Henry Travers). She enters into a bet with them
that any woman, given the advantage of beautiful clothes,

can be a success in love. The bet is on and Lilian proves
she's right, using Charles Butterworth as her target.

Butterworth, incidentally, almost steals

that good. Harrv Langdon also has a
"Cupid."

There are some grand novelty numbers.
"You Can Be Had" number when all the toy dogs, statues,

etc., in the room come to life. If the kids like music,
take them.

the show, he's

meaty part as

Especially the

BOMBSHELL (M-G-M)

WELEGANT
. This movie simply brims over with

entertainment. It starts out with a bang and finishes
with a double bang. Wotta show.

Jean Harlow is a wow as Lola Burns, the movie star

10

s

whose name blazes from headlines of every newspaper

and fan magazine, thanks to an overly-ambitious publicity

agent (Lee Tracy). However, the publicity isn't always

flattering, and Lola, who thinks she wants to lead a quiet,

normal life with the patter of baby's feet resounding

through her home, runs away. Always-on-the-job Tracy
follows her and she realizes he's her man after all, and
the movies are okay.

Jean and Lee are simply swell. Next comes Frank
Morgan who is a riot as Lola's drunken, low-brow father.

Pat O'Brien as the director, Ivan Lebedoff as the Marquis,

Una Merkel as the secretary, Ted Healy as the brother

and Franchot Tone in a brief but choice bit are all grand.

You'd be foolish to miss this one. Better leave the

youngsters at home.

THE WAY TO LOVE (Paramount)

GREAT entertainment. Maurice Chevalier's last pic-

ture under the Paramount banner is one of his best,

with the star in one of his greatest roles as the lovable,

carefree tramp of the streets of Paris, whose sole ambition
is to be a guide. This is the type of role that Chevalier

has been clamoring for, and he proves here that he knows
what he's talking about. Ann Dvorak as the little waif
(the role on which Sylvia Sidney staged a walk-out)
whom Maurice meets in a knife-throwing act at a fair,

was excellent. It's great having her back in pictures.

Edward Everett Horton is, well, SWELL is the word.
You have entertainment plus here. The story is chuck-

ful of laughs, a little sentiment and some knock-out musi-
cal numbers. Don't miss it. Take the children, too.

(Continued on page 110)
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No wonder they call Warner Bros.

'The Star Company"—Week after

week in hit after hit, Warners bring

you more famous favorites than

any other studio ! Now it's master-

ful Paul Muni—great star of

Am A Fugitive"—soaring to unex-

ampled heights in an impassioned,

storm-charged drama of a world

reborn 1 For its savage pageantry,

for its courageous theme, for its

amazing exploration of the human

heart, we recommend "The

World Changes" to every movie-

goer in the land as the one pic-

ture that must be seen this month!

"THE WORLD CHANGES
ALINE MacMAHON • MARY ASTOR • DONALD COOK
And Thousands of Others -— Directed by Mervyn LeRdy — A First National Picture

11



BETWEEN YOU and ME
Fans, this is your department! A corner designed especially for you,

which will welcome your views on the screen and its players

Dear Friends:

Two things this month:

1. November 9 is the birthday of Marie Dressier. If you read this

on or before that date, write or wire her in care of this magazine and
your greeting will be forwarded to her promptly. It's everybody's

chance to pay homage to this grand lady of the screen!

2. You and I probably feel alike about "The Three Little Pigs."

I've seen it twice—and I intend seeing it many more times. I sincerely

believe that twenty years from now, when 1953 audiences find even

"Cavalcade" and "Dinner at Eight" dated, Walter Disney's little

masterpiece will be looked upon as a perfect artistic gem.

Now is the time to persuade Mr. Disney to make a full-length

"Symphony" in color, and if you'll send me your opinion on that

subject, I'll get your vote to him. Write me today!

Please address all letters to

The Editor, MODERN SCREEN
100 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Regarding Our Patent Letter-Writer

Realizing that modesty is classed

high among the virtues, we are going
to do a little bragging about the suc-

cess of our patent-letter-writer, (a

feature of the October issue) just the

same.

Remember, you filled in the blanks

and disclosed your favorite actor,

actress and the player you considered
a fitting candidate for future stardom.
The coupons literally poured in by
the thousands and you fans let it be
known without quibbling just who stood
aces in your estimation and who might
be slipping a bit.

So as not to inject too much sus-

pense, let us hasten to reveal that

Joan Crawford, according to your
barometer, is the reigning queen of

the movies. Yes, Miss Crawford re-

ceived twice and a half as many votes
as her nearest runner-up for popularity
honors.

Jean Harlow, another Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer star, has her legion of
staunch admirers as the ballots readily
testified. Then came Janet Gaynor,
who longs to leave the saccharine for
the sophisticated in the matter of roles.

Janet almost came in neck-and-neck
with Jean, with Norma Shearer fol-

lowing closely on the heels of the
Fox favorite.

With these four setting the popular
players pretty firmly, Garbo. Hepburn,

12

Dietrich and Loretta Young find them-
selves scoring honorable mention.

Now for the male stars

:

Clark Gable heads the list with
Robert Montgomery following, though
not too closely, second. Then comes
Cary Grant and after him, several men
get an even break—Novarro, Leslie

Howard and Ronald Colman.
As to the lesser players most fitted for

stardom, two girls walked off with the

honors. Just as many want to see little

Jean Parker with her name in lights

as voted for Frances Dee, who has been
on the screen longer and accorded bet-

ter parts.

And now we want to thank you for

sending in your opinions, for it is

through these that we are assisted in

selecting material for Modern Screen.
We must know those players in which
you are most interested in order to

let you in on their latest activities.

A Break for "Bit" Players

MRS. J. H. ALLEN of Washington,
D. C, writes

:

Almost everyone must appreciate,

but few take the trouble to com-
mend in print, the players who ap-

pear in small roles supporting a star

who gets the billing.

It is comparatively easy to score

when one is handed the material—

a

nice fat part in a story designed to

suit the talents of a certain actor
or actress. But when an unfeatured
member of a cast, with a small part,

almost steals the picture, the least

we can do is recognize him. Ned
Sparks is such an actor and, per-

sonally, I'd rather see him than
Clark Gable any time. I do wish
producers would put him in more
pictures for he is invariably "swell."

Please Pass the Calories

JANE WRIGHT of Tampa, Fla.,

does a little censuring. She says:

What, oh what, must actresses

weigh in real life ! I understand
they photograph ten pounds heavier
than they actually are. So at what
figure can Claudette Colbert, Bar-
bara Stanwyck or Joan Crawford
tip the scales?

Claudette, as she appeared in "1

Cover the Water Front," was little

short of skinny and Miss Crawford
looked transparent in "Today We
Live." and, in fact, all her recent

pictures. I wish she would put on
the weight she had in "Dance, Fools,

Dance" and "Our Blushing Bride."
She certainly would look a whole lot

better. Dietrich, too, is too thin.

Billy Dove had the beautiful figure

!

Truly, I am not an advocate of the

curves possessed by la West, but pull-

eez, a little padding over those

sharp, angular bones

!

{Well, Jane should certainly cheer

Ike Hollywood citizens 2L<ho have been
renouncing potatoes and pie. At that,

there is much truth in what she says.)

In Defense of the Stars

EDNA FOX of Halifax, N. S.,

writes

:

Boy, oh boy, have the stars any
real feelings or have they reel feel-

ings ? They surely must reel when
they read some of the caustic criti-

cism submitted to them through the

fan columns

!

Because a fan dislikes some player,

or his or her acting, is it nice to

indulge in downright mud-slinging ?

Take Joan Crawford, for example.
The worst I could say about her is

that she looks a little too thin, not
gaunt, as described by an Ardent
Fan. True, she does overstress her
makeup, but she is a sincere actress

with style and personality.

Many of the fans seem bent on
giving Doug, Jr. all the sympathy
in the divorce suit. Who cares
about their private lives? "Live
and let live." These unfortunate chil-

dren of the public, unfortunate be-

cause every personal move is re-

corded and censored. Incidentally,

I often wonder why the pure-minded
never miss a wicked picture ? It's

very odd! (Continued on page 14)
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The stamp of

superlative
entertainment/

WALLACE BEERY, GEORGE RAFT, JACKIE COO PER in "THE BOWERY'

WALTER WINCHELL'S "BROADWAY THRU A KEYHOLE
SPENCER TRACY and JACK OAKIE in "TROUBLE SHOOTER'

GEORGE ARLISS in "HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD
CONSTANCE BENNETT in "MOULIN ROUGE"
GEORGE BANCROFT in "BLOOD MONEY

LORETTA YOUNG in "BORN TO BE BAD'

LEE TRACY in "ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

ANN HARDING in "GALLANT LADY'

GEORGE ARLISS in "SENTENCED
T H E G BAR N U M

I KNEW HER WHEN
13
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CAN TELL
by the Smartness

of her* Make-up!
"EN compare her with other girls and
find her lovelier by far ! Her lips never

shriek "paint". For she always uses a marvel-
ov.s new kind of lipstick that brings smooth,
v.itural color. Rich, glowing color. ..but not a

trace of paint to make her mouth conspicuous

!

A lipstick called Tesngoe
Other lipsticks may coat your lips with

paint. But Tangee isn't paint. It's a special
kind of lipstick which blends so perfectly
that it looks like your own coloring! No hard
lipstick line. No caking. No painted look.

In the stick, Tangee looks orange. But put
it on. You'll see it change color to the one
shade of blush-rose best suited to you! Actu-
ally, Tangee brings out the natural color
hidden in your lips

!

Use Tangee and see fresh, natural color in
your lips! Costs no more than ordinary lip-

sticks ... at any toilet goods counter.

Rouge matches lipstick

Tangee Rouge Compact
changes to the one shade
most natural for your type

!

Never causes an over-rouged
look. A perfect match for
Tangee Lipstick

!

Comes in refill- ^| R,
able compact.
Refills fit com-
pact perfectly.

SMALL SIZE

TANGEE LIPSTICK 39*
Also in Theatrical—a deeper
shade for professional use

I .-• World's Most Famous Lipstick
;U "sJE.N DS T HAT P A I N T E D LOOK

1 * SPECIAL 10c OFFER! MM12
j

] The George W.Luft Co. / Enclose 1(¥ \
'

_ 417 Fifth Ave., New York Utamps or coin/ |
I Rush Miracle Make-up Set containing minia- |

|
ture Tangee Lipstick, Rouge and Powder. '

I

Shfde QFlesh Rachel Light Rachel I

I
Name I

State
. |I City-

Between You and Me

{Continued fi

Unimpressed by Glamour

OLD TIMER writes from London,

thus

:

I cannot find the glamour in a Greta

Garbo plot, though I dare say false

eyelashes improve her face a lot.

(That's heresy, Old Timer! The
Garbo lashes, swear those zvho know,

are real.) I can't suppose Tallulah's

casting troubles really were the whole

and total cause of her failure over

there. I cannot see Clark Gable,

playing gallants of today, without a

silent query why he ever got that way.

I wonder why Joe E. Brown and

Eddie Cantor should attract. I won-
der, too, why Constance Bennett

thinks that she can act. How sad I

am that Pola Negri keeps on keeping

on ! I wish these Tarzans, Draculas

and Frankensteins galore could bring

us back our Wood Nymph—Marie

Doro, whom we worshipped so before.

We've shoals of well-meant talkie

stars but . . . for the screen's only

goddess they're no substitute at all.

In truth, the clays of Marie Doro
still stand as paradise to me.

Cynical Letter from a Fight Fan

CAULIFLOWER sends us this from

the Bronx

:

Hot dog ! At last we're going to

see some real fighters in a picture. I

mean Camera and Baer in "The

Prizefighter and the Lady." We've

had enough of make-believe champs

and phoney athletes. Don't get me
wrong—I don't include Cagney or

Weissmuller or Buster Crabbe.

They're okay in their line—but it will

be the nertz to see some real profes-

sionals. Hope they producers don't

gum up the works and take all the

kick out of the fight scenes.

(According to our spics,^ Cauli-

flower, the zvorks haven't been

"gummed." There'll be a grand story

on Baer in our next issue.)

What's the Matter with Ruth?

ONCE A CHATTERTON FAN of

Kansas City, is full of complaints:

What's the matter with Ruth Chat-

terton? Is she slipping? Is it poor

pictures ? Or is it me—am I getting

tired of her? I used to adore Chat-

terton. Her pictures were swell.

Clear up until "The Rich Are Always
With Us." Since that one, I haven't

enjoyed any of them. Yet I still

think she's a sensitive, versatile ac-

tress—a real actress. I suspect that

the fault lies with her pictures. Do
something about it, Mr. Warner
Brothers, won't you?

Not Too Many Dancing Daughters,

Please

JENNIE MAY of Washington, D. C,
says

:

I see they're going to make Joan

om page 12)

Crawford a Dancing Daughter again.

I know I'm in the minority in disap-

proving of this. Mind, I will say
that Joan went a little haywire in

some of her dramatic parts. But on
the other hand, she did some excel-

lent work in her more serious pic-

tures. "Possessed" and "Letty Lyn-
ton" showed Joan at her best. I'd

like to see more pictures like that

—

with, an occasional "Dancing Lady"
picture for variety.

CIVIL ANSWERS TO
CIVIL QUESTIONS

DOROTHY NISSEN, Rochelle

Park, N. J. Davey Lee is now attend-

ing- public school in Los Angeles. After
appearing in Al Jolson's first talkie and
making a personal appearance tour,

Davey's parents decided to withdraw
him from a professional life. Most
players send photographs on receipt of

twenty-five cents to cover mailing cost.

LLOYD GEORGE, Hunt, N. Y.
Leon Janney most recently was seen in

"Police Court," a Monogram picture.

A letter addressed to him to Hollywood
in care of that company will reach him.

although Leon is now a free-lance

player.

EDWARD CORCORAN, Chicago,
111. Most cartoon pictures are made in

California and while the people em-
ployed in making them are both ex-

perienced and expert, there may occa-
sionally be a chance for promising tal-

ent. However, attempting to break into

any branch of the movies is always a
precarious undertaking.

JOAN LYNCH, Marblehead, Mass.
You will see a lot of Alice White in the
near future. Alice is working in "Kid
Gloves," and all set to appear in "Coun-
sellor-at-Law," both for Universal.

PEGGY FLEMING, Atlanta, Ga.
None of the stars to whom you refer
have deserted the screen permanently.
They are just having their annual fling

on Broadway. Yes, New York's Main
Street will see Helen Hayes, Katharine
Hepburn, Nancy Carroll and Claudia
Morgan acting this season!

JANE THOMAS. Springfield, Mass.
But William Powell has played with
Ann Harding. In an RKO picture
titled "Double Harness." They were
swell in this entertaining sophisticated
comedy, too.

TERESA REBALDI, Portsmouth,
Va. Miss Gaynor pronounces her name
Jan-et with the accent on the first syl-

lable. She is all set to start work on
"House of Connelly," having just re-
turned to the coast after a New York
holiday.

ALYCE OSBORNE, Albany, N. Y.
Write Leo Carillo in care of Universal
Pictures, Universal City, Calif. Did you
hear him on the radio lately, acting as
Master of Ceremonies for Chase & San-
born ? He was swell.
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love is rurt blindBeauty Advice

{Continued from page 6)

fit your pocketbook to your wants in

perfume, there's always toilet water,

bath salts—in the loveliest containers

—

bath powders and sachets and talcs

which are almost as nice to have—or
give. And the perfumed lotions for set-

ting the hair help to bring the glamor
and allure that perfume brings, too.

I don't know whether you have no-

ticed— or whether this is prevalent in

all parts of the country—but I have ob-

served that good brushes are a lot less

expensive than they used to be. And a

really good hairbrush is an essential

aid to hair beauty. Some time ago I

saw perfectly plain, wooden brushes

(with, to be sure, superb bristles) as

high as seven dollars. Recently, I

bought a beauty for three-fifty. If you
have been muddling along with an old

brush with apathetic, rubbery bristles,

now's your chance to get a good brush
inexpensively.

1_T AVE you encountered yet the great
*• big towel-sized cleansing tissues ?

They're simply marvelous. You can use
them for removing make-up, polishing

shoes, stuffing the toes of shoes, for

dusting and for wrapping up an extra

pair of stockings to carry in your purse

for that date after work.

I'm asked a great many questions

about foundation creams. Personally, I

never use them. They just don't happen
to suit my skin. But I do use skin

tonics and skin lotions. And they serve

me—and many other people, too—for a

powder base. I've found a lotion that

is a little jim-dandy. It's thin, and
clear—no gummy substance in it—and
perfumed with a famous odor.

There is a new line of make-up,
sponsored by a house that has done the-

atrical make-up and everyday make-up
for years, that you should find great fun
to try.

First a base is applied, with water.

It is blended in and doesn't show at all.

Your face looks just like your usual,

unmake-up face. Then, if you use

rouge, you apply the color to your
cheeks—again with water. Like using
liquid rouge, really, and that never was
a cinch to do. But once you acquire the

trick, liquid rouge gives the most natu-

ral blush of all. Then, you powder, with

a special kind of powder. And finally

—

this is the most amazing part—you dash,

dab or spray cold water quickly all

over your face. It gives a lovely pearly

lustre to the skin.

Next month I'm going shopping my-
self and I know I'll come across a great

many new tricks and trifles to tell you
about in the next issue—dated January
and on sale the first of December.
There will still be some time before

Christmas, if you are not one who does

her shopping early. So—be on the

lookout! Meantime, write to me if you
want to know about the things men
tioned in this article.



HELPING THE AUTHOR EDIT A STORY

A VERY FAMOUS AUTHOR

B
EING somewhat human and some-
thing" of a snob, I like to let

everybody know about it on the
'

rare occasions when people of

distinction deign to notice me. I have

bragged of having had Greta Garbo ride

on the running-board of my car, and Pola

Negri offer to come into my kitchen and
cook me a dinner.

And now I want to let the world know
that I have had Baby Le Roy sitting on my
lap at my desk, even if I have to admit
that when he was shown a manuscript

of mine he clamored at once for a large

blue pencil and began to whack at the

text. How soon the studios infect even
the youngest people with the movie
habits

!

But it only goes to show the astonishing

precocity of this amazing child. He made
his debut on the screen at the age of about
nine months—this side of oblivion—and
proceeded without hesitation to steal the

picture from the other star—an obscure
foreigner named, I believe, Maurice Che-
valier. Now when he is shown a manu-
script of mine in the screen version of
which he is short!}7 to appear, he reaches
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AFTERNOON ZWEIBACH ON THE SET MY DINNER! IT'S ABOUT TIME!

GIVES YOU THIS DEEPLY HUMAN PICTURE OF HOLLYWOOD'S LOVABLE BABY GENIUS

for a blue pencil as promptly as grown-up motion picture

people do as soon as they see a story of mine.

It was a great day in our humble household when we
tried to make ready for the call His Majesty—or His

Paucity—graciously made on us. We muzzled the Pe-

kingese, chained up the goldfish, established the lifeguards

about the swimming pool, put cushions wherever he might

sit down, hid the scissors, the pins, and the paste with

which I compose my works, and brought forward all the

objets d'art that might interest an infant of his years.

WHEN he arrived with his mother and a retinue of

two ladies-in-waiting, he promptly charged on the

Pekingese. This microscopic lion of a dog who chases

man-eating police dogs across the horizon and treats our

bull-terriers like contemptible white mice, promptly fled

for cover. He did not realize that the distinguished guest

was unlike the common children who had tried to gouge
out his eyes, pull off his tail and splinter his ribs.

With royal geniality the Baby smiled and forgot him.

His manners were exquisite, even for a kinglet, though he

did insist, later, upon sitting on the sidewalk outside and,

when the photographer set up a silver reflector, he could

not be dissuaded from sitting on that and plucking off

shreds of tinfoil with which he covered himself and me.
But he felt at home there, bathed in radia~.ce like an
aureole.

What could be more astounding among all the astonish-

ments the motion pictures have spilled about our jaded
heads than the career of this little innocent, who was the

talk of the world before lie could talk? He is a cosmic
figure and does not know it. While so many people, who
think they are important, strut about in ignorance of the

petty limits of their fames, this babe toddles through the

sunshine and has his being in a blaze of arc lights and does
not even know that millions are drawn together by the

display of his name, millions of adults google like infants

when he claps his hands or looks out, up-ended, through
the arch of his fat little legs.

"Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world like a

Colossus
!"

Having quoted Shakespeare, I might go on and cite the

platitude, "A little child shall lead them!" I might con-

trast the Pied Piper of Hamelin decoying all the children

into the mountain with this Childe Le Roy, who leads the

grown-ups in multitudes into the dark moving picture

auditoriums and holds them there spellbound.

The millions who see Baby Le Roy beaming on life or

unconsciously forcing people to take care of him and love

him, inevitably think better of babyhood and feel its heart-

wringing pathos and humor.
Another thing to be remembered and set down on the

good side of the ledger is the influence of the moving
pictures on the little children who work (so to speak) in

the studios. From a long experience with them I can say

they are heaven for children. (Continued on page 104)
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CRITICS OF NEW YORK NEWSPAPERS WROTE EVERY WORD OF THIS AD

M A N C E
FRAGRANT AND LOVELY"

—N. y. Herald-Tribune

"A sensitive and haunting love story that fulfills everyone's

wish." (N. Y. Eve. Sun.j "Wrought with rare skill— truly fasci-

nating—you are strongly urged to see it."—N.Y.Worid-Teiegram

JESSE L. LASKY'S
Production of

BERKELEY
LESLIE HOWARD* HEATHER ANGEL
'You will never see a more dazzling performance."

—N. Y. American

'Plays delightfully and skillfully."

—N. Y. Herald-Tribunt

RECORD-BREAKING CROWDS
saw "Berkeley Square" at the
Gaiety, N. Y. at $1.65 admission.
You see it at popular prices. Ask
your Theatre Manager for the date.

UNANIMOUS!
Never before has a picture

received such unanimous
critical acclaim as this!

"* * * Four Stars."

—

Daily News

"In a class by itself."

—

N. Y Times

"An exciting experience you can't

afford to miss." —N. V. Mirror

Every critic, without excep-

tion, raved! Andyou will too!

VALERIE TAYLOR
IRENE BROWNE
BERYL MERCER

Directed by FRANK LLOYD
who directed "Cavalcade"

From the play by John L. Bdderston
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MODERN SCREEN'S

GALLERY OF HONOR

We honor Irene Dunne, shown here with small Wally Albright, for her magnificent work in "Ann Vickers."
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We honor Maurice Chevalier for his charm in "The Way to Love." Ann Dvorak plays opposite him.

We honor Alice Brady and Maureen O'Sullivan for their work in "Stage Mother."
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THE STRANGE CASE OF

fLER and DIETRICH
r.ncess CATHERINE RADZIWI LL

WICE last summer, the world of the mo-
tion picture touched the realm of inter-

national diplomacy and intrigue. Twice,
Marlene Dietrich was visited secretly by
soft-spoken, swiftly-moving men. Each
of them gave her a message from Adolph
Hitler, Germany's dynamic Chancellor, a
message that offered her a place as un-
believable as it was magnificent in Hitler's

Reich. Each time, she vouchsafed no
answer and the messenger fled from her chagrined and
baffled.

Not long ago, she returned to America.
Her return brings to a pause as amazing a chain of

international events as current history can offer. Posi-

tively, it represents the one test to which the mercurial
Herr Hitler has set himself and failed utterly.

Herr Hitler and Dietrich, these are not names to be

linked lightly. It is of Hitler's doing, not Marlene's.

Here are the facts . . .

When Miss Dietrich went abroad last spring, she went
to rest. With mind unclouded by worries, she took*

a

lovely white house in sunny southern France. The
town was small and cozy and Marlene was a distinguished

visitor. For a while, she lived contentedly and quietly,

rebuilding her health after the harsh siege of Hollywood
picture-making.

The first messenger from Hitler came like a bombshell,

rousing the sleepy townsmen to garrulous gossip. He was
blond with a mustache like his master's, and his square-

set shoulders sloped awkwardly under a coat of obviously

unfamiliar cut. He was a man made for a uniform with

ribbons across its chest, and his eyes burned with a fire

that Marlene did not understand.

This first emissary told her a story that stunned and
thrilled her; that must have left her mind a welter of

fancies and thoughts;

Before this visit, Marlene's foretaste of it all, the now-
famous statement in Germany's official motion picture

organ, the Film Kurier, that warned all German-Aryan
actors appearing in foreign countries that the Chancellor

expected them to return to the Fatherland or be forever

excluded from any possibility of obtaining work in the

motion picture business in Germany. There were whis-

pered intimations of reprisals against the families and
loved ones of any who dared to rebel. All these things

had been brought to Marlene's attention.

SHORTLY afterwards, Hitler's first ambassador ar-

rived with his cleverly planned message. Its first pur-

pose was to banish any resentment Dietrich may have
felt at being ordered about; its second was to summon
her, not as a subject or slave, but as Napoleon might have
summoned Josephine; as a Czar, almost, summoning his



. . An amazing story which links

world affairs with that far-flung industry,

the movies. And which reveals the

remarkable situation between the

stern-lipped Chancellor of New
Germany and the glamorous Marlene

Czarina. That is how Hitler summoned Dietrich,

In effect, this message was : "You are not to regard

the warning in the Film Kurier as pertaining to you. It

was meant only for the others. Whenever you wish to

return, you will be welcomed with open arms. For you,

Adolph Hitler has a special regard and a special

place."

Before I tell you of that regard and that place, you
should know Adolph Hitler's intentions. He sees before

him a triumphant Germany to the glory of which all Ger-

mans must labor. During the stay I made in Germany
last Spring, when people could still talk about things

they are forbidden to mention at present, I talked with

many men and women connected with the German movies.

They all and each one declared that the present Chan-
cellor had the intention to suppress on the screen any pro-

duction not filmed in Germany by a German concern.

In accord with this program, he had made up his mind
to rally to his colors the famous German stars working
abroad. Already, he was projecting measures which would
compel these stars to give up their work abroad or re-

nounce their native land.

And now—he had selected Marlene Dietrich to be the

banner-bearer of Nazi Germany. It remained only to

lure her back.

So, when his first ambassador appeared abruptly to

throw her quiet and contented existence in that tiny

French town into utter confusion, he was polite and for-

mal, no doubt, but his offer came like a bolt from the

blue. I think that offer would have turned the head of

almost any woman in the world—except Marlene Dietrich.

Before his polite, insistent voice was finally quieted by
her refusal to give him an answer, he had painted a glow-
ing picture of a resurgent German movie industry, a

throbbing triumphant industry carrying abroad the ideals

and fame of a "purified" Germany. And at the head of

this vital, vigorous business would stand slender, blue-

eyed Marlene Dietrich.

The Chancellor would accord Dietrich the power to

direct the destinies of German picture production accord-

ing to her best lights and judgments ; her decisions to go
unquestioned and her job of so-called Czar, or rather

Czarina, to be handled solely by her, without any outside

interference. Her rights would include absolute control

of production, with ability to accept or to reject every-

thing from story idea to director, to okay or veto the

choice of cast, billing, film cutting and the hundred and
one other details attendant upon picture-making.

THAT ambassador went back to his master baffled

and chagrined, I have said. Presently, such is the

determination of this man Hitler, another took his place

and returned to the quiet white house in France The
newcomer interviewed the lovely (Continued on pitgc t02)

Illustrated by

CARL HAUPTMANN

Two significant things happened recently when Marlene
Dietrich returned to America.
Questioned by reporters about Germany and Chancellor

Hitler, Marlene was the epitome of diplomacy.
"I am an actress," Marlene evaded, "it is foolish to

question me about political matters."

However, misquoted by one reporter as saying, "I may
go back to Germany when Hitler is not there," Miss
Marlene was horribly agitated.

Her mother lives in Germany, you see. It is a matter
of record that where it has not been possible for the New
Germany to punish those who have talked against it,

their relatives have suffered.

The second significant thing occurred when Marlene was
questioned about her future plans.

"After I make 'Queen Catherine," I hope to have another
holiday in France," she said. "Then I shall return to Holly-

wood for one more picture. After that—well, perhaps I

shall work in France. Who knows—so far in advance?"
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They're moviedom's musketeers-

all for one and one for all—a pair

of ambitious youngsters and a

veteran showman, who is the

husband of one and the good pal

of the other

a tu

DICK POWELL and

OU know those intimate little memory
books that all kids keep ?

Just like all of us, Dick Powell had
one and on one of the pages, written in

a bold boyish hand, is this notation

:

"Met Al Jolson today."

But at the time Dick wrote that he
had no idea how great and curious a
part Jolson was to play in his life.

It happened like this.

Dick was singing with a band and serving as master of
ceremonies at a Pittsburgh theatre, but he was still

young enough and still naive enough to be thrilled by
celebrities.

A victrola company had asked Dick to make some
records, and in the recording room he met Al Jolson, at

that time the greatest showman of them all.

The power and vitality of the man impressed the boy.
He had gripped Dick's hand and wished him success.

How was young Powell to know that fate had planned
that Al should contribute to his success?

Dick went home and wrote in his book. "Met Al
Jolson today."

The scene shifts rapidly.

Warners gave Dick Powell a contract. He did well

enough in a couple of films and was then cast as the

juvenile in "Forty-Second Street." The girl who had the

principal role was Al Jolson's wife, Ruby Keeler.

That night Dick did not write down, "Met Ruby
Keeler today," for she seemed not at all like a celebrity,

but a shy kid who was scared to death of the studio.

Her big eyes looked with increasing terror upon the

bustle and activity of the set. She was sitting in a

corner alone when they introduced her to Dick.

"Are you scared?" Ruby asked.

"Yes," Dick admitted, "kinda."

"But this is my first picture. You've been in pictures

before."

"I've been in a few," Dick said. "But I'm scared

anyhow."

IT is true that Dick was nervous about acting in a film

as important as "Forty-Second Street," but there

was something else that bothered him. Except for that

one time in the victrola place, he had not met Ruby's
husband. And he had heard how much Jolson adored
his wife. He had also heard that Jolson was quick

tempered. Another rumor had told him that Al was
none too keen about Ruby's becoming a picture star.

• It occured to him that Al might not like the idea of
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THE JOLSONS!
Dick's making love to his pretty wife all day long. Sup-
pose Al resented that intimate closeness that every love

scene inspires. Dick got hot around the collar and
wondered if he weren't in a spot.

But these thoughts were interrupted by the director

who called Ruby and Dick before the camera to do a scene.

. When it was over, Ruby said to Dick, "But he didn't

tell us what to do. And he didn't tell us whether he
liked it or not."

"If he hadn't liked it he would have told us," Dick
assured her.

"Oh, would he?" Ruby asked wide-eyed.
The next shot was a love scene.

Dick was really nervous now and he glanced hurriedly
about the set wondering if Jolson were on the stage.
And then something happened that made him even more
worried. Ruby became suddenly tense and rigid. When
he put his arms around her she stiffened.

Then it was true, Dick thought. Jolson was jealous.
Ruby was afraid of love scenes, too. Boy, he was in a
spot

!

They rehearsed it once.

"Wait a minute," the director said. "You kids are
supposed to be in love with each other. Ruby, you're
crazy for him. Loosen up. Put your heart and soul in

this. Act as if you really meant it."

But how, Dick wondered, could they loosen up when
this barrier—the phantom of Ruby's husband—stood be-

tween them? Suppose Jolson were on the set. And
suppose Ruby knew it

!

And then, suddenly, the ridiculousness of the situation

struck him. Why, it was all too funny. There was
nothing to do but to laugh about it. Maybe that would
relieve the tension, anyhow.

SO, during the next rehearsal, he took Ruby in his arms
and shouted, "Say, who is this Al Jolson? I'd like

that guy to see me now. And if he'd like to know, tell

him I can't take any salary this week. Making love to

Ruby is enough."
Everybody laughed, including Ruby. And suddenly

the tense atmosphere cleared. This time when they fin-

ished the rehearsal, the director called out, "That's swell.

We'll shoot it just like that
!"

It was a perfect shot and Ruby was no longer shy.

But when the scene was finished, Dick looked up and saw
Jolson standing there. He (Continued on page 80)

By KATHERINE ALBERT
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KAY^FRANCIS'

SECRETS
(Below) The back and front views of Kay's most glamorous evening

gown. Flesh pink satin and black velvet. The rose in front is placed

upon a tailored bow. (Right) A toe-length black velvet evening wrap.

The ermine and fox cape is detachable and wearable alone.



(Left) The latest fashion points in fur coats are

illustrated in Kay's Persian lamb. Tubular, with

straight sleeves, accented neck. (Right) White

crepe roma and bugle beads, worked on a souffle

yoke that gives a startling bare effect.

IGHTY-SEVEN thousand women have
written Kay Francis within the last year.

And almost without exception those women
have asked Kay how to dress to hold their-

husbands . . .

Revealing, pleading letters they were.

She showed me a few. "What do you do
to be so fascinating, Miss Francis? If I

could look like you did in 'Mary Stevens, M.D.' I bet

my husband wouldn't have left me alone tonight—as he
does almost every night."

Kay looked up from reading that one—sent by a young
matron from Middletown. "I wish there was some way
I could help. I mean if there was something I could
really do about it . .

." And that's where this article

had its inception!

As one of the screen's best dressed women, Kay has
had to give a great deal of thought to clothes. She seems
to epitomize everything young wives want to be—terrific-

ally smart, and charming and mysterious enough to

tantalize.

"What if you were giving the seven gospels of dress

to a bride—what would they be?" I queried.

She drew pencil and paper towards her, thought for a

If you really want to hold your man—husband
or beau—or get your man, for that matter, have

some sort of romantic hostess gown in your

wardrobe, There's nothing more effective for

winter than severe black velvet.

moment, then wrote down the following:

1. Don't dress up just for your big dates. You
won't be able to look your loveliest all the time

—

no woman can—but strike a happy average. Man-
age to look your best three-fourths of the time at

least. The minute you dress without thought,

you're "letting down."
2. Keep that immaculately fresh look at all costs.

3. Never buy clothes merely because they're prac-

tical ! Even your house dresses can have that

delightfully romantic touch and still be very
durable.

4. Watch out for the trifles of a costume—they're

tremendously important. Never permit your slip

to show and don't let your lingerie straps be seen.

The easiest way to keep them in place is to tape

them to the shoulder seams of your dress, especi-

ally if you're wearing an evening gown.
5. Exact imitation is bad ; no two people are suffi-

ciently alike to warrant it. When your clothes

are in tune with you, then you are charmingly
different.

6. Men are susceptible to bright colors and pictur-

esque effects. They like to see women wear gloves.
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7. It's a wise woman who doesn't blame her hus-

band's low finances for her own lack of chic!

MY eye was caught—and held—by that last of the

"gospels" and all it implied. "But Kay, what
would you do if you had to live on twenty-five dollars

a week?"
"Exactly what I did before," she retorted calmly.

"When I was a secretary, you know. I schemed every
which way. There was one dress, I remember, that

functioned famously. It was a black taffeta with high

puffed sleeves and a square neck. For afternoons and
Sundays I wore it with a pleated white guimpe and black

and white sandals. For dinner I wore it without the

guimpe and pinned two enormous yellow tulips on the

shoulder. For more formal occasions I discovered a
black sequin bolero to wear over it. I made myself an
evening hat of the black sequins—and I think my friends

said more kind things about me in that costume than in

any other I've ever had!
"There are so many things you can do—particularly

when it's a 'skirt and blouse' (Continued on page 92)

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
We have had a pattern made for you of one of

Kay's loveliest evening gowns. You will find it

on our regular pattern page—page 73

(Right) A grand suit. Wide-wale blue silk-and-wool.

Tunic length coat—perfect for tall girls. Detachable

feminine touches included in the ascot tie and cuffs.

(Below) The exquisitely made blouse is of silver gray

ribbed silk, with an amusing chain and hook to close

the neck. The beads and bracelet are bright blue.

Then, note Kay's brown suede and brown kid oxfords.

Cold buttons match the trim on the bag. To their right,

are two knockout belts. Above the belts is the delight-

fully insane hat Kay wears with her suit.



By

WALTER
RAMSEY

Jean answers

YOUR
QUESTIONS
about her marriage

Congratulations, flowers

and twenty-two news-

papermen awaited the

newly wed Rossons

upon their arrival from

Yuma. All of which

might have floored less

poised people than Jean

and Hal, who welcomed

the visitors and posed

graciously for pictures.

YOU aren't fool-

ing Jean Har-
low. Neither is

Hollywood

!

In spite of the tons
of flowers that flooded
her home immediately
following the sensa-
tional news of her air-

plane elopement with
Hal Rosson, and the
thousands of polite

telegrams of "congrat-
ulations," she knows
that gossip rampant is

pursuing her third mar-
riage just as it has
dogged every single cli-

max of her Hollywood
life.

She knows that those
who have scrutinized,

questioned and ex-
plored everything she
has ever done, seeking
ulterior motives and
"hidden" stories, are
wiring Hollywood with
malicious little guesses
of why did she do it?

For some time now,
I have been telling the
world it was my opin-
ion that Jean Harlow
was one of the swellest

girls eyer to come down
the Hollywood pike.

My deep admiration
for her began in the dark days of the Paul Bern tragedy,
which widowed the twenty-one-year-old girl and splashed
her name in headlines all over the world. But I have
never felt greater respect for her than I did that day in

her exquisite white Georgian living-room listening to

a bride of seven days not only "take it," but actually

find sympathy and understanding of the viewpoint of
the other fellow.

She was sitting in an enormous white chair, wearing
a white sports blouse and skirt, her white-blonde hair

waved loosely about her sun-tanned face, which was die

only touch of color in this living portrait of a "Lady
Done In White." I told her that I was there with the
Hollywood gossip angles on her sensational marriage.
I have learned from past experience in dealing with Jean
to "shoot from the shoulder." Stunningly frank and

Acme

She knows the cruel and unflattering

surmises her sudden elopement brought

forth and deals with them frankly in this

amazing interview

outspoken herself, she

detests bush-beating in

others. Ask her a di-

rect question and you

get a direct answer.

Yet, I quailed at some

of the ideas.

Jean didn't. But

more surprising than

that, was her entire at-

titude on the matter.

There was nothing
barbed or angry or

"fighting back" in the

things she told me. Her
thinking process is

clearly illustrated in

one of the first things

she said.

AS long as I am 'the

.
platinum blonde,'

as long as I appear on

thv ~reen in decollette

gowns and sexy love

scenes, as long as I am
Jean Harlow I am
going to be discussed.

It is the price that my
kind of screen charac-

ter pays for her fame,

for her M-G-M con-

tract. And I, person-

ally, do not think that

the price is unreason-

able. I have tried al-

ways to be truthful and
frank with the public

about Jean Harlow. It is the least I can do."

She lighted a cigarette, calmly waved out the match.

"I don't think there is much you can tell me of what
'they' are saying about my marriage. I think I have
heard, or at least sensed almost everything that could be

said. You mentioned a moment ago that one of the

first questions you had heard was : 'Why did she elope

in the middle of the night when they could have made
arrangements to be sanely and conventionally married

at some reasonable hour of the day just like other people?'

And df course the gossip answer is : 'Oh, you know
Harlow! She's a publicity hound. Has to do every-

thing sensationally so it will be sure to land in news-
paper headlines.'

"But that isn't our answer. It is really a very simple

and uninvolved reason with (Continued on page 86)
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H o w COLUMBO
discovered AMERICA

(Left) The Singin' Russ

Columbo has proved that he

has a nice talent for comedy.

In Universai's "Broadway Thru

a Keyhole," Russ- commences

his screen career. That's

Paul Kelly with him.

By JERRY
W A L D

TWO years ago, Russ Columbo was riding the

sky, one of radio's brightest stars. "Crosby,
Columbo and Vallee," ran the refrain that

echoed in millions of loudspeakers.

For millions of women up and down the wavelengths,
his voice held a spell and gave promise of romance and
glamor. Even now, though he has been off the air for

months, he continues to represent Prince Charming.
Before I tell you of the amazing way in which this

came about, I want you to remember his acting in "Broad-
way Through a Keyhole." If you missed the picture,

I can tell you there was a mellowness about his mimicry
that bespoke much more than his brief experience as an
actor. He's incredibly young, you know, to have found
stardom in two separate fields. Yet his work bears a
veteran's polish.

How is this possible? To give the answer I reveal

some of the topsy-turvy things through which he has gone.

Believe it or not, they are just the sort of things that

might happen to you or me if we were to stray into the

path of that thunderbolt called Fame.
In the Hollywood of 1925, when Bebe Daniels was

the saucy siren whose virtuous screen kisses set a new
30

standard for university co-eds, and Douglas Fairbanks
was a gymnastically-inclined actor instead of a globe-

trotter, Russ Columbo was the eighteen-year-old violinist

who played "emotion" music- for Pola Negri.

When the screen gained a voice, he abandoned his

violin and became a voice double. Perhaps you remember
a not-quite-convincing Gary Cooper in "Dynamite" sing-

ing "How Am I to Know?" Russ did that job and many
others, subbing for this or that lord of the screen.

AT night, he played at the celebrated Cocoanut Grove
. in Gus Arnheim's orchestra. And after a while,

with his own little group in the Club Pyramid. Was he

ambitious? If you know Hollywood, you already. have

the answer. In a city where today's stenographer is to-

morrow's screen sensation, everyone dreams and plans

and hopes for the new day's break. Russ had his dreams,

too.

He might still have those dreams if he had not met
Con Conrad.
Con Conrad is one of the best song writers in this

country. You've whistled his tunes . . . "Margy,"
"Barney Google," "Ma, He's Makin' Eyes at Me." But



(Above) He's undeniably handsome. His manners

are charming. And his baritone voice is grand.

(Right) Con Conrad. An unusual combination of

hit song-writer and dynamic press agent. Remem-
ber the stories about Columbo being engaged to

Carbo? Well, he's the chap who put that over!

the night he walked into the Club Pyramid in Hollywood,
his fortunes were at a low ebb. Life had jostled him
harshly and love had broken his heart—evil portent of

what was to happen to Russ—but here in California he
hoped to find new inspiration.

Russ first knew of his presence when a waiter brought
him the message, "Con Conrad wants to see you. He's
at that corner table."

Russ, who had been singing and leading his orchestra

without attracting great local attention, attached no im-
portance to the summons.

"Here I am, Mr. Conrad," he said. "What can I do?"
Con Conrad replied, "It's what I can do for you.

Listen, kid, you've got what it takes. How soon can you
leave for the East?"

That, was the beginning. At four o'clock in the morn-
ing Conrad was still talking, still painting pictures of
fame to the boy whose earnings to date had been $75
a week. A few minutes later. Con was saying, "Think it

over, kid. Talk it over with your folks. I'm at the
Ambassador." Then he changed his mind. "No, I've got
a better idea. I'm going home with you now. We'll
get this settled tonight. We won't wait till morning."

A story of an amazing, Horatio

Alger success—-and bitter, sud-

den failure* A story of young

love killed by fame's demands

and a friendship wounded by

one mistake. A story to which

the ending has not yet been

written . .

That is how it happened that Russ' mother and dad
were awakened to face a voluble stranger who promised
the moon, sun and stars to their boy.

At nine o'clock, Con, Russ and a lawyer were drawing
up an agreement that Conrad would pay Columbo's ex-

penses east and sell his talents in return for one-third of

Columbo's earnings. At ten, Conrad had the contract in

his pocket. So far so good, except for the fact that he
had only $25 to his name.

IT is no easy job to raise $350. The fare back East
was just that and Con's sole asset was a week-old

Ford. Someone told him that one of the Rhythm Boys
at the Cocoanut Grove wanted £ car. Conrad hunted up
the fellow and made a deal. The fellow was Bing Crosby.

So it was his money, in a way, that started Columbo to

New York, the same Columbo who was soon to be his

bitterest rival in what the radio reporters called "The
Battle of the Baritones."

The next day, Con Conrad and Russ Columbo embarked
on a journey to the rainbow's end. It was July 4th, 1931.

The New York that Russ discovered was busy and

brusk. If it hadn't been for (Continued on page 98)
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AY FRANCIS give a barn dance out to the Ven-

domey. And, by Jupiter, 'twas a peck o' fun.

Now, if ye'll start at the top and read straight down,

we'll tell ye who all the folks is. Fust, Mike

Farmer and Glory Swanson. Glory kept hittin' the camera lenses

with that water pistol, hehehe! Next, Jack Gilbert and his wife,

Jinny Bruce as was. They left the little one ter home with the

hired girl. Below them, ye'll find Ken MacKenna, the village

constabule, Herbie Marshall and his wife, Edna Best, and our Kay,

in a mighty purty checked sunbonnet. Husband MacKenna was

right polite about lettin' uninvited folks in— j'ist for a short spell,

though. He'd let 'em eat 'n' drink and then he'd hint that mebbe

they'd better be pushin' along. Below them, Dick Barthelmess,

who come togged out like a darkey, his wife Jessica Sergeant,

Adolphe Menjou and Mr. and Miz Clive Brook. Ye'd have

laughed yerself sick at Dolphe's real dress suit—made out of blue

denim. Directly below this here writtin' is a gineral view of the

layout. Bill Haines and Mrs. Richard Wallace in the foreground.

And below that, Ly Barrymore and his wife, Irene Fenwick.
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WITH YOUR
OIL

Brent.

ELL, if ye'll iist follow the same directions as

ye did before, we'll tell ye about the folks on

this page. Up top, there's a real sweet pitcher

of Ruth Chatterton and her husband, George

And below them, purty Joan Bennett and her hus-

band Gene Markey. Then Mike and Glory again, in the

hay wagon with some other folks. Kay didn't want us ter

take pitchers of the wagon, but we snuck that one and she

called us a naughty boy. And who d'ye suppose those

folks are in the next pitcher? Florence Eldridge March
and Fred March. 'Course, ye recognize Gloria Stuart and

the chap with her is George Oppenheimer. Right below

here is a good character photygraft study of Barthelmess—

with the missus, again. And directly below them, a couple

of desperate cowboys named Ric Cortez and Chuck Farrell,

with Christine Lee and the Countess Frasso. And I guess

that's all, folks. This is J. B. Scott signing off—goin' out

ter git some snapshots of Donald Ogden Stewart's party.

Y' might look on page 62 for views of same.

VORITE
TARS



HE HAD IT TO DO AGAIN, IT

WOULD BE THE SAME. MAR-
RIAGE—TO THE SAME GIRL—
WITH THE SAME METHODS
TO ENSNARE HAPPINESS. YET
HE REALIZES HIS FAILURE

ICHARD DIX says that

the most important day
in his career—in his en-

tire life—was the day he
married Winifred Coe. That ex-

perience, brief though it has been,

painful as it must have been in

some of its phases, nevertheless

has marked a turning point more
vivid, more powerful in its effect

upon the man, than anything else

in his life, a life crowded with
crises, with decisions to be made,
problems to be met, with adven-
tures, intensity, excitement.

Rich has not been interviewed

for a whole year. He has declined

to discuss his affairs or his plans

with anyone. He will not be in-

terviewed again for a long while.

He told me, the other day, "There
were some things printed early in my
marriage, which made things difficult.

That was one of the first things I

learned, after I was married—that

things could matter to me which had
never mattered before. I decided that

the best thing for everyone concerned
would be for me not to say anything at

all about anything.

"The first thing I want to make clear

to you is that if I had it all to do over

again. I should not change anything.

I should proceed to this same point at

which I now find myself. I do not

regret my marriage, even though we
are separated now. What is more, if

this marriage should end in divorce,

34

By HELEN
LOUISE
WALKER

Keep
with

on
sue

I should want to try it again,

and on trying it until I met
cess

!"

Three years ago, Richard first told me
about Winifred. He was so in love then
that he stammered and blushed like any
adolescent. Dix, who was Hollywood's
most confirmed bachelor. Dix, who had
had ample reason to learn to be cynical

about women.
"I want to marry her if she will have

me," he told me. "I want it more than
I have ever wanted anything in the
world."

He went on to describe her and to be
ecstatic about the kind of girl she was.
A girl who knew nothing of pictures, a
girl who had been sheltered and protected
and who knew nothing of making her own
way in the world. She was intensely de-
voted to her family, to domesticity, to a
dignified mode of living. A girl who was
not at all impressed because he was a
motion picture actor. A girl who liked

him, not for what he stood for in his pro-
fession, not for the fame which had
accrued to him, but because, somehow,
he. happened to be the sort of person that

she liked ! She wasn't, apparently, even
curious about motion pictures or the

people who made them. And Rich loved

that lack of curiosity, that casual attitude

of looking upon the picture business as a

business, like the law or the wholesale

shoe business or, perhaps, the profession

of medicine.

THERE was some lovers' quarrel or

other shortly after he told me all this,

and Rich was quite heart-broken. All. he
indicated, was {Continued on page 90)
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GARBO BUILDING

CHATEAU NEAR
STOCKHOLM
Hepburn Reported Playing

Extra in "Queen Christina"

It looks as if Garbo will soon put Holly-
wood and movies behind her. The star

has just purchased an estate in Dyvik,
Sweden, near Stockholm, and has okayed
blueprints for an elaborate chateau.

When Greta first appeared in Holly-
wood, she stated that her desire was to

earn money to buy a home in Sweden.
"Queen Christina" is now in produc-

tion and the latest rumor concerning it

credits Katharine Hepburn with applying
for an extra job. Katie is an ardent ad-
mirer of Garbo's and would like to see

her work. An interesting slant on this

news lies in the fact that many predict

she will ultimately take Greta's place.

Jimmie and Sally Balk

—Sally Cast for Western

No sooner had Sally Eilers departed
from the cast of "Jimmie and Sally," than
James Dunn began to draw up his walk-
ing papers. Sally claimed her role was
"secondary. Jimmy just walked out.

The story's title will undoubtedly be
changed, for Claire Trevor and Bruce
Riley have been substituted. Incidentally,

'tis said that Sally will play in a Western
opposite George O'Brien.

Cabot Flies to Adrienne

Then to His Home Town

No sooner was the ink dry on Adrienne
Ames' divorce certificate than Bruce Cabot
appeared on the scene. He had flown to

Reno to plan their forthcoming marriage.

When arrangements were agreed upon,

Cabot took off for Carlsbad, New Mexico,
his home, to prepare for the big event.

Hollywood has interestedly watched this

romance since the days when Stephen
Ames—Adrienne's "ex"—was delighted

that his wife found Bruce a good pal.

ELIZABETH ALLAN AND ROBERT MONTGOM-
ERY TOOK A DAY OFF FROM THE STUDIO TO

SEE THE MATCHES RECENTLY

ERIC LINDEN IS FINDING LIFE PRETTY DULL
WITH FRANCES DEE ABOUT TO BE MARRIED.

SEE STORY AT RIGHT

RENEE ADOREE
Though she had been ill for sev-

eral years, Renee Adoree's sudden
death came as a great shock to the
film colony. When the end came,
the celebrated star of silent picture

days was at her home in Tujunga
with Toni, her German companion.

Miss Adoree flashed to fame for

her excellent portrayal of Melisande
in "The Big Parade," although she

gave many fine screen characteriza-

tions before and since that one.

CLARA BOW DENIES

RIFT WITH REX
The "Brooklyn Bonfire"

Explains Cause of Rumor

Clara Bow has all the answers ; most
of them pretty good, too. If you ask
about the rumor that's been seeing the

light of print recently, regarding her con-

templated separation from Rex Bell, she

says, "Nothing to it ! Rex and I had an

argument. I won; so- what?"
Hollywood newspapers ran pictures of

the popular pair in tight embrace the day
after the meanies started the yarn about

a divorce. Meanwhile, the reported "heart"

is keeping very quiet.

Flashes from Here and There
Billie Dove and her husband. Bill Kenniston,

are thrilled that they're "blessed-eventing."
Eleanor Boardman and Harry D'Arrast, direc-

tor, will be married as soon as the actress'

divorce decree from King Vidor becomes final.

Max Baer and his wife, Dorothy Dunbar, are
legally free, which news will interest several
sentimental ingenues.

Bill Cagney's recent marriage to Boots Mallory
put him in a featured role in "Success." Noth-
ing succeeds like it, you know.

Elissa Landi has just completed her third novel,
"The Ancestor."
Dorothy Wilson is the latest leading woman

to be cast in "Eight Girls in a Boat."

FRANCES AND JOEL

ENGAGEMENT
BLOW TO ERIC
Youthful Player Grieves

Over Unrequited Love

Eric Linden was recently reported as
being seen "somewhere in Europe." The
youthful actor left Hollywood the day
Frances Dee and Joel McCrea became en-
gaged, declaring he would never return.
Young Linden went about his departure

systematically. First, he requested a can-
cellation of his four-vear contract with
RKO; then, having just paid down $1200
on his car, returned it to the finance com-
pany; and finally, left town immediately.
You see, Eric was madly in love with
Frances. He is willing to toss his career
in Hollywood up in the air now.
Time is a great healer and youth re-

sponds quickly, so let us hope

!

Sequel for Jean Harlow;

Film with Weissmuller

Jean Harlow will don a wig again and
create once more that character which
started her on the high road to success.
"Red-Headed Woman in Paris" is the new
title. The story will pick Jean up in
Europe (where the first installment ended)
and carry her through further adventures.

Incidentally, M-G-M is planning to star
the Platinum One with Johnnie Weissmul-
ler in a combination "Tarzan" "Red Dust."

More Wedding Bells—
Cary Grant and Virginia

Their closest friends would have you
believe that Cary Grant and Virginia
Cherrill are all set to take the matrimonial
plunge.

Of course, this is not one of the newer
Hollywood romances ; in fact, its claim
to fame lies in its consistency.
Rumor also hath it that there will be

a foursome trip to Europe very soon, the
vacationing parties being, besides Cary and
Virginia, Vivien Gaye and Randolph Scott

THE MARQUIS IS ON HIS WAY TO LOOK OVER
HIS ESTATE IN PARIS AND CONNIE BENNETT

SAW HIM OFF, LIKE A DUTIFUL WIFE
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. . . WHAT EVERY
Divorces take a back seat as fierce marriage epidemic sweeps Hollywood

OLLYWOOD has been doing nothing but elope

this month.

Starting off with the Jean Harlow-Hal Ros-
son airplane jaunt to Yuma, Arizona (see the

story on page 29), our fair hamlet has been bombarded
with "more of the same" as fast as the planes could be
scheduled. First

:

Sally Eilers and Harry Joe Brown. With the startling

announcement of this airplane elopement, Hollywood was
also treated to the news that Sally had obtained a Mexican
divorce—secretly—from Hoot Gibson a few weeks ago.
Sally met Harry Joe Brown on her recent trip to Europe.
He was traveling on the same boat and during the entire

stay abroad they saw each other daily. "I didn't know
I was in love with him until he left me in New York and
came on to Hollywood ahead of me," says Sally. "But
when he met my train in Pasedena, I realized just how
much he had come to mean to me and how I had missed
him."

Harry Joe Brown is a producer-director at Paramount
and a great friend of Hoot's (who sent his best wishes as
soon as the wedding was announced). It even looks as
though Sally might quit her contract at Fox and go with
her husband at Paramount. (More about that later.)

The}- are now living in one of the most gorgeous apart-
ments in Hollywood—seven rooms at the famous Co-
lonial House.
And second

:

Boots Mallory and Bill Cagney. Boots has been
rumored "engaged" to so many of the local swains that

Toby Wing is THE cutest thing.

Maurice Chevalier thinks so, too!

That's one of her costumes for

DeMille's "This Day and Age.' :
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FAN SHOULD KNOW
Winter season brings gay parties—and the postman brings invitations

when she eloped to Caliente, Mexico, it was no end of a

surprise. Our newest newlyweds met in the Cocoanut
Grove about three months ago. Since that time they

have been together almost constantly—Boots taking a

few nights off for her other "hearts" occasionally. They
were married by a Justice of the Peace in the Mexican
town and had a policeman and a cowboy for witnesses.

They're looking for a Mexican house in Hollywood in

which to settle down.

• Talk about your realism ! In a fight scene in "Hoop-
la," one of the extras was supposed to hit Clara Bow
gently on the chin. As it happened the extra was an ex-

prizefighter, and the "gentle tap" knocked Clara completely

out. She suffered a bruised jaw, a cut tongue and had

to go to bed for a day.

Then over on the Warner lot, during a football se-

quence in "College Coach," Lyle Talbot was tackled with

so much vigor that he had to be taken out of the cast to

recuperate. Dick Powell got off a little easier—he suf-

fered merely a sprained ankle!

FIRST NITE NEWS

Bette Davis almost stopped the show at the opening of

"I Loved A Woman" by bouncing in with eight escorts

!

Conspicuous by his absence was Harmon O. Nelson, the

husband but very much in evidence was one Lynn Riggs.

Lynn seems to be getting quite a habit.

A humorous touch to this particular occasion was the

fact that Bette sported a huge corsage of red and white

carnations and in the lapel of each man's coat was one
of these posies. Four reds and four whites.

Dick Powell acted as master of ceremonies and did a

good job of it. He was there with Mary Brian, whom he
admits is still his best gal. But he also admits that Mary
has such an abundance of boy friends that he has just

about given up the idea of being anything more than

"another escort" in her life. Not that he wouldn't like

to be more than that.

• The Donald Ogden Stewart party was a howling suc-

cess. (See page 62.) All the guests (which included

almost all of filmland) were asked to come representing

their favorite actor or actress. It was interesting to note

that there were several Joan Crawfords, Hepburns,
Shearers and oodles of Mae Wests. But not a single

Garbo. Does this signify that the Swedish star isn't

such a favorite? Anyway, we think someone missed a

grand chance. Wouldn't Garbo as the dancer in "Mata
Hari" with a pair of size twelve shoes (as a gag) have
been a riot ?

MARRIAGE DEPARTMENT

• Hollywood is turning into a matrimonial center, all

right. There's Mervyn LeRoy and Doris Warner.
They'll get married as soon as Mervyn gets a breathing

spell from his directorial jobs. The sudden romance of

Lola Lane and Al Hall is so serious that it seems

Acme

William S. Hart took sick and had

to go to Lebanon Hospital in Los

Angeles. Two-Gun Bill is better

now, thanks.

Meet Alice in Wonderland. In other

words, winsome Charlotte Henry,

who won the Paramount role over

7000 other contestants.

The perfect girl—Agnes Craney—

and the perfect man—Jack Jenkins,

winners over 100,000 in Paramount's

"Search for Beauty."
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WALLY AND CAROL ANN IN LUNNON JUST A TRIO OF HUSKY CHAMPIONS

Acme

(Above) They both look a little bit dazed, though

Wallie is smiling manfully. The big Beery and his

adored little daughter, Carol Ann, being welcomed in

London. (Right) Contender Max Baer, Spanky ("Left

Hook") McFarland of "Our Gang," and Carnera.

In "The Prizefighter and the Lady."

bound to end at the marriage bureau. In fact, the}' as

much as admit they're headed that way.

But Genevieve Tobin, according to her Ma, is not

going to be rushed into matrimony. True, she's engaged,

but she wants plenty of time to get acquainted with her

man, Felix Chappellet, before she says those important

words, 'T Do.'* La Tobin doesn't believe in marrying in

haste and repenting at leisure, which seems to be the vogue
in Hollywood. She wants her marriage to stick

!

• "And who is Mae West?"
The above question was asked by Marlene Dietrich,

creator of ''mannish styles for women" . . . but now look-

ing as frilly and feminine and curvy as West herself.

This latter fact no doubt motivated the young reporter to

ask her how she liked the Mae West styles. In answer
to which La Dietrich raised her exotic eyebrows and
asked the question that has set the entire film colony

a-buzzing.

The battle's on ! Marlene has made the first move.
Now watch for developments. They should be interest-

ing, inasmuch as both gals are under contract to the same
studio—and their meeting is inevitable

!

• Greta Garbo is as punctual as George Arliss. At 7 :55

to the dot, she checks in at the studio. And at six sharp

she drops whatever she's doing and goes home. Arliss

has his A'alet keep his eye on the time-piece and at the

appointed hour he steps on the set and reminds his

master that it is now exactly six o'clock. But Garbo
handles the matter a little differently. She merely in-

structs her maid to approach her with a glass of water.

That's the tell-tale signal. When the boys see that glass

of water appear, they know it's a day—even though they

be right in the middle of an important scene.

TURF NOTES

• May Robson wandered out to the County Fair at

Pomona, California, one Sunday. She was sitting in

the grand stand watching the horse races, when the an-

nouncer made it known to the crowd that the "Lady for a

Day" was in their midst. Fifty thousand people stood up
and cheered as May, sporting a very jaunty beret, took

a bow.
The same day, over in the stables, Wheeler and Wool-

sey and Dorothy Lee were spied looking over the live-

stock. One of the ambitious photographers got the bright

idea of having the three of them pose on the back of the

prize winning horse. The animal proved to be excep-

tionally frisky and while the three hung on for dear life,

the crowd howled with laughter as Wheeler burst forth

with "Who's afraid of the old gray mare ?" to the tune of

"Who's afraid of the big bad wolf?"

• And while we're on the subject of horse-racing, have
you heard the story they're telling on Marie Dressier? It

seems that a man in the horse-racing business back in

Ohio had been spreading the yarn that he once was
Marie's husband. A newspaper man wired Marie, query-
ing her about this. And this is what she wired back

:

"Positively untrue but I am getting old and tired and
need long rest so if horses running well and he has mil-
lions I might consider his proposition at this time."

Leave it to Marie to see the humorous side of the thing.

• Lilian Harvey was so worried over how the public
would feel about "My Weakness" that she sat home
wringing her hands all during the preview. She suffered
from such a bad case of nerves that she positively refused
to go near the theatre.

However, she was finally persuaded to attend the re-

Miss Dressler's snappy telegram . . . No more Jimmie and Sally? Miss Dietrich, you
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ception afterwards. And the greeting she received as she

made her appearance was so great that it would have
satisfied a queen—or even Pola Negri herself

!

DOTS AND DASHES

• Dorothea Wieck celebrated her first wedding anni-

versary the other day . . . Genevieve Tobin has a hand-
some new mink coat . . . Donald Cook's ambition is to be

a director . . . Jean Harlow has no eyebrows—she paints

'em on . . . Johnny Weissmuller has taken up outboard
speed-boating . . . Junior Laemmle gave Eleanor Holm
(his former sweetie) a set of silver for a wedding present

. . . Garbo personally picked Cora Sue Collins to play

herself as a child in "Queen Christina" because little

Miss Collins looks so much like Garbo's own baby pic-

tures . . . Ginger Rogers' ambition is to make a million

dollars, then marry and have at least fh'e children.

• Sally Eilers had no sooner returned from her elope-

ment than she started raising a big fuss over at Fox
studio. She absolutely refused to do ''Jimmy and Sallv,"

the picture that was to be another "Bad Girl." She
claimed her part was too small and insignificant. When
she moved all her furniture out of her dressing room, it

was believed that she and Fox had actually parted. But
it was later stated that the room was needed for office

space. However, to date, she hasn't moved into any
other dressing room. So-o-o-o. . . . This, coupled with

the fact that Sail}7 has intimated that she would like very

much to be free to work at Paramount, where her hus-

band is a director, makes it look more than ever as though
the rift will not be patched up.

• Jeanette MacDonald and Ramon Novarro are con-

tinuing to squabble over on the "Cat and the Fiddle" set.

International

(Left) Katie Hepburn went, in one of her smartest suits

and nuttiest hats, to the semi-finals of the Pacific

Southwest Tennis Tournament. Photographers bobbed

up. And Katie did them that way. (Above) Six weeks

old was Susan Ann Gilbert when this was taken.

Some wit remarked it should be re-titled "Two Cats and

a Fiddle"

!

• That Kelton kid (Pert's the first name) is getting

in bad in Hollywood because she's such a good actress.

First, she stole honors from Connie Bennett in "Bed of

Roses." Then, secondly. Samuel Goldwyn is practically

re-making the entire picture, "Nana." One reason is

that Pert outshone the star, Anna Sten. The new version

will not include Miss Kelton in its cast ! At present,

she's doing a comedy with Zasu Pitts but chances are

she won't do any stealing there.

• Loretta Young and Spencer Tracy continue to dis-

cuss their "business" during cosy intimate luncheons or

while dining and dancing at various popular late-spots

about town. They seem to have such a grand time to-

gether that maybe the business—which concerns a plav

both hope to appear in some time this season—is just an

excuse ! Both Mr. and Mrs. Tracy deny that Loretta

had anything to do with their separating. But maybe
she will have something to do with keeping them
separated.

LOST LOVE NEST

• A few weeks ago Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler took a

drive out to Palm Springs and looked rather sadly, but

hopefully, at a certain nice sandy lot. Al bought it

several years ago and had plans all laid out for a beauti-

ful $100,000 home to be built on it where he and Ruby
could spend their holidays. Then came the stock market
crash . . . and all dreams of a home were blasted. But
Al and Ruby still have the lot . . . and hopes

!

LOOK FOR MORE GOSSIP ON PACE 78

certainly have started something! And we don't mean a trouser fad by any means!
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Joan Crawford Offers you

a THRILLING

CONTEST
prizes:

I st—A free trip to visit Joan Craw-

ford in Hollywood, to go places

and see things as this glamorous

star's guest, to meet her friends,

who will then become your friends.

2nd—A Crosley Shelvador Refrig-

erator (see picture).

3rd—$100 in cash.

4th—A Crosley Dual Tone Low-Boy

Radio (see picture).

5th—Ten prizes of a Max Factor

make-up kit (see picture).

6th—Five prizes of $10 each.

7th—Ten prizes of $5 each.

Will YOU visit Joan Crawford

in Hollywood? Will you win one

of these fascinating prizes offered

in this exciting contest? Twenty-

nine prizes in all— and a lot of

fun in the bargain!

HERE you are, boys and girls and ladies and
gentlemen! The Joan Crawford contest, which
offers more fun than the proverbial barrel of
monkeys.

And that's not all it offers, either! Just consider the
prizes : first, a free trip to Hollywood, to meet Joan
Crawford, to be entertained by her, and taken all manner
of exciting places by her. Second, a most modern and
efficient Crosley Shelvador Refrigerator to replace that

dismal, over-crowded ice-box mother has out in the back
pantry. Third, one hundred beautiful dollars in cash.

Fourth, a Crosley Dual Tone Low-Boy Radio—a good-
looking instrument with a peach of a tone. Fifth, ten
prizes each (you see, you can't lose) of a Max Factor
make-up kit. Sixth, five prizes of $10 each. And
seventh, ten prizes of $5 each. In case of ties, duplicate
prizes will be awarded.
Now—where's the little chore you have to do to win

one of those elegant prizes? Just turn over the page.
There you'll see a number of cut-up pictures. They are
four scenes from Joan Crawford's latest picture, "Dancing
Lady." You are supposed—nay, commanded !—to put
the pictures together again, like Humpty-Dumpty, ar-

range or number them in the proper order (the order in

which the scenes take place in "Dancing Lady". See the

synopsis on the next page.) Then—hold those pictures

until next month. We'll give you four more to do. Then
write a description of Joan Crawford—in ten words or
less. Send the eight stills, together with your ten word
description of Joan Crawford to the Joan Crawford Con-
test, Modern Screen Magazine, 100 Fifth Avenue, New
York, N. Y. All entries—remember, the complete eight

pictures and description—must be mailed before midnight

of January 15, 1934.
2nd PRIZE: dor Refrigera
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Here is Joan in a charm-
ing corner of her Brent-

wood Heights home. How
would you like to go
places with this glamor-
ous star? And by
"places," we mean some
of the gay spots of

Hollywood. It would all

be free, remember, to

the winner of first prize

in this Joan Crawford
contest. There's a chair

all ready for that person,

as you can see below*

FIRST PRIZE:
A free trip tc

places and s

4th PRIZE:
A Crosley Dual Tone

Low-Boy Radio
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CAN YOU PUT THE PICTURES
I

»

THE STORY OF DANCING LADY"
Tod Vionet (Franchot Tone) liked wine, women and song. What

is more, he could afford them. Tod had dedicated his young life

to becoming a super-playboy.
When Park Avenue night life palled, there was downtown New

York with its hectic side-shows and gaudy burlesques. It was in one
of these that Janie (Joan Crawford) appeared, Janie of the twinkling

toes and the magnetic personality.

One evening Tod and the police arrived at the notorious girl-

show simultaneously. The latter had come to not-too-gently, but

firmly, remove the scantily-garbed talent from the entertainment

boards. Young Vionet paid Janie's fine at court. Which favor, he

considered, entitled him to intimate and exclusive rights on the

dancer. However, it did not take her long to change his mind.

After weeks of idleness, Janie finally secured a job with Patch
Gallagher, (Clark Gable) director of Bradley's musical shows.

Meanwhile Tod continued to pursue Janie, who consented to marry
him if the show should prove a flop. The ingenious youth assures

himself of a nice break by buying out Bradley and closing the show.

At this point, Patch's ire is up. He has worked desperately hare'

for the show and decides to invest his savings in it and carry on.

However, when he learns that it was Tod who queered its chances,

he sets out on a spree to forget it all.

Meanwhile, Janie, Tod and their gay gang, just returned from a

yachting cruise, are celebrating in a crowded bar. There, they

discover a dejected and inebriate Patch, who, believing Janie has

known what has happened and deliberately deserted the show to

marry money, blurts out his side of the story. Which enlightening

yarn promptly secures Tod his walking papers from Janie.

Janie takes Patch to his apartment, sobers him up and makes
him promise to teach her the routines of the new show. The pair

work like Trojans and finally whip the production into shape. Then,

there is the matter of instating Janie in the principal role.

On opening night, Tod arrives laden with promises. Janie shall

be his wife, share his millions and continue her career if she chooses.

She doesn't. She chooses work, success—and Patch!



IN THE RIGHT ORDER . . . ?

RULES
1. At the bottom of these two pages, there are four stills—cut up in

segments—from "Dancing Lady." Next month four more stills—also

cut up—will be published. The eight stills (or facsimiles of them)

must be put together correctly and neatly and arranged in the order

in which the corresponding scenes take place in "Dancing Lady."

(Synopsis on the opposite page.) When you have done this, write a

description of Joan Crawford, in ten words or less. Submit the eight

stills and the description together.

2. The prizes will be awarded to the persons who put together and
arrange most correctly and neatly the eight stills submitted and
who, in the opinion of the judges, give the best descriptions of Joan

Crawford in ten words or less.

3. The first prize is a free trip to Hollywood to visit Joan Crawford;

the second prize, a Crosley Shelvador Refrigerator; the third prize,

$100 in cash; the fourth prize, a Crosley Dual Tone Low-Boy Radio;

the ten fifth prizes, a Max Factor make-up kit each; the five sixth

prizes, $10 each.

4. The contestants may submit as many entries as they choose.

5. No employees of MODERN SCREEN or members of employees'

families are eligible to compete.

6. In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.

7. Send all entries to Joan Crawford Contest, MODERN SCREEN,
100 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. All entries must be mailed before

midnight of January 15, 1934.



HE'S DRESSED THEM ALL

I've dressed

By HOWARD GREER

X

Mr. Greer (left) has had opportunities to meet

the stars most informally and discloses what

happened on these intimate occasions. (Left to

right) Ruby Keeler met Carbo at the designer's

salon. Zasu Pitts pities the poor woiking goil.

Colleen Moore met her "exclusive" model on

another actress. Ethel Barrymore—who said

temperament? Helen Hayes is an off-screen

ingenue and Ruth Chatterton, a true sophisticate.

And Carbo? Well, you'll be surprised!

LOOKS LIKE HER HUSBAND? NOT CLOTHES CONSCIOUS

ONE of the most curious things that ever hap-
pened in my shop was the meeting of Greta
Garbo and Ruby Keeler. I'll bet it never oc-

curred to you that those two had ever met. But
they did, and it is something I have never told before.

Here's how it happened.
Ellin Berlin, wife of Irving Berlin, the song-writer,

was the one woman who hesitated about signing my auto-
graph book. When I handed it to her, Mrs. Berlin

looked at it with a slightly superior air, glancing through
the preceding pages to make sure that it would be quite

proper for her to lend her name to the collection.

Since such people as Garbo, Marion Davies, Mary Pick-
ford, Norma Shearer, Lily Pons, Ethel Barrymore, Rosa
Ponselle and countless others have most graciously con-
sented to add their autographs, I never quite understood
Mrs. Berlin's hesitation.

On the afternoon that she was brought into the shop
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by Mrs. Sam Goldwyn, we also had in various fitting

rooms, Lily Damita, Ruby Keeler and Garbo. At that

time however, Miss Keeler was not famous as a film star

and was known in Hollywood only as Mrs. Al Jolson.

Garbo, frightened as always of people, was doing her

utmost to remain hidden in one of the fitting-rooms, but
Mrs. Goldwyn, passing the door, saw her.

They exchanged greetings. "Do come down to the end
fitting-room and meet Mrs. Jolson," said Mrs. Goldwyn.
Garbo turned quite pale. Meeting anyone is a terrific

ordeal for her.

"But why," she asked helplessly, "should I meet Mrs.
Jolson ?"

Mrs. Goldwyn dashed away and a few minutes later

came back with Ruby Keeler, who was quite as shy

as Garbo.
The two were introduced and suddenly, hardly be-

lieving my ears, I heard Garbo saying to Miss Keeler,



them

—which reveals to you Greta Garbo and

gives you fascinating glimpses of Ethel

Barrymore, Colleen Moore, Zasu Pitts.

These are the famous designer's treats

for you this month in his series of

glamorous Hollywood memoirs

'LET HER COME IN!" LIKES FLUFFY THINGS HAPPY IN FORMAL ATTIRE

"But you look exactly like your husband
!"

To this day I shall never know what she meant. I'm
sure she did not intend to be facetious. She was simply
ill-at-ease and that was undoubtedly the first thing that

popped into her head. But I'll bet that Ruby Keeler still

wonders whether she meant in or out of black face. Garbo
never mentioned the incident again. Nor have I ever

asked her why in the world she said such a thing

!

Garbo was first brought to my shop four or five years

ago. In those days, she was going to occasional parties

and dinners. On this particular occasion she was in

need of an evening dress for a soiree being given by Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks. The invitations were
almost royal commands, since the guest of honor was a

British Prince.

Miss Pickford's secretary had telephoned the exclusive

few invited and asked them to appear at eight forty-five.

His Royal Highness was scheduled to arrive at nine

o'clock and she wanted none of her guests found guilty

of tardiness.

Garbo must have gone through her wardrobe and de-
cided that, for this important night, she had no gown
worthy. She came into the shop unannounced with Mrs.
Arthur Hornblow and sat quietly in a corner.

Even before she was seated, the news of her arrival
had spread like fire to the mannequins' dressing-room
and they were pushing each other aside in a frantic effort

to get a look at her.

At this time she had only made four or five pictures and
in all of them she had worn exotic clothes. It is usually
safe to assume that an actress will reflect, in some degree,
the same taste in stage or screen clothes as she prefers in

private clothes. Helen Hayes, for instance, prefers the
same kind of youthful, bouffant dresses for her own use
as you often see her wearing before the camera. Ruth
Chatterton's film clothes, when (Continued on page 76)
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PICTURE NEWS!
THEY'RE BACK TOGETHER AGAIN! A SIZZLING HOLLYWOOD ROMANCE

International News Photos

(Above) James Cagney dining at the Miramar with

Cy Bartlett and Alice White, who recently patched up

that lovers' quarrel. (Below) And here are Bill Cagney

and his bride, Boots Mallory, pleased as punch over

their elopement.

BILL PRESENTS THE MISSUS!

Acme

(Above) C. B. DeMille's daughter, Katherine, is step-

ping out with Richard Cromwell and the gossips hear

wedding bells. (Below) Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joe

Brown (we know you, Sally Eilers), who wed recently

while in the Yuma. Ouch!



HOW LUPE AND JOHNNY
WERE MARRIED
MODERN SCREEN outscoops itself ! With the

exclusive story of a marriage that everyone thought

, would never happen. But it has

!

By RUTH BIERY

GUADALUPE VILLALOBOS and Peter j.

Weissmuller took out their wedding license at

3 :50 Sunday morning, October 8, in the home
of Dorothy V. Keeler, Deputy Clerk of Las

Vegas county, Nevada. At four, Justice of the Peace

Frank M. Ryan pronounced them man and wife. This

writer and her husband acted as matron of honor and
best man and as official witnesses.

Lupe Velez and johnny Weissmuller had become man
and wife.

Lupe wore a white silk linen

dress that she had bought at a

summer sale for $2.50. She had

never worn it before. Johnny was

in tweeds. Lupe wore no make-

up—at Johnny's request.

Lupe promised to obey as well

as to love and honor—at her own
request. It was a single-ring cere-

mony, also at her request. A
tiny circlet encrusted with beau-

tiful but not-too-big diamonds.

Her voice was broken and she

stumbled a bit over such words as

"hereby" and "lawful." Johnny's

voice was firm, strong. When
Judge Ryan said, "I pronounce

you man and wife," Lupe went
into Johnny's arms and sobbed

frankly upon his broad shoulder.

This magazine has had this

story set up in print since the

day it all happened. And thereby

hangs a brief story.

I have been a friend of Lupe's
since her arrival in this strange

country. She lived next door to

me. Hollywood was bent on ill

teaching this seventeen-year-old

child to swear. She did not

know what the bad words meant. They got a kick out

of her Mexican imitations of foul language. I was just

an older woman who tried to help this little newcomer.
' Six months ago, she sent for me. "Ruth, I have
found my man. I am going to marry him." I shall

never forget the light in her eyes. "You have been my
friend. From the first. I want you to have that story

—

exclusive."

Through a guest in Lupe's home, the original plans

leaked out. Each member of the press began calling

Lupe and Johnny. And Lupe and Johnny said, "We
are going to let a friend handle this for us."

Frankly, Lupe and Johnny were threatened, cajoled,

promised front page space. And yet they did not weaken.
The}- remembered friendship first—and fame and pub-
licity second. The}' did not even ask me what I was
doing with the story. I did not tell them until the day
of the wedding.

I thought you might like to know that there is such a
thing as Hollywood friendship. The following story is

the story of Lupe's romance. She said, "Tell the exact
truth. Ruth. Don't hide things. Tell how I loved Gary

Cooper and how I love Johnny."
I have done it.

HERE hint in the

ceremony that this

was no
simple

was the climax of one of the mos
gossiped-about and written-about
love-lives of Hollywood. It was
hard for me to realize that this

demure, wide-eyed girl was the

Mexican spit-fire whose name had
been linked with one man after

another.

Riding home in the car—dash-
ing through the now-hot day
so that the bridegroom might
be on the set of "Tarzan and His
Mate" by nine o'clock Monday
morning—I thought of the Lupe
who had arrived, just seven years
ago, in the Los Angeles station

with one dollar and one tiny dog
in her pocket.

Men gravitated to her, from
the very beginning. She had been
here only a few months, when her
engagement was "announced" to

E. Richard Jones (now deceased),
who was directing her in "The
Gaucho." Her name was linked
in rapid succession with the names

of Ben Lyon, Nils Asther. Tom Mix, Al Jolson. Victor
Fleming and Charles Chaplin. She told me in 1928, "I
flirt with men. But I flirt from the outside. Not from
the inside. Married ? I don't know. I like to wait until

I am twenty-five or thirty. Then I like—what you say?
Companionate marriage. Not to get so tied down that

we get tired of one another!"
And then she met Gary Cooper ! Ah—this was a

romance that stirred the imagination- of the world;
that made all of our hearts beat a little more rapidly.

This was Love

!

And yet. even in its early stages, she knew that this

love was doomed: She (Continued on page 96)
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THE BURDEN OF
WARNER BAXTER
The star who knows that success does not insure happiness

ONE doesn't necessarily have to be a starving Ar-

menian, or a scrub woman with a drunken hus-

band and six children, to understand the mean-

ing of suffering.

One may be, instead, a successful and much-loved movie

star, protected by wealth and surrounded by luxury, and

yet carry in his soul such a burden of sympathy for human
sorrow that it stares out from his tragic eyes and clutches

at the hearts of all who know him, either on the screen

or in private life.

Picture to yourself a lonely man standing at his win-

dow at night, looking out over the sea. A man who be-

lieves firmly in metaphysics, or science of the mind, saying

over and over to himself, "Warner Baxter—Success!

Warner Baxter—Success
!"

This is what he does repeatedly, and has done for years,

believing that by great concentrations one may wrest

from the powers that be, whatever they greatly desire.

And he desires and has won success. For this reason

—

to help others.

For his own sake, I wish he would stand at his window
for a while, and call out to the elements a different de-

mand. I wish he would say, over and over, "Warner
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Baxter—Happiness! Warner Baxter—Happiness!"
For he is not a happy man. A brave man, a good one,

a kind one, but not a happy one. Oh, he will tell vou
he is happy. He will tell you how very happy he is—and
lucky. He told me that. He told me, with a pathetic,

twisted smile on his lips and a defiant tilt to his hand-
some head. But in his eyes lay torture. And he reminded
me of nothing so much as a small boy who shouts, "T

am not afraid of the dark!" and goes trembling upstairs

to bed, and whistles to keep up his courage in the

shadows.

There is an air of great strength about Warner Baxter,

but also a suggestion of a deep inner sadness. You have
all felt it in his screen performances, I know. And the

explanation of it is this—the burdens and sorrows of

others sit too heavily upon him to allow him personal

happiness. He is a battleground. A gypsy at heart, he

longs to laugh and play and roam, to be carefree and con-

tent. But his too sensitive nature forbids him to take

personal pleasure, when anyone near him is miserable.

And, of course, there is always someone near him who is

miserable. The sad at heart are always with us.



Warner Baxter's mother

(small picture, oppo-

site page) has given

up her favorite child's

sock-darnin$> in favor

of supervising his fan

mail, while the star and

his wife sun themselves

on the sands of Malibu,

right in their own front

yard, too.

By

ESTHER
MEAD

WHEN I asked him what he wanted most in the

world, his answer tore at my heart, as I think it will

at yours. Another Hollywood man might have said, a

trip around the world, or a fortune on which to retire,

or something of the sort.

But Warner Baxter answered gravely, "Mastery over

my thoughts."

Mastery over his thoughts, so that the things that hurt

him will not have the power to sadden him as they

do now.
Perhaps that which grieves him most is his wife's in-

ability to enjoy life with him. She is not in good health

and nothing he can lavish upon her can restore to him
her cheerful companionship. They have no children and
he loves children. What a beautiful time he had with

the youngsters in "Daddy-Long-Legs."
He owns a lodge in the mountains, but rarely goes

there because his wife cannot accompany him. He likes

long motor rides and interesting trips, but foregoes what-
ever she cannot share. While she is not strong and
happy, he cannot enjoy life to the full.

His mother is a great comfort to him and lives near,

although not with him. For Mother's Day, he gave her

a trip to the Chicago Century of Progress.

"She no longer darns my socks," he explained, "but
instead supervises my fan mail."

It is she who accompanies him to the openings of his

pictures. And she looks very like him.
They will tell you that he is one of the most generous

men in Hollywood. But his generosity goes far beyond
the giving of money, although he does that freely, too.

His hand is always in his pocket for the benefit of others.

He relieves with hard, cold cash the worry and stress

of those with whom he comes in contact who deserve it

and often, I am afraid, of those who don't.

But he is a true philanthropist in a far deeper sense.

He gives of himself. He is never too busy, never too
tired, to encourage, to praise, to help, with sympathy
and understanding.

He believes in telling "little white lies," he told me.
But only when necessary to save others from being hurt.

The truth, he says, is often too cruel. And cruelty is not
in his nature. There, again, we see the desire to spare
others the heartache he himself endures.

I asked him what he felt were the most important quali-

ties to possess, and after careful (Continued on page 109)
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ALL JOKING ASIDE -By jack welch
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Lovely Dorothea Wieck, for her first American

picture, "Cradle Song," spent six days in a

California convent to study the life of the nuns

there. Shortly, Fraulein Wieck will leave for

Germany to visit her husband, Baron von Decker.

She speaks French, English, German and Sw edish.

Plays the piano uncommonly well. Seldom uses

cosmetics— off screen.



Photograph by Elmer Fryer

The Menjou period of inactivity is over. 'Dolphe is over the country send him raiment in hopes he'll do them a
working in "Convention City" for Warners (to whom good publicity turn by wearing it. Out at Warners, there's

he is under contract) and in "The Worst Woman in Paris" for considerable good-natured competition for sartorial honors. Bill

Fox. The man hasn't bought a suit for ten years—tailors all Powell and Warren William are giving Menjou a close run.
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Photograph by Ernest A. Bachrach

Ann Harding has completed "Beautiful." H
(a Pioneer Picture) will be in Technicolor,

title is "The World Outside." Ann has beconr,. a

Never goes anywhere except on long, solitary moto



BRUCE CABOT
otograph by John Miehle

9
RUCE CABOT is very proud of his mixed an-

cestry. There's French, Irish and Indian blood

coursing through the Cabot veins. Cossipers were

nted when he didn't go to Reno while Adrienne Ames
i getting her divorce. His next picture (following "Mid-
Jack") is "Balloon Buster." Very superstitious lad.



DIXIE FRANCES MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN

Photograph byt Otto Dyar Photograph by Clarence Sinclair Bull

HIS is Dixie Frances. Isn't she cute? She has

almost-black hair and black eyes. Comes from

Kansas City. Lives in Hollywood with her family.

Bought a new Ford with her first paycheck, so she could

take her folks sight-seeing. She plays the banjo very well.

She had a smallish part in Lilian Harvey's "My Weakness."

N "Tarzan and His Mate"—the second Weissmuller

picture—Maureen O'Sullivan wears three pieces

of leather for a costume. In "Stage Mother"

with Alice Brady she'll wear considerably more. The O'Sullivan

lass seems to have settled her affections permanently on Johnnie

Farrow. They're seen here, there and everywhere together.
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Photograph

by Freulich
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ARGARET SULLAVAN would be partying every evening if

Carl Laemmle, Jr., had his way. But stepping out bores

her—unless it's out-of-doors. Swimming and tennis—well,

that's fun! She's an omnivorous reader, too. All of which

may sound as if her press agent were working overtime. But it's true.

Margaret has a nice elastic contract that permits her to appear on the

stage between pictures. She's in "Jezebel" on Broadway now, replacing

Tallufah Bankhead, who has been ill. Without fear of consequences,

she states that Hollywood is artificial and New York stimulating. It was

while playing there in "Dinner at Eight" that John Stahl discovered her

for Universal. You'll see her soon with John Boles in "Only Yesterday."



f ALLY EILERS surprised everybody. Especially those "in

the know," who predicted she'd marry Ji'mmie Dunn. Well,

. »J\ Harry Joe Brown, director, won the day and the gal! He
feels justly proud, too. So do Bebe and Ben Lyon, who

flew with the secretive pair to Yuma, Arizona, to witness the wedding.

Above, we see Our Sal all set for a spin. And on a speed cop's

motorcycle, too! That's to insure protection from the law or sumpin.

Or maybe the publicity department thought it up as a stunt. What do

you think? (Right) Meet Sally's "stand-in" girl, Dixie Martin. They've

been pals since high school days. The cameraman focuses on Dixie

while the star makes up. "Walls of Cold" is Sal's latest.



. . . And why would you like to meet them?

This famous author gives you her list here

—with reasons that are witty as well as wise

W
V RALPH BELLAMY

i He has a nice face By

FAITH

BALDWIN

'VE met quite a few
Hollywood people,

thanks to your editor

who kindly indulges

my little caprice in

that respect. But
there are still some left that I'd

like to meet. Perhaps you'd like

to meet them, too? Well, I'll tell

you why I'd like to meet certain

stars and players and you write
and tell the editor whom you
would like to meet—and why.
Or whom you wouldn't like to

meet—and why.
Here goes. I'd like to meet

:

Joan Crawford—because I admire her as a person, as a

performer and as a personality, which is quite different

from admiring her as a person, you know.
Katharine Hepburn—because I'd like to find out for

myself if she is as strange and variable and gaga as the

press would have us believe. Personally, I don't believe

it. I think it's an act. I think Katharine is clever enough
to put on such an act convincingly. But I also think she's

a fine enough actress to discard all that publicity nonsense.
Anyway, a relative of Katharine's is a very close friend of
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mine and she assures me that the publicity Hepburn is no

more like the real Hepburn than chalk's like cheese. But
I would like to see for myself.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—because I find him very inter-

esting as a human being. And because I like him better

and better on the screen. I think the chap's a real actor.

His fine, restrained and really moving performance in

"Morning Glory" proved it. It was no easy task, remem-
ber, to shine when playing opposite Miss Hepburn. She's

so vivid a character that it takes a real gift and great

strength to keep from being entirely dominated by her.

Una Merkel—because her perky little face and funny



WHAT STARS WOULD
YOU LIKE TO MEET?
little voice make me laugh. Consistently. I haven't grown
tired of her comedy yet—and I don't believe I ever will.

Alice Brady—because I have always admired her on the

stage. And because her screen work is as fine as her
stage work. It took real genius to play her great role in

"Mourning Becomes Electra"—Eugene O'Neill's play

which the Theatre Guild produced—and then step into the

part of the nit-wit Bridgy in "When Ladies Meet."
And from that into the mother role in "Stage Mother."
Only a real actress could play as many and as diversified

roles as Miss Brady has played. And be excellent in all

of them.

RUBY KEELER — because,

aside from her charm as a

player, I find that to 'me, she has

an enormous and wistful appeal as

a person. In other words, just as

I seriously doubt the Hepburn
publicity, I believe— almost one
hundred percent—the Keeler pub-
licity. I believe she is sweet and
natural and that she honestly adores

her husband, Al Jolson, as much as

they say she does. And all that is

very refreshing, when it's true.

Dick Powell—who wouldn't like

to meet him? I have a hunch that

Dick is the sort of chap who would
be charming to older people—and
convincingly so. I'll bet one could

turn dear old Aunt Tabitha over to

him and he would take her to a

matinee and to tea and make the

old (Continued on page 105)

We're serious about this.

You all must want to meet

certain Hollywood stars.

Miss Baldwin has given

her list and her reasons.

Send us yours—to 100

Fifth Avenue, New York

City, N. Y. -The Editor

KATHARINE HEPBURN

What's she really like?
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David O. Selznick, in charge of production

at Culver City, continues our series of stories

from Hollywood's front offices, outlining

"inside" plans for your favorites pictured here

HEN David O. Selz-

nick arrived at the

Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Studios to take

over the production
of this company's big talking pic-

ture specials, Hollywood went into

a buzzing-bee of curious whispers.

After all, Mr. Irving Thalberg,
famous as the guiding genius of the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio for

the past ten years, was in Europe
recuperating from an illness.

What would this new regime
mean to the studio where there are
"More Stars Than There Are In
Heaven ?"

Would young Selznick, son-in-

law of Louis B. Mayer, bring

radical changes into the realm of

such gilded stars as Greta Garbo,
Clark Gable, Joan Crawford, the

Barrymores, Helen Hayes, Robert
Montgomery, Jean Harlow, Marie
Dressier, Wallace Beery, Lee Tracy
and the host of others who ply their

box-office magic under the banner
of the three initials?

If a new policy was to be put
into effect, what would the outcome
be?

For, even to movie-blase Holly-

wood, M-G-M has long stood for

glamorous personalities, exciting

film-fare and glittering Hollywood
news, both on and off the screen.



ALTER RAMS

From the enormous, formal ex-
ecutive buildings that face Culver
City, back to the ever-crowded com-
missary where the M-G-M darlings
have lunch, the activities of this lot

have been of world-wide interest to

movie fans. Great romances vie

for headline space with great pro-
duction news at Culver City ; or
the famous luncheons given by
Marion Davies in her Spanish ha-

cienda bungalow (which is the social

center of the enormous lot) ; or the

rumored rivalries of the famous
stars who dress within a stone's

throw of one another. In fact, the

most casual comings-and-goings of
this star-studded roster have spelled

as much news for the gossip hounds
as have their latest casting plans
for an "epic!"

SOMEONE once said that

M-G-M stood for Makers of

Glamorous Movies. A flattering re-

mark, but so true that it is only

natural that Hollywood should have
watched with interest the plans of

young David Selznick, and their in-

fluence on Cinemaville's favorite

hot bed of cinematic interest.

The first wave of the Selznick

wand-of-authority was "Dinner At
Eight." The cast read: John and
Lionel Barrymore, Marie Dressier,

Jean Harlow, Billie Burke, Madge
Evans, Lee Tracy, Edmund Lowe
and the ever-loved Wallace Beery.

Not since "Grand Hotel" has the

public been treated to such an ag-

gregation of talent in a single film.

And the whole town sat back to

await temperamental explosions

!

But, the picture was finished two
weeks ahead of schedule without a

single technical or temperamental
hitch. The more cynical commen-
tators set it down to "beginner's

luck" on the part of Mr. Selznick.

But when he waved his wand
over his second great experiment,

"Night Flight," and cast such stellar

darlings as Clark Gable, Helen
Hayes, John and Lionel Barrymore,

Robert Montgomery, William Gar-

gan and Myrna Loy in roles that

were little more than glorified

"bits," it was high time that even

the fans turn their attention to the

new (Continued on page 87)
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Lionel Barrymore as Kringelein

THE STARS
DRESS UP AS

EACH OTHER

(Top) On the left, Eddie Lowe as Mr.

Lionel Barrymore as Kringelein in "Grand

Hotel." Personally, we think he looks

pretty authentic. On the right is Lionel

Barrymore in his Kringelein rig—so you can

compare for yourself. Yes, Eddie's wife,

Lil Tashman was at the party. She came

"as herself." (Middle) Jackie Cooper as

"Skippy" played by—you'd never guess-

Florence Eldridge March. (Bottom) Gloria

Swanson as Helen Hayes in the role of "The

White Sister." Husband Michael Farmer

turned up as Nils Asther in the Chinese get-

up of "The Bitter Tea of General Yen."

All pictures in this feature by J. B.

Scott, Modern Screen's exclusive

cameraman.



John Gilbert as Barrymore's Rasputin Lionel Barrymore himself as Rasputin

. . . Mr, and Mrs. Donald Ogden

Stewart (he's the famous humorist

and actor, you know) gave an

enormous party at Hollywood's

Vendome. The guests were asked

to dress up as their favorite stars

(Top) Jawn Gilbert shows Lionel Barrymore

how he would interpret Rasputin. (Middle)

Mary Pickford popped a black wig over her

blond curls and attended the party as Dolores

Del Rio in "Bird of Paradise." Quite an

easy costume—just a few hibiscus blossoms

and a grass skirt. Dolores herself was at the

party with her husband, Cedric Gibbons, but

no one could quite figure out what they

were trying to be, though Dolores looked

beautiful, as usual. (Bottom) You'll never

guess. You couldn't guess in a hundred

years. Yes, it's supposed to be Anna May
Wong. But who is it ? Polly Moran

!



Fay Wray and Gary Cooper AAine host and hostess
-

(Top) Chevalier. Yes. But who's the chappie imitating him? Well, he's

the husband of a lovely lady named Kay Francis. Right you are—Kenneth
MacKenna. (Middle) Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse, played re-

spectively, by Buster Collier and Rodney Pantages. (Bottom) Fay Wray as

herself in "King Kong." Note "Kong, Jr." in her hand. Gary Cooper
came as "six other guys." To their right are the host and hostess. (Center

panels) Joan Bennett came as Jean Harlow—and pretty cute, too.

64 Jean Harlow all dressed up as herself



Charles Butterworth Arliss George Arliss himself

Benchley Hitler Adolphe Hitler

Du Barrv Lov Clark and McCullough with Sadie

(Top) Charlie Butterworth decided to take it easy. He just added a monocle

and came as George Arliss. (Middle) Our choice for first prize—Robert

Benchley as Hitler. (Bottom) Isn't she lovely? We mean Myrna Loy

in the costume of Du Barry—as interpreted by Pola Negri. That's Arthur

Hornblow with her, as Doug Fairbanks, Sr., in "Robin Hood." To their

right, Ralph Bellamy and Fredric March as Clark and McCullough with Mrs.

Bellamy as Joan Crawford in "Rain."

Joan Bennett all dressed up as Jean Harlow
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CAN SHE BEAT THE

. . . The path from the Great

Comedian's studio has always led

to disappointment and disaster for

his talented leading women. Will

the lovely Paulette Goddard prove

the exception to the rule and

escape the amazing hoodoo

revealed in this story?

By

DOROTHY
WOOLDRIDGE

Edna Purviance

ROM far behind I heard the put-put-put of
a motorcycle and sensed what was about to

happen. Broad Ventura Boulevard just out
of Los Angeles is. well-patrolled and, winding
through low hills, beckons speed. I had

recognized Charlie Chaplin's car and the young woman
at the wheel as Paulette Goddard. In a few moments
now, I surmised, the girl, the car and the cop would be
in a huddle by the roadside.

A half-mile further on, I overtook them. Motorcycle
Officer Ray Walker was getting out his book of tickets.

"Forty-five miles in a 25-mile zone is too fast," he
expostulated. "Let's see your driver's license."

"Certainly!" replied the little law-breaker. "Maybe I

was stepping on it too hard. But it's such a glorious day
to be out."

Paulette exhibited her license card, smiled gloriously,

then signed and pocketed the ticket. Presently her road-
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Georgia Hale Lita Grey Chaplin

ster was in gear again, purring on toward Cahuenga Pass,

its driver not one whit disturbed, not at all provoked or

annoyed.
"A very unusual girl," remarked Officer Walker. ' (I

had driven up and stopped to see what would transpire.)
,

"She didn't have an alibi or an apology. Just took the

ticket and went on."

I mention this incident for one reason : Paulette God-
dard is an unusual girl. She is Chaplin's new leading

lady in his forthcoming production and, as such, is to

buck the biggest jinx which ever has beset a cycle of

actresses in Hollywood.
The picture is as yet untitled and, while Miss Goddard's

is to be a talking role, the star himself will assume a
silent part. When this production has been completed,
Chaplin plans to direct a talkie version of "A Woman of
Paris." However, Miss Goddard will not play the role

created in the silent film by Edna Purviance. Charlie



CHAPLIN

Under the tutelage of the

gifted Chaplin several girls

have made their mark,

only to disappear from the

cinema horizon when
Charlie withdrew his

influential interest.

V
I

If
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Merna Kennedy

is quite definite on that point.

"You can't play in a Chaplin

comedy and survive," is a legend.

"Queen for a day, and then 'Exit
!'

is the order."

"Is it?" 1 wondered. I have often wondered.
I have been hearing the legend so long it has become

bromidic. "What has the presence of Charlie Chaplin to

do with a young woman's screen success?" I pondered.

"What could cause a jinx to settle upon an actress just

because she played opposite the world's great panto-

mimist? Surely, nothing!"

Then I began to run over the list of those who had
helped Charlie make pictures—Edna Purviance, Georgia
Hale, Lita Grey, Merna Kennedy, Virginia Cherrill and
I found there was something to think about.

There isn't an actress who played a feminine lead

opposite the comedian who ever got anywhere.

Virginia Cherrill

THE more I think about it, the more
convinced I am that if 1 were an actress

and Sir Charles asked me to appear with

him, I would reply : "Kind sir, will you
please go jump in the lake! And take your

proffered role with you."

For some reason tough breaks have beset Charlie's

leading ladies. Disappointments have overwhelmed them.
Magnificent picture roles have vanished when seemingly
securely in hand. Financial reverses have piled high.

Death has- hovered near and occasionally reached. Illness

has scourged them. Their homes have been robbed, their

possessions stolen. And generally speaking, their picture

careers have led to the squatty little studios on Poverty
Row, from which few ever emerged.
Why is it that Fate is so unkind to those whom Chap-

lin tries to help ?

There is no satisfying answer (Continued on page J07)
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HOLLYWOOD

"Neither you, nor Garbo,

nor Cod can make me come

back," said the little extra

girl. "Atta girl," cried the

great Garbo. "Tell him

some more."

By

KATHERINE

ALBERT

Illustrated by

JACK WELCH

RANKLY, this is the most
amazing story I've heard in

Hollywood.
It concerns that tragic time in

Jack Gilbert's life before Garbo
gave him his new chance at film

fame by making him her leading man in "Queen Chris-

tina."

To tell the story before would have been too cruel.

Now that Jack is back in the limelight and happy again,

you can know it.

Few people know what Gilbert went through when

—

with millions of dollars but no work—he sat alone and
lonely in his great house. Money does not compensate

Jack. He must have the stimulus of work to be happy.
He must express himself in order to exist.

Only one other person besides Jack knew. I believe,

what was in the actor's heart. And that was the gentle,

sympathetic, kindly friend of all Hollywood—Paul Bern.

Paul knew what Jack suffered. He realized to what
depths of degradation the human soul may go. There-
fore when all the rest had forgotten him, Paul remem-
bered and, when others were telling him he was a failure

and not paying any attention to him, Paul was trying



desperately to secure for him
the coveted role of the Baron
in "Grand Hotel."

One night the telephone

rang in Jack's house. It was
such an unusual occurrence

that Jack sprang to answer it.

He heard the voice of Paul

Bern over the wire-;—a voice

that was choked with emotion.

"Jack," Paul said to him. "I

swear this is one of the hap-

piest moments of my life. You
and I have been friends for

years. I have known what
you have been through during

these last many, many months.

I know that work is your life

and that you must have it to

exist. So it is with the great-

est joy that I tell you you have
been cast to play the role of the Baron in 'Grand Hotel.'"

JACK could not speak. He hung up the telephone,

put his head in his hands and sobbed like a child.

The dream was realized—the nightmare was ended.

Those torturous months were over. He had a place now

—

a -place in the sun. And his friend. Paul Bern, had
brought it to pass.

Joy and gratitude flooded his heart. He was back

—

back in a great picture—back playing opposite Garbo.
Instead of slinking to his dressing room as he had once
done, he could walk on the lot with his head up. His
belief in himself was restored.

Suddenly the realization of it coursed through his veins

and tingled in his fingertips. He was a man of import-

ance once more. No longer was he Jack Gilbert, the

failure.

And how he could play that part ! Why, he would put

everything into it. He would create something fine. Al-
ready he was working out scenes and bits of business in

his mind.

The telephone rang again. People to congratulate him.

no doubt. Well, he would hold no malice in his heart.

Even though they were the very people who had ignored
him he would take them back, now, and feel no resent-

ment.

Joyously he answered the telephone. Again he heard
the voice of Paul Bern.

But this time there was a different tone in it.

"Jack," the voice said. "I don't know how to tell you
this. • I have done you a great wrong—a terrific injus-

tice. I spoke too soon. This is what happened.
"This afternoon I went into an executive conference.

I heard one of the executives say, 'Well, Jack has the

role of the Baron in Grand Hotel.' Since that had been
my dream, since I had suggested you and wanted you for

the part I thought, of course, they meant Jack Gilbert.

Another name did not cross my mind.
"I have just now discovered that they were talking

about Jack Barrymore !"

You do understand, don't you, why that could never be
told until now, when the story at last has a happy ending ?

BUT because that was so nearly a tragic yarn I must
tell you the funniest thing I've heard in Holly-

wood.
Out on Joan Crawford's set there are twenty-five of

the cutest, freshest, youngest little chorus girls. I be-

lieve there's not a one of them a day over sixteen. The
other day the assistant direc-

tor—a big burly lad—dis-

covered that they weren't

"up on their number."
He strode over to them.

"You're the rottenest bunch
of chorus girls it has ever

been my misfortune to

know," he shouted. "What
do you do all day long? You
sit around clowning! You
laugh and crack jokes. And
what about that number ! I

want to tell you that if that

number isn't absolutely per-

fect by nine A. M. tomor-
row I'm going to fire the

damn lot of you !"

With a magnificent ges-

ture he turned away, think-

ing he had left them cower-
ing. Then, suddenly, some-
body gave a cue and twenty-

five shrill little voices piped up with, "Who's afraid of

the big, bad wolf, the big, bad wolf, the big, bad wolf!"
If you haven't seen Walt Disney's "The Three Little

Pigs," you won't get the joke. And that's one of the

reasons I told the story. For whatever you do you
musn't miss that most delightful of all films. Some-
body suggested that if the Motion Picture Academy of

Arts and Sciences had a snitch of humor it would give

that the award as the best picture of the year.

Joan Crawford has seen it ten times and is seriously

considering buying a print of it to run it over and
over again.

Speaking of Joan, I'd better clean up a lot of rumors.

She isn't seeing Ricardo Cortez. She isn't thinking of

going back to Douglas. She and Franchot Tone are

still happy with each other's society. And, except for

picture worries, Joan, herself, is happier than I've seen

her for a long time.

Picture worries she had a-plenty. It seems as if

there is some strange jinx upon "Dancing Lady." One of

the comedians dropped dead during its making. Jean
Malin who was supposed to have (Continued on page 106)

. . . Some amazing tales from an

amazing town—garnered by one

of MODERN SCREEN'S ace

writers, who has been out there

for a spell. Some of the stories

will amuse you, some will sadden

you. Some you wouldn't be-

lieve if they hadn't happened

in Hollywood
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Dorothy Jordan (right) in her gray kidskin jacket, shows

what can be done effectively with the short fur jacket.

Una Merkel (below, left) wears an evening wrap of white

ermine, with scarf collar and wide tiered sleeves, both of

which add notes of dressiness to a coat which is handsome

in every detail. Also, this same star shows how com-

pletely she can change her pattern of allure by dressing in

a spotted sport coat of leopard skin (below, right) in three

quarter length, made strictly according to the season's

demands for outdoor attire.



UR coats spell romance and luxury. Every
girl instinctively knows their flattery

—

their lure—their charm. But—oh—how to

squeeze the budget so that imagination
may become possession.

There is more chance for making mis-

takes in buying a fur coat than in any other dress direc-

tion, and the understanding of what is good fur and what
is bad is something that only an expert really knows.
Therefore, admonition number one must be—go to a

recognized, honest dealer when buying one of them.

You want a fur coat this winter? Well, how about it?

If you have a couple of thousand dollars

to spend (which you probably have not)

it's all very easy to say, "have a mink or

an ermine or a galyak or something like

that." Mink is the best wearing fur of

all. It will last for years on end—will not

split apart—will not wear off in patches.

Perfect ! But if you cannot afford this

height of luxuriousness, then what ? Most

of us would rather buy a house and lot for those couple

of thousand, if we had them.

This is the story of one practical minded female who
saved one hundred dollars by scrimping and putting by.

She put a thousand dollars' worth of study into the subject

of furs until she knew their possible wears and tears

inside out, and finally bought a gray kidskin. She cal-

culated thus : "If I can wear this coat for three years, it

will cost me only thirty-three dollars and fifty cents a

year." (Reasonable enough, too, when you spread it

that way.) So she wisely chose a straight swagger cut,

the style of which was bound to last. This is an impor-

tant point, for full skirts, puffed sleeves,

tricky collars and cuffs and all other ex-

traneous adornments are doomed to only

/j one season's chic.

TXTHEN three winters had passed and a

fourth approached with chilly tread,

she took stock of her precious gray kid.

for by this time (Continued on page 89)

C E R Y
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Now for the fur-lined coat with collar

of natural lynx. Toby Wing (below)

shows how ultra smart a tweed coat

of this character can be. And is it

warm! The tweed is a light beige,

flecked with brown. The coat is

simply made—only the design of the

sleeves showing the least trickiness.

Fur makes the evening ensemble not

only a thing of beauty, but one of

satisfying warmth. Martha Sleeper

(below) wears a three-in-one ensem-

ble of canary yellow suede crepe,

trimmed with moonlight gray fox.

Her shoulder cape can be easily

transformed into a smart muff.

Winter ermine is one of the most

precious of furs and most beautiful

for either an afternoon or evening

coat. Mae Clarke (below) has had

hers made after the leading smart

model for this winter—an excellent

design to follow when buying even

less expensive and glamorous furs.



FOR

WINTER TOGS

Fur keeps its place as a trimming for evening frocks

with the reservation that the fur must be handsome

and fluffy and that the dress be kept absolutely plain

and straight in line, no matter what the. material may

be. Margaret Sullivan (above) illustrates this point

spectacularly in her silver and white brocade trimmed

with wide sleeve bands of precious white fox.

Are we coming back to the 1890 era? Well, Mae
West, having taken the country, not to say the world,

by storm, says certainly we are, as she leads the win-

ter fashions. Here she is wearing (above) one of her

broad brimmed hats, in black velvet, with a rhinestone

ornament. It is the sort of thing that is particularly

good with bridge or restaurant frocks. At the right,

Helen Twelvetrees is wearing one of the new flower

petal ruffs over the left shoulder of her evening gown.
Nothing is better calculated to add romance to evening

attire than this sort of boa-ruff affair.
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3034—Kay Francis (in the portrait)
wears a formal evening gown of shiny
black crinkled satin. You can make it

for yourself from the pattern at the
right. Long lines make it characteris-
tically smart. Shoulders and belt are
clasped with round buckles of brilliantes.
The back is low. Size 14 to 20, 34 to
40 bust.

2995—Undeniably graceful and slender,
too. New drop shoulder attained by
well designed yoke that cuts in one wrrh
part of the sleeves. Try it in black
woolen with shiny black satin for the
yoke and sleeve section. Sizes 14 to 20,
36 to 40 bust.

3033—It's young! It's classic, slim, ele-
gantly cut and delightfully sophisticated.
Equally lovely in white or pale pink crepe
satin, dark grape faille crepe, white,
pink, azure-blue or black lace or black
silk velvet. The cape is separate. Sizes
II, 13, 15, 17.

For back views of patterns,

see page 94

2995

The patterns are fifteen cents

each. The book is fifteen cents

when ordered separately—it is

ten cents when ordered with a

pattern. You may send stamps

or coin—coin preferred. If you

live outside of the United

States, the patterns cost twenty

cents each, the book twenty

cents separately and fifteen

cents when ordered with a pat-

tern. No foreign or Canadian

stamps will be accepted. Orders

should be addressed to MOD-
ERN SCREEN Pattern Service,

100 Fifth Avenue, New York,

N. Y. In ordering, be sure to

state size wanted.

3033

3034

CHARMING, EASY-TO-AAAKE GOWNS
FOR BRIDGE, DINNER AND EVENING
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(Below) Bette Davis' gloves have

huge velvet cuffs which match her

brown velvet toque. And (right)

Heather Angel's cloggy swagger-stick

is also an umbrella—when the weather

demands. Grand with sportwear.

Aoil waa

CHARM GOSSIP

CASUAL peep-in at some of the favorite

/ J
haunts about town has convinced us that

jewelry is occupying a very prominent place

on the fashion horizon this winter.

There was Maureen O'Sullivan, f'instance, flashing

two or three diamond clips (one huge one on her belt)

and a pair of gorgeous cut-steel buckles. We spied Loretta
Young at another popular late-spot wearing a cunning
novelty bracelet and corsage made of tiny beads and glass

in various colors, strung on wire. And Lupe Velez, at

the same place, was simply swamped with bracelets.

How times do change! This time last year, Madame
Fashion decreed "no jewels" . . . and now the more one
wears the smarter one is.

• Janet Gaynor has a swell new idea for handkerchiefs.
She embroiders her name in her own handwriting in the
corner of each hanky. Sometimes the name is embroid-
ered in different colors to match her frocks. Always

the handkerchief is of plain white linen. She also has

two or three sweaters with "Janet" embroidered across

the pocket. This, too, is in her own handwriting.

• Chinese characters are invading our kitchens. We've
had them in our living rooms for a long time—in scrolls,

silk hangings and pictures—but Joan Bennett has them
adorning her kitchenware. All her flour, coffee, tea and

sugar tins and cookie jars are labelled in Chinese. Of
course, we couldn't make out what they were, but they

did look very gay and interesting and different.

• Ginger Rogers has a new bag that has a very prac-

tical feature. The coin purse is attached to the bag proper

by means of a small, dainty gold chain. Now isn't that

something for you gals who have the habit of losing your

coin purse? Another thing we noticed about Ginger's

bags . . . this purely ornamental ... is that she alwavs

decorates them with a clip that (Continued on page 103)
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Two Skins i

You have an Outer and an Under Skin

Do you know the Different

Care that Each Skin Needs ?

This Two-Skin
Treatment Checks

Wrinkles,Corrects Dryness

DID YOUKNOW that those little lines

and wrinkles you hate so start in

your under skin? . . . before they show in

your outer skin? And there's a way to stop

them from coming?

Here's how it happens

:

You have an outer and an^under skin.

When you are young, the under skin fits the
outer skin like the flesh of a ripening plum.

Then, soon something goes wrong. The
tiny glands that poured out beauty oils and
kept the under skin so firm and full, begin
to fail. The under skin falls into little

creases— those first signs of age that deepen
and deepen if left uncorrected.

To check this condition, you must help

the under skin! That is what Pond's Cold
Cream is for.

An Oil Cream that Goes Deep

Pond's Cold Cream is a delicious oil-rich

cream that penetrates down to the under
skin! And brings it just the oils it needs.

Pat it on. Your skin feels toned up right

away. Because it is so light and its oils go
so deep, it is a marvelous cleanser.

For the Outer Skin— a Greaseless Cream
How very different is your outer skin! This skin
contains active moisture cells to guard the under
skin against sun, wind, cold, dust, the dry heat
of modern houses. But these elements are con-
stantly drying out this natural moisture. Dry-
ness, chapping result.

To correct this, use Pond's feather-light Van-
ishing Cream. Greaseless, this cream. You can
have it on during the day. Leave it on all night.

It contains a special ingredient that actually
restores moisture to the outer skin. One applica-
tion will remove roughnesses, relieve chapping!

OUTER SKIN
WHERE DRYNESS STARTS

THE
DUCHESSE

DE NEMOURS,
brilliant society

beauty, uses

Pond's Two-
Skin Treatment

And Pond's Vanishing Cream makes the most
effective powder base.

Together these two creams give your skin com-
plete beauty care. They supply everything that

each skin needs. Fill out the coupon and send
for generous samples. In a few days, see your
own skin gain in smoothness, firmness. See the
little lines fade away, magically!

UNDER SKIN
WHERE WRINKLES START

Worn
PONP'5

Lovely EVERS. MORGAN BELMONT tells how she cares for her skin

"Each night I spread Pond's
Cold Cream on. It sinks
deep, floats up every speck of

dust. I take this off

H§i ^^Mfc^ with Pond's Tis-
,

sues. Repeat

—

patting vig-
orously.

"Now the magic of Pond's
Vanishing Cream—so delicate.
I leave that on all night. Not

the faintest
greasiness.
Roughnesses
fade away.

"Morning, and in the
day, another Cold
Cream cleansing. Van-
ishing Cream
next. How
smooth my
skin! My
make-up
perfect!"

saw'

Ciea°}*eO
DaV

J Copyright, 1933, Pond's Extract Company

TUNE IN ON THE POND'S PLAYERS EVERY FRIDAY EVENING, 9:30 P. M., E. S. T. WEAF AND NBC NETWORK <r?C
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lastMary Gets

a "Movie kiss"

I WtSH
JACK WOULD
KISS ME LIKE

THAT . . .

I CAN SHOW
YOU HOW TO
MAKE HIM...

AT THE 104
STORE .'

SSPROOF INDELI&LE
PSTICK.YOU SAY ? YES . . . IT'S

THE SPECIAL
LIPSTICK THE
MOVIE STARS

%J USE TO GET
THEIR

YOUR LIPS ARE IRRESISTIBLE
TODAY... I HOPE
.YOU'RE KISSPROOF...

YES, THAT'S
THE SECRET

THOUGHT

HES JUST
LIKE THE
MOVIE
HEROES.'

Try the Stage and Movie Lipstick
Now you can give your lips the irresistible
appeal of the lips of the movie stars and
the girls in the Broadway shows! Just use
the same make-up—the new KISSPROOF
Indelible Lipstick— Special Theatrical
Color. This lipstick gives an effect so
alluring, indeed, that it has been placed
by the make-up experts in the dressing-
rooms of both Hollywood Studios and New
York Theatres! The stars could pay any
price— yet, it happens, their matchless
make-up costs but a few cents! See what
it can do for you tonight. You can get
KISSPROOF Lipstick in all shades—in-
cluding the Special Theatrical Color—&t
any drug or department store and at the
ten cent stores.

Hissproof
Jfitde/iide LIPSTICK
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I've Dressed Them All

(Continued from page 45)

she plays the part of a lady, are in-

variably her own choice. Hence we
assumed that Garbo might like the

slinky, embroidered, fur-trimmed exag-
gerations in which she had appeared
in her films.

The mannequins went through the

wardrobe and chose the most elaborate

dresses. The first girl to appear posed
before the great Garbo in a gown
which had a bodice of sparkling rhine-

stones and pearls.

Garbo gave it a casual glance, shrug-
ged and said, "But it is not simple
enough."
Another mannequin appeared and

still another. But all the dresses were
too elaborate. We began showing
plainer things, but apparently it was
impossible to find anything simple
enough for Garbo's taste. But we then
learned that she needed the dress for

that evening and, since our original

models are never sold off the backs of
the mannequins and we usually require

ten days to copy a dress, it would have
been impossible to supply her anyhow.

Several months later, she came into

the shop again. This time she was
prepared to have clothes made for her.

She was getting ready for her first trip

back to Sweden and wanted to take a

complete wardrobe of new clothes with
her. She chose evening dresses, street

dresses, several suits and coats.

She abhorred embroidery in any form.
She disliked lace. She hated, in fact,

anything that was chi-chi. The things

she liked most were tailored swagger
coats—the first ones she wore—which
were modelled after soldiers' rain-

coats, with wide shoulders, big sleeves

and high notched collars. We eventu-

ally made her a copy of this same
tweed sports coat in black broadcloth,

which she wore in the evening over
severe, black dinner dresses.

It was during the waits between fit-

tings that I talked with her. She fas-

cinated me from the first and I was
convinced that the so-called pose of

reticence was a serious complex in her
nature.

We were talking, one day, of Paris

and I was telling her of some of the

people I had known there—Sarah Bern-
hardt, Gaby Deslys, Yvonne Printemps
and Cecile Sorel.

Garbo looked at me with wide eyes.

"I suppose nearly everybody who is

famous comes into this shop," she said.

"Well, a lot of well-known people

have been here," I answered.

"Don't they ever frighten you?" she

asked.

"They used to frighten me," I re-

plied. "Sometimes they still do—a lit-

tle bit."

"People always frighten me," she

said. And no one was ever more in

earnest.

Then she told me something of her
experiences and life in Sweden. She
had never been a star over there and,

like any young girl who goes to pic-

tures, she had her favorites whom she
would have liked to see. They moved
in another world. They were sur-

rounded with glamor and she admired
them just as any fan admires her fa-

vorites.

Then, quite without warning, she
found herself in America and her first

picture was a sensational personal
triumph. Before she had learned to

speak English with any fluency, before
she was in the least acclimated, she
found that Fate had played a trick

upon her. The tables were completely
turned and she was on one of the ped-
estals to which she used to turn with
worship.

It embarrassed her, for she was not
prepared for the lionizing she received.
A few months before, she could have
walked through the streets of Stock-
holm and no one would even turn to

look at her. Now she couldn't leave
her hotel without finding excited groups
awaiting her. An American girl could
have adjusted her life to this mad,
merry, overnight success, but Garbo
could not. She was not frightened of
success—for success never touches a
real artist—but she was panicky before
the unavoidable things that went
with it.

I never read an article about Garbo,
accusing her of posing by loving soli-

tude, that I do not think of her confes-
sion to me in that fitting-room.

When the play "Once in a Lifetime"
came to Los Angeles, Garbo and I de-
cided to attend a matinee and planned
our arrival for a few minutes after the
rise of the curtain, so that no one
would know she was in the house.
When we arrived at the theatre, the

lobby was empty. The curtain had
gone up, so we entered a darkened
auditorium.

There were allusions to actors and
actresses which amused everyone in the
audience. There was one line in par-
ticular which mentioned Garbo. She
was very amused and, for the moment,
was just any unknown person laughing
over a quip about a famous personage.
She had succeeded in dissociating her-
self from the famous woman she could
not help being. She was just about to

laugh at what had been said on the
stage, when she realized that every per-
son in the house was aware that she
was there.

They had all laughed at the mention
of other actors' and actresses' names.
They were now silent—all turning to

stare at Garbo to see how she would
react to this mention of her own name.
I have never experienced such a dread-
ful moment. I knew how embarrassed
and horrified she was. Her afternoon
was spoiled, simply because people
around refused to let her have one
single moment of relaxation.

Between the acts, people walked up
and down the aisles to stare at her.

Maybe I would have done the same
thing myself. Certainly there are two
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sides to every question. Any famous
person is public property. Some of

them revel in the attention, some bear
it and a few, like Garbo, resent it, fear

it and cannot understand it.

In all the time she has lived in Hol-
lywood, I'm sure not more than ten
people have been invited to dine with
her. She would tremble if she ever
found herself being a hostess. But one
evening she came to the shop just be-
fore closing time. Usually she drove
in and dismissed her chauffeur so that

she could walk back to Beverly Hills, a
distance of some nine miles.

I put on an old rain coat and walked
with her. By the time I arrived my
feet felt as if they had been worn down
to the ankles, but Garbo, who had
walked twice as far, was still fresh and
could have gone on tramping for hours.
I sank exhausted on the divan and was
delighted when I was offered something
stronger than water. Then she asked
me to stay and share pot-luck with her.

She had two Swedish servants at the
time. Garbo spoke to the man in

Swedish, apparently telling him that I
would remain for dinner. He went
white with consternation. A great
argument ensued, but eventually a card
table was brought in and placed before
the fire. Then came an enormous tray
with the most amazing collection of
Swedish hors-d'oeuvres I have ever
seen. With them were little hard-as-
nails crackers, which reminded me of
compo-board, on which we spread the
various appetizers. Following this we
had a huge bowl of spaghetti and a
green salad. Coffee completed the meal.
That was all.

I will never be convinced that Garbo
is a happy woman. I doubt that she
will ever be. She is so afraid of peo-
ple that she will never be close to any
one person for very long. She would
like to travel, dream, live in quiet
comfort and I hope some day she may.
I am sure that success means nothing
to her, that money is only something to
insure a future free from worry. She
is, to the few who know her, a woman
with a delicious sense of humor, an in-
telligent person and one with a capti-
vating personality. And with it all, she
has youth and a rare fresh beauty. I

must confess a great fondness and ad-
miration for her.

Here's the signature of the gal with
the sad, expressive hands. A strange,
nervous, flighty and lovable individual
is Zasu Pitts. I've known her often to
come into the shop and say, "Show me
some clothes." And before the manne-
quin had a chance to appear in the first

dress, Miss Pitts would be wandering
restlessly about the showrooms. She
might have enough patience to look at
two dresses. Then she would say, "But
you know what I want, Harold," (she
was always confusing me with Harold
Grieve, the interior decorator and hus-
band of Jetta Goudal) "don't bother to
make the poor gals put the clothes on.
Just show them to me."
The one thing I've always refused to

do is to show a dress in the hand. If
can look like a tired and dejected rag
that way. Clothes, like pictures, need

{Continued on page 95)
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Dryw Chapped?

Those

strong

suds you
use for dishes

dry out your hands

but when ^
you use Ivory

your hands get

Beauty Baths . . . ~\

Use Ivory for your dishes (and all other 5 soap and water

tasks) for a week and watch your hands get smoother and

softer. Though Ivory is pure enough for a baby's skin, it is

economical to use even for housework ... 99 44
/ioo% Pure.

Ivory Soap
prevents "Housework Hands"
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SEE

HOW EASY..
it is to have gleaming floors

with only 10 minutes' work

NO RUBBING! NO POLISHING

• Glo-Coat will change your dull, lifeless

floors to beautiful, shining floors right

before your eyes. All you do is wipe it

over the floor with a cloth or mop, or best

of all, the regular Glo-Coat applier. Dries

in 20 minutes or less and shines as it dries

without buffing or polishing. Modern
women everywhere are adopting this

new labor -saving method for keeping

linoleum, rubber tile, varnished and

painted wood floors in perfect condition.

• Buy a ioc trial si?e of Glo-Coat wra
from your 10 cent store. If they TjSjr

haven't it, send in couoon below.

BY THE MAKERS OF JOHNSON'S WAX

GLO-COAT
GiO COAT S. C. Johnson 6? Son, Inc., Dept. MS12

flSESEEWES; Racine,Wisconsin. Enclosed is ioc. Please

|$ send me generous trial can of your new

H easy-to-use floor polish, Glo-Coat.

Xa

Add.

C.tv_

Let's Talk About Hollywood

HERE'S SOME MORE CHATTER FROM FILM TOWN
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CHECKING up on our stork news,
we find that the Johnny Mack
Browns have a new baby boy.

He weighed seven pounds and
five ounces when born—and naturally

papa Brown hopes he'll be a football

player.

Dorothy Jordan (Mrs. Meriam C.

Cooper) is expecting a blessed event

sometime next year.

Joan Bennett (Mrs. Gene Markey)
will not make another picture until

after the heir arrives—also sometime
early next year.

Jimmy Cagncy and his brother Bill

look so much alike that even their

mother has a hard time telling them
apart sometimes. The other eve Holly-
wood gossipers thought they had a real

scoop! Jimmy Cagney, devoted hus-
band was sighted dining with another
gal! Buzz, buss—the tongues wagged
merrily. Suddenly the girl looked up.

It was Boots Mallory—so, of course,

the gentleman turned out to be her hus-
band, Mr. BILL Cagney.
On another occasion the marked simi-

larity proved to be very lucrative to

Bill. He zvas spending the day zisiting

over at the Warner lot—Jimmy's hang-
out—zvhen a stranger approached him
and handed over a ten dollar bill.

"That," he said, "is the ten you gave me
in New York about a year ago. Thanks
for the loan, Jim!"

ALTHOUGH Lola Lane has switched
her affections from Lyle Talbot to

Al Hall, Lew Ayres remains true to

his one love, Ginger Rogers. . . . Fran-
ces Dee and Joel McCrea are definitely

engaged, with wedding bells "just
around the corner"—but they won't
talk about it. . . . Dolores Del Rio loves
to putter around in her vegetable gar-
den. . . . Jack Holt is planning a South
American vacation via tramp steamer.
... As soon as she finished "Only Yes-
terday," Margaret Sullavan dashed back
to New York to see her sweetie, Jed
Harris. . . . Dorothy Wilson finally gets

that role in "Eight Girls in a Boat"
after two girls did a fade-out. . . . Pola
Negri has intimated that she will marry
Harold McCormich, sixty-year-old Chi-
cago millionaire. . . . And don't be sur-

prised if Mae Murray and her Prince
kiss and make up.

Andy Devine has a nezv sweetie—but

no one seems to be able to find out what
her name is. When the question is put
to Andv, lie hedges with: "She's DI-
VINE nozv . . . and will be DEVINE
later !"

T7"VERYONE seems quite pleased with
*—* Paramount's choice of "Alice" for
"Alice in Wonderland," the film that

should be different, to say the least. Out
of 7,000 applicants, little Charlotte

Henry, virtually unknown, won the

coveted role. Charlotte is just seven-

teen—small and dainty with long blonde

hair (natural) and large wistful blue

eyes, and has a sweetness and innocence

that is really delightful. When asked

if she thought she would be successful

in pictures, she replied naively, "I'm

afraid not. I'm not sophisticated

enough and don't believe I could be."

WE had our suspicions when Bob
Armstrong started building that

luxurious hacienda out in Cold Water
Canyon. Figured there must be a

woman in the case. But after seeing

the place, we've decided Bob plans to

remain a bachelor for some little time

yet. The house—a typical Mexican ha-

cienda, is strictly masculine. There's

not a feminine thing about the whole
place.

Wonder if Ken Murray suffers any
pangs of jealousy mhen his fiancee. Sue
Carol, plays heavy love scenes with her
ex-husband, Nick Stuart ? The love

scenes take place in "Ladies of the Fol-
lies," the first picture Sue and Nick
have made for a long time.

A DECIDED change has come over
William Powell since he became a

bachelor again. Long regarded as one
of Hollywood's best-dressed men, Bill

has until recently upheld this title with
due dignity. But lately, he has been
striking out for more freedom and com-
fort. He now goes around attired in

ducks, sweat shirt and beret.

AFTER that dramatic and very unex-
pected midnight visit from her

husband, Stephen Ames, Adrienne
didn't waste any time about setting out
for Reno to become a free woman. Of
course, we knew all along she'd get a
divorce . . . they always do when they
announce an "amicable separation."

Adrienne said, just before boarding the
train, that Ames had made a very gen-
erous property settlement upon her.

In the meantime, Bruce Cabot is

going around with a very forlorn look
upon his face. Evidently the separa-
tion is hard on him.

Alice White bought herself a spiffv
all-white Ford coupe. The day it was
delivered, she hopped in and drove
proudly down Hollywood Boulevard.
She was delighted to notice all the at-

tention it attracted—in fact, people ac-
tually stopped and stared. It wasn't
until she got home that she found out
why. On the back of the car, in bold
black letters, someone had written:
"Come up and see me sometime !"

1 T looks like a romance springing up
* between Carole Lombard and Gary
Cooper. Ditto for William Powell and
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the Countess Frasso. It was amusing
to find Carole and Gary at a table to-

gether at a popular nite-club recently

—

with Bill and the Countess seated just

two tables away from them and Lupe
Velez and her johnny just across from
Carole and Gary. Looked like Old
Home Week !

CLAUDETTE COLBERT will have
no scar to exhibit when her friends

start talking about their operations.

Although she recently had an appendi-

citis operation, it happens that through
some new scientific discovery, there is

no trace of a scar. This is a life-saver

to Claudette, who is preparing to play

"Cleopatra" before long. Another
thing : she has to stay out of the sun.

Cleopatra can't afford to have any
bathing-suit stencil work embroidered

on her back and chest

!

A little blonde went into a Hollyzvood
restaurant for a bite.

"Have you any wild duck?" she

asked.

"No," replied the waiter, "but we can
take a tame one and irritate it for you."

T EAVE it to Lupe to think of this.

' She has a recording machine in-

stalled in her home that records her

voice on wax records when she speaks

into it. Before going into a picture,

she spends hours practicing her lines

before this machine. She plays the rec-

ords over several times, picks out her

weak points, and then starts rehearsing

all over again. Her dialogue is pretty

near perfect by the time she checks in

on the set.

\T O doubt there will be many broken
-J-^ hearts when Fifi D'Orsay marries
her handsome young doctor, Maurice
Hill. The snappy Fifi has been re-

ported engaged several times, but this

time she is really serious about getting

married. The ceremony is to take place

as soon as she finishes her work in

Marion Davies' picture, "Going Holly-
wood." Hill, incidentally, is very good
looking, so much so that he once won a

contest as the handsomest college stu-

dent in the Middle West!

PARAMOUNT officials were evi-
l dently convinced that Sylvia Sidney
really was a very sick girl when she
walked out of their picture, "The Way
to Love"—or else they're smart enough
to realize that Sylvia means plenty of
do-ray for them at the box office. Any-
way, whatever the reason, they have
forgiven if not forgotten. She will have
the lead in their "Reunion." Her only
punishment is that she will receive no
check for the period she was away from
the studio.

Joe E. Brown says his life, as a com-
edian, is full of bumps. In "Son of
the Gods," he had to make a parachute
jump. According to plan, he zvas to

land safely into a blanket held out by a
dozen or more men. Hotvever, though
Joe landed in the blanket, it was a bit

too close to the ground!
P. S.—Joe stood up the rest of the

day, including meal-time.

it ^
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tkamiAio IVORY FLAKES

Fashions by B. Altaian & Company, New i ork

"To make my 3 in 1 masterpiece, I went in for black with white variations. First,

I bought the love of a two-piece frock (center) with the collars and cuffs of white

ribbed silk that are Ivory-washable. Now notice to what smart work I've put the

skirt! With a lacy white Shetland wool sweater (left) I have my second jaunty set-up.

With the suave blouse of white silk Bedford cord (right) I have a third costume that's

grandfor tea dates. Both sweater and blousewash beautifully with pure Ivory Flakes."

When you're planning your fall

clothes, see how many you can buy

that are Ivory-washable. Their up-

keep will be next to nil, thanks to the

low cost of pure Ivory. And your

clothes will keep that sparkling fresh-

ness— that counts, oh, how it counts!

Salesgirls will be glad to advise

you. They'll perk up with interest

when you ask, "Will this wash with

Ivory?" For they'll know that the

silk, the wool or the color that won't

be refreshed by gentle, pure Ivory

just won't satisfy you.

These salespeople have heard ^
sad stories about clothes

that weren't washed

CURLY. . .

QUICK-DISSOLVING

with Ivory—they know about those

fiat flakes that stick so easily to crepey

weaves and knitted fabrics—causing

ruinous soap spots.

But Ivory Flakes aren't flat flakes.

They are snowy little curls of Ivory

Soap. They're made for girls who

can't wait a minute for suds. They

curl and melt up into suds instantly

in lukewarm water.

Do "baby" your nice things with

Ivory Flakes. Don't trust luck, depend

upon Ivory's purity. It won't even cost

you more to use Ivory Flakes ... it

^ actually costs less ! And there's

2}4 ounces more soap in that

j|k fat Ivory Flakes box!

99«/ioo°
/
o P^'RE
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CWkdt a dij[faronce/
what a truly amazing difference

Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids do make

IN %

'o you carefully powder and rouge, and then allow scraggly

brows and pale, scanty lashes to mar what should be your
most expressive feature, your eyes? You would be amazed at

the added loveliness that could be so easily yours with May-
belline eye beauty aids!

Simply darken your lashes into long-appearing, luxuriant

fringe with the famous Maybelline Eyelash Darkener, and see

how the eyes instantly appear larger and more expressive.

It is absolutely harmless, non-smarting, and tear-proof, and
keeps the lashes soft and silky. Black for brunettes, Brown
for blondes.

Now a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow blended softly on your
eyelids, and notice how the eyes immediately take on brilli-

ance and color, adding depth and beauty to the expression.
There are five exquisite shades of this pure, creamy shadow:
Blue, Brown, Blue-Gray, Violet, and Green.

Form graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking,
easy-to-use Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. A perfect pencil that
you will adore. It comes in Black or Brown.

To stimulate the natural growth of your lashes, apply the pure,
nourishing Maybelline Eyelash Grower before retiring.

The name Maybelline is your assurance of purity and effec-

tiveness. These famous products in purse sizes are now
within the reach of every girl and woman at all leading 10c
stores. Try them today and see what an amazing difference
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids car. make in your appearance!

EYE
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BEAUTY PREPARATIONS

(Continued from page 25)

wanted to run away, but before he
could turn, Ruby had dashed over to

Al and brought him to Dick.
The two shook hands. Somebody

called Ruby away and Dick and Al
stood there looking at each other.

Al said, "I watched that scene."

Dick just grinned and felt silly.

"It was great," said Al, "and I want
to tell you something. You're great for

Ruby. You see, she's a funny kid.

She's all tied up inside with nervous-
ness. She doesn't think she can act

and it's hard for her to unbend, par-

ticularly with strangers."

Dick sighed with relief. This was
Al Jolson, the showman, talking now.
And Dick knew that he meant every
word.

"Well, it's great making love to your
wife," Dick said. "And you're swell

about it."

"Listen," said Al. "I want the kid to

make a good picture."

From then on Dick Powell knew that

Al Jolson was his friend.

Dick and Ruby made "Golddiggers of
1933" together. Al was in New York
and by this time Ruby and Dick had
become great friends. They were
working on the picture when Al first

broadcast and Ruby asked Dick if she

might listen in over his radio, for Dick's

house is just a couple of blocks from
the studio. Ruby brought her sister

along and the two sat with their ears

glued to the radio.

As Dick watched her sitting there,

he realized just how great is her love

for Al, for when he spoke her eyes

filled with tears and her little hands
reached out as if she would carress the

cold instrument that brought her her

sweetheart's voice.

"You think he's a great guy, don't

you?" Dick asked.

Ruby could not even answer.

But in New York, Al was working
for Dick as well as broadcasting. In

Warners' New York office, Al was go-

ing over the publicity campaign for

"Golddiggers," and if it had been his

own picture he could not have taken

more interest in it. But it was not

only for Ruby that he wanted publicity.

It was for Dick, too. He insisted that

Dick should be given credit right along

with Ruby, and wherever he was he told

what a fine team those two made.

WHEN Al returned to Hollywood
and Ruby's third picture was

planned, Dick became ill. In the hospi-

tal he lay in bed not caring whetber
he played in a picture or not. He only

hoped that he would live.

When the studio realized how long

it would take the boy to recover, they

cast another player, Stanley Smith, op-
posite Ruby.
When Al heard about it he went to

the office of the biggest executive.

"You're crazy," he told them, "Dick is

the only one for Ruby. He understands
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her. He knows what she needs. He's
a fine showman. They're a real team."

But the executive explained that the
release date of the new picture was al-

ready set and that it was costly to hold
up production.

And then an amazing thing happened.
Studio executives suddenly realized,

after a week's work, that together the
new team didn't click. The studio saw
what Al had known all along—that

Ruby needed Dick.
So they took Smith out and began test-

ing other leading men for the role.

Here it was that Al leapt in, hammer
and tongs. "You've got to wait now !"

he said. "You've got to wait for Powell
to get well. You put another lad in be-

cause you didn't want to hold up pro-

duction, but production has already been
held up. Don't make another mistake.

Wait for Dick."
And at last the force of Jolson's per-

sonality won, and they said they would
wait for Powell.

T3UT curiously enough these three

—

Ruby, Dick and Al—whose lives are

so tangled, see comparatively little of
each other after working hours. Dick,
because he takes Mary Brian and other
members of the younger set around to

parties and dances, and the Jolsons lead

the quiet, simple life they always have.
The point is that when Al fights

Dick's battles, when he insists that he
have a part, when he carefully goes
over publicity campaigns, he is really

fighting for Ruby.
He is showman enough to know that

Ruby Keeler, sensational as she is on
the screen, lacks the quality of glamor.
Lacking this, she must have something-
else to take its place. The buoyant,
wholesome quality that Dick Powell
has is just what Ruby's screen career
needs.

Ruby and Dick are great friends on
the set.

One day, Ruby showed Dick a new
diamond and emerald bracelet that Al
had given her.

"It's okay," said Dick. "It's a pretty
little bauble. Too bad it isn't real. Al
told me about slipping one over on you
and putting paste stones in it."

"Why, Dick," Ruby answered, "you
don't really think. . .

."

And then she looked up and saw them
all laughing.

But sometimes Ruby does a little

kidding herself.

Not long ago Dick was making per-
sonal appearances in the east. As mas-
ter of ceremonies, he was playing at

Jamaica, Long Island. In the front
row was a girl who kept waving at him,
but Dick thought she was just a little

fan and was afraid to pay any atten-
tion to her, lest she break up his act.

Just as his act was finished she called
out, "Oh, sing something from your
latest picture, Mr. Powell." And then
he looked down and discovered Ruby
Keeler.

Al encourages this kidding. He
knows that when Ruby is kept laughing,
she has no time for self-consciousnesl!
and that is the bugaboo she has to fight
constantly. Dick knows it, too. That's
why they make such a grand team.

MAKE THIS TELLING TEST!
Rub your finger tips over your face. Press firmly. Give particular atten-

tion to your chin, forehead, around your mouth, and the little crevices

beside your nose. Now! Is your skin absolutely smooth? Or do you feel

tiny bumps and rough patches? If you do, you have Paralyzed Pores.

Your Cleansing Methods Paralyze

the Pores Because They Do Not
Let the Skin Breathe

When you massage a heavy, waxy cold

cream into your pores you fill them with

a sticky mixture of grease and dirt. The
mixture hardens in the pores— plugs
them up—paralyzes them. Then the skin,

unable to breathe, becomes dry, coarse

and muddy. The clogged pores become
enlarged. Blackheads and heart-break-

ing blemishes appear.

How to Correct Paralyzed Pores.

For Complete Results Just This

One Cream is Necessary

The way to banish paralyzed pores is to

use a cleansing method that is founded
on a scientific knowledge of the skin and
its requirements. Such a method is sup-

plied in Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face
Cream.

First: This new cream melts the in-

stant it touches the skin. It penetrates

the pores to the bottom without enlarging

them, dissolves the waxy accumulations

and floats them to the surface where they

are easily wiped off.

Second: It makes the pores so clean

that fresh air rushes in and stimulates

your tired skin. Thoroughly cleansed and
revived, the pores naturally resume their

normal size. Thus this cream corrects en-

larged pores. No astringents are necessary.

Third : Lady Esther Cream resupplies

the skin with a fine oil. That's why it

banishes dryness and the withered look of
age. You can forget about your skin foods.

Fourth: This one cream keeps the
skin so soft and smooth, powder clings

perfectly. You do not need vanishing

creams or powder bases.

Prove to Yourself What My Cream

Will Do For Your Skin

Mail coupon below to me, and by return

mail I will send you a proof tube of my
famous Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face
Cream. Use this tube as I direct. Then
look in your mirror—you'll see an amaz-
ing difference. Your face will be softer

and smoother than ever before. Lady
Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, 111.

ACCEPT FREE OFFER
(You can paste this on apenny postcard)

Lady Esther MAIL NOW
20X0 Ridge Avenue. Evanston, 111.

Please send me by return mail your 7-day tube of

Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Name..

Address

City State
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Treat COLDS
in the First Stage!
Colds go thru 3 Stages and they're

jar Easier Relieved in the First

than in the Second or Third! . . .

TT PAYS to know something about colds!
-1- They are a great cause of prolonged sickness
and financial loss.

A cold ordinarily progresses through three
stages. The first— the Dry stage, the first 24
hours. The second—the Watery Secretion stage,
from 1 to 3 days. The third—the Mucous Secre-
tion stage.The time to "nail" a cold is in the first

or Dry stage. It is twice as easily relieved then.

The Wise Measure
The thing to take upon catching cold is Grove's
Laxative Bromo Quinine. It stops a cold quickly
because it is expressly a cold remedy and be-
cause it does the four things necessary.

First, it opens the bowels, gently, but effec-

tively, the first step in expelling a cold. Second,
it combats the cold germs in the system and re-

duces the fever. Third, it relieves the headache
and that grippy feeling. Fourth, it tones the
system and helps fortify against further attack.

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is utterly

harmless and may be freely taken with perfect

safety. It is, and has been for years, the leading
cold and grippe tablet of the world.

Now—20% More
|
for Your Money
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine
now conies in two sizes—30c and
50c— and is sold by every drug
store in America. It pays to buy
the 50c size as it gives you 20%
more for your money. Always
ask for it by the full name and

look for the letters L BQ
stamped on every tablet.
Look for an ulterior motive
whea a substitute is offered.

A Co I d is an
Internal Infection
and Requires

Internal Treatment

GROVE'S LAXATIVE

BROMO QUININE

THE MODERN SCREEN
DIRECTORY of PLAYERS

Columbia Studios, 1438 Sower Street, Hollywood, California.

Educational Studios, Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

First National Studios, Burbank, California.

Fox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood, California.

Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mcyer Studios, Culver City, California.

Para'mount-Publix Studios, Hollywood, California.

Radio Studios, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, California.

Mack Sennett Studios, Studio City, North Hollywood, California.

Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank, California.

United Artists Studios, 1041 No. Formosa Avenue. Hollywood, California.

Universal Studios, Universal City, California.

AXGEL. HEATUER: Unmarried. Born in Oxford,
England, February 9. Fox player. Featured in

"Pilgrimage," "Berkeley Square," "Charlie Chan's
Greatest Case."

ARLEX, RICHARD: Married to Jobyna Ralston. Born
in St. Paul, Minn., September 1. Paramount
player. Featured in "College Humor," "Three
Cornered Moon," "Golden Harvest." Working in

"Captain Jericho." Next is "Lives of a Bengal
Lancer."

ARLISS, GEORGE: Married to Florence Montgomery.
Born in London, England, April 10. Twentieth
Century star. Starred in "The Working Man,"
"Voltaire," Warners.

ARMSTRONG. ROBERT: Divorced from Jeanne Kent.
Born in Saginaw, Mich. , November 21. RKO
player. Featured in "I Love That Man," Para-
mount: "Blind Adventure," "Above the Clouds."
Columbia.

ASTHER. NILS: Divorced from Vivian Duncan. Born
in Stockholm, Sweden, January 17. M-G-M
player. Featured in "Night Flight," "Storm at

Daybreak." Working in "Beautiful" and "Be-
hold We Live," RKO.

ATWILL, LIONEL: Married. Born in Croydon, Eng-
land, March 1. Universal player. Featured in
"The Sphinx." Monogram: "Secret of the Blue
Room," "Solitaire Man," M-G-M.

AYRES. LEW: Divorced from Lola Lane. Born in

Minneapolis, Minn., December 28. Fox star.

Starred in "State Fair," "Don't Bet on Love,"
Universal; "My Weakness."

BARRYMORE. JOHN: Married to Dolores Costello.

Bern in Philadelphia, Pa., February 15. M-G-M
and RKO star. Starred in "Reunion in Vienna,"
"Dinner at Eight." "Night Flight," M-G-M. Next
is "Cyrano de Bergerac," RKO and "Counsellor
at Law," Universal.

BARRYMORE, LIONEL: Married to Irene Fenwick.
Born in Philadelphia, Pa., April 2S. M-G-M and
RKO star. Starred in "Dinner at Eight." "Stran-
ger's Return," M-G-M; "One Man's Journey," RKO;
"The Late Christopher Bean " M-G-M. Next is

"The Vinegar Tree," M-G-M.
BARTHELMESS. RICHARD: Married to Jessica Ser-

geant. Born in New Yr
ork City, May 9. First

National star. Starred in "Central Airport,"
"Heroes for Sale." Next is "Massacre."

BAXTER. WARNER: Married to Winifred Bryson. Born
iti Columbus, Ohio, March 29. Fox star. Starred
in "I Loved Y'ou Wednesday," "Paddy, the Next
Best Thing." "Penthouse," M-G-M. Working
in "As Husbands Go."

BEERY, WALLACE: Married to Rita Gilman. Born
in Kansas City, Mo., April 1. M-G-M star.

Starred in "Dinner at Eight," "Tugboat Annie,"
"The Bowery," 20th Cent. Next, is "Soviet."

BELLAMY, RALPH: Married to Catherine Willard.
Born in Chicago, 111., June 17. Fox player. Fea-
tured in "Flying Devils," "Blind Adventure,"
RKO; "Ever in My Heart," Warner Bros.

BEXXETT, COXSTAXCE: Married to the Marquis
de la Falaise. Born in New Yrork City, October
22. Twentieth Century star. Starred in "Our
Betters." "Bed of Roses," RKO. Working in

"The Woman Spy." Next is "Moulin Rouge."

BEXXETT. JOAN: Married to Gene Markey. Born in
Palisades, N. J.. February 27. Write her at

RKO. Free lance. Featured in "From Arizona
to Broadway," Fox; "Little Women," RKO.

BICKFORD, CHARLES: Married. Born in Cambridge,
Mass., January 1. Write him at Paramount.
Free lance. Featured in "The Song of the Eagle,"
"This Day and Age." Paramount. Working in
"White Woman," Paramount.

BLOXDELL, JOAN: Married to George Barnes. Born
in Xew York City, August 30. Warner Bros,
player. Featured in "Gold Diggers of 1933,"
"Goodbye Again," "Footlight Parade," "Havana
Widows." Next is "Convention City."

BOLES, JOHX": Married to Marcellite Dobbs. Born in
Breenville, Texas. October 27. Fox player. Fea-
tured in "My Lips . Betray." "Only Yesterday,"
Universal.

BOW, CLARA: Married to Rex Bell. Born in Brook-
lyn, X. Y"., July 29. Fox star. Starred in "Call
Her Savage." Working in "Hoopla."

BOYD. BILL: Married to Dorothy Sebastian. Born
in Cambridge. Ohio, June 5. RKO player. Fea-
tured in "Lucky Devils," "Emergency Call,"
"Flaming Gold."

BRADY'. ALICE: Divorced. Born in New York City,
November 2. M-G-M player. Featured in "When
Ladies Meet." "Show World." "Stage Mother."
Next is "The Vinegar Tree."
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BREXDEL, EL: Married to Flo Bert. Born in Phila-
delphia, Pa., March 25. Fox player. Featured in
"My Lips Betray," "The Last. Trail."

BRENT, GEORGE: Married to Ruth Chatterton. Born
in Dublin, Ireland, March 15. First National
player. Featured ill "Baby Face," "Lilly Turner."
"Female." Working in "From Headquarters."

BRIAN, MARYr
: Unmarried. Born in Corsicana. Texas,

February 17. Write her at Universal. Free lance.
Featured in "The Song of the Eagle," Paramount;
"Moonlight and Pretzels," Universal.

BROOK. CLIVE: Married to Faith Evelyn. Born in
London, England. June 1. RKO player. Fea-
tured in "Cavalcade," Fox; "Midnight Club,"
Paramount. Working in "Behold We Live."

BROWN, JOE E. : Married to Kathryn McGraw. Born
in Holgate, Ohio, July 28. First National star.
Starred in "Elmer the Great," "How to Break
Ninety." Working in "Son of the Gobs." Next
is "The Crowned Head."

BROWN, TOM: Unmarried. Born in New York City,
January 6. Write him at Paramount. Free lance.
Featured in "Central Airport," Warner Bros;
"Hell's Highway," Universal; "Three Cornered
Moon," Paramount.

BUTTERWORTH, CHARLES: Married to Ethel Suther-
land. Born in South Bend. Ind., July 26. M-G-M
player. Featured in • 'Penthouse," "The Holly-
wood Party." Working in "The Cat and the
Fiddle."

CABOT, BRUCE: Unmarried. Born in New Mexico.
April 20. RKO player. Featured in "Bird of
Prey," "Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men," "Ann
Vickers." Next is "Hide in the Dark."

CAGNEY, JAMES: Married to Frances Vernon. Born
in New Y'ork City, July 17. Warner Bros. star.
Starred in "Picture Snatcher," "The Mayor of
Hell," "Fcotlight Parade." Working in "The
Finger Man."

CANTOR, EDDIE: Married to Ida Tobias. Born in
X'ew Y'ork City. January 31. United Artists star.
Starred in "The Kid From Spain." Working in
"Roman Scandals."

CARRILLO, LEO: Married. Born in Los Angeles,
Calif., August 6. Write him at Paramount. Free
lance. Featured in "Exile Express," "Moonlight
and Pretzels," Universal. Working in "Four Fright-
ened People," Paramount.

CARROLL, NANCY: Married to Francis Bolton Mal-
lory. Born in New Y'ork City. November 19. Para-
mount star. Starred in "Kiss Before the Mirror,"
Universal; "I Love That Man."

CHAPLIN, CHARLES: Divorced from Lita Gray. Born
in London, England, April 26. Write him at
Charles Chaplin Studiio. Hollywood. Producer-star
Starred in "City Lights."

CHATTERTON. RUTH: Married to George Brent. Born
in New Y'ork City. December 24. Warner Bros,
star. Starred in "Frisco Jenny," "Lilly Turner,"
"Female." Next is "Mandalay."

CHEVALIER. MAURICE: Divorced from Y'vonne Vallee
Born in Paris, France, September 22. M-G-M star.
Starred in "A Bedtime Story," "The Way to
Love," Paramount. Next is "The Merry Widow."

CLARKE, MAE: Divorced from Lew Price. Born in
Philadelphia, Pa., August 16. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Turn Back the Clock," "Penthouse "
Working in "The Finger Man," Warner Bros.

COLBERT. CLAUDETTE: Married to Norman Foster
Born in Paris, France, September 13. Paramount
star. Starred in "I Cover the Waterfront." United
Artists; "Three Cornered Moon," "Torch Singer"
Working in "Four Frightened People."

COLLIXS. CORA SUE: Child actress. Born in Beck-
ley, W. Va., April 19. Write her at Paramount
Free lance. Featured in "Jennie Gerhardt," "Torch
Singer," Paramount.

COLMAX. ROXALD: Divorced frcm Thelma Ray. Born
in Surrey, England. February 9. United Artists
star. Starred in "Cynara," "The Masquerader."

COOK, DONALD: Divorced. Born in Portland, Ore
September 26. Columbia player. Featured in
"Jenny Gerhardt," Paramount; "Brief Moment.'
Working in "The World Changes," Warner Bros.

COOPER, GARY: Unmarried. Born in Helena. Mont
May 7. Paramount star. Starred in "Today We
Live," M-G-M; "One Sunday Afternoon." Working
in "Design for Living." Next is "Lives of a
Bengal Lancer."

COOPER, JACKIE: Boy actor. Born in Los Angeles
Calif., September 15. M-G-M player. Featured
in "Show World," "The Bowery," 20th Cent.
Working in "One Cowboy." Paramoimt.

CORTEZ. RICARDO: Widower of Alma Rubens. Born
in Xew York City. July 7. Paramount star. Starred
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in "Midnight Mary." M-G-M; "Bix Executive,"
"Torch Singer," "The House on 56th Street,"
Warner Bros. Working in "The Shakedown,"
Warner Bros.

CRABBE, BUSTER: Married to Virginia Held. Born
in Oakland, Calif., February 7. Paramount player.
.Featured in "Tarzan the Fearless," Sol Lessor; "To
the Last. Man." Next is "Search for Beauty."

CUAWFORD, JOAN: Divorced from Douglas Fairbanks,
.Tr. Born in San Antonio, Texas, March 23. M-G-M
star. Starred in "Today We Live," "Hollywood
Party." Working in "Dancing Lady." Next is
"Always Tomorrow" and "Merry Widow."

CROMWELL, RICHARD: Unmarried. Born in Long
Beach, Calif., January 8. Columbia player. Fea-
tured in "This Day and Age." Paramount; "Above
the Clouds." Working in "Hoopla," Fox.

CROSBY, BING: Married to Dixie Lee. Born in Ta-
coma. Wash., May 2. Paramount player. Fea-
tured in "College Humor," "Just An Echo," "Too
Much Harmony." Working in "Going Hollywood,"
JI-G-M.

COMMINGS, CONSTANCE: Married to Benn W. Levy.
Born in Seattle. Wash., May 15. Twentieth Century
player. Featured in "The Mind Reader," Warner
Bros. Working in "Broadway Through a Keyhole,"
20th Cent.

DANIELS, BEBE: Married to Ben Lyon. Born in
Dallas, Texas, January 14. Warner Bros. star.
Starred in "Forty-Second Street," "Cocktail Hour,"
Columbia. Next is "Counsellor at Law," Universal.

DAVIES, MARION: Unmarried. Born in Brooklyn, N.
Y., January 1. M-G-M star. Starred in "Peg
O' My Heart." Working in "Going Hollywood."
Next is "Operator 13."

DAVIS, BETTE: Married to Harmon O. Nelson. Born
in Boston, Mass., April 5. Warner Bros. star.
Starred in "Ex-Lady," "The Working Man." "Bu-
reau of Missing rersons." Working in "The
Shakedown."

DICE, FRANCES: Unmarried. Born in New York City.
November 26. RKO player. Featured in "One
Man's Journey." "Little Women." Working in
"Blood Money," 2(lth Cent. Next are ~ "Rodney"
and "Success Story."

DEL RIO. DOLORES: Married to Cedric Gibbous.
Born in Mexico City, August 3. RKO star. Star-
red in "Bird of Paradise." Working in "Flying
Down to Rio."

DEVINE, ANDY : Unmarried. Born in Flagstaff, Ariz.,
October 6. Universal player. Featured in "Dis-
graced," Paramount; "Doctor Bull," "A Chance at
Heaven," Fox. Working in "Tin Pants."

DIETRICH, MARLENE: Married to Rudolph Seiber.
Born in Berlin, Germany, December 27. Paramount
star. Starred in "Song of Songs." Next is "Her
Regiment of Lovers."

I)1X, RICHARD: Separated from Winifred Coe. Born
ill St. Paul, Minn., July IS. RKO star. Starred
in "The Great Jasper," "No Marriage Ties," "Bird
of Prey." Next is "Forever Faithful," M-G-M.

DRESSLER, MARIE: Unmarried. Born in Colburg.
Canada, November I). M-G-M star. Starred in
"Dinner at Eight," "Tugboat Annie," "Holly-
wood Party," "The Late Christopher Bean." Next
is "Living in a Big Way."

DUNN, JAMES: Unmarried. Born in New Y'ork City.
November 2. Fox player. Featured in "The Girl
in 419." Paramount; "From Arizona to Broadway."
Working in "Take a Chance," Paramount.

DUNNE, IRENE: Married to Dr. E. F. Griffin. Born
in Louisville, Ivy.. July 14. RKO star. Starred
in "The Silver Cord," "Ann Vickers." Working
in "Behold We Live." Next is "My Gal Sal."

DURANTE, JIMMIE: Married. Born in New York
City. February IS. M-G-M player. Featured in
"Hell Below." "Show World," "A Hollywood
Party," "What a Liar." Working in "Meet the
Baron."

DVORAK, ANN: Married to Leslie Fenton. Born in
Los Angeles, Calif., August 2. Warner Bros,
player. Featured in "The Way to Love," Para-
mount. Working in "College Coach."

KILERS. SALLY : Married to Harry Joe Brown. Born
in New York City, December 11. Fox player. Fea-
tured in "Made On Broadway," M-G-M. Working
in "Walls of Gold."

ELLIS', PATRICIA: Unmarried. Born in New Y'ork
City. May 20. Warner Bros, player. Featured in
"Picture Snatcher," "Narrow Corner," "The
World Changes." Next is "Broadway and Back."

KKWIN, STUART: Married to June Collyer. Born in
Squaw Valley, Calif., February 14. M-G-M player.
Featured in "Hold Your Man," "Stranger's Re-
turn," "What a Liar." Working in "Going Holly-
wood," M-G-M. and "Broadway Through a Key-
hole," 20th Cent.

EVANS, MADGE: Unmarried. Born in Los Angeles.
Calif., July 1. M-G-M player. Featured in "Din-
ner at Eight," "Show World," Beauty for Sale."
Next is "Forever Faithful."

FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, JR: Divorced from Joan
Crawford. Born in New Y'ork City, December 9.
Free lance. Starred in "Narrow Corner," "Cap-
tured," Warner Bros.; "Morning Glory," RKO.

FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS', SR: Separated from Mary
Pickford. Born in Denver. Colo., Mav 23. United
Artists star. Starred in "Robinson Crusoe."

KARRELL, CHARLES: Married to Virginia Valli
Born in Walpole, Mass., August 9. Write him
at Warner Bros. Free lance. Featured in "Aggie
Appleby, Maker of Men," RKO. Working in "The
Shakedown," Warner Bros.

FABRELL, GLENDA: Divorced. Born in Enid, Okla-
homa. Warner Bros player. Featured in "Lady
For a Day," Columbia; "Bureau of Missing Per-
sons," "Havana Widows," "A Man's Castle,"
Columbia. Working in "The Shakedown" and
"Dark Hazard."

FORD, WALLACE: Married to Martha Halworth. Born
in England. M-G-M player. Featured in "Goodbye
Again," Warner Bros.; "Three Cornered Moon"
Paramount; "My Woman." Columbia. Working in
"The Lost Patrol," RKO and "East of 5th Avenue "
Columbia.

FOSTER, NORMAN: Married to Claudette Colbert. Born
in Richmond, Ind., December 13. Fox player Fea-
tured in "Pilgrimage," "Professional Sweetheart "
"Rafter Romance," RKO. Working in "Walls of
Gold."

FOSTER, PRESTON:
N. J., October 24.

Married. Born in Ocean City,
Write him at Fox. Free lance.

{Continued on page 113)

Twins, Muriel and Charlotte Denenfeld, age 18, residing at 615 West 164th Street, New York

Twins test six leading Tooth Pastes

PEBECO PROVES BEST
"Why not test Pebeco against the five other

leading tooth pastes on twins?" we said.

"Fine!" said Dr. David B. Freundlich,

leading dental authority of New York.

"Twins provide the most impartial possi-

ble testing ground for tooth paste merit.

Same environment. Same heredity. Hence
their tooth and mouth structure is apt to

be alike."

So that's what he did. Tested Pebeco and
the five other leading nationally advertised

tooth pastes on twins—for thirty days.

One twin in each pair used Pebeco twice

daily. The other used tooth paste A, B, C,

D or E, (well-known brands).

Read at the right what Pebeco did in com-
parison with the five other tooth pastes!

Pebeco was more than twice as effective

because of its basic ingredient, Potassium

Chlorate. This substance is an active agent in

assisting nature to correct acid mouth, help-

ing to check mouth acids which cause tooth

decay. It stimulates the flow of saliva,

nature's own process for keeping the teeth

sound, gums and mouth vigorous and
healthy.

You can prove it, too. Try Pebeco— 10-

cent or 50-cent size— in your own mouth.

You will Jeel it working for the good

of your mouth and gums. And just

see what it does for your teeth! Buy
a tube of Pebeco today

!

On These Five Vital Points Pebeco Wins!

1. WHITENESS . . . Pebeco whitened the teeth in

98% of the cases— the five other tooth pastes in

only 56%, proving Pebeco's superiority in cleaning

and removing stains and discoloration.

2. LUSTRE . . . Pebeco improved the lustre in 94%
of the cases—the others in only 40%. Pebeco, in no
case, made the slightest scratch upon the enamel.

3. FILM . . . Pebeco removed mucin plaques (film)

from teeth of 88% of the users—others from only

32%.
4. GUMS . . . Pebeco checked inflammation and
bleeding, toned and hardened the gums of 97% of
the users, other tooth pastes of only 57%.
5. ACID MOUTH . . . Pebeco alone—of all the well-

known tooth pastes tested—actually assisted in

stimulating the natural flow of helpful saliva which
combats the acids that start decay. Other tooth
pastes brought only slight or temporary improve-
ment in acid mouth conditions.

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau

Why Twins and What They Proved
I chose groups of twins because their

mouth conditions are apt to be
identical. One twin used Pebeco
twice daily for 30 days. The other,

tooth paste A, B, C, D or E—one
of the five other leading brands. I

examined each pair weekly. At the

end of 30 days, I submitted my reports, and the

statements in this advertisement are in accordance
with the facts. For professional information on
these tests, write me at 101 Central Park West,
New York.

(Signed) DAVID B. FREUNDLICH, D.D.S.

© 1933, Lehn & Fink, Inc.
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SISTERS?
it) km. fYlctkvvl
""THEY'RE great friends, these two
1 — doing everything, going every-

where together. People think they're sis-

ters—for mother has wisely safeguarded

her youth. She has never let gray hair

set her apart from her daughter—make
her a member of the "older generation."

Today there's no need to tolerate gray

hair, that makes you old and faded be-

fore your time. Notox, the new scientific

hair coloring protects you from dreaded
Heartbreak Age. Notox is undetectable

—totally different from those antiquated
"hair dyes" that were rightly considered

objectionable.

Instead of crusting the hair with a
surface plate of dye, Notox gently pene-

trates the hair and colors it inside the

shaft where nature colors hair. Your hair

remains beautifully soft, fine and
lustrous. Wash it, wave it, expose it to

the sun all you like— Notoxed hair re-

tains its natural, even shade as perma-
nently as nature's own colorl

Better hairdressers always apply In-

ecto Rapid Notox. Resent a substitute—
a like product does not exist. Buy it at
smart shops everywhere.

• • Send for free copy of the Inecto Rapid
Notox Beauty Analysis. We will give you,
too, the address of a conveniently located
beauty shop where you may have your hair
recolored with Notox. Write Dept.'86, Sales
Affiliates, Inc.. 33 W. 46th St., New York.

NOTOX
whore K-cdwve c$o

DIRECTORY of PICTURES
RECOMMENDED. • • SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED.

• ANOTHER LANGUAGE (M-G-M)—How a dom-
ineering mother can almost wreck a marriage,

a husband and a wife. The late Louise Closser Hale

is the mother. Robert Montgomery is somewhat
miscast as the husband. Helen Hayes is superb

as the wile. See it—youngsters under 16 won t

care for it

• BEAUTY FOR SALE (M-G-M)—Faith Baldwin's

novel transferred to the screen. Hie action

centers around a beauty parlor. Madge Evans. Alice

Brady and Otto Kruger are the principals. lhe>

are good and so is the large supporting cast. Good

—not much in it for young children.

a BED OF ROSES (RKO)—Connie Bennett stops

being grand and plays a tough little alley-cat

And she's superb! However. Perk ke ton .almost

steals the show from her at that. Don t miss it—

but send the tots to a Western.

• » BERKELEY SQUARE (Fox)-A highly im-

aginative kind of love story. Leslie Howaid.

who gives a beautifully sensitive performance, find*

himself transferred to the 18th century He falls in

love with an 18th century lady—Heather Angel.

Excellent and different—but children under sixteen

wouldn't understand it.

• THE BEST OF ENEMIES (Fox)—Hilarious beer
•

comedy. Frank Morgan Toe Cawtl.orne Buddy

Rogers. Marian Nixon and Greta Nissen. Take the

kids along.

SITTER SWEET (United Artists)—Weak romance.

M about a wealthy and beautiful English girl who

elopes with her music teacher. Not a rave—and of

no interest for children.

THE BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS (Warners)

—An unusual police story, dealing with one of the

law's departments about which little is known.

Bette Davis. Pat O'Brien. Lewis Stone and Glenda

Farrell are in it. Interesting and frequently ex-

citing—a bit too advanced for very young children.

• • CAPTURED (Warners)—Leslie Howard, Doug
Fairbanks. Jr.. Paul Lukas and Margaret

Lindsay in a gripping war story. Most of the ac-

tion centers around life in a German prison camp.

Good—too heavy for young children.

THE CIRCUS QUEEN MURDER (Columbia)—
Murder mystery under the big top. All right of its

kind—not for children under 16.

• THE COHENS AND THE KELLYS IN
TROUBLE (Universal)—Another of the familiar

series of Charlie Murray and George Sidney.
_
Okay

if you like Murray and Sidney—the kids will enjoy it.

• COLLEGE HUMOR (Paramount)—Lots of laughs

taking place on a college campus. Bing Crosby

furnishes the crooning. .Dick Arlen, Jack
.
.Oakie and

Mary Carlisle are in it too. Good—children will

like it, too.

THE DEVIL'S IN LOVE (Fox)—Love triangle in

the Foreign Legion. Victor Jory, David Manners

and Loretta Young. Rather slow and the story is

a little too familiar, though the principals are good.

Only fair—nothing in it for children.

• • DINNER AT EIGHT (M-G-M)—A fashionable

hostess plans a dinner party. And we see

what happens to her guests, before the party and

during it Many stories woven into one—and superbly

presented by a cast which has been enumerated so

many times that you must know it by heart. Well,

there are John and Lionel Barrymore, Marie

Dressier, Billie Burke, Jean Harlow, Wallace

Beery, Madge Evans and at least six.other famous

names that we can think of off hand. Excellent—

but too advanced for young children.

DON'T BET ON LOVE (Universal)—Horse-racing

and romance. Lew Ayres and Ginger Rogers. Only

fair—and dull for youngsters.

• • DOUBLE HARNESS (RKO)—Arm Harding—

a

very nice, well brought up girl—decides that mar-

riage is a woman's business and so why shouldn t

a woman be as unsentimental about it as men are

about their businesses? The only, trouble is that

she makes the mistake of falling in love with her

"business associate." William Powell. Sophisticated,

adult entertainment—not for young children.

DOCTOR BULL (Fox)—Will Rogers as an old-

fashioned and much criticized doctor in a gossipy

Connecticut gown. His outspoken manner and dis-

regard of mean little conventions get lnm into

trouble—but he wins out in the end. A bit slow

—

children may enjoy parts of it.

• THE EAGLE AND THE HAWK (Paramount)
—Fredric March, Cary Grant, Jack Oakie and

Carole Lombard in a story of the brutality of war.

An excellent picture—not for very young folks.

• ELMER THE GREAT (Warners)—Joe E. Brown
at his best in a baseball yarn. Good—splendid

for kids of all ages.

• EMERGENCY CALL (RKO)—An expose of

hospitals. Bill Gargan, Bill Boyd, Myrna
Kennedy and Betty Fulness. Worth seeing—young-
sters under 16 better go another day.

F P 1 (Fox-Gaumont)—Unusual. A floating plat-

form' built in mid-ocean, is used as an airport. A
mysterious menace hovers over the airport. An
exciting and different picture. Leslie Fenton, Cpn-

rad Veidt and Jill Esmond. You wlil probably

enjoy it—not for young children.

THE FIDDLIN' BUCKAROO ( Maynard-Universal)
—Excitement and packs of trouble when a govern-

ment agent joins up with a pack of thieves for

certain reasons. Ken Maynard, Gloria Shea—and
don't forget Tarzan, Ken's horse. A good Western
—fine for kids.

• » FOOTLIGHT PARADE (Warners)—A still

bigger and better musical. This has a better

story than even "42nd Street" or "Gold Diggers."
Keeler and Powell, Blondell and Cagney. And some
stupendous dance numbers. Excellent—take the
whole family.

FROM ARIZONA TO BROADWAY (Fox)—Joan
Bennett and Jimmie Dunn in a poor crook story.

Children won't care for it. either.

• FROM HELL TO HEAVEN (Paramount)—Race
track yarn wih Carole Lombard, Jack Oakie.

David Manners and Adrienne Ames. Entertainment
that everyone will enjoy.

• • GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933 (Warners)—Swell
music, swell dancing, swell cast. Keeler and

Powell, Blondell and Warren William, Aline Mac-
Mahon and Guy Kibbee. Excellent—for everybody.

• GOODBYE AGAIN (Warners)—The amusing
stage play about the author, his secretary and

the author's former—and now forgotten—sweetheart
who is convinced that she is real "inspiration."
Very good—not very suitable for children.

HEADLINE SHOOTER (RKO)—Earthquakes, fires,

floods—and love. All in the life of a newsreel man.
Bill Gargan, Frances Dee and Ralph Bellamy. Good
of its kind. Children will like it.

• HER BODYGUARD (Paramount)—A snappy little

entertainer about a sugar daddy employing a
bodyguard (Eddie Lowe) to keep his gal (Wynne
Gibson) friend out of mischief. Peppy and funny

—

take the kids.

• HER FIRST MATE (Universal)—His dream of
seas and ships becomes a regular nightmare when

his wife sinks the family bank account in an old
ferry. ZaSu Pitts and Slim Summerville. A laugh
from start to finish for everybody.

HEROES FOR SALE (Warners)—A post war de-
pression story about a war veteran. Dick Barthel-
mess' acting and Aline MacMahon are all that
recommend this picture—not for children.

• HOLD YOUR MAN (M-G-M)—Jean Harlow and
Clark Gable loving and fighting their way through

a story that suits them to a T. Good—not for
movie-goers under 16.

• I LOVE THAT MAN (Paramount)—Story of a
swell gal who falls for a breezy racketeer. He

never does go straight but she loves him just the
same. Nancy Carroll and Eddie Lowe. Good—not
for youngsters under 16.

• I LOVED A WOMAN (Warners)—Drama of an
idealistic business man who becomes a ruthless

business baron through the influence of his opera
singing mistress. The dynamic Edward G. Robin-
son,. Kay Francis as . the mistress, and Genevieve
Tobin as his mean-spirited wife are all good. Ex-
cellent—not for children under 16.

• • I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY (Fox)—Elissa
Landi, Victor Jory, Miriam Jordan and Warner

Baxter in a very smart and sophisticated little

drama. Very, very good but not for young folks
under 16.

• THE KING OF THE ARENA (Maynard-Uni-
versal)—Ken Maynard as a cowboy sleuth. A

good western—send the youngsters.

• # LADY FOR A DAY (Columbia)—What a jam
Apple Annie (May Robson) gets herself into

by deluding her daughter, far away in Spain, about
their social standing. And when that daughter de-
cides to come home, things happen. Jean Parker,
Warren William, Glenda Farrell, Ned Sparks and
Guy Kibbee are also in it. One swell picture—take
the kids.

• MAMA LOVES PAPA (Paramount)—Mary Bo-
land and Charles Ruggles in a comedy that is

very funny—and somehow very touching, too. Good—older children will like it.

• MAN OF THE FOREST (Paramount)—Randolph
Scott, Verna Hillie, Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery.

Harry Carey, Vince Barnett and a family of moun-
tain lions in an amusing fight over water rights.
Good Western for tots and grownups.

• THE MAN WHO DARED (Fox)—A biographical
picture based on the life of Anton Cermak, late

mayor of Chicago. Deals with the earnest striving
of his immigrant parents, the rise of the son and
his assassination. Preston Foster is the son, Zita
Johann his wife. A very good picture if you are
interested—not for children under 14.

MARY STEVENS, M.D. (Warners)—Another love
triangle, this time dealing with two struggling
young doctors, Kay Francis and Lyle Tp 1 **"* Wni r
tragedy that finally ends in true love. Fair—noth-
ing in it for any of the youngsters.

• THE MASQUERADER (United Artists)—Ex-
citing political and love romance. Ronald Colman

takes his dope-addict cousin's place in politics—and
love. Entertaining—not for children under 16.

• THE MAYOR OF HELL (Warners)—Yarn of a
reform school that got reformed. James Cagney

and Frankie Darro. Good—kids will like the ex-
citement.

MIDNIGHT MARY (M-G-M) — Loretta Young.
Ricardo Cortez and Franchot Tone in a not quite
believable gangster story. Fair—not the type of

picture for the young folks.

THE MIDNIGHT CLUB (Paramount)—A crook
comedy, all about some London jewel thieves. Clive
Brook, Helen Vinson. Alan Mowbray, Alison Skip-
worth and George Raft. Fairly amusing—not for
children under 16.

• « MORNING GLORY (RKO)—A grand little

drama of backstage and private life of an odd
little country girl. Katharine Hepburn does some
vital and remarkable acting. Adolphe Menjou, Doug
Fairbanks. Jr., and Mary Duncan complete the cast.

Go see this one—no interest for children under 16.

a • NO MARRIAGE TIES (RKO)—All about the
advertising racket, with Richard Dix as the

cagey ad man with plenty of gags and catchy smart
lines. The gals are Elizabeth Allan and Doris
Kenyan. Very good—not for young folks under 16.

• m ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON (Paramount)—
Gary Cooper and Neil Hamilton love Fay Wray.

Neil gets her—and Gary takes Frances Fuller as

second choice. But his defeat rankles, for years
and years. One Sunday afternoon, he has the
chance to murder Neil—no one would ever suspect.

He doesn't do it. Why? A splendid drama—not for

young children.

m ONE MAN'S JOURNEY (RKO)—Lionel Barry-
more in an excellent characterization of a doctor

who sacrifices a brilliant surgical career to be a
plain country doctor. But his skill surpasses even
the specialists' in a crisis involving the life of

Dorothy Tordan. Joel McCrea is his son. May
Robson the faithful housekeeper. Very good drama
—young children will be bored, though.
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• PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING (Fox)—Janet
Gaynor as a romping young hoyden who saves her

sister from the marriage her spend tliri ft old dad is

arranging. Janet marries the wealthy man (Warner
Baxter) herself. Margaret Lindsay and Walter Con-
nolly complete the cast. Good entertainment—take
the young folks.

• PILGRIMAGE (Fox)—All about a mother's re-
morse for separating her son from the girl he

loves. Norman Foster, Marion Nixon and Henri-
etta Crosman. A very weepy woman's picture.

• • THE POWER AND THE GLORY (Fox)—
Story of hatred, cruelty and greed in the

career of a railroad man. Unusual picture, begin-
ning with the man's suicide and then tilling
story of his life in flashbacks. Spencer Tracy with
Colleen Moore opposite. Excellent—no interest for
tots.

PRIVATE DETECTIVE (Warners)—Yarn of crooks,
detectives and love. William Powel does some
excellent acting in an only fair picture. Children
will be bored.

• PROFESSIONAL SWEETHEART (RKO)—
Comedy of a bad little gal who has to be good.

And then really wants to be good when the country
hick swain comes along. An entertainer—youngsters
will think so, too.

• RAFTER ROMANCE (RKO)—An obliging land-
lord rents the same room to a chap who works

at night and a gal who works all day. George
Sidney is the landlord and Norman Foster and
Marian Nixon are the renters. The whole family
will go for this one.

. • • REUNION IN VIENNA (M-G-M) — John
Barry more and Diana Wynward in a smart

and sophisticated comedy of exiled royalty and love.
Superb—but send the youngsters to a Western.

ROME EXPRESS (Universal)—Conrad Veidt and
Esther Ralston in a melodrama of love while travel-
ing. Kids will go for it.

SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM (Universal)—Yarn
about a mysterious murder room in an old castle.
Lionel A twill, Paul Lukas and Gloria Stuart. You'll
never guess the guilty person in this mystery
drama—exciting for all but very young youngsters.

• • SECRETS (United Artists)—Mary Pickford
and Leslie Howard in a love story of old

frontier days. Splendid—okay for young folks.

SHANGHAI MADNESS (Fox)—When they don't
ol>ey orders in the United States Army they get
kicked out. Spencer Tracy got kicked out. He
landed in China, war and love. You might like it-
children over 14 will enjoy the excitement.

• • SHE DONE HIM WRONG (Paramount)—It's
Mae West in a Mae West role of those warm old
days in the nineties. Everything you expect—send
the kids to some other comedy, though.

• • THE SILVER CORD ( RKO) — Emotional
drama of a selfish, dominating mother, her two

sons and the courageous young wife of one of
them. Irene Dunne and Laura Hope Crewes are
snlendid. Superb acting—children under 16 will not
like it.

• SONG OF SONGS (Paramount)—Marlene Diet-
rich with Brian Aherne in a very emotional

love drama. Good—not for youngsters under 18,
though.

THE SONG OF THE EAGLE (Paramount)—A so-
so beer story. Dick Arlen and the cast are all that
recommend this picture—the kids will be bored.

THE SPHINX (Monogram)—Lionel Atwill as a
phoney deaf and dumb philanthropist who spends his
spare time murdering. A good enough mystery

—

children under 16 won't be interested.

• STORM AT DAYBREAK (M-G-M)—A vigorous
drama and love triangle with the World War as

background. Walter Huston. Kay Francis and Nils
Asther. Very good—young folks under 16 will not
like it.

• SUNSET PASS (Paramount)—A Western with
plenty of action and excitement. Good—kids

always go for these.

• • THIS DAY AND AGE (Paramount)—A mov-
ing drama of high school kids and their in-

terpretation of the courts and the laws. Charles
Bickford, Richard Cromwell and Judith Allen are
included in a splendid cast. Excellent—for young
and old.

• • THREE CORNERED MOON (Paramount)—
When a scatter-brained mama loses the family

fortune there is plenty of life and excitement for
the whole raft of spoiled offspring. Claudette Col-
bert and Richard Arlen are the love interest. Tom
Brown. William Bake well, and Wallace Ford are
the sonnies. Uproarious—for the whole family.

• TOO MUCH HARMONY (Paramount)—A peppy,
zippy, wisecracking pix with plenty of tunes.

Bing Crosby. Jack Oakie, Skeets Gallagher, Judith
Allen, Lil Tashman and Ned Sparks. Good—kids
will enjoy it.

• • TURN BACK THE CLOCK (M-G-M)—An
absorbing story of a man who wishes he had

his life to live over. His desire is suddenly granted
But he finds it is far from what he had planned
and expected. Lee Tracy does some excellent acting
Peggy Shannon, Otto Krueger and Mae Clarke sup-
port him. Very good—pretty dull for children
under 16.

• • VOLTAIRE (Warners)—George Arliss in a
splendid characterization of that 18th century

cynic and wit. Reginald Owen, Allan Mowbray
Dons Kenyon and Margaret Lindsay are also in it
Excellent—take the young folks.

• • WHEN LADIES MEET (M-G-M)—Ann Hard-
• i ^ng> ,

My™ 3 Lov
,
and Robert Montgomery—

with Frank Morgan and Alice Brady—in one of themost intelligently sophisticated triangle dramas youhave ever seen. Very, very good—children under 16wouldn t understand it.

• WHEN STRANGERS MARRY (Columbia)—Jack
Holt m a story of Paris night life and African

3uugle life. Good—not for young children.
^Irican

Mother, never give children a

grown-up's laxative

THE welfare of your children is

your first thought at waking.

It is your last thought at night.

And yet, you may be doing them

harm by giving them laxatives in-

tended for adult use . . . laxatives often

too strong for children.

Constipation affects90% ofall children

No child is immune from constipa-

tion, for one of the causes of consti-

pation, mother, is beyond your con-

trol—the tendency to neglect nature's

urgings for extra minutes of play.

The tell-tale symptoms

When your child is sallow, finicky

— probably his elimination is not

thorough. Give him a safe laxative—
Fletcher's Castoria.

Chas. H. Fletcher's Castoria is a

simple vegetable preparation made es-

pecially for children . . . Contains no

harmful drugs—NO NARCOTICS. It is

gentle. It does not gripe. Children

love the taste of it ! Purchase a bottle

at your druggist's. And be sure that

the signature Chas. H. Fletcher is on

the carton.

Hear ALBERT SPALDING — eminent

violinist, Don Voorhees and his Or-

chestra, Conrad Thibault, baritone,

supported by a mixed octet.

Fletcher's Castoria presents these

radio artists every Wednesday eve-

ning. Columbia network — 8:30 to

9:00 P. M. Eastern Standard Time.

CASTORIA
for

constipation
in children

from babyhood to 11 years
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It's Your Lead — and

Everytody s "Watelling

All men are suscepti Lie to smooth

white hands with an alluring femi-

nine texture. Your hands may he

short or long, thin or broad, even

masculine in shape—as long as they

have a clear white complexion, com-

parable to that of your face.

Pacqiun's Hand Cream has been

specially prepared to do right hy
your hands. .More than an ordinary

vanishing cream, Pacqiun's contains

the beneficial properties which pre-

vent dryness and chapping. It was

originally created for doctors and

nurses, to counteract the effect of so

much soap and water. Today, smart

women everywhere use it.

Pacqiun's is not an oily cream. It

leaves no sticky, greasy residue on

your hands. The skin absorbs it

quicklv and completely

.

Jon t try to JiiJe

your hanJs—use

Jean Harlow Answers Your Questions

{Continued from page 29)

In convenient
sized jars, priced

10f* to $1.00. Also Pacquin's Cold
Cream, Vanishing Cream, Lemon
Cream, and Cleansing Cream.

Pacquin Laboratories Corporation, New York
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only one ulterior motive. Eloping was
the one sure way of dodging interference

with our plans. 1 don't mean paternal

interference, either. My mother and
step-father knew of our plans and helped

us carry them through. But 1 mean the

outside interference of friends and busi-

ness associates telling us that we should

be married here or there on a Tuesday
or a Wednesday or a Friday.

"And there would have always been

those who would have advised us that

it would be detrimental to our careers

to marry at all. It boils down to this;

we eloped to save ourselves the pressure

of other people's advice ! Of course we
knew there would be plenty said after

the marriage, but what difference could

it possibly make then ? No. far from
being a publicity move, it was for

privacy. Even the publicity department

of our studio did not know we were in

Yuma until four hours after the mar-

*TPHE minute the news was out, the
* fireworks started. We arrived by
plane from Yuma at nine in the morning
and at eleven, twenty-two newspaper
writers were here. 1 was not long in

sensing that one of the questions they

would very much have liked to ask was :

'Why has she twice married a man so

much older than herself?' Paul, you
know, was twenty-one years older than

I. Hal is sixteen years my senior.

"My only answer to that is, with me,

age is merely a state of mental attitude.

There is nothing 1 admire in a man as

much as a seasoned, experienced, out-

look on life. A man who is sympathetic

and kind and understanding is the only

type of man 1 could love. These qual-

ities are not often to be found in younger
men, because they are acquired only-

through the process of living Life ! 1

have always wanted to find in marriage,

security and safety and peace of mind
as well as love. Hal can give me all

these things to a greater extent than

any younger man could, unless he was
one of those rare exceptions. And 1

did not meet an 'exception' 1 could

love."

1 said, "Jean, a great many people
think there is a strong physical resem-
blance between Hal Rosson and Paul
Bern. Many of the newspaper stories

commented on the similarity."

"Really?" said Jean. "1 do not see this

marked resemblance at all. Perhaps it

is because 1 see and know people more
clearly as personalities than as faces
and hands and expressions and clothes.

"One of the most amusing of the

things 1 have heard is that 1 married
Hal out of gratitude because he is a

wonderful cameraman who makes me
look my best on the screen. We roared
when we heard of it. This should be too
silly for even Hollywood to believe. If I

had had merely gratitude in my heart, it

would have been very difficult to choose
between Hal, two or three of the direc-

tors who have made my 'best' pictures,

a group of writers who have done excel-

lent scripts and any number of leading

men who have certainly aided my career

by giving such swell support in the love

scenes. But, believe it or not, a magazine
writer actually phoned the other day to

ask if 1 would give a story titled : /

Always Marry for Gratitude! Believe

me when I saw that this is the only

gossip angle 1 have heard that really

angered me."
Jean ran a hand impatiently through

a platinum wave—as 1 gathered courage
to repeat a question asked me via mail

by a little fan in Chicago. For some-
time this young lady has been corres-

ponding with me on the subject of Jean
Harlow. Three days after Jean's mar-
riage she wrote me special delivery

:

"Can you imagine it ? 1 had always
thought that if Jean married again the

lucky man would probably be a mil-

lionaire, some dashing young blade just

out of Princeton with family tree a

mile long and so much money he
wouldn't know what to do with it

—

except spend it on the one and only

Harlow ! Does Hal Rosson make a lot

of money ? 1 never thought that camera-
men were rich."

When 1 repeated the gist of this

communication to Jean, she merely
laughed again and said :

"Yes, I've heard all that, too, and from
sources nearer than Chicago. That pic-

ture about the rich young collegian is

grand and romantic and I'm sure it

would be very nice for anyone except
me. Such a marriage would bore me
to death. As for Hal's financial stand-

ing; well, all 1 can say is that if the

day should come when everybody grew
very tired of 'the platinum blonde' and
decided not to go to see any more of her
movies,- I'm very sure 1 wouldn't miss
any of the bread and butter or even the

latest Paris models as Mrs. Hal Ros-
son."

NATURALLY, Jean did not go into

the tactless subject of her hus-
band's salary. But it is common knowl-
edge that, as one of M-G-M's ace
cameramen, Hal Rosson draws a week-
ly stipend of so close to one thousand
dollars that the difference wouldn't mat-
ter one way or the other. And this may-

surprise you ; before Jean got her new
contract with an increase in salary, Hal
Rosson made more money every seven
days than the star he photographed. And
now let us hear no more about such
matters from "Little Chicago," or else-

where.
"The latest question that seems to be

intriguing Hollywood," continued the

girl who knows her fame as few stars

do, "is the important subject of where
we are going to live. They appear to

be wondering if 1 am going to cast my
mother and Bello out in the cold, cold

world and remain in this house we have
just completed. Or, if I am moving out
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6 WEEKS AGO

SKINNY

TODAY
HEIGHT 5FT.4IN.
WEIGHT I20 LBS.

CLEAR
SKIN

BUST
35 IN.

Skinny? New easy

way adds pounds
—so fast you're amazed!

Astonishing gains with new double tonic.

Richest imported brewers' ale yeast now
concentrated 7 times and combined with

iron. Gives 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks.

NOW there's no need to have people calling you
"skinny", and losing all your chances of making

and keeping friends. Here's a new easy treatment
that is giving thousands solid flesh and attractive
curves

—

in just a few weeks.

As you know, doctors for years have prescribed
yeast to build up health. But now with this new dis-

covery you can get far greater tonic results than with
ordinary yeast—regain health, and in addition put
on pounds of healthy flesh—and in afar shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gaining beauty-
bringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, free-

dom from constipation and indigestion, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times

This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is made
from specially cultured brewers' ale yeast imported
from Europe— the richest and most potent yeast

known—which by a new process is concentrated 7

times—made 7 times more "powerful.

But that is not all! This super-rich yeast is then
scientifically ironized with 3 special kinds of iron

which strengthen the blood, add abounding pep.

Day after day, as you take Ironized

Yeast, watch flat chest develop, skinny
limbs round out attractively. Constipa-

tion and indigestion disappear, skin clears

to new beauty—you're a new person.

HIPS
36 IN.

THIGH
21 IN.

CALF
14 IN.

Posed by
Professional

Models

ANKLE
8/i IN.

WE DO OUR PAST

to Hal's lovely home in Brentwood. Or,
if we are going to all live together, or

what

!

"That's one I can't answer now, as

our plans are very indefinite. But until

we do make up our minds, we are tem-
porarily installed in an apartment, and
I love it. I think it will eventually

simmer itself down to this : We will

have three homes and live where we
please when we please.

"I wonder," she mused wistfully, "if

anyone has sought the answer to our
elopement in the simple little idea that

I love Hal and that I want the security

and happiness of a normal married life ?

To me, this is more important than any-
thing else Hollywood can give. I truly

and deeply love the man I have mar-
ried—there aren't any other reasons."

Forecasting Your Favorites

{Continued from page 61)

guiding genius of M-G-M studios.

For, as a matter of fact, even though
David Selznick is a newcomer to au-
thority at M-G-M, he is a pioneer in the

making of motion pictures. Thirty-one
years of age, he represents, along with
Junior Laemmle, the second generation
of production chiefs in the movies. At
the time of David Selznick's birth, his

father, the late Lewis J. Selznick, had
already established his "Quality Mark"
on the then-flickering films.

While still attending classes at Colum-
bia University, David Selznick turned
his attention to his father's productions
and stepped almost immediately into the

advertising and publicity departments of

Selznick and Select Pictures. To still

further acquaint himself with the com-
plete workings of the industry, he later

stepped into the position of theater man-
ager, just to get "the other fellow's

reaction." Returning to the production

end, he served as scenario editor,

cutter and was finally appointed as as-

sistant to his brother, Myron Selznick,

in the production of such pictures as

"The Common Law" and "Rupert of

Hentzau."

FROM this point, Selznick's career

continued in Front Office Authority.

As assistant to B. P. Schulberg at Para-
mount, he supervised such successes as

"Street of Chance" and "Fast Com-
pany." Later, he resigned this post

to become the executive vice-president

in charge of production at RKO-Pathe.
Here, he merged these two producing
companies into one huge studio and pro-
duced such hits as "The Lost Squad-
ron," "A Bill of Divorcement" and
"Animal Kingdom."
These last two pictures were sensa-

tionally successful, and particularly

gratifying to Selznick, who had tried

for years to get other producing com-
panies to film these plays. He always
met with the same answer : "Too high-
brow. We have to play down to our
audience."

"That theory has always irritated me
tremendously," said Mr. Selznick, who

Results guaranteed

No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, or how long you have been that way,
this marvelous new Ironized Yeast should
build you up in a few short weeks as it

has thousands. It is sold under an abso-

lute money-back guarantee. If you are

not delighted with the results of the very
first package, your money instantly and
gladly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized

Yeast, not some imitation that cannot
give the same results. Insist on the gen-

uine with "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!

To start you building up your health

right away, we make this absolutely
FREE offer. Purchase a package of

Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal

on the box and mail it to us with a clip-

ping of this paragraph. We will send you
free of charge a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About Your Body,"
by a well-known authority. Remember,
results are guaranteed with the very first

package— or your money refunded. Sold
by all good druggists. Ironized Yeast Co.,

Dept. 312, Atlanta, Ga.
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REDUCE
WAISTand HIPS

INCHES-g^* DAYS

S in 9 or

IT WON'T COST
you ONE PENNY!

"TEST the

PERFOLASTIC
GIRDLE

... at our

expense/

REDUCED MY HIPS 9 INCHES,"
writes Miss Jean Healy ... "I reduced
from 43 inches to 34 inches". . . writes
Miss Brian.

• So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle
that we want you to try it for 10 days at

our expense

!

Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!
• The Girdle may be worn next to the
body with perfect safety for it is ventilated
to allow the skin to breathe. It works con-
stantly while you walk, work, or sit . . . its

massage-like action gently but persistently
eliminating fat with every move you make.

Don't Wait Any Longer. . . Act Today
• You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely in 10 days whether or not this
very efficient girdle will reduce your waist
and hips THREE INCHES! You do not
need to risk one penny ... try it for 10
days ... at no cost!

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE -TRIAL OFFER

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 5312 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Reducing
Girdle, also sample of perforated Rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

Name.

Address.

City. .State.
Use Coupon or Send Name and Addresson Penny Post Card
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is a dark, unexcitable gentleman who
carries that air of doing things quickly

and well. "The day has long since

passed when the motion pictures have
to play down to any audience. In fact,

the average audience now attending the

picture theatre is anxious for some-
thing better. This was brought home
to me in even more glowing form than

I had ever dared hope for in the suc-

cess of 'Bill of Divorcement,' which
is a play that I've tried to have pro-

duced for ten years without success.

To prove that it is what the audiences
really want, Katharine Hepburn was
made a star by the 'Bill of Divorce-
ment'—her first picture. I call this

proof because stars are not made
through pictures that fail to have wide
audience appeal."

You will notice that the list of suc-

cessful motion pictures with which Mr.
Selznick has been identified includes a
majority of stage plays, even high-brow
plays. He thoroughly believes that the

story is the thing, whether it be in the

form of a play, a novel or an original

for pictures. To see how closely the

studio agrees with his judgment, you
have but to look at the contract list of

M-G-M which includes twenty con-

tracted stars, forty directors and
seventy-five writers. In other words,
it considers the story so important that

it has hired almost four times as many
writers as it has stars.

But a great number of people have
been of the opinion that M-G-M, in par-

ticular, clung to the belief that the star

is the important factor. I asked Mr.
Selznick how it was possible to recon-

cile these two production theories.

BY getting, first, a good vehicle," he
replied promptly, "and then cast-

ing that story, from the largest to the

smallest role, with fine actors—stars if

necessary."

"The main reason for our being able

to finish 'Dinner At Eight' two weeks
before schedule is that every role in the

picture was filled by an excellent actor.

There were no long delays, no tedious

rehearsals by way of getting an inex-

perienced player up in his lines. When
John or Lionel Barrvmore stepped be-

fore the camera with Billie Burke or

Lee Tracy ; when Marie Dressier and
Jean Harlow were sharing a scene, it

went along with clock-like precision be-

cause these fine actors know their busi-

ness as well as their art.

"As for stars not being able to work
successfully together, that is sheer

gossip. John Barrymore once explained

it when he said: 'Doing a scene with
an inexperienced player is far more
difficult than doing the same scene with
a potential scene stealer.' In other
words, John Barrymore's scenes with
Lee Tracy are much greater scenes for

John Barrymore than they would be if

he were forced to play opposite a
novice.

"But 'Night Flight' is an even
greater experiment with an all star cast

because the acting roles, while intense
and dramatic, are forced to take second
place to the thrilling drama of air-

ships in South America. Robert Mont-
gomery, for instance, has approximate-

ly two or three scenes before the

camera. Clark Gable is never seen ex-

cept in the cockpit of his plane. Myrna
Loy appears in but one sequence. Yet,

I claim that 'Night Flight' would never
have been the screen entertainment that

it is had it been played by lesser actors.

"By this I do not mean that big names
will hereafter be played in all star casts

merely because those big names will

have drawing power at the box-office.

That is not the idea at all. For in-

stance, it would have been possible to

have cast Clark Gable as the Doctor in

'Dinner at Eight.' His personality

would have fit the role perfectly. But
on second thought we decided that the

role would do nothing particularly ef-

fective for Clark. He had nothing to

gain by playing it. So, in spite of the

fact that we might have gained by his

name, we re-cast his part.

"On the other hand, Robert Mont-
gomery has very little footage in 'Night
Flight," and yet I think the audience
will carry a very definite impression

of Montgomery away with them. Thus,
if there be such a thing as a 'definite

policy' with regard to our all star casts,

it might be worded: 'Star personalities

in roles which only they can play.'
"

AS for our further policies, I doubt
- if the fans will find any deviation

from our set rules, with the possible

exception of Joan Crawford. We have
in mind the re-establishing of Joan in

the type of parts that she made famous
(and that, in turn, made her famous).
I mean in pictures such as 'Our Modern
Maidens' and 'Our Dancing Daughters.'

In her present picture, 'Dancing Lady,'

Joan will return to her fans of old. We
hope that they will be glad to have her
back.

"We may make a change in the type
of roles handled by Jean Harlow, at

least temporarily, in that she will play

a less sensational and unsympathetic
part in her next picture. We have also

concluded that Jean will always have
a maximum of comedy in each of her
pictures, such as she had in 'Red Dust,'

a type of comedy that does not distract

from the drama in the least.

"But as far as such stars as Lee
Tracy, Marie Dressier, Wallace Beery,

Helen Hayes, the Barrymores and
Clark Gable, we are sure that if we
should attempt to change their own
characterizations we should soon be

deluged with a flood of protests from
their fans. Of course, it is almost need-

less to say that Garbo will continue to

give her public that same incomparable
woman-of-mystery that has endeared her

to millions.

"I am not at all sure that we shall be
able to supply the great demand for pic-

tures starring Marie Dressier, since

her health only allows her to work four
hours a day, but we shall try to make
her pictures, while fewer in number, of

greater quality, if such a thing is pos-
sible. Marie will be teamed with Jean
Harlow in 'Living in a Big Way' for
her next, and I am sure this new 'team'

will be a great success and provide a
lot of entertainment to the audiences
throughout the. country.

"At the present moment, two rather
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important things are holding the fore

here at M-G-M. One, the teaming of

Greta Garbo with John Gilbert. This
was the combined results of Miss Gar-
bo's insistence and the demand by
theatre-owners of the country. I think

it will make for a greater success than
these two artists ever enjoyed in the

past. Two, Clark Gable's illness con-
tinues to hold up production on 'Danc-
ing Lady.' We are bound to have Clark
in this picture, however, and have de-

cided to await his recuperation before

going ahead with this picture in which
he will co-star with Joan Crawford. We
are quite sure that, as far as M-G-M
is concerned, this year (1933-34) is go-

ing to bring you even greater pictures

than ever before."

Be Chic—and Save!

(Continued from page 71)

she had grown to love the animal. It

had done so much for her looks and her

presence. The back was a bit fuzzy

where it had been sat upon too often

and long. The cuffs and front edges

were mangey looking, but on the whole
she had to admit the fur was in good
shape. It was nothing to be handed
thoughtlessly to the rummage sale, espe-

cially when no further savings were
forthcoming for a new one. Well, this

clever one carried her possession to

a little furrier who cut off the coat to

an ample hip length—just enough to

lose the crushed place in the rear. He
bound the worn edges with an inch

wide binding of gray leather, added a

gray leather belt, and here was, to all

intents and purposes, a new coat with

another three years of life ahead of it.

Divide the original expenditure of one
hundred dollars—plus twenty-five for

alteration—by six and was this an
economical young lady or was she not ?

That is the way to wangle and plan

when fur is the subject of the day. And
in no other way can you beat the game.

Don't do as another young person did

—spend sixty-seven fifty on a poor imi-

tation sealskin, which petered out

pathetically after one year's wear. The
coat looked all right, shiny and slick,

hanging on the rack when she bought
it, but the fact of the matter was that

the skins, thin and irregular enough to

begin, had been stretched beyond their

slender capacity and could not stand
the gaff of even one hard winter's wear.
That's why I say, "Go to an honorable
dealer, when you are buying furs."

If you have from one hundred to a
hundred and fifty dollars to spend on
a coat, select it from these furs : natural
muskrat, Hudson seal, which is dyed
muskrat, pony skin or natural colored
kidskin. The latter fur, when dyed,
fades easily and becomes battered look-

ing.

If you can spend as much as two
hundred or two hundred and fifty, go
in for caracul, or buy a better quality of
Hudson seal. You can find some
leopard skin coats for this price, or a

The Smartest Women Use

FAOEN BEAUTY AIDS

ONLY \0
A wave of common-sense buying is sweep-

ing the country! In beauty-aids, for

example, thousands and thousands of

America's smartest women are turning to

Faoen. They have learned this startling

fact, revealed by the scientific report of

a famous Research Laboratory:
—
"every

Faoen Beauty Aid tested, is as pure and

fine as products of like nature sold for $1

or more." Yet Faoen Lip Stick, Rouge or

Face Powder do not cost $1 or more

—

they cosf buf 70/- each. That is why it's

sensible . . . it's smart ... to use Faoen!

FAOEN PERFUMES, No. 3, 72 and

19, are captivating odeurs that

have the long-tasting quality

of expensive imported perfumes

„ CLEANSING CREAM • COLD CREAM

PARK & TILFORD'S

N
FAY- ON

LV

10f£ each at

FACE POWDER ROUGES perfumes the better 5 & 10^ Stores
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How Joan
got her

Movie Eyes
r
MARY, THE BOYS SAY

YOUR EYES ARE
IRRESISTIBLE -HOW
DO YOU DO IT ?

—it's a trick,

studio make up
experts use-
CALLED

DELICABROW
i'll fix yours
NOW. . .

HOW MYSTERIOUSLY
BIG AND STARRY
YOUR EYES ARE
TONIGHT-THEY PUT
A SPELL
ON ME

THOUGHT

' YES-
SPELLED

D ELI CA
BROW

Have the Witching Eyes

of the Movie Stars Tonight
You can make your eyes wells of allure
. . . get exactly the same effect the movie
and stage stars do— instantly! Simply
darken the lashes and brows with the won-
derful make-up they use—called DELICA-
BROW. In a few seconds DELICA-BROW
makes your eyes look bigger, brighter . .

.

irresistible. Try it tonight. It's waterproof,
too. Remember the name, DELICA-
BROW. At all toilet goods counters and
at the 10c stores.

*V ^ BUYS A NEW
REMINGTON
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Special 10-Day Free Trial Offer

Think of it! You can buy a new standard
Remington Portable Typewriter for but 10c a
day. Standard keyboard. Small and capital

letters. Beautiful finish. Carrying case included
free. Big help in school work.
Write today. Say: Please tell

me how I can get a new
Remington Portable type-

writer on your special

10-day free trial offer for

but 10c a day. Remington
Rand Inc., Dept. 802
Buffalo, N. Y.
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nutria—sometimes even a squirrel.

Up to three, four and five hundred
dollars, there are beaver, caracul, Per-

sian lamb and Alaska seal, which is

very smart this year and lasts forever.

A fur coat in the lower price ranges
is always what is called "a better buy"
when it is not trimmed with a contrast-

ing fur—that is, when the collar and
cuffs are made from the same fur as the

coat. Fur trimming, unless it is quite

handsome, ruins the style of the coat,

and a handsome fur trimming runs up
the price astoundingly.

No wool in the world can keep you
so warm as fur, for the hide of the

animal is air proof and cool breezes

cannot get through. So, if you must
have warmth and cannot go as high as

a hundred dollars, then consider the

fur lined coats. They can be most
awfully good looking when smart tweeds
are used for the outside portion. Again,
don't have fur collars. Simple scarfs

or collars of the tweed are better style.

And these coats—very good looking

ones— can be had for as low as twenty-
five dollars. (On Toby Wing's coat on
page 71, there is fur, to be sure. But
it is a much too expensive fur for the

girl who cannot spend much more than

that $25.)

A fur which looks like seal is dyed
rabbit. This is a fairly good wearing-

fur, and sometimes a coat of this sort

can be found for as low as fifty dollars.

I have seen awfully good looking ones,

which could hardly be detected from the

real thing. But here again, fur judgment
is needed. Watch your step, when buy-
ing in this class. It is bad economy to

buy too cheap, unless you are sure that

the fur will have some lasting qualities.

Write to me, if you wish, asking in-

formation about your particular fur

problem. Remember that you, too, can

look gorgeous in furs, if you only <take

care to spend your money wisely.

If He Had It To Do Again-

(Continued from page 34)

over. But scarcely had he moaned his

moan into my sympathetic ear when

—

everything was patched up, the engage-
ment was announced, the two were mar-
ried and about to live happily ever
after.

Richard Dix had married his Home
Girl.

Now, the first little indication of mis-
understanding came almost immediately
after the wedding. They had flown
down to Yuma to be married, with a

whole airplane load of miscellaneous

and assorted relatives. They had
eluded reporters and photographers at

the brief ceremony and they eluded

them again, by accident, when they re-

turned to Palm Springs, whence the

newlyweds would proceed to Richard's

ranch for a short honeymoon.
The plane had to make a forced land-

ing, by night. A dangerous landing

and an inconvenient one. But the un-
expected circumstance resulted in their

missing the- reception committee of

newspaper people who had assembled at

the Springs.

The new Mrs. Dix considered that a

small triumph, a happy accident which
added to the felicity and privacy of the

honeymoon. When they returned, after

a few weeks, to Hollywood, the papers

were still clamoring for pictures. Of
course ! Richard explained to her that

they must go to the studio to be photo-

graphed together and separately, to

satisfy those demands. She was be-

wildered.

Patiently Richard explained to her

that his life was not his own at all.

He lived by belonging to the public,

and the public was reached and satis-

fied through the press. He had obliga-

tions not only to the people who paid

to see him on the screen, but also to the

studio which employed him and to the

papers which helped to build his repu-

tation.

She did not understand. Her pre-

vious experience, all her standards, had
included no such invasions of her pri-

vacy. But she acquiesced amiably be-

cause he asked her to. She was ex-

tremely gracious about it.

Then Richard went to work on a

picture.

"It would be grand," Richard com-
mented, reminiscing about those first

days of readjustment, "to be the sort

of man who goes to work at eight or

nine or ten, depending upon his power
and importance. A man who eats a

leisurely lunch, attends to the matters

of the afternoon, stops at his club for

a highball and then drifts home to dress

for a punctual seven-thirty dinner dur-

ing which he may consider, with his

family, the plans for the evening. Per-

sonally, I should love a life like that

!

But the exigencies of picture acting do

not permit any such procedure.

WHEN I am working, I arise at five

or six, depending whether I have

location shots or studio shots that day.

I have a glass of fruit juice or a cup

of black coffee. I come to the studio,

have a work-out and a rub-down. Then
I put on make-up which may take any-

where from half an hour to an hour

and a half, depending upon whether I

have to get any special effects. The
one I have on now was a lengthy one

to apply. I am supposed to be ill, but

not as ill as I was in the shots we made
yesterday. I have to consider exactly

what my condition is supposed to be at

this point of the story—how many close-

ups there are—a dozen things which go

with the job of acting.

"I work all day. I go to the pro-

jection room and look at the rushes. I

confer with the director and the su-

pervisor. Perhaps something has gonr

wrong and there are things to be ironed

cut. Plans for the next day's shooting

to be made.
"At last I go home. This may hap-
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pen at any time between seven and
midnight. Sometimes, of course, I work
al! night. When I do reach home, I am
exhausted. I want a mild highball,

some dinner, a book and a pipe for a

little while—and bed. You see,

schedules have been tightened so in the

past year or two. We are allowed

much less time on pictures than we used

to have.

SOMETIMES when I am between
pictures, I have a few weeks to

relax and enjoy myself. But it hasn't

happened like that very often in the

past year or two.

"You see, it isn't much fun, waiting

for that sort of husband, for a young
woman, full of life and interest in

things and a desire for social contacts,

and so on ! I simply could not give

.Winifred what she was entitled to have

of my time and attention. You can't

blame her for developing a certain

amount of discontent."

All through this recital, Rich was
concerned with seeing to it that Wini-
fred was not blamed in any way for

anything that had happened. Nor did

he reproach himself. He had done his

best. Circumstances had simply been

too much for them.

A year or so ago there were rumors
of a rift in the Dix family, rumors of

an impending separation and divorce.

But Mary Ellen Dix was on her way.
The Dixes were reunited and Richard

bought a new home. For the baby's

sake, they would try once more to re-

adjust themselves to one another.

More and more, as it became appar-

ent to Winifred that her husband's in-

explicable profession made him differ-

ent from other husbands, she depended
upon her own family for amusement,
companionship, sympathy.

"I am fond of my family, too," Rich-

ard told me, ruefully. "I like to have
dinner with them once a week, to be in

touch with them every day. But I did

not, after I had my own home, want
my family with me every single

minute !"

TXCH said, "If you are going to have
this sort of career, then you must

make up your mind to these things.

You must learn to fulfill your obliga-

tions and try not to emphasize them."

But the person who shares your life

has none of the compensations, and
shares most of the penalties. If you
are not the sort of person to whom ap-
plause and limelight are meat and drink,

then you suffer. Do you begin to un-
derstand the handicaps which this young
couple had to face ?

Yet, Richard would not have missed
this experience for anything in the
world.

"Marriage," he said, "taught me
things. It enlightened me. I hope it

mellowed me. Any bachelor who
reaches the age of thirty-five and does
not try it, if he can find someone to try

it with him, is a plain fool. He simply
does not understand what he is missing.

"Now, if you have lived alone, had
your own man-servant, had your house
run for your specific convenience, you
are going to run into snarls when you

Becomes the Mo st Popular Girl at the Party!

I'M SO DISCOURAGED -
I DOtfT SEEMTO ATTRACT
THE BOYS — LACK,

SOMETHING, I SUPPOSE

HOW SILLY!
YOU'VE SIMPLY
LET YOURSELF
BECOME A LITTLE

CARELESS
ABOUT YOUR
APPEARANCE
YOUR HAIR
ESPECIALLY

!

rB WHAT CAN I DO? L
i don't want to pay >z
FOR A FRESH WAVE EVERY
TIME I HAVE A DATE !

/

"ever hear OF JO-CUR?
YOU CAN WAVE YOUR HAIR
YOURSELF MARVELOUSLY
WITH JO-CUR — AND IT

COSTS ABOUT A NICKEL I

HERE, LET ME SHOW
YOU RIGHT
NOW . . .

ITS JUST THE EFFECT I

WANT-THE BEST WAVE
I EVER HAD ! AND ABOUT
AS EASY AS COMBING

THE HAIR!

WITH JO-CUR YOU CAN
SUIT YOUR OWN

PERSONALITY EXACTLY
YOU LOOR MARVELOUS

!

LETTV HAS GOT SO
POPULAR LATELY A

FELLOW CAN
SCARCELY GET
A DANCE . . .

LOORS LIKE
A DAZZLING
MOVIE STAR!

ISN'T SHE JUST
RAVISHING ?

THANHS TO
THAT WONDERFUL
JO-CUR, dear!

Nc

Have That "Ritzy" Fingerwave
in Your Own Home Tonight

I OTHING "lures" like lovely hair!

Thanks to a marvelous new French dis-

covery, today it is totally unnecessary

ever to sacrifice charm by having hair

straggly and unattractive. Indeed, it

happens you can have the same wonderful

fingerwaves that the famous stars of the

stage and movies have. Set them your-

self ! TryJO-CUR Waveset—today

!

With the big bottle of JO-CUR, for

25c, you get 5 perfect waves—each
of which might cost you $2 or more
at an expensive hairdresser's. Each
lasts afull week. Andftngerivaving

your hair with JO-CUR is about as

quick and easy as combing it I

Remember, JO-CUR is different

from any other waveset known.

JO-CUR is made with a quince-seed base
—not cheap gum, which makes the hair

gummy and sticky. JO-CUR will not

leave white flakes. If you have a perma-
nent, JO-CUR will preserve its beauty
far longer . . . Double your "appeal"!
Express your VIVID PERSONALITY—
bring out YOUR loveliness as never be-

fore—TONIGHT

!

Get your bottle of JO-CUR at any
drug or department store, or, in

the trial size, at the 10c store.

Jo-cur
PRONOUNCED JOKER

WAVESET
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CAROLE LOMBARD, GLAMOROUS PARAMOUNT PICTURES PLAYEH

ENTICING
EYES

win dCove!
• Eyes hold mystery and glamor
only when they are set off by rich,

dark, long-looking lashes. Such
lashes are enticing to men.
Now any girl can have such

lashes. For Winx— the NEW type
mascara— transforms even pale,
skimpy lashes into veils of luxuri-
ous loveliness.

Winx is made with a special
French formula. Therefore it can-
not smudge or flake as ordinary
mascaras so often do. Never stiff-

ens into coarse, ugly beads. Always
looks completely natural.

Two forms— Liquid Winx, water-
proof . . . Cake Winx, tear-proof.
And ... to make your eyes

doubly seductive, use the new
Winx Eye Shadow. It is not greasy.

imnY
GEORGE:
Come home
I didn't mean the things I said. I'm

sorry. My nerves were on edge. It

must have been my old feet that

made me say what I did. I'm a dif-

ferent person now—No more corns

for me. I discovered *Blue-Jay.

Forgive me George— come back.

*Blue-Jay— the scientific Corn
Remover by Bauer & Black, sur-

gical dressing house. Pain stops

instantly— Corn gone in 3 days.

Write Bauer & Black, Department MS12.2500 South

Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois, for free booklet

and interesting foot exercise pictures.
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try to live with someone else. It's

good for you. I was a selfish so-and-so

and I know it. If you are single and
you have asked a girl to go with you
to the theatre and it happens that you
are held up at the studio, you may call

her and say, 'Look ! I am tied up. Do
you mind terribly if we go on Saturday
instead of tonight?' The chances are

that she doesn't mind in the least. If

she does, you can send her flowers or

something. She won't hold it against

you, really, for long. She will say,

'Oh, it's just an actor,' and let it go
at that.

"That is one of the reasons that

I would not have missed this experi-

ence for anything. It is one of the

reasons why I shall try it again, if this

marriage ends in a divorce."

T ASKED Richard if there was any-
* thing at all about this marriage
thing that he regretted. Did he wish
he had not married until later ? Did
he think it would have been better if

he had married a girl who was in the

profession? Could anything have con-

tributed to a more successful culmina-

tion ?

His answer was "No !" to all my
questions.

"I always said that I should wait to

marry until I knew exactly what I

wanted, and I did. I was as sure of

myself and my choice as I could be."

I recalled that there had been an-

other time in Richard's past, when he
wanted terribly to marry. He tried to

safeguard happiness ahead of time by
establishing mutual interests and un- I

derstanding. It had not worked, and
|

he was pretty lacerated then. That was
j

a long time ago. This time, he was so
j

sure.

"Please believe me when I tell you,"

he urged me. "There is no other wo-
man—there is no other man—involved

in this break. There has not even
been a real break, in the sense of dra-

matic scenes, accusations, resentments,

wounded feelings. We have talked it

over in as sensible and adult fashion as

we could, and have concluded that

Winifred will be happier, for the time
being at least, at home with that family

to which she is so devoted. Things will

be easier and less trying for me if I

am allowed to conduct my life to fit my
work.
"We are still friends. I call her each

evening when I come home from the

studio. On Sunday I shall go to take
Winifred and our baby for a drive. I

want to do these things.

"We were such grand friends before
we tried to be married to one another.
It would be really a great loss to me
if we could not be grand friends and
enjoy each other from now on. And
we have Mary Ellen.

"I don't regret one moment of this.

It has done tremendous things for me.
Even a brief experience of perfect com-
panionship is a precious thing to have
had in one's life.

"If I had it all to do over, I should
do it in exactly this fashion !"

Kay Francis' Style Secrets

(Continued from page 28)

season like this. With a black velvet

skirt, for instance, styled in the new
tubular way and having fullness at the

bottom, you can change from a lime

green satin afternoon blouse to an ecru

lace one for formal dining. And that lace

blouse might be trimmed with rhine-

stone buttons and have a cape that

swings over the shoulders. Then if

you're going on to a dance, slip a match-
ing black velvet top on—one with plenty

of back interest and cut out a bit under
the arms. Tuck it under your skirt and
hide the joining with a wide girdle of

tiny mirrors.

"Your coat? A double-breasted

Prince Albert, by all means, with a

severe high neck. And of the black

velvet of course. If you own a fox skin,

wear it—only drape it in back instead

of front because even fur is doing a re-

verse on us this winter !"

Those agate green eyes of Kay's were
agleam now as ideas came to her. It

occurred to me suddenly that dress

luxuries in themselves mean nothing to

her. She has done without them once;

she could do without them again—and
still be superbly smart. I've seen her in

slacks on her boat looking as coolly

groomed as she does in an Orry-Kelly
creation.

Did you ever consider her height?

Did you know that she is just about

the tallest ivoman star in pictures? Five
feet, seven and a quarter inches. It came
as a shock to me. I'd never thought of
Kay as being tall. Very few people do.
She gave the answer to that herself.

"Possibly it's because I never do, either.

It is silly to be conscious of your height.

To try to make yourself look shorter
by slouching. That simply makes the
clothes hang badly and you're really
conspicuous then. Tall girls should dare
to be pictorial ; that is their special
forte. And what a winter it is for them

—

sartorially speaking ! Or rather for ns
I should say. Long-haired furs being
worn with a stand-up gesture that 'cuts'

the figure beautifully; capes, broad col-

lars—and even berthas; interesting belts—how I love 'em ! And tunics. I sup-
pose that's the reason I always have
suits with three-quarter length coats,

just to give that tunic effect. It's so good
on a person with inches to spare."

brings us right to the topicW of Kay's newest suit. (See page
30.) The kind of suit which takes full

responsibility for any numer of things.

Shopping, lunching, office-ing. It's a
navy blue mixture of wool and silk,

proof against wear and weather. Notice
the wide wale in the material. And don't

be fooled by that white waffle crepe
collar and plaited cravat. They're not
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part of the blouse. They are sewn right

on the jacket, if you please, and clasped

by a pearl and lapis brooch—the fem-
inine touch supreme. The long fitted

coat is fastened with bone buttons, cylin-

drical in shape, and has padded, squared
shoulders but long tight sleeves edged
with the white crepe. Kay's accessories

to it include black kid pumps and a

purse piped with white. Again the white
motif in the gloves.

"Have a theme to every costume," is

the Francis prescription. This "theme"
consists of peaks—those on the shoul-

ders and the one on that hat. It's prob-
ably the most waggish hat in existence.

Same fabric as the suit. And a bewitch-
ingly mad design.

As a matter of fact, all Kay's hats
are mad. They're little "nifties" such
as you'd expect a short, cute person to
wear. That is where she has the cour-
age to be different—with very delight-

ful results. Tall women, as a rule, speak
of large picture hats in endearing terms.
Presumably they make you look short-

er. Kay detests them. You can't in-

veigle her into wearing one unless a
screen production definitely demands it.

"We have to be dignified often
enough," she declares. "Give me tiny,

crazy hats for lively moments."

ANOTHER tradition of tall girls

she rebels at—low heels. Kay's are
high. Incidentally, she has the smallest
foot—takes a size four. And she says
the trick is to select vamps that make
your feet look small. There's a good
sample of such a vamp on page 30 where
you see her new pair of brown kid and
suede oxfords demonstrating that very
thing.

"Gentlemen," mused Kay, "prefer
variety. They love it. Try giving your
husband a steady diet of seeing you in

one type of dress and he's apt to grow
pretty restless ! I wonder if my little

friend in Middletown, for example, has
a romantic robe for those evenings
a deux.

"Now by 'romantic robe,' I don't mean
an expensive, luxurious garment. I mean
something clingy and very long and
traily. Something definitely picturesque.
Something easy to slip into when you
leave the kitchen to its own devices.
And how better can you go pictur-

esque than in black velvet—made similar
to that devastating dinner gown of
Kay's on page 29? Mystery? Allure?
My dears, a husband would have to have
a heart of stone to walk out on a wife in

a dress like this !

The highlights, of course, are those
"cut-outs" on the shoulders and in
front. The long tight sleeves with the
slightly pointed cuffs. Not a jewel. Just
a thread of gold stitching picking out
the line of the neck and the cuffs.
There should, naturally, be variety in

head-dress too. Kay has two pet methods
of arranging her hair. One she calls
"for sophisticated and business hours."
She wears her long bob straight back
with only a suggestion of a wave in
front but curled up tightly in back.
It has a neat, "finished" look under hats.
Then with formal attire, she has her

hair parted in the middle, brought back
and waved diagonally with rolled curls

DRESS SHIELDS
are guaranteed to protect your dress

under all circumstances • • •

Excitement, over- heated

rooms, any intense emotion
instantly increases under-arm

moisture— even in the coolest

weather.

In all such emergencies, you

can rely on Kleinert's dress

shields to prevent fading and

friction and to lengthen the

life of your frock by protect-

ing it adequately at the point

of greatest wear.

For guaranteed satisfaction

insist on "Kleinert's"— it's

true economy not to risk dis-

appointment with inferior

substitutes when 25^ will buy

real Kleinert's dress shields in

the store where you purchased

this magazine.

T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. ^

GUARANTEED DRESS SHIELDS

aj-
WE DO OUR PART
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SKIN

SOFTEB,

ZUVi
LIERE is a beauty secret long known to

' * southern girls—famous for their ex-

quisite skins. . . .

DIXIE DEB ALMOND LOTION, patted
on the face after cleansing, imparts a
baby-like softness, banishes roughness,

and forms a perfect base for face pow-
der. It protects the skin from drying
wind and sun.

DIXIE DEB CUCUMBER
LOTION keeps the hands
beautifully smooth and
white—a mild bleach kind

to sensitive skin exposed to

housework or the weather.
Keep both on your beauty
shelf.

lOC each
Large size bottles at this

,,, low price are made pos-

vs? sible by our huge sales.

DIXIE DEB
At Better Chain Stores

FREE!
%C 1 FT5
^ lOO OF THEM AT HOME

fie

Make beautiful,valuable articleseasi- '.

ly at little cost. Illustrated directions
;

for flowers, pillows,bags,toys, favors, '.

bracelets—all easy in the world's most
j

versatile medium. 50 lovely shades... :

lOOOuses.Write for' 'Things to Make. '
*

:

It's yours FREE! DENNISON'S,
;

Dept. M-192, Framingham, Mass. :

NOW

n
—Sparkling
WHITE TEETH

without

HARD BRUSHING!
It's no longer necessary to

scour and scrub teeth to make
them white. Instead, gently
brush teeth with Boracetine
Tooth Powder.Itmakesteeth
sparkling white by releasing

oxygen,
stains, discoloration and
film are completely removed
without scrubbing—without

injury to tooth enamel or gums.
Boracetine tastes good, neutralizes
acidity and goes twice as far as paste.

Be sure to try it. Kresge Stores every-

where sell Boracetine in large ioc
cans. Write for free 7-day sample.

F. E. BARR & CO.
2537 Calumet Ave., Chicago (2)

BorocctinzlOOTH POWDE

at the nape of the neck. This is the

way Kay dresses her hair in the

majority of her screen roles.

Every successful structure starts with
a good foundation. Why shouldn't a

woman ? Kay's choice is that new all-

in-one garment that smooths you out in

the—er—right places and permits you
to curve in accordance with the latest

mode.
Even ultra-slim people like Kay need

a good foundation garment for this

year's styles. So much emphasis, you
see, is put on the backs of dresses.

Everything is smoothed out skin-tight

in front so that the slightest bulge is

as obvious as can be. And when you
buy a foundation garment, do buy a

good one. It will pay in the long run.

Observe how perfectly her moulded
evening gowns fit over it. That white

crepe roma on page 29 which she chose

from one of her productions for her

personal wardrobe. Doesn't it seem to

indicate glorious times ahead? Irrides-

cent white bugle beads embroider the

bodice
;

they're worked over a flesh

colored souffle yoke that gives a start-

lingly bare effect.

And when the lady wishes to don a

wrap—black velvet, it is, the last word
in evening coats. Toe length, long snug
sleeves, fitted, high neckline. And let

me tell you about that ermine and fox

cape swinging over it—which could

easily be copied in white lapin. It isn't

attached to the coat at all ! What's
more, Kay is wearing it upside down

!

When she wants it to go with the black

velvet, it is joined simply by two large

pleats in back. At other times, those

pleats are let out, the cape turned around
and she has another wrap.

THE perfect complement to a shiny

black crepe dress, for instance. (The
dress is shown on page 73—our regular

pattern page—and a pattern of it has

been made for you.) It's the heavy
blistered kind of crepe that's so highly

important at present. And the things it

does for the figure—oh, my dear ! Kay
considers it as enticing as satin and
she lets it "speak for itself." No elabora-

tion of any sort other than those buckles

of brilliants which clasp the shoulders

—

novel new manner of doing it—and hold

the belt in place. A small, rounded waist,

slinky lines that are eminently suitable

to such slithery material—and vou have

a dress that Hollywood calls "divine."

The one spot of color is the flash of

rubies in Kay's bracelets.

The Persian lamb coat she occasional-

ly wears with it gives evidence of the

latest trend fur coats are taking—a tubu-

lar effect, close-fitting sleeves and with

the neck line accented. (See page 29.)

Of course, for sheer unadulterated
drama there isn't anything in the world
quite like flesh-tinted satin and black

velvet. Especially if you want your
drama colored with memorable moon-lit

moments ! Look what that combination
does for Kay—on page 28. The satin

is strictly on the bias so that she has

that delicious poured-into-a-mould ap-

pearance. A train
—

"mais oui !" And
that startling decolletage made even
more effective by the black velvet straps

which end in a glorious bow. The
bodice in front has an accidentally

draped look that to me is most intrigu-

ing. And a single soft rose on a tailored

loop of black velvet—romantic days are

here again. Cheerio ! The flesh-pink

and black velvet combination can be

worked out in a number of ways to

suit almost every type except the ter-

ribly athletic girl.

But don't think Kay's wardrobe is]

entirely the "glory" kind. There are

plenty of "substantial" clothes to give it

balance that are every bit as interesting.

By way of contrast her house things are

severely plain. Not a flimsy negligee

anywhere. She has one very similiar to

a man's. Dull-finished black satin with
green trimmings and a trick "K" em-
broidered on the pocket. Her pajamas,
too, have a masculine cut. There's a dark
blue corduroy pair with red pipings,

and some of heavy black crepe, creased,

with a short jacket and a white vest.

Kay gets a complete change from very
feminine things that way. There must
be variety, you remember ! Some of her
chic street togs have vests also. Like
a four-piece suit of beige and blue
checked woolen that sports a blue velvet

waistcoat.

Now—do you think you can utilize

the lessons Kay has taught you to make
life a happier and more romantic affair?

Of course you can ! Even if your funds
are so limited that the $25-a-week
salary Kay used to live on—and dress
well on, too—looks like untold wealth
to you . . . Even if, I say, do not be
discouraged.

The back views of the pat-

terns shown on page 73.

Kay Francis' lovely evening

gown (3034) is so simple

to make that you really

must try it. 3031—shown

here without the cape— is

very youthful. 2995—you

can make it with short

sleeves—works out well ir,

two materials.
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IVe Dressed Them All

(Continued from page 77)

frames to give them character.

The last time she was in was the day

that the newspapers published an inter-

view with a visiting Italian Countess

who said that Mussolini's favorite

actress was Zasu Pitts. We asked her

if she had read the article. She was
like a child receiving a compliment

upon her first piano recital. The nerv-

ous, bird-like hands fluttered in front

of her. Nothing in the world had ever

pleased her quite so much.
Here is a name which thrills me. It

is that of Ethel Barrymore.
The first time she came into the shop

she was playing at one of the theatres

in Los Angeles. It was an off-season

and few people were there. Miss Bar-

rymore came alone, took a seat in a

corner and asked to be shown some
dinner gowns.
We were all delighted to have her

there and turned handsprings to please

her, which really wasn't necessary for

she is extremely easy to get on with.

Several days later she returned. As
she walked through the showroom on

her way back for fittings, she passed

a famous star trying on hats.

"Wasn't that Ethel Barrymore?" the

star asked breathlessly. "Do ask her

if I may say 'hello' to her. I met her

in New York once. I'm sure she will

remember."
One of the saleswomen carried the

message to the Great Ethel.

"Let her come in," she said in a tired

voice. "I haven't the vaguest idea who
she is, but I don't want to hurt her feel-

ings."

When the name of Colleen Moore
was placed in my book she made an
enormous salary. Her fame was world-
wide. The same saleswoman who had
embarrassed me by not knowing who
Norma Talmadge was came rushing
into my office quivering with excite-

ment and said, "Colleen Moore's up-
stairs !"

I went into the showroom and found
an unassuming young lady, walking
nervously about.

Since that time, I have made many
clothes for Colleen Moore, but I'm sure
that she likes clothes much less than
does the average girl. She seems much
more at ease in sports clothes than in

so-called "proper" attire. However,
upon those rare occasions when she
does feel like dressing up, she can be
as smart as the next one.

Fitting her evening dresses was al-

ways a bit of a disappointment because
she was forever arriving for fittings

wearing flat-heeled shoes and rolled
socks. Nothing in the world is more
ludicrous than a girl in a long white
satin evening dress with brown brogues
peeping out beneath the hem.

This is the third installment in

Howard Greer's fascinating memories
from his life. In forthcoming ar-
ticles you'll find dozens of hitherto un-
published stories of your favorites.

Robert Young and Leila Hyams in a scene from the Universal picture, "Saturday's Millions"

Have the Clear, Lovely Skin

Men Can't Resist

Read How a Remarkable Pasteurized Yeast Ends Ugly Spots

and Blemishes and Keeps the Skin Youthful and Alluring

ACLEAR, lovely skin, a fresh, radiant

complexion, eyes that sparkle— have

you these charms that win men's hearts?

If not, try eating this new type, scientifically

pasteurized yeast that is bringing beauty

and vivacity to thousands of women.

Skin and complexion troubles, says medi-

cal science, are nearly always caused by con-

stipation or a run down nervous condition.

To combat these causes of bad skin you

need to enrich your diet with certain nutri-

tive elements. In many of our most common
foods these elements are entirely lacking.

Few people get enough of them for maxi-

mum health.

Yeast Foam Tablets contain concentrated

stores of these corrective substances. These

tablets are pure yeast and pure yeast is the

richest known food source of the vitamins

B and G.

These precious elements strengthen the

digestive and intestinal organs. They fortify

your weakened nervous system. Thus they

aid in building the health and vivacity that

make you irresistible

to others.

These results you

Yeast Foam

Tablets Stay

Fresh for

Months

get with a food, not a drug. Yeast Foam
Tablets are nothing but pure yeast pressed

into convenient, easy-to-take form. A scien-

tific toasting process gives this yeast a deli-

cious, nut -like flavor. It cannot cause gas or

discomfort and it is always uniform.

This yeast is used by various laboratories

of the United States government and by
many leading American universities in their

vitamin research.

Look and Feel Years Younger

Any druggist will supplyyou with Yeast Foam
Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only 50c.

Get one today. Then watch the improvement

in the way you feel and look. See how your

friends note the change in your appearance.

•

Thankful for clear skin again: "I certainly am
pleased at the results Yeast Foam Tablets have given

me. Before I started taking them my face looked

terrible. Now it is beautifully clear. I can't thank you
enough for the reliefyour yeast has afforded me."

„ OAKWOOD, WIS.

Not a blemish now: "My face was so covered with

pimples and rashes that I was ashamed to walk down
the street. I have now been taking Yeast Foam Tablets

for three months. They have done wonders for me.

There is not a blemish on myface. " CLEVELAND, OHIO

FREE: MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO., MM"12

1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send free sample and descriptive circular.

Name • —

Address-

City_, _State_
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Here's One SAFE

Way To Lose FAT

—Prescribed By Doctors—

Lupe and Johnnie Were Married

(Continued from page 47)

Don't stay fat and unattractive—not when
it's so easy and safe to get rid of double chins,
ugly hip-fat and rolls of unattractive fat on
waist and bust

—

O At the same time you can build up more
energy and strength—increase vitality—feel

and look younger and keep free from head-
aches, indigestion, acidity, gas and shortness
of breath—simply take a half teaspoonful of
Kruschen Salts in a glass of hot' water first

thing every morning.

# An 85c jar lasts 4 weeks and is sold by
druggists the world over. Make sure you get
Kruschen, the SAFE, HEALTHY way to re-
duce— safeguard your health — refuse cheap
imitations.

CDCC, Write E. Griffiths Hughes, Inc.,r vtc • Dept. MM-2, Rochester, N.Y., for new
book giving complete details of Kruschen
Treatment—also precious aids for obtaining
youthful beauty.

KRUSCHEN SALTS

Quick.
Safe ttdkf!BUNIONS

Pain is quickly relieved;
pressure on the sore spot
is removed and irritation

soon healed. Get a box
today. Sold everywhere.

D? Schofls Zino-pads

KeepsWORKING
HANDSJC^WMK/fr
Whether you do housework or
office work, you can keep your
hands soft, smooth and lovely
with Hess Witch Hazel Cream.
This different type lotion pen-
etrates both the outer and
inner layer of skin, relieving
the cause of chapping, rough-
ness and dryness. Just a few
drops at a time does the work.
No stickiness— gloves go on
easily.

Try Hess at once. Sold in
Dime, Drug and Department
stores— i oc, 2 5c and 50c sizes.
Sample Free on request. (19)

E. E. HESS COMPANY
12 Main Street Brook, Ind.

discovered, during those two years of

hectic, wild, uncontrolled emotion-
alism that love was burning away all

that was within her. She was becom-
ing a by-product of love rather than
making love just a by-product of life.

No actress can do it. Even the terrific,

impelling energy of Lupe Velez could

not serve two masters. Her acting

became more and more secondary to

her love-making.

Lupe could have married Gary
Cooper. No mothers, no fathers, no
gossips—nothing or no one but Lupe
and Gary themselves, could have pre-

vented that ceremony. I was a matron-
of-honor at Lupe's wedding to Johnny
because I am a friend and as a friend

had been with her through the hectic

drama of that other love. I had
walked the floor with Lupe Velez

until after three o'clock one morning
when she was burning with the white

heat that a misunderstanding with Gary
had lit within her. And yet, at eight

o'clock she had been on a motion pic-

ture set working. She looked—as any

woman would look who had walked

the floor for eight hours crying and

tearing her hair and screeching and

praying. Yes, praying.

People have said that Lupe Velez

takes marriage lightly. They have '

pointed to the number of "fiances" to

prove it. They do not understand that

the reason she has not married be-

fore is because she does not take

marriage lightly. We never recover

entirely from our childhood beliefs

;

our inherent religions. Lupe is Mexi-
can. Marriage is to her a holy

sacrament to last forever—if it is at

all possible to forearm oneself so it

may be everlasting. Not like a Holly-

wood marriage.

None of us will ever be able to set

upon paper the true picture of the sac-

rifice made by Lupe when she put Gary
Cooper upon a train which would head
him toward the African desert. Lupe
knezv this was farewell—forever.

Gary didn't. Her great love did not

tell him. It shielded him even until

the last moment. Gary has told me
of the shock, the terrible shock, when
her letters dwindled ; of the even great-

er shock when he returned to New
York and found her flitting from one
gay night club to another with one
escort after another. When he heard
the stories about her gaiety, her wild
abandon, her many so-called "love af-

fairs." He could not believe these

stories were true.

I shall never forget one evening in

her home, two years after she had sent

Gary into Africa—alone. She sat on
a stool, at my feet, in that softly

shadowed living room which Gary had
helped her to buy and to furnish. She
allowed the tears to weave their un-
molested ways down her cheeks. Her
eyes were deep pools of black. Their

blackness had been lightened, once, by
the light of excitement which flickered

in them. There were no lights on
this evening.

"Love is the only thing on earth

which pays you regular interest. I

may lose all of my diamonds and fur

coats and money. Who can tell? The
only thing I can never lose is the

memory of love. It, alone, pays me
rich dividends upon what I have
invested.

"The beautiful thing about your first

love is : you are ignorant. When one
is ignorant, she can be happy. A
woman in love the first time is like a

woman about to have her first baby.

She is ignorant of the responsibilities,

the worries, the unhappiness which
it may bring her. She does not look

forward to the fact that it may have
measles, whooping cough or even,

some day, go to prison. To her, this

first baby is going to be the President

of its country. No second baby can
be exactly like the first because a

mother can be absolutely ignorant

only once."

For two years, nearly three, Lupe
thought that she could never love

again

!

\17HEN Lupe Velez first arrived
* » in this country—a wistful child of

seventeen who could speak no English,

she told me, "I am vat you calls zee

flirts. I wiggles my eyes at all mens."
She followed this philosophy until she

met Gary Cooper. After she and Gary
had separated, she returned to it. She
became, again, the flirt ; a woman who
wiggled her eyes at all men. But her
heart remained the ashes of a single

fire.

Johnny Weissmuller was just one
more man to be smiled at and flirted

with when she met him. A big, hand-
some, wistful lad who reminded her
in many ways of Gary when she had
first known him. When the rumors
about her and Johnny began, Lupe was
amused. She knew—and I knew—that

he meant no more to her than had Nils
Asther, Tom Mix, Al Jolson, Victor
Fleming before Gary ; than had Jack
Gilbert and others since Gary. Johnny
was just another man. Someone to go
places with. To have a good time with.

To flirt with.

And then he became—a pal. The
first she had ever had.

Lupe did not know about pals. She
did not understand that there are men
who can be friends to a woman. She
did not realize that such a friendship
might pave the way for an affection

that does not burn at white-heat, al-

ways. A white-heat is too hot to be
comfortable. But a steady, firm fire

that flashes up occasionally when extra
fuel is added : a fire that never dies com-
pletely because it is a well-banked fire.

She did not know. She learned.
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Johnny Weissmuller had been in

love before. He had been married.
Although he had not been as famous
as Gary, he had had more experience.

He knew more about women. He
knew that women like to be managed
as well as loved.

Johnny's love was no less to him than

Gary's had been to him. Only he
understood better. When Lupe's love

flared too high and threatened emo-
tional tempests, Johnny shrugged and
kept silent or forgot to call her up for

several days. For example. Lupe loves

excitement. She likes to play in the

evenings when she is not working.
Theaters ; dinner parties

;
prize fights.

But Johnny is a swimmer. Too much
bright-life is not for athletes. "I will

take you twice a week," he told her.

And somehow, this big man who
said, "We'll go out twice a week," and
stuck to it—this giant who did not buy
her expensive gifts as had all others

but who bought her a little Ford car

which he ordered her to drive herself

because he thought it was good for

her—the big boy who got her roller

skates and insisted that she use them

—

this lover who bought her a tiny love

ring and presented it with a bashful

grin and "This doesn't mean money
but love, dear"—this Johnny Weiss-
muller brought forth still another side

of Lupe.

T DROPPED into her home for din-

ner, one evening. She was cooking
it, herself. She was frying the pota-

toes with grease that spluttered up
every few seconds to scald her briefly

;

she was baking chicken as it is baked
in Mexico. "I'm cooking Johnny's din-

ner with my own hands. He likes

me to."

When they first talked about mar-
riage, Lupe was frightened. "Mar-
riage cannot change human nature. I

will not marry unless I feci it will last.

I have suffered much but at least I

have not suffered from divorce. I have
been saved from that. I do not know
—marriage seems to act like windows
on a jail. You want to break them
down. Even though you love, some-
thing inside you says, T am in jail.'

I have seen that from other men and
women. I could not have that."

So Lupe and Johnny sat down and
tried to figure a way not to feel as

though they were in jail. When they
are both in Hollywood, they are not to

go out with anyone else. That is be-

cause they feel certain they will not

Lupe and Johnnie at the recent

Tennis Matches at the Los Angeles

Tennis Club.
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want to. But if they are in separate

cities, they are to be on marital vaca-
tions. Johnny is to see other women;
Lupe other men. If either should make
mistakes that might hurt the other

—

they are to say nothing. "What we
don't know can never hurt us," they
have decided.

They wanted to keep their marriage
a secret until they can get used to be-
ing married. "It's the first days that

will be a little hard. We want to get

used to the feeling
"

For weeks before they were mar-
ried, Johnny had promised, "I'm going
to punch you in the jaw, Lupe, the

moment it is over, so you'll know for

sure that you are married to me."
But he took her into his arms, in-

stead. They kissed as man and woman
have kissed following that beautiful

ceremony since it was created. And
then, he took her chin in his huge fist,

"This is the punch in the jaw,
dear "

"I know we are married, dear. I

know. I'm glad. But Johnny, you
haven't had breakfast. Oh, please let's

hurry and get Johnny something to

eat. He has to eat regular meals, you
know. He has to be at work tomor-
row morning."
Johnny slipped his arm around her

and winked at us. "All women are

alike. They're always worrying about
feeding their husbands. Lupe's just

like any other bride, isn't she?"
She was. Only Lupe Velez had

waited enough years ; had experienced
enough of love to know that the mar-
riage that has an opportunity to bring

contentment is often more successful

and lasting than the one which may
bring only excitement. And a man
can keep contented only when he is

given his breakfast on time.

How Columbo Discovered America

{Continued from page 31)

Conrad's glib enthusiasm and his gaudy
word pictures of a tomorrow crammed
with riches, Russ might have returned

home.
For six weeks, nothing happened.

Finally, Conrad got a radio executive

up to his apartment. Russ sang to Con's
accompaniment, and the executive turned

cartwheels in his enthusiasm. "Why,"
he demanded, "haven't we heard him at

NBC ? Bring him over tomorrow."
After he had gone, Con said, "This

calls for a celebration."

The Nut Club is New York's maddest
night club. In Greenwich Village, it

attracts the town's most sophisticated

crowd. This night, Con and Russ ran
into another celebrating party. Harry
Richman was the host, and one of his

guests was a beautiful girl named
Dorothy Dell who had been Miss Uni-
verse of 1931. Now she was in Zieg-

feld's Follies. This night, Russ. Colum-
bo met her, lost his heart.

Russ' first network broadcast was on

a Tuesday night at eleven-thirty. At
first, the late-hour assignment seemed
like a death sentence. No one listened

so late at night. It was agreed that a

soloist wouldn't have a chance. But
Russ changed all that, for something

in his voice appealed.

HE might have been singing yet. if

it hadn't been for Bing Crosby.

Bing was a West Coast sensation. His

fame, sweeping eastward, caused NBC
and CBS to bid for his services. "Get

Crosby," was the order of the day. Ap-
parently, everyone else on the air was
forgotten. Especially Columbo. who,

because his style so closely paralleled

Bing's, was released by NBC.
This is just one of the shocking things

that happened to this twenty-three-year-

old kid.

At the end of the fight to hire

Crosby, the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem had won. Conrad looked at the sit-

uation like a general surveying a battle-

field. To Russ he said, "Kid, we've got

one chance." It was Con Conrad who
sold the National Broadcasting Com-
pany on the "battle of the baritones"

idea. Going back to NBC, he sold them
Russ Columbo all over again, persuaded
them to give Russ such a "build-up"

that it would take the edge off Crosby's
appearance over a rival network.
These next weeks were mad and as

full of success as Russ was to know in

those days. His new salary was at

first $150 a week. Soon, Con pro-

moted a new Lincoln car. Newspapers
began to talk about Russ Columbo,
NBC's sensational baritone. Maxwell
House Coffee signed him for three

weeks work at $3,000. Listerine came
next, paying $2,500 a week.
At this point in most stories of sud-

den wealth, one meets a boy's swelling

conceit or arrogance and ingratitude.

Russ kept his feet on the ground. So
far as I know, he has made but one
serious mistake in his career. It came
later on.

OW. he was in love with Dorothy
Dell. Nightly, she was seen withN

him.
It was a line of type that blasted his

romantic house of cards. Walter
Winchell, New York's gossip columnist,

reported in his daily column, "Dorothy
Dell, the Follies dolly, and Russ Colum-
bo, NBC's Romeo of Song, plan to

middle-aisle it shortly."

And Colombo's employers, hearing

of this rumored marriage, told him flat-

ly that he could not get wed; to do so

would diminish his popularity.

For those of you who read the an-

nouncements of engagements of movie

and radio stars, engagements that never

come off and marriages that are an-

nulled, here is a glimpse behind the

scenes. To Con Conrad, Russ' manager
and best friend, was handed the task of

breaking up the romance with Dorothy

Dell. A very nasty job.
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Here's the A.B.C. of

Colds -Control

Con broke it up, all right. He went
straight to Dorothy and told her what
this marriage would do to Russ. I am
not sure how much she loved Russ,
but this I do know. When she heard
that she might stand between him and
success, she stepped aside with a valor-

ous smile and promised never to see him
again.

At first, Russ was stunned in a des-

perate school-boyish way. And then
frantic. She returned his letters, re-

fused to answer her phone, avoided him.
In desperation, Columbo finally bared
his heart to Con Conrad. And Con, full

of honest love for this kid he had built

into a star, broke down and told him
what he had done.

When he had finished his story, Russ
was white and shaken. And then right-

eously furious. That night, he walked
out of the apartment that he shared
with Con, swearing never to return.

For three days, they met only at the

broadcasting studio where no word
passed between them. Con did all he
could to win back Russ' respect. On
the fourth day, Russ returned to his

apartment, but an unbridgable gulf
yawned between him and his manager.
He felt he had been wronged, and the

hurt of it lingered. Later, he was to

retaliate.

Now, however, working together did
much to smooth out their disagreement.
In 1932, Russ was atop the tremendous
wave of popularity which Conrad and
NBC had fashioned for him. Publicity

"stunts" to keep his name ever before
the public were once-a-week affairs. The
most famous of all—and the greatest

hoax—fooled every city editor in New
York, and connected Russ' name with
that of Greta Garbo.

JET'S examine it briefly and observe
how these millstones of fame grind.

You may have read, in 1932, that Greta
Garbo was engaged to marry Columbo.
A thousand papers printed it. Here
is the story.

Greta Garbo was visiting New York,
hiding herself as usual, and reporters
were frantic to get news of her.

Winchell scooped the town one morn-
ing by publishing that she was at the

St. Moritz Hotel. Twenty-four hours
later, Con Conrad gave a party for

newspapermen in his apartment osten-

sibly in honor of Columbo's successful

engagement at the Waldorf-Astoria.
During the party, the telephone rang.

It rang twice. And a third time. When
the continued noise had attracted every-
one's attention, Conrad lifted the re-

ceiver.

"Hello," he said loudly enough for
all in the room to hear. "No, this is

his manager. Call what room ? Suite
2231 at the St. Moritz. Whom should
he ask for?"

Apparently puzzled, he replaced the
receiver, saying, "That's a funny one.
When I ask who's calling, they hang up.
Hey. Sammy!" (Sammy is one of the
conspirators planted across the room
so all can hear), "You live at the St.

Moritz. Do you know anyone in room
2231 ?"

"Room 2231," Sammy sang back.
"Why, that's Garbo's room. I live on
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the same floor. I know."
The newspapermen present smiled

wisely and said nothing. They knew
Conrad and his "stunts." Con turned
back ,to the phone.

"Get me the St. Moritz," he directed.

Within a minute he had found that the

occupant of 2231 was a Miss Gustafsen.
And everyone knew that Miss Gustafsen
was Garbo's real name.

Still, the newspapermen were very
suspicious. So Conrad let the whole
thing drop . . . for the moment. Next
day, into a St. Moritz lobby that was
crowded with reporters and photograph-
ers trying to see Garbo, there walked
two page boys carrying a giant basket

of flowers. A tag bore the name Greta
Garbo. A smart newshawk delayed the

pages, extracted the white card faintly

visible among the blooms, and read the

name on it. Russ Columbo.
Again, smart city editors refused the

story. It seemed too much like publici-

ty. So Conrad went to work on Walter
Winchell, insisting that the story was on
the square, showing him telegrams
signed "G.G." Russ had received.

Against his better judgment, Winchell
ran an item. He said Garbo and Co-
lumbo were stepping out nights.

That item was the hole in the news-
paper dam. Next day, the flood for

which Conrad had worked and prayed,

broke over the town and country ; a

flood of printer's ink that placed radio's

Romeo and the glamorous Garbo on the

verge of marriage, and tilted Russ'

destiny even higher in the sky. When
you read those stories, mind you, Russ
hadn't even met Garbo.
At that time, even Bing Crosby did

not represent a serious menace. To
Russ and Con in those merry days, life

must have been something seen through
a rosy haze. All that they asked was
granted them. Of course, it was too

fantastic to last. Everyone told them
that, but they laughed off the warnings.
Now, like a rocket that has spent its

flaming, flashing trail in the sky, Co-
lumbo began to fall. Conrad took him
out of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel so he
might find more time for theatrical en-

gagements. Next day, the Brooklyn
Paramount asked Con to cut $800 off

Russ' $3,000 weekly salary. Con re-

fused, and took him out of the theatre,

figuring they would come around in a

week, begging. Well, they didn't. The
final numbing blow fell when the Lister-

ine firm decided to suspend its broad-

casting program.
Can you imagine such a paralyzing

descent ? One week, they were earning

$7,000 and living like princes. Seven
days later, their income was exactly

nothing. I rather imagine Russ began,

for the first time, to sense that his rise

had been too meteoric and not solidly

enough ballasted to last. I don't think,

though, that he realized this was the

beginning of the end.

It was, undoubtedly. We are a na-

tion of hero worshippers and romance-
seekers who forget with mordant swift-

ness. When Russ left the air, he
walked out of our lives—and most of us

turned to the baritone promises in Bing
Crosby's voice.

And, just as everything that Con Con-

rad had done had been quite all right for

a time, now it was the wrong thing.

Presently, discouraged and ill, he re-

nounced his rights as Russ' manager.
Other managers put Columbo into this

theatre and that, but the fire had gone
out of the singer's personality. Young
as he was, it is understandable, isn't it?

For the first time, too, Russ was
thinking for himself. Always, Con
Conrad had been his brains, a leader and
patron to be obeyed unswervingly.
Now, groping like an inexpert child,

Russ sought to get his life back to its

old level. Many things interfered,

among them a childish resentment at

being Fate's plaything, and a false no-
tion that he had to present the same
front he had shown in his $7,000-a-
week days.

Presently, it seemed that the same
malady of "wrongness" gripped him as

it had gripped Conrad. Nothing he did

was right.

And then Conrad came back. Away
vacationing, resting, his brain had con-
ceived a score of fresh ideas. He re-

turned with new enthusiasm. Russ was
delighted to see him. I'm not sure of

their relations this time, whether Con
became his manager anew or merely
helped him as a friend. I do know that

the reunion started Columbo's come-
back toward those radio heights that he
was destined never to gain again, but
on which his heart was set.

With Con directing, he turned from
this engagement to that, growing again,
adding fresh friends. One job was at

New York's swanky Woodmansten Inn.

The opening was a gala, glittering oc-

casion with Eddie Cantor, Harry Rich-
man, Ruth Etting, Bert Lahr, Pola
Negri, Guy and Carmen Lombardo and
many others present.

Among those many others were Jack
Dempsey and Dorothy Dell.

"FRIENDS who were there have told

me that Russ' face turned white
when he saw Dorothy. Nor will they
soon forget his voice as he sang that
night. Dorothy and Jack danced by his

place as he led the band. Momentarily,
she stopped, saying, "Jack and I came
down to wish you loads of luck, Russ."
Before he could answer, they were gone.
When he turned to sing with the or-
chestra, Fate's amazing way had chosen
the song . . .

"I can't forget the night I met you
That's all I'm thinking of;

Though you call it madness,
Ah, but I call it love . .

."

I don't think he ever saw Dorothy
again. Within a few months, he didn

:

t

care to see her. For soon he met
another girl who fascinated him. This
time, he was playing at the Cocoanut
Grove in Manhattan's Park Central
Hotel. Among the artists who were
part of the entertainment were Hannah
Williams (newly separated from Roger
Wolfe Kahn), the late Roscoe Arbuckle,
and Queenie Smith.

During the first part of that engage-
ment, it seemed he was firmly planted
on the highroad back to fame. Surely
nothing could stop him now. But some-
thing did. He fell in love, unreason-
ably, with Hannah Williams.
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What of Hannah ? Therein lies much
of Russ' tragedy. When she told him
she was leaving for Reno to secure a

divorce, Russ was desolate. With no
warning at all—and this is that one

serious mistake I mentioned some time

ago—he decided to throw over every-

thing to go with her. Somehow, she

got out of town alone. But twenty-

four hours later, he had packed his

bags and followed.

It was now that Russ was to learn

how bitter love can be. Compared to

it, his feeling for Dorothy Dell was a

mid-summer fancy. For in Reno, he

overtook Hannah and told her what he

had done. Can't you see him, the eager-

eyed suitor gladly laying his career on

the guillotine of his love, happily re-

nouncing the shallowness of fame for

this beautiful thing that possessed him?

If Hannah had married him, we might

have a different and perhaps more

happy Colombo today.

But she refused him. She did not

love him. And it very nearly broke

his heart.

I
N New York, if he had returned, he

might have gathered up again the

strings of his life, but pride kept him

from going to those who might laugh

at him. And Conrad, he learned, was

bitterly angry because of Russ' ill-

timed flight to Reno. So, like a wan-

derer who finds all roads closed,- he

went home.
En route from Reno to California,

he picked up a paper. It announced

the engagement of Hannah Williams to

Jack Dempsey.
Curious, isn't it, that life should ar-

range its pattern so that Jack Dempsey
should be cast as this song-singer's

Nemesis? But no odder surely, _ than

that an untrained singer should rise at

such a pace to heights few have ever

attained, and then fall like a spent bul-

let?

Without Con Conrad it all would

have been impossible. They met in

California, and the end of this story

finds them there again. Russ fled there,

seeking peace and rest. Con returned

on the advice of his physician, the re-

sult of a nervous breakdown suffered

after Columbo had deserted his Cocoa-

nut Grove job. And what of their

relationship.

Today, they live five miles apart. But

they don't see each other. Each is

proud, and each has been wounded
deeply. I can't help but feel, though,

that they must soon be friends again

;

for Russ is an honest soul and he real-

izes how much Con did for him, while

Conrad has a sincere affection for his

fdrmer protege. He did his best, in

every case, for him.

Until a while ago, when he turned to

the movies, Russ lived in practical re-

tirement. It was youth's own eager-

ness and the healing balm of time that

finally brought him out. Today, he is

signed for three feature length pictures

by Universal, and a career in a new
field lies ahead. At twenty-five, he
knows what he does and does not want.

For one thing, and this is the supreme
sign of the boy growing into manhood,
he wants to do his own thinking.

D.
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IMPORTANT holiday dinners—gay

party tables—informal Sunday
night buffets— all take on an invit-

ing new note of daintiness when you
use Roylace Paper Doylies. They're

a clever added touch— attractive,

decorative, yet so practical.

Roylace Doylies are really exqui-

site in their lovely, lace-like designs

—and in crisp white or pastel tints

to match your color scheme. Not
at all expensive, you can afford to

use them for all your entertaining;

in fact, that's an economy-idea, for

they save your costly linens and
laundering.

You can get Roylace Doylies in many sizes, to dress up

every course of service; you'll want them under appetizers,

fruits, cakes, finger bowls—and for sandwiches, drinks,

and bread-and-butter plates.

At 5 and 10c stores, stationers, department stores, etc. Always
select the transparent envelopes marked "Roylace." The Royal

Lace Paper Works, Inc., 842 Lorimer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

W 7 ',/KW-< \ ace
Paper
— and

Doylies
shelf pa pers

In Shelf Papers insist on Roylace,

too. The new Double-edge, Cloth-
lyk e pap er is four times as
strong and costs the same— 5c.

AFTER
MONTHS

OF
HOPELESS
STRUGGLE
AGAINST
UNLOVELY

FAT

I KEPT GAINING WEIGHT IN SPITE OF DAILY
EXERCISE AND CONSTANT DIETING . . .

I TRIED TIGHT, CHOKING GIRDLES,TOOK WEAK-
ENING SALTS,AND STILL I WEIGHED TOO MUCH

FINALLY, I FOUND
TRUE REDUCER .

.

I Know a Remarkable
Way to Reduce Fat!"

I TRIED a dozen or more foolish

fads in my efforts to reduce. I

watched my diet at every meal
for months and months—yet it

seemed that I would have to go
on foolishly fighting fat for the
rest of my life.

At last a friend suggested a
true reducer called Marmola, that
is based on a scientifically recog-

nized reducing principle. I had
heard of it before, of course, but
I did not fully realize how the use
of Marmola has spread thruout
the world—into more than 12
foreign countries. I know now
that it employs a tested principle

that does reduce.
Marmola is so effective that it

has become the world's leading
remedy for fat. Over 20 million
boxes have been sold.
"Why should anyone wishing to

reduce fail to try this famous
remedy, when it has such a re-
markable record? The formula is

printed in every box. And it is so
delightfully simple. Just 4 tablets
a day. No starvation diets. No
strenuous exercises. No foolish

fads. You will feel better because
Marmola acts the right way to
help turn fat to vim. At all good
drug stores. Do not accept sub-
stitutes.

MARMOLA
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•HereisthBjJECRET"
says

MOON GLOW
NAIL POLISH

^Beautifies tyour fKands
YOU will be delighted with the smartness of your hands
when you beautify them with MOON GLOW Nail Polish.

Keep on your shelf all of the five MOON GLOW shades

—

Natural, Medium, Rose, Platinum Pearl and Carmine.

If you paid $i you couldn't get finer nail polish than
MOON GLOW—the new Hollywood favorite. Ask
your department or drug store for all shades of MOON
GLOW Nail Polish in two sizes, ioc and 15c. If they can-

not supply you, fill in the coupon below and mail today.

Moon GlowCosmeticCo., Ltd., Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen: Please send me introductory pkg. of Moon
Glow. I enclose ioc (coin or sramps) for each shade
checked. ( ) Natural ( ) Medium ( ) Rose ( ) Plati-

num Pearl ( ) Carmine.

Name .

St. and No

City -.".".State .M-12

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing

and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because thev

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of

the inventor who was himself deaf.

LEONARD. Inc.. Suite 986.70 5th Ave., NewA. 0. York

MakeMoney at Home
Experience unnecessary, we tell you how. Big
demand ! Write for Mushroom BGok free.
American Mushroom Industries, Ltd.
1
Q 2 Woolnough Bidg., Toronto , On

"Her Blonde Hair
won me:

ROMANCE always comes to blondes who keep
their hair golden. And it's so easy with

Blondex. This special shampoo not only prevents
darkening—but safely brings back natural
golden color to dull, faded light hair. Brings
out sparkling lights— adds gleaming radiance.
Not a dye. No harmful chemicals. Fine for
scalp. Used and recommended by scores of
famous blonde movie stars. Get Blondex today!
Two sizes— NEW inexpensive 25c
package and economical $1.00 bot-
tle. At any good drug or depart-
ment store. Have you tried Blondex
Wave-Set Powder? Doesn't darken
light hair—not sticky—only 85c. WE DO OUR PAST

The Strange Case of Hitler and Dietrich

{Continued from page 23)

lady most skillfully. When he might
have hlustered, he cajoled; when he

might have flung his fury against her

calm, he pleaded. Never a trace of fiery

Hitler's dictatorship found expression

in that French parlor, nor an echo of

brow-beating tactics.

In Berlin, where Nazi boot heels rat-

tle endlessly over clean cobbled roads,

this officer's report produced a minor
sensation in Hitler's inner circle. Proba-

bly, sundry hotheads would have

wreaked their vengeance on Miss Diet-

rich if they could have reached her.

But not the iron-willed man who is

now Germany's dictator.

The very few people who know of

this story have asked why he has acted

in this matter in a way so foreign to

his nature. Rebellion he has invariably

crushed ; but now he entreats. Why ?

Strange to say, Marlene Dietrich is

the only being on earth who has suc-

ceeded in touching a warm chord in his

heart. In his opinion, she is the great-

est German woman in existence at the

present day, the one unsullied glory on
the honor roll of German citizenry. He
never misses seeing any of the produc-

tions in which she appears, and his one
unfulfilled ambition is to bring her back

to Germany.
The fact of the matter is that Hitler,

although he might become furious if

anyone hinted to him that such was the

case, is in a sense in love with Marlene
Dietrich. Not with the woman herself,

whom he has never met, but with the

glamorous figure of her screen self.

Her entire life appeals to him. In a

certain sense, they have much in com-
mon, for each is a self-made person and
Marlene has known much of the

drudgery and despair he must have felt

before he gained his place in the sun.

She is the only woman who has
escaped the ostracism in which he holds
all others. In his mind, women are
relegated to their homes.

AND what of Marlene, now that she
has returned to America? When

one has been offered the world, what
is there left? Well, there is the sun-
shine of California and a gay coterie

of dear friends, all of which she would
have been forced to sacrifice if she had
accepted Hitler's offer to head his re-

vived movie industry. There is a de-
lightful climate, and there is a warm
spot in the hearts of millions of Ameri-
cans who have accorded her far more
recognition than she ever gained in her
native land. And there is a free coun-
try called America in which her tiny

daughter can grow and bloom.
These things Marlene values. To

hold them for herself, she has offered

Hitler's scheme no encouragement.
But Hitler is not easily deterred. If

you wonder at his leniency and self-

control in a case where he might have
been expected to resort to more violent

methods, just remember that Hitler, the
strong man, has also his weak spots.

As he dreams, in those rare moments
that he is idle, he thinks not of the
woman herself but of the lovely crea-

ture he has seen on the screen before
his tired eyes. She has become a sym-
bol of the greatness that is to be Ger-
many's in every field of endeavor as well

as the movies. Desperately, he wants
her back for Germany. He grudges,
I'm sure, the American public the sight

of her and her deep, blue eyes.

THE LUCKY WINNERS!

MODERN SCREEN is pleased to announce the winners of the Clark

Cable-Mae West Contest.

Remember, in the September issue, we invited you to write us— in not

more than twenty words—why you would or why you would not like to

see this popular pair cast as the "love interest" in a forthcoming production.

Thousands of replies poured into our office before September 15th and

we have taken the time since to diligently consider the reasons, pro and

con, for your decision. The awards follow:

Rubye M. Chapman of 802 South Perry St., Montgomery, Alabama,

wins the first prize. Fifty dollars.

Walter C. Blackburn of 154 Maplelawn Drive, Dayton, Ohio, is awarded

the second prize. Twenty-five dollars.

And the five other prizes of five dollars each go to:

E. E. Preston, 119 Livingston Ave., New Brunswick, N. J.

E. Bass, 602 Trutch St., Victoria, B. C.

Ruth Goodwin, 1712 Northview Road, Rocky River, Ohio.

C. Diana Cowan, 2628 West Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Emily Kispert, 1481 Shakespeare Ave., New York, N. Y.
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Charm iOSSlI

(Continued from page 74)

matches her costume jewelry. She has

an array of these clips which slip on
easily to the flap of the hag.

• The newest thing for head dress is

the adjustable bar. Have you seen

them ? They are worn over the head
from the tip of one ear to the tip of the

other. They come in many different

types and shapes and even prices. Connie
Bennett has a rhinestone and seed pearl

one for evening wear that makes her

look very beautiful and regal. Alice

White wore a black onyx one the other

night that looked quite startling against

her blond locks.

Then there are tortoise shell ones for

daytime wear. Marion Davies usually

slips one on when playing tennis.

Claims it's grand for keeping the hair

out of her eyes and, besides, it looks

very smart.

• Heather Angel is sporting an ex-

tremely smart—and clever—accessory.

(See page 74.) It's a gay swagger
stick made of natural wood, with a

Scotty's head on top. Just the thing to

give the proper dash to a street costume.

And the unique part is this : if a rain

storm should overtake her, she removes
that folding case of flexible wood and
reveals the real purpose of the gadget.

It's a little umbrella and the Scotty's

head serves as a handle

!

What, you ask, happens to the cover ?

Heather collapses it as she would a

drinking cup and slips it into her

pocket ! Which solves the problem of

whether to carry an umbrella or not in

excellent fashion. One like that is an

asset to any costume.

O It's nice to have a feather in your
cap—particularly this season ! You
should see Ann Harding's. She has a

brown antelope beret with a wide-

awake feather whirligig directly in

front. Chic

!

And Norma Shearer has an entire

hat of feathers—curled gray ostrich to

match her ostrich boa. And does Norma
look divine in gray ! Her hat is the

smartly defiant kind that parks over

the right eye and it's very small. The
boa swirls around her shoulders adding

emphasis to a gray wool afternoon

frock.

• "Ensemble" has taken on a new
meaning. It's gloves now that serve to

stress some note in your costume. And
very effectively they do it—as in the

case of Sharon Lynne's new black velvet

dinner outfit. The puffs on her sleeves

are of ermine so she wears black velvet

gloves with an ermine edge on the cuff.

Patricia Ellis goes distinctly Spanish

caballero in her "after five" frock. Her
black sailor of shiny velvet with its nar-

row crown has a delightful swagger air

that is accented by the matching gaunt-
lets. They flare up high on her arm
and are caught by rhinestone buttons

exactly like the one on her hat.

John. Barrymore, Myrna Loy
and other players in "Topaze

"Amazing, Professor,
simply amazing!99

Assistant: "And do you really mean to say you've isolated the wotzitoyuh
bacteria at last?"

Professor: "Yes, indeed, Miss Hoozis, this is the marvelous germ which has made
our patient so joyful, jocular, happy, and generally delighted with
life." , ;

Assistant: "Where does the germ come from, professor?"

Professor: "Well, it's a singular thing, but we are able to locate it only in the
bloodstreams of readers of

FiIMfc*
The Screen's Only Humor Magazine!

P. S. How's your own bloodstream today? Better see your newsdealer right away!
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NEW! Hollywood Method
Costs Less . . . Lasts Longer I

'TPHINK of it! A typical "movie star" wave only
lea week. Done right at home, too, without fuss

or bother. The new Hollywood wave. Simply mix
a tablespoonful of Stylset in half a cup of hot water
Dip comb in and apply to hair. Then merely set
your waves. You will be amazed at the lovely, last-

ing results. Watch flat, straggly hair come to life in

soft, alluring waves. Greaseless, non-alcoholic. 10c
buys a big 4 oz. bottle. Garry & Co.
104 5th Ave., N. Y. City.

STYLSET

NO MORE PAINFUL
No more bandage that sticks and
hurts. Orer a million people use $9
SKALTEX because it will not -»
stick to skin or hair and requires
no pins or tying—sticks only to

itself. 10c, 25c and 50c sizes in
blue and white package. All ^%
Kresge stores or mailed postpaid.

The SealTex Corporation, 936-46
W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111.

Sticks only to itself

SEAL TEX

Hollywood's Baby Genius

in Your Own
Business at Home
You -can make steady, daily profits, moie than double

your cost, making electric-baked, GREASELESS do-nuts
at illume with the Ringer Electric Do-Nut Baker. It
makes delicious, large do-nuts that SELL!

"I bake from 75 to 144 dozen do-nuts a day. Have
10 people working for me. Everybody is crazy about the
whole-wheat do-nuts." Mrs. Peter B;uksdale, Virginia.
"We already have a nice restaurant and store trade
built up." M. W. Palmer, Pa. "In a town of about
3.000, we increased our sales from 50 dozen the first of
the week to 200 dozen the last of the week." Mrs.
Flora D. Lane, Iowa.

Nn Tanvaccina Grocers, drug stores, lunch counters
iiu VdiiVddMiig Duy an you make. Many operators
have regular routes to private customers or sell by boys.

ni -u shows you how to start this fine-

rfftt PLAN paying repeat business. No ex-

nished for plain and
many fast-selling fancy
Do-Nuts. $25 starts

you, total investment
less than $60. Begin
at home in your spare
time. Send a post-card
today for full informa-
tion. No obligation, no
salesman will call.

Ringer Do-Nut
Company

303 Main Street N.E..
Minneapolis, Minn.
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HPAKE the miracle of Baby Le Roy's
life. If an old-time saint had done

for this child what the studios did, they

would have statues of him and a day set

apart for him.

There was in Los Angeles a young-

widow, hardly more than a child herself.

She could get no work to do ; her pa-

rents could find no work for months.
In her despair she went to the Salvation
Army Home and lived upon its charity

for the first seven months of her baby's

life. Then her father and mother found
employment and were able to take their

child and their child's child under their

humble roof. The prospects were not
good for any of these four obscure vic-

tims among the millions on millions of

the depression's victims.

Then Paramount decided to put on a

picture called "A Bedtime Story." It

concerned Maurice Chevalier and a

little orphan left in his car. The com-
pany thought it would be an idea to

have a real orphan play the role. They
sent word to all the philanthropic or-

ganizations in the city to send in their

orphans. The Salvation Army people
remembered the Winebrenners, mother
and son, who had left the home six

weeks before.

Nearly two hundred babies were
snowed down upon the Paramount
studio. Baby Le Roy chanced to be the
first one photographed. Some mysteri-
ous power made him so memorable that

he could not be crowded aside by the

throng of infants. He was chosen.

What a miracle of luck ! What a light-

ning stroke of selection ! What a needle
in a haystack of needles !

The company not only gave him—or

rather, his mother, as his trustee—a fine

salary, but also an endowment insur-

ance that will take care of his college

education when he reaches that far off

state of comparative senility— and
heaven send that he may !

So the child was whisked from the

depths of obscurity to a co-starring

role with the international favorite,

Chevalier. The two of them made so

fascinating a team that each supported
the other.

There have been countless infants on
the screen, chuckled at and forgotten

;

but something about Le Roy Winebren-
ner has seized the heart of the world.

He is remarkably amenable to sugges-
tion and devoid of tantrums at critical

moments, which endears him to the di-

rectors and stars who know what
agonies a recalcitrant child can inflict

on a company and what appalling ex-

pense he can inflict. A child that will

not behave before a camera is like a
little Nero fiddling while money burns.
Baby Le Roy is interested in everything
and something of a mimic. He is not
easily thrown into those spasms of
noisy wrath that infants are prone to

—

spasms so violent that first one fears

they will choke to death and then that

by some chance they will not.

DUT the ease with which he was
*-* camera-broken was only the nega-

tive side of his genius. The thing thai

made him a golden child and led the

company to sign him up for a long term
of years at a gorgeous salary was his

amazing appeal to audiences. He reeks

with personal magnetism, and if you can

explain that miracle please let me know,
for it is an increasing mystery to me.

Of course, all babies are wonderful
and quite beyond explaining. In their

happier moments, practically every baby
that is healthy and normally built is

pleasant to hold and hug.
There have been prodigies of beaut)

and intellect, infants that spoke Latin

at three, and gave concerts at four and
so on. But Baby Le Roy is too young
to show whether he is going to be a

genius in music or foreign languages at

an early age. Except for a few words,
all language is foreign to him and those

delightful glugging sounds, those pur-
ling laughters and tinkling chuckles are
a foreign language to his listeners.

So far as I can figure it out after an
hour or two of the society of this daz-
zlingly famous world-figure, his power
is in his unusual usualness, his amazing
averageness. He is none of those un-
earthly little angels that we sometimes
see, who got their eyes of blue out of

the skies as they came through. He has
on his shoulders none of those ancient
philosopher heads that babies sometimes
reveal. He is just a fine upstanding-
lad of his years, as good-looking as a
healthy child might be, tremendously
like other boys of his age. He is the

great Everychild.

Parents who see him do not feel

humbled or ashamed of their own out-
put. With their normal prejudices, in

favor of home industries they can nudge
each other and say, "Our baby is as

good as that. Our baby could do as
well. Our baby has an equal right to

fame and fortune !" On the screen he
does no acrobatic feats or sleight-of-

hand tricks to make ordinary parents
hang their heads over their own ordi-

nary creations. He awakens no jeal-

ousy, sends nobody home in chagrin.
Baby Le Roy waddles and rolls,

chuckles and howls, pouts or smiles,

laughs or yawns, sleeps or wakes, tod-
dles on typical little drunken feet or
flops on a typical little bottom just as
the rest of us did when we were begin-
ners in life, just as the vast majority
of children do now. Therefore he sums
up childhood.

Millions follow him with their eyes,

millions gasp when he sits down hard,
millions laugh when he smashes some-
body's watch, or simply utters some
such magic incantation as "Gljmpph !"

or "Wrlmks !" or however you spell it.

For those who wish to know how a

monarch of such muiti-millionarish

power spends his time, this daily sched-

ule of his life will give you a peek be-

hind the young man's throne.
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He awakens at six o'clock. He gets

his first bottle immediately. At 6 :45 he
has his bath. Then he gets breakfast

—

or knows the reason why ! Cream of

wheat, or well-cooked oatmeal with
milk. He plays outdoors in the sun till

ten, at which time he is served a cock-

tail of plain orange juice. This makes
him sleepy, so he naps till noon. When
he awakens, he has lunch : Spinach and
carrots, and stringbeans or a baked po-

tato. The menu offers a choice of des-

serts—apple sauce, cooked pears, peaches
or apricots. Most of this is eaten with
exquisite manners—only a little of it

landing on the floor.

The afternoon is divided between play,

a bottle, and two hours' sleep. A sponge
bath at four-thirty, followed by after-

noon tea of crackers or zwiebach. More
play— till six—and then dinner of

chicken broth and a vegetable and to

bed promptly at seven, with another

eight-ounce night-cap.

And when the baby is working, this

schedule is followed as closely as pos-

sible. After breakfast, he rides to work
in a studio car. He works for an hour
in the morning and an hour in the after-

noon—hours broken up so that he shall

not be under the lights more than seven
minutes at a time. Between scenes he
is taken outside to play. He has his

regular morning and afternoon nap and
his regular meals no matter who says

what about the shooting schedule. And,

when he's working, he must be home in

bed at six-fifteen.

Baby LeRoy is as faultless as a hu-

man child has a right to be. He goes

about his work and does it well. He
takes good care of his mamma, who
takes good care of him. He has count-

less customers and gives them far more
than their money's worth. He makes
all babies more lovable, more desirable,

and doubtless in innumerable unimagin-
able ways eases the way and improves
the life of his little fellow citizens plod-

ding across the twilight land between
being Nobody and Somebody.
A child is so helpless that it is only

fair when the world is helpless before
a child like this one. Baby Le Roy is

adorable because he sums up perfectly

an era in human existence.

Schopenhauer said something to the

effect that the things we learn before

we are eight years old are so vast, so

important, that everything we learn

afterward is petty and inconsequential.

Perhaps that is why, when a little child

walks through a story of grown-ups
threshing about in their complicated
spider webs, he seems so magnificent,

so important, so mysterious in his com-
plete aloofness.

Baby Le Roy never lets the majesty
of that role fall from him. He is the

visiting stranger from a larger world.

And so I say—long may his didies

wave over this world !

What Stars Would You Like to Meet?

(Continued from page 59)

darling feel that he was having a good
time doing it.

Claudette Colbert—because I had just

about decided that she wasn't getting

the roles which did her justice. I was
beginning to feel disappointed in her

—

when along she came with her swell,

natural and likeable performance in

"Three Cornered Moon." I took it all

back. Why, the girl is a superb com-
edienne ! A couple of bravos, Claudette.

Mae West—because I honestly didn't

believe that they could transfer her

from the stage to the screen without

spoiling her or losing some of her ap-

peal. I sat in the front row when "Dia-
mond Lil," was playing on the New
York stage. And clapped till my hands
were sore. And I was afraid, when she

went to Hollywood, that they'd prissify

her—tone her own. Well, Mae wouldn't

let 'em, even if they wanted to—which
• they don't. And another reason I'd

like to meet her—she's had such a

colossal influence on figures and
clothes. And, speaking of colossal, it

reminds me that I'd like to meet
Jimmy Durante—because everyone

who does know him seems to like him
so much and finds him such a unique
person. I liked him a lot on the stage

but I've decided I like him even better

on the screen. Hotcha-cha-cha !

Aline MacMahon—because I believe

she has the kind of sense of humor
that's worth traversing a couple of

counties to find. She seems real, too

—

BE IRRESISTIBLE

and that goes for her unshaved eye-
brows and her perfectly natural, un-
bobbed hair, as well as for her per-
sonality.

Karen Morley—because she's so un-
Hollywood. I like her work in pic-

tures immensely. It's always intelligent

and it isn't lacking in glamor, either.

I like the way she wears blonde wigs
in her pictures—and keeps her own hair
its* original shade of plain brown. I

like the way she had her baby—without
a lot of publicity and pother.

Helen Hayes—because I have always
held her very high in my estimation as
a stage star. And because the motion
pictures have in no way dimmed her ex-
quisite light. She has one of the most
charming little faces it has ever been
my good fortune to look upon. I be-
lieve her to be a rational human being,
despite her great gift—or maybe be-
cause of it.

pRANCHOT TONE—because, as I
" said before, he reminds me of my
first beau. This is a woman's reason,
but I'll bet a baker's dozen of nice
round ginger cookies that it is the rea-
son behind a great many women fans'
vote for favorite male players.

Ralph Bellamy—because he has such
a nice face. And because he is so very
un-Hollywood, too.

Robert Young—because he seems
content to make haste slowly in his
career. He plays supporting roles, does

JOUBEKT • PAKFUMEUK
FIFTH AVENUE •NEW YORK.

* PURSE SIZE AT YOUR FIVE AND TEN CENT STORE

. CATALOG
Showi over 300 handiome, «nart, up-to-tKc-minote

deiigni. Many color llluttrationi. Style* to meet

taste of every club, clan, ichool or lociety.

WEST PRICES- BIGGEST CHOICE-QUALITY MADE,',

Money-back guarantee covert every item we mafce. Deal with the fss

firm that Kai led for 37 years and be iurc of complete latiifaction.

Write today for our big FREE catalog

Bastian Bros. Co.. 92 Bastian Bldg., Rochester. N.Y.

^More tlwn Sldn-Q)eep CBeautij

PERFUME and POWDER

'V'OUR make-up is

not complete with-
out the unseen beauty ot

Radio Girl Perfume.
Its exquisite fragrance ac
cents your personality,
lipstick accents the beaut
of your face. . . Now. eve
girl can have this added charm.
Though Radio Girl is a tru
French odeur, because it is com
pounded in this country, it is !

price anyone can afford. . . Radio Girl
Powder, too, is lovely and flattering. Try the new
Derm atone shade— it blends with every type1 from
blondr to bruneti* GET YOUR FREE SAMPLE.

Use this COUPON for FREE SAMPLE
BELCO CO., St. Paul, Minn.
Send me FREE Regula, Size Radio
Girl Perfume and Trial Size Radio
Girl Face Powder. I am enclosing
10c (coin or postage) to cover cost
of mailing.

lASJ "^mmtm'H Name

.

Address

City State
(Print name and address plainly please, i
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Resinol Helped
My Skin in 3 Days
"When I decided to try Resinol
Soap and Ointment, my com-
plexion was a sight from pimples
and blackheads. I had a horrid,
muddy looking skin and when.
I used powder it looked even
worse. After three days use of
the Resinol Ointment and Resi-
nol Soap, I could see an improve-
ment. Now all my friends tell

me how well my skin looks."
(Signed)—Mrs. M. N."
*Name on Request. St. Louis, Mo.

Does your skin annoy or embarrass you?
Then get Resinol Ointment and Soap
from any druggist today. You will doubt-
less find, as thousands ofothers have, that

this simple treatment can help you.
For a free sample, and copy of skin
treatment booklet, write Resinol, Dept.

1-C, Baltimore, Maryland.

A BECOME AN EXPERT

CCOUNTANT
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'seam $3,000 to $i5.000 a year. Thou-
sands more arc needed. We train you thoroughly at home in spare time
for C. P. A. examinations or executive accounting positions. Previous
bookkeepinc knowledee or experience unnecessary. Training (riven by C.
P. A.'s. Write for free hook, "Accountancy, the Profession That Pays."
and le:irn about opportunities in this growing profitable field.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 12318-H, Chicago
' The School That Has Trained Over 1.200 C. P. A.'s

Learn |Piano, Violin, Cornet, *J

Trumpet, Mandolin, Guitar,
Banjo,Organ,Accordion,Saxophone,Clarinet
EASY HOME METHOD— new. fast way for beginners.
Makes you accomplished in amazingly short time. 300,000

enthusiastic students. Low cost; easy terms. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free Catalog gives full details.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Dept. 568 702 East 41st Street, Chicago

im : i
PREVENTS ALL
BODY ODORS

Quick and easy to use, ... Absolutely pure,

cooling and toothing—non-Irritating.
FOR UNDERARM PERSPIRATION.

If your favorite toilet goodt
counter cannot supply you,
write for handbag sue, 10c,

encloilng rtempi or coin. ^BvTQI
I0e SIZE AT MOST lOc stores

i:iifi:(oairaArTC^TOi9fflFM

DISCOVERED
MEWWoy^

R EduC E
rplus Fat Goes Without Severe

Exercise or Starvation* Easy! Safe!

• "My weight was a joke to my friends. But it
wasn't funny to me. Now it's my turn to laugh

and be happy—thanks to SLENDO Herb Tea."

—

This new, different tea, blended from pure medicinal
herbs and roots, is just the thing for overweight
people tired of freak diets and ineffective methods.
By gently correcting body functions, it harmlessly
reduces accumulation of excess fat. Brew it like ordi-
nary tea. Delicious hot or iced. You'll say' there's

nothing like it!

Just send name and address together with
10c for liberal trial package of SLENDO
HerbTea and directions. Write today!

MODERN MEDICAL CO.
1420 So. Halsted St., Dept. N-2 Chicago, III.
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thetn well, and is improving steadily in

each succeeding picture. You never

hear of him rowing with his studio for

money or more prominence.

Charles Ruggles—because he reminds

me of Mr. Milquetoast of comic-strip

fame and has, at the same time, the

saving grace of great charm. When-
ever I am feeling rather low in the

mind and sunk in the soul, I search the

newspapers for a Charles Ruggles pic-

ture. I believe that he has what all

really great comedians must have to be
great. That is, the ability, to make you
laugh with a little catch in your throat.

Remember "Poppa Loves Momma" ?

Jimmie Dunn—because he's such a

likeable young scamp. One has the

feeling, like Aunt Polly in "Tom Saw-
yer," that's he probably up to the most
devilish mischief while he's standing

there with such a cherubic look on his

face. I have the idea that Master
Jimmy would drive one crazy ninety-

eight percent of the time. But when it

comes to a show-down, I'll bet the lad

is right there with whatever you need,

whether it's money, medical aid or

matches.
Roland Young—because he is alone

in his class of brilliant, flawless under-
playing. And because he collects pen-
guins. So do I. And I bet he'd give

his eye teeth for the two I carry in my
pocketbook. They're carved and painted

wood and so small you can't see them
without your glasses.

Jean Hersholt—because I have never
seen him play a part that he didn't do
to perfection. Any part he plays al-

ways stands out.

Madge Evans—because she's so very
pretty and because she is coming along
so fast and so well in roles that are

never sensational. It's darn hard to

play sweet, straight parts, you know,
and make them mean a lot.

Loretta Young—because she's so

very pretty, too. And because she has
grown so rapidly—professionally, I

mean. Why, it's actually difficult to

remember that a short time ago she was
just another one of Hollywood's pretty
ingenues.

Charlie Chaplin—because I almost
did meet him, once. And I wrote a
story about that "almost." And I would
like to know how near I came to the
truth in my surmises about him in that
story.

Marion Davies—because I have a
fancy that she would be as fine and
stimulating as she is a performer.

Jean Harlow—because I'd like just

to sit and look at her. And because

those who know her say how regular

and un-sirenish she is, and I'd like to

see for myself.

And, now—well, I thought I'd be able

to conquer it, but I see that I can't. I

might as well confess that I'd like to

meet
Greta Garbo—because it's so difficult.

Because it can't be done. Because I

don't give a couple of hoots or tinker's

you-know-whats about this mystery

stuff. And because I have an idea that

if one could meet her she'd probably be

pretty regular, after all. And because

everyone wants to, and because it's a

good idea, I think, to have one ambi-

tion which you know can't be fulfilled.

Still, why not?
And it so happens that I'd like to

meet the people I have already met all

over again. I haven't space to name
them all but there are a few and the

reasons why I'd like to see them a sec-

ond time.

John Barrymore, whom I met over

twenty years ago
; John Boles, because

he was so darned nice to me ; Robert
Montgomery, in order to tell him what
a perfectly superb performance he

turned in "When Ladies Meet"; Marie
Dressier, because to meet her once is to

wish you'd meet her just about every
day of your life—she gets under your
skin, does Miss Dressier. Gary
Cooper, to see how much he has
changed since he came back from that

big game hunting trip and because he's

a weakness of mine, anyway.
Lee Tracy, because he's probably that

nice he'd remember me from last time,

being a courteous young man, and that

would be highly unusual
;
Dorothy Jor-

dan, to tell her how she astonished and
interested me in "Bondage"

;
Mary

Pickford, because I'm tired of having
them write slush and sob stuff about
her; she's too big a person. She is a
person who can be self-contained and is.

And if I'm any judge, she doesn't rate

pity but three cheers and a tiger and all

our loyalty and admiration. And, of
course, I'd like to meet again Jimmy
Cagney, the gentleman with a gorgeous
punch.
And all the others. I am very like

Oliver Twist. I keep on howling for

Moore—Dickie Moore, of course. And
that reminds me, Mr. Editor, isn't there

any chance, ever, that you will let me
interview Baby LeRoy. I talk his

language. I'm sure we'd get along.

Hollywood Merry-Go-Round

{Continued from page 69)

a part in it was killed. Clark Gable
has been ill. The studio strike was on
and some bad film—which has to be
re-made, of course, was shot. And to

cap the climax, just when everything
was going smoothly, Joan sprained her
ankle and couldn't dance for a week.

But Joan keeps on living a simple
and a quiet life. Not so the rest of

Hollywood. Somehow or other there

is more going out and dressing up and
putting on the dog in Hollywood than
ever before.

THE Colony Club is the last word.
Into the beautiful, rambling old

building— once someone's gorgeous
home—where it is located, all of the

stars come at some time or other. The
place is open from afternoon until far,
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far into the night. It is very swank and
very smart. If anyone becomes too

noisy he is gently eased out by a

bouncer attired ever so correctly in

dinner clothes

!

One of the most charming homes in

town is the entirely made over one of

Dick Aden and Jobyna Ralston at

Toluca Lake. They had to do some-
thing fine to house that fine baby of

theirs—a chuckling little angel who
looks exactly like Paul Whiteman be-
fore he got thin. I told Jobyna I

thought he looked like Paul and I said

it with my hand on the door knob. I

expected to have an early American
lamp come crashing around my head,
thrown by the irate mother.

Instead Jobyna laughed. "And some-
times," she said, "he looks a little like

Joe E. Brown."
The night I was at the A rlens', Bing

Crosby and his wife were there and into

the festivities walked Mr. Ralston,

Jobyna's father—a little gentleman from
Tennessee who doesn't know one pic-

ture star from another. He calls Gary
Cooper "that fellow with the long legs"

and Bing Crosby is known to him as

"Bimg."
Suddenly he turned to Crosby and

said, "You know, Bing, the South
'whupped' the North."

Startled, Bing answered, "But how
do you figure that Mr. Ralston?"

"Well. We 'whupped' all the battles."

"What about Gettysburg?" Bing
asked.

That stopped Mr. Ralston for a min-
ute. And then he said, "We were
hungry ! Besides, what does a fellow

who sings over the radio with a cold in

his head know about history?"
There's a grand new game being

played in Hollywood. Try it out at

your next party.

One person goes out of the room

—

as one person seems always to do in

games—while the others decide upon a

certain character. But I'm getting con-

fused. Perhaps it would be better if I

told you just how we played it at the
Arlens.

Dick Arlen went out of the room.
We decided that the character he must
guess would be Charles Laughton. With
a loud whistle we called Dick back and
accused him of listening at the door.

He swore he didn't, so the game pro-

gressed.

"If this person were an automobile,"
said Dick, "what sort of an automobile
would he be?"
"A huge touring car, well up-

holstered," was the answer given by
Dixie Lee, I believe.

Then Dick went on to the next per-

son.

"If this person were a kind of wall

paper, what would the pattern of it

be?"
"It would have a design of cupids and

pigs," was the answer from the one
asked.

And that's how the questions go.

You interpret a person in the terms of

the inanimate things he reminds you of.

If this person were a city what city

would he be? If a kind of dog what
kind of dog? If an animal—a news-
paper—a restaurant, etc., etc. ? The
trick is not to confuse the character's
likes and tastes with what he reminds
you of. It's also lots of fun when the

character is one of the members of the
party and right in the room. Once I

was "It" and Dick Arlen was the

character. I asked Bing Crosby if this

person were a day what sort if clay

would he be. "The second of March
at Cape Cod," Bing said—which is a

perfect description of Dick Arlen.

GARBO has further shut herself off

from the world—even the studio

world. She now has a private flight

of stairs leading to her dressing room
and at the entrance of the stairs is a

gate which is locked ! Well, the other
day an extra girl was coming off the

set. The gate was locked. Not know-
ing that the stairs were reserved for

Garbo, she started to walk up them,
going to the large extras' dressing-room.
An assistant director yelled for her

to come down when she was half way
up.

"Listen," she said, "I don't care if

these stairs lead to heaven. I can still

get through to the extras' dressing room.
I'm so tired my back bone is jelly and
you, nor Garbo, nor God can make me
come back now that I'm half way up."

She had just finished this speech when
she looked up and saw Garbo. For a

minute she was terrified and then Garbo
laughed. "Atta girl," said the Garbo.
"Tell him some more." So a little

extra girl went over the private stairs

to her own humble dressing room.
The most excitement in Hollywood is

out on the lot where they are shooting

"The Prizefighter and the Lady." Max
Baer and Camera are out there doing
their stuff—and you've never seen so

many cauliflower ears all gathered to-

gether in one place. All of their pals

are watching the fight. Baer and the

champ are the best of friends and clown
all day long. One day Camera said

to his friend, Bull Montana, "How can

I fight this guy, Max? I like him!"

Can She Beat the Chaplin Jinx?

(Continued from page 67)

In a bungalow not far from the
studio, some months ago, lay Edna Pur-
viance, her death apparently a few hours
.away. An acute heart attack had laid

her low. Shadows of an afternoon sun
going down at sea seemed to cast a bene-
diction upon the life of the beautiful

young woman. From 1916 until 1921

she had played leads with Chaplin, and
in 1922 was starred in "A Woman of
Paris," with Adolphe Menjou, produced
and directed by Charlie, himself. She
was a favorite of the comedian.
"We've done about all we can," said

NOT NEW SHOES

Josteoid ones dyed
with

DYE
Shoes last twice as
long NOW! One coat
of marvelous REAL-
SHINE DYE makes
old summer shoes

look like NEW Fall

ones. So easy and
inexpensive, too.

AT YOUR
5 €- IO«
STORE
REALSHINE CO. Inc.

IO

x

ONE
£COAT

does the
TRICK

GALVESTON, TEXAS

If

LITTLE BLUE BOOKS
Send postcard for our free catalogue.
Thousands of bargains. Address:
LITTLE BLUE BOOK CO., Catalogue I

Dept., Desk 1S1.GIRARD. KANSAS I

, Save money on shoe bills.

£*$y/dust spread on So-Lo. Dries
tough overnight Outwears ordinary
leather. Fix the family's shoes at/home.

^Aoe^ a£aon£." rsFr?

writes Mrs. C.John-
son, Altqona, Pa.

So-Lo also

of /leather,
ru.bber or

,

clbth. - hot!
wfater bottles,
nibber boots,
footballs, etc.
_ f/iotf
Satisfied users
g u /^^Ajsrrc E. X

Teat out this ad—get So-Lo at any Kresge,

Kress, Woolworth or other 5 & 10c store,

or any hardware store.
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Sudden Change to

COMPLEXION

BEAUTY
Amazed Her Friends

But she never told them
|

why. For years her skin was
* 1 «y|!!i»w~ •' dull and sallow. Pimples,

blotches and blemishes caused

^5bk. ''J' constipation marred her
LR_. _i „m chance of beauty. But not

any more.
Stuart's calcium wafers worked their wonders

for her. Gentle internal cleansers—they quickly
help to remove the cause: intestinal stasis and
poisonous wastes that dull the eye, blotch the skin
and stupefy the mind and personality.
A five day test of Stuart's Calcium Wafers will

often work a wondrous change : soft, silken skin
clear and free from faults I Bright, sparkling eyes 1

Alert and vigorous in mind and body ! No wonder
that so many thousands of people find that an
occasional sugar-coated Calcium Wafer (Stuart's)
is all the tonic that they need.

STUART'S CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES: 10c and 60c

I

FREE SAMPLE COUPON 1
. A sample package—sufficient to prove the value to

you of Stuart's Calcium Wafers—will be sent to s-ou,
I if you mail this coupon to the Stuart Co., Dept. 32-ii

| Marshall, Mich.

| Name
Address

, Town

S«? HAIR
Women, men, girls with faded, gray, streaked hair, sham-
poo and color your hair at the same time with my new
.French discovery—"SHAMPO-KOLOR," No luss or
muss. Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo
into your hair any natural shade with "SHAMPO-
KOLOR." No "dyed" look, but a lovely natural,
most lasting color; unaffected by washing or permanent
waving. Free Booklet. Monsieur L. P. Valligny,
Dept. 39. 23 W. 30th St., New York City.

BeYour Own
MUSIC
Teacher
LEARN AT HOME
to play by note, Piano,
Violin, Ukulele, Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar,
Piano Accordion, Saxo-
phone or nny other instrument—or to eing. Wonderful new
method teaches in half the
time. Simple as A B C. No
"numbera" or trick music.
Cost averages only few cents a
day. Over 600,000 students.PDUP ROOK" Writp today for Free Booklet and Free Dem-
7 ,

^ J-»WWXV onstration Lesson explaining this method in
detail. Tell what your favorite instrument is and write name and ad-
dress plainly. Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. School of Music, 14412 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. C.

FREE!
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DEALERS
WANTED

Dr. Kurt Behne. "Now we can only
wait and hope." Then
"She will live," Dr. Behne eventually

announced.
Possibly she sighed, wearily. So

many things had come into her life

since she and Charlie had known each
other. In the first place, "The Sea
Woman," directed by Joseph von Stern-
berg for Chaplin, in which she played
the leading role, was shelved and never
saw the light of day.

"Throw it to the wolves !" exclaimed
Chaplin when he saw it.

Now at thirty-four, the name of Edna
Purviance seldom is mentioned. No
specific thing can be pointed to which
explains why she so completely faded
from the film firmament. She stepped
aside and watched her master go up
and on until he became undisputed,
reigning comedian of the world. But
that invisible "jinx" got her.

VI EXT to the Chaplin fold came the

wistful, big-eyed Georgia Hale, a

St. Joseph, Mo., girl, to give a splendid
performance in Chaplin's "The Gold
Rush." When the picture was ex-
hibited, other producers in Hollywood
almost tore down the doors to Chaplin's
offices to get permission to sign Miss
Hale. She was naive, natural, exquisite

—a discovery. Chaplin dangled her
tantalizingly at the end of a string for

a while, but eventually let Paramount
sign her.

Six months later, the company be-

lieved it had made a mistake. The
Georgia Hale under guidance of Chap-
lin, "the old master," was a different

Georgia Hale from what Paramount
found. Consequently, the option on her
services was never exercised. She
drifted over to "Poverty Row," and was
cast in Trem Carr's Ravart picture,

"The Gypsy of the North." On loca-

tion at Big Bear Lake in the San Ber-
nardino mountains a few days later, an
automobile in which she was riding ran
on to a thin spot in the ice and broke
through. Only the quick action of a

stunt man saved her from death.

The case of Lita Grey, of course, is

widely known. Charlie married her
and it cost him a million dollars to re-

gain his freedom. Every foot of the

film, "The Circus," in which Lita ap-

peared, was burned. It cost a fortune,

but no matter.

Besides the domestic grief Lita en-

countered, a hundred other troubles

beset her. Her mother was divorced. Her
grandfather, to whom she was devoted,
died. Her reported engagements to Roy
D'Arcy and Phil Baker went on the

rocks. She became ill from ptomaine
poisoning, her former butler mysterious-
ly was murdered on the Utah desert,

and in January, 1931, she hysterically

reported to the New York police that,

while in the company of Georges Car-
pentier, she was held up, kidnaped in her
own car and robbed of jewelry valued
at $25,000. Recently she was disbarred
from exploiting the Chaplin children

on the screen, and her own career was
sunk. Was the jinx working?
There was Merna Kennedy, vivacious

red-head who played the leading fem-
inine role in "The Circus." Merna

was a friend of Lita Grey. They took
dancing lessons together. She was only
eighteen and was appearing in a musi-
cal comedy when Chaplin met and
seized upon her as exactly the type he
was hunting.

AS in the case of Georgia Hale, the

picture no sooner was released

than there was a regular mob-rush of
other producers to get Merna.

Universal Pictures got Merna and
assigned her to the leading feminine
role in "Broadway." She "got by" with
the part and that was about all. She
didn't exhibit the spark she showed in

"The Circus," and the five-year con-

tract was allowed to lapse at option-

time.

Then the grief started. Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer signed Merna for "The
Song Writer," but before the first day
was ended, dismissed her and wired to

New York for Helen Johnson to come
out post-haste by airplane. Next she

was seen playing a supporting role in

Constance Bennett's "Lady With a
Past," for Pathe. After which, roles

simply quit. The supply ran out. It

seemed there were no more. In August
1931, at the end of her string, money
gone, prospects almost nil, creditors

pressing, Merna filed a voluntary peti-

tion of bankruptcy in the U. S. District

Court, listing her liabilities at $4,868.56,

and with not one cent of assets. She
was "broke," nearly $5000 in debt—and
in Hollywood

!

On top of this came a broken ro-

mance. For Merna Kennedy and James
Hall, Paramount's handsome leading

man, fell in love—head over heels in

love. One Los Angeles columnist

wrote : "James Hall prefers red-heads.

Merna Kennedy has red hair and she

and Mr. Hall are one of the most en-

gaged couples in Hollywood. They are
seen everywhere together. It is not
one of those sudden romances, for they

have been keeping company for quite

a spell, if you will pardon my collo-

quilism."

But "Jimmie" Hall had a wife, it de-

veloped. They had been separated three

or four years, but nevertheless she ex-

isted. She was a singer, known on the

stage as Irene Hamilton. In 1928, Jim-
mie had sought legal separation or di-

vorce from her, but failed, and in No-
vember last year she had him arrested

and extradited to New Haven, Conn., on
a charge of desertion.

Naturally, little Merna Kennedy's love
affair went haywire suddenly and vio-

lently, and she hit the long, long trail

again, looking for studio work. She got
a break in "Laughter in Hell," and re-

cently signed for the lead opposite John
Darrow in "The Big Chance," the first

of a series of eleven Eagle Pictures.

RECENTLY, the red-head formally
announced her engagement to

Busby Berkeley, creator of dance en-
sembles for musical pictures at War-
ner Brothers, which may mean her per-
manent retirement from the screen. The
wedding is expected some time this sum-
mer with a honeymoon in Honolulu.
Let's hope the jinx is over !

Take the case of Virginia Cherrill,
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who had the feminine lead in Charlie's
latest picture, "City Lights." Virginia
had never appeared in a film when
Chaplin "discovered" and signed her.

Over family objections, she went to

work.
Two years Virginia worked in "City

Lights," developing" the character of

the blind flower girl which won such
acclaim. As soon as the role was com-
pleted, she was snapped up by Fox-

Films on a year's contract, and as quick-

ly unsnapped when the year was up.

Fox directors couldn't develop the spark

that Chaplin unearthed.

Back in the City of Broken Dreams,
Miss Cherrill took up the quest for

fame again. A year ago she was placed

under contract by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, but has been given only two
minor roles in that company's produc-

tions. No opportunity has been af-

forded her to appear again as the wist-

ful, adorable character which distin-

guished her as the blind flower girl in

"City Lights."

NOW comes Paulette Goddard with

a smile on her face, defying the jinx

and all the little jinxes attached to the

Chaplin influence. She has a grin for

their mere mention.

Paulette arrived in Hollywood a

couple of years ago, a platinum blonde.

She had left Great Neck, Long Island,

at fifteen, to become a chorus girl in

New York. At sixteen she was danc-

ing in Ziegfeld's Follies. At seventeen

she was playing a role in Archie

Selwyn's "The Conquering Male." She
was 5 feet 4 inches tall, weighed 110

pounds, typically a show girl. Edgar
James Goddard of the Southern States

Lumber Co., Asheville, N. C, saw
Paulette and came under her spell. Me
married her to take her off Broadway.
But she went too far off. Following
a year's travel in Europe, she returned

virtually a stranger to the lumberman,
and they were divorced.

Paulette came to Hollywood, got a
$75-a-week job at the Hal Roach studio
and took a screen test for a better one
at Universal, but failed. When Samuel
Goldwyn was selecting his beauty
chorus for Eddie Cantor's, "The Kid
From Spain," he saw Paulette and gave
her a position. It was while thus em-
ployed that she met Charlie Chaplin,
and he began taking her places. Natu-
rally, rumors of a new love in his life

circulated rapidly, and when Paulette,

leaving for New York one night by
airplane, threw her arms about Charlie's
neck and kissed him, the news was
blazed to all corners of the world.
"We paid out about forty bucks for

newspaper clippings at the rate of three
cents a clip," said Al Reeves, general
manager of the Chaplin Studio. "That
was one kiss 'heard round the world,'

"

Will Paulette encounter the Chaplin
jinx? Is her association with him to

be bounded with misfortunes and disap-

pointments? The other Chaplin leading
ladies saw glory fade into the mists and
the fame they expected vanish.

Edna Purviance saw her screen as-

pirations smothered, her jewelry stolen

and her health cracked. Georgia Hale
drifted to obscure pictures made on
Poverty Row, was nearly drowned
in Big Bear lake and eventually dropped
out entirely. Lita Grey saw her

mother divorced, her grandfather die,

her two engagements broken, her chil-

dren barred from the screen, $25,000
worth of jewelry wrested from her by
bandits and learned that her butler was
murdered in lonely desert wastes of

Utah. Merna Kennedy dropped from
one engagement after another and final-

ly went bankrupt with nearly $5000 in

debts. Virginia Cherrill tumbled out of

a car, her home was looted, her engage-
ment broken and she started playing

small parts.

Now it's Paulette Goddard's turn.

How will she fare?

You make the prediction.

The Burden of Warner Baxter

(Continued from page 49)

thought he answered, "Courage and
diplomacy. And I think I'd give di-

plomacy about two-thirds."

He feels that courage embraces all

other fine qualities, because one must
possess it in order to be honest, to re-

main loyal, to keep one's self-control.

And diplomacy is so vastly important
to. him because without it one cannot
,be kind and helpful.

HpHERE was, for instance, the proud
* father who brought his little daugh-
ter to Warner Baxter for him to pass
on her stage ability. The father was
sure that she could be developed into a

remarkable "movie child." After see-

ing her go through her bag of tricks,

Warner found himself in a quandary. He
couldn't bring himself to brutally tell

the father that his child had nothing
whatsoever to recommend her for the
movies. But inasmuch as she actually

did have a very sweet little singing-

voice, he praised that, and advised the

father to train her for the concert stage

and offered his help. In such ways he
uses diplomacy.

He realizes the value of praise. He
knows that it is often more helpful than
the gift of money. So he is lavish in

praising, where it is due. Perhaps that

is, because his own heart is a little com-
forted by appreciation. I had told him
that I believed his public loved him.
The weariness left his face for a mo-
ment and an eager interest showed in

the tired eyes.

"Do they really, you think ?" he asked
hungrily. "One never knows, you
see."

The sadness that smoulders within

does not, however, prevent him from
being a delightful companion. He has

a ready wit and greatly appreciates hu-
morous incidents and happenings.

are better because of their

strong, permanent spring,

carefully rounded ends,

smooth, unbroken enamel
inside as well as outside.

SCOLDING LOCKS
PRODUCT

Scolding Locks Corp., App.eton, Wis. MM3
Please send me free a regular 10c card of Bobby
Lox Hairpins In the following colors:

Name

Address

City ' State
I usually buy in the store checked below:

S. S. Kresge Co. F. W. Woolworth Co.
S. H. Kress Co. McLellan Stores
W. T. Grant Co. McCrory Stores
G. C. Murphy Co. Grand-Silver Stores
Scott Stores Neisner Bros.

Q J. J. Newberry Co.

No Joke To Be Deaf
—EveryDeaCPersonKnowsThat
George P. Way made himself bear, after being:
deaf for 25 years, with Artificial Ear Drums—his
gown Invention. Be wore them
| day and night. They stopped
'

(
nead noises and ringing ears,

a They are invisible and per-

1

i rectlycomfortable. No one seesm
them. Write for his true story, <Jr

''How I Got Deaf and Made N

Myself Hear". Also booklet
OD Deafness. Address Artificial Ear Drum

GEORGE P. WAY, INC.
717 Hofmann Building Detroit. Michigan

DCni 3LBS.AWEEK
lllll/UvbOR NO COST!
No pills or tablets, no starvation diets, no strenuous exer-
cising, no salts. Send for free trial of Dain Tea. Just drink
it with your meals. Watch ugly, unhealthy fat disappear.
Your request for free trial brings trial supply by return
mail and full $1.00 treatment which you may try under
our 10-day refund guarantee. Try Dain Tea at our risk.

DAI N TEA CO., DEPT. C, BALTIMORE, MD.

Save^t ON
HOSIERY B1US

Peds—cozy, concealed footlets, slipped
under or over your sheerest hose, will

end all cold feet worries. Peds—made
of mercerized lisle, are worn by smart
women everywhere for business, shop-

ping, at home— for all winter activities, indoors
or out! • Remember, too, Peds save mending—

a

fact every thrifty woman appreciates. Buy Peds
today at the better 5c and 10c stores, or send 20c
with correct stocking size to RICHARD PAUL,
Inc., Cooper Bldg., Dept.M3,Los Angeles, Calif.

ipedbU TRADE MARK REG. /
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THESE

MEET THEM ALL IN THE
DECEMBER RADIO STARS!

WALTER
WINCHELL
What's the low-down on "the low-
down man"? See -"Walter Win-
chell's 'Enemies' " in December
RADIO STARS.

BURNS &
ALLEN
What does Gracie really think of

George, and wish-washy—er

—

rather, vice-versa ..." See "The
Burns and Allen Double-Cross" in

December RADIO STARS.

RUDY
VALLEE
Another laurel (or a master show-
man! See "For Distinguished Ser-

vice" in December RADIO STARS.

JESSICA
DRAGONETTE
Disover the real, the unpublicized
Jessica. Read "The Girl Nobody
Knows" in December RADIO
STARS.

BERT LAHR
The amazing ups-and-downs of an
extraordinary clown. See "He
Was Radio's Biggest Flop" in

December RADIO STARS.

(RadioStars
THE LARCEST CIRCULATION OF ANY RADIO MACAZINE

BJUuJihe&tlil
plnytie± 9 &&ne
vanish as if by magic after a few appli-
cations of famous Grace Lynn Acne

Cream and Lynn-Tone. Leaves skin clear, lovely. Send
no money. Pay postman only 98c plus postage for full treat-
ment. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Send today.

GRACE LYNN TOILETRIES, Dept. B Evansville. Ind.

g°i r
S
l s Earn Xmas Money

Write for 50 Sets St. Nicholas Christmas Seals. Sell for
10c a set. When sold send us $3.00 and you keep S2.00.
St. Nicholas Seal Co., Dept. 880-M.S., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wanted Strong Men
for the Movies

Physical Culture Training won me a Movie
Contract. Now 3,500 athletes are in pic-

tures! Studios are clamoring for men
vith perfect Physiques . . . men with

Physical Culture Training.

Free Trip to Hollywood
To meet this demand, I now

offer YOU the chance to
win Free Trip to Holly-
wood with Screen and
Talkie Test. Through my
home-training Physical

Culture Course. I'll develop
you into the kind of big. muscular HE-MAN the
Studios are Seeking. Let me prove it. No obligation. Just
mail coupon for Free Illustrated Book, telling about
my low-price course, easy terms and Free Movie Contest.

|~Joe Bonomo. 230-F Bonomo Bldg.. Hollywood, Calif! |

I
Send me Free Book and details of your Course
and Free Movie Contest. My age is I

| Name „ |

j Street Address |

| City. Slate |
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Laughingly, but with kindly under-
standing, he told me of a fan letter he
had received from a woman in a hos-

pital. She wrote that she would like to

explain why she was thus confined. It

seems that she, her sister and her hus-
band had gone one evening to a Baxter
picture. When the family returned

home, the wife and sister raved so long
and so enthusiastically over Warner,
as the hero, that the husband could bear

it no longer and finally hit his wife over
the head with a poker. I believe War-
ner checked on this, and found it to be
absolutely true.

Then there was the girl who, hav-
ing struggled for months for an intro-

duction, fell in a faint at his feet when
the meeting finally took place. And
still another girl who traveled half

across the country to meet him, and
when she did, was struck dumb, and
found herself unable to speak a word.

T ASKED him if he felt that lending
money often made the persons who

received it one's enemies, by giving
them an inferiority complex in one's

presence.

And he replied, "I don't lend money,
I give it usually. But even that some-
times destroys friendship. There is a

man whom I have recently helped. He is

a valued friend and I often visit him.
But last week when I telephoned to say
I would be unable to go to his house,
he felt queer about it and thought it

was because I didn't care to see him on
account of the money. When, actually,

I wanted very much to be with him."
I know that he has several times

bought stories he knew he never could
use, from unknown writers who have
come to him, rather than turn them
away empty-handed.
And then there was the man, also a

writer, whose mother was ill, and who
was bearing a great financial strain.

Warner Baxter visited the mother at

the hospital and left, as he went away,
a check large enough to keep her in

comfort for many months.
So long as there is hardship and

misery in the world for others, Warner
Baxter will continue to share it, to the

exclusion of his own happiness. Things
hit him too hard. He will never be-

come hard-boiled. When his servant,

a colored boy whom he had employed
for a long time, was killed driving his

car, Warner became actually ill and
went to bed for two weeks. He still

dislikes to go into a certain room in his

house where the boy most frequently

worked.
He receives the largest fan mail of

any star at the Fox Studio. What is

the reason for his tremendous appeal ?

I think I know the answer. He arouses
the mother instinct in women, because,

subconsciously, they are aware of his

inner sadness. And men respect him
for his manliness.

He has all the physical qualifications

of the more glamorous men of the

screen plus something else. An added
maturity, an inner fineness. If you are

very young and can react only to

muscles, curls, dimples and sex-appeal,

don't go to see a Baxter picture. He
has all these things, to be sure (except,

maybe, the curls), but they are sub-

merged by his extraordinary mental
attributes.

A rare soul, a sensitive soul—cour-
ageous and strong—but too keenly at-

tuned to human suffering for his own
good. He longs to laugh and be light of
heart. But he cannot, while others

weep. And so now you know why all

the tragedy of the ages seems to look

out at you from his kindly eyes.

Reviews—a Tour of Today's Talkies

(Continued from page 10)

THE BOWERY (Twentieth Century)
You'll Like It. Twentieth Century

bows in with their first effort and it's

something to be proud of. This talkie

has the stuff that makes for real enter-

tainment. The story, a more or less

history of New York in the late Nine-
ties, is interesting and very well told

with such valiant troupers as Wallace
Beery, George Raft, Fay Wray and
Jackie Cooper making such characters

as Chuck Connors and Steve Brodie
live. None of these players have ever
had better roles, nor have they given
such outstanding performances. The
film rolls along at a snappy pace, con-
tains some hearty laughs, some tears

and a lotta pretty chorus gals.

You mustn't miss seeing "The Bow-
ery." That goes for the kids, too.

EVER IN MY HEART (Warners)
Heavy Stuff. A slow but touching

story of an American girl and a Ger-
man boy whose marriage is sacrificed to

the World War. Barbara Stanwyck

marries Otto Krueger, a German. He
becomes an American citizen and ob-
tains a position as a college professor.

Comes the war and, though he tries to

be a loyal citizen, he loses, his position.

Poverty, sickness. Their little boy dies.

Crushed, he leaves his wife and joins

the German army. Later they meet in

France. Barbara is serving in a relief

unit and Otto is there as a spy. Torn
between duty to her country and love

for her man, Barbara poisons their

wine and they die in one another's arms.
Both Barbara and Kreuger give-

splendid performances. Ralph Bellamy
as "Jeff," who has loved Barbara since

childhood, is also good. Not recom-
mended for children.

SATURDAY'S MILLIONS (Universal)

Very good. Apropos of football sea-

son, here's a yarn of the gridiron that

should please the fans. Robert Young,
cocky young football star, looks upon
the game as a racket. Leila Hyams
loves him, but Bob prefers the company
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of a night club entertainer, Mary Doran.
The eve of the big game, Mary and her
husband try to frame him, but Bob
fights his way out and plays next day
handicapped by a broken hand. Al-
though the game is lost, he is congratu-
lated for his gameness and fine spirit.

He gets next to himself and it's clinch
for Leila and Bob.
Young does some fine work. Andy

Devine as Bob's faithful room-mate,
Mary Carlyle as Andy's patient sweetie
and Johnny Mack Brown as the Cap-
tain, round out the cast. Swell for kids.

SOLITAIRE MAN (M-G-M)
Great. One of the smoothest and

most thrilling mystery films to reach the
theatre in a long time. Most of the
action takes place in a cabin of an air-
plaine while crossing the English Chan-
nel. A band of jewel thieves—Herbert
Marshall, May Robson, Elizabeth Allan
and Ralph Forbes—have pulled their
last job and are bound for a farm-
house in Devonshire for peace and quiet.
The strange and exciting things that
happen before they get there will keep
you glued to your seat until the end.

Marshall carries off the honors of the
show, although Lionel Atwill as the
villain, Mary Boland as the hysterical
American tourist and Forbes as the
frantic young man, all do marvelous
work. Jack Conway deserves praise for
a swell directorial job. He manages to
keep the action always at top-notch
speed in the narrow confines of a cabin
airplane. If the kids like mysteries, this
is the best.

THE WOMAN SPY (RKO)
A Pip. Constance Bennett's latest

picture, with Gilbert Roland as her new
leading man, is one of her best. Connie,
herself, is probably at her very best.
The story is exciting, thrilling and

romantic. It's a war picture dealing
with the intelligence departments, which
is a little out of the beaten track of the
general war drama. Connie is a Rus-
sian spy ; Roland an Austrian spy. They
meet and fall desperately in love, with-
out knowing each other's identity.

Later, they learn they are sworn en-

emies. Follows the duty vs. love strug-

gle, but this has a happy ending.

Connie is very convincing as the

little Russian spy and is beautifully

photographed. Edward Ellis is excel-

lent as the cruel major. Worth seeing,

but not exactly the type for children.

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF KING
HENRY THE EIGHTH (United Artists)

Great Characterization. Charles
Laughton grabs himself a plum in the

role of lustful, rowdy King Henry VIII.
The movie sticks to the private life of

Henry and makes roaring entertainment
from start to finish. It begins with
Henry's second marriage to Ann
Boleyn, her execution, and his third

marriage to Jane Seymour. She dies in

childbirth, and he marries Ann of

Cleves. .That ends in divorce. His next
marriage is to Katharine, whom he
loves but must behead because she is

unfaithful. He winds up married to the

bickering Katherine of Parr, his chil-

dren's governess.

The cast, all English, gives grand
support, but it's Laughton's picture.

Treat yourself to an evening with him.

As for the kids, well, maybe not.

STAGE MOTHER (M-G-M)
Marvelous Entertainment. A back-

stage story with a mother-love angle.

Alice Brady is a vaudeville performer

who has never quite clicked. She re-

solves that her daughter (Maureen
O'Sullivan) shall benefit by her mis-

takes and become a great star. She
trains her and before long daughter

becomes a success, thanks to momma
Alice. But not without sacrifice. When
she falls in love with a young artist

(Franchot Tone) Alice does a little

blackmailing and practically forces her

child into the arms of a millionaire.

They settle for twenty-five grand and a

trip to Europe. On the boat, Maureen
receives a proposal of marriage from a

young Lord (Phillips Holmes) and in

a dramatic scene, renounces all bonds

to her ambitious mother. However, in

the end, Alice relents.
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Vivani tells you positively that you can set the

same flattering effects from gorgeous Vivani face

powder that sells for only 10c as from powders
costing much more. Further, that no finer ingre-

dients can be bought at any price. Invest a dime
to discover this priceless beauty secret that will

mean dollars of savings on make-up. Get a box
of gorgeous Vivani from your 10c store. If they do
not have it—send a dime in coin or stamps, to-

gether with the name of your dealer, to Benjamin

Ansehl Co., 6700 Vernon PI., St. Louis, Mo. The
same offer applies to Vivani Creams, lotions,

brilliantine, eye-lash and nail preparations.

VIVAN
MEWS!The perfect food to keep

your bird healthy, happy and in eonjz. Birde
crave Magic, developed by a famous bird lover, N<
other food like it. 10c at Woolworth, KreBKe. Grant

nd Pet shops.

CANARY
OWNERS

Neisner. Murphy, McCrory stores

THE NATURE U
FRIEND,INC

1840 Boone MAGIC Write for free
ry book. Add

"oept!
y
fS" get itfor a song 'X J,

OT

Ma '"c.

•"

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

c47
Size8xlOinches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, gToups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
pa r( of group pictui e. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY l°
et

Jlfl'p"^?
(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful life-like enlargement, guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x20-inch enlargement sentC.O.D.7Bc
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage or
this amazing offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
908 West Lake Street, Dept . 1J23-W CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OH-

G00
GO
u.s. And we

defy anyone to excel
our quality. Every stand-
ard brand tire reconstruct-
ed by our superior modern
method is positively guar-
anteed to give full 12 months service under
severest road conditions. This guarantee is backed
by the entire financial resources of an old reliable
comoanv. Member N R A. Today's lowest prices.

YOU
CANT BEAT
OUR PRICES

BALLOON TIRES
Size Rim
29i4. 40-21
29 1 4. 50-20
3014.60-21
2814.76-19
29x4.76-20
2915.00-19
3016.00-20
2815.26-18
29i5.25-19
3015.25-20
3115.26- 21
28x5.50-18
20x5.50-19
30x6.00-18
3li6. 00-19
32x6.00-20
33x0.00-21
32x6.60-20

Tires Tubes
S2.IS 10. 85
2.3S .85
2.40 .85
2.45 .96
2.SO 95
2.85 1 .05
2.85 1 06
2.90 1 15
2.95 1 15
2.95 1 16
3.25 1 .15
3.35 1 15
3.35 1 16
3.40 1 16
3.40 1 16
3.4S 25
3.6S 1 25
3.75 1 35

WE WANT
DEALERS

All TUBES GUARANTEED Brand NEW

Reg.CORD TIRES
Size Tires Tubes
30x3 $2.25 $0. 65
30x3H 2.3S .75
31x4 2.95
32x4 2.9S
33x4 2.9S
34x4 3.25
32x4H 3.3S
33x4 H 3.45
34x4H 3.45
30x5 3.65
33x5 3.75
36x5 3.9S

.85

.85

.85

.85
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.35
1.45
1.65

All Other Sizes

II M0N
WRIT
BON

GIVEN '

EVERY

SEND ONLY $1 DEPOSIT on each tire ordered.
We ship balance C. O. D. 5 per cent discount
for full cash with order. Any t%rs tailing to giv*
IS months' service replaced at half price.

GOODWIN TIRE & RUBBER CO.%a
i'

1840 S. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO. ILL,
"RAV-O-VAC n

Flashlight Lantern
With Order for 2 Tires

IComplete with batteries and bulb,
1 ready to use. Household and auto-
r mobile necessity. Gives 600 foot
|
light beam. Adjustable handle

iFREE

in
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SKIN ERUPTIONS
NEED NOT WORRY YOU
Pimples, eczema, itching, burning skin, undue
redness, minor rashes and scaly scalp are no
longer necessary when relief is so simple. Poslam
will show what it will do for you in one applica-

tion. Just apply at night and note improvement
next morning.

JUST TO PROVE IT
we will send you a test package FREE

Simply send your name and address to:

POSLAM COMPANY
Desk 10-W, 254W. 54th St, New York, N. Y.

You can get Poslam at any drug store, 50c

WANT A STEADY JOB
Work for "Uncle Sam"

$1260 to $3400 Year

MEN—WOMEN IS to 50. Common
Education usually sufllcient. Sliort

hours. Vacation with pay. Write im-
mediately for free 32-pagc book,
with list of future positions and full

particulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. R-318 Rochester. N. Y

KFFi>LAMP. RAoio
,WIRES OFF FLOOR
New Easy Way
Amazinjr invention guar-
antees neat,quick job.No
damage to woodwork. Mo
tools needed.Improve ap-
pearance of your rooms

—

keep all wires off floors

with JUSTRIVE PUSH*
CLIP. Economical. Set
of eight colored clips to
match your cords, IOC.

JVSTRITE

PUSH-CLIP
10 Cents
at KRESGE

Looks 10 Years Younger

Brushes Away Gray Hair

Now you can really look years younger. With an ordi-
nary small brush you just tint those streaks or patches of
gray back to your natural shade—whether blonde, brown
or black. It is so easy to do—at home—with Brownatone.
Over 20 years success. Guaranteed harmless. Active color-
ing agent is purely vegetable. Does not coat the surface-
actually penetrates the hair. Defies detection. No tell-
tale, flat "dyed" look. Cannot affect waving of hair.
No need to guess. Cut a lock of hair from your head

and apply this famous tint. If Brownatone does not give
your gray, streaked, dull, or faded hair its natural color,
youth ami luster, your money back. Only 50c. All druggists.

MOVE FAT
'rom any part you wish reduced. No Equipment

\ necessary— Your money back if you are not satis-
fied.

A SAFE SURE WAY
AND METHOD quickly and safelv reduces double
china, arms, bust, bips, lega and other parts of
body.

LARGE JAR NOW ONLY AAA Two Jars
NOTHING MORE TO BUY Q||C For $1

JOAN HALL. DeptTM-T" mrV^l^gToV^We?
New York City. Please send Joan Hall Cream
and Method at reduced price. I will pay post-man 60c plus few cents postage. My
will be refunded if not pleased.

Name

money

Addreti

.

BrandNewl^m
Guaranteed by

REMINGTON
Sensationally new low
price and easy t*rms.
Standard 4-row keyboard

—

fully guaranteed by Rem-
pi wv, w-end no mouev.

10 Day Trial

—

V- en 10c a Dav » —
Bend for new literature and easy pay plan—only $1.00 down, then lOo
fc day. Also bargains In Standard Size reflnfshed office models,
dent free* Write for details and special money-m skint? opportunities.

internationalTypewriterExchqgiit.

w
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|
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TOO MUCH HARMONY
(Paramount)

Very Good Musical. Not the most lav-

ish musical, but very entertaining' at that.

The plot is better than usual with some
good brisk dialogue and hot musical

numbers woven in. Jack Oakie, Judith

Allen and Skeets Gallagher are mem-
bers of a small time vaudeville team.

Bing Crosby, star of a big New York
show, drops in, spots Judith and wants
her for his act. She refuses to go un-

less he takes the other two, so all jour-

ney to the big city. Lilyan Tashman
is Bing's sweetie and Jack is delegated

to vamp her so Bing can devote his

time to Judith, with whom he has fallen

in love. Oakie consents, although he,

too, loves Judith. The biggest thrill of

the show is the opening night sequence
when Judith gets stage fright and Bing
rushes out and sings the song for her.

Very well done.

S. O. S. ICEBERG (Universal)

Beautiful Scenery. For spectacular

beauty, the kind found in the ocean re-

gions of the Arctic with its gigantic

icebergs, this film rates ace-high. The
story and cast are secondary. It con-
cerns a scientist (Rod LaRocque) and
his company in Greenland. LaRocque
loses his way and almost starves to

death in an ice cave. Two of the mem-
bers meet horrible death in the icy

waters, another goes mad and tries to

stab his companion, and finally lunges
from an iceberg into the sea. At last,

one of the party attempts to swim to an
Eskimo village to bring help to his com-
panions. The rescue scene is quite

exciting.

LaRocque, back after a long absence
from the screen, is supported adequately
by Leni Riefenstahl and Ernst Udet,
famous aviator. Worth seeing for its

scenery. Children may find it in-

teresting.

AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN
(RKO)

Pretty Good. A funny, rowdy little

comedy with such good players as Wil-
liam Gargan, Wynne Gibson, Charles
Farrell and Zasu Pitts in the cast. Story
is about Aggie (Wynne Gibson), who
annexes Charlie Farrell, son of the
wealthy Schlumpp family, when her
own sweetie Red Branahan (Bill Gar-
gan) gets sent to prison for beating
up three coppers. She proceeds to
make young Schlumpp into another
Branahan, even giving him the name,
and then falls in love with him. How-
ever, she sticks to the real Branahan

.

when he gets out of jail. Dialogue is

fast, furious and funny. Okay for the
youngsters.

LOVE, HONOR AND OH BABY!

(Universal)

Good and Funny. In this latest Zasu
Pitts-Slim Summerville comedy, Slim is

a young lawyer whose clients usually
land behind the bars. He wants to
marry Zasu, secretary to a big business

man, but hasn't the dough for a license.

Because the boss is susceptible to pretty

stenos, Zasu, Slim and Zasu's family

frame him into a breach of promise
suit. This is a riot, particularly the

court scene. Slim and Zasu are funny,

as usual. George Barbier as the boss,

Lucille Webster Gleason, Verree Teas-
dale and Donald Meek are good. Kids
will get a kick out of it and you prob-

ably will too.

WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD
(Warners)

Something Different. A touching

story of youngsters who are forced out

into the world to make their own liv-

ing when their parents no longer can
support them. Frankie Darro and
Edwin Phillips, along with other boys
and girls, take to the road, go from
place to place, hop freight trains, beg
and even steal. There are no jobs.

Edwin loses a leg, and Frankie gets in-

volved in a robbery and is taken to

court. His plea to the judge is splen-

did and makes a dramatic ending.
Grand acting. Send,the kids—it will

teach 'em to appreciate home.

MIDSHIPMAN JACK (RKO)

Okay. It's been a long time since

we've had a story of naval cadets. But
now Radio comes out with one and it's

good. Bruce Cabot plays Austin, an
upper classman whose indolence has
made him almost a permanent fixture.

He falls in love with the commandant's
daughter (Betty Furness), sneaks out
to meet her and in other ways, gets in

bad. However, the loyalty he instills

into the younger boys is his redemption.
Frank Albertson, Arthur Lake, Purnell
Pratt and Florence Lake all give good
support. Entertaining, inspiring and all

that. Swell for children and grown-
ups alike.

TO THE LAST MAN
(Paramount)

Not So Good. A mild western, even
though almost everyone in the pic-
ture is killed before it's over. It's the
old feud angle. The Colbys and Spel-
vins have hated each other for years.
Esther Ralston, a Colby, and Randolph
Scott, a Spelvin, are in love, but are
loyal to the old family hate until in a
battle royal everyone is killed off except
these two. Jack LaRue, Noah Beery,
Buster Crabbe and Muriel Kirkland
make up the cast. Okay for the very
young kids.

A CHANCE AT HEAVEN (RKO)

Good. A simple, down-to-earth and
delightful story, the kind Vina Delmar
is so capable of writing, about a young
boy and girl in love, but whose matri-
monial plans are upset when the rich
girl from the city puts in an appearance.
Ginger Rogers, Joel McCrea and Mar-
ian Nixon make up the triangle. Their
swell performances, plus snappy dia-
logue, makes this pretty good entertain-
ment. You can take the whole family.



Modern Screen

Directory of Players

(Continued from page 83)

Featured in "The Man Who Dared." Fox: "Sen-
sational Hunters." Monogram. Working in
"Hoopla." Fox.

FRANCIS, KAY: Married to Kenneth McKenna. Born
in Oklahoma City, Okla., January 13. Warner
Bros. star. Starred in "Storm at Daybreak."
M-G-M; "I Loved a Woman," "The House on
56th Street." Next is "Broadway and Back."

GABLE. CLARK: Married to Ria Langham. Born in
Cadiz, Ohio, February 1. M-G-M star. Starred
in "Hold Your Man," "Night Flight." Working
in "Dancing Lady." Next is "Two Thieves."

GARBO, GRETA: Unmarried. Born in Stockholm.
Sweden, September IS. M-G-M star. Starred in
"As You Desire Me." Working in "Queen Chris-
tina."

GARGAN, WILLIAM: Married. Born in Brooklyn, N.
Y., July 17. RKO player. Featured in "Headline
Shooters," "Night Flight," M-G-M. Working in

"Four .Frightened People," Paramount. Next is

"Success Story."

GAYNOR, JANET: Divorced from Lydell Peck. Born
in Philadelphia, Pa., October 6. Fox star. Starred
in "State Fair," "Adorable," "Paddy, the Next
Best Thing."

GIBSON, HOOT: Separated from Sally Filers. Born
in Takomah, Neb., August 6. Write him at Hoot
Gibson Picture Corp. Starred in "Dude Bandit."

GIBSON. WYNNE: Divorced. Born in New York
City, July 3. RKO player. Featured in "Emer-
gency Call." "Her Bodyguard," Paramount. Work-
ing in "Wanted at Headquarters," Universal. Next
is "Success Story."

GILBERT, JOHN: Married to Virginia Bruce. Born
in Ogden, Utah. July 10. M-G-M star. Starred
in "Fast Workers." Working in "Queen Chris-
tina."

GOMBELL, MINNA: Married to Joseph Sefton. Born
in Baltimore, Md., May 28. Fox player. Fea-
tured in "The Way to Love." Paramount. Working
in "Hoopla."

::RANT, CARY: Unmarried. Born in Bristol, Eng-
land, January 19. Paramount player. Featured in

"The Eagle and the Hawk," "Gambling Ship."
Working in "I'm No Angel." Next is "Lives of a
Bengal Lancer" and "Come On Marines."

HAMILTON, NEIL: Married to Elsa Whitner. Born
in Athol, Mass., September 9. Write him at Uni-
versal. Free lance. Featured in "Silk Express,"
Warner Bros. : "One Sunday Afternoon," Para-
mount; "Ladies Must Love," Universal.

HARDING, ANN: Divorced from Harry Bannister.
Born in Fort Sam Houston. Texas, August 7.

RKO star. Starred in "When Ladies Meet." M-
G-M; "Double Harness." Working in "B^autifui."

HARDY", OLIVER: Married to Myrtle Lee. Born in

Atlanta, Ga.. January 18. Hal Roach star. Co-
starred in "Tickets for Two," "Dirty Work."

HARLOW, JEAN: Married to Hal Rosson. Born in

Kansas City, Mo., March 3. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Dinner at Eight." "Hold Your Man."
"A Hollywood Party." Working in "Bombshell."
Next is "Living in a Big Way."

HARVEY, LILIAN: Unmarried. Born in London, Eng-
land, January 19. Fox player. Featured in "My
Lips Betray," "My Weakness."

HAYES, HELEN: Married to Charles MacArthur. Born
in Washington. D. C, October 10. M-G-M star.

Starred in "Night Flight," "Another Language."
Next is "The Old Maid."

HEPBURN, KATHARINE: Married to Ludlow Smith.
Born in Hartford, Conn., November 8. RKO player.

Featured in "Christopher Strong," "Morning
Glory" and "Little Women."

HERSHOLT, JEAN: Married. Born in Copenhagen.
Denmark. July 12. M-G-M player. Featured in

"Dinner at Eight." "Hollywood Party." "The Late
Christopher Bean." Working in "The Cat and
The Fiddle."

HOLMES. PHILLIPS: Unmarried. Born in Grand
Rapids, Mich., July 22. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Beauty For Sale." "Penthouse," "Stage
Mothers." Working in "Nana," United Artists.

HOLT, JACK: Divorced from Margaret Wood. Born
in Winchester, Pa., May 31. Columbia star. Starred
in "Tampico," "The Wrecker," "Man of Steel."

HOPKINS', MIRIAM: Divorced from Austin Parker.
Born in Bainbridge, Ga., October 18. Paramount
player. Featured in "The Story of Temple Drake,"
"Stranger's Return," M-G-M. Working in "Design
For Living." Next is '"Chrysalis."

HOPPER, HEDDA: Divorced. Burn in Hollidaysburg.
Pa., June 2. .Write her at M-G-M. Free lance.
Featured in "The Barbarian," "Beauty for Sale,"
M-G-M.

HORTON, EDWARD EVERETT: Unmarried. Born in
Brooklyn, N. Y„ March 18. Write him at M-G-M.

Free lance. Featured in "A Bedtime Story,'
"The Way to Love," Paramount. Working in
"Design for Living." M-G-M.

HOWARD. LESLIE: Married. Born in England, April
24. RICO star. Featured in "Captured." Warner
Bros.; "Berkeley Square," Fox. Working in "The
Lady is Willing," Columbia. Next is "British
Agent," Warner Bros.

HUDSON, ROCHELLE: Unmarried. Born in Clare-
more, Okla., March 6. Fox player. Featured in
"Dr. Bull." Working in "Walls of .Gold." Next
is "Mr. Skitch."

HUSTON, WALTER: Married to Nan Sunderland. Born
in Toronto. Canada, April 6. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Gabriel Over the White House." "Storm
at Daybreak," "Ann Vickers," RKO. Working in
"The Prizefighter and the Lady."

HYAMS', LEILA: Married to Phil Berg. Born in

New York City, May 1. Universal player. Fea-
tured in "Saturday's Millions." Working in "Tin
Pants."

JOLSON, AL: Married to Ruby Keeler. Warner Bros.
star. Born in St. Petersburg, Russia, May 26.

Starred in "Hallelujah I'm a Bum," United
Artists. Working in "Wonder Bar." Warner Bros.

JONES, BUCK: Married to Odille Osborne. Born in

Vincennes, Ind., December 12. Universal star.

Starred in "Unknown Valley," "The Open Road."
Working in "Gordon of Ghost City," serial.

JORDAN, DOROTHY": Married to Meriam C. Cooper.
Born in Clarksburg, Tenn., August 9. RKO player.
Featured in "Bondage." Fox; "One Man's Jour-
ney," "Hide in the Dark." Next is "Trigger."

JORDAN, MIRIAM: Unmarried. Born in London,
England, March 3. Fox player. Featured in
"Dangerously Yours," "I Loved You Wednesday."
Working in "He Knew His Women."

JORY, VICTOR: Married to Jean Inness. Born in
Dawson City, Alaska, November 23. Fox player.
Featured in "I Loved You Wednesday," "The
Devil's In Love," "My Woman," Columbia. Work-
ing in "Smoky."

JUDGE, AR jINE : Married to Wesley Ruggles. Born
in Bridgeport, Conn., February 21. RKO player.
Featured in "Flying Devils," "Sweet Cheat,"
"Sensational Hunters."

KARLOFF, BORIS: Married. Born in Dulwich, Eng-
land, November 23. Universal star. Starred in
"The Mummy," "The Ghoul," Gaumont. Working
in "The Lost Patrol," RKO. Next is "The Return
of Frankenstein."

KEELER, RUBY: Married to Al Jolson. Born in New
York City, August 25. Warner Bros, player. Fea-
tured in "Forty-Second Street," "Gold Diggers
of 1933," "Footlight Parade." Next is "Sweet-
hearts Forever."

KENl'ON. DORIS: Married to Arthur Hopkins. Born
in Syracuse, N. Y., September 5. Write her at
RKO. Free lance. Featured in "Voltaire," War-
ner Bros.; "No Marriage Ties," RKO, Next is

"Counsellor at Law," Universal.

KIBBEE. GUY: Married. Born in El Paso. Texas.
March 6. First National player. Featured in
"Lady For a Day," Columbia; "Gold Diggers of
1933," "Footlight Parade." "The World Changes."
"Havana Widows," Warner Bros. Next is "Con-
vention City."

KRUEGER, OTTO: Married to Sue MacManamy. Born
in Toledo. Ohio, September 6. M-G-M player.
Featured in "Turn Back the Clock," "Beauty for

Sale." Working in "The Prizefighter and the
Lady."

LANDI, ELISSA: Married to J. C. Lawrence. Born
in Venice, Italy, December 6. M-G-M player.
Starred in "The Warrior's Husband," "I Loved
You Wednesday," Fox. Working in "By Candle-
light," Universal.

LARUE. JACK: Unmarried. Born in New York City,
May 4. Paramount player. Featured in "The
Story of Temple Drake," "To the Last Man."
"Kennell Murder Case," Warner Bros. Next is

"Funny Page."

LAUGHTON, CHARLES: Married to Elsa Lanchester.
Born in Scarborough, England. July 1. Paramount
player. Featured in "The Sign of the Cross."
Working in "White Woman." Next is "Funny
Page."

LAUREL, STAN: Married. Born in Ulverston, England,
June 16. Hal Roach star. Co-starred in "Tickets
for Two," "Dirty Work."

LINDEN, ERIC: Unmarried. Born in New York City,
July 12. RKO player. Featured in "The Silver
Cord," "The Flying Devils," "Bird of Prey."

LLOYD, HAROLD: Married to Mildred Davis. Born
in Burchard, Neb., April 20. Write him at Para-
mount studio. Producer-star. Starred in "Movie
Crazy." Next is "Cat's Paw."

WHO DO YOU SUPPOSE-

Who do you suppose is going to appear in MODERN SCREEN shortly?

He is a very famous humorist. A grand story-teller. A great, big,

heavy man with an authentic Southern drawl. He's usually smoking a

cigar. You've heard him on the radio. Can you guess? Well, it's

Irvin S. Cobb! + + + Watch for him in an early issue

S UP E R B

novels in one
magazine

!
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Dt'O you want hours and hours

of perfectly grand reading? Do
you want romance, adventure,

mystery? Do you want a realis-

tic tale of the sidewalks of New
York, and then, perhaps, a glam-
orous love story of the Sahara?
It's all yours for the asking, in

that delightful magazine,

FIVE NOVELS MONTHLY
Ask your newsdealer today for the

November issue. And then enjoy your-

self with:

MYSTERY! "Death at Stone Mansion

SPORT "Touchdown

THE WEST "The Cholla Kid

ADVENTURE! "The Gold of Isis

ROMANCE "Every Man's Honor
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LOMBARD, CAROLE: Dlvorcod from William Powell.

Born In Fort Wayne, Intl., October (i. Paramount
player. Featured In "The Eagle anil the Hawk."
"Brie! Moment," Columbia. Working In •While
Woman." Next la "All of Me."

I.IIU'K, EDMl'MI: .Manic. I hi l.iban Taslunali. Horn

in San Jose, Calif., March 3. Write him at Para-
mount Free lance. Featured In "I Love Thai

Man," Paramount; "Dinner at Eight." M-G-M;
"Her Bodyguard," Paramount. Next is "No More
Women.'

LOY. MYKNA: Unmarried. Born in Helena, Mont.,
August 2. M-G-M player. Featured In "The Bar-
barian," "When Ladies Meet." "Night Flight,"

"Penthouse." Working in "The Prizefighter and
the Lady."

LI K AS, PAI L: Married. Born in Budapest, Hungary,
May 26. Universal player. Featured In "Cap-
tured," Warner Bros.; "Secret of the Blue Room,'
"Little Women," BKO. Next Is "By Candlelight."

LYON BEN: .Married to Bebe Daniels. Born In

Atlanta, Ga., February 6. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "I Cover the Waterfront." United

Artists.

MACDONALD, JEANETTE: Unmarried. Born in

Philadelphia, Pa., June 18. Paramount player.

Featured in "Love Me Tonight." Working in "The
Cat and the Fiddle," M-G-M.

MACK, HELEN: Unmarried. Born in Bock Island, 111.,

November 13. BKO player. Featured in "Hold
Your Man." "The Late Christopher Bean." M-G-M;
"Aggie Appleby. Maker of Men." Next is "Chrys-
alis," Paramount.

\1 U'MAHON, ALINE: Married. Born in McKees-
port, Pa.. May 3. Warner Bros, player. Featured

in "Gold Diggers of 1933." "Heroes For Sale,"

"The World Changes."

MANNERS, DAVID: Divorced from Suzanne Bushell.

Born in Halifax, N. S., April 30. Write him at

United Artists. Free lance. Featured in "War-
rior's Husband," "The Devil's In Love," Fox;
"Torch Singer," Paramount. Working in "Roman
Scandals," United Artists.

MARCH, FREDRIC: Married to Florence Eldridge.

Horn in Racine. Wis.. August 31. Paramount star.

Starred in "Tonight is Ours," "The Eagle and
the Hawk." Working in "Design for living.

Next is "Chrysalis."

M-UUTZA, SARI: Unmarried. Born in China, March
17. RKO player. Featured in "International

House," Paramount. Working in "Beautiful."

MARSH. JOAN: Unmarried. Born In Porterville,

Calif.. July 10. Write her at Fox. Free lance.

Featured in "Three Cornered Moon." Paramount;
"The Man Who Dared," "It's Great to be Alive,"

Fox.

MARSHALL. HERBERT: Married to Edna Best. Born
in London. England, May 23. Paramount player.

Featured in "Solitaire Man." Working in "Four
Frightened People."

MAYNARD, KEN: Married to Mary Leiber. Born in

Mission. Texas. July 21. Universal player. Fea-
tured in "Fiddlin' Buckaroo," "Daring Danger."

MENJOU, ADOLPHE: Divorced from Kathryn Carver.
Born in Pittsburgh, Pa., February IS. Warner
Bros. star. Featured in "Morning Glory." RKO.
Working in "The Worst Woman in Paris," Fox.
Next is "Convention City."

MERKEL. UNA: Married to Ronald Burla. Born in

Covington. Ky., December 10. M-G-M player.
Featured in "Beauty for Sale," "Stage Mother."
Working in "Bombshell." Next is "Forever Faith-
ful."

MONTGOMERY. ROBERT: Married to Elizabeth Allen.
Born in Beacon. N. Y. , May 21. M-G-M star.

•Starred in "When Ladies Meet," "Night Flight,"
"Another Language." Next is "Two Thieves" and
"Overland Bus."

MOORE, COLLEEN : Married to Albert Scott. Born
in Port Huron, Mich., August 19. Write her at
RKO. Free lance. Featured in "The Power and
the Glory," Fox. Next is "Nothing Else Matters,"
RKO.

MOORE. DICKIE : Boy actor. Born in Los Angeles,
Calif., September 12. Hal Roach player. Featured
in "Gabriel Over the White House," M-G-M.
Working in "The Wolf Dog," "Mascot" and
"Man's Castle," Columbia.

MORGAN. FRANK: Married. Born in New York City,
June 1. M-G-M player. Featured in "Show
World," "Stage Mother," "Dancing Lady." Work-
ing in "Bombshell" and "The Cat and the Fiddle."

MORGAN, RALPH: Married to Grace Arnold. Born
in New York City. July 6. Fox player. Featured
in "The Power and the Glory," "Shanghai Mad-
ness," "The Kennell Murder Case." Working in
"Walls of Gold." Next is "The Mad Game."

MORLEY, KAREN: Married to Charles Vidor. Born
in Ottumwa, Iowa, December 12. M-G-M player.
Featured in "Gabriel Over the White House,"
"Dinner at Eight."

MORRIS, CHESTER: Married to Sue Kilbourne. Born
in New York City, February 13. Universal player.
Featured in "Tomorrow at Seven." RKO; "Golden
Harvest," Paramount. Working in "Dangerous to
Women."

MUNI, PAUL : Married to Bella Finckle. Born in
Vienna, September 22. Warner Bros star. Starred
in "I'm a Fugitive From a Chain Gang," "The
World Changes." Next is "Hi, Nellie."

McCREA, JOEL: Unmarried. Born in So. Pasadena.
Calif.. November 5. RKO player. Featured in
"Bed of Roses." "One Man's Journey." "Chance
at Heaven." Working in "Flying Down to Rio."
Next is "The Sea Girl."

McLAGLEN. VICTOR: Married to Enid Lamont. Born
in London. England, December 10. W'rite him at
RKO. Free lance. Featured in "Hot Pepper,"
Fox. Working in "The Lost Patrol." RKO.

NAGEL, CONRAD: Married to Ruth Helms. Born
in Keokuk, Iowa, March 16. M-G-M player.
Featured in "Ann Vickers." RKO.

MSSEN, GRETA: Married to Weldon Heyburn. Born
in Oslo. Norway. January 30. Fox player. Fea-
tured in "Melody Cruise." RKO; "Life in the
Raw," "The Best of Enemies."

NIXON, MARIAN: Divorced from Edward Hillman.
Born in Superior, Wis., October 20. Write her at
RKO. Free lance. Featured in "Pilgrimage,"
"The Best of Enemies," "Dr. Bull," Fox; "Chance
at Heaven," RKO.
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NOVARRO. RAMON: Unmarried. Born in Durango,
Mexico. February 6. M-G-M star. Starred In
"The Barbarian," Working In "Tile Cat and the
Fiddle."

OAK IE, JACK: Unmarried. Born In Sedalia, Mo., No-
vember 14. Paramount player. Featured in "The
Eagle and the Hawk." "College Humor," "Too
Much Harmony." Next are "Alice in Wonder-
land" and "Sitting Pretty."

OLIVER, EDNA MAY: Divorced. Born in Boston.
Mass.. January 12. RKO player. Featured in

"Ann Vickers," "Only Yesterday," L'niversai.
Working in "Meet the Baron," M-G-M.

OSBORNE, VIVIAN: Unmarried. Born In Des Moines.
Iowa, December 10. Warner Bros, player. Fea-
tured in "Supernatural," Paramount; "Tomorrow
at Seven," RKO.

O'BRIEN, GEORGE: Married to Marguerite Churchill.
Born in San Francisco, Calif., September 1. Fox
star. Starred in "Canyon Walls," "Life in the
Raw," "The Last Trail."

O'BRIEN, PAT: Married to Eloise Taylor. Born in

New York City, September 1. Write him at
Warner Bros. Free lance. Featured in "Flaming
Gold." RKO; "The Bureau of Missing Persons."
Warner Bros. Working in "Bombshell," M-G-M
and "College Coach," Warner Bros.

O'SULLIVAN, MAUREEN: Unmarried. Born in Dub-
lin, Ireland, May 17. M-G-M player. Featured
in "Tugboat Annie," "Stage Mother." Working
in "Tarzan and His Mate."

PALLETTE. EUGENE: Divorced. Born in Winfield,
Kan., July 8. Write him at Warner Bros. Free
lance. Featured in "Storm at Daybreak," M-G-M;
"The Kennell Murder Case," Warner Bros.

;

"Shanghai Madness," Fox. Working in "From
Headquarters, " Warner Bros.

PICKFORD, MARY: Separated from Douglas Fair-
banks, Sr. Born in Toronto, Canada, April 9.

United Artists star. Starred in "Secrets."

PITTS, ZASU: Divorced from Tom Gallery. Born in
Parsons, Kan., January 3. Universal player. Fea-
tured in "Love, Honor and Oh Baby," "Aggie
Appleby, Maker of Men," RKO. Working in
"Dummy's Vote" and "Meet the Baron," M-G-M.

HERE ARE THEIR BIRTHDAYS FOR
NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER

Alice Brady November 2

James Dunn November 2

Joel McCrea November 5

Katharine Hepburn November 8

Marie Dressier November 9

Helen Mack November 13

Dick Powell November 14

Nancy Carroll November 19

Boris Karloff November 23
Frances Dee November 26
Elissa Landi December 9

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. December 9

Una Merkel December 10

Sally Eilers December 1

1

Karen Morley December 12

Norman Foster December 13

Ruth Chatterton December 24

Helen Twelvetrees December 25

Marlene Dietrich December 27

Lew Ayres December 28

POWELL, RICHARD: Divorced. Born in Mountain
View, Ark., November 14. Warner Bros, player.

Featured in "Gold Diggers of 1933," "Footlight
Parade." Working in "College Coach." Next are

"Sweethearts Forever" and "Convention City."

POWELL, WILLIAM: Divorced from Carole Lombard.
Born in Pittsburgh, Pa., July 29. Warner Bros,

star. Starred in "Private Detective," "Double Har-
ness," BKO; "The Kennell Murder Case."

RAFT. GEORGE : Unmarried. Born in New Y'ork City..

September 27. Paramount player. Featured in

"Midnight Club," "The Bowery," 20th Cent. Next
are "Chrysalis" and "All of Me."

RAYMOND, GENE: Unmarried. Born in New Y'ork

City, August 13. Write him at RKO. Free lance.

Featured in "Ann Carver's Profession, " "Brief
Moment," Columbia; "The House on 56th Street,"
Warner Bros. Working in "Flying Down to Rio,"
RKO.

ROBINSON, EDWARD G: Married to Gladys Lloyd.
Born in Bucharest, Roumania. December 12.

Warner Bros. star. Starred in "The Little Giant,"
"I Loved a Woman." Working in "Dark Hazard."

ROBSON, MAY: Married to Ora H. Brown. Born in
Melbourne. Australia, April 19. M-G-M player.

Featured in "Ladv for a Day." Columbia; "Beauty
for Sale," "Show World," "Stage Mother," "Soli-
taire Man."

ROGERS. CHARLES: Unmarried. Born in Olathe,
Kan., August 13. Fox player. Featured in "The
Best of Enemies." Working In "Take a Chance,"
Paramount.

ROGERS, GINGER: Divorced from Jack Pepper. Born
in Independence, Kan., July 16. RKO player. Fea-
tured in "Don't Bet on Love," Universal; "Rafter
Romance." Working in "Flying Down to Rio"
and "Hip Hips Hooray."

ROGERS, WILL: Married. Born in Okagah. Okla.,
November 4. Fox star. Starred in "Too Busy to

Work." "State Fair," "Dr. Bull." Next is "Mr.
SMtch."

RUGGLES, CHARLES: Married. Born in Los Angeles,
Calif.. February S. Paramount player. Featured
in "Melody Cruise," RKO; "Mama Loves Papa."
Working in "The Alimony Racket," RKO. Next is

"Funny Page."

SHANNON. PEGGY: Separated. Born in New Y'ork
City, January 10. Fox player. Featured in "Girl
Missing," "Deluge," "Turn Back the Clock."
M-G-M Working in "Fury of the Jungle." Colum-
bia.

SHEARER. NORMA: Married to Irving Thalberg. Born
in Montreal, Canada, August 10. M-G-M star.

Starred in "Smllin' Through." Next is "Marie
Antoinette, an Average Woman."

SIDNEY, SYLVIA: Unmarried. Born in New York
City, August 8. Paramount star. Featured in

"Pick Up." Starred In "Jennie Gerhardt."

SKIPWORTH, ALISON: Unmarried. Born in London.
England, July 25. Paramount player. Featured in

".Midnight Club." Working in "Tillle and Gus."
Next Is "Alice in Wonderland."

STANWYCK, BARBARA: Married to Frank Fay. Born
in Brooklyn, N. Y'., July 16. Warner Bros. star.

Starred in "Baby Face," "Ever in My Heart."
Next is "Broadway and Back."

STONE, LEWIS: Married to Hazel Wolf. Born in

Worcester, Mass.. November 15. M-G-M player.

Featured in "Looking Forward." "Bureau of Miss-
ing Persons," Warners. Working in "Queen
Christina."

STUART, GLORIA: Separated from Blair Gordon
Newell. Born in Santa Monica, Calif., January 21.

Universal player. Featured in "Secret of the Blue
Room," "The Invisible Man." Working in "Roman
Scandals," United Artists.

SUMMERVILLE, SLIM: Married. Born in Albuquerque.
N. M„ July 10. Universal player. Featured in

"Her First Mate," "Love, Honor and Oh Baby."
Working in "Tin Pants."

SWANSON, GLORIA: Married to Michael Farmer.
Born in Chicago, 111., March 27. United Artists

star. Starred in "Perfect Understanding." Nest
is "Miss Fane's Baby," Paramount.

TASHMAN, LILYAN: Married to Edmund Lowe. Born
in New York City, October 25. Write her at 20th
Cent. Free lance. Featured in "Mama Loves
Papa," "Too Much Harmony," Paramount. Work-
ing in "Broadway Through a Keyhole," 20th Cent.

TOBIN, GENEVIEVE : Unmarried. Born in New York
City, November 29. Warner Bros, player. Featured
in "Goodbye Again," "I Loved a Woman,"
"Golden Harvest," Paramount. Working in "uark
Hazard."

TODD, THELMA: Married to Pasquale de Cicco. Born
in Lawrence, Mass., July 29. Hal Roach player.
Featured in "Mary Stevens M. D.," Warner Bros.
Working in "Son of the Gobs," Warner Bros. Next
is "Hip Hips Hooray," RKO.

TONE, FRANCHOT: Unmarried. Born in Niagara
Falls, N. Y'., February 27. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Lady of the Night," "Stranger's Re-
turn," "Stage Mother." Working in "Dancing
Lady" and "Bombshell." Next is "Moulin Rouge,"
20th Cent.

TRACY', LEE: Unmarried. Born in Atlanta, Ga., April
14. M-G-M player. Featured in "The Nuisance,"
"Dinner at Eight." "Turn Back the Clock." Work-
ing in "Bombshell."

TRACY, SPENCER: Separated from Louise Treadwell.
Born in Milwaukee, Wis., April 5. Fox player.
Featured in "The Power and the Glory," "Shanghai
Madness," "A Man's Castle," Columbia. Working
in "The Mad Game," Fox.

TWELVETREES, HELEN: Married to Frank Woody.
Born in Brooklyn, N. Y., December 25. Paramount
player. Featured in "A Bedtime Story," "Dis-
graced," "My Woman," Columbia. Working in
"Dangerous to Women," Universal.

VELEZ, LUPE: Unmarried. Born in San Luis Potosi,
Mexico, July 18. M-G-M player. Featured in

"The Hollywood Party."

WEST, MAE: Unmarried. Born in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
August 17. Paramount player. Featured in "Xi 'lit

After Night," "She Done Him Wrong." Working
in "I'm No Angel." Next is "It Ain't No Sin.

WEISSMULLER, JOHNNIE: Divorced from Bobbe
Arnst. Born in Chicago, 111., June 2. M-G-M
player. Featured in "Tarzan the Ape Man." Work-
ing in "Tarzan and His Mate."

WHEELER, BERT: Separated from Bernice Spear. Born
in Paterson, N. J., August 31. RKO player. Fea-
tured in "So This is Africa," "Diplomaniacs."
Working in "Hip Hips Hooray."

WHITE. ALICE: Unmarried. Born in Paterson, N. .7.

.

August 28. Universal player. Featured in "Pic-
ture Snateher," M-G-M. Working in "Dangerous
to Women." Next is "The Good Red Bricks."

WILLIAM, WARREN: Married. Born in Aitken.
Minn., December 2. Warner Bros, player. Fea-
tured in "Gold Diggers of 1933," "Goodbye Again,"
"Lady for a Day," Columbia.

WILSON, DOROTHY: Unmarried. Born in Minneapolis,
Minn., November 14. Write her at Columbia. Free
lance. Featured in "Professional Sweetheart."
RKO; "Above the Clouds," Columbia.

WOOLSEY". ROBERT: Married to Mignone Reed. Born
in Oakland, Calif., August 14. RKO player. Fea-
tured in "So This is Africa," "Diplomaniacs."
Working in "Hip Hips Hooray."

WRAY', FAY': Married to John Monk Saunders. Born
in Alberta. Canada, September 25. Twentieth Cen-
tury player. Featured in "Ann Carver's Profes-
sion," Columbia; "One Sunday Afternoon." Para-
mount; "Shanghai Madness," Fox; "The Bowery,"
"Man of Steel," Columbia.

WYNY'ARD, DIANA: Unmarried. Born in London.
England. January 16. M-G-M player. Featured in

"Cavalcade," Fox; "Born to Kill," "Reunion in
Vienna." Next is "The Fountain."

YOUNG, LORETTA: Divorced from Grant Withers.
Born in Salt Lake City, Utah, January 6. Twen-
tieth Century star. Starred in "Lady of the Night."
M-G-M; "The Devil's in Love," Fox; "She Hail
to Say Yes," Warner Bros.; "A Man's Castle,"
Columbia.

Y'OUNG. ROBERT: Married to Elizabeth Henderson.
Born in Chicago. 111., February 22. M-G-M player.
Featured in "Hell Below," "Tugboat Annie," "Sat-
urday's Millions," Universal. Working in "Beau-

' tiful," RKO.
YOUNG, ROLAND: Married. Born in London, Eng-

land. November 11. Write him at Paramount. Free
lance. Featured in "Pleasure Cruise," Fox; "Blind
Adventure," RKO. Working in "Great Adventure."
Dowling. Next is "She Made Her Bed," Para-
mount.

Printed in the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company at Dunellen, N. J.
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In December
SCREEN ROMANCES,
read these absorbing screen

stories— complete and pro-
fusely illustrated:

LITTLE WOMEN, Katherine Hepburn,
Joan Bennett and other stars . . .

ANN VICKERS, Irene Dunne, Walter
Huston . . . ONLY YESTERDAY, John
Boles, Billie Burke, Reginald Denny...
CRADLE SONG, Dorothy Vieck . . .

WHITE WOMAN, Carole Lombard,
Charles Laughton . . . THE WORST
WOMAN IN PARIS, Adolphe Menjou,
Benita Hume . . . SOLITAIRE MAN,
Herbert Marshall, Elizabeth Allen . . .

STAGE MOTHER, Alice Brady, Fran-

chot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan . . .

ACHANCEATHEAVEN, Joel McCrea,
Marion Nixon, Ginger Rogers . . .

THE HOUSE ON 56th STREET, Kay
Francis . . . WALLS OF GOLD, Sally

Eilers, Norman Foster . . . GOLDEN
HARVEST, Richard Arlen, Chester
Morris, Genevieve Tobin.

Screen ^Romances
NOW-12 COMPLETE SCREEN STORIES IN EVERY ISSUE!

• There were few families as happy as the Marches—four

pretty sisters, an understanding mother and an idealistic father.

Jo was determined that nothing should ever separate them.

And she fully realized that if she was to succeed in this pur-

pose, her greatest enemy was love.

• But can one girl mould the lives of three others? Can youth

and beauty long resist the darts of the naked litle boy with the

bow and arrow? Life swept in upon them, bringing a varied

cargo: tragedy . . . laughter . . . romance . . . and something

they had never counted on!

• That's "Little Women", Louisa May Alcott's absorbing

classic which has just been brought to the screen by Katherine

Hepburn, Joan Bennett, Frances Dee and Jean Parker. We
emphatically advise you to read the charming story of this

screen masterpiece in the new issue of SCREEN ROMANCES.
You'll find it utterly delightful!

• As usual, SCREEN ROMANCES gives you in the same issue,

I I other engrossing stories of the latest and best motion pic-

tures, all dramatically and liberally illustrated by scenes from

the Hollywood productions.

• Get your copy of this unique screen story magazine today.

It means hours of real entertainment!



Not many smokers have seen a fine tobacco plant

in full bloom, so we show you this picture. These

fine types of plants are permitted to flower and to

produce seed— to reproduce the Cream of the Crop

—enabling Luckies to maintain the same fine, uni-

form quality that smokers everywhere appreciate—so

round and firm and fully packed—free from loose ends.

ALWAYS thejinest tobaccos ALWAYS theJinest workmanship

ALWAYS luchiesplease!

it's toasted " for throat protection—for better taste Copr., 1933. The American Tobacco Company





n STAR TRIUMPH/ IM
Now Comes the Year's Most Celebrated Hit!

MARIE DRESSLER
JOHN BARRYMORE
WALLACE BEERY
JEAN HARLOW
LIONEL BARRYMORE
LEE TRACY
EDMUND LOWE
BILLIE BURKE
MADGE EVANS *KAREN MORLEY

*JEAN HERSHOLT ^PHILLIPS HOLMES

DINNSR

"DINNER AT 8" flames with

drama . . . the fallen mat-

inee idol . . . the millionaire's

frivolous wife. ..the amorous

doctor of the idle rich . . .

stolen hours of romance

. . . each thrilling episode

played by a great STAR!

No wonder it was Broad-

way's advanced - price film

sensation for three months.

It is YOURS with a thousand

thrills NOW!

Screen play by
Frances Marion
and Herman J.
Mankiewicz.
From the Sam H.
Harris stage play
by GEORGE S.
KAUFMAN &.
EDNA FERBER

Produced by
David O. Selznick

Directed by
George Cukor

GOLDWYN • MAYER



Modern Screen

SHE'S GRAND ON A HO^f^AND A DANCE FLOO! — BUT OH, HER TERRIBLE TEETH 1

J\

'ulie sits a horse like a slim young prin-
-and rides like a demon Legion-

naire. She's as daring as she is lovely.

But there's a "but" about Julie! J\

'ulie dances as lightly as a floating au-
tumn leaf. And herfrocks are scanned by
many an envious eye! But the "but"
about Julie spoils all her good times!

~TT oung men ride with Julie—and they
dance with Julie. But they never,

W never propose to Julie. For the "but"
JL about Julie is her teeth!

'f only Julie would look into the mirror—
and see what the men see: her dingy,

dull teeth! Julie doesn't dream that "pink
tooth brush" is the cause! J

ulie's dentist could tell her that she
needs to massage her tender gums—with
Ipana. If only Julie knew about Ipana
"Tooth Paste and massage . . • I

t wouldn't be a month before her teeth

would look grand! Her gums would be

firmer. Her smile would be attractive.

And Julie could hold her men!

Fjerhaps you have been a

"Julie"-and have allowed

"pink tooth brush" to spoil

your teeth and your smile.

Don't be a "Julie" any longer. Get
IPANA Tooth Paste. And not only
clean your teeth with it—but each
time put a little more Ipana on your
brush or fingertip, and massage it

directly into your tender gums.
Modern gums tend to become

flabby and unhealthy—and to bleed
— because modern foods are not
sufficiently rough and crunchy to

stimulate them. Your gums need
massage— with Ipana.

Your dentist knows that there is

ziratol in Ipana. This aids in toning

THE'iPANA TROUBADOURS"ARE BACK! EVERY
WEDNESDAY EVENING ... 9:00 P. M,, E. S.T.

WEAF AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

the gums back to healthy

hardness. And when you
are rid of "pink tooth
brush," you aren't likely to

pick up gum infections like gingi-

vitis, Vincent's disease, and pyor-

rhea. You'll feel safer, too, about
the soundness of your teeth.

Ipana is a good tooth paste—and
it is good for tender gums. Use it!

You'll have good-looking teeth!

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. K-14
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA
TOOTH PASTE. Enclosed is a it stamp
to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Stale
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FEATURES
GARBO FALLS IN LOVE Mary Ann Stevens 12

The Queen of Mystery succumbs to Cupid! What will the outcome be?

—AND CLARA BOW GOES GARBO Gladys Hall 13
Fact! The Brooklyn Bonfire craves solitude, the company of Rex Bell, and a good book or two

NO ROMANCE BALLYHOO, PLEASE Carter Bruce 14
These sweet newlyweds, Frances Dee and Joel McCrea, demand—and get—privacy

MY TEN FAVORITE HOLLYWOOD STORIES Irvin S. Cobb 1

6

The famous humorist recalls chuckles from Talkie Town

JEAN HARLOW'S TROUSSEAU Virginia T. Lane 24
The most glamorous blonde has the most glamorous clothes! Look and see!

THE PRIVATE HISTORY OF A CROONER Walter Ramsey 28
The life of Dick Powell is the story of a regular guy, crooner or no crooner

IF YOU MET MAX BAER. Katherine Albert 32
Der Maxie, you'll discover, is like no one you ever met before

MARTYRS TO AMBITION Faith Baldwin 34
An article that will make you think—and wonder—and feel rather sad

DICK CROMWELL SURPRISES YOU Caroline Somers Hoyt 40
The glamorous women in his life would put to shame a Casanova

JOAN CRAWFORD'S "DANCING LADY" CONTEST 43
Marvelous Prizes! Lots of fun! Read the details

COULD YOU "TAKE IT"? Barbara Barry 46
The Mad Marxes make the life of their stooge, Margaret Dumont, miserable. But she loves it!

HOW A STAR WAS CREATED Charles Beahan 50
Margaret SuIIavan meant what she said. But—she changed her mind. Why?

WITH HEARTBREAK BETWEEN THE LINES Adele Whitely Fletcher 54
You'll be amazed at the lonely letters—begging letters—despairing letters the stars receive

REPENTING AT LEISURE Martha Kerr 57
Judith Allen married for love but she married in haste, too Read the inside story

I'VE DRESSED THEM ALL Howard Sreer 62
This famous designer brings you more fascinating anecdotes

MODERN SCREEN MINIATURES
Davids lost love Sonia Lee 66

David Manners 1

first love was too beautiful to last

GAMBLING FOR FREEDOM Jack Grant 66
All about an amusing pact between John Miljan and his wife

why Hollywood spurned her Nanette Kutner 67
Have you wondered about Evelyn Brent? Here's the answer

head OF the FAMILY Jack Jamison 67
A charming story about little Cora Sue Collins that you'll adore

YOU CAN HAVE CLOTHES THE STARS WEAR Margery Wells 70
You really can! You might even win one—free! Read the details

DEPARTMENTS
REVIEWS—A TOUR OF TODAY'S TALKIES

Just criticisms of the current films

BETWEEN YOU AND ME
Your department— to express your views

THE HOLLYWOOD TIMES
Our last-minute newspaper

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD KNOW
Are you up on your low down about the
stars? Here's the latest

MODERN SCREEN PATTERNS
You can make them—so easily. And
so inexpensively

6

10

35

36

72

HOLLYWOOD CHARM GOSSIP 74
All the news on the latest fashion wrinkles—from the fashion center

THE MODERN HOSTESS Phyllis Deen-Dunning 76
Grand late-supper or after-party dishes
that any hostess will want to know

BEAUTY ADVICE Mary Biddle 78
An expert tells you important facts about
poise

DIRECTORY OF PICTURES 80
Short reviews of current films

And also: Portraits, 19; Picture News, 48; Gallery of Honor, 51;
Babes in Joyland, 58; Double Christening, 60; These Mad Musicals'
64; Dressed for the Bowery 68; Hats for Winter Dresses, 73.

ERNEST V. HEYN, Editor

MARY BURGUM, Associate Editor ABRIL LAMARQUE, Art Editor WALTER RAMSEY, Western Representative

Published monthly and copyrighted 1933 by Dell Publishing Company, Incorporated. Office of publication at Washington and South Avenues, Dunellen
N. J. Executive and editorial offices, 1 49 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y George T. Delacorte, Jr., President; H. Meyer, Vice-President; M Dela-
corte, Secretary. Vol. 7, No. 2, January, 1934. Printed in the U. S. A. Price in the United States $1.20 a year; 10c a copy. Canadian sub-
scriptions, $2.40 a year. Foreign subscriptions, $2.20 a year. Entered as second class matter September 18, 1930, at the Post office at Dunellen, New

Jersey, under act of March 3, 1879. The publishers accept no responsibility for the return of unsolicited material.



If It's a PARAMOUNT PICTURE . . . It's the Best Show in Town



(Left) Miriam Hopkins, Fredric March and Gary

Cooper in "Design for Living." (Right) Myrna

Loy, Max Baer and Walter Huston in "The

Prizefighter and the Lady."

REVIEWS
A TOUR OF TODAY'S TALKIES

By WALTER RAMSEY

LITTLE WOMEN (RKO)

PERFECT. If all the superlatives in the following
reviews were grouped together—and another dozen

added—there still wouldn't be enough to express ade-
quately the beauty, the sheer loveliness of this master-
piece. This is the picture of pictures and should go down
as one of the finest things ever tackled in the film industry.

Besides the delightfully human story (one you are all

familiar with), marvelous photography and brilliant direc-

tion, you have the privilege of watching the performances
of the most perfect cast ever assembled, headed by Kath-
arine Hepburn, than whom there is none better. She was
grand in "Bill of Divorcement" and "Morning Glory."
She is amazing in this! You'll long remember her Jo
March.

Joan Bennett as Amy, the youngest of the March clan,

was a delicious surprise. We didn't know she was such a
swell actress. Jean Parker as Beth and Frances Dee as
Meg topped anything they have ever done. Spring By-
ington was ideal as Mother March. Edna May Oliver
as the aunt, Paul Lukas as Professor Baer, Douglas Mont-
gomery as Laurie and Henry Stephenson as Mr. Law-
rence were all outstanding. And a special bouquet to

George Cukor, the director.

But why say more? See it for yourself, and you will

agree that it is one of the greatest. It is a picture that

will be enjoyed and wept over by everyone.

[".

Recommended

Specially recommended

Brief reviews on page 80. ]

Little Women
The Prizefighter and the Lady

Footlight Parade

Only Yesterday

Eskimo

Man's Castle

Design for Living

King for a Night

The World Changes

Christopher Bean

Broadway Through a Keyhole

The Mad Game
The House on 56th Street

White Woman
The Invisible Man
The Worst Woman in Paris

Female

Olsen's Big Moment

My Woman
The Kennel Murder Case

Special Investigator

Havana Widows

Hell and High Water

College Coach

THE PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY (M-G-M)

J7XTRA SPECIAL. This film excels anything ever

#T/ done in this line. The story packs a terrific wallop.

The fight between Max Baer and Primo Camera is alone

worth the price of admission. Besides this, there's a swell

love story, glorious acting, including the surprise per-

formance of Baer, and direc- (Continued on page 8)
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EAUTY CONTEST?" Cer-

Get a Camay Complexion and

You'll be Admired Wherever You Go

tainly! Every woman in the

world is entered. Your beauty,

your charm, your skin are judged

by every man and every woman
you chance to meet.

So get yourself a Camay Com-
plexion! It will earn for you favor

and praise. And then you'll thank "My skin is so much fresher since

heaven for a soap like Camay which I've been using Camay," said a young

imparts to the feminine skin a lovely New Yorker. "I admit I admire

peach-bloom texture. myself in the glass."

"The Soap of Beautiful Women is THE -,GOOD taste trend"
an excellent name for Camay," wrote is all to Camay

a girl from Washington, D. C. "Every Try Camay yourself! Use it faith-

girl I know who uses Camay has a fully for one month! It's changing

lovely clear complexion. the soap habits of the nation ! Every

day thousands and thousands of

women— forsaking all other soaps

—are taking up Camay.

Perfumed as if it came from

Paris— smart as the newest fashion

—Camay looks and smells high-

priced. Yet you'll be delighted to

know that it costs but a trifle. Get

a supply of Camay today!

Another Beauty Contest Won! The unforgettable thing about this girl is her lovely

Camay Complexion. It wins attentions— compliments— in her daily Beauty Contest.

Camay is the modern beauty soap— pure creamy-white and

lavish of lather. Wrapped in green and yellow, fresh in

Cellophane. Use it on your face and hands, and in your bath!

Copr. 1833. Procter & Gamble Co.

CAMAY .„ e Soap of Beautiful Women . . •



(Continued from page 6)

tion and photography that are pretty well-nigh perfect.

Briefly, the story concerns the cocky but likeable Steve

Morgan (Baer) who becomes a runner-up for champ
through the efforts of his manager, Walter Huston. He
woos and weds Myrna Loy, sweetie of Willy Ryan (Otto
Kruger), big nightclub racketeer. Success, plus femi-

nine flattery, goes to Steve's over-sized head—and Myrna
walks out on him. In a rage, Steve fires his manager,
goes on a drinking orgy and winds up in a sad condi-

tion for the big fight with the world's champ (Primo
Camera).

You'll like Baer as an actor. He makes the character

of Steve Morgan ring true and his song and dance num-
ber is a knockout. Myrna Loy give's a fine, sympathetic

performance. Otto Kruger plays brilliantly and Hus-
ton does his usual swell work.

You're bound to like this. The kids will love it and
fight fans will literally eat it up. See it by all means.

FOOTLIGHT PARADE (Warners)

Ti/TARVELO US MUSICAL. Here is the best yet

AVI. turned out by the studio that gave us "42nd
Street" and "Golddiggers of 1933." The story is so

good for this type of picture that it rates special mention.

Busby Berkeley deserves a great hand for his dance num-
bers, which are better than ever.

And what a cast: Jimmy Cagney does his role of the

musical producer in a fast, sizzling tempo. He should be

in love with his secretary (Joan Blondell) but, instead,

he falls for a dizzy, blonde golddigger. Don't worry, he
finds out in time to clinch with Joan. Then, there's that

team of Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell, who give you
some great numbers that will send you away whistling.

Frank McHugh . . . Guy Kibbee . . . Hugh Herbert . . .

but why say more?
The big climax comes when Jimmy is forced (in two

short days) to show three new stage ideas in three differ-

ent theatres, miles apart. The shows are knockouts. The
rush from one theatre to another is made via bus—and
the girls dress and undress therein. Then—the leading

man breaks down and who do you suppose steps into his

place. Right—James Cagney !

Take the whole family to this one and you'll see a
great show.

ONLY YESTERDAY (Universal)

EAUTIFUL PICTURE. 'Tis seldom one runs

across a picture that is so human and pathetic that

even the most hardened need not be ashamed of a tear.

The picture begins in the year 1929, just as the market
crashes. Then there is a flash-back to the entry of our
boys into the World War—"which seems only yester-

day."

For the remainder of the story we are shown the his-

tory of two young sweethearts (Margaret Sullavan and
John Boles). Of their pre-war romance ... his sailing

before the wedding could be arranged . . . and his return.

He is a father, but he doesn't even recognize the mother

!

Margaret Sullavan, new to the screen, makes as de-
lightful and interesting an entrance to motion pictures

as we have ever seen. She is a superb actress—a different

personality. John Boles gives a fine, restrained perform-
ance. Billie Burke, playing the role of the girl's aunt,

does nicely and Reginald Denny handles capably the role

of Billie's husband.
While this picture is not particularly recommended for

children, it is placed on the "must see" list for all

others. (Continued on page 95)
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George Brent and Ruth Chatterton who are teamed in

Paul Lukas and Katharine Hepburn in the delightful "Little

Women."

Paul Kelly and Hugh O'Connell in "Broadway Through a

Keyhole."
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The star of the month—in a

story from the book-of-the-

month—makes the picture

of the month, as Warner
Bros, again team the author

and star of "Little Caesar"

. . . This roaring, real life

drama of a"plunger"of the

tracks, wagering body and

soul—hazarding love and

life, is hailed by a million

readers as W. R. Burnett's

greatest story. ..awaited by

fifty million theatre-goers as

Robinson's greatest picture!

4^ in

DARK HAZARD
A First National Picture with Genevieve Tobin • G/enda Farrell • Directed by Alfred E. Green



BETWEEN YOU and ME
What have you to say about the movies and its players? Remember, this

page is reserved for your opinions, so please air 'em

Dear Friends:

Keep your eye on Jean Muir, who appears in "The World Changes";

Paul Kelly in "Broadway Through a Keyhole"; Margaret Sullavan, in

"Only Yesterday"; Evelyn Venable in "Cradle Song"; Fred Astaire in

"Dancing Lady" and "Flying Down to Rio."

I think most, if not all, of these players are headed for big things.

When you've seen them, drop me a line and give me your honest

reaction.

Already you're expressing rabid and widely divergent opinions on

Mae West, and her chances for continued success. My thought is that

Mae went too far in "I'm No Angel"—the twisting of every possible

situation into a sex gag palled on me. Maybe I'm wrong. What did

you think?

Please address all letters to

The Editor, MODERN SCREEN

149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Opinions of a "Neutral" Fan

A "WELL WISHER" of Mussoorie,

India, says

:

I have a deep admiration of Amer-
ican talkies. Therefore, being neither

English nor American, I speak with-

out prejudice in making a serious

criticism of the appalling voices and
accents of many of the players.

Admittedly, Americanese for
Americans, but producers should re-

member that Hollywood films are not

made for the American public alone.

They are shown and heard all over
the world, on which Hollywood de-

pends greatly from the financial point

of view.

My criticism applies chiefly to fea-

tured players and supporting casts.

The stars, with few exceptions, speak
very well. Nothing could be more
attractive than the voices and pro-
nunciation of Ronald Colman, Ruth
Chatterton, Kay Francis or William
Powell. But George Raft, Jean Har-
low, Una Merkel and many others;
well, it's just too bad!

British films are making strides in

popularity against the American and
it is partly due to this voice ques-
tion. So, Hollywood, look sharp and
try to improve matters immediately,
if you want to retain your place of
supremacy in the film world.
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A Great Big Hand for the Big Bad
Villain

OVA HUNT of Huntsville, Ala.,

proves herself fair-minded when she
says

:

Sometimes I think movie fans
judge players by the roles they por-
tray rather than their acting ability.

This is most unfair. Of course, it is

only natural that we be thrilled when
the hero gets the upper hand in the
picture, but when it comes to com-
paring players or judging talent,

what about the villain? He usually
has the most difficult role in the cast,

a role that requires much rehearsing
and demands good acting. Watch
him in the next picture and see if I'm
not right. So, let us give more
praise to Jack LaRue, Irving Pichel
and others who play these difficult

parts. They certainly deserve it. So
here's mine.

A Big Bouquet for Lee

MARIE LA ROCHE of London,
England, writes from abroad to say:

I am not in the habit of writing
raves, nor am I the hysterical type
who goes crazy over each new screen
personality. But, after seeing Lee
Tracy's latest mirth-quake, I simply

must get some of my admiration for

this unique actor off my chest.

Mr. Tracy seems to actually live

each character he portrays and in-

terprets a role in an inimitable way.
This man is a comic genius. He can
have you "in the aisles" with laughter

one moment, gripping the sides of

your seat with excitement at his

amazing speed the next, and yet he
is able to bring a lump to your throat

quicker than any other actor when
portraying an emotional scene. He
has great sincerity. What a wonder-
ful character he made of the bewil-
dered and lovable "Private Jones."
Some of the scenes in this film were
the most poignant I have ever seen.

And so, all hail to the finest actor

on the screen. We cannot see enough
of this charming wisecracker.

Here's for Wholesome Entertainment!

IDA M. BELL of Philadelphia, Pa.,

writes

:

We—and I speak for a host of

movie-goers—would welcome another
Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter
film. Many of us are weary of crook
dramas, sordid stories and jazzy tales

and turn to this wholesome type of

entertainment as a flower turns to

glorious sunshine.

Both Gaynor and Baxter have the

gift of innate charm and appeal. They
both have the power of bringing out

the romance in a picture and making
it shine. Together, they have had
two cinema successes

—"Daddy Long
Legs" and "Paddy the Next Best
Thing." How about a third?

( We're all for it, too. Perhaps when
the powers that be at Fox read this,

the idea will appeal to them.)

Praise for Another Tracy

R. E. McCANN of Pacific Grove,
Calif., says :

Unless I am very much mistaken,

there is a certain actor who is fast

reaching the top of .his profession

and is also winning the admiration

of many a movie-goer.
It is Spencer Tracy who is making

a place for himself, a unique place

—

different from all the rest.

What that "something" about him
is, is difficult to say, but after seeing

"The Power and the Glory," I can
only quote, "You can't judge him by
ordinary standards—he was too big."

And Spencer Tracy is too big, has
too deep an understanding of the

character he plays to be regarded
merely as one of many.

Some Praise for Garbo and Gilbert

MRS. J. E. TURNER of Seattle,

Wash., writes

:

I can hardly wait for the picture,

"Queen Christina," to be released

(Continued on page 83)
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C ARBO
FALLS
LOVE-

By MARY ANN STEVENS

THE drama of that almost legen-

dary figure out of Swedish his-

tory, the royal Queen Christina

who masqueraded as a boy, now
being enacted before the cameras of

Culver City, cannot be half so exciting

as the thing that has happened behind

the cameras during the filming of the

picture.

Garbo has fallen in love ! This time,

with her new director, Rouben Mamou-
lian.

Only a few people on the M-G-M
lot know of it—the privileged few who
work daily on the set with Garbo, and
the members of the cast.

Jack Gilbert knows it. Jack—who
was once himself so madly, so publicly,

so obviously in love with the glamor-
ous Swede that his very existence

was dependent upon her momentary
favor.

It is a strange story, and no one yet

knows what the consequences will be.

For Garbo at her most docile and
phlegmatic has struck terror to the

hearts of the M-G-M executives with
her quiet, but none the less forceful,

decisions to work or rest as the mood
struck her.

With Garbo it was a case of love at

first sight. You read recently in Mod-
ern Screen of the beautiful gesture
which Garbo made upon her return

12

from Sweden when she heard of the

plight of Jack Gilbert.

She was, of course, interested that

Gilbert give a good account of him-
self, not alone for his sake, but for the

sake of her picture. She had taken

this stand. Now it was up to him to

make good.
And then she met her new director,

and what has happened to the aloof,

silent Garbo seems to have blotted out

all consideration for anything, anyone
else.

It is as if this woman who was born
to simulate and portray passion had
never been in love, never known love

before, as if her schoolgirl worship for

the tragic genius of Mauritz Stiller, her

brooding gratefulness which sometimes
blazed into love for the devoted and
adoring Gilbert, were but preludes to

the grande passion she now feels.

Her affection is so openly displayed

on the set, her sudden interest so in-

tense, that it has all but interfered with
the progress of the picture. Everyone
on the set knows—and wonders !

She does not mind. She must always
be looking at Mamoulian, those slum-
brous eyes lighting suddenly with ad-
miration—and more.
And how does Mamoulian return this

affection ? No one knows, yet. No one
dares ask. When a queen falls in love

(Above) On the "Queen Chris-

tina" set. A set that is seething

with emotion! Garbo in love—?

How does Gilbert feel about it?

And Rouben Mamoulian?

it does not seem quite the thing for one
to ask the favored one how he feels

about it. How should he feel ? Yet
there are those cynics (and Hollywood
has more than its share) who say,

"Mamoulian is, of course, anxious to

get a good picture, and he may be

—

well—just diplomatic. And it must be

an easy matter to be diplomatic in such a

situation." But time holds the solution.

And time, too, holds another solution.

What of Jack Gilbert, Jack Gilbert

who is trying to, who must make his

come-back in this picture ? How must
he be -feeling? What are his emotions
as he watches the progress of this latest

Hollywood affair

!

YOU say he is no longer in love with
Garbo. And you are right. You

say it cannot affect him. I am not so

sure of that. For he had no sooner

stepped onto the set to begin work than

Garbo lost interest in him completely.

It was as if he were someone hired to

do a job, not {Continued on page 87)



AND CLARA
BOW GOES

CARBO
By GLADYS HALL

(Top) Clara Bow and Rex Bell, her

husband, at the opening o.

"Hoopla." This is the only pre-

miere Clara has attended for ages.

She hasn't changed. She's being

herself for the first time in her

heretofore unhappy life. (Left) A
"typical" Bow pose—from' 'Hoopla!"

READ this story carefully. Make
note of the title. Cast an eye

on the pictures. Otherwise you
may suppose that there has been

a typographical error and that this

story and the one on the opposite page

have been accidentally switched.

Nothing of the kind, however, has

happened. This is a Bow story.

Clara tanks-she-go-home—and goes.

Clara never goes to parties, openings

(her own picture, "Hoopla," rated an

exception), the fights, the Grove, the

Vendome or any of the places where
stars foregather to make a little merry-

merry.
Clara wears no make-up off the set.

You wouldn't recognize her as Clara

Bow if you met her face to face under

the noonday sun.

Clara wears old clothes and takes

hikes.

Clara has a No Visitors sign on Iter

set. Just like Garbo. If you should
commit the criminal blunder of stum-
bling onto the Garbo set you would be
guillotined. Ditto for Bow.

Clara almost never gives interviews
and may go so completely Garbo as

never to give one again from this time
forth.

Clara is wearing spectacles. *She
has a slight astigmatism. She doesn't

care a rap—about wearing the glasses,

I mean.
Clara has the body of a Mae West,

she has the smart-cracking line on the

screen, the young voluptuousness, the

come-see-me-sometime eyes and curves.

She has the lone-wolf spirit of the

lonely Swede.

ALMOST from the beginning Clara
has played a lone hand. Almost

from the beginning Garbo played a lone

hand. I say "almost" because, in the

very beginning, Garbo did go to social

affairs, did give interviews, did pose in

shorts and bathing suits and what-nots

for photographers.

Even in her troubles, her newspaper
notoriety and other unpleasantnesses,

Clara has been, more or less, obscure

and alone. Wben she was sued (as

who is not?) it was by a little, salaried

secretary. {Continued on page 101)
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(Below) A picture taken after

their runaway marriage at

Rye, New York. Oh, yes—

they'll pose for an occasional

picture. To refuse would

only make the press more

avid. But no hand-holding

or lovey-dovey poses! Nossir!

WHEN Frances Dee and Joel McCrea had
bought their marriage license, they started out

to look for a little white church in which to

be married. They had always wanted to be
married in a white church. They found one in a small

town called Rye, New York. It was a Methodist church
and there they became man and wife.

But neither Frances nor Joel told me about the little

white church—nor any of the details in connection with
their wedding. I got what facts I'm about to tell you
from a close personal friend of theirs.

The one thing both Frances and Joel were set on was
that there was to be no romance ballyhoo. And they
were absolutely sincere—so sincere, in fact, that they did
not run from newspaper reporters and photographers.
This hide-and-seek game that many stars play with the
press is a sure-fire method of getting publicity. Frances
and Joel posed for their pictures together (but without
arms entwined about each other). They talked to a few

newspaper people (but without telling the reporters how
much in love they were).
Though they had been engaged for several months,

the wedding happened suddenly. Frances was at Fort

Myer, Virginia, on location for her new picture, "Rod-
ney." Something went wrong with the story and certain

scenes had to be rewritten. The company told her she

could go to New York for three days. That gave Frances

an idea.

She telephoned Joel at once. He hopped in a plane

immediately and the next day they were at City Hall get-

ting their license. The reporters hadn't been tipped off.

Nobody but the Chief Clerk knew who they were.

IT was Joel's first trip to New York, but when the

friends who went with them tried to point out the

Empire State Building and other points of interest, Joel

gave New York's skyline only the merest glance. He
was interested in just one thing—Frances.

. . . NO ROMANCE
14



By

CARTER
BRUCE

. . . The perfect married

couple! But Frances Dee

and Joel McCrea won't

use their love and marriage

as a publicity racket!

Here's why

A studio executive volunteered to lend them his road-

ster for a couple of days, so they could drive out of town
and find their little white church. Six days later the

owner of the car as well as the other New York Radio
Pictures executives were trying to find them. They
turned up a week—to the day —after their marriage, con-

trite at having caused anybody any trouble, but too happy
to care much. They had made one bow to Frances'
career. They had telephoned her company at Fort Myer
and discovered she wouldn't be needed.
And that was the way of the marriage and honeymoon

of Joel McCrea and Frances Dee. It was as simple as

that—and done with no hectic front-page stories, no pub-
licity, no ballyhoo.

It all came from an agreement they had made when
they first became engaged. They were not—they prom-
ised each other—going to do the things that most Holly-
wood engaged couples do.

Before their marriage they agreed to make a personal

appearance for their studio. It had just one string to it.

"Not one word shall be said about our going together

—

and no informal pictures shall be taken of us together."

Of course, the boys in the RKO publicity department
thought the couple were just kidding. They immediately

sent out a story to the manager of the San Francisco

theater where Frances and Joel were appearing to the

effect that "... this charming new Hollywood romance
. . . everyone expects them to elope on a moment's notice

. . . they might even be married on this little trip."

However, exactly ten minutes before Frances and Joel

were set to take their bows before the northern city audi-

ence, Frances got a look at the speech in the hands of

the master of ceremonies. He was trying to memorize
it and she caught such phrases as "Hollywood sweethearts

. . . another charming romance . . . elopement."

She stalked to her dressing room
; put on her hat. Joel

was summoned, consulted, and just like that they started

for the door marked exit. {Continued on page 105)

BALLYHOO, PLEASE!
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These are the Camera Coast

anecdotes which most amused

America's famous humorist and

connoisseur of wit. And so

Irvin S. Cobb has written

them down here for vou

A man back from Holly-

wood brought with him two
anecdotes regarding a gentle-

man who holds an important, indeed

a commanding, position in one of

the biggest of the studios. This
gentleman chooses subjects for

screening ; he casts companies ; he

passes on details of location, of cos-

tuming and of treatment ; he bosses

directors and he issues orders to

actors.

Once upon a time he was told

that the editorial department of his

plant looked with an eye of favor

on the project of making a film

version of "The Hunchback of

Notre Dame." Promptly he put his

foot down on it.

"Nix," he said, "we wouldn't do
it. The public is fed up on these

here college plays with football

players for heroes."

Later, he personally was super-
vising the taking of certain scenes
of a comedy. In the script pre-

pared from the author's scenario by
the continuity writer, he came upon
a line to the effect that the leading

woman should be pictured as seated

alone in a deep reverie.

"Come with me, you," he said,

indicating the assistant director,

the leading lady and the boss
camera-man. "I got just the place

Cartoons by

F. G. COOPER

for taking this here piece of busi-

ness."

He loaded the puzzled trio into

an automobile, got in himself and
bade the driver take them along a

certain road winding into the foot-

hills above Los Angeles. After an
hour or so of steady travel, they

came to where a narrow but pre-

cipitous canyon cut into the con-

tours of the landscape. Here the

leader of the expedition gave or-

ders to halt.

"There you are," he stated, with

a wave of his arm, "you could look-

maybe for a week and nowhere
you wouldn't find no deeper reverie

for her to be setting in than this."

When General Neville,

the hero of the defense of

Verdun, made his tour of

America he was the guest of honor
at a big public reception in one of

the Southern California hotels.

Among those jnvited to greet the

distinguished Frenchman were the

more prominent members of the

moving picture colony.

At the doors of General Ne-
ville's suite, Will Rogers met
Charlie Chaplin. Chaplin, who in

private life is a reserved and rather

shy little man, was considerably

fussed over the prospect ahead of
him.

"I suppose we're expected to say

a few words to the General," he
confided to Rogers. "But for the

life of me I can't think of the best

way to-start the conversation."

Rogers gave the problem a mo-
ment's earnest consideration.

"Well," he drawled, "why don't

you ask him if he was in the war,
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and, if so, which side he was on?
Then let nature take its course!"

Shortly before Wilson
Mizner, the famous wit of

Hollywood, died, he was sit-

ting in the Brown Derby when
there entered a bright youth, new-
ly arrived from New York. The
young gentleman, having made a

local hit writing gags for radio

programs and Broadway patter

comedians, had on the strength

of his genius secured a contract

to do comic continuities for one of

the smaller movie concerns. See-

ing Mizner hunched in a corner,

he asked for an introduction. And
as he clasped the bony hand of per-

haps the greatest wise-cracker

America ever produced, he said

:

"Mr. Mizner, I wonder howJt's

going to feel when two real hu-

morists get together?"

And Mizner, out of the corner
of his mouth, said: "Sucker, you'll

never know !"

A certain Hollywood ac-

tor got carried away by the

spirit of these Repealish
times and remained carried away
for several days. He came to him-
self in his own room without
knowing exactly how he got

there. A friend sat beside him.

"Hello," he said, "what day is

this?"

"This," said his friend, "is

Thursday."
The invalid thought it over a

minute.

"What became of Wednesday?"
he asked.

There is a certain young
actor out there, who, when
sober, is one of the most

companionable of men. But when he

indulges in strong water, his nature

changes. He becomes disputatious

and occasionally quarrelsome. Such
times, he delights to corner some
acquaintance and pin him down to a

definite position on a subject and
debate the point for hours and
hours and hours.

One night, being in one of these

alcoholically promoted moods, he
trapped a friend against the bar of

a Los Angeles club.

"You go 'round saying you know
so mush, don't you?" he demanded
belligerently. "You go 'round say-

ing you know so many people in

this town, don't you? Thatsh
kinda fellow you you are, aint' you
—huh?"
"Not at all," protested the hapless

friend. "I never
—

"

"Pleash don't contradict me," said

the actor ; "thatsh no way to carry

on argument between gen'men.
Lemme get (Continued on page 93)
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Katharine Hepburn's sudden snootiness toward news

^/l^l^ ^C/£^L 1/ lr-

photographers is based upon perfectly understandable

feminine vanity. The Hepburn freckles show up

in a news photo, you see^-they don't show under

screen make-up. Katie, has a pet hat she has bought in Paris and wore in "Christopher

Strong," "Morning Glory," and now treasures in her own wardrobe. It's a good luck piece.

Naturally, its style didn't suit "Little Women"—but perhaps it will appear in "Trigger,"

her next picture. On an ocean voyage she invariably gets sea sick.

i



Everyone on the set likes Paul Kelly. Everyone off the set does, too. He's a smiling Irish

lad with a friendly manner and a firm handclasp. Paul was recruited to the film ranks to play

an important role in "Broadway Through a Keyhole." Now he is making a gangster story

called, "Gentlemen, the King." When he has a day off, Mr. Kelly spends it on golf links.

His score is in the seventies. He is a good swimmer and an intrepid flyer.
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Jean Muir, technically a newcomer to the camera colony, has three talkies to her credit already.

"The Earth Turns" is to be her next. Jean owns a wardrobe of sports clothes, a new roadster

and a perfect photographic face. Valuable items for an ingenue to possess? We think so.

Miss Muir is unmarried for, she claims, she's too selfish to fall in love. Perhaps she's too

wise. When a difficult problem confronts her, she phones Jimmy Cagney, who is her pal.



One star who can wear maribou and ostrich feathers and spangles and never look over-dressed.

Because she's so slim and dainty, we suppose. Lilian Harvey has almost completed "I Am
Suzanne." She has worked every single day except eleven since she arrived in Hollywood.

During those eleven days she gave interviews. Lilian has an enormous appetite and doesn't stint it.

Dancing and swimming look after her slimness. Have you seen her In "My Lips Betray"?



Eugene Robert Sichee

At last— in "Design for Living" and "Chrysalis"—you are to see Miriam Hopkins wearing really

glamorous clothes. Like the one above. Hollywood folk call Miriam "the human dynamo."

She can accomplish more in one day than six women. She adores California in the daytime

but finds evenings boring. Hates bridge and night clubs and premieres. She'd like to smoke,

but can't learn how. She has one vice—forgetting appointments.
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JEAN HARLOW'S
Every bride wants an adorable fluffy negligee. And
Jean, who ordinarily sticks to pretty severe lines,

weakened just once when she saw the dove pink,

maribou-trimmed creation at the left. (Below, left

and right) She calls it her formal "picture" gown.

Corded gold lame. With a straight-cut cape (re-

movable, of course) which drapes cowl-fashion across

the back. And a mermaid train. The dark hostess

gown is jewel green sauvage velvet.

Clothes from Bullock's Wilshire. Specially posed for Modern Screen

OOD morning! This is the Duchess of Ginsberg
speaking. Get out of bed, darling. Maybe you
haven't noticed—but it's a perfectly beautiful day
and I'm going shopping for a trousseau. Want to

come along?" Jean Harlow's voice came bubbling over

the wires, gay with excitement.

Did I want to go along? Does Mussolini like black

shirts

!

We met in front of Bullock's Wilshire, that classically

modern shop where the clerks look like French countesses

and act personally interested in you. And anyway, I



TROUSSEAU
At the right is the sort of outdoor outfit which any

bride would adore for weekend trips with him. The
logwood seal coat is lined with gay plaid, to match the

skirt. (Below, left and right) For those occasions when
you want to look awfully smart, but not too dressed

up. A cocktail suit of Rodier gold tweed. With a

mink-brown satin blouse. A crazy little hat, circled

with mink. Then, there's the attractively "schoolgirl"

black frock of velgrana trimmed with dainty lace bows.

A cocktail suit of golden tweed, a schoolgirlish dress

of black velgrana and a stunning outdoor ensemble

T . LANE

think brides exert a charm all their own, don't you? Be-

cause clothes never have appeared more scrumptious.

And when you consider the bride was Jean . . .

"I sort of reversed the order of things. Married be-

fore I bought my clothes ! But we had to do things in a
hurry," she chuckled as we entered the regally quiet 18th

Century salon. Then the fun began.

Out came a negligee that was like sipping a heady cock-

tail while you listened to your favorite symphony—if you
know what I mean. Exhilarating and at the same time

aesthetic. The material was dove pink crepe patterned



with delicate satin flowers in pastel shades. And if that

doesn't do things to the imagination ! Like all self-re-

specting negligees it had a sheath silhouette and finished

with a grand swirl of a train. What made it even more
yum-yum were the huge cuffs and the collar of blue-

orchid maribou. Instantly my mind reverted to that

maribou of mother's reposing all these years in a half-

forgotten trunk. Would I delve after it as soon as I

got home—now would I

!

THIS is the season of seasons to haul out all those

"fine feathers and fluff" of former times, have them
cleaned, and use them to marvelous advantage.
"Um, I said I'd never go in for pastels," Jean was

musing to herself, "but, heaven help me, I'm weakening."
(N.B. She weakened all the way.)
"You know, Virginia, I don't think men want their

wives to be boyish or brilliant across the breakfast table.

They want to leave for the day's work with a pretty,

wholly feminine picture in mind. Fluttering-hands-about-
the-coffee-pot sort of thing—so you have to be sure your
sleeves are as becoming as your neckline. Pink, my dear

;

that's the morning tonic that puts them in a mood to do
battle against the world for the little woman !" Jean's
jolly laughter rang out but I couldn't help wishing all

young brides had as much wisdom.
"No," she went on, "I'm going to keep my more exotic

'hostess' dresses for dinner at {Continued on page 84)
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(Above, left and right)

Perfect taste—perfect

tailoring. Jean's golf

suit—which will stand

up well, too, under

hard wear to and from

the studio. It's of

green wool. The

black velvet evening

gown is, we think,

Jean's grandest dress.

The bows on the hips

give it a new silhou-

ette. The slit in front

and the short train

are ultra-glamorous.



(Above, left and right)

Jean chose beige and

brown for her riding habit.

The coat and slipover she

wears beneath it are beige

suede. The breeches are

cavalry twill. Then—Jean's

separate topcoat—so handy

to go with other costumes.

This is loosely woven

tweed in a brown and

white check. (Left) The

black velvet and ermine

wrap that goes with Jean's

velvet evening gown.
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T. Ye Crooner at ye age of

one. 2. Ye crooner at ye age

of three. Both these pictures

were taken in Mountain View,

Ark. 3. Master Richard on

the right. Big brother Luther

on the left. Waiting for a

street car, we suppose. 4. At

the age of about ten, Dick

went into his thoughtful,

studious phase. He was so

wrapped up in his own thoughts

that he'd even do chores with-

out demanding the usual dime

or quarter. 5. Dick, at eight,

in full Wild West regalia.

That's the youngest Powell,

Howard, with him. 6. This

was the Powell home at Berry-

ville, Arkansas — a town of

twelve hundred souls, all of

whom considered the Powell

house pretty fine and the

Powell kid, Dick, a regular

imp—which he was.



THE PRIVATE HISTORY
OF A CROONER

THE first professional crooning experience of Mr.
Richard Powell occurred in his eighth year when
he discovered that Uncle Billy, , the old station

master down at the railroad track, would pay him
five cents a chorus for singing "Casey Jones." Though
he was later to receive thousands of times that amount
for his crooning talent, at the time the pay-off

more than exceeded his fondest expecta

tions. His wants were very simple. A
bag of jelly beans, or a soda—what
more did life have to offer ? There
were even music-loving mo-
ments when Uncle Billy would
go for fifteen cents worth of

"Casey Jones." Then Mrs.
Powell's little boy con-

sidered himself up in the

big dough.

For every single earthly

duty he performed, the

juvenile Richard de-
manded and received pay.

Helping his mother with

the dishes rated a nickel.

Helping his father with
fence repair earned a dime.

Heavier chores extended as

high as twenty-five cents. He
did nothing for nothing.

Says Dick : "I was born with a

Hollywood-contract mind. Later,

this inborn insistence of mine for

raking in the shekels threw me for a

terrific loss and nearly cost my life into the

bargain, but that was not until Hollywood happened

to me. In the beginning it was my family that held the

original contract on my services and they paid and paid!"

STRICTLY speaking, that "original contract" began

the day of his birth, November 14, 1905, in Mountain

View, Arkansas. Mountain View's entire population

totaled eight hundred, of which the Powell family were

four (counting Mr. and Mrs. Powell and Dick's older

brother). The family swelled to five two years later

when another son was born. The Powells were of mod-
erate means. Mr. Powell worked as a traveling salesman

for the International Harvester Company. His salary

was sufficient (just) to provide his family with the neces-

saries of life, which consisted of a frame home facing the

town square, three meals a day through the week and. a

"chicken blow-out" on Sunday.

The first three years of his life Master Powell spent in

howling to high heaven. All members of his family have

frequently informed him that he was a crying baby. He
screamed when the lights went out—and he bellowed

when they went on. He bawled for his food—which gave

him gas pains—and then hollered a couple of hours be-

cause of that. It was a relief to everyone, including the

harassed neighbors, when little Dickie Powell was old

enough to don short pants and hie himself off to rural

kindergarten every morning.
When he was six years old he fell in with bad com-

pany. The two Cass boys were, according to local repu-
tation, hoodlums. They were seven and six years old

respectively, and it was the Casses who initiated Dick
into the art of the B-B gun, into filching

Sunday school contributions for ice

, cream sodas and other fascinating

misdemeanors. He was an apt and
attentive pupil, often contributing

several ideas of his own.
Mrs. Powell used to throw up
her hands and declare for

life she didn't know where
Dick got his ways. Her
oldest son was a model of

correct deportment. The
baby who arrived two
years after Dick was a

lamb. Mrs. Powell fre-

quently broadcast the

thought that Dick was
like his father's side of

the family. And yet, with

all her scoldings and lec-

tures, it was quite clear

that the black sheep was her

prime pet. The family rela-

tionship was never more clearly

related than the day Master

Richard fell against the kitchen stove,

nearly braining himself. He went out

like a light.

"Dickie, darling," screamed Mrs. Powell, "don't

die! Don't die!"

The mutilated Richard revived just sufficiently to take

in the drama of the situation. "Can I have a quarter if

I live?" he breathed faintly. The frantic Mrs. Powell

ran for her purse and returned with the death reprieve.

Ten minutes later, her miraculously revived son was re-

cuperating on a drug store stool under the soothing effects

of a banana split. However, the fall against the kitchen

stove had been a nasty one. To this day he carries

the scar.

DICK managed to pass through one grade of grammar
school in Mountain View before his father was pro-

moted by the Harvester Company to the larger territory

of Berryville, a town of about one thousand two hundred.

His increase in salary and authority not only meant a

newer and nicer home for his family, but also a real back

yard with a couple of cows, a pig or two, chickens and

fifty or more white rabbits. The latter were Dick's

property exclusively. He was a rabbit breeder and

"fancier" of the highest order. Occasionally he sold them.

But with the rabbits, for the first time in his life, his

money sense was fogged. He loved every one of them

and it was difficult for him to part with any one, even for
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I. The whole family out for a Sunday

airing in the Bui'ck— 1916. Mama and

papa, Dick—with an eye for the spot-

light—draped on the engine hood, and

the other two Powell kids in back. 2. At

a Boy Scout camp in the Ozarks. Dick

was about fourteen, then. 3. Luther,

the studious one, Howard, the baby, and

Dick in the backyard of the home in

Little Rock. 4. Would you believe it?

Note the fit of the coat. He was about

eighteen. 5. This was taken for his best

girl in Little Rock. During the sheik

phase. Dick was quite the beau of the

town—or was it his father's car which

made him so popular? 6. The attractive

young man as he is today.



twenty-five cents. In fact fifty hardly tempted him.

When he was not engaged in his rabbit fancying, he

attended school—a typical one-room country schoolhouse

"down by the mill." It was located a mile and a half

from the Powell home and Dick and his brother covered

the distance on the back of the proverbial old gray mare.

Spring in Arkansas was a season of beauty and delight.

All about them spread large fields of daisies blowing softly

in the April breezes. White clouds floated like cream
puffs overhead. The air was filled with the scent of apple

and cherry blossoms. But to the two barefoot boys astride

the plodding old horse, these beauties of nature were
merely places and things.

The daisy fields were mere battlegrounds where points

of honor were defended and fought out by the gang. And
many is the battle Dick had in the daisy field that ad-

joined his home.
When young Powell was nine years old he fell in love

with a tender young miss named Mary Burton George.

It was an intense and confusing emotion, complicated by
the fact that Mary's brother Pat could not abide Dick.

It was all Pat could do to restrain himself when Dick
was invited by the George family to take a ride in the

Ford on Sunday afternoons. The three children were
always relegated to the back seat and it was a fine point

of the Powell technique that he was able to hold Mary's
hand under the laprobe and look romantic, while at the

same time he was getting his shins kicked by his love's

brother. On three different occasions they had it out

in the daisy patch. Pat was larger and older, which is

another way of saying that Romeo Powell seldom ever

came out on the top side of the heap. There were bitter,

scratching moments when young Dick wondered if love

was worth all the hell it raised—just as older and wiser

men have been wondering since time began.

But life was not exactly a continual round of daisy

field battles with Pat. There were the usual marble games
behind the court house and, of course, the swimming hole

where the kids went in minus the formality of a bathing

suit. A boy pushed Dick into the deepest part of the

stream one day—and that is where and why he learned

to swim. i _
j

(

It was at this stage of his life that he began to develop

that desire for solitude that comes so puzzlingly and
suddenly into the life of every boy. Though he still liked

to play with the kids, he discovered much to his surprise,

that he was equally happy in his own society. Way out

back of the barn where no one could see or hear him, he

would lie for hours against a stack of hay, thinking his

own thoughts. He became less of a nuisance to his family.

No longer was he given to squawking and howling about
everything that displeased him. In one of his trance-like

moods he would even help with the chores without let-

ting out a yelp for pay. His worried family came to the

conclusion that he must be slightly ill. But, physically,

his health was perfect.

It was mental growth that young Powell was suffering.

He was beginning to awaken to the fact that there was
a world out beyond those Arkansas hills, a puzzling world
of which he knew nothing. This knowledge had been

borne upon him during his weekly excursions to the

Berryville picture show where he watched Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne, clad in swell clothes, re-

create synthetic romance. At first his interest in the

movies had been purely mechanical; his pal, the theatre

projectionist, would let him run the film now and then.

But as the weeks went by, his interest switched from the

fun of operating the mechanical toy, to the reels and reels

of exciting stories his own hand was cranking out on the

screen.

HE began to see himself not as an Arkansas Hill Billy

but as a suave man-about-town (preferably New

York) like Francis X Bushman. He frequently commit-
ted to memory the long sub-titles that accompanied the

pictures, and would rehearse them out loud when he was
alone. With the money which he had saved from his

dish-washing and fence repairing chores, he bought him-
self a straw hat with a red and yellow plaid band around
it. He began to wear shoes and stockings even on week
days. One day, arrayed in his finery, he was strutting up
and down back of the barn. With elaborate gestures,

a la movies, he would tip his hat to the amazed and wide-
eyed cow that gazed out from her stall. Dick was declaim-

ing, "Good day, my fine woman," just as his brother

rounded the corner with a milk pail. He (the brother)

almost dropped it in surprise at the picture that met
his eyes. "Are you goofy?" he shrieked. But with a
withering glance, his blood kin passed him by and stalked

with dignity into the house.

But, crazy though his antics might have been, they were
the beginning of a feeling of restlessness in the juvenile

Powell bosom. He craved, and developed, more "dignity"

even into his play hours. His studies received more and
more of his attention. His clothes and appearance became
highly important. His strange new mood found but one
friend in Berryville—young Digby West, son of the local

banker. (Digby, who has since been graduated from
•Cornell and who is married now and president of his

father's bank, is still an intimate friend of Powell's.

Since their kid days they have never been out of touch
with one another.) Though the advent of Digby and Dick
into the ranks of the Boy Scouts was not exactly popu-
larly approved by the Berryville gang, join it they did

and very seriously went about their business of "one
good deed a day." Their first kindnesses were bestowed
on one another—by previous agreement. They decided

that Dick should present Digby with a red tie and in re-

turn Digby was to purchase Dick one of those diamond
sparkler rings from the five and ten cent store. One day,

in climbing a tree with Digby, the ring caught on a
branch and nearly tore his finger off. But he would have
regretted the loss of the finger far less than he did the

actual loss of the ring.

When Dick was twelve, his family moved again—this

time to Little Rock, capital and largest city of the state.

With the exception of parting with Digby, which the move
necessitated, Dick was overjoyed with his change of locale.

Compared to Berryville and Mountain View, Little Rock
was a bustling metropolis.

Nor was Dick one to welch on the opportunities of

city life which had come his way. He set about to study
his lessons with a diligence born of ambition. His older

brother, the studious one, was setting a very high-pow-
ered example for him. He was the editor of his high

school paper, was taking piano lessons and French, and
his fame as an all-state basket ball player rated his pic-

ture in the paper five or six times during ball season.

It was such glory as this that young Dick craved, and
during his seventh and eighth grades in grammar school

he studied like the very old Ned. Even a pretty girl

named Elizabeth Weldon whom he might have fallen for

hard (in a less serious and ambitious frame of mind)
was merely relegated to the role of a cute kid to take

riding on the handlebars of his bicycle.

Mr. Powell, Sr., had now risen to an excellent execu-

tive position with the Harvester company. Bonuses and
salary raises were coming in regularly. And just as regu-
larly did the Powells move. From Twenty-fourth Street

they moved to 1723 Izrid Avenue, their first automobile

appeared on the horizon, and the Powells were on easy
street.

Where nickels and dimes had formerly been dished out

to their son, Mr. and Mrs. Powell were now digging into

their pockets for dollars. Dick boasted the loudest shirts

and the tightest pinchback {Continued on page 106)
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IF YOU
MET
MAX
BAER

You'd be completely

flabbergasted, that's

what! Nothing

exactly like him has

ever been seen on the

Hollywood horizon

By KATHERINE
ALBERT



OULD you rather I talked to you
like I am—just in my shorts,
Katherine, or should I go over to
my dressing room and put on
some clothes?"

It was a terrific problem for
the pugilistic Max Baer. You could tell by the
very bewildered way his forehead wrinkled that it

was by way of being a big decision. Not being
able to cope with it all by himself, he left it up to
me. We had, incidentally, met just a second before.
Mind you, the question of modesty did not occur

to Max. It was simply—and one can see his mind
working as one may watch the inside of a clock
(the only difference being that a clock is more com-
plicated)—it was simply this: did he look more
ravishing in the purple fighting trunks and loose
flowing bathrobe or would he knock me cold
quicker if he were all done up in his smart street
clothes? Max couldn't decide. He likes himself
both ways.

I decided in favor of the street clothes. It was
not a question of modesty with me, either. I'd
seen him in shorts—that's all. I thought a little

variety would be fun.

It took him quite a while to change. After all,

he had to be impressive, but in due time I found
him seated opposite me in one of the offices in the
publicity department at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios. Max (remember that he had called me
Katherine instantly and I didn't want to be outdone
in informality) filled the chair and slopped over
the sides. His personality filled the room.

"Tell me about yourself," I began.

THAT approach—with the average movie actor—usually brings, "Oh, there's nothing to tell

about me," or, "Well, what, specifically, would you
like to know about me?" It is, as a matter of fact,

an old and not very good approach any more. But
looking at Max Baer I couldn't think of anything
else to say.

"Tell me about yourself," I had said. Max
thought that was a fine idea. So he began to tell.

"My wife's eleven years older than me, see?
We've been married two years and separated four
times and divorced once. She's got
money. But she's jealous of my
success.

"Of course, when we walk
down the street together I'm al-

ways followed by a bunch of kids ( J
\

who beg for my autograph. It's r '

good business to sign for the
j /\

kids. Besides, I liked kids. But
she always stands by in a bored
way while I'm writing my name.
Just jealous, see? That's why (i

we got a divorce. >'

"There hasn't been a colorful fighter since Demp-
sey. I've got color. I'm young—just twenty-four
—I grew up on a California ranch. I'm colorful.

Why, whenever I walk into a newspaper office and
the reporters interview me, they always get a story.

That's swell for a champ."
I murmured that I could get his point of view.

And then I asked him how he liked working in

pictures.

"Sure, they're okay. No, I wasn't a bit scared.

What's there to be scared of a camera for? I was
more scared of Myrna Loy. I'd seen her in all

these parts where she knifes a guy in the back or

shoots him in the head or something. When I

heard she was working in my picture, 'The Prize-

fighter and the Lady,' I was scared. I thought she

might kill me. Then I met her and I said to my-
self, 'What's wrong with you—a great big fellow

like you scared of a little girl like her?' And I

wasn't scared any more. See, it was just all those

parts she plays. Now everything is swell.

"They want me to stay in pictures. They say

I'm swell in my part. But I think I'd be foolish to

sign up in pictures, don't you? See, there are lots

of movie stars—but there's just one champ."
I asked, rather timidly, "You're sure you're

going to win the title from Camera next June,

aren't you?"
"Sure I'm sure. I can win from Camera. You

see, we're having a fight in this picture. They
wanted me to knock Camera out in the picture, but

he wouldn't take a knock-out. He said it was bad
for a champ to do that. So I said, 'If Camera
won't take a knock-out, I won't take a knock-out.'

They had to re-write the story. Now it's a draw."

He got up out of the chair and stretched himself.

"Well, Katherine, did I give you a story?" he

asked as he ran his hand over his dark curls.

"You Certainly did, Mr.—er—Max," I answered.

"Hope you see the fight in June," he said pleas-

antly. "Then you can tell people you met the

champ."
In a second he was gone. And I sank back in

my chair to ponder over Max Baer.

SHOULD I say he was conceited? Should I

make the leadvof my story, "Max Baer is the

most conceited man who ever set foot in Holly-

wood"? No, it wouldn't be fair, for it really isn't

conceit that permeates his personality. You couldn't

possibly say that a little child with a bow of pink

ribbon on her hair who preens before the mirror is

conceited, could you? That's the way it is with

Max. Nothing is sophisticated, nothing so civil-

ized as conceit could ever be a part of him. It is

just guileless, childish ego. Max Baer thinks he's

good. He sees no reason for hiding his light under
a bushel. And out on the M-G-M lot he has them
gasping.

When he first came out he announced that he
was engaged to June Knight. Somebody reminded

that he had—at that time—a per-

fectly good wife.

"Sure I know," Max said, "but

we're separated." It was diffi-

cult to explain that, really, one
couldn't be engaged to one woman
unless one were actually divorced

from one's wife. Max couldn't

see it. Now he and Dorothy
Dunbar are divorced. But in the

meantime Max has seen so many
pretty girls in Hollywood that he

has sort of forgotten about June.

He has, for instance, seen Garbo. And what's

more, he's seen her at work on the set—something

that not even M-G-M 's chief executives have seen.

Garbo, as you know, has her set guarded as if

she were wearing the Hope diamonds. No out-

side eyes are ever permitted to look upon her

while she works. In very intimate scenes not even

the electricians and property boys are allowed to

watch her. Black flats are placed around her

—

just out of camera range.

So you can imagine how everyone felt when
Max suddenly announced. "That Greta Garbo is

certainly a pretty girl. And it sure is interesting

to watch her act."

"Watch her act?" {Continued on page 86)
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"Think of the girls,

and the men, too,

who have held to their

young, quivering,

frightened lips the bot-

tle marked with the

skull and crossbones.

Because ambition

meant more to them

than life."

MARTYRS
to AMBITION
Ambition wrecks love. Takes lives. Ruins health.

Slays happiness. Hollywood knows!

By FAITH BALDWIN
Illustrated by FLO HERTY, Jr.

I
HAVE no statistics to prove it,

but it seems to me that ambition
has killed, directly and indirectly,

more men and women than bul-

lets. Not that I deplore ambition.

No one ever arrived anywhere with-

out it, but an overdose is sometimes
fatal. Ambition has not only wrecked
the lives of the people in whom it

has burned like a consuming
flame but the lives of the

other, innocent people dear
to them. It has taken its

toll of happiness, of body,
of soul and of mind. It has
become, at times, an obses-

sion with men and women,
not only of today but of all

eras. It has brought success
failure, it has brought happiness and
misery; it has been all things to all

men.
Suppose we look at some of the

people of Hollywood to whom ambi-
tion has meant the sacrifice of some-
thing dear to them. Let's take the

34
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long distance marriage first of all.

A lot of nonsense has been written,

and spoken, on the subject of suit-

ing one's marriage to convenience;

about the "glamor" of a marriage
which stays always fresh and new
and ardent because the two most con-

cerned see each other a good deal

less than ordinary people ; because

they inhabit separate
houses and thus manage
to perpetuate an eternal

»4yJT honeymoon.
This may be true, in a

sense, yet it isn't mar-
riage. Marriage, if it

means anything at all,

means a partnership and
a sharing and a togetherness. Of
course people who. are married in the

"ordinary" way often quarrel and are

sometimes bored, being human, and
are forced to watch certain lovely

things vanish from their union, but,

if they are sportsmen and well mated,

they watch, too, other things, just as

important, take their place. Marriage
as an institution has glaring faults,

perhaps. But so far no real substi-

tute has been found for it that is

really satisfactory. And these long

distance marriages of the screen and
stage and other professions are not

satisfactory. They can't be, because

they defeat every purpose for which
marriage was evolved.

THERE'S Katharine Hepburn,
for example. She is married to

an attractive and charming man,
whose business keeps him in New
York. Hers keeps her in California,

for the greater part of the time. They
meet, occasionally and briefly, and no
doubt are very happy in these encoun-

ters. But love thrives only in a

fertile soil, and this is barren ground,

is it not? One gets so out of the

habit of needing people, of wanting

them. One's interests become diversi-

fied and one cannot possibly see eye

to eye with {Continued on page 94)
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MANY MOVIE MARRIAGES UNDER WAY
WEDDING BELLS

SLATED TO RING

FOR FILM FAVORITES

CHARLIE CHAPLIN AND HIS BEAUTIFUL
FIANCEE. THE VIVACIOUS PAULETTE GOD-
DARD, ARE INVARIABLY AMONG THOSE PRES-

ENT AT THE MAYFAIR DANCES

MARY AND DOUG
WILL RECONCILE

Hollywood's Famous Pair

To Try Life Together Again

If reports of those credited to be "in the

know" are correct, it won't be long now
before Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair-

banks will patch their temporary marital

difficulties and take up life together again.

Steps toward a reconciliation were

affected recently by transatlantic tele-

phone, when Doug denied that he had any

notion of becoming a British subject.

Doug plans to return to Hollywood.

George Arliss Hunts Home

—To Play Rothschild

It begins to look as if George Arliss

had become a true devotee of California's

most-talked-of-town, for the British star

is about to forsake hotel life in favor of a

home of his own.
The star is slated to play Rothschild as

his next for Twentieth Century. The

r-olorful role of the renowned banker is

a distinct departure from any of the parts

Arliss has essayed recently.

News of the Lupe Velez-Johnnie Weiss-
muller marriage—scooped by Modern
Screen—started Cupid clinching romantic
deals in Hollywood. And cinema sweet-
hearts, who once planned to tread the

bridal path when they got around to it,

are now purchasing four-karat sparklers

and setting dates.

Gary Cooper and Sondra Shaw were
among the first to raid the jeweler's and
sally forth with a canary-colored diamond,
which is the first step to definitely with-
draw one of the colony's most eligible

bachelors from circulation.

Undoubtedly, as you read this, several

of the engaged couples will have taken the ^
"for better or for worse'' vows, only time
divulging who will beat who to the post

in the matrimonial sweepstakes.
Charlie Chaplin and Paulette Goddard

will reach the altar in June. The locale

of their wedding is to be England, which
country is also due to serve as the nuptial

setting for Cary Grant and Virginia Cher-
rill. However, Tom Gallery and Madge
Evans will wed much sooner. Their ro-

mance has almost become legendary. In

fact, it has endured since Tom and Zasu
Pitts came to the legal parting of the ways
and Madge arrived on the camera coast.

Russ Columbo and Sally Blane plan

to become Mister and Missus in the near

future, as do Mary Brian and Donald
Cook. It will seem strange indeed to see

little Mary, who has been Hollywood's
official belle for so long, devoted to one
man exclusively.

The Doris Warner-Mervyn LeRoy nup-
tials are definitely scheduled for January
and rumor hath it that Miss Warner's
friend, Gwen Heller, is due to meet Dick
Powell at the altar in the not-too-distant

future.

Big "Shrubbery" Shower

For Mary Brian's New Home

Something unique in the way of

"showers" occurred recently when Mary
Brian moved into her new home at Toluca

Lake. Everybody came and brought a

plant or a shrub. Quite a novel idea.

Margaret Ettinger thought it up and has

earned Mary's gratitude. It will be sort

of fun to point out Gary Cooper's fir tree

and Carole Lombard's hedge contribution

to visiting friends.

Norma Works on First Film

For Her Husband's Unit

Norma Shearer is all ready for work
again. This, after that extended Euro-
pean vacation which she and her husband
enjoyed last summer.
Mr. Thalberg will produce his wife's

picture, an original story called "Rip
Tide," from MacArthur's facile pen.

Flashes from Here and There
William Powell is going places and seeing

things with the luscious-looking Margaret Lind-
say.
George Raft's new "best gal'* happens to be

Shirley Grey.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., heart whole and fancy free

for several months, takes Irene Bentley to the
gay places.

'

Walter Disney's voice is heard in the Mickey
Mouse pictures. Walt speaks up for Mickey.
Gary Wright, is now escorting Countess Frasso,

who until recently was constantly in Gary
Coopers company.
Dorothea Wieck is that oleased that her hus-

band is visiting her in Hollywood.

WHEN VIRGINIA CHERRILL RECENTLY AR-
RIVED FROM A VACATION IN HONOLULU,
CARY GRANT WELCOMED HER AS SOON AS

THE MONTEREY DOCKED

MISS STANWYCK
RETURNS TO FILMS

Star in Hollywood Set

to Start New Picture

Barbara Stanwyck is back in Holly-
wood, keeping very much to herself and
wearing dark glasses. The star is not at-

tempting a Garbo, nor anything approach-
ing it. Fact of the matter is, Barbara
suffered a nervous collapse during her trip

east, which necessitated a two-months'
rest period, and absolute quiet.

The star's next will be "Broadway and
Back.

Bill Cagneys Credit Caption On

News Photo for Romance Start

There must be something to this "power
of suggestion" idea after all.

Bill and his bride, Boots Mallory, never
knew how much they cared until they read
a caption under a newspaper picture. Said
cutline avowed their undying devotion and,

'twas from its extravagant phrases that

the now happy newlyweds got the idea. A
few weeks later the pair were wed.

Lona Andre Assures Herself

a Gay Time at Her Own Party

There are several ways of insuring one-
self of attention and apparently pretty
Lona Andre knows all of 'em.

The young lady threw herself a Hal-
lowe'en Party and invited four of her
"steadies" and fifteen young male eligibles

appearing in "Search for Beauty." There
were no women, so Lona had all the
dances. You'll have to admit it's a sound
way to rate popularity !
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Marlene misquoted? Well, Diamond Mae claims that she didn't start the fireworks

One believer in Santa Claus, anyway.

Baby LeRoy, in ecstasy and pink

flannelette, sings a small carol in praise

of his new red automobile. For a

whole day, he's free from studio wor-

ries and work on "Miss Fane's Baby."

The most discussed pair of newly-

weds since Gloria brought home her

Marquis. Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie

Weissmuller, on whose runaway mar-

riage MODERN SCREEN scooped

such a grand scoop, are now "at home."

J. B. Scott

WHAT EVERY FAN

SHOULD KNOW...
GARBO is going to move.

Her peace has been greatly

disturbed ever since the

publicity broke in the news-
papers regarding a certain Oscar H.
Brosi, who was nabbed by police as

he was attempting to climb the wall

at Garbo's home. Brosi stated he
had been trying to see la Garbo for

three years. Unfortunately the ad-
dress of the star's home was given

—

1201 San Vicente Boulevard—with

the result that a dozen or more people

can usually be found outside the gate

hoping for a glimpse of the famous
Swede who refuses to be glimpsed.
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So yesterday, garbed in white ten-

nis shoes, white duck trousers, can-

vas gloves, a mannish polo coat,

beret and huge black goggles, Garbo
went house-hunting. Nothing suit-

able has been found yet.

THEY HAVEN'T MET YET!

trying to get• Paramount is still

Mae West and Marlene Dietrich to

gether for a photograph. They want
to put an end, once and for all, to

the battle that started when Marlene
was quoted in New York as saying

she had never heard of Mae West,

and they think a friendly picture will

turn the trick. They almost suc-

ceeded at the premiere of "I'm No
Angel," but Marlene managed to

slip in unseen. Mae declares she

won't make the first move as she

didn't start the fireworks and Mar-
lene insists she was misquoted. So,

for the present, the battle still rages.

• Gene Raymond was on his way
to keep a date with Mary Brian one
evening when his car suddenly came
to a dead stop at a busy intersection.

No amount of coaxing would get the

old wagon to budge. The traffic



Dix's hide-away... Maureen's big sparkler... Lilian's thrift! And other "inside" items

signals changed from a red STOP
to a green GO time and again, but

the bus remained adamant. Finally

a wise guy whizzed by and shouted,

"What's the matter, buddy, don't you
like the colors ?"

DIX LIKES CHICKENS

• At last we've found out why
Richard Dix spends so much time on
his "hide-away" ranch. For years

Rich and his "mystery ranch" have

been the subject of much discussion

in Hollywood. No one knew where
it was located except that it was
"somewhere in the Malibu Moun-
tains." There is no telephone, no
mail delivery. When Rich retires to

his ranch, he is merely "out of circu-

lation." At first, reports were that

he was writing a novel or a life story

or something. But now the secret's

out : he is raising chickens. He
started out with a few, as a lark, but

became so intrigued by the "fowl"

business that he's now operating on a
big scale and a profitable one, too,

they say.

• Never let it be said of Lilian

Harvey that she throws her money
away. During her lean days in Eu-
rope, before she became a success-
ful actress drawing a large weekly
salary, she learned the art of saving.

Whenever she needed a new dress or
a pair of shoes, she would lay aside

a certain sum of money each week
until the purchase price was reached.

And even now, when any shop would
only too gladly extend her credit, she

still sticks to this method of buying.

No purchase is made without first

planning and saving toward it. Lilian

laughs at her frugality, but claims

she really gets a bigger kick out of

doing it that way.

• Maybe not the most correct en-

semble, but Marlene Dietrich wore a

heavy red rough-neck sweater with

a couple of diamond clasps at her

throat at the Colony Club t'other

night.

J. B. Scott

(Above) At the Hollywood opening

of "I'm No Angel." The star herself,

Mae West, resplendent in lace gown,

white fox, orchids and diamonds,

makes her bow to the audience. (Right)

Jack La Rue and the pretty little Eng-

lish actress, Ida Lupino, at the Mae

West premiere.

J. B. Scott

(Right) It won't be long now. Cary

Grant and Virginia Cherrill, very much

in love and practically ready for that

march to the altar, at the "I'm No
Angel" premiere.

MASTER LE ROY TEMPERAMENTAL

• Baby LeRoy is acquiring tem-
perament now that he's a star. It

happened on the "Miss Fane's Baby
Is Stolen" set when the director or-

dered a tub of water for a scene in

which Dorothea Wieck was to bathe

Master LeRoy. The youngster took

one look at the familiar object and
put up a long, loud howl. He re-

fused to be quieted until the tub was
removed.

• Pity poor Katharine Hepburn.
She has to learn seven long dramatic

prayers for her next picture, in

which she portrays a faith healer.

• While broadcasting over the

radio recently on behalf of the pro-

posed actors' salary control clause,

Lilyan Tashman revealed the fact

that she is the proud possessor of

two hundred ermine coats. Lil must
have forgotten, for the moment,
that there is supposed to be a de-

pression.

• A great deal of discussion has
been aroused with the release of

M-G-M's "Bombshell," co-starring

Jean Harlow and Lee Tracy. While
everybody admits it's grand enter-

tainment, there are those who think

it unwise to debunk Hollywood.
They claim there are still people who
idolize movie stars, think Hollywood
a glamorous place, and to them, the

J. B. Scott
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picture will be a disappointment. On
the other hand, it is hoped that they

will see the humor of the thing and
not judge everybody and everything

in the picture business by this film,

which after all, was produced purely

for entertainment.

MAUREEN'S ENGAGED

• Maureen O'Sullivan is wearing a

big flasher on the correct finger and

Johnny Farrow is having his apart-

ment redecorated in Mexican style.

So, it looks like wedding bells in the

offing for these two.

• Leave it to the studio heads to

find a way out of most any situation.

Recently, when George Brent walked
out of the "Mandalay" cast, a

hurried call was put in for Lyle Tal-

bot to replace him. Lyle, who had

just figured in a nasty automobile

smash-up, appeared with a deep gash

across his forehead. Every trick

known to the art of make-up was
applied, but the gash loomed forth

in all its ugliness. Finally one of

the "heads" got a bright idea. He
sent for the scenario writer, and
after a few minutes' conference, it

was decided to have a paragraph

written into the beginning of the

script, which takes care of that scar

in a most heroic manner.

• Hepburn's stand-in, secretary,

seamstress, maid, cook and hair-

dresser are all wearing overalls now.

J. B. Scott

And so they were married. Andy

Devi'ne and Dorothy House. The pair

were cast as sweethearts and the roles

so appealed, they made 'em permanent.

• Here's some good news for you
"Three Little Pigs" fans : This Silly

Symphony has met with such tre-

mendous success that Walt Disney is

going to feature them (plus the Big
Bad Wolf) in several other Mother
Goose rhymes. In other words,
they're going to become regular
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stars like Mickey Mouse. Incident-

ally, folks are seeing "Three Little

Pigs" for the umptieth time and still

enjoying it.

• Speaking of "The Three Little

Pigs," a new cafe recently opened in

Hollywood called the "Three Little

Pigs Inn" and features the "Big Bad
Wolf Orchestra." Cute?

• Wags report Randolph Scott and
Vivian Gaye (Sari Maritza's pretty

manager) are looking at wedding
rings . . . Doris Warner is being

flooded with showers. Her wedding
to Mervyn LeRoy is scheduled for

January 3 . . . The Bob Kennistons

(Billie Dove) are blessed-eventing,

and the same is hinted of Thelma
Todd and hubby, Pat Di Ciccio.

j. ±s. Scott

Yes, it's Polly Moran and her handsome

new husband, Martin Malone. Polly's

marriage was a surprise.

GEORGE BREAKSTON'S BREAK

• Hollywood is always flooded with
yarns about new talent being "dis-

covered." Many of them mere fabri-

cations. But here is one that is

really true.

For weeks Frank Borzage had
been testing kid actors for the lead

in "Paul Street Boys." It was an im-
portant part and Borzage was frantic.

Pacing his floor one afternoon, he
happened to glance out through his

window and saw, crossing the lot, a
young lad about eleven. "That's ex-

actly what I want," the director

shouted, and was through the door
like a streak of lightning. His flow

of questions . . . "Who are you,

what's your name, how'd you happen
to be here?" almost frightened the

poor boy to death.

He finally managed to say his

name was George Breakston and he
was calling for his mother who
worked at the studio as a hat de-

signer. Funny part is, neither the

mother nor the son were a bit

thrilled about the prospect of George
becoming an actor. Borzage had to

plead with them before they finally

consented, and then the mother de-

clared it was merely to secure enough
money for George to aomplete his

education. Her boy, she said, was
going to be an engineer

!

J. B. Scott

Janet Gaynor and Jeanette MacDonald

are all set for the "Little Women" preview,

but obligingly pause to pose for our

cameraman.

• John Gilbert's worries are evi-

dently over. His picture with Garbo
is finished and the entire studio is

wreathed in smiles. There's a rumor
afloat that he may replace Chevalier

in "The Merry Widow," which
would be the height of something or

other for Jack. You will remember
bis decline started with the advent
of talkies because officials reported

his voice recorded badly. Now
"Merry Widow" is a musical and if

Jack draws the role, he will not only

talk, but actually sing!

APOLOGY
• In connection with the article,

"The Inside Story of Hollywood
Feuds," in the November Modern
Screen, we are in receipt of com-
munications from George Brent,

Ruth Chatterton (Mrs. George
Brent), and Ralph Forbes which
state that the details about them in

this story are inaccurate and place

them in a false and misleading light.

Since they are the parties concerned

in the paragraphs in question and are

the only ones in a position to know
the exact facts, we feel that it is only

just that we make a retraction and
apology at this time for these state-

ments.

TOBY'S ALL SET

• You've probably been wondering,

during these last few months, just

who Toby Wing is. Truth of the

matter is, Toby, the luscious-looking

blonde, has been under contract to



Wide World

This is not Alice in Wonderland, but

lovely little Maria Sieber, Marlene's

daughter. You'll see her with her

famous mother in "Catherine the Great."

Paramount for over three months
without a single assignment. But she

suddenly finds herself with two as-

signments. She'll make her debut in

"Chrysalis" and "Search for Beauty"
and is the gal excited ! And her con-

tract with Paramount was recently

renewed.

• Joel McCrea and Frances Dee
(the newlyweds) went furniture-

shopping the other day. After pay-

ing for a swanky-looking bathtub,

they discovered the state tax on it

amounted to $15.

Joel looked at Frances and whis-

pered, "A case where you're sorta

cleaned before the bath."

• Speaking of bathtubs. Mae West
never takes a shower. She prefers

tub baths, heavily scented.

• Marlene Dietrich's pet Scotty

Nicki, caused quite a stir of ex-

citement when she upset the tele-

phone in Marlene's room, threw the

receiver off its hook and started

barking for all she was worth. Cen-

tral, fearing something was wrong,

reported it to the police station and

in a few minutes several coppers

were pounding on Dietrich's door.

Nicki is in the dog-house now.

• A well-known wit says that ZaSu
Pitts is different from most Holly-

wood gals. She acts dumb but is

smart . . . while most of them act

smart and are dumb.

• Hollywood is buried under such

an avalanche of mail daily that most
letters (bearing the stamp of "form
letter") seldom get further than the

office boy. So when a certain form
letter suddenly hit the film capital

like a package of T. N. T., no one
was more surprised than the sender

himself, a certain Jack Moss, hard-
working insurance agent in Beverly
Hills. The letter stated that anyone
who could put his or her hands on
SI,000 was a possible subject for

abduction and went on to offer to

pay any ransom up to $10,000 for

the nominal sum of $8.35 per month.
Two or three of the stars, believing

they were "on the spot," stirred up
a big fuss. "Another racket," they

cried. The district attorney is now
investigating the matter while Moss,
swearing he's on the level, sits in his

office quite befuddled by all the sud-

den publicity and whatnot.

• There is no end to some people's

talent. Ramon Novarro, who just

finished a successful musical tour in

Europe, plans to produce his own
play in England next year. He will

be author, producer, director and
star.

JEANETTE'S IN DEMAND

• Jeanette MacDonald doesn't have

to worry particularly if she doesn't

get that role in "The Merry Widow."
Maurice Chevalier has stubbornly

refused to have Jeanette in the pic-

ture with him—professional jealousy

is said to be the reason—and this has

rather put the studio on the spot.

J. B. Scott

He was all ready for a hunting trip, when

the studio summoned Clark Gable for

retakes. However, being un-tempera-

mental, the star took it gracefully.

However, several other studios are

clamoring for her talents. Twentieth

Century has put in a bid for her,

RKO wants her for "My Gal Sal."

originally slated for Irene Dunne,

and M-G-M has another story in

mind for her entitled, "The Gold-

fish."

• Judith Allen and her mother are

both left-handed . . .Myrna Loy be-

comes a star with her latest flicker,

"Prizefighter and a Lady" and well

she deserves it . . . Unlike Garbo,
Katharine Hepburn doesn't mind
having people watch her work.

• A certain taxi cab driver in Hol-
lywood lost his best customer when
Alice Brady bought herself a car.

Until now, Alice has used his cab

exclusively since she first lighted into

the village.

• Maria Sieber (Marlene Diet-

rich's daughter) will have her first

fling at picture work in her mother's

next picture. She will portray Mar-
lene as a youngster.

• Clara Bow, the original "It" gal,

is now wearing spectacles. Doctor's

orders.

• We are told the word "curva-

cious," derived from the two words
"curves" and "vivacious," and espe-

cially coined to describe Mae West,
will be included in the new edition

of the dictionary. Mae should feel

honored, to say the least.

• Since their divorce, Max Baer
and Dorothy Dunbar go everywhere
together. That's the new Hollywood
custom, y'know.

• Mary Brian declares she's been
in a fog ever since she was cast for

the dreary (atmospherically speak-

ing) picture by that name. The en-

tire film was shot in a fog (composed
of mineral oil), and the one and only

day she had off, Los Angeles hap-

pened to be enjoying a real "San
Francisco fog." A few days later,

when the studio sent her out in a

blimp to make some publicity pic-

tures, the fog was so thick the pilot

cruised about for five hours before

he could see to make a landing. Ho,
hum, such is life.

J. B. Scott

Pat De Ciccio, Dorothy Dunbar (Max

Baer's "ex"), Max and Thelma Todd tune

up with "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad

Wolf?" Something new in quartettes!
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DICK CROMWELL
By CAROLINE SOMERS HOYT

MAYBE you've read all this stuff about Richard

Cromwell being a shy little country boy who
doesn't know what to say nor how to say it

—

a lad who gets embarrassed when he's out in

society. And maybe you've believed it. If so, get it all

right out of your head, for beneath that boyish exterior

beats the heart of a sophisticate.

Dick Cromwell—apparently the same shy, bashful lad

of "Tol'able David"—has known and known well the

most glamorous women of Hollywood. They have been
his real friends. He has collected them as one collects

autographs. What's more, all these women have liked

the lad for his charm, his wit and his unconventionality.

The women in Dick's life? The glamorous women he
has known? Just listen! Garbo, Crawford, Dietrich,

Bankhead

!

Dick had never said much about them until one after-

noon, the two of us sat chatting and he began to talk. It

was just one of those things that sometimes happen, for

I know he has never told these stories before. But they
were so amusing that I finally persuaded him to let me
pass them on to you.

Let Dick tell it in his own words.
"Naturally, I've always had a crush on Garbo. Who

hasn't? Even before I was in pictures—long before—

I

used to find out by devious methods the address of her
house and ride up and down before it waiting for her
to come out. She never came—and usually I'd discover
that she had moved to another house just about the time
I'd learned the last address.

"Then one day I was working in my shop and I saw
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Garbo drive up to a little candy and nut store. I dropped
what I was doing and tore around to watch her. She
bought fifty cents worth of nuts, looked in the bag and
said, 'My God, that's enough nuts to last me a month.'
And then she drove away.
"A couple of years passed before I saw her again. I'd

gotten in pictures by that time and also by that time I'd

told a lot of people how crazy I was about Garbo. Muriel
Ames—the wife of Robert Ames who died—and Sulka
Viertel (wife of Berthold Viertel) swore they'd fix it

for me to meet Garbo.

IT happened at a cocktail party—one of the few Garbo
has ever attended. I don't know what they had told

her about me, but at any rate, when I walked in she beck-
oned to me.

" 'You are the nice boy who like Garbo, yes ?' she said.

'Well, just for that, sit by me and I'll see that you get
plenty to drink.'

"She sat at the cocktail party all afternoon and didn't

move out of her chair. Every now and then she'd say
something and laugh that big laugh of hers, which some-
times means she is really amused and sometimes means
she is just bored.

"A few weeks later, Muriel Ames came over to my
house and began—as she always does—with 'Mercy, dear.'

Well, 'Mercy, dear'—I was going to see Garbo again

—

on a yachting party. 'Mercy, dear,' Muriel said, 'Can you
bear it?'

"I said I'd try.

"There were just a few of us on the boat and we were



E S YOU
—with the fascinating stories of his

friendship with four of Hollywood's

most glorious women: Garbo, Dietrich,

Crawford and Bankhead!

in a state of jitters for fear Garbo wouldn't arrive. Then
we saw her striding down the beach and sighed with relief.

"We set out and I think I saw what few people have
ever seen. I saw Garbo really happy. Sitting in the prow
of the boat, facing a stiff sea, with the wind blowing her

hair, she was like some Viking goddess. But, unlike the

Viking goddess, she kidded and laughed—really laughed

as if she meant it—all afternoon.

"Her jokes are rather sly and dry. She has a brand of

humor all her own and she loves to make a joke.

"Once she turned to Muriel and said, 'Why doesn't this

boy like me ?'

" 'Mercy dear,' Muriel answered. 'He's crazy about

you.'

"The end of that trip was disastrous for me. I thought

I'd be smart and show off before Garbo, so suddenly I

jumped overboard and started to swim alongside the boat

—but the damn thing went too fast. The next I knew it

was almost a mile away and I almost caught pneumonia.
"Garbo is a strange woman. She works out her own

life and lives it and does not know why she is thought
strange. I know, however, of one very curious thing she
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does. When she has

been seeing too many
people—when she has

been dissipating her time

—she punishes herself

by locking herself in a

dark room and staying

there, sometimes for three days

!

(Above, left) In "Hoopla," Clara Bow is supposed to "seduce"

Dick Cromwell. The "seduction" scenes were acted so realis-

tically that, first thing you know, gossips were saying Clara and

husband Rex Bell were about to separate. Cause: Mr. Crom-

well. Just how silly that story was is proven in the article.

(Right) Dick and Kathryn DeMille, daughter of the famous

Cecil. "She and Dick are thick as thieves these days.

I HAPPENED to be present when Garbo and Tallulah

Bankhead met. People have said that at that meeting

she and Garbo insulted each other. It isn't true.

"Tallulah has more curiosity than a cat. She was mad
to meet Garbo. Garbo, in her more silent way, has curi-

osity, too, and she was just as anxious to meet Tallulah.

They had both heard much about the other so when

Tallulah asked her to a party at her house Garbo, to

everybody's surprise, accepted.

"Those two met. They were polite and charming to

each other but intensely curious and it was amazing to see

then eyeing each other from head to foot as they shook

hands.

"However, it was a swell party and I have an unfor-

getable picture of Garbo sitting on Tallulah's bar swing-

ing her long legs and laughing that hearty Swedish laugh.

"When I went to work at M-G-M they told me I'd

never get a chance to see Garbo. They said that she goes

from her dressing room to the set in a car with the cur-

tains drawn and that even if you happen to see her and

even if you have met her before she wants to be left

strictly alone.

"But, strangely enough, I saw Garbo every day walk-

ing from her dressing room to the stage. Still thinking

she wanted to be left alone, I did not speak to her. But
one day she saw me and called out, 'Well, well, here's

the boy who once liked Garbo and doesn't any more. He
doesn't like Garbo so much that he dives off boats to

get rid of. her. How are you, kid ?' Everybody at the

studio stood around in amazement.
"It's funny, but I always seem to be meeting these

women at cocktail parties. That's where I met Marlene
Dietrich, too. I have a lot of German friends and it

was through them that I got to know her.

"When we met she said, 'Ah, "Tol'able David" is my
favorite picture in America.' We chatted for a while. I
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wish I could have fore-

seen the circumstances

under which I was to

meet her next—and al-

tered them.

"Joan Crawford had
asked me to her anniver-

sary party. I knew I would be working late at the studio,

so I took my evening clothes to change there. As I put

on my trousers a button that holds the suspenders came
off and there was no time to sew it on, so I pinned my
trousers up with a large safety pin and went to the party.

"The first person I saw there was Marlene Dietrich.

I went over to speak to her and just then, like a gag in

a comedy, I felt my trousers slipping. Well, I couldn't

lose my pants there in Joan's beautiful living room so I

dropped to my knees before Dietrich.

"Lots of people saw the gesture and I understand that

I was called all kinds of a fool for trying to be so gallant.

I never could tell anyone that it wasn't gallantry. I was
too busy pulling up my pants and getting out of the room—-with hand neatly poised on hip—to go upstairs and
fix the darn things.

"I felt, however, that Dietrich thought I was a show-
off so that's why I was so pleased when she asked me
and the German friends to her house.

THE way Marlene shows you she likes you is to give

you food and food and more food. I have never
seen so much and such delicious things to eat—platter

after platter, all heavy and German, but grand.

"Although on this day Marlene was being very amus-
ing I was still feeling like an idiot because of the episode

at Joan's and when she was called away by a long distance

call from Germany and didn't come back for a long time

and then seemed quite upset and excused herself, I

thought she wanted to get rid of me. So the Germans
and I left.

"Later I heard that Marlene—all apologies and carry-

ing platters of food—had come to their house and I had
gone home.

"Here's something that Marlene doesn't want known
but I saw it in print not long ago so there's no reason why
I can't tell you. She plays the musical saw—and plays

it well, too. {Continued on page 82)



ENTER JOAN CRAWFORD'S

"Dancing Lady"

CONTEST

now/
—AND

WIN A FREE TRIP

TO HOLLYWOOD

I I

AND MANY OTHER VALUABLE PRIZES!

PRIZES %

1st—A free trip to visit Joan Crawford in Hollywood,

to go places and see things as this glamorous
star's guest, to meet her friends, who will then

become your friends.

2nd—A Crosley Shelvador Refrigerator (see picture).

3rd—$100 in cash.

4th—A Crosley Dual Tone Low-Boy Radio (see

picture).

5th—Ten prizes of a Max Factor make-up kit.

6th—Five prizes of $10 each.

7th—Ten prizes of $5 each.

ARE you in the swim—which means: how are you
making out in the Joan Crawford contest? Every-

body's in it, you know ; for besides being a load of

fun, think of the prizes ! The rules are on the

following page—but first read this!

Imagine a free trip to Hollywood as a guest of Joan
Crawford. To go places and see things with this scintil-

lating star. To meet other celebrities through her and

have them become your friends. Well, all of that com-
prises the first prize.

There are other winners' gifts, too. Just listen. For
the contestant who is second best awaits a most modern
and efficient Crosley Shelvador Refrigerator, handsome
enough to grace and enhance anybody's pantry. Third,

one hundred dollars in cash. Fourth, a Crosley Dual Tone
Low-Boy Radio—an attractive instrument with a beauti-

ful tone. Fifth, ten prizes each {Continued on page 97)
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HERE ARE THE RULES
1. At the bottom of these two pages, there are four stills—cut up in

segments—from "Dancing Lady." Last month four other stills—also

cut up—were published. Reproductions of them will be found on paqes
96 and 97, if you missed them. The eight stills (or fa csi mi lies of them ) must
be put together correctly and neatly, and arranged in the order in

which the corresponding scenes take place in "Dancing Lady."

(Synopsis on the opposite page.) When you have done this, write a

description of Joan Crawford, in ten words or less. Submit the eight

stills and the description together.

2. The prizes will be awarded to the persons who put together and
arrange most correctly and neatly the eight stills submitted and
who, in the opinion of the judges, give the best descriptions of Joan
Crawford in ten words or less.

3. The first prize is a free trip to Hollywood to visit Joan Crawford;
the second prize, a Crosley Shelvador Refrigerator; the third prize,

$100 in cash; the fourth prize, a Crosley Dual Tone Low-Boy Radio;

the ten fifth prizes, a Max Factor make-up kit each; the five sixth

prizes, $10 eauh.

4. The contestants may submit as many entries as they choose.

5. No employees of MODERN SCREEN or members of employees'
families are eligible to compete.

6. In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.

7. Send all entries to Joan Crawford Contest, MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. All entries must be mailed before

midnight of January 15, 1934.

CAN YOU PUT THE "Dancing Lady



THE STORY OF "DANCIN6 LADY"
Tod Vionet (Franchot Tone) liked wine, women and song. What

is more, he could afford them.
When Park Avenue night life palled, there was downtown New

York with its hectic side-shows and gaudy burlesques. It was in one
of these that Janie (Joan Crawford, appeared.
One evening Tod and the police arrived at the notorious girl-

show simultaneously. The latter had come to not-too-gently, but
firmly, remove the scantily-garbed talent from the entertainment
boards. Young Vionet paid Janie's fine at court. Which favor, he
considered, entitled him to intimate and exclusive rights on the
dancer. However, it did not take her long to change his mind.

After weeks of idleness, Janis finally secured a job with Patch
Gallagher, (Clark Gable) director of Bradley's musical shows.

Meanwhile Tod continued to pursue Janie, who consented to marry
him if the show should prove a flop. The ingenious youth assures
himself of a nice break by buying out Bradley and closing the show.
At this point, Patch's ire is up. He has worked desperately hard

for the show and decides to invest his savings in it and carry on.

However, when he learns that it was Tod who queered its chances,
he sets out on a spree to forget it all.

Meanwhile, Janie, Tod and their gay gang, just returned from a
yachting cruise, are celebrating in a crowded bar. There, they
discover a dejected and inebriate Patch, who, believing Janie has
known what has happened and deliberately deserted the show to

marry money, blurts out his side of the story. Which enlightening

yarn promptly secures Tod his walking papers from Janie.

Janie takes Patch to his apartment, sobers him up and makes
him promise to teach her the routines of the new show. The pair

work like Trojans and finally whip the production into shape. Then,

there is the matter of instating Janie in the principal role.

On opening night, Tod arrives laden with promises. Janie shall

be his wife, share his millions and continue her career if she chooses.

She doesn't. She chooses work, success—and Patch!

STILLS IN THE RIGHT ORDER?



Remember "Mrs. Rittenhouse" in "The Cocoanuts

COULD YOU
''TAKE IT"
By BARBARA BARRY

MARGARET DUMONT has been on the re-

ceiving end of more Marx mauling than she

can remember.
Harpo wrestles with her. Groucho throws

her for a ten-yard loss. Chico rides across the set on
the train of her Patou model. And, when they can't

think of anything else, they all climb in her lap and make
collective love to the lady.

For five years, the Marx maniacs have been giving this

girl a big hand—as well as an occasional foot—in the

interest of good, clean fun. It's a rough life, mates, but
Miss Dumont loves it because it is never monotonous.
If you've ever watched the four brothers cavort, that last

crack goes without saying.

Groucho calls her "Tootsie." Harpo cuts it to "Toots."
But Chico and Zeppo get along with just plain "Maggie,"
much to the stately Miss Dumont's amusement.
At the time of her introduction to the Marx boys, Miss
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Croucho calls the stately Margaret Dumont, Tootsie. Harpo—Toots, Chico and Zeppo—Maggie

Those mad, unpredictable Marx Brothers could make life miserable for

you if you were their stooge. Read how Margaret Dumont takes it

Dumont had definitely given up the stage to fill a more

important role as the wife of one of New York's wealthiest

clubmen.

Previous to her marriage, she had acted as foil to such

celebrated comedians as Lew Fields, and others. Sam
Harris, the w.-k. Broadway producer, was so favorably

impressed with her dignified "stooging" that, when the

Marx brothers came to him for aid in securing the services

of a capable "straight" woman, he immediately sent for

Miss Dumont.
The boys liked her, gave her a contract, and rehearsals

for "The Cocoanuts" got under way. And what a way

!

"Every rehearsal was different," Miss Dumont smiled

reminiscently. "I knew my lines, all right, but I might

as well have been quoting 'The Face on the Barroom

Floor,' for all the attention those lunatics paid to the script

!

"The opening night arrived and I was absolutely horri-

fied! I went to Groucho and begged him to give me a

coherent idea of the routine he intended to use. 'At least,'

I argued, 'give me my cues
!'

"'Don't expect any cues from me!' he replied cheer-

fully. 'It's every man for himself !' and he patted me on

the shoulder before dashing out on the stage.

'"p HE time came for my entrance, and while the four

1 of them romped about the stage, ad fibbing hilari-

ously, I stood in the wings with shaking knees. I strained

my ears for some semblance of a cue. None came.

Minutes ticked off. I had to get on, but . . . how?
Finally, in desperation, I took the bull by the horns,

walked on and simply forced myself in, somehow. It

worked perfectly. Harpo dashed off in pursuit of another
blonde, Chico and Zeppo disappeared, and Groucho and
I had the center of the stage.

"What he was going to say, or do, I had not the

slightest idea. 'Ah, Mrs. Rittenhouse,' he said grandly,

gesturing toward a wicker settee. 'Won't you . . . er,

lie down?'
"The audience went into hysterics ! It was a good

thing, too, because the prolonged laughter gave me an op-
portunity to get my bearings. That scene was the comedy
highlight of the show. And it was as new to me as it

was to the audience. Groucho had made up every word
of it as he went along

!"

But unexpected "gagging" is by far the least of Miss
Dumont's troubles.

At the climax of a torrid love scene, in "Cocoanuts,"
Groucho wrapped his leg around the dignified lady's ankles
and tried vainly to upset her. Somehow, she managed
to keep her footing. But, Groucho vowed that before
the season was over she was doomed to bite the dust.

"Right up until the last performance, I had the best of
him in that particular struggle," she said. "And then,

just at the last, he did it. Perhaps I was over-confident,

or, possibly he caught me unaware. Anyhow, I went down,
with a very undignified thud! (Continued on page 102)
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Come on around Hollywood with

Scotty, our exclusive cameraman, and

see the stars in the full swing of winter

gaiety and exciting social doings!

NEWS!

(Above) Gene Raymond and Mary Brian at the

Embassy Club Opening. Gene had a party of twenty.

(Below) Mary Pickford, George Brent and wife Ruth

Chatterton at Mrs. Sidney Franklin's party for Grace

Moore, the blonde operatic star.

(Above) Ralph Bellamy, Jeanette MacDonald and

Jimmie Dunn at the first meeting of the Screen Guild—

(Below) The Franklin party again. Lef to right, the

hostess, Gloria and Mike Farmer, Grace Moore and

Valentin Parerra, Carole Lombard and Bill Powell.



ALL JOKING ASIDE— By jack welch
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HOW A

STAR WAS
CREATED

... It took tact, time and bitter

argument to overcome the amazing

Margaret Sullavan's perfectly sin-

cere dread of Hollywood stardom

T
tors,

even
with

take

been

RUMPETS sound in

Hollywood, brilliant

lights sweep heaven-
ward, producers, direc-

supervisors, cameramen,
office boys, are colliding

each other in the rush to

bows—for a new star has

born. With tinsel banners

By CHARLES
B E A H A N

waving, broad grins beaming, a

bright red feather for each and
everybody's cap—the studio offi-

cials at Universal are patting

themselves on their tummies in

anticipation of a long, comfort-

able winter, and perhaps other

winters to follow.

And why?
Because Margaret Sullavan, an

unknown stage player, free, white
and twenty-odd, not a raving

beauty but a swell actress, came
to Uncle Carl's sprawling studio

carelessly tucked away in the

California foothills, and gave
such a performance in "Only Yesterday" as has not been
seen in these parts since Garbo startled the natives in

"The Torrent." Fairly bursting with pride, Universal

feels that it has in Margaret Sullavan what is described

in Hollywoodese as "the sensation of sensations," the

makings of a household word and the runner-up for the

uncrowned queen of the cinema.
And what does Margaret Sullavan think?
That blue-eyed, Southern Irish miss believes that she

is a total flop in pictures, that she photographs like a

Pekinese (this is her own description) and that she had
better stick to the stage if she wants her career to last.

A courageous reaction from an actress, and yet Margaret
Sullavan is sincere in her beliefs and she left the projec-

tion room at Universal after seeing a preview of "Only

SO

Charles Beahan is responsible for Margaret

Sullavan's entrance into the stars' ranks as

the result of her hit in "Only Yesterday,"

with John Boles. He knows Miss Sullavan

well—so well that he knew how to overcome

her fear of Hollywood's habits with artists

—"typing," poor pictures, fabulous salaries

paid for indifferent work. Mr. Beahan is

the co-author of "Jarnegan" and "Society

Girl," and author of "Night for a Lady,"

and many other works. You will remember

that, about a year ago, he married Sidney

Fox, with whom, it might be added, he is

ecstatically happy.

Yesterday" with the firm convic-

tion that as a screen actress she
would never make a go of it.

On the other hand the entire

screen world is proclaiming her
performance and calling her the

biggest discovery since Hepburn.

BUT Margaret Sullavan has
always felt this way about

herself in pictures. I recall our
first meeting last spring. She had
come to my office at Universal's
New York office 'at my request,

for I felt that she was the most
promising actress on the

New York stage and potentially

a great screen bet. It was my job
to find personalities that would
click at the box-office.

I recall her saying, "Listen,
Charlie Beahan, why do you
want to bother with me? I'll

never make the grade in pictures.

I'm not pretty enough."
"Nonsense," I told her, "you may not be a glittering

Hollywood Christmas tree, but you are something infin-

itely more worthwhile, a fine actress—and that is what
we want."

Margaret reached for a cigarette and spoke in that
thrilling, husky voice of hers. "Perhaps some day I will

be a fine actress if I work hard enough, but my chance
will come on the stage, not in the pictures."

"Your chance will come more quickly in pictures if you
get the right break—the right part."

"How can I count on that?" she asked. "You know I

wouldn't sign any of those fool long-term contracts where
a studio can put you in anything that comes along."

I tried to explain to her that this was impossible, that,

on occasions when a studio had (Continued on page 103)



MODERN SCREEN'S

We honor Margaret Sullavan for her astounding performance in "Only Yesterday."
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ITH HEARTBREAK

By ADELE
WHITELY FLETCHER

Illustrated by JACK WELCH

SOME of the stars receive as many as ten thousand
letters a month. Most of these, of course, are

nothing more than requests for photographs. Hun-
dreds upon hundreds are begging letters. . . .

"Will you send me your old clothes?"

"Will you buy me a wooden leg ?"

"Will you help me get into pictures ?"

"Will you pay for an advertisement in the newspaper to

help me find my lost dog?"
"Will you send me money so I can get a divorce ?"

"Will you buy my paisley shawl that belonged to my
grandmother ?"

There is the very much-to-the-point letter Roland
Young received

:

"Dear Roland

:

"I think you are swell in pictures.

"Please send me $317.50 at once. My wife and I live

with her parents and it isn't very comfortable. The radio

needs repairing and something must be done to the car.

"Respectively,

However, other letters are to be found in those huge,

bulging mailbags which have heartaches between the

lines. Letters that wouldn't be sent anyone in the world
but the stars. Letters as intimate and sacred as those

things pious Catholics whisper through the grilles of con-

fessionals. Sometimes a letter will tell more than you feel

the correspondent meant it to. While another will be

written with that utter lack of restraint that marks the

human being who is desperate.

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN hears regularly from an
old couple convinced she is their daughter. It is a

touching story you piece together from their letters. They
are so lonely. Too late they realize how the restrictions

they attempted to impose upon this child of their maturity
irked and aggravated her until she reached her breaking-

point and ran away. They admit they may have been
over-conservative. But she was so dear to them. They
always were so afraid she would venture too far, get hurt.

If their daughter could read the letters this couple write

Maureen, firmly believing her to be their child, I think

she would go back home.
They ask nothing, this old couple. But they send little

presents. A jar of home-made apple jelly. "You always

MISS HOLLYWOOD READS HER MORNING MAIL
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BETWEEN
. . . To look into the stars' mailbags

is to look into human hearts. Hearts

young and old. Lonely and hungry.

Frantic and afraid. Desperation in-

spires the letters and sublime faith

anticipates response

used to like apple best of all," they write.

Again and again both Maureen and her secretary have
written this couple that they are mistaken in her identity,

that her mother and father are in Ireland. But always

their answer is the same. She need not be afraid, they

tell her, they never will say or do anything that will inter-

fere with her career. As one letter put it

:

"Both papa and I know how happy you must be
playing in movies. When you used to say you'd be

a rich actress one day we thought it was only talk."

Then, squeezed in at the bottom of the page, there was
a postscript:

"Don't forget Aunt Mary's birthday."

There are thousands of letters from young girls. They
ask how to hold the love of boy-friends more loved than
loving. They ask for dresses in which to graduate. And
dresses in which to be married.

"Dear Miss Francis," a girl seventeen, writes to Kay,
"Long ago I saw your picture in my friend's movie

magazine. You are very beautiful. You are my favorite

movie star.

"If you have any old dresses or just anything will you
please, please send them to me. I don't mean anything
that would be of any use to you. I mean old things. I

could fix them. Then I could be a little like other girls.

"When we had a who's who contest in school I was
elected the best sport and most popular. But now I can't

go to school anymore. I have to stay home and help with
the farm work. My father can't afford to pay for outside

help. Anyhow I couldn't go anywhere. I have no clothes

and no money. If you have ever been left out by the

crowd you know how it is. -

"You are the only one that can help me and if you can't

I will be broken-hearted. Please send me something. You
will be rewarded some day. Please. Please. I love you.

SINCE the depression letters like this have tripled.

Reading them, you realize the greatest thing these last

few years have cost any individual is their youth. And
youth is the quality above all others that people strive to

preserve.

Apropos of this is a letter, pencilled, on a page torn

from a copy-book, which came to Mary Pickford.

"Dear American Sweetheart:

THE LINES

MISS KANSAS CITY WRITES FOR ASSISTANCE
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Here are a few typical letters

among thousands received in Holly-

wood daily—letters asking every-

thing from a new dog collar for

Rover to money for an emergency

operation. Many requests are

amusing, but real pathos is the

general rule.

"Please forgive paper it is all I have
to write on. Miss Pickford you are so sweet
and beautiful and have everything and I have so

little. I had the love of my husband once, but now I am
getting along in years and my face is sagging. I used to

have beautiful eyes but I have cried them dull. I still

love my husband even though I know he is awful chaser
after other woman. Oh Miss Pickford, if I could only
win him back I would be so happy. What do the stars

do to keep beautiful ? Where do they get their faces

lifted? Would you help me to do it? Your face looks so

kind and I believe you will understand how I feel. Oh
Miss Pickford if you would only help me.

Your Friend,

Where else can this woman turn for help? Her friends,

doubtless, are as prematurely aged by perpetual worry
and hard work and not enough recreation as she is her-

self. But the movie stars. . . . Are they not possessed of
beauty secrets greater even than those practised by the
ancient Egyptians and fortunes like the biblical loaves

and fishes, equal to any demands ?

Mary also receives many letters from shell-shocked war
veterans. But these letters never are retained. They are
too tragic. Several of these men believe Mary to be their

fiancee. They
send her love let-

ters, broken and
halting.

Miriam Hopkins fre-

quently hears from a
young man who lives

somewhere in the Mid-
dle West. He ^writes

like a cosmopolite,

I quote from one of his

letters

:

"The palm-bordered road
out of Hamilton, Bermuda,
on a rainy day in May, with
the smell of the sea dripping
from the great leaves. . . . The
hurricane deck of a ship plying

noiselessly thru the blue of a
Caribbean night with the intermit-

tent click of the poker chips in the smoking-room and the

orchestra below playing a waltz."

And then, further on

:

"Eugene O'Neill tries on the whiskers of Strindberg
and the results are singularly unfortunate."

Miriam was intrigued. Curious, too, as to why a young
man with such a colorful life should write to a stranger.

Surely he would have plenty of gay friends of his own.

ONE evening Miriam and a friend, visiting her, de-

cided it would be a lark to call this young cosmopo-
lite on tne telephone. They put in a long distance call,

sure that in his comparatively small community his name
alone would identify him. They were wrong however.
The operator reported she could not locate him. Where-
upon Miriam became more curious than ever. Not long

after this when a man she knew was to be in this corre-

spondent's town she asked that he look him up. It was
only with difficulty and through (Continued on page 88)
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REPENTING
AT LEISURE

Revealing Judith Allen's marriage, the

reason, for its concealment— and the

reasons for her repentance

B MARTHA KERR

YOU know the old adage,

"Marry in haste and re-

pent at leisure"? That's
what Judith Allen has

been doing—the Cecil B. De-
Mille discovery whose work
in "This Day and Age," "Too
Much Harmony," "Hell and
High Water" and "The Thun-
dering Herd" you remember.
She's been repenting at leisure for quite a long time.

Like everyone who has been hurt by an unsuccessful

marriage she swears she won't try it again for a long,

long time. For the two years that she was married to

Gus Sonnenberg left an indelible mark upon Judith's

heart. They were the worst two years of her life.

She doesn't like to talk about them. She isn't the sort

of girl who babbles her troubles to everybody. Young
as she is, there is about her a New England reserve that

makes it difficult for her to talk about the things that are

close to her heart. But she has wanted to clear up some
wrong impressions—principally, that she squandered her

husband's money and then, when she signed a movie con-

tract, threw him over.

As a matter of fact, she knew two months after they

were married that it wouldn't last. She realized that all

of the things that made Gus attractive as a sweetheart
—his boyish charm, his gayety, his irresponsible good
humor—were the things that did not make a good hus-
band. She realized it during the first two months of
their marriage—when he told her fantastic lies about

(Above) Gus Sonnenberg, former champion

wrestler, was a most ingratiating chap. But

so unstable! Always getting into financial

scrapes and motor accidents. Judith Allen

loved him dearly, but she knew she must

escape for both their sakes. (Right) Her

ballyhooed "romance" with Gary Cooper

caused no end of trouble.

everything and then, confronted
with the truth, confessed he had
fibbed—and thought he could

make it all right by giving her an
expensive ring or bracelet. She,

who wanted the peace of a home,
the stability of a good husband
and children, found that she

dared not have children for fear

they might inherit their father's

faults. In her own heart she knew that it was over in

two months—but she also knew that she could not accept

alimony (she has a New England conscience about that)

and that she could not leave him until she was able to

support herself.

I
N order to understand the trouble that came into the

home of Judith and Gus, one must understand Gus
Sonnenberg.

I'm sure you've known men like him. He is the sort

of lad that people like instantly. Judith's mother thought

he was a dear lad and heartily approved of the match.
His success as a wrestler had not gone to his head. When
he walked into a room his charm instantly electrified

everyone. But he was totally irresponsible. He could

not tell the truth. He was happy only when surrounded
by a group of gay, laughing people. And he could not

resist the sociability inspired by too many highballs.

Nothing can so completely devastate a woman as life

with a man who does not tell the truth. When Gus went
out, Judith had no idea when— (Continued on page °2)
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(Above) Chester Morn's with Cynthia an

Brooks Morris. (Center) Wes Ruggles and

mama Arline put Charles Wesley in his walker.

(Below) Neil and Patricia

Louise Hamilton are hav-

ing a swell time. She's

the little girl he and

Mrs. Hamilton adopted.

(Above. right) John

Lachlan Brown makes

faces at Johnny Mack
(Right) Patricia Hamilton

and some of her art work.

i
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(Above, left to right) Leslie Howard Gargan can't make

up his mind whether or not to be jealous of small

brother William Gargan, Jr. Isn't Jack Bryan Woody
a sturdy little chap? His ma, Helen Twelvetrees, is

positively popping with pride over him. The lady

making cooing noises at Edward G. Robinson, Jr., is

Anna Q. Nilsson. Mrs. Lucille Gleason is holding

him. (Right) Oopsy-daisy! John Miljan and four-

teen-month-old John, Jr. (Below) That's right! Geef

daddy a smack! Stu, Stu, Jr., and June Collyer Erwin.

AH Photosraphs by J. B. Scott
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DOUBLE
CHRISTENING

(Left) There they are. Both proud papas, both

proud mamas, and both highly interested infants.

(Below) Bing being an attentive host to his mother,

Mrs. Harry Crosby, and James Cagney. (Bottom,

left and right) Entirely too much harmony! Bing,

Skeets Gallagher, Ed Sutherland and Ken Murray,

singing a very loud lullaby for the two youngsters.

Next, Arline Judge Ruggles, who has a very cute

baby of her own, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joe Brown

(Sally Eilers to you) and Wesley Ruggles.



The Richard Arlens and the Bing Crosbys

give a joint party in honor of Richard

Ralston Arlen and Gary Evans Crosby

(Below) Chester Morris and Richard Arlen indulge

in some foolishness with a couple of pretzels,

while their wives, Sue and Jobyna, look amused.

(Bottom, left and right) Sue Carol and Nick Stuart,

that nice, friendly divorced couple, and Judith

Allen. Sue and Ken Murray seem to be as de-

voted to each other as ever. In the next picture,

Judith Allen is being positively smothered in atten-

tion and sandwiches by Ed Robinson and Joe E.

Brown while Al Hall leans on the back of her chair.

Photographs by J. B. Sco tt



KAY FRANCIS

Bv HOWARD GREER

HE other day a friend of mine patted me on
the shoulder and said, "Well, Greer, old boy,

it's a sign that age is creeping upon you when
you've lived long enough to write your memoirs."

Here I've been glancing through the autograph book
that has reposed in my shop for years and jotting down
everything I know about the stars who have inscribed

their names, but somehow it didn't occur to me that I was
writing memoirs. These aren't memoirs in the real sense

of the word, are they?—since I've been skipping all over

the book and am as apt as not to tell something that

happened ten years ago and then in the next paragraph
describe an incident that occurred yesterday.

Now here's a name written years ago, but its owner
seems to have the spirit of eternal youth.

Mary Pickford has been one of my most particular and
exacting customers. She takes an almost fanatical care

in the choosing of models and materials but, once she

has chosen, she does not change her mind. She is small

in stature and knows that a dress which looks well on a
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DRESSED THEM ALL
Hollywood's most important designer reveals intimate fitting-room secrets of

his glamorous picture patrons in his series of delightful and fascinating memoirs

girl several inches taller than she will not look well on
her unless carried out with proportionate changes.

Miss Pickford is almost maddeningly meticulous in her

demands for cutting down the width of bands, belts and
ruffles to two-thirds of their measurements on the original

models.

I have seen my fitters stand beside her while she took

the tape-measure in her own hands and checked up on the

width of a belt and then compared it with the lesser

width which we had cut for her.

She is extremely particular about clothes for her per-

sonal wardrobe—but a hundred times more so about her

picture clothes. When we were making the famous tulle

bouffant she wore in "Coquete," we had the dress photo-

graphed on the headless dummy figure used in the work-
room. Back, front and side-views were photographed.

MISS PICKFORD made no attempt to give the dress

anything of herself. "Of course it will look better

in motion," I said to her one day, "and will have much
more life when you are in make-up and in the part."

"I want to test the dress alone," she answered, "not

to find its good points, but its bad ones. If it looks half-

way decent on one of those dummy figures then naturally

it will look infinitely better when it is seen on the human
figure."

It was the first and only time that I have ever had
clothes tested in a "dead" state so that their worst points

could be discovered. But that's the way Mary Pickford

works and, although I'm glad all my customers don't do

it, I think it is a good idea.

One evening Miss Pickford was in the shop after

closing hours. Bolts of material had been brought up
from the stock room and unfurled before Miss Pickford

in a fitting room. For a long time she compared them.

At length she made her- choice. The saleswoman and I

left the fitting-room and waited in one of the show-rooms
while Miss Pickford put on her hat.

We sat for what seemed an hour and at length I said,

"Perhaps Miss Pickford has fainted. You had better go
see what the trouble is."

The saleswoman came back to me in a moment, her
eyes wide With astonishment. "What do you suppose
she was doing when I found her?" she gasped. "She was
down on her hands and knees busily-wrapping the material

up on the bolts. When I asked her why in heaven's name
she was doing that she replied, 'But I know that it's after

hours and I've kept you all late. There's no reason why
I shouldn't help you put things in order.'

"

I rushed in to try to stop her. There were still several

lengths of material on the floor, but we could not get her

to leave until she had helped us clean up the room.
It is a curious thing that Mary Pickford takes such

pains with her clothes, yet Kay Francis who has the

reputation of being one of the best-dressed women in

Hollywood is not at all clothes-conscious off the screen.

But here's a secret. Kay is much taller than most
people believe so she has to resort to a little trick to make
her appear smaller in scenes with leading men. Her
screen street dresses are always made an inch shorter at the

back and when she walks on the set she literally slouches

an inch off her height, but because the back of her skirt is

shorter it hangs even with the front when she slouches.

It is not a thing I'd recommend to girls in private life,

but it works before the camera.

HERE is Sylvia Sidney's signature and when I write

of her I feel like lighting a fire on the hearth and
turning up my coat collar. On the hottest summer days
Sylvia can stand a fur coat. {Continued on ^age 99)
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I. She helps to speed things up in RKO's

"Flying Down to Rio." Her name is Monita

Castenada. 2. The principles in RKO's

beeyootiful musical extravaganza—Ginger

Rogers and Gene Raymond. 3. Fred

Astaire, dancer par excellence, is showing

Ginger the new Carioca tango, introduced

for the first time in "Flying Down to

Rio." 4. Alice Stombs takes off for Rio

in the new flying shirt, made of a

yard of ribbon. 5. And now, "Roman

Scandals," which threatens to be plenty

mad, what wi'th Eddie Gantor and

all. The beautiful Roman lady is

Gloria Stuart. 6. The "Slave

Market Scene." 7. Grace Poggi

dances the Roman Rumba, one

of the reasons, probably, for the

fall of Roman Empire. 8. Eddie

does a Cicero. 9. The Archery

Scene, against a very beautiful

and authentic background.



DAVID'S LOST LOVE
By SONIA LEE

|_| OLLYWOOD has found in David
' ' Manners a challenge to its curi-

osity. And here is the story which
will explain David Manners to Holly-
wood. It goes back to 1928.

David was returning from abroad
and had made the shipboard acquaint-
ance of a delightful English couple.

They were on their way to Banff and
David decided to go with them. At
Banff, they collected supplies for a
pack trip to Jasper Park. And a
guide called Jim.
On the morning of departure, a

fifth member joined the party. She
was Jim's daughter, Mary, who
frequently went with her father on
excursions of this sort.

She intrigued David. Slender,
clear-eyed, with a keen mind, she
would have graced a drawing-room.
She was a revelation to the boy who
had known sophisticated women.
His admiration increased when she

demonstrated her knowledge of wood-
craft. She could handle horses and
was adept at making camp.
For hours, David and Mary rode

woodland paths together. And there
were walks along the moonlit trails

when camp was made. The third day,
David knew he was in love

;
glorious-

ly and completely.

He told the girl as they rode into

the sunset. That night the air was
balmy and no tents were pitched. The
bedrolls were placed on balsam boughs
in a clearing. And throughout the

night they talked, too deliriously

happy to even think of sleep.

Their plans were simple. Im-
mediate marriage was out of the

question. David had been suffering

from recurrent attacks of pneumonia,
and his trip abroad was during one of

his recuperative periods. He would
return to New York, solve the finan-

cial problems facing him, and then

send for her. They would live happily.

Mary had too much courage to cry

when the moment of parting came.
They belonged to each other for al-

ways. They would wait for each other.

The trip had lasted five days and
was destined to modify the pattern

of David's life.

On his arrival in New York, he
began counting the days before a

letter from Mary could reach him.

He had written her en route East.

But there was no word from Mary.
Each succeeding day held an added
note of uneasiness for him. He was
sure of her love and no mistake.

Finally, in terror at her silence, he
wrote to her father at Banff, begging
for news of the girl—for one line

assuring him that she was well. The
days stretched into weeks. Letters and

telegrams remained unanswered.
Then he heard from his English

friends. They spoke of inconsequen-

tial things, which he skimmed in hope
that somewhere would be a line about

the girl. There was.
A postscript. And it read : "You

will be distressed to hear that old

Jim's charming daughter was killed in

an auto accident the day she returned

to Victoria."

David Manners was standing at a

window of his apartment as he read

that fatal sentence. The first snow
of the year was falling gently. The
world was in a shroud.

It was a love too perfect to have a

happy ending in marriage.

GAMBLING FOR FREEDOM . . . !

IMAGINE breezing in late for din-
' ner without facing the necessity of

offering explanations to the little

woman ! Fancy spending an evening as

you choose without manufacturing
excuses about working overtime or
sitting up with a sick friend!

Your wife doesn't even have to be

in the country, if you follow John
Miljan's formula for freedom. Vis-
ualize the advertisements ! "Reduce
your marital woes. No pills—no pain.

Dr. Miljan's prescription guaranteed
or money refunded."
You know John Miljan as the per-

petrator of screen villainies. He is

best known in Hollywood as a liber-

ator of married men, an emancipator
of henpecked husbands.

It is doubtful if John realized the

By JACK

import of his discovery when the

formula was evolved, for it began
very casually.

John and Mrs. Miljan had friends

in for a quiet evening of bridge. John
won and his wife lost. When the game
ended, John demanded that Mrs.
Miljan pay her gambling debt.

"I must borrow from you," she
laughed. "I have no money. You
might as well transfer the amount
from one pocket into another and we'll

call it square."

"Now is that right?" John pro-
tested. "If I lose, I pay. Winning, I

break even."
"It's your fault for being the

family's only wage-earner, John."
"There's no consolation in suffer-

ing for a virtue," John said.

So the argument raged. Mrs. Miljan
offered her wedding ring for security.

She thought of things she might do
for her husband in lieu of actual

cash. But John was adamant.
As a last resort, Mrs. Miljan sug-

gested, "Suppose I give you a day to

do just as you please. You can go
fishing or anywhere you desire. Will
that satisfy you, Shylock?"
"A day of freedom," John mused.

"No explanations. It's a bargain."
Credit a man who knows when

GRANT
opportunity knocks and invites it in!

The Miljans bet upon any number
of things, but mostly bridge. When
they are alone, they play two-handed
contract. If John loses, his wife col-

lects the cash. If John wins, she

adds the time in hours and minutes
to his score. Deductions are made,
as spent, from the time he has com-
ing, but he is never allowed to draw
in advance.
The only difference of opinion that

has ever arisen came one night when
John went to a prize fight with Wal-
lace Beery. He was five hours ahead
of the game and was gone nearly six.

Mrs. Miljan inquired where he had
been. John protested.

"I wasn't asking about the first five

hours," she said. "Only the last one.

You were fifty-five minutes late."

This incident brought a new rule

into effect. Time is clocked for the

full period John is away from home.
"What If I want to go to Caliente?"

"You travel on your own time."

Mrs. Miljan has observed the agree-

ment that prohibits her from asking

questions concerning her husband's

whereabouts when free, for good
sportsmanship on the part of the

wife is imperative to the success of

the Miljan's freedom formula.
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WHY HOLLYWOOD SPURNED HER
EVELYN BRENT was all ready

to leave Hollywood. She never
wanted to return. This is her story.

"They wasted me. The producers
seemed to think that because I played
a crook, I was to play one forever.

"I suppose I made a mistake, but I

couldn't play studio politics. I told

people what I thought of them, and
you can't do that if you want the
right roles. Most stars who stay on
top put on a constant show. I couldn't.

"Eventually, I was out. I started

watching the financial upheaval that

was shaking Hollywood. I saw stars,

who had let success go to their heads,
afraid. I was afraid myself. I could
still work for independent companies,
but there was neither money nor
glory in that. Then, I faced myself.

"I thought things over from the
beginning. There was my first chance.
It came with the role of Feathers in

'Underworld.' They planned to make
the picture in ten weeks. But politics

interfered. The director was told,

after he had started, to make it in

four. Before the time was up he was
ordered to finish it in three days or
they would scrap it. I worked for
three days and nights without a wink
of sleep. But we finished.

"When the picture was previewed,
I heard important picture people say
it was so bad it should be shelved.

By NANETTE KUTNER

It was sent, without a line of adver-
tising, to a theater in Los Angeles.
The night after the opening, the
papers called it the greatest gangster
drama ever produced. Of course, the
people who knocked 'Underworld' said
they had known how wonderful it was.

"It was then they wanted to star
me. I begged off. I knew I'd have
a better chance surrounded by all-star

casts and good stories. But nobody
paid any attention.

"My first starring picture was
adapted from a novel by Phillip Gibbs.
The man who purchased it had never

read the book. The role was for a
shrinking type like Lillian Gish. I

put up a kick, so they had it re-

written. Besides the bad story, I was
given a cast and director no one had
ever heard of. I finally broke my
contract with Paramount and went to
Radio. Things continued.
"Two years ago I was offered five

thousand dollars a week to make a
personal appearance tour. I turned it

down. What was five thousand then?
The price of a car. Now, I know.

"I went into vaudeville to see if I

could actually put on an act. We
opened in Omaha. I had such stage
fright I thought I never could go
through with it. That same week the
banks closed. We were nearly
stranded. At the moment I was
worried where my next meal was
coming from, I knew I was a trouper.

"I've done away with pride. I know
I could always get a stage part at

fifty dollars a week.
"Understand I don't blame Holly-

wood. The people there simply had no
vision. In one way, it's a good thing.

It's good for that new crop of young
people. They won't be elevated to star-

dom over night. They'll learn Holly-
wood has changed into a sane place."
And now Miss Brent is back again.

At Universal, playing in "Cross
Country Cruise." Lots of luck!

HEAD OF THE FAMILY. By JACK JAMISON

VOU know who Cora Sue Collins

is, although you may not know her

by name. Few child actresses have
aroused the interest she has provoked
in a few months. You saw her in

"Smilin' Thru," and there was a

flash of her in "Silver Dollar."

I first met Cora Sue on the "Un-
expected Father" set, where her work
fascinated me. She was reveling in it.

"When does my scene come?" she

kept asking. When her scene did come
the director took her on his knee.

"Now, here's what I want you to do,

darling," he said. "You're lying in

that bed, asleep. Daddy Slim and
Aunt Zasu come in and talk together

about you. You lie still as a mouse.
Then they come over to the bed and
Daddy Slim pats your head. Then he

talks some more. And then you open
your eyes, sit up, and put your arms
around his neck."
When he put her down, Cora Sue

was jumping from one foot to the

other, so eager was she to try it.

Laughing, she dodged her mother and
ran to the bed. Slim Summerville and
Zasu Pitts went into their "business."

Cora Sue went into hers.

"No retake!" called Thornton Free-
land. "Perfect the first time."

How does she do it? What is the

secret behind this astonishing baby?
Mrs. Collins understands it no more
than you or I. She can tell you she
felt she had a child different from
other babies when Cora Sue was three

days old. She can tell you that after

the same length of time, the baby
would turn her head to listen if any-

body played the piano. And she can

tell you that she has always felt that

her daughter would be an actress. But
that is all she knows. However, there

is a story behind Cora Sue

!

The family lived in Clarksburg,
West Virginia. Mr. Collins was a

salesman for a hosiery company.
There is no use in hurting anybody,
so let us say merely that their home
life was unhappy. Mrs. Collins wanted
to take Cora Sue to Hollywood. There
was no money. However, maybe the

hosiery company, which owed Mr.
Collins back salary, would advance
the funds for the trip. It was a gamble,
but she got $100. On the money, the

three went to Hollywood, riding in

day coaches.

Their only chance of more money
lay in a sample-case which an execu-
tive at the mills had handed to the
mother with the check. Perhaps she
would be able to sell stockings here
and there. She sold a few on the train.

They arrived in Hollywood with

$5, enough to pay the deposit on a
tiny apartment. Cora Sue needed a
doctor. There was no money for food.

None came from the father in West
Virginia. A theater manager in Clarks-
burg failed to send a letter of intro-

duction to one of the studios. And,
now that she was within reach of the
studios, Mrs. Collins didn't know how
to get Cora Sue an interview.

That is the sort of predicament
which ends with a caption in a news-
paper: "Mother and babies found
dead in apartment. Failure to find

work the reason." Luckily, in this

(Continued on page 86)
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Decoration by Jack Welch

DRESSED FOR
"Oh, the Bowery, the Bowery"—what d'yuh mean, we don't

go there anymore! At least, Hollywood's Vendome was

filled to overflowing one recent night with celebrities garbed

in authentic roughneck attire. L Ed Robinson and wife, as

a couple of 1890 slummers. 2. Not Mrs. Darryl Zanuck and

Kay Francis—well, I never! 3. Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres,

with moustache slightly cock-eyed. 4. Jean Harlow, George

Raft, who amused the customers with some fancy stepping, and

Arline Judge. 5. George Bancroft, Jeanette MacDonald and

Sob Richie—still Jeanette's fiance, not her husband. (Or is he?)



All photographs by J. B. Scott, Modern Screen's exclusive cameraman

BOWERY
6. They were the hit of the evening. Connie Cummings and

her husband, Benn Levy. No foolin', it's really Benn. 7. The

Countess De Frasso and Lyle Talbot. Lyle had an accident

on the way home and suffered severe concussion of the brain,

poor chap. 8. Karen Morley and her husband, Charles Vidor.

9. Harry Joe Brown, and his new wife, Sally Eilers, Arline

Judge and husband Wesley Ruggles. The Ruggles party caused

quite a to-do by driving up to the party in a tallyho coach.

10. Eddie Lowe and Lil Tashman (ain't she gudgeous?) with

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Schallert.



The Cinema Shop (an exterior view is shown at

the lower left) is a gift to girls who would own

dresses exactly like the movie stars. All the

dresses on these two pages are on sale at the

various Cinema Shops throughout the country.

(Left) Sari Maritza's black chiffon is accompanied

by a pert circle of sequins which she wears for a

wrap. Constance Cummings (above, left) in a

woolen daytime frock which she wears in "Broad-

way Through a Keyhole." And Miriam Hopkins'

bridal gown (above) which she wears in "Design

for Living." You could, of course, wear it for

an evening gown—without the veil.

YOU CAN WIN A STAR'S DRESS 1

Yes, indeed! You can win one of the four dresses at the top of

these two pages. The dress worn by Constance Cummings, the one

worn by Miriam Hopkins (which can be used, without the veil, as

an evening gown) the one worn by Irene Dunne, or the one worn

by Mary Howard.

This is what you must do: Write your opinion in fifty words or less

of the dress you like best of those four—and why. The four best

opinions, with reasons, will win, in each case, the dress best liked by

the writer. Send your letters to Margery Wells, MODERN SCREEN,

149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. With your entry, please give

the size dress you wear and what color you prefer.

YES, COPIES OF YOUR FAVORITES' GOWNS CAN BE BOUGHT AT MODEST PRICES
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You can follow the lead of Irene Dunne as she

appears in "Behold, We Live," with a black

crepe dress, very much relieved by a white

vest and jabot effect that buttons on over each

shoulder (easily removable for washing) and

has that chic quality of making a dark dress

infinitely becoming. There is a long and

narrow clip which is used to fasten the jabot

at the pointed neckline. This is the sort of

dress you can wear almost all day.

How would you like to have Mary Howard's

white crepe gown from "My Weakness"? It

would be quite possible, if you shop at the

Cinema Shop. This is the simplest sort of a

frock, with perfectly uninterrupted lines, a

square neck in front and a low back. Then,

just for a dashing relief, tufts of fur are fastened

over the shoulders, giving that broad look so

much to be desired. A practical feature is that

the fur can be removed when it grows tiresome.

Itl/L
POLLY SMITH wanted a dress like one Clau-

dette Colbert wore in one of her recent pictures

—wanted it till she ached. Polly knew in her heart

that she was enough like Claudette to look the type
exactly, if only she could lay her hands on that bit of

perfect simplicity. But she had a feeling, too, that it

couldn't be done. Stars' dresses were always so expensive

and everything—top notch designers to create them;
clever, trained ringers to make them.
"Dream on," mocked her fresh younger brother, "who

do you think you are anyway? Don't forget you're only
plain Polly Smith. D'yuh think we're millionaires?"

And then, one day, wandering through one of those

big stores, Polly came upon a veritable doll's house marked
"Cinema Shop." There were dresses on dummies in the

little windows—dresses which looked strangely familiar.

Certainly she had seen them somewhere before. She
crept through the wide door cautiously, took a closer look
around. To Polly, who had had her own insignificance

rubbed into her by a scoffing family, it was as though
she had stepped alone and unguarded into fairyland. For
there before her gaze were ranged in breath-taking rows
the very selfsame dresses she had seen some of her
favorite stars wearing. Could it (Continued on page 87)

WHERE? HOW? READ ABOUT THE CINEMA SHOPS AND THE WORK THEY'RE DOING
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3131—Alice White, in Universal'*

"Kid Gloves," wears this dress of
bright red wool embroidered with
little gold dots. The sleeve top is

novel, the kick-pleated skirt is prac-
tical, and the buckle setting off the

belt is very modern. Sizes 14 to 20,

36 to 40.

925—A distinctly smart dress of

bronzeen green woolen with toning

satin use for the drop-shoulder

yoke. It has sheath-like lines that

will make you look tall. Sizes 14 to

20, 36 to 40.

300—Mandarin red crepe silk made
this fascinating dress, smart for

bridge or tea. It is cut along prin-

cess lines. It can have long sleeves,

if you prefer. Sizes 14 to 20, 36

to 40.
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The Merry Widow hat has taken a definite hold on

winter fashions. Claire Trevor shows one worn in

the best manner (above). Black and white is the

color scheme for Una Merkel's dress and hat (upper

right). Then there is the black velvet brimmed hat

worn by Claire Trevor (right). Dorothy Tree's

visored hat is made from the same fabric as her suit

(below, right) and is picked up by a scarf of leopard

skin. June Knight (below) is strictly tailored in her

suit and brimmed felt hat.



MARY CAR-
LYLE has a
brand new
hair style . . .

thanks to the hair-

dresser out at Columbia
studios. She has al-

ways had a yen to wear
her blonde locks in a
thick braid wound
about her head, but

somehow this style

looked a bit too formal

for a little gal like

Mary. So she took her
problem to the studio

hairdresser, with the re-

sult that she has a coif-

feur that leans toward
the coronet but yet is

very girlish. Instead t)f

the braid, a row of little

tight curls are formed
across the top of the

head. The back of the

head from the nape of

the neck to the crown
is just one mass of ring-

lets.

• Dorothy Wilson has

a rather unusual idea

for dressing up her
dark hair. In each

wave she places a gold
bobbie pin. The light

pins against her dark hair

INTRIGUING NEWS OF FRIPPERIES

AND FOLDEROLS STRAIGHT FROM

THE HOLLYWOOD FRONT

are really very attractive. Result : a messy kitchen, but

Something new in shoulder

straps. The material of

Patricia Ellfs' new evening

gown—a luscious thing of

corded white satin — is

braided in very clever

fashion to form straps.

cabinet to the other.

The mirror, which is

hung separately, , is

equipped with make-up
lights.

• We've just discov-

ered something about
Clark Gable. He can
cook! His specialty is

fried oyster s—and
here's his recipe:

Drain oysters. Take
two cups of cracker

crumbs finely rolled.

Beat two eggs, add two
cups milk and season.

Press three or four of

the oysters together,

dip first in egg mixture

then in cracker crumbs.

Repeat, pressing into

balls as you do so.

Drop into hot deep fat

and fry until golden

brown,
a swell dish of oysters

!

• Speaking of hair, it's interesting to note that several

of our well-known blondes are going natural ! Helen
Twelvetrees' blonde tresses are now a beautiful light gold-

en brown. Very becoming, too. Glenda Farrell will soon
follow Helen's example and one or two others are seri-

ously considering the change. A tip from studio camera-
men that dark hair photographs more flatteringly is prob-
ably the reason for all this ado.

• Mae West has the trickiest, neatest and most practical

make-up box on the Paramount lot. The color is old

rose (Mae's favorite shade) and it is so built that it com-
bines vanity, beauty box, hamper and cabinet . . . and
still retains beauty and simplicity in its lines. The center

of the vanity is divided into compartments to hold her
toiletries. The hamper is attached to one leg and the
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• George Raft has one of those new "tuck-back" suits

that are the last word in men's apparel. The tucks ap-

pear on the back of the coat, starting from the shoulder

line and disappearing into the narrow belt at the waist-

line. The tucks, very small in size, give that popular

broad effect through the back. The coat fits quite snugly

over the hips.
*

• Can you imagine putting castor oil in your eyes?

That's what June Collyer does and she claims it's really

the grandest thing in the world for giving the eye that

much-sought-after luster. Its cleansing and protecting

qualities are also wonderful. One drop in each eye will

remove all stray bits of mascara, dirt or dust. Tune
always uses it before working in a picture as it's a preat

protection against kleig eyes. (Continued on page 90)



Modern Screen

To avoid WmJefes treat your

When Dryness bothers

treatyour Outer Skin
OUTER SKIN
which roughens
and dries, if un-
protected from
sun, wind, cold
weather, over-
heated houses,
make-up—which
tend to dry out its

natural moisture.

UNDER SKIN
which shrinks
when tiny glands
fail, thereby
causing the outer
skin to form folds
and wrinkles.
Here you help
these glands to
work properly.

WHAT causes wrinkles?

What causes dryness?

Since Eve, women have
dreaded these two greatest

enemies to skin loveliness

. . . charm . . . Romance!

Today we know the an-

swer to these old riddles.

How Wrinkles Come!

There are two layers of skin.

Each entirely different.

Both smoothly fitting in

youth as the skin and flesh

of a firm ripening plum.

But the under skin soon
loses that glorious firmness

. . . Shrinks, as its own
beauty oils fail. The Outer
Skin falls into folds. Little

lines form. Eventually,
dreaded wrinkles!

Pond's Cold Cream is

made to help you avoid
these very troubles. It is

rich in oils. And it pene-
trates all the way to the
under skin. Brings it just

the oils it needs to keep it

firm and full. When you
use this lovely satiny cream,

your skin feels rejuvenated
—to its very depth

—

in-

stantly! Because it goes so

deep, Pond's Cold Cream is

the thoroughest cleanser as

well as beauty builder.

How to Correct Dryness

But Dryness occurs in the
Outer Skin! That thin layer

of skin that has to with-
stand sun, wind, cold, the

dry heat of modern houses.

When the moisture cells

in this fine skin are dried

out by exposure, it becomes
harsh, chaps.

Try Pond's Vanishing
Cream to correct this
trouble. This fragrant, fluffy

cream is made especially for

the Outer Skin. It contains

a very marvelous substance

that prevents loss of skin

moisture—actually restores

it, and smooths away rough-

nesses in one application!

Pond's Vanishing Cream
is famous also as a powder
base. It takes your make-
up beautifully, and holds it

for hours.

The TWO-SKIN

TREATMENT society

women use as told by

MRS. THOMAS
CARNEGIE, JR.

1 "At night I cream face and neck with Pond's Cold Cream,
then remove it and the day's dirt with Pond's Tissues. A
second cleansing tones my skin deep down.

2 "Next, Pond's Vanishing Cream for my overnight cream
—so much better than sticky creams. It takes away rough-
nesses, dryness . . . and it's so delicious to use!

3 "In the morning, and in the day, Pond's Cold Cream
again. Then Vanishing Cream to prepare for make-up and
prevent chapping or drying. This 2-cream treatment keeps
my skin feeling alive and glowing."

OUTER SKIN ill,;!"!!
WHERE

DRYNESS STARTS UNDER SKIN

Mrs. George Grant Mason, Jr.

Society beauty, cares for her exquisite blonde

skin the Pond's way . . . Pond's Cold Cream for her

Under Skin, Pond's Vanishing Creamfor her Outer Skin.

WHERE
WRINKLES START

MAIL
COUPON
AND

SEE FOR
YOURSELF

Pond's Extract Co., Dept. A, 136 Hudson St., New York City

I enclose 10^ (to cover postage and packing) for samples of Pond's

Two Creams and six shades of Pond's new Face Powder.

Name-

Street,

City_ _ State. i
Tune in on the Pond's Players Fridays, 9:30 P. M., E. S. T. WEAF and NBC Network Copyright, 1933, Pond's Extract Company
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THE MODERN HOSTESS
(Left) "Chicken

a la Gargan"—

named for its

creator. A
tempting
canned chicken

combination,

which the

Modern
Hostess is

pleased to pass

on to you.

(Right) Bill

Cargan raids

the refrigerator

in search of

ingredients for

a new after-

theatre dish.

Courtesy of Richardson & Robbins

THE party was over and it was
late. Six of us piled into Bill

Gargan's car. Suddenly Bill

said, "I don't know about the

rest of you, but I'm as hungry as the

proverbial wolf. How about going up
to the house for a bite of something ?"

"What, for instance?" asked our es-

cort skeptically.

"Don't ask Bill that," laughed Mrs.
Gargan. "He never knows himself

what he's going to produce until it's too

late to do a thing about it. He crosses

the contents of cans and bottles with

whatever he happens to find in the re-

MODERN SCREEN STAR RECIPES

HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
MODERN SCREEN Magazine

149 Madison Avenue,New York,N.Y.

I enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope, for which please send
me the recipes for January,
1934, at no further cost to me.

Name

Address

.

(Print in pencil)

(Street and Number)

(City) (State)

frigerator and expects you to eat the

results—and like it ! Oddly enough,
folks generally seem to think it is

great."

So we silenced our companion's pro-

tests and eventually wound up in the

Gargan kitchen—and good and glad we
are that we did—for we picked up
some ideas for quickly prepared dishes

which are going to come in very handy
these winter evenings, especially dur-
ing the holiday season when people are
dropping in unexpectedly, just when
one has the least time for cooking.

On this particular evening, Bill col-

lected eggs and butter, a loaf of bread,

a can of tomato sauce and a jar of little

frankfurters from the well stocked

pantry. He instructed us to remove the

crusts from six slices of bread and
then to cut out the centers, leaving a

ring of bread about an inch wide all

'round. Meanwhile, Bill melted three
tablespoons of butter in a frying pan
and, when we had fixed the bread, he
put the slices into the pan. Next he
broke an egg into the hollow center of

each slice. This cooked over a low
flame until the bread was a golden
brown on the underneath side. Then
he grasped a griddle-cake flipper and
deftly turned each slice over, egg and
all.

Bill had opened the can of tomato
sauce and the jar of frankfurters and
put them to heat in separate pans.

Then, when he deemed the eggs in the

bread slices had attained the correct

degree of hardness, he transferred one
egg slice to each plate and poured hot

tomato sauce over the lot of them. He
laid a frankfurter along the side of

each and bade us "fall to."

We've used this basic bread and egg
idea in loads of ways since, using
mushroom sauce or hot Hollandaise
sauce instead of the tomato sauce, sup-
plemented by crisp bacon or sausages
or thin broiled ham instead of frank-
furters. Served with corn bread and
a salad, it makes a good luncheon or
Sunday night supper dish.

AFTER the food had been devoured
we sat around to have a good-night

cigarette and we took this opportunity
to quiz Mrs. Gargan further about Bill's

culinary accomplishments.
"Most of Bill's stunts are worked

out with canned stuff," she replied,

amused that anyone should be interested

in her husband's frying-pan adventures.

"But can I perform miracles with
canned chicken?" interrupted Bill.

"You think those eggs were good?
Well, wait 'till you've eaten Chicken
a. la Gargan ! If it wasn't so late I'd

make some for you right now !"

"Don't you believe him," Mrs. Gargan
advised. "Since the very first time
Bill first got the idea for combining

{Continued on page 91)

• Bill Gargan, an impromptu chef, prepares exciting late supper dishes
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t cleare er v^ompiexion
surfimim

quickly
says the noted

Dr. Leon hufnagel,
Paris Dermatologist

One of the best known skin special-

ists in France, Dr. Hufnagel, co-

author of the famous " Traite de

Dermatologie," describes this typi-

cal case:—
"Mlle. D— typist. Persist-

ent furunculosis (boils) and pim-

ples on face and neck. Complexion
muddy. Complained ofheadaches.

"Patient had been subject for

years to constipation. X-rays
showed intestines weakened by
laxatives. I prescribed yeast.

"In 3 weeks her evacuations be-

came normal. Her skin eruptions

dried up and no others appeared.

Her headaches disappeared and
her digestion greatly improved."

Dr. Hufnagel is Chief of the Dept.
of Skin Diseases of the Hospital of

the Rothschild Foundation in Paris.

"A POOR COMPLEXION," states

F\. Dr. Hufnagel, "is usually a sign

of poisons in the system. External

treatment, therefore, is not enough.

"I advise people suffering from con-

stipation and skin affections to add yeast

to their diet. It is the surest corrective

for skin eruptions that I know.
"

Eaten daily, Fleischmann's Yeast

actually strengthens the intestines

—

softens the clogging food residues

—

promotes the daily evacuation of

bodily waste that is so essential to a

clear skin and abundant energy.

Just eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's

Yeast daily—before meals, or between

meals and at bedtime— plain or dis-

solved in a third of a glass of water

You can get Fleischmann's

Yeast (rich in vitamins B, G
and D) at grocers, restaurants,

soda fountains. Try it—now!
Copyright, 1933, Standard Brands Incorporated

THANK GOODNESS SCHOOL 15 OUT

FOR ANOTHER DAY/TUOSE CUILDREnJ

I WOULD TIRE ANYBODY.

• "I am a teacher," writes Miss O'Brien. "I'd be-
come run-down—had indigestion. Feltmiserable...

1 FEEL MISERABLE/ BUT
IT ISN'T THE CHILDREN -
MY STOMACH IS SO
UPSET— AND LOOK UOW
MY FACE IS BREAKING OUT

• "Then my face began to break out in eruptions.
I was horrified. I worried about it terribly . . .

THIS X-RAY CONFIRMS MY DIAGNOSIS. POISONS FROM

WASTE MATTER IN YOUR INTESTINES ARE CAUSING

VOUR INDIGESTION AND SKIN TROUBLE.YOU SHOULD

EAT FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST DAILY

[ HAVEN T GONE TO A DANCE IN

AGES . .. I FELT SO BAD AND WAS
SO ASHAMED OF
THE WAY I LOOKED.

• "So I went to my doctor. He advised
Fleischmann's Yeast. I ate it faithfully.

NEEDNT BE ANY
EMILY. I'VE NEVER SEEN
A LOVELY SKIN AS YOU
NOW.' AND YOU'RE SO

PEP AGAIN, TOO. TWOS

DOCTORS MUST BE RIG

ABOUT YEAST /

• "Very soon my health improved. Indigestion
left and my skin cleared up. It was wonderful!"
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Before you, you have some excellent

lessons in correct posture. For standing

—Kay Francis. Easy, graceful, and

poised. Above, you see Dorothea

Wieck in an informal, casual snapshot.

Notice how straight her back is as she

leans forward in that chair. Next to

her, Carole Lombard is saying "Heads

up!" And Florine McKinney, in her

rowing machine, gives you a gentle

hint about exercise that is good for

shoulders.

Write to Mary Biddle about your

own beauty problems. She'll be

delighted to help you in working

them out. Address Mary Biddle,

MODERN SCREEN, 149 Madison

Avenue, New York, N. Y. Enclose

a stamped self-addressed envelope.

By MARY BSDDLE

I HATE to use the word "pos-
ture." I know that, in school,

the word was dinned into you
until you were heartily sick of

it. I can remember when I went
to school how that confounded word
was screamed at me every time I

turned around. Quite rightly, I

admit, for, being taller than any of
my friends, I was always trying to

slouch off a couple of inches. A
very silly idea, as I'll admit now.
It didn't make me look smaller—it

simply made me look sloppy.

However, whether you loathe the

word or not, I'm going to talk this

month about posture. And high
time, too. Because the new fash-

ions call attention so cruelly to our
carriage and poise. Because the

popularity of the debutante slouch,

a few years ago, has left us with

a disgraceful hangover of bad
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standing and sitting postures. Be-
cause a graceful, erect carriage is

one of the first steps toward a good
figure, toward chic, toward health.

Look at Kay Francis standing

regally in the middle of this page.

Look at the stately Dorothea Wieck
sitting in a chair as a chair should

be sat in. Look at the encouraging

lift of Carole Lombard's chin and
head. And look at young Florine

McKinney at her rowing machine

—

a grand invention to pull the shoul-

ders back into line.

You can improve your posture

—

maybe you'd like the word poise

better?—by exercising, of course.

,
And I'll give you some exercises

lpfij2> later on in this article. But—most

of all—posture, and poise) can be

^ improved by daily concentration

/ upon proper standing, sitting and

walking. You must think about it.
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And work at it. If necessary, tie a

string around your finger which will

mean "Check up on your posture !" I

know it's difficult—we can stand and
sit quite properly as long as we keep
our minds on it. But as soon as some-
thing claims our attention, the shoul-

ders droop, our middles slump and our

heads duck forward. It takes time

and concentration to maintain a good
posture if we haven't been in the habit

of it. So.—let's get in the habit, before

it's too late.

Considering Kay Francis again. Kay
is a tall girl. Just about the tallest on
the screen. Five feet seven. That's

awful tall for the movies, you know.
Occasionally, Kay must slouch a bit on

the screen so that she'll be shorter than

her leading man. But such a practice

isn't advocated in real life and you'd

never catch Kay doing it in real life.

No, sir !

IN trying to figure out why people

don't stand and sit properly, I have

come to the conclusion that one of the

reasons is that they don't know how.
They think, many of them, that "cor-

rect posture" is a stiff, unnatural, un-

comfortable bolt-uprightness. It isn't.

Here's what it is : stand on your own
two feet, with the weight evenly dis-

tributed on the two of them. Balance

the greater part of the body weight

forward—so that the balls of the feet

take it. Now—pull in on your abdomi-
nal muscles. Hard. If you pull hard
enough, you won't have to throw your

chest out or pull your shoulders back.

Because you'll find that the chest will

naturally lift itself as the stomach is

pulled in, flat and hard. And as the

chest lifts, the shoulders go back where
they belong. Now, check up on the

rear of yourself—you don't want that

prominent enough part to be sticking

out grotesquely, do you ? Well, then,

pull it in—as you would pull it in

if someone were going to spank you.

Keep the stomach muscles taut. And
don't give me the excuse that you can't

hold your stomach in and pull your
derriere in at the same time. You can,

if your muscles are good enough.
Now, with weight properly distrib-

uted, tummy in, back as flat as possible

and chest properly lifted—start to

"grow tall." Stretch up, as if you
were trying to pull yourself apart at

the waist. Lift your arms, sideways,
up over your head and stretch, stretch,

stretch. Do this five or ten times every
morning—just to remind yourself to

hold a good pose throughout the day.

If you want to vary this correct pos-
ture a bit, you may flex one knee on
occasions—it gives a graceful line to

your clothes. You'll notice that all the
movie stars, when having their photo-
graphs taken, flex the knee nearest the
camera.

I think your sitting posture is prob-
ably worse than your standing posture,
isn't it? I know that it's easier to

stand properly than sit properly. Espe-
cially if you sit a great deal. In an
office. It's almost impossible not to
slump occasionally when you're work-
ing over a desk all day. But—if you'll

(Continued on page 98)

WHY?

Those dry

splinters of

strong suds in your dishpan

Cjiange to

IVORY for dishes

(and all soap-and-

water tasks) for a week . . .

Watch your hands smooth up. Ivory has no free alkali to

dry and redden your hands. Although Ivory costs so little,

it is pure enough for a baby's skin • . . 99 44/ioo% Pure.

Ivory Soap
prevents "Housework Hands"
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the j^>iire of
LOVELY EYES

can be yours with

Eye Beauty Aids

MaybellineEyelashDarkener
Instantly darkens eyelashes,
making them appear longer,
darker, and more luxuriant.
It is non-smarting, tear-proof
and absolutely harmless. The
largest selling eyelash beauti*
fier in the world.

X X

Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil
smoothly forms the eyebrows
into graceful, expressive lines,

giving a perfect, natural ef-

fect. Of highest quality, it is

entirely harmless, and is clean
to use and to carry.

Maybelline Eye Shadow
delicately shades the eyelids,

adding depth, color, and spar-
kle to the eyes. Smooth and
creamy, absolutely pure. Blue,
Brown, Blue-Gray, Violet and
Green.

Maybelline Eyelash Grower
pure and harmless, stimulates
the natural growth of the eye-
lashes and eyebrows. Apply
before retiring.

X X

Theesc famous preparations

in 10c sizes mean simply

that you can now enjoy complete highest quality

eye make-up without the obstacle of cost. Try them

and achieve the lure of lovely eyes simply and safely,

but—insist upon genuine MAYBELLINE prepara*

tions— for quality, purity, and value. Purse sizes

obtainable at all leading 10c stores.

MAYBELLINE CO., CHICAGO
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DIRECTORY of PICTURES
• RECOMMENDED • • SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED.

AGGIE APPLEBY. MAKER OF MEN ( RKO)—Yarn
of a gal wlio likes her men to be tough. When her
first love is sent to prison for heating up three
coppers she takes on a wealthy scamp and develops
him into her ideal. William Gargan. Wynne Gibson,
Charles Farrell and Zasu Pitts. Quite funny—okay
for youngsters over 14.

• • ANN VICKERS (RKO)—Sinclair Lewis' novel
has been made into an excellent drama. The

story has been followed with (for the movies) rare
faithfulness. Irene Dunne is splendid as the prison
reformer and Walter Huston excellent, as usual, in

the role of Judge Barney Dolphin. Splendid—not for
children under 16.

• ANOTHER LANGUAGE (M-G-M)—Story of an
interfering mother-in-law and a young bride who

stands up for her rights as a wife. The late Louise
Closser Hale, Robert Montgomery and Helen Hayes
are in it. Very good—young folks under 16 will be
bored.

• BEAUTY FOR SALE (M-G-M)—The lives and
loves of several beauty operators, a successful

business man and his fickle wife. Madge Evans,
Alice Brady and Otto Krueger with an excellent sup-
porting cast. Good—not for youngsters under 16.

• • BERKELEY SQUARE (Fox)—A fanciful tale
of a modern young man who is magically trans-

ferred to the 1 Stli century. Leslie Howard is the
modern and Heather Angel the exquisite little 18th
century lady he falls in love with. A charming and
different love story—dull for young folks under 16.

• THE BEST OF ENEMIES (Fox)—A mirthful and
boisterous beer comedy. Joe Cawthorne. Buddy

Rogers, Marian Nixon and Greta Nissen. An enter-
tainer for the whole family.

BITTERSWEET (United Artists)—A rather dull ro-

mance of a wealthy and beautiful English gal who
elopes with her music teacher. Not much interest
for anybody.

THE BOWERY (20th Century)—There _ are some
awfully good spots in this, mixed up with a great
deal of vulgarity and considerable bad taste. Wallace
Beery, George Raft and Pert Kelton are excellent.
And Jackie Cooper, too. If you can shut your eyes
to the vulgarity and bad taste, you'll enjoy this

rough-and-tumble—and incidentally, nicely authentic
—picture of New York's tough district in the Nineties.
Good—a bit too raw for young children.

• THE BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS (War-
ners)—About that interesting but little known part

of the police department. Bette Davis. Pat O'Brien,
Lewis Stone and Glenda Farrell. Informative and
exciting in spots—children under 16 will not be in-

terested.

• • CAPTURED (Warners)—A powerful and mov-
ing war lova story. Most of the action centers

around a German prison camp. Leslie Howard, Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Lukas and Margaret Lindsay.
Very good—boring for children under 16.

• A CHANCE AT HEAVEN (RKO)—Vina Delmar's
simple and delightful little story about a boy and

a girl in love. Complications arise when a rich girl

from the city appears. Entertaining—for everybody.

THE CIRCUS QUEEN MURDER (Columbia)—

A

murder mystery in a circus tent. Good mystery—too
exciting for youngsters under 16.

• THE COHENS AND THE KELLYS IN
TROUBLE (Universal)—Another of these comedy

series with Charlie Murray and George Sidney. Good
—particularly for kids.

e COLLEGE HUMOR (Paramount)—Laughs, croon-

ing and plenty of entertainment on a college

campus. Bing Crosby, Dick Arlen, Jack Oakie and
Mary Carlisle. Good—for young folks, too.

• • DINNER AT EIGHT (Fox)—A grand plot in-

volving the exciting intrigues of a group of

people invited to a fashionable dinner party. A
superb cast with John and Lionel Barrymore. Bilhe

Burke, Phillips Holmes, Madge Evans, Lee Tracy.
Wallace Beery. Marie Dressier, Eddie Lowe, Jean
Hersholt. Karen Morey, Franchot Tone. Jean Harlow
and others. Excellent and sophisticated drama—send

the kids to a Western.

DON'T BET ON LOVE (Universal)—Horse-racing
and romance. Lew Ayres and Ginger Rogers. Fair

—dull for youngsters.

9 • DOUBLE HARNESS (RKO)—A very nice girl

(Ann Harding) tricks a devil-may-care bachelor

(William Powell) into marriage in order to make
him into a successful business man. Then she falls

in love with him. When he discovers her trickery

he leaves her lor another woman—almost. So-

phisticated entertainment—not for children under 18.

DOCTOR BULL (Fox)—Story of an old-fashioned

but excellent doctor in a small town. He is the

target of a lot of gossip and criticism because of his

disregard of pettv conventions. Slow moving but

good if you like Will Rogers—okay for tots.

a • THE EAGLE AND THE HAWK (Paramount)
—Drama of the horror and brutality of war.

Fredric March, Cary Grant, Jack Oakie and Carole

Lombard. See it by all means—but leave the very

young folks at home.

• ELMER THE GREAT (Warners)—Joe E. Brown
in a good baseball yarn. Take all the kids.

• EMERGENCY CALL (RKO)—Behind the scenes

in a hospital. Bill Gargan, Bill Boyd, Myrna Ken-
nedy and Betty Furness. Good of its kind—young
folks under 16 will be bored.

F.P.I (Fox-Gaumont)—Deals with a mysterious men-
ace that hangs over an airport built in mid-ocean.

Leslie Fenton. Conrad Veidt and Jill Esmond. A
different and rather exciting picture for grown-ups

—

but not for tots.

EVER IN MY HEART (Warners)—Moving drama
of an American girl (Barbara Stanwyck) and a Ger-
man boy (Otto Krueger). Their marriage is sacri-

ficed to the World War. There is a tragic ending.

Good if you like this kind of tragedy—not recom-
mended for children.

THE FIDDLIN' BUCKAROO (Maynard-Uniyersal)—
Ken Maynard as a government agent who joins up
with a gang of thieves to get his man. Exciting
Western—send the kids.

• • FOOTLICHT PARADE (Warners)—Another
grand musical. You'll like it even better than

"42nd Mreet" and "Gold-diggers." Ruby Keeler and
Dick Powell, Joan Blondell and James Cagney and
others make the superb cast. Excellent entertainment
for everybody.

FROM ARIZONA TO BROADWAY (Fox)—A rather
uninteresting crook story. Joan Bennett and Jimmie
Dunn. Dull.

• FROM HELL TO HEAVEN (Paramount)—A good
race track yarn. Carole Lombard, Jack Oakie,

David Manners and Adrienne Ames. Take the whole
family.

• • GOLDDIGGERS OF 1933 (Warners)—A musical
that people are still raving about. Keeler and

Powell, Blondell and Warren William, Aline Mac-
Mahon and Guy Kibbee. Don't pass it up if you
haven't seen it already—youngsters will enjoy it. too.

• GOODBYE AGAIN (Warners)—A sophisticated
comedy about a brilliant author, his ex-gal friend.

and his secretary. Wordy, but good—send the kids
to a Western, though.

HEADLINE SHOOTER (RKO)—All about the ex-
citing and hectic life of a newsreel man. Bill Gargan.
Frances Dee and Ralph Bellamy. Several good shots
of earthquakes, fires and floods—children will go
for it.

• HER BODYCUARD (Paramount)—A peppy little
yarn about a sugar daddy, his chorus girl sweetie

and the bodyguard he employs to keep off his rivals.
Eddie Lowe and Wynne Gibson. Good comedy—kids
will laugh, too.

• HER FIRST MATE (Universal)—Zasu Pitts and
Slim Summerville teamed again. One big laugh

for everybody—see it.

HEROES FOR SALE (Warners)—A post war de-
pression story about a veteran down on his luck.
Dick Barthelmess' acting is excellent. Aline Mac-
Mahon plays opposite. Very depressing.

• HOLD YOUR MAN (M-G-M)—And bow Jean
Harlow holds him! Clark Gable is the man. Jean

and Clark are topnotch as always. Good—not for
those young folks under 16, though.

• I LOVED A WOMAN (Warners)—Drama of the
power and influence a mistress wields over the

man she loves. Kay Francis is the mistress, an
opera singer, Edward G. Robinson the man and
Genevieve Tobin his wife. Certainly worth seeing

—

not for youngsters under 16.

• • I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY (Fox)—People
are still going to see this one. Very smart

and sophisticated love comedy. Elissa Landi, Victor
Jory, Miriam Jordan and Warner Baxter. Excellent—send the tots to a Western.

• I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount)—And she isn't!
She's a lion tamer this time, and she tames 'em!

Mae West at her best, this time as a sideshow
burlesque queen who moves up in the world and
finally marries a Social Registerite. You'll like it
if you like Mae—pretty rowdy for kids of any age.

• THE KING OF THE ARENA (Maynard-Uni-
versal)—A good Western all about a cowboy who
turns sleuth. Ken Maynard is the cowboy detective.
Send the kids.

• • LADY FOR A DAY (Columbia)—Apple Annie
(May Robson) kids_ her daughter, away at school
in Spain, into believing her mother is a social queen.
When the daughter decides to come see her mama,
things happen. Jean Parker, Warren William.
Glenda Farrell, Ned Sparks and Guy Kibbee com-
plete the cast. Swell—for grown-ups and tots.

• LOVE, HONOR AND OH BABY (Universal)—
A struggling young lawyer and a pretty stenog-

rapher can't get married because they have no
money. So they frame the girl's boss who is crazy
about pretty stenographers for a breach of promise
suit. A riot of amusement—kids will think so.
too.

• MAMA LOVES PAPA (Paramount)—A comedy
of married life. Mary Boland and Charles Rug-
gles. Very funny—older children will like it.

• MAN OF THE FOREST (Paramount)—Randolph
Scott, Verna Hillie, Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery,
Harry Carey and a very entertaining family of
mountain lions. Good Western—take the tots.

• THE MAN WHO DARED (Fox)—A biographical
sketch dealing with the life of the late mayor of

Chicago, Anton Cermak. Preston Foster plays the
role of Cermak and Zita Johann is his wife. Good
of its kind—too advanced for young folks under 14.

MARY STEVENS. M.D. (Warners)—Story of a
woman doctor who rises above a very tragic love
affair and wins out in the end. Kay Francis and
Lyle Talbot. Fair—dull for all the children.

• THE MASQUERADER (United Artists)—Ronald
Colman in a dual role involving politics and love.

Elissa Landi plays opposite. Good—not for young
folks under 16.

• THE MAYOR OF HELL (Warners)—James Cag-
ney and Frankie Darro in a yarn about a lot of

tough youngsters in a reform school. Good—kids
will enjoy the excitement.

THE MIDNIGHT CLUB (Paramount)—All about a
gang of high powered London jewel thieves. Clive
Brook, Helen Vinson, Alan Mowbray, Allison Skip-
worth and George Raft. Fairly amusing—not for

anyone under 16.

MIDSHIPMAN JACK (RKO)—A story of naval
cadets. Bruce Cabot is the upper classman who
doesn't always practice what he preaches. Betty
Furness plays opposite. Good of its kind—for every-
body.
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• • MORNING GLORY (RKO)—Katharine Hep-
burn in a vital drama of a wistful little coun-

try girl who becomes a great actress. Adolphe
Menjou. Doug Fairbanks. Jr., and Mary Duncan
complete the cast. Don't miss this one—but send
the children under 16 to a Western.

• MY WEAKNESS (Fox)—You see Lilian Harvey
for the first time in this one. An excellent little

musical with some grand numbers. An entertainer
for everyone.

• • NO MARRIAGE TIES (RKO)—That's what
Richard Dix, a cagey, wise advertising man,

decides. But that doesn't exclude love. Nor fast
answers and amusing gags. Very good—not much
in it for young children.

• • ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON (Paramount)—
Gary Cooper and Neil Hamilton as rivals for

Fay Wray. Cooper's revenge mounts for years
after Neil wins her. And then, one Sunday after-
noon, comes the crisis. Frances Fuller, a new-
comer, is excellent. Excellent drama—not for chil-
dren under 16.

9 ONE MAN'S JOURNEY (RKO)—Story of a bril-
liant doctor who sacrifices a successful career to

become a plain country practitioner. He gets his
reward when his skill surpasses even the specialists'
in saving the life of the girl his son marries. Lionel
Barrymore, Joel McCrea. Dorothy Jordan and May
Robson. Splendid drama—tots will not sit through
this picture, though.

• PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING (Fox)—They
just won't let Gaynor grow up. This time she

is the romping young daughter of an Irish major.
She saves her sister from marrying tor money and
repairs the family fortunes herself. Warner Baxter,
Margaret Lindsay and Walter Connolly complete
the cast. You'll like it—take the youngsters.

• PILGRIMAGE (Fox)—Deals with the everlast-
ing remorse of a mother who sends her son to

war to separate him from the girl he loves. Norman
Foster, Marian Nixon and Henrietta Crossman. A
woman's picture—very weepy.

• • THE POWER AND THE GLORY (Fox)—

A

surprising and different picture beginning with
a much hated railroad man's suicide. Then his life
is told in flashbacks. Spencer Tracy and Colleen
Moore. You will be interested in this one—too ad-
vanced for anyone under 16.

PRIVATE DETECTIVE (Warners)—A not so hot
crook yarn. Only the excellent acting of William
Powell recommends this. Fair—young folks will be
bored.

• PROFESSIONAL SWEETHEART (RKO)—Ginger
Rogers is a radio entertainer who is billed as

America's Purity Girl. This bores her no end, until
she falls in love with a hick admirer, Norman
Foster, who believes she's really as pure as the
publicity department states. Good—for the whole
family.

• THE PRIVATE LIFE OF KING HENRY THE
VIII (United Artists)—The colorful life of this

much married king of England. You'll be crazy
about Charles Laughton as Henry. By all means see
this one—take the kids along.

• RAFTER ROMANCE (RKO)—When a couple of
young things can't pay their rent, an obliging

landlord figures out a way to help them. He rents
the same room to the chap (who works all night)
and to the girl (who works all day). George
Sidney, Norman Foster and Marian Nixon. Go and
take the tots to this comedy.

• * REUNION IN VIENNA (M-G-M)— Very
sophisticated comedy about exiled royalty and

mad, romantic love. John Barrymore and Diana
Wynyard, with an excellent supporting cast. Superb.
You can see this twice over—but put the young folks
to bed first.

ROME EXPRESS (Universal) — Melodramatic love
yarn on a continental express train. Conrad Veidt
and Esther Ralston. Kids will like it.

• SATURDAY'S MILLIONS (Universal)—All about
a cocky football star who wins the game in spite

of a broken hand. Robert Young is the star, Leila
Hyams provides the heart throbs and Mary Doran
the complications. Andy Devine, Mary Carlisle and
Johnny Mack Brown complete the cast. The kids
will think it's swell.

SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM (Universal)—Who-
ever sleeps in a certain room of a certain castle is
murdered. Very scarey. Lionel Atwill, Paul Lukas
and Gloria Stuart. There is plenty of mystery to
the very end in this one—not for the very young tots.

SHANGHAI MADNESS (Fox)—Spencer Tracy as a
United States Army officer who disobeys an unfair
order. He is discharged. Goes to China, gets mixed
in a war and falls in love. Only fair—children over
14 will enjoy the excitement.

• SOLITAIRE MAN (M-G-M)—Speed, action and
plenty of mystery in the cabin of a fast traveling

airplane carrying a gang of jewel thieves. One of
the most exciting and thrilling mysteries in a long
time—kids will go for it in a big way, too.

• SONG OF SONGS (Paramount)—An extremely
emotional love drama. Marlene Dietrich and Brian

Aherne. Some will like it—not for young folks
under 18.

THE SONG OF THE EAGLE (Paramount)—A rather
dull beer story. Dick Arlen and the cast do all they
can with the plot. Boring.

S.O.S. ICEBERG (Universal)—The adventures, the
extreme privations and dangers endured by a sci-
entist and his expedition in Greenland. Rod La-
Rocque, Leni Riefenstahl and Ernst Udet. The spec-
tacular Arctic scenery recommends this picture—edu-
cational for children.

• • STAGE MOTHER (M-G-M)—An unsuccessful
actress determines that her daughter shall be a

great star at any cost. The mother almost sacrifices
her daughter's love and marriage but she relents in
the end. Alice Brady and Maureen O'Sullivan are
superb as mother and daughter. Franchot Tone and
Philip Holmes are also in the cast. Excellent—not
for the young folks under 16.

• STORM AT DAYBREAK (M-G-M) — Walter
Huston, Kay Francis and Nils Asther in a vigor-

ous war love drama. Cood drama—those under 16
will be bored.

(Continued on page 98)
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Don't dilly-dally another minute,

if you yearn for a baby-smooth,

baby-clear complexion. These raw
wintry winds can make a girl's face

like sandpaper, if she's not careful.

So start your Ivory beauty treat-

ments today. Ivory won't dry up
the natural oils that keep your

skin silky-smooth.

Ivory, you know, is so pure that

doctors recommend it even for tiny

babies. Surely the soap that is

best for a baby's sensitive skin is

safest for your own complexion.

And . . . stay far, far away from

"beauty soaps" that may hide im-

purities behind fancy perfumes and

lollipop colorings.

And be a baby about your bath,

too! Hot, dry rooms—raw, chilly

winds! These days, your skin all

over needs Ivory's soothing, gentle

care more than ever. Hop into

your odorless Ivory bath. Hop out

feeling smooth all over. And thank

your lucky stars that fine white

Ivory costs you only a few pennies

at any grocer's.

Ivory Soap
09 44/ioo°/o pure • It floats
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\^,ashes
WERE MEANT TO BE

^urly!

NO HEAT

NO COSMETICS

NO PRACTICING

No one knows why that long, upward
sweep of feminine lashes has always

seemed so enchanting to the masculine

mind—but it's so. And it used to be that

(like curly hair) a girl either was born

with the right kind or else— . Now there's

a gadget: Kurlash. Slip your lashes in,

and press the handles. That's all. Kur-

lash won't break the lashes or hurt them
in any way. In fact, it's used by a great

many movie stars. If it isn't at your

favorite department store, drug store or

beauty shop, send $1 with the coupon.

And after you've curled your lashes, you'll

probably want to take other steps too.

Kurlene: keeps your
lashes and brows in con-
dition. 50 cents and $1.

Shadette: gives mys-
tery, depth to the eyes;
four shades, brown, blue,
green, violet. $1.

Lashtint: darkens your
lashes; waterproof. $1.

Lashpac: compact mas-
cara. Three shades. $1.

Tweezette: to arch
your brows painlessly. $1.

J\^urlash
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, New York
Gentlemen: Here's one dollar. Please send Kurlash
and a copy of your booklet, "Fascinating Eyes."
In Canada, Kurlash Company of Canada, Toronto.

City—.

_Street_

Dick Cromwell Surprises You

{Continued fron page 42)

"Joan Crawford was really responsible

for my going in pictures. She never
knew it. I never told her. But this is

what happened.
"Like most kids, I was unhappy with

what I was doing. I didn't know what
I wanted. I wasn't getting anywhere.
And then—one night—I sat in a theatre

and saw Joan Crawford in 'Untamed.'
I never dreamed then that I'd ever meet
her, but something came out to me from
that screen. She created excitement.

She made me want to accomplish some-
thing.

"I went looking for picture jobs right

after that. But if it hadn't been for see-

ing Joan in 'Untamed' I never would
have done it.

"Shortly after I had gotten into pic-

tures I met Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
a few nights later I went to a preview
of Joan's picture, 'Paid.' I had never

met her but I saw her in the lobby of

the theatre and I wanted to tell her how
much I'd liked 'Paid' but I felt she'd

think me just another fan and pay no
attention.

"And then I saw her coming over to

me. I should have congratulated her on
the picture. Instead she said, 'I want
you to know how happy I am about

your success. Douglas told me and I

read in the papers about "Tol'able

David." My name's Joan Crawford.'

"Shortly after that she called me up
and asked me to go with her and
Douglas and Vincent Allan to the opera.

Instead of having a secretary or some-

one do it, she called me herself.

"The opera was dull. We left early

and I asked them if they'd stop by my
house. They did and we sat there and

talked until morning.
"Every now and then I want to write

Joan a letter—when I don't see her for

a long time—and tell her what a great

person I think she is and maybe that

I've thought she was fine in a certain

picture, but she always answers those

notes herself and I know how busy she

is, so I hate to take up her time.

"Tallulah Bankhead is another of my
favorite people but she is completely

mad. I had heard about her first

from a lot of friends who said, 'Oh,

you must know Tallulah.' You know
those people. I thought I wouldn't like

her.

"And then, one night, when I was
in bed, my doorbell rang. I was an-

noyed—as who wouldn't be?—and,

groggy with sleep, opened the door a

little way and yelled, 'Who's there?'

"Before I had an answer the door

was pushed open and in walked a couole

of friends of mine and Tallulah. Be-

fore we were introduced she walked all

over my apartment saying, 'Well, my
dear, it's just too divine.' And then she

turned to me and said, 'Don't you think

I'm divine?'

"If any other woman would say that

you'd hate her—but with Tallulah it's

different. I've seen her sit by the mir-

ror for ages and then turn and say,

'Don't you think I'm beautiful?'

"Tallulah is one of the most supreme
egotists, but because it is Tallulah and
because she has so much real charm it's

okay. It is a part of her like her
beautiful eyes and you accept it as

such.

"One day I went to see her and
found her curled up on a couch, very
contrite about something. 'Listen,' she
said, after she had asked me if I didn't

think she was divine, 'I've a secret to

tell you, but don't tell Edie.'

"Edie is her companion-secretary
and is the one person of whom Tallu-
lah is afraid. Tallulah, who is lord of

all she surveys and when she walks
into a room takes it by storm.

" 'Listen, I lost a thousand dollars

gambling last night. Edie would be
furious. I can't think why I lost it. I

can't think why I'd gamble that much.
But I really did it to impress the

people who were standing around
watching.'

"It sounds incredibly mad but that's

Tallulah. Once she said, 'When I'm
with nice people, sane people, I'm nice

and sane, but when I'm with mad fiends

like you—who do insane things—then

I'm a fiend, too.'

TALLULAH is always cynical,

witty and bitter when she is in a

group. Egotist that she is, she cannot
help showing off before a crowd. She
is nicest when she is with just one
other person. Then she is utterly

charming."
Dick paused for breath. I suddenly

remembered I had a tea date—but I

didn't care.

"And now?" I asked, "Who's next?"
"Hepburn—Katharine Hepburn. I

want to meet her."

"Good luck," I said. "And more fine

stories."

Two weeks later, the papers reported

that Clara Bow and Rex Bell were
about to separate and that one of the

contributing causes was young Dick
Cromwell.

Here's what Dick has to say about
Clara. "She was swell when we worked
together in 'Hoop-la.' I think the reason

that someone decided the worst about

us is that a smile from her is like a

kiss from anybody else. She has that

tremendous personality that magnifies

her every gesture. I think she was
pleased that I didn't make her nervous.

When it came to our love scenes, it

looked like the real thing to some gos-

sips and they started the works. A
crack came out in the papers and was
denied by the Bells. Rightly, too—for

when Clara and I did the scene where
she seduces me in the picture. Rex Bell

was right there on the stage."

So what can you do with a boy like

that? For one thing you need never
let anybody tell you again that he is a

shy, country lad who goes around with

the home town gals and is terrified of

sophisticated, glamorous women.
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Between You and Me
(Continued from page 10)

and, thanks to the great Garbo, that

incomparable team, Garbo and Gil-

bert, are together again. There never

has been a pair quite like these two.

I have always championed John Gil-

bert and feel sure he will make a

great come-back. Then, those who
thought he was through for always

will doubtless say they knew all along

he'd return to his former place on

the screen. Well, I suppose that is

only human nature asserting itself

and, after all, nothing succeeds like

success.

Incidentally, why do you suppose

Garbo persists in her refusal to have

informal sentimental pictures taken

of herself and Gilbert?

(Your question may be answered in

"Garbo Falls in Love" in this issue of

MODERN SCREEN.)

OTIS COOPER of Stamford, Conn.,

writes

:

Have just seen "Night Flight" and

am full of praise for it. I hope every

fan sees it. Lionel Barrymore is

overshadowed by John in this, Myrna
Loy and Bill Gargan give excellent

accounts of themselves and Leslie

Fenton makes one hope to see more

!

EVELYN McCLATCHEY of Riv-

erton, N. J., says:

When it comes to handing out

orchids, mine go to Jack Oakie for

his comedy work in "College Humor"
and "Too Much Harmony." His

southern dialect in the latter was sim-

ply priceless. Jack is certainly a pic-

ture-stealer.

VIRGINIA DUBBS of Cairo, 111.,

writes

:

Why don't they make "The Sheik"

again with Ramon Navarro and

Myrna Loy in the leading roles?

They were splendid together in "The
Barbarian" and are just right for

colorful, romantic stories. By the

way, the "Wax Museum" was both

thrilling and interesting.

ELIZABETH ROBERTSON of

Little Rock, Ark., says:

Let's cheer Jean Harlow for her

success in "Bombshell," which proves

she can make clean pictures if they'll

only let her. That was one that

could be graded on its acting and not

on its eye appeal, which is a rare treat.

BARBARA WOODWARD o f

Bridgewaters, N. Y., writes

:

Fay Wray deserves a medal for

her picture progress. She has de-

veloped into a fine little actress

through a series of mediocre roles.

And another thing :—Miss Wray has

managed to keep her private life to

herself, which is something of a nov-
elty in these days of newspaper head-
lines divulging celebrities' most
intimate and revealing moments !

How Betty Found Fame and
Romance in Hollywood

What Yeast Foam Tablets did for

Betty's skin, they should do for yours.

A blotchy.unattractive complexion is usually

caused by faulty elimination or a nervous,

run-down condition.Your trouble is internal

and requires internal treatment. That is

what Yeast Foam Tablets provide.

Yeast Foam Tablets contain rich stores

of vitamins B and G which strengthen your

digestive and intestinal organs, which give

tone and vigor to your nervous system.With

the true causes of your trouble cor-

rected, eruptions and blem-

ishes vanish. Your skin-

becomes clear and
smooth. Indigestion,

constipation and ner-

vousness all go. You
enjoy new health, and
new beauty.

Don't confuse Yeast
Foam Tablets with ordi-

nary raw yeast. This yeast

has a rich, appetizing, nut'

like flavor. And it cannot

cause fermentation be-

cause it is scientifically

pasteurized. Many American universities

and various laboratories of the United
States government use this new-type yeast

in their vitamin research. All druggists sell

Yeast Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle

costs only 50c. Get one today.

FREE TO MOVIE FANS!
Here's something every movie fan goes wild about.
A brand new Movie Diary! Think how many times
you have asked yourself: "What was the name of

that picture?" "Who played in it?" "Where did I

see it?" Here you can keep a record of everything

you want to remember. Room for 66 pictures! Also
for "Pictures I Intend to See." Another section tells

hundreds of fascinating "Facts About the Stars."

fe Yet the Diary is small enough to carry in your
mk pocket or purse.

You can get the Movie Diary absolutely free!

Just send an empty carton of YEAST FOAM
TABLETS (50c size) with the coupon below.V

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO. MM1
1750 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Enclosed find an empty Yeast Foam Tablet carton (50c
size) . Please send me the new Movie Diary as per your
special offer.

Name . .

.

Address.

City .State.
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MISS MARJORIE SHEERIN of

Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:—

Tm so glad I took

my Doctor's advice!'

• "I had to stay home from the office,"

writes Miss Sheerin, "my cough was so
bad. So I called the doctor. He said,
'Take Pertussin— it's the best thing
there is for a cough.'Am I glad I did ! . . .

Next morning my cough was gone!"

MILLIONS OF GLANDS—like tiny

water faucets—inside your throat

and bronchial passages keep the tissues

healthily moist.

But when you "catch cold" these glands

clog up with thick, infected mucus! Your
throat feels tickly—dry. You cough and
cough, but you can't "raise" a thing.

You must get those little moisture glands

back into action, to stop a cough. And
Pertussin does just that!

Doctors have found that a spoonful or

two quickly stimulate the glands to start

pouring their natural moisture out into

your throat. Germ-laden phlegm is loos-

ened. Your throat feels soothed and
relieved. Pertussin is actually helping

Nature herself to cure your cough!

Pertussin is the scientific extract of a medi-

cinal herb famous in treating the most severe

coughs known. It contains no narcotics, no
harmful drugs. Get a

bottle today!

DOCTORS PRESCRIBE Per-
tussin for babies, too—it's so
safe. "It's the best remedy I

know for coughs," writes one
doctor. "I use it for my own
family," another states. It

won't upset the digestion.

PERTUSSIN
has been prescribed by doctors

for 30 years . . It works safely!

lean Harlarlow s Trousseau

{Continued from page 27)

night. You want to be exciting and
glamorous, then."

As if in direct answer to that last

sentence, The Wonder appeared. Jean
named it that at first glance. It was an
evening ensemble of that very new
"sauvage" velvet in a luscious deep
green jewel shade. The kind of cos-

tume that speaks for itself in soft-

shaded hours. There's something about
a princesse frock with a train that

makes you remember romance isn't just

an illusion. This one was cut to the

waist in back, moulded, and had a

draped-shoulder effect. The only orna-
ment was a jeweled buckle in front.

The sleeveless coat accompanying it

also held to the princesse line but fell in

gentle folds to the ankles. Around the

armholes were corded rolls of the

sauvage velvet.

"Oh, oh !" came an exclamation from
beside me, "there's my formal 'picture'

gown." Every trousseau needs one.

For those occasions when you want to

be outstanding at a large ball or at the

theatre. And there simply isn't any-
thing like corded gold lame. It's strik-

ing without doing sharp things to the

figure. And pictorial—oh, my dears

!

Especially when it just hints at being

an Edwardian court dress like this one.

Get out the plush album and look at

those pictures of mother-as-a-girl. Like-

ly as not she'll have buttons skipping
down the front and a ruffle around
the bottom. Then look at the 1933
version of an old and honored style—"zipped up" to be in tune with mod-
ern times. Tantalizing, isn't it?

T N this case the buttons skip down the

back with only the top one actually

buttoned—and they emphasize the very
snug fit of the gown. Adjustable kinds
of necklines are the newest thing for

both day and night. With this gold
lame, you can either close it high in

front or leave it to fall into a soft rever

that ends in a sun-pleated ruffle. You
have to be well poised to wear a gown
of this variety with distinction. All

picturesque gowns demand poise and
good posture. So do trains. Ah, these

trains. You find them on house coats

and long sleeved dinner dresses as well

as formals.

The best way, if they're not too long,

is to catch the dress in back just above
the knee arjd lift it until the train is

out of harm's way when you dance.
Otherwise carry them over your arm.
The ruffled fish tail kind that adorns
Jean's "picture gown" is particularly

popular. And that little shoulder
wrap would add an exciting touch to

any frock. It's straight cut, you see,

and folded over on one side for about
three inches. The idea is to join it

high in front and let it drape, cowl
fashion, down the back. TJte stiffer the
material, the better the cowl effect.

Naturally, as soon as Jean saw that

black velvet and ermine creation it was
as good as sold. She can't resist it. Ah

me, who could? Charming . . . dra-
matic . . . dazzling. That's black velvet
with touches of white fur !

First of all it has that stunning new
decolletage that rises serenely about the

throat under the chin and goes sliding

down to the waist in back. It's slit in

such a way that you can wear it open
for dancing and closed for dinner. A
rhinestone clip gives the bodice a very
slight draped look. And notice those
dropped shoulders again. They're con-
sidered a shade smarter than bare
shoulders. The gown smoothly suggests
that you've been poured into it and
tapered off—until you come to the bot-

tom, which ends in a devastating train.

There are two startling slits in the front

hem which make it even more exciting

but they have a very practical purpose
—to give you freedom of movement.
And don't overlook that huge double
bow in back. It's grand to effect lis-

som lines on slender people—but if

you're a bit thickish through the hips

better leave it off. The sandals you see

Jean wearing are black and silver.

Usually, for evening, you want to

look so poised—at your glamorous best.

Then let me tell you, get either one of

the latest fascinating "monk's capes"
that hint that you're in a dashing mood,
or a three-quarter length fitted coat

similar to Jean's black velvet. Yes, it's

part of the above mentioned ensemble
but you can wear it as easily with pale

chiffons or slinky white satin. The er-

mine collar has self buttons and there

are magnificent ermine cavalier cuffs.

You see, short jackets and flares are

young and sprightly. Perfect for co-eds
who want to look perky enough to

capture football heroes. But hardly in

keeping with the "grand dame" air.

T OOK how youthful and seventeen-
' ish Jean appears in that cocktail

suit of Rodier gold tweed. The high
collar of the mink-brown satin blouse

is the one sophisticated thing about it.

Tweed and satin ! They're doing aston-

ishing things together this winter—and
going innumerable places. To luncheon,

on to the matinee and tea, to make that

Sunday afternoon call when you don't

want to look too "dressed up." The
suit has a soft, not-so-tailored look.

Padded shoulders, wide lapels, a single

link button closing the coat. And an
unusual stitched treatment that winds
up in three inverted pleats in front

makes the skirt different. A tiny mad
hat with a band of mink around it

strikes a corresponding note with the

mink muff.

Oh, there are a lot of things you can

do with a suit like that. Have you
noticed the coat is collarless—which
means your fox skin can swirl around

it one day and your neat little kidskin

jabot set it off the next. Or you might

just let it serve as a complement to the

collar of your blouse as Jean does.

Collars—dress necklines—they do for

your face what frames do for pictures.
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The thought crystallized suddenly
when I saw Jean in that little black
velgrana frock with its small stand-up
collar accented by the most feminine of

fly-away lace bows.
But supposing you wanted to give a

worldly wise air to the frock. Take off

the lace. Supplant it with a daring flare

of ribbon or one of these white satin

collars that goes off at bizarre angles

and has equally bizarre cuffs.

With a little imagination, there's no
end to what a bride can do with her

trousseau.

But let's be quite frank for a minute.

No clothes in the world will give charm
unless there is personal daintiness. Else-

where in this magazine there is a whole
department devoted to it. An expert

advises on the finest method of cleansing

the skin, of arranging the hair, of using

depilatories.

"Personally, I believe more thought

and money should be spent on interest-

ing daytime clothes than on formal

ones," observed Jean. "Somehow, eve-

ning things always manage to look in-

triguing—but it's difficult to make
everyday ones romantic !" Which was
why she decided on that scrumptious

Scotch plaid and logwood seal outfit.

It's the sort you'd choose for gala

days with him. Comfortable and just

right to put you in a gay gypsy mood.
The swagger coat is of the seal, lined

with plaid woolen to match the wrap-
around skirt. Then, just to retaliate,

the skirt sponsors a pocket trimmed
with a band of the logwood seal. The
angora sweater blouse is the last word
in slipovers. And have you noticed that

most of the sports hats are brimmed
now? That brown felt one is and
young Mrs. Hal Rosson certainly knows
how to wear it at a dizzy angle !

"Hal and I actually fell in love during
our first golf game together," mused
Jean. "I think I'll get that green wool
golf suit to commemorate the occa-
sion !" It would be a tribute to any
such occasion—that suit. So trig and
tailored with its wide stitched collar and
trim lines. Jean wears the newest type
of oxfords with it, those with side clos-

ings, and her sweater is of green angora
with two-tone crochet ties.

She bought the accessories along
with each costume—which, after all, is

the most satisfactory way to shop. It

occurred to her that a brown corded
wool suit she had purchased needed a
very special kind of topcoat—and she
found it in a loosely woven tweed in

brown and white check. An awfully
swanky coat that flared around the bot-

tom and tucked snugly under the chin.

Then came the riding habit. Unques-
tionably they do bring out a certain
fascination in a girl ! Jean's final choice
was beige and brown. A beige suede
slipover that fastens down the front,

with brown leather buttons and has the
new laced collar and cuffs ; a coat of
the same suede that has enormous but-
tons and patch pockets; beige cavalry
twill breeches ; brown boots that match
the buttons and ribbon on the hat—and
you have symphonic splendor for the
bridle trails !

And so we came to the end of a glori-
fied day—and Jean's glorified trousseau.

Modern Screen
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WAIST AND HIPS
INCHES <d^% DAYS *

OR
it won t cost you one pennyl

• This illuslrati

of the Perfolasli
Girdle alsofeature
the new Perfolast
Uplift Bandeau

TEST* » * t!*<5

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
at our exp<tf

REDUCED MY HIPS 9 INCHES,"
writes Miss Jean Healy . . "I reduced
from 43 inches to 34V2 inches". . . writes
Miss Brian.

• So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle
that we want you to try it for 10 days at

our expense

!

Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!
• The Girdle may be worn next to the
body with perfect safety for it is ventilated
to allow the skin to breathe. It works con-
stantly while you walk, work, or sit . . . its

massage-like action gently but persistently
eliminating fat with every move you make.

Don't Wait Any Longer. . . Act Today
• You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely in 10 days whether or not this

very efficient girdle will reduce your waist
and hips THREE INCHES! You do not
need to risk one penny . . . try it for 10
days ... at no cost!

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 531 41 EAST 42 nd ST., New York, N. Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Reducing
Girdle, also sample of perforated Rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name*

A ddress

City. .State.
Use Coupon or SendName andAddresson Penny Post Card
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If You Met Max Baer

(Continued from page 33)

everyone shouted. "How do you know ?"

"I just been watching her all morn-
ing-," Max answered.
They wouldn't believe him until he

had told them exactly what scenes had
been taken and what costumes she had
worn. They checked up with the assist-

ant director and found it was all true.

This is how it happened : Max had
thought it might be amusing to watch
Garbo work. He didn't know one had
to have a drag with the heavenly fathers

to be allowed on her set. So he just

went up to the door of the stage and
asked to go in. The guard on the door
explained that there was no admittance.

And then Max looked at the guard and
the guard looked at him and suddenly
they began shaking hands and thumping
each other on the back. Seems the

guard had once been Max's sparring

partner, so he said Max might go in

and look at the set but the minute Garbo
and the rest of the company arrived he
must leave.

Max promised, but he had no more
than gotten inside when Garbo appeared.

He hid behind a flat and stayed there

all morning peeping out at intervals to

see The Garbo emote. And what was
the poor guard to do? Go in and haul

the future champ off the set ? Well, it

didn't seem feasable—so Max, his sec-

ond day in Hollywood, saw what few
people who have been in the studio eight

years have ever seen.

A/f AX fought his first fight when he
was nineteen. It was an im-

promptu battle at a school dance. He
knocked his opponent out and the next
day bought a sandbag and boxing togs.

With these came his decision to become
a fighter. In Oakland, California, he

trained at the famous old Jimmy Duffy
Gymnasium and while there was picked

up by a manager. In his first profes-

sional fight—with an Indian, incident-

ally—he knocked the fellow to the floor

four times in the first round and knocked
him out in the second. Altogether he
has fought forty-seven ring battles.

Thirty-five were won by knockouts,

seven he won by decisions and five he
lost.

Jack Dempsey is Max's closet friend.

Dempsey tells him what to do—as much
as anyone can tell him what to do.

In the ring Max has one idiosyncrasy.

If he sees a pretty girl at ringside he
can no more help showing off before

her than his friend, Garbo, can help

running from people. So he prances
around and looks over his shoulder to

make sure she's watching his every
move. In doing that he leaves himself
wide open to his opponent's fists. But
instead of being a bad thing, it's a very
good thing. When he is actually hurt

he begins to get mad and when he's mad
he forgets the girl and starts in to fight.

On the set, during the first scene, he
and Camera played like a couple of

kittenish lions. Max is a great one for

a joke and thinks it's a scream to put
tacks in the director's chair and things
like that.

They told him—just before the di-

vorce—that he was talking too freely

about his wife, that it was wrong for

him to say she was jealous of his career

and older than he, etc., etc.

Max was surprised.

"I shouldn't talk like that?" he re-

peated.

"No. you shouldn't," his adviser said.

"Okay," said Max. "My mistake.
I'll never do it again."

Head of the Family

(Continued from page 67)

case, it didn't happen. Mr. and Mrs.
Pat O'Brien met the little girl, fell in

love with her and gave her pretty dresses.

Then Nancy Smith, a top-notch pub-
licity woman, ran across the family and
volunteered her services. When Cora
Sue finally got her "break," it came
through a stranger. A year after Mrs.
Collins had come to Hollywood, she was
standing on the Boulevard one day with

Cora Sue. A woman touched her arm
and asked, "Is the little girl in pictures?"

Mrs. Collins confessed that was why she

had come to California.

"Wait a minute," said the woman. Step-

ping into a drugstore, she telephoned Alice

Calhoun. In a few days Cora Sue had
an agent. And, within a few more, he

had given her a chance at a part. Mrs.

Collins was selling stockings when the call

from the studio came, and the little girl

had her first interview with a casting di-

rector alone. She vamped him shame-

lessly! And got the part.

And, of course, then other casting direc-

tors saw her on the screen—and other
offers came.
Not that all these tales you hear of Hol-

lywood's rich rewards are true. No. Cora
Sue still lives in a tiny apartment and
rides on street cars. But they're happy,
that family. Cora Sue chatters of the day
she will buy a home for her mama, a
course at an art school for her sister and
a trip to Europe for all of them. Six
years old, she answers her fan mail her-

self, sitting at her own desk and using her

own fountain pen. She has a kitten named
Cuddles and a boy friend who lives next

door. But, though romance is all very

well, she has her career to think of, Cora
Sue feels.

"Well, goodbye," she says abruptly to

her beau. "I have a call in the morning
and must get my sleep."

All of which tells you that she's a sweet

lamb. But which does not tell you where
she gets her astounding ability. As for

that, there's no telling. She's a born ac-

tress, that's all there is to it, I guess.
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Carbo Falls in Love

(Continued from page 12)

a man who had once loved her as few
men have loved any woman. And who
now, once more, but in such a different

way, was dependent upon her for his

life—for with Jack, his professional

life is vital.

How different this is from the days

when Gilbert and Garbo made "Flesh

and the Devil," "Love" and "Woman
of Affairs." Then he was in love with

her, and he thought she returned his

love. It was not difficult, then, to per-

form love scenes convincingly.

But now, when he is not before the

camera, he sits in a far corner of the

set and watches, watches this woman
now so obviously, so intensely, in love

with another man. And she does not

care that he notices, even seems to

flaunt this thing before him.
He can tell himself that it no longer

matters to him what Garbo does, whom
she loves. He has a devoted wife of
his own. But say what you may, it is

a keen, crushing blow to his vanity, and
no one has ever said that Gilbert is not
vain.

M-G-M holds an option on his serv-

ices in case his performance in "Queen
Christina" is successful. Will it be?
Can the fire that he once possessed
spring up again under such disquiet-

ing circumstances ? Well, already they
are talking of casting him in "The
Merry Widow," for which Maurice
Chevalier is scheduled.

But time alone will tell

!

Clothes the Stars Wear

(Continued from page 71)

be possible that the Claudette Colbert
dress would be among them ?

Her trembling ' fingers reverently
pushed back one dress after another
where they hung on the rack. She ex-
pected, it must be confessed, any mo-
ment to be waked from her dream. And
there—the last one—believe it or not,

was the Claudette Colbert dress with all

the cuts and stitches just as Claudette
had worn it. But, of course, Polly knew
she could never afford it. Her slender
clothes allowance only admitted of a
fifteen dollar dress now and then

—

perhaps, sometimes, for a very special
occasion, she could go as high as twen-
ty. So, pondering and longing, she
fumbled for the price ticket.

Then she felt certain she must be
dreaming. She couldn't believe her own
eyes—$15.75. She was sure it said
that. But she'd make certain. She
wasn't going to make a fool of herself
right out in public.

She dropped the tag like a hot potato
and timidly, almost beseechingly, she
begged the salesgirl near her, "Please
tell me the price of this dress?" she
asked. That was the price, the same
one she had seen on the ticket.

The Smartest Women Use

FAOEN BEAUTY AIDS

ONLY 10?

PARK & TILFORD'S

You can pay $1 or more for your

lipstick, rouge and face powder.

BUT, you cannot buy greater purity

or finer quality than that found in

Faoen Beauty Aids at lOj^! Does

that sound unbelievable? Then

read this report from a famous

Research Laboratory:-"Every Faoen

product tested is as pure and fine

as products of like nature sold for

$1, $2 or $3." No wonder, in this

new age of common -sense buy-

ing, smart women everywhere are

turning to Faoen Beauty Aids!

FAOEN PERFUMES, No. 3, 12 and

19, are captivating odeurs that

have the long-lasting quality

of expensive imported perfumes

CLEANSING CREAM • COLD CREAM
face powder • rouges • perfumes the better 5 & 10^ Stores
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TO STOP A

COLD
QUICK

— Treat it in the First or

Dry Stage!

ACOLD is nothing to treat lightly. It may
end in something serious. A cold is an in-

ternal infection— keep that in mind. It is an

infection that usually passes thru three stages.

The first— the Dry stage, the first 24 hours.

The second—the Watery Secretion stage, from 1

to 3 days. The third, the Mucous Secretion stage.

The 4 Effects Necessary
The thing to take upon catching cold is Grove's

Laxative Bromo Quinine. It is expressly a cold

remedy and it does the four things necessary.

First, it opens the bowels, gently, but effec-

tively, the first step in expelling a cold. Second,

it combats the cold germs in the system and re-

duces the fever. Third, it relieves the headache

and that grippy feeling. Fourth, it tones the

system and helps fortify against further attack.

This is the treatment a cold requires and any-
thing less is taking chances.

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is utterly

harmless and perfectly safe to take. It is, and has

been for years, the leading cold and grippe tablet

of the world. That
testifies to its safety as

well as efficacy.

Now—20% More
for Your Money
Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine comes in two sizes—
30c and 50c—and is sold by
every drug srorc in America.

Buy the 50c size as it gives you
20% more for your money.
Always ask for it by the full

name and look for the letters

L B Q stamped on every tablet.

Resent a substitute as an
attempt to "do" you.

Col d is an
Internal Infection
and Requires

Internal Treatment

GROVE'S LAXATIVE

BROMO QUININE

"Does it come in size 14?"

"Yes, certainly," was the prompt
reply.

Well, that evening, Polly's family
looked upon her with a new respect.

She had got her wish, and in spite of

themselves, her folks could not help but

admire her appearance. She had been
right after all, had chosen well, and
more than that she did look a little like

Claudette Colbert, though they hated to

admit it.

W/"HAT was more, Poily Smith knew
* * in her heart that this wasn't the

last movie star's dress she would own.
She meant to go on indefinitely dressing

as the movie actresses dressed. There
was that shop and there she would do
her buying, or she'd know the reason
why, for every last stitch she wore
from that day on.

Polly had a lot of sense, really, for

behind the creation of the star's ward-
robes lie a lot of skill, originality and
knowledge of what is good taste in

style. It must be so, for they lead the

younger world of fashion and they can-

not afford to make a misstep. Young
American eyes are too quick to pick a

flaw, too sensitive to any lack of style

sense.

Over this broad American country

are scattered three hundred and fifty

cinema shops, tucked away here and
there in larger emporiums, shining like

jewels in varied settings. There you
can find selected fashions from popular

screen plays-—something, many things,

in fact, to suit the types of all of you.

And you can be certain of their fashion

rightness. No need to ponder over

that. They have the sanction of fash-

ion wise people behind them. They
have been worn bv those who know how

to choose and how to carry them. They
are right from every angle.

They say, in these shops, that cus-

tomers come in with pages from Mod-
ern Screen gripped in their hands,
asking, "Do you have this dress or that,

shown in the illustration ?"

What a relief to have fashion respon-
sibility removed from your shoulders.

Another thing ! Stars' clothes are not
necessarily seasonal, meaning that as far

as style is concerned, they can go on
from summer to winter and through the
between seasons. You see, the movies
are that way. They're produced in the
North, the South, the East, the West,
throughout the period of a year, maybe
two. The clothes the stars wear must
be so fashion-right that they will be
knockouts over all that area and period.

I hate to say, "I told you so," but
that is what I have always been
preaching. If a dress is absolutely O.K.
for style, it will last. You don't have to

be so horribly seasonal when you know
your style. Well, the stars and their

fashion advisers really do know, so all

you have to do is to follow the lead,

and that's a happy enough thing. You
want to do it, so enjoy yourselves.
Now it can be done.

When you realize that most of the
dresses in these Cinema Shops (and
don't forget there is one near you) can
be bought for from ten to twenty dol-

lars—a few go as high as thirty-nine

fifty, then you know they are in your
class, and perfect they are in every de-
tail.

If you want to know the name of the Cin-

ema Shop in your own neighborhood, or the

prices of the frocks shown on these pages,
write to Margery Wells, MODERN SCREEN,
and the information will be sent to you.

With Heartbreak Between the Lines

(Continued from page 56 )

perseverance that he found him. For
the young man turned out to be not a

travelled cosmopolite at all, but the son

of an obscure butcher, a boy who never

had crossed the boundaries of his native

state.

Are this young letter-writers' phrases

the phrases of someone else which have
appealed to him, or is he so drenched
in the travel magazines he reads that he

knows intimately both things and places

he never has seen? It would be diffi-

cult to say. But this much seems cer-

tain :

Hungry for intellectual companion-
ship and eager for stimulating contacts,

this young boy writes Miriam hoping

to establish a correspondence with her

which will in some measure compensate

him for the limited boundaries of his

existence.

Human beings hunger for other things

than food.

Any number of charities, for in-

stance, offer shelter and medical care

to people who are in need of these

things. But charity robes at best are

ugly. And young girls long for soft,

fine things. So, like all the rest, these
two write to the movie stars in Holly-
wood, that land of plenty.

"Dear Marlene Dietrich," their let-

ter goes

:

"We are a couple of poor girls

and we have been in a sanitorium
for a year. Our parents haven't
been working since the depression
started. We are in need of cloth-

ing that you wear in a sanitorium,

for instance, bath robes, pajamas,
sweaters and etc. Things that you
don't need. Will you kindly notify

your friends and see if they could
spare a few things. We will ap-
preciate it very much if you do us
this favor.

Sometimes letters come from men
and women a little mad. Like the man
who writes Myrna Loy insisting he is

a descendant of a high priest. He claims
to have received messages to the effect

that Myrna is the reincarnation of a

princess dead for centuries. It is vital,

he says, that he be near her inasmuch
as her people constantly send her mes-
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sages and letters through him.

'TPHERE are begging letters by the
hundreds. Some of them come from

professional beggars. Others come from
men and women in need. Like the man
who wrote Richard Dix.

"Dear Sir," his letter read

:

"Please do not be angry when
you read this letter as I am not
what you might think. I have a
nice job coming up the 15th of this

month. Which will be the first

steady job in 14 months. The job
calls for neatness and fairly good
clothes. Will be running an eleva-
tor, wages $100 per month.

"I beg you to loan me enough to

get myself in shape so I can accept
the job. I know I am taking a
desperate chance by doing this, but
I have nothing except what is on
my back.

"I really need a pair of shoes.

And I could get a suit of clothes for

$11.90. I don't think your clothes

would fit me as I am only 5 ft. A l/2
inches in height, 47 years old.

"If you think you can help me by
sending me enough to get myself in

shape for the job I will be ever
thankful to you. Whatever amount
you send me I will pay back part

of it twice a month.
"Won't you please give me a

fighting chance to get out of the
breadline and back in life where I

belong.

"Yours respt.

COMETIMES a secretary is so^ touched by a letter that the star to

whom it is addressed sees it. Oc-
casionally this letter will make an
equally strong appeal to the star, it

will be investigated, and something done
about it.

Not long ago Mary Pickford received

an air-mail letter from a woman in an
eastern state. This woman wrote that

she had been awakened at midnight and
advised by the press that her son in

Los Angeles had shot himself. She
pleaded with Mary to go to see her boy,

to try and cheer him up. She wrote
Mary, she explained, because she always
had been impressed with Mary's love

for her own mother.

Immediately Mary wired that mother,
penniless and powerless in her little

eastern village, that she would do what
she could. She put her secretary to

work locating the boy. Eventually

they found him in the psychopathic ward
of a Los Angeles hospital. When he
recovered sufficiently Mary arranged
for him to work on the United Artists'

lot and finally for him to return east to

his mother.
Other stars have done similar things.

Marie Dressier is very careful about
answering the scores of letters she gets

from young girls asking her advice in

regard to their personal problems.

The late Louise Closser Hale received

innumerable letters from elderly people.

Women mostly.

"Dear Mrs. Hale," one mother wrote:
"I am writing to ask if you could

get me some work to do in the

Charlie Chase and a player in "Arabian Tiaote'

"Ah, Sahih, you Legionnaires

are so Mysterious!
55

SHE: . . . Tell me, how did you ever come to join the Foreign

Legion and forsake your pleasant country for this hot

desert?

HE: That, mademoiselle, I can never divulge. And please

don't speak of it again, for I am trying hard to forget.

I have cut myself off completely from my native land,

and I want nothing to remind me of it.

SHE: Absolutely nothing?

HE: Well—er—nothing except my monthly copv of

The Screen's Only Humor Magazine

Attention! Don't forget to buy your January issue now at the nearest newsstand
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PH<§@Y ©ITS
Really

Sun day j JEAN SARG£NT, l_
,

THE BROADWAY STAR, SPEAKING -
FOR ALLURING LIPS THE MOVIE STARS
AND THE GIRLS IN THE BROADWAY
SHOWS USE A SPECIAL LIPSTICK...
CALLED KISSPROOF. . .THEY COULD
PAY ANY PRICE . . .YET YOU CAN GET

KISSPROOF LIPSTICK
IN THE IO* STORE

JUST TRY IT.'"

SHE DECIDES TO TRY KISSPROOF

NEXT SATURDAY

OH, I COULD EAT YOU
UP. . .YOUR LIPS ARE
IRRESISTIBLE TODAY...

WELL,
DEAR,
THEY'RE
THE

KISSPROOF
KIND... ,

Try the StageandMovieLipstick

Have the same "lip appeal" that the movie
stars and Broadway actresses have. Use
the same lipstick! It is the new KISS-
PROOF Indelible Lipstick—Special Thea-
trical Color! This lipstick is so wonderful,
it has been placed by the make-up experts
in the dressing rooms of the Hollywood
Studios and New York Theatres! Price is
no object here— but the experts have
found that inexpensive KISSPROOF
gives matchless allure to the actresses. It
will do the same for you.

Use it tonight! You will be thrilled! You
can get it in all shades, including the new
Special Theatrical Color, at any toilet
goods counter and at the 10tf stores.

TCissproof
LIPSTICK

movie studios. I could play mother
parts. I am sixty-eight and have
white hair.

"My two sons are married. I

don't see much of one because he
lives in Canada and has two chil-

dren and he can't afford to come to

see me. My other boy does well

but his wife is selfish and I know
he has a hard time even to spare
me what little he does.

"I am not afraid of hard work.
We never had much money, but I

used to manage so we could live

in a good neighborhood and my
boys could have a nice home. My
boy met his w. ?e in that neighbor-
hood I saved lj live in. I'm not
narrow, but it worries me to see

the way things are going. They
drink too much. It would be bet-

ter all around if I could earn a

little something for myself.

"Please excuse this letter, but I

had to write to someone and I can't

let my friends know the way I feel.

Sometimes they criticize my
daughter-in-law and I have to stand

up for her. My boy loves her.

"Your Friend,

So it goes. . . .

There is the weary wife, sick at losing

her husband's love, seeking to recapture

her lost beauty. . . .

There is the once popular girl of

seventeen unable to leave a farm now
because she must do the work of a hired

man and she has no pretty clothes. . . .

There is the obscure butcher's son

who dreams of the sights and tastes

and smells of far lands. . . .

To look into the stars' mail-bag is to

find heartaches between the lines.

Hollywood Charm Gossip

{Continued from page 74)

® While we're on the subject, Mary
Brian, whose gorgeous violet eyes have

enchanted many a lad, believes a natu-

ral eyebrow line is more becoming to

her type of person than the narrow
plucked eyebrow. This latter, she be-

lieves, should be worn only by exotic

gals like Marlene Dietrich and Jean

Harlow. Mary's eyebrows are quite

wide and, incidentally, always innocent

of any makeup.

© Joan Crawford's favorite gown is

plain satin in that new luscious shade

called Wild Blackberry . . . Carole Lom-
bard has a pair of gloves to go with

every costume, usually made of the

same material . . . Jean Harlow has a

beaded evening bag shaped like a minia-

ture muff . . . Irene Dunne fastens a

twisted gold chain at her neck, with two
clips, to lend decoration to a severe

street outfit.

© Fay Wray's new earrings are really

a sight to behold. Platinum encrusted

with diamonds and emeralds. They ex-

tend all the way around the ear, follow-

ing the natural curve of the ear. Natu-

rally, when Fay dons these sumptuous

ear gadgets, her hair is worn well back

of her ears.

© Open-work sandals continue to be

the smart footwear for evening, even

though it be winter. Gold and silver

are the most popular, and are worn
with any and every shade of gown.

The heel is getting much attention.

Rhinestone or diamond studded ones are

gudgeous for evening, and colored ones

are good for either evening or daytime.

Marlene Dietrich has a pair of black

patent leather shoes with spiked red

enamel heels that are veddy smert.

© Dolores Del Rio wears two rings,

exact duplicates, one on each hand . . .

Pert Kelton has a new snappy little hat

patterned after the football helmet. It's

called the Gridiron Bonnet . . . Ann
Harding has a green wool street dress

with the hugest metal buttons in Holly-
wood. They're exactly four inches

across.

• We can't figure out why, but we
know for a fact Dorothy Tree (Colum-
bia's new protege) dabs a wee line of

rouge from the tip of her nose to the

top of her upper lip.

® Mae West in full formal attire—now
that's something to walk a mile for

!

She appeared at the Colony Club in a

black net gown that sprayed out over

the arms and around the bottom and set

off the West—er—personality to dis-

tinct advantage. The bodice and flares

were studded with rhinestones and she

wore an ermine wrap lined with silver

crepe.

Not long after that, your "look-out"

spied her at a very swanky party

given by a studio executive. She was
poured into a pomegranate red velvet

that had one of those push-up bosoms
(Mae hasn't gone in for high necks,

you know) and a train that she carried

attached to a little loop about her wrist

when she danced. That loop demanded
investigation. Mae told us she has

them snapped on to all her trains so

that it's a simple matter to handle them
when the music starts.

® Seen at the races : Lyle Talbot in a

long, belted swagger coat of brown an-

telope suede. Warren William in a

checkered cap and the loudest of red

scarfs, tied bandana fashion around his

neck. (Why is it the most conservative

of men like brilliant colors?) Clark

Gable in a yellow sweater vest and dark-

brown suit. And over against the rails,

Joan Crawford, shouting encouragement

to her favorite, was in a black wool

jacket that was all ridged and puckered.

It accompanied a black wool frock and

her ascot scarf was brilliant red.
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The Modern Hostess

{Continued from page 76)

canned chicken -with tomato soup,

noodles, mushrooms and half a dozen
other things, that dish has graduated
and it is now something which, far

from being made on the spur of the

moment, is fixed ahead of time.

"Another of Bill's triumphs involves

eggs and canned corned beef hash,"

continued Bill's wife. "This dish is

made by removing the hash from the

can so that it comes out in one piece.

Then you cut it into slices about an
inch and a half thick. Butter these

slices on each side and fry them and,

when they are clone, park a poached egg
on top of each slice. With this, serve

plenty of chili sauce and hot rolls."

"And don't forget my Chili Con
Carne. Why that dish is a stroke of

pure genius !"

CO, you'll find it in this month's, col

-

^ lection of Modern Screen Star

Recipes, which includes, besides the

Quick Chili Con Carne and the Corn
and Tomatoes, a recipe for a really easy

dessert—Apple Butter Roll. Everyone
in the family will adore this and the

Chicken a la Gargan pictured at the

beginning of this article.

Doubtless you will discover that the

secret of the success of these dishes is

seasoning.

Not only are there many canned
foods, but many ways in which they

can be pepped up. Canned cream soups,

for instance, attain instant magnificence
when topped with a spoonful of salted

whipped cream and a dusting of minced
parsley or paprika. Canned spaghetti

achieves distinction with the addition

of bits of chopped celery, green pepper,

pimiento or onion, and a sprinkling of
grated cheese.

Combinations are important, too, such

as serving noodles with chipped beef,

peas with creamed canned salmon on
toast, brown bread (which can be pur-

chased in a can) with baked beans.

These are but a few suggestions for

quick, hunger-satisfying meals.

HERE is a recipe for an excellent

luncheon, supper or late-at-night

dish. But don't forget, there are four

more recipes just waiting for that cou-

pon. We're sure you'll enjoy each and
every one of the Gargan treats and that

you will find them useful every time you
want to assemble something tasty in a

short time. So be sure to send for them
now.

ASPARAGUS AND EGGS
PIQUANTE

Canned asparagus
Poached eggs

3 tablespoons butter

3 tablespoons flour

iy2 cups scalded milk
teaspoon salt

Y§ teaspoon pepper

Yz cup grated cheese

Toast
Canned pimiento

Are You A
CoLDsSuSCE PTI BLE?

Do You

CATCH COLD
Easily ?

Do Your

Colds Hang On
..AND ON?

If you have one miserable cold after

another— if you have four or more
colds a year— you're what medical

authorities call a "Colds-Susceptible."

Very important to you, then, is the new
aid in preventing colds, Vicks Nose &
Throat Drops. Used at that first nasal

irritation or sneeze, they aid in avoiding

many col Js altogether.

If you have much trouble in 'throwing

off colds . . . you're a Colds-Susceptible!

To help reduce the severity and duration

of a cold, use the modern method of

treating colds—Vicks VapoRub. Just

rub it on throat and chest at bedtime.

Like a poultice it "draws out" tightness.

And all night long its medicated vapors

bring soothing relief.

Welcome News For

COLDS-SUSCEPTIBLES!
In thousands of clinical tests . .

.

supervised by physicians . . . Vicks

Plan for better Control of Colds

has greatly reduced the number and

duration of colds, has cut their

dangers and expense. The Plan is fully

explained in each Vicks package. VICKS VAPORUB

! VICKS plan for better CONTROL OF COLDS

Want Some Money?
Decorate Art Novelties at Home
Our big FREE Book in colors tells how. New
methods of home decoration simply explained so
anyone can learn quickly without previous train-
ing. Book contains many handsome color illus-

trations. Our system is amazingly easy to learn
and profits are larger than in almost any other
business. You can produce beautiful, finished art
objects right from the start by our new three step
method. We show you how to begin making
money at once.

New "Automatic Sales-
man" furnished you.

No selling or canvassing necessary. Assures immediate
income opportunity up to $35 a week and more. Every-
thing furnished including Complete Artist's Outfit FREE
OF EXTRA COST. Write now for Book and full details—absolutely FREE. Be the first in your community

!

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES

No Canvassing

Dept. 147-A Adrian, Mich. —'
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THE
|MS 1/LT THATMADE

A MAN OUT OF "MAC"

Repenting at Leisure

(Continued from page 57)

This 97-lb. Weakling Be- W~Ik
came"World's Most Per- \ atlas
fectly Developed Man" ImIIl'im''''''

1

)

They used to think there
Photo)

wasn't much hope for me.
I was a 97-pound scare-
crow. Then I discovered
Dynamic - Tension. It
Bare me the body that
twice won the title,
"The World's Most
Perfectly Developed k^s, .

Han." Now I'll <fK»fe&^P>»»
give you PROOF
in just 7 days that
my same method
can make YOU a NEW MAN of giant power and
energy

I'LL PROVE You Can Have a Body Like Mine!
No "ifs"—-"ands"—or "maybes."' Where do you

want powerful muscles? Are you fat and flabby? Or
Skinny and gawky? Are you short-winded, pepless?
Do you hold back and let others walk off with the pret-

U^LF,!." 3
',
the best iobs? aive »>e i»»t 7 days! I'll

1 KOVE that Dynamic-Tension—without any pills, or
unnatural dieting or weights and pulleys—can make you
»,J^e,aHhy ' confident, powerful HE-MAN I Mail Coupon
VlSvLi°S„ my illustrated book. Address me personally:CHABLES ATLAS, Dept. 87-A, 133 East 23rd St.,
New York City.
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CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 87-A,
133 East 23rd Street, New York City.

I want the proof that your system of Dynamic-Tension
will make a New Man of me—give me a healthy, husky
body, and big muscle development. Send me your free
book, "Everlasting Health and Strength."

Name
(

(Please print or write plainly)

Address

City State
© 1933. C A. Ltd.
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or how—he would come home. He had
had innumerable automobile accidents.

Judith was frightened stiff every time
she knew he was driving a car. One
of the accidents ended in a manslaughter
trial—to which Judith went with him
—and stuck by him—and helped him in

every way she could.

Argue with him she would, of course.

There was the time for instance, when
he came home eager with enthusiasm.

"Listen, baby," he said to her, "I'm
going to be rich. You're going to be
wearing diamond bracelets up to here
—and you'll be swathed in sables.

We've got to take all the money we
have and put it in a fine investment
that a friend of mine just let me in on."

With her heart sinking Judith asked,

"What is the investment, Gus?"
He smiled—that charming, ingratiat-

ing smile. "I know it sounds like a

sucker game, baby. But this one is on
the level. It's a marvelous gold mine !"

The next morning she was out early

consulting with their lawyer. He began
work on it immediately and in a couple
of days she had all the data to show Gus
that it was just a fantastic scheme.
She had the absolute proof. But

would he believe it ? Would he be-

lieve her ? He would not ! Time and
time again he invested his money in

fake schemes.

M OTHING could dampen his good
-L ^' spirits. Each time he had an acci-

dent, each time he lied to Judith, each
time he made her hopelessly miserable

by staying out all night, each time he
lost his money he would promise
solemnly that this was the last time.

At first she believed him. She would
say, "He has changed—I know it." And
for a few days he would be an angel.

But he could only keep his promises for

a few days. And those maddening nights

when she was alone and the ring of the

telephone sent a knife of terror through
her heart would begin again.

Then she knew that she must do
something to make a living so she could
leave him. She went back to dramatic
school. She wanted nothing, as I've

said, but a home and a good husband
and children. But these things appar-
ently were not to be for her.

Gus disapproved of dramatics. He
wanted her to go on parties with him
all the time. He couldn't understand
why she insisted upon studying. And
all the time she was learning an art that

would, she felt, eventually release her
from the bondage of marriage to such a
charming but thoroughly irresponsible

person, her heart was torn by the con-
tinual uncertainty of life with Gus.
She had married in haste—fallen for

his sweetness and charm. She was
repenting now.

It was while she was in New York
trying to crash Broadway that she se-

cured a screen test. And that led to a
contract with Paramount. Then—at

last—she was free. She was inde-

pendent of him. She could get a divorce
without having to accept alimony.
But was she free? How could she be

sure ? Gus had promised to give her

her freedom. But Gus had promised so

many things—and had kept so few.
In this state of mind she arrived in

Hollywood. To the studio she explained

the situation and they told her it was
best to keep quiet about her marriage.

/"\NE day she met Gary Cooper on
the lot. She saw him several

times at the studio and chatted with him
and he seemed to be a nice sort of lad

—

quiet and understanding. So one night,

at a party, she sought his advice.

She told him something about Gus
and asked him, "Do you really think

the studio is doing right in demanding
my silence ? You know much more
about Hollywood than I do. I don't

want to jeopardize my career when it's

only just beginning !"

Gary sided with the studio. He
thought a policy of secrecy was best.

But while they were talking a photog-
rapher snapped their pictures together.

You could tell by that picture that they
were in earnest conversation and since

every time Gary Cooper is photo-
graphed with a new girl, it's news—that

photograph went out over the country
and was printed (with appropriate cap-

tions) in most of the newspapers and
magazines.

In the East Gus saw it and read the

caption : "Gary Cooper's new flame."

"Hollywood's latest romance," etc., etc.

And the next thing that happened was
that Gus appeared in Hollywood.

For he had not believed Judith when
she said that she wanted her freedom.
He had thought that this going to

Hollywood was just a lark and that, of

course, she would come back to him.
When he saw the picture of her and

Gary in the paper he thought that it

was time to stop this Hollywood lark.

But when he arrived in Hollywood he
found that Judith had changed. She
was no longer tne little wife who would
forgive him his lies.

She was free now—and independent.

She had made a remarkable success,

considering that she had been in Holly-
wood so short a time. This was what
she had been waiting for, for two years
—this moment when she could assert

her freedom. And there was no budging
her now—no matter what he did.

So, at last, Judith is free. Living a
new life. And although she is free

from worry, one could not say she is

happy.
Two years of misery and unhappiness

she has had and although she is her own
woman now she has been left em-
bittered.

"I repented at leisure," she said. "I

know something about marriage I didn't

know before. I am skeptical of every-

one. I believe nothing. Perhaps I'll

change—but right now I feel that I

never, never want to be married again."



Ten Hollywood Stories

(Continued from page 17)

through stating my side and then I'll

lisshen to you. You go 'round saying

you know more people in this club than

I know, don't you? Just answer me
that

!"

"Why, I never said any such
"

"Kindly lemme get a word in edge-

ways, if you please," said the actor with

elaborate politeness. "You say you

know more members of thish club 'en I

do—more than anybody knows ? A'right,

then, you answer me thish : Do you

know Jerome Lawrence—he'sh member
here?"

"Certainly I know him," said the

badgered one. "As it happens, I also

know his brother, Oscar, who looks so

much like him."

"Ah, hah !" exulted the intoxicated

one, with the air of having led an un-

willing witness into a damaging admis-

sion. "You say you know Jerome Law-
rence and you say you know his brother

Oscar that looks so much like him?
Well, then you know so mush, tell me
thish : Whish one of 'em looks the most

alike?"

• For two hours, pausing only to

catch his breath, a certain he-idol of

the silver screen told Frank Case of

the Algonquin Hotel, how good he, the

said he-idol, was. The subject seemed

to fascinate him. He went on and on

and on, for reel after reel, relating the

picturesque details of his glamorous ca-

reer, describing the high lights of his

own overpowering personality, listing

the tally of his own successes, quoting

from memory copious extracts out of

favorable press notices. Finally the pa-

tient listener began to fidget.

"And now, Mr. Case," exclaimed the

actor, "I've talked long enough about

myself ! It's your turn to give me your
views. Tell me, what do you think of

my latest picture?"

• As one may gather who reads the

despatches from Hollywood, not all the

kings and queens of the movie world

are heavily burdened with education. In

fact, I violate no confidence but merely

reveal a somewhat commonly known
trade secret when I say that some of

our screen stars really do not write the

articles on art and culture and kindred

subjects which appear from time to time

in moving picture magazines under

their famous names. The press-agent

does the work; they merely take the

credit for it.

There is one rarely beautiful creature

whose earlier mental cultivation was
somewhat neglected. Tbere are still a

good many topics upon which she is ig-

norant. In fact, one man said of her

once that the only word of two syllables

that she knew, was fillum ; and another,

who had known her before she became
illustrious, declared that they had to

burn down the schoolhouse in order to

get her out of the second grade.

This young woman was sitting in a

Beverly Hills restaurant giving the
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Now a Concentrated

Antiseptic Mouth Wash

*Tb>e Stan,

ANTISEPTIC
: For MOUTH WASH, G A R Gi,< end
g«oera! use. A powerful, safe arrti-

sepHc in poW*re<f form, fVn<jt*-ating,

pS«manMas fJng , , . combo?* halitosis.

JUST MIX WITH WATER

MAKES ONE PINT A WILDROOT PRODUCT

—

tested and approved by
Good Housekeeping Bureau.

You Mix It With Water At Home
Thousands no longer pay high

prices for mouth wash. They have
learned that Five Star Antiseptic

is safe, pleasant tasting, amaz-
ingly effective, yet goes three to

ten times as far.
Scientists who tested this new

discovery against other well-

known antiseptics were amazed
at its extraordinary penetration.

A leading bacteriologist said:

"Five Star Antiseptic not only
kills germs rapidly, but has ajar
more lasting effect in preventing
bacterial growth in the mouth."
Yet because it is a powder

—

you mix it with water yourself

—

Five Star Antiseptic costs you
only 10c a pint. Get a package
today!

ShE stared
into the muzzle

of his gun and her eyes were dark with excitement.

Her lips were slightly parted, the nostrils dilated.

"A stick-up?" she asked.

"A stick-up," he answered, "and if you'll be so

kind, please hand over that purse."

She made a little grimace.

"Why pick on me?" she asked. "There are so

many others who have more and ..."
He pushed the muzzle of the gun towards the

bare flesh of her perfectly formed throat.

"No argument," he said. "Pass over the purse."

She handed it to him. Her fingers went to the

clasp of a diamond ornament.

He shook his head.

"No," he said, "you may keep that."

Her eyes showed astonishment.

His left hand extracted a lacy handkerchief

from the purse. His eye caught the embroidered
letter.

"Your initial?" he asked.

"Yes, of course," she said. "It's A for Anita."

"Ah! And the last name?"
"Is that," she asked, "any of your business?"

He bowed and his even, white teeth glinted

under the line of his black mask.
"It is always so much more satisfactory," he

said, "to know the identities of the persons one
robs." -

"I feel under no obligations to add to your
satisfaction," she told him icily.

"Very well," he said, prowling around in the
purse, "perhaps I can find a card. Ah, here. Miss
Anita Sendwick."

She gave him an icy stare of disdain, doing noth-
ing to acknowledge or deny her identity.

He took the card and the handkerchief, dropped
both in his pocket, closed the purse and returned
it to her.

"All right," he said, "you may drive on."
Her face showed utter incredulity.

"Drive on where?" she asked. "You're not
taking me with you?"
He shook his head.

"You don't mean," she exclaimed, "that this is

all you want?"

What was his reply? And what did this amazing
stick-up man really want? You'll find the thrilling

answer in "Behind the Mask" a complete novelette

in the December issue of ALL DETECTIVE
MAGAZINE. Get a copy today and enjoy the

many other first-rate detective stories in this ab-

sorbing magazine. It's at the nearest newstand now
—and only 10c. Ask for ALL-DETECTIVE!
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Hands XLat He Adores

— Cherisk Xlieir Charm!

Always, men are sensitive to tke

allurement of soft, fair, smootk-tex-
tured hands . . . \V^ise is the woman
•who ieejps her hands at their loveli-

est, no matter how kusy they may he!

With Pactum's, that is easy ! This

marvellously penetrating cream ac-

tually restores to the skin the natural

softening oils wkick are constantly

being lost ky exposure to water and

weatker. You'll he deligkted at tke

way it preserves tke supple, youtk-

ful texture and fairness of tke skin!

(Doctors and nurses, wkose kands

need constant sterilisation, use

Pacquin's for its sootking, softening

protection.)

Try Pacquin's for a week.You'll find

it different from all ordinary kand
creams—and surprisingly economi-

cal because a little pat goes so far!

don t try to hide

your Lands—use

In convenient
sized jars, priced

10f* to $1.00. Also Pacquin's Cold
Cream,Vanishing Cream, Lemon
Cream, and Cleansing Cream.

Pacquin Laboratories Corporation, New York
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crowd, as the saying goes, an eyeful.

Her fragile loveliness showed to par-

ticular effectiveness in the costume she

wore.
A professional rival was stirred by

the spectacle to pay the vision a sincere

compliment. She arose from her place,

crossed the room and, bending over the

star, said to her:

"My dear, you look tonight like a bit

of Italian Renaissance."

"Is that so?" snapped back the

beauty. "Well, just lemme tell you
something—you don't look so doggone
good your own-self, neither !"

• Into the "brain room" of his studio

marched a celebrated independent pro-

ducer and on the table before his staff

of directors, editors and technicians, he
slapped down a thick sheaf of typewrit-

ten sheets.

"Gentlemen," he said impressively,

after a short but dramatic pause, "in

twenty years experience producing
moving pictures, this is unique. This
here is absolutely, positiffly the only

poifect script I have ever seen in my
life. And I tell you that before we
start altering it

!"

• At one of the big plants they were
making a movie dealing with Scrip-

tural times. One scene showed the

court of a savage potentate. For the

role of the monarch a huge, coal-black

Afro-American was selected. He made
his entrance, scantily garbed in barbaric

trappings. For added realism, it was de-

creed that over his shoulders should be

draped a live leopard. Just before the

animal was brought out of her cage, her

trainer gave her a shot of morphine to

keep her docile and quiet. She was a
lady-leopard.

A small negro, newly arrived in Cali-

fornia from Texas, was detailed to ac-

company the giant on his triumphant
entry and to fan him with a huge
ostrich-plume fan. The costume of this

supernumerary consisted of a breech-

cloth and an ankle-bracelet. He took
himself and his role very seriously,

which, of course, was exactly what the
director desired. In advance, he was
warned that no matter what happened,
he must continue to fan the savage king
until ordered to leave off. A slip on his

part might ruin the whole film.

Midway of the scene, the leopard sud-
denly woke up. Presumably, the dope
was dying out in the spotted beast. She
emitted a snarl and began to wiggle off

her perch upon the big black man's
shoulders. With one hand he grabbed
her by the neck and held the spitting,

squalling creature at arm's length.

There was an instantaneous scattera-

tion. The director, the cameraman and
the supporting members of the cast, beat
it for places of safety. Only the little

darky held his ground. Mindful of his

instructions, he continued the fanning
operation; but the fan trembled and
quivered in his grip, and his rolling

eyes were focussed on the struggling
leopard, and out of the corner of his

mouth, with all the fervor of which he
was capable, he entreated the big negro
over and over again in these words

:

"Do not cast her aside, brother

!

Tha's all I asts you—do not cast her
aside !"

• Probably most of the readers of this

periodical are familiar with the story of
the negro who worked as an extra at

one of the Hollywood studios, and who,
in the filming of a scene purporting to

show an African jungle, was called

upon to enter a camouflaged cage con-
taining a performing lion. The prospect
did not appeal to the candidate. He
demurred.

"What's the matter with you?" said

the assistant director. "That lion's not
going to hurt you. That lion was
brought up on milk."

"So wuz I brung up on milk," said

the unhappy darky, "but I eats meat
once in a while now."

Martyrs to Ambition

(Continued from page 34)

the other absent person.

I have no doubt that all these lovely

and talented young women are very
much in love with their absent hus-

bands, but I am wondering how long it

can last. After all, habits are so easy

to form. You can make the habit of

getting along without the person you
love best in the world. You can forget

each other's language. And you can find

that, after all, the major part of your
existence is your work, your own set

of friends, the language they talk, and
your ambition—while love and a hus-

band can prove to be only a minor af-

fair, an interlude—charming, delightful

and exciting, but just an interlude.

You can't think in terms of—I—I—

I

—which is the language ambition

speaks and not sacrifice both love and
friendship. Friends, perhaps, will un-
derstand, they will know the job comes

first. But the man you marry won't
understand. How can he ? It is in-

grained in man's nature to believe,

whether he knows it or not, that the
marriage must come first, the man, the
home, the children. And , after all,

whether you agree or not, it is a pretty

sound idea, for it is the idea which has
kept the world turning for a number of
centuries.

A ND here's another case, an interest-
^^ ing one, which has nothing to do
with love. It's the case of Garbo. If,

as has been said, she suffers from that

shyness, that authentic fear of people

which is a disease to which the medical
men have given the long term of agora-
phobia, then her career must be a tor-

ture to her. Never to have any privacy

save that for which she fights ! Never
to have any real holiday away from the
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curious, save those spent in Sweden

!

She spent a while at home not long ago,

didn't she? But she came back. Of
course she came back ! Ambition is a

bright torch burning through her lovely

body and in her strange eyes. She
would rather suffer than give up that

ambition.

But I am not concerned so much
with the stars. I am concerned with
the people who never reach headlines,

and rarely get work, the people no one
knows, the hundreds of people driven

by ambition, who suffer and sweat and
fail. The girls and boys who leave

home, family, friends, jobs, for ambi-
tion. Who very often sacrifice moral
standards to ambition. Who give up
everything and get nowhere, martyrs

to ambition, misguided, pathetic, tragic.

Ambition is good. It can be a clean

flame. But never let it consume you.

And I recently came to the conclusion,

after reading many biographies of great
people, that the happiest person in the

world is the obscure person, living a
balanced, hard-working, serene and nor-

mal life, the person whose ambition will

never lead him or her into the danger-
ous byways and highways upon which
so many great men and women, and
men and women not so great, have been
led ; and upon which not a few of them
have perished.

Reviews

(Continued from page 8)

MAN'S CASTLE (Columbia)

Excellent. Directed by the same
master hand that turned out "Seventh
Heaven," this film is another beautiful,

poignantly human romance. A bouquet
to Frank Borzage for another master-
piece.

Spencer Tracy plays Bill, the happy-
go-lucky chap who works just long

enough to provide himself with a roof

over his head and a good meal now and
then. Luxuries he knows nothing about.

In the park, while feeding the pigeons,

he meets Trina (Loretta Young). Her
pathetic, "Wish I could get down there

with the pigeons" softens his heart and
he takes her to a restaurant .... and
later to his shack in Shanty Town,
which becomes their "castle." They
marry . . .

Spencer Tracy gives a sincere, natu-

ral performance. He makes the char-

acter of Bill so real that you feel you
have known him all your life. Loretta
Young's Trina is her best. She gives

a brilliant and inspired performance
which she has never before equalled.

DESIGN FOR LIVING (Paramount)

Szvelegant. A rollicking comedy,
chuckful of delightful banter, amusing
situations and perfectly grand acting.

Ernst Lubitch's latest rates top in en-
tertainment.

Gary Cooper, an artist, his play-
wright pal, Fredric March, and Miriam
Hopkins, also artistically inclined, live

together after first making a gentle-
men's agreement that sex shall not en-

What Jo-cur
Did for "Discouraged JANE"
I'M MISERABLE ...

I LOVE JACK . .

.

BUT I DON'T SEEM TO
REALLY ATTRACT HIM.

I MUST LACK A LOT
OF SOMETHING ,

DON'T BE SILLV...
YOU'RE SIMPLY A
LITTLE CARELESS...
WITH YOUR HAIR
ESPECIALLY. WHY
DON'T YOU TRY
—I JO-CUR?

Try This New Waving
Method Tonight

There is now a remarkable preparation

you can buy at any toilet goods counter

with which you can fingerwave your own
hair perfectly for 5c ... It is called JO-
CUR Waveset ... It is the very same
French invention noted stage and screen

stars use to give their hair the alluring

waves you admire so much.

Instead of paying $2 or more to an ex-

pensive hairdresser, try this remarkable"

discovery yourself. All you do is just wet
your hair with JO-CUR and then with a

comb and your own fingers you set your

hair into perfect waves! In afew minutes

. . . you can have the most becoming wave
you ever had— literally double the attrac-

tiveness of your hair in this easy way!

Remember thatJO-CUR is different from
any other waveset known. Ithas a quince-

2 SHE TRIES IT.'

THIS IS THE MOST
BECOMING WAVE I

EVER HAD... AND TO
THINK THAT IT COST
ONLY_ABOUT 5* WITH

JO-CUR! I

HOPE JACK
LIKES IT

TONIGHT! YOU LOOK WONDER-
FUL ! . . . AND LOVELY
HAIR IS IRRESISTIBLE

1 TO ALL MEN !n
THAT NIGHT- WITH JACK

THANKS, JACK
DEAR ! I WAVED
IT MYSELF, WITH

-rJO-CUR!

DARLING, YOUR HAIR I

IS SIMPLY GLORIOUS
TONIGHT. I COULD SIMPLY

EAT YOU UP! ...YOU
,

J
HAVE A WONDER-
FUL HAIRDRESSER

seedbase—which eliminates all stickiness,

all gumminess, and will not leave white

flakes in the hair. And a JO-CUR wave
lasts 7 full days. Try one to-

day. You can get JO -CUR
at any drug or department
store and at the 10c stores.

cur
PRONOUNCED "JOKER"

WAVESET

Flaming Hearts

—

and Flaming Pistols!

Good news! December
Western Romances is on

the newsstands, bringing you

hard-riding, adventurous
stones of the colorful west

touched with the glamor of

young love. It's the perfect

combination! And when
you've read these thrilling,

punch-packed yarns, you'll call

it the perfect magazine. Get
your copy today.

STERN
ROMANCES

At All Newsstands - 15c

Don't miss William Freemont Hough's
latest novelette, "Savior of San Remo,"

complete in this issue!
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for all my shoes.

ONLY
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SHOE
POLISH

REALSHINE CCInc SALVES TON,TEXAS

Iftl/UUtOR NO COST!

No pills or tablets, no starvation diets, no strenuous exer-
cising, no salts. Send for free trial of Dain Tea. Just drink
it with your meals. Watch ugly, unhealthy fat disappear.
Your request for free trial brings trial supply by return
mail and full $1.00 treatment which you may try under
our 10-day refund guarantee. Try Dain Tea at our risk.

DAIN TEA CO.. DEPT. I, BALTIMORE. MD.

NO MORE

Cold Feet
rl Peds — cozy, concealed footlets,

slipped under or over your sheerest
hose, will end all cold feet worries.
Peds—made of mercerized lisle,

are worn by smart women for bus-
iness, shopping, at home and for

all winter activities. • Remember, too, Peds save
mending— a fact every thrifty woman appreci-
ates. Buy Peds today at the hosiery counters
of the better 5c and 10c stores, or send 20c
with correct stocking size to Buy Wool or Sj|k

RICHARD PAUL,Inc,Cooper peds at leading
Bldg.,LosAngeleSjCal.,Dept. M-4 DeparimentStores

and Specialty Shops.

ter into their design for living. All's

well until March leaves and Gary and
Miriam are thrown together—more
closely. Miriam solves the problem by
contending she's no gentleman so the

agreement doesn't hold after all ! When
March returns, she realizes she loves

him, too. So she runs off with Edward
Everett Horton !

The four principals turn out delight-

ful performances. Gary Cooper shows
a surprising talent for comedy. He's
excellent. Miriam Hopkins gets better

and better. March is at his best and
Horton delivers, as usual.

THE WORLD CHANGES (Warners)

Splendid. Another picture that de-

serves superlatives. It can be called

the American "Cavalcade" and is placed
in the same ranks as the original pic-

ture by that name. It is another triumph
for Paul Muni who handles his role,

which ranges from youth to old age,

like a master.

BROADWAY THROUGH THE
KEYHOLE (20th Century)

Entertaining. The first picture ever

to come close to backing up sensational

advance publicity. Hollywood says the

front page headlines on the Jolson-
Winchell fight were worth a million

dollars. If so, the picture should be
worth considerably more

!

Story is about a gangster (Paul
Kelly) in love with a night club enter-

tainer (Constance Cummings). When
their lives are endangered by his rivals,

he sends her to Miami, where she meets
and falls in love with Russ Colombo.

Kelly does some admirable work.
Colombo is as good an actor as he is a
singer, which is plenty good. And
Constance Cummings, beautifully photo-
graphed, does her best to date.
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Enter Joan Crawford's "Dancing Lady" Contest!

(Continued from page 43)

of a Max Factor make-up kit. Sixth,

five prizes of $10 each, And
seventh, ten prizes of $5 each. In

case of ties, duplicate prizes will be

awarded.
Now—Where's the little chore you

have to do to win one of those elegant

prizes ? Just turned back to pages 44
and 45. There you'll see a number of

cut-up pictures. They are four scenes from
Joan Crawford's latest picture, "Danc-
ing Lady." You are to put the pictures

together again, like Humpty-Dumpty,
arrange or number them in the proper
order (the order in which the scenes

take place in "Dancing Lady." See
the synopsis on page 45.)

Then, if you have not already put to-

gether the pictures in last month's
Modern Screen (December issue),

look below on this page and also on
page 96 and cut out those reproduc-
tions and arrange them in the cor-

rect order. All of these pictures

—

when in order—will tell the story of

"Dancing Lady." Then, write a de-

scription of Joan Crawford—in ten

words or less. Send the eight stills, to-

gether with your ten-word description

of Joan Crawford to the Joan Craw-
ford Contest, Modern Screen Magar

zine, 149 Madison Avenue, New York,
N. Y.

All entries—remember, the complete
eight pictures and description—must be

mailed before midnight of Jan. 15, 1934.
j

PERMANENT
yet

WASHABLE
QUILL INK cannot be

chemically eradicated from

paper, yet, it washes from

hands, rugs, all fabrics, etc.,

with plain soap and water.

SOLD AT YOUR 10c STORE

J V
"Lady Lillian"
Contest Winners
First Prize, $150.00, Edith Robertson,

Rockford, Washington. Second Prize,
$75.00, Mrs. E. M. Harvey, San Francisco,
California Third Prize, $25.00, Margaret
Acker, Rocky River, Ohio.
50 other contestants won $5.00 each.

Northeastern Laboratories, Inc.

PERFUME and Enhance your loveliness by
FACE POWDER the glamorous fragrance of

Radio Girl Perfume and Powder. Fine es-

sential oils imported from France, but com-
pounded in this country, bring a truly modern,
French odear at a price for thrifty Americans. . . . And, you will

adore the exclusive new shade of lace powder—Dermatone—

Use this <lOUPON for FREE SAMPLE
~. BELCO CO., ST. PAUL, MINN. M-i

Scod mc FREE Regular Size Radio Gir

,
Perfume and Trial Size Radio Girl Face

Powder. I am enclosing ioc (coin or post-

age) to cover cost of mailing.

Address

City State

(Print name and address plainly, please.)
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BOBBY LOX

Have the Smoothest Enamel
Strongest Grip . Longest Life

Beauty Shops use and sell more Bobby Lox
Hairpins than any other make. You, too,
should demand Bobby Lox at your chain
store. You pay for Bobby Lox features, so
why not have their ultra-smooth enamel
inside and out, rounded ends and per-
manent spring. Test these claims—mail
the coupon—specify Black, Brown, Blonde
or Grey. lB

Scolding Locks Corporation, Appleto n, Wis.

SEND FOR

FREE CARD
Scolding Locks Corporation, Appleton, Wis.
Please send me free a regular 10c card of
Bobby Lox Hairpins In following color

MM4 .

N'ame. T.

Address.

City State
I usually buy in the store checked below:

S. S. Kresge F. W. Woolworth Co.
S. H. Kress Co. Q McLellan Stores
W. T. Grant Co. Q McCrory Stores
G. C. Murphy Co. Grand-Silver Stores
Scott Stores rj Neisner Bros.

O J. J. Newberry Co.

EFFECTfor

WANT A STEADY JOB?
Work for "Uncle Sam"

$1260 to $3400 Year

MEN—WOMEN 18 to 50. Common
Education usually sufficient. Stiort
hours. Vacation with full pay. Write
immediately for free 32-page book,
with list of positions and full

particulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. S-318 Rochester. N. Y.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing

and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because they

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of ppyrt
the inventorwhowashimself deaf.

LEONARD. Inc. suite 986. 70 5th Ave., New YorkA.0.

for Burns
SEALTEX bandages burns, cuts,

bruises or sprains without string,

pins or sticky tape. Can't hurt.

Won't stick to skin or hair. Neat,

sanitary, water-proof, comfort-

able. 10c, 25c and 50c sizes. All

Kresge stores and drug counters

everywhere.

SE

Directory of Pictures

(Continued from page 81)

• SUNSET PASS (Paramount)—Pep, action and ex-
citement. A good Western—kids will okay this

one.

• • THIS DAY AND AGE (Paramount)—Vigorous
and dramatic action takes place when a crowd

of high school kids take the law into their own
hands. Charles Bickford

t
Richard Cromwell and

Judith Allen are included in the excellent cast. Ex-
tremely good picture—for young and old.

• • THREE CORNERED MOON (Paramount)—

A

family of snobbish, spoiled brats find out what
real life is when their dear mama suddenly loses the
whole family fortune. Claudette Colbert and Richard
Arlen are the lovers. Mary Boland is the mother.
Tom

_
Brown, Wallace Ford and William Bakewell

are in it, too. A hilarious entertainer for every-
body.

• TOO MUCH HARMONY (Paramount)—Zip, pep
and wisecracking tuned tip with Bing Crosby's

crooning.
_ Jack Oakie, Skeets Gallagher, Judith

Allen, Lil Tashman and Ned Sparks complete the
cast. Worth seeing—kids will think so, too.

TO THE LAST MAN (Paramount) — A Western
dealing with family feuds. A boy and girl of enemy
families love each other but are true to their tradi-
tions until everyone is killed off but themselves.
Esther Ralston and Randolph Scott are the lovers.
Fair—only the young kids will enjoy the excitement
of this Western,

• • TURN BACK THE CLOCK (M-G-M)—Which
goes to prove you would never be any happier

if you had your life to live over.
m
One man gets

just such a chance and finds out it is far from what
he planned or expected. Lee Tracy, Peggy Shannon,
Otto Kruger and Mae Clarke. Very good—too ad-
vanced for children under 1 6.

• • VOLTAIRE (Warners)—A biographical sketch
of the great writer, wit and cynic of the 18th

century. George Arliss, Reginald Owen, Allan
Mowbray, Doris Kenyon and Margaret Lindsay.
Very good—nothing* in it for youngsters under 16.

• • THE WAY TO LOVE (Paramount)—Maurice
Chevalier as a carefree tramp of Paris whose

chief and only ambition is to be a guide. Love in-
terest develops when he rescues a little waif from
her employer in a knife throwing act. Excellent
entertainment plus some knock-out musical numbers
—-for the whole family.

• • WHEN LADIES MEET (M-G-M)—Two very
intelligent and lovely women and two attrac-

tive men make this picture a delightful and most
sophisticated love triangle. Ann Harding, Myrna
Loy, and Frank Morgan are the triangle. Robert
Montgomery and Alice Brady provide amusing comedy.
Be sure to see it—young folks under 16 won't under-
stand it.

• WHEN STRANGERS MARRY (Columbia)—Story
of a spoiled society deb and a young engineer.

Good—not for the tots.

• WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD (Warners)—Bands
of depression-hit youngsters who take to the high-

way when there are no jobs and their parents cannot
support them. The tragedy of these youngsters make
you stop and think for a moment. See it and take
the children—it will be good for them.

• THE WOMAN SPY (RKO)—A thrilling and ro-
mantic war story. Connie Bennett as a Russian

spy and Gilbert Roland as an Austrian spy fall
desperately in love. Then they learn each other's
identity. You will enjoy finding out the ending of
this one for yourself. Very good—not the kind for
children under 16, though.

Beauty Advice

(Continued from page 79)

concentrate upon it, you'll find that you
won't be nearly as tired at the end of a

day.

Look at Dorothea Wieck again. She

has obviously been interrupted by the

cameraman in the reading of her letter

or telegram or whatever it is. She
had been leaning forward while she was
reading. But notice how she leans for-

ward. Her back is straight. She does

not—as many of us do—slump in the

middle and bend the shoulders and head

forward.

NEXT, there is the little matter of

holding the head up. Many other-

wise good figures are spoiled by that

ungraceful ducked-forward position of

the head. Watch it—this winter

—

when you are tempted to shrivel down
inside the collar of your coat, and avoid

the cold. Watch it when you're read-

ing or sewing—hold your book or

your work lip to you. Don't bring

your head down to meet what you have

in your hand. You see, pushing the

head forward makes that little bone

stick out on the back of your neck.

Later on in years, when you may put

on weight, that bump becomes covered

with fat and makes a very ugly line.

You've noticed it, surely on older

women. Bad, isn't it?

Here are the posture exercises.

Stand facing a mirror, with your

back against the wall—head, shoulders,

buttocks and calves touching the wall.

Knees should be easy and relaxed, not

stiff. Now do the "growing tall' busi-

ness. Return to original position.

Stomach should be pulled in, of course.

How do you look in that position?

Better? Go through the following

exercises five times each, every day for

a week, and then check up on yourself
again and see if you haven't improved.

Stand about eighteen inches from the
wall. Place palms of hands on the
wall, fingers pointing toward each
other, elbows bent at shoulder height.

Push against your hands with your
body. At the same time resist the push
with your arms. This strengthens and
straightens backs.

Stand with the feet slightly apart.

Drop your body, from the waist up,
down, down, down—so that your head
bobs against your knees. Swing your
body— slightly—keeping relaxed— just

as limp as a rag doll. Now begin to

pull your upper body up. Begin the
pull right at the base of your spine.

Lift, lift, lift—very slowly—until you
are back in standing position again.

Stretch—hard—then relax. And re-

peat.

Sit down in a straight chair. Your
stomach should be pulled in, your back
lightly poised against the back of the

chair, your head up. Now rise, with-

out looking down at your feet, with-

out changing the position of your
upper body. Stretch, return to correct

standing position and sit down again.

Stand and drop your head back—ab-

solutely relaxed—between your shoul-

ders. Rotate it in a complete circle

—

several times. If you feel dizzy, re-

verse the rotation.

There—as usual, I've talked too

much. I promised to tell you about

some new preparations, ..didn't I ? And
I've left myself very little space. So
I'll have to make it short and snappy.

In the first place, there's a new
miniature lipstick set—three lipsticks

selling for the price of one good one

—

that ought to provide you with a lot of
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fun. Three different shades—a gay one
for daytime, a glamorous one for eve-

ning and a third one—for a change.
Makes a nice gift package or prize,

too.

There is a complete beauty kit avail-

able in the very reasonable price range.

It contains all the essentials for fresh-

ening up—and making up—attractively

packaged. The sizes are generous.

Then, there is a more expensive—but

still reasonable—beauty kit containing

fourteen beauty essentials in a very
well-known brand. Very compact and
convenient and the pouch container is

gay and smart.

I've 'come across a paste rouge that

is easy to apply. Really. Comes in an
attractive pottery container and the

grandest shades. Not cheap—but one
purchase will last you a long time.

Have you noted down my new ad-

dress? It's Modern Screen, 149 Madi-
son Avenue, New York, N. Y. Cheerio

!

I've Dressed Them All

(Continued from page 63)

She is always cold and shivering.

The first time we made clothes for

her she stood for a fitting in an ex-

tremely decollete evening dress. She
was wearing a gold locket, about the

size of a dollar.

"Of course, the dress will look bet-

ter," I said to her, "without the locket

—

or perhaps a more elaborate necklace."

Sylvia smiled at me very sweetly, but

answered firmly, "I always wear this

locket with everything."

I still wanted to argue. "But not

with an extreme evening dress like this.

In the first place it would be out of

character."

"It doesn't matter," she replied. "I

have always worn it in every scene and
I'd be afraid to take it off."

She never would tell me its senti-

mental significance, but I later learned

that that locket had been the despair of

every director for whom she has

worked.
Sylvia does things which many

people don't understand. Once she

told me a strange thing that had hap-

pened to her.

One night she had been lonely and
got into her roadster and went for a

long drive. In a particularly deserted

section of the country she ran out of

gas. No one, these days, dares to stop

at midnight when someone signals..

Sylvia stood for a long time, but

dozens of cars passed her up. At last,

when she had no success, she started to

walk to the nearest town. A rickety

old wagon caught up with her. She
hailed the driver. Politely he stopped

and waited for her to climb upon the

seat beside him. It was not until they

had started off that she realized she

was sitting beside an old colored man.
For miles the two rode together, chat-

ting in the glow of a California moon.
And he never knew who she was. I

cannot imagine independent little Sid-

ney being frightened of anything but a

draught.

TT'S a curious thing about Ruth Chat-
terton. I know her well and am very

fond of her, but I never call her any-
thing but Miss Chatterton. It isn't that

she is snooty. She just has a certain
dignity that commands respect.

One afternoon about two years ago
I went to Ruth Chatterton's house with
a saleswoman, two of my mannequins
and an assortment of our newest models.

Her house was an ideal place in which
to show clothes. The girls dressed in

her bedroom upstairs, came down a

winding stairway and made their en-

trance into the salon, where Miss Chat-
terton sat.

On this day there were two visitors

present—Lois Wilson and Helen Hayes,
whose first picture had but recently

been released. They were about to

leave when we arrived but, like most
women, couldn't tear themselves away
from the treat of an impromptu fashion

show.
When a dress appeared, Helen Hayes

would say, "Now, that's no good for

me, but it would be just right for

Lois." Or Lois would say, "There's a
good dress for you, Ruth." Once Miss
Chatterton said, "That's the kind of

thing I've always loved, but I don't

dare wear it. My husband hates to see

too much bare back—and there's prac-

tically no back in that."

Ruth Chatterton is one of my great-

est favorites. That old word "intel-

ligent" is so often loosely thrown about,

but it is the only word which defines

Chatterton's attitude toward everything

with which she comes in contact. She
has the logical reasoning of a business

man and is rarely wrong in her de-

cisions. She is inordinately fond of two
widely divergent things—travel and the

peace and quiet of home-life. She likes

people for their accomplishments and
for what's inside their heads, which has

made a great many people who can do
nothing and who think about nothing,

believe she is a snob.

It is quite a jump in personalities

from Ruth Chatterton to Mae Murray,
but both names appear in my book.

Mae Murray hasn't been in pictures for

a long time but she keeps her name in

print for it seems as if she is always

being sued or is suing someone.

She made a long-to-be-remembered

visit to my shop. She was sent by a

studio to choose a chiffon dinner gown.
She found a dress she liked and asked

to'have it copied in black, in white and
in a color.

WHEN Miss Murray came for her

first fitting she gave orders that no
underslips were to be made. She in-

formed the fitter that she was not go-

ing to wear a slip, but a brassiere and
pair of trunks, spangled with sequins

!

That practically threw the fitter into a

New Yelour Powder Puff

Amazes Beauty Experts!

AT last science has developed a new puff—a puff" that spreads powder smoother . . . feels softer . .

.

lasts longer!
MILLIE Powder Puffs, the new creation, are just

what you've always wanted. Made from a specially

prepared New Velour material, they do everything
claimed by more expensive puffs. Even beauty ex-

perts are amazed by the remarkable service MILLIE
Puffs give. Yet they cost so little, you can always
afford to carry a few "extras". MILLIE Puffs come
sterilized and cellophane wrapped . . . for your protec-

ion. Both 5 and 10c sizes.

At Your 5 and 10c Store

A BECOME AN EXPERT

CCOUNTANT
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'s earn $3.00f>to $15,000 a year.
Thousands more are needed. We train you thoroughly at home in

spare time for C. P. A. examinations or executive accounting po-
sitions. Previous bookkeeping knowledge or experience unnecessary.
Training given by C. P. A.'s. Write for free book, "Accountancy,
the Profession That Pays," and learn about opportunities in this

growing, profitable field.

LaSalle Extension University. Deptl3!8-H, Chicago

The School That Has Trained Over 1,200 CP. A.'s

ElMC FOR YOUR CLASSPO CLUB OR SOCIETY
X A LOWEST PRICES...BIGGEST CHOICE/

^ V«VV P 35uP High Quality -Low Price; the combi-

SjBfir ,
nation that has kept Bastian, the club

MM pin pioneer, out in front Jot 37 yearsi

X Clean cut wotIc and wearing quality

\eA—^ffl distinguish a Bastian pin anywhere.

BASTIAN BROS. CO 98 B.ui.n 8IJ3.. ItncluiUr, N. y.

Write for
our

FREE
CATALOG
O»t<300Dengni
ColcN HL1I1 at-onj

KeepsWORKING
HANDS Softand" Mite
Whether you do housework or
office work, you can keep your
hands soft, smooth and lovely

with Hess Witch Hazel Cream.
This different type lotion pen-
etrates both the outer and
inner layer of skin, relieving

the cause of chapping, rough-
ness and dryness. Just a few
drops at a time does the work.
No stickiness— gloves go on
easily.

Try Hess at once. Sold in
Dime, Drug and Department
stores

—

ioc, 25c and 50c sizes.

Sample Free on request. (19)

E. E. HESS COMPANY
16 Main Street Brook, Ind.
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SUPERB
novels in one
magazine

!

r«v sr,n, COMPL.M
.

O you want hours and hours

of perfectly grand reading? Do
you want romance, adventure,

mystery? Do you want a realis-

tic tale of the sidewalks of New
York, and then, perhaps, a glam-

orous love story of the Sahara?
It's all yours for the asking, in

that delightful magazine,

Ask your newsdealer today for the

new December issue. And then enjoy:

ROMANCE! "Forbidden Sands"

THE WEST! "The Six-Sun Trek"

SPORT! "Up the White Summit"

ADVENTURE! "Africa Wakes"

MYSTERY!. ."Murder in Pirate Alley"

case of nervous prostration, but since

Miss Murray was the customer, she did
not argue.

At first fittings the wisps of material
are always held together with hasting
threads and pins, so that changes can
be easily made. The fitter changed her
pins on one side, taking in the dress
where it needed to be taken in. She
then moved around to the other side
and began alterations.

Slowly, methodically and for the
moment unknown to the fitter, Miss
Murray began pulling out the pins and
dropping them to the floor. The fitter

began to wonder why the dress sagged
and crawled on her knees to the side
she had first worked on.

Unable to believe her eyes and think-
ing, perhaps, that she was going mad
she saw no pins in that side at all.

Again she did not question—just put
more pins in. During this time, Miss
Murray was busy taking out the pins
on the other side, so that the fitter was
going around in circles trying to put
the pins in faster than Miss Murray
could pull them out. The episode re-
mains the high point in my fitter's

career and yet it is not so mad as it

sounds for, I have known women who
liked to do their own fitting. It is, I

suppose, a form of back-seat driving, a
mania which eventually sends the real

driver into a lamp post.

Joan Crawford is probably the most
thoughtful person who has ever come
into my shop. So many stars have their

secretaries call and say, "Please send
some dresses out for Miss X to try on
this evening." Others are considerate
enough to send their own chauffeurs
for the things. But often when the
clothes are returned there is not so

much as a little note saying, "I'm sorry
but none of the dresses suited me."
Sometimes the chauffeur is not even
given a message to deliver. He simply
dumps the gown—wrinkled and turned
inside out—upon a chair.

Jean goes to the other extreme. She
even sends regrets when she finds that

she will be unable to attend a public
opening to which she has been invited.

I know that Joan has changed a lot

in the last five years, but she has al-

ways been a thoughtful person. Years
ago she was sent to the shop to pose in

some of my gowns for publicity pur-
poses. She was much more excitable

then than she is now. She had less

poise. Her hair was bobbed short and
she had a cute tom-boyish way of toss-

ing her head but even then she was
patient and did not complain during the

task of getting from one dress to an-

other, waiting for lights to be shifted

and cameras set up. Afterwards she
asked me to pose with her and now
one of my most prized possessions is a
picture of the two of us with Joan—in

this day of long skirts—looking almost
grotesque in the sadly "dated" frock

of five years ago. (See page 62.)

I'VE dressed numbers of opera stars
* but Lily Pons is the most glamorous
and dynamic. I know she isn't a movie
star and perhaps the editor will bawl me
out for including her here, but I feel

that enough people have heard her over
the radio to be interested in her.

Lily is a great shock at first because
one thinks of opera singers as being
robust and dramatic. Pons is very
tiny—I think her actual weight is a
hundred and five pounds—and she is as

quiet and as shy as a mouse.
She was brought into my shop by

Jetta Goudal and all during that ses-

sion the two of them conversed in

French. I designed a dress for Mile.

Pons to wear at her Los Angeles con-
cert and, after the order had been placed
and the measurements taken, we dis-

covered that none of the dummy figures

—upon which the clothes are draped—
were small enough.
When the dress was finished I sent

one of my fitters to the theatre so that

she could see that everything was all

right before Mile. Pons stepped on the

concert stage.

This is a little honor which we
usually save for brides—having the

fitter who made the bridal dress on
hand to pat into place the last fold

of the bridal train.

Mile. Pons came back after her first

series of songs and said to my fitter,

"But I cannot find my voice. I do not
know what is wrong." To the audience,
her voice was as brilliant as usual, but

there did seem to be a change during
the second half of the program. Pons
became radiant and sang so beautifully

that the audience almost stampeded
toward the stage.

When she finished the concert she
came back to her dressing-room and
sank down upon a chair. She con-
fessed, to my fitter, that during each
concert she often lost as much as five

pounds—from worry and exertion

!

ifs sjc ;Jc ;Jc i{i ;}c

Next month Howard Greer continues
his fascinating memoirs. Almost every
star in Hollywood—the great, the near-
great and the once-great—has crossed
the threshold of Greer's shop. Now
he's confessing all the secrets of the

fitting-room. Don't miss it

!

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THEM IN 1934?

Marriage, divorce, scandal, accident, death

!

For Jean Harlow, Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford, Mae West,

Katharine Hepburn and others, the stars hold some happiness, some

dire misfortune in the next year.

Read about it—in Dareos' Prophecy for 1934.

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
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Clara Bow Goes Garbo

(Continued from page 13)

When she was in man-trouble it was
some unknown man who had, shabbily,

passed himself off as unmarried.
This luscious, red-headed, brown-

eyed girl never goes to parties, never
gives them. She said to me, "I don't

know how to act when I'm with people
I don't know awfully well. I feel self-

conscious. I feel embarrassed.
"I don't say, 'I tank-I-go-home.' I

just go home and stay there. That's
where I like to be best of all. I always
do ivhat I like to do. I always obey
my own impulses, my own instincts, my
own desires. I don't know whether this

is commendable or not. I don't care.

I used to care. I'd be hurt when un-
kind things were said about me and
written about me and plenty have been.

Now, I am simply leading my own life

in my own way and I can't help what
people say about me.

"I like to be home because there I

can be myself. I never wear make-up
off the screen. I wear old clothes. I

never curl my hair. I don't care how
I look. I've just learned that, from
now on, I'll have to wear glasses. An
astigmatism. I don't care about the

glasses. I do care because I may not

be able to read very much any more.
"I always go to bed at ten o'clock.

I've never found anything worth stay-

ing up for after that. If we ever do
anything at all we have a couple of old

friends in for bridge or rummy. I love

the few really old friends I have. /

can't make new ones. I've lost the

knack." (Ah, Garbo!)
"A man from the Fox publicity com-

pany happened in on me the other

night. He found me as is, without

make-up of any sort, neither mascara
nor lipstick nor rouge. My hair was
straight. I had a house dress on. He
didn't know me. My eye-lashes are

long, you see, but rather pale. My eye-

brows are light, too. I haven't much
color in my lips. The result was that

he told me I looked like some young
school-marm or the wife of a local Bab-
bitt. I know that I bear, in real life,

no physical resemblance to the Clara

Bow of the screen. This goes for more
ways than the merely physical

"

ON the set where Garbo works at

M-G-M there is that sign which
reads NO VISITORS. It means what
it says, that sign. Madge Evans, also

on the Metro lot, recently stumbled by
mistake onto the Garbo set. And Madge
or no Madge, she was forcibly and
forthwith ejected.

On the Fox set where Clara Bow
works there is the same sign—and it

means what it says, too. It is as fear-

fully and as scrupulously observed as

ever the Garbo sign was, or is.

Clara said to me, "I really hate to

talk about things like these because I

know people will say I am trying to

copy Garbo. Nothing could be farther

from the truth. If I tried to copy anyone
it would be, more typically, Mae West.

Certainly I've always done her sort of
thing on the screen, more or less. I've

always been like this, only—I haven't
always been able to have my own way.

"I simply have to have, I absolutely
demand privacy before the camera.
When a scene is finished, in my picture,

when the other players have said their
last lines they must leave the set im-
mediately and stay away until they are
needed again. If I could work with a
troupe of robots I'd like it better and
give better performances.

"I like all of my fellow players. It

isn't that. Preston Foster, who plays
the spieler with me in 'Hoopla,' is a
grand person. Richard Cromwell who
plays my sweetheart is a lamb. And
Minna Gombel is a pal of mine—but I

can't have them watching me while I

work. I like the extras and the elec-

tricians, too, but I do not want them
peeking at me. Their eyes would tear

holes in whatever I was trying to do.

If a stranger comes on the set, I go
cold all over. I can't 'give' one single
thing. We tried it for one whole day at

the beginning of the picture and it was
one of the most miserable days I ever
lived through—I had to 'go Garbo' and
put down my foot, both feet, on any
more visitors of any sort or kind.

"I think the basic reason for this is

—not that I am temperamental—but
that I am telepathic. I always have
been and I've always known it. I've

studied mysticism for a long while and
I know what I'm talking about. / can
tune in on the thoughts of other people.

I've been able to do this, to some ex-
tent, ever since my childhood. When I

am surrounded by a crowd, particularly

when I am working, I get the thoughts
of the spectators as easily as I can tune
in on a radio station.

I'M making these statements to you
now because I may never say them

again. I may never say anything again
—for publication. I don't know. I

never know what I am going to do
from day to day or from week to week.
That's why I wouldn't sign a contract

for more than two pictures at any one
time on any one lot for all the money
in the world. I can't depend on myself,

how can I hope or want any company
to depend on me ? I walked out on
'Hoopla' for a week. I'm apt to do the

same thing tomorrow, I simply have, to

feel free, to come and go, to work
when I want to work, to be idle when
I want to be idle. I have to feel inde-

pendent. The usual arguments can't

prevail with me. I mean, if some agent
or some producer tells me that I should

do such and such a story, whether I

like it or not, because 'it would do me
good,' I won't do it. The kind of 'good'

they mean doesn't mean anything to me.
Fame. Money. Publicity.

"I never go to openings because I'm
afraid of crowds. Though I did go to

'Hoopla.' After all, I had a right to

be curious about that. But there was

eanse
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that telepathic fear again. I nearly die

of embarrassment. I hate to stand in a
theatre lobby and autograph albums.

"I never go to movies. I've seen one
picture in the past two years. And that

one was Mae West's 'She Done Him
Wrong.' I only saw that because I

happened to be at Mr. Sheehan's house
one night and he ran it in his private
projection room.

"I don't go to movies chiefly because
I'm afraid I'd lose what I have. I

mean, I'm a natural mimic and I know
that if I saw a Katharine Hepburn or

any star do some particular bit of busi-

ness, use certain mannerisms, I'd copy
them. I always do. If someone comes
to our house and spends the evening
and talks in a deep voice I go about
with a baritone for days afterwards.
Then, too, my yen for the old days and
the old ways and the old stars comes in

again. I used to love Norma and Con-
stance Talmadge and Florence Vidor
and Valentino and all of them. I miss
them. I can't make new friends—even
on the screen. There, too, I've lost the

knack.

"I don't care anything about money.
I don't know anything about it. I like

to have enough to feed my dogs prop-
erly and to have a few nice, pretty
dresses. That's absolutely all I expect
from life.

"I'm crazy about my little boy cousin
who is living with me. I hope to keep
him for always and I will unless he gets

homesick. I like to talk to him, to play

games with him, to make friends with
him. At first he felt about me as I

feel about other people, strangers. He'd
never met me until I took him. He'd
heard me talked about as an actress.

He's seen me on the screen. He couldn't

get used to—me. It was hard for him
to forget the screen me and be natural

and at ease with the real me. I'll feel

more sheer triumph out of making this

boy feel close to me than I could pos-

sibly feel out of any screen achieve-

ment or triumph. I'd love to have kids

of my own for the best of all possible

reasons—I love 'em.

"I've got what I want out of life.

I've got things arranged the way I like

them. I never have to go anywhere.
I never have to meet people. I work
only when I feel like working. I

haven't 'gone Garbo'—I've gone Bow
and now I can—and will

—

stay here."

Could You 'Take It"?

(Continued from page 47)

"I don't think Groucho really ex-

pected it, either. He stood there look-

ing down at me, absolutely speechless,

and with tears running down his cheeks

from suppressed laughter !

"When the scene was finished, I

didn't say a word. Just walked away
from him and up to my dressing room.

He followed, apologizing between
chuckles.

" 'Tootsie,' he insisted, 'that was an

accident. I didn't think I could do it.

Honest, Tootsie, I swear it was my new
shoes

!"

Do you remember the scene at the

bridge game with Harpo and Chico,

that ends in a free-for-all ?

"Every time we played that scene,

Harpo managed to throw me about four

feet. One night, I threw first, and
down he went ! It was very pretty.

Climbing back oh his feet, he rushed
for me and we went into a clinch.

" 'Gosh, Toots !' he hissed over my
shoulder. 'Don't be so rough !'

"

TTARPO, Miss Dumont assures me,
is the most mischievous of the lot.

One evening, he received an unexpected
invitation to a masquerade. It was too
late to rent a costume and he wanted to

go badly. What to do?

After the show, Miss Dumont went
to her dressing room to change into

street clothes. There were no street

clothes. Immediately realizing what
had happened, she grabbed a dressing
gown and dashed out. Harpo, wearing
her dress, hat, and slippers, was just

hurrying out the stage door !

"Harpo !" she called excitedly. "You
come back here ! My dress. . .

!"

"Yeh," the culprit grinned with

beautiful inonchalance. "It's a little

long, isn't it? But it'll do. Thanks."
And he kept on his merry way.
"Come back here !" she begged.

"What do you suppose I'm going to

wear home?"
"You've got a fur coat, haven't you?"

Harpo tossed over his shoulder.

"That'll cover you. Don't be fussy,

Toots." And he was gone. Leaving
the statuesque Miss Dumont to get

home as best she could, wearing a
flimsy pair of wardrobe pumps and with
nothing but a lacy slip under the none-
too-long fur coat

!

"I can't get angry with them," she
confided, as we sat in her dressing

room on the Paramount lot. "They're
just like a bunch of school boys. Not
in the least malicious. Everything they
do is in the spirit of fun and I always
try to be a good sport, even though I

generally get the worst of it. Honestly,
I enjoy every minute of it

!"

They were rehearsing a scene in

"Duck Soup," their most recent pro-

duction. Groucho is on his knees be-

fore Miss Dumont, proposing to her—
as he usually is. Chico enters, looking
for Groucho.

"Oh . . . there you are !" Chico ex-

plains. And, during the several re-

hearsals, Groucho merely turned quick-

ly, giving the intruder a startled look.

But, in the recorded shot, at Chico's

"Oh . . . there you are !" Groucho took

a flying jump into Miss Dumont's lap,

nearly knocking the surprised lady over.

Everyone on the set doubled up in

soundless hysterics. But one member
of the crew could not contain himself.

He turned loose a rousing guffaw that

nearly shattered the sound mechanism
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and, of course, ruined the take.

Life, on a Mad Marx Brothers' pro-
duction, is just full of those things.

Not all the horseplay occurs on the
set, however. When they were coming
out from New York, they kept the en-
tire train in an uproar.
One evening, Miss Dumont was in

her drawing room, preparing to retire,

when the door burst open and three of

the pajama-ed brothers, Groucho, Harpo
and Chico, fell in. Ignoring the lady's

protests, they all piled into her single

berth and settled themselves for the

night

!

Tootsie begged, pleaded, cajoled, and
even called in a porter but, through it

all, the harum-scarum brothers snored
away peacefully.

"When they make up their minds to

cut a caper," Miss Dumont raised help-

less hands, "you might as well re-

sign yourself to the inevitable! Cross
them and they only redouble their

efforts !"

The "Duck Soup" company rented a

beautiful Pasadena estate for some im-

pressive exterior shots in the picture.

The wealthy and genteel owner kept a
watchful eye on proceedings, from a

safe distance.

Between shots, Miss Dumont and

Groucho rested in two comfortable

chairs on the verandah. Suddenly,

Groucho flung a leg across Tootsie's

knees.

"Scratch my leg !" he murmured
wearily.

At the other end of the verandah, the
owner observed the indignity with
amazed eyes.

"If I had refused," Tootsie deplored,
"Groucho would simply have shouted:
'What's the idea? You've scratched it

before. Don't be coy, Tootsie !' So

—

I scratched it
!"

Her embarrassment was not lessened
in the least, when she heard the digni-
fied owner remark to a servant

:

"You see what's going on over there ?

That's why show people have such bad
reputations

!"

A great many people are under the
impression that Miss Dumont is

Groucho's wife. Such is not the case.

When the company made a personal ap-
pearance in Detroit, a local paper car-
ried an article verifying their "mar-
riage," in private life.

That night, Miss Dumont, comment-
ing on the story, remarked that it was a
trifle embarrassing.

"Embarrassing?" Groucho exclaimed.
"I've just written a story about my
wife and the magazine's running a pic-

ture of her. I'm liable to be hung for

bigamy !"

Miss Dumont wouldn't change places

with Greta Garbo. Life, with the
Marx Brothers is. verily, a psycho-
pathic shambles. But—thanks to a
grand sense of humor—she can take it

!

How a Star Was Created

(Continued from page 50)

been lenient with its stars and given

them the privilege of selecting their

vehicles, much grief had resulted.

Margaret cocked her pert little head

with its mass of wavy brown hair and

eyed me suspiciously. "Now you're

making a noise like a motion picture

executive," she said, "and we know
each other much too well to hand out

lines."

I knew that no amount of persuasion

would alter her attitude. I knew that

she had already turned down offers

from Paramount and Columbia because

of the long-term contract bugaboo. She
would rather remain on the stage for

one-tenth of the salary she would earn

in pictures than be handed parts for

which she was unsuited. Naturally I

was aware of the fact that Junior

Laemmle would never agree to such an
arrangement as the adamant Miss Sulla-

van was demanding, especially from an

unknown player, but so convinced was I

that this girl had the stuff of which
great screen stars are made that I de-

cided to spend some of the company's
money in testing her.

"What's the use of wasting the

money?" she said. "They won't take

me and, besides, if they do want me,
they will have to accept me at my terms
and I'll have to know what part I'm
going to play first."

I
CEASED arguing and began to tell

her what I had up my sleeve. I told

her about a part as big in emotional
scope as "Madelon Claudet"-—the part

of the heroine in "Only Yesterday." I

began to tell her the story and as I went
on describing scene after scene she
dropped her casual air and became in-

tensely interested. When I was finished

she was on her feet, enthusiastically

asking if she could play the part. I told

her I was not sure, but it was my fond-

est hope that she would play it ; that

aside from Helen Hayes (whom the

studio could not obtain), she was the

one person who could do it.

Like the good little trouper that she

is, Margaret took home scenes from
"Only Yesterday" and studied them day
and night. Finally the test was made
and it was truly magnificent, because
Margaret had put her heart and soul

into it. I wired Laemmle, Jr. A few
days later, after the test had been sent

out to the studio, Junior wired me to

start negotiations with Miss Sullavan.

However, John Stahl, the famous di-

rector of a number of pictures, "Back
Street" among them, was not thorough-
ly convinced that Margaret was the

right heroine for "Only Yesterday."

He would not agree to her as a final se-

lection until she had come to the coast

for additional tests. So eager was Mar-
garet to do the picture and so imbued
was she with my confidence that she

would secure the part, that—wonder of

wonders—she left for Universal City.

It was no surprise to me when two
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weeks later I heard from the studio

that Margaret had come through her
additional tests with flying colors and
was set for the leading role in "Only
Yesterday." Her contract provided that

she was to do that film and one other

picture, the story of which she must
approve. The contract contained addi-

tional options, but in every instance she

had partial approval of her stories and
furthermore, it contained a clause giv-

ing her the privilege of returning to

New York and appearing in one Broad-
way play each season. Quite an un-

usual contract for a totally unknown
stage player, yet it was the only one

Margaret Sullavan would sign and Uni-
versal needed her so much that they

quickly acceded to her demands. If they

had not come to terms Margaret would
have just as readily kept on playing in

the theatre and possibly gone into some
stock company for the summer, as she

had done in seasons past, at a weekly
salary of twenty-five or thirty dollars a

week. She worked fourteen weeks in

"Only Yesterday" and earned $25,000.

TJER attitude is difficult for the lay-

man to understand. It is totally

impossible for picture executives to

comprehend. They do not seem to real-

ize that an actress, if she is truly an
artist and sincere about her work and
her career, must have the satisfaction

of appearing in roles which give her

pleasure and an opportunity to develop.

Margaret means to get to the very top

of the acting profession. Money itself

holds no lure for her and in her efforts

to acquire the place she already has in

the theatre she has undergone struggle

and privation—and would cheerfully do
so again.

The daughter of Cornelius Hancock
Sullavan, a broker, and Garland Coun-
cill, a lovely Southern belle, Margaret
made her first appearance in Norfolk,

Virginia, on May 16, 1911.

Even in her early days at the Walter
Taylor grammar school, the redoubtable
Peggy had determined upon becoming
an actress. She kept her ambition pretty

much of a secret because her parents

had a holy horror of stage folks.

They spent money lavishly on her
education and fondly hoped that when
she was "finished" she would marry one
of the nice young men who beaued her
about. To this end they sent her suc-

cessively to St. Georges private school,

Chatham Episcopal Institute and finally

to Sullin College at Bristol, Va., where
Margaret majored in art, dramatics and
studied dancing.

After she had finished at Sullin's,

Margaret calmly announced that she

was going on the stage. Her father and
mother stormed and protested to no
avail. They found they could not break
down her determination.

Finally, they effected a sort of com-
promise and Margaret was permitted to

go to the Copley Theatrical School in

Boston. She was an exceptional pupil

and worked industriously day and night
to learn all she could about the tech-

nique of acting. E. E. Clive, the direc-

tor, was so pleased with her sincere

efforts that he helped her secure a job
with the University Theatre at Cape
Cod, Massachusetts.

About this time, her father and mother
worried themselves sick over the idea

of their daughter prancing about on a

stage, and they decided to take drastic

action. They appeared in Cape Cod and
practically forced her to come home.

Without funds, as she had earned
practically nothing from the Cape Cod
engagement, and without further sup-

port from her folks, a strangely silent

Margaret Sullavan returned to Norfolk
and spent one solid year as a dutiful

daughter.

It took that year for Margaret to con-
vince her parents that her place was
in the theatre. Rather hopelessly, they
finally recapitulated in the face of her
continued and persistent pleadings and
soon thereafter Margaret was on her
way to rejoin the University players in

New York. Later on in the season she

was engaged by Brock Pemberton to go
on a tour of the South as Isobel Parry
in "Strictly Dishonorable."

*T^O retrace our steps a bit . . .

* While she was at Cape Cod, there
was a young actor in the company by
the name of Henry Fonda who fell

madly in love with her. He was tall,

dark, slender and he more than appealed
to Margaret.

Because their interests were the same,
because they felt that together they
could rise to the heights, they made the

mistake of believing they were ideally

mated. They were married. Now they
are divorced. No one quite knows why.

Margaret's eyes grow soft and misty
when she speaks of Henry and she al-

ways praises him in the highest terms
and he speaks tenderly of her and is

deeply sorry that they could not make
a success of it. Neither will say more
than that. No one will ever know
whether it was just another case of a
youthful romance gone on the rocks, or
if it was the age-old problem in the
theatre—that of two artists unable to

remain married because of professional
jealousies in their work.
And now Margaret Sullavan has put

all thought of marriage aside until her
career has reached the lofty heights to

which she is gravitating. Romance
thrills her and there is another man at

the present who holds her admiration
and respect and possible love. But her

,

career comes first.

While she was in Hollywood during
the making of "Only Yesterday," she
did not engage a swanky mansion in

Beverly Hills with a series of hot and
cold running servants, marble swim-
ming pools and cooks imported from
Paris. Instead, she lived very modestly
and quietly in an apartment in the Gar-
den of Allah, which in spite of its name,
is really a very sedate hotel with com-
munity swimming pool and tennis court.

T NTENSELY disliking the manner of

picture making because of the long
tedious "takes" and "retakes," the

dreary and uncomfortable business of

trying to emote under hot lights, Mar-
garet was, however, resigned to her fate

and because she liked her part she put

her whole heart and soul into it and
tried hard not to complain. However,
one day she and John Stahl, the director,

had a fierce argument and Margaret
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determined to leave the place and the

picture flat. She walked off the set,

leaped into her battered old Ford, drove

to the Garden of Allah, packed her be-

longings, drew her money out of the

bank and was engaging passage on an
airplane to fly East when a perspiring

Universal official caught up with her

and literally, on his bended knees,

begged her to return.

The upshot of it all was that Mar-
garet did return. And won her point,

apparently, because after this incident

she and Stahl worked together ami-

cably.

In spite of Margaret Sullavan's firm

conviction that she will never make a

popular screen star, it is my opinion

that "Only Yesterday" will bring an
immense public to her feet. In spite of

Modern Screen

what Margaret has to say against her-

self, a new star has been born to sit in

the starry firmament beside such fore-

most and outstanding luminaries as

Garbo, Hepburn, Hayes and other glit-

tering goddesses of the cinema whose
astounding salaries you help to pay.

We predict that the little Southern
girl who fought so hard to become an
actress, and whose ancestors way back
in Ireland turned Episcopalian and
changed the family name to Sullavan
in defiance of the banshees or something,
will not stand for long in bewilderment
and wonder at the thing which has hap-
pened to her. After she has carefully

thought it out with her good sound rea-

soning, she will, like her ancestors, defy

the banshees of doubt and take her
rightful place on the screen.

No Romance Ballyhoo, Please!

(Continued from page 15)

The frantic manager trailed them
shouting, "What is the meaning of

this ?"

"I'll tell you," said Frances, "if one

word is said about Joel and me and our

feelings for each other, or mention is

made of 'another Hollywood romance,'

neither of us will set foot on this stage.

We are willing for the master of cere-

monies to say anything about our ca-

reers or what he thinks of us person-

ally—but no romance ballyhoo."

And what's more, she meant it and

has gone on meaning it. They won't

have pictures taken holding hands, no

interviewer has been able to get a story

"Love As We See It," not a single pet

name has been published. And when
the studio suggested a film story in

which they would co-star—because
_
it

would be such a "natural" tied up with

their private life romance—both Frances

and Joel vowed they would tear up

their contracts first.

DOES Frances think ballyhoo ro-

mances in the past have turned out

badly or does she believe that her pri-

vate life is her own and nobody else's

business? This is what she says:

"It isn't that I feel Hollywood love

has been talked about too much or that

my private life is my own business. I

don't believe any actress can think that.

We are public servants, working for

the entertainment of the public and they

are rightly entitled to know as many of

the details of our private lives as we
can tell them.

"That's just the point with me. I

can't tell anything that is close to me.

It just isn't my nature. Ever since I

was a little girl, I've found it impos-

sible to communicate things that belong

to my inner self. Not even to my
mother or my closest friend have I

mentioned how I feel about Joel. The
giving of confidence is something I

have never learned. And if this is true

with my most intimate friends, how
could I possibly discuss for publication

what is close to my heart?"

Though Frances would tell you noth-

ing of this, the McCrea romance started

at the studio during the filming of "The
Silver Cord."
And somehow Hollywood knew that

this was different from the other Mc-
Crea romances. He has been Holly-
wood's official beau for years. He has
escorted almost every glamorous, ex-
citing star in the colony to openings, to

the Mayfair, to the Cocoanut Grove.
But all the time that he was playing
Beau Brummel he was stoutly main-
taining, "I'll never marry an actress.

Those glamorous women are exciting to

take around. It's thrilling to be seen

with them. And I've found them grand
company and very regular people. But
no actress is the type of girl I'd

marry."
Shortly after he met Frances he said

(and didn't have any idea he was giving
away a romance secret), "Of course, I

would marry an actress if I could find

a girl who would share my views of not
leading a Hollywood life. If she would
be content to live on my new ranch and
forget there was such a place as Holly-
wood after the clay's work was done.

If she wouldn't be swayed into doing
exactly what everyone else was doing
just because 'it was being done.' If I

were lucky enough to find such a girl, I

would certainly beg her to marry me,
for I would know that she would be

one in a million."

He didn't realize, when he was say-

ing this, that everyone knew he was
giving a perfect picture of Frances.

And now they are married. And now
they are back in Hollywood. And still

they are stoutly sticking to their origi-

nal code—no romance ballyhoo.

And, maybe I'm just an old roman-
ticist, but I feel, somehow, as if this

marriage has a better chance than most
of those Hollywood weddings. Both
Frances and Joel are so sane, so sensi-

ble and—whether they'll tell you about

it or not—so much in love.

All you have to do is to look at their

faces when they look at each other to

know that. They don't have to pose for

pictures in each other's arms to prove it.

A LOVELY
COMPLEXION
that nothing will remove

Would you like a lovely skin?
A complexion that won't come
off—a radiant color all your
own? If constipation is the
cause of your troubles give
your system the little calcium
that it needs—and note the

immediate improvement.

_
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a wondrous change. From the very first day you
should see and feel the difference.

Bright, sparkling eyes ! Clear, satin-smooth skin
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color radiating from within—refreshingly lovely
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The Private History of a Crooner

jackets in town. His preference in hats

ran to straws with bright bands. Even
before his grammar school days were

over, Dick Powell was a leading "jelly

bean."

HE had been graduated from grade

school with the highest honors

they could confer. He was pledged to

the P. I. E., which meant (believe it or

not) Perfect in Everything. And do

not think that this honor sat lightly on

him. Combined with the thrill of his

first pair of long trousers, it developed

such a case of swelled head on the Pow-
ell shoulders that he flunked all four

subjects during his first half year in

high school

!

Gone were those days of tender

musings, philosophy and ambition. Mrs.

Powell's little boy was himself again as

he rounded the corner into sixteen—

a

very cocksure young gentleman who
considered himself quite the largest

"spud" that ever hung around a drug-

store corner and watched the girls go

by. It was his own private opinion that

he was quite a devil with the ladies.

The fact that he could get his father's

car every evening greatly increased his

popularity with the local belles. Though
it never occurred to the head-swollen

Dick that it was the car, not the boy

that went over so big.

ONE evening, parked cozily on the

side of a road that lead out of Lit-

tle Rock, a pretty little blonde nestled

in the crook of his arm, Sheik Powell

tilted back his head and began to sing

softly to the moon—or was it to the

lady? It sounded so good, even to him,

that he repeated the chorus several times.

"Say," remarked the little blonde,

"you sing real well. Did anybody ever

tell you?"
Practically the same idea had been

dawning pleasantly upon Dick. No,
strictly speaking, no one had ever

thought anything about his voice.

The idea that he might actually have
a voice was so novel and pleasing to

the young man, that he perfunctorily

kissed the blonde good-night and re-

turned home to mull over the possibili-

ties it presented.

The day following Armistice Day he
was kicked out of high school. He
and a couple of other fellows had
swiped a car for the purpose of riding

in the parade. The school simply
couldn't get it through their head that

they were planning to return the ve-
hicle. So out they went. Because sev-

eral football stars were among those

(Continued from page 31)

kicked out, they decided to organize

their own professional football club. A
club which advocated smoking for foot-

ball players—just to spite the coaches.

Dick's father was furious and his

mother broken-hearted at the action the

school elders had taken. When they

heard additional news that their pride

and joy was not only out of school by
invitation but was actually a member
of the Smoking Football Team (pro-

fessionals at that), they nearly died of

humiliation.

"Your conduct is making your mother
frantic," stormed Powell pere as he

strode up and down in front of his son.

"Are you going to spend the rest of

your life getting in and out of mis-

chief? Haven't you any ambition?"
"I'd kinda like to sing," he offered

softly, lest this wild suggestion should

bring a premature stroke on his al-

ready angry father.

"Sing ?" repeated Mr. Powell in

amazement. "Can you sing?"
"I think I could if I studied. ... I

mean. ... I think maybe it might be

something to occupy me now that I've

been kicked out of. ... I mean now that

I have so much spare time on my
hands. Maybe I could get a job singing

in the choir ... or something."

That crack about the choir had merely
been a shot in the dark—a reference of

"refinement" which might pacify his

family. Not only did it pacify them,
but his pleased mother and father ac-

tually promoted a choir job !

It was the beginning of Dick Pow-
ell's singing career in Little Rock.
Every Sunday morning his clear tenor

voice rang out over the Presbyterian
congregation ($15 per Sunday). Every
Friday night he sang at the Jewish
Synagogue which netted him $10 and on
Wednesdays at the Scottish Rite Con-
sistory for another $10. Besides these,

there would be an occasional funeral or
wedding which meant $5 a song.

JUTIS church singing was proving very
*• lucrative. Money was coming
easy to young Powell. Truly, he was
becoming a man-about-Little Rock. He
went to dances at the Capital Hotel,
sent his girl friends corsages, bought a
saxophone and played in the jazz band.
He became so ambitious that he ac-

tually wanted a daytime job—and got it

with the Cox Grocery Company. He
did so well by the grocery company he
was offered the management of one of
their branch stores, but by this time a

job with "more dignity" had presented
itself and Dick turned it down. For

one entire summer he was secretary-

office boy to Gilbert T. Owens, state

senator. When fall came on he was so

burning with ambition that he consented

to enroll in the Little Rock College

Catholic Military School, where he

played in the band and studied voice.

Vacation time came and Dick once

more found himself a daytime job at

the power house. Though his first work
consisted of drilling holes through con-

crete, he was later promoted to testing

meters. Evenings, he would sing at

public places and once he even organ-

ized his own jazz band called the Peter

Pan Orchestra. "It was," he says, "as

lousy as it sounds."

But bad as it was, Dick's singing at-

tracted the attention of a small time

booking agent who arranged for him
to make a trip to St. Louis in a real

honest-to-goodness professional thea-

tre. Along with the act went two other

local Little Rock "artists," the Allen

Sisters.

They departed in a blaze of glory for

St. Louis. It was the biggest moment
of young Powell's life.

Came the big night of his first

theatrical debut

!

Of course, an open air picture show
wasn't exactly what he had planned for

himself—but anyway, it was a theatre

and beginners couldn't be too choosey,

he assured himself.

So he sang and sang well. By the

time he finished he could hear the burst

of applause in advance ! They'd prob-

ably go crazy about him (he decided)

as he drawled out that last "you." He
finished ... he bowed . . . and he
waited

!

Exactly three sets of bored hands ap-
plauded. He swears he counted them.

Just three . . . and a very feeble three.

It wasn't until later, discouraged and
blue, in his dressing-room that he dis-

covered they had been holding a sing-

ing contest at that same theatre for

three weeks . . . and those folks were
just all worn out with singing, good or

otherwise. The manager was sympa-
thetic. He said, "Kid, don't feel bad.

You've really got a future. You'll get

along."

But for the moment the cocky Mr.
Powell was defeated

!

It was years later that Dick Powell
of "Forty-second Street" and "Golddig-
gers of 1933" fame returned in person
to that same theatre and met that same
manager. Only now it is the largest

picture show in St. Louis and Dick
Powell was getting $3500 per week for

his personal appearance there.

Don't miss the second installment of Dick Powell's fascinating life story. Read how

he loves—and loses love. Read the inside story of his amazing rise to overwhelming

success. And— is there another romance? In our next issue!
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COULD YOU LOVE TWO MEN

GILDA COULD ... AND DID

!

"I love you, Gilda," said Tom.
"I love you, Gilda," said George.
"And I love you both," said Gilda . . . but she

married Max!
Which was very disturbing for the boys, highly

gratifying to Max, and perfectly screaming for

the world at large.

The same world has been enjoying itself im-

mensely ever since Noel Coward revealed his

hilarious "Design for Living", the gayest, most
amazing romance that has ever come your way.

Miriam Hopkins, Gary Cooper, Fredric March,
and Edward Everett Horton are currently de-

lighting motion picture audiences with this very

amusing story—and at the same time, the latest

SCREEN ROMANCES brings you the complete
story of the picture!

You'll howl at this eternal triangle which be-

came a quadrangle! And you'll gulp a little at

the underlying sincerity beneath the hectic love-

lives of these amazing Bohemians. Read this per-

fectly swell story; there may never be another

like it! And enjoy as well the complete stories of

eleven other new motion pictures in the same issue

of the screen's only story magazine:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

IP
6.

11
7.

'&
'% v-S

8.

?.

10.

11.

12.

r K I these I 2 screen stories

Ul lU V/ I in the January issue of

SCREEN ROMANCES
Design for Living — Gary
Cooper, Fredric March, Miriam
Hopkins
Hoopla — Clara Bow, Preston
Foster

If I Were Free — Irene Dunne,
Clive Brook

Counsellor-at-Law—John Barry-

more, Bebe Daniels

A Man's Castle—Spencer Tracy,

Loretta Young
Tarzan and His Mate—Johnny
Weissmuller, Maureen O'Sullivan

Meet the Baron — Jack Pearl,

Jimmy Durante, Zasu Pitts

The Cat and the Fiddle-Ra-
mon Novarro, Jeannette Mac-
Donald
Female — Ruth Chatterton,
George Brent

The Kennel Murder Case-Wil-
liam Powell, Mary Astor

Blood Money — George Ban-
croft, Frances Dee, Judith An-
derson

College Coach — Pat O'Brien,

Ann Dvorak

All Stories Profusely Illustrated with

Scenes from Hollywood Productions!

Screen ^Romances
12 COMPLETE SCREEN STORIES IN EVERY ISSUE!



IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES
$1% TO BE A FOOTBALL REFEREE

M. J. ("Mike") Thompson, foot-

ball's most famous referee, is a

steady smoker who has to keep

healthy nerves. He says:

"Because nothing can be al-

lowed to interfere with healthy

nerves I smoke Camels. I have

tried them all—given every pop-

ular brand a chance to show

what it can offer. Camels don't

upset my nerves even when I

smoke constantly. And the long-

Copyiiglit, 1933, K. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

er I smoke them the more I come

to appreciate their mildness and

rich flavor.
'

'

# & <t

Many smokers have changed to

Camels and found that they are

no longer nervous. . . irritable. .

.

"jumpy." Switch to Camels

yourself. Smoke them steadily.

You will find that Camels do not

jangle your nerves—or tire your

taste.

CAMEL'S
COSTLIER

Fasten one end of a short string to a finger ring. Have a
second person hold string at arm's length above shoul-
der. The test is for you to make a full-arm swing down-
ward and up,. . . and try to put a pencil, held 3 inches
from the point, through the ring. Good performance is

being successful once in the first 3 tries.

Georze Santelli, (Camel smoker), champion fencer,
did it on the first try.

IT IS MORE FUN TO KNOW
Camels are made from

finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other

popular brand.

THEYNEVER GET
ON YOUR NERVESTOBACC



Marriage? Divorce? Scandal? . .. DareoV Startling IS

GARBO • HARLOW • HEPBURN • MAE WEST
and many others—see page 26
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GflRBO'S TRIUmPHflnT RETURD

GRETA GARBO in "Queen
Christina" with John

Gilbert, Ian Keith, Lewis

Stone, Elizabeth Young,

A Rouben Mamoulian
Production, Associate

Producer,WalterWanger



Modern Screen

HELLO THERE,

!
JANET-WHAT ARE

YOU DOING? fFINISHED

MG MY
S CLOTHES

'

*v-

ISNT THAT HARD

|
WORK FOR A LITTLE

'GIRL LIKE YOU?
OH NO, AUNT ALICE!

I USE RINSO THE
WAY MOTHER DOES

fJANET'S SO CUTE ! SHE JUST TOLD
I ME SHE USES RINSO TO WASHV HER DOLLY'S CLOTHES

SHE NOTICES EVERY-

THING, ALICE 1

. THIS

MORNING SHE ASKED
ME WHY I DIDN'T USE
A WASHBOARD ANY-

MORE -SO I TOLD HER

I USED RINSO

fYOU MEAN YOU DON'T

( USE A WASH BOARD
S WITH RINSO

DON T NEED TO
RINSO GETS CLOTHES
4 OR 5 SHADES
> WHITER — JUST
BY SOAKING

DECLARE—
JANET'S

SMARTER
THAN I AM

,
I'LL NEVER

SCRUB

?
CLOTHES

AGAIN

CLOTHES WASHED THE
RINSO WAY LAST 2 OR 3

, TIMES LONGER-YOU'LL
SAVE LOTS OF MONEY

N^XT WASHDAY —AND I HAD THE EASIEST
WASHDAY EVER, RALPH! I'M

60ING TO USE RINSO FOR
DISHES AND ALL CLEANING.

IT SAVES MY HANDS

AMERICA'S BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SOAP

MUMMY, WHY
OON'T YOU GO
TO PARTIES ?

NOT INVITED, BILLY

BOY! COME GIVE MUMMY
A KISS YOU'RE ALL

SHE NEEDS ,

I HEARD JOHNNY'S

MOTHER SAY YOU HAVE
"B.O." IS THAT THE REASON

YOU'RE NOT INVITED ?

/ WHY SON !

"B.O."_NO WONDER
PEOPLE AVOID ME! I'LL

CHANGE TO LIFEBUOY

RIGHT AWAY

_2

NOW ONE PARTY AFTER ANOTHER
(since Lifebuoy ended "B.O")

GOING OUT AGAIN ,

MUMMY ? GOSH,

YOU'RE POPULAR

PROUD OF ME THESE
DAYS AREN'T YOU, BILLY ?

ITS quickly-vanishing, hygienic

scent tells you Lifebuoy lather

is extra cleansing. Rich, creamy,

penetrating, it purines face pores

and body pores alike. Clears and
freshens dull, sallow skins to glow-
ing health. Stops "B.O." {body odor).

These winter months, watch out!

Windows are kept closed; rooms
get hot and stuffy. The merest
hint of "B.O." is quickly noticed.

Play safe— bathe regularly with

Lifebuoy. Refreshing, delightful

— and it gives extra protection.
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-BUT MODERN
SCREEN DOES IT!

Does what? Why, gets a

story from Norma Shearer that

no one ever expected to get.

No one ever expected Norma

Shearer to talk so honestly and

bravely about certain definite

physical handicaps which she

has overcome.

But-for MODERN
SCREEN -Norma has talked

about these things. And just

how fearlessly she has talked

you can discover for yourself

on page 14.

Watch for another "It Can't

Be Done" story in MODERN
SCREEN. The most daring

film magazine series in years!

FEATURES

DEPARTMENTS
BEAUTY ADVICE Mary Biddle

Some plain talk about escaping plainness

THE MODERN HOSTESS Phyllis Deen-Dunnins 8
What to serve when the gang drops in
after the party

BETWEEN YOU AND ME 10
What the fans think

THE HOLLYWOOD TIMES 35
We hold the presses for this news page

GOOD NEWS! 36
All the Hollywood chatter that's fit to
prin t

REVIEWS—A TOUR OF TODAY'S TALKIES 48
Read 'em before you spend your money on
movie-going

ALL JOKING ASIDE 50
Bet you didn't know these facts before!

MODERN SCREEN PATTERNS 74
Designs you'll simply ache to try for
yourself

LET'S TALK ABOUT HOLLYWOOD 78
More news from the battle line

DIRECTORY OF PICTURES. 82
Brief reviews—to keep you posted

DIRECTORY OF PLAYERS 84
Where they work and all the other facts
about them
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NORMA SHEARER'S PERSONAL REVELATION Maude Lathem 14
A story we never expected to get! Norma talks more frankly about herself than ever before

BEHIND THE NEWS OF GARY'S ENGAGEMENT Katherine Albert 17
The lone wolf, Cooper, and Sandra Shaw are engaged . But—now what?

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THEM IN 1934? Harry Lang 26
Some of Dareos* prophecies are almost unbelievable! But see how accurate he was about 1933

OUR MODERN MARRIAGE
"

IT'S A great MISTAKE/SAYS claudette Colbert Adele Whitely Fletcher 30
So says this lady of her "separate establishment" marriage

IT'S okay, says norman foster ..Katherine Albert 31
So says this gentlemen of his "separate establishment" marriage

NEW MEN! WHERE ARE THEY? Faith Baldwin 40
Oh, yes, there are a few new male attractions. But they lack something. What is it?

YOU LEARN TO KNOW THEM—WHEN THEY'RE CLOTHES SHOPPING
You bet you do! And the famous designer has sold clothes to them all! Howard Greer 44 j

LEE TRACY'S EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT TO MODERN SCREEN 47
His straight-from-the shoulder opinion about himself and that Mexican business

THE GREAT GOD STUDIO (Illustrated by Jack Welch) Gladys Hal! 54
The demands of this deity are always met—or else!

WHAT GINGER OWES HER MOTHER Jim Tully 56
What doesn't she owe this devoted pal and parent!

MYRNA LOY IN MARBLE Jack Hill 59
She was perpetuated in a beautiful monument. And she never said a word!

BEHIND THE SCENES OF "ALICE IN WONDERLAND" Jack Jamison 62
One of the sweetest stories that ever came out of Hollywood

JOE SAYS| A MOUTHFUL! Nanette Kutner 65
Joe E., of the slapstick Browns, is a very different chappie offscreen

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF A CROONER Walter Ramsey 66
Concluding the adventures, romantic and financial, of Dick Powell

WHAT IS THE SECRET OF THESE CHARMED GIFTS? Virginia T. Lane 69
It isn't a coincidence when it happens a dozen times!

DOUBLE-DUTY OUTFITS Margery Wells 72
Make your clothes serve you twice over It's really easy!
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Modern Screen

GOOD NUMBERS

"FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE"
Four frightened people fleeing into a tropical

jungle to escape from a plague-ridden ship . .

.

shedding their good manners with their clothes

. . . casting civilization aside, being once more,

"Male and Female." The people—Claudette
Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Mary Boland,
William Gargan. The director—Cecil B. DeMille.

"SIX OF A KIND"
Six riotous comedians, out for fun .. . six lar-

cenous picture -snatchers, stealing laughs from

each other, six grand mirthmakers in a story

made for mirth. The six— Charlie Ruggles and
Mary Boland, W. C. Fields and Alison Skipworth,

George Burns and Gracie Allen. The director

—Leo McCarey.

"EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT"
Eight lovely girls in a school where men
were forbidden. Eight girls dreaming spring

dreams ... a lover looked in at the window
and then there were seven. The eighth girl—
Dorothy Wilson . . . the lover — Douglas
Montgomery. The director—Richard Wallace.

PARAMOUNT PICTURE, it's the best show in tow
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Write to Mary Biddle

about your own

beauty problems.

She'll be delighted to

help you in working

them out. Address

Mary Biddle,

MODERN SCREEN,

149 Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

Enclose a stamped

self-addressed

envelope.

BEAUTY ADVICE

At our left, we have an illus-

trated primer of hair beauty.

Pretty Irene Hervey shows you

the neatest and most efficient

way to apply hot oil to your

scalp— with a cotton-wrapped

stick. Then, she massages that

oil well into the scalp. Third,

she steams her hair in a hot

towel. And finally, after her

shampoo, she rinses away every

particle of soap with a handy

hand spray.

I
AM wondering if, maybe, the Mae
West vogue and the interest in 1890
attire is going to do anything to

styles of headdress. It's just an idea

of my own, by the way. I haven't heard
anything from Hollywood or seen anything in the papers

about pompadours coming back in style. I've just been
wondering, that's all . . .

You see, hair has remained about the same for quite

a spell now. There have been minor changes—from ex-

treme bobs to softer, more feminine bobs
;
bangs ; fore-

heads and ears have been exposed to view and covered

up again. But there has been no big, radical change in

hair style as there undoubtedly has been in dress style.

And so, I was just wondering . . .

I was wondering if maybe it wouldn't be smart if we
started in to pay a whole lot of attention to our hair.

Don't let's be satisfied with a minimum of hair beauty
and hair chic. A that's-good-enough attitude. As I have
said before, nothing can more easily make a plain girl

pretty or a pretty girl beautiful than a really scrumptious

head of hair. And vice versa. I know a very pretty girl

whose hair usually looked like a golliwog's—and one day
I saw her with the old topknot beautifully waved and

By MARY
BIDDLE

n.

or

groomed and she was a hundred percent
more beautiful.

Mark my words : you can have attractive
hair, no matter how hopeless it seems at

the start, if you'll only keep working at

And it's much easier to work on than a bad skin
a lumpy figure, too.

You can see "by de pitchers" on this page four fun-
damental steps toward hair beauty. First, Irene Her-
vey—a cute new M-G-M player—is applying warm oil

to her scalp in one of the two correct ways. She has
wound a swab of cotton on the end of a stick. With
this she is parting her hair—closely, all over the head

—

and applying oil to her scalp. The other way is to moisten
a sponge of cotton in the oil—quicker, but slightly

messier.

Then, the sensible girl massages her oiled scalp with
her fingers. She ruffles the hair up so that it stands on
end. She may even pull it a little—pulling in moderation
is good for the hair and the scalp. Then she ties a hot
turkish towel around the old bean and leaves it there as
long as there is any heat in it. In beauty parlors, they
turn the drier whoozit on your oiled self and leave you
to your own devices for ten (Continued on page 112)

HAIR-CHATTER AND SCALP-TALK-AND HINTS FOR GREATER HAIR BEAUTY
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sdTaAd type cthjL

From

• he Directors of

"Footlight Parade"—

LLOYD BACON and
dance numbers cre-

ated and directed by

BUSBY BERKELEY

As new as the New Year is this latest

musical sensation from Warner Bros.!

Hailed by six nations as one of the most

novel of all stage hits, now at last it

comes to the screen, bringing with it an

utterly different conception of pictures

with music! All the flash and glamor of

"Gold Diggers" and "Footlight Parade",

plus scores of surprise features! Your

theatre will announce it soon as

its most important attraction in years!

Brilliant New Songs

by "42nd Street's"

FamousCom posers—

AL DUBIN and
HARRY WARREN
A First Nat'l Picture
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THE MODERN HOSTESS

(Above) You can imagine just how long that famous raisin-squash pie lasts when

Dick is in the party. (Right) You certainly better have an extra supply of

these little sandwiches on hand, for when your guests once taste them—
Beechnut Packing Company

16/in in.

OUR own parents were so imbued
with the idea that the hours
after midnight are steeped in sin

that, whenever their darling

chee-ild stayed out after that hour, they

had themselves a snappy time pacing the

floor while they restrained one another

MODERN SCREEN STAR RECIPES

HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
MODERN SCREEN Magazine

1 49 Madison Avenue,New York, N.Y.

Please send me the recipes for

February, 1934.

Name . . .

Address

.

(Print in pencil)

(Street and Number)

(City) (State)

from rushing out into the night or or-

ganizing searching expeditions. While
all this was going on, we would be sit-

ting calmly and contentedly in some
bean wagon or lunch room, happily

consuming scrambled eggs and discuss-

ing the night's doings. Really odd, that

bean wagon complex—as we've grown
older we have frequently wondered why
it is that people of all ages joyously

sweep into quick lunch places late at

night when nothing short of acute star-

vation could induce them to enter one
in the daytime. Of course, there's noth-

ing wrong about it, but there are pleas-

anter surroundings amid which to satis-

fy the nocturnal craving for food which
inevitably besets one after a dance or

the theatre.

So, if you are a parent given to

agonizing over the delayed home-com-
ings of a son or daughter, or if you are

the one being agonized over, or if you
are just one of those sensitive souls

who rebels at the unaesthetic atmosphere
of a lunch cart, harken to the words
of Richard Cromwell whose favorite

place in which to partake of midnight
snacks is his own home.

As you probably know, Dick has a
charming new house up on a mountain
top, where his sister Anne keeps house
for him. Dick's and Anne's conception
of the perfect way to wind up an eve-
ning's merry making is to invite the

gang up to their house for something
to eat. And don't get the notion that

there is anything fancy about the food
provided, either. As Dick says, "About
the only things anybody ever wants to

eat late at night are hamburger, eggs
or cheese and so Anne's specialties play

up these favorites in a big and, inci-

dentally, a slightly different, way. The
things she can do with them are no-

body's business."

WELL," we replied, "we intend to

make them our business. And," we
continued challengingly, "we want to

know what you can possibly do with
hamburger except put onion in, or leave

onion out?"
Dick smiled pityingly.

"You can make really grand sand-

wiches out of hamburger by adding
other things besides onions—the way
Anne does," (Continued on page 101)

Dick Cromwell gives you some swell new ideas for those midnight snacks
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"Save Your Hands!"
Avoid careless use of Steel Wool and prevent scratched fingers and infection.

To get the greatest benefit from Steel Wool in scouring pots, pans, aluminum

utensils, enamelware, glass dishes, knives, forks—everything scourable, use

SKOUR-PAK
THE STEEL WOOL BRUSH

Handy rubber holder enables you to use SKOUR-

PAK down to the last inch. No waste. A little

pack yet it outlasts two packs of ordinary steel

wool.

Sold at 5 and 10<t stores.

RIDGWAYS INC.
60 Warren St., New York City

DRAINS
CLEAI

PEELS
AS NEE

Wf DO OUR PA»r

RESISTS

RUST



BETWEEN (f&U AND<M6

$250 for Tom and $250 for George

EDITH CLAPP of Washington, D.

C, wonders what it's all about and

writes to ask why

:

Maybe I am a little slow—and let's

say for sake of argument that I am.

But, nevertheless, why do movie com-

panies buy plays and books and then

deliberately turn around and produce

them in a manner which bewilders the

author ?

"Design for Living" was a lot of

sweetness and light when it reached

the screen. They even changed the

names of the two leading male char-

acters from Leo and Otto to Tom and

George. Why ?

(Probably so that some enterpris-

ing adaptor could earn his $500 per.

Or arc we being too hard, too?)

"Duck Soup" Gets D-Minus

RUTH MILLER of Newark, N. J:,

turns amateur critic and writes

:

Well, as the girl said to the soldier,

"I may not know art, but I know
what I like!" And "Duck Soup," the

Marx Brothers most recent celluloid

effusion—or offense—is a dish I could

do without. In fact, could I locate

those four bright boys en route from

Hollywood to New York, I would

present a subpoena apiece to 'em by

way of a belated Christmas gift.

Then they'd have a chance to be pre-

sented at court—and believe me, it

wouldn't be the Court of St. James

—

and tell the judge why innocent by-

standers should be separated from

part of their weekly salaries in ex-

change for this quartet's "entertain-

ment."
Of all the stupid slapstick stuff re-

plete with hackneyed situations and
time-worn gags, "Duck Soup" takes

the consomme. It is as unfunny as

it is vulgar and elicited so few laughs

from the audience that a morbid Rus-
sian "meller" might have been being

enacted on the screen.

Who Isn't?

BABY LEROY FAN of Connells-

ville, Penna., is positively popping with

adoration

:

This is a very sappy letter. I can't

say anything except "Isn't Baby Le-

Roy adorable?" And that doesn't

make very exciting reading, does it ?
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Dear Friends,

I've been asked by Film Daily

to list my choice for the Ten Best

Pictures of the Year.

Since I'm limited to films re-

leased between November I,

1932, and October 31, 1933, I

can't include "Little Women" or

"The Prizefighter and the Lady."

Remember that, when you start

raking me over the coals. But

write me and tell me which of

mine you'd have left out, which

you'd have added in their place:

"Cavalcade," "Private Life of

Henry VIII," "Maedchen in Uni-

form," "State Fair," "Stranger's

Return," "42nd Street," "Lady

for a Day," "Sign of the Cross,"

"Farewell to Arms," and "Blonde

Bombshell."

Would you have included "I

Am a Fugitive"? How about

"Hold Your Man" and "She

Done Him Wrong"? (I liked them

all.) Space prohibits my telling

you here why I left out "Christo-

pher Strong," "Topaze," "The

Story of Temple Drake" and

"Voltaire." I didn't see "Zoo in

Budapest," but perhaps you'd

put it on your list. Let's hear

from you.

But isn't he adorable ? And he's get-

ting so big. I bet when he grows up
he'll be a great big husk, don't you
think? Oh, my! This letter is so

fatuous. But all my friends are getting

sick of my raving about the old prec-

ious—so I'll just have to rave to you.

(It's okay by .ns, Fan. We feel the

same way. The walls of our office are

actually plastered with pictures of

'im.)

, . , $
orrY,

darling/

From "The Other Side"

PATRICIA BRYANT of London,
drops us a line

:

I want you to publish this about
Alison Skipworth. Isn't she marvel-
ous and can't you imagine how lovely

she must have been a few years ago?
While walking down Piccadilly

last week, we were thrilled to meet
H. B. Warner and he was so very
sweet about being held up for his

autograph. Rather different from
Charles Laughton, whom we saw in

Hyde Park. All he did was to rush

past saying, "Sorry, darling, I never

give autographs."
(That was naughty of him, wasn't

it? But these artists must be humored
we suppose.)

Just Sweet Enough for Her Taste

LILLIAN RALSTON of Cooghan,
N. Y., finds only one incongruity in

"Little Women."
I have just seen "Little Women,"

and it is simply grand. That child-

hood story with its adult philosophy
unreels enchantingly and convincing-

ly. Surely much credit is due the

director and scenarist for turning out

such a vibrant, vital piece of work
that could have gone saccharine and
sentimental in the wrong hands. The
cast was uniformly excellent, I think,

with the possible exception of the

mother, who was a bit maudlin and
therefore, out of tune with the piece.

However, the one incongruous note

in an otherwise perfect production

was the scenery of the playlet the

March girls put on, and the beauti-

fully printed program. How could

they have obtained them ? Couldn't

possibly

!

(We agree with you. The fans
generally have criticised this obvious

error. Maybe the zvealthy Mr. Law-
rence sent to the city for "them thar

props.")

We Can't Keep the West Letters Out

C. R. DOOLEY of Miami, Florida,

is slayed

:

I'm slayed. Positively slayed ! By
none other than Mae West. Just roll

Theda Bara, Pola Negri, Clara Bow,
Connie Bennett and Garbo into one.

big roll and start them down the hill

(Continued on page 12)
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Banish Faded

Color with

TINTEX!

These famous Tints and

Dyes bring New Color
* Gayety to your Wardrobe

and Home Decorations

'ERE'S hoiv Tintex works! It's easy ... a child

can use Tintex. It's quick . . . takes but a few

minutes. It's perfect . . . only expensive professional

work can equal its results.

II

II

tdll
'WONDER^ 1

fell II

II

ATom;—here's what Tintex does! It restores the original

color to any faded fabric, or it gives an entirely different

color, if you wish. There are 35 brilliant, long-lasting

Tintex colors from which to choose.

•
And—here's what Tintex is for! Use Tintex for dresses,

coats, sweaters, stockings, underthings, negligees, chil-

dren's clothes, etc , etc. For curtains, drapes, table-

scarfs, dinner-cloths, cushion covers, etc., etc.

•
There's color-beauty and money-saving in every pack-

age of Tintex!

On sale at drug stores and
notion counters everywhere

To Change Dark Colors to Ugh!—use Tintex COLOR REMOVER

Supposing you have a

dark dress (or arty other

dark-colored article)and
are pining for a lighter

colored one . . •

Tintex Color Remover
will safely and speedily

take out all trace ofcolor

(including black) from

aoy fabric . . .

Then it can be redyed or

tinted with Tintex Tints

and Dyes in any new
shade to suit yourself—

either light or dark.
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Between You and Me

(Continued from page 10)

... and Jus eyes are saying—
(

Wliat Lovely Hands!

In all the sum total of a woman's
charms, -what is more alluringly femi-

nine than the soft loveliness of fair,

smooth-textured hands]

Now, with Pacquin s, even tusy hands

may have the beauty men adore and

women envy. Because Pacquin s un-

like most creams, doesn't vanish— it

penetrates, carrying into the skin pre-

cious natural softening oils, so neces-

sary to keep your hands youthfully

smooth and supple. It counteracts the

drying, oil-rotting effect of exposure

to water or weather—the chief enemy
of hand teauty.

Try Paccjuin's for a week. You'll

rejoice at the way it softens and
whitens your hands— you'll find it

different and pleasantly economical,

because a little pat goes such a long

way. Don't try to hide your hands—use

In convenient
sized jars, priced

10<*to$1.00. Also Pacquin's Cold
Cream, Vanishing Cream, Lemon
Cream, and Cleansing Cream.

Pacquin Laboratories Corporation, New York
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into the discard—or the bay. And give
me just Mae West.

Reader Does a Faith Baldwin

MISS JERRY PETT1T of Flint,

Michigan, would like to meet:
Joan Crawford—because she is my

favorite actress.

Frances Dee—because she's so

sweet and pretty.

Franchot Tone—because he's a very
good friend of Joan Crawford.
(Friend, sez you? Sister, it's more
than friendship !)
Bing Crosby—because he thrills me

so with his singing.

Jackie Cooper—because he makes
me cry—and I love it.

Dorothy Jordan—because she has

such a sweet face.

Greta Garbo—because I would like

to find out for myself just how
mysterious she really is.

Mae West—because she makes me
laugh, even though she is very
naughty.

One of Hollywood's Best-Dressed Men
Gets a Rave

GEORGE SWEETMAN, Yonkers,
N. Y,, thinks Monsieur Powell is ele-

gant :

Here's to Bill Powell ! In my opin-

ion, a marvelous actor. Not boister-

ous, nor one who uses he-man tactics,

but the cool, calm gentleman always.

I am anticipating with great eager-

ness seeing his forthcoming picture,

"King of Fashion."

Bravos for a New Baritone!

LILLY D., of Astoria, L. L, is glad

that America discovered Columbo

:

Congratulations and three hearty

cheers to the one and only Russ
Columbo. Folks, there's a crooner for

you. His singing comes straight from
the heart. He was a sensation in

"Broadway Through a Keyhole."

She's Worried About Gable

JENNIE MAY W. of Toronto,

Canada, thinks he's had a raw deal

:

Up pops the biggest box office

sensation since Valentino. He's no
second Forbes-Robertson when it

comes to acting, but he has appeal,

vitality and under a capable director

he turns in a good performance.

What's most important, he's exciting

—after a long, dreary run of namby-
pamby movie men. What happens?

He gets a few good pictures—then

he's pushed into supporting roles.

Even those get weaker and weaker.

Why, you'd hardly know the old

Clark Gable today ! It makes me mad.

Why is M-G-M wasting this good
man in poor roles?

. . (Tli ere's a powerful lot of truth in

what you say, m' dear. We suspect

M-G-M wanted to "build him up"—in

other words, they didn't want to ruin

him by starring him too quickly.

They've gone to an extreme in doing
this. However, chirrup—chirrup.

Clark really gets a chance to do
"China Seas" after all this time.)

Just a Few Prejudices

JOHN HENRY of New York City

talks out in meeting

:

Maybe I'm getting to be an old

crab, but, honestly, I'm getting awfully
sick of some of the movie people and
some of the types of pictures that

others continue to rave about. F'rin-

stance : I'm tired of musicals. Never
did like 'em much, anyway. I admit
the new crop are one hundred percent

better than the old, but they're all the

same. And I'm tired of Lionel Barry-
more. He's always the same. I think

he can do excellent work—I've seen

him do it. But it's time for a change
in style now. And I'm not impressed
with huge, stellar casts unless the

people in them do stellar work. I

thought "Night Flight" was a great

waste of money.

Who's a Big Bad Wolf? Garbo

JERRY HERR of Philadelphia, Pa.,

says

:

I have just read an article in Mod-
ern Screen that human beings

frighten Greta Garbo. Well ! Isn't

that just too bad. If you want to ask

me, I think that big bad wolf, Greta,

frightens us. Especially when she

wore that short dancing dress with
her long, lanky legs, and feet like

canal boats in "Grand Hotel." And
when Garbo did that dance and flitted

around like a long giraffe our whole
party laughed out loud. I would like

to shoot the guy that picked Garbo
for that kind of a role, or any role.

Take her away, I tank you send her

home.

Believe It or Not, She Likes Bow

MARLENE SMITH of Detroit,

Mich., sends highest praise:

Orchids to the one and only Clara
Bow. Have just seen her latest pic-

ture, "Hoopla," and I certainly don't

think anyone could have been any
sweeter or more adorable than Clara

was. She has such beautiful and ex-

pressive eyes. But what's the use of

description and praise, I couldn't put

into words my true opinion of that

gorgeous star. If Clara Bow should

ever leave the screen, as rumored, I

should feel as though I had lost some-
one whom I loved dearly. Beautiful,

adorable, alluring Clara Bow.

Let's Go Natural for a Change

ELLEN HONE of Cleveland, Ohio,

storms at us in this letter

:

I am just sick and tired of reading

praises, praises and more praises for

every kind of garden and hothouse

varietv of actor and actress of the
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DRESS SHIELDS

give all your dresses guaranteed

protection • • •

screen. Every darn movie fan maga-
zine that one picks up reveals noth-

ing" but how wonderful they all are.

Really, one would never guess that

these people are truly human. That
they have any of the natural emotions

that are the very opposite of praise

begetting. I'll bet plenty of them slap

their kids in a fit of anger (that

isn't artistic temperament, either) and
scream at their husbands and wives.

All the pretty-pretty pictures and all

the pretty-pretty stories get just a bit

nauseous at times.

Wants Serials Back in the Picture Diet

MARY CUSHING of Chicago, 111.,

makes a plea

:

I have been a great movie fan for

many years. I see all the shows. Why
not change the movies once in a

while ? Why not bring back some of

those serials, good clean pictures like

"Dollar Down," starring Ruth Rol-

and. Let's have a good old serial

anyway. The public needs a change.
Why not give it to them ?

Well, for Art's Sake!

MARGARET TEDFORD of Santa
Ana, Calif., thinks a little goes a heck
of a way

:

Except for the occasional picture,

I do not believe in the following out
of the expression "art for art's sake."

Once in a while a production, such as

the unforgettable "Sunrise," is made
in which artistic photography, mood
and story are perfectly harmonized

;

art becomes the primary interest and
no one would question its right to

supremacy. The forthcoming "Alice
in Wonderland" will be, by the nature
of its subject matter, fantastically

imaginative and primarily artistic.

It is impossible to conceive of its be-
ing handled in any other manner.
As a rule, however, I am con-

vinced that art as it is used in mo-
tion pictures should not be isolated

from life. Rather, it should express
and interpret life and be in some
way definitely connected with human
experience, either physical or mental.

Which Comes First—Star or Story?

LILLIAN CORDWELL of New
York writes

:

Give us more stories and pictures
like "Back Street," real, honest-to-
goodness, possible pictures.

Star our own Irene Dunne and
Warner Baxter in such pictures. The
stars playing in a picture make or
mar the whole story.

And This Means Somep'n—When
You've Seen 'Em All

C. R. DOOLEY of Miami, Fla„
writes us

:

Well, suh—I've seen it all ! Yes,
suh, everything !

When those "can't-be-beat" pro-
ducers way out there across the con-
tinent make more brilliant produc-
tions than "42nd Street, "Gold Dig-
gers of 1933" and "Footlight Parade,"

{Continued on page 116)

You— as well as Hollywood
stars—will find that any intense

emotion instantly increases

underarm moisture even in

the coolest weather.

Kleinert's Dress Shields pro-

tect your frocks not only in

such emergencies but also

from the friction of daily

wear and the deteriorating

effects of strong underarm
astringents.

It is the truest kind of economy
to insist on this guaranteed
protection — especially when
ZSi will buy genuine Kleinert's

Dress Shields in the store where

you purchased this magazine.
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Today, she is unquestionably one of the screen's loveliest ladies.

NORMA SHEARER'S
/^^2^REVELATIONS
FOR several years all of us in Hollywood have

known what terrific handicaps Norma Shearer has

had. We have known that Norma was not always

the beautiful, radiant, glamorous woman you now
see on the screen. Her muscular legs and upper arms,

her long neck, her crooked teeth and the cast in her eye

—

yes really !—were things we who know the stars so well

had whispered about.

But, of course, it never occurred to any of us that she,

herself, would ever talk about these handicaps. Stars are

supposed to be perfect. They cringe when their defects

are even hinted, at. It's supposed to be bad business.

Therefore, I want to say that Norma proved herself the

courageous, honest, fine person she is when she frankly

discussed these things with me. My hat's off to her, for

she has talked for what I think is a noble reason. She
has talked to me, told me things that editors have said

for years it would be impossible to get her to admit, for

one reason only. Because I told her that if she allowed

me to write about the struggles she has had, with her

handicaps and the marvelous way in which she has over-

come them, it would inspire others, would show the thou-

sands of women readers of Modern Screex that one

should not be discouraged by physical defects and that

they can be overcome.

She was anxious that, in quoting her, I did not make
her sound sure of herself. She is not sure of herself, not

setting herself up as a perfect example by any manner
of means. Merely this—she started out in pictures with
more physical defects than almost any star has had. She
has overcome them with courage and fortitude and, be-

cause I think her story told in her own words is a beau-
tiful message of hope, I am going to pass it on to you.

Spectacular as this story is, amazed as other fan mag-
azines will be to see it here, it is printed, I assure you,
for one reason only—because it is an inspirational docu-
ment. Norma would not have talked thus to be sensa-

tional. She has told the truth about herself at last because
I said that you and you and you would be encouraged in

your own daily struggles by it.

So this is Norma's story.

"I don't mind at all talking about the kind of fight I

have had, if it will help anybody else with their problems.
"The biggest trouble I have had is that I was an athletic

girl. Most English girls are. I came from Canada and I

had a brother who thought it was fine for me to match
my physical strength against his, and I was proud of the

muscles I developed. I played tennis like a fiend. I

golfed and walked and ran and skated and swam, which
gave me a pair of biceps a prize fighter might have looked

You thought she dare not—but at last this great star frankly discusses her
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The teeth she straightened!

By

MAUDE
LATHEM

at with envy and the

muscles of my legs
were all out of pro-

portion.

"In addition to this,

I am fairly tall. When
I decided to try my
luck at pictures I

hadn't the remotest
idea of what was
ahead of me. Of
course, I knew I was
not beautiful but I

thought then, and I

think now, that that

indefinable something
which we call charm is so much more important than
mere beauty. I thought maybe I could cultivate charm.
"When I got one look at my first screen test, I discov-

ered as ungainly a sight as you can imagine. It was not

so much that the features of my face were magnified into

something terrible. There was nothing special about the

face one way or another. Of course, it wasn't a stylish

face, but I hoped by and by the screen would use more
than one type of face—which they now do.

—BUT MODERN SCREEN DOES IT!

You thought: "It can't be done; Norma

Shearer would never talk frankly and fearlessly

on the delicate subject of the physical handicaps

she overcame."

But Norma Shearer does—exclusively for

MODERN SCREEN.

When you and Hollywood say, "It can't be

done!" MODERN SCREEN does it. Watch

for the next feature in this thrilling series.

might

The eyes she had to control!

"But my figure and
walk! I, being the

athletic type, love the

long stride and easy

walk of the athlete,

but for a girl who
aspire to in-

roles on the

screen then, this was
out. I wouldn't advise

any girl to do stren-

uous athletics while in

her teens, if she plans

a screen career later.

Of course, if you
mean to be an eccen-

tric dancer like Char-
lotte Greenwood or if

you are born with the

glamor of a Garbo,

that is okay. But I

didn't come under
either head. I simply
had a muscular figure

and an ungainly walk
—on the screen !

"You may think
dieting to reduce weight is pretty bad, and I agree with
you, but it is nothing compared to trying to get rid of

muscles and at the same time to eat a sufficient amount
of tissue-building foods so your resistance and vitality

are not lowered.

THIS was one of the greatest battles of my life. There
were days when I thought I simply could not go on,

days when I thought no goal would be worth the fight.

physical handicaps—so that her methods of overcoming them may help you
15



"You have read the criticisms of my ugly legs, haven't you?"

asks Norma—the girl to whom a handicap is a challenge.

Of course, there was never a moment when I was not
conscious of gnawing pangs of hunger, but, in addition

to this, I could take no exercise except the simplest stretch-

ing movements about ten minutes in the morning. I, who
had walked miles every day of my life

!

"It seemed as if my arms and legs would atrophy from
disuse. But I did keep on. If I meant to be a picture

player, I must go on.

"When the muscles of my legs were shown at the wrong
angle, a storm of criticism followed. You have read the

criticisms about my ugly legs, haven't you?"
We were stretched out on the sand by her swimming

pool. I turned to look at her in her vivid yellow and
blue bathing suit and it occurred to me that I had never
seen a lovelier pair of legs than those belonging to Norma
Shearer.

"So many of my scenes," she continued, "were ruined

because I forgot to cross my legs properly or place them
in the right position to hide the muscles from the camera.

This was no easy task, because sometimes dresses were
short and anyway it was hard always to think about your
legs.

"I would tell the director I didn't think I had done my
best with a scene, and ask to be allowed to take it over. In

reality, I remembered that the legs had probably ruined

the scene. Of course, every time there was a chance to

wear a longer dress in a scene, I did so.

"My upper arms were large enough to the naked eye,

but you should have seen what the camera did to them

!
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I always planned dresses that had a portion of a sleeve

so the upper arm would be covered. I was so sensitive I

didn't want to talk to the wardrobe woman about it. I

would say I didn't like the color of the dress, or the

texture or make any criticism, while I was hastily looking
over everything else in the wardrobe (then I was not a

star and I took what the wardrobe had) until my eye
lighted on one with sleeves or half sleeves. I always
begged for that one, no matter what the cut of it was.
The wardrobe woman must have known, but she never
said a word.

IT was three years before those muscles in arms and
legs actually gave way. Three years of almost starva-

tion and inactivity. I had begun to think I would give way
before the muscles did. Then as the muscles softened,

they had to be gently massaged so they wouldn't sag.

After all these years of struggle you can imagine what a

thrill it gives me when someone I meet for the first time

says, 'My how small you are. I never dreamed you were
so tiny.'

"Another great battle I had was with my teeth. As I

grew up, I took good care of my teeth and it didn't disturb

me that the two little teeth on either side of my front

teeth were somewhat irregular. In fact, in real life I

rather like a slight irregularity in the teeth, similar to

Marilyn Miller's. I think it gives one personality. But
when I saw myself on the screen I knew what had to be
done. The other teeth had to be pulled back so these

smaller teeth could fit perfectly into their rightful places.

You know the kind of braces children sometimes have to

wear to adjust their teeth. Oh, if I'd only worn braces

when I was a child ! I was about twenty when I began.

"When you can wear the braces continuously, as the

dentists always insist that children do, the pain becomes
almost negligible after a few days, for putting in the brace

is what causes the hurt. But in my case, I couldn't wear
the brace during the day because of working or trying to

get work. I could only put them on at night which meant,
while I did not lose all of the effect during the day, each

night the pain tvas as great as the first night I put the

brace on. As I look back now, I know only youth and a

good constitution would get one through that. Just im-

agine putting your head on a pillow and making yourself

sleep, with a throbbing toothache every night of your life.

"I started the dental work in New York and came to

Hollywood and had a fearful experience. There weren't

so many dentists familiar with orthodontia then as now
and the man to whom I went put braces on my teeth that

just reversed the process. The teeth were actually drawn
back together as they were in the first place

!

"When I sat in the projection room one day looking

at some rushes and saw some peculiar shadows cast across

my front teeth which made them look as if they were
out, I was frantic. I could endure anything while I was
getting results, but when I discovered that all my suffer-

ing had been for nothing I was half crazy.

EVENTUALLY I found a marvelous orthodontist who
gave me proper braces, but so much harm had been

done by that time that I had to wear a brace on the lower

teeth as well in order to get best results.

"Eight long years it took me to gain a semblance of

regularity. Eight years of terrific pain every night, be-

cause the braces had to be removed when I was working

!

"But this is just a part of the struggle. I have a funny,

long neck. At one time photographers said that kind of

neck and shoulders indicated -youth. What I saw my neck

look like on the screen was enough to make one jump
into the river. Every time I had an emotional scene ( I will

never get over feeling my scenes) I found myself becom-
ing so tense that the muscles of my neck became taut and
stood out like whipcords. (Continued on page 108)



BEHIND THE NEWS

of GARY'S
ENGAGEMENT

Mr. Gary Cooper

of Montana and

Hollywood. Miss

Sandra Shaw of Park

Avenue and South-

ampton. Is their

engagement a "hush

press" measure?

. . . They're engaged,

yes. But will they

marry? Hm— well,

here's our guess! And

what'; yours

By KATHERINE ALBERT

MAYBE in a couple of months I'm going to feel

so doggone silly for speaking out in meeting
like this and telling you exactly what I think

about the Gary Cooper-Sandra Shaw romance.
And maybe Modern Screen is going to have to do a

lot of plain and fancy word-eating, but I do want you to

know all of the inside facts in the case and then you
can do what I've done—draw your own conclusions.

Despite the fact that metropolitan newspapers car-

ried large, toney announcements of the engagement of

Veronica Balfe (Sandra Shaw to Hollywood and Walter
Winchell) to Gary Cooper, and despite the fact that said

announcements were accompanied by large, toney photo-

graphs of Miss Balfe—or Miss Shaw, as you will—

I

think there's a strong possibility that they may never

be married. Gosh ! How wrong I may be. But if I'm

wrong, I'm in good company. For the famous psychic,

Dareos, says in his story on page twenty-six of this

magazine that, despite all rumors, Gary Cooper will re-

main single, at least for another year. And an awful
lot can happen to an engagement in a year, when one
of the parties is a famous male star and the other is a

daughter of Park Avenue.
Now I'll tell you what I know of the behind-the-scenes

story of Gary and Sandra.

It's hard enough to get that strong, silent gent, Gary
Cooper, to tell you he thinks it's a pleasant day. Imagine,

then, how infinitely more difficult it is to make him talk

about what lies closest to his {Continued on page 110)
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g ~W~ # ~f~ j The beauteous Dolores Del Rio is the cameraman's
'
'i, / 7. I / 'J- idea of a picnic. She photographs perfectly, you

see, from any angle whatsoever. She has the most

pampered dog in Hollywood. There's a special

trainer, if you don't mind, to keep him physically fit. Dolores wears no make-up off

screen. She dresses very plainly, sticking pretty closely to black and white. With "Flying

Down to Rio" completed, Dolores is doing "Dance of Desire" with Joel McCrea.



HANDSOME MAN-
PRETTY LADY

The Gable lad, looking quite

chipper, informs you that he

has gained back the twenty

pounds , lost during last sum-

mer's illness. "Dancing Lady"

finished, he made a beeline

for Wyoming and a bit of

hunting. Flew down every

Saturday for the football games,.

He has sold his henna colored

Packard and bought a Ford

coupe. Less conspicuous. His

next picture will really be

"China Seas"—after all this

delay. (On the opposite

page) Rochelle Hudson, the

sort of girl whom young men

dream about between the ages

of eighteen and twenty-four,

is in "Mr. Skitch" with Will

Rogers—for Fox. Contented

to make haste slowly, is

Rochelle, who has never been

heard howling around Holly-

wood for bigger roles and

more money—both of which,

we prophesy, she'll get.

Russell Ball













RETIREMENT? SCANDAL ? SUCCESS? NO MARRIAGE?

WHAT WILL HAPPEN
TO THEM IN 1934?

By HARRY LANG
Illustrated by FLOHERTY, JR.

UNLESS Dareos' survey of the planets is all hay-
wire, then 1934's going to be the dizziest year

Lil Ol' Dan Cupid has ever had in Hollywood

!

Between marriages on the
_
one hand and di-

vorces on the other, Cupid is going to be busy. He's
going to score some big shot hits with those marital arrows
of his—Carole Lombard, Janet Gaynor, Bill Powell, even

Joan Crawford, among others, face new weddings in 1934
or early 1935. But—at the same time, the divorce judges
are going to give Danny the toughest sledding in all his

Hollywood experience.

All that—and plenty more—is part of the 1934 cinema-
land prophecy of Dareos, that famous Hollywood fortune-

teller whose annual forecasts in Modern Screen for the

last two years have been correct to an amazing degree.

By this time, certainly, you don't need to be told who
Dareos is—the man to whom more Hollywood stars have
gone for advice and predictions than anyone else in

movieland. If you want to see how Dareos' past prophe-
cies have hit the ball, take a look at the summary on
page 30 of his last year's prognostications in Modern
Screen and how they clicked.

And now look at what he promises will happen in

Hollywood in the twelvemonth to come

:

First, about that marriage and divorce business. He
lists in detail in this story some ten to twelve startlingly

interesting marriages that will occur, say the planets,

either in 1934 or very early in 1935.
But—even the sensational divorce record that 1933

hung up will be utterly eclipsed by the wave of divorces
(nid separations tfiat 1934 will see -in Hollywood! Two
famous, beautiful stars—one a decided blonde, the other

an equally decided brunette—both of whom have con-

sistently and vigorously denied that divorce is even pos-

sible in their homes, will file divorce suits in 1934 against

their hubbies. And for a clue, neither of those hubbies

is a screen player now. Besides these two outstanding

ones, there will be a perfect Niagara of 1934 divorces

among outstanding film players, including three other

top-ranking female stars, and two male stars of the first

magnitude. Hollywood's 1934 divorce total will far

exceed 1933's.

(Incidentally, if it interests you, this divorce wave will

be not purely a Hollywood manifestation, but will be re-

flected in a nation-wide sweep of divorce, smashing all

previous annual divorce records in the United States,

says Dareos.)

SOMEWHERE in this welter of marrying and di-

vorcing, Cupid will have time to conspire with his

old buddy, Doc Stork, who will, as a result, visit quite a

few star homes. And—if not before the end of 1934,

certainly before 1935 is three months old—there will be

three sets of twins born to prominent picture people, says

Dareos, after his squint at the planets. To whom? To
Clara Bow! And to John Gilbert! And to Stu Erwin
and wife June Collyer

!

What else?

Garbo will retire forever, either in late 1934 or early

1935, and go back to solitude in Sweden.
Jean Harlow hasn't yet escaped woe, and 1934 is

cloudy for her happiness.

Doug Fairbanks, Jr., will quit England and return to

Hollywood and picture-making. (Turn to page 28)

1934 bv Dareos. the uncannv seer of Hollywood



FATHER OF TWINS? THREATS ? ILLNESS?

Some of Dareos' Amazing 1934 Predictions
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MARRIAGE?

What portent is in the stars for your fa\



Aviation accidents menace Gary
Cooper; and Lilyan Tashman and
Edmund Lowe face a possibility of
being very seriously injured in one
plane crash. They can, of course,

avoid this by staying out of planes.

Scandal looms hugely, with all

likelihood of a scandal-burst that will

rival the famous Arbuckle case in

that it will center about one of the

most famous stars in the industry
(the stars don't show now if it's to

be a man or woman). It will be as

headline-messy as was the Arbuckle
case, and with the same result—that

the involved star will be forever
banned from the screen.

On the business front, 1934 will

gladden the hearts of executives, for
the year will at last see the return of
prosperity to the industry. There
will be new companies, new stars,

work for many extras who have been
starving, black ink in the ledgers in-

stead of red—in short, a tremendous
renaissance of the movie industry,
after these long, lean years.

But, blackly tragic against that
background of business brightness,
will come Death, stalking three of
the most prominent and best loved

players on the screen today. Also,

one of the top-rank producers will

pass on.

There in summarized form, is an

outline of what 1934 will bring to

Hollywood's people, according to

Dareos' interpretation of occult signs.

AND now, let's get down to brass

tacks, and find out what the

prophecies are for specific indi-

viduals you all know

:

For Carole Lombard, 1934 is a

new year of romance. Her love-life

is surrounded with good omens.
More than one offer of marriage will

come to her, one of them from a

prominent producer official. How-
ever, when she does marry

—

and it

will be in 1934 the stars say definitely

—the man to whom she gives her

heart and hand will be one whose in-

terests lie entirely outside of the

movie game. And Dareos adds a bit

of advice to Carole : "By the stars,

it is shown that your marriage will

be even happier if it takes place dur-

ing the last three months of 1934,

rather than earlier."

And strange as it may seem, 1934
has the (Continued on page 98)

WHAT DID DAREOS PROPHESY FOR 1933? AND WHAT CAME TRUE? COMPARE-
AND SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW AMAZINGLY ACCURATE HE IS

What Dareos Prophesied
Two "star" divorces.

At least five other big name di-
vorces.

Two violent
names.

deaths of picture

One noted star to die.

One movie executive to die.

Two married women to be publicly
talked about because of their "go-
ings-on" with male actors. One
of these marriages to break up.

Studio fire early In 1933.

Seven scandals, of which hush-up
methods might keep ail but one out
of open court.

Attempt to kidnap female star In
middle part of the year.

Change in production line-ups.

Joan Crawford: Continued profes-
sional success. Scandal-talk in-
volving actor. Sudden and great
trouble. No baby in 1933. No
divorce from Doug, Jr.

Doug Fairbanks, Jr.: year not so
good professionally.

Garbo: Return to M-G-M; per-
sonal life to continue as is, with
no romances. Health in danger.
Attempt to kidnap her near the
end of the year.

What Happened
Of all the 1933 divorces, two and
only two involved "star couples":
The break-up between Joan Craw-
ford and Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and
the Lombard-Powell split.

Dareos was right—but too moder-
ate. There were more than five

—

all involving big names on either
side. Dix, Eilers, Nixon, Gaynor,
Ayres and Holt. ' for example.

Not true as this is written.

Correct—but, again. an under-
estimate. Fatty Arbuckle and
later. Renee Adoree died.

Sam Rork, producer of Clara Bow's
pictures, passed away.

Connie Bennett was so talked about
when she went around with Gilbert
Roland that she even sued certain
publications which noted it in print.
The Adrienne Ames-Bruce Cabot-
Stephen Ames triangle did end in
divorce—and remarriage for Adri-
enne.

Universal had a disastrous fire which
cost five figures in damages.

Because of libel laws, those in the
Hollywood know cannot list the
instances which show how right
Dareos was. The Claire Windsor
scandal broke in open court, how-
ever. And you know about Lee
Tracy and his Mexican trouble!

Because of kidnap threats against
herself and her adopted daughter,
Lupe Velez for months was forced
to go armed and protected by
armed escorts.

Assuredly correct. The most out-
standing change involves the forma-
tion of Twentieth Century Pictures.

Right on success. Much talk about
Joan and Franchot Tone. "Sudden
and great trouble" was her own
characterization of the divorce. No
baby. Wrong on divorce.

Correct.

She did return. There is much
talk of her romance with Rouben
Mamoulian. No danger to her

health or person as this is written.

What Dareos Prophesied
Dietrich: Continued success. Much
gossip about her. Professional
parting with Von Sternberg. Re-
main Mrs. Rudolph Sieber despite
rumors. To visit Germany.
Gable: Professional career okay.
Threat of accident. Probability of
divorce, with Dareos warning
strenuously against it.

Jean Harlow: One new love. Two
proposals—one from an actor, one
from non-actor. Possibility of
wedding late in year. New heights
attained in career.

Marie Dressier: Uneventful year,
with great necessity of guarding
health.

Maurice Chevalier: Complete let-
down in popularity. Resentment
against him even In his own Paris.
George Raft: To be one of the
foremost stars of 1933. To have a
big love.

Sylvia Sidney: To have the big ro-
mance of her life, to go on long
sea voyage. Accident or illness
during year.

Gary Cooper: To make good screen
come-back after 1932 fade. Heart
affairs to be complicated. Danger
of being named in divorce case.
May wed toward end of year.

John Gilbert: Through as great
actor. Danger of domestic stress.

Clara Bow: To make two more
pictures because of public demand,
even though she'd rather not.
Marriage happy. No more scandal
headlines.

Janet Gaynor: No divorce,
of relative or dear friend.

Death

Mary Plckford:
success in 1933.

Doug Fairbanks,
threatened.

No great screen

Sr. Health

Ann Harding: A new romance, the
man to be a non-professional.
Possibility of marriage. Talk of
reconciliation with Bannister, but
nothing doing.

What Happened
Almost 100 percent correct. She
went to Europe but did not visit
Germany—because of conditions in
her country.

Right on professional status. Ac-
cident may have been his break-
down in midyear. No divorce.

Virtually 100 percent correct. We
say "virtually" because it cannot
be told whether she got that pro-
posal from an actor or not. She
probably did!

Correct.

Correct.

Only half right. He didn't click
that big professionally. But the
romance. . . . Ah, there, Margery!

Quite correct.

Right on screen record. Varied
talk of heart affairs. He was
named in print in connection with
the Lombard-Powell split. But that
was undoubtedly gossip as is self-

evident since his engagement to

Sondra Shaw. So that may come
true, too.

Career still problematical, in spite
of break in "Christina." No sign
of domestic woe.

Correct.

She did divorce Lydell Peck, Mr.
Dareos! Relative in the East
passed away.

Correct.

Yes—he has not been well,
t
al-

though there has been no serious
illness. (Dareos failed to predict
the Pickford-Fairbanks split.)

There was talk of reconciliation
and it came to nothing. Ann is

rumored that way about a writer.
No marriage as this is written.

SUMMARY: In Dareos' predictions for 1933, there were 68 items. Of these, 48 came true. 8 were incorrect.

And 12 are inconclusive as this is written. Dareos' score: 70^% correct; \\%% wrong; 17 inconclulusive.
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(Above and right) Marie Dressler's

birthday party. Russell Hardie

celebrates with Madge Evans and

Una Merkel. Miss Dressier

getting attention and a kiss from

Clark Cable and Joe Schenck.

Her two good friends, Carrie

Jacobs Bond and May Robson,

were there. (Left) Mary Pick-

ford and Charles Farrell at the

party given Grace Moore after

her appearance in "Pagliacci."

(Below) Hey ! Hey ! Repeal party

at the Vendome. Gregory Ratoff

with June Gale and Hoot Gibson.

Mike Farmer, Gloria Swanson,

Jeanette MacDonald and Lila Lee.



OUR MODERN*
a,

By ADELE
WHITELY
FLETCHER

BEING a modern woman,
being independent finan-

cially and socially, main-
taining (as she does) a

separate establishment from one's

husband, Claudette Colbert insists is

a mistake. A great mistake. All of

it. Or any part of it.

According to Claudette, the modern
woman is out on a bad limb . . . and she

knows it.

"In our desire to be modern and inde-

pendent," says Claudette, "we women have
given up more than we realized. Actually,

we have sacrificed our rightful realm. And
now—too late—we're aware, subconsciously if

in no other way, that we've made a bad bargain."

I could scarcely credit my ears. This from
Claudette, of all people, a modern among moderns,
was amazing.

It started like this.

Claudette, her mother, and I were waiting for

Norman Foster to arrive for dinner. The living-room

in which we sat was very lovely, with its white walls,

its pale gray rug, the chairs and sofa upholstered in light

grays and champagnes, with white lamps, with white

taffeta curtains drawn across the French windows, and a

bright fire burning.

It might have been a scene from one of Noel Coward's
smart drawing-room dramas. The attractive modern wife
waiting for her husband to come from his separate estab-

lishment. The correct butler. All that sort of thing. I

couldn't help marking what a very delightful and appar-
ently thoroughly satisfactory pattern of sophisticated liv-

ing Claudette had evolved for herself. I marvelled at the
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long way the for-

mer little French
tutor had come.

Where Mrs. Colbert,

an extraordinarily beau-

tiful woman, sat, the

firelight cast warm shad-

ows on her white hair.

It was Mrs. Colbert who
started it really, and inno-

cently enough.

"The new clothes remind me of

my youth," she said, smiling, set-

ting her ruby cocktail glass on a

little satinwood table and smooth-

ing the folds of her long, flowing

black gown reflectively. "Taffeta

petticoats. And high waistlines. Boas.

Low decolletages."

CLAUDETTE laughed.

"The couturieres are very wise," she

said. She planted her heels on the edge of

her deep chair and encircled her blue

pajamaed knees with her arms. "They knew
that, fed up with our independent attitude, we
women would revel in clothes so romantic that,

being the born actresses we are, we'd simply have

to forget our efficient gestures and be romantic

when we wore them.

"Are you serious, Claudette?" I wanted to ask.

"Do you truly think modern women rue their bargain?

Do you? Personally?"

But at this moment Norman Foster arrived from his

house at the beach, and dinner was announced.

It wasn't until a few days later that I had another

chance to talk with Claudette alone.

"Did you mean what you said the other evening while

we were waiting for Norman ?" I asked. "About modern
women finding the independence they were so eager to

have, something of a burden?"
"I did," Claudette said emphatically. "None of us go

around making nearly as many fine speeches about there

being no reason why women shouldn't have the same
freedom men always have {Continued on page 103)



MARRIAGE
1

YOU'VE
just read
Miss Fletch-

er's amazing
story about Claudette

Colbert in which Claud-

ette admits, for the first

time, that her modern mar-
riage with Norman Foster

was a mistake— that she

would have been better off had
she been completely feminine,

less independent and more ro-

mantic—that living in a separate

home from her husband is nice and
modern but that she missed a great

deal by so doing.

It takes a big person to admit a mis-

take and Miss Fletcher has given you an
unforgetable picture of the crisp, mod-
ern, independent woman—Colbert—who
wants more romance in her life than she has.

But what is the other side of the story?

What is Norman Foster's side? Does he feel

that being a pal to Claudette instead of a cava-

lier is wrong? Or is he satisfied with things as

they are?

Foster and I were speaking one day of travel

—

a hobby of his—and of the wonderful journey he
and Claudette took when, just at the height of their

careers, they chucked it all and went on a tramp
steamer around the world.

"That's the only way to travel with a woman," said

Norman, "just bumming around. And you mustn't let

her take too many clothes. They'll drive you crazy

—

women will—packing and unpacking their damn trunks, if

you'll let 'em. When you go on a trip with the average

woman, what do you see? A couple of smart bars, the

swankiest hotels and clothes, clothes, clothes. They pack

all the time. Drives you nuts. I wouldn't let Claudette

do that when -we took our jaunt. That's what made it so

swell.

"We had a grand time. Adventure. Excitement. See-

ing new things. Grand. Claudette stepped on a snake

once in India. Most women would have yelled their

By

KATHERINE

ALBERT

heads off and gone into hys-
terics for an hour. Claudette

didn't. She just stepped off the

snake again. Later we discovered

that it was the most deadly snake
known in India. She said it made

her a little sick when she found that

out, but she wasn't a bit afraid at the

time.

IN Shanghai we went to the Zoo. I

was looking at one of the big chim-
panzees. I got too close. It reached out

and grabbed me. Did Claudette yell and
make a fuss? You bet she didn't. She just

ran and got the keeper of the Zoo to help me.
Before they got back I was out of the chimp's

arms. He was just playful, that's all. But
Claudette didn't know that. Most women would

have carried on like hell."

Now what do you get from these anecdotes, told in

Norman's own words? Don't you see that while
Claudette is languishing by her own lonely hearthstone,

wishing that she had leaned upon her husband like the
clinging vines of the 'nineties ; while Claudette is adoring
feminine clothes—the kind you've got to have a lot of
those "damn trunks" to hold—her husband is admiring
her greatly for the very thing she doesn't want, her inde-

pendence, her lack of feminine wiles, her modernity in her
relationship to him.
Norman is an impatient, decided young man. His hates

far outnumber his likes. "I can't stand all the bunk in

Hollywood," he said. "Actors—God !—I hate actors, rid-

ing around in their swell cars, strutting around in their

swell clothes, putting on a lot of ritz they don't know
in the least how to use. (Continued on page 87)
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IT'S ALWAYS SUMMER
Scotty, our exclusive cameraman, loaded all his traps onto the old bus and

popped off to Palm Springs to see what the "between picture" stars were

doing. He found (above) the Richard Arlens en famille—Joby, Dick, Jr.,

and papa—having a swell time in front of their bungalow. Also, Johnnie

and Lupe Weissmuller, looking like a staid old married couple. There's a

name for you, incidentally. Lupe Weissmuller. Let's hope if they ever

have a daughter they don't name her Conchita. (Below) The Harry Joe

Browns—Sally Eilers as was—ambling comfortably around, near the Desert

Inn, in their ol' clo'es. Also, the Ben Lyons, with Al Jolson at hand to

sing a mammy song if necessary. Barbara Bebe gets cuter every day. Do
you think she resembles papa Ben or mama Bebe most?



AT PALM SPRINGS
(Above) Just a pair of young, attractive women—but, there, ladeez and

gentleman, is a powerful lot of high-C power. Lili Pons, of the Metropolitan

Opera Company, and Jeanette MacDonald, cooing over a couple of armfuls

of chow puppies at the El Mirador. To their right, Miss Barbara Bebe

Lyon again, with a young swain named Duke Gallagher, son of Skeet.

When questioned by reporters, they said that they were very good friends bul

as for any talk of a romance—well, their parents thought them a little too

young. (Below) That charming actor from Budapest—Paul Lukas, holding

hands quite unashamedly with Mrs. Paul Lukas. And to their right, Dick

Arlen is proudly demonstrating to you that his son isn't a bit afraid of the

water. Shouldn't be surprised if he were a second Weissmuller, Dick.



(Above) Well, if it isn't Connie

Bennett on one bicycle and Gilbert

Roland on another! They had a

bungalow apiece at the El Encanto.

Connie had Master Peter and his

nurse with her. Kept the child

closely guarded from reporters, of

course. (Left) "Who's Afraid of

the Big, Bad Wolf?" So sing the

three gentlemen under the shower-

Buster Collier, Al Jolson and Ben

Lyon. (Below) Cary Grant and

Virginia Cherrill. Next, Sidney

Blackmer, Mae Clarke and Alan

Edwards. And last, the harmony kid

himself—Bing Crosby, umpiring a

baseball game.
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ALICE WHITE

AND CY BARTLETT

WED IN MEXICO
Alice White and Cy Bartlett have gone

and done it. Taken that trip up the bridal

path at last.

The tying of this marital knot did not

come as a surprise to their intimates, for

Alice and Cy have long been that way.

Only one minor rift occurred to inter-

rupt their long-time friendship, during

which time Miss White went about with

John Warburton—which she later learned

to regret—and Writer Bartlett consoled

himself in the company of the lovely Boots

Mallory, since become Mrs. Bill Cagney.

The newlyweds took the vows in

Magdalena, Mexico, with Gov. Rodolfo

Calles and Mayor Robert Urias as guests

Joan Blondell and Also

Richard Dix Convalescing

A new high in devotion was hit lately

when George Barnes rented a room in a

Hollywood hospital in order to be near

his wife, Joan Blondell.

Joan's appendix became obstreperous at

a most inopportune time and, after work-
ing with an icebag at her side to complete

a picture, an operation was vital.

Richard Dix, too, has been on the sick

list this past month. The star has been
confined to his home with pneumonia, but

is now on the road to recovery.

Lilian Harvey Sues Her

Producing Company

Lilian Harvey has a couple of com-
plaints to register against Fox and re-

cently took her grievances to court.

Item Number One is in regard to for-

eign versions of her films. The diminu-
tive star does not want to make French
and German recordings of pictures orig-

inally done in English.
Secondly, there is that little matter of

billing. It seems Lilian was promised
stellar type and didn't get it.

Wide W
The collegiate gentleman is none other than our
own Jackie Coogan, all set to make a series of two-
reelers during vacations from Santa Clara College

Wide World
Hollywood Boulevard, looking for all the world like
Santa Claus Lane, during the exciting Christmas
season. This brilliant picture was taken at the

height of a nightly celebration

BREAK FOR KATHARINE
HEPBURN'S HAIRDRESSER

The Hepburn is a true girl scout for,

if she can't get around to doing a good
deed every clay, she makes up for it by
doing a swell one whenever the oppor-
tunity arises.

Katie's hairdresser out at RKO has al-

ways expressed a desire to see Broad-
way, little old New York's Main Street.

And so, when the star got settled in New
York and began rehearsing "The Lake,"
the stage play in which she is appearing,
she sent for the gal who wields the curl-

ing iron so expertly. Wotta thrill ! And
what a considerate and generous action.

Flashes jrom Here and There
Donald Cook has suddenly found himself in a

breach of promise suit for $100,000. Maxine Lewis
claims the actor promised to marry her last
August, but now refuses to do so.
Joan Crawford was having a grand time in New

York recently, while the folks back home in
Hollywood whispered that she was seriously ill

in a Connecticut sanitarium.
Sue Carol and Ken Murray are soon to wed;

that is, as soon as each becomes legally dis-
entangled, which is to be in the not-distant future.

Sylvia Sidney's real father, Victor Kosow, has
dropped his "adoption" suit without receiving
any money.

Clara Kimball Young, old-time cinema siren, is
to play Jackie Coogan' s mother in his two-reel
collegiate shorts.

Jack Ca-kie and his mother ara vacationing in
Hawaii.

MARY FILES SUIT

FOR DIVORCE

AGAINST DODG
It has, as you know, happened at last.

Mary filed papers with the Los Angeles
Superior Court for a divorce from the

man she has loved for thirteen years

—

Douglas Fairbanks. She charged mental
cruelty and desertion, citing the many in-

stances when Doug had left her completely
alone for many months and the humilia-

tion and embarrassment she has suffered

on his account. It all came out—all the

heartbreaking, soul destroying experiences
Mary has covered up and gallantly lied

about for so many years.

Pickfair is up for auction. Doug, they

say, will wed Lady Sylvia Ashley as soon
as she can obtain a divorce from Lord
Ashley.

Lee Tracy Under "Gentleman's

Ban." Hays Office Admits

Lee Tracy is going to take time out to

cool his heels and behave as a good boy
should. If he comes through this "or-

deal'' like a little gentleman, all may be

forgiven.

Tracy is under what is called a "gentle-

man's ban" by the Hays office at present.

Meanwhile, the rumor that Lee is play-

ing in "The Baby in the Icebox" for Para-
mount is erroneous. However, his Holly-
wood friends gave Tracy many cbeers and
no razzes on his return from Mexico.

Dorothy Jordan, Mother-to-be,

Now in Social Register

Dorothy Jordan, who is Mrs. Merian
Cooper in private life, has stepped right

into the Social Register.

The young lady left her home in Ten-
nessee but a few short years back, joined

a Broadway chorus, journeyed to Holly-
wood, gave a good account of herself in

the Camera City, married a wealthy and
influential producer and is expecting a
blessed event.

Now comes the Blue Book listing.

Wide World
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., recently returned from
Europe, snapped as the Bremen docked. Doug, Jr.

will make "Success Story" for RKO
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ONE of the most gallant

girls in Hollywood is

Isobel Jewel. Maybe
you don't even know

who she is but she deserves a
hand for loyalty. She is Lee

Tracy's sweetheart. She had a minor
role in Lee's "Blessed Event"—when
the romance began. Just before Lee
became involved in that trouble in

Mexico, she had signed a contract

with M-G-M—Lee's studio, as you
know. She had longed for that con-

tract for months, but when Lee was
severely chastised by his studio and
his contract taken away from him,

Isobel stood by him, putting her own
career in jeopardy.

She has made no bones about how
she felt, either. She is for Lee first,

last and all the time and his trouble

is hers, his heartaches are hers to

share. Recently Lee has been ill.

Isobel has been constantly at his bed-

Scott

HE CAME RIGHT OVER*

The lady bundled up in a boa is Suzanne Kaaren. Born in Australia

and reared in Brooklyn. She'll be in "Sleepers East" for Fox.

(Above) Adolphe Menjou and Veree Teasdale are distinctly bill-

and-cooish. 'Dolphe recently defied speed laws for one hundred

miles—just because Veree wanted his advice about sump'n. (Right)

Isobel Jewel, Lee Tracy's heart, welcoming the naughty boy when

he returned from Mexico City. Read how loyal Isobel has been.

side and no film role, no matter how
great, could tear her away.

YOU must see "Queen Chris-

tina," if for no other reason

than to see Garbo laugh. This is the

first time the Swede has ever laughed
outright in a film and it was only

through scheming and planning on
the part of the director that she does

here.

The scene in which Jack Gilbert's

carriage gets stuck in the mud called

for a hearty laugh from Queen Chris-

tina. However, no amount of per-

suasion could get her even to

chuckle. Finally, Mamoulian, the

director, had an idea. "All right,"

he said to the star, "go ahead with

the scene without laughing."

The cameras began clicking. Came
the close-up—and lo, Garbo laughed!

It was a frame-up but it worked

!

Unknown to Garbo, Mamoulian had

instructed the ten extras attending

the carriage that during the close-

up of the Swedish star, they were to

start making funny faces at her.

They proved so funny that Garbo
laughed merrily. She realized the

trick but had the presence of mind
to go on with the scene, perhaps the

best in the entire picture.

nflHE only reason Mae West did

A not accept the offer to appear at

the San Francisco automobile show
for $20,000 for five days zvas that

Scott
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she had another offer. It was from
a civic organisation in a small tozvn

in California to stage a benefit show
(eight vaudeville acts and a picture

show) remuneration to be the glory

of being escorted all the way from
the station to her hotel by a motor-

cycle cop.

LUPE and Johnny have the Holly-

j wood photographers to thank

for a happy ending to their first

fight after becoming Mr. and Mrs.

Said fight started the day before

Lupe was to go on an Arizona loca-

tion trip. For two days the fiery

Velez raved and ranted, with Johnny
maintaining a Tarzan-like silence.

The trip to the station was made in

stony silence.

Just before Lupe had a chance to

board the train, the picture snappers

pounced on the newlyweds, insisting

they pose for pictures. They posed

. . . but looked ever so grim.

"Hey, come on, loosen up," yelped

one of the boys. "Johnny, be a sport

and put your arms around Lupe

—

and you, Lupe, how about giving the

Old Man a beeg kiss?"

There was an embarrassed hesi-

tation. Then Lupe flung her

arms around Johnny's neck. Johnny
grinned. And all was forgiven!

Wide World

IS THE DAY SET!

those other newlyweds, Bruce Cabot
and Adriennc Ames, have actually

begged the studio for just this chance.

"I do my best zvork when I can be

natural," explained Bruce, "and
working with Adrienne would give

me an opportunity to be that."

PITY the poor press agent who
had to explain to fifty or more

irate newspapermen, photographers,

reporters, etcetera that Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Bell were not Gary Cooper
and Sandra Shaw but actually Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Bell.

It seems that said press agenl: had
learned that a couple by the name of

Bell was on the plane headed for

Los Angeles from Las Vegas, Ne-
vada. Following a hunch,, he radioed

Scott

DRESSLER PARTY

(Top) Mr. and Mrs. John Barry-

more—Dolores Costello on her

birth certificate—at a private pre-

view of Jawn's "Counsellor-at-

Law. (Middle) Polly Moran

and Monty Malone, her new

husband, at Marie Dressler's

birthday party. (Bottom) They

say they'll wed. Ricardo Cortez

and Mrs. Christine Lee.

« And hot news—and

every single bit of news

that's fit to print—from

Cinema City!

Scott

PRIVATE PREVIEW

the operator and inquired if Mr. Bell

was Gary Cooper. Misunderstand-
ing the word "Cooper" for "cop-
per," and knowing Mr. Bell was con-

nected with a copper mine, tbe an-

swer came back "yes." Then came
the fireworks and the ultimate let-

down when the wrong couple stepped
off the plane at Los Angeles, met by
fifty or more disappointed people!

P. S. The boys shot a picture

anyway, just for luck.

ACCORDING to news rumors,
. Joan Crawford's reason for

going to New York was to meet
Papa and Mama Tone. Franchot
did the honors.

Meantime : "Are you married to

Franchot Tone ?" "Are you going to

be married to Franchot Tone?"
These are the questions Joan Craw-
ford answered upwards of a thou-

sand times while she was vacationing

in New York. Well, it did look seri-

ous. Franchot spent his vacation in

New York, too, and the couple were
constantly together, but Modern
Screen can answer those questions

for you.

They are not married now—obvi-

ously, since Joan's divorce from
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is not final

until the early part of April and Joan

says she has no craving to be a biga-

mist—it would be so awkward

!
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owdown on Torn

Scott

(Start at the top right picture and read across and down) The now

formally engaged Sandra Shaw and Gary Cooper—at the Club New
Yorker. Next—whadya know ? Katie Hepburn poses for our Scotty,

sharing the snapshot with Elissa Landi, at the United Airport just afore

her trip East. Then, Joan and Franchot on their way to the theatre

—

in N'Yawk. Fourth, Joan Blondell and husband George Barnes—at

the Grove. Fifth, Ann Harding in her cyar, leaving the Domino Club

tea. And last, Lupe kissing Johnnie as she took for an Arizona location.

"Are they going to be married ?"

Well, that's another question. Fran-

chot frankly admits that he hopes so.

that he has proposed a thousand

times but that Joan won't give him an

answer. Joan, having been so bit-

terly disappointed by one marriage,

says she is afraid to take another

chance. But this much you can be

assured of—when they are married,

or if they have any definite plans for

marriage. Modern Screen will be

the first to know all about it and will

give you the inside story.

AS this is written, Marie Dressler

. is seriously ill again. You
know, some months ago she had a

terrific operation in an effort to save

her life. The operation was pro-

nounced successful, but Marie has

not been entirely well since. Some
folks claim that she dabbles too much
in astrology and that she is guided

too completely by the heavenly stars.

She is in almost daily consultation

with a woman astrologer who tells

her when the stars say she will be

sick and when they say she will be

well.

Her birthday party, attended by

many loving friends, took place be-

fore her relapse.

nPEAKING of Miss Dressier

s

a3 party, the most interesting fash-

ion note at the party was Norma
Shearer's unique costume. A gold

cloth dress with high neckline and
long tight sleeves, topped by a jaunty,

very peaked hat of black zvith a
brazen gold quill that extended sev-

eral inches into the air. Only Norma
could have worn it.

CLARA BOW is still—well, Clara
Bow. She was the bright spot

at the popular Colony Club t'other

night, all decked out in a bright green
frock, loud orange elbow-length

gloves, and topped by very red hair

!

MADGE EVANS wants to notify

everyone at large that her ro-

mance with Tom Gallery is still on.

Madge and Tom have been insepar-

able for ages. The other night when
she appeared at a party with Russell

Hardie word went around that she

and Tom had phiffed. But Russ was
merely "subbing," Tom being away.

YOU'LL soon see Jackie Coogan
on the screen again. Not the

little chap of "The Kid." Jackie's a

big strapping college lad now. He
plans to make his come-back in a

series of collegiate shorts to be filmed

during vacations. He has no inten-

tion of giving up college.

T/T7'HEN it comes to love Cary

Vr Grant is old-fashioned. Be-
fore popping the question to Virginia

Cherrill, he hopped over to London
to first win the consent of her parents.
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and Joan . . . Hepburn's $10,000 for a day . . , and other shop-talk

Scott Wide World

Jean Harlow was hostess at Hollywood's

Domino Club tea. There she is with that

grand old lady, May Robson, and Anna Q.

Nilsson, one of your favorite old-timers.

The Thalians, a toney Hollywood social

organization, had their annual frolic at the

Cocoanut Grove. There's Mae Clarke with

Sidney Blackmer. They say they'll wed.

NEVER able to get anything but

a picture of Hepburn covering

her face with her hands, the photo-

snappers had a rare treat just before

Katie boarded the plane that carried

her to New York recently. She
posed most graciously for each and
every one of the many photographers.

Just; as they were all beginning to

think that the Hepburn gal was all

right after all, Katie flung out : "The
only reason I'm doing this is because

I'll be gone for six months. Just try

and get me when I come back!" So
you see Katie is still Katie.

And here's further proof. She
worked one day over-schedule on
"Trigger," her latest. She demanded
—and got—$10,000 for that day.

INCIDENTALLY. Elissa Landi
was also at the airport, seeing her

mother off. Elissa and Kate looked

like twins, almost—both sporting

identical brown ermine fur coats cut

along swagger lines. Our camera-

man, Scotty, snapped the two gals for

us, as you can see by the picture

hereabouts.

By the way, Elissa will have no
more cold, dignified roles now that

she's a Columbia star. That studio

believes she has all the fire and sex

appeal of Harlow, maybe more.
They are at present dickering with

M-G-M to buy the screen rights of

"Congai," which was at one time

considered a Jean Harlow vehicle.

And a Jean Harlow vehicle always
has plenty of heat!

WONDER what Kathryn Carver
(Adolphe Menjou's ex-wife)

could have meant when, upon being-

queried about her romance with

Serge Mdivani, she replied : "Oh,
this has been going on for years.

Poor Adolphe !"

Why "poor Adolphe" ? He seems
to be getting along very nicely with

Veree Teasdale—who, it is stated,

will be the next Mrs. Menjou.
Here's a cute story about Adolphe

and Veree

:

Veree was heard humming in her

dressing-room one day. Officials

were so impressed they asked her to

do some of it before the camera the

next day. Never before having
lifted her voice in song before an
audience, Veree. was faint with ner-

vousness. She rang Adolphe Men-
jou long distance and poured out her

troubles.

"Never mind, dear," said Adolphe,
"I'll be right over." "Right over"
meant traveling exactly one hundred
miles during the night. Menjou was
vacationing at Palm Springs.

/F his estranged wife agrees,

Richard Dix mill have his own
child appear with him in his next

film. This is not at the studio's sug-

gestion but at Dix's own request. He
would be thrilled to death, of course,

to have his one-year-old daughter,

Mary Ellen, make her debut with him.

LITTLE Anita Louise knows
j from experience that absence

does not make the heart grow fonder.

She recently made a trip to New
York with the result that she almost
lost her boy friend, Tom Brown.
Jean Parker was the gal who almost
stole Tom's heart. However, now
that Anita's in town again, Tom's
more attentive than ever and Jean
claims she never was really in love

with Tom, anyway.

VER since that interview with
Dick Pozvell in which lie enu-

merated his requirements for the

ideal girl, young Powell has been del-

uged with bids from gals all over
the country. On his thirtieth birth-

day, he received thirty proposals.

Hozvever, it looks like Dick will do
his own proposing to Gwen Heller.

ON the heels of the report that

Max Baer and his ex-wife,

Dorothy Dunbar, may kiss and make
up, comes the report that the hand-
some fighter-actor is contemplating
matrimony with Edna Dunham, New
York socialite. Following this news,
comes another rumor that he is es-

corting Estelle Taylor (the former
Mrs. Jack Dempsey) to the fights.

And Estelle used to hate fights.

MORE GOSSIP ON PAGE 78
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N E

WHERE
w
ARE

. . . Where are the big "box office" suc-

cesses among today's movie heroes?

What is it these new and popular young

Romeos lack? Why are there no male

Hepburns, Harlows, Sullavans, Wests?

I
WONDER if you have noticed, as I have, the amaz-
ing dearth of brilliant, sparkling, vital young men
on the screen. I wonder if it has occurred to you

—

as it has to me—that Hollywood is a matriarchy

wherein the rulers are decidedly queens instead of kings

and where all the glamor and excitement centers around
the sleek heads of the women stars.

Of course, there are a few exciting male stars. John
Barrymore, Ramon Novarro and, in some measure, Fred-

ric March and Leslie Howard. There is also Gary Cooper
and certainly there is Clark Gable, although I think the

romantic makings have been lost in Gable's case. He has

been cast again and again as male lead for the most glam-

orous women stars and in this position has shone in their

bright reflections. Whether or not he could hold his own
in a story in which the male part is the most important

role and opposite a more or less unknown young woman,
is a question.

However, none of the men I have just mentioned are

new. Not since Gable's sudden and electric flash of first

popularity has there been any male "box office sensation."

Perhaps you're going to tell me that this is a sterile

time for new talent. But consider the women stars. Con-
sider for a moment Katharine Hepburn. And that's some-
thing I love to do. Less than two years ago she was an
obscure stage actress. Now she threatens Queen Garbo's

throne. There are no such threatening male stars. Nor
are there any kingly thrones to threaten.

While Katharine Hepburn was climbing that glittering

stairway to triumph, Jean Harlow was carving out a

niche for herself. She is, in a way, a new star, since it

was long after the release of "Hell's Angels" that her

full talents were realized. It was in the last year-and-a-

half only that she was swept to the dizzy heights.

And, of course, there's Mae West. Voluptuous, tantal-

izing, sparkling Mae West. Was there ever a greater "box
office sensation?" Do you realize that she has appeared
in but three films and her name is a household word.

Well, maybe not quite anything so prosaic as a household,

but certainly her name is more famous—and certainly her

face and figure are better known—than Queen Mary's.

And others, too—girls coming up. The lovely Dorothea
Wieck and the amazing Margaret Sullavan. Are there any



MEN!
THEY...?

By FAITH BALDWIN

On the opposite page, Gilbert, Fairbanks, Sr., the immortal

Valentino, John Barrymore, Novarro, Barthelmess, Francis X.

Bushman and Wally Reid, all box-office champs. On this

page, some of our new men. Good—capable—but, alas

!

not one of them "box-office" on his own. Bruce Cabot and

Preston Foster. Paul Kelly and Cary Grant. Kent Taylor

and Victor Jory. Ralph Bellamy and Otto Krueger.

male prototypes ? Are there any young men who remotely

compare in box office appeal to these women I have
mentioned?

Well, let's see. Let's look for new young men.
There are Ralph Bellamy, Bruce Cabot, Bing Crosby,

Preston Foster, William Gargan, Cary Grant, Victor Jory,

Otto Krueger, Francis Lederer, Douglass Montgomery,
Randolph Scott, Lyle Talbot, Kent Taylor, Gene Ray-
mond, Robert Young. Should I go on? Should I name
any more? I could, for there are plenty of them. There
are dozens of handsome, personable young men in Holly-
wood. And some of them are darn good actors, too. But
is there, in that entire list, any for whom you'd wait in

line hours to see? Yet in New York I saw a cue of men
and women over a block long outside the theatre where
Katharine Hepburn is starring in "Little Women." And
it was as much as your life was worth to get in to see

"I'm No Angel."

Of course, Cary Grant was in "I'm No Angel" with
Mae. But those people weren't clamoring to see him. Mae
West was the attraction. They liked Cary well enough
when they saw him, but he wasn't creating the furore.

I wonder why. You can't find anything wrong with
these young actors. Both from a standpoint of perform-
ance and background they're perfectly okay. They just

don't seem to click sufficiently to be box office successes

on their own.

THE lives of these fellows are quite as entertaining

as the lives of the women. Ralph Bellamy was a Chi-
cago lad who felt the urge for acting so strong within
him that he ran away from school to trod the well-worn
boards. He has fascinating stories to tell about those
troublous and adventurous days.

Bruce Cabot, born Jacques de Bujac, was first exploited
in Hollywood as one of the old Boston Cabots—you know,
the folks who speak only to the Lowells. His real history
is a hundred times more exciting. He is French, Irish

and—honest !—Indian. There's an Indian Princess in his

family tree. His education was completed in France but
he, like Bellamy, ran away to become a ranch hand. He
did some professional boxing, broke his nose (which was
straightened later) and stopped (Continued on page 118)



Here, on this and the next page, is more

concentrated romance than you'll see for

some time to come. (Start above and

read around to the right.) First, Dick

Powell and Cwen Heller. She's a niece

of the brothers Warner. Ver' pretty.

Then, Randolph Scott and Vivian Caye—
still under the infloonce of Cupid. And

Jimmie Dunn with Nora Lane, his latest

heart. Then, that devoted Darby and

Joan—Ruby Keeler and Al Jolson. And

finally, who else but Boots Mallory Cag-

ney and husband Bill.
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Some ducky pictures of thataway

couples! All thanks to our

,
Scottycameraman

(Start with the picture above and read around to

the left.) Mary Brian and Donald Cook—will she

marry him, do you really think?— at the Repeal

Party at the Embassy Club. Then, Johnnie Farrow

and Maureen O'Sullivan. And—very much on fire

—Russ Columbo and Loretta Young's sister, Sally

Blane. George Raft and—who do you think?—

Marjorie King. And Hoot Gibson with blond little

June Gale who has apparently taken Sally Eilers'

place in Hoot's life.
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YOU LEARN

TO KNOW
THEM-

WHEN THEY'RE

CLOTHES
SHOPPING!

(Above) It happened the day that Irene Dunne

simply had to have a fitting while on location.

Mr. Greer, perched in the tree, certainly suffered

that time. (Right) Mr. Greer rid Ann Harding

of her inferiority complex about clothes.

(Further right) Read about the time Clara Bow
nearly gave the fitter fits.

IT
is quite unusual to get any star to admit that she

doesn't know how to wear clothes. As I look over
my famous autograph book of all the stars who have
come into my shop and whose clothes I have made

either for personal or professional use, I discover that

most of them are not only interested in clothes, but feel

that they know almost as much about them as the designer.

Not so Ann Harding—whose signature strikes my eye
as I sit here thumbing the pages of the book and telling

you everything I have learned about the stars I have
known.
Ann Harding came into my shop one day in search 61

clothes for her picture. "The Animal Kingdom." After
awhile she said, "Oh, what's the use ! They're all lovely,

but I'm just not a clothes-horse. I never have been, I

never will be. and the clothes won't look as thev look
on the mannequins when / wear them."
We tried to encourage her and I must say that the fit-

tings went very well. We were careful to keep her in

dark colors and simple lines—she cannot wear anything
extreme—and she began to be enthusiastic about the
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. , , A further installment in the

fascinating series, "I've Dressed

Them All/' See your favorites'

fads and foibles revealed by one of

Hollywood's ace designers

By HOWARD GREER

clothes and to lose her inferiority complex about them.

As soon as the picture was finished she came back to

the shop and bought a great many things for her personal

wardrobe. Some time later she called me one noon and
said, "I've just found that I have a ten-day vacation, so

I'm going to fly to Havana. If you can possibly finish the

navy blue polka-dot with the hat and gloves to match, I'd

like to wear them on the plane this afternoon."

We had had two fittings and there was very little finish-

ing to be done. Miss Harding came in about three o'clock.

We dressed her and she left the shop very gay and
cheerful, little suspecting that during her holiday her life

was to be endangered when—for hours and hours—she,

her secretary and Alexander Kirkland drifted on a

wrecked fishing boat upon a sea infested with sharks.

In fact, it was one of our dresses which made the un-

fortunate trip with her on the fishing vessel. Perhaps
you remember the account of how Kirkland had her take

off her skirt so that he could wave it and signal a pass-

ing boat. It was this signal that brought their rescue.

And had this been a theatrical drama instead of a real one

(Above) Can you imagine Lil Tashman being

nervous? Just because she had to model some

wonderful gowns? Lil who adores clothes—and

wears 'em like nobody's business? Well, she was

nervous. In fact, she was petrified. (Left) A
girl who honestly and truly doesn't give a whoop

,
for clothes—Barbara Stanwyck. Which doesn't

prevent Mr. Greer from liking her a whole lot.

{
>

the program note would have read—-"Gowns by Greer."
Years ago, when at Paramount I made a great many of

the clothes which Clara Bow wore in her earlier pictures,

I shall never forget the first time she came on the lot.

Then, she was comparatively unknown, and Victor Flem-
ing was testing her for a part. She went on the set and
Fleming gave her instructions. Instead of doing what she
was told, she raced before the camera, vaulted a chair,

ran her hands through her wild hair and acted like a real

tomboy.

THE rushes of that test were thrilling. They caught the

spirit of the Bow that was to be—and Fleming was
one of the first to realize what could be done with her.

Years later, after all her troubles, when she was at-

tempting a come-back in "Call Her Savage," we made
clothes for her. The appointment was made for a Sat-

urday afternoon. The shop is always closed on that day,

but it was the only time during the week that Clara could
give us. My fitters were in the workroom waiting and
I was in one of the upper salons. I had left the front
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POLLY MORAN—YOU'RE A BAD GIRL!

ANNA MAY WONG — YOU'RE SMART!

door open so that Clara could get in without difficulty

Suddenly I heard a deep bass voice calling, "Is any-

body here?" I leaned over the balcony rail, peered

down into the darkened foyer and asked, "Who's there?'

"Mrs. Bell," the voice answered, and it was a few

seconds before I understood that it was Mr. Bell announc-
ing Clara. It always seems strange to hear an actress,

whose name is known the world over, called by her

married name. Yet Ruth Chatterton is called Mrs. Brent

and Kay Francis is known as Mrs. McKenna to a mini

ber of people.

During the following week we had occasion to go to

Clara's house for another fitting. It was a huge estate,

situated in vast lawns and avenues of trees high above
Hollywood. The interior of the house did not live up to

the exterior by any manner of means. It was heavily and
ornately furnished, for Clara had rented it "as was" for

a few months.
7* r-' ""
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mannequin than my girls that afternoon was when Lilyan

Tashman modeled at one of my openings. I begged her
to appear only for the one "grand opening day" and she
graciously consented.

One of my regular mannequins had a slithery black

evening dress and I duplicated it in white for Lilyan.

The two of them appearing on the little stage together and
the effect was as startling as it was novel. There was
also a street suit of black and white on a mannequin and
on Lilyan I did the same model in white and black. She
wore, in all, eight different gowns during the perform-
ance. At the opening were not only all of the big stars,

but my Pasadena and Santa Barbara customers as well.

When the salons were full, I went backstage to tell the

girls that they could begin and I found Lilyan walking
the floor in an agony of stage fright, with her teeth chat-

tering violently. Imagine Lilyan Tashman—the poised,

the sophisticated, the woman of the world who has faced

hundreds of cameras—behaving this way. Never in her
entire career, she confessed, had she ever known such
terror. No stage or screen (Continued on page 90)



Lee Tracy talks to you frankly, honestly, about

that much publicized "insult" to Mexican cadets.

I think, because of the great expense to M-G-M
in scrapping work done on "Viva Villa," the actor

involved should have a chance to "talk up."

Thank you, Lee. —The Editor

LEE TRACY'S EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT TO YOU

To the readers of

MODERN SCREEN:

I have no apology

to make to anyone.

In the first place,

Mexico has forgiven and

forgotten my hilarious

conduct while a guest

in their country. Mex-

ico actually is unable to

understand the unfor-

givably bad publicity meted out to me

by uninformed members of the press.

Hollywood, however, is not quite so

charitable. Making mountains out of mole-

hills, creating rumor stories out of thin air

seems to be the favorite indoor sport of

our best gossipers.

I have always considered Hollywood a

town of fair, regular people, willing at all

times to come to the aid of a fellow

associate and friend. I have changed my

mind about that now but to my few

staunch friends and the readers of

MODERN SCREEN I

want to make the fol-

lowing statement.

I did nothing shame-

ful or disgraceful while

in Mexico. I was fully

clothed. There was no

balcony.

I was in a hotel room

seven stories above the

ground, peering over

an iron grating that reached to my chest.

Thanks to MODERN SCREEN for their

usual gesture of fairness in allowing me

this opportunity of thus speaking my heart

to their large body of readers. I hope

I have assured my friends that my actions

while in Mexico were the careless and

natural actions of a hilarious young fellow

who should have known better.
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-A TOUR

OF TODAY'S
TALKIES

By WALTER RAMSEY

•• ROMAN SCANDALS
(GOLDWYN-U.A.)

Eddie Cantor, Verec Teasdale, David
Manners, Gloria Stuart.

TREMENDOUS: This picture cost

$1,000,000—and it looks like a

million dollars. Give producer Sam
Goldwyn credit for going so far out of

his monetary way to give us such an ex-

pensive and beautiful picture in these

times. A "bouquet for Eddie Cantor,

too, for taking a chance with such a

departure from the usual routine in

musical comedy. He did a swell job

!

Beautiful girls (in fact a million

dollars worth of them alone), gorgeous
backgrounds, exceptional photography,
funny situations (instead of gags), a

new slant on ensembles, a whole com-
pany of Creole cuties (the real thing)

and two hit songs: "Build a Little

Home" and "Young and Beautiful."

That's what you are going to see when
you pay your money for "Roman
Scandals" and the laughs are so good
they will tide you over for a couple of

weeks.
Of course, it takes place back in B.C.

and the action is all done up in those

cute union suits the gents used to pa-

rade around in plus the flowing robes
of the gals. And a chariot race

!

There's something you'll be sure to re-

member for a long time.

Eddie does an even better job than
his last smash hit, The Kid From Spain
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(Above) Eddie Cantor and Gloria Stuarl

in "Roman Scandals." (Left to right)

Joan Crawford, star of "Dancing Lady"

with Franchot Tone. Ann Harding and

Nils Asther are to be seen in "The

Right to Romance." Robert Young is

also in the cast. Next, our own Jimmy

Cagney with Mae Clarke in "Lady

Killer." Rowdy, but funny.

-and
through

those of you who laughed

that picture will know what
we mean. Gloria Stuart, Veree Teas-
dale and David Manners contribute

their bits in swell fashion.

We can't recommend this one too

highly. It merits your patronage and
we re sure

See it

!

it w ill plenty of it.

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW
(UNIVERSAL)

John Barrymore, Bcbe Daniels, Doris
Kenyan, Onslow Stevens, Melvyn

Douglas, Isobcl Jewel.

TpXTRA SPECIAL: "Better than the

stage play," seems to be the opin-

ion of all who see this exceptional

picture. That's saying a lot. The story

was brought to the screen by Elmer
Rice, the author of the stage version,

and he does himself proud.

John Barrymore as the "Counsellor"
is superb. The story shows the re-

action of the lawyer, who started from
the lowest of beginnings, to his sudden
power and riches gained from his legal

practice. The action takes place in the

expansive suite of offices in which
Barrymore and his partner welcome the

rich and poor alike. The story is about

clients, some fabulously

terribly poor gangsters
the various

rich, others

and crooks.

The Counsellor has married into

society (Doris Kenyon) but his natural

tendency towards the people of his

former background turns her against

him. She plans divorce. Not being able

to face the defeat (after his other

successes), the lawyer attempts suicide.

He is saved by his secretary, Bebe
Daniels, and in the end it really looks

like the middle-aisle for them.

Universal has done a fine job on this

picture, sparing nothing to make it a

real success. The actors are all per-

fectly fitted for the story (even to

casting Lee Tracy's girl friend, Isobel

Jewel, in the role of the switch-board

operator, the part she played on the

stage in Los Angeles) and we're sure



(Above) Bebe Daniels and John Barry-

more appear in "Counsel!or-at-law."

(Right to left) Lionel Barrymore and

Alice Brady in "Should Ladies Behave?"

Joan Blondell, Cordon Westcott and

Adolphe Menjou in "Convention City."

Jack Oakie and Roscoe Karns as Tweed'e-

Dum and Tweedle-Dee, and Charlotte

Henry is the heroine in "Alice in Wonder-

land."

you'll remember her fine performance.
You're a cinch to like this one. It

has everything to make it top-notch
entertainment. Don't miss it.

•• CONVENTION CITY
(FIRST NATIONAL)

Adolphe Menjou, Guy Kibbce, Joan
Blondell, Mary Astor, Frank

McHugh, Dick Pozvell.

CCREAMINGLY FUNNY: Here's
^ a picture that will drive away the
depression blues. It's a laugh riot and
the situations come so fast that you
hate to see "The End" flash on the
screen.

It seems that all the salesmen for the
Honeywell Rubber Co. are going to

Atlantic City for a convention, the

main business of which is to elect a

new sales manager. Guy Kibbee might
have gotten the job if his wife had
been allowed to stay and watch over
him, but Menjou sends her a fake wire
and that leaves Kibbee the "prey of

the dames !" It looks as though the job
is all sewed up, but when the announce-
ment is made by the president, Frank
McHugh is given the job. The reason
he is promoted is so funny that we
wouldn't want to spoil your evening
by revealing it here.

Menjou, Kibbee and Joan Blondell

divide the honors. The story and the

acting, the laughs and the situations

will give you one of the most enjoy-
able hours you've had at the movies in

a long time. Run, don't walk !

• SHOULD LADIES
BEHAVE!
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER)

Alice Brady, Lionel Barrymore, Mary
Carlisle, Conway Tearlc.

MARVELOUS ENTERTAIN-
MENT: Alice Brady at her very

best, excellent dialogue, a story that

will send you from the theater still

smiling over the hilariously funny situ-

ations and delightful performances.

DON'T MISS—
Eddie Cantor in "Roman Scandals"

John Barrymore in "Counsellor-

at-Law"

James Cagney in "Lady Killer"

Alice Brady and Lionel Barrymore in

"Should Ladies Behave?"

Ann Harding in "The Right to

Romance"

Joan Crawford, Clark Gable and
Franchot Tone in "Dancing Lady"

Adolphe Menjou in "Convention
City"

Joe E. Brown in "Son of a Sailor"

Married to a man much older than
herself, Alice Brady is hoping that she

can save her daughter (Mary Carlisle)

from the same fate. Mary, however,
happens to have a falling-out with her

youthful boy friend just as Conway
Tearle arrives on the scene. It appears,

for a time, that daughter will fall for

Conway (mean-old-mans) Tearle and
thus do a repeat on the Brady-Barry-
more "May-and-December" business.

While not quite as sophisticated as

When Ladies Meet, we are sure you
will find Should Ladies Behave? just as

entertaining. Actress Brady is even
more gushy and brimming over than
she was in her former sensational per-

formance. You'll really like her a lot.

We advise you not to miss this one

—

and you can even take the kids if

they are old enough to enjoy it.

• DANCING LADY
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER)

Joan Craivford, Clark Gable, Franchot
Tone, May Robson, Fred

Astaire, Ted FJealy

GOOD MUSICAL: When one finds

Clark Gable and Joan Crawford
together with Franchot Tone in the

same picture, it looks like a "natural."

Add to this, however, May Robson, the

dancing genius of Fred Astaire and the

fun of Ted Healy and his stooges and
you have a string of naturals. It's the

old back-stage theme, but Dancing
Lady has so much more honesty than
most of its predecessors that it all but

heads the list. You have a hunch you
(Continued on page 80)
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(Above) Gloria Stuart,

you're lovely. Eddie Can-

tor, you're so amusing.

Congratulations too, upon

movie -conferencing with

President Roosevelt Ruth

Etting, you sing so beauti-

fully. We honor you all

—

you've made "Roman
Scandals" a rare treat. (Be-

low) We haven't seen

Katharine Hepburn in 'Trig-

But we hear tell she's

as magnificent as she was

in "Little; Women."

1



(Left) John Barrymore,

we're glad you were given

the role in "Counsellor-at-

Law" which Paul Muni

played on die stage. It's

the "take-the-stage and steal

-

the-scene" sort of part you

deserve. And you're swell

in it. (Right) And you—

Alice Brady — everything

you've done has been gud-

geous. "Broadway to Holly-

wood." "Stage Mother."

And now you're grand in

"Should Ladies Behave?"



THE
GREAT
GOD

STUDIO
By

GLADYS HALL

THERE was once the Great God Baal. His de-

mands were rapacious, omnivorous—and always

gratified.

Today—we have the Great God Studio.

His demands, too, are rapacious and omnivorous and
-ometimes very strange. He, too, is always gratified.

Sometimes the demands of the Great God Studio are

amusing. The god is in a playful mood. As when
M-G-M was making "Today We Live" and an order came
through for cockroaches, for giant cockroaches, for cock-

roaches that would not require the extra footage of close-

ups to disclose their identities. The prop men, who are

among the acolytes on the altar of Studio, were hard put

to it. Cockroaches of easily photographable dimensions
are not prolific.

It then occurred to one bright lad to breed for a bigger

and better race. The cockroach family reproduces rapidly.

Two specimens of Herculean proportions were acquired.

And only two. These two were bred. The Mendelian
theory, or what have you, worked correctly. In no time

at all a strapping family of cockroaches sprawled, with
gratifying prominence, before the cameras.

Came the day when Studio demanded a gentleman who
could throw a knife with unerring: accuracy. So accu-

rately that it would lodge safely, though with the appear-

ance of danger, in a pad worn on the back of a star. The
casting director, head acolyte on the altar of Studio, knew
of several knife-throwers. He finally secured one—but
not at the price his budget allowed. You see, knife-

throwers use a fine discrimination as well as a fine blade.

They suit the price to the person knifed. They will

throw knives at a stunt man, or stunt woman, for five

dollars per day. They will throw knives at an extra for

ten dollars per day. But they charge from fifteen to

twenty-five dollars a day for throwing knives at a star.

And the price that they demand for knifing a star depends
upon the importance of that star. Their reasons are

sound as well as purely psychological. .They figure that

a stunt man has iron nerve ; that he will neither wince
nor swerve to one side, thus running the risk of the

knife lodging otherwhere than in the pad he wears for
that purpose. They figure that extras are hardy stock,

desperate for work and liable to follow directions ex-
plicity. They also figure that if any extra should be
injured production would still go on. But if a star should
wince or swerve to one side—then woe to the knife-

thrower! Woe, also, to the cost of production. And
they figure that a star is the worst risk because of the
sensibility and delicate fibre of the stellar race.
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Illustrated by

JACK WELCH

SOMETIMES the sacrifices demanded by the god are

sacrifices indeed. As t,he time when he felt a yen for

a man with hair all over his body, like a bear's. The
casting director and all of his assistants thumbed their

call books in vain and in pain. They sent forth their

emissaries upon the face of the earth. They found, after

weeks of fine-combing, such a man selling groceries in

an open air market. They spotted him first because of

the air of great dejection he wore and also because his

limply open shirt collar revealed bristles of hair that,

surely, answered their god's demand. This man was
about to lose his job, he told them. He had his mother
to support. He also had a sweetheart, it was revealed,

of a most romantic turn of mind. She favored such
smooth and golden lads as Phillips Holmes. He had long
kept the secret of his bearish hairishness from this fair

maid of his heart. If he appeared in a motion picture

—

Well, he had, then, to make a choice. He must sacrifice

his personal vanity and his sweetheart or he must sacri-

fice his mother's comfort and peace of mind. He suc-

cumbed to the god and pride bowed to filial duty.



"Bring me some pigs who will

not grow !" cries the god.

And, lo! The pigs appear.

Or it may be a man with a

body all covered with hair,

a double of Lloyd George, or

three Negroes with Harvard

accents. He gets them!

i

'V

Along about the same time came a call for a man who,

when sitting on a chair, would resemble any man of

normal proportions but who, when he rose from a chair,

would tower some six foot six or seven in the air. He
had to have, you see, abnormally long legs and an ab-

normally short torso. Such a man was found, amusingly
enough, in the collection department of a large depart-

ment store. By such a simple psychological feat were
recalcitrant, customers frightened into paying their past-

due bills. They would be summoned to the collection

department to account for their delinquencies. They
would find an average looking man seated behind the desk.

They would attempt to bluster and brazen it out. Then,
silently, the man would rise and a giant would tower
formidably over them. It appears that the trick was
sound. The startled customers would open their purses

and check books and offer up the arrears to the Gar-
gantuan man.

There was the time when the god called for a man
who would be a crack shot. He must be able, rumbled
the deity, to shoot a cigarette from out the mouth of a

star at any given number of paces decided

upon by the director. Such a man, said the

acolyte, was easily procurable. He had the

best to be had right in his call book.

The acolyte telephoned the crack shot,

.nrv. Only to learn that he had just

shot a cigarette out of his

wife's mouth that very morning

—

and had (Continued on page 96)
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WHAT

(Opposite page) Lela and Ginger.

(Above, left and right) Ginger at seven.

When she and her mother were living

in Kansas City. The other picture

was taken when she was three—just

about the time of the kidnapping.

(Left) Sitting pretty for "Sitting Pretty."



GINGER OWES HER
MOTHER . • By JIM TULLY

Cheerfully—almost blithely— Lela Rogers fought the world for Ginger,

It was a battle which demanded brains and good old-fashioned grit

HER right name is Virginia Rogers. She is called

Ginger. Her father's parents were aristocratic

slave owners in Missouri. They disapproved of
their son's marriage to Ginger's mother.

The inevitable happened.
Seven months before Ginger was born, her parents

separated. Lela, her mother, was under twenty years of
age. A country girl from Iowa, she decided not to re-

turn home, but seek a living elsewhere as best she could.

With ten dollars and a battered valise, she left quietly

one evening at dusk. Her destination was Independence,
Missouri, fifty miles away.
The car stopped in front of the court house, and the

expectant young mother left her valise in the care of a
kindly cigar store attendant, and walked about the small
pastoral town until she came to a small, quaint house that

had a "for rent" sign near the door. It was owned by the
lady next door, and the rent was $20.00 per month.
The young mother of the future screen star paid $5.00

to bind the bargain, and went to purchase her few necessi-

ties, and obtain her valise.

That night there was a terrible storm. The rain lashed
against the windows, and when it abated, the young
woman heard a scratching at the window. It was a black

cat. Lela opened the window and took it in. The cat

purred in gratitude. She called it Ebony. They began
life over again together. It was present in the house

seven months later when Ginger was born, and became
jealous of the baby ; but that, as Kipling would say, is

ahead of the story.

WHEN the girl went in search of work next morning,

she passed a newspaper office and asked the owner
for a job.

Surprised, he at first refused her. Later, as they talked,

he offered her the position of soliciting advertising, and
reporting the stray activities of the little town. Her
salary was to be $8.00 per week.

Overjoyed, she went to work.

None of her family knew what had become of her. As
her marriage had become impossible, neither was her

husband aware. She often thought of telling her mother,

but by some strange quirk, decided to fight it out alone.

She become a favorite in the town. The owner of the

paper and his wife treated her as a daughter. As month
followed month, and the time for Ginger's birth drew
near, no one asked questions. Fine tribute to the chivalry

of the inhabitants of that little Missouri town.
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Six weeks before the child was born, the mother was
sent to cover an art exhibit in Kansas City. While wait-

ing for a street car she accidentally met her father and
mother. They accompanied her home, where Lela re-

mained until the child was born. Complying with her

mother's entreaties, the young wife consented to a recon-

ciliation with her husband.
He came to Independence. Through his wife's influence

in the town, he was given a position, which he held eight

weeks. In the five years of their married life, he had
twenty-eight jobs.

Soon her life in the little town was over. With tear-

ful farewells she accompanied her husband to Texas,
where he had been given a job as strike-breaker.

Daily, the mother lived in fear that her husband might
be killed by irate strikers. At last, when Ginger was three

years old the mother again left the husband and went with
the child to Dallas, Texas.

In a few days she made a bargain with the owner of a
hotel. He would allow her a room and board if she did

the stenography and book-keeping for the hotel. Given
credit for a desk and typewriter by local merchants, she

was soon established in the lobby of the hotel as a public

stenographer. Ginger played for hours in the lobby,

while her mother worked.
A year passed and the young woman was again making

a success of life alone and all unaided.

ONE day her child was stolen

from the lobby of the hotel.

The frantic mother did not know
which way to turn for help.

When all efforts to find the child

had failed, the mother received a

letter which said, "Surely you are

not the bad woman your hus-
band paints you, or your baby
girl would not cry for you all the

time." The letter was unsigned,

but it told where the child could
be found.

The mother engaged an old

man as driver of an automobile,
bought a revolver arid went in

search of her child.

Arriving at the town and lo-

cating the house, she waited pa-
tiently nearby until her husband
left. Then, after a desperate
struggle with her
husband's mother,
•she obtained the
child by force, and
hurried in the wait-
ing automobile from
the town.

Hiding in a se-

cluded place by a
river, she bathed and
soothed the child,

and pondered on her
future.

She would leave
the Texas town, and
hide herself and
child somewhere
else.

But first, she must
return for her few
belongings. As she arrived in the town at dusk, an eve-
ning newspaper carried a photograph of mother and child,

and the story of its being retaken by the mother.
Late that night, with the help of a few friends, s"he left
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secretly for Kansas City, where, save for some months
in Washington during the World War, she remained with
Ginger until the future actress was about eight years old.

When word came that Ginger's father was quite ill, and
the young girl pleaded to see him, the mother forgot all

her fears, and took the child to him. It was not for long.

Within a week, with his wife and child again near him<
he was dead.

Strengthened by the impulse of her daughter, and by
having helped her wandering husband in his last hours
upon earth, the mother decided to return to Dallas with
Ginger.

She sent a letter to the hotel proprietor who had been
so considerate years before. And the mother and child

boarded a train, which was to take them not only to

Dallas, but to a destiny undreamed.
They were met at the station by two men and a woman,

the hotel proprietor and his wife, and the aging man who
had helped Lela to recover Ginger.

Mrs. Rogers returned to her stenographic work in the

hotel. She had always loved to write, and now, with
Ginger in school, she tried her hand at short stories. After
constant effort and much discouragement, the young
widow sold a story to a national woman's magazine.

In the meantime, she had gathered the threads of her
life together. The editor and his wife who had been so

kind to her in Independence still corresponded with her.

The editor read her story, and wrote to his friend, the

editor of a Dallas news-
paper, telling of her abil-

ity and of her work while

in Independence.

Much to her surprise

one day, she received a
letter from the Dallas edi-

tor, offering her a position

as reporter.

DURING the years

of stress, a great

comradeship had grown
between mother and
daughter. That night
they discussed the future.

Should Lela take the
newspaper job or not ? She
was happy in her work at

the hotel.

"I'd go to see him,

mother," said Ginger,
"you can never tell what's

around the corner."

Just then the bell . rang.

The friend who had helped

Mrs. Rogers find Ginger

entered. The woman and
the girl discussed the prob-

lem with him. He looked

kindly at Mrs. Rogers.

"You ain't losin' your

nerve, are you ?" he asked.

The question settled the

matter.

She accepted the edi-

tor's offer.

In eighteen months she

was promoted to the posi-

tion of dramatic editor of

the paper,

accompanied her mother to

Quite a • contrast, these two

pictures—what? The small

one was taken in 1926 when

Ginger was thirteen—and a

Charleston contest winner.

In this new work, Ginger
the theatre whenever possible

Then a vaudeville dancer
name is now unknown, (

of no great ability, whose
Continued on page 86)



MYRNA LOY
IN MARBLE
The fascinating revelation of one star who is

immortal—because of a great monument An

unusual story which you cannot afford to miss

By JACK HILL

The "Spirit of Education" group

outside the Venice Polytechnic

High School in Los Angeles.

The lovely central figure was

modeled by Myrna Loy—five

years ago. (Above) A head of

Myrna Loy, done by H. L.

Winebrenner, the sculptor of

the "Spirit" group.

A BEAUTIFUL screen actress in classic marble!
For five years, her figure has been the central

figure of California's one and only allegorical

group—admired by countless thousands—and she

has never said a word about it.

And Hollywood, which believes that publicity is more
important than the vitamin family—A, B and C com-
bined—is stunned. The cinema village is accustomed to

secrets—secrets about engagements, marriages and di-

vorces—yet expects even these guarded facts to find their

way into print. And they do

!

That any Hollywood-broken star f or featured player

would deliberately, and for five long years, conceal ma-
terial that would merit center position in rotogravure

sections the world over, seems incredible to the picture

boys and girls who consider first page photos better art

than Mr. Rembrandt's very best and most famous efforts.

"Why, Myrna!" gasps Hollywood. "Why did you

—

how could you?"
And in answer, Miss Loy smiles calmly, enigmatically,

and goes serenely upon her mysterious way.

And if Hollywood is stunned, consider the officials of

the big celluloid factory where Miss Loy faces the grind-

ing cameras. For five years the beautiful statue has stood

almost within the shadow of the studio—so close in fact,

that one could have batted a golf ball from the statue

through the windows of the publicit department. And
never a word about it—because no one knew.
Which just isn't like Hollywood.

MISS LOY'S silence might be better understood if

other screen favorites had been perpetuated in

classic Carrara. But she alone enjoys that distinction.

Any other actress would have (Continued on page 91)
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Lovers, we hasten to add, for screen pur-

poses only. For otherwise, it wouldn't be quite

right for Johnnie Weissmuller to let Maureen

OSdlivan, in 'Tarzan and His Mate," ding to

him in such a way (on the opposite page) while

(above) hir new wife, Lupe Velez, is evidently

having a high old time in "Joe Palooka" with

James Cagney's brother, Bill. To Lupe's right,

Miriam Hopkins and Fredric March are con-

sidering seriously the import of the picture's

to'tle~"AilofMe." (Right) Mae Qarke is doing

her best to vamp Jimmie Cagney for the pur-

poses of "Frnger Man/' (Below) ^George Raft

and Helen Made in "All of Me/' And Katharine

Hepburn and Robert Young in 'Trigger.



. . . Come backstage into fairyland ! Get

the surprise of your life when you see

"big names" delighted with bits! And

marvel at the sweet and friendly spirit

"Alice" has brought to Hollywood!

By JACK JAMISON

HERE is a story behind every picture, but what
a sweet story—what an unbelievably sweet story,

for hard-boiled Hollywood !—lies behind "Alice

in Wonderland"!
• How did a studio ever happen to decide to make a

sentimental, fantastic, nursery tale picture like "Alice"?

A story written by an English mathematician and scholar,

Charles Dodgson, sixty-odd years ago. Written out

painstakingly, in longhand, for a little girl who was a

friend and neighbor of his—a little girl really named
Alice.

Gangsters, musicals, comedies, sex appeal, yes. Eddie
Robinson, the Marx Brothers, Mae West, yes. But

—

a delicate, sweet story, all whimsy and fancy and deli-

cate nonsense.

"I was interested in the possibilities of making a pic-

ture from the book for years," Louis Lighton, associate

producer for Paramount, told me, to my surprise, when
I asked him. "I had brought up the idea before, and
this time I kept at it until it was finally accepted." No-
body was sure just how the picture ought to be made

—

a musical, an extravaganza, or what. About making it,

in one shape or another, there was no doubt. A dozen
hard-boiled studio business men, sitting around a con-

ference table, all wanted to make the picture!"

And, as soon as they decided to go ahead and make
it and lose their money, it turned out that there were sim-

ply dozens of people who had dreamt of a movie of

"Alice" for' years and years. Norman McLeod almost

got down on/ his knees to beg them to let him direct it.

Norman McLeod. who turned out Marx Brothers come-
dies ! But fully ten years ago. when Norman was a strug-

gling artist drawing the little cartoons that used to ap-

pear on the old Christie Comedy subtitles, he pleaded with
the Christies to make "Alice in Wonderland." The Chris-

ties came within an inch of doing it, too. And no sooner
was Norman given the chance he begged for, his life-

long ambition, than the studio got another surprise.



"ALICE
;

On the opposite page, Charlotte Henry as Alice.

(Below) Mr. E. E. Horton gets a kick out of his

role of the Mad Hatter. Across the top of the

two pages: Charles Ruggles as the March Hare.

Ford Sterling as the White King. Roscoe Ates as the Fish. Edna

May Oliver as the Red Queen. W. C. Fields as Humpty

Dumpty. Louise Fazenda, swathed in inner tubes, as the

White Queen. Baby Le Roy—the lamb!—as the joker, with

May Robson, the Queen of Hearts. Two pictures of Gary

Cooper—you'll have to take our word for it—as the White

Knight. And Roscoe Karns and Jack Oakie—we don't know

which is which, either—as Tweedle-Dum and Tweedle-Dee.

THE casting office announced that there would be no
starring part in the film—only bits. What big-name

actor or actress would play a bit? And then they got
their surprise ! They were simply flooded with requests.

There were sixty^eight hundred applications for the part

of Alice. Every famous actor in the country, who could
get free, volunteered for smaller parts. They stormed
the studio. They volunteered to take any salary to do
anything. Dick Arlen, for instance, drove in four times

from Palm Springs, a hundred miles each way, to land
the part of—a cat!

And when they got their parts, you'd have thought they

were a lot of kids on the last day of school ! You should
have seen them, as I did, getting their costumes—Roscoe
Ates a fish, W. C. Fields Humpty Dumpty, Skeets Gal-

lagher a white rabbit, Mae Marsh a sheep, Polly Moran a

dodo bird, Ned Sparks a caterpillar ! Kids ! Whooping
and yelling at each other ! Even the wardrobe depart-

ment and the make-up men caught the spirit of the thing.

The .costumes follow the original illustrations of the book
down to the tiniest detail. The, make-up is the most
miraculous you've ever seen.

Alison Skipworth swept out of the wardrobe in the

cumbersome robes she wears as the Duchess, her face

hidden under a grotesque, heavy, airless mask. Charlie

Ruggles—looking equally silly as the March Hare

—

laughed and gave her a poke in the ribs.

"What d'you think of it, Skippy?" he asked her.

"Young man, it's Hell. H, E, double L! But"—she
glared at him—"just you let me see somebody try to

take this part away from me, now that I've got it!"

I don't think I will ever forget the first day on the set.

The scene was the interior of Alice's room, where she

falls asleep and, in her dream, steps into the magical

world of wrong-end-to, behind the looking-glass. The
huge lights blinked on, and the director called for places.

The scurrying grips and propmen hushed their clatter.

Behind the cameras, out of the way, stood dear old Alec
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P
B. Francis, Edna May
Oliver, and Ford Sterl-

ing, watching. They
were all in costume.

Alec, as the King of

Hearts, wore the robes

you can see on any
playing card. Ford
and Edna, as the

White King and the

Red Queen, were
togged out as chess

pieces. The cameras

rolled. Alice stepped

through the looking-

glass, into a room in

which—because it was
on the other side of a

mirror, supposedly

—

everything was back-

wards. The titles on

the books ran back-

wards. The clock ran

(Top, left) On the set. Jackie Searle as the Dormouse.

Alice. Make-up expert Wally Westmore touching

up Mad Hatter Horton. And Charles Ruggles with-

out his March Hare head-piece. (Top, right) Alice

walks through the enchanted forest, with Baby Billy

Barty in her arms. (Circle) Alison Skipworth offers

her Duchess mask some refreshment.

backwards. Everything

—just as the gentle Charles Dodgson, who called himself

Lewis Carroll so his fellow scientists wouldn't laugh at

him for writing fairy-tales, thought it up for his little

friend Alice, in England so long ago. And Alec, and

Edna May Oliver of slapstick humor, and Ford Sterling,

who started as a Keystone Cop, hardly breathed! So

delicate was the creation being wrought before them, they

were afraid to move for fear of shattering it. Their

eyes were far away, looking back into the years of their

own childhood. Only when the scene was done did they

stir. And then white-haired Alec Francis sighed, and

whispered

:

"Beautiful
!"

Just that one word.

YOU have probably heard about how little Charlotte

Henry got the coveted role of Alice. A small part

in a picture called "Courage," and another in "Huckle-

berry Finn" made the sum of her Hollywood experience.

She is seventeen. (She looks fourteen.) There were not

only the sixty-eight hundred applications, but six hundred
interviews and fifty-two screen tests already made. Other

tests were coming in from England and Canada. She

came into the studio, and the production staff took one

look at her and gasped. They thought the Alice of the
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book was coming to

life right before their

eyes. After they saw
Charlotte, there was
never any question as

to who would get the

part—and that's a

fairy-tale story, too.

The picture took two
months to finish—two
months of work that

went on day and night.

So unusual were the

trick shots called for

by the script that even
Paramount employees
were barred from the

vast, cloth-roofed
arena where most of the

scenes were taken. Two
policemen stood at the

door, always. I spent

several days with the

company, and I should
like, here, to thank the studio for its courtesy to Modern
Screen's readers. I consider it a privilege to have come
in contact with one of the finest things Hollywood has
ever done—for "Alice in Wonderland" is all of that!

Everybody in the company felt—just as I did—that

they were being granted one of the rarest experiences
they had ever had, or ever would have. I visited the set

again in the fourth week, after a month of gruelling work
had been done, and made the rounds. I chatted with
person after person, asking them what they thought of it.

They were tired—terribly tired—and there was still a full

month to go. But May Robson told me—she was cele-

brating her fiftieth year on the stage at the time
—

"This
is the nicest anniversary present I've ever received." Gary
Cooper said, "Playing the White Knight is the biggest

thrill I've had since I've played in 'Wings.' No matter

what I ever do, from now on this is it!" Louise Fazenda
was positively glowing. "I would have turned down ten

pictures for this. Everybody has caught the spirit of the

thing. It's marvelous, the way we're working together."

The wife of Hal Wallis, production chief at Warners,
Louise doesn't need to act for a living. She was playing

the White Queen because she loved it ; had loved the book
ever since she was a little girl. Everybody was like that.

Including the set-designing (Continued on page 113)



JOE SAYS A MOUTHFUL!
The first

time he saw his

mouth on the

screen, he

shouted, "It's a

Ite!" But it's

made him rich

and famous

Joe E. Brown with one

of his lovely little

daughters, Mary
Elizabeth, and their pups.

By
NANETTE
K U T N E R

JOE
BROWN, not any Joe Brown, but Joe E. Brown,

invited me to breakfast.

Over the telephone, his manager delivered the

invitation.

"He'll be there, right on time," said the manager.
"You'll recognize him, won't you?"
"How can anyone help but recognize him with that

mouth?" I retorted.

The manager laughed. At the time I did not know
why. I know now. You see, I failed to recognize Mr.
Brown.
The restaurant where we planned to meet is one of the

oldest in Chicago. I sat near the front tables. Only one
was occupied. I watched for Joe E. Brown. Presently,

my eyes wandered over to the sole eating occupant.

He was a neat-looking young man. His brown suit was
neat. His dark hair was neatly parted in the center, and
plastered down upon his head. His mouth was a long neat

slit above his chin.

A cashier, standing near-by, and seeing me stare, smiled.

"I wouldn't have known him in a thousand years," she

said.

Then, suddenly, I knew. The neat-looking, pleasant-

faced young man was none other than Joe E. Brown.
But where, I wondered, where in the world was his

mouth ?

Later, I asked him that question.

THANKS for the compliment," he said. "The first

time I saw myself on the screen, I wanted to get up
and holler, 'It's a lie

!'

" He winked, and continued

seriously. "I get my effects by playing up to my mouth, by
exaggerating it. I twist my mouth, in fact, I twist my
whole personality to fit whatever part I'm playing. I

know that sounds trite, and perhaps it's silly, but it's

true. I once did a sketch in the Greenwich Village

Follies. It was an adaptation of that O. Henry story

—

the one about the man who wants to go to jail and can't

get arrested. Up to the last bit I clowned around, but at

the final curtain, when I was supposed to be out in the

street and cold, I paused for a silent second, the lights

dimmed, up went my coat collar, and believe me, I actually

felt cold ! It's just as important to feel a funny part as a

dramatic one, and don't kid yourself about that
!"

"How did you happen to capitalize your mouth?" I

wanted to know. (Continued on page 105)
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The
Private
Life of a

C rooner

By WALTER
RAMSEY

DICK POWELL, who puts

an end to the idea that a

man can't have curly hair,

a high tenor voice and
play "romantic juveniles" without
looking silly, was born in Moun-
tain View, Arkansas, long enough
ago to make him twenty-eight years

old last November 14. He began
to howl the second he was born
and kept it up for the early years

of his life. As soon as he stopped
howling, he began demanding
money—for chopping wood, for

singing "Casey Jones" to the aged
station master, for anything and
everything he did.~

The Powell family (there were
two brothers—Howard and Luther)
moved about Arkansas during
Dick's early life, finally settiing in

Little Rock. Dick went through

the usual boy phases—the bad
phase, the thoughtful phase, the

movie-struck phase, the studious

phase. Ending with the sheik phase.

And what a sheik he was ! It was
while he was out a-Romeoing one

night that he first became conscious

of his voice. A little blonde re-

in his Toluca Lake home, where,

believe it or not, Dick Powell spends

more evenings than he does in the

night spots of Hollywood.

marked about it in admiring terms.

So, when Master Richard was
kicked out of high school, he fore-

stalled paternal wrath by hastily

announcing that he'd kinda like to

study—er—singing.

It worked—and Dick joined the

choir, sang at weddings and fu-

nerals and made out pretty well.

He bought a sax and played in the

local hotel orchestra. He organ-

ized an orchestra of his own—the

Peter Pan. It was, he says, ter-

rible. The "big chance" came—an
offer to go to St. Louis to sing in a

real professional theatre. He went

—and his act flopped colder than

yesterday's pancakes. The audi-

ence, it seemed, had been judging

singing contests for three weeks.

But it was all very depressing, just

the same.

THE return to Little Rock, after

the disastrous appearance in St.

Louis, was a blow to the Powell

pride as well as his glowing ambi-

tions. It was the first real oppo-

sition to his plans he had encoun-

tered, and it temporarily soured him

on the artistic career of a tenor. He
was glad enough to accept the $125

monthly job with the local tele-

phone company in the commercial

department. He began to have

definite ideas of eventually rising

to the vice-presidency of the Amer-



, . . Dick Powell as a young

business man. And as a

young husband. The big

break—and the break that was

bigger still. Good-by to ro-

mance ! And tips on keeping

one's head in Hollywood

Em*.

ican Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany from this lowly beginning.

He preferred the vice-presidency

to the presidency as it had always
seemed to him a more high-falutin'

title.

At the age of twenty, Dick was
hitting the high spots of Little

Rock night life pretty speedily.

His income from his job plus the

added boon of his choir and solo

work (which he had kept up in

spite of the St. Louis fiasco) netted

him a pocketful of spending money
every thirty days. He considered
himself, and was considered, quite

the Man-About-Town with his

vivid, low-swung roadster, his elab-

orate and colorful wardrobe and his

speaking acquaintance with every
maitre d'hotel in town—both of

them. Though his world was not,

perhaps, the sensationally success-

ful existence he had planned before
he took off for St. Louis, it never-

theless had a definite oyster flavor.

He was satisfied, if not exactly

exuberant.

It was with a perfectly clean and
untroubled outlook that he started

out one Spring evening to the

monthly P. I. E. (Perfect In
Everything) dance. How was he
to know that before that fateful

evening had passed, disaster would
set in ; that an armful of calamity

named Mildred Maund was due to

completely upset his peace of mind
and his happy, self-centered exist-

ence ?

HE saw her the minute he en-

tered the room. He couldn't

have missed her. In the first place

she was a stranger in the group,

and as such, stood out like a beacon
light among the familiar local debs.

But far more important, she was
the most gorgeously beautiful girl

he had ever seen. It was typical of

the Powell confidence, that as king

bee of the stag line, he cut in on
her long before someone got around
to formal introductions. She raised

her dark, soft eyes and drawled,

after the manner of Southern belles,

'Aren't you a little previous?"

"No," he replied, "I'm years too

late." He added the popular slang

phrase of the hour, "Where have
you been all my life?"

It turned out she had been in

Louisiana—that she was in Little

Rock visiting her aunt—and that he
could call her Mildred. But such
statistics were irrelevant and unim-
portant compared to the antics of

During the Richard E. Powell, Tenor,

phase. When he was singing at the

Kentucky Hotel in Louisville. And a

young wife was being very lonely.



the Powell heart. He had heard of
love at first sight, but he'd never be-

lieved in it. Now it had happened to him
like a ton of bricks . . . like an earth-

quake . . . like an internal volcano.

No one else danced with Mildred
Maund that* evening. By some im-
proper maneuvering he even talked her

original escort out of taking her home.
Long before he left her at her aunt's

modest little cottage, he knew he was
completely torpedoed.

The next three weeks he was worth
about $.25 of the $125 the telephone

company paid him. Out of office hours

he was constantly with Mildred and
during office hours he conversed with

her over the telephone. It had been a

source of great irritation when he dis-

covered she was on a party line. With
his pull in the company he had it

switched to a straight line immediately.

Just three months before Dick turned

twenty-one they eloped!

It was all as romantic and glamorous
and exciting as their whirlwind courtship had been.

Dick's pal, Jimmy Burnett, had been going with Mil-

dred's girl friend. And one night, over ice cream
sodas, the four decided to make it a double wedding the

next afternoon. But when it came right down to the time

and hour, Jimmy and the girl friend were not so sure.

Dick and Mildred were. They were sure that this blinding

infatuation, this electric attraction between them, was
the sturdy stuff which bound lives together—forever.

Whether or not they were temperamentally suited, just

what plans they had for their life, where they were going

from there—all those matters were of no importance com-
pared to the ecstasy of their emotions.

In the late afternoon of May 28 they were married in

the court house at Benton, Arkansas, by the Justice of

the Peace. No one knew of the marriage—not even
their families. They returned to Little Rock the same
afternoon and were so anxious to keep the Big Step a

secret that they didn't see each other for three days.

But this was not the Powell idea of a honeymoon and
at the end of the third day he told his family of his mar-
riage, fully expecting the roof to fall on his head. It didn't.
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(Above) The Royal Peacock

Orchestra, which was respon-

sible (or taking Dick away

from the Little Rock Tele-

phone Company into the Big

Time. Dick is 'way over on

the right, nursing a trumpet.

(Right) Dick, with Mary Astor

and Adolphe Menjou, in

"Convention City," Dick is

delighted with his chance to

do other than singing roles.

His father said, "Well, son, you know best about that."

And his little mother said, through a misty smile, "I

should think you'd bring my new daughter home to me."
For the first time in his life Dick became aware that

his mother and father were persons as well as parents.

And pretty darn sweet, understanding persons, too.

With this expected hurdle of family opposition safely

and calmly passed, the young Powells decided to go on a

honeymoon. Dick had $150 in cash and a brand new
Ford roadster. Their destination was Memphis, Tennes-
see; where they planned to visit Mildred's relatives.

THEIR first night at a hotel along the way, Dick, a

blushing groom, signed the register with his name only.

The clerk looked at him oddly. "Well, what about the girl ?'

Red with embarrassment, Dick added "Mrs." to the book.

It was his first realization of being truly a married man.
They never reached Memphis. It was clear in the

second stop-over that their $150 would never stretch that

far. Neither of them had ever before tried to make $1 50

reach anywhere. They decided to use their remaining $35
for the return trip to Little {Continued on page y4)



. . . Just a long black

cigarette holder. The
late Edgar Wallace would

give one to a person he

liked. What magic is in

them that they should

have affected their

owners as they did?

Dot Wilson, ex-typist, has one. Joel McCrea's was thrice-lucky.

WHAT IS THE SECRET OF

THESE

By VIRGINIA

T. LANE

4T first, of course, all of us

A\ thought it was due merely

^ % to coincidence. But you
don't have the same coin-

cidence happening eight, nine and
ten times.

What is back of it all? I can't

tell you. I can only relate what
actually happened and let you judge for yourself.

Some time ago, an amazing man came to Hollywood.
He set every writer agog by casually turning out during

a single week-end four of the best scenarios ever handed
a producer. Edgar Wallace was noted for being the most
prolific scribe in the world. Imagination? I've heard

him spin yarns that would raise the hair on the back of

a rhinoceros. He had the reputation of being able to dic-

tate three different stories to three stenographers during

the course of a morning's work. He would tramp up and
down the room, switching from one story to another

without a break.

I suppose he walked from ten to fifteen miles over

that carpet every day. Pacing . . . pacing. And always
puffing at a cigarette. He never took time to brush away
the ashes and, so that they would not fall on his vest,

he had black cigarette holders made, eighteen inches long.

Hundreds of them. If he liked you, he'd give you one
as a memento. Here in Hollywood he must have given

away fifteen or so. After his sudden death they be-

came the treasured possessions of the friends he had

GIFTS?

escape, Mr. Dix.

made around the studios. He had
a knack of making friends, this

bland, mild-mannered English-

man. Looking at him, you would
never suspect him of being the

author of those grand keep-you-

awake-at-night books. Nor would
you think of him in connection

with mysterious adventures in Africa and breathtaking
Arabian escapades. But he could scent out adventure
even on the most prosaic corners in the world. He was
that type. He had a flair for living, for bringing good
fortune to those with whom he was associated.

And after his death this quality lived on. Every person
who received one of those long ebony cigarette holders
experienced some marvelous piece of luck during the year
following his death.

IT sounds fantastic. But it's the truth. Each holder
has become a sort of talisman that you couldn't get

the owner to part with for thousands.
There was Dorothy Wilson's strange case, for exam-

ple. She was called in to do typing for Wallace. A neat,

personable girl, Dorothy. But not essentially different

from millions of other stenographers. She was careful

with her work. She took pains with it. Wallace, in ap-
preciation, gave her a tip

—

and a black cigarette holder.

At the time, she thought nothing of it. Just tucked it

away in her dresser drawer. {Continued on page 88)
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WHAT

CLOTHES,

SYLVIA!

Sylvia Sidney is a living and pictorial

example of the girl who wears her

clothes to perfection. Her taste is be-

yond reproach. I, Attired with all

formal dignity in one of the long, Vic-

torian looking, sheer wool wraps. 2. A
cocktail or dinner dress in velvet, trimmed

with a simple row of rhinestone buttons.

3. Sylvia's frock of dark red nubbly

wool, caught quite simply at waist and

neck with heavy gold cording, is a

strictly daytime dress. (On the opposite

page) 4. A velveteen suit in dark red

with a Queen Elizabeth collar setting off

Sylvia's piquant face. 5. Now see her

change her character completely in the

Grecian evening dress of silver-shot blue

crepe, girdled with a long dark red sash.

6. A black velvet hostess gown brings

out all the demure qualities in Sylvia.

Finally, in pictures 7, 8 and 9, you can

see other views of the gowns Sylvia

wears at the top of the page—other views

which show the great variety of charm

which each well chosen costume is

capable of creating.





(Above, left to right) Jean Mui'r, one of the new Warner

players, wears a blouse of flat crepe. You can see at a glance

that it is adapted from the 1890 shirtwaist which gave the

girls of that day their historical distinction. There is the

jabot, the high neck (not too high) and the—well, you know

—regular shirtwaist sleeves. Much of the old charm remains

and even much more of modern fascination is added. Then

Margaret Lindsay does her satin blouse in more tailored

fashion. She'll wear it with a tailored skirt or suit. Now
Ruby Keeler, once and for all establishes the beauty and

smartness of the shirtwaist formal frock. Silver brocade

bodice with black velvet skirt—and that's just all there is to

it except the dash and newness of the cut.
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(Below, left to right) To make the silver brocade bloused evening dress into a truly acceptable

restaurant dinner dress, Ruby Keeler has had the taste to add a jacket of velvet specially designed so

that the ends of the scarf fall through large buttonholes. Then she adds a wide belt of velvet to

give the jacket form and shape. Joan Blondell adapts the blouse idea to an informal plaid sport

coat worn over a brown silk blouse and with a tan flannel skirt. Again, the shirtwaist idea comes
into its own with strictly classic tailored togs as worn by Mary Brian. Her suit is composed of

a striped gray skirt and solid gray jacket, while the top coat is one of those gray tweed mixtures.

And the whole covers a blouse which has an ascot tie for a finish.

Some elementary clothes arithmetic ! One skirt multiplied

by two blouses plus one jacket equals three or four costumes

TWO dresses where originally but one bloomed
—maybe three dresses, even four. That's the

way a blouse has with a costume. And it comes
like an angel bearing gifts just at this season.

For haven't the prices of dresses soared? Then juggle

your blouses in combination with a skirt and, behold

!

you are presenting a new appearance each time you step

out.

Don't think for a moment that economy is the only

factor. Not at all ! The blouse and skirt combination is

high, high style. Better to break your color and mate-

rial in the middle for any outstanding style of the day

than to let it flow in an uninterrupted line—unless you
are too, too rotund.

The accepted procedure goes like this : buy a two-

piece dress or a single skirt. See that its fabric is be-

yond reproach, guaranteed for a long life and a hard
one. For this time of year—yes, almost any time of year,

the fabric should be a light-weight woolen of some dark
or neutral tone—black, brown, gray or tan.

Now, go creative on your blouse combination with this

self-same skirt. The possibilities are limitless. You can
be restrained and inconspicuous in the mornings with a
blouse of rough crepe, to match or to contrast, simply-

made; giddy in the afternoons with one of satin in a
lighter tone

; flamboyant toward cocktail and dinner time
in one made of glistening brocade. You can even be
sporting in a blouse of striped or plaid cotton—all with
the original skirt.

Take the black beginning (Continued on page 92)
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(Right) Una Merkel's most useful swagger suit. We
have, had a pattern of this suit cut for you.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
The patterns are fifteen cents each. The
book is fifteen cents when ordered sepa-

rately—it is ten cents when ordered with

a pattern. You may send stamps or coin

—

coin preferred. If you live outside of the

United States, the patterns cost twenty cents

each, the book twenty cents separately and
fifteen cents when ordered with a pattern.

No foreign or Canadian stamps will be ac-

cepted. Orders should be addressed to

MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service, 149

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. In order-

ing, be sure to state size wanted.

4004—Here you are—Una
Merkel's tweed suit with

its very tailored little

blouse. Good for sports

or street wear. Use the

blouse material to face

collar and cuffs. Sizes 14

to 20, 34 to 40 bust.

4005—The simple frock of

bright toned silk or light

wool is just right for wear
under a winter coat now
or a spring one later.

Sizes 14 to 20, 34 to 40
bust.

4004

4006—Blouse and skirt-
accepted lines for spring

shirtwaist attire. In silk,

cotton, linen or wool it

makes up beautifully. Try

it in necktie silk for ultra

smartness. Sizes II, 13,

15, 17 and 19.

4005 4006
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IT TAKES HEALTHYNERVES
FOR XAFFEE TO BE THE WORLD'S CHAMPION SKATER

.-.si

IRVING JAFFEE
Winner of 1 ,000 medals and
trophies, including 3 Olym-
pic Skating Championships,
Jaffee has brought the high-

est skating honors to the

U. S. A. Asked recently if

he was a steady smoker,
Jaffee said, "Yes, but that

goes for Camels only. I

have to keep my wind, you
know, and healthy nerves."

Copyright, 1033, K. J. Bey

HOW ARE
YOUR NERVES

F

TRY THIS TEST

:eady Smokers turn to Camels
You've often seen his name and picture

in the papers—Jaffee, the city-bred

boy from the U. S. A. who beat the

best Olympic skaters that Europe had

to offer, and became the skating cham-

pion of the world! Speaking of speed

skating and cigarettes, Jaffee says:

"It takes healthy nerves and plenty of

wind to be an Olympic skating cham-

pion. I find that Camels, because of

their costlier tobaccos, are mild and

likable in taste. And, what is even

more important to a champion athlete,

they never upset the nerves."

Change to Camels and note the

difference in your nerves ... in the

pleasure you get from smoking

!

Camels are milder. .. have a better

taste. They never upset your nerves.

Begin today!

IT IS MORE FUN TO KNOW
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other popular brand.

Draw a line 20 inches long on the edge of a
newspaper. Stick a straight pin in the exact
center. Place a forefinger on either side of
the pin. Close your eyes. ..try to measure
off quickly the distances by moving both
hands at the same time. Have a watcher stop
you when you reach the edge. See if both
your fingers have moved the same distance.
Most people try this at least six times be-
fore both hands come out evenly.

Frank Crilley tCamel smoker), famous deep-
sea diver, completed the test on his second try.

NEVER GETON
YOUR NERVES

NEVER TIRE
YOUR TASTE



Clarence Sinclair Bull

The most human picture of Carbo that we have ever seen! What is making her look so serene?

Is she that glad to be back at work? Is the talked-about romance with Rouben Mamoulian

flourishing? It's good, Greta Carbo, to see that tragic look gone from your eyes!
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TWO-SKIN treatment

solves age-old problems

Wrinkles now known to

begin in UNDER SKIN

Dryness corrected by

treating OUTER SKIN

You have TWO SKINS!

That's the surprising fact which
explains where skin faults really be-

gin. The skin faults you dread most.

Lines. Wrinkles. Dryness. Roughness!

In your under skin, lines and wrin-

kles have their earliest beginnings.

By the proper care of this skin, you
can prevent them.

In your Outer skin come dryness,

roughness, chapping. You can keep

this skin moist, satin-smooth by using

a cream made especially for it.

Here's the way:

Oil Cream for the Under Skin— Be-
cause your under skin shrinks when its

oil glands fail, your outer skin falls into

little lines and creases— eventually
wrinkles! For this under skin Pond's Cold
Cream was made. Oil rich. And pene-

trating! This glorious cream sinks deep,

reaches the under skin. Supplies the oils

it lacks. Soon your under skin grows firm.

Little lines smooth out— as if by magic!

Because this cream is rich in oils and
penetrates so deep, it is a marvelous
cleanser. Your skin feels wonderfully fresh

and clean, as well as toned after using it.

Greaseless Creamfor the Outer Skin—
To keep your outer skin moist and smooth,
an entirely different cream was made

—

*Mrs. ZHenry J^ield of Chicago. Thrillingly beauti-

ful, one of Society's smartest women, Mrs. Field uses Pond's Creams. She keeps her under skin

firm with Pond's Cold Cream, her outer skin soft and smooth with Pond's Vanishing Cream.

Pond's Vanishing Cream. Quite grease-

less, this cream contains a marvelous sub-

stance which actually restores moisture to

the skin. It smooths away roughness in

one application, and is a godsend for

preventing or healing chapping. Being

greaseless, it makes a heav-

enly overnight cream. It is

the most delicious founda-

tion cream—holds your powder beautifully.

Use these wonderful creams day and
night just the way beautiful society

women do. Soon see your complexion

glowing with life and vitality—satin-

smooth and free of lines!

THE APPLE TELLS THE STORY

SMOOTH- GLOSSY

1 At its peak, the inner
and outer skin of the
apple are both firm and
smooth—perfect

!

SOFT - SPONGY

2 A little past its prime,
the inner tissue of the
apple has shrunken away
from the outer skin.

WRINKLED - DISCOLORED

3 Later, the outer skin has
wrinkled to fit the shrunk-
en under skin. This causes
wrinkles in human skin, too 1

Foryour Under Skin— Pond.*s delicious Cold For your Outer Skin—
Cream, or, for those who prefer a cream that Pond's Vanishing Cream,
melts more rapidly, Pond's Liquefying Cream, greaseless, corrects dryness.

Send for 3 days* treatment

Pond's Extract Co., Dept. B, 136 Hudson St., New York City
I enclose 9^ (to cover postage and packing) for samples of Pond's Three
Creams and six different shades of Pond's Face Powder.

Name.

Street.

City_

TUNE IN on the Pond's Players Fridays, 9:30 P. M., E. S. T. WEAF, NBC Network Copyright, 1934, Pond's Extract Company
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Mrs. F. Cook

of Verona, N.J.,

writes:

"Baby's Cough
soon stopped —

thanks to

the Doctor's advice!"

• "My poor little baby coughed night after
night," writes Mrs. Cook. "It was awful.
Then doctor said to give her Pertussin. I
did

—

and it was wonderful how soon the
hard cough stopped."

* I "*HE tissues of your throat and
bronchial tubes are kept moist

and healthy by millions of glands-
like tiny water faucets. But when you
"catch a cold" these glands clog up.

Thick mucus collects. Your throat
feels tickly— dry. You hawk and you
cough, but nothing is "raised."

To stop a cough, you must get these little

moisture glands working again. AndPertussin
does just this!

Just a spoonful or two of Pertussin,
doctors have found, stimulates the
glands— starts up the flow of their
natural moisture. Germ-laden phlegm
loosens—your throat feels soothed and
relieved. Nature, with the help of Per-
tussin, has started to cure your cough!

Pertussin is the extract of a medic-
inal herb used by doctors for years,
even for the worst of all coughs. It
won't upset the digestion. It contains
no narcotics, no harmful drugs.

Won't you get a bottle of Pertussin
right away?

BABIES NEED PERTUSSIN
when they cough. And it's so
safe! "I use it for my own
family," one doctor writes.
"It always does the work,"

writes another. Try it

—

you'll like its taste!

PERTUSSIN
has been prescribed by doctors

for 30 years . . It works safely!
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Let's Talk About Hollywood
Sylvia's "parent" trouble . . . Diamond Mae's heart of

gold . . . Mr. Arliss' synthetic furs . . . and other

camera coast news and chatter and such

BARBARA STANWYCK is fight-

ing desperately against perma-
nent lameness as she prepares

for her next picture, "Gambling
Lady."
Although Barbara absolutely refuses

to talk about her present trouble—and
few, if any of her friends are aware of

her battle against pain and the possible

lasting effects of two studio accidents-
it is known that she is in possible danger
of having to sacrifice her career to

lameness.

Two years ago, while making a pic-

ture, one of the huge studio overhead
lights fell and struck her on the head
and her back was injured when she was
accidentally dropped while being car-

ried to the studio hospital. Shortly

after that, she was thrown from a horse

while making another picture. This also

affected her back. These two injuries

have kept her in constant pain ever

since and recently she suffered further

from a complete collapse while on per-

sonal appearances in Boston.

Being a great little trouper, however,
Barbara is making a valiant attempt to

regain her health so that "the show
may go on." She sleeps strapped to a

specially-designed board which relieves

pressure on the injured bones and
spends four hours daily under special

lights and X-rays. It is generally un-

derstood that unless the injury is care-

fully treated, it might result in a short-

ening of one leg and a permanent
lameness.

Those who know of her painful in-

jury and her game fight to overcome
the handicap are praying that she will

not overdo in making this picture.

We're pulling for you, Barbara. We
want you to keep on making swell pic-

tures for a long time to come.

Baby LeRoy's vocabulary, which up
to nozv consisted of the zvord "Nuts,"

now includes "Oh Boy" and "Hot
Dog"!

SYLVIA SIDNEY'S real father, un-
heard of for over fifteen years, re-

cently turned up to haunt her success-

ful days with demands for money, a

new home for his present wife and chil-

dren OR ELSE

!

Sylvia was born "Sylvia Kosow" one
year after her mother married Victor
Kosow. The marriage lasted only a
few years when Mrs. Kosow sued for

divorce. In 1919, Sylvia's mother mar-
ried Dr. Sigmund Sidney and in 1922
they adopted little Sylvia as their own
daughter.

"The first time I met my father since

I was a small child was in 1932," says
Sylvia, explaining her present position.

"I came to New York to see his attor-

ney. Father was late to the appoint-

ment and we greeted each other coldly.

Father said that I would have to help

him. He wanted a home, said that I

could buy him one for about $15,000.

and I refused. I offered him sums of

money to be paid from time-to-time,

but he refused even this.

"All during the time that my mother
and I were in desperate need of help.

Mr. Kosow was nowhere to be found.

Not once did he offer any help or even
come to see us. Now, that we are
rather successful, he comes to haunt us

with threats to set aside the adoption
on the grounds that he was never served
with the proper papers. He told me
that if I didn't 'come through' that he
would make it hard for me, saying that

he had several friends who were news-
paper writers or columnists. I don't

think I owe him a thing. My real

father is Doctor Sidney as he is the

only one who has ever treated me like a

father should."

Sylvia won the suit.

Five years ago Joan Crawford said,

"I zvish I could really wear clothes in

a smart, nonchalant manner." Look at

her now!

A/TRS. BING CROSBY isn't tempted
to do any professional singing

these days—by request. Indeed, by her
crooning husband's request.

When last the popular pair visited

New York, the former Dixie Lee en-

tertained a friend by playing a record
she made for an important phonograph
company. During the process, Bing's
heavily lathered face emerged from the

bathroom.
"Listen, Dixie, are you going to do

the . singing for this family," he de-

manded, "or am I?"
"You, Bing dear," replied the little

woman who, like all little women, has
a way of knowing the right answer.
"Very well," quoth her lord and mas-

ter, who forthwith raised the record
over his head and brought it down on
the victrola in a hundred pieces, "I

guess that settles it
!"

It did.

WHERE are those pictures you
were going to send me?" wrote

Mrs. Harvey to her famous Lilian re-

cently. Which request concerned the

star greatly, for the "still" department
had received orders to send a copy of

each photograph taken of her to Eng-
land.

Investigation proved that the instruc-

tions had been carried out. Lilian wrote
{Continued on page 122)



• Dr. Taillandier is consultant at

I'Hopital de ta Salpetriere,

Paris. He describes a typical case

from his own practice, below.

Modern Screen

"adaches and tired feeling

disappeared—-
reports the famous

DR. OLIVIER TAILLANDIER
of the Salpetriere Hospital, Paris /

DID you know that headaches— like

indigestion, bad skin, a coated
tongue, that "tired feeling"—may
mean nothing more or less than an
unclean condition of your intestines?

If your head aches often, go to see a
doctor, by all means. BUT— if you are

at all constipated—don't wait to start

eating Fleischmann's Yeast. Prob-
ably it's just what you need!

Eaten regularly—3 cakes a day

—

Fleischmann's Yeast actually "tones"
and stimulates your "tired" intes-

tines. It also softens the wastes that
have accumulated there.

Then, as your bowels start to func
tion normally again, you feel

so much better. Digestion
improves. You have more en-
ergy. You look better, too,

the minute the clean con-
dition of your intestines be-

gins to reflect itself in your skin.

Isn't it well worth the effort? Then
do try it. You can get Fleischmann's
Yeast, you know, at grocers, restau-
rants and soda fountains, and each

cake is rich in three health-
giving vitamins— B, G and D.

Just eat it before meals, or

between meals and at bed-
time— plain or in a third of a
glass of water. Starting now!

Copyright, 1934, Standard Brands Incorporated
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INTRODUCTORY OFFER

STUNNING NEW
CIGARETTE BOX

and

TWO PACKS OF

KGDL
CIGARETTES

$1.30 VALUE

for only

THIS cigarette box is a beaut! Sleek

lines, dashing color combination. It's an
eye-catching ornament in a living-room or

on an office desk. Holds 70 to 80 cigarettes.

It sells for a dollar in high-class specialty

shops along Fifth Avenue and Michigan
Boulevard. Body lustrous jet-black General
Electric Textolite ; lid contrasting j ade green

;

legs and knob silvery chromium-plated balls.

(Lid fits snug to keep cigarettes fresh.)

Makes a wonderful gift. No advertising on it.

KOOLS are mildly mentholated by a spe-

cial process that actually cools the smoke to

prevent throat dryness, but doesn't interfere

with the full flavor of the fine tobaccos. And
KOOLS are cork-tipped; won't stick to lips.

The supply of boxes is limited. You will

save 80 cents if you act immediately.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
Dept. I., Louisville, Kentucky

Enclosed find 50<* (stamps or money-order
or coin—if latter, please protect) for which
send me— postpaid—KOOL Cigarette Box
(no advertising on it) and two 15ti packs of
KOOL CORK-TIPPED CIGARETTES.

Name-
(print plainly)

Address-

City_ .State.

Good in U. S. A. only

(Continued

are getting the "lowdown" rather than
a flock of hokum—more humor and
realism than ever before.

Joan plays the young dancer who
places her career ahead of marriage.
She starts as a "strip-tease" in a bur-
lesque and works up by sheer hard work
and courage. Gable is the stage pro-
ducer, who finally gives her a break
after she has pestered him almost to

death. Joan doesn't know that play-

boy Tone is really backing the show
and so promises him that if she fails in

this opportunity she will marry him.
He shuts off the supply of money and
of course the show can't be produced.
Gable finally pulls the game out of the
fire by putting his own money into the

deal.

Joan looks gorgeous and dances and
acts well enough to make you forget
her last few attempts. Gable, whose
illness almost kept him out of the pic-

ture, brings a note of realistic irrita-

bility to the tired and harassed pro-

ducer. Franchot does well, especially

with the Crawford love scenes, and
you're sure to like him.
Of course, you'll go to this one

(who would miss a chance at Joan and
Clark). It's good !

• BLOOD MONEY
(20th CENTURY)

George Bancroft, Frances Dee, Chick
Chandler, Judith Anderson

Blossom Seeley.

GOOD ENOUGH PROGRAM-
MER : Here we have George Ban-

croft—back again after a too-long ab-

sence—in a story that just misses being

a great one. It has action, comedy and
everything to make it click big, but the

audience is left to figure things out too

much for itself.

Bancroft is a bail bond expert, a

"front" for the underworld. Your peep
into the inside of this racket will leave

you with the feeling that you've "been

places." He has always been in love

with a gambling Queen, Judith Ander-
son, but along comes a society gal,

Frances Dee, and through her love for

excitement and her penchant for steal-

ing and lying, she puts Mr. Bancroft's

heart behind the eight ball. In fact, he

almost loses his head, heart and body
behind the eight ball

!

The Queen's brother, however, sticks

up a bank and George is asked to put

up bail. He does and while Chick is

"out" he takes George's new society

gal away from him. There is where the

fun starts. Bancroft quits the under-

world, turns to the law and starts to

clean up the town. The way the gang
finally tries to put him on the spot is

thrilling and when the Queen saves

him, you're glad they've got back to-

gether again.

This little picture won't start any
conflagration, but we have a hunch
you'll enjoy it just the same. It's not

particularly for the kids. See if you're

from page 49)

not wondering where Frances Dee has
been all your life, she's that surprising

!

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
(PARAMOUNT)

All-Star Cast

A/TAYBE, MAYBE NOT: The press

preview of this little "epic" was
too long drawn out and a final cutting

may help a lot. As it stands however,
everyone works hard, gives their "all"

and you feel like saying: "So what?"
It seems that we've had so much

ballyhoo on this picture that we are

expecting a lot. Maybe too much

!

Anyway, in the form we saw it, it isn't

what we'd call good entertainment be-

cause, while many of the individual

scenes are swell, the complete picture

is rather gawky and trying on the

nerves

!

They say they "tested" 10,000 girls

to get Charlotte Henry, that they were
using every star on the lot (they did

use Gary Cooper, Jack Oakie, Alison
Skipworth, Charlie Ruggles, W. C.

Fields, Polly Moran, etc.) but it didn't

seem to make any difference ! They all'

work bard, do their stuff well, but the
results left us cold.

What we saw was a jumble of car-

toons, parts of Alice In Wonderland,
and a lot of other things mixed to-

gether. Nothing convincing at all.

Those few incidents that were sure to

go over big were too drawn out to re-

sult in anything but yawns ! The parts

about Humpty-Dumpty and the White
Knight—the story of the Walrus and
the Carpenter all suffered alike.

We understand that they have cut

this considerably since we saw it and
improved it tremendously. So we hope
you'll have a better time than we did.

• RIGHT TO ROMANCE
(RKO)

Ann Harding, Robert Young, Nils

Asther, Sari Maritza

r> OOD ACTING: The theme of this

picture doesn't measure up to the

fine acting and the excellent dialogue,

but we think you should see it.

Ann Harding, as the over-worked
plastic surgeon who is "seemingly never

out of her uniform," yearns for ro-

mance. While on a vacation, she al-

lows youthful Robert Young to fall in

love with her and then tries to halt the

romance by returning to her job in

New York. You guessed it ! Bob, fol-

lows her by airplane and they marry.
The marriage breaks up Bob's romance
with Sari Maritza and Chemist Nils

Asther, who has been silently in love

with Ann for years, is flabbergasted.

Bob, however, is too "hey-hey" for

surgeon Harding and the marriage
fails to take. Harding looks particularly

lovely and does a fine job. Robert
Young is good and Sari Maritza is

gaining ground. The only false note

in the casting is Nils Asther. He's all
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too romantic for a "silent lover type."

If you can pass up a fairly skimpy

story in favor of good acting, we ad-

vise this one but the kids won't like it.

SITTING PRETTY
(PARAMOUNT)

Jack Oakie, Ginger Rogers, Thelma
Todd, Gregory Ratoff.

THIS movie of a couple of song-

writers in Hollywood has, as its

chief merits, some swell songs and a

really marvelous fan dance number
staged against a background of mirrors.

There is little else. The cast is hamp-
ered by the poor story. You may find

this a bit dull.

• SMOKY (FOX)

Victor Jory, Irene Bentley, "Smoky."

THE star of this picture is a horse,

"Smoky." We meet him first as

a colt and follow him through his trag-

edies and his final wind up at the

slaughter house. The story is well told

and the picture beautifully handled.

Even the most hard-hearted will shed

a tear or two. Cast consists of Victor

Jory, a cowboy, Irene Bentley and
Frank Campeau. Children and horse

lovers will enjoy this immensely.

THE FRONTIER MARSHALL
(FOX)

George O'Brien, Ruth Gillette,

Irene Bentley

DIFFERENT from the usual horse

opera in that there's more down-
right enjoyable and very competent

acting and less cross country gallops.

George O'Brien is the young "dude"
who, by a flash of courage, becomes
marshal of the little hamlet, "Tomb-
stone." He starts a general "cleaning-

up" and winds up by exposing the real

villain, the town mayor, of all people.

Ruth Gillette is the heart-throb, Irene

Bentley the vamp, Berton Churchill

the mayor, Alan Edwards the meanie
and George E. Stone the owner of the

town Emporium. O'Brien followers

will want to see it.

MASTER OF MEN (COLUMBIA)
Jack Holt, Fay Wray, Walter Connolly

IN his latest picture, Jack Holt por-

trays an ambitious steel worker who
gains success through hard-hearted tac-

tics, even robbing his friend of his

business. Fay Wray, his wife, and
Walter Connolly finally make a human
being out of him, after first causing his

financial downfall. Outside of Walter
Connolly, the players are stiff and un-

real. Story is old stuff.

• DUCK SOUP (PARAMOUNT)
The Marx Brothers

A NOTHER goofy Marx Bros, com-
edy. This time the locale is a

mythical kingdom, the Republic of
(Continued on page 115)

YOU WILL FIND OUR BRIEF

REVIEWS ON THE NEXT PACE

Manicure la&t longer ?

Strong suds

in your dishpan

peels the polish,

spoils the cuticle . .

.

makes nails brittle

Ivory Soap

t costs so little

to use . . .Why spoil

your hands with

strong suds?

Try Ivory Soap for dishes (and all soap-and-water tasks) for

a week. See how much longer a manicure lasts, how smooth

your hands look. Ivory is kind to busy hands because it

is pure enough for a baby's skin . . . 99 44/ioo% Pure.

IVORY SOAP
prevents "Housework Hands"
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FOR ABSOLUTE

SAFETY
in darkening your lashes

use genuine, harmless

NON-SMARTING, tear-

proof MaybeUine is NOT
a DYE, but a pure and highly

refined mascara for instantly

darkening and beautifying
the eyelashes.

For over sixteen years mil-

lions of women have used
Maybelline mascara with
perfect safety and most grati-

fying results.

Pale scanty lashes are in-

stantly transformed into the

appearance of long, dark, lux-

uriant fringe with Maybelline

mascara—by far the largest

selling eyelash darkener.

Have lovely lashes safely

and simply with Maybelline

mascara. Black for Brunettes,

Brown for Blondes. 75f5.

The perfect \ Wf Mascara

SOLD BY REPUTABLE
TOILET GOODS DEALERS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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DIRECTORYof PICTURES
Movie-goer: "Is the feature any good?"

Ticket-seller: "We suggest that you read MODERN
SCREEN'S Directory—and find out for yourself!"

RECOMMENDED * • SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (Paramount)—Reviewed
in department on page 48.

• AFTER TONIGHT (RKO)—A romantic war love
story in which Connie Bennett is a Russian spy and

Gilbert Roland an Austrian spy. Good—though not the
usual Bennett style—young folks under 16 will be
bored.

AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN (RKO)—
Rowdy little comedy of a gal with a Hare for rough-
neck sweeties. And if they aren't rough and ready
she makes 'em that way. Wynne Gibson is Aggie,
William Gargan, . Charles Farrell and Zasu Pitts com-
plete the cast. Good amusement—the kids will think
it funny, too.

• « ANN VICKERS (RKO)—Sinclair Lewis' novel
adapted to the screen. Irene Dunne as the

ambitious prison reformer and Walter Huston as Judge
Barney Dolphin, Excellent—not for children under 16.

• ANOTHER LANGUAGE (M-G-M)—A tense little-

triangle of a determined young bride, her husband,
and his interfering and dominating mother. Helen
Hayes, Robert Montgomery and the late Louise Closser
Hale. Quite good—young folks under 16 will not think
so, however.

AS HUSBANDS GO (Fox)—Reviewed in department
on page 48.

• BEAUTY FOR SALE (M-G-M)—The picturization
of Faith Baldwin's novel which proves again that

it pays to have ideals. Action centers around a young
beauty operator, a successful business man, and his
neurotic wife. Madge Evans, Otto Kruger and Alice
Brady. Good—for those over 16.

• • BERKELEY SQUARE (Fox)—From this imagi-
native picture you find out how you would feel it

you suddenly were transferred to the 18th century.
Just that happens to Leslie Howard. Heather Angel
is the fragile little lady of that century with whom he
falls desperately and tragically in love. Exceedingly
delightful—youngsters under 16 will be bored.

• THE BEST OF ENEMIES (Fox)—Hilarious and
boisterous beer comedy. Joe Cawthorne, Buddy

Rogers. Marian Nixon and Greta Nissen. Amusement
for everybody.

BITTERSWEET (United Artists)—A young and beau-
tiful English gal elopes with her music teacher. Not so
sweet and plenty dull.

BLOOD MONEY (20th Century-United Artists)—Re-
viewed in department on page 48.

THE BOWERY (20th Century)—A vulgar and rowdy,
vet nicelv authentic, picture of the tough districts of

New York in the Nineties. Wallace Beery, George
Raft, Pert Kelton, Fay Wray, Jackie Cooper and others
make up an excellent cast. Good if you can overlook
the rawness—not for children under 18.

• • BROADWAY THROUGH A KEYHOLE. (20th

Century)—Winchell is the author of this one.

A narrative of a gangster who buys his chorine a
night club. And then, when she falls for a crooner,

the gangster magnanimously steps aside with congratu-

lations instead of bullets. Good—but leave all the kids
at home.

• BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS (Warners)—
About that interesting but little known part of the

police department. Bette Davis. Pat O'Brien, Lewi-
Stone and Glenda Farrell. Good—but no interest for
young folks under 16.

• • CAPTURED (Warners)—A gripping war love
story. Leslie Howard, JJoug Fairbanks. Jr.,

Paul Lukas and Margaret Lindsay. Very good—not
for children under 16.

• A CHANCE AT HEAVEN (RKO)—Vina Delmar/s
little story transferred to the screen. Boy and girl

love that is almost wrecked by a wealthy city gal.
Good—take the kids along.

• CHRISTOPHER BEAN (M-G-M)—Marie Dressier
plays the role of a faithful servant in the Hackett

family. When a dead Hackett' s formerly despised
paintings turn out to be valuable, the family is thrown
into an uproar of greed and hatred. Lionel Barry

-

more is Ur. Hackett, Beulah Bondi his wife, Helen
Mack and Russell Hardie carry the love interest.
Very entertaining for everybody.

THE CIRCUS QUEEN MURDER (Columbia)—Mur-
der mystery in the big tent. Good if you go for this
kind of pix—too exciting for youngsters under 16.

• THE COHENS AND THE KELLYS IN TROUBLE
(Universal)—Another of these comedy series with

Charlie Murray and, George Sidney. Good—kids will
think it great.

COLLEGE COACH (Warners)—A football yarn all

about an unethical coach, hired players and bribed
profs. Lyle Talbot is a cocky player and Dick
Powell a goody-good. Pat O'Brien is the coach and
Ann Dvorak, his wife. Exciting—particularly for kids.

• COLLEGE HUMOR (Paramount)—A college campus
entertainer. Plenty of pep, wise gags, laughs and

crooning. Bing Crosby, Dick Arlen, Jack Oakie and
Mary Carlisle. Routine—but good. Take tne tamity.

CONVENTION CITY (First National)—Reviewed in
department on page 48.

COUNSELLOR-AT-IAW (Universal) — Reviewed in
department on page 48.

DANCING LADY ( M-G-M)—Reviewed in department
on page 48.

DARK HAZARD (Warners)—Reviewed in department
on page 48.

• o DESIGN FOR LIVING (Paramount)—Miriam
Hopkins creates a new design of life for women

in this picture. Learning to love more than one man,
she discovers life far more happy and exciting when
she lives with a couple of them rather than tying
herself down to one. Gary Cooper and Fredric March
are her lovers. Sophisticated entertainment.

• # DINNER AT EIGHT (Fox)—A highly sophisti-
cated drama about the guests invited to a

fashionable dinner party. An all star cast including
John and Lionel Barrymore, Billie Burke, Phillips

A "simply must see" picture for you all. "Little Women." With, of

course, Frances Dee as Meg, Spring Byington as Marmee, Joan Bennett as

Amy, Jean Parker as Beth and the superb Hepburn as Jo.
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Holmes. Jean Harlow, Madge Evans, Lee Tracy, Wal-
lace Beery, Marie Dressier, Eddie Lowe, Karen Mor-
Iey, Franchot Tone and others. Excellent—not for
kids under 16.

DON'T BET ON LOVE (Universal)—Horse racing and
romance. Lew Ayres and Ginger Rogers. Fair—young
folks will be bored.

• • DOUBLE HARNESS (RKO)—A swell gal (Ann
Harding) almost loses her man (William Powell)

when he discovers she tricked him into marriage to
make a successful business man out of him. But love
plays a little trick on both of them. Excellent—not for
children under 16.

DOCTOR BULL (Fox)—Story of a much criticized
country doctor. His career is nearly wrecked by a
lot of petty gossip when he defies conventions. Will
Rogers is the doctor. Slow-moving but good—okay
for tots.

DUCK SOUP (Paramount)—Reviewed in department
on page 48.

• ELMER THE GREAT (Warners)—A baseball yarn
with Joe E. Brown. Good—kids will go for it.

• EMERGENCY CALL (RKO)—Hospital story. Bill
Gargan, Bill Boyd. Myrna Kennedy and Betty

Furness. Good—dull for children under 16«

• • ESKIMO (M-G-M)—A story of the simple and
primitive life of the Eskimo and how it can be

wrecked by the coming of the white man. The cast is

all native as is also the dialogue. The subtitles are
in English. Excellent shots of Arctic scenery. Very
informative and educational.

EVER IN MY HEART (Warners)—A gripping little

drama of an American girl and a German boy whose
marriage is sacrificed to the World War. An inevit-
ably tragic ending. Good if you go in for tragedy

—

send the kids to a Western, though.

• FEMALE (Warners)—Ruth Chatterton as a big
factory executive who forgets her sex in the day-

time but when the boys come around at night—George
Brent plays opposite. Johnny Mack Brown, Ferdi-
nand Gottschalk and Ruth Donnelly are also in the
cast. Good

—

but not for young folks under 18.

THE FIDDLIN' BUCKAROO (Maynard-Universal)—
Ken Maynard as a cowboy detective. Good Western

—

take the kids.

F. P. 1 (Fox-Gaumont)—An exciting picture all about
an airport built in mid-ocean. Leslie Fenton, Conrad
Veidt and Jill Esmond. Different. You might like
it—tots will be bored.

• • FOOTLIGHT PARADE (Warners) — Another
grand musical. You will like this one better

than ever. Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell, Joan
Blondell and James Cagney and others in an excellent
cast. See it by all means and take the youngsters
along.

• FROM HELL TO HEAVEN (Paramount)—That's
what happens to gamblers—sometimes. A good race

track yarn. Carole Lombard. Jack Oakie, David Man-
ners and "Vdrienne Ames. An entertainer for the
whole family.

I

THE FRONTIER MARSHAL (Fox)—Reviewed in
department on page 48.

GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM (Paramount)—Reviewed
in department on page 48,

• • GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933 (Warners)—And peo-
ple are still talking about this musical. Keeler

and Powell, Blondell and Warren William, Aline Mac-
Mahon and Guy Kibbee. If you've seen it once, see
it again—and take the youngsters.

• GOODBYE AGAIN (Warners)—Warren William,
Joan Blondell and Genevieve Tobin in that stage hit

of the brilliant author, his blond secretary and his ex-
passion. Sophisticated comedy—put the tots to bed
that night.

• HAVANA WIDOWS (Warners)—All about two
blond gold diggers (Joan Blondell and Glenda Far-

rell) out to grab a Havana millionaire. When they
grab Guy Kibbee. you get plenty of fun and com-
plication. Frank McIIugh and Lyle Talbot are also in
the cast. Good comedy—take the family.

HEADLINE SHOOTER (RKO)—Yarn about the hec-
tic and exciting life of a newsreel man. Bill Gar-
gan, Frances Dee and Ralph Bellamy. Good of its
kind—children will like it.

HELL AND HIGH WATER (Paramount)—Dick Ar-
len as a waterfront garbage collector who picks up
a pretty dance hall chorine (Judith Allen) in his
shore nets. She had tried to commit suicide. Little
Robert Knettles plays the foundling who figures in
their lives. Only Arlen's acting recommends this pix
—nothing in it for the youngsters.

• HER BODYGUARD (Paramount)—A snappy little

story about a pretty chorine golddigger whose
sugar daddy employs a bodyguard for her. He ex-
pected to keep her U1 for himself that way. But the
bodyguard is Eddie Lowe. Peppy entertainer for
everybody.

• HER FIRST MATE (Universal)— Zasu Pitts and
Slim Summerville teamed again. Darn good com-

edy for the whole family.

HEROES FOR SALE (Warners)—Story about a war
veteran down on his luck. Only Dick Barthelmess'
acting recommends this cue. Very depressing.

• HOLD YOUR MAN (M-G-M)—It takes Jean Har-
low to do it when Gable is the man. Good—but

send the youngsters under 16 to a Western.

% THE HOUSE ON 56TH STREET (Warners)—Kay
Francis, a chorus girl, is brought as a bride to this

old family house of her husband. Through tragic
circumstances, she is torn from her husband and baby
and convicted of the murder of a former suitor. Twenty
years later, under a very strange coincidence, she re-

turns to this house and makes a supreme sacrifice for
the child that has never known her. Very good

—

not for children under 16.

• I LOVED A WOMAN (Warners)—Drama, of an
idealist (Edward G. Robinson) who becomes a ruth-

less business baron under the influence of his opera
singing mistress (Kay Francis). Genevieve Tobin
plays his wife. Quite good—young folks under 16
will be bored.

• • I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY (Fox) Sophis-
ticated love comedy. Elissa Landi, Victor Jory,

Miriam Jordan and Warner Baxter. Excellent—send
the tots to a Western.

• I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount)—Mae West is the
whole show. This time she is a lion tamer and

a burlesque queen. Men just come natural to her and
she finally ankles to the altar with a millionaire—
but it is for love and not his dollars only. Sizzling
and rowdy and very good if you go for Mae—but be
sure to put the youngsters to bed that night.

{Continued on page 107)

staged by WANAMAKER'S,
New York, with the caution:

Wash lingerie with
IVORY FLAKES*9

se-

lf pretty lingerie is your weakness,

you'll have a gorgeous time in Wana-

maker's. See the tempting fashions

above

!

And Wanamaker's tells you how

to keep them fresh and lovely

"Use Ivory Flakes and luke

warm water!" is very prac

tical advice

!

Buyers know the dan-

ger ofusing even slightly

too-strong soap flakes.

Colors go— silk is dulled.

Only pure gentle soap will

keep silk like new. That's why sales-

people favor Ivory.

Ivory Flakes are curly flakes ofpure

IvorySoap. They dissolve quickerthan

ordinary flat flakes. The danger of

soap spots and fading is gone!

The best comes last! Com-

pare boxes, weights and

prices— and you'll see

that any other fine fab-

rics soap costs you too

much. Ivory Flakes

comes in bigger boxes

ihat give you more soap!

Today's safest and biggest value in fine fabrics soap • 99 *% o % pure
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Goodibye

COLD!
When You Take This Complete

Cold Remedy

ACOLD is too serious a thing to trust to

half-way measures. Remember, a cold is

an internal infection and must be got at from
the inside.

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is the thing

to take because it is expressly a cold remedy and
because it does the four things necessary.

The 4 Things Necessary

First, Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine opens
the bowels, gently but effectively. This is the

first step in expelling a cold. Second, it combats
the cold germs in the system and reduces the

fever. Third, it relieves the headache and that

grippy feeling. Fourth, it tones the entire sys-

tem and helps fortify against further attack.

This is the treatment a cold requires and any-

thing less is taking chances.

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is utterly

harmless and perfectly safe to take. It is, and
has been for years, the leading cold and grippe
tablet of the world.

Now—20% More

I

for Your Money
Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine comes in two sizes
—30c and 50c—and is sold by
every drug store in America.
Buy the 50c size as it gives you
20% more for your money.
Always ask for it by the full
name and look for the letters
L B Q sramped on every tab-
let. Resent a substitute as an
attempt to exploit you.

A Col d is an
Internal Infection
and Requires

Internal Treatment

GROVE'S LAXATIVE

BROMO QUININE

THE MODERN SCREEN
DIRECTORY of PLAYERS

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.

Educational Studios, Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

First National Studios, Burbank, California.

Fox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood, California.

Samuel Goldwyn Studio, 7210 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, California.

Paramount-Publix Studios, Hollywood, California.

Radio Studios, 780 Gower Street, Hollywood, California.

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, California.

Mack Sennett Studios, Studio City, North Hollywood, California.

Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank, California.

United Artists Studios, 1041 No. Formosa Avenue, Hollywood, California.

Universal Studios, Universal City, Californina.

ALIililGIIT. HARDEE: Unmarried. Born in Charleroi,
Pa., December 16. Write him at Warners. Free
lance. Featured in "Song of Songs," "Three Cor-
nered Moon," Paramount; "The House on 56th
Street," Warners.

ALLAN, ELIZABETH: Married to William J. O'Bryan.
Born in Skegness, Lincolnshire, England. April 9'.

M-G-M player. Featured in "No Marriage Ties."
HKO; "Solitaire Man."

AMES, ADRIENNE: Married to Bruce Cabot. Born in
Fort Worth, Texas, August 3. Paramount player.
Featured in "A Bedtime Story;" "Disgraced;" "The
Avenger," Monogram.

ANGEL; HEATHER: Unmarried. Born in Oxford, Eng-
land, February 9. Fox player. Featured in "Pil-
grimage," "Berkeley Sauare," "Charlie Chan's
Greatest Case." Working in "Seven Lives Were
Changed."

ARLEN, RICHARD: Married to Jobyna Ralston. Born
in St. Paul, Minn., September 1. Paramount player.

Featured in "Three Cornered Moon," "Golden Har-
vest," "Hell and High Water." Working in "Alice
in Wonderland."

ARLISS', GEORGE: Married to Florence Montgomery.
Born in London, England, April 10. Twentieth
Century star. Starred in "The .Working Man,*'
"Voltaire," Warners.

ARMSTRONG, ROBERT: Divorced from Jeanne Kent.
Born in Saginaw, Mich. . November 21. RKO player.

Featured in "Blind Adventure;" "Above the Clouds,"
Columbia. Working in "Joe Palooka," United
Artists and "Search for Beauty," P_aramount.

ASTHEIi, NILS: Divorced from Vivian Duncan. Born
in Stockholm, Sweden, January 17. M-G-M player.

Featured in "The Right to Romance," "If I were
Free," RKO; "By Candlelight," Universal. Work-
ing in "Madame Spy," Universal.

ATES'. ROSCOE: Married to Ethel Rogers, Born in
Hattiesburg, Miss., January 20. RKO player. Fea-
tured in "Golden Harvest." Paramount. Working
in "Alice in Wonderland," Paramount.

ATWILL. LIONEL: Married. Born in Croydon, England,
March 1. Universal player. Featured in "Secret of

the Blue Room;" "Solitaire Man," M-G-M. Work-
ing in "Nana," United Artists.

AYRES, LEW: Divorced from Lola Lane.
,
Born in Min-

neapolis. Minn., December 28. Fox star. Starred
in "Don't. Bet on Love," Universal; "My; Weakness."
Working in "Cross Country Cruise." Universal.

BARRYMORE, JOHN: Married to Dolores Costello. Born
in Philadelphia, Pa., February 15. M-G-M star.

Starred in "Night. Flight;" "Counsellor at Law,"
Universal. Working in "Long Lost Father," RKO.

BARRYMORE, LIONEL: Married to Irene Fenwick.
Born in Philadelphia, Pa., April 18. M-G-M star.

Starred in "Stranger's Return," "Christopher Bean;"
"One Man's Journey," RKO; "The Vinegar Tree."

BARTHELMESS, RICHARD: Married to Jessica Ser-
geant. Born in New York City, May 9. First Na-
tional star. Starred in "Heroes for Sale." Working
in "Massacre." Next is "A Modern Hero."

BAXTER, WARNER: Married to Winifred Bryson. Born
in Columbus, Ohio, March 29. Fox star. Starred
in "I Loved You Wednesday," "Paddy, the Next
Best Thing;" "Penthouse," M-G-M; "As Husbands
Go."

BEERY, WALLACE: Married to Rita Gilman. Born in

Kansas City, Mo., April 1. M-G-M star. Starred
in "Tugboat Annie;" "The Bowery," 20th Century.
Working in "Viva Villa."

BELLAMY, RALPH: Married to Catherine Willard.
Born in Chicago, 111., June 17. Fox player. Fea-
tured in "Blind Adventure," RKO; "Ever in My
Heart," Warners; "House of Murder," Columbia;
"Trigger," RKO.

BENNETT, CONSTANCE: Married to the Marquis de
la Falaise. Born in New York City. October 22.

Twentieth Century star. Starred in "Bed of Roses,"
"After Tonight," RKO. Working in "Moulin
Rouge."

BENNETT, JOAN: Married to Gene Markey. Born in

Palisades, N. J., February 27. Write her at RKO. Free
lance. Featured in "From Arizona to Broadway,"
Fox; "Little Women," RKO.

BI'CKFORD, CHARLES: Married. Born in Cambridge,
Mass., January 1. Write him at Paramount. Free
lance. Featured in "This Day and Age," "White

Paramount.

JOAN: Married to George Barnes. Born
York City, August 30. Warner Bros.

Featured in "Footlight Parade," "Havana
"Convention City." Next is "Hell's

. Woman,'
BLONDELL,

: in New
player.
Widows,"
Bells."

BOLES, JOHN: Married to Marcellite Dobbs. Born
in Breenville, Texas, October 27. Fox player. Fea-
tured in "My Lips Betray:" "Only Yesterday," Uni-
versal. Working in "Beloved," Universal.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in the elegant costume of the London Film production

of "Catharine the Great." Not the same picture, it is needless to say, as

La Dietrich's "Catherine the Great."
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BOW. CLARA: Married to Rex Bell. Born in Brook-
lyn, N. Y.. July 29. Fox star. Starred in "Call
Her Savage." "Hoopla."

BOYD. BILL: Married to Dorothy Sebastian. Born in

Cambridge, Ohio, June 5. RKO player. Featured
in "Emergency Call," "Flaming Gold."'

BRADY, ALICE: Divorced. Born in New York City,
November 2. M-G-M player. Featured in "When
Ladies Meet," "Broadway to Hollywood," "Stage
Mother," "The Vinegar Tree."

BRENDEL, EL: Married. Born in Philadelphia, Pa.,
March 25. Fox player. Featured in "My Lips Be-
tray," "The Last Trail," "Olsen's Big Moment."

BRENT, GEORGE: Married to Ruth Chatterton. Born
in Dublin. Ireland, March 15. First National play-
er. Featured in "Lilly Turner," "Female," "From
Headquarters;" "Trigger," RKO.

BRIAN, MARY: Unmarried. Born in Corsicana, Texas.
February 17. Write her at Columbia. Free lance.
Featured in "Moonlight and Pretzels," Universal:
"Fog," Columbia. Working in "The Criminal
Within," Columbia.

BROOK, CLIVE: Married to Faith Evelyn. Born in

London. England, June 1. RKO player. Featured
in "Midnight Club," Paramount; "If I Were
Free." Working in "Gallant Lady,". 20th Century.

BROWN. JOE E. : Married to Kathryn McGraw. Born
in Holgate, Ohio, July 2S. First National star.

Starred in "Elmer the Great," "Son of a Sailor."

BROWN, TOM: Unmarried. Born in New York City,
January 6. RKO player. Featured in "Three Cornered
Moon." Paramount. Working in "Wild Birds."

Bl'TTERWORTH. CHARLES: Married to Ethel Suth-
erland. Born in South Bend, Ind., July 26. M-G-M
player. Featured in "Penthouse," "Hollywood
Party;" "My Weakness," Fox. Working in "The
Cat and the Fiddle."

. CABOT, BRUCE: Married to Adrienne Ames. Born
in Carlsbad, New Mexico, April 20. RKO player.
Featured in "Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men," "Ann
Vickers." Working in "The Criminal Within,"
Columbia.

CAGNEY, JAMES: Married to Fiances Vernon. Born
in New York City, July 17. Warner Bros. star.

Starred in "The Mayor of Hell," "Footlight Parade."
"Lady Killer." Next is "Heir Chaser."

CANTOR, EDDIE: Married to Ida Tobias. Born in
New York City. January 31. United Artists star.

Starred in "The Kid from Spain," "Roman Scan-
dals."

CARRILLO, LEO: Married. Bora in Los Angeles,
Calif., August 6. Write him at Paramount. Free
lance. Featured in "Moonlight and Pretzels," Uni-
versal; "Four Frightened People," Paramount.

CARROLL, NANCY: Married to Francis Bolton Mai-
lory. Born in New York City, November 19. Para-
mount star. Starred in "Kiss Before the Mirror."
Universal; "I Love That Man."

CAVANAGH, PAUL: Unmarried. Born in Chiselhurst,
Kent, England, December S. Write him at M-G-M.
Free lance. Featured in "The Kennell Murder
Case," Warners. Working in "Tarzan and His
Mate," M-G-M.

CHAPLIN, CHARLES : Divorced from Lita Grey.
Born in London, England, April 26. Write him at
Charles ; Chaplin Studio. Hollywood. Producer-star.
Starred in "City Lights."

CIIATTKHTON. RUTH : Married to George Brent.
Born in New Y'ork City, December 24. Warner
Bros. star. Starred in' " 'Frisco Jenny," "Lilly
Turner," "Female."

CHEVALIER, MAURICE: Divorced from Yvonne Val-
lee. Born in Paris, France. September 22. M-G-M
star. Starred in "A Bedtime Story," "The Way to

Love," Paramount. Next is "The Merry Widow."
(. I.ARKE, MAE: Divorced from Lew Brice. Born in

Philadelphia, Pa., August 16. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Turn Back the Clock," "Penthouse;"
"Lady Killer," Warners. Working in "Nana."
United Artists.

CODY, LEW: Widower of Mabel Normand. Born in
Waterville, Maine, February 22. Write, him at
Paramount. Free lance. Featured in "I Love That
Man." Working in "Sitting Pretty," Paramount.

COLBERT, CLAUDETTE: Married to Norman Foster.
Born in Paris* France, September 13. Paramount
Star. Starred in "Three Cornered Moon," "Torch
Singer," "Four Frightened People." Working in
"Night Bus."

COLLINS, CORA SUE: Child actress. Born in Becklev,
W. Va„ April 19. Write her at M-G-M. Free
lance. Featured in "Jennie Gerhardt,". "Torch
Singer," Paramount; "Queen Christina," M-G-M.

COLMAN, RONALD : Divorced. - Bora in Surrey, En-
gland, February 9. United Artists star. Starred in
"Cynara," "The Masiiuerader."

COOK, DONALD : Divorced. Born in Portland, Ore.,
September 26. Columbia player. Featured in
"Brief Moment," "Fog," "Fury of the Jungle:"
"The World Changes," Warners.

COOPER, GARY': Unmarried. Born in Helena. Mont.,
May 7. Paramount star. Starred in "One Sundav
Afternoon," "Design for Living." Working in
"Alice in Wonderland." Next is "The Man Who
Broke His Heart."

COOPER. JACKIE: Boy actor. Born in Los Angeles,
Calif., September 15. M-G-M player. Featured in
"Broadway to Hollywood;" "The Bowery," 20th
Century; "Lone Cowboy," Paramount.

CORTEZ, RICARDO: Widower of Alma Rubens. Born
in New Y'ork City, July 7. Paramount star.

Starred in "The House on 56th Street," "The
Shakedown," Warner Bros. Working in "Mandalay,"
Warner Bros. Next is "Wonder Bar."

CRABBE. BUSTER: Married to Virginia Held. Born
in Oakland, Calif., February 7. Paramount player.
Featured in "To the Last Man," "The Thundering
Herd." Working in "Search for Beauty."

CRAWFORD, JOAN: Divorced from Douglas Fairbanks.
Jr. Born in San Antonio, Texas, March 23. M-G-M
star. Starred in "Today We Live," "Hollywood
Party," "Dancing Lady."

CROMWELL, RICHARD: Unmarried. Born in Long
Beach, Calif.. January 8. Columbia player. Fea-
tured in "This Day and Age," Paramount; "Above
the Clouds;" "Hoopla," Fox. Next is "House of
Connelly," Fox.

CROSBY, BING: Married to Dixie Lee. Born in
Tacoma, Wash., May 2. Paramount player. Fea-
tured in "College Humor," "Too Much Harmony."
Working in "Going Hollywood." Next is "We're
Not Dressing."

(Continued on page 120)

• "Got my foot on the first

rung of the ladder, all right!

Grandpa says it's kind of a
hardclimb.Butnotforathletic

fellers like me! I'll get there!"

• isOooh—going up! 'Course

this stunt might bother some
kids— but it's a cinch for me!
No matterhow hard Iexercise,

I never get chafed and un-

comfortable, "cause I use

plenty of the best kind ofbaby
powder—Johnson's !

"

# "Wheee— right next to the

man-in-the-moon! And I

wasn't hardly halftrying! My
trainer certainly keeps me in

championship condition with

those Johnson Baby Powder
rubs. And that reminds me—
I've got a tip for all you
Mothers ..."

V

"Try different baby powders
between your thumb and finger,

just like this. Some of 'em feel

gritty— but Johnson's is soft as

silk! And our doctor told my
mother, 'There's no zinc-stearate

in Johnson's—and no orris-root.'

"

Send 10c in coin for samples of Johnson's

Baby Powder, Baby Soap and Baby Cream.
Dept. 131, Johnson & Johnson, New j>) Ri
Brunswick,
New Jersey.

(krfvwJ'Ovt/ •+Xkyfvnw>v

JOHNSON'S J&Z$Z/ POWDER
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STOP CONSTIPATION

THIS SAFE, SIMPLE,

PLEASANT WAY
Dull skin, pimples and blotches, head-

aches, that "always tired" feeling

—

how often these are caused by constipation!

Doctors now know that in countless cases
the real cause of constipation is insufficient
vitamin B. If your constipation has become
a habit, and fails to respond to ordinary
treatment, a shortage of vitamin B is prob-
ably the true cause of your trouble. Supply
enough of this factor and elimination be-
comes easy, regular and complete!

Yeast Foam Tablets furnish vitamin B in
great abundance. These tablets are pure,
pasteurized yeast—the richest known food
source of the vitamins B and G. These ele-
ments stimulate the entire digestive system.
They give tone to weakened intestinal nerves

and muscles. Thus
they promote regular
elimination natural-
ly, healthfully. En-
ergy revives. Head-
aches go. The skin
clears up. You really
live!

All druggists sell

Yeast Foam Tablets.
The 10-day bottle
costs only 50c. Get
one today and check
your constipation this
simple, drugless way!

YEAST FOAM TABLETS
FREE: MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO. MM 2
1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send free sample and descriptive circular.

Name

Address

City State
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What Ginger Owes Her Mother

(Continued from page 58)

fascinated the daughter of the newly
appointed dramatic critic by doing a

dance called the Charleston.

Next morning Mrs. Rogers dis-

covered her daughter trying the differ-

ent steps which she had seen.

Months passed, and the girl became
more interested in the theatre than

school.

The old man who had helped Mrs.
Rogers recover her child had an un-

used barn on his small ranch at the

edge of Dallas. Ginger had told him
of her ambition. He constructed a

stage in the barn. There, for months
Ginger practiced many difficult dance
steps. The old man had a crony who
had danced fantastic steps as a clown
with the Barnum and Bailey's "Great-

est Circus on Earth." For ten years he

had been unable to travel with the big

tent show, and so, for months he eased

the loneliness of wanderlust by teach-

ing the ambitious girl the many dancing

steps he had learned and seen in his

wandering life.

When too tired to dance more, the

girl would sit between the two old men
in the shade of a large cottonwood tree

by the side of the barn, while the ancient

clown told of things he had seen in

Europe, South Africa and other far

places.

"You'll be a great dancer, little un."

he used to say, "then you kin see all

them places while I'll be pushin' the

clouds."

The old clown's name was Barney
Casey. As Ginger and her mother say,

it deserves a place in the story.

When Ginger was thirteen, the man-
ager of a Dallas theatre announced a

Charleston contest.

Barney Casey, too crippled with

rheumatism to walk, went to Mrs.
Rogers' home one evening, driven there

by his old friend.

"We want your permission," said he,

"to enter Ginger in the contest."

"Why? Why?" The surprised

mother was at a loss for words.
"There's no why about it, Mrs.

Rogers," said the ancient clown. "She
kin shake a mean pair of feet."

Mrs. Rogers gave her consent.

Three hundred and more had entered

the contest.

Barney Casey's protege came un-
heralded. "Your mother's not to be

here," said Mr. Casey. "We want her
under no strain of cryin' if you lose."

"C^ROM miles and miles around the
A hundreds of contestants gathered.

The city of Fort Worth sent fifty.

The Dallas contestants entered last,

as a courtesy to those from other cities.

Barney Casey had asked that Ginger
come on near the last.

One by one the hundreds shook their

feet. The judges made notes.

A certain woman dramatic editor,

disobeying all orders given by a circus

clown, sneaked in to see the contest

from an upper box.

At last, when over two hundred and
seventy-five had danced, a smiling

young girl led the Dallas contingent.

She bowed, and the contestants from
Dallas began.
When Ginger's name was announced,

she shook hands with her ancient

teacher, and went, graceful as a fawn,
to the centre of the stage.

A stillness, as of death came in the

audience. Then her feet began to

pound, rapid as machine gun fire.

She finished amid wild commotion.
Old Barney Casey was in tears. His
crony, hiding in the wings of the stage,

could not believe that the child who had
danced so magnificently before him was
the same that he had dared so much to

recover.

Another wave of applause followed.

Ginger was dancing again. Barney
Casey, his rheumatism forgotten, was
living over again his days of circus

glory. His feet tingled as they tapped
the floor.

Her dance over, Ginger rushed to his

arms, where she remained, while an-

other silence came over the theatre.

The winners were about to be an-

nounced. Unable to endure the silence

while the judges decided, the audience
talked in low murmurs.

Finally, after what seemed an eter-

nity, the judges, their deliberations

over, walked to the center of the stage.

The chief judge held his hand up.

Old Barney Casey pinched Ginger's

arm nervously.

Feet stopped scraping, voices were
still as the judge said

—

"We nominate for the winner of this

contest," he stopped, while Barney
Casey found himself unable to breathe,

and Ginger swallowed fast and often

—as her name boomed—"Virginia

Rogers."
Not for this moment would old Bar-

ney Casey have traded all his circus

memories.
Before long, a woman dramatic edi-

tor rushed upon the stage.

Barney Casey frowned at Ginger,

saying, "You knew she was here all the

time."

And Ginger answered, "So did you,

Barney."
And—well, the rest is history.

In a few years Ginger was famous
as the leading dancer of her type in

New York, appearing in "Girl Crazy"
at $1000 a week for forty-five weeks.

Film offers followed and she came
to Hollywood, where, after appearing

in a half dozen films, a check-up of

her screen popularity was made by

RKO, and as a result she was given a

long-term contract.

Barney Casey has long since left

Texas. He watches the sun sink in the

blue Pacific from a California bunga-
low. His old crony is with him.

When a Ginger Rogers film is pre-

viewed, those two old men attend

together.

Ginger and her mother remember

!
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"It's Okay!" says Norman

(Continued from page 31)

"I live just as I did before I made

any money. A little differently, per-

haps. Once in New York I very nearly

starved to death. I'm not starving now.

But I only keep one car and one ser-

vant. That's plenty for anybody.

What's the use of all the show?
"I've got to get away from Holly-

wood every now and then. I like Hono-

lulu. Go around dressed any way you

please. Lie on the beach. Talk to a

lot of army men about war. That's

grand. I can't stand actors.

"Once, in New York, Katharine

Hepburn was an understudy in a play I

was in. She used to stand in the wings

and watch us mugs on the stage—with

those big eyes. You know, just as she

did in 'Morning Glory.' Once I asked

her why she didn't go down to her

dressing-room and rest, why she stood

there all the time and watched us so

eagerly.

I'M trying to learn to act,' she said.

I laughed at her. 'Then don't

watch us, kid, if you want to learn,' I

told her. 'You can't learn anything

from an actor.'

"I'm always getting into fights on my
lot. I hate acting. Want to direct.

Gee, I'd love to direct. I think Claud-

ette's good on the screen, but I wouldn't

want to direct her. We'd fight like hell

the minute she pulled some actress

trick."

If you will stop to consider for a mo-

ment you will realize that "some ac-

tress trick" means "some feminine

trick" since feminine women are all ac-

tresses at heart. It is just that—all the

little feminine tricks—that Norman
Foster hates. And it is just that—all

of the little feminine tricks—that

Claudette wants to use.

In Miss Fletcher's story she tells you

that Claudette says, "Norman has often

assured me that his attitude towards me
would be very different if I'd permit it

to be, if I wouldn't act so darn inde-

pendent all the time." Claudette is

right. His attitude would be different

—he would probably ignore her com-
pletely, for if I have quoted him accu-

rately, surely you see that here is a

man who has no patience with a beguil-

ing woman—a man's man, in other

words—who will tolerate women as

companions only if they behave like

men.
It seems to me, therefore, that Claud-

ette's and Norman's problem is not so

much a question of the modern and the

old-fashioned woman as a matter of in-

dividual tastes and temperaments.
Claudette has shown herself as femi-

nine as she says she wants to be by
moulding herself to suit Norman, by
being what he wants her to be. When
you know Norman Foster you realize

that if a woman were in love with him
she would have to accept life and the

marriage relationship upon his terms.

He's that kind of guy. He treads

heavily upon life. "He is impatient of

MILLIONS END

UGLY SKIN FAULTS
with this famous "miracle cream

LARGE PORES

BLACKHEADS

PIMPLES

OILY SKIN

RED ROUGH HANDS

YOU can be smartly dressed—you
can have the most appealing per-

sonality—but if your complexion is

blemished, coarse-textured, oily— or if

your hands are red, rough and chapped,
then much of your charm is lost!

That's why over one million of the
smartest women in America today use
Noxzema Cream regularly—on their

faces and on their hands. For Noxzema
is a "skin medicine" in cream form-
designed especially to correct skin

WONDERFUL FOR
CHAPPED HANDS, TOO
Make this convincing overnight test.

Apply Noxzema on one hand tonight.
In the morning note how soothed it

feels—how much softer, smoother,
whiter that hand is! Noxzema
improves hands overnight

&REASELESS

After you've tried Nox-
zema, get the new, big
money-saving 50c jar

troubles and to restore the skin to
normal, healthy beauty.

When you suffer from pimples, oili-

ness, large pores or blemishes, the trouble
usually can be traced to poisoned pores.

Ordinary creams cannot help this con-
dition. A medicated cream is needed to

purge the pores of clogging, festering

impurities— to soothe tender, irritated

skin— to refine and soften rough skin.

That's where Noxzema and Noxzema
alone helps.

Nrxzema Skin Cream was originally

prescribed by doctors as a greaseless,

sta'.nless remedy for skin irritations like

sunburn, chapping, itching, etc. Nurses
discovered how wonderful it was as a
corrective beauty cream and for badly
chapped hands. Today 10,000,000 jars

of Noxzema are used!

HOW TO USE: Apply Noxzema every
night before retiring after all make-up
has been removed. Wash off in the
morning with warm water—then apply
cold water or ice. Apply a little more
Noxzema when you powder as a pro-
tective powder base. For hands— see
directions at left. If hands are very
chapped apply Noxzema several times,
as much as skin will absorb. With this

scientific treatment every day—in 10
days you'll note a big improvement
— and soon you'll glory in a skin fault-

lessly clear and lovely—hands delicately
smooth and white.

Special trial offer

Get an inexpensive jar of Noxzema today
at any drug or department store. If your
dealer can't supply you, send 10c to the

Noxzema Chemical Co., Dept. 5 2.

Baltimore, Md.—and you will re-

ceive a very generous trial jar of
Noxzema—enough to make a real
improvement in your skin.
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Pretty As a Picture,..

But This Fault

Made Her Seem

COMMON!
THE first man who ever really attracted

her—and she knew she had lost him. She
never dreamed of blaming her "eternal pow-
der puff." She never realized it made him
think her cheap, and gave him the 'impres-
sion she had a coarse, greasy skin that was
—well, not well cared for!

Wonderful New Makeup Secret
But how lucky she was! She finally met
him again—after she tried a wonderful new
triple-fine powder a friend told her about. It

was called Golden Peacock Tonic Face Pow-
der. And it had two other amazing features.

Instead of mixing with skin oils, it repelled

moisture. It refused to clog pores; instead,

by a certain secret ingredient, it actually

worked to tone and refine the skin. It mantled
the tiny blemishes, caused by ordinary,

coarser make-up, as if they had never ex-

isted. And on their second date she hardly
had to reach for her powder puff all evening.

Her skin glowed with a fresh, natural peach-
bloom softness that never betrayed a hint

of shine. It entranced him

!

Try this powder now! Get a box at any
drug store—only 50c; or the purse-size pack-
age at any 10-cent store.

See now how evenly it looks

on your skin. If your dealer

cannot supply you, just
write, and get a generous
sample—free. Specify your
shade—whether White,
Flesh, Light Brunette or
Dark Brunette. Address
Golden Peacock, Inc., Dept.
B-202, Paris, Tenn.

Golden Peacock
Face Powder
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whatever he doesn't like. He's not sure

that his way is always right but it's his

way and if you want to string along

with him, you'll play the game by his

rules. If you don't like those rules you
don't need to play. But he won't change
his ideas.

A\TD although Claudette may take as

t~ much of the blame— if one calls it

blame—as she likes for their modern
marriage ; although they both talk until

they're as blue in the face as Walt
Disney's wolf, everyone who knows
them realizes that it was Norman's idea

that they live as they do and that they

continue to live that way.
It was because Norman couldn't

stand to have a woman fussing around
all the time, because Norman—whose
constant companion is the wanderlust

—

wanted to pick up and go wherever he
chose, whenever he chose, without mak-
ing any explanations, that these two
decided to live in separate establish-

ments. Had Claudette not agreed, had
she not decided to play the game by
his rules, I'm sure there would have
been a divorce. But Claudette loved

Norman and would accept his terms to

keep his love.

Now that she wants the peace of a

staple fireside, the romance of a great

and a tender love, gestures of chivalry

made toward her—she thinks that she

has made a mistake. But there was no
other way, if she wanted to keep Nor-
man.
For the only role a woman can play

in his life (except a very fleeting one)
is the role of pal, companion, good
scout. He hates anything that smacks
of feminine girlishness. He admires

Claudette for this independence she has
worn all these years for him. He
thinks it is real.

"Claudette is a swell scout, a great
pal. I like her." It is what he might
say of his best man friend. It's a swell

compliment. I think.

Norman has been kicked around too
much ; the realities of life have de-

pressed him too long. He couldn't "go
soft" now. For he can never forget

those eight months in New York that

he spent looking for a newspaper job

—

eight months of walking the street,

wearing shoes the soles of which grew
thinner by the clay until he had to cover
the holes with cardboard—eight months
during which he considered himself
lucky if he got a meal a day—eight

months of dodging and stalling the

landlady and sometimes sleeping in the

park.

He wanted to become a journalist

and his temperament is much more
that of a newspaperman than an ac-

tor's. But he discovered an oppor-
tunity to go on the stage and—much as

he hated it—it was easy and profitable

and he took it.

Norman Foster is a man who bursts

with virility. He is pleasant and thor-

oughly charming, but he likes man's
talk and man's independence. If a

woman is to string along with him, she
must play the game his way or not play
at all.

There is no way for Claudette to

solve her problem. She may rave
against modernity as much as she likes.

It won't do her any good as long as

she is married to a man like Foster

—

and as long as she stays in love with
him—which is likelv to be forever.

The Secret of These Charmed Gifts

(Continued from page 69)

Less than three months later Dorothy
was transported from the typewriter to

stardom.
You know her startling story. Se-

lected for the lead in "The Age of

Consent" by the merest chance. Holly-

wood's newest Cinderella. People said

it was a fluke of fate. But was it?

And there was Merian C. Cooper,

hailed today as one of the younger
geniuses of filmdom. Just over a year

ago he was known chiefly for his ad-

venture pictures. I remember hearing

him and Wallace concocting part of the

"King Kong" tale at luncheon. It was
to be a radical departure from ordinary

films. Would it succeed? Radio was
spending quantities of money on it ; it

was Cooper's big opportunity. You
know the answer to that one . . . what
a tremendous box office sensation the

picture was, and how Cooper became
the head of all Radio productions. It

seems as if the movie Avorld became
Cooper-conscious over night. Every-
one was talking of his sudden rise. . . .

And among his cherished possessions

you'll find a certain ebony stick.

And Richard Dix. He received one
of the holders, too. And while Dix has

been through a rather bad time with his

marriage, in one very grave moment
the genial spirit of Wallace seemed to

be watching over him-—to turn what
might have been a tragedy into a lucky
escape.

Dix" told me about it.

"Driving up to Santa Barbara one
week-end in that antique roadster of

mine, I had a mishap that could have
been bad. Still had the old set of tires

on, you see, and I was doing around
sixty-five when a rear tire blew out.

The bus careened like a crazy thing and
for an instant I thought she was going
to tip over. By a miracle she righted

herself just on the edge of a ditch."

"Did you," I asked irrelevantly, "ever

know Edgar Wallace?"
"Why, yes," Rich looked surprised.

"Great fellow, wasn't he? I've got a

cigarette holder he gave me right here

in my pocket."

WHEN celebrities come to Cali-

fornia the first person to greet

them is usually a publicity man. One
of the most efficient of the "public re-

lation" chaps was Ben Marksen. Not
at all the mile-a-minute talker, but quiet
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and unassuming. We all like Ben. So
did Wallace from the time he stepped

off the train. Five days before he died

he presented Ben with a complete set of

his books, autographed—and one of the

famous black sticks.

Now here's the odd twist to that.

About two years ago Ben wrote a play.

A clever play. I read it sitting in his

office one morning and wondered why
nothing had been done about it. The
day after Wallace's funeral I was again

in his office.

"What about your plav, Ben?"
"The boss has it." The "boss" at

that time was David Selznick. When I

went back later in the week Ben had
moved.

- "Sure," grinned the information

clerk, "he's in the scenario department
now." So he was—at about five times

his former salary. What's more, he was
adapting his own play, "Is My Face
Red?" for the screen. Ben has been
hitting the high spots on the road to

success ever since.

It goes on unbelievably, this tale of

fortune attending possessors of those

ebony cigarette holders.

Indeed the good luck charm has yet

to fail its owner. In each instance,

latent luck has aroused and asserted

itself for the possessor of the gift.

The first day Wallace was on the

Radio lot, he met Joel McCrea. He
had not yet been assigned a place to

work and Joel proffered his dressing

room without knowing exactly who
Wallace was. When he returned at the

end of two hours, the writer had a

story ready for Constance Bennett.

That was the way he worked. Joel and
he became boon companions, went
everywhere -together. And he gave
young McCrea not only a black stick

but a good many of his fascinatingly

striped London ties.

What happened? Three things. Three
of the most important things that could

have happened to Joel. First, he was
signed to a starring contract. And sec-

ondly, he achieved the ranch that has

been his dream for five years. And
third, he fell in love with and married
one of Hollywood's loveliest girls,

Frances Dee.
You're probably familiar with his

passion for outdoor life. He has had
this special 160 acres of land north of

Malibu Beach spotted since he was a

lost contract player. (Lost, because
Joel was under contract to a major
studio for a year without playing a

single role.) In the beginning he didn't

have the money for it. And after he
could afford it, the property was tied

up in litigation. It looked for a long
while as if the estate never would be
settled, or if it was, that the ranch
would go to an heir who didn't want to

sell. Joel had about relinquished all

hope when his bid was taken up—and
he was able to buy it at a bargain such
as he never dreamed in his wildest
fancies.

Strange? Yes, it's more than that.

There's something uncanny about the
way these charmed gifts work. As if,

through them, Edgar Wallace was be-
stowing a farewell benediction on his

friends to aid and help them.
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Keep cold* and grippe outside

by proper home

i & Fink, Inc., 1984

Dr. Margaret B. C. Manus,
leading physician ofAm-
sterdam, on staff of Mu-
nicipal Hospital, Boer-

have Hospital, and State

Hygienic Service.

"Ask your doctor whether there is a

quick, magic cure for common colds,

grippe and influenza, he'll answer
promptly, 'No.' Those three highly in-

fectious ills still baffle medical science . .

.

kill thousands . . . cost millions.

"Yet it is amazing how people still neg-

lect one simple measure that fights off

pernicious germs . . . that helps check

dangerous epidemics . . . that makes the

home a health resort instead of a hospital.

"In Holland, as in America, through

four decades, leading physicians, hospi-

tals and health authorities have waged
war on disease germs by the "Lysol"

method of personal and home disinfec-

tion. "Lysol" is the modern mother's

weapon for protecting her home and
family against disease and infection."

(Signed) DR. MARGARET B. C. MANUS

Keep your house clean with "Lysol."

Wash clothes, especially bedding and

handkerchiefs, with "Lysol." Use "Lysol"
to wash the bathroom, tubs and tiling.

After any illness, disinfect the bedroom,

floors, woodwork and furniture, by wash-

ing with "Lysol." Use "Lysol" to disinfect

basins and other sickroom furnishings.

"Eysol" for feminine hygiene

Physicians of leading nations have endorsed

and recommended "Lysol" as a safe and

effective method for feminine hygiene. "Lysol"

kills germs anywhere . . . even in the presence

of organic matter. Yet it is safe and gentle

to the most sensitive tissue.

Send for the booklet
—
"Marriage Hygiene,"

with articles by leading women gynecologists.

"LysoV kills germs. It's safe. It's an effective

germicide at ALL times. For forty years it

has had thefull acceptance of the mostpromi-
nent physicians, of the entire medical profes-

sion throughout the world. It's the standard

antiseptic in modern hospitals everywhere.

No other antiseptic enjoys such absolute trust,

or is so generally recommendedfor home use.

GUIDANCE FOR WIVES AND MOTHERS
Lehn & Fink, Inc., Bloomfield, N. J., Deft. L-9
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant

Please send me free the "Lysol" Health Library includ-

ing
—"Keeping a Healthy Home," "Marriage Hygiene,"

"Preparation for Motherhood."

Name— .

Street-

City- -State-
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You Learn to Know Them—

{Continued from page 46)
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REDUCE
WA 1ST AND HIPS

1 JGD i • • • the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
... at our expense/

U REDUCED MY HIPS 9 INCHES,"
writes Miss Jean Healy. ... "I reduced
from 43 inches to 34V2 inches" . . . writes
Miss Brian.

• So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle
that we want you to try it for 10 days at

our expense!

Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!
• The Girdle may be worn next to the
body with perfect safety for it is ventilated
to allow the skin to breathe. It works con-
stantly while you walk, work, or sit . . . its

massage-like action gently but persistently
eliminating fat with every move you make.

Don't Wait Any Longer . . . Act Today
• You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely in 10 days whether or not this

very efficient girdle will reduce your waist
and hips THREE INCHES! You do not
need to risk one penny . . . try it for 10
days ... at no cost!

THE COUPON BRINGS YOU FREE BOOKLET AND
SAMPLE OF THE VENTILATED PERFOLASTIC RUBBER

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 532, 41 EAST 42 nd ST., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing

and illustrating the new Perfolastic Reducing
Girdle, also sample of perforated Rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.
Name
Address

City State
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Post Card

performance had ever thrown her into

such a state of nerves. When she made
her first appearance, one could tell how
tense she was. It was not until she

had worn three dresses that she began
to be at all calm. I never thought I

should ever see Lilyan Tashman at-

tacked by timidity.

One of the people who completely

upsets my shop every time she enters

it is Polly Moran. Well as I know her,

I've never made any clothes for her.

She always wants things in a great

hurry and since we always ask at least

ten days for the making of a dress, we
have never been able to take her or-

ders. But Polly is one of the most
amusing women I know. Her humor
at times smacks of the Barbary Coast,

but it is humor.

NE night at a party I put on an
impromptu fashion show. Some of

my guests, entering into the fun,

were playing mannequin. I lined them
up in an adjoining room and announced
them by various names other than their

own. Norma and Constance Talmadge
put all the mannequins in Paris to

shame with their undulations and ex-

aggerated postures. May Sunday,
Peggy Fears and Vivienne Segal were
others who posed. I saved Polly Moran
for the last.

It's just as well that I don't remem-
ber how I announced her, and probably

better that I've forgotten what she said

in answer, but I do know that in the

midst of her posing she broke into a

can-can and won the vote as the best

mannequin of the evening.

It is a far cry from Polly Moran
to Irene Dunne—but here's Miss
Dunne's name and I must tell you about

her. She often comes to us for clothes.

One day she was on location in Pasa-
dena and the only chance we had of

fitting a dress which she needed for

scenes the following day was on the

location between shots.

A small temporary dressing room
had been erected for her under a tree,

but since it was too small for her to

be fitted in, one of the property men
stood a high mirror against another

tree and we worked right out in the.

open. It occurred to Irene Dunne that

this was a novelty worth capturing for

a publicity picture. It is quite unusual

for a star to think up her own press

agent "gags," but she asked one of the

still camera men to set up his camera
and take her photograph in the act of

having metal pajamas fitted under a

spreading oak tree. And you can see

the picture for yourself on page 48.

Miss Dunne stood before the mirror,

the fitter knelt at her feet and I was
told to perch in a fork of the tree, which
brought my knees on a level with Miss
Dunne's shoulders.

The camera man had some difficulty

with his camera and I imagined that I

felt something crawling across my lap.

I stopped "posing" for a moment,

looked down and there—like all Hanni-
bal's soldiers crossing the Alps—I dis-

covered six million black ants crawling
across my trousers. I jumped down
immediately, for by this time they were
inside my trousers, and began to do a

wild dance that no camera could record.

Miss Dunne stood there and howled
with laughter. "You're the first man
I've ever seen literally living up to an
old Hollywood expression," she said

—

which, it seems to me, shows that she
has much more humor than she's given
credit for having. And you can also

see that being a Hollywood designer

does not mean that one does nothing
but design clothes.

One of the most curious jobs I've

ever had was the making of a court
dress—and I don't mean a white satin

with a train and ostrich plumes in

which to take a formal bow at Buck-
ingham Palace. Sue Carol came in the

shop one afternoon and asked to see

the collection.

"I am having trouble with a contract

which was made a long time ago," she
explained, "and I have to go to court
to get a release. I want something
nice and refined which a lady would
wear at court when she wants the

judge to take her part." Nothing ever
daunts or amazes us. We made her a

simple olive-green crepe dress, without
any adornment, and a small hat. Miss
Carol appeared in court a few days later

and, after a short interval, was re-

leased from the contract she felt was
unfair. Apparently the dress—and
Miss Carol—had done their stuff.

DARBARA STANWYCK'S name
reminds me of a most disastrous

—from a financial standpoint—experi-

ence. One afternoon she came for a

fitting accompanied by her husband,
Frank Fay, Ricardo Cortez, a chap
named Eddie Kane (one of the wits of

Hollywood) and another lad whose
name I don't remember.
While she was being fitted, the four

men sat in the large salon watching the

mannequins displaying clothes. They
were all in swell humor and made the

most riotous wisecracks at the appear-
ance of each dress. They reduced the

mannequins to hysterics and two stately

Pasadena dowagers—fearful of what
the boys would say next—fled from the

shop without making any purchases.
That cost me plenty in un-made sales.

Barbara Stanwyck is a very calm
girl—most of the time. She is almost
entirely bored with clothes and is an-
other of those cinema beauties who goes
about in flat-heeled shoes and rolled-

down socks. More than once I have
had to fit long formal velvet evening
gowns on her and had the shock of

looking at the floor to discover, peep-

ing out from under the velvet, dusty
sports shoes and white woolen socks.

And now just one more thing before

I end this installment. (I've more
stories for you next month.) I want
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to tell you something about Anna May
Wong. She hasn't gotten any real pic-

ture breaks lately, but I want to tell

you how she selects clothes—just as a

bit of advice to all women. Anna May
is a dressmaker's holiday. She adores

clothes and spends days making up her

mind about a thing before she orders it

—which is an excellent idea. But here's

the real trick—she plans a coat that

will not only match her suit but several

dresses as well. She has jackets—often

reversible—that can be worn over more
than one dinner or evening dress. She

keeps to a certain set of color schemes

and suits her accessories to several cos-

tumes. She had a dozen changes where

the average woman would have but

four—and it's all because she uses her

head and gives real thought to her

clothes—something which every woman
should do.

Not long ago she left Hollywood,
Europe-bound, discouraged by the cast-

ing of Occidental players in Oriental

parts.

"What's the use of being Chinese,"

she once said to me, "when they never

pick a Chinese girl for a Chinese part?

Instead, they take some girl in pictures,

draw her eyebrows up with tape, put

a black wig on her and expect her to

be convincing. When she turns her

face sideways to the camera, the illu-

sion is always gone; for while you can

make eyes look Oriental with make-up
and tape, you cannot change a good old

American profile !"

Next month, Mr. Greer concludes his

fascinating series. He'll tell you many
interesting and amusing anecdotes about

the "old timers." The Talmadges.

Corinne Griffith. Dorothy Mackaill.

Betty Compson. Florence Vidor. And
others whom you used to adore and
have wondered about in late years.

Myrna in Marble

(Continued from page 59)

distributed autographed pictures of the

statue with the same liberality and rest-

less energy that Will H. Hays hands
out statements. In fact, so beautiful is

the "Spirit" of the marble group and so

much admired that any woman in the

world would be proud to be known as

the original.

Los Angeles -has long pointed to the

beautiful marble group "Spirit of Edu-
cation," which graces the broad campus
of the $1,000,000 Venice high school.

In the allegory are three figures, one
typifying the "mental," another the

"physical," and a third the "spirit" of

education. Famous art critics have
praised the central figure, the "Spirit"
for its graceful poise and delicacy of

outline. Throughout the art world, the

allegory is well known, but Hollywood,
busy with clothes, contracts and night
clubs, hasn't had time to consider it.

Besides, so far as any one knew, the
group had no connection with motion
pictures. But now, the cinema boys
and girls are -rushing down to look it

over with the utmost enthusiasm.

™E HEWS IS OUT.
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NEW IMPROVED CLOPAY
WINDOW SHADES forI5W

A Revolutionary Advance in the Clopay Shades Approved By Mil-

lions of Women . . Added Durability and Extra Features Make
Clopay at 15c a Greater Bargain Than Ever . . FREE Color Samples

YES, constant research and a mania ton that makes trimming these full size

for questioning users has at last ac- shades for narrow windows much easier

complished the seemingly impossible— than ever before. Four new stunning pat-

vastlyimprovedClopayShades,
which women always called
perfect. Now, with the prices

of ordinary cloth shades con-
stantly rising, the newimproved
Clopays at 15c are positively

the greatest value yet offered

in window shades.

Never Before Such
Shades!

The new improved Clopay
Shades are heavier and stronger

terns just added, too.

Surely there's no excuse now
for you to put off replacing

soiled or cracked window
shades. So inexpensive—and
such a blessed change besides

—to have bright new Clopays
at every window I

Send a 3c stamp (to cover

mailing cost) and you will re-

ceive complete color samples
FREE—a hint of what to ex-

pect in this unusual
_
bargain

than formerly. A wooden slat at the bot- value. Address : Clopay Corporation, 1 222

torn is included. And a molded shade but- York St., Cincinnati, Ohio. •MBA-

At All5c and 10c Stores and Most Departmentand Neighborhood Stores

*N0TE THESE

ADDED FEATURES

Heavier and Stronger

•

Wooden Slat at

Bottom Included

•

Molded Shade Pull

Button packed with

each shade

<£H(DLPAV Window Shades
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Here's a Secret
for

SMART
We'll show you how
to get into this new,

money making pro-

fession.

If you'll spend a few of your
spare hours in delightful work
right in your own home,you can

HAVE EXTRA MONEY
Money of your own—to spend as you
please on the things you have always
wanted but felt you could not afford.

You can

WIN ADMIRATION
of men and women; astonish your
friends; be known as a clever woman.
You can

HAVE LOADS OF FUN
doing work so interesting and absorb-
ing that hundreds of society women
have made it their hobby.

YOU DON'T NEED
EXPERIENCE
We'll show you how to decor-
ate charming giftwares like
those shown in the pictures,

I and hundreds of other artistic

? and exclusive Fireside articles

-No tediouB study—you learn
to do by doing. We send you
the secret of the "3 Step
Method" at once. It's as sim-
ple as ABC. You start decor-
ating immediately. You car.

make money almost from the
beginning.

We Furnish Every-
thing You Need

to Start

We -will send you at once a

big wonder box of artist's sup-
plies.We teach you exactly what
to do and help you every step

of the way to a big success.

No Canvassing

—

No Soliciting

Our plan is so simple. You
are bound to succeed. We give

you an absolute warranty of

success and satisfaction backed
up with a $1000.00 Gold Bond.
Many earn from $15 to 835 a

week for part time or a splen-

did regular income for full time.

Send for Free Book
Full of colored pictures! Tells

you the secret. Shows you the

wonderful things you can do
and the money you can make.
Now we need more women
everywhere to join in this de-

lightful work. Don't miss
the opportunity. Be the first

in your community. The book
is free. Send for it. Mail the

I coupon today.

Fireside Industries

| Dept. 147B, Adrian, Mich.

A mystery has always surrounded
the alluring-

"Spirit.'' Often lias the

sculptor, H. F. Winebrenner, an artist

of national renown and head of the

Venice high school's art classes, been
asked the name of his attractive model
—the original of the "Spirit" — and
just as often he has shaken his head
and replied, "Some day she will tell

you."
"In planning the group," says Mr.

Winebrenner, "I had little difficulty in

selecting the first two models. A foot-

ball gladiator posed for the 'physical'

education and a comely miss with high
scholastic standing was the 'mental.'

"But the 'Spirit' was not so easy. It

required a girl with a beautiful body,

and from more than a thousand girls in

our school we had many to choose, but

.the 'Spirit' had to be idealistic— it had
to reflect spirituality—intelligent un-

derstanding—beauty—grace.

"While viewing an interpretative

dance program, I discovered in Myrna
Loy, one of my shy students, the model
I was looking for. It required some
persuasion to induce her to pose for the

statue and then only upon a promise
of secrecy until after the group was
unveiled. For that reason the model-
ing was done in my home studio.

"On an autumn afternoon, more than

five years ago, the 'Spirit of Education'

was dedicated. Unnoticed—alone—on
the edge of the throng attending the

ceremony stood the quiet, thoughtful

Myrna. She heard a dignified presi-

dent of the University of California

praise the statue's beauty and grace.

But her real thrill came, she told me,
when the venerable educator empha-
sized the high ideals the 'Spirit of Edu-
cation' was to reflect : an inspirational

message to youth—nobility of thought
and purpose. And the young girl was
impressed. She resolved to be worthy
of her marble self. From me, she ex-

acted a promise not to reveal the

'Spirit's' identity until its original had
achieved something worth while in the

big world she was about to face.

SCHOOL days completed, Myrna de-

parted, the 'Spirit' still her guiding
influence, so she told me. Other pupils

came and admired the beautiful marble

that guarded the campus. Many young

girls emulated the 'Spirit's' graces and
wondered if anyone so alluring had
really lived. But to their questions I

could only shake my head— I must keep
the faith.

"The first recognition Myrna re-

ceived was in a Hollywood theatre. On
the screen was Chaplin's "The Gold
Rush." Critics raved over the beauty
and grace of a central figure in Mr.
Grauman's prologue — a dancing elf.

garbed in a bewildering cloud of white

and shimmering silver. And Myrna
was thrilled—for again she was a spirit

—this time the Spirit of the Northern
Ice ! And it was as a spirit that Val-
entino and his wife. Natacha Ram-
bova, first saw the girl. So impressed

were they by her grace and charm that

they became interested in her future.

"This was her first step toward an
ultimate goal. The road was long and
the detours many, but success finally

came. Gatemen at the studio gate now
bow as she passes in. And I feel that

Myrna's ambitions have been realized,

so I am brushing aside the years and
revealing the statue's secret—my mar-
ble Spirit is Myrna Loy."

"I don't mind admitting it," smiled

the actress when told what the sculptor

had said. "In fact, I feel honored when
Mr. Winebrenner identifies me as the

'Spirit' of his group. Many see in her

only a marble figure, but to me she has
always been a living, pulsating thing.

"Recently, I signed an attractive con-

tract. That evening I told my 'Spirit'

and my good friend, Mr. Winebrenner.
I presume he feels my ambitions have
been sufficiently realized for him to re-

veal the secret—I think, though, he
should have waited. Before, the 'Spirit'

was herself—now, alas, she's only me."
And Hollywood—see-all, know-all

Hollywood—refuses to understand, prob-

ably couldn't understand.

Today, on the sight-seeing buses,

the megaphone men have changed their

travel talks. Formerly, passengers were
told they were passing California's mil-

lion dollar high school. Attention now
is directed to the allegorical group of

statuary, "The Spirit of Education."
"And, ladies and gentlemen," say

the lecturers, "the central figure of al-

legory, 'the Spirit,' is the celebrated

screen actress—Myrna Loy."

Double-Duty Outfits

(Continued from page 73)

—a soft homespun material or a slick

broadcloth. For sports, a red and green

plaid cotton blouse: for shopping, a

green. Royal blue, or mustard colored

crepe ; for afternoons, one of eggshell

satin ; for later on, a red and gold or

silver and white brocade. You can think

up combinations as fast as you can

write them down. Not so easy to at-

tain? Well, one this month, one next,

and so on, will string out the founda-

tion skirt over a whole season—even

longer.

And here are other color possibili-

ties :

Ensemble with brown

:

Brown and green striped linen

Green flat crepe

Beige satin

Green and gold brocade
Ensemble with gray

:

Dark blue linen (plain)

Brown flat crepe

Pale yellow satin

Cloth of silver

Ensemble with tan

:

Yellow and brown plaid cotton

Flat crepe to match
Beige satin

Cloth of gold
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CCREEN stars, always sensing the
^ the ways of fashion, with quick,

sure instinct, have taken up the blouse

ensemble idea with gusto. Here we
have Margaret Lindsay in a perfect ex-

ample of the satin blouse, good for

afternoons, and a wonderful thing, too,

to wear with a suit.

Also, Jean Muir in one of flat crepe,

with its touch of the 90's in a soft

jabot, illustrates the possibilities of ever

so simple a shirtwaist idea.

Joan Blondell carries the same idea

into the realm of the little coat and
skirt. Underneath the gay plaid jacket,

a light blouse with the skirt makes still

another costume.
Even the three-quarter coat over a

waist and skirt combination is perfect

in style. On the pattern page—page
74—you will see one worn by Una
Merkel. We have had a pattern of this

cut especially for the readers of Mod-
ern Screen, knowing that they may
want to make themselves something
that is right up to the minute in style

and sponsored by one of the most popu-
lar of the movie actresses. That dress

and coat could be done from two plain

materials or the coat and skirt could be
made of one material with a contrast-

ing sweater or blouse. The possibili-

ties of combining it in various ways
are enormous.
Ruby Keeler's ensemble is an out-

standing example of the way in which
this combination blouse and skirt idea

has been carried right into the field of

formal clothes. It is not going too
far to say that the most effective din-

ner dresses of this season are those
constructed on this principle. And by
the same token, variety in formal dress-

ing can be economically achieved. One
black satin or velvet skirt, reaching the
floor, can carry a satin blouse, one of

metal cloth, one of brocaded velvet, if

you wish, and also a tightly fitted Vic-
torian coat of heavy, corded bengaline,
with long fitted sleeves.

It's really about the smartest thing
you can do, if you go about a lot after
dark, for you are obviously dressed for

a party and still you have all the look
of the most modern and sophisticated
young person.

A little coat can cover the blouse as
shown in Ruby Keeler's costume. And
these jackets are quite as fascinating in
their way as the blouses that grow un-
derneath them. More possibilities for
varying the look of the foundation
dress.

Treat it all as a game—and use your
head while you are playing the game.
Plan before you shop—and youH be
surprised how varied and complete
your wardrobe will become for a very
modest financial expenditure.

In such a way, you can avoid the
bugaboo of wearing "the same old
thing" for one date after another. And
do so without going to heart-breaking
expense.

For there is nothing more important
than being properly and appropriately
dressed—and good taste and a cultivated
clothes sense can accomplish more in this
direction than money. Develop an in-
terest in what you wear and, ten chances
to one, you'll always look your best.

M,

She knows how to Accentuate Natural Loveliness

without risking that painted look

MEN don't want to kiss paint. Many a man
has said: "It spoils all the illusion if you

have to wipe your lips after kissing a girl."

So meet the girl men want to kiss. Her lips

are neither a coarsening streak of paint, nor a

faded, colorless line. Instead she has accen-

tuated the cupid's bow of her mouth with a

lipstick that gives the healthy, youthful glow
that men admire without that painted look.

Only Tangee could do this for only Tangee
incorporates the magic color-change principle

that makes it intensify natural coloring.

LOOKS ORANGE —ACTS ROSE

In the stick Tangee looks orange. But put it on
and notice how it changes on your lips to the

one shade of rose most becoming to you. No
smearing, and no red spots on teeth or hand-
kerchiefs when you use Tangee. Tangee be-

comes a very part of you, instead of a greasy
coating, hence is longer-lasting than ordinary
"paint" lipsticks.

Moreover, Tangee is made with a special

cream base so that it soothes and softens lips

while it adds to their allure. No drying, crack-
ing or chapping of lips when you use Tangee.

Don't be switched!

Insist upon Tangee. —
And patronize the

store that gives you
what you ask for.

Get Tangee today—39c and $1.10 sizes. Also
in Theatrical, a deeper shade for professional

use. Or send 10c with coupon below for 4-Piece

Miracle Make-Up Kit containing Tangee Lip-

stick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge and Face
Powder.

Cheeks must not look painted either. So use Tangee
Rouge. Gives you the same natural color as the Lip-
stick. Now in new refillable gun-metal case. Buy Tangee
Refills and save money.

UNTOUCHED-Lips left

untouched are apt to

have a faded look . . make
the face seem older.

PAINTED— Don't risk

that painted look. It's

coarsening and men
don't like it.

TANGEE— Intensifies

natural color, restores

youthful appeal, ends
that painted look.

World's Most Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

4-PIECE MiRACLE MAKE-UP KIT — 10c
j

THE GEORGE W. IJJFT COMPANY, Inc. M^m .

417 Fifth Avemie, New York, N. Y. »

Hush Miracle Make-Up Kit containing miniature Tangee Lip- j
stick, Rouge Compact. Creme Rouge and Face Powdar. »

Enclosed find 10t" (stamps or coin). d
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IN
two seconds you can chanse that untidy

disorderly hair to a smooth, trim, well-arranged

coiffure. How? Just by using HOLD-BOBS.

But don't confuse HOLD-BOBS with ordinary

bob pins that fall out as soon as you put them

in. HOLD-BOBS stay I They hold each lock, or

wave exactly as you want them. They never

scratch your scalp or pull your hair

—

Because only HOLD-BOBS have small, round, in-

visible heads, non-scratching ends, and flexible,

tapered legs, one side crimped to hold every

lockof hairsecurely. Insist on HOLD-BOBSalways.

Made only by

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Sol H. Goldberg, Pres.

1918-36 Prairie Avenue, Dept. R-24, Chicago, III.

The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co. of Canada, Ltd.

St. Hyacinthe, P. Q., Canada

Straight Style HOLD-BOB

1\SMAU, INVISIBLE H E A D S >

Curved Shape Style

Gold and Silver Metal Foil

cards identify HOLD-BOBS

everywhere . . . made in

all sizes to meet every

i requirement. Also sold

I underthese brand names:

\ BOB-ETTES,CLIP-PER-ETTES

%\ and LOX-THE-LOCKS.

M A I L CO UPON ~fpO*l- (ji'fi't' CARD

The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.

Dept. C-24, Chicago, III.

Please send me free sample card of HOLD-BOBS and

the new booklet "The Quest (or Beauty."

Name-— - — -

Address— - —
City—------ - State.—

Blonde Gray Brunette Gold
Copyright 1934 by The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.
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The Private Life of a Crooner

(Continued from page 68)

Rock. Mildred felt so blue about it she

went out and bought two pair of new
sboes. Which reduced the bankroll to

$18.75. The prodigals arrived in Lit-

tle Rock minus a few meals, but happy.

They lived with Mildred's aunt for

three weeks and with Dick's folks for

two months.
On July 4, the Royal Peacock Or-

chestra fnom Indiana came to Little

Rock for a five-week engagement. The
event had been advertised weeks in ad-

vance. The Royal Peacocks were being

paid plenty of money and it was up to

them to deliver—and deliver something

good. In fact, the boys of the band got

so excited that exactly five hours before

the grand opening number, the tenor

soloist took down with an acute case of

alcoholism. Some pickle for the Pea-

cock leader, even if he was cold-and-

worried sober ! Like a frantic hen, he

began scratching for local talent and
what he dug up was Mr. Richard

Powell.

He could have done a lot worse. As
the evening and the enthusiastic hilar-

ity wore on, it became evident that he

couldn't have done better. The local

boy was a hit with the big league or-

chestra. He was even better than that

:

lie was a minor sensation. It was not a

surprise to anybody when the Peacocks

offered Dick a contract which called

for a long engagement at one of the

big hotels in Louisville, Ky. The mag-
nificent sum involved was $60 weekly.

On September 21, Mildred and Dick

left for Louisville, leaving their debts

behind them. They were young, in

love, and in the money.
As a full-fledged professional singer,

he had calling cards made with the im-

posing name : Richard E. Powell,

Tenor. He sang popular songs, sang

over the radio and two weeks after the

opening of the Louisville engagement, he

became a crooner by the simple process

of lifting a megaphone to his lips.

It was inevitable that before the year

was out, the marriage of the popular

little belle from the South and the

music struck kid from Arkansas should

begin to feel the strain of divergent

tastes. Mildred had been petted, ad-

mired and rushed with more dates than

there were evenings in the week. Now,
as Mrs. Richard (Tenor) Powell, she

lived an existence of lonely nights spent

in hotel rooms, movie shows and visits

to the circulating libraries. Dick's or-

chestra job kept him occupied from

seven in the evening until one in the

morning.
When the Peacocks suddenly found

themselves minus an engagement, their

life became even more of a spotty af-

fair, with Mildred growing more and

more miserable.

EIGHT vagabond months went by.

Dick played the banjo and sang

songs (for two weeks) in an Ohio
theatre. There was an offer from a

traveling "Student Prince" company

that he didn't accept because he didn't

like the looks of the chorus boys. Then
a short Columbia Club engagement in

Columbus, Ohio. Once he teamed up
with a piano player with vaudeville in

mind. They landed in Chicago, played
a week and nearly starved to death for

six. In a burst of discouragement Dick
permitted Mildred to talk him into

joining her uncle in the real estate

boom then in progress in Florida.

But before they could arrive in Flor-
ida, the boom was over.

There were odd jobs, such as making
victrola records at $50 a recording.

They helped. One record, "Beautiful,"

was responsible for an offer which led

Dick to a master of ceremonies job in

Indianapolis. He was also to sing.

With the $150 weekly salary that went
with it, this was the best break for the

young Powells since the Peacocks hit

Little Rock. He had never master-of-
ceremonied before, but it was not long
before Dick and his megaphone were
points of local interest in Indianapolis.

Good masters-of-ceremony are not

born to blush unseen. There are too

many theatre scouts on the look-out for

them all the time. And when a certain

scouting gentleman from the Warner
Brothers Theatre chain just happened
to drop into Indianapolis and heard the

peppy, personality kid doing his stuff

through a megaphone—that was the

end of the Powell career in Indian-
apolis.

He went into the Stanley Theatre in

Pittsburgh at a salary of $450 weekly,

marquee billing, and an advance splurge

of publicity that would have warmed
the heart of Paul Whiteman.
Here was success in a big way. He

was writing his own ticket; he was
drawing more money than he had time
to spend. But married life was grow-
ing more and more difficult.

Being a sensationally successful
master-of-ceremonies in the "big time"
took even more of his attention than
he had devoted to his barnstorming
days. He did six shows daily at the
theatre. Now and then he donated the

services of his band to charity activi-

ties. He loved it and it was good busi-

ness. They'd heard of Crosby and Val-
lee in Pittsburgh, but the natives rated

them bad seconds to Richard Powell.
Mildred's unhappiness was the only
hitch in the otherwise smooth oil of

his existence.

"It was a terrible life for a girl,"

Dick explained. "It wasn't fair. Yet
Mildred realized as well as I that there

was no turning back from this line of

work, now. It was definitely my field."

They grew farther and farther apart.

Eventually, though they remained
friends, Mildred left on an extended

visit to Houston, Texas.
Every week Dick was called into con-

ference on the program of the build-up

for the movie show that was to follow.

He learned not only all the tricks of the

trade—which included a "strong stage
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show for a weak picture" and a "take-

it-easy stage show for a strong pic-

ture"—but he also learned Hollywood
secrets that would have knocked sev-

eral Hollywood stars for a loop. He
learned that Joe E. Brown, Barbara
Stanwyck, Joan Crawford, Marie Dres-
sier and Wally Beery and Constance
Bennett were hotter-than-hot—would
fill a theatre every hour of the day
or evening. But there were many
other gilded and precious pets whom he
knew to be drawing salaries way into

the thousands who could be put over only

by the finest vaudeville and stage shows
Mr. Powell and the Stanley Theatre
management could rake up. Long be-

fore Hollywood actually knew him,

Dick Powell had Hollywood's number.

TJ E particularly enjoyed his work
A during "personal appearance"

weeks, which brought Hollywood per-

sonalities to the stage of his theatre.

He came to know Alice White, Jimmy
Dunn, Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian,

Jean Harlow and Lupe Velez as they

appeared in Pittsburgh to say hello to

their public. Jean Harlow's appear-
ance was sensational.

"We did eight shows a day with
Jean," Dick says. "The girl was a

riot. I'll never forget her, either. It

just happened that Pittsburgh was the

first appearance she made on her tour.

She was as nervous as could be. She
showed up at the theatre at about eight

o'clock the morning of her debut and
showed me the little speech she had
written. It was the old stereotyped
stuff 'Hello, folks. . . . I'm so happy
to be here . . . hope you'll like me,' etc.

I suggested that we work out a little

act together. Something different . . .

something new. She was as tickled as

a kid. So we got out the old joke book
and began to fashion the cracks into

new twists. I'm telling you the girl

panicked 'em. I was very flattered when
she told me she was going to follow

the routine we had worked up all

through her tour . . . and she did !" In-
cidentally, in the week Jean played
Pittsburgh she broke a seven-year rec-

ord held by Jack Dempsey.
It was colorful and exciting work

and Dick began to have a hunch his

reputation was getting beyond local

bounds. He knew he could ask for,

and receive, as much as $750 from the
theatre. But ideas for bigger and bet-

ter things were beginning to blossom
in his fertile mind. If he asked for an
increase, and got it, he would have to

sign a contract. He had a hunch there
was a better contract for him some-
where in the offing. While he was
waiting, he played the stock market
with such success he could have retired

and lived nicely on the income from
good investments. But he forgot to

sell out. He awoke one morning to find

himself financially flatter than a pan-
cake, except for his salary.

It was the spring of 1932 the Warner
Brothers Studio executives wired their

Pittsburgh theatre manager they wanted
to borrow Richard Powell for a movie
test for "The Crooner." Inferiority
never had been, and was not now, one
of the Powell complexes, and he'd had
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WHY BE SKINNY *

WHEN NEW WAY f
PUTS ON POUNDS

"

_ double quick !

Gains of 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks

with new double tonic. Richest im-

ported brewers' ale yeast concentrated

7 times and combined with iron

THOUSANDS who but a short time ago were

"skinny", sickly and weak, no longer have to

be ashamed of their scrawny figures and are

making plenty of new friends. They have simply

taken this new easy treatment that is giving

hosts of thin people good solid flesh and attrac-

tive curves

—

in just a few weeks!

m As you know, doctors for years have prescribed

ill yeast to build up health for run down
' people. But now with this new discovery

you can get far greater tonic results than
with ordinary yeast— regain health, and in

addition put on pounds of firm flesh — and in

a far shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gaining beauty-

bringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, free-

dom from indigestion and constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is

made from specially cultured brewers' ale yeast,

imported from Europe—the richest yeast known
—which by a new process is concentrated 7 times

—made 7 times more powerful.

But that is not all! This marvelous, health-

building yeast is ironized with 3 special kinds of

iron which strengthen the blood, add new energy.

Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast,

watch flat chest develop, skinny limbs round out

attractively, skin clear—you're a new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may be,

this marvelous new Ironized Yeast should build

you up in a few short weeks as it has thousands.

If you are not delighted with the results of the

very first package, your money instantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast,

not some imitation that cannot give the same
results. Look for "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!

To start you building up your health right away,

we make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase

a package of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the

seal on the box and mail it to us with a clipping

of this paragraph. We will send you a fascinating

new book on health, "New Facts About Your
Body", by a well-known authority.

Remember, results are guaranteed
with the very first package—or

money refunded. At all druggists;

Ironized Yeast Co., Dept. 32,

Atlanta, Ga.
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MODERN

Dollar Qualify and

Quantity — for 25/
If you saw Modern Eve
Beauty Aids in drug stores,

you'd be willing to pay $1
each for them. For these are

full-size boudoir packages
of finest quality creams and
cosmetics — at only 2 5c.

They are especially made
for your favorite 5- 10-2 5c
store— created of finest

ingredients in a modern
laboratory—and honestly
priced to give you real
quality at one-fourth the
usual cost!

Modern Eve Beauty Aids
are not miniature sizes

—

not "cheap" copies of the
preparations you need, but
genuinely fine, pure toilet-

ries that can really help
your skin's loveliness. See
them — examine them —
you'll be delighted that

you can buy such dollar
quality for only 2 5c!

MODERN EVE COMPANY
305 E. 63rd St., New York City

* Instance

:

MODERN EVE
FACE POWDER —

"in a gorgeous metal box
of black and silver. Pow-

.

der that's pure In every
way, exquisitely fragrant,
really clinging and beau-
tifying. 25c.Thecomplete
line is equally value-full!

NOW/ THE
GIANT
TUBE.

ZIP EPILATOR — IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT
PERMANENTLY DESTROYS HAIR
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a hunch that something good was just
around the corner. But the movies

!

You could have knocked him over with
a canary feather.

The instructions read that he was to
make the test in New York and then
return to the theatre to "await word."
He knew (long before he read in a
syndicated column from Hollywood that
David Manners had been signed for the
part) that he would not play it. He
had been too terribly nervous, too
badly made up, in that hectic half-hour
test in the New York studio. Dick was
disappointed, but his respect for Holly-
wood casting judgment was definitely

increased. New York shipped out his

test and with Johnny Harris, manager
of the theatre, he had a good laugh.

The make-up made him look absolutely

sappy.

One afternoon Harris came back-
stage with another telegram. The wire
read: "WANT POWELL IN HOL-
LYWOOD IMMEDIATELY FOR
ROLE OF SAPPY CROONER IN
QUOTE BLESSED EVENT UN-
QUOTE TEST PERFECT FOR
THIS ROLE."
Johnny Harris was laughing so hard

at this unflattering offer he could
hardly stand up. "My God," breathed
Mr. Powell, who had just dropped a

good-sized load of self-satisfaction with
a terrible thud, "just wait until I get

to Hollywood. I'll show 'em !"

Though it was necessary for him to

play the role of the crooner in "Blessed
Event" with a "sappy" effect, he did

most certainly show them that the bad
make-up had been responsible for their

impression of him from that disastrous

test. He clicked as a decidedly breezy

and different screen personality from
that first appearance ; his agreement
with the Pittsburgh theatre was can-

celled and within a year he made "Too
Busy to Work," with Will Rogers

;

"King's Vacation," with George Arliss

;

"Forty-second Street" and "Golddig-
gers of 1933," the two latter musicals

bringing him to co-starring prominence

with little Ruby Keeler. He started off

nobly on his second year with "Foot-
light Parade" and his next two are
"College Coach" and "Convention City."

TVT EVER for a moment did he feel

like a stranger within the Holly-
wood gates. His long association with
movie houses had familiarized him with
the big personalities of the town long
before he came here. He took up im-
mediately his friendships with Joe E.
Brown, Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian (to

whom he was immediately rumored
engaged), Jean Harlow and other of

his personal appearance pets. Nor
were his feelings ever hurt if any big

star did try to shoot him. He could al-

ways think back on what rotten busi-

ness their last picture had done in

Pittsburgh.

As soon as he was settled in a small

house in Beverly Hills, he sent for his

mother and dad. He knew now that his

marriage to Mildred was a thing of the

past. Six months after he arrived in

Hollywood he received word that Mil-
dred had divorced him. Yet to this day
they remain friends, frequently corre-

sponding. As for his muchly-publicized
romance with Mary Brian, Dick says it

was never as serious as the gossip col-

umnists would have you believe. "I

liked Mary better than anyone I knew.
I still do. I think that's about all I can
say. Anything else would have to come
from Mary." And Mary, apparently
has decided the question by becoming
engaged to Donald Cook.
New rumors would have us believe

that Dick may marry non-professional
Gwen Heller—the Warners' pretty

niece. But, again, it's merely rumor.
For the most part, his life in Holly-

wood is a round of studio calls, golfing

dates with Jimmy Dunn, family dinners
with the Joe E. Browns, dancing dates

with one or another Hollywood belle,

and far more evenings than you would
suspect spent in solitary study in his

new home in Toluca Lake, where he
recently moved from Beverly.

The Great God Studio

{Continued from page 55)

missed his mark. For the first time in

his life. He had then shot himself.

You see, he hadn't missed by accident.

The god was, in this case, frustrated.

Again, the god expressed a desire for

a frog that could croak in Gaelic. He
wanted the froggie for Janet Gay-
nor's "Paddy the Next Best Thing."

Now, said the casting director, the god
had indeed asked the impossible. He
had recently procured three negroes
with Harvard accents ; he had brought
out of his hat an aged Chinaman with

an English accent and an Eskimo with

a fluent German vocabulary. But when
he was asked for a frog that could

croak in Gaelic, the grass grew green
all around for all of him.

Director Harry Lachman insisted that

such a frog could be found by any good,

frosr-minded man. Dialogue-director

Edwin Burke swore that he had heard
a frog croak in Gaelic in old Ireland.

At last, worn down, a casting office

sleuth was dispatched to the beautiful

Japanese Gardens in Hollywood where
frog families of all nations, dimensions
and characteristics make their habitats.

The sleuth, feeling, he said, like Sim-
ple Simon, lay under bushes and by the

damp edges of rushy pools for whole
nights through. The air was filled with
the orchestration of froggy voices. And
at last, asthmatic but triumphant, he
offered a Gaelic croaking frog to the

gracious god.

ONE warmish Sunday the god called

for a jackass with a day-old colt.

An altar boy was dispatched to the

various stockyards and he looked at

every lady burro in the pens without
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result. Animal men called and said, "If

you can wait a while . .
." Studio can

never wait. And finally the director, on
his Sunday drive, noticed a Mexican
leading an expectant burro to pasture.

Mr. Lachman stayed on for the blessed

event. The colt was born in due course
on that day and the sequence was shot,

as scheduled, on the day following.

When Studio is in a mood for ani-

mals he grows more whimsical than
A. A. Milne at his best. Emboldened
by his success with the Gaelic-croaking
frog and the expectant burro, he now
called for a brace of suckling pigs that

would not grotv. These, also, were for

"Paddy." The pigs, it would appear,
play an important part in this same pic-
ture. A short sequence in which they
star had to be shot at various times
over a period of six weeks because of
the action of the picture. Now, pigs
have a habit of growing apace. Pigs will
be pigs. It was a knotty pig-problem.
Finally, a professional pig-raiser was
called into conference. The confer-
ence went on for hours, far into the
night. And the result of it was that
the pig-man agreed to keep the com-
pany supplied with a succession of pigs
of the same size, color and weight
throughout the run of the sequence.

Occasionally the god is seized with a
craving for doubles, or resemblances.
As once when he demanded a double
for Mr. Lloyd George, a gentleman who
would look so much like the ex-premier
that his own daughter, Megan, would
call him Daddy. Casting assistant Billy
Gordon of the Paramount lot was de-
tailed to bring forth this tid-bit for the
god. He searched for weeks. He ad-
vertised. He thumbed his call book
wherein were listed doubles galore for
Lincoln, George Washington, Mahatma
Gandhi, Aimee Semple MacPherson.
Mussolini and others. In vain. Not a
Lloyd George in the library of them.
One night, returning from a fruitless
day in Long Beach, he stopped at a tiny
night counter cafe for a hamburger. In
the rear of the dingy little place he no-
ticed a man washing dishes

—

Llovd
George, in person, s'help him ! At least,
he knew, the god could never tell the
difference.

Another resemblance demand was
made, this time for a man who would
perfectly duplicate ex-president Hoover.
They had to have such a man for the
Lew Ayres picture, "Up For Murder."
They were informed that a man by the
name of Patterson was in the Hunting-
ton Park Station and that he was

&
a

most perfect double. They were right
and Mr. Patterson was President
Hoover for the duration of the picture—and his term in jail.

VyHEN Cecil DeMille was making
"The Sign of the Cross," Studio

called loudly for a dozen women six
feet tall. He wanted them for the arena
scenes. Now, Hollywood is a town
where women are demi tasse size, al-
most to a lass. Again advertisements
were placed in all the papers. In al-
most every case the women who flocked
to the casting office were wide instead

.of tall. They seemed to feel that di-
mension was the important factor But

'It's funny, Molly—Peggy's always loved the ride before. But she's

been acting just this way for a whole week!"

"She's not hungry, either. I've found, Nan, that these symptoms mean
it's time for a laxative. Give Peggy Fletcher's Castoria tonight."

"We want to report that Peggy's fine today—a perfect lamb! We
both can't thank you enough for suggesting Fletcher's Castoria."

"A good laxative was all the child needed, Nan. And Fletcher's Castoria is

made especially for children. It's easy to take—tastes good, and hasn't any

of the strong drugs in it that make most grown-up laxatives so harsh. But

one word of caution—make sure that the signature Chas. H. Fletcher

is always on your carton!"

ftf^T CASTORIA
The children's laxative
• from babyhood to 11 years •

Mother, whenever your child needs a laxative—for the relief of constipation, for nHB.

colic due to gas, for diarrhea due to improper diet, for sour stomach, flatulence, acid

stomach, and as the very first treatment for colds—give Chas. H. Fletcher's Castoria.
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GRETA discovers

her"Hidden' Beauty

JACK SAYS YOI/P.E SO STRANGE-
LY ATTRACTIVE TO MEN, MARY

!

— TELL ME YOUR SECRET !

FRANKLY!
SPECIAL CARE

WITH THE HAIR...

THAT'S THE ESSENCE
OF* LURE". TRY
JO-CUR-AND SEE

WHAT HAPPENS!

IT'S MY NEW JO-CUR WAVE
I GUESS, JACK DEAR ...

Have a Wonderful
Newc Wave Tonight

INSTEAD of paying $2 or more to an
expensive hairdresser, do this. Just

wet your hair with the new discovery,
JO-CUR and then with a comb and your
own fingers you set your hair into perfect
waves! In afew minutes . . . you can have
the most becoming wave you ever had—
literally double the attractiveness of your
hair and for only 5c.

Remember that JO-CUR is different from
any other waveset known. It has a quince-
seed base—which eliminates all stickiness,

\ and will not leave white flakes
in the hair. And aJO-CURwave
lasts 7 full days. You can get

-, JO-CUR at any drug or depart-
ment store and at the 10c stores.

o-cur
PRONOUNCED "JOKER"WAVESET

Perfumes
(Exquisite new odors)

CUBTLE, fascinating, alluring. Sells
regularly for $12.00 an ounce.

Made from the essence of flowers :
—

A single drop lasts a week!

Three odors: Send only

(1) Romania
(2) Lily of the Valley

(3) Esprit de France

To quickly introduce these new per-
fumes I'll send you with my compli-
ments trial bottles of all three for
only 30c (silver or stamps) to pay
for postage and handling. Only one
set to each new customer.

PAUL R1EGER
1 90 First St. San Francisco, Calif.

5end only

3<¥

Studio is a choosey god. At last, after

many snortings and bellowings and re-

peated and more explicit advertising,

there came a rush of female six-footers

to the front. They had, every one of
them, come from Swedish massage in-

stitutions, from Swedish athletic clubs

or from Swedish employment agencies
for household help. (Ah, there, Garbo !)

There once came a call from the

God's great lips for three hundred
dwarfs. The patient acolyte of a prop
man had twenty to thirty of these little

people listed on his amazing call sheet.

He collected these as a nucleus. He
then contacted all of the booking agents
in this country and the result was that

the Great God suffered from acute in-

digestion. Three hundred dwarfs trav-

eled to Hollywood from all points—
north, south and east—and as they ad-

vanced upon Studio, they were six hun-
dred strong—they had brought with
them their wives and families

!

At another time the order came
through for a colored valet who would
speak with a Jewish accent. Again it

was Billy Gordon of Paramount who
went forth. A friend of Billy's told

him that they had some charming Jew-
ish friends who had had a negro valet

for years. In fact, they had had him
ever since he had been- a child. He was
interviewed and, sure enough, the son

of Africa spoke in the liquid tones of
the Hebrew.

At times the god is kind to those he
calls. When Fox Films was making
"My Lips Betray" with Lilian Harvey,
it was made known that the god would
pay good money to such persons as
could sit on the set with the English
lassie and drink absolutely unlimited
quantities of beer. More than two thou-
sand letters of application were re-

ceived. One man more than qualified by
drinking one hundred and forty-eight

pints in the record time of three hours.

It was our own Will Rogers who
titillated Studio into requesting the three

negroes with Harvard accents. He in-

sisted upon having them for the porters

in a train sequence of "Dr. Bull." He
remarked, plaintively, that several times
when he had been travelling in the
Boston area, he had been assisted to his

"bawth" by porters so cultured that

they had given him an inferiority com-
plex. Word was passed on to Central
Avenue in Los Angeles, center of the
black belt, and the next day, bright and
early, the casting office was dignified

by eight dusky applicants with bona
fide Harvard accents on their lips and
Harvard diplomas in their well-tailored

pockets.

There was once the Great God Baal.

Today we have the Great God Studio.

What Will Happen to Them in 1934?

{Continued from page 28)

possibility, say the stars, of bringing

marriage also to Bill Powell, Carole's

1933 divorced husband. (Since that

was a Reno divorce, you know, it's al-

ready final, and neither Bill nor Carole

need wait a year before they can wed
again.) Now, like Carole's, the por-

tents indicate that Bill's marriage will

be to a woman outside of pictures. It

looks like a society woman. And this

time—it'll be his third try—the signs

say it will last, happily.

For Joan Crawford, 1934 will bring

the peak of her picture career. After

that, each successive year will be less

brilliant—even 1935 may see her turn

sensationally to the legitimate stage.

The very apex of her screen life will be

reached in one magnificently sensa-

tional film, sometime in 1934.
_
Her

love-life will not run smoothly in the

year to come. The twelvemonth will

bring to her not the one great love she

believes is hers, but several flaming-

and-dying loves. And, although the

signs are propitious for happiness if she

should marry in 1934, the signs also in-

dicate that she probably will not, but

that 1935 will see her again a wife. She

will travel extensively in 1934—and

either spring or fall will bring some
critical trial of her nervous strength

and health.

NATURALLY, mentioning Joan
brings thoughts of Franchot Tone.

"Although it is not utterly prescribed

by the signs," says Dareos, "I doubt,

weighing one set against the other, that

Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford will

ever be man and wife. They will be
close companions, always—but I can-
not see that companionship turning into

marriage." Franchot must watch his

health carefully in 1934, lest it wreck
his career. If he guards it well, then
he is destined for three finely success-

ful picture years.

The never-married Mae West will

remain single throughout 1934, too

—

even though to her it will be quite a
year of romance. Many a man—some
attracted by her wealth and fame, some
by her personality, others by her sex-

appeal—will take literally her famous
catch-line, "Come up an' see me some
time—any time !" But, says Dareos,
Mae will walk 'em out as fast as they

come in and remain Miss West. "She
is still," says the prophet, "completely

in love with her career, and her destiny

admits no man taking that love's place,

for the present." However—not in

1934 or in the next year or two, but

later

—

Mae will marry. And when she

does, she will spurn all the proposals

from famous and rich and prominent
men, and will marry an obscure man,
much younger than herself, and utterly

poor.

Professionally, Mae West's career

will go on brilliantly and her 1934 work
will definitely consolidate her standing

as one of the stars of all-time. She will

win the next Academy Award for the

finest performance of the year. Finan-

cially, she must guard against self-

styled friends who will try to induce
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her to invest unwisely. There will be

a flurry in her life when a man from
the past will pop suddenly and unex-
pectedly into her present—but there

will be no serious results. She must
guard, too, against some sort of un-
derworld plot to put her on the spot.

Too, there are signs of a possible auto
accident.

r^RETA GARBO'S stars portend no
future greatness for her. The

zenith of her career lies behind her,

they portend. More, if Dareos reads
them aright, either 1934 or 1935 will

bring her final and permanent retire-

ment from professional life, and she
will return to Sweden.

Janet Gaynor will marry in 1934,

say the signs ! There is just one faint

angle which says that the marriage will

not occur until early 1935—but her
definite betrothal announcement, at

least, will come before 1934 ends. He
will be a divorced man, considerably
older than herself, and she will find

lasting happiness as his wife. And she
will have a baby in 1935. Profession-
ally, she will continue to do her usual
lovely work for two years—and then
there is the possibility of retirement.

To Clara Bow, before the end of the

year, Old Doctor Stork will whisper
that early in 1934 he will bring her a
baby. The child is predestined to be
brilliant, but in what sphere that bril-

liance will lie—the stage or screen, or
some other art—cannot now be devined.
And now set yourself for a shock : be-
fore two years more will have passed,
Clara will again be a mother—and this

time she will present hubby Rex Bell
with a pair of twins. Yes—Rex Bell
will remain her husband always.

Over Jean Harlow's head, great
storms of destiny rage throughout the
future that is 1934. It behooves her,
if she heeds the signs, to show great
care in all her doings, be they profes-
sional or domestic, lest there come to

her again the wreckage of something-
she now holds dear. Scandal threads
hang over her, although from an out-
side source and not of her own doings,
and her career will hang in the balance.
If she passes through the danger un-
hurt, then two more brilliant screen
years lie before her. "All I can say,
and I say it with regret," says Dareos,
"is that all the planets lie in opposition
to her in the coming year, and are com-
plicated by the fact that she is under
the sign of hasty moves. She must
watch carefully, step carefully, to avoid
the dangers that beset her path."

"POR Constance Bennett, 1934 will be
" a year of strange developments. Ro-
mance will beckon strongly to her,
from foreign shores. Whether there
will be divorce for her, I do not wish
to say; she might misunderstand that
I am merely trying to translate what
I read in the stars," says Dareos. "But
I will say this—divorce for her in 1934
is not impossible." Because she was
born under the signs which have made
her the person she is, divorce would be
no detriment to her, professionally or
socially, if it comes. She is too capable
of overcoming such threats. Scandal

0m
PLEASE LET ME TURN OFF

THE RADIO, AUNT VI.

I USED TO BE CRAZY ABOUT
THAT SONG BUT NOW....

"LOVER, I LONG FOR THEE" ?

WHY, DEAR, DOES IT REMIND

YOU OF SOMEONE ?

OH, I SUPPOSE SO... A MAN
I MET ON MY VACATION . HAD
DINNER WITH HIM IN TOWN
AFTERWARDS JUST ONCE

\ ATTENTIVE OUTDOORS-
INDIFFERENT INDOORS !!

WAS THE RESTAURANT
CROWDED AND

STUFFY? DID

YOU DANCE ?

YOU SAY HE MIGHT NOT
NOTICE IT OUT IN THE AIR,

BUT INSIDE WHY,

AUNT VI, YOU CAN'T MEAN
I'VE BEEN GUILTY OF "B.O."

JUST A
HINT, DEAR

/

LIFEBUOY'S THE

NICEST SOAP !

MAKES ME FEEL

SO FRESH AND
CLEAN. NO "B.O."

NOW !

FOUN D one lost sureetheart!

(since Lifebuoy ended "8. 0.")

SO THIS IS

YOUR ANDY

"your complexion is simply ravishing"

TVMNTyourcomplex-
Wion to win compli-

ments like this? Wash
with Lifebuoy nightly

—

watch skin clear and
freshen. Lifebuoy lather

deep-cleanses pores. Leaves

skin free to breathe
— free to grow lovely!

"B.O." never warns
Any one of us may un-
knowingly offend. Play

safe— bathe regularly

with Lifebuoy.Its

clean, quickly-

vanishing scent

tellsyou Lifebuoy
lather deodorizes

pores — stops
"B.O."(W^ odor).

I OWE IT ALL

TO LIFEBUOY"
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SORE TOES
CALLOUSES-BUNIONS

MEDICALLY
SAFE

Quick Sure RELIEF!
Lasting relief follows in ONE MINUTE
after you apply Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads to

corns, sore toes, callouses or bunions!
Gone is the nagging friction and pressure
of the shoe on the sore spot. The soothing
effect ofthese thin, pro-
tective pads relieves

the irritated nerves,
heals inflammation
and soreness; prevents
corns, tender toes, blis-

tersand abrasions from
new or tight shoes.

Remove Corns
and Callouses

quickly and safely by
using Dr. Scholl's Zino-
pads with the separate
Medicated Disks, in-

cluded in every box. Double
value now at no extra cost! Get
a box at your dealers today!
Get the Corn Size for corns and sore

toes; Callous Size for callouses anil

sore heels; Bunion Size for bunions
and sore insteps; Soft Corn Size for

corns between the toe6.

D-'Scholls
Zino-pads
PUT ONE ON— THE /--^kiciPAIN IS GONE I

HAVE YOU OTHER FOOT TROUBLES?
DR. SCHOIX has formulated and perfected a

Remedy or Appliance for every Foot Trouble,
guaranteed to give relief. Ask your dealer.
Writefor valuable booklet onFOOTCARE to
Dr.ScholI's,Dept.34. W.SchillerSt.,Chicago.

Have You
seen the N EW

J H1ESS Package
Yes,the same good HessWitch
Hazel Cream that softens,
soothes and whitens skin as

nothing else will, now comes in a
beautiful new blue and white package. Look

^for it inthe Dime, Drug and Department Stores.

Don't Let Chapped Skin

Spoil Your Winter
Instead use Hess Witch Hazel
Cream, a few drops at a time. It
penetrates both the first and sec-
ond layers of skin, correcting the
causes of chap and roughness.
Never leaves oily, sticky film on
skin. Sample sent on request. Sold
in ioc, 25c and 50c sizes.

E. E. HESS COMPANY
1 7 Main Street Brook, Ind.

will always mean little to her, for she
is capable of rising above it as few
women are. In 1934 her health will

require great care, but she should avoid
all suggestion of operation during the

year, as signs are not favorable.

Interesting, what Dareos says about
Katharine Hepburn. That is

—
"Don't

be surprised if you find a sudden great
friendship between her and Bill Powell.
Don't be surprised if they are teamed
in a great picture." Professionally, her
sudden flare is not a fluke, for she will

continue to climb, climb, climb—even
despite the fact that sometime in 1934,

that climb will be temporarily halted

by a serious throat affliction, which,
however, she will overcome. There
will be a great personal sorrow for her
in 1934.

"If I read the stars rightly," says
Dareos, "then Charlie Chaplin is mar-
ried right now to Paulette Goddard."
That companionship will remain strong
during 1934. But otherwise, the year
is rife with chaos and trouble for

Charlie ; echoes from the past will tor-

ment him; his nerves will be sorely

tried. He will make a worthwhile pic-

ture in 1934.

Dareos predicts these other interest-

ing marriage probabilities in 1934 : Mae
Clarke will probably marry a man from
a far-off land whom she does not now
know. Alice White will marry Cy
Bartlett. (Miss White jumped Dareo's
prophecy by marrying during the last

month of 1933.) Lowell Sherman will

marry again and in 1935 will be the

father of a girl destined to grow to

fame.

For Loretta Young, 1934 offers signs

of marriage, but with such attendant

omens that Dareos advises her to wait

until after that year. Adolphe Menjou's
stars foretell his marriage again in

1934, to a woman outside of pictures,

and to lasting happiness. Before the

end of the year, Ann Harding will an-

nounce her engagement to a blond man,
with a possibility that the marriage it-

self will take place before the year

ends ; but if not then, early in 1935, and
the year 1935 will bring her a son.

For Bruce Cabot and Adrienne Ames,
Dareos sees non-lasting happiness.

For Jimmy Cagney, the signs por-

tend the end of his screen career, by his

own choice, in 1934 or 1935, with

Jimmy turning successfully to another

"field of endeavor. His marriage will

go on happily.

Lilian Harvey will return to Europe
in 1934. Douglas Fairbanks, Senior,

will face heavy reverses and failing

health. For Douglas Fairbanks, Junior,

the year also brings his return to

America—and romance. But, warns
Dareos, the signs also say that if he

marries in 1934, the marriage will be

doomed again to an unhappy ending.

Doug will eventually find marital hap-

piness with a woman not of the acting

profession. Over the house of Mary
Pickford hang clouds of sorrow and

tragedy, with losses in more ways than

one, particularly toward the end of the

year. She will turn to writing, and

within two years, produce a marvellous

book of memoirs. In 1934 she will

make a picture—but it will not be a

POR Charlie Farrell, 1934 brings a
happy return to screen brilliance ; it

also brings marital happiness unalloyed,

for the period of threats and dangers is

past. For Ruth Chatterton and George
Brent, the year will bring recurrent ru-

mors of their domestic break, with even
a hint of its actual eventuation toward
the end of the year—more as a result of

the talk than of their own wish.

The health of Marie Dressier will be

in as great danger as it is possible for

any person's to be.

Edmund Lowe and Lilyan Tashman
will go through the year still merrily

wed—but they face the danger of a

serious air accident, particularly if they

acquire their own plane. It would mean
either a very long hospitalization or

crippling for one or both. (Stay out

of planes, then, Lil and Eddie!)

As for Gary Cooper, he is, as you
know, engaged to Sandra Shaw. Some
say they are already married—secretly.

But, says Dareos, the stars declare a
state of bachelorhood for Gary Cooper
throughout 1934. Gary is threatened

with a bad aviation accident in 1934,

and also with danger from some new
friend. Some day Gary will acquire

great wealth—but not from acting ; in-

stead from the ground—oil or mines.

Clark Gable will find his work try-

ing and must beware of giving way to

inclinations toward temperament. His
health will be none too good. But,

despite contrary rumors and gossip, his

marriage will last.

For Spencer Tracy, Dareos warns
great care in his personal life, which
is threatened by the signs in 1934. Pro-
fessionally, things are bright; but ro-

mantically, there are clouds. There is

the sign of divorce, but Dareos warns
against it unless it can be quietly and
secretly done.

For John Gilbert, great happiness
comes via the stork. "He was born to

adore kids," says Dareos, "and his own
will bring him intense happiness as life

goes on. There is the possibility that

he will be the father of twins, either

late in 1934 or early in 1935. They
will be girls, too. John will never see

a male child of his own."

The health of Lionel Barrymore's wife

will be in great danger in 1934. Over
his own well being, too, lie shadows.
To John Barrymore, the year is kinder

— it brings continued professional suc-

cess, lasting domestic happiness—and
another baby.

And after Doc Stork has attended to

the Barrymore order, he'll be busy at

the Stu Erwin—June Col Iyer home,
where Stu, Junior, (whom his parents

call Billy) is already boss of the house-

hold, though not yet two years old.

June, who underwent a Caesarian op-

eration when Bill came, faces a repe-

tition of her ordeal—another Caesarian

—from which she will recover splen-

didly. And the result will be—twins

!

For Hubby Stu Erwin, the year is ex-

ceptionally bright with success.
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The Modern Hostess

{Continued from page S)

he replied. "She can make them up in

about the time it takes to play a phono-
graph record."

We were frankly skeptical, but Dick
turned out to be absolutely right. By
using Anne's recipe we served a party
of ten hungry midnight raiders in less

time than it takes to tell about it. Then,
too, we found this combination so good
that we not only use it for a midnight
supper but have taken to serving it with
noodles and brown butter for a quick,

cheap and satisfying dinner. It's just the

sort of trick to have tucked up your
sleeve to pull out' on days when you're

going to be terribly busy or out all

afternoon.

Once our curiosity about the ham-
burger had been satisfied we went on
to the next nocturnal standby—eggs.

"What is Anne's specialty when it

comes to eggs ?" we inquired.

"Western egg sandwiches !" Dick told

us. "They are famous from here to there

and justly so. Anne always appoints
someone to help her make the toast, so

that I can practically count on these
sandwiches making an appearance when
there is someone on the party she is par-
ticularly keen about. Either these or

Welsh rarebit sandwiches, which also

call for toast."

"Well, now I know why you and
Katherine always offer to make them
yourselves," interposed sister Anne who
had stepped into the room for a minute.
"You must admit Katherine is a very

efficient helper," declared Dick with con-
viction.

There seemed to be no argument about
that. The Katherine of whom they were
speaking is the lovely dark-eyed daugh-
ter of Cecil DeMille (who directed Dick
not long ago in "This Day and Age").
We understand that Dick thinks Kath-
erine is not only efficient but also one of

the grandest people in the world.

So you see, girls, all you need is one
of Anne Cromwell's recipes for these

two sandwiches and an attractive apron
to slip on over your party frock and
you are all set to trap the man of your
choice. Just get him out into the kitch-

en where he can watch you com-
petently throwing together a tasty snack
and you should be ashamed of your-
self if you can't make him your willing

slave. The Welsh rarebit sandwiches
take a trifle longer to make than the

Western egg variety, so decide on them
if you feel you need a little extra time.

The Welsh sandwiches require the slic-

ing of a few tomatoes and the cooking of

a little bacon. We recommend that the
Welsh rarebit mixture, which is poured
over the whole, be previously prepared
and left in the double boiler to be re-

heated.

"Does Anne ever serve anything
which involves other things besides
hamburger, cheese or eggs ?" we then
wanted to know.

"Yes, she occasionally fixes up a plate

of little sandwiches with assorted breads
and fillings, which are served after a

~Wt.hat would I do

if he should catch a cold?
93

Her first-born—so tiny and help-

less! What would she do—if he

should catch a cold ?

Older and more experienced

mothers answer her:

"Don't experiment with little-

known or untried remedies. Use

Vicks VapoRub — our family-

standby."

Two generations of mothers have

proved Vicks VapoRub best for

children's colds. It avoids constant

internal dosing—which

so often upsets delicate

digestions and lowers
WICKSW VapoRub

vitality when most needed.
VapoRub can be used freely—and

as often as necessary—even on the

youngest child. Absolutely safe

—

and its medication goes direct to

the seat of trouble.

Just rubbed on throat and chest

at bedtime -

, VapoRub acts like a

poultice. It "draws out" tightness

and soreness. All night long, too,

its medicated vapors are inhaled

direct to irritated air-passages,

bringing soothing relief.

Often, by morning, the

worst of the cold is over.

Follow Vicks Plan for Better CONTROL of Colds

To PREVENT
many Colds

Vicks Nose Drops

Millions now have fewer, milder and

shorter colds— by following Vicks

Plan. In thousands of clinical tests,

under medical supervision, the Plan

has reduced remarkably the number

and duration of colds— has cut their

dangers and expense. The Plan

provides proper medication, at the

proper time, for every type and stage

of a cold. (Full details of the Plan

are in each Vicks package.)

. . . To END a
Cold sooner

Vicks VapoRub
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..a soft smooth skin

9 Maiden's prayer — matron's prayer, too,

for that matter: "To have and to hold a soft,

smooth skin."

Day in and day out—you must protect your
skin against blemishes and ageing. And day
in and day out, Campana's Italian Balm will

guarantee you skin beauty that men will

adore and women will envy.

This famous, original skin softener con-

quers chapping and roughness more quickly

than anything you have ever used before. Per-

fectly safe, too. No caustic bleaches,no drying

astringents. Here is a scientific blend of 16 in-

gredients—a formula invented by an interna-

tionally known, Italian dermatologist— that

will keep your skin satiny smooth regardless

of the weather or the tasks your hands must do.

Italian Balm spreads widely— lasts long.

Every package — 35c, 60c and $1.00 ura
bottle, and 25c tube— bears the Good ^jafiff

Housekeeping seal of approval. $u?!fL

CAMPANA SALES COMPANY, BATAVTA, ILLINOIS
CAMPANA CORPORATION, LTD., TORONTO

ITALIAN
BALM
THE ORIGINAL
SKIN SOFTENER

Noiv also in

tubes, 25j£

bridge party," replied Dick, helpfully.

Then," went on young Dick, "Mother,
who lives with us. occasionally turns out

a devilled crabmeat dish. I like this best

when it appears in big sea shells with

melted cheese over the top, but before

we had the shells we used to have it

served in little dishes and I seem to re-

member that it tasted just as good. I

never noticed any one leaving any."

HpHE "little dishes" to which Dick
* referred are ramekins, but we

noticed, when we made up the recipe,

that the Cromwell Devilled Crabmeat is

just as delicious served out of one big

casserole. We've even spooned it direct-

ly out of a double boiler onto slices of

toast and still no one has ever left a

morsel. We've tried substituting lobster

or eggs for the crabmeat and still the

dish met with unanimous approval.

We've served it for luncheon and Sun-
day night supper as well as late at night

and on all occasions it has gone over
with a bang. All in all, it's one of those
extremely versatile dishes for which
every hostess gives thanks and if you
don't send for your copy of this month's
Modern Screen Star Recipe Folder
which contains this recipe among others,

you're just plain improvident.

"Do you ever have anything in the

way of a sweet?" we wanted to know.
"Not often, but when we do it is

something quite simple. But sometimes
when we want something extra special

Mother makes us a squash pie, and boy !

oh boy ! how it hits the spot, served
with a good cup of steaming hot coffee.

Mother is the only person I've ever dis-

covered who puts raisins into squash
pie. but she says the real reason her
squash pie tastes different from all

others is because she puts grated orange
peel into it. It's all Greek to me, but

it certainly gets results."

"How about something to drink with
these midnight repasts ?" we asked.

"Well, of course, most people want
coffee. Others prefer beer or milk. Anne
usually lets people take their choice.

But sometimes, especially when we're

playing bridge, Anne serves cocoa and
believe it or not, everybody likes it. A
good hot cup of cocoa with some tasty

sandwiches and you forget to care

whether you won or lost
!"

There, you bridge fiends, how many
of you have thought of that ? Make your
cocoa by allowing one tablespoon each
of cocoa and sugar, half a cup of water
and half a cup of milk and a few grains

of salt for each person to be served. Boil

the sugar, cocoa, salt and water to-

gether for about five minutes before you
start your game. Then you have only

to add the milk, bring the beverage to

just this side of a boil, then beat it with
an egg beater for two minutes and you
are ready to serve. Some people like a

spoonful of whipped cream or a marsh-
mallow in their cocoa but leave the addi-

tion of this to the discretion of the

drinkers themselves.

IN this month's specially prepared
Modern Screen Star Recipe Folder

you will find the Cromwell recipes for

Special Hamburgers, for Devilled Crab-
meat, Raisin-Squash Pie and also four

elegant new sandwiches to serve after

your bridge bouts. One sandwich is

made with chipped beef (marvellous!),
another combines celery, olives and pea-

nut butter. And that isn't all. Send for

them and see for yourself how good
they are. You can have these Modern
Screen Star Recipes

,
free by filling in

and mailing the coupon on page 12. I do
hope you'll mail the coupon to us right

away, for we're simply dying for you to

try these recipes for your next party.

And while you are waiting for your
folder, brew yourself a batch of popu-
larity by trying the following two on
your friends, relatives and family (and
be sure to cut out these recipes and
save them).

WESTERN EGG SANDWICH

For each person to be served allow

:

1 pcrcr

1 tablespoon butter

Yz tablespoon minced onion

\y2 tablespoons thin cream or rich

milk
1 tablespoon minced ham
dash of salt and pepper

2 slices bread
1 pickle

Melt the butter in a frying pan and
add the minced onion. Cover and cook
very slowly until onion is slightly yel-

lowed. Meanwhile beat together the

eggs, cream, salt and pepper, using an
egg beater. Add the ham and when
onion is a delicate yellow, turn egg mix-
ture into pan with onion and butter and
cook over low flame, stirring constantly

and slowly until mixture becomes firm

but not hard. Serve between slices of

hot buttered toast and garnish with a
pickle. (Note: for large parties, make
the toast under the broiler flame of the

gas oven so that all the slices will be
done at once and appoint some one to

watch over the toasting process.)

WELSH RAREBIT SANDWICH

For each person toast 2 slices of

bread. Spread with butter. Cover one
slice with thin slices of peeled tomato
and place on the tomato 3 strips of

crisply cooked bacon. Cover with second
slice of toast and pour over all a gen-
erous serving of Welsh Rarebit. Dust
with paprika and serve at once.

WELSH RAREBIT MIXTURE

1 package Pabst-ett or Velveta
1 tablespoon butter

1 tablespoon flour

y2 cup thin cream or milk

y2 teaspoon dry mustard

y2 teaspoon salt

dash of cayenne pepper
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce

Melt the butter, add flour and mix
well. Add milk and cook, stirring con-
stantly, until smooth and thickened.

Add cheese cut into small pieces and
stir until melted. Add seasonings and
serve. If desired, this mixture may be
made up ahead of time and reheated in

a double boiler. If it shows any ten-

dency to lump, beat for a few seconds
with your rotary egg beater.
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"A Great Mistake
!"

{Continued from page 30)

enjoyed, you will undoubtedly notice.

"Why? Because we've found out

that there is a most excellent reason

why women can't ever have that free-

dom. An insurmountable, biological

reason ! And having made this discov-

ery, what can we do about it ? We're
trapped, if you should ask me. Or even

if you shouldn't.

"We can't very well rush back into

the old sheltered life women used to

know. It no longer exists. Men's atti-

tude has changed, for one thing. Men
have finally become accustomed to

women being jostled in subway trains

and taking it. And you can hardly ex-

pect them to go on and on thinking of

little blondes as fragile as porcelain,

when for years little blondes have been

going out of their way to prove they

can do practically anything a man
can do.

"Goodness knows," Claudette granted,

"men were loathe enough to accept the

new order. But things reached a pass

where they simply had to adjust them-

selves to the modern, independent

woman and the new pattern of living

which evolved with her or appear
ridiculous. And men, as you very well

know, will do anything in the world
rather than appear ridiculous.

"The modern woman." she went on,

"thought of herself as liberated. Until

slowly, and too late, she discovered that

instead of liberating herself she had
bound herself to be and do things she

really didn't want to be and do at all

—

things it wasn't natural for her to be

or do when you come right down to it.

'And we've always been so dramatic,

so vehement, so determined about inde-

pendence," Claudette sighed. "Con-
stantly placing ourselves at a tremen-
dous disadvantage. We lost track of

fundamentals. There you have it ! Of
fundamentals and the important super-

ficialities which go with them.

"We forgot to be beguiling, for one
thing. For years it has been as if we
no longer had any time or inclination

for the old-fashioned flirtations and
courtings. We allowed ourselves to be
daring. And that was exciting enough
to satisfy us until the novelty wore off..

Then we came to our senses. Then we
realized that we had been overlooking
the fact that women primarily are

meant to attract men, to appeal to their

protective instinct, to marry them, and
to bear them children. Some of us be-

came a little bitter about men because
they finally quit being protective and
allowed us to shift for ourselves, in

more ways than one. Many of us gave
up marrying. Entirely too many of us
gave up being mothers.

"For the last decade we've actually
behaved as though we thought it would
be possible for its to be greater than the
very natural system of which we are a

part.

We are paying very dearly for all

the little mistakes in behaviorism that

The Smartest Women Use

FAOEN BEAUTY AIDS

ONLY 10*
It may be fun to be fooled— but it

isn't smart. Especially when it costs

you money. You can imagine you

must pay high prices for high quality

beauty aids. Or you can use Faoen

Beauty Aids and know you are buy-

ing the finest for only 10/.' Here's

the proof—from the scientific report

of a famous Research Laboratory:

"every Faoen product tested is as

pure and fine as products of like

nature sold for $1, $2 and $3."

Do you wonder that thousands of

smart women are changing to Faoen

Beauty Aids every day?

CLEANSING CREAM COLD CREAM
FACE POWDER • ROUGES • PERFUMES

PARK & TILFORD'S'

N
S
FAY-ON

W each at:

the better 5 & 10^ Stores
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Don't Tuck GRAY HAIRS
Out of SIGHT

Touch them up w iih

FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR
Manicuring and "facials" leave you only
as young as your hair. Youthful clothes

won't offset faded hair. FARR'S tints

faded hair one even shade. Easy to use,

without instruction in the clean privacy of

home; odorless, not sticky; will not rub
off or interfere with curling, marcel or

permanent wave. Everyone glances at

vour hair 'if it's getting gray. Keep it

lovely with FARR'S. $1.35. For sale

everywhere.
FREE SAMPLE

,

I BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. M.G.18 I

1 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.

j
Send for FREE SAMPLE in plain wrapping.

Name
I Street

| City State

I STATE ORIGINAL COLOR OF HAIR
.J

EFFECTfor

DENISON'S

PLAYS
Masical Comedies,Oper-

"ettss, Vaudeville Acta,
'Minstrels, Comedy
Songs, Make-up Goods.

Catalog Free

T.S.Denison&Co.623 S.Wabash, Dept. 25, Chicago

BrandNew ^
Guaranteed

REMINGTON
Sensationally new low
price and easy terms,
btandard 4-row keyboard—

|

fully guaranteed by Reti

m-iton Co. Send No Money.

10 Day Trial then 10c A Day
JSend for new literature and easy pay plan—onlv $1.00 down, then
a day. Alao bargains in Standard size refinlflhed o*Tice models, sent
free. Write for details and special money-makim: opportunities.

International Typewriter Exch., Dept. 26i?cmcago*.

Torture of Bunions
Now Unnecessary!

The amazing action of Pedodyne is truly marvelous, and a
boon to those whose bunions cause constant foot trouble and
a torturing bulge to the shoes. It stops pain almost instantly
and with the inflammation and swelling reduced so quickly
you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ease and
comfort. Prove it by actual test on your own bunion. Just
write and say, "I Want To Try Pedodyne." No obligation.

Pedodyne Co., 180 N. Wacker Dr., DentO-210, Chicago, ill,
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we've made. Jumping up and getting

whatever we wanted for ourselves, for

instance.

"Norman has often assured me that

his attitude towards me would be very
different if I'd permit it to be, if I

wouldn't act so darn independent all the

time. And I know it would be. I

know the attitude of other husbands and

beaus would be, too."

Norman and Claudette obviously

have discussed this subject at length.

She quoted him often that day.

"However," Claudette went on, with

an understanding smile, "for all our

independent gestures we remain women.
And it happens that it's natural for

w omen to be happiest, to come closest

to contentment when there's romance
in their lives, when by word and deed

men pay them tribute. That's why I

insist that, now the novelty of being

independent has worn off, we modern
gals find ourselves out on a limb.

"I mention the little attentions men
have gotten out of the habit of paying
women, not because they are so impor-

tant in themselves, but because they are

indications that men's very attitude to-

wards women has changed."

"What started you thinking about all

this?" I asked Claudette. "You of all

people ! You, as independent and mod-
ern as women come !"

She laughed.

"I suppose," she confessed, "that sub-

consciously, along with thousands of

other women, I've been hungry for a

little more romance and a little less

independence in my life for a long time.

It was, however, a conversation be-

tween Allison Skipworth and Arthur
Byron on the set some time ago when
we were making 'Tonight Is Ours' that

brought me to my senses. With some-
thing of a jolt

!

"They were reminiscing about a fa-

mous English beauty.
" 'Ah,' Miss Skipworth said, 'when

she stood in the drawing-room doorway
in that black velvet gown that showed
her beautiful white shoulders, her gold-

en hair pi.led high upon her head, wear-
ing pearls . . . she was magnificent

!'

" 'She was, indeed,' Arthur Byron
agreed, enthusiastically. 'Magnificent.

How long ago was that? Thirty years

ago if it was a day. But how we both

remember her. . .
.'

"Now you know perfectly well,"

Claudette pointed out. "that we have no
contemporary beauty whose entrance

into any drawing-room will be remem-
bered even five months from now. And
it isn't that women aren't as beautiful

as they used to be. It isn't that at all.

It's just that they're modern. It's just

that they rush into a room or slouch in,

that they don't make 'entrances.'
"

"And you think this is a pity?" I

prompted her.

CLAUDETTE nodded. "From a ro-

mantic point of view," she said,

"and I repeat that this is an important

point of view for a woman, women
being as they are. I wish I'd lived in

the day Allison Skipworth and Mr.
Byron were talking about. It must
have been very nice. Beauties making
entrances. Men flocking about, beg-

ging for the privilege of bringing an
ice, fetching a gold chair, paying com-
pliments to ladies instead of discussing

finance and business eternally."

"But, Claudette," I protested, sud-

denly seeing the other side of the pic-

ture, "you'd be bored to tears with
such a life. You're used to crowded,
stimulating days. You're accustomed
to going where you want to go and
doing what you want to do, without
fear of the social ostracism all of this

previously would have caused you.

"Do you," I went on to tax her.

"mean to sit there and tell me you feel

you've made a mistake in being inde-

pendent, supporting yourself, maintain-
a separate house from Norman and all

the rest of it?"

"I think," Claudette said, refusing to

be ruffled by my attack, and thus con-
vincing me of her sincerity, "if I was
less independent and Norman, there-

fore, could be more protective, he'd

probably be happier and I'd probably be
happier. We'd be more the way a man
and woman apparently were meant
to be.

"I doubt, however, that either of us

ever will know that particular degree
of happiness and contentment. Having
grown up in the years when I did,

having become infected with the inde-

pendent, modern woman virus there's

nothing I can do now but continue to

run my own affairs, live in a separate

house from my husband, and look out

for myself in a hundred little ways.
I'm gaited that way now. There's not

much, if anything, I can do about it."

"Wouldn't you advise the girls now
growing up to follow in the footsteps

of your generation of women ?" I per-

sisted.

She shrugged. "To advise girk
growing up," she answered me "is dan-
gerous business. I don't fancy it. You
can't tell how things will go.

"For instance," she explained, "if

women are going to keep on being as

they are, then the old, romantic order

of things is doomed and girls growing
up will be wisest to move with their

times. It's not a good thing to be out

of step. Perhaps somewhere later on
the new generation or the generation

that follows it will find a new brand of

romance, one I can't possibly anticipate,

one which will compensate them for

what we have lost.

"Certainly one individual here and
there forsaking the life, manner, and
outlook of the modern woman will gain

nothing. Our old realm can be re-

possessed only if economic conditions

change and women generally have the

courage to admit they've made a mis-

take.

"I would, however, talking to a grow-
ing girl, tell her what I've been saying

to you. I'd at least try to prepare her

for the restlessness she'll be sure to ex-

perience sooner or later. I'd quote

Anatole France to her. I'd say, 'On

the domestic hearth, there only is real

happiness.' But I'd also say: providing

you aren't dated and an anachronism

sitting by that old hearth, providing

that, doing this, you're living up to the

spirit of your times, and not going

unhappily and uselessly against it."
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HOW THE WRONG SHADE OF

FACE POWDER CAN MAKE
YOU LOOK YEARS OLDER

"You certainly picture the modern

woman in rather a hopeless position,"

I told Claudette.

"That's exactly where the modern

woman is, where she has been for a

long time," Claudette insisted. "But

the new clothes mother was talking

about the other evening . . . they're

going to be a help. They're a help

already, as a matter of fact. I actually

find myself looking forward to the eve-

nings when I'll put on a gown that has

a high waistline and a trailing skirt, a

lavish evening wrap. And when, living

up to these fashions, I'll put aside my
brisk independence. For a few hours

at any rate.

"In slacks and a sweater, I sprawl

and reach out for whatever it is I

want. But in my new evening gown
that pours onto the floor and has a

deep decolletage, I instinctively choose

a higher, less casual chair, place my
feet differently, use my hands differ-

ently, talk differently, feel differently,

even think differently.

"Whereupon Norman's attitude to-

wards me undergoes a change, too;

whereupon he immediately becomes
more protective and solicitous and

—

well, thrilling—than he's inclined to be

when I'm sprawling in slacks and wait-

ing on myself. So, for a few hours, at

any rate, everybody's happier.

"Save evenings for romance. That's

my slogan.

"This is pleasant enough in itself,

goodness knows. And you can't tell

what it may lead to later on."

Joe Says a Mouthful!

(Continued from page 65)

"In a purely accidental manner. It's

an odd thing, I'm no Pollyanna, but

whenever I'm the goat or get disap-

pointed in any way, something good
comes out of it. I discovered the

comic possibilities of my mouth when I

was playing the part of Lester, a bell-

hop, in 'Listen, Lester.' I was disap-

pointed in the role. Its dialogue con-
sisted of short sentences, mainly yes's

and no's. The other characters had all

the laughs. I was the goat. After the

first few performances I didn't mind.
When one of the characters said some-
thing and I answered with my no or

yes, I, naturally, would first open my
mouth to say the word, but I found that

the audience was still laughing at my
fellow actor's joke, so I'd have to hold

my mouth open until the laugh was
over, or my meek syllable would never
have been heard.

"Pretty soon I discovered that the

laugh was lengthening in minutes, and
that the audience was commencing to

giggle at me and the way I handled my
mouth ; the exaggerated opening and
then the single little word no or yes
were very funny.

VOU know that yell of mine. I

* discovered its power in an acci-
dental way, too. It was about seven-
teen years ago. Mrs. Brown and I

Pavlova's Experience

ANNA PAVLOVA, the great dancer, was

,

giving two concerts in a distant city.

The first night she looked gloriously young
and vibrant. But the second night she was
another woman altogether— she looked old

and haggard. Something terrible had hap-

pened to cause the transformation. What
was it?

Just this: By mistake the wrong colored

spotlight was thrown on her. And the effect

was that she appeared twentv vears older.

One Way to Tell

There is one way to tell which is the right

shade of face powder for you— which shade
makes you look young rather than old— and
that is to try all the five basic shades. As
Lady Esther has demonstrated and, as color

specialists confirm, there are five basic shades
which supply the needs of all types of women.
One of these will prove the most flattering

and—youthifying—for you. And Lady Esther
offers you the opportunity of finding out that

shade at her expense.

The audience whispered—"My, how old

Pavlova looks." The right light was im-
mediately switched on. But the damage was
done! No one in the audience could be con-

vinced that Pavlova hadn't grown old.

Your Face Powder Shade—
Aging or Youthifying?

What holds for lighting holds for face pow-
der shades, too. The wrong shade can make
you look five to ten years older. Many women,
choosing their face powder shade on the wrong
basis, are victims of a decidedly aging effect.

Could it be possible that you, too, are paying
the penalty of the wrong shade of face pow-
der? Look at the above illustration. It gives

you some idea of the difference the right and
wrong shade of face powder makes.

At Lady Esther s Expense

!

Simply mail your name and address and you
will receive a liberal supply of all five shades
of Lady Esther Face Powder. Try them all on
your face before your mirror and instantly

one of these shades will prove the one for

you. Mail coupon now for all five shades of

Lady Esther Face Powder.

(You Can Paste This on Penny P°stcard^^^^^\

LADY ESTHER, 2010 Ridge Ave., * '

Evanston, 111.

I want to find the right shade of face powder >

for my type. Please send liberal supply of all 5 '

shades or Lady Esther Face Powder free and I

postpaid.
|

Name 1

Address

City.... State J

This offer not good in Canada.
(3) g
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Make yours a

KISSABLE COMPLEXION
End blackheads, pimples

• Clear up your skin the way a doctor
has proven you can do it quickly. Use
Ambrosia, the liquid that cleanses pore-
deep. Apply Ambrosia with cotton; you
feel it tingle—you know it is cleansing as

nothing has done before.

Doctor's tests prove the daily use of
Ambrosia ends blackheads, pimples, clos-

es large pores, clears up sallow complex-
ions. An old French recipe, first made in
this country only to private order, this pore-
deep cleanser is really a 1-minute facial.

Cleanses, tones, stimulates. Follow with
AmbrosiaTightener
for muddy, blem-
ished complexions.
You'llsoon have the
rose-petal skin that
wins men's admira-
tion.

Ambrosia Cleanser an
Ambrosia Tightener at a
10c stores. Also in 75c and
larger sizes at drug and de^
partment stores.

AMBROSIA
The Pore-Deep Cleanser

CONDON'S GIANT filfkmif A F|1A
EVERBEARING 1 IflTlil. 1 V
"QUEEN OFTHE MARKET;* Big Money Maker.Large,

t, solid fruit; excellent canner.To introduce to you
our Northern Grown Live Seeds and Plants

r
we

^-i^^^^K will mail you 125 seeds of Condon's Giant
Everbearing Tomato V^VIi^^
and our big 1934 Catalog M U M »
ofSeeds. Plants, Shrubs, A 41 1 I Hi
200-Page Book tells how, and when to
plant. Send 3c stamp to cover postage.

Prices Lower Than Ever Before

CONDON BROS., SEEDSMEN
BOX 157 ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

CLASS D|k|
& club ran
CATALOG

rt, up-to-the-minute

ins. Stylet to meet

tchool or jociety.

WEST PRICES-BIGGEST CHOICE-QUALITy MAD
I Money-back guarantee covers every item we mate. Deal with the

| firm that has led fc* 37 yean and be lure of complete sad faction.

Writ© today for our big FREE catalog

Bastian Bros. Co. t
94 Bastinn Bldg.. Rochester. N.Y.

gjjg|j

CDCCIMAK?TH?$

'""•BEAUTIFUL
JWACfiER JET

Four pieces— collar,

cuffs, and belt. Cro-
chet them from one fold of
Dennison Crepe. Make this

and several other styles. Also
sweaters, hats, berets, rugs, table
mats, cushions, lamp-shades, run-
ners, gifts. Complete illustrated
instructions for all are FREE.
Writefor "NewThingstoMake."

DENNISON'S,
Dept. P-192 Framingham, Mass.

had leased a cottage at Toledo Beacli.

A friend of ours was stopping with us,

and promised to go swimming with me
at six o'clock in the morning, but my
friend failed to make his appearance.
There I was . . . the goat ... up to

my waist in ice cold water, and given

a stand-up. I stood in the water, and
called to him. My call was so loud

that all the neighbors came running as

they thought someone was drowning.
When they saw that there was nothing

seriously the matter, and when they

watched my mouth as I kept calling

him, they laughed."

"Do you get any of your picture

laughs by accident ?" I asked.

"Two of the biggest laughs came in

just that way," he declared. "One was
in 'Broadminded.' I was told to hide

under the bed and stare at the other

actors. At the same time I was sup-

posed to be funny. Once more I

seemed to be the goat. The camera com-
menced to grind. As I lay there, my face

peering out, I felt something tickling

my nose. Of course I looked, and it

couldn't help but be a cross-eyed look.

There was a fly sitting on my nose. So
I brushed it off, and that was one of

the biggest laughs in the picture. Just

an accident.

"And in 'You Said a Mouthful,' they

used a tank for some of the water se-

quences. To make it realistic they put

a swordfish in the tank. Through some
odd trick of the camera, when the fish

swam by me, it looked like a shark

!

And that got a laugh."

HE smiled at me. "Not all my dis-

appointments end in laughs. When
I first moved to Hollywood, they sold

me a dude ranch and an interest in a

gasoline station. There wasn't much
of a laugh in losing on those. At the

same time, I honestly feel that those

losses helped me to understand the wor-
ried men in the audience; the men
who come to forget their financial

troubles. A comedian has to be as real

as the people he entertains."

By his attitude I could tell he is

good-natured. There is nothing resent-

ful about Joe E. Brown. He has the

happy disposition of the athlete. He
likes vacations, and does not hesitate

to take them. One of his favorite

recreation spots is Palm Springs. He
excels in nearly every known athletic

sport.

Children love tales about his career.

The fact that he was a circus per-

former, and actually a baseball player

in one of the big leagues, endears him
in their eyes. Children are always first

to sense the humane qualities of a per-

son, and a great deal of Mr. Brown's
fan mail comes from youngsters under

twelve.

He showed me some of the letters.

He opened them at random. One was
from a child who offered to black his

boots, if only Mr. Brown would take

him to Hollywood. One was from a

little boy, begging for a picture; an-

other, from a little girl who wanted an

autograph.

He is very sentimental. He is senti-

mental about his home. He is senti-

mental about his wife, to whom he's

been married for nineteen years. He
is sentimental about his children.

"Don't forget to get their names and
ages right," he earnestly warned me.
"There's Mike Frankovich. He's
twenty-one, goes to college, and I con-
sider him one of the family. Then
there's Don, he's sixteen, and Jo, four-
teen, and Mary Elizabeth, who's two.
And now we have the baby, Katherine
Frances."

JZ" ATHERINE FRANCES is adopt-
ed, and Joe assured me that she

will have the same advantages his own
children enjoy.

"She belongs to us. We love her
just like our own," he said. Because
he is sentimental, he is easily hurt.

His feelings were hurt twice during his

week in Chicago. Both hurts were due
to newspaper stories. The first began
the previous week, when in Detroit,

the banks closed, and Joe came to Chi-
cago carrying his Detroit salary in a

neat package. At the station he sent

for a detective, and had himself es-

corted to where he deposited the

money. The newspapers hooted at this,

and accused Joe of doing it as a pub-
licity stunt. They claimed he had no
money in the package, and the whole
thing was just a means of getting his

picture in the papers. This was not
true. Joe was obliged to carry the

money, and the way he djd it was the

only possible and sensible solution at the
time.

The second hurt was due to the fact

that the newspapers kept associating

him with the "42nd Street Special,"

that carload of stars bound for the in-

auguration by way of publicity. Joe
wTas also on his way to the inaugura-
tion, but on the special invitation of

Franklin D. Roosevelt, because it was
Joe who was elected Grand Marshal
to welcome Roosevelt when the latter

went to California.

He is the sort of man whom other

men elect to do things. There is an
attitude of humility about him. He
does not brag about how hard he works
to develop his gags. Still, you know
he labors, and at the same time, you
admire him for freely admitting the

accidents of success. He is earnest in

his attempt to understand a little some-
thing about this complicated life that so

frequently turns disappointments into

accomplishments.

He is very competent. You can tell

that by the way he talks, and above
all, by the way he lives.

In a recent novel by Chistopher Mor-
ley, there is a description that fits Joe
E. Brown. It is this.

"In France he would have been a

good Frenchman, in Turkey a good
Turk, in an anthill a good ant."

His parting words, like most part-

ing words, were typical of the man, I

thought.-

"My middle name is Evans. I can

tear a telephone book in half, but you
needn't tell them that. Just make them
think I'm a human being."

And I hope I have succeeded.
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Directory of Pictures

{Continued from page S3)

THE INVISIBLE MAN (Universal)—When a hand-
some scientist starts fooling around with the super-
natural, he discovers how to become invisible.

_
_
But

he forgot to rind out how to get back to visibility.
And this causes plenty of complications. Claude
Rains, Gloria Stuart and William Harrigan. You
won't miss much if you go to bed instead of to the
movies that night.

• THE KENNEL MURDER CASE (Warners)—The
latest Philo Vance story. A couple of brothers are

most ingeniously and diabolically murdered. There is

no clew until a prize Scottie is found killed the day
before the Kennel Show. Good murder mystery—too
exciting: for very young folks.

• KING FOR A NIGHT (Universal)—Helen Twelve-
_
trees as an understanding sister who becomes the

mistress of John Miljan, a right promoter, to further
her righting brother's career. She kills Miljan when
he threatens to tell her brother (Chester Morris). The
brother takes the blame. A terrific punch in this pix
but a tragic ending—not particularly recommended
for tots.

• THE KING OF THE ARENA (Maynard-Universal)—Ken Maynard as a cowboy sleuth. Good Western—take the kids.

• • LADY FOR A DAY (Columbia)—May Robson
as Apple Annie, who keeps her daughter in an

exclusive school in Spain. Annie pretends that she is a
Social Registerite. Then said daughter decides sud-
denly to come home. There is plenty of complication,
laughs and tears. Jean Parker, Warren William,
Glenda Farrell, Ned Sparks and Guy Kibbee are also
in the cast. You will go for this one—take the young-
sters along.
LADY KILLER (Warners)—Reviewed in department
on page 48.

• • LITTLE WOMEN (RKO)—That old and he-
loved story now transferred to the screen. Kath-

arine Hepburn is Jo, Joan Bennett. Jean Parker, and
Frances Dee are Amy, Beth and Meg. Spring Bving-
ton is an ideal Mother March. Edna May Oliver.
Paul Lukas, Douglass Montgomery and Henry Stephen-
son complete the cast. By all means see it and take
the children.

LONE COWBOY (Paramount)—Reviewed in depart-
ment on page 48.

• LOVE, HONOR AND OH BABY (Universal)—

A

young lawyer and a good looking stenographer need
money for a marriage license. They make her boss
furnish it in a very unique and amusing manner.
Zasu Pitts and Slim Summerville again. Swell comedy—kids will enjoy it.

• THE MAD GAME (Fox)—A melodrama dealing
with the kidnapping racket. A double-crossed beer

baron, revengeful and hating: the racket, gets out of
prison and runs the mob down. Spencer Tracy, Claire
Trevor, J. Carroll Naish. Good—not recommended for
young folks
• MAMA LOVES PAPA (Paramount)—Mary Boland

and Charles Ruggles in a comedy of married life.
Very funny—older tots will enjoy it.

• MAN OF THE FOREST (Paramount)—Speed and
comedy in a fight over water rights.

,
Randolph

Scott, Verna Hillie, Buster Crabbe, Noah Beery.
Harry Carey and a family of mountain Hons. Very
entertaining for everybody.
• THE MAN WHO' DARED (Fox)—A biographical

sketch of the life of the late mayor of Chicago.
Anton Cermak. Preston Foster and Zita Johann. Good
for those interested—too advanced for youngsters un-
der 14.

• • A MAN'S CASTLE (Columbia)—A simple little

love story of a poor boy from Shanty Town
who picks up a still poorer girl in the park. His
shack becomes their castle. They marry and become
truly happy. Spencer Tracy is excellent and Loretta
Young is at her best. Glenda Farrell, Arthur Hohl,
Marjorie Rambeau and Walter Connolly complete the
cast. Very good—young folks under 16 will find it
duI1

* (Continued on page 117)

A remarkably fine picture of Dick

Barthelmess in "Massacre/'
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WHAT ABOUT RUTH AND GEORGE AND RALPH?

Why, Ruth Chatterton,

of course. And George
Brent, her present hus-

band. And Ralph Forbes,

her ex-husband. This is

one of the most fascinat-

ing trios in Hollywood, in

our March issue, they re-

veal the true facts aboui
their relationship.

MARCH ISSUE MODERN SCREEN-

On Sale February S
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SO S E D UCTIVE
. . SO KISSABLE!

Xale lips are cold lips! Your lips to be
tempting and attractive to others, must radiate

the pulsating color of youth.

Today, lovely women everywhere are choos-
ing Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Lipstick as the
ideal make-up for their lips. Indelible and
waterproof, this exquisite lipstick spreads
smoothly and imparts to the lips a thrilling,

natural glow.

Outdoor Girl's colors are pure and safe;

contain no harmful ingredients. Its olive oil

base keeps the lips from chapping or cracking.

In 5 captivating shades. At leading drug and
department stores— 50c, 25c. Also at variety

stores in miniature sizes for 10c.

OUTDOOR GIRL
OLIVE OIL LIPSTICK

CRYSTAL CORPORATION,DEPT. 50B R A.
WILLIS AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Please send me a Free Trial Package of
Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Lipstick.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a

MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter

for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave

stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,

more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending

my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.

ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept. 3, LOWELL, MASS.

Be a Nurse
MAKE S25-S35 A WEEK
You can learn at home in spare time.
Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands
of graduates. Est. 35 yrs. One graduate
has charge of 10-bed hospital. Another
saved $4 00 while learning. Equipment

ivlen and women 18 to 6 0. High School not
Easy monthly payments. Write us now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 1492, 1601 Warren Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name_

City -State- .Age

HOME-STUDY
BUSINESS TRAINING
Your opportunity can never be bigger than your
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards in

earlier and larger success. Free 64-Page Books Tell

How. Write now for book you want, or mail coupon
with your name and address in margin today.

O Higher Accountancy O
O Mod. Salesmanship O
O Traffic Management O
O Law : Degree of LL. B.
O Commercial Law O
O Industrial Mgm't O
O Banking and Finance O
O Telegraphy O
O Rail. Station Mgm't O
O Railway Accounting O
O Paper Salesmanship O

Business Mgm't
Business Corres.
Credit and Collection
Correspondence
Modern Foremanship
Personnel Mgm't
Expert Bookkeeping
C. P. A. Coaching
Business English
Commercial Spanish
Effective Speaking

Norma Shearer's Personal Revelations

{Continued from page 16)

"So that was just one thing more for

me to labor over. I wonder that I ever

did work that got by on the screen when
I had so many physical handicaps to

think about. Not only did I have to

learn how to relax my body before each
scene, but I had to take every kind of

neck exercise to relax it and keep it

relaxed when the scenes were made.
Eventually, I learned how to do this.

"And why didn't you ask me about
the cast in my eye? You knew I defi-

nitely had one, didn't you ?"

I nodded, for too many times this had
been visible on the screen and off and
I had wondered how on earth she had
managed to conceal it as well as she

did. I knew she could not always be
photographed so that it would not show,
and yet as I looked at her it was not
there— I could not detect it.

IMAGINE a girl trying to be a pic-
*• ture star with a cast in one eye

!

I'm afraid that I should have given up
and admitted that there was something
with which I could not cope. But Nor-
ma did no such thing. She assembled
every film scene where the cast had
photographed unusually vividly. She
ran these films over and over again
in the projection room all by herself,

pondering in her mind the action of

each scene, the emotion that had made
the cast show. She discovered it was
definitely the effect of an unusual emo-
tion. She had the cast when she did

a heavy dramatic scene, she had it

when she was angry, she had it when
she was excited.

"Then I knew," she told me, "that I

had to control that cast by my own
thoughts. And I began to do just that.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Dept. 2318-R, Chicago
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This gives you a rough idea of how Robert Young and Katharine Hepburn

regard each other— in "Trigger," we hastily add. This is the next Hepburn

film—and it threatens to be simply grand.
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But just try it if you want a really

tough job. Now I verily believe you
can change the entire expression of

your face by the way you think. But
the deliberate effort sincerely to feel

a part and yet keep the cast out of my
eye was an undertaking that almost
conquered me. You see, I had to try

to give reality to my scenes and yet

keep myself from getting worked up
to the pitch of emotion that would show
up the cast. You can know how happy
I am that it does not appear any more
whether I am on or off the screen.

"You see what I had to fight with
the muscular arms and legs, the cast

in my eye and the irregular teeth, but
nothing was worse than my self-con-

sciousness ! Of course, I will never
lose all of this, for I think fear moti-
vates most lives.

"As soon as I finish a picture I

begin to feel afraid that it is not so

good as it should be, that my work
might have been better and my mind
goes running on to how I can improve
my scenes in my next picture. You're
always straining, always reaching
ahead toward the things you haven't at-

tained. Motion picture success is like

a woman a man loves and never po-
sesses. It is uncertain, always dancing
ahead of you with new allure, making
you afraid you may be dropped from
the race. I am glad I am still afraid.

A person who feels sure grows con-
tented, then indolent, then careless. Be-
sides, cock-sureness doesn't make people
love you and I would far rather be
loved than have my work perfect.

"But I have overcome my self-con-

sciousness (another phase of fear) in

a measure. I did it purely by interest-

ing myself in other people. When you
enter a room, if you can just put out
of your mind the thought that every-
one is looking at you; if you can your-
self look directly at someone else in the
room, admire her dress, her hair, her
hands—or anything ; if you can just

do this, it will do more toward taking
your thoughts off yourself than any-
thing else. In a scene one can, of

course, enter so into the character to

be played that self slips aside.

"There may be people who feel sure
of themselves ; there may be people who
know from the beginning that they are
going to do great things, but I never
did.

"I hoped by the grace of God that I

would make the grade, but obstacles in-

variably seemed almost too much for
me. If I have succeeded in a measure
I hope this knowledge helps others."

Watch for another
1

Can't Be Done!" story

MODERN SCREEN soon.

It

Remember—we're going

after the stories everyone

says can't "be had."

But we'll get 'em!

Popular pec
TELLS THE SECRET OF

MOVIE EYES

r
IT S JUST A KIND OF MAKE-UP
MOVIE STARS USE - CALLED

DELICA-BROW-
YOU SHOULD

TRY IT
THE BOYS RAVE
ABOUT YOUR EYES-
HOW DO THEY GET
SO B!6 AND STARRY,

Have the Witching Eyes of the Movie Stars Tonight!

You can get exactly the same "eye-

appeal" movie and stage stars do— in-

stantly—by darkening the brows and

lashes with the wonderful make-up dis-

covery they use. With DELICA-BROW!
Let DELICA-BROW make your eyes

literally wells of allure tonight— bigger,

brighter. ..irresistible, DELICA-BROW
is waterproof, too. Remember the name.

Get it at any drug or department store

and at the 10c store.

SHARPEN UP THOSE
PENCILS... AND HAVE AN

ENJOYABLE CROSSWORD PUZZLE EVENING!

• The Winter Edition of

CROSSWORD PUZZLES
brings you 50 tempting puz-

zles (and their answers) for

only 10c! And there's a

thrilling puzzle contest, offer-

ing a $50.00 prize, 61 other

cash prizes and many free

subscriptions to CROSS-
WORD PUZZLES.

• Stop at the nearest newsstand
today and get a copy. It means
hours and hours of real fun!

"It/itU&i edition vn dale new we/iAtMrfi&ie,-/o ce*U±-
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Here is the SECRET
says

Maty

MOON GLOW
NAIL POLISH

^Beautifies fyour *lHand$

YOU will be delighted wich the smartness of your hands when
you beautify them with MOON GLOW Nail Polish. Keep
on your shelf all of the five MOON GLOW shades—Natural,

Medium, Rose, Platinum Pearl and Carmine.

U you paid $i you couldn't get finer nail polish than MOON
GLOW—the new Hollywood favorire. Ask your ice srore

for the ioc size or your drug store for the 2.5c size of MOON
GLOW Nail Polish in all shades. If they cannot supply you,

fill in the coupon below and mail today.

Moon Glow Cosmetic Co., Ltd., Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen: Please send me introductory pkg. of Moon
Glow. 1 enclose 10c (coin or stamps) for each shade checked.

( ) Natural ( ) Medium ( ) Rose ( ) Platinum Pearl

( ) Carmine.

Name

St. & No

City State (MS-A2)

•A "get acquainted" gift from REJUVIA, the favorite
lipstick of more than a million women. A complete
17 x 22" scientific character reading chart absolutely
FREE to you.
Study your sweetheart's character.* Analyze your
friends* Learn what you are, and why you are* You
will be amazed with the mysteries that this chart will
reveal to you.
Mail your name and address on penny post card. No
cost. No obligation. SEND NOW TO Rejuvia
Beauty Labs.. Inc.. Dept. B-42, 395 Broadway, N Y.

Try REJUVIA Lipstick today, velvet smooth, per-
manent waterproof, Indelible, in correct shade for your
Individual complexion. A tested quality full size
lipstick lor only 10 cents at most 5c and 10c Stores.

RILL THE HAIR ROOL
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again. Safe, easy, permanent. Use
it privately at home. The delightful relief
will bring happiness, freedom or mind and
greater success.

We teach Beautv Culture. Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For prompt-
ness in writing me, J will include a $2.00
Certificate for Mahler Beauty Preparations.

D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 36B. Providence- R. I.

BLACKHEADS
DON'T SQUEEZE THEM! IT CAUSES SCARS! INFEC-
TION! Dissolve Blackheads scientifically, refine Large Pores,

stop embarrassing Grcasiness, Shine", clear Muddy. Tanned
ekin with wonderful KLEERPLEX WASH. Marvelous pore-purifier.

Renews! Liehtena! Beautifies! Gets at the cause quickly—safely! See
instant improvement! No chemicals. No staying home. Approved by
health authorities, the Beauty Editor of this magazine and thousiindp of

hnppv usera—both Men and Women. Nothinn like it! Send $1 TODAY
for 2 mo*, supplv to KLEERPLEX (MR) lW.34th St., N.Y.C. MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE! C.O.D. 20c ex. Outside U. S. $1.25—no C.O.D.'s.
Clip this Adv.

CATARRH and S9NUS
SUFFERERS LISTEN

Guaranteed Relief or no Pay
The only sensible way to treat catarrh and sinus

trouble is to clear the blood. Build up your system
and strengthen the lining of the nose and throat

to fight the germs which cause catarrh (sinus
trouble). Use Hall's Catarrh Medicine.

NEW TREATMENT CHART FREE
Let this chart guide you to relief. Write for it

today. Don't be embarrassed by hawking, spit-

ting or catarrhal bad breath. You can depend on
Hall's Catarrh Medicine. Send now.
F.J.CHENEY & CO. Dept. 311 TOLEDO, OHIO

Sold by all Leading Druggists
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Behind the News of Gary's Engagement

(Continued from page IT)

heart. Yet he will talk. He will talk

—

if urged and questioned—about Sandra
Shaw and his first meeting with her.

The very first meeting was in a dark

projection room where they had both

been witnessing a film. When it was
over they were introduced and said the

usual "How do you do" and "How are

you" business. And thought no more
about each other until they met again

at a friend's yachting party.

The boat lazed about the picturesque

isthmus between Catalina Island and the

Coast. Gary and Sandra don't remember
where the rest of the party was.

All they know is that they two were
sitting together on deck dangling their

feet.

WHAT did we talk about?" Gary
said. "Oh, I don't know. What do

people talk about? Well, slie said, 'How
do people amuse themselves in Holly-

wood?' And / said, 'Some of them have
motor cars.' And she said, 'And some of

them have boats.' I said that was right

and we didn't talk for awhile. Then I

said, 'Do you really want to be an

actress ?' And she said, 'No, I don't give

a darn one way or the other. But I like

Hollywood and I like Hollywood
people.' I caught myself kind of hoping
that was personal. Out of the corner of

my eye I looked at her. She was so nice

and calm, somehow. And I've known
girls who weren't so calm.

" 'Do you like to ride horseback ?' I

asked. 'Love it,' she said. 'Do you ?'

'Unhuh,' I said. So we didn't talk much
more for awhile. And then she said,

'You like mountains and ranches and
hunting, don't you?' 'Sure,' I said, 'Do
you?' 'Yes,' she said, 'Love all that'

"Well, you asked for it. You asked
me what we talked about and that's it.

Not very exciting, is it?"

On the contrary, I thought it was very

exciting, for in telling me about it Gary
had shown that that first meeting had
been important—much more important

than what they said. They talked about

motor cars and boats and horseback
riding and hunting. They really—with

their eyes and by their silences—told

each other that they were rather in-

trigued with each other. And that's all

it might have been—a charming girl,

a handsome man, happily, gayly but not

very seriously in love. That's all it would
have been, had it not have been for the

trip to Phoenix, Arizona.

After the meeting on the yacht, they

went everywhere together, but there

was no thought—nor talk—of marriage
between them. They were just having
fun. They had mutual interests. They
liked each other. It was fun being to-

gether. And then they decided it would
be fun to run over to Phoenix, Arizona.

Gary carefully explains how well chap-

eroned they were. Jack Gilbert and his

wife, Virginia Bruce, as well as Sandra's

uncle went along. Gary and Sandra
thought this trip—like the parties and
luncheons and teas they had attended

—would be just more fun. But the very
word Arizona means "secret marriage"
to the press. And when they got back
from Phoenix, they were cross-ques-

tioned by dozens of reporters. Also there

had been the rumor of the hotel register.

It seems that it had been signed by Gary
Cooper and then Sandra Shaw "Cooper"
—just like that.

And this is what Gary said about
that when they asked him. Without a

flicker on his lean poker face, he blandly
stated that the "Cooper" had been writ-

ten after Sandra Shaw's name in order
to save time when they returned next
summer to be married ! And whether he
was kidding, or whether he was serious,

or whether he just said the first thing

that popped into his head, you can search

hie ! And they told the reporters they
were "engaged" and Gary bought
Sandra a "canary colored" diamond.
And they hoped that was the end.

VOW, that's the West Coast side of
-"-^ the story. There's a New York
chapter, too. Rumors that they were al-

ready married were as thick as a wrest-

ler's neck all over Manhattan. Long be-

fore the engagement was announced.
One newspaper carried the line that

Gary and Sandra would probably marry
at the home of the Harry Whitney's—

-

the day after a party given for Sandra
and Gary at the Central Park Casino.

There was another newspaper bit about
Sandra receiving mail and packages ad-

dressed to "Mrs. G. Cooper." One can
imagine that the telephone rang at

Sandra's home and at Gary's hotel on
the average of once per second. And one
can imagine that all parties concerned
finally became so frantic with all the fuss

and bother that a formal announcement
of the engagement of Sandra and Gary
seemed the simplest way out, all round.

So, on November 28, at a Casino
party given by Sandra's mother and
step-father, Mr. and Mrs. Paul V.
Shields of 778 Park Avenue and South-
ampton, Long Island, the engagement
of Veronica Balfe to Gary Cooper,
film star, was announced. Later, at the

Shields' home where other friends joined

the party, the engagement was also an-
nounced. And now Gary and Sandra
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Shields and
Miss Barbara Shields and all the other

Shields and Balfes can get a little sleep

nights and enjoy a little peace of mind.
Their Veronica and that film actor are

"engaged" and the newspapers have the

story and everybody can sit back quietly

and see what happens from that point on.

I don't somehow believe that they

will marry. I don't think, in the first

place, that it is that kind of a love

affair. I think the two young people

were having a lot of fun together and
probably still would be, but they got
themselves into a spot—where everyone
was saying that they zcere married
and where their lives were made miser-

able by reporters' questionings—and the

simplest way out was to announce an



engagement and be done with it.

And now perhaps you'd like to know
something about the girl in the case.

Here are a few facts.

Sandra's real name, as I have said,

is Veronica Balfe and so far as Park
Avenue society is concerned she's the

real McCoy. It's not a publicity man's

idea that Sandra is what she is. I'm tell-

ing you, she is!

Veronica's mother, after her divorce

from her daughter's father, Harry R.

Balfe, married again—this time the

wealthy Wall Street broker, Paul V.
Shields, who with the very nautical

brother. Corny, are noted as amateur
yachtsmen on Long Island Sound.

Veronica went to the fashionable

Millbrook School in Westchester and,

when she was graduated, made her

debut, but soon became bored with see-

ing her name in the society columns,

with spending her summers in South-

ampton and with accepting the atten-

tions of the young bloods in that effete

resort.

In the meantime her father married

again. His bride was Helen Meaney, the

ex-Olympic diving champion, a girl

only a few years older than his daughter.

But this marriage ended disastrously

and brought notoriety to the name of

Balfe. That's why, when Sam Goldwyn
offered Miss Balfe a chance to go to

Hollywood as an actress, she changed
her name to Sandra Shaw. Her New
York friends still call her by her nick-

name, "Ronky."
From what different worlds these two

come ! Gary Cooper from Montana and
Hollywood and Veronica Balfe from
Southampton and Park Avenue. And it

might have been just a lot of fun and
parties if those marriage rumors hadn't

started. But because of them, Sandra
wears the lovely diamond Gary gave
her and they have been entertained in

New York by Sandra's elegant society

friends.

And that's the story behind the news.
Will they marry? Your guess is as good
as mine.

I'll be as surprised as a kid who got

an empty stocking for Christmas if they

do get married. But I'm not infallible

—

Lord no!—and I'm just trembling in

my shoes as I write this. Anything can
happen. I may be as wet as Repeal
Night. But a lady can't be shot for

expressing her opinion, can she ?

Little Alice White has been and

gone and done it! We mean that

she has finally married Cy Bartlett.

Happy days, Alice and Cy!
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Now a Concentrated

Antiseptic Mouth Wash

Ttoe Stew, ^
ANTISEPTIC

MOiJTH WASH, GfiSJ>.'t eiod

sspto tn ptyweiffeii form. PerxsKotwig,

A WILDROOT PRODUCT—tested and approved by
Good Housekeeping Bureau.

You Mix It With Water At Home
Thousands no longer pay high

prices for mouth wash. They know
that Five Star Antiseptic is safe,

pleasant tasting, amazingly effec-

tive as a mouth wash or gargle,

yet goes three to ten times as far.

Scientists who tested this new
discovery against other well-

known antiseptics were amazed
at its extraordinary penetration.

A leading bacteriologist said:

"Five Star Antiseptic not only
kills germs rapidly, but has afar
more lasting effect in preventing
bacterial growth in the mouth."
Yet because it is a powder

—

you mix it with water yourself

—

Five Star Antiseptic costs you
only 10c a pint. Get a package
today! Wildroot Co. Inc., Buffalo.

in Canada: Imperial Pint 15c, 3 Pints 35c, Wildroot Ltd., Fort Erie, N., Ont,

MY HUSBAND'S
GENTLE WARNING
HURT ME SO..

IF HE ONLY KNEW HOW
DESPERATELY I /,
WAS TRYING TO //
REDUCE .. //

I WENT HUNGRY
AT EVERY MEAL .

TRIED EVERY new
REDUCING/
FAD .

I Know It Has The Power

To Reduce Fat!"

I WAS frightened. My hus-
band thought that fat was

unforgivable. Yet try as I would
I could not get back my slen-

der, youthful lines.

I tried almost everything be-
fore a friend suggested Mar-
mola. I had heard of Marmola,
of course, but I did not fully

realize how effective it was.

How foolish I was to torture
myself with diet, exercise, gir-

dles and dozens of baseless fads,

when Marmola employs a re-

ducing principle that the whole
scientific world recognizes.
Why, doctors regularly pre-
scribe the same ingredients. It

is the outstanding fat-reducing
method. It has stood test after
test for years. Over 20 million

boxes have oeen sold. Men
and women swear by it.

They ask for it in over 40
different countries.

And Marmola is so simple!
No rigid diet watching, no exer-
cises. Merely take 4 tablets a
day. Why should anyone who
wants to reduce—whether 40
pounds or 14—fail to try this

delightful way that has been so
thoroughly tested so many,
many times? The formula is

printed in every package. Ask
for Marmola at any good drug
store. Do not accept substi-
tutes.

MARMOLA
The Right Way to Reduce
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Beauty Advice

New Velour Powder Puff

Amazes Beauty Experts!
A T last science has developed a new puff—a puff

that spreads powder smoother . . . feels softer
. . . lasts longer!
DORA MAY Powder Puffs, the new creation, are
just what you've wanted. Made from a specially
prepared New Velour material, they do everything
claimed by more expensive puffs. Even beauty ex-
perts are amazed by the remarkable service DORA
MAY Puffs give. Yet they cost so little, you can
always afford to carry a few "extras". DORA MAY
Puffs come sterilized and cellophane wrapped . . . for
your protection. THREE for 10c. jjr

At Your 5 and 10c Store

GOOD SEED CHEAP
GOOD AS CAN BE GROWN. NONE BETTER AT
ANY PRICE. 64 YEARS SELLING GOOD SEED

500,000 Satisfied Gardeners Annu-
ally. My 1934 catalog contains all

the latest improved and standard
varieties of Garden, Farm, Flower

l Seeds, Fruits, Bulbs and Shrubs. Over
H800 illustrations with complete cultural
| directions ifor gardeners on(j home
jr planters. I think it Is the best catalog:

Kubliahed in America today Plan to
ave a big garden this spring. I want

everybody to try myNEW SENSATION
'^WBfflPPBB^' TOMATO, •* King of the Earlies."

Extra Large Solid Froit, Deep Scarlet, Big Ylelder. Disease Re-
sistant. Write today for my Bier 1934 Catalog and 125 seed of my
NEW SENSATION TOMATO free. Send 3c stamp to cover postage.

R.H.SHUMWAYSEEDSMAN
Box4l2 , ROCKFORD, ILL. Established in 187Q

BUNIONS

BUMP GOES DOw*.
PainstopsalmostinstantlylThenblessed N I
relief. Fairyfoot gradually reduces painful,
ugly bunions. Enables you to wear smaller shoes. No
cumbersome appliances. No messy salves. Used on over
2,000,000 feet since 1897. Write for Free trial treat-
ment. Fairyfoot Products Co., Chicago, cnee n z
III., 1223 S.Wabash Ave., Dept. 2712 FREE PrOOI

ZORATOR
KillsRoolOdors

COSTS ONLYlOc
Simply hang Zorator in-

side toilet bowl, as pic-
tured here. It quickly
deodorizes air and keeps water
sanitary. Patented hanger pos-
itively prevents clogging of
passage should Zorator be ac-

cidentally dropped in bowl.
Variety of colors and scents.

The Zoro Co., 361 W. Superior Street, Chicago

Lasts several
months. Sold
in ioc Stores.!

{Continued ft

minutes. It's a swell idea to treat your-
self to one of these professional minis-
trations occasionally, but for general
purposes you can do it just as well as

yoursel f

.

HPHEN follows the shampoo—and if

* you don't know how to give your-
self a proper shampoo after all I've told

you, it's just too bad. Remember, three

soapings aren't too many. I'm crazy
about the soap I mentioned a month or

two ago. It's a well-established brand
which has just been newly packaged in

a ten cent size—enough for two or three

shampoos. There are six kinds to choose
from, depending upon the color of your
hair: blonde, brunette, titian, dark
brown, medium brown and gray. Noth-
ing in the soap, let me hasten to say,

has anything to do with dyes or tints.

It is simply that the blonde kind re-

markably enhances the beauty of blonde
hair and the other kinds do the same
thing for the other kinds of hair.

I have arranged with the company
which makes this soap to send you one
of the small sizes—the same which are

on sale in the dime stores—if you would
like to try it. Please send the request

to me and I will see to it that you re-

ceive your package. Be sure to men-
tion the shade of your hair.

Some time ago, I read a most illumi-

nating and fre-from-hooey article on
beauty by a woman doctor. She stated

that there is an untold amount of idiotic

nonsense written and said about the

hair. She claimed that you should wash
your hair whenever you think it needs

washing. And I'm inclined to agree

with them sentiments. In fact, I've

gone so far as to experiment. I have
the sort of hair which looks its best

right after a shampoo. When it's even
mildly dirty, it has lost color and lustre

and life somehow, no matter how much
faithful brushing and massaging I give

it. So, lately, I've been sticking it into

the tub whenever I felt in the mood.
And, for the life of me, I can't see that

it's done any excessive drying-out and
my hair certainly looks better.

Have you ever tried "making up"
your hair ? There's a fairly new prod-

uct which is called just that—make-up
for the hair—in the advertisements. It's

a delightful non-sticky lotion which you
comb or brush lightly through the hair

and which gives your own hair-tints a

much more exciting look. Comes in

various tints and washes right out with

the next shampoo.

T 1 7HEN you rinse your hair after aW shampoo, you can do a great

deal to insure its beauty for the days

to come. The proper procedure is this:

before you even start your shampoo,

have your rinsing water all fixed. That

is to say, in a jug or separate bowl, have

some hot water and whatever you plan

to use for that last exciting touch to the

om page 6)

shampoo. It may be simply the juice

of two lemons. Or a couple of table-

spoons of vinegar. It may be one of

the harmless tint rinses, all dissolved

ready for use. It may be a bottle of per-'

fume or toilet water to give a pretty

scent to your hair. But have it all

ready, whatever it is, so that you won't
have to be groping about with your
eyes full of soap, dripping water all

over the floor. Rinse your clean head
thoroughly under the shower or with
a handy spray. Rinse it until it squeaks
—actually. When you can rub your
hand over your wet hair and arouse a

sound that resembles a squeak, then

you know it is thoroughly free from
soap. Then, pop quickly from shower
or spray to the wash bowl, pour in your
rinse and dunk your head into it. Use
the jug or bowl or glass or whatever
you have at hand to pour the rinse re-

peatedly over your whole head.

I have been asked many times how to

make the cute little feathery curls with
which the movie actresses adorn them-
selves. Especially those attractive little

curls in front of the ears. They're right

nice, those little curls—they allow you
to keep the rest of your coiffure rather

severe by providing a softening effect

that is just enough. Well, this is the

way to make them.

Make a shallow half moon part from
the lowest point of the temple to the

point where your ear joins your hair-

line. Pin your long hair out of the

way and hold the part you want to cut

with your left hand. Now, with sharp
scissors, ruff this strand of hair slightly,

cutting as you ruff it. The hair should
be two and a half or three inches long
when cut. Wet these little strands and
twist them round in a flat spit-curl.

Pin through with one bobbie pin or in-

visible hairpin. Then, another pin is

laced through the first and your curls

stay firmly put until they are dry. Comb
them out when they are dry—and there

you are.

This has nothing to do with the hair

—but have you yet tried the swell new
skin cleaner I spoke about recently?

It's a brisk, enlivening liquid which gets

rid of oiliness and shine and treats

blackheads as they deserve to be treated.

In my grubbiest moments in this grubby
city, it hasn't failed me yet. If you're
interested, drop me a line.

Next month, I'm going to try some-
thing entirely new. You may think I've

gone suddenly batty. But I'm going to

write a beauty article for men. Yes, I

am. And here's why I'm telling you
about it : I don't for one moment ex-

pect many men to read it. They'd be

too scared, the sissies. But I do expect

wives, mothers, sisters and sweethearts

to read it. It will contain some straight-

forward talk about skin and hair and
keeping fit. And Lord only knows, the

dear menfolks could profit by a little

beauty advice, don't you think?
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UfiJtMJecLIfbmi gets Lip allure

LOOK,THE RISSPROOF LIP- ^
STICK MISS SARGENT TALKS
ABOUT GIVES A SPECIAL"LURE
TO THE LIPS MEN LIKE . . .

TRY IT- AND SEE FOR YOUR-
SELF •

MARY'S NEXT DATE
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO L—
YOUR LI PS... I'M GREEDY-BUT
THEY'RE SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE 1

.

JUST AN OLD L-

HOLLYWOOD
CUSTOM...CALLED
RISSPROOF!NG

Try the Stage and Movie Lipstick

.

Have the same "lip appeal" that the movie
stars and Broadway actresses have. Use the

same lipstick! It is the new KISSPROOF
Indelible Lipstick

—

Special Theatrical Color!

This lipstick is so wonderful, it has been
placed by the make-up experts in the dress-

ing rooms of the Hollywood Studios and New
York Theatres! Price is no object here—
but the experts have found that inexpensive
KISSPROOF gives matchless allure to the
actresses. It will do the same for yon.

Use KISSPROOF tonight! You will be
thrilled! You can get it in all shades, includ-

ing the new Special Theatrical Color, at any
drug ordepartment store and at the 10c stores.

HiSSPrOO^MU/e LIPSTICK

"Alice in Wonderland

(Continued from page 64)

staff ! The sets will take your breath

away, as they took mine ! Four whole
fairy-tale forests were set up in the

arena. Trees that grow into hands,

with diamond rings on the third fingers.

Trees with little staircases, windows
with tiny curtains, chimneys and doors.

But—I'm sorry if I seem to harp on
this, but I can't help it !—the wonder-
ful thing about it, to me, was the way
the picture seemed to open up people

and let you see things in them you'd

never known were there. When Gary
Cooper talked to me about being the

White Knight, I give you my word, he

looked as if he were on his way to

church. I remember, one day, strolling

on to the garden set—rose trees,

covered with huge red and white blos-

soms, fifteen feet tall. (To make Alice

look tiny), Ray Hatton, Jack Oakie,

and Polly Moran were sitting under

one of the trees—Ray a mouse, Oakie
in his Tweedle-Dum costume, about

which more later, and Polly Moran
covered with feathers and sporting a

pair of wings. Oakie was holding Baby
Le Roy—who plays the Joker in a deck

of cards—on his lap. Holding Baby Le
Roy, and discussing babies' diets with

Polly ! Oakie, the wise-guy !

FOUR weeks, five, six, seven—in the

eighth week, finally, the picture was
nearly done. The strain was begin-

ning to tell. Everybody was ready to

drop. But, from his canvas chair be-

sides the cameras, Norman McLeod's
voice was still coming quietly, gently

—

with what infinite patience. And infi-

nite care ! I saw him hold up one scene

until the research department checked

on all possible pronunciations of the

word "brooch."' I saw six three-minute

scenes take three hours apiece to photo-

graph. The dialogue was so tongue-

twisty that the actors missed words;

and, each time, there was a retake, so

that it would be nothing less than per-

fection. The lines in the Mad Hatter's

tea party scene, for instance, were
enough to tangle anybody.

In the last week, Cary Grant showed

up on the set and stood wistfully look-

ing on from the side-lines. He had

been working at another studio, and

had missed out on a part. The director

called him over. "Cary," he began, "I

think maybe we need a man to play the

Mock Turtle—"
That was as far as he got.

"What?" yelled Cary. "I'll put on

a blonde wig and play Alice, if you'll

let me !" He was out like a shot, on

his way to the wardrobe for a cos-

tume.
Meanwhile, Louise Fazenda worked

for a week straight in a costume made
of rubber inner-tubes, so bulky that she

couldn't sit down in it. Many of the

costumes were like that, permitting no

rest. Roscoe Karns and Jack Oakie,

as Tweedle-Dum and Tweedle-Dee,

wore pads and masks which let only

their eves show. Four days, they went,

MAYSIE GREIG

begins her greatest novel

"Chains of Desire"

in the February 20th

SWEETHEART STORIES
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(Test Bottle FREE)
Have ever-youthful looking hair this

SAFE way. Merely combing clear liquid

through hair brings desired color: black,

brown, auburn, blonde. Gray goes—streaks

disappear. No fear of washing or rubbing
off on garments. Hair stays soft, fluffy.

Takes wave or curl. Ask druggist for full-

sized bottle on money-back guarantee.
Insist on Mary T. Goldman's.
Or test it Free.

FREE TEST ~ We send
complete test package Free. Snip
off a lock of hair . . . Test it first
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Treat That

COLD SORE
QUICK EASY WAY!
JUST touch cracked lips

and that cold sore tonight
with antiseptic, penetrating
Campho-Phenique. It starts
to soothe pain and speed up
healing instantly, and re-

store your lips their natural
smoothness and ripe beauty,

i Protects against infection,

too, not only on cold sores
but on minor cuts, burns and

similar hurts. Get a bottle of Campho-Phenique at
any drug store—30c or 60c—or a trial size, 10c at any
ten-cent store.

CA5V1P H0-PHENIQUE
DON'T CRY

about CORNS
Rubbing pressure causes

corns. Put a hole in springy
SEALTEX bandage for the
corn, wrap toe or foot. Pres-
sure and pain go. SEALTEX
sticks only to itself, not to hair,
skin or cloth. 10c, 25c and 50c
sizes. All Kresge stores and
drug counters everywhere.

EX
My Teeth Sparkle
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BORACETINE
TOOTH POWDER

STAIN DISAPPEARS
LIKE MAGIC

You'll like Boracetine Tooth
Powder better than any denti-
frice you've ever used be-

cause, without hard brushing, this
different tooth powder completely re-
moves every trace of cigarette stain,
discoloration and film. It releases
harmless oxygen that safely makes teeth
scrupulously clean and sparkiing
white. This same oxygen hardens the
gums to keep them healthy.
Boracetine tastes good neutralizes

acidity and goes three times as far as
paste. A large ioc can, full to the top,
can be purchased in any Kresge store.
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without taking a bite of solid food,

sipping milk and soup through glass

straws stuck through their masks. "I

wouldn't ask my worst enemy to climb
into this diving-suit," Oakie puffed at

me. "But it's worth it."

And a script girl came up to Roscoe
and asked, "May I have your auto-

graph, please, Mr. Oakie?"
"How can you tell I'm Oakie?" asked

Roscoe.

"By your eyes."

"O. K.," said Roscoe. "I'm not sure,

myself." And he signed her book,
"Sincerely, Jack Oakie."

Alison Skipworth, after wearing her
breathless mask for five hours at a

stretch, fainted just as she was starting

a scene. They led her to a chair, and
after a moment she said, "I'm all right."

She stood up, and her legs gave way
and fainted again. She had to go home
for the day. Norman McLeod walked
to the stage door with her.

"I'm terribly sorry it was so tough
for you, Skippy," he told her, sincerely.

"How much more of this is there?"

she asked.

"A whole day, I'm afraid."

A little pale, and more than a little

shaky, Skippy gave him a grim smile.

"I'll be here tomorrow !" she promised.

She was there. They were all there

—and I mean that two ways !

TOWARD the very last, I talked to

little Charlotte Henry—Alice. I

got her off in a corner, sat her down,
and said : "Now, tell me all about it."

"All about it?" She looked back
toward the garden set, where a lone

work-lamp gleamed, and sighed. "What
can I tell you? I've been in a daze for

eight weeks. Talk about Alice being

in wonderland—I can't even believe it's

happened to me, yet ! They tell me
I'm to have a trip to New York now.
Tomorrow will be my first day off in

two months. I'm going home and sleep,

now, and tomorrow Mother and I are

going to the beach and visit some
friends." She smiled and looked

thoughtful—if a baby in a puffed-sleeved

blue organdie frock, with her hair down
her back, wearing white cotton stock-

ings and Mary Jane pumps, can look

thoughtful. (She says the cotton stock-

ings are cooler than silk and don't stick

to your legs.) "I think what I'll re-

member longest is how sweet all the

boys were to me. They played little

jokes on me. Oh, funny things hap-

pened to other people, too." She
giggled. "Louise Fazenda fell off her

stool—they just had to prop her against

it, in that costume—and she bounced
all over, in those inner-tubes. She

rolled around like a lost spare tire, and
couldn't get up ! But one of the things

they did to me—I got a pebble in one
of my Mary Janes, and I took it off

when I went to lunch. When I came
back I thought I was having a hard
time getting my foot into it. They
nailed it down to the floor, that's what
they did !"

"I don' think that's very sweet !" I

protested.

"Oh, but it was the sweet way they

did it. Jack Oakie is the funniest man!
I laughed and laughed at him. Once
we were just getting ready to take a

scene, and a light-bulb fell on the floor

and blew up. It made a big bang. Just
like that, Jack yelled : 'He went that

way ! Last I saw he was just gom£
over that hill !' He's so quick."

Charlotte is a brave little trouper

like all the rest. When they did the

scene of her falling down the rabbit-

hole she hurt herself, falling. Clear

across the set, they heard the bone
crack. "They thought they were going
to have to get another Alice for sure,"

Charlotte relates it. They picked her

up, and a prop boy went dashing away
for the studio chiropractor.

"Doc !" he shouted. "That little girl

in Stake 13's busted her neck."

"Then don't call me," growled the

dour chiropractor. "Call the ambu-
lance !"

It wasn't a broken neck, but she tore

a ligament in her shoulder and wrenched
a bone in her neck out of place. And

—

just like Skippy Skipworth !—Char-
lotte went right back to work, the mo-
ment they finished putting the adhesive

tape on her.

But everybody really was sweet to

her, she's right about that. Dick Arlen
moved out of his dressing-room and
put a pair of twin beds in it for Char-
lotte and her mother, so they wouldn't

have to drive home every night. As
Charlotte said—and it's all she needed
to say, "He didn't have to do it."

Dick owns a warm spot in her heart.

"He's so sweet," she says. "You
know, as the Cheshire Cat he looks just

like my Pekingese puppy. His name
is Puddles. My dog. I didn't want to

call him Yum Yum or Fan Tan, so I

named him Puddles because—well, I

named him that. People say he's a very

good dog, but I don't. I think he's just

a mongrel. You know, when he wants

to attract your attention he sits beside

you and sneezes and sneezes—"

Oh. Sophisticated Hollywood!

Hollywood has shown a sweetness,

a sincerity, a fineness we never kne\T

was there. Nobody can ask for more.

WANT TO KNOW ALL ABOUT MICKEY MOUSE?

Wei!, you will, brethern and sistern, you will. In our next issue,

we reveal the inside lowdown on the popular rodent. And, inci-

dentally, the inside lowdown on his creator, Mister Walt Disney.

IN THE MARCH ISSUE OF MODERN SCREEN—DON'T MISS IT!
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Reviews—A Tour of Today's Talkies

(Continued from page 81)

LONE COWBOY (PARAMOUNT)
Jackie Cooper, Lila Lee

Freedonia—with Groucho as its dic-

tator, Zeppo as Grouch's minister

and Chico and Harpo (minus the

harp) as spies. Harpo also does a

"Paul Revere," but gets waylaid by

a pretty blonde whose husband is

out of town. Funniest scene : Groucho
tucked in bed for the night (fancy

night cap and all) eating crackers.

Raquel Torres is the leading lady.

• LADY KILLER (WARNERS)

James Cagney, Mae Clark, Margaret
Lindsay

JIMMY CAGNEY is at his

breeziest in this fast-moving,

highly-entertaining movie of a young
chap who gets fired from his job as

an usher and becomes a big rack-

eteer. When his gang gets too

rough he pulls out for Hollywood
and joins the movies. He builds up
his following by writing himself fan

letters. When his old gang invade

the colony and start a series of rob-

beries among the stars, he's put on

the spot as their "finger man." Mae
Clarke is the moll and Margaret

Lindsay the movie star. Both gals

are swell. Rowdy, hilarious, blue in

spots but Cagney fans are sure to

like it.

AS HUSBANDS CO (FOX)

Warner Baxter, Helen Vinson

MOST of the snap and sparkle

that made Rachel Crother's

"As Husbands Go" good entertain-

ment as a play was lost in bringing

it to the screen, due mostly to poor

direction. Production is lavish and
gowns worn by Helen Vinson are

particularly gorgeous, but outside of

that it remains dull movie fare for

the average theater-goer. The cast,

including Warner Baxter, is never

quite at home and therefore does not

convince.

Children won't like it.

THANKS to Jackie Cooper, this

emerges a fairly good Western.
Show revolves around him as the kid

whose father commits suicide and
leaves him under the care of an old

friend grown hard and bitter toward
all mankind when his wife runs

away with his foreman. In the end.

Jackie wins over the old rancher

and they become great pals. Lila

Lee, Addison Richards and Noah
Beery in the cast.

* THE THUNDERING HERD
(PARAMOUNT)

Randolph Scott, Judith Allen

ZANE GREY'S story makes good
Western entertainment. There

are thrills aplenty, some swell battles

with the Indians, fast riding, a mean
villain, a gal and a hero. Randolph
Scott, Harry Casey and Raymond
Hatton are buffalo hunters. Judith

Allen is the girl who is kidnapped
and Noah Berry is the meanie. The
ending is especially exciting.

GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM
(PARAMOUNT)

Charles Farrell, Charles Ruggles,
Marguerite Churchill

STORY of a country boy who
wins a scholarship and goes to

Paris to study art. Fie falls in with a

gang of starving artists, gets en-

snared by a scheming artist's model
and finally clinches with a nice girl

from Dixie. Charles Farrell plays

the innocent art student, Marguerite
Churchill is good as the girl from
Dixie and Grace Bradley and Charlie

Ruggles furnish the comedy. Ruggles
is the best thing in the picture.

•SON OFA SAILOR (WARNERS)

Joe E. Brown, Thelma Todd,
Jean Muir

ATYPICAL Joe E. Brown com-
edy with the star in the role

of a swaggering young gob who has

his big moment. Quite by mistake

he finds himself the house guest of

the Admiral, captures a couple of

crooks (also by mistake) and be-

comes a national hero over night.

Jean Muir and Thelma Todd con-

tribute the fern interest. Johnny
Mack Brown and Frank McHugh
oke.

Young people will adore it.

DARK HAZARD (WARNERS)

Edzvard G. Robinson, Genevieve
Tobin, Glenda Farrell

THIS is not up to the usual

Robinson vehicle. It's the usual

story of a gambler, told in a spotty

and uninteresting manner. Gene-
vieve Tobin is his wife who takes

the bumps along with him, but when
it gets too tough, leaves him. Two
years of ups and downs and they are

reunited with Robinson promising to

go straight. Edw. G. gives a fine,

sympathetic performance and is ably

assisted by Genevieve Tobin, Glenda
Farrell and George Meeker.

"Set a Thief
To Catch a Thief

!

• That was sleuth Crowder's

method. But how to catch a mur-
derer . . .? A killer who deals

death before your very eyes, yet

leaves no trace

!

• Could Bob Crowder continue

his old crime-detecting method of

fighting fire with fire?

• Earle Stanley Gardner gives

you the amazing answer in his

most hair-raising novelette, "Jack

of Death," complete in the February

ALL
DETECTIVE

MAGAZINE

AT ALL NEWSSTANDS

GET
YOUR
COPY
TODAY
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WITHIN 1 MINUTE
WHEN your baby suffersfrom teeth-

ing pains, just rub a few drops of
Dr. Hand'sTeething Lotion on thesore,
tender, little gums and the pain will

be relieved within one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the

prescription of a famous baby spe-

cialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for almost fifty

years. It is strongly recommended by
doctors and nurses instead of the un-
sanitary teething ring.

JUST RUB IT ONTHE GUMS

DR.HANDS
Teething Lotion

BuyDr.Hand'sfromyourdruggist today

The real thing for mounting Snapshots, Cards,
Stamps, etc. No paste needed. Neat, •

easy to use for mounting prints tight or
loose. Sold ut photo supply and album

counters or send 10£ today for pkg.
of 100 and free samples.

Engel Art Corners Co., Chicago, 111.,

Address Dept. 63 P - 4717 North Clark SL

«. S. GOVERNMENT JOBS
$1260 to $3300 a year

MEN—WOMEN IS to 50. Com-
mon Education usually sufficient.
Short hours. Write immediately
for free 32-pase book, with list
of positions and full particulars
tellinst how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. T-315 Rochester, N. Y.

our quality. Every stand
ard brand tire reconstruct CANT BEAT
ed by our superior,modern AMD PPId^rc
method is positively g-uar- WV™
enteed to (rive full 12 months' service under
severest road conditions. This guarantee is backed
by the entire financial resources of an old reliable
comnanv. Member N R A. Today's lowest prices.

BALLOON TIRES
Size Rim Tires Tubes
20,4. 40-21
29x4. 50-20
30t4. 60-21
28x4. 76-19
2914.76-20
2915.00-19
30S5.00-2O
28x5.25-18
29x5.25-19
30x5.25-20
31x5.26-21
28x5.60-18
29x5.60-19
30x6.00-18
31x6.00-19
32x6.00-20
33x0.00-21
32x6.60-20

*2.^S $0.85
2
2.40
2.45
2.50
2.SS
2.85
2 99
2.95
2.95
3.25
3.35
3.35
3.40
3.40
3.45
3.65
3.7S

85
.85
.95
.96

1.06
1.05
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.16
1. 16
1.16
1. 16
1.15
1.25
1.25
1.35 |

Reg.CORD TIRES
Size Tires Tubes
30x3 S2.2St0.65
3<)i.i H 2.3S .75
31x4 2.95 :85
32x4 2.9S .85
33x« 2.95 .85
34x4 3.2S .85
32X4H 3.3S 1.15
33X4H 3.45 1.15
3-114 S 3.45 1.15
30x5 3.65 1.35
33x5 3.7S 1.45
35x5 3.95 1.65

A ll Other Sizes

WE WANT
DEALERS

AH TUBES GUARANTEED Brand NEW
SEND ONLY 51 DEPOSIT on each tire ordered.
We ship balance C. O. D. S percent discount
for full cash with order. Any tire failing to ytve
IS months' service replaced at half price.

GOODWIN TIRE & RUBBER CO. %%
D
i-

1840 S. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO, ill,
"RAYO-VAC "

Flashlight Lantern
With Order for 2 Tires

Complete with batteries and bulb,
ready to use. Household and auto-
mobile necessity. Gives 600 foot
tight beam. Adjustable handle

!
* ijw:—

FREE

Between You and Me

(Continued from page 13)

I'll go see 'em ! But right now I

am so content with having seen and
heard those three musical numbers at

a nominal fee, that wild horses

couldn't drag me to a legitimate show
again ; not even the bald-headed row
with a free ticket could tempt me

!

Grrr!

FRANKLIN DAVIS of Charlottes-

ville, Va., is that mad

:

I'm mad, really mad ! Why I'm
astonished at the producers yelling

for new faces for the screen when
they've got loads of actors and ac-

tresses right in Hollywood with more
ability than all the newcomers have
wrapped together. All they need is a

second chance. They had their first

chance in the "silent" days and made
good, but when the talkies came in

the producers dropped the established

players and grabbed all the stage play-

ers they could find. Just look at what
they've got now. A bunch of dried up
turnips ! Give us back such stars as

Alice Joyce, Charles Ray, Margaret
Mann and Blanche Sweet, especially.

Now come on, you producers, and
give the old favorites a real chance
again. You fans can also help by
boosting them. They deserve it

!

(Well, our movie stars have been
called a heap o' names. But we'll bet

turnip is something new.)

Do You Know the Name of a Good
Laundry?

MRS. JAMES DAVIS of Syracuse,

N. Y., thinks pictures should have their

mouths washed out with soap:
How much longer before producers

wake up to the fact that a whole lot

of people are getting thoroughly fed

up on the type of pictures that have
been passed out of late ?

Low, lewd, degrading, suggestive

both in line and scene. The marriage
ceremony is considered of no import-

ance. Drinking and drunken orgies

make many pictures absolutely dis-

gusting. Has Big Chief Hays fallen

down on the job?
(Well, lady, there is "Little

Women." There is also "Alice in

Wonderland." And, judging by their

popularity, there'll be more like 'em,

u e're sure. By the zc ay, what do you
think of Mae 'West?)

'

And—On the Other Hand—
MRS. GEORGE B., of Utica, N. Y.,

admits she likes a spicy picture— if it's

properly done

:

I've been married twenty-nine
years. I have two grown-up children.

While I'm not strait-laced, I'm cer-

tainly not modern—as that overdone
word is interpreted. Immorality and
smuttiness make me shudder. But I

do like Mae West—and so does my
husband—and I don't care who knows
it. We had a riot of a time at "I'm

No Angel." The general consensus of

opinion of the audience was "Well,

she's just as lowdown as she can be.

She says the most awful things ! But
she is as funny as the dickens."

And that, I think, is the whole
situation in a nutshell. Mae can get

away with it. She pulls some perfect-

ly terrible, double-meaningful remark
—and then makes a wisecrack about

it just quick enough to take the bad

taste away. I'm for her—and, believe

me, I never thought I should be.

What's her next picture?

("It Ain't No Sin" is the tentative—and beautifully suggestive—title

scheduled at the moment.)

He Wants Wynyard!

FRANKLIN JONES of Seattle,

Washington, writes

:

Aw, shucks ! A grand gal comes to

Hollywood, makes a couple of pic-

tures, and then scoots back to Eng-
land. Diana Wynyard, I mean. She
was a real actress. I go to the movies
to see a good play with good people

in it—not to gawp at some cutie and
wish I'd meet a girl like her. Is

Diana Wynyard ever coming back

—

and when ?

(She's in Hollywood right this

minute, Jones old chap. She's going
to make a picture for RKO but what
it will be we can't say as yet.)

A Carload of Orchids for Norma

ESTHER E. GROMLICH of Ham-
burg, Penna., would adore to meet her

:

I have just read the article "What
Stars Would You Like to Meet?"
Gee, I certainly was disappointed in

Faith Baldwin for not mentioning
Norma Shearer. Why, if I had a

chance to go to Hollywood, Norma
would be the first star I'd want to

meet. I admire her pluck for staying

with her husband, walking away
from the public as she did. If I ever

get a chance to meet her, no cop in

the country is stopping me

!

Please address all letters to

The Editor, MODERN SCREEN
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Ruth Chatterton, George Brent and Ralph Forbes give their answer

in our next issue to Homer Croy's story on Hollywood feuds,

which appeared recently in these pages. It's a frank, revealing

answer—you'll want to read it

!
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Directory of Pictures

(Continued from page 107)

MARY STEVENS, M.D. (Warners)—Story of a gal
doctor. Kay Francis and Lyle Talbot. Rather dull
and tearful.

• THE MASQUERADER (United Artists)—Ronald
tolman in a dual role involving politics and romance.
Elissa Landi plays opposite. Good—children under 16
will be bored.

MASTER OF MEN (Columbia)—Reviewed in depart-
ment on page 48.

• THE MAYOR OF HELL (Warners)—Yarn about
tough youngsters in a reform school. James' Cag-

ney and Frankie Darro. Good—kids will think so,

too.

THE MIDNIGHT CLUB (Paramount)—A little drama
of London jewel thieves. Clive Brook. Helen Vinson.
Alan Mowhjay. Allison Skipworth and George Raft.
Fair—nothing in it for the tots.

MIDSHIPMAN JACK ( RKO)—A story of naval cadets.

Bruce Cabot and Betty Furness. Good of its kind

—

for children and grown-ups.

• • MORNING GLORY (RKO)—The backstage life

of a little country girl struggling to become a
great actress. Katharine Hepburn, Adolphe Menjou,
Houg Fairbanks, Jr., and Mary Duncan. Excellent

—

send the tots to a Western.

• MY WEAKNESS (Fox)—A musical about a charm-
ing little Cinderella. She wins a bet and—love.

You see Lilian Harvey for the first time in this.

Delightful and entertaining for the whole family from
oldest to youngest.

• MY WOMAN (Columbia)—A human little yarn
about a devoted wife who gets her husband his

"big chance." He becomes a terrific success. Then
comes the usual complication of another woman. Helen
Twelvetrees, Victor Jory and Claire Dodd. Rather
good—boring for youngsters.

• * NO MARRIAGE TIES (RKO)—Richard Dix as

a cagy advertising man and a still more cagy
bachelor. Very good—young folks under 16 won't care

for it.

OLESON'S BIG MOMENT (Fox)—An apartment
house, its janitor, lots of tenants, gangsters and a

love affair make this a fairly enjoyable little comedy.
El Brendel, Walter Catlett and Barbara Weeks. Good
slap-stick comedy.

• • ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON (Paramount)—
Rival love, hatred, revenge and a narrowly avert-

-d murder. Gary Cooper, Xeil Hamilton and Fay Wray.
Excellent drama—not for children under 16, though.

» ONE MAN'S JOURNEY (RKO)—Lionel Barrymore
in a characterization of a doctor who sacrifices a

brilliant career to practice in a little country town
that needs him. Joel McCrea, Dorothy Jordan and

May Robson complete an excellent cast. Splendid drama
—rather dull for tots.

• • ONLY YESTERDAY (Universal)—A terrifically

human drama of a prewar romance. Comes the

war. Finally its end and the return of the lover.

But he doesn't even recognize his sweetheart nor
know that he is the father of her child. Margaret
Sullavan, a newcomer, is superb. John Boles plays

opposite. Very, very good—nothing in it for any of

the young folks.

• PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING (Fox)—Janet
Gaynor in a very charming and impish role of the

daughter of an Irish major. She rescues her sister

from a marriage for money, falls in love with the

suitor herself and saves the family fortune and face.

Warner Baxter. Margaret Lindsay and Walter Con-
nolly support her. Entertainment for everybody in

the family.

• PILGRIMAGE (Fox)—Story of a mother's remorse
for separating her son from the girl he loved.

Norman Foster, Marian Nixon and Henrietta Cros-
man. Weepy.

• » THE POWER AND THE GLORY (Fox)—Un-
usual picture. It begins with the suicide of an

unpopular railroad man. Then the story of his life

is told in flashbacks. The best thing Spencer Tracy
has done. Interesting and different—too advanced for

children under 16.

PRIVATE DETECTIVE (Warners) — The excellent

acting of William Powell is wasted in this yarn about

crooks. Only fair.

• • THE PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY
(M-G-M)—The prizefighter walked off with an-

other man's sweetie, but she walks out on him when
success and feminine flattery go to his head. He
flies into a rage and goes on a drinking orgy. Then
comes the night of the big fight—. It's an old plot,

but treated in a most refreshing way. You will enjoy

this one with Max Baer and Primo Camera in the

ring. Myrna Loy is the girl. Verra good—kids will

go for the fight.

C PROFESSIONAL SWEETHEART (EKO)^A radio

entertainer is much publicized as America's Purity

Girl She isn't really, but how she wants to be when
her Kentucky hick lover comes along. Ginger Rogers
and Norman Foster. Good—for the whole family.

• • THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY VII (United
Artists)—Charles Laughton portraying the riotous

and colorful life of that much married and individual-

ist king of England. You must see this one—and
take the kids.

• RAFTER ROMANCE (RKO)—George Sidney, Nor-
man Foster and Marian Nixon in a comedy about

two young things who can't pay their rent. Room-
mate complications develop when an obliging landlord

rents the same room to them both. Good amusement
for everybody.

• • REUNION IN VIENNA (M-G-M)—John Barry-
more and Diana Wynyard in a very sophisti-

cated comedy. Excellent—but put the tots to bed
that night.

THE RIGHT TO ROMANCE (RKO)—Reviewed in de-

partment on page 48.

ROME EXPRESS (Universal) — Melodramatic love
romance on a Continental express. Conrad Veidt and
Esther Ralston. Youngsters will enjoy the excitement
and action.

ROMAN SCANDALS ( Goldw yn-United Artists)—Re-
viewed in department on page 48.

• SATURDAY'S MILLIONS (Universal) — Robert
Young as a smart alec football star. Just before

a game he is kidnapped, but he fights his way out
and in spite of a broken wrist plays the game. Leila
Hyanis. Mary Doran. Andy Devine, Mary Carlisle and
Johnny Mack Brown are also in the cast. Good foot-
ball yarn—kids will think it swell.

SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM (Universal)—There
is a mysterious room in a castle and everyone who
sleens therein is murdered. Lionel Atwill, Paul Lukas
and Gloria Stuart. Very scary—not for young tots.

SHANGHAI MADNESS ( Fox)—Spencer Tracy as a
I nited States Army officer who disobeys an unfair
command and is discharged. Only fair.

SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE (M-G-M)—Reviewed in
department on page 48.

SITTING PRETTY (Paramount)—Reviewed in de-
partment on page 48.

SMOKY (Fox)—Reviewed in department on page 48.

• SOLITAIRE MAN (M-G-M)—Story of a gang of
high powered jewel thieves traveling in a fast pas-

senger plane. Most exciting and thrilling—kids will
like it.

SON OF A SAILOR (Warners)—Reviewed in depart-
ment on page 48.

• SONG OF SONGS (Paramount)—Marlene Dietrich
and Brian Aherne in an emotional love story. You

might like it—not for the young folks, though.

S.O.S. ICEBERG (Universal)—A picture that gives
you an idea of what explorers suffer and endure for
the sake of science. This deals with an expedition to
Greenland. Rod LaRocque. Leni Riefenstahl and
Ernst Udet. Spectacular Arctic scenery—educational
for children.

SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR (Universal)—A mystery
that isn't solved even at the end of the picture in
spite of the police department and a brilliant reporter.
Skeets Gallagher. Alan Dinehart and Wynne Gibson.
Weak and boring.

• • STAGE MOTHER (M-G-M)—A daughter's hap-
piness, love and marriage are almost sacrificed

to a determined mother's desire that her child should
become a great actress. Alice Brady and Maureen
O'Sullivan give an excellent performance as mother
and daughter. Franchot Tone and Phillips Holmes are
also in the cast. Excellent—rather dull for youngsters
under 16.

• SUNSET PASS (Paramount)—A peppy Western.
Kids will okay this one with a bang.

• • THIS DAY AND AGE (Paramount)—A vigorous
and extremely emotional drama of high school

kids who take the law into their own hands when
the courts fail in meting out justice. Excellent—for
young and old.

THE THUNDERING HERD (Paramount)—Reviewed
in department on page 48.

• TOO MUCH HARMONY (Paramount)—Speed, ac-
tion, gags and lots of crooning. Bins Crosbv.

Jack Oakie, Skeets Gallagher, Judith Allen. Lil
Tashman and Ned Sparks. A good entertainer for
the whole family.

TO THE LAST MAN (Paramount)—A Western deal-
ing with family feuds. The love interest is prov'ded
by Esther Ralston and Randolph Scott. Only fair

—

tots will enjoy the excitement.

• • TURN BACK THE CLOCK (M-G-M)—Story
of a man who desires to relive his life. He

suddenly gets his wish. But he soon finds out it is
not all he wished and planned. Lee Tracy, Peggy
Shannon, Otto Krueger and Mae Clarke. Very good—children under 16 will not understand it.

• • VOLTAIRE (Warners)—George Arliss portrays
that great writer, cynic and wit of the 1 8th

century. Reginald Owen, Alan Mowbray and Mar-
garet Lindsay are also in it. Very good—informative
for children over 14.

• • THE WAY TO LOVE (Paramount)—Maurice
Chevalier in an exceedingly charming and suit-

able role as a lovable, carefree tramp of the streets
of Paris. His sole ambition is to be a guide. He
gets his wish and love thrown into the bargain. Swell
entertainment and some knockout musical numbers

—

for everybody.

• • WHEN LADIES MEET (M-G-M)—Not a love
triangle but a quadrangle this time. Ann Hard-

ing, Myrna Loy. Robert Montgomery and Frank Mor-
gan, with Alice Brady to make it all the more enter-
taining. Amusing and sophisticated comedy—not for
children.

• WHEN STRANGERS MARRY (Columbia)—Story
of a spoiled society deb (Fay Wray) and a young

engineer (Jack Holt) who takes her to Africa. Good—not for youngsters under 16.

WHITE WOMAN (Paramount) Charles Laughton as
a very repulsive Cockney who has become a power
in the African jungle. He shelters criminals and
escaped convicts only to use them for his own pur-
poses. To his shelter come Carole Lombard, Kent
Taylor and Charles Bickford. Monotonous and boring.

• WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD (Warners)—A trag-
edy of what happens to the youth of America during
a depression. You should see this. Older children
could be permitted to see it.

• • THE WORLD CHANGES (Warners)—The story
of a man's life. Beginning with his lowly

birth in a log cabin, his eventual rise to great finan-
cial success and his marriage to an ambitious woman.
Then come unhappiness and grievous disappointment in
his good-for-nothing sons. The picture is concluded
with his death. Paul Muni, Mary Astor, Aline Mac-
Mahon. Guy Kibbee, Donald Cook and Alan Mowbray.
An excellent picture for the whole family.

THE WORST WOMAN IN PARIS (Fox)—She isn't
so terrible. She is simply a kept woman who becomes
bored with her lover and breaks with him. Falls in
love with an innocent lad, but eventually returns to
her old lover when he has a sudden financial failure.
Benita Hume. Adnlnhe Menjou. Harvey Stephens and
Helen Chandler. Only fair.
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WINTER
SKIN-

with these TWO
CREAMS

Does your skin become chapped and
rough—the natural oil dried out—during

the winter months? Then start now to

keep it soft and fresh with Dixie Deb
Cold Cream and Dixie Deb Skin Nourish-
ing Cream.

These two magic creams are used for

these purposes by southern girls—famous
for their lovely complexions. You'll see

a change over night.

10c
EACH

Because we se

I

millions of jars of these exquisite creams we
can offer these large sizes at this low price.

DIXIE DEB
NEW YORK ATLANTA DALLAS

MakeMoney at Home/,
Experience unnecessary, we tellyou how. Big
demand ! Write for Mushroom Book free.

American Mushroom Industries, Ltd.
331 Wooinough Bldg., Toronto, Ont,

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver 6pots dis-
appear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing

and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because they

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for • s

booklet and sworn statement of

the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD. Inc.. suite 986.70 5th Ave., New York

MOVE FAT
any pari you wish reduced. No Equip

m

ry— Your money back if you arz no. ,

CREAM
AND METHOD quickly and safely reduces
double chins, arms, bust, hips, lege and other
parts of body.

LARGE JAR NOW ONLY
NOTHING MORE TO BUY 60c

Two Jars

For $1
LANSLJV. "cpt. Tv-"tT TsoT Washington Ave..
New York City. Please send Lanola Cream
and Method at reduced price. I will pay post-
man 60c plus few cents postage. My money
will be refunded if not pleased.

Name. : , -

AddresB •
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What Is Wrongjwith
Your Skin?
Read This Beauty Secret

Does your mirror show that
you have a dull or blemished
skin? Any pimples?
What you may need is a little

calcium. Taken in the form of
Stuart's Calcium Wafers you
have an easy way to correct
faulty elimination of the bodily /

wastes which cause so much/
complexion trouble. These little wafers also act
as a stimulus to skin vigor, help to make richer,
redder blood and to give the soft, rosy effect of
youth. Keep the skin clean outside but also let

Stuart's Calcium Wafers do their work inside for
beauty that can never be rivalled by "makeup".
Use them for a few days and learn by experience

how quickly they may bring renewed charm and
brilliance to your complexion. Try them without
cost. Send the coupon.

STUART'S CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES: 10c and 60c

.-— FREE SAMPLE COUPON—

-

I A sample package sufficient to prove the value to you of
| Stuart's Calcium Wafers will be sent you if you mail

this coupon to the Stuart Co., Dept. 32-G, Marshall,

J
Mich.

I
Name

\ Address

Town-

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
SizeSx lO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
partof group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY I?
1 KiVSS

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful life-like enlargement, guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage

—

or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x20-inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c
plus postage or eend 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of
thi6 amazing offer now. Send your pnotos today. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
908 West Lake Street. Dept. 1324-B, CHICAGO. ILL.

47

Be Charmina
A BOOKLET WITHOUT COST—

"The Smart Point of View"
Margery Wilson's personalized train-
ing by correspondence enhances per-
sonality, gives you poise, conversa-
tional ease, charming manners, finish,

grace—the smart point of view.

To receive the Booklet and
"Charm-Test" write to

MARGERY WILSON ^
1148 Fifth Ave. 4-B New York

How BLONDES
hold their sweethearts

TV/TEN STAY in love with the blonde who makes
the most of her hair. She does it with Blondex,

the powdery shampoo that sets light hair aglow with
new lustrous beauty—keeps it golden-bright and
radiantly gleaming. Brings back real blonde gleam to

stringy, faded light hair—without injurious chemicals.

Blondex bubbles instantly into a frothy, searching
foam that routs out every bit of scalp dust—stimulates
hair roots. Leaves hair soft and silky. Let Blondex
make your hair unforgettably alluring. Blondex comes
in two sizes—the NEW, inexpensive 25c package
and the economical $1.00 bottle. Try it today
and see the difference. At all good drug,
dept., and chain stores. Have you tried

Blondex Wave Set Powder? Doesn't darken
light hair—not sticky—only Soc.
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New Men! Where Are They?

(Continued from page 41)

fighting except purely in an amateur
capacity. What a variety of jobs he

had ! In oil fields, on tramp steamers,

in surveying parties and he even served

in the National Guard. He is now, as

you know, married to Adrienne Ames.
Bing Crosby's career, that finally

shot him to the top as a radio crooner,

is too well known to be repeated here.

Odd jobs as a property boy in a Spok-

ane theatre, law studies, glee club,

dance orchestra, vaudeville engagements

and then as one of Paul Whiteman's
Rhythm Boys. His voice endeared him
and made him famous, but on the screen

one hears that voice, too. He is a hand-

some lad and a good comedian.

Preston Foster—a giant with a beau-

tiful baritone voice—came from grand

opera. William Gargan has a number
of years of stock and Broadway pro-

ductions to his credit. And then there

is Victor Jory, born in Alaska and filled

with a spirit of adventure that took

him all over the country and made him
at one time the lightweight champion
of British Columbia. He was well

known there as a boxer and wrestler.

Varied and colorful were his adven-

tures. He—this boxer and wrestler—
once played the role of John the Bap-
tist in the Hollywood Pilgrimage play.

I'm sure you remember him in "I Loved
You Wednesday'* in which he displayed

high calibre acting ability.

(~\ TTO KREUGER is one of my fa-

vorite stage stars. He is possessed

of a devastating smile and a beautiful

speaking voice and is a splendid per-

former on both stage and screen. I re-

member him well in "Alias Jimmy Val-

entine" and in "Will Shakespeare," a

short lived play which was one of the

most beautiful things I ever saw. In it.

too, I saw Katherine Cornell for the

first time.

Kreuger's life has been exciting, for

he has travelled much and seen active

war service. In films he has had one
role after another and in "The Prize

Fighter and the Lady," I caught my-
self wishing that the Lady would re-

turn to him instead of the Prize Fighter.

He also appeared, >I am proud to say, in

"Beauty For Sale," made from my
own book, "Beauty."
And then there is the romantic young

actor from overseas, Francis Lederer.

Born of humble Czecho-Slovakian par-

ents, he felt the urge for the theatre

when he was thirteen, but his father

and mother both announced that he was
no son of theirs if he yielded to that

urge. He got a job selling women's
dress goods and tried to give his vital-

ity to the organization of a pacifist

party (his brother had been killed in

the war) but he found few sympathi-
zers amongst the fiery Czechs. His
desire for self expression could not be
stilled and in Central Europe, London
and America he became a matinee idol.

Now he is in Hollywood, hailed as a
great romantic actor, yet in his first

American film he disguises his hand-
someness with the costume and hair

dress of an Eskimo. That's in "Man
of Two Worlds."

Douglass Montgomery—just recently

the Laurie of "Little Women"—has the

soul- and fire of a poet. Los Angeles
born and educated, a boy of good family,

he deserted school to join the Pasadena
Community Players when he was just

fourteen. Randolph Scott is another
young actor from this group. He was
an engineer before he turned theatrical.

He is a virile, dominant young man
who, when he first arrived in Holly-
wood, set half of filmdom's feminine
hearts to fluttering.

Lyle Talbot was romantically con-
siderate enough to be born Lisle Talbot
Hollywood. Yes, that is his real name.
His parents were troupers and Lyle's

youth was peppered by the thrills of the
theatre where, during vacations, he
played in one of his father's companies.

'
I *HE romance of chance has made
* Kent Taylor interesting. He was
working in a business office in Los
Angeles—an office organized by him-
self and his father, when he was asked
to partake in a Paramount screen test

as a favor. He did so and—P.S. He
got the job, without having asked for it.

Then there's Robert Young, whose
fine work vou all love as much as I

do.

I could tell you about more of these

new men but what's the use? You can
see that none of them lack anything,
apparently, of which stars are made.
They are all handsome, charming and
they can all act. What is more their

lives have been, for the most part, as

adventurous and exciting and inter-

esting as Clark Gable's. So what's the
trouble ?

Mind you, I'm not casting aspersions
at any of them. I like them all, some
better than others, perhaps, but I think
they are all good. Why aren't they
romantic material of the sensational

"box office" variety?

There isn't one who is a potential

Valentino. Not one who can ever hope
to have the worship and adulation of

women lavished hysterically upon him.
Perhaps none of them want that. I

don't know. I only know that some-
thing that Valentino had, they lack.

There isn't one who is a Wallace
Reid, a Francis X. Bushman, a Ramon
Novarro, a John Gilbert or a Richard
Barthelmess—all actors who have been
able to stand on their own feet as tre-

mendous "box office" attractions.

What was it, for instance, that Val-
entino actually had? He wasn't better

looking than a dozen others then and
now. Nor was he so well built as many,
as far as mere physique goes. He was
distinctly Latin in type, a good actor,

but not a genius by any manner of

means. But there was something in his

personality, some subtle force that em-
anated from the screen which made
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him appeal to the imagination of hun-
dreds of thousands of women. Not so
long ago the producers told you that
George Raft would rival Valentino. Did
he? Goodness, no; Johnnie Weissmul-
ler. too, was touted as the great male
box office bet. Well . . .

AND now the most promising runner-
up is Max Baer. In one picture,

"The Prizefighter and the Lady" he
was great, because he was utterly nat-
ural. But can he enact any other type
of role? I doubt it.

Handsome, strong and interesting as
they are, the men of the screen pale
into insignificance beside the stars

whose leads they are. The lads play
second fiddle.

Why? Why?
I believe it is because film audiences

are mainly composed of women and
we women are interested in our own
•sex. We like stories about us, films
about us, experiences that touch us. We
suffer with our women stars, fail with
them, succeed with them, love with
them and see ourselves in other circum-
stances through them. The male leads
are all very well. They cause our
hearts to flutter. No doubt, they have
their fans and their fan mail and their
pictures repose on dressing tables and
hang on walls. But the audience is

englamored by the women of the screen.

Men are in the audience, too, of course

(and they don't give a continental for

the men players) but it's the women
mainly who spend their money at the

box office. The elderly woman who
leaves the theatre—and perhaps she's

myself—or the girl who leaves the the-

atre—and maybe she's you—have been
seeing life through the eyes of the

woman on that screen. We come to

the theatre to see life through the star's

eyes—a woman's eyes—and that's why
the great smashing romantic box office

successes in Hollywood are women.
They don't have to be Hepburns either.

They can be Dresslers. And how !

But new men . . . Where are they?

. . . and if the studios find them, will

it matter ? Haven't we outgrown the

Valentino days ? Aren't women more
concerned with the lives of women,
shadows on the screen ; my life, your

life, as it might have been, as some-

thing one remembers, as something for

which one hopes, or as something one

dreads ? There on that screen I am—
and all women are—as I used to be, as

I wanted to be. Memory. Frustration.

Escape. And this- is given us by the

women stars. Not by the men. Perhaps

we are returning to the matriarchy in

which men are only secondary to wom-
en. Who knows. Personally, I hope

not. But—
Where's your 1934 Valentino?

The gentleman in the trunks is Francis Lederer—the certified Czech. (So sorry!)

The noble looking animal is his best pal. The M. Lederer, hailed as a European

sensation, will have a chance to do his stuff for an American public in "Man of

Two Worlds."
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At Your 5 & 10c Store

REALSHINE CO., Inc.
Galveston, Texas

Every Drop A Real Shjne!

Consult Yogi Alpha
About Your
FUTURE
What do the next 12 months

hold for YOU? Yogi Alpha,
internationally known psy-
chologist and«astrologer, who
has amazed thousands by hit
uncanny predictions, offers a
2500 word Giant Astrological
Reading, based on your sign
in the Zodiac, giving you pre-
dictions month by month
with exact days, dates and
happenings for 1934. Consult
it before making any change;
in business, signing papers,
love, marriage, employment,
speculation, health, accidents,
lucky days, travel, etc. J. T.
writes, "You have given me
new faith and hope." M. B.
writes, "Everything you pre-
dicted came true." R. M.
writes, "Have found your
forecast absolutely correct.
It seems uncanny that one
can have that power." Send
only 50c and exact birth date for your complete Astro-
logical Forecast. Numerology Reading will be
included FREE. Money returned if not satisfied
Mail coupon NOW.

B19 1934 Reading Only 50c

YOGI ALPHA, Box 1 41 1 , Dept. D-7, San Diego, Calif.

Enclosed is 50c for your Giant Astrological Reading for
1934. My money returned if not satisfactory. A 300
word Numerology Reading will be included FREE.
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ROCHELLE HUOSON
POPULAR STAR
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Although your hair may seem dull and lifeless now,
it can be lovely, youthful, sparkling.. ..always! Golden
Glint Shampoo works a miracle on every shade! It

imparts a subtle "tiny-tint" and an exquisite finishing

sheen. No one will guess what you have done, but
they'll admire the new radiant beauty of your hair!

2 5c at your dealers', or send coupon below for free

sample and letter of special advice.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO., 602 Rainier Ave., Dept. B,

Seattle, Wash. . » » # , Plaase send a free sample.

Name _

Addres s

City State

Color of my hair:

A BECOME AN EXPERT

CCOUNTANT
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'s earn $3,00r>to $15,000 a year.
Thousands more are needed. We train you thoroughly at home ia
snare time for C. P. A. examinations or executive accounting po-
f ions. Previous bookkeeping knowledge or experience unnecessary.
1 lining given by C. P. A.'s. Write for free book, "Accountancy,
the Profession That Pays," and learn about opportunities in this
growing, profitable field.

LaSalle Extension University* Dept.23!8-H, Chiiag*

The School That Has Trained Over 1,200 CP, A.'S

nPnl 3 LBS. A WEEKKtUUvEiOR NO COST!

No pills or tablets, no starvation diets, no strenuous exer-
cising, no salts. Send for free trial of Dain Tea. Just drink
It with your meals. Watch ugly, unhealthy fat disappear.
Your request for free trial brings trial supply by return
mail and full $1.00 treatment which you may try under
our 10-day refund guarantee. Try Dain Tea at our risk.

DAIN TEA CO., DEPT. 20. BALTIMORE, MD.
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, GIRARO. KANSAS |

Bald? Don't Lose Hope
Mr. R. E. Proctor, Crnco, W. Va., writes:

"I was partly bald for ten years. Recently I used
2 bottles of Japanese Oil and now have hair 2 inches
long on the bald spots."

JAPANESE OIL, the antiseptic counter-irritant, is used
by thousands for baldness where hair roots are not dead,
falling hair, loose dandruff and scalp itch. Price 60c.
Economy size $1. All druggists. FREE booklet, "Trutb
About the Hair"—write.

NATIONAL REMEDY CO.. Desk M.M.. 56 W.45th St.. N. Y.

CAT

Sanges

FACTORY PRICES
are still the lowest prices
Send for FREE catalog show-
ing lowest _1 934 prices. 200
styles and sizes: Porcelain En-
amel Coal and Wood Ranges,

Combination Gas, Coal and Wood
Ranges, Gas Stoves, Oil Stoves,

Furnaces. Easy terms—year
to pay. 30 days FREE trial.
24-hour shipments. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Over
800,000 customers. 34 years
in business.
Kalamazoo Stove Co. Mfrs.

405 Rochester, Ave.
Kalamazoo Michigan

A Kalamazoo
WKSg Direct to You"

Directory of Players

(Continued from page 85)

CUMMINGS, CONSTANCE: Married to Benn W. Levy.
Born in Seattle. Wash.. May 15. Twentieth Century
player. Featured in "Broadway Through a Keyhole."
Working in "Trouble Shooter."

DANIELS, BEBE: Married to Ben Lyon. Born in
Dallas, Texas, January 14. Warner Bros. star.

Starred in "Cocktail Hour," Columbia; "Counsellor-
At-Law," LTniversal.

DAVIES, MARION: Unmarried. Born in Brooklyn.
N. Y., January 1. M-G-M star. Starred in "Peg 0'

My Heart." Working in "Going Hollywood." Next
is "Operator 13."

DAVIS, BETTE: Married to Harmon O. Nelson. Born
in Boston. Mass., April 5. Warner Bros. star.
Starred in "Bureau of Missing Persons," "The
Shakedown." Working in "Fashion Plate."

DEE, FRANCES: Married to Joel McCrea. Born in
New York City, November 2<i. Fox player. Fea-
tured in "Little Women," RKO : "Blood Money,"
20th Century; "Rodney," RKO.

DEL RIO. DOLORES: Married to Cedric Gibbons.
Born in Mexico City, August 3. RKO star. Starred
in "Flying Down to Rio." Next is "Wonder Bar."
Warner Bros.

DIETRICH. MARLENE: Married to Rudolph Seiber.
Born in Berlin. Germany, December 27. Para-
mount star. Starred in "Song of Songs." Working
in "Catherine the Great."

DIX, RICHARD : Divorced from Winifred Coe. Born
in St. Paul. Minn., July 18. RKO star. Starred in
"The Great Jasper," "No Marriage Ties," "For-
ever Faithful."

DRESSLER, MARIE: Unmarried. Born in Cobou.rg,
Canada, November 9th. M-G-M star. Starred in
"Tugboat Annie," "Christopher Bean." Next is

"Living in a Big Way."
DUNN, JAMES: Unmarried. Born in New York City,

November 2. Fox player. Featured in "From
Arizona to Broadway;" "Take a Chance." Para-
mount. Working in "Jimmy and Sally."

DUNNE, IRENE: Married to Dr. E. F.- Griffin. Born
in Louisville, Ky., July 14. RKO star. Starred in
"The Silver Cord," "Ann Vlckers," "If I Were
Free." Next is "Age of Innocence."'

DURANTE. JAMES: Married. Born in New York
City, February IS. M-G-M player. Featured in
"What a Liar," "Meet the Baron," "Hollywood
Party;" "Joe Palooka," United Artists.

DVORAK, ANN: Married to Leslie Fenton. Born in
Los Angeles, Calif., August 2. Warner Bros,
player. Featured in "The Way to Love," Paramount;
"College Coach." Working in "Massacre." Next
is "Wonder Bar."

EILERS, SALLY: Married to Harry Joe Brown. Born
in New,York City, December 11. Fox player. Fea-
tured in "Made on Broadway," M-G-M; "Walls of
Gold." Next is "Disillusion."

ELLIS. PATRICIA: Uumarried. Born in New York-

City, May 20. Warner Bros, player. Featured in

"The World Changes," . "Convention City," "Easy
to Love."

ERWIN, STUART: Married to June Collyer. Born in

Squaw Valley, Calif., February 14. M-G-M player.

Featured in "Forever Faithful;" "Broadwav
Through a Keyhole," 20th Century; "Joe Palooka,"
United Artists.

EVANS. MADGE: Unmarried. Born In Los Angeles.

Calif., July 1. M-G-M player. Featured in

"Beauty ror Sale." "Forever Faithful." Working
in "Transcontinental Bus."

FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, JR.: Divorced from Joan

Crawford. Born in New York City, December 9.

Free lance. Starred in "Narrow Corner," "Cap
tured," Warners; "Morning Glory," RKO. Malum,
pictures in England.

FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, SR.: Separated from Man
Pickford. Born in Denver, Colo., May 23. tinted

Artists star. Starred In "Robinson Crusoe." Mak-
ing pictures in England.

FARRELL, CHARLES: Married to Virginia Valli

Born in Walpole, Mass., August 9. Write him at

Paramount. Free lance. Featured in "Aggie Apple-

by, Maker of Men," RKO; "The Shakedown." Warn-
er Bros. Working in "Girl Without a Boom," Para-

mount.

FARRELL, GLENDA: Divorced. Born in Enid, Okla.,

November 12. Warner Bros, player. Featured iu

"Havana Widows;" "Man's Castle," Columbia;
"Dark Hazard." Working in "Hi, Nellie."

FORD, WALLACE: Married to Martha Halworth.

in England. M-G-M player. Featured
Cornered Moon," Paramount; "My Woman."
of 5th Avenue," Columbia.

FOSTER, NORMAN: Married to Claudette Colbert.

Born in Richmond, Ind., December 13. Fox player.

Featured in "Rafter Romance," RKO; "Walls of

Gold." Working in "Seven Lives Were Changed.'

FOSTER, PRESTON; Married. Born in Ocean City

N. J., October 24. Write him at Fox. Free lance.

Featured in "The Man Who Dared," "Hoopla.'

Fox. Working in "Sleepers East."

FRANCIS. KAY : Married to Kenneth McKenna. Born

in Oklahoma City, Okla., January 13. Warner
Bros. star. Starred in "I Loved a Woman. ' "Tlv
House on 56th Street." Working in "Mandalay.'

Next is "Wonder Bar."

GABLE, CLARK: Married to Ria Langham. Bom in

Cadiz. Ohio. February 1. M-G-M star. Starred m
"Hold Your Man," "Night Flight," "Dancing
Lady." Working in "Night Bus," Columbia.

GARBO. GRETA: Unmarried. Born in Stockholm.

Sweden. September 18. M-G-M star. Starred in

"As You Desire Me," "Queen Christina."
'

GARGAN. WILLIAM: Married. Born in Brooklyn. N
Y., July 17. RKO player. Featured in "Headline
Shooters;" "Night Flight," M-G-M; "Four Fright-
ened People," Paramount.

Born
"Three
"East

"What is Janet Caynor's next picture going to be?" many of her fans are

asking. "Carolina" is the name of it—and this is the first still from it.

Richard Cromwell is her leading man.
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RAYN'OR. JANET: Divorced from Lvdell Peck. Born in

Philadelphia. Pa., October 6. Fox star. Starred
in "State Fair." "Adorable," "Paddy, the" Next
Best Thing."

GIBSON, WYNNE: Divorced. Born in New York City.

July 3. RKO player. Featured in "Her Body-
guard." Paramount; "Special Investigator." Uni-
versal. Working in "Sleepers East," Fox.

CI I.BERT. JOHN: Married to Virginia Bruce. Born in

Ogden. Utah, July 10. M-G-M star. Starred in

"Fast Workers," "Queen Christinia."

GOMBELL, MINNA : Married to Joseph Sefton. Born
in Baltimore. Md.. May 2S. Fox player. Featured
in "The Way to Love," Paramount; "Hoopla."
Working in "Cross Country Cruise," Universal.

GRANT, CARY: Unmarried. Born in Bristol, England.
January 19, Paramount player. Featured in "I'm
No Angel;" "Born to be Bad," 20th Century. Work-
ing in "Alice in Wonderland." Next is "Come on

Marines."

HAMILTON, NEIL: Married to Elsa Whitner. Born
in Athol, Mass.. September 9. Write him at Uni-
versal. Free lance. Featured in "One Sunday
Afternoon," Paramount; "Ladies Must Love," Uni-
versal.

HARDING. ANN: Divorced from Harry Bannister.

Born in Fort Sam Houston, Texas, August 7. RKO
star. Starred in "When Ladies Meet," M-G-M;
"Double Harness," "The Right to Romance." Work-
ing in "Gallant Lady," 20th Century.

HARDY", OLIVER: Married to Myrtle Lee. Born in

Atlanta, Ga.. January 18. Hal Roach star. Co-
starred in "Dirty Work," "Sons of the Desert."

HARLOW, JEAN: Married to Harold Rosson. Born in

Kansas City, Mo., March 3. M-G-M star. Starred

in "Hold Your Man," "Bombshell," "Hollywood
Party." Next is "Living in a Big Way."

HARVEY", LILIAN: Unmarried. Born in London, En-
gland, January 19. Fox player. Featured in "My
Lips Betray," "My Weakness." Working in "I Am
Suzanne."

HAYES, HELEN: Married to Charles MacArthur. Bom
in Washington, D. C, October 10. M-G-M star.

Starred in "Night Flight," "Another Language."
Next is "What Every Woman Knows."

HEPBURN, KATHARINE: Married to Ludlow Smith.
Born in Hartford, Conn., November 8. RKO star.

Starred in "Christopher Strong," "Morning Glory,"
"Little Women." and "Trigger."

HERSHOLT, JEAN: Married. Born in Copenhagen.
Denmark, July 12. M-G-M player. Featured in

"Christopher Bean," "Hollywood Party." Working
in "The Cat and the Fiddle."

HOLMES, PHILLIPS: Unmarried. Born in Grand
Rapids, Mich., July 22. M-G-M player. Featured
in "Beauty for Sale," "Penthouse," "Stage Mother."
Working in "Nana," United Artists.

HOLT, JACK: Divorced from Margaret Wood. Born
in Winchester, Pa., May 31. Columbia star. Starred

in "Tampico," "The Wrecker," "Master of Men."

HOPKINS, MIRIAM: Divorced from Austin Parker.
Born in Bainbridge, Ga., October IS. Paramount
player. Featured in "Strangers Return," M-G-M;
"Design for Living." Working in "All of Me."
Next is "The Man Who Broke His Heart."

HORTON, EDWARD EVERETT: Unmarried. Born in

Brooklyn. N. Y., March 18. Write him at Uni-
versal. Free lance. Featured in "The Way to Love,"
"Design for Living," Paramount; "Easy to Love,"
Warner Bros. Working in "The Poor Rich," Uni-
versal.

HOWARD. LESLIE: Married. Born in England, April
24. RKO star. Starred in "Captured," Warner
Bros.; "Berkeley Square," Fox; "The Lady is Will-
ing," Columbia. Next is "Of Human Bondage,"
RKO.

HUDSON. ROCHELLE: Unmarried. Born in Clare-
more, Okla., March 6. Fox player. Featured in

•Dr. Bull." "Walls of Gold," "Mr. Skitch." Next
is "Odd Thursday."

HUSTON. WALTER: Married to Nan Sunderland. Born
in Toronto, Canada, April 6. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Storm At Daybreak:" "Ann Vickers,"
RKO: "The Prizefighter and the Lady." Working
in "Rodney," RKO.

HY'AMS, LEILA: Married to Phil Berg. Born in New
York City, May 1. Universal player. Featured in
"Saturday's Millions," "Tin Pants." Working in

"The Poor Rich."

JOLSON, AL: Married to Ruby Keeler. Born in St.

Petersburg, Russia. May 26. Warner Bros. star.

Starred in "Hallelujah. I'm a Bum," United
Artists. Next is "Wonder Bar," Warner Bros.

JONES. BUCK: Married to Odille Osborne. Born in
Vincennes, Ind.. December 12. Universal star.

Starred in "The Open Road," "Gordon of Ghost
City" series.

JORDAN, DOROTHY: Married to Merian C. Cooper.
Born in Clarksburg, Tenn., August 9. RKO player.

Featured in "One Man's Journey," "Hide in the

Dark."

JORDAN. MIRIAM: Unmarried. Born in London, En-
gland, March 3. Fox player. Featured in "Danger-
ously Yours." "I Loved Y'ou Wednesday." Work-
ing in "Let's Fall in Love," Columbia.

JORY, VICTOR: Married to Jean Inness. Born in

Dawson City, Alaska, November 23. Fox player.
Featured in "I Loved Y'ou Wednesday," "The
Devil's in Love;" "My Woman," Columbia. Work-
in "Smoky."

JUDGE, ARLINE: Married to Wesley Ruggles. Born
in Bridgeport, Conn., February 21. Fox player.
Featured in "Flying Devils." RKO: "Sensational
Hunters," Monogram. Working in "Trouble Shoot-
er." 20th Century.

KARLOFF. BORIS: Married. Born in Dulwich, Eng-
land, November 23. Universal star. Starred in
"The Ghoul," Gaumont; "Patrol," RKO. Working
in "A Trip to Mars."

KEELER, RUBY: Married to Al Jolson. Born in New
Y'ork City, August 25. Warner Bros, player. Fea-
tured in "Forty-Second Street," "Gold Diggers of
1933," "Footlight Parade." Next is "Sweethearts
Forever."

KENY'ON, DORIS: Separated from Arthur Hopkins.
Born in Syracuse, N. Y. f September 5. Write her
at Universal. Free lance. Featured in "Voltaire,"
Warner Bros.; "No Marriage Ties," RKO; "Counsel-
lor at Law," Universal.

KIBBEE, GUY: Married. Born in El Paso, Texas,
March 6. First National player. Featured in "Foot-
light Parade," "The World Changes," "Havana
Widows," "Convention City," Warner Bros.

KREUGER, OTTO: Married to Sue MacManamy. Born

in Toledo, Ohio. September 6. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Beauty for Sale," "Prizefighter and the

Lady;" "For ver in My Heart," Warner Bros.
Working in "The Comeback."

LANDI. ELISSA: Married to J. C. Lawrence. Born
in Venice, Italy, December 6. Columbia player.

Featured in "I Loved Y'ou Wednesday" Fox; "By
Candlelight." Universal. Working in "Man ol

Two Worlds," RKO.

LARUE, JACK: Unmarried. Born in New York City.
May 4. Paramount player. Featured in "To the
Last Man;" "Kennel Murder Case." Warner Bros.
Working in "Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen."

LAUGHTON. CHARLES: Married to Elsa Lancheste:
Born in Scarborough, England, July 1. Paramouu
star. Featured in "King Henry VIII." Gaumont;
"White Woman."

LAUREL. STAN: Divorced. Born in Ulverston. En-
gland, June 16. Hal Roach star. Co-starred in

"Dirty Work," "Sons of the Desert."

LINDEN, ERIC: Unmarried. Born in New Y'ork City.
July 12. Free lance. Write him at RKO. Fea-
tured in "The Silver Cord," "The Flying Devils,"
"Bird of Prey," RKO.

LLOY'D, HAROLD: Married to Mildred Davis. Born in
Burchard, Neb., April 20. Write him at Paramount
Studio. Producer-star. Starred in "Movie Crazy."
Next is "Cat's Paw."

LOMBARD, CAROLE: Divorced from William Powell.
Born in Fort Wayne, Ind., October 6. Paramount
player. Featured in "Brief Moment," Columbia;
"White Woman." Next is "Bolero."

LOWE. EDMUND: Married to Lilyan Tashman. Born
in San Jose, Calif.. March 3. Columbia player.
Featured in "Her Bodyguard," Paramount; "Din-
ner At Eight." M-G-M. Working in "Let's Fall
in Love."

LOY", MY'RNA: Unmarried. Born in Helena, Mont..
August 2. M-G-M player. Featured in "When
Ladies Meet," "Penthouse," and "The Prizefighter
and the Lady."

LUKAS. PAUL: Married. Born in Budapest. Hungary.
May 26. Universal player. Featured in "Secret
of the Blue Room;" "Little W7omen." RKO ; "By
Candlelight." Next is "The Golden Fleece."

LYON, BEN: Married to Bebe Daniels. Born in At-
lanta. Ga., February 6. M-G-M player. Featured
in "I Cover the Waterfront," United Artists. Work-
ing in "The Comeback."

MACDONALD, .TEANETTE: Unmarried. Born in
Philadelphia. Pa.. June IS. Paramount player.
Featured in "Love Me Tonight." Working in "The
Cat and the Fiddle." M-G-M. Next is "My Gal
Sal," RKO.

MACK. HELEN: Unmarried. Born in Rock Island.
111.. November 13. RKO player. Featured in
"Christopher Bean," M-G-M; "Aggie Appleby, Maker
of Men." Working in "All of Me," Paramount.

MACMAHON. ALINE: Married. Born in McKeesport,
Pa., May 3. Warner Bros. star. Featured in "Gold
Dig;ers of 1933." "Heroes for Sale." "The World
Changes." Starring in "Heat Lightning."

MANNERS. DAVID: Divorced from Suzanne Bushel!.
Born in Halifax, N. S'., April 30. Write him at
United Artists. Free lance. Featured in "The
Devil's in Love," Fox; "Torch Singer," Paramount;
"Roman Scandals," United Artists.

MARCH, FREDRIC: Married to Florence Eldridge.
Born in Racine. Wis., August 31. Paramount star.
Starred in "The Eagle and the Hawk." "Design
for Living." Working in "All of Me." Next is
"Death Takes a Holiday."

MARITZA. SARI: Unmarried. Born in China. March
17. RKO player. Featured in "The Right to Ro-
mance." Next is "Sea Girl."

MARSH. JOAN: Unmarried. Born in Porterville. Calif..
July 10. Write her at Fox. Free lance. Featured
in "Three Cornered Moon," Paramount; "The Man
Who Dared," "It's Great to be Alive," Fox.

MARSHALL. HERBERT: Married to Edna Best. Born
in London, England, May 23. Paramount player.
Featured in "Solitaire Man," M-G-M "Four
Frightened People."

MAYNARD, KEN: Married to Mary Leiber. Born in
Mission, Texas, July 21. Universal player. Fea-
tured in "Strawberry Roan." "Rider of Justice."
Working in "Wheels of Destiny."

MENJOU. ADOLPHE: Divorced from Kathryn Carver.
Born in Pittsburgh. Pa., February IS. Warner
Bros. star. Featured in "Morning Glory," RKO;
"The Worst Woman in Paris," Fox; "Convention
City," "Easy to Love."

MERKEL, UNA: Married to Ronald Burla. Born in
Covington, Ky. . December 10. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Beauty for Sale." "Bombshell." "For-
ever Faithful." Next is "The Comeback."

MILJAN. JOHN: Married. Born in Leeds, So. Dak.,
November 9. Write him at Universal. Free lance.
Featured in "The Mad Game," Fox: "King for a
Night," Universal. Working in "Madame Spy,"
Universal.

MONTGOMERY', ROBERT: Married to Elizabeth Allen.
Born in Beacon. N. Y.. May 21. M-G-M star.
Starred in "When Ladies Meet." "Night Flight,"
"Another Language." Working in "Transcontinental
Bus." Next is "Rip Tide."

MOORE, COLLEEN: Married to Albert Scott. Born in
Port Huron. Mich.. August 19. RKO player. Fea-
tured in "The Power and the Glory," Fox. Next is

"Nothing Else Matters."
MOORE. DICKIE: Boy actor. Born in Los Angeles,

Calif.. September 12. Hal Roach player. Featured
in "Man's Castle," Columbia; "Cradle Song," Para-
mount.

MORGAN, FRANK: Married. Born in New Y'ork City,
June 1. M-G-M player. Featured in "Broadway to
Hollywood." "Bombshell." "Dancing Lady." Work-
ing in "The Cat and the Fiddle."

MORGAN. RALPH: Married to Grace Arnold. Born in
New York City, July 6. Fox player. Featured in
"The Power and the Glory," "The Mad Game."
"Walls of Gold." Working in "Seven Lives Were
Changed."

MORLEY', KAREN: Married to Charles Vidor. Born in
Ottumwa, Iowa. December 12. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Dinner at Eight."

MORRIS, CHESTER: Married to Sue Kilbourne. Born
in New Y'ork City, February 13. Universal player.
Featured in "Tomorrow At Seven," RKO: "Golden
Harvest," Paramount; "King for a Night."

MUNI, PAUL: Married to Bella Finckle. Born in Vi-
enna. September 22. Warner Bros. star. Starred in
"I'm a Fugitive From a Chain Gang," "The World
Changes." Working in "Hi, Nellie."

(Continued on page 124)

Prompt Relieffrom

Skin Irritations

Pimples
Qlogged

'Pores

Itching
Eczema
GhaRng

Don't be a "stay at

home", ashamed to

go places, because
your complexion is

marred by pimples
and blackheads—or

because you are em-
barrassed by some

itching condition of your skin.

Adopt the safe, simple Resinol treat-

ment as your external aid in restor-

ing skin health.

Just cleanse your skin well twice daily with
the pure, non-irritating lather of Resinol

Soap. Rinse thoroughly, pat dry, and gen-

erously apply soothing Resinol Ointment to

the broken out, smarting places. Then see

how quickly the irritation is relieved and
the skin becomes clearer, smoother and finer.

Use Resinol freely anywhere on the body

—

no parts are too tender, no surface too irri-

tated to receive its soothing medication.

Your druggist sells Resinol Ointment and
Soap. Get them, start the treatment today.

For a free sample each of Ointment and
ooap Write Resinol, Dept. 1-D, Balto., Md.

Resinol
kfh» :.n. ^"WlRESOrF HOOR

New Easy Way
JUSTRITE

PUSH-CLIP
10 Cents
at KRESGE'S

Amazing invention guar-
antees neat.qoick job.No
damage to woodwork. No
tools needed. Improve ap-
pearance of your rooms-
keep all wires off floors

with JUSTRITE PUSH*
CLIP. Economical. Set
of eight colored clips to
match your cords, lUCc

Tired..Nervous
^ Wife

Wins Back

Pep!
HER raw nerves

were soothed.
She banished that
"dead tired" feel-

ing.Won new youth-
ful color—restful

nights, active days—all because she rid her system of
bowel-clogging wastes that were sapping her vitality.

NR Tablets (Nature's Remedy)—the mild, safe, all-

vegetable laxative—worked the transformation. Try
it for constipation, biliousness, headaches, dizzy spells,

1 colds. See how refreshed you
FREE! gg«

K
Caifnd^ feel. At all druggists'-25c.

Thermometer — samples
NR and Turns. Send
name.addret. .stamp to

A. H. LEWIS CO.
Desk BF-77

St. Louis, Missouri

iTO-NIGHT
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Let's Talk About Hollywood

SKIN ERUPTIONS
NEED NOT WORRY YOU
Pimples, eczema, itching, burning skin, undue
redness, minor rashes and scaly scalp are no
longer necessary when relief is so simple. Poslam
will show what it will do for you in one applica-

tion. Just apply at night and note improvement
next morning.

JUST TO PROVE IT
we will send you a test package FREE

Sitnplv send your name and address to:

POSLAM COMPANY
Desk 1 1-W, 254W. 54th St., New York, N.Y.

You can "et Poslam at any drug store, 50c

PREVENTS ALL
BODY ODORS

Quick and easy to use. . . . Absolutely pura,

cooling and soothing—non-irritating.,

FOR UNDERARM PERSPIRATION.

If your favorite toilet goods
counter cannot supply you,

write for handbag size, 10c,

enclosing stamps or coin.

I0< SIZE AT MOST 10c STORES

MICKEY MOUSE
REVEALED!

Everything you want to

know about your favorite

movie star — and his

cousins, the characters

in the Silly Symphonies!

Do you know how Walt
Disney's wonderful little

masterpieces, such as

"Three Little Pigs," are

made? Do you know the

amazing facts about Dis-

ney's salary? Do you
know the real truth about
his life and love story?

You can't afford to

miss this brilliant feature

about Mickey Mouse, the

Silly Symphonies and
their creator, Walt
Disney.

Buy MODERN SCREEN,
for March—Out

February I

(Continued from page 78)

her mother about it and was somewhat
surprised at the reply.

"Yes, I have received all the studio

stills. But haven't you any little snap-

shots?"

A/TAY ROBSON and Marie Dressier

have gone places and seen things

together for years, which experiences

have resulted in lots of reminiscences

and anecdotes with which to regale their

friends.

Among the Robson's favorites is the

one about their travelling to England
on a cattle boat during the eventful

days of the World War. When they
finally landed, Miss Dressier bought a

London paper to see if their arrival had
been mentioned. Bold face type an-
nounced the event.

"A large cargo of cows, May Robson
and Marie Dressier arrived in town
vesterdav from New York City."

ryAMOND MAE'S heart is big, too.

It seems that when la West was
planning that personal appearance tour

a year ago, she needed a maid. And,
wishing to give a job to a member of

the theatrical profession, she visited

Equity and discovered Libby.

Libby was at one time a comedienne
in minstrel shows and revues. Miss
West hired her and later on, put her in

the act. When the tour was over, she

took Libby to Hollywood. And, when
you see "I'm No Angel," you'll discover

the sepia siren playing Mae's maid.

MR. AND MRS. GEORGE ARLISS
wear synthetic furs.

No, it's not a scandal, just an attempt
to cooperate with the Humane Society.

This has led him to give support to the

manufacture of synthetic fur. So, if

ever you happen to meet Mr. Arliss

wearing a seal-trimmed coat, don't make
the mistake of rushing up and exclaim-

"Where the Ames speaks only to Cabot, and the Cabot speaks only of love."

The newly married Adrienne and Bruce are very comfortably curled up in

their new love nest, thank you.
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ing, "What a beautiful seal lie must
have been ! Did you kill him yourself?"'

YOU probably have heard that John
Barrymore is a doting father—and

you've heard correctly.

A gushing gal, anxious to ingratiate

herself, started a discussion on child-

raising with the actor recently. Her
queries turned to the subject of bathing

infants.

"Just how do you tell what tempera-

ture the water must be?" she drawled.

By this time Mr. Barrymore was be-

coming better than slightly bored.

"It's really quite simple," he replied.

"You toss the baby in and, if the little

darling turns blue, you know the water

is too cold. But, if he turns red—say,

like a lobster—well, the water's too

hot
!"

Which answer had the desired effect

by way of changing the subject.

ONE of the few laughing photo-

graphs of Garbo came about by

accident.

It seems that the cameraman's youth-

ful assistant, usually efficient in his

work, becomes all thumbs when Greta

steps around.

The star lately requested him to tune

in some jazz music while she was
posing. First, the poor boy dialed an

effusion on the care of the stomach,

then turned quickly to a sermon at

Sister Aimee's Temple and quickly

found another station just in time to

hear the announcer say, "Good-night."

Garbo laughed gaily at his discomfi-

ture and the photographer got a grand

and unusual picture.

Except as a joke—made during the

last year or so—Garbo never said those

now famous words, "I t'ank I go home."

THE Paramount lot looks very empty
these days. So many of their play-

ers are away on vacations. Miriam
Hopkins, Frances Fuller and Gary
Cooper are in New York. Miriam and
Frances are appearing in stage plays

and Garjr, well it seems it's marriage
plans he has. Then, over on the other

side are Cary Grant (also with matri-

monial ideas), Randolph Scott (ditto)

and Charles Laughton. Adrienne Ames
is honeymooning in Hawaii.

THE Three Little Pigs and the Big
Bad Wolf are going abroad. Yep,

they speak French and Spanish now
and are going over there to amuse all

the little French and Spanish kiddies

—

to say nothing of the grown-ups

!

TEAN HARLOW'S latest flicker,
*-» "Bombshell," has been retitled

"Blonde Bombshell" because most every-
body thought it was a war drammer
. . . causing the box-office receipts to

be almost NIL ! But now that they
know it's all about sex and all that,

everybody's happy.

CINCE Elizabeth Allan had that in-^ fection in her big toe. she has been
unable to wear regular shoes. There-
fore, out of necessity, she has had to
wear nudist sandals with her evening

gowns. Now everybodx's wearing nu-

dists' sandals with their evening gowns.

THE "Tarzan and His Mate" com-
pany continues to have trouble.

First there was script difficulty. After

weeks of shooting, Rod LaRocque was
replaced by Paul Cavanagh, which
necessitated retakes. Then Maureen
O'Sullivan, the leading lady, was hit

with appendicitis and rushed to the hos-

pital for an operation. The company
has to await her recovery before pro-

duction can go on. With all this trouble,

the picture ought to be good

!

LOOKS like Paramount is about to

' lose some more of its talent. Gary
Cooper will definitely not re-sign with
them. Rumor is that he will go over to

Sam Goldwyn and fill the vacancy re-

cently left by Ronald Coleman. Fredric

March is another who has left the

home studio. Dissatisfaction over stories

was his complaint. He has signed with
Twentieth Century ... at a very fancy
figure they say.

THERE'S a bit of moving been
going on around town. Clara Bow

has taken over Marlene Dietrich's

former palatial Beverly Hills home and
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee are oc-

cupying Garbo's recently vacated house.

The. latter is merely a temporary abode
until their ranch is fixed up.

Y"OUNG Master Richard Ralston
1 Arlen is only six months old but
already his "figger" is beginning to

play a big part in his life. When his

"curves" began developing into rolls of

fat, the youngster was put on a diet.

Less cereal and more spinach. But un-
daunted, the Ralston heir continued his

progress toward more and more pound-
age. Now, he's under the care of a

masseuse, the kind that slaps and
pounds

!

A COOLING romance! Sally Blane
and Russ Columbo. Ricardo Cortez

and Christine Lee romance is waxing
warmer, with an old-fashioned wedding
not far off. Helen Hayes and Charles
MacArthur are expecting another "Act
of God." Verna Hillie, one of Para-
mount's "Panther" women, recently

married Frank Gill, Jr., radio an-
nouncer.

ALICE BRADY doesn't know
whether to feel pleased or not. In

a scene in "Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen,"

she was to scold little Spanky for wip-
ing his dirty hands on her dress. In

the midst of the "bawling out," Spanky
rushed off the set and started sobbing.

When asked what was the trouble, he
cried, "She's too natural!"

T ARRY CRABBE'S the name, folks.

Used to be Buster Crabbe but that

was before he became a married man
and a dignified movie actor. The nick-

name, which his parents so fondly gave
him when he was a youngster in safety-

pins, has just recently been discarded in

lavor of his real name.
So, shake hands with the new Crabbe—Larry Crabbe, don't forget.

'

What's the A
Difference if

between high priced complexion creams, and the

popular VI-JON Creams used by thousands of

discriminating women and girls? The difference

is— 40c or more per jar. In other words, just a

difference in price. You

I t| /, get quality and quantity

1 BfMt for ioc in a 3-oz. jar of

lyflB PSRffi smooth, full-bodied,

M'J BTh IbI^I nourishin e vi-joN
RB KW JL^RJ 1 Cream. Try these fa-

PjSKnRWW'l^^raB mous creams and judge

re^iin ^ATrW rf^rfl fur yourself.

VI-JON
COLD CREAM

VI-JON
VANISHING CREAM

VI-JON
LIQUEFYING CREAM

•

At
5 AND 10 CENT

STORES

VI-JON LABORATORIES ST. LOUIS

ambitious women
to demonstrate

nationally known
• cushion Frocks. Glor
ious new Spring Styles

~£ unbelievable low
prices. Sold with money-
back guarantee. Guar-
anteed as advertised

in Good Housekeepin
Magazine.
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NO CANVASSING
"1 '^ttfS Xo experience neces-

30*o5 ever required. The work
$-yZ~~ is easy, dignified and

iJ pleasant. Requires no canvass-
ing. In addition to your weekly
income you earn your own
dresses abeolutely FREE. Send
no money. Write fully for this
unusual opportunity giving
your size and color choice.

FASHION FROCKS, Inc
Dept. nn -•.-.<!. Cincinnati. Olili

sary. No investment

Joke To Be Deaf
-EveryDeaSPersonKnowsThat
George P. Way made himself bear, after being:
deaf for 25 years, with Artificial Ear Drums- -his
own invention. Be wore them
day and night. They stopped ,

".head noises and ringing ears. 1
fTbey are invisible and per-lL
I fectlycomfortable. NooneBcea \W
them. Write for hie true story, r
"How I Got Deaf and Made
Myself Hear". Also booklet
oa Deafness. Address Artificial Ear Drum

GEORGE P, WAY, INC,™ 717 Hofmann Building Detroit, Michigan

UNSEEN
BEAUTY
is YOURS with

PERFUME and FACE POWDER
Enjoy this secret of charm—this bewitching fragrance
tnat has all the glamour of costly imported perfume
. . . Radio Girl Perfume, though made from French
essential oils, is compounded in this country—for
modern, thrifty American girls. . . . Radio Girl Face
Powder has the same alluring fragrance. A flattering

new shade—Derma tone—blends with all com-
plexions. . . . Send for free samples.

Use this COUPON for FREE SAMPLE
' Radio Girl." St PauL, Minn. M-2
Send me FREE Regular Size Radio Gnu. Perfume
and Trial Size Radio Girl Face Powder. I am
enclosing 10c (coin or stamps) for cost of mailing.
This offer good in United States only.

Name

Address

Gty



Directory of Players

MoGREA, JOEL: Married to Frances Dee. Born in So.

Pasadena, Calif., November 5. RKO player. Fea-
tu In "One Man's Journey," "Chance at Heaven,"
"Flying Down to Rio."

McLAGLEN. VICTOR: Married to Enid Lamont. Born
in London, England December 10. Write hlni at

Paramount. Free lance. Featured in "The Lost
Patrol," RKO. Next is "No More Women," Para-
mount.

NAGEL, CONRAD : Married to Ruth Helms. Born in

Keokuk, Iowa, March 10. M-G-M player. Featured
in "Ann Vickers," RKO.

NIXON. MARIAN: Divorced from Edward Hilhnan. Born
in Superior, Wis., October 20. Write her at RKO.
Free lance. Featured in "Pilgrimage," "Dr. Bull."
Fox: "Chance At Heaven," RKO.

NOVARRO, RAMON: Unmarried. Born in Durango,
Mexico, February 6. M-G-M star: Starred in "The
Barbarian." Working in "The Cat and the Fiddle."

OAKIE, JACK: Unmarried. Born in Sedalia, Mo., No-
vember 14. Paramount player. Featured in "Too
Much Harmony." "Sitting Pretty." Working in

"Alice in Wonderland," Paramount, and "Trouble
Shooter," 20th Century.

OLIVER. EDNA MAY: Divorced. Born in Boston.
Mass.. January 12. RKO player. Featured in "Ann
Vickers." "Only Yesterday," Universal; "Meet the
Baron." M-G-M: "Little Women." Working in

"The Poor Rich." Universal.

BRIEN. GEORGE: Married to Marguerite Churchill.

Born in San Francisco, Calif., September 1. Fox star.

Starred in "Life in the Raw," "The Last Trail."
Working in "Heir to the Hoorah."

O'BRIEN. PAT: Married to Eloise Taylor. Born in New
York City. September 1. Write him at Warner
Bros. Free lance. Featured in "Bureau of Miss-
ing Persons," "College Coach," Warner Bros.;
"Bombshell," M-G-M. Next is "Hell's Bells."'

O'SULLIVAN, MAUREEN: Unmarried. Born in Dub-
lin. Ireland. May 1". M-G-M player. Featured in

"Tugboat Annie." "Stage Mother." Working in

"Tarzan and His Mate."

PALLETTE. EUGENE: Divorced. Born in Winifield.

Kan., July S. Write him at Warner Bros. Free
lance. Featured in "The Kennel Murder Case."
Warner Bros.: "Shanghai Madness," Fox; "From
Headquarters." Warner Bros.

PICKFOBD. MARY: Separated from Douglas Fairbanks.
Sr. Born in Toronto. Canada. April 9. United
Artists star. Starred in "Secrets."

PITTS. ZASU: Divorced from Tom Gallery. Born in

{Continued from page 121)

Parsons. Kan.. January 3. Universal player. Fea-
tured in "Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men," RKO:
"Dummy's Vote;" "Meet the Baron," M-G-M.
Working in "Wild Birds," RKO.

POWELL, RICHARD: Divorced. Born in Mountain
View, Ark., November 14. Warner Bros, player.

Featured in "Footlight Parade." "College Coach,"
"Convention City." Next are "Sweethearts Forever"
and "Wonder Bar,"

POWELL, WILLIAM: Divorced from Carole Lombard.
Born in Pittsburgh, Pa., July 29. Warner Bros,

star. Starred in "Double Harness." RKO; "The
Kennel Murder Case." Working in "Fashion Plate."

RAFT, GEORGE: Unmarried. Bora in New York City.

September 2". Paramount player. Featured in

"Midnight Club;" "The Bowery," 20th Century.

Working in "All of Me." Next is "Bolero."

RAYMOND, GENE: Unmarried. Born in New York
City, August 13. Columbia player. Featured in

"Brief Moment;" "The House on 50th Street."

Warner Bros.; "Flying Down to Rio," RKO. Work-
ing in "I Am Suzanne," Fox.

ROBINSON. EDWARD G. : Married to Gladys Lloyd.

Born in Bucharest, Roumania. December 12. War-
ner Bros. star. Starred in "The Little Giant," "1'

Loved a Woman," "Dark Hazard." Next is "Na-
poleon."

ROBSON. MAY: Married to Ora H. Brown. Born in

Melbourne, Australia, April 19. M-G-M player.

Featured in "Lady for a Day," Columbia: "Beauty
for Sale," "Solitaire Man." Next is "Comin'
Round the Mountain."

ROGERS. CHARLES: Unmarried. Born in Olathe, Kan..
August 13. Fox player. Featured in "The Best of

Enemies," "Take a Chance," Paramount.

ROGERS, GINGER: Divorced from Jack Pepper. Born
in Independence, Kan., July 10. RKO player.

Featured in "Rafter Romance." "Flying Down to

Rio," "Hips Hips Hooray." Working in "Sitting

Pretty," Paramount.

ROGERS, WILL: Married. Bom in Okagah, Ok!a.. No-
vember 4. Fox star. Starred in "State Fair," "Dr.
Bull." Next is "Mr. Skitch."

RUGGLES, CHARLES: Married. Born in Los Angeles,

Calif., February S. Paramount player. Featured in

"Melodv Cruise," RKO: "Mama Loves Papa."
Working in "Girl Without a Room."

SCOTT RANDOLPH: Unmarried. Born in Orange, Va..

January 23. Paramount player. Featured in "Man
of the Forest," "To the Last Man." "The Thunder-
ing Herd." Working in "The Border Legion."

A noble, inspiring, gorgeous picture—don't you agree? It's Greta Carbo in

"Queen Christina," of course. Carbo is regal enough for any queen. And

the two Great Danes are pleased as Punch to appear with her.
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SHANNON. PEGGY: Separated. Bora in New York
City, January 10. Fox player. Featured in "Turn
Back the Clock," M-G-M; "Fury of the Jungle,"
Columbia.

SHEARER, NORMA: Married to Irving Thalberg. Born
in Montreal, Canada. August 10. M-G-M star.

Starred in "Smilin' Through." Next is "Rip Tide."

SIDNEY, SYLVIA: Unmarried. Born in New York
City. August 8. Paramount star. Starred in
"Jennie Gerhardt." Next is "Good Dame."

SKIPWORTH, ALISON: Unmarried. Born in London.
England, July 25. Paramount player. Featured in
"Midnight Club," "Tillie and Gus." Working in
"Alice in Wonderland" and "Six of a Kind."

STANWYCK, BARBARA: Married to Frank Fay. Born
in Brooklyn, N. Y., July 10. Warner Bros. star.
Starred in "Baby Face," "Ever in My Heart."
Next is "Broadway and Back."

STONE, LEWIS: Married to Hazel Wolf. Born in
Worcester, Mass., November 15. M-G-M player.
Featured in "Bureau of Missing Persons," Warner
Bros.

STUART. GLORIA: Separated from Blaire Gordon
Newell. Born in Santa Monica, Calif., January 21.
Universal player. Featured in "The Invisible Man;"
"Roman Scandals," United Artists; "Beloved."
Working in "I Like It That Way."

SULLAVAN, MARGARET: Unmarried. Born in Nor-
folk, Va., May 10. Universal player. Featured in
"Only Yesterday." Next are "Good Red Bricks"
and "Little Man, What Now."

SUMMERVILLE, SLIM: Married. Born in Albu-
querque, N. M.. July 10. Universal player. Fea-
tured in "Her First Mate," "Love, Honor and Oh
Baby." "Tin Pants."

SWANS'ON. GLORIA: Married to Michael Farmer.
Born in Chicago, 111., March 27. United Artists
star. Starred in "Perfect Understanding."

TALBOT, LYLE : Unmarried. Born in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
February 8. Warner Bros, player. Featured in
Havana Widows," "College Coach." Working in
"Mandalay."

TASHMAN, LILYAN: Married to Edmund Lowe. Born
in New York City, October 25. Write her at Para-
mount. Free lance. Featured in "Mama Loves
Papa," "Too Much Harmony."

TOBIN, GENEVIEVE: Unmarried. Born in New York
City, November 29. Warner Bros, player. Featured
in "I Loved a Woman;" "Golden Harvest," Para-
mount; "Dark Hazard," "Easy to Love." Working
in "Let's Fail in Love," Columbia.

TONE, FRANCHOT: Unmarried. Born in Niagara
Falls, N. Y., February 27. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Stage Mother," "Bombshell," "Dancing
Lady." Working in "Moulin Rouge," 20th Century.

TRACY, LEE: Unmarried. Bom in Atlanta. Ga..
April 14. M-G-M player. Featured in "Turn Back
the Clock," "Bombshell;" "Advice to the Lovelorn,"
20th Century.

TRACY, SPENCER: Separated from Louise Treadwell.
Born in Milwaukee, Wis., April 5. Fox player.
Featured in "Shanghai Madness;" "Man's Castle."
Columbia; "The Mad Game." Working in "Trouble
Shooter," 20th Century.

TWELVETREES, HELEN: Married to Frank Woody.
Born in Brooklyn, N. Y., December 25. Write her
at Universal. Free lance. Featured in "Disgraced,"
Paramount; "My Woman," Columbia; "King for a
Night," Universal.

VELEZ, LUPE: Married to Johnnie Weissmuller. Born
in San Luis Potosi, Mexico, July 18. M-G-M
player. Featured in "Hollywood Party;" "Joe
Palooka," United Artists.

WEST. MAE: Unmarried. Born in Brooklyn, N. Y..
August 17. Paramount player. Featured in "She
Done Him Wrong," "I'm No Angel." Next is "It
Ain't No Sin."

WEISSMULLER, JOHNNIE: Married to Lupe Velez.
Born in Chicago, 111., June 2. M-G-M player. Fea-
tured in "Tarzan the Ape Man." Working in "Tar-
zan and His Mate."

WHEELER, BERT: Separated. Born in Paterson, N.
J., August 31. RKO player. Featured in "Diplo-
maniacs." "Hips Hips Hooray."

WHITE, ALICE: Unmarried. Born in Patterson, N. Y.
August 28. Universal player. Featured in "King
for a Night." Working in "Cross Country Cruise."
Next is "The Good Red Bricks."

WIECK, DOROTHEA: Married to Baron Ernst Von
Decken. Born in Davos, Switzerland, January 3.

Paramount player. Featured in "Cradle Song."
Working in "Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen."

WILLIAM, WARREN : Married. Born in Aitken, Minn..
December 2. Warner Bros, player. Featured in
"Goodbye Again;" "Lady for a Day," Columbia;
"Bedside."

WEINBRENNER, BABY LEROY: Child actor. Born
in Los Angeles. Calif., March 18. Paramount play-
er. Featured in "Bedtime Story," "Torch Singer,"
"Tillie and Gus." Working in "Miss Fane's Baby
Is Stolen."

WOOLSEY. ROBERT: Married to Mignone Reed. Born
in Oakland. Calif.. August 14. RKO player. Fea-
tured in "Diplomaniacs," "Hips Hips Hooray."

WBAY, FAY: Married to John Monk Saunders. Born
in Alberta. Canada, September 25. Twentieth Cen-
tury player. Featured in "One Sunday Afternoon,"
Paramount; "The Bowery;" "Master of Men," Co-
lumbia. Working in "Madame Spy," Universal.

WYNYARD. DIANA: Unmarried. Born in London.
England. January 10. M-G-M player. Featured in
"Reunion in Vienna." Next is "Declasse." RKO.

YOUNG. LORETTA: Divo:ced from Grant Withers.
Born in Salt Lake City, Utah. January 6. Twen-
tieth Century star. Starred in "The Devil's in
Love," Fox; "Man's Castle," Columbia. Working
in "Bora to Be Bad."

YOUNG, ROBERT: Married to Elizabeth Henderson.
Born in Chicago. 111., February 22. M-G-M player.
Featured in "Tugboat Annie;" "Saturday's Mil-
lions," Universal; "The Right to Romance," "Trig-
ger," RKO.
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i said his lips • • • but his

eyes said, "Marry ME!"
• Did ever a woman have stranger lovers than Queen Christina? There was Magnus
who loved her passionately . . . but advised her to marry Prince Charles, for his

own good reasons!

• And there was Don Antonio, come from sunny Spain to ask her hand for his

king, but now a slave to his own love for the woman who belonged to his monarch.

• Why did Magnus want Christina to marry Charles? And what choice did

Antonio make between king and self? "Queen Christina" will tell you! The story

of Greta Garbo's fascinating new motion picture will enthrall you. And SCREEN
ROMANCES brings you that story complete in the February issue, which is now
on sale.

• You will thrill to this beautiful tale of the Swedish girl queen who learned to know
her people by traveling among them in man's garb. And you'll also enjoy the many
striking illustrations in the story, dramatic stills of Garbo and John Gilbert reunited

at last on the sets of Hollywood.

• But that isn't all the romance magazine of the screen offers you! In the same
issue you will find eleven other complete stories of the latest and best motion
pictures, all profusely illustrated by scenes from the screen productions.

• Join the wise screen and story lovers who have discovered this unique magazine,

and give yourself a real treat. Today—at any newsdealer—ask for February

1. QUEEN CHRISTINA. Greta Garbo, John
Gilbert.

2. FLYING DOWN TO RIO. Dolores Del Rio,

Gene Raymond, Fred Astaire.

3. BY CANDLELIGHT. Elissa Landi, Nils Asther,
Paul Lukas.

4. GOING HOLLYWOOD. Marion Davies, Bing
Crosby, Stuart Erwin.

5. BEDSIDE. Warren William, Bette Davis.

6. FROM HEADQUARTERS. George Brent, Mar-
garet Lindsay.

7. ALICE IN WONDERLAND. All-star, including
Charlotte Henry, Gary Cooper, Richard Arlen,
Jack Oakie.

8. I AM SUZANNE. Lilian Harvey, Gene Raymond.
9. MR. SKITCH. Will Rogers, Zasu Pitts.

10. HAVANA WIDOWS. Joan Blondell, Lyle Tal-

bot, Glenda Farrell.

11. THE WORLD CHANGES. Paul Muni, Mary
Astor, Aline MacMahon.

12. GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM. Charles Farrell,

Marguerite Churchill, Charles Ruggles.
And Scores of Illustrations

Screen Jlomances
FEBRUARY ISSUE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS NOW!
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They loved, happy till the white man came!

He must spear the wila

bird or die of hunger!

The fearless hunter leaps

on the back of the whale !

Robbed of the wife he

loved. Mala seeks

vengeance

.S? .^\\\\\\\\\\\wm,,.- 'w/,,.

Successor to ' TRADER HORN
7

thrills!

Twelve months of danger filming in

the Arctic—thrills never before attempted

!

Spectacular picturization of Peter

Freuchen's "Eskimo"-romantic novel of

woman and the strange moral code of the north.

Directed by W. S. Van Dyke who made "Trader Horn". . . Associate Producer: Hunt Stromberg

Hand -to-hand

fight with sav-

age wolf!

Actual blood-
curdling sounds

of breaking of

the ice floes!

1DWYN-MAYER Pictun



Modern Screen

Shame ?
Pretty girl . . . pretty clothes . . . but she has cloudy teeth and tender gums!

WHAT good company she'd be
if people would only let her!

Well read, quick of mind, entertain-

ing, sympathetic. But the dingy
shadow of neglected teeth dims all

the rest of her very real charm.
People can't see the personality
for the teeth.

Yes, it is a shame. But it is more
than that; it is a warning. Her
"pink tooth brush" should tell her
that brushing is not enough. Her
tender, bleeding gums say that
gingivitis, or Vincent's disease, or
even pyorrhea may be on the way.

Her flabby, sensitive gums must be
restored to health.

It is so easy to have sparkling

teeth and healthy gums, with your
whole charm shining through. You
needn't have a mouth that can't

pass muster. Eat the tempting mod-
ern foods— too soft to keep gums
firm. But clean the teeth, and mas-
sage the gums, with Ipana— and
modern foods can do no harm.
A daily gentle massaging of the

gums with an extra bit of Ipana
gives teeth the lustre of health,

and keeps "pink tooth brush" at

bay, for Ipana helps keep gums
firm. Try it for a month, and one
worry will be gone.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES

!

A good tooth paste, like a good
dentist, is never a luxury.

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept.K-34
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH

PASTE. Enclosed is a three-cent stamp to cover

partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Name - -

Street

City -..State...

3



I OK MAIM II

LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT GRETA GARBO Elizabeth Young 26
How Elizabeth Young met her idol (as told to Dena Reed)

WHO'S CALLING? Jack Jamison 28
The studio operators must guard the stars with this constant query

THE CAREER OF AN UGLY DUCKLING Beatrice MacDonald 32
This story tells you the real truth about Hepburn's early life—why she is as she is today

THE LOWDOWN ON MICKEY MOUSE B. F. Wilson 58
The life story of Mickey Mouse, not to mention the "Three Little Pigs"

LESLIE HOWARD DIDN'T WANT TO COME BACK Martha Kerr 1

6

Leslie Howard has a problem to solve. What would you do under the same circumstances?

MONTGOMERY—MAD AS A MARX BROTHER Carter Bruce 30
The likable Bob clowns his way through interviews

FOR ONCE—THE TRUTH ABOUT PICKFORD Mary Ann Stevens 40
t{America's Sweetheart" debunked

WHY MEN FALL FOR MIRIAM HOPKINS Katherine Albert 42
Women want to know how she does it

I'VE DRESSED THEM ALL Howard Greer 48
Bringing to a close this famous designer's series of reminiscences

DON'T SEND GILBERT INTO EXILE Gladys Hall 60
Will you help save a man's life? You can!

WHAT YOU CAN LEARN FROM ALINE MacMAHON Faith Baldwin 62
She's not the wise-cracking gal you might think

THEIR "BEST ESTEEMED" STARS 63
Hawaiian school children tell you in their best English what they think of the stars

THE REAL TRUTH ABOUT RUTH, GEORGE, AND RALPH Homer Croy 64
Wherein the author "eats words" and apparently enjoys the dish

ALICE BRADY IS LIKE THAT? Hilary Lynn 68
Alice Brady is looked upon with amazement because she tells the truth

WHAT KIND OF A GIRL IS HEATHER? Caroline Somers Hoyt 74
How can she be so young and yet so wise?

NILS ASTHER, ENEMY OF HOOEY Walter Ramsey 77
You don't know Nils Asther, do you? You've never had a chance— till now

THE MODERN HOSTESS 8
Dick Powell is our guest this month. He has a thing or two to tell you housewives

* HAVE YOU THE RIGHT BACKGROUND IN YOUR HOME? Virginia T. Lane 70
Some excellent tips on interior decoration

ON DRESS PARADE Margery Wells 72
A new department which reviews talkie fashions

THREE STAR PATTERNS 73
Simple patterns for dresses worn by Bette Davis, Wynne Gibson and Ann Dvorak

BEAUTY ADVICE-FOR MEN THIS TIME 6 GOOD NEWS 36

t BETWEEN YOU AND ME 12 REVIEWS—A TOUR OF TODAY'S
TALKIES 44

47PICTURE NEWS 14 THE BOOBY PRIZE

THEY VISIT NEW YORK 35 THE REPORT CARD 121
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Modern Screen

(At

THE SCARLET EMPRESS"
(Based on a private diary of Catherine the Great)

directed by JOSEF VON STERNBERG

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE .m*.
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By

MARY BIDDLE

The men of Hollywood

must be well groomed, fit

and attractive—or they lose

their jobs. Their proper

weight is stated in their con-

tracts—and woe betide them

if they "go over." Lew

Ayres (above) probably

never would be fat. But

he plays tennis like fury

—

just in case, you know.

UH-HUH. I said last

month I was going to

write a beauty article

for men—or, at least,

for wives, sisters and girl -

friends to read for their men.
And never let it be said that

a Biddle broke a promise.

Seriously, though, it's high
time the men did come down
from their lofty masculine
perch long enough to learn a

few simple rules about caring

for their skin and their hair.

And— some of 'em— about
keeping fit. That's all I'm
going to talk about. Just
grooming and keeping fit.

Men are a little bit afraid

—a trifle scared of being
thought sissies — when it

comes to grooming. They're
clean enough, Lord knows. If

all the hours they spend under
the shower were laid end to

end—well, we'd be a couple

of centuries ahead of hour-

selves. They stand there

—

under their old showers—letting the

water run on their heads (washing all

the oil out of their scalps, incidentally)

and—what are they doing? Why,
they're thinking that those blamed in-

voices must be checked today (or what-
ever one does with invoices) and they'd

better call Bill Blither for lunch, won-
dering what in thunder causes that

knock in the car, and singing "Did You
Ever See a Dream Walking?"

I have made the astounding observa-
tion that nine men out of ten never
really wash their faces ! Fact. I'll repeat
for you. word for word, a conversation I

heard between a man and his wife.

6

at men tLl& time

Man : "Wish to heck I knew what
causes these funny little black specks in

my skin. I always look dirty."

Wife : "Well, maybe you are."

Man : "Listen to that ! And I just this

minute shaved."

Wife: "Shaving isn't washing."
Man: "What is it, then?"
Wife: (The light is beginning to

dawn on her.) "Do you mean to say
you just shave? Don't you ever scrub
your face real good?"
Man : "No. Should I ? I use soap

when I shave, don't I ?"

There—you see? And the guy won-
ders what causes "those funny little

You all know that, when

Johnnie Weissmuller was a

kid, the doctors gave him

up because he was so weak

and thin. And just look

what swimming has done

for him! (Left) The rough

jobs the Gable feller tackled

in less fortunate days gave

him his splendid muscular

body and excellent health.

black specks" (blackheads to

you and me) on his face.

Blessings, I say, on the
make-up which we women
wear ! It does, at least, make
us thorough with our cleans-

ing routines.

A LL that masculine face
needs to keep in the pink

of condition is a good bland
soap, warm water, and plenty
of rinsing in cold, cold water.
If the skin is hardy and
doesn't get irritated easily, a
vigorous scrubbing with a
roughish wash cloth should
be the order of the day. If

the skin is delicate—and men
can have delicate skins, just

as we can—the fingertips

should rub the lather well in

—gently, but thoroughly. The
oily skin should get a brisk
slapping with witch hazel or
a very mild after-shaving
tonic. Beware of strong after-

shave preparations. They're
too heavy on the alcohol side. The dry
skin would profit by having a little of
sister's or wifie's hand lotion applied to
it before venturing out into the out-of-
doors. Any suggestion along that line

might raise a squawk, but if you will

persist in the idea, he will soon discover
that your innocent hand lotion has no
sissy odor to it—and he'll like it.

The treatment for blemishes and
blackheads is the same as I have told

you many times. Blackheads can be
eradicated by using a pore paste to

wash with—use it just like soap. I

know one which has only the faintest

medicinal (Continued on page 88)



Modern Screen

Day-Dreams come True for

with her Lovely

CAMAY COMPLEXION!

Turn all your day-dreams into

fact! Don't miss the good times

that are due you! There's fun in

life for the pretty girls—for the

girls with Camay Complexions!

ALL LIFE IS A BEAUTY CONTEST

For—like Joan, the girl above

—

you, too, are in a daily Beauty

Contest. At a party, a dance, as

you walk down the street—wher-

ever you go—your beauty, your

charm, your skin are judged by the

searching eyes ofmen and women. Pure, creamy-white and delicately fragrant, Camay

So get yourself a Camay Com- comes in a green and yellow wrapper, in Cellophane.

plexion— a skin soft as petals and

down. Then gallant remarks and

sincere compliments will be a

daily occurrence.

Camay, the Soap of Beautiful

Women, is your ally. Use it faith-

fully for one month, and very

soon you'll detect a new perfec-

tion in your skin.

Get a supply of Camay today.

The price is amazingly low!C_ _ Cc-Br. 1933, Procter & Gamble Co.

AMAY The Soap of Beautiful Women



Courtesy Happy Wonder Bakers

Next time you're making Meat Pie, try baking

this brown, crispy bread crust over it. Let us

send you this recipe, as well as the others which

Dick likes. They're all delicious.

MODERN

How'd you like to entertain Dick

Powell? Well, here's what you'd

serve him, if he ever visited you

MAYBE you've never thought
about it, but the success of any
party rests primarily with the

hostess herself. A worried, ner-

vous hostess can never put her guests

at ease, no matter how bravely she sports

her mask of strained gaiety. As Dick
Powell expressed it, "There is something
unmistakable about the gleam in a

woman's eyes when she is worrying
about the roast and wondering whether
the asparagus is burning" which makes
me start sniffing the air and fidgeting

in my chair."

When we heard him say that, we
laughed aloud. We have always called

that harassed expression the "burned
potatoes look" and it gets us so that

we usually end up by asking the poor

hostess if she wouldn't like us to dart

out into the kitchen and see if things are

all right.

Now we don't think there is any
excuse for letting a guest go out and
help prepare the dinner. That's part of

the fun of being a guest—not having to

do anything about the food. And what
with the way entertaining has been

simplified in the last few years, there is

no excuse for a hostess having to absent

herself for more than a minute or two
even though her kitchen be absolutely
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guiltless of servants. It's all a matter of

organization and planning. Your oven
and your refrigerator can help you
serve splendid company meals, smooth-
ly, comfortably and gracefully. So if

you are really smart, you will plan your
company menus around foods which can
be prepared well in advance, tucked
away in one or t'other of those two
pieces of kitchen equipment and forgot-

ten until it's time to whisk them onto
the table. Thus will you have overcome
the first obstacle in the pathway of the

hostess who is also cook and waitress.

Take a look at that meal Dick Powell
is getting ready to tuck away for in-

stance. There you see a veal and mush-
room pie, a casserole of vegetables and
a display of stuffed baked potatoes.

Could any hostess ask for a more satis-

fied expression on a dinner guest's coun-
tenance than Dick's? This particular

combination of foods happens to be

Dick's favorite dinner. The recipes for

all these dishes are included in this

month's little Modern Hostess Star

Recipe folder which you can get free

by filling in the coupon on page 8 and
mailing it to us. There are other recipes

included in the folder, too. For in-

stance Dick Powell's favorite dessert,

Chocolate (Continued on page 103)
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YOU'LL SEE TWO CONSTANCE BENNETTS . .

ill is intoxicating, sfceciaculc

romance with muster .

Connie you 've always loved'—

•

blonde and enticing . . . JKnd

a new Connie ~—~orunette
f

seductive and ravishing / . . .

teamed witli Fr anc hot

Tone to create the perfect

e screen,

20*
CENTURY
PICTURE

TULLIO CARMINATI
RUSS COLUMBO
BOSWELL SISTERS

Directed by Sidney Lanfield
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ALL

THINGS

CONSIDERED

DO you mind if I help myself fo a page?

I have felt rather cramped, some-

times, in the "Between You and Me"
department. And you need all the

space there for yourselves, anyway.

We are still right around the corner from

each other. You'll find "Between You and

Me" on page 1 2. And I think we will be able

to chat quite comfortably over the advertis-

ing fence that separates us.

Here's something that set me thinking:

the enormous success of "Little Women,"
and, on the other hand, of "I'm No Angel."

What does the public want most—sex or

sweetness? Or do they want both—pro-
vided the sex is sprightly and amusing and

the sweetness is genuine and never mawkish?

Which do you suppose will gross biggest

at the box offices during the next year—the

sex or the sweetness? And which will you

spend your money to see? I'm anxious to

get the returns from your county.

Your editor has become a raving, tear-

ing Garbo fan. I have always admired

Garbo—yes. But I have never gone into the

ecstasies of rapture that I have shamelessly

indulged in since the premiere of "Queen

Christina." It was her first scene, I believe,

in that picture which made me feel this way.

There is a "long shot" of her on horse-back,

galloping furiously through the snow-hung

forest. Up to the palace entrance she

rides, flings her lithe, slender figure from the

horse, goes up the steps and through the

massive doors. All this time, one does not

see her face. Only the tall, swinging figure,

in the boy's clotkes, the drooping hat pulled

well down on her head. Through room after

room of the palace she strides, men-at-arms

saluting themselves silly as she passes. Then

—into the council room. Lewis Stone, her

chancellor, is waiting there for her. She has

not turned her face to you yet. Then she

speaks her first words—and turns. And a

hard-boiled, critical and snooty bunch of

New York premiere-goers applauded—furi-

ously. I tell you, it was thrilling.

Calming down a bit— I am wondering if

we are heading for a return of high romance
in our entertainment. Costume pictures.

Historical drama. Well-beloved stories of

another day.

There is Dietrich's "Catherine the Great."

There is the Russian newcomer, Anna Sten,

in "Nana," with all its nineteenth century

French furbelows. And RKO talks of "The

Tudor Wench" for Katharine Hepburn, when
her New York play has run its course. For

Hepburn, too, they are considering Jane
Austen's "Pride and Prejudice."

I'm delighted with the idea. Are you?
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"42nd Street". .."Gold Diggers". . ."Footlight Parade'

. . . and now the most spectacular attraction the

show world has ever known —"Wonder Bar" Sensa-

tion of two continents on the stage, it comes to the

screen in a blaze of unrivalled splendor to give you a

gloriously new conception of musical screen spectacle!

WONDER BAR"
Starring

A L JOLSON
DOLORES DEL RIO

RICARDO CORTEZ
FIFI D'ORSAY
HUGH HERBERT
RUTH DONNELLY
MERNA KENNEDY

KAY FRANCIS
DICK POWELL
HAL LEROY
GUY KIBBEE
KATHRYN SERGAVA
ROBERT BARRAT
HENRY KOLKER

Directed by LLOYD BACON • Dance numbers created and
directed by BUSBY BERKELEY • A First National Picture
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feAUTjFUL/'

ans, this Page is a II

yours. Let us know what

you think of this and

that movie topic

Adjectives, Adjectives and Some
More Adjectives

E. BEARD, of St. Louis, Mo., wants
to meet

:

Nils Asther because he is hand-
some in a way that no one else in

Hollywood is handsome and possesses

a magnetism or male allure that can

be compared only to the allure of the

feminine possessed by The Garbo ; be-

cause he is all fire and warmth like a

smoldering volcano ready to erupt at

any moment ; because he is the only

man I know who can be utterly vil-

lainous and adorable at the same time.

ZaSu Pitts because I know she is

sweet simple and charming in real

life even if she is nutty as the devil in

her screen characterizations ; because

I know that she has a dramatic power
that Hollywood refuses to recognize

;

and because with a smile that only

she can smile, and with a motion of

those ethereal hands, she can wring
the heart of a stone with pathos that

makes Chaplin look silly.

Buster Crabbe because he is one
"lion-man" or "ape-man" who is really

good looking ; because he is formed
like a human being of exceptional

robustness, and not like an ape ; be-

cause he's" a better actor than others

of his type. (Weissmuller fans, will

you stand for this?)

Greta Garbo because no one is as

vital as Garbo ; no one is as divine

as Garbo ; no one is as inspiring as

Garbo ; no one is as unearthly beauti-

ful as Garbo ; no one is as alluring as

Garbo ; no one is as glamorous as

Garbo ; in short, Garbo is Garbo, and
as such, is by that fact without equal
or peer.

A Lady Talks

R. KING, of Cranford, N. J., is a
lady. She says so.

If I hadn't been brought up to be a

lady, I'd emit a few cuss words, be-

cause : 1. The "bit" players are being
neglected. 2. There's too much fuss

being made over Lee Tracy's "bal-
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cony" episode. 3. Marian Nixon is

getting too many insignificant roles.

4. Ditto Ralph Bellamy. Why won't
he cut out his "character" acting and
settle down to a "type" ? He's not a

plausible villain. He's a hero. And let

that be a lesson to him. 5. We're not

getting enough of Edna May Oliver.

(Oh, no? Wait till yon see her with
Edward Everett Horton in "The Poor
Rich.") 6. Because you won't have
males on your covers. Gene Ray-
mond, for instance. (Well, you can't

say zve didn't give yon half a cover.

Max Baer with Myrna Loy on our
February number, fr'instance

S

"We Want Tracy"

MRS. C. U., of Osceola, Indiana, is

just one of Lee's many fans who feels

this way

:

I'm quite sure that the biggest

majority of us are saddened by the

episode in Lee Tracy's life that has
made him an exile from the screen.

We are appealing to Mexican fans

as well as to American fans to help

him by sending letters or telegrams to

the Mexican authorities to relent and
be a little more tolerant and kind. He
never killed any of their citizens or

did any unpardonable thing their own
sons might not have done under the
same circumstances.

M-G-M, Paramount, Fox, all of

you, please remove the cruel wall

you've built up keeping him on the

outside—the unyielding wall that the

fans are beating against so hopelessly.

Most of us feel just about as sad as

when some loved star has passed on
into the Great Beyond.

So, fans, let's steal Eddie Cantor's
song and sing : "We Want Tracy

!

We Want Tracy!"

O-o-h, What Harsh Words

JULIA L. EICHENBERG, of Cleve-
land, Ohio, says them

:

How "I'm No Angel" ever passed
the censors is beyond me but probably
her "curves" appealed to them. As to

her "curves," she's the next thing to

a truck horse in my estimation. When
a few other stars put on a little

weight, they're put on a diet. Yet this

Mae West person comes to Hollywood
with her curves and bumps and not-

so-youngish look and is said to cause

a riot.

Hurrah for Toby!

PEGGY McNEIL, of San Francisco,

Calif., thinks she's swell

:

(Continued on page 15)
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Every Home

Needs TINTEX!
These famous Tints

and Dyes make faded

Wardrobe and Home

Decorations newagain-at

the cost of a few pennies

HAVE you a faded dress — or a

sweater, stockings,underthings, or

any other wearing apparel that's out of

fashion in color? Tintex will restore

its original color, or give it an entirely

different color if you wish.

Have you faded curtains or drapes—or

perhaps you are just simply tired of their

present color? Let Tintex

give them new colorbeauty

.

\W'T IT A LOVFLV Cq

That's the miracle of color that Tintex

is performing in millions of American

homes from Maine to California—and

at a few cents' cost ! New, fresh, scintil-

lating color — for everything that's

washable. So easy, so quick — so pro-

fessionally perfect in results.

Start today. Choose your favorites from

the 35 brilliant, long-

so

tea**

1

J

\

Tintex
• . WorlM lm*cjc\tmILvwi
Tl N ¥$ <W D Vt S

On sale at drug stores and
notion counters everywhere

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

To Change Dark Colors to LigJtl—use Tintex COLOR REMOVER

Supposing you have a

dark drees (or any other

dark-colored article)ami
are pining for a lighter

colored one • • •

Tintex Color Remover
will safely and speedily

take out all trace of color

(including black) from

any fabric . . .
/

Then it can be redyed or

tinted with Tintex Tints

and Dyes in any new
shade to suit yourself-^

either light or dark.
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If you have wanted to know what Mrs. Otto

Kruger is like, there she is (above) having a late

snack, with her 'osband, at Hollywood's popular

Russian Eagle. (Below) The photographers caught

up with Gary and Sandra when Mr. and Mrs.

Cooper checked into Arizona for their honeymoon.

Adolphe Menjou, after a spell in London, made

the boat train at Waterloo just in time to catch the

Olympic for home. (Below) A medal "For Dis-

tinguished Service to Children." Walt Disney,

receives same from Mrs. M. S. Sabin of "Parents

Magazine." Pres. Von Kleinsmid of S.C.U. looks on.

Wide World International
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Everybody notices "Tattle-Tale Gray"

. . . andkeres what to do ahoutit

Between You and Me

(Continued from page 12)

Even if she is nick-named after a

horse that makes no difference. Toby
Wing surely deserved the honor of

being the prettiest chorus girl in

Hollywood. And what a smile ! I

don't know how she would act, so I

don't know whether I would like to

see her in bigger roles or not. Toby
was darling with Dick Powell in

"Forty-Second Street." I saw that

picture exactly twelve times. I mean
it. And I could see it twelve more
times.

A Couple of "Little Women" Raves

CYNTHIA, of New Bedford, Mass.,

is grateful for "Little Women"

:

Wasn't "Little Women" a delight-

ful change ? One realizes that not all

movies are low life, or society, or sex.

Several widely advertised pictures

have left me unsatisfied, but this pic-

ture filled me with the content of per-

fect satisfaction. It couldn't have been
improved in any way.
Now, may one of her admirers add

another plea to the many already
given for saner publicity for Kath-
arine Hepburn. I've watched her four
inspired performances and thrilled to

her forceful personality. Then it's

quite disillusioning to read about her
crazy stunts. It seems to me that if

magazines stopped printing crazy
stunts, publicity agents might use wise
publicity methods.
(Agree with you, Cynthia old. thing—
partly. If you will read the life story

of Katharine Hepburn, which begins
in this issue—page 32—zve think

you'll understand this girl and her
crazy stunts a little better.)

WANDA CALLAHAN, of Terre
Haute, Indiana, talks up, too

:

I think that if there were more pic-

tures like "Little Women," it would
nelp the country more in love and
courage. I certainly loved the char-
acters and thought they were all fine.

It has made me want to read the
book all over again. And although I

am only nineteen, I approve very
much of the old-fashioned ways, even
to the hoop-skirts and pantaloons. I

sat from 4 o'clock until 9 o'clock

through this show, so you know how
much I liked it.

Garbo Is Just Too Mysterious for

This Lady

MRS. LARRY GRAHAM, of Salis-

bury, N. C, holds Joan Crawford up as
an example for Garbo

:

What you said about Mae West
twisting every possible situation into

a sex gag exactly expresses my feel-

ings about Garbo's "mystery" act. I

went to see "Grand Hotel" because
Crawford was in it and would have
enjoyed it had it not been for Garbo's
silly acting. When I see her cast in

such grand and mighty roles, it

amuses me as much as a real good
(Continued on page 123)

It's sad— but true! No matter how
HARD some women work, their washes
look simply awful! The clothes won't
come white— they will come gray . . .

People notice—and whisper! . . .What's

the trouble? . . . Dirt still hiding in the

clothes! They aren't really clean! That's

what makes clothes tell unpleasant

tales. But . . .

Surprise yourself! Get Fels-Naptha
Soap today and see how dazzling white

it gets your clothes. Learn how gentle

it is— safe for daintiest stockings and
lingerie. Easy on hands, too! In tub
or washer, whether you soak or boil

clothes, Fels-Naptha gives you extra

help— sweet-as-clover washes!

Change to Fels-Naptha Soap and say

goodbye to "Tattle-Tale Gray." Unlike
trick soaps, Fels-Naptha goes into every

tiny thread and gets out all the dirt.

Gets it out— because it brings you two
cleaners instead of one. Rich golden
soap

—

andadded to that— lots of naptha.

So much naptha you can smell it!
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Leslie Howard bought a home when he visited England

recently. He admits he spent far too much money hav-

ing it remodelled. And—when will he be able to enjoy it?

B MARTHA KERR

NO—Leslie Howard didn't want to leave England.
That is, his heart didn't want to leave. His head
told him that he must return to the United States

and Hollywood. ' And, as a matter of fact, his

head wanted to come back. Because—well, I'm getting

muddled. Let me tell the whole story properly.

One of the most important news items flashed across

the cinema wires lately is the fact that Leslie Howard
is on his way to Hollywood for the purpose of acting

the chief role in Somerset Maugham's "Of Human Bond-
age." The perfect star for one of the great classics of

modern years ! Why it hasn't been grabbed up as a
vehicle for some good male actor years ago, is one of the

many film mysteries that will remain unsolved. When
the officials of RKO had approached him with the re-

minder that he still had one picture to do for them
under contract, Leslie felt that something drastic in the

way of action on his part should be performed. He was
smarting from the recent failure of the play he did in

London—"This Side Idolatry." The piece had drawn
from the London press unstinted praise for Leslie's

artistry—but unfortunately, the play flopped.

"You know really," he said in telling the story, "I sim-

ply cannot understand what has happened to the theatre

over there lately. They absolutely refuse to patronize any-
thing that is serious. Revues, musical comedies, thrillers,

and, above all, farces, seem to flourish like nothing you

LESLIE
HOWARD
DIDN'T
WANT TO
COME
BACK

have ever seen. But when it comes to a drama of gen-
uine merit—they just don't want to see it."

And you—readers—knowing Leslie Howard's work on
the screen as you do, can understand how he'd feel

about that.

Nevertheless—
"When they told me I had to come back to America

to do a picture, I felt pretty badly. I put it off, saying

that they hadn't found anything suitable—-any story I

felt I wanted to do. They showed me script after script

and finally in desperation, they asked me what—if any
—particular story did I have in mind. As a matter of

fact—it was more because I thought it would be im-

possible for them to get around the idea than anything

else that I suggested 'Of Human Bondage.' Well, they

got hold of the book, read it, became quite enthusiastic,

decided I had shown excellent judgment and proceeded

with negotiations to buy it."

He stopped. I had the feeling that he had memorized

16



. . Everything closest his

heart remains in England.

But his driving ambition

—

his acting genius—can find

fulfillment only in our

country. And so, he spends

part of each year before

the cameras of Hollywood

With his daughter—called Leslie, after her father.

Outside the former Elizabethan relic which

Howard has turned into a beautiful country home.

Even the plummy role he'll play in "Of Human
Bondage"—which he has yearned to play for

many years—cannot entirely still his homesick

longings for the land across the sea.

that little speech—prepared it in advance for me, the fan
magazine interviewer, to note down neatly for my story.
Not that it wasn't, every bit, quite true. Not that he
isn't vitally keen about playing the role of the sensitive
hero of Maugham's story. But—I had the feeling that
there was something else he had much rather be talk-
ing about. Then—just as if Hollywood and contracts
and pictures didn't exist—he began to talk excitedly.

I WANT to tell you about my new home," he blurted
out. "I have always wanted a home of my own in

England. And this time when I went over I looked
around for one. After quite a search I found an old
workman's cottage—that is, it had been one originally,

nearly four hundred years ago—but it had been added
to and remodelled through the centuries, until now it is

most picturesque. It's in Surrey. In the Surrey hills."

He radiated enthusiasm. One could see that his whole
heart and soul lies in the land of his birth. He might

just as well have been singing "England—My England"
at the top of his voice from the expression on his face

as he went on to describe his home.
"Of course, I spent much more money than I should

have in fixing it up. I put in bathrooms. I added a

wing for the children. I enlarged the stables and bought
a few horses. There's about thirty acres of ground
around it and I had to landscape them. One of the

great thrills of my life came to me when I discovered

the magnificent old wooden beams under the stucco.

They must have been on the house when Queen Elizabeth

reigned, so I had all the outside taken off in order that

they might be seen. It's really a very nice house," he
smiled shyly—just a little embarrassed at his own emo-
tion—so un-British—about the place. "I had a perfectly

grand time doing it over—and the children just adore it."

"I like to hunt very, much," he continued, "and I

hunted right up until the day I sailed for America. My
little daughter, Leslie, hunts with me. She's nine and
has turned out to be a great little horseback rider.

We spend days out on our horses riding through the

country-side. The boy doesn't seem to care so much for

riding. He's more the studious type. But Leslie is a

great companion and I miss her," he added.

"I talked to them both yesterday over long dis-

tance. They have their governess, a Miss Gospel (don't

you love the name?) and she has been with them ever

since they were born. We thought because they love

the place so and the fact that they're both in school,

they should be left behind."

There ! Wouldn't you think it was any average fallier-

away-from-home talking about his kids and how smart

and cute they are ? But Leslie Howard isn't any

average father. He is— (Continued on page 119)
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Robert

Henrietta

Richard CROMWELL

•
Stepin FETCH IT

'

BARBIEMona

DIRECTED BY HENRY KING
SCREEN PLAY BY REGINALD BERKELEY
FROM "THE HOUSE OF CONNELLY" BY PAUL GREEN

Uorious love story in a setting vibrant with drama. Seven stars,

the season s most illustrious cast, enthrallyou as it unfolds, human, pulsing

rontance that ,il, be engraved in your metnoryfor all ofW f^TT I
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Elissa Landi felt lonesome without her three thousand books, so her mother is bringing

them over from England. The girl's fourth novel (when does she find the time?) will

be out in the spring. "Ancestors" is the name. And the names of her latest pictures

are "By Candlelight," for Universal, and "Man of Two Worlds," for RKO-Ra



Isn't it uncanny? The likeness, we mean. Little Maria Seiber plays the very young

Catherine in Mama Marlene's "Catherine the Great." Marlene is magnificent as the

Empress who attached more lovers ancftnore power to herself than any lady since Helen

of Troy. Joseph von Sternberg directed this picture.



Our entry for the most thrilling clinch of the month. Otto Kruger and Isabel Jewell

in "The Women in His Life"—the story of a sensational lawyer. We're glad to see

Isabel Jewell (Mrs. Lee Tracy to be?) getting a real break. She's a capable little actress.

And she was so darn loyal a little while ago—remember? "Men in White" is her latest.



#
1

John Boles since "Beloved" has been working in three pictures. "Disillusion," "Bottoms

Up" and the French version of "My Lips Betray." Being that busy, he is to be excused

for saying he likes quiet evenings at home with a book. Because it's probably true, in

his case. When he'll consent to step out, John is one of Hollywood's smoothest dancers.



Ann Dvorak eats pie, potatoes and pate de foie gras—and can't gain a pound. She has

been conducting a nationwide search for her father, whom she hasn't seen since she was

eight. Ann and husband Leslie Fenton live on a ranch and raise rabbits—which ought to

be easy. Her latest picture is "Massacre," with Dick Barthelmess.



a net tUiUCC Janet Caynor loves to visit Chinatown. Most of her close friends are non-professionals.

V She has been seen around quite a bit lately with Gene Raymond—but it's not a romance,

so don't go starting any gossip. Janet has worked ten weeks straight without a day's

rest on "Carolina." Dick Cromwell's in it, too. Next—"Movietone Follies."





You—who have always wanted to meet Garbo—meet a girl who did!

And, more— one who worked, played, and talked with her!

HEN I think that

a few years ago I

was in school and
now I'm the girl

who can talk about

Garbo—actually do
a "she said to me and I said to

her"—it sends shivers of excite-

ment up and down my spine.

When I look at the stills of

"Queen Christina" and see my-
self in scenes with her, playing

the only other woman's role in

the picture—that of her con-

fidante and lady-in-waiting—

I

think, "Well, here's something

to tell my grandchildren!"

I guess I've seen every Garbo
picture. I admire her work tre-

mendously. But that I should

appear in one of Miss Garbo's

pictures, much less joke with

her between scenes and get to

know the real woman, I never

imagined in my wildest dreams.

I had only been in a few New
York plays before Paramount
gave me a contract and I had
appeared in only one picture,

"The Big Executive," for my
own studio. So when a Para-
mount official met me at the

Cocoanut Grove and asked,

"How would you like to appear
with Garbo?" I naturally sup-

posed he was teasing me.
Everyone in Hollywood has to

stand for a lot of ribbing

—

especially the newcomers. Soon
several people told me that

Metro was looking for a girl

who was "the epitome of fem-
ininity" and Paramount was
dickering with them for my
services. It seemed the typical

Hollywood joke, with me the

butt. Even on the day I was
summoned to the Metro office

and Walter Wanger told me I

was going into the Garbo pic-

ture, I thought he was still

joking. But when they sent me
to Adrian to have my measure-
ments taken for costumes, I realized Metro wasn't going

to spend good money to play a practical joke on Elizabeth

Young. From the time I decided that it was all true, I

went into a daze.

LET ME

TELL YOU
ABOUT

GRETA

GARBO

By ELIZABETH YOUNG
as told to

DENA REED

CONSEQUENTLY my first impression of Garbo is

blurred. I know that I was thrilled to death when
I met her at a dialogue rehearsal, and she said "How do
you do" to me with gracious shyness as she did to' every-

26

one else she didn't know. Then
we got down to the business at

hand. After two weeks of re-

hearsals with Garbo becoming
more and more friendly to me,
I gradually emerged from my
coma.

Reggie Owen with whom I

had played on the stage, teased

me a lot and Director Mamou-
lian, whom I am told suggested
me for the part after having
seen me on the Paramount lot,

soon began his own teasing. He
called me "The Funny One"
and kept impressing upon me
the fact that I was a light little

butterfly who had to "float"

through the picture. I was to

be a sort of comedy relief, a
foil for Garbo. But the first

time I tried on one of my cos-

tumes (which, incidentally, cost

fifteen hundred dollars) I told

Mamoulian that no one could
"float" in such clothes. They
were frightfully heavy. Even
Garbo couldn't take a step in

hers without tottering. In fact,

that first day we each went
around clutching a bottle of

smelling salts. I expected to

faint any minute.

But Mamoulian insisted that

"float" I must and every time
a new man came on the set and
I asked who he was, Mamoulian
would reply, "He's your new
floating instructor." Garbo
thought it a great joke, since

she could appreciate my pre-
dicament.

I had made up my mind that
I wasn't going to gush and
"Oh-Miss-Garbo" her. I real-

ized, as every one else did, how
much the picture meant to her.

I knew she wanted to be alone
to study most of the time and I

figured that if she wanted to

talk -to me, she would do so

without my pestering her. So
I stayed with Reggie Owen and

Lewis Stone and chatted and laughed on the sidelines.

Often, I saw Garbo looking at us almost enviously.
Garbo legend or no, she is honestly shy and finds it

hard to join a group. I got a much better idea of her
when she came over to talk to me when I was alone.

SHE began by discussing the picture. She was very
intense and serious, both because it was a story of

her homeland and because (Continued on page 90)





By JACK
JAMISON

Illustrated by

JACK WELCH

GREAT motion picture

studio is a machine and
the metal heart of that

machine, connecting aU
its various parts by nerves

of copper wire, is the

studio telephone exchange.
There, in a small room

walled in by the glossy black expanse of

the PBX board, while the plugs shoot

into their jacks as swiftly as deft fingers

can direct them, amidst the twinkling

flashes of light which glide over the

board like fireflies, the heart of the

studio beats out its hasty rhythm.
"I'll connect you with the casting

office in just a minute. Will you hold on?"
"I'm sorry, but he isn't a star here."

"Miss Harlow, a man is on the wire saying he's your

uncle."

"I'll give you the story editor's secretary."

"Hello, Chief. A yellow Packard will arrive at the

gate in ten minutes. Let it in."

The lights twinkle, the deft hands move across the

board, and the trained voices go on in a murmur which
blends in a single drowsy hum. But the things which
those operators' voices are saying, the noes and yesses,

the questions and answers surging in and out along

those wires, are charged with action. They are far

from drowsy! They are the inner life, the very heart-

beat of the studio!

The studio switchboards are usually tucked away in

an old building somewhere on the lot, wherever room
can be found for them. At MGM, for instance, you
enter a door leading into what appears to be the make-
up department, take an unexpected turn to the right, find

yourself in what must have once been a dark hallway

and, all of a sudden, see the tiny lights flashing, and
hear the efficient voices. Three hundred calls an hour
are humming in and out over that board. It is a link

connecting a thousand studio telephones with every state
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"What's Miss Crawford's

charge account number?"

in the Union, every nation of the world.

And at the same time it is an electri-

fied wire fence able, at will, to cut

the studio off from the outside world
as thoroughly as if it were suddenly
moved to a desert island.

"Paris calling."

"I'm sorry, but we aren't allowed to

give out that information."

I
T is with information that cannot
be given out that the phone opera-

tors serve one of their most valuable
purposes. Literally hundreds^ of dot-

ing mamas, for example, call the studios

to say, "My little girl is only three
years old, but all the neighbors say she can act just like

Marie Dressier. I just thought I'd tell you, so you can
give her a contract." Casting directors are busy men.
If all the mothers who try to get in touch with them
were laid end to end—well, if they were all laid end to
end, the casting directors would get a lot more sleep.

Here the phone girl steps in, explaining as tactfully as
she possibly can that comparatively few motion pictures
with children are made
and that plenty of chil-

dren are already available

for them. A similar

problem are the hundreds
of tourists who call in to

ask for the stars' tele-

phone numbers. Here
again the phone girls step

in. Naturally the stars

can't give their time to

these chance visitors.

Their phone numbers

—

changed every month or

so, and kept on a secret

list instead of in the regu-

lar phonebook—are never

1

"She can act just like Marie

Dressier. Really she can."



. . . The studio operator's constant

request! And the replies? Pathetic,

demanding, often ridiculous, they

give keen insight into the hearts of

the world and his wife

"He told me he was a

director out there."

under any circumstances revealed, otherwise they'd never
have a moment's peace to themselves. The phone girl

explains this. But what fibs she has to listen to!

"I used to go to school with Miss Garbo. I know she'll

be glad to see me."
"Why, I'm Bobbie Stanwyck's very best friend."

"Mr. Gable and I used to play on the same ball team.
You'd better let me talk to him or he'll be awful sore."

"I'm Connie Bennett's niece from Brooklyn."
And the answer—it has to be—is always the same

:

"I'm very sorry, but we are not allowed to give out

the stars' numbers."
Speaking of fibs, there was one man who called in

who
,

actually believed his fib. He phoned the studio

demanding to be put on the wire to Robert Montgomery
at once. "Just tell Bob it's his brother," he concluded
casually.

The head operator at the board knew perfectly well

that Bob didn't have a brother, but the man sounded
so matter-of-fact that it befuddled her. The phone girl

closed her key and, over another wire, called Bob's
dressing-room.

"Nope, I haven't any brother," Bob told her.

That convinced the operator, but it did not convince
the man waiting on the outside wire.

He went into a sputter of honest indig-

nation. "I guess I ought to know
whether I'm his brother or not," he
insisted. "I was brought up in the

same house with him. We have the

same mother. I ought to know !" He
hung up, after five minutes of wasted
time, still convinced that he was Bob's
brother.

CRAZY? There are a lot of crazy
people not behind bars, maintain

the studio switchboard girls.

Years ago a man called in and asked
the operators to tell him which stars

had canaries, cats or dogs. He owned

'I'd like to give my horse

to Mr.

a pet store and wanted to give pets to any stars who
didn't already have them. Whether he was crazy or

generous or wanted to build up some good-will in the

movie colony doesn't matter. What matters is that he
was only the first with the idea. As we say, that was
years ago. Now not a day goes by but what at least

one person calls in with the same offer. If the stars

took all the pets offered them, every one of them
would have to keep a private zoo in his back yard. Nor
do these people, making such generous offers in the

matter of wild life, ever pause to think that there may
be a few stars, here and there, who don't like pets at

all.

Recently one of these offers of a pet had a heartache

behind it. A man, who evidently had seen Gary Cooper
in Westerns, called in and asked if he might speak with

him.

"I'm sorry, but we're not allowed to connect you
with the stars' dressing-rooms," came the stock answer.

There was a moment's silence. Then, "Well, will you
just take my number, please," came over the wire, in

a voice that sounded as if its owner were close to tears.

"I've got a good horse. I can't afford to feed it any

longer. I know Mr. Cooper loves horses. He'd take

care of mine and be good to it. I'd like

to give it to him."
The telephone operators are no

strangers to broken hearts. Every day
some little extra calls in to ask for Mr.
Smith, or Mr. Brown, "the director."

The operators glance through their files

of colored cards and regretfully re-

port, knowing all too well what is com-
ing, "Nobodv by that name works
here."

"But he must," comes the quaver-

ing voice. "Why, I met him at a

party last night and he told me he

was a director out there."

What tragedies of promise and de-

ception lie (Continued on page 92
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You don't have to be goofy to

be interviewed, but Bob finds

it helps a shy feller no end

MONTGOMERY,
MAD AS A MARX BROTHER

YOU'VE heard about the fish that got away. Well,

this is the interview that got away. The interview

I never got.

Here's how it happened. I went to the studio

to see Bob Montgomery. And I went to see him. And,
just for a change, I went to see him again. And he was
never there. One time he was home with a toothache.

Another time he had an "important engagement." The
third time (or maybe it was the thirty-third, I can't re-

member ! ) he slipped up and pulled the toothache story

again. Then, being naturally bright, I caught on and
knew he was dodging interviews. He's scared of them,

really.

Well, to make a long story short, I finally did get Bob.
I went to the studio when he wasn't expecting me!
There he was, sitting in an office where a friend of his

worked, twiddling his thumbs.
"Well, there you are!" I said.

He looked at me and groaned. "Here I am," he
admitted.

"Bob, you oughtn't to feel this way about having stories

written about you," I said. "Nobody's trying to bite you.

People like to read about movie actors."

"But you ask such silly questions," he protested.

"They just seem silly because you don't like to be

asked questions," I told him. "Now look. I don't think

I've ever seen a story that really got you. The Bob
Montgomery that your friends know just doesn't seem
to come out. Well, this time I'd like to get the real Bob
down on paper."

But I knew I was sunk right then, because that impish

grin spread across his snub-nosed, likable face.

"I'll tell vou the best way to get me down on paper,"
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(Above) Remember "When Ladies Meet" and the

way our Robert clowned his way through' It?

Well, he's a lot like that when he's being inter-

viewed. (Left) Bob gently razzes Madge Evans

during the filming of "Fugitive Lovers."

By CARTER BRUCE

he said. "Just get a piece of paper and glue me to it.

Then you can mail me around to people."

IT was my turn to groan. "Look, Bob, please. Now
just answer a few questions, will you?"
"Sure. The more questions, the more I'll answer."

So I got out my notebook, with all the questions neatly

written down in order. Question Number One was

:

"Bob, you don't seem to throw your money around the

way so many stars do. What do you do with it—put it

in the bank?"
"No," he replied, "I give it away. I walk down Holly-

wood Boulevard and every time I see a fire-plug, I put a

thousand-dollar-bill under it for the firemen."

"I can just see you doing it," I told him. "And if

"you're telling me to mind my own business, the reason I

asked is that you told me once you never sign checks,

that your bank signs them all."

"Oh, I'll tell you why that is," he replied. "It's be-

cause I can't write." .

I decided I had better drop the subject.

"All right," I began over again. "What sort of a home
life do you have?"

"Awful !"

"Tell me the truth, now."
"I'm telling you. Mrs. Montgomery beats me with the

poker every night. Then I beat her. We like it. We
just do it for fun. Haven't you ever noticed what a

funny-shaped head I have? That's from being pounded
with the poker."

"How am I ever to write this story, if you keep fool-

ing?" I asked in desperation.

"Who's fooling?" he (Continued on page 107)





(Above, left and right) "Morning Glory," oddly enough, was something like Katie's own story.

With Robert Young in "Trigger." (Right) Jo of "Little Women" was rather Hepburnish, too.

THE CAREER OF AN
UGLY DUCKLING
I MAY be wrong—but to my mind, the least

important element of Katharine Hepburn's
success has formed by far the largest part

of the publicity she has received in the past

year. Every newspaper reporter, each magazine
scribbler, has stressed to the breaking point the

strange, spectacular nature of the girl ; her crazy

impulses, her publicity-attracting stunts, her wild

exhibitionism.

Of course she is an exhibition-

ist! She has always been.

I'll tell you why. Because Kath-
arine was an ugly duckling. An
ugly duckling who never dreamed
she'd grow up to be the beautiful

swan she is today. She was long and leggy and

thin as a bean pole. She had innumerable freckles

and hair which was too straight and too abun-

dant and too unruly, even if it was a beautiful

color. She had to do something to make up for

her lack of beauty—to attract her share of at-

tention and admiration—didn't she ? And—to aid

and abet this natural urge—Katie was growing

up in a period when almost every girl in every

small town was an exhibitionist of sorts. One
had to be! There were always more girls than

men—at parties, everywhere. Competition was

too keen. You will remember—you girls who
are Katharine's age now—that the general feel-

ing was, "No matter what they say—no matter

how they say it—just so they talk about me!"
At the Hartford Country Club, the girl who

uttered the loudest damn was the one who natur-

ally took preeminence over the others. "Here
comes that crazy Katie Hepburn!
Mother said I wasn't to speak to

her." And of course the loud

whisper was so much meat to

eager ears, and Katie's every girl

friend envied her. The next day,

the same whisper would apply to

some other girl who had been caught necking with

a boy outside the Club during a dance. And so

it went. The movies provided the chief source

of supply for new stunts, and if this source fell

down and imagination lagged, and one's reputa-

tion threatened to quiet down to normalcy—well,

something had to be done quickly. Heroic mea-

sures were resorted to. Katie would enter the

Club with a flying start, take a running leap

across the lounge, and slide swiftly down the

long polished top of the desk on her tummy.

By BEATRICE

MAC DONALD
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You can see for yourself that the Hepburn of sixteen

would never have won any beauty prizes.

"Here comes that crazy Katie Hepburn!"

they used to say. And why did Katie

behave the way she did—the way she still

behaves? This story tells you

And then, one of her most intimate friends would pale

this stunt by appearing that very night in a snakily fasci-

nating red silk gown and smoking a cigarette in a long
holder. Competition was very keen.

KATHARIiNE was born twenty-six years ago, the

oldest of a brood of six children. One of them

—

Tom—died. She has two younger brothers, Robert and
Richard. Her two sisters—one about sixteen, and the

other fourteen—are Marion and Peggy. From her very
babyhood, she had been brought up in a household where
individualism was considered highly important, and self-

expression the natural necessity of a child's training.

The family of kids seldom, if ever, heard the customary
"don'ts" of average childhood. Mrs. Hepburn firmly be-

lieved in childhood rights, and while other mothers shook
their heads in dismal prophecy at the "new-fangled child

psychology" of Doctor Hepburn's wife, they—the children

—managed to grow up ordinary in every way except for

an unusually high intelligence rating.

Katharine grew up in the wholesome, everyday atmos-
phere of the average middle class American household.

She fought with her brothers and sisters. They played

the usual childish pranks on each other. From her two
husky brothers, Katie learned to climb trees, run, jump,
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(Right) All togged out

in best bib and tucker.

Katharine—the biggest—

has a firm grip on sister

Marion's hand. (Below)

Independence itself—at

the age of four, or

thereabouts.

skate and swim like a boy. She never walked—she

loped. Her long, lanky body grew so rapidly that her

clothes always looked too small for her. Her arms have
always been unusually long, and as a child she seemed to

take peculiar delight in using them to give grotesque

imitations of animals.

Her pet distraction—perhaps a protest against the

loneliness of her soul which no outsider was ever per-

mitted to see—was to upset a tea-party given by other

children of her own age, at which the little mothers sat

serenely aping their elders, their dolls as honored guests.

Katie would lope into the scene, swinging her arms like

a chimpanzee, and making the most hideous faces

—

stretching her wide mouth to its utmost, and often driv-

ing the other little girls into hysterics with the aptly

fitting wild animal sounds coming from her lips.

Her refuge from the world of girlhood which seemed
so prosaic—so commonplace—and so indifferent to her
own peculiar nature, was to outdo her brothers in their

athletic prowess.

From the very beginning of her life, intelligence was
stamped in her brain as a natural part of the order of
things. In the household of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hep-
burn, the mother was always active in some new form of

advancement. She took a keen interest in woman suf-

frage. A graduate of Bryn Mawr College, she led the

women of her community in progressive ideas. She
legislated for birth-control. She knew the famous women
of the country who headed movements of this and similar
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nature, and whenever a celebrated lady writer, or well

known advocate of some feminine problem came to visit

Hartford, they were always entertained at the Doctor's
house.

EVERY summer, the whole family went to the sea-

shore—to Fenwick, Connecticut. Here Katie formed
little stock companies, and charged penny admission for
the plays the child troupe put on in a barn back of the
house. It was as natural for her to act the part of the

Beast in "Beauty and the Beast," as it was for one of
the curly-haired girls of her own age to play the more
alluring character of Beauty.
As she grew older, her interest in the movies became

deeper and more intense, and every penny she could scrape

together went to pay for this delight or the purchase of
screen magazines. She knew all the stars so well—every-
thing that wras written about her favorites was so eagerly

absorbed—that if she had been suddenly transported into

the house of a Beverly Hills dweller, she could have found
her way around the place with the utmost ease—and
would have startled the owner with the intimate details

of his own life.

But—movies or no movies—education formed the most
important part of the Hepburn background, and Katie
had to go to school. She graduated from the Oxford
School—the leading temple of learning for girls in Hart-
ford in 1924. Her brothers entered other schools, taking
preparatory courses for Harvard at which place both
now enjoy student life. Of course, Katharine had to be
sent to Bryn Mawr where her mother had studied, and
in the fall of 1924, she found herself a freshman in that

classic female training camp.
One of the most vivid memories her friends and con-

temporaries at that time have of the now famous star

is the passionate longing which even then she had for the

stage. Katie was never offered the opportunity to act in

the local "amateur theatricals" put on by the younger
generation during school holidays. And how she loved
to act ! But her appearance was decidedly against her.

Any part in the production would be utterly unsuited to

her thin, long body. She couldn't play the role of the
heroine—she was far too homely. She couldn't act any
of the other girl parts—she was either too tall—too un-
gainly—or too individual in appearance.
As she stood in the dressing-room watching a friend

put on the grease-paint with hands that trembled from
nervousness, Katie would (Continued on page 106)



Left are three

beautiful rea-

sons why Max
Baer loves a

piano. Kay
Francis is seeing

New York night

life and, despite

her matrimonial

split-up, seems

to enjoy herself.

Phillips Holmes

arrives in town

enroute to

Europe.

Acme Photos

NEW YEAR'S EVE must come
at least 365 nights a year for

Max Baer. No one but Fifi

D'Orsay and millionaire playboys have
quite as much fun as our Maxie. For
all the world's a stage or a prize ring

or a night club to the pugilistic sheik.

And, at the moment, it's the last-named.

The big, good Baer made such a hit

in "The Prizefighter and the Lady" that

lie landed himself a Master of Cere-

monies job in Broadway's Cafe de

Paree. This is one of the swankier
night spots of New York. Our boy
friend Maxie, who can fashion an ascot

scarf from a Turkish towel and hirt

with two blondes while knocking out a

contender, is there to provide "witty
chatter and snappy sayings." He does.

He's completely surrounded by cover
charges and chorines. And can he take
it ? Don't anticipate us ! And can he
give it? Even Schmeling knows that!

sfs

Anyway, Kay Francis, most recent
of Hollywood's "friendly separaters,"
likes to book herself a ringside table

when she's in Gotham, as does Nancy
Carroll, Colleen Moore and Irene
Dunne. In fact, every star who visits

the big town takes a look at the Empire
State Building, the Aquarium and
Maxie's night club.

Yes, Mr. Baer has just about every-
thing but Edna Dunham, who goes to
Phil Plant all wrapped up in gold tissue
and legal knots very shortly. Of
course, Max announced his engagement
to the lady, but somehow she just didn't
get around to accepting him.

Well, never mind Maxie. there's

always Hollywood, Camera, cauliflower

ears and big cash prizes.

A BLIZZARD and Katharine Hep-
burn in "The Lake" arrived in

old New York at the same time. No
connection, of course, except this time

Katie didn't have to arrange for the

spectacle herself. The weather man
came through like the proverbial mil-

lion dollars—or at least that's what it

cost the city.

It's a moot question whether the

Hepburn—who has a string of accom-
plishments to her credit, ranging from
shooting to stardom after one picture to

pulling RKO out of the red—clicked on
what was billed as her "triumphant re-

turn to the stage."

Some say, yes ; the meanies say, per-

haps and Walter Winched reports "Me
No Lake." Be that as it may, Katie
drew a crowd that would make the mob
scene from "Julius Caesar" look like

a small gathering. You never saw so

much sable and ermine and movie stars

and Broadway first-nighters "gathered

under one roof

!

Miss Hepburn had the wisdom to put

$10,000 of her own cash into the pro-

duction and the temerity to cast the

play with such time-tested troupers as

Blanche Bates and Frances Starr, who
drew large audiences when she was in

rompers toddling around Hartford.

However, Katie rated an ovation, a

corsage of gardenias and enough money
to buy blue denim for some snappy
spring overalls. Yes, we're afraid la

Hepburn is a success and, as the old

adage says, there's nothing succeeds

like" it.

And while RKO's favorite child

gathered unto herself laurels and shek-

els, "Queen Christina," the great

Garbo's latest picture, drew an enor-

mous crowd around the corner at the

Astor Theater.

After combing the celluloid fields

more or less thoroughly, the New York
public evidently decided that there is

only one Greta and, indeed, there is.

The Swedish lady is more thrilling

than an adventure story and bravos

(Continued on page 86)
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George Raft and Carole

Lombard doing the

"Raftero," a dance cre-

ation invented by

Ceorgie himself. You'll

see it in "Bolero."

(Below) Well, anyway,

Cary Grant and Virginia

Cherrill talk it over. To

wed, or not to wed,

seems to be the question.

Master Cary has been

very sick.

when a very smartly gowned Greta
showed up for lunch with Rouben
Mamoulian. She wore a black suit,

a small black hat with a veil and over
her arm were two stunning silver fox
furs.

Such goings-on from the lonely

Swede are too much—much too

much.

MAE WEST most certainly

"was an angel" to various

charity organizations during the

holidays. Mae has been offered

$5,000 for a single radio appearance
and turned it down because, in her

own lingo, "I gotta be seen to be

appreciated."

When a charity institution went on
the air recently, Mae offered her

services gratis in order to plug the

worthwhile propaganda.
Next to Marion Davies, whose

charities are innumerable, Mae rates

tops with the local institutions.

NOW that Ginger Rogers is forg-

ing to the front of the movie
ranks she is dissatisfied with her

name. That is, she doesn't consider

the moniker, Ginger, sufficiently

dignified and dramatic for her future

screen career. As she says, "Ginger

is all right for a comedienne, but is

hardly appropriate for an actress who
hopes to become identified with dra-

THIS month Garbo has been

cutting Hollywood capers

and doing all sorts of un-

Garbolike things.

First, she showed up at a beauty

parlor and said she wanted her hair

"dressed for evening!" The girls at

the desk were so dazed they hardly

knew what they were about. She

arrived at the busiest time without

an appointment, and while they had

no intention of making her wait long,

it was necessary to get one of those

unimportant heads from under the

dryer before Greta could be worked

in. When she said she would wait,

they nearly fell backward.

Picture, then, Greta Garbo sitting

"up front" looking at a movie maga-
zine waiting to have her hair frizzed.

Rouben Mamoulian, what have you
done to our Greta

!

nriHE second Garbo shock of the

J. month was the Swede's attend-

ance at both of the theatre previews

of "Queen Christina." At the last

preview, the theatre projectionist

must have been so excited at unreel-

ing the film for the star herself, that

he went haywire and got it so balled

tip they had to stop the showing right

in the middle.

THE third and final voltage oc-

curred at the Hotel Ambassador

Acme

THEY ARE MARRIED
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AH the latest in-

timate gossip straight from

the camera coast

matic characterizations."

They say Ginger rather has her

heart set on the name Gloria. Well,

that would save changing the mono-
grams on her lingerie, anyway.

WITH the possible exception of

Joan Crawford, no girl in

Hollywood has know the bitter, de-

feated, cruel childhood that was Jean

Parker's. Yet, something has sur-

vived those dark years and that is her

romance with Pancho Lucas, sweet-

heart of her "little girl days." Now
that Jean is on top of the heap, she is

doing all in her power to promote a

screen career for Pancho. Success

crowned her efforts when M-G-M
cast him in "Viva Villa" with Wally

Beery.

HAVE you been going around

humming "Have You Ever

Seen a Dream Walking?"
Believe it or not, but nobody else

but Ginger Rogers is responsible for

the success of this song.

Ginger was supposed to sing a

song called "Gypsy Lover" during

the romantic interludes of "Sitting

Pretty," but she had heard a new
little ditty "something about a

dream" fresh off the piano of the

composer and not yet published, and

had her heart set on singing it. The
New York execs said, "No." Ginger

International

THEY ARE TWICE WED

put her foot down and finally they

gave in. Now they are selling ten

thousand copies of the sheet music
daily in New York alone.

/^LARK GABLE'S latest en-

V^/ thusiasm is horse racing. His
tzvo-year-older "Beverly Hills" made
her first appearance on Nczv Year's

Day at Caliente.

RECENTLY, when Joan Blondell

was too sick to go to the studio

to emote, the crew packed up their

equipment and moved into Joan's

bedroom. It was the only shot needed
to complete the picture and luckily

it was a bedside scene. Still very

weak, and many pounds lighter, Joan

Scott

LUPE MEETS MAMA W*

(Reading up) Charles Beahan and

Sydney Fox liked their first wed-

ding so much that they decided

to celebrate their first anniversary

by having another—wedding, of

course. And (center) Mama
Weissmuller, son and wife Lupe.

Doesn't Lupe look sedate? The

Tom Meighans entertain lovely

Diana Wynyard at the Cocoanut

Grove (top picture).

Scott

AT THE GROVE

did her stuff with plenty of realism.

BECAUSE he was too bashful,

an extra muffed a chance for a

big break. The director picked him
from the ranks because of his doggy
dress and seemingly suave manner-
isms for a close-up bit with Sally

Rand, hotsy cafe dancer. He was
instructed to stick a roll of bills into

her stocking (just above the knee)
and say coolly, "There you are

darling
!"

After many retakes, during which
the "man-of-the-world" perspired

profusely, the director dismissed him
on the ground that he was too nerv-

ous for the part.

SALLY RAND isn't like most gals

who, after struggling for years
to keep the wolf from the door,

plunge into an orgy of spending the

minute they get an income. Instead,

Sally is taking the dough she has
earned from her famous fan dance
and invested it all in a modest little

orange ranch on the outskirts of Los
Angeles. "If the wolf should hap-
pen by niy way again," says she, "I'll

at least have a place to live—fans or

no fans
!"

E> UDY VALLEE'S dog "Windy"
xV doesn't think much of the'

Hollywood pooches. The first day
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. . . Maybe Katharine Hepburn wasn't

so generous to give that "grand"

Srott

(Reading Down) Mike Levee had a

party. Well, everybody does. See

if you can find Fredric March,

Michael Farmer, Harold Lloyd and

Doug, Jr. Randy Scott, Paul Lukas

and Dennis King return from a trip

abroad. Mary Brian, Colleen Moore,

Hedda Hopper and Dick Powell

met at tea recently. And this group

all broadcast recently. John Boles,

Jeanette MacDonald, Clark Cable

and Jean Harlow. But then, of

course, you know 'em.

he was here he entered into a hair-

raising battle with Jeanette Mac-
Donald's "Captain" when the two
met in a very ritzy hotel lobby. It

took a police squad to separate them.

The following day out at the Fox lot,

he picked a fight with a director's

Scottish terrier. But Windy has yet

to prove himself a champ. Both
times it was a draw.

GEORGE O'BRIEN was so

tickled with the new suits his

tailor made up for him in a jiffy just

before Christmas that, wishing to

show his appreciation, he told the

little man if he had any kids he'd

like to give them something for

Christmas.

"Sure I got kids," said the seam-
ster. There's little Reuben, Herman,
Isabel, Isaac . . .

George was beginning to get

weak.
".

. . and Samuel, Aaron, Sarah,

the twins and . .
."

But he never got to finish,

had swooned.
George

EDWARD EVERETT HOR-
ton and Edna May Oliver were

discussing a well known actor who
has suffered an increase of hat size

as the result of recent success.

"I never saw such a man," ex-

claimed Miss Oliver. "He won't
work more than four hours a day.

He has to have everything just so.

He's certainly a candidate for the

NRA. Why, that man already is

working under a great big eagle."

"Big what?" asked Horton.
"Eagle."

"Oh, I thought you said Ego."

^"r^ HE ladies will have a treat when
jl they view Norma Shearer's pic-

ture "Rip Tide." For weeks Adrian

has been designing creations for the
star to wear which are said to be so
advanced in style that they will posi-

tively startle the world. The studio
is very secretive about it all, refusing
to give out even a hint as to what
trend the fashions will follow.

The difficulty Adrian has come
across so far is that the models,
which were originally supposed to be
for Norma exclusively, made the
other costumes look so dated and
passe that he now has to "dress"
the entire cast, including extras, in

the new mode.
Incidentally, Lilyan Tashman plays

Norma's sister in the picture. Now
Lil has long held the record for being
the best-dressed woman in pictures,

so everyone's holding his breath.

There's sure to be an explosion soon.

WARNER BROTHERS don't

want Dick Powell to get mar-
ried . . . and how they don't

!

They're trying to get him to put it

on paper and promise he won't hie

himself altarward, at least until his

contract has expired.

Dick says he doesn't mind waiting
a year, but the idea is not at all popu-
lar with several cinema debutantes.

Mary Brian, for instance, says,

"It's a great idea—if it works."

THE meanie old gossips have it

that there is a little story back of

that $1,000 check sent by Katharine
Hepburn to the Community Chest
before she departed for New York.

It seems that Katharine had one
day's overtime work to be done on
"Trigger." For this little service she

asked, and received, the sum of

$10,000. The only catch was that

la Hepburn was to donate $1,000 of

this amount to some local charity.

They say Hepburn first held out

for the $10,000 clear and thought the

studio should donate the $1,000 to

charity. But she was finally made
to see the light.

Then, the other side of the story

is that Hepburn voluntarily offered

to make the donation. That's the

story that comes out of the publicity

department and it's the one we'd like

to believe.

w S. VAN DYKE, M-G-M
director, has a good memory.

Last Christmas, John Miljan

bought a dilapidated T-Model Ford
and had it delivered Christmas

morning to the lawn of Van Dyke's
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home in Hollywood.
This Christmas, as a gag, one of

Van's friends mailed invitations to

every member of the movie colony to

a Christmas party at Van's home.
Acceptances poured in, much to

Van's surprise, but he was determined

to see it through.

In the meantime, he purchased a

run-down fifty-passenger bus from a

transportation company and had it

deposited on the front lawn of

Miljan's home.
But his chuckling was short-lived.

Miljan showed up at Van's party

with the bus filled to capacity—fifty

in all

!

SAW Ann Harding and her daugh-
ter lunching in Sardi's the other

noontime and all those meanies who
used to claim that Ann was a "dowdy
dresser" should have seen her this

day. The small green felt hat she

wore was one of the brand new "turn

back off the face models," extraordi-

narily becoming to Ann's classic

profile. Her tailored suit was also

green, and the scarf at her neck was
a silvery grey fastened with a green
pin. But even more important was
the evidence of carefully applied

make-up on her face. There was
a time when Ann "never used a
thing," but apparently those days are

over. The lady looked grand.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.,
has gone on record as stating,

"There is no one I admire more than
Franchot Tone." Mr. Tone, you will

recall, is Doug's ex-wife's present

fiance.

Wonder how it happens then, that

Doug and Franchot were both shop-
ping in the commissary of the popu-
lar Vendome cafe the other day
without speaking to one another.
Of course there was another cus-
tomer in the shop, too, so perhaps
they didn't see one another in the
"crowd."

rr^HE Vendome was the scene of

JL another amusing highlight of the
Hollywood month.

In a conspicuous booth in the
front of the cafe the Countess di

Frasso was lunching with a woman
friend. Directly across from her sat
Lupe Velez being interviewed by a
newspaper woman.
A newsy stuck his head in the door,

yelling: "Gary Cooper marries

(Reading down) A new hot romance

is Busby Berkley's and Merr^a

Kennedy's. They're oh, so-o happy!

And more good news is that of

Maureen O'Sullivan's recovery. No
more appendix trouble now!

Margaret Sullavan recently landed in

California by boat and is all set for

her next picture. And— guess?

Joan and Franchot Tone again with

the latter looking adoringly, as usual,

upon his sweet'n-heart'n.

Sandra Shaw in New York. Read
about it. Read about it."

Neither of the ladies looked up

—

and neither bought a newspaper.

DON'T be surprised if trouble

breaks out in a fresh place be-

tween James Cagney and the Warner
Brothers Studio.

Jimmy was pretty upset when he

noticed the Warner Theatre in Holly-
wood had billed Joan Blondell's name
above his in "Footlight Parade."
What's more he engaged a camera-
man to photograph the "evidence" of

his breach of contract which stipu-

lates "no one shall be billed before
Cagney."

IT is no secret that Lilian Harvey
is not the musical comedy sensa-

tion she was expected to be. For
some reason the beautiful Lilian just

hasn't clicked in either "My Weak-
ness," or "My Lips Betray." Some
people attribute this to the fact that

Janet Gaynor "beat her at her own
game" in "Adorable." Others insist

the continental star "tries too hard"
before the camera and this effort to

succeed makes her work seem stilted.

It was no surprise when Lilian and
the Fox company began to have dif-

ficulties. The latest feud developed
over Lilian's role in Rudy Vallee's

picture. Lilian contends the part was
so unimportant it was insulting and
so she walked out. But now that

Rudy's girl friend, Alice Faye, has
been cast in the Harvey role you hear
reports that the part is being "built

up" to almost co-starring propor-
tions. Is this the "freeze-out" for

Lilian or not ?

MORE GOSSIP ON PAGE 78



(Above) Miss Pi'ckford as "Rosi'ta" and left, with Buddy Rogers,

her rumored beau. (Opposite) Douglas Fairbanks in faraway

St. Moritz—and his wife as the heroine of "Secrets."

WHILE you arose luxuriously late Christmas
morning and leisurely untied holly-decked
packages and deplored the fact that Aunt
Emma could always be depended upon to give

something of which you already had plenty, Mary Pick-

ford prepared to play five shows at the Paramount
Theater in New York City.

And as you carelessly threw caloric discretion to the

winds and passed your plate again and later rhumba-d
your way through a festive evening, America's Sweet-
heart sat in a whitewashed dressing-room waiting to be
called for her fifth performance Christmas day.

For, even as the world and his wife decides to call

a holiday once in a while, Mary Pickford, possessor of
millions, a veritable female Croesus, elects to work.
As a child, work to her was a dire necessity; as a girl,

it became a well-established habit; as a young married
woman, it represented the thrill of achievement; and
now, as a matron standing on the brink of divorce ac-

companied by disillusionment and a sense of futility, it

appears as a boomerang. For Mary Pickford's capacity

for accomplishment has struck deep at the roots of what
might have been her happiness. It is responsible for

her inability to play, to enjoy leisure, to make a success

of her marriage.

That last, to the Pickford devotees, seems like a sweep-
ing statement, for they will tell you—and rightly so

—

that in matters matrimonial Our Mary turned her cheek

until she no longer could with any semblance of pride.

She bent backwards in attempting to recapture the feel-

ing Douglas Fairbanks once held for her. But it seems

to be just another case of locking the stable after the
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At forty Our Mary faces disillusionment and divorce. And, as

usual, there's a woman to blame. But not the one you think

horse is gone. For, years ago when her husband had
taken all Hollywood could possibly offer—fame and
money and social position of a sort, and a little more of

each—he was ready to pull up stakes. Enough to

Douglas Fairbanks was slightly better than a feast.

At the time, he urged his beautiful wife to call it a day
cinematically, but Miss Pickford pleaded for "just a

little while longer." And, to compromise, suggested

that he take his next trip abroad alone. This, in view
of the fact that it amounted to almost a boast at Pick fair

that its owners never even danced save with each other.

CLOSE friends, realizing Mary's devotion and
generosity to Doug, tried to point out that sepa-

ration might mean the beginning of an estrangement, a
gap in their lives that one day could not be bridged.

But Miss Pickford, self-confident, a little autocratic and
terrifically ambitious favored her even-then waning
career.

Mary Pickford, undoubtedly, was the greatest per-

sonality the screen has ever seen. Her potent charm has
always outweighed her histrionic ability. Her celluloid

child sufferings touched a responsive chord in the hearts

of the world. But when Our Mary grew up, her career

began to hit the skids.

"Rosita," one of her earliest adult roles, did not come
under the head of dramatic achievements. She made a
pretty mediocre "Coquette" and a rather deplorable
"Kiki." But pride and the insatiable desire for work kept
her going and even after the first attempt at "Secrets"
was shelved—at a breath-takingly stupendous cost even
in an industry where money is thrown about recklessly

—Miss Pickford began on it again. The picture, finally

released, received but fair appraisal.

Meanwhile, the host of Pickfair was going places and
seeing things. Foreign cities, big game hunts, titled

ladies. And, ironically enough, Mr. Fairbanks' penchant
for royalty was born and fostered in Beverly Hills.

Literally, lords, dukes and even a prince or two were
entertained at Pickfair. And Mary Pickford arranged
it all.

She also arranged, in the early years of their marriage,

that her leading-man husband be given a nice section of

the United Artists lot for his productions, and, as the

connubial bliss continued, Miss Pickford gradually took

less and Mr. Fairbanks more of the space and privileges

in the great organization. She wished it that way, for it

was just another proof of her love and loyalty.

Mary has always wanted to do things in the right way,
being fundamentally a stickler for good taste, ever ready

to sacrifice fun to form. Whenever there was a tea

thrown at Pickfair, one instinctively knew it meant
Orange Pekoe with nary a potato chip in sight to en-

courage a thirst. For the hostess respected and liked

convention. It contrasted with her early gypsy-like

theatrical life, an era fraught with hard work and sacrifice

during which she figured as the bread-winner for her
family. Hard work that later could not enlist the interest

of her brother Jack in the career she planned for him,

nor induce her sister Lottie to divert her energy into

profitable channels. Hard work that built the barrier

between her and Doug.
Arid even when the barrier had been erected, Mary

could not, and would not believe it. ( Continued on page 117)
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WHY MEN FALL FOR
WHEN "the girls" get together in Hollywood,

one of the favorite topics of conversation is,

"But, my dear, how does she do it? Really,

aren't men fools—falling for that baby stare

and that Southern accent."

The "she" referred to is Miriam Hopkins, most arch of

charmers, most subtle of allurers. And you wouldn't sus-

pect that she has the ability to make men get all flustered

and jittery—just to look at her. She is pretty, yes, but

certainly her beauty is not nearly so lush and lavish as

that of lots of the stars. And it is an actual fact that

Anita Loos fired her from her play, "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes," because her eyes weren't big enough.

That girl knows how to get her man. And the other

girls don't know how she does it. When a certain director

fell hard for her his wife said, "I don't understand it.

Why, he actually thinks she's a little innocent ingenue."

Yet when that connoisseur of glamor, Cecil B. De
Mille, was asked for his choice of the most glamorous

lady of all the Hollywoodians, his answer was—and did

it burn up the other women !
—"Miriam Hopkins. Because

she is subtle. Because she wears her glamor almost un-
consciously like a rich cloak which she knows she has a
right to wear."
And there you have some diversified opinions about

Mariam Hopkins. Truly, she does know how to make
men fall in love with her. And. truly, every time a ro-

mance has been brought to an end, it is Miriam who has
done the breaking-off. So what of the girl herself? What
is she really like and what makes her tick?

I. for one, am not baffled by her seductive abilities. I

think when one analayzes her it is all plain enough. She
was born in Bainbridge, Georgia, and even as a child with
long, golden curls the boys carried her books home from
school and willingly deposited their treasures—bits of
string, marbles and broken pocket-knives—into her little

white hands. There is something about long, golden curls

that gives a girl the confidence and self-assurance that she

is able to keep for the rest of her life.

Now—in her late twenties—she has more than just

Like a certain other Hopkins, all the lads find Miriam too, too fascinating
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By KATHERINE w m
ALBERT

golden curls. With a curiously clear-eyed outlook on life

she inspires men to friendship. They are taken off guard
by the fact that she seems to be such a wonderful pal (she

plays tennis, swims and rides horseback). Furthermore,
she has a remarkable self-sufficiency, a capacity for being
alone which prompts them to think, "Now here is a girl

that one can be safe with, a good friend, a fine scout, a

woman with every feminine charm but with the intelli-

gence and outlook of a man."
Before they know it, the poor darlings have fallen head

over heels in love with her and are begging her to marry
them. This transition from friendship to love is not done
by means of trickery but simply with her natural graces,

the subtle quality of her face—a face where the mouth
seems to be smiling and the eyes serious, calm and clear,

with just the faintest trace of the sardonic in them. The
men experience the vague feeling that she has not always
been happy and that in spite of the fact that she and
Austin Parker remain the best of friends, now that they
are separated, that there must be something in her life

Is it that Southern accent? Is it that

which she wants to forget. They feel that they are the

ones to make her do that forgetting.

THEN, of course, there is the matter of her adopted
child. Surely, they figure, any busy woman who

would undertake the rearing of a baby (he was only six

days old when she adopted him) must be starved for

mother love, must want to have babies of her own.
Miriam is a girl of many moods. Not long ago she said

to me, "I'm in sort of a transition period now. I don't

know what I believe. The things about which I was so

definite a year or so ago I'm definite about no longer."

Men sense in Miriam some wild, free spirit. She is a
creature of impulse, as witness her mania for renting

houses, equipping them, hiring servants and then giving

them up and moving to another place.

When she first moved to Hollywood she chose Garbo's
one-time home. She left that for an apartment and then

moved to Bel-Air. Not so long ago she came to New
York to do a play. At one of the (Continued on page 118)

head of golden curls? This tells you
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Greta Garbo and John Gilbert

make "Queen Christina" one of

the year's distinguished pictures.

•• SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED
• RECOMMENDED

QUEEN CHRISTINA
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER)

Greta Garbo, John Gilbert, Lewis
Stone, Elizabeth Young, lan Keith.

"TRIUMPH FOR GARBO! One of
*• the great pictures of the past few

years, this historical epic makes a sus-

tained drive for artistry. Besides, we
have Garbo and Gilbert together again
•—with Gilbert very good, indeed. But
you know how it is when there has
been a lot of criticism? You look for

faults.

One of the best scenes discloses

Dolores Del Rio and Gene
Raymond in "Flying Down to Rio."
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Garbo, travelling as a man, and stop-

ping at a wayside inn, there to be placed

in the same room with a nobleman
from Spain (Gilbert) because all other

rooms are occupied. (No reason to

censor and every reason to try.) One
does not resent the situation because it

is so beautifully handled.

The picture is an unending series of

exceptional scenes, packed with fine

characterizations and good direction. A
triumph for Garbo, a comeback for

Gilbert with an orchid apiece for

Messrs. Stone and Keith. The produc-
tion is in a class by itself, so you cannot
afford to miss it.

Tullio Carminati, Franchot Tone

and La Bennett in "Moulin Rouge."

•• MOULIN ROU6E
(20TH CENTURY)

Constance Bennett, Franchot Tone,
Tullio Carminati, Russ Colombo.

BENNETT SCORES ! Indeed this is

about the best picture Connie has
ever made, which is praise aplenty. The
heroine is a stage-struck wife, which
husband Franchot does not like. How-
ever, a little thing like that doesn't stop

her. She heads for the footlights

Paul Lukas and Elissa Landi appear

together in "By Candlelight."



in brunette disguise and, of course,

makes good.

Connie sings well, dances beautifully

and dresses stunningly—and her hus-

band, not knowing who she is, falls for

her. In the end he claims he knew
her all the time, which statement per-

plexes la Bennett considerably. (Shades
of "The Guardsman.")

See this picture by all means. Mr.
Tone becomes better in each new pro-

duction and Russ Columbo warbles a

tune or two.

• BELOVED
(UNIVERSAL)

John Boles and Gloria Stuart.

T ADIES, PREPARE ! This will give
' you what you want in the way of

heart throbs. We follow John Boles,

a composer, and Gloria Stuart, his wife,

through an entire lifetime. After they

have struggled for years, their adopted
son makes a hit with the Paul White-
man type of composing, which Boles

(an old man now) claims has been
lifted from his symphony.
The incidental music is by Victor

Schertzinger and its loveliness will

haunt you long after you have left the

theater. See this one and weep.

• FLYING DOWN TO RIO
(RKO)

Dolores Del Rio, Gene Raymond,
Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire.

TUST MIDDLIN' GOOD. This one
is about an orchestra leader (Gene

Raymond) who is always losing jobs

because of his penchant for lovely la-

dies. He eventually gets around to

Dolores Del Rio, promptly falls for her
charms and as promptly finds himself

among the vast army of the unem-
ployed. Hearing of a job in Rio, he
grabs Dolores aboard a plane and they
become stranded on an island near the

landing field.

Ginger Rogers sings and Fred As-
taire dances—and very nicely, too

—

and the picture is punctuated with
catchy tunes. While it is not exactly

tops insofar as musicals go, you're apt

to get a bang out of it. And the Del
Rio gal is surely sumpin' to look at.

Gene Raymond and Lilian Harvey

in a new musical, "I Am Suzanne."

• BY CANDLELIGHT
(UNIVERSAL)

Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas, Nils Asther.

TTERY GOOD: You will enjoy every
' moment of this picture. It's a huge
masquerade party, set in Vienna and
Monte Carlo, in which Miss Landi,

the maid in the house, decides to be the

mistress for a few days. The butler

(Paul Lukas) tries his hand at being
master and the real prince (Nils As-
ther) getting into the spirit of the

thing, plays his own butler.

-A TOUR OF
TODAY'S
TALKIES

By WALTER
RAMSEY

The cast and story are far better than
the direction, which makes the picture

just miss being excellent. It is the type

of story that requires subtlety and deft-

ness in making the clever situations un-
ravel the idea. Individual perform-
ances are pretty swell and you are

scheduled for several good laughs.

MASSACRE
(WARNERS)

Richard Barthelmess and Ann Dvorak.

PRETTY FAIR. You might like it.

The story is rather slender and the

Richard Barthelmess and Ann
Dvorak in a scene from "Massacre."

theme rather depressing, which does not

exactly make for entertainment. Bar-
thelmess gives a good performance as

the Indian boy who leaves the reserva-

tion to become a swaggering, conceited

performer at the World's Fair.

When he eventually returns to the

reservation, which is overridden with
crime, he does an about-face and tries

to help his own people. Ann Dvorak
is adequate as an Indian girl. The
youngsters will undoubtedly think they

should see this, but we cannot recom-
mend it to them.

I AM SUZANNE
(FOX)

Lilian Harvey and Gene Raymond.

PAIRLY GOOD-SIZED CHEERS.
Yes, this picture is better than the

usual run, a different sort of musical

and one you will maybe enjoy. Lilian

Harvey lives up to her European repu-

tation with an appealing, emotional per-

formance as the dancer whose career

is halted by an accident. Befriended

by a puppet master, she falls in love.

Puppeteer Gene Raymond is too shy to

mention his love and Lil thinks he
cares only for the puppets ! Drama is

high in the scene where her jealous

rage makes her shoot one of the puppet
dolls through the heart. We like Ray-
mond more each time and Harvey is

making us wonder why her success has
been so luke-warm.

CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE
(UNIVERSAL)

June Knight, Lew Ayres, Alice White,
Alan Dinehart.

NOTHING SENSATIONAL. This
little film rolls along at a pretty

fast clip. It's another bus yarn with an
exciting murder and crash in the finale.

June Knight (you'll like her) is on her

way to California because of marvel-

ous pictures painted by villain Alan
Dinehart. Lew Ayres follows June,

much smitten. Minna Gombell is Dine-

hart's wife and helps the situation by
keeping an eye on him, and Alice White
is the hitch-hiker who gets a lift. This

is the most believable bus picture of the

month—with more to come, we hear.

John Boles and Gloria Stuart co-

star in "Beloved." Ver' sad.
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(Left) Roscoe Karns, Irene

Franklin and Otto Kruger

appear in "Women in His

Life." (Right) "Jimmy and

Sally" brings a new team,

James Dunn and Claire

Trevor, to the screen,

(Below) Zasu Pitts and Will

Rogers combine to give you

lots of of laugh in "Mr.

Skitch."

THE SHAKEDOWN
(WARNERS)

Bette Davis, Ricardo Cortes, Charles

Farrell.

GOOD CAST WASTED. It is

really a shame to put such a fine

group of players in a yarn so undenia-

bly trite. The story is about a cut-

rate drug racketeer (Ricardo Cortez)

who uses a dumb chemist to make up
inferior products which he sells under

standard labels. All goes well until

Chemist Charlie Farrell's wife ( Bette

Davis) and his baby fall victims of the

bad remedies.

• JIMMY AND SALLY
(FOX)

James Dunn and Claire Trevor.

T AUGHS GALORE. Yes, ladies and
' gentlemen, this is a cute, fast-

moving little comedy and a pleasant en-

tertainment. Sally Eilers, however,
was wise to turn it down. Yet, even
though it wouldn't have clone her any
particular good, it does plenty for

Claire Trevor. She certainly has a lot

of what's-its-name. Jimmy Dunn is the

publicity man for a meat company and
Claire is his secretary as well as his in-

spiration until Harvey Stephens steps

in and almost grabs her. Adults and
youngsters alike will enjoy this one.

THE WOMEN IN HIS LIFE
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER)
Otto Kruger, Isabel Jewell, Una

Mcrkel.

UARD TO TAKE. It's that old,

* * familiar story about the criminal

lawyer and his women and doesn't com-
pare with the best of this type. How-
ever, it has its moments. Poor Otto
Kruger wanders around in cemeteries

in the driving rain, has races with death

and his slow marches down the "last

mile" are typical of the old silent days.

However, when they give Kruger a

chance (such as the sickbed scenes and
his convalescence) he puts his heart

into it and his swell acting triumphs.

Isabel Jewel is good in a sympathetic

role and Una Merkel and Roscoe Karns
take expert care of the laughs. We'd
like to see Irene Franklin some more.
She was fine as the husband-shooting
lady in deesa peecture.
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COIHC HOLLYWOOD
(METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER)

Marion Davies and Bing Crosby.

lV/riDDLING MUSICAL. They had
a tough time dragging in the ex-

planation of such gorgeous clothes for

"poor girl" Marion Davies—and the

story was kind of hokey and Bing
Crosby steals whatever., there is—but
aside from that, a good time was had
by all. It's a little ditty about a gal

(Marion) who falls in love with a

radio crooner's voice (Crosby's) and
follows him to Hollywood, only to

(strange, unusual plot) get the star's

role in ;his picture. There are a couple
of good tunes, too. We've never seen
Marion look so beautiful, but whether
it was the exceptional camera work or

the fact that the cast of young ladies

chosen to surround the star were so

ivcll chosen, we couldn't quite figure.

Elaborate production and good en-

semble numbers plus Bing's warbling
make this worth your money.

• MR* SKITCH
(FOX)

Will Rogers, Zasu Pitts.

(~X)MEDY and tears. Yes, the Fox^ Studio certainly rings the bell with
this combination. It's funny that Will
and Zasu haven't been thought of be-

fore. This opus concerns itself with
the "repression" and how Will has to

sell the furniture and pile Zasu, the

twins, daughter Rochelle Hudson, a son

and the dog into the rambling family
vehicle and start out "traveling." Their
destination is California, but there are

several auto-camps, laughs and tears

before they get there. We laughed at

Florence Desmond and her imitations

and loved Rogers in this human, natu-

ral role. Let's have more with Zasu
Pitts and Will. The youngsters will

love it, too.

• MISS FANE'S BABY IS

STOLEN
(PARAMOUNT)

Dorothea Wieck, Alice Brady, Baby
LeRoy, Jack LaRue.

VERY GOOD. Dealing with the

timely topic of the kidnapping

racket, this offering includes a fine

story and grand acting. It may leave

you a little limp—memories being mem-
ories—but we want you to see it. Dor-
othy Wieck is still a bit cold as the

movie star whose baby is stolen, but

Alice Brady has warmth enough for

both of them, as she gives a grand per-

formance of the simple soul (with a

brood of children) who rescues the

stolen baby and has a big moment as

she rides into town with motor-cop es-

cort. A good scene is the one in the

kidnapper's shack when Baby LeRoy
listens to his mother's voice over the

radio. We defy John Barrymore to do
the scene better. Jack LaRue and Dor-
othy Burgess click as "snatchers" and
Spanky is adorable. We recommend
this one highly . . . better see it

!

BOMBAY MAIL
(UNIVERSAL)

Edmund Lowe, Shirley Grey, Ferdi-
nand Gottschalk.

MAYBE we're fed up but anyway,
it didn't click with us. Too many

people bobbing in and out, confusing,

and the plot didn't have much chance
against it. Eddie Lowe, as the Inspec-
tor who tosses off the not-so-wisecracks

isn't up to par. Shirley Grey is the

gal and Ferdinand Gottschalk gets
murdered while Hedda Hopper, his

wife, stands by. Onslow Stevens is the

suspect. You have to be very hot for

mysteries to go for this one.

(Continued on page 120)



(Above) Li'l Tashman (snapped with

Dolores Del Ri'o and spouse Eddie Lowe)

went haywire on that hat. (Right)

Loretta Young has to be coaxed to pose

with sisters Sally Blane and Polly Ann.

WANT to know what this page
is all about ? Well, listen :

Each month, we shall pick

out—from the pictures which
we see and from the news which our
spies gather for us—various things

which we no likee. It may be a bit of

ham acting from a player who should

know better. It may be a bad boner in

direction. And then again, it may have
nothing to do with any movie— it may
point out, instead, some ungracious or

just-too-simply-ridik action on the part

of one of your favorites.

It's all in a spirit of fun—with malice

toward none (not much, anyway). And
if you would like to join in the merri-

ment—why, come ahead. Send your
contributions to The Booby Prize,

Modern Screen Magazine, 149 Madi-
son Avenue, New York, N. Y.

• A large, ancient umbrella goes to

Greta Garbo as a booby prize—for ap-

pearing tzvice in the lobby of the ex-

clusive Ambassador Hotel, wearing
raincoat and galoshes—when it 'wasn't

raining ! Was she trying to disappoint

the tourists ?

• To Lew Ayres, we present a slightly

used copy of Casanova for consistently

trying to date a cute little gal in a local

stationery shop—who wouldn't even give

him a tumble.

• Dareos gets a textbook on astrology

for predicting "no marriage" for Gary
Cooper in the February Modern
Screen.

• Will Hays gets one year's subscrip-

tion to "The Nudist" for holding up
photographs until he decides whether
the stars have enough clothes on. There
is no truth in the report, however, that

Mr. Hays wants Johnnie Weissmuller
to wear modest leopard-skin over-

twe Boo

(Right) Lew, maybe Ginger wouldn't be

too pleased to hear about that gal in the

stationer's shop. (Below) Arline Judge

(between Marian Nixon and Leila Hyams)
was just a bit too nonchalant about the

diamond brooch.

alls m 'Tarzan and His Mate."

• Tullio Carminati—who . sings just

booful but who makes the most gosh-
awful faces while he's doing it—gets a
pocket mirror to practice with.

• The director of "The World
Changes" gets a copy of Little Nellie's

First Music Book for letting that piano
player in the 1857 Wild West Saloon
tickle the ivories in so 1933 a manner.
Mercy, ragtime didn't apoear on the
scene until long after 1857—let alone
Gershwin blue-notes.

® While we're on the subject, will

directors in general do something about
phony piano playing in general ? Why,
even in "Little Women" which was so

Boners of the month,

pointed out for your amuse-

ment All in a spirit of

good, clean fun, you

understand

!

perfect, one sees Paul Lucas seated at

the piano, playing and singing a lovely

—and difficult song. There's a shot of

Lucas' hands—-doing nothing whatso-
ever except bobbing up and down as if

he were playing chopsticks.

® Lil Tashman gets D-minus for wear-
ing a contraption on her head which
looked like an inverted carpet sweeper.
It was supposed to be a hat.

® Arline Judge gets one of Mr. Win-
chell's onions for this: she lost a $1500
brooch. And she merely tossed her head
and said, "Oh, well, what of it ?"

• Loretta Young gets stood in the

corner for being so snooty about posing
(Continued on page 89)
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B

(Above) Norma Talmadge threw

handful of loose diamonds on a jewel-

er's table, much to the amazement of

the author. (Right) Wherever Betty

Blythe goes, she's still the "Queen of

Sheba"—even today.

HOWARD CRE

IN
telling" you all I know about the stars whose

gowns I have designed and who have signed

my famous autograph book, I have selected the

names about which to write at random.
I find now that those I have overlooked are the

stars of a generation ago and I mean a movie gen-

eration, which is about seven years. But these

players were so glamorous that I must tell you about
them.

Here's a signature I prize. Picture stars may
come and go but Norma Talmadge, whether she is

on the screen or not, goes on forever. I have known
her in Hollywood, New York and Paris

and our experiences together have always
been mad and bizarre.

Only last winter I met Norma in New
York and we started on a shopping" expe-

dition which led us to the elegant show-
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. . The modiste is the privileged

one who knows what makes the wheels

go round in a star's mind— and this

famous designer discloses to you the

intimate secrets of Hollywood's great

and near-great in his own chatty way

(Left) Evelyn Brent is as

extravagant as she is

charming and as talented

as she has lately become

unlucky. (Above) Her

beauty and ability

triumphed over Dorothy

Mackaill's penchant for

make-up.

room of Cartier's, one of the greatest jewelers in America.
I was impressed when I saw a row of little carved tables

behind which sat the most serious individuals selling

beautiful jewels to beautiful women. One of the men,
a stately moustached individual, arose and approached us.

He had waited on Norma for years and knew every jewel
she had.

Norma sat before the little table, casually opened her
handbag, took out a handkerchief, the four corners of
which were knotted together, undid it and spilled upon
the table a handful of loose diamonds. Little ones and
big ones tumbled out and a few fell on the carpet.

"I want all this junk put into a pair of earrings,"

Norma announced. It suddenly occurred to me that there

was something sensational about a woman who could be
so unmoved by such a quantity of priceless stones. A
momentary madness seized me. Everybody was being

so nonchalant about all this wealth.

I was wearing an old polo coat

which I flung on the thick carpet

at my feet. Then, kneeling be-

side it—and by this time every-

one in Cartier's was looking at

me—I picked up a corner, peered

beneath and said quite seriously

to Norma, "The outside is sable

all right. I'm convinced of that.

But they've cheated on the lining.

It's summer weasel."

Norma, seeing me behaving in

this mad fashion, burst into a

mild hysteria which so frightened

the poor salesman that he immediately swooped up all the

loose jewels and clapped them in a drawer for safe

keeping. I'm sure they all thought that I was feigning

insanity and would, at any moment, seize a tray of dia-

monds and bolt for the street. But Norma never tired

of telling about how I completely upset the dignity of

Cartier's.

MARGARET LIVINGSTON, now Mrs. Paul White-
man and retired from pictures, was another girl

with a marvelous sense of humor. She was once work-
ing in a picture supporting one of the greatest stars. We
were having difficulty with the star's wardrobe and had
tried this gown and that, but none suited. Finally Mar-
garet said, "I think I know what that dame wants. She's

mad for beads ! Now I've got an old dress at home that's

falling to bits, but it's covered with beads. Put some
ostrich around the skirt and let's see what happens."

Well, we took the remains of Margaret's beaded dress,

did as she suggested and presented it for the Great Star's

approval. "But that's exactly what I want," she said.

"It looks expensive but it should." Well, only Margaret
and I knew what it really cost.

Dorothy Mackaill was adored (Continued on page 96)
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ALL JOKING ASIDE -By JACK WELCH



BABY LE ROY:

HA-TA-TA

BABY DURANTE:

HA-CHA-CHA

They speak the same language and do

not go in for much Hollywood night

life. In fact, the only matter that

threatens the beautiful understanding

between Messrs. Durante and LeRoy is

the latter's likelihood to creep off with

the coveted title of "Jimmy, the well-

dressed man." Chevalier's choice will

soon be seen in "Miss Fane's Baby is

Stolen" and "Schnozzle" is ready with

"Palooka" and "The Hollywood Party."





Warner Baxter has been in the show business since he was five. He has

been happily married to the same woman for sixteen years. His chief

hobby is picking up charming odds and ends for their new house. After

"Fox Follies," you'll see him in "Grand Canary."





How would you like to see Lew Ayres

teamed up in a picture with that

eccentric girl and marvelous actress-

Margaret Sullavan? They may do the

best seller, "Little Man, What' Now?"

after Lew's "Cross Country Cruise."



quiet, unassuming

way, has managed

to keep his fans loyal

through a series of

bad breaks. His present

pride and joy and chief

topic of conversation is

his three -months* old

son. Like all good

Southerners, he's a

bit daffy about duck

hunting. Latest

picture— "Swan



Madge Evans

gels up every

morning at six to

play tennis withTom
Gallery—and then

expects us to believe

she isn't going to marry

the chap! Madge dotes

on ice cream sodas and

eats them without any

figure-fears. With

Montgomery, she

has completed

"Fugitive Lovers."

A grand cine-

matic team.



. . . He's five year's old and

famous—yet it hasn't gone

to his head. For Minnie's

boy-friend knew days when

producers wouldn't give

him the price of a piece

of cheese

This may look like

a photograph titled,

"Each man for him-

self." But in reality

the boys are co-

operating in the music

room of Walt Dis-

ney's film factory, to

synchronize one of

Mickey Mouse's
celluloid adventures.

A rehearsal is in prog-

ress, as you see.
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When these enthusi-

astic tango-ers are

transferred to the

screen, they will be

Mickey and Minnie

in the throes of the

"light fantastic." The

cartoonists draw from

life in order to get

correct body move-

ment, while Mr. Dis-

ney supervises the

proceedings.

Here is Walt with his

best pal and severest

critic. Mrs. Disney

used to draw in her

famous husband's

studio. However, that

was before she became

mistress of a six-room

bungalow, a three-year-

old car and a new

refrigerator. They're

oh, so-o happy.

HAT would you say if you discovered that

the greatest star of them all—a screen favor-

ite who has leaped far above the heads of

players like Garbo, Dietrich, Crawford or

Barrymore—draws a salary of a mere two
hundred dollars per week? You would immediately jump
to the conclusion that I should be rushed around to the

nearest padded cell, wouldn't you?
It is true, however. The most famous movie star in

the world today is Mickey Mouse. He leads the band of

popularity from Timbuktu to far Japan, where he is

known all over the land as "Miki Kuchi." Each country

has its own peculiar name for him. He has been placed,

along with the other immortals, in Madame Tussaud's
wax-works Hall of Fame. He has been acclaimed by
writers, scientists, savants and the "Brain Trust" of the

world. He has played command performances before the

Kings and Queens of Europe. And his fan mail out-

numbers that of any other star.

And yet, he is the only celluloid luminary who isn't rid-

ing around in a Rolls-Royce or living in a palace. The

reason being, that the man responsible for him in even
way, has his own ideas about success.

Walt Disney, creator of Mickey Mouse and Silly Sym-
phonies, is a shy young man of thirty-three. He lives in

a six-room bungalow five minutes walk from the studio

where Mickey Mouse is made. He has a three-year-old

car of modest cost, and his chief luxury, up until now, has

been a new electric refrigerator. He is very happily mar-
ried to a girl by the name of Lillian Bounds, who used to

draw for him in his studio. Just recently, his wife

presented him with a baby, and that, as you all know, is a
far greater luxury than any ice-box. He takes a weekly
salary for himself of two hundred dollars. Every other

penny goes back into the making of Mickey Mouse and
the Silly Symphonies.
Mickey Mouse is only five years old. When he was

born, Disney tried to get every movie producer in Holly-
wood to back him financially. About this time, talkies

had just appeared to give the film magnates further head-
aches, and bustling around trying to get sound effects

into pictures which were almost finished, or had just been
finished, made these same magnates deaf to Disney's en-

treaties. He decided to make them himself—on the pro-
verbial shoe-string. He also decided that Mickey needed
sound effects to increase his attraction. He made Mickey
dance and sing, and that was the beginning of such fan-

tastic, incredible feats as elephants pirouetting like Follies

girls
;
pigs fiddling with the ease of concert masters ; wolves

turning into Fuller Brush men as realistic as the most
every-day visitor of that well-known household necessity

to your back door.

WITHIN a year every producer in Hollywood who
had refused to listen to Disney, was crowding the

office of his studio with tremendous sums on the con-
tracts they offered him. Mickey Mouse went up in

electric lights at movie houses. People flocked to theatres

where he appeared. And when the success of Mickey
became assured, Disney began another series of .one-reel

features, and called them "The Silly Symphonies," which
caught on with such sure-fire (Continued on page 97)
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DON'T
SEND

GILBERT
INTO
EXILE
By GLADYS

HALL

JOHN GILBERT called

me on the phone one
night. He said, "I am
filing a complaint

against the studio to have
my contract construed.

When I gave you the first

story about my comeback,
thanks to Garbo, I told you
I'd give you the next big

story that might happen to

me. It has happened. Come
up tomorrow and I'll tell

you about it. My lawyers
have just left. You are the

first to know anything about
it."

I went up the next morn-
ing. My pulse was accel-

erated by ten beats to the
minute. There had been
Jack's ad in the Hollywood Reporter advising the world
that he was at liberty. "At liberty"—when it was under-
stood that he was under a seven year contract. There had
been a mysterious silence at the studio where he was
concerned. On one hand rhapsodic reports of his superb
performance in "Christina" and on the other hand silence

when you asked, "What is he to do next?" Still, I

couldn't believe it, whatever it was.
I was thinking of Jack as he had been a few weeks

ago when he first knew he was to play with Garbo in

"Christina." He had been exalted, transported, in

Seventh Heaven. He had been like a man reborn, revivified

reinstated in Paradise. One would have sworn that he

HIS FATE IS IN YOUR HANDS
Read this story and see what cruel calamity can

.overtake John Gilbert. Do you resent it?

What is to become of this player? Is he

headed for a break or oblivion? Will he be given

further opportunity to work at his chosen profession,

or is he doomed to the limbo of forgotten favorites?

It all depends on you. And you and you.

Does it matter to you? It should. Real

talent is as scarce as the proverbial hen's teeth.

Write and tell us your opinion. It is valuable.

It will influence both producers and exhibitors

mightily. It will determine John Gilbert's future.

would endure all things

rather than allow anything
to interfere in any way with
his "new deal" in this game
he hates and loves.

I thought, the man is

really tremendous. He is

a rebel in the ranks. He is

a militant pacifist. He is the

stuff of which the mad
martyrs were made. He is

of the blood that fight their

lives through for some
Holy Cause only to fling it,

bloody, into the teeth of

the first offender.

It's grand that there can
be a man like this in a
world gone soft and com-
promising and riddled with

poor little cowardly fears.

A man without compromise or caution, with a fierce and
violent pride, with a lusty heart and a skin as thin as

tissue paper.

Jack paced that long and sumptuous living-room of his.

His brown, lean hands were gesticulating, his hair was wild

and black. I thought, "What an actor !" There isn't any-
one else like him. He brings the old and barbaric colorful-

ness of the theatre back to us again. An actor who doesn't

have to act, because there is greasepaint in his very veins,

histrionics in his very blood, drama in every cell of his body.
He said, "You know how happy I was when that

magnificent Swede made the chance for me to play with
her in 'Queen Christina.' I would have given away twenty

A chance to work, a try at happiness seems little to ask—yet an unjust
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Creta Garbo
and John Gil-

bert in the

tavern scene

from "Queen

Christina."

(Left) Jack

registers a court

"smash" on his

day off.

years of my life to have done that picture. 1 would give

the twenty years away again today. It was and it is the

most magnificent thing that ever happened to me, or ever

will. You know how exalted I felt at my chance to get

back to where. I had been, to do what I had once done
It doesn't happen twice to most men, you know. It

happened twice to me, thanks to Garbo

AND I want to tell you that she was magnificent to

il me while we were working together. She is greater

than she ever was, greater to work with, greater in her

work. She knew that I was nervous, raw, almost sick

with the excitement and the thrill of the thing. And
never once did she fail in consideration of me, in tact, in

saying and doing the right thing at the right moment
She was gracious and friendly. She sensed every one of

my feelings and was tender toward them.

It was hard work, of course, making that picture. I

was nervous and gun shy. I felt that only Garbo really

wanted me there. I was sick a lot and Garbo was sick.

There were delays and retakes and troubles like that.

The executives were looking at me with the old-time and
too-familiar suspicion and hostility. I didn't care. I

was working again.

"Then, after the picture was finished, 1 was feeling on
top of the world one day and thought I'd call up one of

the executives and just say thank you to him, for the

part, for the chance, for—well, for everything, you know.
"I got him on the phone. I started in to say thank

you to him. I'd hardly opened my mouth before he
opened up on me and let me have it—-foul abuse, threats,

damnation and all hell let loose. I tried to scream into

the phone that I was just trying to say thanks. I didn't

want any more dough, I tried to (Continued on page 112)

more — may deny them to this star
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WHAT YOU
FROM ALINE

CAN LEARN
MacMAHON

C\ -

You can learn a secret

of quiet charm—more

potent, sometimes,

than glamor and sex

appeal can ever be

She Is prettier than her screen por-

trayals would have you believe.

Fairer of skin. And slighter of figure.

As for wisecracks—she believes they

belong on the screen. Not in a

woman's life. Wise girl, Aline.

BIF
you met Aline MacMahon you

would see instantly that she is a
much prettier woman than her

screen portrayals had led you to

believe. There is a charm and a har-

mony there and a grace of carriage

which is most attractive, for she has
something in her features, mobile and
alive, something in her long, slender

hands, something in her perfect poise which will endure
long after merely pretty and even beautiful women have
been forgotten.

I had expected a dash of brusqueness, a slight amus-
ingly hard-boiled veneer and a constant effect of comedy.
I found none of these. And I was very glad that I didn't

find them. Because I think that too often, girls of Aline

MacMahon's type are apt to take refuge behind a hard-

boiled manner and a barrage of smart wisecracks. And
by "girls of Aline MacMahon's type," I mean this : girls

who are not beautiful in the accepted sense; girls who are

not born with sex appeal sticking out from every pore

;

girls whose intelligence tells them that they a"re not sirens.

These girls are too apt, sometimes, to sit down and decide

that they have no sex appeal at all. They become the

"good eggs" of this world. The "perfect peaches." The
girls to whom men tell their love troubles—about other

girls. Not that you can't have sex appeal and be a good
egg. too, but—you see what I mean, don't you? That is
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BALDWIN

lot of

Aline

{what you can learn from Aline Mac-
Mahon.

Aline MacMahon can be as funny at

a crutch—on the screen. But you don't

find her playing the clown—or even the

flippant wisecracker—in real life. Be-
cause, somehow, in a woman, that just

doesn't go with charm—unless you hap-
pen to be Mae West. And Aline has

charm. I might say, oodles of it.

MacMahon is fairer of skin than I thought and
her hair is brown and I am trying to remember whether
her eyes were hazel or a blue gray. She has a low, de-

lightful voice and a way of making you feel that you are

interesting to her. She was an excellent stage actress be-

fore reaching the screen. She told me of an incident in

her theatrical career which was both amusing and pathetic.

We were speaking of the unfailing regularity with
which dreams come true if you have the wisdom to work
for them and the gift requisite for the realization of your
especial dream. We agreed that often they come true,

not quite as one expected and sometimes too late or in a

different form. She said that she had her first leading

part in a play called "Collusion." The play was well

received and after it was over someone said, "Well, this

is your big night, the night you were to have been dragged
through the streets in your carriage by the wild

and cheering multitudes." {Continued on page 105)



Their "BEST ESTEEMED" Stars

. . Delightful—and some-

how touching—tributes to

some of our movie stars,

written by the young

Oriental pupils of a Hawai-

ian school. The English

may be wild, but the senti-

ments are sincere!

ost elegant artist, Jack

Welch, have pulled these sketch.

Very uproarious they show the stars

in such costume they imaginatively

attire in Land of Ancestors. We

cogitate they most amusement for

illustrate this fastidious article

NORMA SHEARER? the magnificent star, functions

on the screen and is known as an excelling beauty. She
looks excessively repose with tooths like olouds and pearls.

Her hairs are so undulating that I think so it is hard to

comb it. Her eyelashes are tedious and exceedingly cute.

When she commences her eyes, her eyelashes goes re-

luctant, as if she did it for intentionally. Her lips are not

spacious, but paltry. Her nose is not so inadequate, nor
are they too comparative. They are just upright. She
exploits so pungently that she is known as one of the

mo"vie stars.

A-YAKO MURAOKA

MARION DAVIESS My most best, esteemed actress

is Marion Davies. She is one of the superior actress.

Her complexion is fair with large blue eyes, circular

countenance, extended hair with a modish dress. She
have a fine proceedure in walking, and is fitful to be at

every show and are well prepared to act movies kind.

Marion Davies is calm and perfectly good. Her repu-
tation is what people ponder she are. I maxim she is

preferable to any movie star that exploits. She is an

actress of not so long ago.

KINUYE HASHIMOTO

CHARLIE CHAPLIN? Charlie Chaplin is a man of

the jollity class actor. He has a black hair, a dark blue

organ of vision and always vesture himself in a funny
condition in a long pant and a coat with a large space

exposed by the end of the front part. He have pregnant

feet, and when he walk the part by the toes propogate

away from each other. He were always winking the eye,

but without utterance a bit of laugh.

I perception no actor can act so comedies as Charlie

Chaplin. I most desirious to sit downing in the Princess

Theater and observation how he shackle his basis. In one
movies his foot grew a corn, and everyplace he go he

would conveyance a cane.

KIM YUN HO

COLLEEN MOORE:
actress is Colleen Moore.

MY most propitious esteemed

I saw ( Continued on page 95)
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"I sajd that Ralph Foj

and

no

and tha

could

the

w

es

ere

nds

er one

pother at

well

total unconeVn.

"I was wrong. I dis-

cover that Ralph and

George are still Damon
and Pythias to each

other and that Ruth,

George and Ralph are

the greatest of friends."

The real truth about

By

HOMER
C R O Y

Ruth beams—instead of scowling—upon ex-husband Rafe.

IF
you will turn to your file of back copies of Modern
Screen (which, of course, you keep) and get the

October issue, you will find something interesting.

In it you will discover an article entitled "Holly-
wood Feuds" written by myself. It now brings the blush
of shame to my brow, and when I walk the street my
eyes are lowered and I skulk in alleys where once I

strode boldly in the full light of day among my fellow-
men.
The reason of my ignominy is that I listened to the

scandal of Hollywood and spoke harsh words about Ruth
Chatterton and George Brent when I had better been in

Sunday School studying the golden text instead of believ-

ing all that fell upon my unsuspecting ears. In the article

I said that Ralph Forbes, who was once the husband of
Ruth Chatterton, and George Brent, to whom she is

now married, had once been the best of friends, in spite

of the rather unusual relationship ; but that they were
no longer so, and that either one could see the other at

the bottom of a well with surprising composure.
Thus the report came to me and I put it into words
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and it went forth to the world. But I am new at key-

holes ; in all my long years I have never been the first to

tell an astonished husband that a Blessed Event is about

to come into his life. And, these days, no writer who
has not done this amounts to shucks. I set the words
down in New York as I heard them, but now I am in

Hollywood and I discover that Ralph Forbes and George
Brent are still Damon and Pythias to each other and
that the three are the greatest of friends and at least

once a week get together at food time to celebrate their

three-cornered moon. So unusual is the situation, and
so deep my humility at having cast them into a well, when
I should have exalted them upon a housetop, that I fared

forth to meet them and to see the moon with my own
dim eyes.

ONE may well marvel at my temerity in accepting an
invitation to a peace conference with three properly

indignant celebrities, but mutual friends assured me they

were really the souls of tolerance and that I need not

have any fear of being drawn and quartered.



Rafe, friendly—not hostile—husband-in-law and good friend of George.

Ruth, George and Ralph
Besides, I welcomed the opportunity to tear down the

Hollywood grapevine, which has long disseminated false-

hoods of the Brent-Forbes relationship.

What might well have been an embarrassing situation

was instantly dispelled by the charm and graciousness of

a lady and by the good-natured attitude of two gentle-

men. Their behavior, despite the distressing circum-

stances, merely reflected their good breeding.

In my career as a writer I have experienced many
strange interviews, but none so strange as this meeting
with Ruth Chatterton, George Brent and Ralph Forbes.

It took place at the Brent home in Beverly Hills.

To find myself, an alleged author of homely humor such

as Will Rogers plays, suddenly precipitated into a frank

and intimate discussion of the marriage, divorce, and re-

marriage of a celebrated actress—with the lady herself

;

and on the cause and effect of the preservation of an ex-
traordinary friendship between the former and present

husband of the lady—with the two gentlemen themselves

;

is an experience that seldom, if ever, befalls any mortal.

Controversy rages in Hollywood over what the picture

colony loves to believe is a bizarre domestic situation,

worthy of a Noel Coward plot. I said as much in my
introductory remarks as we bent elbows together in the

famous Brent "glory hole," which has probably heard
more brilliant conversation and sparkling wit than any
other rendezvous in the picture capital.

Miss Chatterton : "Since living in Hollywood, Mr.
Croy, I have come to entertain the deepest sympathy for

Irvin Cobb's goldfish. Apparently there is no limit to

the violations of one's privacy. I feel that there are

intimacies in one's life that even an actress in the public

eye is entitled to hold sacred. To publicize, or to consent

to the publication of such, is bad taste. It has always
been my policy to ignore gossip and scandal, but this

latest slander is too unjust to pass unanswered."
I heartily agreed. This continuous gossip of the doings

of screen stars, which is usually based upon garbled

hearsay, sweeps our country from one end to the other.

It often results in the blasting of the reputations of

innocent persons.

Mr. Brent : "Our friendship with 'Rafe' here is so

thoroughly honest and

George seeks—instead of shunning—the company of Rafe.

sincere that it is a per

fectly natural relation-

ship to us. Perhaps
it is so simple that it

becomes complex to

people of limited

understanding. They
can't seem to believe

that it is possible for

two men, who have
loved the same wo-
man, to remain
staunch friends."

Mr. Forbes: "Cer-
tain people won't un-
derstand it, you mean.
If they can't drama-
tize and scandalize,

they have nothing to

talk about."

Miss Chatterton

:

"When 'Rafe' and I

were divorced and
George and I married,

(Cont. on page 110)
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"SLAPSTICK'S
Hal Roach lights twenty candles

Illustrated by

(Reading down) It looks as if

Irving Thalberg and Thelma

Todd are having themselves a

grand time, doesn't it? And

here are Ginger Rogers and

her mother with Lew Ayres

serving as escort. Will Rogers

tells Hal Roach and Harold

Lloyd that the party is a huge

success and we agree with him.

ONCE upon a time . Bebe Daniels told Harold
Lloyd that some day comedians would be mak-
ing one hundred dollars a week. Mr. Lloyd,

who had great respect for the Daniels judgment
—even when it went reckless—passed the good word on

to Hal Roach. The latter, listing tolerance among his

finer qualities, smiled sympathetically at his be-spectacled

co-worker and murmured something about, "everything's

gonna be all right
;
just you take things easy for a while."

The foregoing incident occurred in the not-so-good old

days and much celluloid has flowed into the camera
since. Much gold has clinked into the Roach coffers, too

—hard-earned and well-deserved gold, the result of

thoughtful planning and wise investment.

And now, in the land of sunshine and sound tracks,

Hal celebrates his twentieth anniversary. Short subjects

—

good ones—have made- him a time-tested success, for no
sky-rocketing, flash-in-the-pan sensation is Mr. Roach.

Perhaps best-known of his products are the "Our Gang"
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ANNIVERSARY"
and Hollywood helps him celebrate

JACK WELCH

(Reading up) Stan Laurel, Walt

Disney, Hal Roach and Oliver

Hardy are all happy to be

"among those present." Our
cameraman snapped the host

with Jean Harlow and her

mother. The Messrs. Hardy

Roach and Laurel join Thelma

and Patsy Kelly to cut them-

selves a piece of cake.

comedies. These bright juvenile two-reelers have con-

sistently proved to be the exhibitor's delight, for there has

always been an audience for them. Little Farina's suf-

ferings and Fatty's pie-eating lures an adult as well as a

very youthful spectator.

Later—much later—Mr. Roach signed Laurel and
Hardy and then Charley Chase and, to date, he hasn't

missed as a "spotter-upper" of talent, as Jimmy Durante
would say, if "Schnozzle" had a better vocabulary.

Hal Roach was once a cowboy. He literally rode into

Hollywood, parked his spurs and donned a celluloid col-

lar. Perhaps it was the material of his neckwear that gave
him the cinematic idea. At any rate, we're glad he got it,

for we have all indirectly profited by his success.

We feel sure that the infant industry, long since out of

swaddling clothes—-having learned to talk with various

and varying qualities of diction—joins us in congratulat-

ing this king of comedy purveyors on his many achieve-

ments and in wishing him continued prosperity.
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ALICE BRADY IS LIKE THAT!
YOU don't know very

much about Alice

Brady, do you? Ex-
cept that every per-

formance she gives is superb.

But—I mean—the lady her-

self hasn't been plastered all

over the magazines in story

and picture
;
you haven't been

invited to read an expose of

her love life; you haven't

seen her pottering domesti-

cally around a prop kitchen

—or lolling on Malibu's

sands in beach pajamas. Right?

Right. And you never will. Because

Alice Brady just isn't like that. I'll

try to give you a picture of what she

really is like.

Hollywood's suavest comedienne
(who is also one of Broadway's greatest tragediennes)

lolled back on a white leather couch before the fireplace

in her red and white Empire drawing-room, nibbled at

a lamb sandwich and sipped a glass of sherry.

It was tea-time. Jessie de Brady, Sammy de Boy (born

Hayworth Thane—much too aristocratic a name for him,

so Alice Brady changed it), Nina Hopkins and Hotcha
Lavinia Mannon solemnly gnawed at enormous beef bones

spread bare at our feet on the thick biscuit-colored rug.

In order not to confuse you, let me quickly introduce

the above-mentioned bone-gnawers. They're Alice's

three wire-haired terriers and one very sedate Scotty.

"A well-meaning woman once asked me why I always

wore black," Alice was saying, "and I answered, 'Because

I love red so much !' She didn't know what I was driving

at. But what I meant was—if once I started wearing

red, there'd be no stopping me. So I keep as far away
from it as possible and usually dress entirely in black.

That's safe
!"

Certainly there was no doubt about her passion for

all shades of red. What wasn't white in her striking

drawing-room was red. And through the open archway

which led out into a combination library-bar, one saw

cozy red leather chairs and lounges and red woodwork.

Also such warnings as "Ladies not permitted to smoke"

and "Dogs not allowed." But since the dogs hadn't yet

learned to read, those signs didn't disturb them!
The predominant color in

the dining-room was also red

—several shades of it. Red-
flowered wall paper, red

frames on the pictures, red

tones in the furniture and
woodwork, red and white crys-

tal candelabra and the glow
from a California winter sun-

set in the rich red Bohemian
glassware on the buffet.

The publicity boys and girls

didn't find Alice Brady very

good copy. Too independent.

Too truthful. Too natural.

What do you think?

By HILARY

LYNN

Bill Brady's daughter,

with her French eyes

and her Irish grin, has

given the screen a

number of superb

comedy roles. (Op-

posite page, left)

"Should Ladies Be-

have?" was one of the

finest. In "Miss Fane's

Baby", (right) she plays

a very different sort of

role. Yes, believe us,

that's Baby LeRoy, with

his hair and face

blacked up for the part.

YOU know, I rented this

place furnished," Miss
Brady was saying, "and then

decided that the furniture in

the house just wasn't me. So
I stripped it bare and started

all over again and the result

is what you see." She
watched me amusedly for a

moment as I glanced around
the room.
"You don't have to be

polite about it," she said.

"Be frank and say what you
think. It wouldn't surprise

me if you thought exactly

what Adrian did."

It seemed that shortly

after moving into her new
Beverly home, the whimsical
Miss Brady, all hopped up
about her original ideas for

decorating and furnishing,

rushed into Adrian's studio at M-G-M
to tell him all about it and to get

the reaction of a connoisseur. When
Adrian heard about the red-flowered
wall paper and that large slap of

still life—the red flowers in a red
frame—on that particular flowered wall paper, he threw
up his hands and groaned with horror.

"It sounds frightful, Miss Brady," he said.

"Come out and look at it before you convict me,"
suggested the unperturbed Alice. Adrian did.

Politely, he suggested that perhaps there was just a
leetle too much red in the room for comfort. Perhaps it

might hurt someone's eyes, said he. Gently, he advised
that she might improve it by removing that large blotch

of red flowers from the wall.

"But I didn't," said the redoubtable Miss Brady, jin-

gling the bangles on her wrist. "As I said to him, 'You're

a lamb to give me your frank opinion, Adrian, and I'm
sure you're right. But I'm afraid / prefer to rot in my
own bad taste.' No matter how wrong it is—it expresses
me!" And Alice Brady is like that

!

ALICE BRADY is one of the few actresses—or wo-
. men, for that matter—who is completely sufficient

unto herself. In the disapproving face of the most
violent objections, she goes blandly and contrarily on her
own sweet way. Unconcerned, cool and filled with lazy

mirth over the consternation caused by her perfectly

harmless, legitimate foibles. In this typical Brady, but
most untypical movie star fashion, she lives in Hollywood
exactly as she might live in New York, London, Paris
or Kamchatka.

"I'm one of those people who is never affected by
environment," she once told me, with a flash of her French
eyes and a broad flicker of her Irish grin. "I suppose
I'm just too lazy to live any other way. That must make
me a terrible worry to the publicity department of M-G-M.
Not good copy. What a blow !"

If she only knew! Vividly I remember the day of my
first appointment with her. Just before going out to her
house, I called up that much-harassed department to

get some idea about the mentionable virtues or vices of
Broadway's famous dramatic actress.

I knew nothing whatever about her, except that she
was the daughter of William Brady, the theatrical pro-
ducer. And that she had made the role of Lavinia
Mannon in Eugene O'Neill's "Mourning Becomes
Electra" burn with such malignant, tragic passion that

some New York critics, who were pre-convinced that

Nazimova would carry off the honors overwhelmingly,
staggered out of the theatre wondering whether Alice
Brady hadn't stolen the show.

I also knew that her first (Continued on page JOS)
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I. Here is a novel black and white fire-place graced by

a gay red dancing girl. 2. A modern room—gray-green

carpet and white furniture. 3. An interesting parchment

lamp shade is trimmed with red plaid. 4. An attractive

corner featuring a peacock green vase and a black figurine.

5. And a brown and white kitchen boasting practical

plaid pique drapes with voile curtains. 6. This suite of Ramon

Novarro's is done in two shades of green with lamps and

tables of chromium. 7. A white corduroy couch sets off

a chair of brilliant red leather. 8. An "intimate" living-

room—ivory woodwork and mantel, plain walls.

By VIRGINIA T, LANE

VERY few people, says Willie Pogany, realize how
much a house can do for them. The proper set-

ting is not only conducive to greater happiness,

but to success. And he reveals the way to get

that proper setting.

Pogany is a wizard at creating certain moods with the

sets he designs—as the studios have discovered. He says

a house, no matter how small or how large, can take on
any quality you wish it too—peace, cheeriness, sophis-

tication.

There's adventure, in his estimation, in John Barry-

more's home. You feel it when you see that dagger

picked up in India, those queer scimitars. And there's

romance in it, too. As witness that vase from Florence,

the little rose quartz figurines.

Pickfair reflects a queenly elegance. But it misses be-

ing austere because of the low ceilings. He doubts very

much if Douglas Fairbanks ever felt at home in it, prin-

cipally because of the oyster white woodwork. "So much
of it is repelling to a man of his active nature," explained

Pogany. Your background, you see, must always be in



YOlllt

. . . The right setting can enhance

your personality or change your

whole life, for with it you may

create peace or glamor at will. And

here is how you can do it

tune with your personality. Otherwise it becomes irksome.

Pogany sees Joan Crawford, for instance, striving

toward strength in her surroundings. "I think," he ob-

served musingly, "she must hate mere prettiness. She
wants strikingness. I can't imagine her having any pink

or blue ribbons about or any boudoir pillows. She has

the vividness of a gypsy. She's intense, restless and
romantic. I picture her in an enormous studio living-

room, having all the incongruity of a studio. No par-

ticular system, but great stimulation. Strong, vibrating

colors like rich deep green, with a touch of black here
and there. No interior could ever be soothing to her.

It must be restless like herself for her to really enjoy
it. Her relaxation she must get from a beautiful gar-

den, from huge windows giving on to wide sweeps of

velvety lawn.

"Janet Gaynor, on the other hand, is a typical little

home girl. You see her amid gay" chintz and lace curtains

and canary birds. In a pretty house, possibly on the

bungalow order, with bright flowers in the window boxes.

In the sort of house most men love coming home to.

"There's only one environment in which I can fancy
Marlene Dietrich—the Dietrich, that is, of the screen.

I see her sitting immobile on {Continued on page 101)



Ann Harding, in "The Right to Romance/

adds a bit of feminine fluff-and-ruffle to an

otherwise severe black gown with armlets and

muff of white ruching.

Satin lure—and plain as plain, can be. Dolores

Del Rio, in the sparkling "Flying Down to

Rio," wears this satin hostess gown with its

stunning corded trimming.

THIS is a new depart-

ment. I hope you're go-
ing to like it. If you do,

write and tell me. And
if you don't, you can write and
tell me that, too, but please tell

me why, at the same time, so that I can give you some-
thing that you will like.

Briefly, this is what the department is going to do
for you. I shall dash busily around and see all the

movies I can. And I shall watch, with an eye like a
hawk, for good fashion in those movies. Then I shall

tell you in this department about the clothes that I see.

About the clothes that are good—and the ones which
are not. About the ones which would be adaptable for

everyday wear. About the ones which will bring glamor
into your soul and happiness into your lives—for clothes

can do that, you know

!

Also make a note of this—I'm working on a scheme
whereby you will be able to obtain copies, at a reason-
able price, of certain particularly good dresses which I

see on the screen. Watch for this! And now—to work.

Talk about dressing aiding the

art of "Going in a big way for a

Gigolo"—or for any he-man for

that matter! See Dolores Del Rio

pull off this stunt in white and

more white, transparent or opaque

—in "Flying Down to Rio."

Over and against her dark skin (you can do it with

tan make-up, or real) white thinnesses and surfaces

make her sparkle. And as for those spotted organdy

puffed sleeves over, her arms, around her dark face,

setting off her dark eyes—well, mark that down in your

June calendar for Summer Madness. Added, a little

white cap over black hair and the enchantment is

complete.

Then, for sparkling, shimmery, satiny lure, take the

home gown, in white room (in picture). Not a frill in

a carload—just banded cordings, and what a setting for

a jewel of a head.

White net—yards and yards of it—making sleeves

mostly, for a blouse, for a gray suit. These voluminous

sleeves over dark arms, (Continued on page 114)

By MARGERY
WELLS

• Reviewing the movie clothes as they flash past us on the screen •
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3406 3392

3411—Wynne Gibson's interesting tunic dress fashioned of
rhumba-rust wool. The stitched bows at the front and on the

sleeves make a smart trim. Sizes II, 13, 15, 17 and 19 years.

3406—Bette Davis" charming satin afternoon frock. The wide
collar covering the shoulders and upper arms meets in the
back, fastening with a single rhinestone button. Sizes 14, 16,

18, 20 years, 36, 38 and 40 bust.

3392—Ann Dvorak's dusty emerald green wool daytime dress

is trimmed with cire satin cuffs and tie belt matching the brown
bow at the front neckline. Designed for sizes II, 13, 15, 17

and 19 years.

Instructions for ordering patterns—and back views—on page 114
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WHAT KIND

OF A GIRL

IS HEATHER?
She knows India, Yogi

philosophy, the thrill of escape from

sudden death. Indeed, Miss Angel's

past has been almost as colorful as

Joseph's proverbial coat

By CAROLINE
SOMERS HOYT

TO see her sitting so calm and so British in the

very dignified living-room of her very dignified

home in Hollywood, you would not believe that

her life had been made up of anything but pour-

ing tea for the village vicar
—

"one lump or two" and
"cream or lemon?"—or taking a prim stoll across the

English countryside.

Heather Angel is a typical English girl—low voiced,

charming, placid and it tests one's credulity and imagin-

ation to picture her a part of the curious and sinister

atmosphere of India. Yet in this country one finds her for

fifteen months, traveling far into the interior, as a mem-
ber of a repertoire theatrical company.

She was born in Oxford, England, on a bleak day in

early February. As a child, she attended the Wyncombe
Abbey School and just as a final fillip, she was sent to

Switzerland and went to school there since family tradi-

tion must be upheld. Her father—and incidentally Angel
is their real name—before his death in the World War
was a lecturer on chemistry at Oxford and her uncle,

Horace Lamb, was a professor at Cambridge. There is

also in her family a titled lady, Lady Brooke, her first

cousin.

One can see that Heather is what is known in effete

circles as "well connected." All the more strange, then,

that she should have felt impelled to break away from the

family patter and become—"oh, my deah, is it really

done?"—an actress.

Heather was attending a dramatic school when the

death of the head mistress threw the school into such
confusion that the girl tried her own wings and went on
the stage immediately, where for three years she played
small and featured roles in London.

It was in 1929 that the chance came for her to tour

India, China, Burma and Egypt. There she found an
entirely new life, a life different from anything she had
ever known and there she {Continued on page 94)
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Eddie Woods, Champion Cowboy, says:

"To have nerves that can take it, I smoke

only Camels. I've tried them all but Camels

are my smoke ! They have a natural mildness,

and I like their taste better. Camels do not

jangle my nerves, even when I smoke one

after another."

Mrs. Phyllis L. Potter,

Montclair, N. J., says:

"I don't doubt but what it takes healthy

nerves to ride an outlaw horse! But any

woman who is a home maker will agree

with me that shopping, cooking, cleaning,

washing, and tending to all the other

duties of running a household are enough

to jangle anybody's nerves. I know that I

have to be careful in choosing my ciga-

rettes. I am a confirmed Camel smoker
because I can smoke Camels freely with-

out a hint of jumpy nerves. And they are

the mildest cigarette I ever smoked!"

Copyright, 1934, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

How Are Your Nerves ?

Fortunate indeed is that modern man
or woman who does not get nervously

upset. Raw, jangled nerves seem, all

too often, to be the order of the day.

If nerves are your problem, we sug-

gest a check-up now—on your eating,

sleeping, and smoking. Get a fresh

slant on your smoking by changing to

Camels. Much is heard about the

Garnets

tobaccos used in various cigarettes.

But this is a fact, as any impartial leaf-

tobacco expert will tell you :

Camels are made from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos

than any other popular brand.

Everywhere you see Camels smoked

more and more. People do care about

mildness ... about good taste ... about

their nerves. And Camels never get on

your nerves ... never tire your taste.

CostlierTobaccos
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES . . NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE



What makes skin Smooth

Wrinkle-free

.

?

TWO REASONS!
/ Active Oil Glands in Under Skin

2 Natural Moisture in Outer Skin

You have Two Skins. You need

Two Creams

—

a different

crea?n for each skin

THE APPLE TELLS THE STORY

Smooth—Glossy

1 At its peak, the
inner and outer

skin of the apple
are both firm and
smooth—perfect 1

Soft—Spongy
2 A little past its

prime, the inner
tissue of the apple
has shrunkenaway
from outer skin.

Wrinkled— Discolored

3 Later, the outer skin
has wrinkled to fit the
shrunken under skin.

This causes wrinkles
in human skin, tool

Read the story of the apple above!

Amazing that your skin, too, is subject

to changes like that!

But there is a way to keep it youthful

. . . free from dreaded lines! That way is

to give each ofyour two skins the different

care it needs.

To Avoid Wrinkles, keep your Under
Skinfirm— Begin early to help this under
skin. When its oil glands begin to fail you
can supply the oils that keep it firm and
young. You need an oil cream that goes

deep down. That is exactly what Pond's

Cold Cream does. It penetrates to the very

under skin. Your skin feels toned, renew-

ed. Soon you feel and look years younger!

Use this satiny cream for cleansing, too.

Because it goes so deep, it removes every

particle of dirt and make-up. No wonder
it is so refreshing!

To Correct Dryness—What to do for
your Outer Skin—Here it's an entirely

different need! Not oils but natural skin

moisture is needed to keep this outer skin

from growing dry—chapped.

Pond's Vanishing Cream is made especially

for the outer skin. It is greaseless. It contains a
marvelous substance that prevents loss of skin

moisture— actually replaces lost moisture.

You can test this yourself by a single applica-

tion of Pond's Vanishing Cream on dry chapped
skin! The roughnesses are smoothed away!

UNDER SKIN

WRINKLES START

OUTER SKIN

DRYNESS STARTS

Eleanor
c
Roosevelt

lovely young daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Roosevelt, ofWashington, has already started using

Pond 's Cold Creamfor her Under Skin, Pond's Vanishing Cream for her Outer Skin.

Your skin is pearly looking. And this cream

holds powder and rouge smoothly for hours!

The Two-Skin Beauty Treatment

Society Women Use

Eleanor Roosevelt describes the method for you:

"My night cleansing is Pond's Cold Cream
— and Pond's Tissues take it off. The tissues

show how marvelously this cream cleans. I

do this twice.

"After cleansing I like to leave a little Pond's

Vanishing Cream on my face overnight. It's so

good to keep the skin clear and smooth. And
there's no heavy stickiness about it.

"In the morning, and in the day when needed,

another good Pond's Cold Cream cleansing.

Tissues blot it up. Then a dab of Pond's Van-

ishing Cream to leave on. It holds powder

nicely— keeps off any shine."

Send for the samples offered in the coupon

below. In a few days see your own skin growing

clearer, smoother, lovelier every day!

For Your Under
Skin — Pond's
delicious Cold
Cream, or, for
those who prefer

a cream that
melts more rap-
idly, Pond's Liq-
uefying Cream.

For Your Outer Skin— Pond's
Vanishing Cream, greaseless.

Overnight or daytime sof-

tening. Holds powder.

Send for samples;

Pond's Extract Co., Dept. C, 136 Hudson Street, New York City

I enclose r)i (to cover postage and packing) for samples of all Pond's

Creams and six different shades of Pond's Face Powder.

Name

Street.

Citv _State_

TUNE IN on the Pond's Players Friday evenings, 9:30 P. M., E. S. T. WEAF, NBC Network
Copyright. 1934. Pond's Extract Company



FORGET everything

you have ever read

about me ! For the

most part it is

bunk!"
Nils Asther asks this of

his fans.

The man who is known
in Hollywood as "The
Lone Wolf," "The Male
Garbo" and the guy-it-is-

almost -impossible-to-make-
an - interview -appointment -

with, stood with his back-

to the blazing fire in the

living room of his hilltop

home and grinned at my
mood of obvious bad tem-
per. In the first place, I

had been exactly three

weeks making an appoint-

ment with the fellow. In the second place, I had run
out of gas on the very perpendicular hill where he main-
tains his hide-away. And to top it all, I had been as-

sailed at the door by his Great Dane who, assuredly,

does not approve of callers.

I had said, sarcastically, "Nice little place you've got

here. Bet you get a lot of 'drop in' trade. What is it

—a gambling joint?"

"No," said Nils, "it is just a plain joint. It is very

simple. But we love it. We call it home."
The Chinaman who does Nils' cooking set down a

large platter of hors d'oeuvres and a bottle of wine.

Though it was early winter afternoon, the lamps in

the enormous room were already lighted and the logs

on the hearth flared and crackled in genial warmth.

As my tall host set about his duties with the wine,

I began to feel better about the whole thing.

"I am sorry about the appointment," he had said,

"but to be perfectly frank, I had come to the con-

clusion that it might be best to dispense with inter-

views entirely. I am growing a little weary of

myself in print. Because—neither the friendly nor

the unfriendly writers have ever made me anything

but ridiculous on the printed page. I am not the

NILS ASTHER,

ENEMY OF
HOOEY

By WALTER RAMSEY

kind of person you have
been reading about ! But
on second thought, I real-

ized that it would be im-

possible for me to stop

talking for publication be-

cause I would immediately

be called a recluse ... at-

tempting to create a mys-
terious atmosphere about

myself. But I should really

like to tell the people that

have read stories about me
just what I have said to

you

:

"Forget everything yon

have ever read about me."

I
SAID: "Why not? It's

an excellent idea. Why
don't you tell just exactly

what is, and what is not, true about Nils Asther? I'll

try to remember and set it all down in your own words."

"The oldest and most popular story about me," Nils

began, "is the one about my being broke—or that I would
be broke if I didn't rush furiously from one picture to the

next. I suppose that yarn started with the news that the

Bank of Hollywood had failed and that I had money
deposited. I did.

$35,000 to be exact.

But considering the

(Cont. on page 115)

Bad publicity has made Nils feel ridiculous, unhappy—and hopping mad!
v. .

.
.
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Mrs. M. Johnston

of NewYork City

writes:—

"Thai's
what our

Doctor does
for Coughs-
-and it works!"

• "Mother's cough wore her out," writes
Mrs. Johnston. "We finally decided she
must see a specialist. His advice was
simply, 'Pertussin. ' It was certainly good
advice. Mother's bad coughing quickly
stopped . . . Pertussin has helped us all

again and again."

INSIDE your throat and bronchial pas-

sages are millions of glands — like tiny

water faucets— that keep the tissues

healthily moist.

But these glands clog up when you
"catch cold." Thick mucus forms. Your
throat tickles— feels dry. You cough so

hard, but you can't "raise" a thing.

Get those little moisture glands working

again, to stop that cough! . . . That's what

Pertussin does!

Just a spoonful or two of Pertussin

stimulates the glands and starts their nat-

ural moisture flowing freely. Your throat

feels relieved. Germ-laden phlegm loosens

up almost instantly. Pertussin is helping

Nature to cure your cough!

There are no narcotics or harmful drugs

in Pertussin . . . it's the scientific extract

of a medicinal herb used by doctors to

treat the most severe coughs known.
Won't you get a bottle of Pertussin now?

DOCTORS PRE-
SCRIBE Pertussin
for babies . . . it's safe

!

"I have prescribed it

for 25 years," writes
one doctor. It won't
upset digestion; and
is pleasant to take.

PERTUSSIN
has been prescribed by doctors

for 30 years . . It works safely!
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Let's Talk About Hollywood
Cary's illness is Randy's luck . . . L Barrymore

feels his age . . . Scandal about Landi? . . . And

other highly seasoned tid-bits from talkie town

c
ARY GRANT unable to leave

England for at least one month
on advice his physician" read
the cable that arrived at the

Paramount studios the other daw THs
is particularly bad news to Cary's pal,

Randy Scott, but the results might be

the greatest "break" that Randy ever
got.

When Cary left for England recently,

it was for the purpose of saying "Hello"
to his own folks and "May I" to Vir-
ginia Cherrill's folks. He was to have
returned at once. His health changed
that plan and now Randy may get his

great chance in drama after months
of Westerns. "Thirty Day Princess" is

the picture and Scott will co-star with
Sylvia Sidney—if he makes the grade.

Luck, Randy, and better luck, Cary.

""V^OU'RE more the platinum vamp
* type," wailed the big shots over at

Paramount the day that Ida Lupino ar-

rived from London to try out for the

role of "Alice" for the "wonderland"
picture.

Now the boys-around-town are saying
that she acts as a platinum is supposed
to with regard to hittin' the high spots.

This little gal, Ida, wants to go places

every night in the week. She wore out

her first escort, Jack LaRue, in no time
and now she is playing the field. Ida's

field includes Johnny Warburton, Frank
Albertson, Teddy Joyce and a dozen
others. This is the only way a gal can

get around to all the places in short

order. Ida never seems to get tired.

WHEN Dick Arlen said, "Elmer will

have to fight his own battles. We're
going to register him at the casting

bureau at once," we all thought he was
kidding.

Last week, however, Richard Ralston

Arlen sent his card into the "front

office" and when he was admitted said,

"I'm trying to work my way through
kindergarten. Can you help a fellow

along?"
"Yes," the executive said. Within five

minutes, the young would-be student

had signed a contract to play in pic-

tures at a salary of $100.00 each week.
He will be the "Baby in The Ice Box."
Must be great to have a kid who can get

out and hustle at the age of six months.

P.S. And was the father burned ! Re-
member, Dick Arlen made one of his

greatest pictures, "Wings," at a salary

of $75.00 a week.

FLORENCE DESMOND and Ted
Fio Rito lost the following things in

the order named : their heads, hearts,

their way and their urge.

The actress met the band leader and

their hearts beat as one. They decided
to skip to Yuma and get married. The
driver lost his way in the fog and they
never reached the airport. By the next
day Florence had lost the urge. Maybe
it's better to wind up losing the urge.
It's certainly better than losing your
heart and then having it handed back
to you as fast as they usually do in

Hollywood.

T N spite of the Hollywood impression
that Ann Harding and Harry Ban-

nister will reconcile, the rumor is now
out that they won't have time. Harry is

scheduled to leave town almost immedi-
ately. Maybe their child really was the

reason for the get-together after all.

O KO is trying to sign Ruth Chatter-
ton for the lead in "I Loved An

Actress" and it looks as though they
might succeed, what with Ruth being
out of her Warner Brothers contract
just in time to make it.

There's a funny story behind it

though. Lenore Ulric was handed a nice

contract some weeks ago by this same
studio and told to rush to Hollywood
for the lead in "I Loved An Actress."
She rushed, but when she got here noth-
ing happened. First, Lenore didn't like

the story, then RKO didn't like the re-

sulting changes. At last the studio came
to the conclusion that it was silly to

keep such high-powered talent standing
around waiting, so they handed her a
check for 25,000 dollars and told her she
could call it a day. At the last minute
RKO thought of using Ulric in a new
version of "Lulu Belle," but the Hays
office said "Naughty, naughty; mustn't

do." So that was that.

rT1HE late word on Garbo zvas that she
is negotiating with Prince Sigvard,

King Gustave's grandson, to become a
producer of motion pictures in Szveden.
But 'tain't so, brother. 'Tain't so.

LIONEL Barrymore admits that he is

' "growing old." The realization

dawned on him the other day when Tom
Brown reported on the set of "It Hap-
pened One Day" for the juvenile role.

The last time Lionel and Tom worked
together, some twelve years ago, the

present "juvenile" was about six years

old.

RONALD Colman is back. Yes, that

bit of good news has just flashed

around Hollywood. Colman is returning

to the same lot, but not to the same
company. That peeve with Sam Gold-

wyn is still very much on. Ronnie will

do "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back"
{Continued on page 80)
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>Jie had beeij Constipated

since c/ii/d/iooa

sajts Dr.PlOOS VAN AMSTEL ofAmsterdam

AUTHOR of the popular "Me-
- dische Encyclopedia" (1933)

and member, Netherland Assn. of

Physicians and Surgeons, the noted
Dr. Ploos van Amstel stalest

—

"Constipation leads to poisons
which impair health very seriously

. . . cause headaches, skin erup-
tions, loss of appetite and a gener-
ally run-down condition.

"To correct constipation," Dr. van

Amstel explains, "1 know nothing quite

as satisfactory as yeast."

Fleischmann's Yeast, you know,
"tones" your Intestines—softens
the wastes—makes eliminations
regular. Extra energy, a clearer skin
and much better health result!

Just eat 3 cakes a day, before
meals, or between meals and at

bedtime— plain, or in a third of a
glass of water. Fleischmann's Yeast
is very rich in health -giving vita-

mins B, G and D. At grocers, res-

taurants, soda fountains. Try it!

The celebrated Dutch intestinal specialist,

Dr. P. J. de B. Ploos van Amstel, describes

this very typical case:

—

"... young married woman. Symptoms-
loss of appetite, overfatigue, dizziness.

"Examination showed auto-intoxication.

She had been constipated since childhood—
had been a frequent user of cathartics.

"I prescribed yeast. Her intestines

gradually began to function normally. Her
appetite returned; dizziness disappeared.

Patient showed a surprising gain in vitality.
"

Miss
Alice

Spinning,
of

Washington,

D.C., says:

"My pep

came back and
my headaches

stopped

I'M WORRIED! WHATEVER 1 EAT

Wm GIVES ME INDIGESTION - AND
MY HEAD ACHES CONSTANTLY.

I'VE 60T TO QUIT AND
GO TO BED.

-ofi CAS* THA»

***** TSSt^ioo.

r
"I AM A NURSE—often on duty for 20 hours
a day. I need good health. But I had become
constipated—chronically. This led to indi-

gestion. I also had headaches. And then . . .

JUST KEEP RIGHT ON
WE'VE GOT TO BREAK
THAT STUBBORN

CONSTIPATION BEFORE
YOU CAN REALLY GET
YOUR STRENGTH BACK.

'•I HAD TO STOP WORK and go on a strict

diet. But my digestion got no better. Then
I started to eat Fleischmann's Yeast. The
doctor urged me to keep right on with it . . .

-Copyright, 1934, Standard Brands Incorporated

"MY ELIMINATION became
normal. My indigestion and
headaches left. I agree with
the doctors about yeast . .

.'"
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(Continued from page 78)

I'D SKATE TO THE
SOUTH POLE FOR A

KQOL

MILDLY MENTHOLATED
CIGARETTE-CORK-TIPPED
They're easier on your throat—the smoke

actually is several degrees cooler. But why
talk scientifically when the main thing about

KOOLS is the downright pleasure you get

smoking them? They're definitely refreshing.

The choicest Turkish and Domestic tobaccos,

neatly blended and then mildly mentholated

by a process that fully preserves the flavor

of the tobaccos. Cork tips are lip-savers.

Save the valuable B 8s W coupons packed

with KOOLS for Congress Quality gilt-edged

U. S. Playing Cards and other attractive

premiums. (Offer good in U. S. A. only.)

15* fti TWENTY
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.
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for Twentieth Century. Loretta Young
will help him strike. It's our fond hope
that Sam keeps his distance. The title

of the picture might become an actuality.

T N spite of the fact that most of Holly-
wood thought that "Alice In Wonder-

land" was just another mistake, Para-
mount is cleaning up so much dough
with the picture that they are laying

plans for a "repeat" on the fantasy-

type story for the next holiday season.

It looks, now, as though "Cinderella"

will be your next Christmas present.

Charlotte Henry will no doubt be it.

OOME hind, good friend should get
^ to Mary Pickford and advise her to

go easy on further "sob story" publicity

in regard to her divorce. In the begin-

ning, Mary's simple, direct statements

of her nnhappiness caused everyone to

realise how broken-hearted she was.

But lately America's Sweetheart has
overstepped the bounds of good taste

in sobbing out her heart to every casual

reporter who comes along.

CONSERVATIVE Elissa Landi will

probably be annoyed, but there has

to be a first time for everything, even
a separation rumor. Yes, the report is

out that Elissa and her English barris-

ter husband will very quietly call it

quits some time this Spring.

More and more frequently Elissa has
been seen in the company of a young
man named Abram Chasis. In fact,

when Elissa recently departed for a

vacation in New York, Chasis was not
long in hopping an eastward bound
train after her.

'

|
V HAT Mexican business has cer-

tainly taken the starch and pepper
out of Lee Tracy. Hollywood hardly

recognizes the former good-time kid

who seldom took anything seriously.

The other day a wisecracker stand-

ing by the Brown Derby tossed a fast

one at Tracy as he departed from the
cafe. Six months ago Lee would have

jovially topped his gag. But this time
he ignored the joking remark and
stepped hurriedly into his car.

He looks worried and older and he
is dodging the stay-up-late places like

the plague. No one would be surprised

if Lee and Isobel Jewel were mar-
ried by the time this appears in print.

A year ago Tracy was quoted as say-

ing he was a "habitual bachelor." His
best friends now claim he has had a

change of heart and wants to settle

down to the simple life.

pOLLEEN MOORE'S "four to six"^ cocktail party was just about the

biggest success of the social season.

There were so many people about that

one wag remarked lie couldn't see the

house for the people.

We didn't see Constance Bennett, but

the Marquis de la Falaise was there

and what's more he was speaking most
cordially to none other than Gloria

Swanson. So many people were en-

thralled by this intimate little tete-a-tete

they failed to take note of several other

interesting developments.

Marian Nixon becomes very peeved
when Eddie Hillman announced in a

loud voice he was giving a luncheon
party for "'both of my ex-wives" and
went around inviting people to be

guests at the interesting event.

Mary Brian and Dick Powell held

hands all afternoon.

Jeanette MacDonald and Barbara
Bennett evoked the greatest admiration

for their beauty.

Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon, Loretta

Young, Spencer Tracy, Lilyan Tash-
man and Edmund Lowe were posing
for the press photographers when we
drifted by the library.

TJ/'HO do you suppose?
One of the local liusbands of a

very famous zvife is collecting first edi-

tions as follows:

He writes famous authors, mentions
his celebrated zvife's name and by rc-

(Continued on page 82)

Three happy couples and one lone wife! They are John Cabot Lodge,

Mrs. Chas. Farrell, Johnny Mack Brown and wife, Fay Wray and hubby,

and Mrs. John Lodge at the Russian Eagle in Hollywood.
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can help you win hearts

and Md ^vcLsafŝ ABBAM\IMWCK
- .

GIRLS, HERE'S A SECRET I

LEARNED MY VERY FIRST YEAR
IN THE CHORUS. THERE'S SOME-
THING ABOUT THE CHARM OF
REALLY EXQUISITE SKIN MEN
JUST CAN'T RCSIST ,

I HAVE THE SENSITIVE SKIN
THAT GOES WITH RED HAIR,
YET FOR YEARS MY SIMPLE
BEAUTY CARE — LUX TOILET
SOAP— HAS KEPT IT ALIA/AYS
SOFT AND SMOOTH !

jMen can't resist alluring skin
—you can have this charm .

Barbara Stanwyck tells you Hollywood's
secret of loveliness . . . how to have a skin
that wins instant adoration.

You see her as she looks in her own bou-
doir. Notice how smooth her skin is. Surely
you'll want to follow her advice
—make yours as lovely!

All over the country girls are
turning to Hollywood's com-
plexion care.

Actually 9 out of 10 Holly-
wood stars use fragrant,
white Lux Toilet Soap. Get £
some today. Begin at once J§§
to win new loveliness

!

LOVELY WARNER BROS. STAR

Precious Elements in

this Soap— Scientists Explain
"Skin grows old-looking through the gradual loss

of certain elements Nature puts in skin to keep it

youthful. Gentle Lux Toilet Soap, so readily sol-

uble, actually contains such precious elements-
checks their loss from the skin. '

'
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ISN'T it a shame? There's a girl who
has 'come hither' if I ever saw one.

But it becomes 'go thither' after a minute
in her presence. Why doesn't some kind
girl friend put her wise?"

The surprising thing is that there still

are girls and women—attractive ones, too

—who need to be told that soap and
water cannot keep their underarms free

from that ugly odor of perspiration which
refined people hate.

Smart girls who prize their popularity

know that the quick, the easy, the sure

way to keep their underarms always
fresh and odorless, is with Mum.

It takes just half a minute to use Mum.
Then you're safe for all day. And the

instant it's on, slip into your dress. For
Mum is perfectly harmless to clothing.

It's soothing to the skin, too—so

soothing you can shave your underarms
and use Mum immediately.

Don't ever let anybody say you are

careless about underarm odor. Use Mum
regularly and you'll be safe. Mum Mfg.
Co., Inc., 75 West St., New York.

Let's Talk About Hollywood

(Continued from page 80)

TAKES THI ODOR OUT
OF PERSfM RATION

ON SANITARY NAPKINS, TOO.
Mum is also a wonderful deodorant j»c

'

for this use—guarantees protection JCSSl,

from unpleasantness.
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turn mail (usually) comes an auto-

graphed volume of the book he has

mentioned.

This little hobby might be worth a

lot of money, if the worst happens.

CREDIT Mrs. Pat Campbell with the

two most widely quoted "insults"

of the current month. To a popular

sex appeal star, who is noted for her

very hectic kissing scenes with her

screen lovers, Mrs. Pat snarled, "My
dear, why do you insist on making a

meal off your leading man's lips?"

And after taking a look at Lil Tash-

raan's new hat (with a fringe of

feathers hanging down over her eyes)

the ruthless lady remarked : "You look

just like a Sheep Dog in that remark-

able hat."

HUGH HERBERT did a nip-up in

the middle of his act on Rudy Val-

lee's Fleischmann's Yeast Hour the

other Thursday. Hugh forgot his little

piece or lost his notes or something.

There was a long silence followed by a

heart felt : "Oh, my God I"

Of course the technicians had to

switch the rest of it off. There can

be no profanity over the ether waves.

CiAYS Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in re-

*J ferring to Gertrude Lawrence, "She

is the most fascinating and sophisti-

cated woman I have ever known. For

the first time in my life I know what

true love is."

If Doug's love observation was in-

tended to irritate Joan Crawford, it

didn't!

RADIO has offered Katharine Hep-

burn $6000 per broadcast if she is

interested. Marie Dressier has been

offered more per broadcast than an en-

tire picture engagement will net her.

And yet this same Mr. M. H. Ayles-

worth, who is holding out all this gold

to Hollywood celebs, is the same gen-

tleman who recently protested in Wash-
ington that stars were being paid too

much in the movies.

Wonder why they don't clamp a code

on radio salaries.

IN the last few months Jeanette Mac-

Donald has, slowly but surely, been

adding weight to her lovely figure. The
first five pounds were becoming, but

the holidays began to play havoc with

her curves.

If she does rate the title role in "The

Merry Widow" with Maurice Chev-

alier, a strenuous diet and exercise pro-

gram is in store for her.

AL JOLSON may be all the world to

-ix Ruby Keeler, but the entire cast

of "Wonder Bar" is beginning to won-

der why.
Their collective necks are out of

joint from trying to twist their faces

into the camera when Al is in the

scene.

Jolson and Ricardo Cortez have been
at feud heat ever since the picture

started, but lately Kay Francis, Dolores
Del Rio and Dick Powell have rated as

conscientious objectors to Al's "cam-
era hogging."
During the making of one of the

scenes, Jolson had to carry Ric Cortez
(who outweighs him by fifty pounds)
about a quarter of a block. Was it re-

venge which prompted the director to

shoot and re-shoot this scene? It's too

bad the camera couldn't pick up the de-

lighted expression on Ric's face as Al
tugged along under the burden of his

dead weight.

TjyONDER zvhat's happened to the
' Y reputed Rudy Vallee-Alice Faye
romance since they both hit Holly-
wood? Latest gossip is that Rudy's in-

terest has turned purely managerial and
that his social life is being divided be-

tween several charming cinema queens.
Heigh -ho, everybody !

TT happened on the "Bolero" set t'other

day.

One of the character actresses, a

Swiss, had a very slight understanding
of the English language. Her role

was that of a dumb innkeeper. She
was to appear with George Raft in the

following scene.

"Now, remember," the director ex-
plained to her, "you're just a great

big yokel."

The scene was ready to shoot. At
the proper cue, the Swiss woman ap-
peared before the cameras . . . and to

everyone's surprise began a series of

loud mountain yells.

"Stop \" shouted the bewildered di-

rector, "What are you doing?"
"Vy, I yodel," answered the Swiss.

"Didn't you tell me I vas a great big

yodel ?"

GENE RAYMOND has a cute lit-

tle romantic habit. At the begin-

ning of every new picture he sends his

current leading lady a dozen of Ameri-
can Beauty roses. However, on the first

day of "Coming Out Party," Gene hesi-

tated about his floral offering and finally

decided against it. Frances Dee is the

leading lady and bridegroom Joel Mc-
Crea might object.

CAROLE LOMBARD gave a big

housewarming a while ago and in-

vited her estranged husband, William
Powell.

That was all right with everyone ex-

cept Carole's current boy friend. Did
he burn up when her husband showed
up also

!

ALISON SKIPWORTH swears her

brother loves her even if he did

write her the following letter:

"I see all your pictures. Why don't

you come home?"
(Continued on page 84)
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BILL SAYS HIS WIFE USES RINSCM
IT SOAKS OUT DIRT AND SAVES /

SCRUBBING. WHY NOT TRY IT, ANN? )

NEXT WASHDAY

, AND YOU TELL BILL TO TELL HIS WIFE I'M SORE !\
SHE SHOULD HAVE TOLD ME ABOUT RINSO LONG AGO.

j

I DIDN'T SCRUB OR BOIL TODAY, YET MY CLOTHES ARE J
„40R 5 SHADES WHITER /

AND YOU LOOK'
AS FRESH AS

*7 A DAISY

RINSO MAKES CLOTHES
LAST 2 OR 3 TIMES

LONGER- 1 KNOW
THAT WILL SAVE ME

LOTS OF MONEY
» I'll never use a washboard again—that's what ruins clothes! The

Rinso way is so gentle—yet clothes

come whiter than ever. I'm using

Rinso for dishes, too. I'm using it

for<«//cleaning—it's so economical.

No wonder the makers of 40
famous washers recommend
Rinso! No wonder it's approved
by Good Housekeeping Institute.

Try it. See what rich suds a little

gives even in hardest water.

AUNTIE. IMAGINE JOHN'S
FORGETTING OUR WEDDING
ANNIVERSARY I I'LL NEVER
FORGIVE HIM

/ PERHAPS ITS PARTLY
YOUR FAULT

\
lt2_

BUT I'VE BEEN A GOOD
WIFE. JOHN'S CHANCED
—GROWN INDIFFERENT

YOU'VE BEEN A BIT
INDIFFERENT, TOO.
SHALL I BE VERY
FRANK

?

I'M GLAD AUNTIE
GOT ME TO USE
LIFEBUOY. IT'S GRAND!
NO"B.O." NOW

'B.0"G0NE_
romance returns/

MORE CANDY! YOU
EXTRAVAGANT BOY !

SWEETS TO THE
SWEET. DARLING

EL O. (body odor)

—a kill-joy

'"pO guard happiness—guard against

that unforgivable fault, "B. O."
(body odor). Bathe regularly with Life-

buoy. Its extra-clean, quickly-vanish-

ing scent tells you Lifebuoy protects.

Its abundant, hygienic lather purifies

and deodorizes pores— stops "B. O."

For a lovelier skin
Every night massage Lifebuoy's gentle,

purifying lather well into pores; then
rinse. Watch skin bloom with health.

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.
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Don't blame
that tie!

"

YOU had planned a nice quiet eve-
ning at home with the family . . .

when you found other plans had been
made, you asked "Why drag me out?"

That was not natural. It was your
subnormal condition that made your
overworked body rebel against social

activities. You had started the day off

at top speed—keen and alert—but grad-
ually you had slowed down and by
nightfall you were exhausted.

A most likely cause of this let-down
feeling was -that your red-blood-cells

—

the carriers of oxygen to all parts of

your body—had been reduced to the

point where you were not up to your
full strength. You were all worn out.

No wonder you did not like that tie.

Though you have no organic disease*,

you may have a lowered red-blood-cell

count with deficient hemo-glo-bin. When
this occurs, and it is very common, you
need-a-tonic. Not just a tonic so-called,

but a tonic that has the virtue of stimu-
lating gastric secretions, and also hav-
ing the mineral elements so very, very
necessary in rebuilding the oxygen-
carrying hemo-glo-bin of the blood to

make it natural for you to "carry on"
without exhaustion.

Don't wait until you face a break-
down. It is well to remember that you
cannot have good health, energy, and
cheerfulness if your blood is in a run-
down condition.

If your condition suggests a tonic, we
recommend S.S.S. because its value has
been proven by generations, as well as
by modern scientific appraisal.

S.S.S. is truly a blood and body
tonic: It is carried by every drug store
in America in two sizes—the larger be-
ing more economical. ©The S.S.S. Co.

*Consult a physician if you
suspect an organic trouble.

builds sturdy health

(Continued from page 82)

Pretty soon Hollywood won't know what

an "eligible bachelor" looks like. The

latest to fall is Mervyn Le Roy. She's

Doris Warner—of the Warners.

DUSS COLUMBO and June Knight
J-^- were at the Beverly-Wilshire the

other night, but not together. This
didn't prevent them from gazing dream-
ily into each other's eyes, however, over
the shoulders of their respective part-

ners as they danced about the floor.

Must have been a grand evening for

the guy-what-brung June and gal-who-
was-b-rung by Russ.

George Raft is so "azycray" about
Marjorie King he even invites her
mother along when they go out. If

that isn't love with matrimonial inten-

tion, what is it?

"D AFT did punch production super-
visor Barney Glazer in the nose.

George Raft didn't punch Barney in the
nose. He merely pushed him. Those
are the two Hollywood stories of the
interesting affair which took place on

the "Bolero" set, and you may take

your choice.

Anyway, the disputed dispute was
over a line in the script supposed to be
spoken by Georgie.
"How about those pictures of me at

my mother's grave ? They'd be great

publicity !"

George said he wouldn't say such a

disgraceful thing. Glazer said the char-

acter he was portraying would say such
a thing and wound up by wanting to

know whether Georgie was an actor or

merely a Boy Scout. He found out.

This isn't the only row Raft and
Glazer have had. The first took place

when George refused to work in "The
Story of Temple Drake." The boys
just don't get along

!

Hp HERE is something a bit sad about
that romance between Loretta

Young and Spencer Tracy. Intimate

friends know well that Spence is hard
hit by his deep affection for Loretta
and yet they are both deeply devout in

a religion which does not countenance
divorce and re-marriage.

It is an unhappy and almost hope-
less Hollywood love story.

COME of the boys were trying to
^ crash the "Bolero" set at Paramount
to watch Sally Rand do her famous
Fan Dance and the studio, anticipat-

ing their idea, posted four guards at

the door.

Disappointed, but not discouraged,

the troupe went hopefully to the

cutting-room the next day to see the

rushes, but no soap, either.

So they consoled themselves by trot-

ting over to the "Good Dame" set and
watching Dorothy Dell, beauty win-
ner, do her version of a hootchy-
kootchy number.

rT,HR small son of the Skeets Galla-

ghers is called "The Duke." Nozv
that he has a brand new little sister all

Hollywood lias named her "The Duch-
ess."

MARY,, CARLISLE is mad at

M-G-M.
She has a little trouble keeping down

her weight, anyway, and when the stu-

dio cast her in a role where she had
to eat a whole pound of chocolates it

was adding insult to injury. What's
more, they made the scene four times

and the candy couldn't be faked.

It took a solid week of massage to

remedy that trouble

!

DABY LEROY is a gold digger

!

The other day he vamped Mrs.
Alexander Pantages out of fifty dollars

worth of baby wearing apparel from
her Baby Shop. The original idea was
merely to photograph the irresistible

Mister Weinbrenner in the latest baby
fashions for publicity purposes, but be-

fore the sitting was over he looked so

cute in his "models" Mrs. Pantages
packed them up for him to take home.
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Sudden emotion, over-heated rooms,

strenuous exercise, strong underarm

preparations — these increase the

danger to your dress from under-

arm moisture, friction, and chemicals.

Keep your frocks new and fresh

with the guaranteed protection of

Kleinert's Dress Shields. There are

sizes, styles and colors for every

type of costume.

Why risk your dress by trying

unknown substitutes when you can

buy genuine Kleinert's Shields for

as little as 25^ a pair where you

bought this magazine.

PROTECTED

A PAIR

"Xtelnemnm SHIELDS
^^^^ T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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£7 ft

REDUCED MY HIPS
9 INCHES WITH THE
PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE"

. . . writes Miss Jean Healy

• So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle
that we want you to try it for 10 days at

our expense!

REDUCE YOUR WAIST AND
HIPS 3 INCHES IN 10 DAYS

... or it wont cost you a cent!

Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!
• The Girdle may be worn next to the
body with perfect safety for it is ventilated
to allow the skin to breathe. It works con-
stantly while you walk, work, or sit . . . its

massage-like action gently but persistently
eliminating fat with every move you make.

Don't Wait Any Longer . . . Act Today
• You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely in 10 days whether or not this

very efficient girdle will reduce your waist
and hips THREE INCHES! You do not
need to risk one penny . . . try it for 10
days ... at no cost!

THE COUPON BRINGS YOU FREE BOOKLET AND
SAMPLE OF THE VENTILATED PERFOLASTIC RUBBER

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 533. 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing

and illustrating the new Perfolastic Reducing
Girdle, also sample of perforated Rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.
Name .

Ac/dress

City- . State-
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Post Card
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They Visit New York

{Continued from page 35)

filled the air and rocked the house
when her likeness first appeared on the
silver sheet.

John Gilbert, too, came in for his

share of praise. His old friends ral-

lied around and he garnered many new
ones.

The evening-garbed audience was
punctuated with celebrities and among
'em we spied Nita Naldi, Gene Ray-
mond, Estelle Brody, Irene Dunne,
Elizabeth Young, Phillips Holmes,
Margaret Livingston and Kay Francis.

Yes, "Queen Christina" was an enor-
mous success.

T ITTLE old New York has been
' doing right by the famous. Teas

and dinners and Repeal parties seem
to be the order of the day. First, there
was Randolph Scott, who was "done
right by" by Paramount.
The southern gentleman, who rides

like a westerner, had just returned from
across the Big Pond where he and his

pal, Cary Grant, stepped around, met
royalty and Noel Coward and, in fact,

knocked things off in a big way socially.

Randy is "for" movies and "ag'in"
marriage ; that is, for himself. He
claims connubial bliss just "isn't" in

them thar Hollywood hills. Besides,

he has five sisters who pulled booby
prizes in the matrimonial grab bag,

which is enough to discourage a more
sentimental lad than the Scott.

Of course, he does like Vivian Gaye
"much big heap," as the Indians would
say, but that's all there is, there isn't

any more. Mr. Scott told us this with
his hand on his heart and promised not

to make us look any more foolish than
Nature did, by marrying the lovely lady

the day this issue appears.

And, speaking of the lovelorn, there's

Phillips Holmes, as fine a young actor

as never wasted any time in a dra-

matic school. Phil balanced a potato

chip at the Waldorf-Astoria's glittering

bar as he talked of his future.

He was set to set sail for London,
where there is a play waiting and a

couple of tempting movie offers. There
was a nice picture proposition in the

U. S. A., too, which he was about to

leave behind with Florence Rice, a pul-

chritudinous miss who acts on the stage

and cares for Phil and hates to be

parted and all of that.

They, too, say "some day," and even

though Florence has changed her re-

ligion in preparation for the big event,

it is not as yet scheduled.

There is going to be fuss and
feathers connected with the Holmes en-

trance into wedlock. In other words,

this afternoon's wedding isn't going to

be a result of this morning's hangover.

Tch, tch, now you know it's been

known to happen

!

\17'ELL, the Gary Coopers left NewW York in a blaze of glory. They
fooled the public, the press and their

friends here and, having grown tired

of kidding us, called in the preacher
and planned a honeymoon.
On said wedding tour the happy pair

took four trunks and the bride's par-

ents. They had never seen Gary's
ranch in Arizona, either, and the pa-

pers do tell us it's sumpin' to look at.

The Coopers appeared at all the

opening nights—he, looking very proud
and she very luscious and young—and
the smart night clubs and were the

envy of just about everybody. An-
other Hollywood bachelor become a

benedict

!

Here's a little item fraught with sen-

timent and prosperity.

The old Biograph studio way up in

New York's Bronx has just reopened
for production. Yowser. Chester Er-
skine, who has sound financial backing,

is about to start a series of fifteen

pictures, the first of which will be
"Frankie and Johnnie," co-starring

Tallulah Bankhead and Helen Morgan,
this month.

Biograph was the locale in which the

real film famous began their then pre-
carious careers. The master director,

D. W. Griffith, wielded his megaphone
there fifteen years ago and Mary Pick-
ford, Mabel Normand and Lillian Gish
were among the celebrities who first

faced a camera on that old lot.

This is the really cheering news of

the month.

"\X7"ELL, the rumor hounds on HI old
* » Broadway certainly had themselves

a field day when Kay Francis was dis-

covered making the rounds with Billy

Gaston. Just by way of keeping the

records straight, said handsome man-
about-town was once Kay's husband.
When the pair decided to call it a day,
the gentleman wed Rosamond Pinchot,
talented stage actress and, as you know,
Kay eventually became Mrs. Kenneth
McKenna.

Incidentally, those reputed to be "in

the know" claim that the "inside" on the

star's recent matrimonial split-up is one
of those Harry Bannister-Ann Harding
headaches. While Ken was hitting the

theatrical high spots in New York
several seasons ago, Miss Francis
couldn't get a break and when the pair

migrated to the land of milk and honey,
earthquakes and cloudbursts, the tables

were turned and the groom just couldn't

take it.

Anyway, we hear that since Kay and
Billy Gaston are both apt to be free in

the not-too-distant future, they may be-

come Mister and Missus once more.
Wasn't it Will Rogers who said, "Re-

vivals are always flops ?" But then,

maybe Our Will is just pessimistic

!
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Except for a couple of cuts and
bruises, the Wesley Ruggles arrived

safely in our midst. 'Twas a little matter

of their train and another one arguing
for right of way or something. Mrs.
Ruggles (Arline Judge) has about re-

gained her land legs at this writing.

Wes, who just finished making
"Bolero," is here to look over the New
York theatrical fare with a view to

translating something promising to the

silver sheet and Arline has promised
herself a shopping spree.

/~\UR town holds no mysteries to
^-^ Charlotte Henry. Chotsie was born,

you see, just across the river in Brook-
lyn, so subways, the Empire State

Building and the Aquarium are mere
landmarks that have been hanging
around for years. Nothing spectacular

a-tall

!

However, "Alice in Wonderland"
drew a swanky party when she hit Park
Avenue. It was unreeled at the Waldorf-
Astoria with much gingerale and ice to

keep things stimulating.

Miss Henry, contrary to the impres-
sion one would gather from her "wide-
eyedness," seems to know all the an-
swers. She has had stage experience
and social contacts and whatever it takes

to gain one assurance. No shy violet is

this pretty Brooklyn belle. Indeed, she
can hold her own—and anybody else's—
in matters conversational.

And because she's a smartie, a good
trouper and shows promise, Paramount
—ever grateful for favors received—has
presented Charlotte with a brand new
long-term contract. She'll probably play
the title role in "Lovey Mary" next.

And while we are on the subject of

social celebrations, the combined press
agents of the town—or so it seemed

—

staged a little whoopee for Gene Ray-
mond, the occasion being the platinum
blond's departure on a three-months'
European tour with his mother.
There were hors d'oeuvres and clink-

ing glasses long before there was a
handsome young actor, for Gene got
tied up in the traffic somewhere en route
and couldn't get himself disentangled.
The blizzard again. When he finally

arrived he was gracious and nervous in

about equal proportions, but made a
great hit with the susceptible New York
newspaper women. Gosh, Mary Brian's
apprehensions !

The party was gay and Gene, who
isn't due in Hollywood until April first,

seemed to survive it with an eventual
show of equanimity. In other words, he
made the grade with the people who
help make the actors.

* * *

And now the O'Briens are here.
George and his 'bride, Marguerite
Churchill. They are on sort of a second
honeymoon, making unscheduled "per-
sonal appearances" at all the places
where the smart set gathers.

This popular pair look inconceivably
"un-movie-ish" which must help them
out in public places, when one takes into
consideration the way most stars are

bJli if doeb tit if QuMcle

<utM RAGGED ?

Put j^of^fi

your dishpati

as a beauty aid

It costs so little to use Ivory for all soap-and-water tasks,

why ruin your hands with strong suds ? Ivory keeps busy

hands looking nice . . . . 99 44
/ioo% Pure.

Ivory Soap
prevents "Housework Hands"
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COLDS
Go Overnight
When You Take This Famous

Tablet in Time

BEWARE the cold that hangs on. It may end
in something serious. Treat a cold promptly

and treat it for what it is—an internal infection

—and you will get results overnight.

Never let a cold go 24 hours untreated. At the

first sign ofa cold, take Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine. This famous tablet stops a cold quickly
because it is expressly a cold remedy and be-

cause it does the four things necessary.

These Tour Effects

First, Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine opens
the bowels, gently but effectively. This is the
first step in expelling a cold. Second, it combats
the cold germs in the system and reduces the
fever. Third, it relieves the headache and that

grippy feeling. Fourth, it tones the entire sys-

tem and helps fortify against further attack.

This is the treatment a cold requires and any-

thing less is taking chances.

Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is utterly

harmless and perfectly safe to take. It is, and
has been for years, the leading cold and grippe
tablet of the world.

Now—20% More for Your Money
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine comes in

two sizes— 30c and 50c—and is sold by every
drug store in America.
Buy the 50c size as it gives

you 20% more for your
money. Always ask for it

by the full name and look
for the letters LBQ
stamped on every tablet.

Dealers who offer a sub-
stitute are looking more to

a profit than your welfare.

GROVE'S LAXATIVE

BROMO QUININE

mobbed and mauled
around these parts.

once recognized

The Algonquin, famous hostelry

housing celebrities and exuding inti-

mate atmosphere, takes on a Hollywood

aspect these days ; that is, from the

standpoint of luncheon guests. Seated
around the main dining-room recently,

we spied Helen Hayes, Katharine Hep-
burn, Miriam Hopkins, Laura Hope
Crews, Roland Young and Ross Alex-
ander. Yes, everything there but the

cameras and sound track !

Beauty Advice

{Continued from page <5)

odor. The strongest he-man couldn't

object to it. For a pimply condition-
watch the diet. The plainest of foods

for a while. Lots of vegetables. Tomato
juice. Fruits. Very little starch. No
sweets nor heavy, oily foods. Hot ap-

plications to the offending blemishes

will help. And a medicated skin cream
would help, too, if you get him to use

it without bis suing for divorce.

Now, about hair. I do see the most
pathetic heads of masculine hair. Stiff,

dry, no-color-at-all-hair. Dandruff. Oily

hair. And hair that looks like a wet

whisk broom from being sopped under

the shower until there isn't a speck of

natural oil and life left in it.

Goodness knows, it ought to be easy

enough for every man to brush his hair

vigorously once every day. There isn't

much territory to cover. And it does

give such a grand polish and sleekness

to a head of hair. It makes hair stay

put and look neat, too.

THERE'S no reason, either, why a

guy shouldn't wear a shower cap

under the shower. A once-a-week

shampoo is plenty, I think. It should

be a thorough one. Three soapings

with liquid soap. A good rinse under

the shower. And plenty of rubbing and
scalp-massaging while the hair is dry-

ing. Then, when it is quite dry, a little

tonic rubbed in. Or one of the good oil

preparations, if the hair is dry. But

what the dears usually do is to pour

on their oil tonic—or rub in the stickum

—while the hair is still wet. And there

you have a beautiful mess clinging to

the hair. This collects dust. And the

hair is so caked down all the time that

the scalp never has a chance to breathe.

The scalp must get aired every day.

That's another reason for the brushing.

It's a good thing to rumple the hair up
—stand it on end and pull it a little, to

stimulate the scalp. (That task may be

a pleasure to some married ladies, huh?)
For advanced cases of dandruff and

for hair which is falling out so fast that

it makes your head swim, special care

is needed. And one of the best lines of

hair preparations that I know about has

a remedy for every hair evil. None of

the preparations are perfumed. And
alcohol—where it must be used for

preservation—is used sparingly. They
are reasonable in price—neither too

high nor too cheap to be good. Write
and ask me about them, if you would

like to know their names, and I prom-

ise you a very prompt reply.

I don't suppose I need to tell men

that they should all get regular exercise.

I don't need to tell the young ones, I'm
sure. They look after themselves pretty

well. They're mostly scared to death
of getting fat. In fact, they err a bit

on the other side, there. I'd like to see

some of the young fellows with a little

more flesh on their bones. They have
natty figures and nice, flat stomachs—
but their faces look so thin, sometimes.
I think it is because the average young
American male is usually so "on the

go" that he never has a chance to relax
after a meal. I know it's that way with
a certain younger brother. He's off

—

on some mysterious "date" the minute
the dessert is finished. A girl may have
some home duties to putter with. Her
face to fix or her frock to change.
That's a bit of relaxation, in a way.
Food is digested properly.

Older men, however, are the ones who
get careless. You see many more good
looking middle-aged women these days
than middle-aged men, don't you think?
The women have better figures. Com-
petition has been keen, for them, and
they have had to spruce up and keep
slim and fresh-looking in the face of

Father Time.

Middle-aged men are always saying,

"Must get some exercise. I'm putting

on weight." They may even go so far

as to buy a rowing machine—and park
it in the coat closet in the hall, where
it stays, winter, summer, autumn, and
spring. They may, perhaps, play a little

golf. And then tbey open a quart of

the finest stuff in the locker room and
undo all the good work the golf has
done. Liquor is extremely fattening,

I'll have you know.

Systematic, regular exercise—be it

tennis in summer and rowing machine
in winter or whatever—will keep the

figure flat where it should be flat and
muscular where it should be muscular.

And that's the only really important

requisite for a good, masculine figure,

isn't it?

I'm afraid to say any more about

beauty advice for men. I'm afraid of

butting in where wives fear to tread.

Honest I am. But if anyone feels in-

spired to write me about any personal

problem, I'll be only too glad to answer
it—confidentially, of course. I've helped

the ladies with a good many of their

problems and I'm sure I could handle

the men's, too.

Next month, I'll return to the ladies

again. And a darned sight easier it

will be, savs I

!

S3
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The Booby Prize

(Continued from page 47)

for news pictures with her sisters, Sally

Blane and Polly Ann Young. She did

pose with them at Colleen Moore's
party—but with what poor grace

!

• Eddie Hillman announced in public

(and in the presence of his latest ex,

Marian Nixon) that he was going to

throw a big party in honor of his two
ex-wives. Was that the best of man-
ners, Mr. Hillman?

• Gene Raymond, leaving for New
York, invited three girls down to the

train to see him off : Janet Gaynor,
Marian Nixon and Mary Brian. He gets

a prize—and the girls all get a special

prize for showing up !

• We don't quite know who should get

this booby prize. But—well, anyway . .

.

We're a little tired of movies in which
the heroine is a brilliant surgeon or a

brilliant something else—and looks not

a day over twenty-two. Ann Harding,
for instance, in "The Right to Ro-
mance," was, for the purposes of the

plot, in possession of all the surgical

knowledge which brilliant men spend
years and years slaving to acquire. We
seem to remember "Mary Stevens,

M.D.," too.

• And Joan Crawford's shoes in

"Dancing Lady" provided us with a

snicker. "Don't wear bows on your
shoes," said Franchot Tone to her.

"They're cheap looking." Close-up of

the famous Crawford legs and feet. And
what did we see? Lovely, expensive,

hand-turned slippers. Probably cost $15
per each. And great, big, luscious gros-

grain bows on them. Cheap, my eye

!

MODERN SCREEN

ON THE AIR!

At 5:30 on Monday after-

noons—until 5:45 on Monday

afternoons you'll find us

holding forth over Station

WMCA. If your set will

behave nicely and get this

station for you, you can

obtain an advance broadcast

on what this magazine is

doing in the world.
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MODERN Let Me Tell You About Greta Garbo

Not $1 - No* 50^ -
but 25c

If you saw Modern Eve
Beauty Aids priced much
higher than they are, you'd

gladly buy them. For these

are exceptional creams and
cosmetics, as pure and fine

as any you know. Yet their

surprising cost is only 2 5c

each— not miniature sam-
ples, but full-sized, good
looking boudoir packages.

That's because Modern
Eve has been made espe-

cially for your favorite 5-

10-2 5c store. That store

cooperates with a well-

known, modern beauty
laboratory to bring you
these highest quality toilet-

ries— but so inexpensively

that you can stretch your
beauty budget further. See

Modern Eve, and you'll

find out there's no need to

spend dollars; a quarter

brings you just as much!

MODERN EVE COMPANY
305 E. 63rd St., New York City

For

Instance

:

MODERN EVE
FACE POWDER-
in a gorgeous metal box
of black and silver. Pow-
der that's pure In every
way, exquisitely fragrant,
really clinging and beau-
tifying. 25c.Thecorriplete
line is equally value-full !

{Continued from page 27)

M-G-M was spending a huge amount for

her comeback. When she works, she

concentrates so hard that I think a can-

non could be shot off at her side and
she wouldn't move. Lots of men have
that power of concentration but very
few women have it.

Imagine my surprise, then, in the

midst of all this intensity to have her

wisecrack the first time she talked to

me alone. We were speaking of a love

scene in the script and she said

:

"This is a very low scene—a very
low scene."

I knew she meant it had to be played

in a low-pitched voice but the repetition

made me imagine she meant something
more—and she did ! I looked up and
found her smiling slyly and looking at

me out of the corner of her eye to see

if I got her double meaning. When I

giggled, her smile spread to a grin. She
always waits mischievously to see

whether you get her double entendres

and if you do, she's as pleased as punch.

But she has the true aloofness of the

great. No matter how well you know
her, I don't imagine you can take your
hair down with her. She's not the sort

of person to whom even her intimates

would yell, "Hi ! Greta." She is "Miss
Garbo" always, no matter how human
she is and, in my opinion, she's swell.

At first I couldn't forget the "Garbo
legend." I remember the first scene we
played together. I had to curtsey and
kiss her hand. I had been perfect in

rehearsals but the "take" was almost
spoiled. In the middle of it I thought,

"My God, this is Garbo !" and it darn
near broke me up. Of course, as the

picture progressed and we became more
friendly, I got over my awe of her.

We began to gag together. We wore
long dresses that swept the floor and
hid our feet. One day she lifted her

beautiful Adrian creation and showed
me her feet encased in an old pair of

tennis shoes.

"They said I have four pairs," she

laughed, "but I've got only these."

Not to be outdone, I lifted my beauti-

ful dress and showed her my feet in an
old and comfortable pair of slippers.

It got to be a morning ritual with us.

Each day with all solemnity, she'd lift

her gown and the tennis shoes were in

evidence.

"And you?" she'd ask.

To keep up with her prank and hear

her wicked laughter, I used to wear the

oldest and most outlandish clodhoppers

I could find.

Another gag was her "Nay! Nay!"
When she had to give a decision

about something, instead of saying

"No!" she'd say "Nay! Nay!" until it

got so that everyone from Mamoulian
down was "Nay, naying."

One terrible day she walked through
the sets saying in a sepulchral voice,

"There's trouble afut ! There's trouble

afut
!"

We all looked at one another in dis-

may. There was fear and trembling,
for none of us knew what the trouble

was. Fortified by her friendship to me,
I approached and asked timidly:

"What's the matter, Miss Garbo?
Why do vou sav, 'there's trouble

afoot ?'
"

She looked at me and answered sol-

emnly, "I have just learned your de-

lightful expression. 'There's trouble

afut !'
"

ANOTHER day I told her I knew
one word in Swedish but I didn't

know what it meant. My aunt had had
a Swedish cook who used to say "for-

baunod" a great deal. Garbo roared
when she heard that.

"It means damn or hell," she ex-

plained. "I have visions of that woman
knocking the pots and pans about and
shouting 'Damn, damn, damn !'

"

She used to take as much pleasure in

teasing me as Mamoulian did. She
loves tennis and she knew I did, too.

When the tennis matches were on, she'd

say to me, "Maybe we can get you off

today in time for you to see them."
I protested that I didn't want to get

off but she kept teasing me about it just

the same. And because sometimes some
young man would be waiting to take me
home, she'd keep asking, "How are all

your boy friends ?"

One morning I answered lightly,

"I'm through with men. They compli-

cate life so."

She answered very seriously, "You're
right. If you want to be a success, you
must not let anything interfere with
your work. You must concentrate.

Everything must come from within
you.""

She's the most amazing person.

Wearing the same costume and make-
up, she can look hard and sophisticated

one day and the next be so radiantly

beautiful that "dewy" is the only word
that fits her, much as I hate to use it.

She is never satisfied with her own
work. She used to stop in the middle
of a scene which overwhelmed me by
its perfection and say, "It's not right."

She'd bite her lip, shake her head and
walk about in distraction, almost like a

caged animal.

Mamoulian always let her do a scene

over if she wanted to, even though he
thought it had been done all right. He
knew better than anyone how hard she

was striving for perfection.

Gossip has linked their names but I

don't think they were anything more
than good friends and fine artists, each
appreciating the other's ability—and
sense of humor, too.

They would both love to play kids'

pranks on each other. We had a man
on the sound track called "Skippy." He
was short, pot-bellied and wore glasses.

Just to look at him made you feel good
for he would giggle at you as if you
and he had some secret joke.

One day he turned up in a turtle neck
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sweater and a white cap. It so hap-

pened that Mamoulian, who is very tall

and wears glasses too, had the same
kind of sweater on. Garbo called him
over and pointing to Skippy said, "I

think you two are brothers."

X/IAMOULIAN waited until she was
-1

-
-1

off the set and then he sent to the

wardrobe department for a white cap

like Skippy's. When Garbo was ex-

pected back, he motioned for us all to

be silent and went over and stood

posing with his arm around Skippy. I

can't tell you how funny they looked

—

tall Mamoulian and little Skippy wear-
ing the same kind of clothes. When
Garbo came on the set and saw them,

she roared. Skippy had his own sense

of humor too and I think Garbo liked

that. His arms were tatooed and we
asked him if he had ever been a sailor.

"Sure," he answered. "I was the

captain of a schooner."

When we were all duely impressed,

he added, "A prairie schooner."

You can see from this that Garbo
created an atmosphere of friendliness

to everyone. She didn't play the great

lady but was her gracious self to one
and all.

And when it came to work, her own
flawless performance made us all give

our best. She helped us all, particu-

larly myself and Gilbert, who worked
at high tension all the time because it

was his comeback and he is especially

high-strung anyway.
She did lots of kind little things for

me that I shall never forget. When-
ever she sent her maid out for coffee

or tea, she saw to it that I had some
too. And one day when we had been
working on the back lot and were wait-
ing for the cars to take us to the studio,

it began to snow and I began to shiver.

Garbo and Mamoulian usually took the

first car and I went into the second with
the others. But this day the second car
didn't come up right away and before
I knew what had happened, the first car

had backed up and both Garbo and
Mamoulian were beckoning me to hop
in with them.

I think her good-bye to me was typi-

cal of the woman about whom so many
conflicting things are written. She
didn't say, "It was nice to have you in

my picture," as so many great stars do,

but instead

:

"It has been very nice working to-

gether," and remembering that I had
told her I was going back East for a

holiday with my family she added,
"You're going to see your mother and
your brother, aren't you?"

"Yes !" I replied and I'm afraid I

acted too delighted at the prospect, for

she said in the most tragic tones

:

"Oh, how I envy you !"

I forgot her greatness then. At that
moment I felt that she might be my
chum who was frightfully alone and
homesick and I was very sorry for her.

Imagine, me, Elizabeth Young, feeling

sorry for The Great Garbo. Oh, it all

sounds too absurd but it's true. That's
how I felt.

Do you blame me for thinking that
Garbo is a regular person and that I've
got something to tell my grandchildren ?

THAT MAKE HER SO COMPLETELY... SO IRRESISTIBLY...

SO RAV ISH INGLY^Z/OMatiM^

Lovely figure, beautifully gowned . .

poise and style . . yet, withal, just another
mannequin unless her eyes express the fasci-

nating charm of her own unique personality.

She knows well how important is the appearance
of long, dark lashes, delicately shaded lids, and grace-

ful, expressive eyebrows, to bring out all the alluring

beauty and depth of expression in her eyes. Like five

million other clever women, she achieves this natural-

appearing loveliness quickly and easily with the
famous Maybelline eye beauty aids.

Don't let pale, scanty lashes, blank-looking eyelids,

and scraggly brows rob you of the glamorous beauty
that can be so easily yours with these exquisite yet
inexpensive Maybelline preparations.

A few simple brush"strokes of Maybelline Eyelash
Darkener will instantly transform your lashes into

the appearance of long, dark, luxuriant fringe. Tear-
proof, non-smarting, and absolutely harmless, it

keeps the lashes soft and silky. Delicately shade your
eyelids with Maybelline Eye Shadow and see how
the color of your eyes is deepened and intensified.

Form lovely, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-
marking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. Now behold. . .

!

Your eyes have become twin pools of alluring beauty

,

expressing your every mood with irresistible charm.

Encourage the natural growth of your lashes by
applying Maybelline Eyelash Grower nightly before

retiring. Stimulating and beneficial, it is, like all the
Maybelline eye beauty aids, absolutely pure and
harmless. Try these four effective aids to eye beauty
today. They are obtainable in purse

sizes at all leading 10c stores.

/

MAYBELLINE CO.
CHICAGO

EYE BEAUTY PREPARATIONS
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NOT PRETTY

but she's JLvujayad
At the Beauty Salon she obtained a permanent
which gave her style and personality. Then she kept

her hair as originally set—lovable—by using, as her

Beautician did

—

BOBBY LOXHAIRPINS
These bob pins are used in Beauty Shops more than

any other. Black, Brown, Blonde, Grey. Insist upon
Bobby Lox at your favorite store or mail the coupon
to

SCOLDING LOCKS CORPORATION, Applelon, Wis.

Enclosed find 10c for 36 Bobby Lox. Straight.

Crimped. Curved. Color

Name. '.'. MM334

Address. V

City .State.

RILL THE ItAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair Jrom
growing again. Safe, easy, permanent. Use
it privately at home. The delightful relief
will bring happiness, freedom or mind and
greater success.

We teach Beautv Culture. Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For prompt-

^ ness in writing me, I will include a S2.00
~ CertiScateforMahlerBeauty Preparations.

D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 36C, Providence, R. I.

—adds unseen

beauty to your

visible charms PERFUME AND
FACE POWDER"Radio Girl" Perfume

was designed for the
modern American Girl—gay, vivacious, unaffected.
Though compounded from fine French essential oils,

Radio Girl Perfume is produced in this country with
a thought for thrift . . . You'll love Radio Girl Face
Powder, too—with the same exquisite fragrance.

Use this COUPON (or FREE SAMPLES
RADIO GIRL", St. Paul, Minn. M3
Send mc FREE Regular Size Radio Girl Per-

fume and Trial Size Radio Girl Face Powder.

I am enclosing ioc (coin or stamps) for

cost of mailing. (Offer good in U. S. only^

Name

{Continued jrom page 29)

Address

.

behind some of these encounters of trust-

ful little girls with men who claim they

are directors, it is perhaps best not to

think. Most of them only go to show
that there are a staggering number of

empty-headed braggarts in Hollywood.
The operators say that calls for these

non-existent "directors" often run up to

eighty a day.

'"THEN there are the pitiful calls from
people down and out, beaten by life,

willing to snatch at any straw. "I'd

like to ask about a job," they begin

hesitantly.

"In what department, please?"

"Oh, acting— any department— any
kind of work," comes the vague answer.

"I just hoped—I just thought maybe—

"

People who don't even know what
kind of job they could handle don't

stand much chance of getting any job

at all. But it is never without a pang
that the operators pull their plugs, say-

ing, "We're sorry, but you'll have to get

in touch with the department your work
fits you for."

Heaven knows, though, the phone
girls get enough comic relief in their

daily round. There are the ardent

swains who call in to entreat, "When
will Betty Daniels finish work in the

chorus on that dance picture you're

shooting? I've got a date with her and
she's three hours late now !" Betty, or

whatever her name happens to be, is

still on the set.

When will the chorus be through?
Doesn't the chorus wish it knew ! Don't

the studio executives wish they knew

!

Doesn't the director wish he knew

!

And if they don't know how can the

poor telephone operator know ?

Then there are the curiosity hounds
who want to know "Is Ruth Chatterton

really married?" "Does Cagney wear
a wig?" "How old is Randy Scott?"

"Is Jimmie Dunn going to marry Ann
Harding?" They know the answers al-

ready. They just want to hear them
via voice from the studio itself. There
are the downcast salesmen who say to

the phone girl, "I can't seem to get to

Mr. X. Will you sell him a car for

me?" There are the skeptics who de-

mand suspiciously, "Did Eddie Robinson
really ride that horse in that picture I

saw last night or did he just wear the

riding-clothes and let a double do it?"

An odd quirk is that people who call

in to ask questions like these
—

"Is

Norma Shearer's hair really curly?"

—

and so on—almost always preface their

questions the same way. "A bunch of

us were sitting around the house the

other day and we had a bet that such

and such was the case," they begin. It

seems to make it less embarrassing, that

old fib about the bet.

ANOTHER mix-up out at Warners'
recently might not have been so

funny had not Jack Warner, vice presi-

dent in charge of production, had a

sense of fun. One evening after hours
Mr. Warner came into the office and
said to the girls on duty, "I'm Mr. War-
ner. Please get me long distance to

New York."

People are always trying to swipe
free telephone calls. The girls ex-

changed knowing smiles. Mr. Warner
actually had to write his signature on a

piece of paper before they would be-

lieve him.

And as with production heads, so

with stars. The operators know their

voices, know them well enough to kid

them over the wires, but quite fre-

quently they have never seen them off

the screen. Of four operators on duty
at a major studio, only one has ever

been on a set.

Poor little Jackie Cooper went un-
recognized one day, too. The girls at

the M-G-M board heard a childish

voice saying, "Please let me talk to

Miss Joan Crawford." The operator

who got the call closed her key and
turned to her chief. "It's a little boy
wanting to talk to Joan," she said. "Gee,
I've got half a mind to put him through
to her. You know how she is about
kids. She'd talk to him."' But rules

are rules and so, opening her key again,

she said, "I'm sorry, but I can't let you
talk to the stars."

"But I'm a friend of Miss Craw-
ford's," the young voice insisted.

A friend ! That's what they all say.

"I'm sorry
—

"

"But darn it, Marie," said the voice,

peeved by now, "I am! This is Jackie."

Only then did the girls recognize his

voice.

Joan Crawford, by the way, once
checked an attempt at robbery by a
peculiar accident of the switchboard that

could not happen one time in twenty
thousand. A woman's voice called the
studio saying, "This is Robinson's De-
partment Store. What is the number
of Miss Crawford's charge account with
us, please?" This is an old dodge of

department store thieves. They make
every effort to get a charge account
number. Once they get it, the star finds

thousands of dollars of merchandise
charged to her name. But the operators
are wise to the stunt and never give out
the information. Ordinarily they would
simply have cut the connection. What
happened on this occasion is inexpli-

cable. The operators to this -day don't
know exactly. Joan must have lifted

the receiver of her private phone at the
exact instant the call came in to the
main board, just as the operator was
ringing her. The department store

crook, little though she had planned
for it, was talking straight into Joan's
ear. She must have shivered as she
heard a quiet voice ask, "This is Miss
Crawford speaking. What was it you
wanted, please?"

There was a moment of stammering,
and then the connection was hastily

broken.
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JOAN was once a phone operator her-

self. Now and then she drops in at

the studio switchboard and clips a

transmitter around her neck just for old

times' sake. Would it thrill you to

know that that husky-voiced operator
who took your call that time you
phoned Republic 0211 was Joan?
The lengths to which people will go

to talk to their favorite stars over the

phone are unbelievable. A girl called

Hollywood all the way from St. Louis
not long ago to enquire, "May I talk

to John Barrymore ?"

"What is the nature of your busi-

ness ?"

"Oh, I haven't got anything to say, I

just want to talk to him," came the

answer with blissful assurance.
"Mr. Barrymore isn't on the lot to-

day." Mr. Barrymore was, but the
phone girls try not to antagonize people
if they can help it.

"Then can't I talk to Jean Harlow?
"She'll let me reverse the charges. I

know she'll be glad to pay for this call."

There's egotism for you ! Such long
distance calls are by no means uncom-
mon, the girls say, although they may
cost all the way from ten to fifty dollars,

depending on their point of origin.

Another egotist is the elderly woman
who calls in every day to tell one studio
what picture she saw last night and
bawl them out for making it the wrong
way. "Now, if I had written that
story," she begins, and goes on for
fifteen minutes to criticize plot, cast-
ing, performances, dialogue, everything.
But that's the sort of thing the phone

girls are paid to listen to. Guardian
angels, they sit between the studio and
the world. When a man called in

frantically to swear he was the only
person in the world who could cure
Clark Gable of appendicitis, the phone
girls had to decide whether he was a
crank or a physician who really had
something to offer. Clark was in the
hospital at the time, scheduled to be
operated upon the following morning.
When, as once happened, it was re-

ported over the radio that Wallie Beery
was dead in a plane crash, it was the
phone girls who called his home in a
rush, talked to him, and issued reassur-
ing denials to something like fifteen

hundred persons who telephoned to ask
whether the report was true.

But exciting moments are rare. The
routine calls which flood in hour after
hour, day after day, year in and year
out, are less dramatic. They're the
same over and over.

"I'm a high school girl. Will you
please ask Gloria Stuart what kind of
rinse she uses on her hair ?"

"Will you give me the colors of all

the gowns Claudette Colbert wore in
'Tonight Is Ours' ? I'm getting married
and I want to copy her clothes for my
trousseau."

"Your call to New York is ready
now, Mr. Marx."
"Good afternoon. Unkwsal."
"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios."
The tiny lights blink, the patient

voices go on giving infinite answers,
the deft hands glide over the board like
the pale ghosts of a million hopes and
dreams.

WHICH SKIN FAULT IS

SPOILING YOUR BEAUTY?

LARGE PORES?

BLACKHEADS?

PIMPLES?

OILY SKIN?

CHAPPED HANDS?

For new beauty use this

medicated corrective cream
—say scores of nurses

Among the 6,000,000 women who are now
using this new kind of corrective cream,
there are thousands of trained nurses. And
they ought to know what's really good for

WONDERFUL FOR

CHAPPED HANDS, TOO
Make this convincing overnight test.
Apply Noxzema on one hand tonight.
In the morning note how soothed it

feels—how much softer, smoother,
whiter that hand is! Noxzema im-
proves hands overnight.

&REASELESS

After you've tried Nox-
zema, get the new, big
money-saving 50c jar.

the skin! Their training has taught them
what the skin needs to keep it healthy
and beautiful.

Invisible Pore Poisons

Science now recognizes that many of the
common skin faults come from tiny hidden
poisons that lurk unseen beneath the skin
surface. Large pores, blackheads, pimples,
oiliness, roughness and other beauty-de-
stroying flaws are often caused by these
invisible poisons.

Ordinary care is not enough. Creams
and lotions that merely cleanse the surface
fail to reach these deep-lodged poisons. A
special medicated cream is necessary. And
Noxzema is such a cream. Noxzema is

pure-white, greaseless, vanishing— contain-
ing medicines that sink into the skin, help
to keep pores germ-free and restore the skin
to normal health and beauty.

HOW TO USE: Apply Noxzema every
night after all make-up has been removed.
In the morning wash off, first with warm
water, then with cold water or ice. Apply
a little more Noxzema then as a protective
powder base. With this scientifically perfect

complexion aid, you'll soon glory in a skin
so clean and clear and lovely it will stand
elosest scrutiny.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER
You can try Noxzema at little cost—you can
see for yourself in a few short days how wonder-
fully it clears, softens and refines your skin

—

you can see why over 10,000,000 jars are used
yearly. Noxzema is sold by all drug and depart-
ment stores. Ask for the new larger economical
50c jar—or first get the generous 10c trial jar.

But don't wait—start improving your skin
tonight. Get a jar today from the nearest dealer.
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GLORIA ST UNIVERSAL PICTURES PLAYER

a new type
EYEBROW PENCIL

"with a delicate tone

THE MAKERS of Winx mascara—Amer-
ica's foremost authorities on eye make-
up—have ;ust brought out a NEW-
type eyebrow pencil.

This pencil has a delicate tone . . . and,
therefore, gives just the right, delicate,

gossamer touch to eyebrows. It never
looks coarse or smeary or spotty— as

so many pencils do.

Just touch it to your brows (you
needn't press it) . . . and watch how it

transforms even skimpy eyebrows to a

soft, rich line.

The Winx Pencil is new . . . but
already it has made a hit in New York
and Hollywood. Women who use Liquid
Winx or Cake Winx doubly welcome
this neii> Winx product as a true help

to eye beauty.

Only 100—at all good 5 and 10 stores.

winx
EYEBROW PENCIL

TOMATOCONDON'S GIANT
EVERBEARING
"QUEEN OFTHE MARKET" Big Money Maker.Large,

solid fruit; excellent canner.To introduce to you
^pur Northern Grown Live Seeds and Plants, we

will mail yoo 125 seeds of Condon's Giant
Everbearing Tomato ^n«mw*W%
and our bile 1934 Catalog M M M M
ofSeeds, Plants. Shrubs, A m

f
200-Paee Book tells bow, and when to
plant. Send 3c atamp to cover postage.

Prices Lower Than Ever Before

CONDON BROS., SEEDSMEN
BOX 158 ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Treat That

COLD SORE
QUICK EASY WAY!
JUST touch cracked lips

and that cold sore tonight
with antiseptic, penetrating
Campho-Phenique. It starts
to soothe pain and speed up
healing instantly, and re-
store your lips their natural
smoothness and ripe beauty.

| Protects against infection,
too. not only on cold sores
but on minor cuts, burns and

similar hurts. Get a bottle of Campho-Phenique at
any drug store—30c or 60c—or a trial size, 10c at any
ten-cent store.

CAMPHO-PHENIQUE

What Kind of a Girl Is Heather?

(Continued from page 74)

almost met a cruel, horrible death.

In England she had been a good
horsewoman and considered that day
lost when she did not have an early

morning canter. So when one morning
she decided, unbeknownst to the rest

of the company, that she would like a

horseback ride she felt no uneasiness.

But she had not reckoned on the wild-

ness of Indian horses nor the curious

mountain trails of India.

THEY were playing far in the in-

terior and were the only English

speaking people for miles. So, com-
pletely alone, Heather hired an Indian

pony and set out.

Happily she climbed a mountain road

when suddenly, directly in the pathway,

she saw a huge snake. The horse saw
it, too, and instantly bolted. She had
no idea how to stop him and there was
nothing for her to do but to cling tight

and let him go. He tore around a nar-

row mountain path and once Heather
turned her eyes from the road to see a

thousand foot cliff falling sheer below.

There was room on the narrow path only

for the horse. She could not possibly

risk jumping because on the other side

the mountain rose like a formidable

wall of rock. Her only alternative was
to cling to the mad pony's back with

all her strength.

What went on in her mind when she

was making this wild race with death

only Heather Angel knows. Her re-

counting of the experience is done

without embellishments. She describes

this hair-raising situation as calmly as

she would say, "My mother and I took

a walk down Hollywood Boulevard."

But it did one thing for her. It gave
her a philosophy, a philosophy that

death is inevitably so near to all of us

and that our fate is held by such a gos-

samer thread that nothing is important

enough to cause us to worry and fret.

That is why there emanates from her

a calmness that is seen in very few
young people, stoicism that only an old

soul seems able to attain.

Perhaps Heather Angel is an old soul.

At any rate there was something in the

atmosphere of India which fascinated

her. She heard much Yogi philosophy

and saw the strange peace that possesses

even the humblest and most impover-

ished of Indians.

There were amusing experiences in

the Far East, too. The company played

in one very small and obscure town
where the natives had never seen a the-

atrical performance before and, when
the villain in the play stalked across the

stage to show the heroine what a Fate

Worse than Death would be like, the

fiery natives in the audience bore down
upon the stage and made an attempt to

kill the poor young actor who was sim-
ply playing his part. After that it was
as much as his life was worth to show
himself upon the street and the fact

that the next night his role was that of

the gentlest of heroes made no differ-

ence at all to the natives.

DUT all of these experiences gave
Heather a background which she

would trade for none other. And inci-

dentally, while she was learning a

philosophic outlook on life, she was also

learning the rudiments of acting.

Still avid for knowledge of her
chosen profession, when the Eastern
tour was over, she traveled in rep shows
in England. While she was playing in

London a picture director saw her and
gave her the role of an Italian girl in

a film which was being partially filmed

in Italy. Her screen career had begun.
While she was working in a UFA pro-
duction, the American producers dis-

covered her and she was gobbled up by
Hollywood.

Seated in a huge chair that seemed
completely to swallow her slight frame
and with cigarette smoke curling about
her crisp brown hair, she said in her
precise little way, "I'm sure I shall

always adore Hollywood. It looks so
clean, so sun-baked and it has such mar-
velous sports, my dear. One doesn't

have to go long distances to play tennis
or swim or skate. It's all spread out
before one. I do love it, really."

Her mother is with her in California
and Heather's life is much the same as

it would be if she were still in Oxford,
England. Her friends are found mostly
in the English colony of Hollywood.
Her tastes are simple—plain but dainty
clothes, very little jewelry, and a home
not too elaborate.

She isn't "glamorous" in the real

sense of that overworked word, but
there is about her, some indescribable
British charm—something still and deep
inside her which assures you that what
you see of Heather Angel at first or
second—or even tenth—meeting is not
all the girl has to give.

Whether or not she will be a bril-

liant success in Hollywood remains to

be seen. She gives clean-cut perform-
ances like herself, but she is neither the

sloe-eyed allurer nor the wistful, sac-

charine heroine. I'm afraid she doesn't

fit into a pattern. Her life has been too
full and she has taken too much out of

it to say to herself, "I am this or I am
that." There is too much of the philos-

ophy of the East in the blood of this

thoroughly British girl.

Don't miss the final installment of the Katharine Hepburn

life story in our next issue
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Their "Best Esteemed"

Stars

(Continued from page 63)

her acted in "The Perfect Flapper"

"Ella Cinders" and "Twinkle Toes."

She were amazing and I counterpart

her very much. She is bobbed with a

black, conspicuous hair, a bulky eye and
lips so consequent red like an Hibiscus

flower. Her nose is tall, with an ex-

orbitant shape. Colleen Moore is very

clever in making cock-eye, and she fre-

quent acts as poor girl in a country

house with a barbarous mother.

She has a complete white tooth in a

row. Her feet are trivial and phantom
and her astonishing, genteel shoes

carry her wonderful legs from place to

place. I think so Colleen Moore can
acted impudent things for make people

rapture. She have so many external

coverings that when she acts and wore
on those dresses you sure would like it.

Sometimes when she make comedy
you could hardly stand it because she

act it so mirthful. I hope some day
she will come to Honolulu for we all

can see her embellish face, hair, eyes

and how witless she are.

HATSUE NOJI.

MARY PICKFORD: My favor-

ably actress is Mary Pickford. She
have a long curly hair with a ribbon
tied at the terminate. I ponder she
possesses the most extreme delicacy of

outline of any actress in Hollywood.
I have from Hollywood one of her
photographs which it is one she her-
self have sending me direct. She were
standing upright in this photograph,
and I ardent it very much.
Mary Pickford have clothes with

many decorations of lace, ribbon, long
skirt and very fine. She have brown
protracted and embellished eyes. Her
eyelashes vicissitudes aloft so it consti-

tutes her superior elegance. Her hair
is very undulating so people cogitates
she ripples it, but it are not so. Mary
Pickford was birth with undulating
hair. Mary Pickford, in fact, is my ex-
treem favorable actress.

SUN MOY KAM.

HAROLD LLOYD? Harold Lloyd
is construction thin and slendor with a
sportive eye glass, tedius feet and very
jollity. When he act in the movies he
makes every individuals laughing, so
people are taking him for joke, but
Harold Lloyd is very innocent and spot-
less.

On his childhood he were always
sally to school, so his parents were very
pleasure and ardent him very much.
When he were too enlarge to go to
school he became a movie star. Now
he is an opulent, salutary man. Some-
times he combs middle, and sometimes
sideways. He acts very brilliant and
when his film extends to Honolulu all

the nations of the Hawaiian islands are
ardent to vision the show. Some of
his pictures begins with a laugh and

Posed by professional models

Amazing EASY WAY ADDS

5 to 15 POUNDS FAST
Sensational gains with new
double tonic. Richest imported

brewers* ale yeast concentrated

7 times and combined with iron.

Brings new beauty in afew weeks

NOW you can easily fill out that
skinny, beanpole figure, and be just

as attractive and have as many friends

as anybody. Here's a new easy treatment
that is giving thousands solid healthy
flesh and shapely, enticing curves that
everybody admires

—

in just a few weeks!

As you know, doctors for years have
prescribed yeast to build up health for

rundown men and women. But now with
this new discovery you can get far greater
tonic results than with ordinary yeast—
regain health, and in addition put on
pounds of firm, good-looking flesh

—

and
in a far shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gain-

ing beauty-bringing pounds, but also

clear, radiant skin, freedom from indi-

gestion and constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times

This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from specially cultured
brewers' ale yeast imported from
Europe—the richest yeast known—

•

which by a new process is concen-
trated 7 times

—

made 7 times more
powerful.
But that is not all! This marvel-

ous, health-building yeast is then iron-

ized with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.

Day after day, as you take Ironized

Yeast, watch ugly, gawky angles fill out,

flat chest develop and skinny limbs
round out attractively. And with this

will come a radiantly clear skin, new
health—you're an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed

No matter how skinny and weak you
may be, this marvelous new Ironized
Yeast should build you up in a few short
weeks as it has thousands. If you are not
delighted with the results of the very
first package, your money will be in-

stantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some imitation that cannot
give the same results. Insist on the gen-

uine with "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!

To start you building up your health
right away, we make this absolutely
FREE offer. Purchase a package of

Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal

on the box and mail it to us with a clip-

ping of this paragraph. We will send you
a fascinating new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body", by a well-

known authority. Remember, re-

sults are guaranteed with the very
first package

—

or money refunded.

At all druggists. Ironized Yeast
Company, Dept. 33, Atlanta,

WE DO OUB PART Georgia.
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KISSABLE SKIN

WINS LOVE
%"My skin was so blotched I thought
nobody would ever care for me, but 10
days after beginning to use Ambrosia
people began to compliment me on my
complexion. Now I am very happy."

Letters like this prove that you too
can have a lovely skin. Doctor's tests

prove it too. For Ambrosia, the pore-
deep cleanser, quickly clears up muddy
complexions, prevents blackheads and
pimples. An old French formula, first

made in this country only to private
order, Ambrosia Cleanser is now avail-

able at all 10c stores and in larger sizes

at drug and depart-
ment stores. Begin
today to have a
kissable skin. Get
Ambrosia at once.
For very oily com-
plexions follow
with Ambrosia
Tightener. It is

tonic and anti-
septic.Also on sale

at 10c and other
stores.

Hinze Ambrosia,
|

Inc.
114 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

KFFt» um, "WIHESOFF MOOR
New Easy Way

JUSTRITE

PUSH-CLIP
10 Cents
at KRESGE'S

Amazing inventioo guar-
antees neat,quick job.No
damage to woodwork. No
tools needed. Improve ap-
pearance of your rooms

—

keep all wires off floors
with JUSTRITE PUSH*
CLIP. Economical. Set
of eight colored clips to
-match your cords, 10c»

BEWITCHING

Ultra-smart octagonal compact in genuine bake-
lite, with beveled glass mirror . . . fashionable
enough and fine enough for twice the price!
Case in red, black, brown, green, blue; high
grade velour puff. Odorless, durable, yet light

as a feather. 15c at leading Chains.

An exclusive creation of A. L. SIEGEL CO.,'Inc.
22 West 22nd St., N. Y. City

terminates with a riotous conduct.

TIN CHAN GOO.

CLARA BOW: I" my period of

youth I judgment Clara Bow is my most
affectionated actress. She have a mer-
riment proceedure and a circular, bulky

eye with a moderate eye ball in the point

of concentration. When Clara Bow
was a diminutive girl she did not like

to stay domestic but loved to go abroad.

I have perused this in one movies mag-
azine. Her ambitions was to be well

nurtured and also be intelligent but not

indolent.

Before Clara Bow become an actress

she would lotion the dishes for her

mother, purify the house and keep it

free from extraneous matter. Now I

have acquired knowledge she is attain-

ing her living by being a Hollywood
star.

Clara Bow have a short cut red hair,

a spherical face with a prostrate nose
which is just medium, not too high or

too low. She have a broad eye and
walk on elevated shoes. She is not very

meagre nor too corpulant, but is a frolic-

some girl. She is one of the juvenilest

girls in Hollywood, and indefinitely she

is my utmost movie star.

01 FONG CHUNG.

I've Dressed Them All

(Continued from page 49)

by everyone. When she started in pic-

tures, Lon Chaney taught her the gentle

art of make-up. But his hand was not

so gentle when he applied it and in her

first test she looked like nothing human.
It was her talent and beauty that tri-

umphed over too much make-up.
Very often the stars of the screen are

different in real life from their film

roles. I saw Theda Bara when she

was at the height of her vamp success

and was amazed to find her dressed as

unobtrusively as a Gish girl. Such,

however, was not the case with Betty

Blythe. When Miss Blythe walked into

my shop she was still being "The Queen
of Sheba." We discussed clothes for a

vaudeville sketch and she wanted trains

eight yards in length, tight skirts slit to

the knee, cuffs of fox which would trail

on the ground, head dresses of pearls

and rhinestones and I was a bit dazed

to learn that anyone thought in terms

of such ridiculous clothes. At length

Miss Blythe swept out—and I mean
swept—and I spent days working upon
the fantastic sketches. They are still

somewhere among my souvenirs, for she

never remembered to come back or even

to telephone. Maybe it was all a re-

hearsal for a part she hoped to play.

Here's a girl who sat on top of the

ladder and fell to the bottom over night.

Evelyn Brent was one of the most ex-

travagant, grandest, badly managed
girls who ever crashed pictures. Money
was something which was put into the

bank without her seeing it and upon

which she could draw endless checks. I

used to think of her unimportant ex-

travagances—gold-tipped cigarettes at

ten cents apiece, two copies of every

paper so that she and her husband could

each have one—and I knew that anyone

as thoughtless with minor things would
indulge in the greater extravagances.

However, this is no criticism. I adore

Betty Brent. But I have often watched

her order twenty dresses when I knew
she could not possibly use so many.
However, I realized that if I didn't sell

them to her she would buy them else-

where. Of all the people temporarily

out of the spotlight, I hope Betty will

be the first to come back—not bit parts

but honest-to-goodness starring roles.

AND here's another Betty, the grand-
est of them all.

Betty's real passion in life is the

circus. Recently we were invited to go
backstage before an afternoon perform-
ance and when the elephants and camels
were being caparisoned in glittering

spangles, we both begged to be part of

the opening parade. Betty, draped in

chiffon and beads, rode around the arena

atop an elephant and I, dressed in an
Arabian costume, led a camel. And
nobody knew that Betty Compson was
in that parade.

Years ago on the Lasky lot one of

the most beautiful girls there was Agnes
Ayres, who had played with Valentino
in "The Sheik." Before silent pictures

went out of existence she had married
and retired. Severals years later she

tried a comeback but never achieved her

old place in the cinema sun. This sum-
mer on my way home from New York
I stopped off in Chicago for a look at

the World's Fair. One of the first con-

cessions to draw my eye was the one
called "Hollywood." Inside there was
a perfect replica of a huge open stage,

with a set built in one corner and a com-
pany busy "shooting." There was a

director's stand, a chair for the assist-

ant director, actors and extras in make-
up, electricians, prop boys and a script

girl. I thought for a minute I was in

Hollywood.
Several thousand people sat around

the enclosure wide-eyed at being per-

mitted to see the taking of what they

believed was an actual picture. I stood

wondering who might be the "stars"

and was amazed when Agnes Ayres and
Grant Withers came on the set. It's

a far cry from films in Hollywood to

empty reels at the Century of Progress

but, after seeing Agnes before the

camera and realizing that she is as

beautiful as ever, I wonder why she

isn't in Hollywood making pictures.

And now my task is ended. I've

come to the end of the famous names in

my autograph book. It's been grand

sitting here writing about the great and

the near-great and if the readers of

Modern Screen have enjoyed reading

what I've written half as much as I have

enjoyed telling it, I'm satisfied.
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The Lowdown on Mickey

Mouse

(Continued from page 59)

results, that they bid fair to out-rival

even Mickey's phenomenal success. Wit-
ness how "The Three Little Pigs" has

swept the country by storm. It has

broken all records everywhere of any
other short ever made.
With the first money earned by

Mickey, Walt Disney started the build-

ing- of his now famous studio. Every
year the earnings of the entire output

were poured back into construction of

a work-shop for the universally beloved

little rodent. Now he cavorts in a

model establishment that is the most in-

teresting studio in all Hollywood. It

cost, one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars to build, and is complete with
every latest mechanical device for the

development of the pictures.

At the end of this year he will have
made his first profit. A ridiculously

small sum when you think of the work
involved and the extraordinary popu-
larity of his material. But he puts an
average of twenty thousand dollars into

the making of each black and white
feature and his Silly Symphonies in

color cost over thirty thousand each
and when you realize that he must pro-
duce two features each month—well,

figure it out yourself—and don't forget

to include the facts of operating cost

of the studio, his staff salaries, etc.

By the end of next year he will begin
to reap the harvest of many years' hard
struggling and infinite faith in his

products, but I doubt that Disney will

ever be classed with the prodigal spend-
ers of the California coast, for the

fundamental traits of his character off-

set any such possibility.

He was born in Chicago in 1901. He
went to school there, and having shown
from boyhood a natural propensity for
drawing, he entered the Chicago Art
Institute to develop this talent. The
World War came along and he was
sent to Europe to drive an ambulance
for a year and then came the Armis-
tice. When he returned to America, he
headed for Kansas City, bought himself
a camera and for a time tried to earn
a living taking newsreels. But there
isn't enough excitement in Kansas City
to support an independent newsreel
man and Disney took a job with a
store selling supplies to farmers. He
drew advertisements of contented cows
dreamily chewing their cuds over the
delectable taste of some new brand of
salt, or wild-eyed hens regarding the
stupendous result in their egg-laying
from being fed some new kind of grain.
The young artist got about ten dollars
a week for his work and incidentally
laid the foundation of his future suc-
cess in acquiring a thorough familiarity
with barn-yard inhabitants.

jLJE was, and still is, an inveterate11 movie fan. He drew some ani-
mated cartoons of Kansas City celeb-
rities and sold the idea to a local movie

Poor Miss D! When the doctor

told her about the beautiful teeth

many uncivilized races had . . . she

thought he was prescribing their

diet for her. How delighted she

was to find that she could get bet-

ter mouth health and sturdy, clean

teeth — by chewing Dentyne Gum.

For Dentyne is a delicious gum, with a
marvelous flavor. It is thefavorite every-

day chewing gum of millions who chew
it just for pleasure.

The special consistency of Dentyne
means vigorous, thorough chewing

. . . and this chewing exercises the

mouth and makes it clean itself au-

tomatically, just as nature intended.

It is the lack of this hard, vigorous

chewing that makes our teeth de-

cay, in spite of all our care. Read

this report based on famous doc-

tors' writings:

Chewing certain tough substances every day
is absolutely essential to the health of teeth,

gums, jaws, and mouth . . .

. . . to help develop the mouth structure to

normal size and shape;

. . . to improve the condition of the tooth

sockets and teeth;

. . . to help keep the mouth andgums healthy

by insuring a proper supply of blood to

all tissues;

. , . to help keep the mouth and teeth clean

through an increasedflow of saliva.

Dentyne Gum is made with a special con-

sistency to give your mouth the exercise nec-

essary to bring about these healthful results.

So chew Dentyne . . . enjoy its de-

lightful flavor, its firm chewiness.

Try it today and you will want to

chew it every day. It is a delicious

chewing gum.

Chew delicious

KEEPS THE MOUTH HEALTHY . KEEPS TEETH WHITE
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y/ery few girls are

orn with
^^uriy leashes/

NO HEAT

NO COSMETICS

HO PRACTICING

Nobody . . . ever or ever . . . li\ed haying straight

lashes. (What is it about that slow, upward sweep

that's so devastating?) But up to now, there hasn't

been much choice about it. Now there is a Way.
Kurlash ...a new, improved Kurlash. Kurlash is

that ingenious little gadget that takes your straight

lashes and turns them out divinely curled . . . and

instantly! It isn't a cosmetic, and you don't use

heat. Slip your lashes in, press the Kurlash handle,

and that's all there is to it. It costs $i, and if it

isn't at your favorite department store, drug store,

or beauty shop, we'll send it direct.

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, New York
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto 3

END FRECKLES AND
BL

No matter how dull and dark your complexion

;

how freckled and coarsened by sun and wind,
tested and trusted Nadinola Bleaching Cream
will whiten, clear and smooth your skin to new
beauty the quickest, easiest way. Just apply
tonight; no massaging, no rubbing; Nadinola
begins its beautifying work while you sleep.
Then you see day-by-day improvement until your
complexion is all you long for : creamy white,
satin-smooth, lovely. No disappointments; no
long waiting

; money back guarantee in every
package. At toilet counters, or by mail, post-
paid, only 50c. Nadinola, Box M. Paris, Tenn.
Generous 10c sizes of Nadinola Beauty aids at
many 5c and 10c stores.

QSbud&^io\a^/eackmgCrea
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producer. Flushed with the windfall

handed him by the producer and thor-

oughly convinced that nobody as yet

had done a thing with the real possibili-

ties of the animated cartoon, Disney
formed a small company and began to

make movies with pen and ink drawings
for the artists.

He produced quaint little shorts of

Jack the Giant Killer, Jack and the

Bean-stalk and other fairy tales and
released them. But the sophisticated

boys and girls of ten years ago treated

these short features with open scorn

and the clamor Disney had hoped for

came, but not the kind he had expected.

Soon the little company was bankrupt.

But Disney had not lost faith.

With about forty dollars saved from
the wreck, Disney left for Hollywood,
determined to wheedle some motion pic-

ture producer into letting him make a

niche for the animated cartoon features.

His brother Roy Disney, who is now
general manager of the Disney cor-

poration, thoroughly believed in Wal-
ter's idea, and when every producer in

town had turned Walt down, he offered

his little capital and with about five

hundred dollars between them, they be-

gan to make movie shorts on what was
known as "Poverty Row."
The "Alice" cartoons were the be-

ginning of the Disney single reel pic-

tures. It showed a small girl playing

with fairies. He had to make thou-

sands of drawings for the short feature

and he literally slaved in his efforts to

put Alice over, doing every bit of the

work himself. He admits that she was
"pretty terrible" and as soon as he could,

he chased her back into fairyland.

But the idea of the animated cartoon

had caught on and Disney next pro-

duced a new character known as "Os-
wald the Cat." Oswald was something
of a success. He enabled the brothers

Disney to save about fifteen hundred
dollars, but trouble was brewing be-

tween Oswald's creator and the com-
pany releasing him to the theatres. And
along came Mickey Mouse into exist-

ence.

"I can't say just how the idea

started," said Disney. "We wanted an-

other animal. We had had a cat. I sup-

pose a mouse just naturally came to

mind. I think we are rather indebted to

Clark likes them dark, too. That is—er—of course, as co-stars. And we

don't blame him because Claudette is one dark-eyed, dark-haired lass

whom we all like. Clark and Claudette are doing "Night of Love"

together for Columbia.
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Charlie Chaplin for the idea—that, and
the fact that we knew the public, par-

ticularly kids, liked animals that are

cute and small. We wanted something
as appealing- and wistful as Charlie

and we thought of a tiny bit of a mouse,
a little fellow trying to do the best he
could and getting into difficulties

through no fault of his own."

BUT Mickey had a tough battle ahead.

No producer thought he was good

enough to tie their money to his -now-

famous tail and Disney made two pic-

tures, using up most of his small capi-

tal and getting little or nothing in re-

turn. With the advent of sound, how-
ever, things began to turn, and when
producers watched the hitherto-despised

little mouse toot on a flute and heard

him sing and saw him dance in per-

fect rhythm and harmony with a chorus

of assorted animals behind him, they

•fell over each other trying to grab him.

Up until two years ago, Mickey- was
released through Columbia Pictures.

Now he heads in importance the glit-

tering galaxy of United Artists Cor-

poration.

When you walk into the Mickey
Mouse Studio in Hollywood, after,

having seen the large electrical figure

of the famous star above the building,

and just inside his own coat of arms
with the words "Ickmay Ousemay," you
immediately realize that you have en-

tered a movie work-shop unlike any
other studio in the city. The first thing

that strikes you is the absence of all

that usual hush and pompous air of

formality so noticeable in the other

studios. You see a busy mob, number-
ing about two hundred, milling around
and working with a cheerful clatter

that makes you think you're in the city

room of some big daily newspaper.
Then you notice that all of these whis-

tling, humming, talking, laughing crowd
are very young. The average age seems
about twenty-five.

They all look alike, they all call each
other by nicknames. They all dress

alike, somewhat negligently if you con-

sider the buttoned-up, be-spatted ex-

quisites of the other motion picture

studios. But they look so comfortable
and jolly and as if they were all having
a grand time making fun out of work.

Suddenly you hear one of them yell

"Walt" and you look around quickly,

because you are anxious to see what
the father of Mickey Mouse and Silly

Symphonies looks like. If you hadn't

known that his name was Walt, you
would never have picked him out from
any of the others. You are actually

seeing Mickey in the flesh. He is about
five feet eight inches tall, slim and with
brown hair and eyes. He looks shy and
interesting. He wears a shirt open at

the collar and a shaggy wool sweater.
He walks with energetic steps and you
can sense a. dynamic fund of restrained
energy in his body as he moves. His
eyes reveal a deep sense of humor.
He slips an arm around the bent

shoulders of a draftsman who is work-
ing on his board. The two exchange
ideas freely. "Okay, Walt !"

"Well, Charlie, if you think that can
be done—go right ahead." Somebody

How Beauty and Romance
Came to Nancy

HOWS YOUR
ROMANCE WITH

TOM COMING
ALONC?

r,SOMETHINGS HAPPENED
I haven't HEARD FROM
HIM SINCE HE TOOK ME
SKATING/

MY COMPLEXION
IS AWFUL. BUT
NOTHING SEEMS
TO HELP ME

WHATS THIS? YEAST
FOAM TABLETS DO
WONDERS FOR A
BAD SKIN. I'M GO-
NO TO TRV-JHEM

NOT A CHANCE, FELLOWS,
nancy's TIME IS MY
TIME FROM NOW ON

J

mim

What Yeast Foam Tablets did for

Nancy's skin, they should do for

yours. A muddy, blotchy, unattractive com-
plexion is usually caused by faulty elimina-

tion or a nervous, run-down condition. Your
trouble is internal and requires internal

treatment. That is just what Yeast Foam
Tablets provide.

Yeast Foam Tablets contain rich stores

of vitamins B and G which strengthen your
digestive and intestinal organs, which give

tone and vigor to your nervous system.

With the true causes of your
trouble corrected, eruptions

and blemishes vanish. Your
skin becomes clear and
smooth. Indigestion,

constipation, lack of

pep and nervous-
ness all go. You en-

joy new health, and
new beauty.

Don't confuse
Yeast Foam Tab-
lets with ordinary

NANCY OVERHEARS A CONVERSATION

AFTER TOM SAW NANCYS r j^V
SKIN IN THE DAYLIGHT
HE NEVER ASKED FOR

ANOTHER DATE

- IT /

AA/O ONE OAY $fX WEEKS LATER

HELLO, NANCY, MY,
BUT YOUR LOO
NO great/

THANK YOU,
TOM

not long apt&r

you're my sweet-
heart FOR LIFE
NOW, AREN'T
YOU, TOM

YES,DEAR,AND
AWFULLY PROUD
OF IT /

raw yeast. Yeast Foam Tablets have a
rich, appetizing, nut-like flavor. And they

cannot cause fermentation in the body be-

cause they are scientifically pasteurized.

Many leading American universities and
various laboratories of the United States

government use this new-type yeast in

their vitamin research.

Any druggist will supply you with Yeast
Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs

50c—only a few cents a day. Get a bot-

tle today.

YEAST FOAM
TABLETS

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO. MM3
1750 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago. 111.

Please send free sample of Yeast Foam Tablets
and descriptive circular.

Name.

Address.

City. _ State.
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"For more than a month", writes one
woman, "I had a rash on my hand which
was something like ringworm. I tried
various treatments, but it resisted them
all. At last I started to use Resinol
Ointment, and was amazed when a
small amount healed my trouble nicely."

Does your skin annoy or embarrass you? Does
it itch so that at times you can't resist

scratching, no matter where you are? Does
it get chafed or rough, then burn and smart
unbearably? Is it pimply?

Here is the way to get real relief. Bathe the
affected parts with Resinol Soap and warm
water. Pat dry, and freely apply soothing
Resinol Ointment to the irritated spots. See
how quickly the discomfort is relieved.

Remember, Resinol Ointment is safe for any
part of the body. Physicians have recom-
mended it for thirty-five years.

Resinol Soap thoroughly cleanses the skin

without drying or injuring its delicate tex-

ture. Use it daily— it helps to prevent
clogged pores, blackheads and pimples.

Get Resinol Ointment and Soap from your
druggist today—use them at the first sign of

skin irritation, and watch the improvement.

For a free sample of each with skin treatment in-
structions, write Resinol, Dept. 1 -E.Baltimore, Md.

Resinol

Blondes
why be blind?

Don't shut your eyes to the fact that blonde hair
requires special care. Its texture is so delicate that
ordinary shampoo methods may cause it to fade,
streak or darken.
Yet nowit's easytokeep blonde hair alwayslovely.

tor there is a wonderful shampoo, called Blondex,
especially made for blonde hair only, that will bring
out all its rich, golden beauty. Helps keep light hair
Irorn darkening. Brings back the true golden sparkle
to dull dark, faded and streaked blonde hair. Not a
dye. No harmful chemicals. Leaves hair soft, fluffy,
silky. Used by millions of blondes.

FREE

—

Trial Package
To get a generous trial package of Blondex entirely
free, just send your name and address to Swedish
Shampoo Laboratories, Dept.103,27 West 20th StNew YorkCity. Or you can buy Blondex at any £LR£good drug or department store—either the yjijr
economical $1.00 bottle or inexpensive 25c size.

else shouts and he is hurrying to an-

swer a call from the sound room. In

the room where you are standing there

are about fifty draftsmen, each busily

making some particular set of drawings
utilizing his own peculiar talent.

*TPO take the procedure in its proper
sequence. First of all there is the

story conference, just as there is in any
other studio. About twenty-five mem-
bers of the staff and Walt get together

and decide on the plot. After the story

is written, the gags are carefully and
thoroughly planned. Although these are

not recorded until the picture is actually

made, they must be taken care of along
with the story writing so that the action

of the animals' mouths will synchronize
with the words and songs as they are

uttered in the picture.

Then the artists get busy. Each has
his definite part of the picture to draw.
Disney makes all assignments, as he
knows that this one can draw better

animals, that one better scenery, an-
other better boats, automobiles, etc.

Often it takes fifty drawings to show
Mickey open and close his mouth. As
you all must know, the smoothness and
success of an animated cartoon depends
upon the number of drawings. That is

why sometimes as many as twenty thou-
sand drawings are made for one of
these shorts, which even at that run
about seven hundred feet in length and
the average single reel feature runs to

a thousand feet in length. You can
imagine, somewhat, the amount of work
necessary for a Disney feature.

When you see Mickey's pal, "Pluto,"

galloping off clown the road, you
scarcely realize that the faster he runs,

the more drawings necessary.

The artists all use a light-weight,

semi-transparent drawing paper. The
work on illuminated boards, necessary

because after one drawing is made the

second piece of paper is placed right

on top of it so that the artist can vary
his drawing just enough to make the

movement—say of Mickey wagging his

tail—smooth. After the drawings have
been assigned, the entire action of the

characters is acted, and boy, do they

have fun ! Can you imagine Disney,

who always speaks for Mickey Mouse
himself and usually acts his role, to-

gether with several of the others, taking

the parts of Minnie, Pluto, Horse-collar

Horace, Clarabelle Cow, and any of

the other animals, going through the

antics assigned to their roles so that

the draftsmen may get the proper action

down on their drawing-boards ? Each
animal has his own artist.

Every detail is thought out to perfec-

tion. When you see a Silly Symphony
on the screen, the rapidity of the action

makes you feel that the thing has been

dashed off in a tremendous hurry.

That's just exactly the effect on your
minds Disney strives for. Spontaneity

!

But in order to get it, his research

work is as involved and thorough as

that of a great scientist. He never puts

an animal into an embarrassing situa-

tion. He knows how many legs a cater-

pillar has and how he uses them. When
a spider weaves a web on the screen,

he is absolutely faithful in his move-
ments to his brother in a field. Does

a bat drink water? Disney knows.
Trees and flowers bend and dip with
the grace of a Pavlova ; a cabbage may
weep with the same wistful tenderness
as Lillian Gish, but when a centipede
walks, he does so properly. A blue jay
never waddles nor does a duck hop.

And when you see a crow on the screen
walking sedately across the set, you
know that he does so in real life.

"T^ISNEY has one inviolable rule

around his studio. No living thing
can be killed on the place. Not even a
fly. And often he can be found in an
undignified position, sprawled on the
floor and deeply engrossed in watching
the movements of a beetle that has
strayed into the studio. He spends
hours, armed with a miniature motion
picture camera, in the various zoos and
parks of Los Angeles. He is thrilled

when he gets a shot of animals that are
unknown to the public. He shows his

pictures to the staff at the studio and
then they are drawn for the animal
characters in the Symphonies. The re-

search is also a strict necessity to the
musical staff in order that they may
arrange the proper musical accompani-
ment for the movements of the animals.

"Sometimes we write our musical
score to fit the picture and at other

times we create the picture to fit the

music," Disney explains in the con-

struction of a cartoon. "It all depends
upon whether we get the idea for the

story or the music first. The perfect

rhythm we have in our pictures is a
result of coordinating two mechanical
forces, drawing and music, without the

disturbing human element influence."

"If a man worked alone, it would
take him about two years to turn out a

Mickey Mouse reel," he continues. "In
the studio, it takes about two weeks for

a force of one hundred and fifty men
and women to complete a feature. We
alternate between the Mickey Mouse
and the Silly Symphony cartoons, pro-

ducing one of each every month."
The music and dialogue are made on

one sound track and not the least

amusing and interesting phase that goes
into the making of the Disney shorts

is the watching of the actions in the

recording room. A symphony orches-
tra is ready for action and a number of

men, handling all sorts of weird con-
traptions that are used in making the

sound effects, stand by. That is how
the sudden popping of machine guns
coming from a flock of birds flying in

perfect aviation formation in the sky
is heard so realistically from the

screen, or the whistling of a steam en-

gine from a cow who has suddenly
turned into a locomotive, or any of the

other utterly fantastic but strangely

plausible sounds that are used in the

Mickey Mouse features are made.
It is delightful to know that he is en-

tirely unspoiled. He is simple—like all

the really great—and reserved. He has
been living in Hollywood for several

years and it has been only lately that

he has begun to cultivate the friendship

of one or two film stars like Will

Rogers and Leslie Howard. He met
Charlie Chaplin for the first time at the

Chicago Fair and this encounter thrilled

him as it would a child.
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Have the Right Background

in Your Home

(Continued from page 71)

a throne chair in a room that has no
feeling of action. Marble, highly pol-

ished wood panels, very high, narrow
windows and hidden light fixtures.

Chastely geometrical furniture. Yes,
and there would be dark wine-colored
hangings and deep blues with gold."

T^HE secret lies in dramatizing your-
self in your home. It may be the

simplest place in the suburbs, but you
can make it a man's castle. Your castle.

If you've been pretty dissatisfied with
things as they are, if you've been won-
dering what changes to make and how
to make them at little cost, listen to

what Pogany prescribes.

First, he suggests that you remove
all the lamps and knick-knacks from
the room in order to get a clear per-

spective of it.

Now study your four main areas

—

your floor, walls, upholstery and dra-

peries. In order to get balance, two of

them should be plain and the other two
figured. For example, if your floors

and walls are plain they will not only
make your room look twice as large,

but they'll emphasize the pattern of

your hangings and overstuffed pieces.

"A good many nervous breakdowns
could be attributed to living in too mot-
ley surroundings," said Pogany. "After
all, what you want in a home primarily
is rest and comfort. You won't find that

in a combination of decorated walls,

rugs with bright designs and boldly fig-

ured furniture ! The thing to work for

is casualness, a human touch. The more
squarely you place your pieces around
the wall, the less human they become.

"No, what you want to do is adjust
everything so that it seems to beckon
invitingly to anyone in the entrance.

The sofa should be spotted against the
longest unbroken wall space; flat

against it. If possible have it face the

door in a sort of wide-armed welcome.
Or if your fireplace is the chief feature

of the room the sofa might be placed
at right angles to it with a couple of
cozy chairs opposite and a coffee table

between.
"Most people instinctively place up-

right pianos correctly—right against
the wall where they belong. But a grand
piano is more difficult. The best way
is to have it straight with the wall and
with the curved side fronting the room.
The bench should be in the corner so
the pianist faces his audience.

"If you have a lot of little things for
which you simply must find place in

the living-room, by all means keep your
walls dark. Arrange your large pieces,
especially if you're limited for space,
so that they melt into the background.
The sofa, for example, might be covered
in a brown-black satin. You could make
translucent taffeta shades for your
lamps, of pale green, lemon-yellow and
gray-pink as delicate color accents
against violet-brown walls. Incidental-
ly, this makes a superb setting for

The Smartest Women Use

FAOEN BEAUTY AIDS

if?/ iJlf if ev i l

ONLY \0
The sweeping success of Faoen
Beauty Aids is a tribute to the buy-

ing wisdom of American women.
No longer do they consider it neces-

sary to pay $1 or more for the finest

beauty aids. They know that Faoen
gives them similar quality for only

10(5. Here is the report of a famous
Research Laboratory that has con-

vinced thousands:

"Every Faoen product tesied is as

pure and fine as products of like

nature sold for $1, $2 and $3."

Your own trial of Faoen Beauty
Aids will convince you that science

has told the truth!

No. 37
A New FAOEN

Perfume Triumph!
This is an exact duplicate in

fragrance of a popular and
expensive imported per-

fume. You will marvel at this

new perfume masterpiece

—and its price of only 10^.

CLEANSING CREAM . COLD CREAM
FACE POWDER ROUGES • PERFUMES

PG[|

PARK & TILFORD'S

N
FAY - ON

10^ each at:

the better 5 & 10^ Stores
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"I polish them once

a week and they never

get a hit shabby or

worn. It's easy when
you use . .

.

HOE
because Keal-

» hi ne pene-
trates the leath-

er and covers

all the scuffs

and worn spots.

It's wonderful!"

I I vour 5 «£- 10c store

POLISH

REAi.SHJNECO.lm
Gatve.vfcrw Texas

MakeMoney at Home
Experience unnecessary, we tellyou how.

'

demand I Write for Mushroom Book free.

American Mushroom Industries, Ltd.
41i Woolnouqh Bldg., Toronto, Ont

^ffuilju luu utL
TTLdK BxiiK..
SURPASSING CLEOPATRA'S

WILDEST DREAMS

For thousands of years milk has
been used by famous beauties. Now
. . an amazing new scientific form-
ula .. . HOLLYWOOD MILK BATH!
Purest powdered milk, with other
valuable ingredients added Exquisitely
dainty! Instantly effective! Inexpensive . . .

convenient. NOT IN THE LEAST LIKE
ANYTHING YOU'VE EVER SEEN BEFORE.
A milk bath more luxurious by far than
those relied upon by Lillian Russell and
Anna Held. May be used as a hand and face
lotion. Ideal as a powder base.

A $1 FACIAL FOR 2c
Makes the loveliest pack . . . mixed in the
palm of the hand. Every needed beauty aid.

all in one attractive container. Only a trial

can possibly tell you how wonderful HOLLY-
WOOD MELK BATH really is. What miracles
it will perform for your skin. So we've ar-
ranged for you to test it, at the cost of just
a few cents. Act Today!

SEND this coupon and 10c (to help
pay cost of packing and mailing)
for generous sample . . . enough for
one bath and a face pack. Or $1 for
full size package in a lovely metal
container postpaid. HOLLYWOOD
BEAUTY PRODUCTS, INC., 5176
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

blondes and vivid little brunettes.

TN rooms that arc naturally dark, all

* the light, warm tones should be used
exclusively. Cream with much yellow-

in it is most satisfactory. And do a

little experimenting with touches of

yellow, rose and orange. .Gray and
blue are bad, although they're charming
w here you have southern exposure with
plenty of sunlight.

"I have in mind a clever young mar-
ried woman of very moderate means
who turned a tiny drab bungalow into

a paradise. Various relatives had given
her comfortable furniture, but nothing-

matched. There were chairs and a couch
left over from the mulberry age, a red

leather wing chair, a green footstool.

She began the transformation by tinting

the walls a rich golden tan and having
hubby paint the mantel and woodwork
ivory color. A carpet toning in with
the walls, but three shades darker, made
the room appear infinitely bigger. Then
she selected a gayly patterned, inex-

pensive chintz. With this she covered
the larger articles and balanced them
with plain occasional chairs.

"Next came the problem of how to

make the room seem higher. Curtains,

she knew, would do this trick for her.

By putting the poles several inches

above the windows and concealing the

space with a wide valance of the chintz,

the ceiling appeared to be actually

raised. With the arrangement she used
long narrow side draperies of a green
that blended with the figure in the

chintz. And by the way, inexpensive

cretonnes and chintzes may be made
practically fadeless and more satisfac-

tory by lining them with ivory colored

sateen on the outside. Soft straight

curtains of sheer beige material were
used next to the glass.

"Ivy trailing down over the mantel,

long mirrors at the end of the room,
amusing old-fashioned oil lamps for

side lights—all these added character
and charm at very small cost.

"Where you can use them, white and
green walls lend a silvery quality to

the small dining-room and serve as a
perfect foil for daintily flowered china.

In this room it's color and freshness

rather than intrinsic value which count.

Unbleached muslin, hand-dyed or sten-

ciled, can be used with the greatest

effect."

Of course if you're a bachelor girl,

Pogany points out, and want escape

from humdrum office routine, the way
to do it is to have an exciting home.
Even if it's just a one-room kitchenette

apartment. You can do it easily—have
a place where you can dream and
change personalities at the stroke of

five-thirty. How ?

Pogany suggests an unusual color

scheme. Like black and wdiite and red.

Go bargain hunting until you find a
marbleized linoleum in black and white
squares. Have most of your furniture

painted white and add black touches.

A modernistic ebony ash receiver. A
black rose jar. Make your own parch-

ment lamp shades in white with a plaid

border in the three colors. Attach a
saucy plaid bow. Bind interesting little

Japanese prints in red. Find one of those

black velvet wall hangings with a beau-
tiful sehorita painted on it. Move in

one deep red chair. Oh, the whole
thing can be worked out with a bit of

ingenuity, and what it will do to lift

your spirits !

In fact, any time you feel that mad
urge to "get away from it all," just try

re-arranging your furniture and buying
a picture or two. It saves travel money.

It's taken Ric a long time to make up his mind (he's been seen with a

good many of the Hollywood gals) but he's quite sure about Christine Lee.

Here they are at their engagement party at the swanky Russian Eagle.
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The Modern Hostess

{Continued from page S)

Bread Pudding. We must admit it

doesn't taste much like the bread pud-

ding you usually get. It's creamy and

smooth and when served with a velvety

sauce it is positively delicious.

ANOTHER thing which the hostess

must guard against is serving too

many courses. Three courses, or at

most four, are ample. Here are a couple

of menus which exemplify what we
mean for they not only can be pre-

pared in advance and require little or

no last minute attention but they also

won't spoil if dinner is late, can be

served with but little effort, and will

result in a minimum of dishes to be

washed after the guests have gone

home

:

Corn and Tomato Bisque

Baked Hawaiian Ham & Sweet Potatoes

Cabbage au Gratin

Celery Olives

Hot Banana Cake with Whipped Cream
Coffee

Shrimp Cocktail

Veal and Mushroom Pie

Escalloped Vegetables

Baked Stuffed Potatoes on Half Shell

Chocolate Bread Pudding
Velvet Sauce

Coffee

In the first menu you will notice that

the soup is something you have probably

never tasted—we never had until Dick

mentioned it to us—but since then we
have served it on every possible occa-

sion and we are always careful to save

a bowlful for lunch the next day. But

don't smile at our saving some for our

own special delectation until you have

made the soup yourself ; then see if you

don't do likewise. Here is the recipe:

CORN AND TOMATO BISQUE
2 cups milk
1 cup canned corn

2 tablespoons flour

cup cold water
1 cup canned tomatoes
1 bayleaf

3 whole cloves

2 teaspoons sugar

y2 teaspoon salt

a few grains pepper
2 tablespoons butter

teaspoon baking soda

Add corn to milk and scald in top of

double boiler. Mix flour and water to

a smooth paste and add to milk and corn
mixture. Stir until thickened. Cover
and cook over boiling water fifteen min-
utes. Meanwhile cook together the

tomatoes, cloves, bayleaf, sugar, salt and
pepper. Rub through a sieve, reheat

and add butter. When butter has melted

add the soda and stir slowly into the

milk and corn mixture. If it is neces-

sary to reheat, do so in double boiler.

• The editor calls it "One of the best

novels it has ever been our fortune to

publish." Convince yourself with the

first installment. Get the February
20th
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SORE TOES
c?nAtantli/,£a][eli/ fceliauedf*

Puts You at Ease in

New or Tight Shoes
You will have joyful relief

in ONE MINUTE with Dr. Scholl's Zino-
pads. Thesethin, soothing, healing,protective
pads stop the cause of these foot-troubles

—

shoe friction and pressure and prevent corns,
sore toes, blisters, chafed heels and irritated
insteps from new or tight shoes. Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads also painlessly loosen and remove
corns and callouses when used with the
separate Medicated Disks, included for that
purpose. Double value now at no extra cost!

Get a box at your dealer's today

!

D-r Scholls
Zino-pads
PUT ONE ON— THE M PAIN IS GONE!

HAVE YOU OTHER FOOT TROUBLES?
Dr. SchoII has formulated and perfected a
Remedy or Appliance for every foot trouble

—

guaranteed to give relief. Ask your dealer.
Write for valuable booklet on FOOT CARE to
Dr. Scholl's, Dept. 50 W. Schiller St.,Chicago.

P©(-w-Xet .Art Corners
The real thing for mounting Snapshots, Cards,
Stamps, etc. No paste needed. Neat, •

easy to use for mounting prints tight or
loose. Sold at photo supply and album

counters or send 10£ today for pkg.
of 100 and free samples.

Engel Art Corners Co., Chicago, III.,

Address Dept. 333 -4717 North Clar k SL

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8x IO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,
orenlargements of any
pari of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEYS*^jSSSt
(any eize) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful life-like enlargement, guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay poBtman 47c plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 1

6

k2 O-inch enlargement sentC.O.D.78c
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of
this amazing offer now. Send your photos today. Specify Bize wanted.STANDARD ART S1UO1OS
90S West Lake Street, Dept. 1324-C, CHICAGO, ILL.

47

ilUON
CREAMS

VI-JON
COLD CREAM

VI-JON
VANISHING CREAM

VI-JON
LIQUEFYING CREAM

•

At
5 AND 10 CENT

STORES

The Secret
of a smooth, soft, ever-

youthful skin—VI-JON
CREAMS. Quality and
quantity for ioc.

VI-JON LABORATORIES

HPHE Hawaiian Ham and Sweet Po-
tato suggestion is one of Dick

Powell's own inventions—that is, lie

says it is. According to Dick lie

thought up that combination one morn-
ing while lie was shaving and suggested
it to a young hostess he knows. But
we don't believe it—why it would take

months and months of thoughtful con-
templation to think up that miraculous
dish. But Dick didn't tell us any more
about its origin than the obviously false

statement listed above. However, now
that we have made it and eaten it, we
really don't care where he discovered it.

Here's the recipe

:

BAKED HAWAIIAN HAM AND
SWEET POTATOES

Place an inch thick slice of ham in a

greased baking dish. Sprinkle lightly

with ground cloves and dry mustard
and cover with brown sugar. Parboil

sweet potatoes 10 minutes in boiling

salted water, cut in halves lengthwise,

brush with melted butter and arrange
around the ham. Place slices of canned
pineapple on the potatoes and pour
pineapple juice over all. The juice

should be about y2 inch deep in the

pan. Cover and place in a moderate
over (375°) and bake 45 minutes.
Uncover and continue baking

hour longer, and basting occasionally.

We wish we could give you the recipe
for that Banana Cake right now (the
one that is suggested as dessert in the

first menu) but we haven't room so we
have had to include it in this month's
recipe folder. If you want to have a
typical Dick Powell dinner for your
family or friends, fill in the coupon on
page 8 right away and send it to us.

Besides the recipe for the Banana Cake
(which is like nothing we have ever
tasted), you will get the recipe for the

Veal and Mushroom Pie, including a
description of the way to make the
Bread Crust which is as delicious as it

is unusual. There are also recipes for

the Escalloped Vegetables and the

Chocolate Pudding with Velvet Sauce.
That array ought to be enough to make
you reach for your pencil, fill in the

dotted lines in our little coupon and get
it off in the mail right away !

By the way, if you've been too busy
to ask us to send you last month's
recipes — Dick Cromwell's— or even
those for the previous month—William
Gargan's — let us know. Besides
DEVILLED CRABMEAT, Dick had
some excellent sandwich ideas, especially

good with cocktails. And William Gar-
gan's QUICK CHILE CON CARNE
recipe would put a Mexican to shame.

ST. LOUIS

Johnny Mack Brown has a new tennis court. And he invited everybody

to the "opening." The Fredric Marches have just played a set.
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What You Can Learn

from Aline MacMahon

(Continued from page 62)

But this opening night had not lived

up to that tradition. It had merely
been quiet and successful and fallen a

little flat as most realized dreams must,

since our dreams are generally bigger

than we are.

T SPOKE of the ladder and the slip-

* periness of the rungs, the difficulty of

staying on each round and of climbing
to the next. But Miss MacMahon did

not agree with me. She does not be-

lieve that one should be as concerned
with the round above as with the

round one has reached. And the point

of the climb, she feels, is to make each
step as good a step as possible. She
does not admit that anyone should grow
stale or dated. The world is altering

rapidly and one must alter with it. It

is an exciting world, she believes.

Something happens in it every minute
and there is a veiled future with no
guide posts. That is, to my way of

thinking, a rather courageous way of

looking at life.

On the day we met, the evening would
see the opening of her picture, "The
World Changes." She did not appear
nervous or in doubt. She said merely
that she hoped people would like it,

that she had enjoyed her part and had
been painstaking in her search for de-
tail and had even collected old adver-
tisements of that period in order to

steep herself in the proper color.

Aline MacMahon likes to play real

women, old or young. She has no van-
ity about such matters. She told me
that when she was playing her lovely

role in "The Silver Dollar," she studied
the diaries of the original woman after

whom the screen character was faith-

fully drawn.

I want you to look at her with me in

some of her parts. Remember the
slightly world-weary, very wise, rather
sardonic woman in "Once in a Life-
time"? Remember the hard-boiled but
sympathetic, brisk and competent nurse
in "Life Begins"? Recall the efficient,

hard-working wife in "The Silver Dol-
lar" who was deserted for the younger
woman and whose affection for her hus-
band endured without mawkishness over
the period of time which elapsed be-
tween her middle years and old age.
And of course you recall her in "Gold
Diggers," a grand yet entirely different
part ? What I am trying to say is this.

It would be a pity if they ever "type"
Aline MacMahon. She is far too good
an actress. Notice, when you see her,
that no matter what the part, she is

always sympathetic; she always holds
her audience. She gets under the skin
of her role and stays there. She is the
person she depicts.

ALINE MacMAHON grew up in
a family that was interested in

life. Her steady climb to fame had not
been the result of circumstance, but

Lake Care

.

.

Colds - Susceptible

!

An eminent physician states that of the 60,000

preventable deaths yearly in the U. S., many are

due to neglect in treating the common cold. It is

vitally important, therefore, that colds be kept

under control.

In thousands of clinical tests, under medical

supervision,Vicks Plan for better Control of Colds

has greatly reduced the number and duration of

colds— has cut their dangers and expense. The Plan

provides proper care and medication, at the proper

time and place, for different types and stages of

colds. (Full details in each Vicks package.)

When Colds THREATEN

. , .VICKS NOSE DROPS
Heed that first warning sneeze, sniffle

or nasal irritation. Quick! . . . Apply

the new aid in preventing colds, Vicks

Nose & Throat Drops. Gently, they

stimulate the functions which Nature

has provided— in the nose— to throw

off threatening infection.

If a Cold STRIKES

. . . VICKS VAPORUB
If a cold has developed, massage throat

and chest at bedtime with VapoRub.

Acting through the skin, like a poultice,

VapoRub "draws out" tightness and

soreness. All night long, too, its

medicated vapors carry soothing relief

direct to irritated air-passages.

VICKS PLAN FOR BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS

istf) I H°w to Crochet

jKZK'l LAMP SHADES
Makelamp shades, rugs,
runners, cushions, hats,
bags, belts, jackets,
collars, cuffs. ..also other
attractive articles for
home and personal wear.
Make them of colorful
Dennison Crepe, the

most effective, least expensive,
craft material. Illustrated in-
structions for all are FREE!
Send for "Things to Make".

DENNISON'S
Dept.Q-192Framingham, Mass.

FREE LESSOM
HomeArtCrafts

GOOD MONEY FOR SPARE TIME
A new easy way. Art novelties in big de-
mand. Get free lesson and quickly learn to
decorate Gifts, Bridge Prizes, Toys, etc. No

experience necessary. Anyone can succeed
with simple "3-step" method and you earn

, as you learn. Everything furnished including supply
"\ of novelties for you to decorate and Home-

... ,\ crafters Outfit.

NO CANVASSING
Just sit at home and make up
to $50 a week spare time or full.

Write today for bi? illustrated

book and FIRST LESSON
FREE. Absolutely not one cent
to pay. Lesson is free. Openings
in every locality. Write quick.

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES
Dept. 147-C, Adrian, Mich,
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USE ACTUAL TEN CENT SIZE

PARFU

M

OBTAINABLE AT YOUR FIVE AND TEN CENT STORE

JOUBERT • PARFUMEUR.
FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK

Tan and Colored Shoes

Easily Polished
WITH Color-

Shine Neutral
Color-Creme it is

quick and easy.
Wonderful results.

Cleans, polishes,
softens. 12 kinds
of ColorShine for
all colors, black,
white

;
kid, suede,

cloth shoes. Only
10c at 10c stores.
In bottles or
tubes. Easy and
economical.

the reward of hard, unremitting work
and talent. Not the breaks, but work
has put her where she is and will keep
her there, growing steadily for years
to come. That's what interests her
most—growth. She doesn't want to

stand still and she believes that resting

on one's laurels must be uncomfortable.
Laurels fade and one must renew them.

I left her stepping out briskly to do
some shopping and apparently uncon-
cerned with the fact that, a little later

there would be a big opening with all

its hullabaloo and fanfare. I imagine
she accepts these things as part of the

game but that they mean a great deal

less to her than the game itself, which
she plays with everything in her and a

strict attention to the rules of fair play,

sportsmanship and an attention to goals.

If you met Aline MacAlahon, vou

would profit by it. Her mind is firmly

knit—no knots and loose ends, dropped
stitches or ravelings. She said that

she felt the best advice you can give to

anyone is to tell them to make up their

minds what they want to do and then

do it. Because a person, however tal-

ented, pulled this way and that by vary-
ing ambition is bound to be dissemi-

nated, torn into a thousand pieces and
can never really succeed in anything.

I don't believe for a moment that you
can sit down and dream of being a

great actress or a great anything, even
if you work toward it and have your
dream realized, unless you have the tal-

ent. Dreams can't create the gift. But
if you are born with that gift, work to

develop it, and are pretty clear about
where you're going, you will succeed as

Aline MacMahon has.

CHIEFTAIN MFG. CO.

BALTIMORE, MD.

A scene from "Viva Villa," the picture made over because of the Lee

Tracy ructions. Here are Wallace Beery, Kate DeMille and Stu Erwin.

The Career of an Ugly Duckling

(Continued from page 34)

remark—"I could act that part better

than you can. And the friend would
answer, "I know you could, Katie

—

none of us can touch you as an actress

—but what can we do? They want me
to do it just because I happen to have

blue eyes and yellow hair—and a pretty

face—not because I know anything

about acting. Why, you could act rings

around the whole lot of us."

But the words failed to comfort the

beating young heart and Katie would

stand with dilated nostrils, head high to

show her bravado in the face of bitter

disappointment and perhaps she would

answer briefly but emphatically, "Some
day—I'll show them ! Every damn one of

'em ! And will they be sorry they wouldn't

let me play in their rotten show !"

It was through these girlish disap-

pointments—this unconscious ostracism

of thoughtless friends, that the deep-

rooted determination to succeed with

the talent that she knew she possessed,

took root. The heartbreaks one has at

. sixteen are just as severe and lasting

as the bitter trials of older years, and I

can think of no more poignant picture

than the slim form of Hepburn watch-
ing wistfully from the home-made
wings of a small town stage, her girl

friends marching off with the honors
of the evening—and receiving that

priceless reward of applause from her

townsmen seated around the hall. And
knowing in her heart—that her own
ability was so superior to theirs !

You know the Katharine Hepburn
the world sees today. But do you
know the real girl—and do you know
how she overcame her many and pe-

culiarly individual handicaps? In the

second—and final—installment you will

see how the Ugly Duckling Became a

Beautiful Swan. And you will end up
knowing and loving Katharine Hepburn
as a real girl—instead of criticizing her

for a publicity-crazy movie actress !
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Mad as a Marx

(Continued from page 31)

demanded, picking up an empty waste-

basket and putting it on his head for a

hat. "I was never more serious.

"If I ask you less personal questions,

will you answer them sensibly?"

"Sure."
"All right," I said, beginning for the

third time, "what do you want most in

the world ?"

Bob jumped up and clapped one hand

to his heart. "You're not proposing?"

"Be serious, now. You promised you
would."

State the question again,

I'm not so young as I

and I'm a bit hard of

"All right,

please, boy.

used to be
hearing."

"I said, what is your dearest ambi-

tion ? What do you want to do most in

life."

OH, Signor !" Bob cried, grabbing

his hair and rocking his head
back and forth. "Vot I want most iss

to zing in de grant opera. You know
de grant opera? Like Carus', like

Leelee Pons, I want I should zing." He
jumped up on top of a desk and began
singing at the top of his lungs. "Oh
Soo-loo Mi-oo, Oh Soo-loo Mi-oo "•

The windows rattled and I thought

I was set to lose my hearing.

People in offices all down the hall

began to veil, "Stop it! Kill it! Shut

up!"
Polly Moran stuck her head in at the

door. "In the name of " she said.

"What's going on in here ? Who's
hurt ?"

"Hello, Polly," grinned Bob, standing

on the desk,

"So it's you, is it?" she asked. "A
Colorado soprano

!"

"A coloratura soprano," he corrected.

"Whatever it is, I don't care for it,"

she said.

"That's because you don't have a

musical ear. You don't appreciate the

finer things of life," Bob informed her.

"Come on. Get up on the desk and
we'll have a quartette, just you and I,

my love, my life, my light, my own!"
He burst into song again, a mile and a

half off key. "Because you're wonder-

ful—you're marvelous— you're gaw-
geous and divine. And you are mine—
and you are MINE !"

"Thank you," said Polly, dropping

him a curtsey. "I mean, no, thank you.

"Shut your eyes and see if you can
tell whether it's me or Kate Smith,"

Bob begged her.

"No, sir," repeated Polly. "I'm going
right now. I'm going home to bed."

"Goodbye," Bob told her, climbing
down off the desk. Turning back to

me, he put on his best Lord Chumleigh
Bottomley manner. "You must pawdon
deah Miss Moran for interrupting our
chat, Mister Bruce. She realleh has no
manners, y'know. Now, where were we ?"

"I don't exactly remember." I ad-
mitted. "Oh, yes—I was asking what
your ambition was."
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Ends Chap Quickly
If your skin chaps, begin using
Hess Witch Hazel Cream. It

stops chap by relieving the
cause. You get quick results
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"Ah, yes. Ah, yes, indeed." Bob
folded his hands across his stomach and
gave an imitation of a fat Wall Street

capitalist. "My ambition is to be a

chiropractor."

"Why?"
"So I can rub my own back when it

aches."

T GAVE him as dirty a look as I could

manage. "What are you going to do
in your spare time?" I asked him.

"In my spare time ? Oh, in my spare

time I'll take out all my friends' ap-
pendixes."

"The word is appendices," I told him.

"I know, but I didn't think you could

spell it."

He stuck his head out the window
and yelled, "Hi, there, kid !" to some-
body I couldn't see. "Hi-yah, Charlie

!

Whatcha looking for?"

"My truck," came a voice—belong-

ing, I imagined, to a truck driver.

"Did you lose it?" Bob yelled.

"I sure did," drawled the voice.

"You ought to tie it to your finger,"

Bob told him, pulling in his head.

"That's how I keep from losing things."

I sighed and put my notebook away.
"Bob," I said, "this couldn't possibly

mean that you don't want to do this

interview, could it?"

"I ?" asked Bob, registering astonish-

ment, amazement and alarm. "Perish

the thought!"

"Maybe I just picked a bad day," F
suggested.

"No, Wednesday is a fine day," he
told me. He spread out his hands, like

a magician with a pack of cards. "Now
here, you see, I have a pack of days in

my hand. You just pick one, little lady,

and I'll tell you which one it is without

leaving the room. Nothing up the

sleeves, no confederates hidden behind

the curtains, all fair and above board.

Wait till I close my eyes. That's right.

Ah—the little lady picks a Wednesday.
Fine ! She wins a kewpie doll. Step
right up, boys, and win your girls a
kewpie doll. They all win. No blanks,

no ties, no draws, and a prize to every
winner !"

"That's enough," I said, exhausted.
"I won't ask any more questions. You
can go now."
He dropped on one knee and threw

out his arms, a la Al Jolson. "Please,

please. One more question. Just ask

me one more question
!"

"No, sir!" I said, firmly. "I've

learned my lesson. I'm all through."

"Just one question."

"No !" I repeated.

"Then let me ask you some," he

begged.

"No, I came out here to try to write

a different story, one that will put the

real Bob Montgomery on paper. And
how much help do you give me? Not a

bit!"

"It's my eczema. I can't think. I

keep itching and scratching all the

time."

"It serves you right," I told him. "I

hope you itch and scratch for years to

come."
But at the door I turned and did ask

him one more question. I asked it fast

and caught him off his guard.

"Bob, you clown like this to keep
from showing that you're really shy and
scared, don't you ?"

He tried to wisecrack again, but his

mouth answered before he could stop it.

"Yes," he said. "I mean—no—

I

mean "

But by this time I was down the hall.

At first I thought I had failed, and
I'd go home and tear this story up. But
then I got to wondering. What I wanted
to do was to give you the real Bob,

shy, boyish, kindly, a little scared of

Hollywood, and trying to put on a per-

petual clown act to cover it up.

Maybe I've given him to you.

Alice Brady Is Like That

(Continued from page 69)

screen performance—in which she por-

trayed that scatter-brained, tactless,

modern Mrs. Malaprop of "When Fa-

dies Meet"—panicked her film audi-

ences. I knew that all her subsequent

screen roles had done likewise. Panick-

ing 'em with her humor in each pic-

ture. And now, in "Miss Fane's Baby,"

playing such a different sort of role

—

that of a hard-worked, ignorant farm

woman. And how she plays it. But
there—that's all I knew. Just about

what you know yourselves, isn't it?

"I don't know what to tell you about

her," said a solemn young man at the

other end of the telephone wire.

"Frankly, we know nothing about Miss
Brady ourselves, aside from the usual

chronological facts you could pick up
on her automobile registration card.

You know—'white, female actress. . .
.'

"She doesn't go around much; she

works like a demon on the lot ; her
friends here seem to be among the
writers rather than the actors ; and she
spends most of her time away from the
studio at her home."

"Doing what?" I asked.

"Eating and sleeping, as far as we
can figure out," came the rather tired

answer. Then, worried, because he
might have committed a faux pas, the
young man at the other end of the wire
hastily added, "Of course, I was just

kidding."

WHEN I repeated the young man's
statement to her about "eating and

sleeping," she was positively gleeful.

"Well, that's about the truth," she
said, again giving me that disarming
Brady smile. "What else can I do
here ? I'm not by any far stretch of
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the imagination an outdoorsy person. I

loathe athletics, although I suppose I

shouldn't admit it. That's why I re-

fuse to let them pose me in a bathing-

suit, or on the tennis court, or, of all

things, on a bicycle in shorts. Fancy

me in shorts.

"Anyway, when I'm not working on

a picture, I'm more apt than not to be

sleeping. I just got up about a half

hour before you arrived." (And I'd

arrived about 3.30 in the afternoon.)

Can you imagine any other feminine

star admitting her laziness with such

capsizing unconcern? But that's Alice

Brady.

"I'm sure that my laziness accounts

for my preferring to be a sort of re-

cluse. I am perfectly happy alone in

this house for days, never desiring once

to go out that front door. Sleeping,

playing with my dogs, and reading de-

tective novels." (Five new mystery

stories had arrived by special delivery

during my visit.) "Then, after a

while, I get a terrific desire for com-

panionship. I want people around me
in clumps! Not one but dozens."

Apropos of people "in clumps," re-

minds me that Alice Brady has been

pleasantly disappointed with Hollywood

in one respect.

Before she came out here, her New
York friends warned her against a pe-

culiar breed of creatures who inhabit

only Hollywood; creatures who spend

most of their time bursting in on inno-

cent newcomers at any hour of the day

or night—of course, without invitation

—and insist on making whoopee whether

the newcomer likes it or not.

Being a person who values her pri-

vacy more highly than almost anything

else, Alice Brady desperately resented

and feared the rumored invaders ; and

had already, before arriving, worked

out several schemes by which she could

evade them on her arrival in the wild

and fuzzy west.

It was delightful to hear her relate,

naively, with genuine surprise, that no

one had as yet pounced in on her and

that she was almost ready to believe

that no one would.

Another thing that quite confounds

Alice Brady about Hollywood is what

she quaintly refers to as the "mother-

liness" of everyone in the studio.
_

It

might give some of those hard-boiled

electricians and burly members of the

technical crew a shock to learn that

Miss Brady thinks they're so motherly.

But that doesn't worry Alice.

She insists that everyone, from the

highest executive down to the humblest

office boy, has adopted "such a kindly,

protective attitude" toward her. She
never found it with the people she

worked with in the theatre. "They're

so much nicer in Hollywood," she in-

sists.

. I didn't dash her illusions by suggest-

ing that "they" might not have had
such a motherly attitude toward her if

she hadn't early proved to the studio

that she was worth coddling—perhaps

even humoring

!

And there's Alice Brady—how do
you like her?
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The Real Truth About Ruth, George, and Ralph

(Continued from page 65)

we gave the facts—and the truth about
the facts—to the world as honestly as

we knew how. Distasteful as it is to go
over this story again, I think it best to

clarify the situation once and for all.

To know the facts is one thing but to

know the truth about the facts is quite

another."

Briefly, here is the story in chrono-

logical order

:

WHEN George Brent came into

Ruth Chatterton's life nearly two
years ago as the leading man in her pic-

ture, "The Rich Are Always with Us,"
she and Ralph Forbes had previously

decided that their future paths lay apart.

They had been married seven and a
half years. Although love had flown,

they entertained such a deep respect

and admiration for each other that

they remained the staunchest of friends.

In the meantime, Brent and Forbes de-

veloped a mutual regard.

Ruth Chatterton and George Brent
fell in love, suddenly and unexpectedly.

Straightway, Brent took himself to

Forbes with the truth. He, Brent,

feared their friendship was at an end.

Instead, Forbes congratulated him on
his good taste and fortune. Anxious to

preserve their friendship, these three in-

telligent people simply sat down to talk

over what promised to be a more dra-

matic situation than thev had ever

played in their entire lives.

Ruth would not marry George if it

meant sacrificing Ralph's friendship;

George was only too willing to preserve

it, while Ralph was only interested in

Ruth's happiness. Whereupon agreed,

tliese three took the pledge of eternal

fidelity which they have kept religiously.

Ruth went to Europe for a vacation;
Rafe went to Reno to arrange for the

divorce ; it was later secured, and Ruth
married George in New York on her

way back to Hollywood. While Holly-

wood gasped, Ralph met the newlyweds
at the train and gave them their first

dinner party.

Hollywood sat back to watch the fur

fly. But the Brents and Forbes took up
where they had left off. They con-

tinued to exchange dinner parties.

George and Ralph continued to play

tennis or polo together; they went hunt-

ing and fishing together. Ralph even
brought his new girl friends around to

the Brents'. But such unconventional
goings-on couldn't last, said Hollywood.
They must be playing parts. Such was
the unwholesome gossip that was sent

forth to the world, via the gossip grape-
vine.

As George Brent so aptly puts it:

"Insidious gossip has caused broken en-

gagements, separations and divorces of

once happy couples. Scandalmongers
hit a new low when they try to wreck-

Is Lila Lee a fit companion for Ralph Forbes? Yes, say George and Ruth.

(If you've read the above story, you'll know why their stamp of approval

is necessary.) No, there's no romance between Lila and Ralph—this four-

some just went to the opera together.
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the friendship of two men."
During the evening I found occasion

to draw each of the two men aside, to

secure from them definite statements
that should put an end to all gossip

—

without the innocent victims suffering

undue embarrassment at the presence
of the other.

Said Brent: "Rafe and I hit it off

from the start. We like the same
things, sports and the outdoors. We
like to hunt, fish, ride and indulge in

every sport we can afford. We speak
the same language. There is no man
I'd rather see or with whom I'd rather

be. We fully understand each other.

He is welcome in my house at all times
as I fully respect and admire the friend-

ship he has for Mrs. Brent. I make
very few friends. The staunch friend-

ship of a thoroughbred like Rafe
Forbes, I intend to cherish, come hell

and highwater."
Said Forbes : "From the time I first

met George Brent, I liked him in-

stinctively. Between ' us there grew a

deeply understanding friendship which
was in no way affected by my divorce
and his marriage to my former wife.

George Brent, as I have repeatedly said

before, was in no way responsible for

this divorce. His conduct both before
and afterward has been all that true

friendship calls for. The fact that he
is now married to my former wife
might well have become a source of

enmity, but for the straightforward
honesty and consideration shown by
everybody concerned. That honesty and
consideration seems to baffle and con-
fuse those not legitimately concerned,
who it seems to me might just as well

mind their own business and save their

feelings in the end."

It strikes me that "minding your own
business" has almost become a forgot-

ten art. Most folks today remind me
of a sage truth uttered by an old Mis-
souri "colonel" of my acquaintance. He
was engaged in an argument with his

son, who had very positive ideas of
what they were talking about.

"The only trouble with you, my boy,"

said the colonel, "is that you know so

many things that aren't so."

The brothers Westmore

—

who know more about

beauty, make-up, groom-

ing and such, than you

could shake a stick at

—

are writing an exciting

series of articles for

MODERN SCREEN.
The first one will appear

in our April issue.

You'll want to read this

series— watch for itl
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concentrated mouth wash

Five Star Antiseptic Powder, dissolved
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pleasant-tasting mouth wash for 10 cents
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mouth wash. They know that Five Star
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effective as a mouth wash or gargle, yet goes

three to ten times as far.
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growth."
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FOR YOUR MAN?

• Here, with-

in the nicker of

your hearth,
with the
sturdy, blue-
coated law at

the other end
of your tele-

phone, you
need never an-

swer such a question.

• But in another place, at

another time . . . the hard-
riding west . . . the man you
love surrounded by ruthless,

straight-shooting enemies . . .

what then?

• That is Mary Johnson's
grim problem in "Desert
Home", a gripping novelette

of love in the western sands.

Enjoy this stimulating tale and
many other glamorous love

stories of the robust west in

the MARCH

WESTERN ROMANCES
AT ALL NEWSSTANDS NOW
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of L'Orday Air Perfume on a ligrit bulb,

on any liot surface or on a I/Orday Evap-
orator and revel in tlie magical eflect of

tins liquid incense. Xry it today! Xtiree

fragrances: Romance, Gayety,
Ecstasy.

On sale at most
5 and 10c stores

10 and 20 cents

Evaporator, 5 cents

If unobtainable, mail com or
stamps to Avon Laboratories,
3205 Skields Ave., Cliicago.

TL' O R DA Y

.

HIRP€RFUm€
LIQUID INCENS E

A BECOME AN EXPERT

CCOUNTANT
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'s earn $3,000-to $15,000 a year.
Thousands more are needed. We train you thoroughly at home in
span.- time for C. P. A. examinations or executive accounting po-
sitions. Previous bookkeeping knowledge or experience unnecessary.
Training given by C. P. A.'s. Write for free book, "Accountancy,
the Profession That Pays," and learn about opportunities in this
growing, profitable field.

LaSalle Extension University. De:>t.331S-H t Chicago

The School That Has Trained Over 1,200 CP. A.'s

REMOVE CALLOUSES
* While qou walk

Get quick relief from cal-

louses and tired aching

feet with the "Comfort"
Callous Remover and
Metatarsal Support.

Collouses, or o Relief— with the

fallen metatarsal "Comfort" Callous

orch. Remover.

Slip on one of these light, flexible supports and walk
in comfort. A medicated, soft, rubber cushion supports

metatarsal arch . . . stops leg pains and aching feet . . .

removes callouses safely. • Fits like a glove, invisible

under hose. So comfortable . . . and a surprising value

at 10c. Sold by most 10 cent stores with a complete
line of "Comfort" Foot Aids. If your local store does

not have this item, use coupon.

'Comfort" foot aids
fOREST CITY RUBBER CO., 1276 Ontario St., Cleveland, O.

Enclosed is 10c in stomps (or 1 lor 20c lor 2) Callous Remover*.

Shoe size.

No

Don't Send Gilbert to Exile

(Continued from page 61)

say. I wasn't asking for anything. I

was trying to say thanks to him, so

what the hell ?

"It wasn't any use. He wanted to

tell me that he didn't have any use for

any part of me. He wanted to tell me
that I'd work again when they saw fit

and nothing would be done about it

until 'Christina' had been not only pre-

viewed at the studio and for the press,

but had run for four or five months
throughout the country at large, in

order to get the full public reaction to

me. Then and only then would they

have anything to say to me about any-
thing. He went on to let me understand
that my contract reads for seven years.

If they wish to exert their power they

can keep me off the screen for seven
years. For seven years they can pre-

vent my working, either on their lot or

anywhere else."

John told me all this, of course, before

the "out-of-court" settlement of his con-

tract. I am repeating it all in order

that you may understand exactly what
the man has been through. To con-

tinue, then, with John's story

:

]
REALIZED that the four long
years of ghastly martyrdom I had

undergone before the incredible sum-
mons to play 'Christina' had come to

me was still going on. Garbo had goi

me into that picture by virtue of shee^

power, used power. They had been
forced to concede that point to hei.

They'd be damned before they would
concede another point to me—unless

they have to. Unless they find that the

public reaction constitutes a demand, a
demand for me they will not dare to

refuse while box office receipts fill the

money-bags.
"They told me I'd been sitting around

for months before I made 'Christina'

and I could sit around for thirty-six

months more and it wouldn't hurt me
any.

"I knew then that the old days were
back again, never having gone. Then,
while I was still under the old contract

and holding on to that contract with
my teeth, though they had every emi-
nent lawyer in the country examine it

with the hope of breaking it. Then the

different executives used to call me into

their offices almost daily and say to me,
'We don't like you. Will you get out?'

Of course I wouldn't get out. Not when
a million and a half dollars were in the

bag for me. Now I will get out. I

Address_

en,

The set of "Once to Every Woman," where Mary Carlisle is working, is

equipped in modern hospital style. So Mary took her "Sammy" with her

and put him through all the routine of a new-born infant.
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want to get out. And they say they

won't let me go. They want me there.

They don't want me there. And what
is it for? To torture me? Good God,

what am I? A specimen pinned to the

wall and wiggling for their satisfac-

tion ?

"I tell them that I am an actor and

I simply want to go to work and do

my job like any other man. I get no
answer. They sit back and regard me
with suspicion thick in their eyes. They
look at me as though I were an ogre, a

demon, an outcast.

"After 'Christina' and after it be-

came rumored that things were not

plain sailing for me at the studio, I had
a few nibbles of offers here and there.

Nothing ever came of them. They were
nipped in the bud. How ? Why ? I

asked them if they would allow me to

work, to earn some money. I'll have

over $3,000 a week to pay in 1934 for

this year's income tax. I have my wife

and baby to support. I have other de-

pendents, other calls on me. They
wouldn't give me that right.

'And so I am going to file the com-
plaint. No, it doesn't take nerve. It

isn't a matter of courage. It's a matter

of conviction. I've got to know where
I stand and why. I can't get a human
reaction when I ask for it, man to man.
I'll attempt to get one in a court of law.

The complaint is going to be, actually,

in the nature of having the judge define

the contract for me. I say to them that

I am befuddled, that I want to know
whether this is a fair and equitable

arrangement, or not. I want the judge

to tell me what I am to do and to tell

the executives what they are to do. If

I lose the case, I shall appeal it. If not,

then that is another story.

THEY will doubtless raise the point

that I signed the contract, being of

sound mind. That won't mean any-

thing in court. I could tell you that I'd

sell you Brooklyn Bridge and you might
sign a contract to that effect. It

wouldn't mean anything. And that is

precisely what my contract means

—

nothing.

"I've already told you the terms of it.

They agree to submit to me three

stories a year. I can write the stories.

I can direct them or I can act in them,

as I see fit. I have the right to reject

one or all three if I so elect. That
sounded swell to me at that time. You

must remember that I was sore to the

bone over the bad stories they had been
giving me. You know and I knew what
they were doing to me, those stories,

what they did do. Here then, it ap-

peared, was my chance, more vital to

me at that moment than anything else

in the world—to have the right to re-

ject stories that would continue to ruin

me. That was all that mattered. That
was all I 'saw.' It never occurred to

me then, that the old enmity might still

persist, that they might, deliberately,

submit to me stories I couldn't do

—

Little Lord Fauntleroy or something

!

—and that, as a consequence, I couldn't

work, I could do nothing. For seven
years they could have me tied up in a

sack, a dead man when they came to

take me out.

"Thus my reason for squawking, that

I don't get a guarantee for anything but
money, such as it is. My only reason
for existence is self-expression. I don't

care about the money. I want to be
able to work. The certain and not very
considerable sum of money which I am
guaranteed at the end of each year of

my contract is not the point at issue.

It is that they don't ever guarantee to

make the pictures.

"I don't understand it. I know that

I am hated. Even that isn't a suf-

ficient explanation. Why don't they let

me go? Or, if they want me to stay,

want me to give them performances,
why do they treat me in such a manner
as to destroy the only value I have to

them ? Why ruin the stock on their

own shelves?"

Why, indeed ? John is too good stock

to waste. He knows pictures from
many angles. He will work his head
off, if given half a chance.

His contract has been settled out of

court—yes. But I'm not sure just how
much that will mean to him. There is,

at present, a rumor that he may play
Marc Antony opposite Claudette Col-
bert's "Cleopatra'' for Paramount. But
for his own studio—M-G-M—his next
assignment will, they say, depend upon
the public's reaction to his Don Antonio
in "Queen Christina."

Well—let him have your reaction.

Whether it be good or bad. He wants
to know just how you feel about seeing
him on the screen. Do you want the

Jack Gilbert of old to return to us ?

Speak up—and let him know ! Let the
man know where he stands.

Jean Parker and "Pancho" Lucas are childhood sweethearts. When
Jean's five years in pictures are up, they're going to wed.

Capable Hands
must he lovely, tool

Woman's place in the scheme of living

has changed, hut Romance still holds

sway.W^ise indeed is shewho preserves

her feminine charm at any cost!

Don't let the workadayworld rot you

of the allurement of soft, smooth,white

hands. It s too easy to keep them lovely

with Pacquin's ! Apply a pat of this

marvelously penetrating, skin-feeding

cream every time your hands have teen

in water. Use it tefore and after every

exposure to the wind and weather.

You'll te delighted at the way rough,

chapped skin regains a smooth, soft

texture. Pacquin's protects your hands

aeainst the drying out of natural oils

that is so fatal to hand teauty.

Try Pacquin's and you'll never te

without it. It never leaves your skin

sticky or greasy, and it's pleasantly

economical tecause a little goes a long

way] Don't try to hideyourhands—use

In convenient
sized jars, priced

10f*to$l.00. Also Pacquin's Cold
Cream,Vanishing Cream, Lemon
Cream, and Cleansing Cream.

Pacquin Laboratories Corporation, New York
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"Here is the SECRET

MOON GLOW
NAIL POLISH

^Beautifies tyour Stands

YOU will be delighted with the smartness of your hands
when you beautify them with MOON GLOW Nail Polish.

Keep on your shelf all of the five MOON GLOW shades-
Natural, Medium, Rose, Platinum Pearl and Carmine.

If you paid SI you couldn't get finer nail polish than
MOON GLOW—the new Hollywood favorite. Sold by
druggists (25c size) and chain 10c Stores (10c size)—or

send coupon.

Moon Glow Cosmetic Co., Ltd., Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen: Please send me introductory pkg. of Moon
Glow. I enclose ioc (coin or stamps) for each shade checked.

( ) Natural ( ) Medium ( ) Rose ( ) Platinum Pearl

( ) Carmine.

Name

St. & No

City State (MG A3)

KUMICDi IS!
Reduced Quickly

Pain stops almost instantly! Then bless-
ed relief. Fairyfoot gradually reduces
painful, ugly bunions. Enables you to

\ wear smaller shoes. No cumbersome
appliances. No messy salves. Used

.CVS on over 2,000.000 feet since 1897.
Write for FREE trial treatment.
Fairyfoot Products Co.. Chicago, III.

1223 S.Wabash Ave., Dept. 2713

Id Money
and stamps

POST YOURSELF! It pays! I paid
J. D. Martin, Virginia, $200 (or a

single copper cent. Mr. Manning, New
York, $2,500 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G. F.
Adams $740 for a few old coins. I want all
kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
1 pay big cash premiums.

WILL PAY $100 FOR DIME
1894 S. Mint; $50 for 1913 Liberty Head
Nickel (not buffalo) and hundreds of other
amazing prices for coins. Get in touch with
me. Send 4c for Large Illustrated Coin Folder
and further particulars. It may mean much
profit to you. Write today to

NUMISMATIC COMPANY OF TEXAS
Dept. 456 „ - • • FORT WORTH. TEXAS

|lv{csi Hue Can Establishment in U S )

STUDY AT HOME
We guide you step by step—furnish all text

material, including fourteen-volume Law Li-

brary. Training prepared by leading law profes-

sors and given by members of the bar. Degree
of LL. B. conferred. Low cost, easy terms. Get
our valuable 64-page "Law Guide" and "Evi-
dence" books free. Send for them NOW.
LaSalle Extension University, Dept 3318-L Chicago

On Dress Parade

(Continued from page 72)

there I'm telling you, if you are out for

attraction purposes, there you have it.

And over the blouse effect, a gray coat,

gray fur collar with a purple orchid

pinned to it. Baby, what an effect for a

pure, young, protected girl. She knew
how to get around the walls of chaper-

onage—did that girl.

INGER ROGERS—did she step

out^in the same picture, "Flying
Down to Rio." Study her dancing frock

when she whirls with Fred Astaire.

Black, but how it fits, and then spreads

into ruchings about the feet, not to

mention ruchings over the shoulders.

Don't deviate a step from her dress

standard if you want to shine on the

floor.

Girls who have been too business-like

—too intent upon being the good little

bringing-in-the-bacon variety of female

—do go to see how Ann Harding works
out the problem, via clothes, in "Right
to Romance."
When her lover says to her, "I never

knew what two yards of organdy could

do for a woman," then you see the

whole story.

Study her striped organdy dress

when she goes female instead of work-
ing-woman. Simplicity to a standstill

—

cape over shoulders, baby bow under

chin, and with it, all that smartness.

Only proving that you don't have to

strive and struggle to be well dressed.

Just do it in the sweet, simple way

—

in style.

Ann Harding went back to her work-
a-day love but only after she had worn
ruffles to her heart's content—see pic-

ture in black dress, with ruchings for

shoulders, a muff and earrings. She
could be pretty all right even though
experience taught her that wasn't all

!

It's not enough to be just all right.

Goodness knows, Ann Harding's
uniforms were becoming enough. Any-
one with half an eye could see she

was pretty and sweet with the handker-
chief thing draped round her throat.

But then, it seems to be a matter of

record that males want a ruffle or two
and a couple of rosebuds somewhere in

the setting when they're out to be fas-

cinated. They've been brought up
on it and they like it.

QUITE frankly rosebuddy and girl-

ish is Marion Davies in "Going
Hollywood." Her clothes in that pic-

ture are a real education in good taste

for any youngish person. They give

—

subtly—the appearance of being abso-

lutely natural for her type of girl, no
pose, no striving after an effect.

Take the several white bows under
her chin, for instance. One is white
pique, stiff and starched. And that,

be it noticed, is the only note on a

black frock. Just one other repeat note
of the white, and that a snip of an
ostrich tip on the side of the crown of

a cocky sailor hat. She's just too
cute for words in that get-up. Then,
on another black dress, she wears a

white ermine bow. Nothing stingy

about it either. It's a good, wide,
spacious bow.
Note : Anyone can dress up an aging

frock with a bow copied after one of
Marion's. There's an idea for a new
season.

It is interesting to see in this picture,
how in old-fashioned clothes, or new-
fashioned ones, in over-alls, dancing
bloomers, even wrapped up in a blan-
ket, Marion Davies looks swell.

See the white organdy dress in the
dream picture. Fussy, it might be on
someone who failed to know how to
carry it off, but Marion in that fluffy

To Order Patterns

The patterns are fifteen cents each.

The book is fifteen cents when

ordered separately—it is ten cents

when ordered with a pattern. You

may send stamps or coin—coin

preferred. If you live outside of

the United States, the patterns cost

twenty cents each, the boolt twenty

cents separately and fifteen cents

when ordered with a pattern. No

foreign or Canadian stamps will be

accepted. Orders should be ad-

dressed to MODERN SCREEN

Pattern Service, 149 Madison

Avenue, New York, N. Y. In or-

dering, be sure to state size

wanted.
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white hat with a flower at one side

is truly a dream girl in the costume.
Her hair—well, it's girlish and all,

and flattering to her young face. But
don't you think it's a bit too, too long

to look smart in real life just now?
Don't copy that too literally, I beg of

you, if you want to make a hit with
the boys.

Alice Brady, now, in "Should La-
dies Behave ?" is a grand hodge-podge
of good taste and bad taste in dressing.

If you want to know what not to wear,
go look at her in that grand picture.

Of course, she dresses that way frankly

to be funny, for she is a killing charac-
ter and the clothes help her to do her
stuff. But for putting ruffles where
they should not be and drapings where
they look most terrible, she could take

the medal any day.

V/"OU see lots of people who dress

like that. One minute she wears a
silver lame coat at the theatre and
-looks quite lovely, if a bit over-dressed
for coming to town by train. Then in

a following scene, you see her in a

black and white plaid with white pleat-

ings skating all over it, accenting all

the wrong spots. It's a funny sight,

all right, but a terrible warning against

over-dressing.

Mary Carlisle, who plays the young
girl in this picture, is nicely gowned
for the part. I liked particularly her

suit, when she came home unexpectedly

to that wild house party of her

mother's. It was so well tailored and
still managed to avoid a mannish look

which a suit is apt to have. It was not

too severe for so young a girl but

had the soft dressmaker look, with all

the correctness of tailoring'. That's an
achievement, too, you know, if you've
had any experience with choosing suits

of this sort. Her's had a softish scarf,

sleeves just full enough and a coat

which was a bit lighter in tone than
the skirt. An extremely well done out-

fit.

For the theatre she wore black vel-

vet with white gardenias. Now it's a

funny thing, but the younger a girl is,

the more she loves to wear black these

days. It is generally considered a color

for an older woman but the interest-

ing thing about it (and all girls seem
to realize the fact) is that it sets off

extreme youthfulness as nothing else

can. And then the combination has

quaintness about it that turns out to be

utterly charming.
If you want to see thrilling lingerie,

you can get an eyeful in this picture.

Such fascinating night gowns and neg-
ligees. I liked particularly Alice
Brady's lace bedecked nightie with wide
ribbon bows over the shoulders. It

was different and one of those fussy

ones which managed to be strongly in

the good taste class.

Nils Asther, Enemy of Hooey

(Continued from page 77)

fact that I have been on the stage and
screen in both Sweden and this country

for quite some years and lived modestly

within my means all that time, it was a

terrible shock to learn that I had 'lost

every penny.' Believe me, the story was
far from the truth. Still, everywhere I

went I was met with 'Poor old Nils'

sympathy.

"But it wasn't only that story that was
so very painful," he continued. "It was
the story that followed. This particular

magazine article went on to say that '.
. .

since Nils was so desperate for money
and had no job, he finally bethought him
of a marvelous way to clean up. He got

out his fan mail—found that a great deal

of it was from love-sick ladies in small

towns in the Middle West—and decided

that he mig-ht be able to sell them some-
thing if he was to call on them in person.

Life insurance! That was it! Thus he
borrowed enough money for expenses
and began a house-to-house canvass of

his women fans who, of course, were
so flattered by the presence of their

love-dream that they purchased great
gobs of insurance !'

"

HpHE bare memory of this seemed to

make Nils so beside himself that he
jumped from the chair and began pac-
ing the room with long, angry strides.

"Oh, it was terrifically embarrassing
and humiliating," he continued after he
had calmed down. "The silly story was

even re-printed in some of the European
papers and magazines and some of my
former friends whom I had been helping
out a little financially wrote me that

they were sorry and that I mustn't
bother with their checks any further.

They could not stand to be a burden on
a man who was peddling insurance from
door to door. Considering the fact that

I never left Hollywood—not even once
—the Middle West fabrication was a bit

uncalled for to say the least. I can't

understand it. Never for one minute
since I came to Hollywood have I felt

pinched financially. For years I have
been putting away money against the
rainy day. // / never zvorked another day
I zvonld have no reason for changing
my present comfortable zvay of living

!"

"Other stories," he went on, "go off

on even funnier tangents. One says I am
a 'difficult, mysterious man who walks
alone.' (Ugh! Did you ever hear any-
thing so nauseating?) While another
says that I scorn all social contacts and
live like a hermit. Why, just the other
evening, a local newspaper columnist
revealed that I had 'come out of hiding
long enough to eat dinner at a popular
cafe.' That was the third time I had
eaten at that cafe in one week. And I

had been out every night during the
week—to the theatre, the fights and had
spent two evenings at the home of
friends.

"Another little story tells of the

^/KissMe*

v
'

I M SO DISCOU RAGED -

JACK HAS NEVER EVEN
TRIED TO REALLY
a KISS ME . .

LISTEN -TRY
THE LIP MAKE-UP
OF THE MOVIE
STARS -THE

WONDERFUL NEW
KISSPROOF

INDELIBLE LIPSTICK

HER NEXT DATE WITH HIM

YOUR LIPS DRAW ME
LIKE A MAGNET -

I CAN'T SEEM TO
RESIST THEM .

DON'T TRY- ^P^i^? i

THE LIPSTICK
ON THEM IS

CALLED
kissproof!

Trythe Stage andMovie Lipstick

If you admire the appealing "kissable-
ness" of the lips of the movie stars and
the girls in the Broadway shows, just try
their lip make-up yourself— the new
KISSPROOF Indelible Lipstick, Special
Theatrical Color. . .This lipstick discovery
is so wonderful it has been placed by the
make-up experts in the dressing-rooms of
both Hollywood Studios and New York
Theatres! The stars could certainly pay
anything— yet you can have exactly the
same smooth, alluring KISSPROOF they
use for a few cents! Have the thrilling
new "lip appeal" it will give you tonight.
You can get KISSPROOF LIPSTICK in
all shades, including the Special Theatri-
cal Color, at all toilet goods counters and
at the 10c stores. .

Kissproof
^zJe/Me LIPSTICK
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DO YOUR

T
CLASH WITH

YOUR

L LeeL?
jj^j^l

Color Harmony" is the smart new note
in make-up. To be truly beautiful, the color-

tones of your lips and cheeks must match!

Outdoor Girl Lip-and-Cheek Rouge does
away with the cheap artificial effect that so
often results when different shades of rouge
and lipstick are used. A mere touch, applied
to lips and cheeks, reproduces the beautiful,

natural shades of a healthy, glowing skin.

Pure colors; harmless to even the most deli-

cate skin. Goes on smoothly. Indelible and
waterproof. In 5 exquisite shades. At leading
drug and department stores — 50c, 25c. Also
at variety stores in miniature sizes for 10c.

OUTDOOR GIRL
LIP-AND-CHEEK ROUGE

CRYSTAL CORPORATION, DEPT. 50C
WILLIS AVE., NEW YORK CITY
Please send me a Free One-Week's Trial Package ot

Outdoor Girl Lip-and-Cheek Rouge, also samples of
5 popular shades of Outdoor Girl Face Powder.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE

350
LITTLE BLUE BOOKS

NEW PUMPS?
Rubbing pressure makes

shoes hurt. Wrap heel or toe
in SEALTEX—ease rub and
pressure — stop pain — save
hose. SEALTEX bandage
sticks only to itself

—

not to
skin—removes like a glove.
10<-, 250 and 50tf sizes. All
Kresge stores and drug count-
ers everywhere.

EX

TIRE USERS
by the thousands all over the
U. S. A. vo«h for the LONG, HARD
SERVICE, under severest road condi-
tions of our standard brand Tires
reconstructed by the ORIGINAL
SECRET YORK PROCESS. OUR 17
YEARS IN BUSINESS mukeB it pos-
sible to offer tiree at LOWEST PRICES
in history with 12 month guarantee.

Don't Delay—Order Today

FREE!

_i BALLOON Tires
Size Rim Tires Tubes

WITH EACH ORDER

FOR. 2 TIRES
TAKE TIRE PRESSURE
THRU SIDE WALLafTtRE
NO CUSS-NO DIRT

29x4.40-21
29x4.50-20
30x4.50-21
28x4.75-19
29x4.75-20
29x5.00-19
30x5.00-20
28x5.25-18
29x5.25-19
30x5.25-20
31x5.25-21
28x6.50-18
29x5.50-19
30x6.00-18
31x6.00-19
32x6.00-20
33x6.00-21
32x6.50-20

$2.15
2.35
2.40
2.45
2.50
2.SS
2.8S
2.90
2.95
2.95
3.25
3.35
3.35
3.40
3.40
3.45
3.65
3.7S

0.S5
0.85
0.95
0.95
1.05
1.05
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.25
1.25
1.35

DEALERS
WANTED

SEND ONLY $ 1 .00 DEPOSIT with each tire

CORD Tires
Size TiresTubes

$2.25 $0.65
30x3 \i
31x4
32x4
33x4
34x4
32x4 H
33x4 H
34x4X" 5
33x5
35x5

2.35
2.95
2.95
2.95
3.25
3.35
3.45
3.45
3.6S
3.7S
3.95

0.75
0.85
0.8.1

0.85
0.85
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.35
1.45
1

.

All Other Sizes

ordered. We ship — balance C. O. D. Ded„„
S per cent if cash in full accompanies orderALL TUBES BRAND NEW — GUARANTEED

Tires failing to give 12 months' service replaced at half priceYORK TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept.2112A

astounding fact that I have a mysterious
island—where I shall retire to live the

rest of my life in seclusion. It says fur-

ther that I shall not allow a mirror on
my secret island because I shall not
want to watch myself grow old !" (Here,
another period of pacing the floor.)

"It is too preposterous to deny. My
friends know that I have a summer
home on one of the hundreds of little

islands off the coast of Sweden. I

shouldn't want them to think that I

would actually give out such a story.

"Even those writers who would like

to be kind to me generally become so

kind that I am made ridiculous. I once
told a writer that I often ran three
miles before breakfast. When the story

came out I was running thirty miles.

That's a sleeper-jump—that isn't an
exercise.

"And one writer will say that : 'Nils

Asther is a woman-hater who has not
been able to make a success of mar-

riage.' And the next magazine says,

'Nils is really a gilded Don Juan. He
has had a thousand affairs.' It is true

that it will take me a long while to get

over Vivian divorcing me and taking
the custody of our little girl. But I am
by no means a woman-hater because my
marriage turned out badly."

He stopped. I know he still feels

badly about Vivian and I know he isn't

fixin' to marry anyone else, so I didn't

ask him any fool questions about his

love life and such. I just let him tell

me what was on his mind.
"I haven't given you anything except

a denial of other people's stories," he
said.

"Quite okay," said I. "And I'll put

them all down just as vou told them to

me."
"Grrrrff!" said the Great Dane.

Which, being interpreted might have
meant, "And just see that you do,

Ramsev !"

Announcement of Our

Cinema Shop Contest Winners

Girls all over the country, girls -from London, Australia, the

Philippines, rushed to send opinions about the Cinema Shop dresses, to

the end of winning the prizes offered.

Pity the poor judges whose duty it was to choose the best letters

from so many that were, good, better, best. What the girls of today
know about style is something to bewilder the most hard-boiled fashion

cynic. No wonder they are a well dressed crowd, judging from their

letters and their evident knowledge of what is right and wrong.

Well, anyway, after pondering and eliminating, the following winners

were selected:

Irene Dunne's dress went to

THERESA FITZGERALD

Mary Howard's dress went to

Tampa, Florida

KAYE GIDDES
Dunellen, New Jersey

Constance Cumming's dress went to

M. COLLINS

Miriam Hopkins' dress went to

Chicago,

HILDEGARDE MILLER

Cleveland, Ohio

We are very proud of all of the thousands of girls who answered
this contest, and only regret that our coffers will not stand the strain

of sending consolation prizes to each and all of them.
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For Once—the Truth About Pickford

(Continued from page 41)

It was she who requested a separation

and "time to think things over" when
her wandering husband suggested a di-

vorce a few years back. She had not

lost her self-confidence at that point

and believed that time would take care

of everything.

It did. But not in the way she

wished.

The announcement of the sale of

Pickfair was the definite and final an-

swer to her watchful waiting for the

breach to heal. The mistress of the

estate did not know it was on the mar-
ket until she read the shocking an-

nouncement in a newspaper. It was
evidently the Fairbanks way of burn-

ing bridges and, while one doubts if

his method was according to Hoyle, it

was certainly effective.

And now Mary Pickford is alone and,

if she is being brave a little too pub-
licly and keeping a stiff upper lip a

bit consciously and with perhaps an un-

witting nod to the world, one must ad-

mire her pluck and her ability to

'•take it."

Buddy Rogers is now her more, con-

stant male companion. She has known
the boy for several years ; in fact, ever

since she cast him in "My Best Girl."

They go about to the approved gay
places together, where Buddy enjoys

Mary and Mary attempts to catch up
on her fun. It is kind of hard, though,

when all one's life has been devoted to

work, to get into the spirit of the thing,

especially when you feel cheated of the

things for which you have worked.
For Mary Pickford believes that life

has not treated her squarely. Why,
even the old adage says that Satan
finds mischief for idle hands to do, and
goodness knows, she has never been
idle, yet what she valued most has gone.
Whether she will marry young

Rogers is still a delectable morsel
about which the gossips may specu-

late. Indeed, she doesn't know herself

as yet, for you see, Mary Pickford has
work to do. She feels the urge to

write and appear in a Broadway play,

make another picture and perhaps di-

rect one. Work, that's what she must
do. And yet work is what has done
all this to her.

Clark is just a "softie." He bought this dog from a stranger with a hard luck

story. Then the stranger disappeared. And the dog followed suit.

JACK FALLS
when Jane Finds the

"keynote" of CHARM

MARY, IF I COULD KEEP u
MY HAIR BEAUTIFULLY WAVED
LIRE YOURS, I BELIEVE I

COULD BE MORE ATTRACT-
IVE. WHO DOES IT FOR YOU ?

4

MYSELF, SILLYITHIS

IS A JO-CUR WAVE
-COST ABOUT 5t
TRY JO-CUR
TOMORROW

2 J JANE TRIES IT

rGEE, I NEVER
THO'T I WAS SO GOOD LOOKING
AND WAVING WITH THIS JO-CUR

IS SO EASY . . .

-YOUR FRIEND
JACK WON'T BE
ABLE TO RESIST
SUCH LOVELY
LOCKS, SIS

!

HER NEXT DATE

DARLING, YOU'VE BE-
COME A RAVING BEAUTY
YOUR HAIR IS GLORIOUS

BUT IT MUST COST
A LOT TO KEEP IT

THAT WAY. . .

NO DEAR, I DO IT MYSELF
WITH JO-CUR

!

Have it Glorious Wave
in Your Own Home Tonight

INSTEAD of paying $2 or more to an
expensive hairdresser, do this. Just

wet your hair with the new discovery,

JO-CUR and then with a comb and your
own fingers you set your hair into perfect
waves ! In afew minutes . . . you can have
the most becoming wave you ever had—
literally double the attractiveness ofyour
hair and for only 5c.

Remember that JO-CUR is different from
any other waveset known. It has a quince-
seed base—which eliminates all stickiness,

and will not leave white flakes

in the hair. And aJO-CURwave
lasts 7 full days. You can get

^ JO-CUR at any drug or depart-

ment store and at the 1Oc stores.

e)o-cur
PRONOUNCED "JOKER"

WAV E S E T
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SKIN ERUPTIONS
NEED NOT WORRY YOU
Pimples, eczema, itching, burning skin, undue
redness, minor rashes and scaly scalp are no
longer necessary when relief is so simple. Poslam
will show what it will do for you in one applica-
tion. Just apply at night and note improvement
next morning.

JUST TO PROVE IT
we will send you a test package FREE

Simply send your name and address to:

POSLAM COMPANY
Desk 12-W, 254 W. 54th St., NewYork, N. Y.

You can get Poslam at any drug store, 50c

>A 'Ret acquainted" gift from REJUVIA, the favorite
lipstick of more than a million women. A complete
17 x 22" scientific character reading chart absolutely
FREE to you.
Study your sweetheart's character.* Analyze your
friends* Learn what you are. and why vou are* You
will be amazed with the mysteries that this chart will
reveal to you.
Mail your name and address on penny post card. No
cost. No obligation. SEND NOW TO Reiuvia
Beauty Labs.. Inc., Dept. C-42. 395 Broadway. N Y

Try REJUVIA Lipstick today, velvet smooth, per-
manent waterproof, Indelible, in correct shade for your
Individual complexion. A tested quality full size,
lipstick lor only 10 cents at most 5c and 10c Stores.

DENISON'S

PLAYS
I
Musical Comedies,Oper-

'ettaa, Vaudeville Acts,
^Minstrels, Comedy
Songs, Make-up Goods.

Catalog Free

T.S,Denison&Co»623 S.Wabash. Dept. 25. Chicago

Gray Hair Pencil
h
Instantly gives to GRAY Hair Desirable Youth-

*
ill Color. A secret method that keeps gray

away fromRoots.Temples and Parting,
1 Keeps Gray from Spreading.
Cannot be detected. Will not

fade or wash off. Delights
both men and women !—

wnw OC rCMTc"^ »*To Quick"? IntroduceNOW^5 CENTS a^™^ORATEX Treatment,
full size Pencil for 25c coin. Lastsmany months. State shade.
ORATEX CO., 400 West Eric St., Dept. F-18, CHICAGO

BALD NO LONGER
Mr. A S. R. of Hew York City writes L „ J „ .

I had 3 bald spots the sue o) a hall-dollar. I

used Japanese Oil tor 3 months and now my
bald spots are entirely covered with hair.

JAPANESE OIL. the antiseptic counter-irritant, is

used by thousands for baldness, falling hair, loose
dandruff and scarp itch. Price 60c. Economy size

31. All druggists'. FREE booklet. "Truth About
the Hair"—write.

NATIONAL REMEDY CO.. „ „
56 W. 45th St., DepS. M. M. N. V.

Don't forget! The

second installment of

Katharine Hepburn's

fascinating life story

will appear in our

next issue!

BrandNew '£

Guaranteed by

REMINGTON
Sensationally new low
price and easy terms.
Standard 4-row keyboard

—

fully guaranteed by Rem-
ington Co. Send No Money.

10 Day Trial then 10c A Day
Send for new literature and easy pay plan—onU' $1.00 dowo, thau i Qo
a day. Alto bargains in Standard size rennisbed o'hoo models, seat
free. Write for detail* and special money -making opportunities.

International Typewriter Exch., g!i,.36i?ch°ca|k
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Why Men Fall For Miriam Hopkins

(Continued from page 43)

smart hotels she found comfortable liv-

ing quarters, but suddenly she wanted a
house. She found the perfect place, got
five servants and moved in. A couple
of weeks later, she dismissed the ser-

vants and moved back to the hotel !

What a girl

!

Her face, her figure, her voice are all

soft and feminine but her mind is crisp

and brittle. And her life shows the

strong determination for success that

has motivated most of her deeds.

A good Episcopalian, she left her
Sunday school flat to come North and
—horror of horrors—became' a dancer.

The dancing school she attended gave
her the chance to become one of the

Chester Hale Girls and she made her
first stage appearance by being literally

thrown through a trap door into the

arms of Chester Hale, much to his

amazement. It was not a part of the

revue but the accident did not daunt
Miriam and she went on as a dancing
and singing girl in musical comedies.

A sprained ankle changed the course
of her career. She found she couldn't

dance professionally again but she

wasn't going back to Georgia defeated.

She went out for the great adventure of

dramatic acting. She was fired from
many a show. She played in many a

flop, but you can't down a girl like

Miriam.
Somehow, men sense her forthright-

ness, her determination, her courage,

which bridge all disappointments.

CTRANGELY enough, in her sec-
^ ond film she appeared as the un-

attractive princess in a Maurice Chev-
alier picture. That was before Holly-

wood had discovered her strange form
of glamour—a glamour that needs no

props to manifest itself, that is just as

much in evidence on the tennis court

as in a luxurious boudoir. When Holly-
wood saw the men flocking around her,

enchanted by her beguiling ways, the

producers realized that the lass had It

and gave her roles more suitable to her
particular type.

There is a touch of madness in

Miriam Hopkins, the kind of madness
that allowed her once to barge in (she

was broke) to a prominent Wall Street

banker and demand a loan of $5,000. He
gave her a third of that amount. She
took a taxi back to her New York apart-

ment and, thrilled by the loan, tipped

the taxi driver with a five dollar bill.

Hers is the sort of madness that in-

spired the high-brow playwright Eugene
O'Neill to risk his life by canoeing with
her and entrusting her with the plot of

his then unwritten "Strange Interlude."

It is the sort of madness that shows her

how to make a lark of a forced airplane

landing' at Amarillo, Texas, where she

drank beer with the Mayor and prac-

tically every newspaper reporter in town
before she entrained for Chicago. No
wonder she's popular.

For Miriam Hopkins is a baffling

creature of strange powers. It is, I feel

sure, her very uncertainty that keeps
men jumping through hoops. As this is

written she is starring in a play on
Broadway. If the show is a success

—

well, that's grand. If it isn't, she'll hop
off to Italy and have a grand time. She
never plans ahead. It would spoil the

fun. She takes what comes and enjoys

every hour she lives. A variety of things

interest her—books, music, babies,

parties.

You just can't blame men for loving a

Sfirl like Miriam !

Although Sheila Terry and Lyle Talbot seem to be very much interested

in each other, don't let them fool you for a minute. Lyle is still seeing a

lot of the Countess di Frasso. That is a romance.
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Leslie Howard Didn't Want to Come Back

(Continued from page 17)

Leslie Howard. And Leslie Howard
must work. He knows it.

"I've no idea how long I shall stay

over this time," he went on. "I'm
anxious to do a play besides the picture

work. But I must confess I want to

get back to England just as quickly as

possible. While I know this is the best

place for me to work, I keep feeling the

house and the kids and the thousand
and one things I love doing over there
pulling al me all the time.

"When I'm in London, of course, I

have the feeling of being home. That's
another side of the question. I think I

can truthfully say I like New York best

because of my work. London next be-

cause I'm an Englishman and London
is home. And Hollywood—well, I sup-
pose I like Hollywood because it gives
me a sensation of space.

"You know," he continued, "that tiny

little spot of Hollywood set in a vast,

geographical background is fascinating.

You have the feeling that humanity

—

individuals really don't exist. That all

those great high mountains—that wide
silent desert, the huge trees and the

enormous Pacific Ocean—those are the

things that actually count.

"I never think of Hollywood itself

as a place of any importance. My work
goes on under ideal climatic conditions

and material comfort. I enjoy polo and
every day after studio hours I am off

to a little club I belong to
—

'The Riviera

Club.' We have a team captained by

Walt Disney and we call it the Mickey
Mouse Polo Team. Will Rogers and
his son, Will, Jr., play on it. Bob Mont-
gomery and a couple of other fellows

belong. A man by the name of Perkins
is captain of the rival, team. He has
nothing to do with the movies, but loves
polo. He calls his team the Perkins Cats
and we have some grand games. There's
a cup that sometimes the Mickey Mouse
team wins—and again the Perkins Cats
take it away from us. And the way we
play you would think the cup was worth
at least a million dollars."

He's a strange mixture, this Howard
man. A half artist, half-domestic soul.

There is a sensuous streak in his char-
acter which is in direct contrast to the
stark, austere ambition that dominates
his soul. A certain brilliancy that is al-

most poetic envelops him at these times,
and again at your next meeting with
him, he is the most matter-of-fact,
commonplace of men. A devoted father,
a home-lover with genuine deep domes-
tic roots embedded in his heart and
soul. A lover of horses, a good swim-
mer and a keen enthusiast of the out-
doors, he might be any ordinary young-
Englishman until you see him in one of
his superb performances on either the
stage or screen—and then you realize
that above all things else he is wholly
an artist.

That artist must work—here, in our
land. It was Leslie Howard, the man
who "didn't want to come back."

Everybody who is anybody turned out for Colleen Moore's house party.

Here you see the hostess, Jeanette MacDonald, Fay Wray and Wesley
Ruggles. Incidentally, Wesley had a terrible time getting wife, Arline

Judge, away from that party. She just loves to shoot dice and he just

couldn't tear her away from the floor where she was gambling with one
of the news photographers. She was losing heavily, too!

FEMININE

HYGIENE

EVERY DAY, more and more women are

adopting Norforms as the easiest,

most convenient and satisfactory form of

feminine hygiene.

Norforms are easy-to-use antiseptic sup-

positories that melt at internal body tem-
perature, and spread a protective, soothing,

antiseptic film over delicate membranes
and tissue. Norforms contain Parahydrecin

—a powerful new antiseptic developed by
TheNorwich PharmacalCompany, makers
of Unguentine. Parahydrecin kills germs,

yet is harmless to tissue. There is no dan-

ger of an "over- dose" or "burn."

Norforms require no apparatus
for application. They are dainty
and feminine, and actually de-
odorizing. Many fastidious wo-
men use them for this purpose
alone. Buy a box of Norforms at

your druggist's today. Or, send for

Norform booklet,"TheNewWay ",

by Dr. M.W. Stofer for further facts.

NORFORfTlS
KNOWN TO PHYSICIANS AS VAGIFORMS

The Norwich Pharmacal Company
Dept. 113, Norwich, New York
Please send me Dr. Stofer's booklet in plain enve-

lope. I want to know more about "The New Way."

Name .

Address
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READ
WHAT ~

Reading beauty con/ultant/2<2^^- CWVtLL

(^o^Yva^FACE POWDER

Joan Foster is right —

Oayanne Face Powder

is an exact copy of

Fiftn Avenue s most

expensive and exclusive

ace powders.

DETAILS AT I0 C EACH AT ALL
S.S.KRESGE GO. STORES
NOW/ THE
GIANT
TUBE,

ZIP EPILATOR-IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT
PERMANENTLY DESTROYS HAIR

A BEAUTIFUL
COMPLEXION

Without Rouge!

Why depend on artificial means
to make an unsightly skin at-
tractive? Remove the cause of
your trouble. Most complex-
ions are ruined by faulty elim-
ination and impoverished blood
due to a lack of Calcium in the
system. If such conditions

V causeyourblemishes.alittleCal-
cium willwork wonders for you.

Stuart's Calcium Wafers have helped thousands
of women to restore their Natural Beauty. They
have seen a dull, lifeless, pimply skin become clear,
smooth and firm again and with a flush of natural
color that nothing can remove. Now their powder
and rouge are only a habit instead of a necessity.

Try Stuart's Calcium Wafers for just a few days.
Let this gentle, internal beauty-aid prove to you the
system's need for Calcium and why Natural Beauty
must come from within. A Free Sample will be sent
you if you mail the coupon below.

STUARTS CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES: 10c and 60c

p—- FREE SAMPLE COUPON
I A sample package sufficient to prove the value to you of
I Stuart's Calcium Wafers will be sent you if you mail

this coupon to the F. A. Stuart Co., Dept.32-H, Mar-
I

shall, Mich.

I Name

J
Address

Town

Reviews—A Tour of Today's Talkies

(Continued from page 46)

• THE POOR RICH
(UNIVERSAL)

Edna May Oliver and Edzvard Everett

Horton.

npHIS IS FUN. Edna May Oliver

and Edward Everett Horton make
the most of a swell story about two
cousins whose wealth has dwindled with
the depression. Too proud to admit
they're broke, they try to put up a big

front when a Lord, Lady and daughter
come to visit them. The game is up, how-
ever, when a neighbor stalks in and in-

dignantly demands the return of his

goose. Your sides will ache from laugh-

ing. Oliver and Horton make a grand
team and Andy Devine, Leila Hyams
and Andre De Berenger help the fun
along mightily, and we know you'll like

it heaps.

EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT
(PARAMOUNT)

Dorothy Wilson, Douglass Montgom-
ery, Kay Johnson.

npEAR-JERKER. Just one of the
*• girls in a European finishing

school commits an indiscretion in the

moonlight, but to look at the sobs cram-
med into this opus one would imagine
that all eight of the girls were in the

same boat. Dorothy Wilson is the indis-

cretionee and Douglass Montgomery is

the indiscretionist, but he finally turns

noble and offers marriage (cheers).

Kay Johnson, as the school teacher,

made Simon Legree look like an amateur
in the first half, but she turns almost hu-

man in the finale. When the tears

should come and won't, everything looks

rather silly.

THE MEANEST GAL IN
TOWN

(RKO)

Zasu Pitts, Pert Kclton, James Gleason.

PRETTY bad. This one, kiddies,

goes on your "Must Miss" list. It

reminded us of a lot of ancient gags

strung together in a line with, once in

a while, a funny line that seemed out of

place. Zasu Pitts, Pert Kelton, Jimmie
Gleason, Sheets Gallagher and El Bren-

del seemed to realize it was hopeless.

Zasu is the hotel keeper, Brendel is the

barber-in-love—oh, what's the use?

You won't say we didn't warn you about

this one

!

• GALLANT LADY
(20TH CENTURY)

Ann Harding, Otto Kruger, Clive

Brook.

CONFUSING REPORTS. Three of

us saw this one and we got three

answers : "Swell," "fairly good" and
"not so hot." It's that old gag about

the destitute mother (Ann Harding)
who gives up all claim to the child,

finds it later and finally marries the

adopted father (Otto Kruger). Ann
looked lovely, Clive Brook as the

drunken sot is great and Kruger is

good. Maybe you better guess.

• MAN OF TWO WORLDS
(RKO)

Francis Lederer and Elissa Landi.

FRANCIS LEDERER makes his
" bow. In spite of the fact that he

can't bow very deeply for this one,

you'll have a strong hunch you would

like to see more of the same man

—

provided he stays in this World. In

the first part where Lederer as an

Eskimo assists the expedition from

London, it is fairly interesting, but his

trip to "white man's land" goes a bit

flat. Elissa Landi ct al lend support,

but it's this fellow Lederer that rae-

thinks you'll go for. Some of the local

ladies mentioned the name Valentino

and something about "successor." What
do you think?

FUGITIVE LOVERS
(M-G-M)

Robert Montgomery, Madge Evans,

Ted Healy.

BREEZY hokum. It looks as if they

started out with a swell idea here

and then too many fingers spoiled the

pie. Bob Montgomery, an escaped con-

vict, hops atop a bus in which ride

Madge Evans, chorus girl, and rack-

eteer, Nat Pendleton, whom she had

hoped she was hiding from on the trip.

Bob goes through the luggage on top

of the bus and comes out with Ted
Healy's suit and a flock of bonded stuff.

The coppers chase the crew for five

reels and Bob and Madge save a lot of

school kids from freezing to death in

another ,bus. If you think you can

swallow it, we advise you to try. Too
bad, it was a swell cast.

• HORSEPLAY
(UNIVERSAL)

Andy Devine and Slim Summerville.

VERY funny indeed, my friends.

However, we must warn you that

the title means what it says. All about

a couple of cowboys (Andy Devine and

Slim Summerville) who suddenly wake
up millionaires. Accompanied by Slim's

horse, Cynthia Anna, they set out for

England' in search of Leila Hyams,
Slim's sweetie. Cynthia Anna occupies

the bridal suite on board and, not to be

outshone by the horse, Slim and Andy
are funny. Their antics, while hob-

nobbing with royalty, are screamingly-

screaming. Go ahead. Have a laugh

on us.
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THE REPORT CARD
Here you may see at a glance which

are the good pictures—and which are not

A MEAN f EXCELLENT
B MEAN S C O O D

C MEAN f FAIR
D MEAN S POOR

THESE PICTURES CET "A"
ANN VICKERS (RKO).

BERKELEY SQUARE (Fox).

BROADWAY THROUGH A KEYHOLE (20th Cen-
tury).

CAPTURED (Warners).

CONVENTION CITY (First National).

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW (Universal).

DESIGN FOR LIVING (Paramount).

DINNER AT EIGHT (M-G-M).

DOUBLE HARNESS (RKO).

ESKIMO (M-G-M).

FOOTLIGHT PARADE (Warners).

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933 (Warners).

I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY (Fox).

LADY FOR A DAY (Columbia).

LITTLE WOMEN (RKO).

A MAN'S CASTLE (Columbia).

MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN
(Paramount).

MORNING GLORY (RKO).

MOULIN ROUGE (20th Century.)

NO MARRIAGE TIES (RKO).

ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON (Paramount).

ONLY YESTERDAY (Universal).

THE POWER AND THE GLORY (Fox).

THE PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY (M-G-M).

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY VIII (United
Artists).

QUEEN CHRISTINA (M-G-M).

REUNION IN VIENNA (M-G-M).

ROMAN SCANDALS (United Artists).

STAGE MOTHER (M-G-M).

THIS DAY AND AGE (Paramount).

TURN BACK THE CLOCK (M-G-M).

VOLTAIRE (Warners).

THE WAY TO LOVE (Paramount).

WHEN LADIES MEET (M-G-M).

THE WORLD CHANGES (Warners).

THESE PICTURES <SE7 "B'

ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN (20th Century).

AFTER TONIGHT (RKO).

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (Paramount).

ANOTHER LANGUAGE (M-G-M).

BEAUTY FOR SALE (M-G-M).

BELOVED (Universal).

THE BEST OF ENEMIES (Fox).

BLOOD MONEY (20th Century).

BOMBSHELL (M-G-M).

BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).

BUREAU OF MISSING PERSONS (Warners).

BY CANDLELIGHT (Universal).

A CHANCE AT HEAVEN (RKO).

THE CHIEF (M-G-M).

THE COHENS AND THE KELLYS IN TROUBLE
(Universal).

COLLEGE HUMOR (Paramount).

CRADLE SONG (Paramount).

DANCING LADY (M-G-M).

DUCK SOUP (Paramount).

ELMER THE GREAT (Warners).

EMERGENCY CALL (RKO).

FEMALE (Warners).

FLYING DOWN TO RIO (RKO).

FROM HELL TO HEAVEN (Paramount).

FUGITIVE LOVERS (M-G-M).

GALLANT LADY (20th Century).

GOODBYE AGAIN (Warners).

HAVANA WIDOWS (Warners).

HER BODYGUARD (Paramount).

HER FIRST MATE (Universal).

HER SWEETHEART CHRISTOPHER BEAN
(M-G-M).

HOLD YOUR MAN (M-G-M).

HOOPLA (Fox).

HORSEPLAY (Universal).

THE HOUSE ON 56TH STREET (Warners).

I LOVED A WOMAN (Warners).

I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount).

JIMMY AND SALLY (Fox).

THE KENNEL MURDER CASE (Warners).

KING FOR A NIGHT (Universal).

THE KING OF THE ARENA (Universal).

LADY KILLER (Warners).

LOVE, HONOR AND OH BABY (Universal).

THE MAD GAME (Fox).

MAMA LOVES PAPA (Paramount).

MAN OF TWO WORLDS (RKO).

Fashion insists that your new
hair dress include those flattering

ringlets and soft curls so smartly

feminine. And they're not at ail

difficult with these new Sta-Rite

pins. Only an inch and a half

long, they're the tiniest, most
truly invisible pins you've ever used.

Do try them—they make ordinary

bob pins seem needlessly clumsy.
Ten cents at your favorite store or beauty

shop—in blac\, brown, blonde or gray. Or
send 10 cents for trial package. (State Color).

STA-RITE HAIR PIN CO,
Shelbyville, Illinois

Sta-Rite
HAIR PINS

WAVE SET

Be a Nurse
MAKE $25-535 A WEEK
You can learn at home in spare time..

Course endorsed by physicians. Thousand*
of graduates. Est. 3 5 yrs. One graduate)
has charge of 10-bed hospital. Another
saved $4 00 while learning. Equipment

Men and women 18 to 60. High School not
Easy monthly payments. Write us now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 1493. 1601 Warren Ave.. Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name
City State. -Age-

GRAY
HAIR
GONE
/test bottle\
\ FREE )

Your hair takes on new
color and lustrewhen you

comb this famous clear, colorless liquid

through it. Gray streaks vanish. Desired

color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.;

Leaves hair soft, lustrous— easily curled or
waved. Countless women use it. Men too,

for gray streaks in hair or mustache. Get
full-sized bottle from druggist on money-
back guarantee. Or test it Free^

Test it FREE~ We send Free complete Test
Package/Try iton singlelock snipped fromhair.See
results first. Just mail coupon. Give color of hair.

I
MARY T. GOLDMAN j

I

I

23X1 Goldman Bldg., St. Paid,1 Minn.

Name

Street

City State

.

Color of your hair?
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But TUMS Kept My
Stomach Sweet"

I ADMIT I was indiscreet at the party last

night. I had far too much to eat, smoked too
much. But I feel fine today. Not a hint of sour
stomach. No acid indigestion, not a trace of
heartburn. Here's the secret : After the dinner
I ate three or four Turns—those delightful new
candy-like antacid mints. Turns contain no
soda or water soluble alkalies, only soothing
insoluble antacids that pass off undissolved and
inert when the acid conditions are corrected.
Millions now use Turns. Only 10c, all drug stores.

Beautiful new frold and blue 1934 Calendar-

I

Thermometer. Also samplesTUMS and NR—Just
' eend name and address .enclosing stamp, to A. H.
LEWIS COMPANY, Dept.L .i Aim St. Louis, Mo.

TUMS
FOR THE TUMMY

TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .

NOT A LAXATIVE

For a laxative, use the safe, dependable Vegetable in
Laxative NR (Nature's Remedy). Only 25 cents. I"

HANOV TO CARRY

FADED
GRAY HAIR
Women, men. girls with faded, gray, streaked hair, shampoo
and color your hair at the same time with my new French
discovery—"SHAMPO - KOLOR". No fuss or muss.
Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo into your hair
any natural shade with 'SHAMPO - KOLOR". No
"dyed" look, but a lovely natural, most lasting color: un-
affected by washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept 39, 254 W. 31st St.,
New York City.

I need 350
Ambitious women

, demon
nationally k

- ashion Frocks. Glor
ious new Spring Styles

it unbelievable low
I rices. Sold with money-
back guarantee. Guar
anteed as advertised

in Good Housekeeping
Magazine

e.v-i

i
NO CANVASSING

^ct$ No experience neces-
on«£" sary. No investment
j" qS ever required. The work
i "\ is easy, dignified andis easy, dignified

pleasant. Requires no canvass-
ing. In addition to your weekly
income, »you earn vour own
dresses absolutely FREE, Send
no money. Write fully for this
unusual opportunity giving
vour size and color choice. l

FASHION FROCKS, Inc.
Dent. DC-SSI), < inciimali. Ohio

an

BLACKHEADS!
DON'T SQUEEZE THEM! IT CAUSES
SCARS, INFECTION! Dissolve Black-
heads scientifically, refine Large Pores,
stop embarrassing Greasiness, "Shine,
clear Muddy, Tanned Skin. Just wash
with water and wonderful KLEEBPLEX
WASH! Has marvelous pore-purifying
powers. Gets at the cause QUICKLY,
SAFELY. RENEWS! LIGHTENS!
BEAUTIFIES! Gives you that clean-cut
attractive look which means everything in
business and social life. SEE INSTANT
IMPROVEMENT! No chemicals. No
staying home. A guaranteed pure, natural
product, approved by Health Authorities,
the Beauty Editor of this magazine and

thousands of happy users—both Men and Women. Noth-
ing like it! Stop wasting time and money on ordinary
cosmetics—send only SI TODAY for this unusual skin
healthifler. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
KLEERPLEX Dept. MR- II

1 W. 34th St., New York City, N. Y.
( ) Here is $1. Please send me 2 mos. supply of
KLEERPLEX WASH or ( ) I will pay postman
plus 20c P.O.charee. Outside U.S.$1.25—no C.O.D.'a
iWIUTE SAME—ADDRESS IK UARGINi

MAIL
COUPON
NOW

MAN OF THE FOREST (Paramount).

THE MAN WHO DARED (Fox).

THE MASQUERADER (United Artists).

THE MAYOR OF HELL (Warners).

MEET THE BARON (M-G-M).

MR. SKITCH (Fox).

MY WEAKNESS (Fox).

MY WOMAN (Columbia).

ONE MAN'S JOURNEY (RKO).

PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING (Fox).

PILGRIMAGE (Fox).

THE POOR RICH (Universal).

PROFESSIONAL SWEETHEART (RKO).

RAFTER ROMANCE (RKO).

THE RIGHT TO ROMANCE (RKO).

SATURDAY'S MILLIONS (Universal).

SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE? (M-G-M)

SMOKY (Fox).

SOLITAIRE MAN (M-G-M).

SON OF A SAILOR (Warners).

SONG OF SONGS (Paramount).

SUNSET PASS (Paramount).

THE THUNDERING HERD (Paramount).

TOO MUCH HARMONY (Paramount).

WHEN STRANGERS MARRY (Columbia).

WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD (Warners).

THESE PICTURES GET "C
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN (RKO).

THE BOWERY (20th Century).

CHARLIE CHAN'S CREATEST CASE (Fox).

COLLEGE COACH (Warners).

CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE (Universal).

DARK HAZARD (Warners).

DOCTOR BULL (Fox).

EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT (Paramount).

EVER IN MY HEART (Warners).

F. P. 1 (Fox-Gaumont).

THE FRONTIER MARSHAL (Fox).

COING HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).

HEADLINE SHOOTER (RKO).

I AM SUZANNE (Fox).

THE INVISIBLE MAN (Universal).

LADIES MUST LOVE (Universal).

LONE COWBOY (Paramount).

MARY STEVENS, M.D. (Warners).

MASSACRE (Warners).

MIDSHIPMAN JACK (RKO).

MY LIPS BETRAY (Fox).

OLESON'S BIG MOMENT (Fox).

PRIVATE DETECTIVE (Warners).

ROME EXPRESS (Universal).

SHANGHAI MADNESS (Fox).

S. O. S. ICEBERG (Universal).

THE TORCH SINGER (Paramount).

TO THE LAST MAN (Paramount).

THE WOMEN IN HIS LIFE (M-G-M).

THE WORST WOMAN IN PARIS (Fox).

THESE PICTURES GET "D'
AS HUSBANDS GO (Fox).

BITTERSWEET (United Artists).

BOMBAY MAIL (Universal).

THE CIRCUS QUEEN MURDER (Columbia).

DON'T BET ON LOVE (Universal).

GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM (Paramount).

HELL AND HIGH WATER (Paramount).

HEROES FOR SALE (Warners).

THE MEANEST GAL IN TOWN (RKO).

THE MIDNIGHT CLUB (Paramount).

MYRT AND MARGE (Universal).

SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM (Universal).

THE SHAKEDOWN (Warners).

SITTING PRETTY (Paramount).

SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR (Universal).

WHITE WOMAN (Paramount).

Wide World

Meet Jim Timony (on the left) —Mae West's manager and (many people

say) her boy friend as well. The two of them, with William Le Baron,

are dolled up for a Little Club dance at the Cocoanut Grove.
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IPyou LIKE
TO LAUGH-
If you like to laugh, long, loud and often;

and if you like pictures, hundreds of in-

teresting shots of your screen favorites, then

is the magazine for you! Get the March
issue today, at any newsstand, and enjoy

THE HUMOR MAGA-
ZINE OF THE SCREEN

Between You and Me

(Continued from page 15)

Laurel and Hardy comedy. If she is

so shy and afraid of people, some time
when she goes on one of her famous
house hunts for privacy, it might help

her to get a place close enough to

Joan Crawford's home and see how a

real honest-to-goodness actress goes
about being a lady—and at the same
time serving her public. To my mind,
her last publicity act, the one about
being in love with her new director,

and treating Gilbert like the dust

under her feet, is the best yet. And
yet the American public goes on eat-

ing up this bosh. As far as I'm con-
cerned she can go home to Sweden.
( But, I say, Mrs. Graham ! Garbo
didn't exactly treat Gilbert as dust,

you knozv. First place, she got him
that part in the picture. And they say
she was very friendly with him
throughout the making of the pic-

ture. Incidentally, she has actually

been stepping out zvith Mamoulian.
Maybe it is more than a publicity

stunt.)

AUGUSTA BURGER, of the Bronx,
N. Y. C., wants Paul:

Let's give a hand to Paul Kelly
who played in "Broadway Through
a Keyhole." Would you send me his

studio address. Let's try and have lots

of pictures starring Kelly. How
about it?

( Well, Augusta, Paul Kelly is with
20th Century Pictures, Hollyzvood,

Calif. He isn't doing very much at

the moment but don't let that worry
you. He's on his zvay to do big

things.)

All Right, All Right

MISS KELLY, of we-don't-know-
what-town, isn't at all satisfied with the

way they're treating that little Southern
gal, Una Merkel

:

When Una first came to the screen
she was sweet and unhardened but
now in all her pictures she plays
hard, cold, roles—well, you know
what. And the public is not so hot

on that stuff as you may think. Am
a steady theatre-goer and I have
noticed this change with interest. I

suppose it isn't her fault. I suppose she
has to play the type of role assigned
to her. But then it would be nice if

she could play the kind that fit her.

She has a nice Southern drawl which
is pleasant to hear if they will just

let her be herself.

Australia Takes Us Over the Coals

MRS. R. FARGUHARSON, New
South Wales, Australia, speaks her
mind

:

Australia is very much neglected
in the way of pictures. Certainly, we
see good pictures but we also see a
lot of rubbish generally putting
America and American people in a

very bad light. We see divorce treated

GLORIOUS
NATURAL COLOR

EVERYWHERE sirls are charg-
ing to DIXIE DEB ROUGE

AND LIPSTICK because they give

such glorious, glowing color . . .

yet look so natural . . . free from

that artificial effect. And it is

no longer necessary to pay high

prices for rouge and lipstick of

fine quality.

DIXIE DEB ROUGE AND LIP-

STICK cost only 10c each, yet

they are identical in quality

with cosmetics costing many
times as much. The rouge comes
in Light, Medium and Dark.,

The lipstick in Poppy(changeable)
Vivid and Raspberry.

10 each
Our enormous sales make
such a value possible.

DIXIE DEB
At Better Chain Stores

WAN LEBEDEFF AND GLORIA STUART* - POPULAR STAR

3

Jjove!
—the reward ofBeautiful Hair!

Clever Girl! One does not have to look further than
her lovely hair to understand her popularity with men.
Its marvelous luster adds sparkle and vivacity to her

eyes and accents her other good features. Her secret?

Perhaps you've already guessed it but if not, just one

Golden Glint Shampoo will show you the way. 25c at

your dealers', or send coupon below for free sample,

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO., 602 Rainier Ave., Dept.C,
Seattle, Wash. #*»»» Please send a free sample.

Name
Address^

City State-

Color of my hair:
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Between You and Me

as a matter of course, and morally
weak youths crying and sobbing like

hysterical women. Sex abounds in

pictures. Many a time I have blushed
and squirmed on my seat in humilia-

tion for my sex when some screen star

lowers herself to go through some
dreadful scenes, chasing men I

wouldn't walk on and abandoning her-

self almost to hysterics in a sob scene.

That's why I admire men like Give
Brook, Ronald Colman, Leslie

Howard and others like them. Also
women like Diana Wynyard, Kay
Francis and Marion Davies for their

sane and restrained acting.

Joan Crawford was not bad in "To-
day We Live" but she is getting set

in her mannerisms. To portray sur-

prise, she lifts her eyebrows and
rolls her eyes. Fear—she bites her

bottom lip and rolls her eyes again.

Abandon and love—eyes roll alarm-
ingly.

Gary as a strong silent gent just

fills the bill. He's getting that bored
look about him, "I don't do this be-

cause I like it—I'm paid for it," says
his face.

Clark Gable seems the ideal sheik

to me
;
strong-arm stuff with not too

much brains. I can see him doing his

stuff a la Valentino and hear the girls

saying, "Isn't he too, too marvellous !"

Mae, Take Heed

SANDRA, of Salem, Mass., wants
our Mae to do a different type of role

:

I am an admirer of Mae West. Her
first picture was a great hit but with
many more pictures along the same
lines, she will be a flop. The public

is wondering what she can do with

a different role. Give her a picture in

which she can do something more
than walk around swinging her hips

and handing out wisecracks.

(I'm afraid we'll have to disappoint

you, Sandra, because Mae's next pic-

ture is "It Ain't No Sin." Nuff said?)

Isn't He Too Wonderful

JANICE EARL, of Logan, Utah,
wants you to know that she's c-r-a-z-y

about Georgie Raft

:

Many biting remarks have been

made about George Raft but, per-

sonally, I think he's the most hand-

some man I have ever seen on the

screen. His dark eyes and black hair

make a wonderful combination. And
when he smiles—well, my heart skips

a beat. That smile displays a mar-
vellous set of teeth and a very charm-
ing pair of dimples. I like the way he
moves and talks. In short, I like

everything about the man. He sur-

passed all my expectations in "The
Bowery." More success and an orchid

to you, George Raft.

(Continued from page 123)

Well—Beer's Good, Too

FLORENCE KRATTEBOL, of

Minneapolis, Minn., looks like Barbara
Stanwyck

:

Although I am just one of those
persons with a champagne taste and
a beer pocketbook, there are many
stars whom I would like to meet
should opportunity every present it-

self. I would like to meet Joan Craw-
ford because she seems to be a very
mysterious person (Oh, I don't mean
the kind of a person you read about
in a mystery story). But she appears
to be rather a moody type, yet there
is something magnetic about her per-
sonality.

Too, I would like to meet Barbara
Stanwyck because I have been told

by several persons that I resemble
her a great deal and that my voice is

exactly like hers. But aside from this,

I have seen her in quite a number of

pictures and I like her natural way
of acting, she is not a bit forced and
I feel that one would enjoy knowing
her.

Helen Hayes because she seems so
sincere. I feel I might tell her all my
troubles and she would be very sym-
pathetic. She also has a lovely voice.

Satisfied

MARGARET FORCIER, of Woon-
socket, R. I., is sincere about it, too:

I know it is very strange of me to

talk that way, but I feel so glad for

the runaway marriage of Frances Dee
and Joel McCrea. It is the first time
in all my life that I feel so happy
about a runaway marriage. They are
two famous stars whom I love very
much. When I saw them together in

"The Silver Cord" something in their

eyes told me that they were meant
for each other. And now they're

married ! What a happy ending for

those two lives and I wish them luck
with all my heart. Let me tell you that

deep in my heart I would be even
more happy to read in newspapers and
magazines a year or two from now
that the McCrea family numbers
three.

(They are a nice couple—we agree.

By the zvay, in spite of all rumors to

the contrary Frances and Joel flatly

refuse to make a picture together. Do
you think they're wise?)

MARY LOU DIXON, of Warren,
Pa., says

:

Let's have more of Margaret Sulla-

van. "Only Yesterday" was made very
sincere and beautiful by her won-
derful work.

HELEN SANZ, of Los Angeles,
Calif., chimes in with

:

I saw "Only Yesterday" in fact

the whole family did—and did we
enjoy it ! It was just the way you

wanted it to be. I understand that
Margaret Sullavan wants to return to
the stage. You tell her for me that
every one likes her screen work. She's
just wonderful. We want to see her
more often.

(The astounding Margaret may do
"Little Man, What Now?" as her next
picture. And Lew Ayres is tentatively
set for the role of the Little Man.)

"Maedchen" Scores Again
MARY MONTGOMERY, of De-

troit, Mich., cheers for Dorothea Wieck :

I can't find enough words to ex-
press my deep admiration of the way
in which Dorothea Wieck portrayed
her part—all of us who saw her are
looking forward to her next picture.
I have read over and over again
letters from Americans lamenting the
bringing of foreign stars into this
country but where would we ever
have found a Dorothea Wieck in this
country? She is superb and deserves
the praise of our country for the noble
and tender presentation of Joana. May
she have a successful career here and
may we have many more clean, whole-
some, inspiring pictures like "Cradle
Song."
("Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen" with
the inimitable Baby LeRoy is her
next. And then, they say, she goes
back to Germany. It's whispered that
she is very pro-Nazi. And in Holly-
ivood . . . Well! But we dunno for
sure.)

She Speaks Up for a Strong,

Silent Man
MARTA M., of Detroit, Mich., wants

to round up all those Gary Cooper fans

:

For many months I've been reading
the letters praising Clark Gable, Ro-
bert Montgomery and other favorites.

But why, oh why, hasn't someone
mentioned the splendid work being
done by Gary Cooper ? He was superb
in "Farewell to Arms" and "One Sun-
day Afternoon." His acting is so real.

So, come on Cooper fans and see how
many nice things you can say about
him.

It's Still Up in the Air

CONSTANT READER, Montreal,
Canada, has a suggestion

:

There seems to be great difficulty

in deciding who is to play in "Merry
Widow." I think that John Gilbert
and Joan Crawford would be the best
choice. This part would afford Joan
to get away from her usual type of

role, that of a very modern maiden.
John Gilbert would be marvellous in

the role of Prince Danilo. Unlike
Chevalier, who seems only able to

•make himself silly on the screen, John
Gilbert is a splendid actor and dancer.

(77 may be Jeanette MacDonald and
Maurice Chevalier and then again it

may not.)
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s
HER HUSBAND
AWAY FROM
herself . . , !

Constance Bennett and Franchot Tone in a gay scene from "Moulin Rouge.'

IMPOSSIBLE! NOT AT ALL. LISTEN TO THE TALE OF HELEN HALLS
• Talk about your queer situations—just hearken

a moment to Helen Hall's tale of woe!

• To prove she can act, she masquerades as a beau-

tiful French actress—no-

• What Helen Hall did makes a story you'll enjoy
hugely—a story you can read in the new SCREEN
ROMANCES. "Moulin Rouge," it's called—a gay,
sprightly fictionization of Constance Bennett's new hit.

torious but nice—and she's

so good at it that even her

own husband is fooled by

the wig and phoney ac-

cent. He comes in gulp-

ing, presumably on busi-

ness, but Helen is very

soon horrified to find that

he's falling hard for her!

• What would you do in

a case like this? Would
you go right on vamping
your husband or would
you put on the brakes and

save your happy home?

Enjoy these 12 stories complete in March

SCREEN ROMANCES 4

MOULIN ROUGE. Constance Bennett, Franchot Tone.

MAN OF TWO WORLDS. Francis Lederer, Elissa Landi.

DARK HAZARD. Edward G. Robinson, Genevieve Tobin.

MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN. Dorothea Wieck, Baby LeRoy.

MASSACRE. Richard Barthelmess, Ann Dvorak.

LET'S FALL IN LOVE. Edmund Lowe, Miriam Jordan.

CATHERINE THE GREAT. Marlene Dietrich.

HI, NELLIE! Paul Muni, Glenda Farrell.

THE WOMEN IN HIS LIFE. Otto Kruger, Una Merkel, Ben Lyon.

EASY TO LOVE. Adolphe Menjou, Mary Astor.

CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE. Lew Ayres, Alice White.

PALOOKA. Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez, Stuart Erwin.

Scores of Illustrations from the Screen Productions

MARCH ISSUE AT NEWSSTANDS NOW

• Every month SCREEN
ROMANCES offers 12
stimulating stories of the

later, better motion pic-

tures, generously illustrat-

ed with "stills" from the

actual Hollywood produc-
tions. The result is grand
entertainment. Take our
advice and enjoy it. Stop
at the next newsstand for

the March SCREEN RO-
MANCES and experience

the thrill of a dozen screen

hits between the covers of

one fascinating magazine!

SCREEN ROMANCES
THE 12 BEST SCREEN STORIES OF THE MONTH!
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Tl NT£X
IS JUST AS
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Tintex Acts

Like Magic on

Faded Fabrics!

Presto — these famous

Tints and Dyes restore

gay color to faded Apparel

and Home Decorations!

In Your Home

use Tintex for

Curtains

Drapes

Doilies

Dinner Cloths

Luncheon Sets

Blankets

Cushions

Bed Spreads

Table Runners

Slip Covers

T^HERE'S no need to have washed-out looking

"undies", dresses or any other faded article in

your wardrobe. There's no reason why you should

put up with faded curtains or other drab decorations

in your home. 9

And you don't have to buy new ones either. Simply

buy Tintex. These famous Tints and Dyes cost but a

few cents— but what color-magic they bring you!

•

Faded fabrics are restored to their original color-

beauty so easily, so quickly when you use Tintex. Or

you can give everything different colors if you wish.

The results are always perfect!

Do as millions of other women are doing. Make your

wardrobe and home decorations color-smart, color-

new with Tintex. Choose from its 35 brilliant, long-

lasting colors.

In YourWardrobe

use Tintex for

Underthings

Negligees

Dresses

Coats

Sweaters

Scarfs

Stockings

Slips

Blouses

Children's Clothes

On sale at drug stores and

notion counters everywhere

Tintex
. . (JUorbU lar(j£btmUaakj

Tl NTS <W DYES
PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

4

To Change Dark Colors to Ligh1—use Tintex COLOR REMOVER

Supposing you have a

dark dr«*ss (or any other

dark-colored article) a nd

are fining for a lighter

colored one ...

Tintex Color Remover
will safely and speedily

take outalltraceof color

(including black) from

any fabric • . • LAS L if

Then it can be redyed or

tinted with Tintex Tints

and Dyes in any new
shade to suit yourself—

either light or dark.
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MR. CARR NEVER CALLED
BUT ONCE. I WONDER WHY

MEN LOSE INTEREST
IN ME SO QUICKLY

SHALL I SPEAK
FRANKLY, DEAR ?

PLEASE
DO, SIS

I REALLY
WANT TO
KNOW

LATELY YOU VE
BECOME
A LITTLE

CARELESS...
ABOUT "B.O"

I MEAN.WHY
NOT USE

LIFEBUOY?..

LIFEBUOY IS MARVELOUS
FOR THE COMPLEXION, TOO]

HOW FRESH AND
CLEAN LIFEBUOY
MAKES ME FEEL !

NO CHANCE OF
*B.O." NOW

\

"B.O.'GONE- romance comes

MAMA , I SAW
MR. CARR
KISSING AUNTIE

THAT 9 ALL RIGHT,
NORA. MR. CARR
AND AUNTIE
ARE ENGAGED

IIFEBUOY'S bland, creamy lather gives that

4 thorough, pore-deep cleansing that is the

foundation of all complexion beauty. Massage

this rich, soothing lather well into the pores;

then rinse. Do this nightly—watch your skin

grow clearer, fresher — lovelier than ever

Its very scent is different!

Clean, fresh, vanishing as you rinse, Lifebuoy's

pleasant, hygienic scent tells you this delight-

ful toilet soap purifies pores, gives extra pro-

tection against "B. O." {body odor).

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau,

BILL, I'VE SAVED AT LEAST $100
SINCE I THREW OUT MY WASHBOARD

HOW, BETTY?

BY SOAKING CLOTHES

IN RINSO SUDS

INSTEAD OF SCRUBBING

THEM THREADBARE
AGAINST A

WASHBOARD

THAT'S FINE

y

7

MY CLOTHES

LAST 2 OR 3
TIMES LONGER

SINCE I

CHANGED TO

RINSO

—AND YOU'RE GETTING

YOUNGER AND SWEETER-

LOOKING EVERY DAY SINCE

YOU STOPPED SLAVING

OVER A WASH BOARD

RINSO WASHES
CLOTHES WHITER <?)

Approved by
Good Housekeeping

Institute.

R E ClCVer! V
L
S€ the S°*P thatH Sa

!f
S S"ubbi«S boil-

i^'^Z% SJJ- clothes last
as much as $100 or more £ do*« ^ W°men s^
Be modern! Use Wnso. Its ££Z 1 ^^

hardest water. Wonderful sud, ^ h$t and bst-even in

Makes d.sh-washmg and aI1c^S^T^f

3
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"I'M A TERRIBLE PERSON I" SAYS JOAN CRAWFORD Katherine Albert 28
One o/ our mosf honest stars frankly confesses her faults

THE LIFE AND LOVES OF LYLE TALBOT Walter Ramsey 30
The true story of his early years—and the sweet thrills of first romance

SO YOU WON'T TALK, CONNIE ! Carter Bruce 32
Why does the Bennett girl keep mum when she does something kind and generous?

HOW I'M TEACHING MY DAUGHTER TO FACE LIFE Helen Hayes 56
(As told to Nanette Kutner)

Wise and tender advice on one of the greatest problems that confront women
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PLEASE, MR. DEMILLE, WHAT IS GLAMOR? Martha Kerr 34
Cecil B. ought to know—he's seen enough of it!

WHAT'S HAPPENED, GABLE? Walter Ramsey 40
He's unhappy. His career is endangered. Why? He tells you

GUARDIAN ANGELS OF HOLLyWOOD Robert Fender 42
How the old-timers keep the newcomers out of the dangerous pitfalls of film town

HE WENT UP TO SEE HER ONE TIME Dena Reed 47
A new, engrossing chapter to add to the book of Mae Wesf's life

WHO IS FREDDIE'S BOSS? Jim Kahn 48
Fredric March himself is only too ready to agree when we say "It's the Missus!"

TICKLING HOLLYWOOD'S RIBS (illustrated by jack Welch) JackJamison 58
Proving that your favorites can take a practical joke

ANNA STEN—"PASSIONATE PEASANT" Lynn Farnol 60
Meet the star of "Nana," who brings a new warmth and allure to the screen

THE HUSBAND WHO NEVER GOES HOME (illustrated by jack Welch) Gladys Hall 66
A fascinating revelation about that sterling actor, Lewis Stone

THE CAREER OF AN UGLY DUCKLING Beatrice Macdonald 68
Concluding the life story of the'glamorous Katharine Hepburn
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QUEEN CHRISTINA, 1934 70
Have you seen the new "Queen Christina" dresses? These were inspired by Garbo herself

k. ON DRESS PARADE Margery Wells 72
Wherein fascinating fashions from the latest films pass in review

THE MODERN HOSTESS 77
Who likes pie? Everybody! And here are the most delicious recipes!
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"Hands up!" How do they look? Here's how to make 'em look better!

By MARY
B I D D L E

If you would have hands which

are lovely, you really need only

the simplest care. (Left) Lining

the fingernails with pure white

soap is a good idea if you have

some dirty work to do. (Right)

Bright polish stays "in"—and

is getting brighter!

ANDS have been neglected. Very much neglected.

How often do you see a pretty, well-kept face

and hands which have been allowed to age and

wither? That's a pity, for often the hands have

about them more expression than a face could ever hope

to portray.

Well, I suppose we had to look after our faces first of

all. But now that we've more or less accomplished the

facial problems, what about the poor paws? You know,

we are flashing them about all the time under the bosses'

noses with the stenographic pencils, on the typewriter

keys, or we are dealing out cards with them at a bridge

table. They are forever in the limelight. And how awful

some of them do look

!

Painting up the fingernails isn't the entire secret. Not

at all. I have seen glittering finger-tips on positively neg-

lected hands. They look horrible that way.

How about a campaign for softer, prettier, more well-

kept hands and fingers? Let's all join together right this

minute on that important subject.

That dreaded phrase, "constant attention," is the deep,

dark secret. But the process is easy enough once you have

the idea and have things so arranged that you can rub in

the proper ingredients in the shortest possible space of

time.

Washing, so much of which must be done for the hands

all the time, dries them out no end, and the skin becomes

hard and dry and brittle. To get the better of that soap-

and-water reaction, keep a bottle of hand lotion over the

washstand, or over the sink, and dab it on as soon as you

hear the water stop running and have rubbed the towel

on to take off the superfluous drops.

This is your basic principle. Stick to it. That bottle

is your mascot. Regard it as your ally, and you will never

be one of those to poke unsightly fingers into the faces

of your friends and admirers.

6

All this does a lot, but remember that dryness is your
arch enemy as far as your hands are concerned. Rob the

cold cream jar to fight dryness. Every time you "do"
your face, take the superfluous cream remaining on the

hands and rub it well into them. It all helps—and helps

a lot.

Skin around the fingernails has a nasty little habit of

getting hard and tough, so that you begin to wonder if

you are growing horns of some sort. That little annoying
condition will respond quite happily to more applications

of thick cream. And do you know about muscle oil, so

highly recommended for wrinkles? Well, try it on the

hardened fingernail places and see what a miracle it can
accomplish. Why, it has a softening power which is

nothing short of marvelous. Between you and me, I've

heard tell that it is nothing less than castor oil, refined

with a bit of perfume. Anyway, olive oil will do about
the same trick and a bit more effectively, if it is heated
just a bit before it is used. Now, don't let me hear you
whimpering that the expense is too great after all these

inside hints I have slipped you.

With the constant application of olive oil and cream to

the cuticle around the nails, very little other attention is

needed, for you can keep pushing back this skin with a

Turkish towel and find that you will always have pretty,

well-groomed fingernails.

However, that stuff—a liquid—known as cuticle re-

mover has a miraculous way of removing any dried skin

that may be lurking about. Dab it on freely with a bit

of cotton and then, with an orange-wood stick, push back
the loosened cuticle. This brings out the moons in your
fingers in a shining" way and makes you wonder at their

clearness.

All this whitening effect, that the manicurists like to

stuff under the tips of the nails is just a bit thick—often

much too thick, don't you think (Continued on page 119 )
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LANNY ROSS
From the radio to the screen,

comes Lanny Ross, singing star

of the Maxwell House Coffee

Showboat Hour. For two years,

one of the most popular per-

formers on the air, his thrilling

voice and charming personality

will be heard and seen from now

on in PARAMOUNT PICTURES.

"MELODY
IN SPRING"

with

Charlie Ruggles

Ma ry Bo I a n d

Ann Sothern
Directed by Norman

McLeod. AParamount

Picture. .will introduce

Lanny Ross to motion

picture audiences



THE WINNERS!
OF MODERN SCREEN'S JOAN
CRAWFORD "DANCING LADY" CONTEST

La-deez and
gentlemen !

Your attention

please ! We
wish to make
an announce-
ment which
will bring joy
to the hearts of

twenty - nine
people and end
the suspense in

the hearts of about
ten thousand others.

In other words, we
wish to announce the

prize-winners—-all twenty-

nine of 'em—in the Joan Craw-
ford "Dancing Lady" Contest which we
ran in the November and December issues of

Modern Screen.

After we had finished paying off the extra help

we had to employ to help us take care of the tre-

mendous mail which swamped this office as a re-

sult of the contest, and after we had, following

long, long vigils and extravagant midnight-oil

burning, decided upon the very
best entries from among the

many good ones, we—er—where
were we ? Oh, yes—we made our
decisions. And it wasn't easy,

be assured of that.

The requirements of the con-

test were, as you doubtless re-

member, to put together, and ar-

range in the proper order, eight

jig-sawed stills from "Dancing
Lady." Over and above that, con-

testants were required to write a

description of Joan Crawford in ten

words or less. The prizes go to those

contestants who have, in the opinion of

the judges, correctly fulfilled the first re-

quirements, most aptly fulfilled the second and
presented their entities with the greatest neatness

and originality.

The first prize is a trip to Hollywood, with
all expenses paid, to spend a week there. The
winner will visit and be entertained at various

gay and interesting Hollywood places, as the

guest of Miss Joan Crawford, experiencing the

glamour of filmdom.

The first prize—the trip to

Hollywood — goes to: Miss

Jean Kraft, 2536 East 124th

Street, Shaker Heights, Ohio.

The second prize, a Crosley

Shelvador Refrigerator, goes

to: Mr. Freddy Jeannent, 59-

29—41st Avenue, Woodside,

Long Island, N. Y.

The third prize—one hundred

dollars in cash—goes to: Mr.

Murray MacDonald, 517 In-

spector Street, Montreal, Can-

ada.

The fourth prize—a Crosley

Dual-Tone Low-Boy radio

—

goes to: Miss Helen Reher,

6164 Haverford Avenue, Phil-

adelphia. Pennsylvania.

The ten fifth prizes of one

Max Factor make-up kit, each,

go to: Miss Ann O'Neill, 566

West 1 59th Street, New York,

N. Y. ; Miss Martha Menden-

hall Rippel, 90 N. Pearl Street,

Buffalo, N. Y.; Miss Helen G.

Weldin, 1112 North 28th

Street, Camden, N. J.; Miss

Gertrude Dorries, 947 South

Soto Street, Los Angeles,

Calif.; Miss Thelma L. Carson,

1908 Willow Street, Hunting-

ton, W. Va. ; Miss Constance
Wills, 83-10 35th Avenue,

Apt. 3P, Jackson Heights, N.

Y. ; Miss Mona Middlebrook,

123 West Columbian Avenue,

Neenah, Wis.; Miss Helen E.

Winter, 15 Reservoir Street,

Worcester, Mass.; Miss Ruth

Edwards, 681 Johnson Avenue,

Bedford, Ohio. ; Miss Alice Put-

nam, 503 East Pleasant Street,

Freeport, III.

(Continued on page 113)
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LAUGHTER!
SONG!..,

I DRAMA! . .

.

SPECTACLE!
A First National Picture

The most amazing show ever conceived

—the one and only "Wonder Bar"! The

producers of the screen's most glorious

musicals now bring you the master per-

formances of the world's master perform-

ers! 4 breath-taking spectacles staged

by Busby Berkeley, creator of the sensa-

tional numbers of "Gold Diggers" and

"Fashions of 1934" ... 5 rousing song

hits . . . and a thousand other thrills and

surprises from the director of "42nd St."

and "Footlight Parade"— Lloyd Bacon!,

^^^^^
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ETWEEN you and me ... I get to had eight cousins ... all boys ... all of whom
wondering why . . . with all the talent . . . fell in love with her.

they have in Hollywood . . . and all I admit . . . that all this ... is just my per-

the money . . . and the marvelous sonal opinion . . . and maybe others wouldn't

writers . . . and their research departments like the same thing . . . that I'd like ... or

and high-powered directors . . . and every- you'd like. Across the street from my office

thing . . . they can't just once give us ... a ... is a large wholesale house . . . and in one
really good . . . true-to-type . . . picture of window ... sits a very important executive .

ALL

THINGS

BY THE EDITOR

school or college

life. I mean to say

. . . they do make
college and school

pictures . . . but

they're never quite

the real thing . . .

are they? The sets

are too luxurious

. . . and the clothes

too fancy, and it

all doesn't quite

click . . . does it?

And other times

... I get to wonder-

ing why . . . they

don't make pic-

tures . . . based on

. . . some of the

novels we have all

read ... and loved.

I can think of sev-

eral . . . and you
can probably think

of more. Did any
of you . . . ever

read any of the

novels of a lady

named Baroness
Orczy? Weren't
they exciting? And
I do think . . . that

our Pilgrim fathers

. . . haven't had a

break from Holly-

wood . . . for these

many moons . . . and why couldn't some about the pictures you'd like to see ... If

smart prod ucer . . . make a talkie version of you'll write and tell me your opinions . . . and
. . . "To Have and to Hold" . . . which Bert your wishes . . . I'll be delighted ... to publish

Lytell . . . and Betty Compson . . . did in the your letter ... in your Between You and Me
silent days. I wish they'd film some more . . . department ... on page twelve ... of this

of the Louisa M. Alcott stories. Remember issue . . . (advt.)

"An Old-Fashioned Girl"? . . . And the one How's about it, then? . . . Let's have a . .

.

... (I forget the name) . . . about Rose, who "Picture I'd Like to See" conference.
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with a mahogany
desk... and a

platinum secretary

. . . and six or eight

. . . telephones.
And on the floor

above him . . . sits

a little Italian girl

... at a plain deal

table . . . and all

day long . . . she

inspects . . . men's
neckties ...and
packs them neatly

... in cardboard
boxes. I know . . .

that the movie that

would suit . . . the

executive...
wouldn't suit . . .

my little necktie-

inspector . . . And
if both should hap-

pen ... to see the

same movie . . .

one will say it's

grand . . . and the

other will say . . .

it's terrible . . .

Well . . . I've
said enough . . .

about some of the

pictures ... I'd like

to see . . . And now
I'd like you ... to

say something
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Now . . . .

^An Exquisite New Castile Shampoo

MARCHAND'S
Castile Shampoo

^EW—Marchand's have discovered a formula for

a decidedly superior shampoo.

EXQUISITE—Made to make hair lustrous and lovely,

as well as to cleanse it.

If you have been using any old soap or shampoo,
use Marchand's Castile Shampoo for a change, for

a wonderful change in the condition of your scalp

and the beauty of your hair.

Ordinary soaps leave tiny soap particles in the hair

(despite rinsing) making it dull, streaky—also tending

to dry out the scalp. Marchand's contains the highest

grade of virgin olive oil to nourish the scalp and help

retard dandruff. Marchand's cleanses gently and
thoroughly—leaving the hair exquisitely soft, easy Jtj R
to comb—perfect for waving or dressing. The

natural color is not lightened or changed.

Best for children's tender scalps and for men with

dandruff. Exceptionally low price

—

A LITTLE GOES A LONG WAY
Ask your druggist or send for a bottle—fill out

coupon; mail with 35c (coins or stamps) to C.
Marchand Co., 251 West 19th St., New York City.

Please send me your Shampoo—35c enclosed.

Name

Address City State.

Druggist Address

W, DO OUR PAJtf
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The dahnce or the drahma?

This is the readers' cor-

ner— to come right out

and speak your minds

about movie subjects and

movie people. If you're

mad or glad about some-

thing, write and tell us

He-man roles for Cromwell!

Oh, those misleading titles

Greater Variety for Joan?

From AN ARDENT CRAW-
FORD FAN of Lynn, Mass., comes
this plea

:

I have been reading that in the

future Joan Crawford will play in

the Dancing Daughter type of

story. Although I realize that she

was splendid in that type and far

surpassed anybody else in those

roles, I don't think she ought to be

kept in that type of part contin-

ually, but should alternate with

dramatic roles. For isn't she the

best dramatic actress on the screen

today? Because "Rain" turned out

to be such a poor picture, fans

quickly criticized her acting, in-

stead of realizing that she didn't

have a ghost of a chance, handi-

capped by such a dull, monotonous
picture.

I admit Diana of "Our Dancing
Daughters," Billie of "Our Mod-
ern Maidens," Geraldine of "Our
Blushing Brides" and Bingo of

"Untamed" couldn't be beat. But
neither could Mary Turner of

"Paid," Bonnie of "Laughing Sin-

ners," Marian Martin of "Pos-
sessed" and Letty Lynton herself.

Think it over, M-G-M, and give

the public the chance to enjoy her

in both types of roles.

Help! Man Overboard!

B. I. HUTCHINSON of Nor-
walk, Conn., shouts over the deck-

rail :

Throw out the life-line to Rich-

ard Cromwell ! Save a promising
young actor from disaster

!

Here you have talent being

wasted in such pictures as
"Hoopla."
What Dick needs is a masculine

role. Don't spoil him by shoving
him into the arms of women in all

his pictures.

And Now What's Wrong With
the Movies?

"Plenty!" says MISS M. E.

Scotty!

SCOTT, who doesn't give her ad-
dress :

Wrong titles—which drive away
people who want something elevat-

ing or clean.

Too sensational movies, which,
for the most part, deal too largely

with the sex side of life.

A recent development in the
movies of running scenes together
to show the passage of many hours
in a few seconds. This has no real

beauty, is not seen clearly, ruins
the eyesight and has no justifica-

tion, as far as I can see.

Lest you think I'm purely a
fault-finder, however, I'll say that
many times I have been persuaded
to go to a movie having a very
suggestive name and have found
the film to be an excellent one,

However, I should have been
turned against it, of my own will,

by its wrong title.

Scotty is "O.K. Personified,"

Says an English Fan

A fan in London, England, by the
name of HARRY DAVIS, writes to

say

:

I like the interviews and every-
thing in your magazine, but one of
my favorite features is Scotty's
roving camera. It's O. K. person-
ified.

Now, I wonder if you would be
kind enough to let us hear all about
my favorite star, Mary Astor.
There's something about that gal I

like. (It's on our memo pad, Harry
Davis. And thanks for the bou-
quets.)

Lady, Be Disappointed No More!

A letter from A. BRYANT of
Toronto, Canada

:

I am positively disappointed
when I read the letters in each
Modern Screen and find never a
word concerning our wonderful
child actors.

There are many, including Jack
Cooper, Tad Alexander, Jackie
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Searle, and David Durant. But the

mere mention of the name Dickie

Moore brings to my mind's eye his

beautiful, winsome little face and
his infectious laugh. That boy sure
leaves all others way behind. His
pathetic, appealing ways brings a
lump into my throat. And his jolly

and mischievous laugh is a real

cure for the blues.

(In "Gallant Lady" with Ann
Harding, Dickie is more lovable
than ever. The scene where he is

naughty and won't apologize when
Otto Kruger tells him to, is one of
the most natural bits of child act-

ing we have ever seen. Don't miss
that picture.)

And Not a Divorce Rumor
to Date!

Thrilled over the sweet love story
of Joel McCrea and Frances Dee,
OTIS COOPER, of Stamford,
Conn., cannot refrain from saying :

While getting things off the

chest, I want to say that Joel Mc-
Crea and Frances Dee are sane-
minded individuals. Every young
boy or girl has his or her dream
of love and that was Joel's and
Frances' dream, too. Although, for
some reason, they had never wasted
time thinking about it. They
thought of the opposite sex as com-
panions—nice, pleasant, agreeable
companions, who played tennis, or
golf or swam or sailed a boat
equally well. Of course, she had
been made love to and he had made
love. Each time it was faintly

thrilling, but not horribly so—un-
til they met each other while work-
ing on "The Silver Cord."

That's my impression, anyway.

Stars She Would Like to Meet—
and Why

FAN FARE, of Winchendon,
Mass., picks her favorites

:

Leslie Howard: because his re-

strained acting, back in '31, was a
haven of charm and artistry in the
vortex of dramatics displayed on
the screen at that time and con-
tinues to be so, even today, when
the screen can boast of some of
the best talent in the theatre.

Joan Crawford : because she is

not a favorite actress of mine

—

she's a favorite human being, pos-
sessing the strength and weakness,
the perfection and imperfection
which the term "human being" has
come to mean to me in my little

jaunt through life.

Katharine Hepburn: because I'd
like to tell her, wickedly, how much
I approve of those didos and in-

(Continued on page 15)

Jane Froman
Lovely Singer of 7 Star Radio Revue and Ziegfeld Follies

tells why 5(¥ Lipstick is offered

to you for 10^

"At first", writes Jane Froman, "I was skeptical that such a

fine lipstick could be obtained for only 10^. Then I learned

why this amazing offer is being made by the makers of linit—
to introduce the remarkable linit Beauty Bath to those who

had not already experienced its instant results in making the

skin so soft and smooth. I bought some linit; enjoyed the

sensation of a rich, cream-like bath; and sent for a lipstick.

When it came, I was no longer dubious, but now carry it with

me everywhere. I could not wish for a better lipstick."

Just send a top of a linit package and 10^ (wrapping and

postage charges) for EACH lipstick desired, filling

out the handy coupon printed below.

LINIT is sold by

grocers and department

stores.

THIS OFFER
good in U. S. A.

only and expires

Sept. 1, 1934

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING COMPANY, Dept.MM
P. O. Box 171, Trinity Station, New York City

Please send me lipstick(s). Shade(s) as checked be'

low. I enclose i and LINIT package tops

Light Medium Dark

Name ...

Address..

City

•4

. State..
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PICTURE NEWS!

I

(Above, left) The key-hole artists claim that Mr. Chaplin

is already married to Paulette Goddard. Charlie says,

"No." Anyway, here they are at the premiere of

"Autumn Crocus." (Right) Lupe and Johnny were

sweethearts. Or are they still? Your guess is as good

as ours, after all those off-again-on-again rumors. (Left)

Bebe and Ben Lyon gave a party and among the guests

were Zeppo Marx, Skeets Gallagher, Harold Lloyd and

Leila Hyams. (Below, left) Alice White and Cy Bartlett

can't decide where to go on their honeymoon. (Right)

Meet Mrs. Donald Cook, the former Maxine Lewis.

14
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* JIM MARRIED A PRETTY

GIRL ALL RIGHT... BUT

SHE'S NOT A VERY tt

l KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN !

GOOD HOUSEKEEPER/' THESE LINENS, FOR INSTANCE."

Between You and Me

(Continued from page 13)

conventionalities which are only

Kate's way of thumbing her nose

at Hollywood.
Paul Muni : because his superb

portrayal in "I Am a Fugitive"

almost made a communist or an

anarchist or something out of me;
I wanted to r'ar up on my hind

legs and bellow out my wrath on

every street corner in the world.

John Barrymore : because ever

since he wore them carpet slippers

to a premiere, I've been dying to

ask him if it was on account of a

corn or absent-mindedness.

Franchot Tone: because his

crooked smile and artless gaze

make me feel very, very young in-

side; because his good breeding is

inherent and not acquired; and be-

cause he's a fine actor into the bar-

gain.

Marie Dressier : because the

whole world celebrated her sixty-

second birthday—and when she

was fifty-eight, the whole world

said her career as an actress was
over.

( TJiis is only one of the umpteen
hundred "I'd Like to Meet" letters

which came in. We couldn't print

'cm all.)

Are the Men Getting a Bad
Break?

MYRTLE IDA BENSON, of

Hastings, Nebraska, unburdens her-

self at length about the "new men"
problem

:

I should like to unload my mind
in answer to Faith Baldwin's "New
Men! Where Are They?" In

your magazine, in comment or ex-

planation of Miss Baldwin's article,

were the words, "Oh, yes, there

are a few new male attractions.

But they lack something. What is

it?" That's easy: they lack the

good stories, direction, photog-
raphy, and publicity given to the

feminine stars

!

The producers are most careful

and particular about the stories

handed their star actresses. Not
only are the stories good, but the

leading character is important,

vital, dominating. Mae West needs
only a few puppets to do just as

she desires in order to make her
sparkle even more dazzlingly.

Katharine Hepburn always has
good story material and a good sup-
porting cast. The leading feminine
box office hits need only able, hand-

(Continued on page 105)

"Tattle- tale!". . ."Tattle -tale!". . . Yes,

clothes tell tales when they come out of

your wash musty and gray!

For that gray says plain as day that your soap

isn't getting out all the dirt ! Before you real-

ize it, your clothes lose their snowy freshness.

And other women notice that so quickly . .

.

What to do about it? Change to Fels-Naptba

Soap! It will wash your clothes so glori-

ously white that people will praise them—
instead ofwhispering about them.

soap— golden soap that's richer. And there's

plenty of dirt-loosening naptha added to it!

Two cleaners instead of one! Working
together, they banish "Tattle- tale Gray"

from your clothes.

Try Fels- Naptha Soap! It's so safe you'll

love it for filmiest lingerie, stockings and

dainty woolens. It's so mild it keeps your

hands nice and soft. It's a wonder in tub or

machine— in hot, lukewarm or cool water

—

whether you soak or boil clothes.

Fels-Naptha, you see, is not one of those Fels-Naptha's price is now the lowest

"trick" soaps that promise a lotand do little. in almost twenty years. Get a few bars to-

Fels-Naptha is good soap— full-of-action e!|K; day!...Fels&Co.,Phila.,Pa. © i«4, fels i co.

Everybody notices "Tattle-Tale Gray"

. . . banish it with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP
15
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Jeanette MacDonald and Ramon Novarro in "The Cat and the Fiddle."

I
WONDER if you will agree with

me that the time has come for us

to regard the problems of the

heart with as much clear-eyed,

clear-thinking sense as we confront other problems? For
example : not so very long ago, if a girl were not beautiful,

she was doomed by convention to remain unbeautiful for

the rest of her natural life. Nowadays, with modern good
sense, she consults a beauty expert, saves up her nickels

and dimes for the right sort of

beauty preparations and smart
clothes, and turns plainness into

charm. But, even today, if a girl

is not loved, she feels that she

must accept her fate. If we would
only be as wise—but in a different

manner, of course—about love and
romance as we are about beauty,

clothes, money and work

!

It is not without a small tremor

By ALICE Van DORAN

YOUR PERSONAL
PROBLEMS

or so that I shall try to bring to

you in this department the most
intelligent and sensible and frank
advice at my command on the

problems of love and romance and
sex. But with your help, I'm sure

I shall be able to succeed. I. want
problems, your opinions on which to

Let me hasten to say that no readers' names will be
printed in this department. And no letters. You are

earnestly asked to write to me about your problems and I

will send you a personal reply.

And now—to business.

I am—just like yourselves—an enthusiastic movie-goer

That's what this department is for.

Miss Van Doran will discuss here, with

frankness and a wealth of human un-

derstanding, romantic problems. No
readers' names and no readers' letters

will be printed in this column. You
may have a personal reply by writing

to Alice Van Doran, MODERN
SCREEN Magazine, 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y. Enclose a

stamped, addressed envelope, please.

your questions, your
base these articles.

and I go to the movies for one of the

same reasons that you yourselves go.

Namely, to find romance and excape

from humdrum life in the gay and
glamorous and exciting stories I see on the screen. And
I often wonder, as I observe young people in the audience

—sitting very still, their shoulders touching and their

hands clasped under cover of a masculine hat—how much
the movies affect our ideas of love. I wonder how much

time girls and women spend envy-

ing the beauty and romance of

their favorite stars, instead of
profiting by the lessons they could

learn from the story portrayed for
them. And men commit the same
error, too—don't think they don't

—only men envy more material

things. Money. A fine car. Lon-
don-tailored clothes. Sure— it

would be a cinch for a guy if he

had advantages like Clark Gable
or Bob Montgomery or one of

those fellers.

I'm speaking seriously when I

say that there are countless lessons

you can learn to make you happier

people if you will watch for them on the screen.

A CERTAIN young girl whom I know had been go-

ing with a certain young man for five years. He
was genuinely fond of her—oh, yes—but sometimes he

forgot to show it. He took her for granted. It was Don
who made the dates—at his convenience. It was Dot who
waited on him, when he visited (Continued on page 120)
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Modern Screen

An RKO Radio Picture with Robert Young Ralph Bellamy • Martha Sleeper
Directed by John Cromwell . . . From the Play by Lula Vollmer
A Pandro S. Berman Production Merian C. Cooper, Executive Producer
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This lovely lady is Jean Parker

to us, May Green to her

family and one of the most

promising actresses that ever

faced a camera. She's just

teeming with talent All sorts,

Jean paints and writes and

dances and could make a suc-

cess of any or all these pro-

fessions. She lives in West-

wood with her chaperon and

only visits the cinema city when

"on call/' She has just finished

"You Can't Buy Everything"

and is getting ready for an

important role in "In Old

Louisiana." Metro is proud of

its gifted starlet—and rightly so.





Three Hollywood

beauties saw this

famous platinum

blond off when he

departed en route

to Europe. Janet

Gaynor, Mary
Brian and Marian

Nixon all were at

the train. When
Gene returns from

his extended vaca-

tion, he has a

brand new Colum-

bia contract wait-

ing and he's hoping

his first will be a

comedy!
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Meet the latest

Lady of the Nile.

Yes, Claudette

is to play "Cleo-

patra," so at the

moment she is just

about the most

envied girl in

Hollywood- She

wishes she could

gain weight and

lose all those su-

perstitions that

keep her constant-

ly upset, for

worrying is one of

the things she does

especially well.

(tolled
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Having finished

"Keep 'Em Roll-

ing," Walter
Huston has re-

turned to Broad-

way and the

theatre. It's a

temporary ar-

rangement, of

course, for picture

producers won't

permit this ster-

ling player to

desert the celluloid

for long. When
he vacations he

usually retreats to

his home in Lake

Arrowhead.



Mrs. Al Jolson

would rather have

a baby than a

career, but the fans

will settle for see-

ing her on the

screen any time.

Ruby is to be with

Dick Powell again

in "Sweethearts

Forever." When
she isn't at the

studio, she's busy

furnishing the new

home she bought

for her family

not long ago.

I





JOAN CRAWFORD
CONFESSES:

I expect too much of people.

I'm terrifically impatient.

I'm stubborn as a mule.

I'm over-sensitive.

And another of my faults is

almost too personal to

mention!

I'VE
always known Joan Crawford was

honest, but I never thought any pic-

ture star would talk about her faults.

I thought that old Hollywood idea

that only one's best side should be shown to

the public and that virtues alone should

ever be mentioned was so deeply planted

that it could never be uprooted.

My disillusionment came about in a cu-

rious way.
When she was in New York recently,

Joan was introduced to some friends of

Franchot's. They were allured by her
glamor, impressed by her beauty, de-

lighted that they might see her. They
didn't know what was going on inside of

her.

The next day Joan was down in the

dumps.
"I'm a terrible person," she moaned.

"Honestly, I'm a terrible person."

I disagreed, violently.

"It is no use your saying nice things,"

she went on. "I know all about myself. I

try my darndest to be at ease when I meet
new people. I try to be charming and
gracious. But I can't help showing that

I'm ill at ease, unhappy in their presence
and sometimes bored.

"Listen, while I'm in this mood, I might
as well tell you just what I think of myself.

They say honest confession is good for the

soul. Well, I'm going to Confess All. Tell

you my faults. And I've got plenty of them.
"I know how I impress people who have

never met me before. They probably say
I'm conceited and ritzy. Well, that's not
true, but I deserve to have them say it.

When I meet new people in a drawing-



room something inside me tightens up. I try to be nice

but I can't. So I just sit and say nothing. Then I excuse
myself, leave the room and become actually ill. I'm
never that way with those grand folks who are good
enough to be my fans. I feel that they're for me some-
how. It's people I meet in a social way that affect me
so badly.

"When I'm in a room with a bunch of witty people
and someone makes a clever remark that can be taken in

two ways, I always take it personally. I always think
that there's another meaning which is meant as a crack
at me.

BY

NOW that's just plain ego!

Why should I -think my-
self important enough for people
to make deliberate double mean-
ing remarks about me ? I've tried

hard to overcome this. I think
I'm on the way to doing it.

"Then I'm stubborn. Don't
say anything. I'm stubborn as a
mule. If someone tries to bully

me I close up tight and say to

myself, 'I won't do it. I won't
do it.' Anybody can win me with
soft words. If, on the lot, one
of the publicity boys wants me
to have a picture taken or give
an interview and he says, 'I Tcnow
you're working and awfully tired,

but it would be a favor to me if

you'd do this,' I break my neck
doing it. But if someone says,

'Come on over to the gallery,

Joan, there's a picture that you
have to take right away,' I won't
do it. And the more I'm told

that I must do it, the more de-
termined I am that I won't

!

"When a person does that once too often I'm through
with that person. I've got very few people I call my real

friends. I'm slow to make friendships, but once they're
made they're friends for life. Once it has been proven
that a person is honest, sincere, loyal and true, nothing
that anybody could say about that person would sway
me. I'm the same way when I don't like a person. It

takes me a long time to get mad at someone. Just as
I'm slow about making friends, I'm slow about making
enemies. But the fastest way a person can be my enemy
is to bully me.
"When I came to New York someone I know wrote

and said a party was being planned for me. I replied,

'Please don't plan that party. I'd rather see you at in-

formal dinner or luncheon. You know how I hate big
parties.' When I arrived I discovered that the party had
been planned anyhow, the people all invited and I was to

be guest of honor. 'You've got to come,' the person
said. I got mad. I explained that I had said I didn't

want a party. 'I can't help it,' the person said. 'The
party is planned. You've got to come.' I went, but I'm
through with that person. I just won't be bullied. And
that, I know, is a very bad fault I should overcome.

Joan breaks down and

declares that she's no

angel. Indeed, she

admits she's no cinch to

get along with at all

"I'm terribly impatient of people who make the same
mistake twice. I expect too much of people. I'm too

sensitive, but I'm trying to overcome that sensitiveness.

Several years ago if someone did something to hurt me
I'd brood about it for days and cry my eyes out over

it. Well, I've gotten over that. Instead of crying I get

mad and get it all off my chest—and that's much better.

That's one fault I've overcome.

WHEN I say I expect too much of people, I mean
that if I call someone and ask him or her to dinner

on a certain night and that per-

son tells me he has another en-

gagement I begin to wonder, 'Is

he angry with me? What have
I done ?' It takes me a long time

to get hold of myself and say,

'Look here, Joan, you silly

goose. The person just had an-

other engagement. He was tell-

ing you the truth. Believe him !'

"But that's a hold-over from a

few years ago when I trusted

people too much. Trusting too

much is a bad fault. But it's

one I'm getting over and rap-

idly, too.

"But one of my worst faults

is cleanliness. Does that sound
funny to you? Just normal

cleanliness is fine, but for a

couple of years I've been neurotic

about it. Thank God, I now
know what causes it—something

much too personal to tell—and
when we know a thing we can

at least try to do something about

changing it.

"This neurosis about cleanli-

ness came very slowly. It's go-

ing to take just as long a time for me to overcome it.

When it was at its worst I never wore a dress, a hat or

carried a bag that all weren't sent to the cleaner's instantly.

Imagine having a bag cleaned every time I carried it

!

That was just plain silly, I know it now. I know the

reason for it.

"I wouldn't smoke a cigarette unless I had opened the

tin myself. And I wouldn't use another cigarette out of

that tin if someone else had taken one. I washed my
hands every ten minutes. I wouldn't step out of the

house unless I had gloves on. I wouldn't touch anything

unless I had on gloves. Slowly, I'm getting much better

about this. I'm not doing such foolish things. I've

never talked about this before. It's very hard for me to

do it now, but since I know it and know I must overcome
it, I don't mind talking about it as much as I did.

"There—I've gotten my faults off my chest. Maybe I

have a lot more that I don't know about. If I have I

wish you'd tell me about them. Some of them I'm trying

my level best to overcome. Some of diem I know it's

no use doing anything about. But, at any rate, my con-

science rests easy on this score, for I've made a sincere

effort to improve and if I've failed, I'll try again."
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THE LIFE

AND LOVES

OF L Y L E

TALBOT

THE school teacher looked down at the squirm-
ing candidate for the first grade and asked,

"What is your name?"
The six-year-old regarded the toes of his new

shoes with the greatest concentration. Though to the eye
he presented merely the stubby figure of a dark-haired
little boy, he was, in a truer sense, a living sacrifice on
the altar of compulsory education. Here, right in front

of all the kids, she would have to ask him about his name.
From some place around his well-fed little stomach

came a word that sounded suspiciously like "Lyle."
"Lyle what?" prodded his inquisitioner.

Slowly he lifted a pair of very serious eyes from his

boots to the impatient lady at the desk. Taking a deep
breath, he blurted, "Which one of my names do you want
me to use here? My father's name is J. Edward Hender-
son, but he doesn't live here because my mother's dead.

I'm living with my grandmother. Her name used to be

Hollywood but now it's Talbot. Some folks who visit us

still call her Hollywood. So I have three names. Which
one do you want me to use here ?"

There! That was over, the long confusing history of

his many names. Some folks who had known his mother
and father called him Lyle Henderson and some who had
known his grandmother a long time called him Lyle Hol-
lywood and still others called him Lyle Talbot. Out of

this large and unusual assortment of names, surely this

lady at the desk could pick one that would serve the pur-

pose.

"Well," mused the young school marm, "let's see. Let's

settle on Lyle Talbot from now on."

Thus was a future hero of Hollywood named "from
now on" by a confused little school teacher in Brainard,

Nebraska. And this is the manner in which Lyle Hender-
son Hollywood Talbot acquired a permanent name that

was to identify him through the maze of his barnstorming

days with tent shows, his Broadway career and eventually



. . . Early days, featuring the big

chewing gum scandal, Bohemian

pals and the mystery of the tin can

labels . . . the carnival side-show

and his love for Lottye, the

beautiful saxophone player

By WALTER RAMSEY

On opposite page Lyle is shown with his stepmother

and below that, with his father. (Right) Nine years

old and all dressed up for the State Fair and, below,

at eight months', sitting in his private car.

to Hollywood where they were to spell it in electric lights.

SITTING in the living-room of his hilltop home in

Hollywood, Lyle Talbot explained

:

"It was, of course, many years before I was able to

understand the tragically romantic story behind my many
names. My Dad, Ed Henderson, was a man whose body
was chained by circumstances to a small, drab town, but

whose real life was lived in the realm of imagination.

When he met and fell in love with my mother, he had
dreams of conquering the world, of taking her away from
Brainard, of becoming wealthy in a big city and lavishing

'everything' on her.

"So, with only a few dollars in his pocket, he begged
my mother to elope with him to Pittsburgh. The money
lasted until they were safely married and 'at home' in a

Pittsburgh boarding-house. Unfortunately, life has a

way of not panning out for the dreamers, despite a lot of

hard work. Dad tried to get a job at the street car barns
and was told he would have to have a good recommenda-
tion. I'll always laugh respectfully when I recall the story

of how he went to the mayor of the town and asked for

a recommendation. He got it, too.

But mother was terribly lonely in a strange city and
when, a few months later, it became known that a baby
was on the way, Dad decided to take her back to her own
home. I never knew my mother. Just two months after

I was born, she contracted typhoid fever and died. It

was the tragic ending to their wonderful romance and
elopement. Dad, heartbroken, agreed that I should be
brought up by my mother's mother. Then he left town
for good. I don't think he could stand to remain so near
to the unhappy memories."

But young Lyle liked Brainard. It was a small hamlet
where the summers were&unbearably hot and the winters
equally cold, but its population of four hundred was
almost entirely Bohemian. That's (Continued on page 87)



SO if you won't, Connie, we will

!

It was Connie, wrote the indignant little-girl

fans, who would not get off her train to autograph
their albums. Now they don't like her any more.

It was she to whom a very famous director referred
when he said, "All Connie asks about her last picture is,

'Is it good?' If it is, she wants more money for the next
one."

It is Connie they mean when they say "the blonde
movie star who never gives an inch and demands a mile,
who drives bargains that never leave the other fellow a
loophole—even for his neck !"

Hollywood women have said, "I'd hate to be in the way
of anything Connie Bennett wanted."

But I don't need to tell you her Hollywood reputation.

You've read about it often enough to know it rather well

by now, both from her enemies and from Connie's fight-

ing, indignant denials. Of the two Bennett factions, I

don't know which is worse : her critics, who would have

you believe she is the reincarnation of a skinny devil in a

blonde halo or those too-ardent defenders who want you
to think she is an abused angel who sees, hears and thinks

nothing but good, even if she does have to make an unholy

row about it.

Over a period of years, I have known Connie well, al-

though spasmodically. In our many hit-or-miss encount-

ers, I have known moments when I could have cheerfully

rushed into print with a heartfelt story on her titled, "The
Most Aggravating Woman I've Ever Known." But be-

fore I could bat it out on the typewriter, she would do as

As different as the brunette and blonde dual role she played in ''Moulin Rouge"
32
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By CARTER BRUCE

neat an about-face as was ever executed at West Point

and I would be converted to her defense brigade. Well,

almost. There has always been something too steely, too

dominating and resourceful lurking back of the frank

blue of those Bennett eyes to convince me she was the

Blasphemed Innocent.

But the other day I heard a story . . . the details of

which came pretty straight. It was a story about Con-
stance, the hard-boiled Bennett and an old love of hers.

It is the strangest and yet somehow, the most logical yarn
about Connie. It will give you the funniest and at the

same time the truest slant on her that has ever come out

of Hollywood. She is such an amazing person. Even so, it

is rather difficult to believe some of the preposterous yarns
that have been circulated concerning this blonde siren.

SIX or seven years ago, before they were saying what
they do now about Connie and her mathematically

educated heart, she was very much in love with a boy she

later married, Phil Plant. He was young, handsome and
very wealthy. In the beginning, perhaps, she was at-

tracted by his social position and the lavish gifts he
showered upon her. But that was only in the beginning.

Long before they were married, Constance Bennett was
so much in love with Phil, the boy himself, that it could

not have been disguised from the most cynical eyes. I

recall, once, when Connie was on the west coast making
"Sally, Irene and Mary" that Phil Plant flew out from
New York to see her. I saw them dancing one evening at

the Montmartre Cafe and the way she looked at him and
the glow of happiness that (r^ntinued on page 81)

are these two amazing versions of La Bennett's recent Good Samaritan Act
33



DE MILLE

WHAT IS

GLAMOR
"A spell or enchant-

ment/' says Noah

Webster. ButMr.De

Mi'lle tells more

—

including some things

which glamor isn't

A"
WOMAN can bend over a

steaming washtub and
have glamor. She can
work all day in a hot

kitchen and have glamor. But if

she paints her fingernails bright
red or wears trousers, then—as
far as I'm concerned—she has no
glamor at all."

Thus spake—no, not Zara-
thustra, but a much more modern
philosopher—Cecil B. DeMille,

34

who, was busy discovering glamor
gals before they were called that.

Back in the dim dead days it was
known as "It." According to the

great DeMille, glamor is just a new
word. It's all your old friend sex

appeal anyhow, dressed in fancy
clothes, but not, if you please, in

trousers.

And thus speaks DeMille in spite

of the fact that he is now a Para-
mount director and the greatest femi-

nine wearer of pants is—or, anyway,
was—Paramount's big star, Marlene
Dietrich. So you know when DeMille
so far forgets policy as to talk like

that he must mean what he says. So
let's let him go on.

"You know what women in pants
remind me of? Well, they look like

great, bulky mountains. Mountains
are grand in their place, but you
wouldn't want to make love to one,

would you? Women aren't built for
pants. They're too broad across the

It certainly isn't trousers on women,

staunchly states Cecil B. Even the

lovely AAarlene can't get away with

them. (Left) Often, AAr. De A\.

runs off one of his old pictures

—

like the Swanson-Valentino "Beyond

the Rocks." And it amazes him to

note how glamor has changed.

By MARTHA
KERR

beam and too narrow in the shoulders.

When they wear 'em they take away all

allure, all charm, all subtlety. In other

words, I am agin 'em—and agin 'em

strong

!

"As for those red fingernails—well

!

Certainly, I approve of nail polish. I ap-

prove of anything that makes a woman
look well groomed, lovelier. But that

bright red ! It's horrible. Whenever I see

scarlet nails I have an idea that the woman
has just been killing a chicken. Not a
nice nor glamorous thought, is it?

"And one of the most important features

of glamor is setting. Let me explain.

When I entertain at my home in Holly-

wood we have a little custom that is rather

fun. After dinner I have brought in a

tray of costume jewelry—bracelets, neck-

laces, clips—worthless jewelry, but pretty.

Then the women all play a little game to

see who has first, second, third choice of

the trinkets.

"Occasionally I have put in the midst of

that junk jewelry (Continued on page 84)



IT'S
field clay in Manhattan for

the autograph-seekers and celeb-

rity-chasers, there's been that

much of an influx of movie

great. Many stars have shot through

town on their way from Europe to

the camera coast; others, have just

dropped in for a night club session

and shopping spree ; while still more
have arrived for the definite purpose

of putting their signatures to con-

tracts which mean work in the east.

Chevalier appeared briefly in our

midst, grinning amiably when the

cameras were focussed and avoiding

discussing plans for the forthcoming

"Merry Widow," his next vehicle.

No definite decision had been reached

as to the portrayer of the picture's

title role, but the genial Frenchman
with a reputation for being difficult,

was emphatic as to who would not do

it. But "far from us be it," as Grade
Allen would say, to make that lil lady

break down and weep by printing the

bad news here.

Then, Monsieur didn't care too

much for the newspaper reports that

he just couldn't wait to see Toby
Wing and, to prove that he was good

at postponing pleasure, hung around

town an extra day. However, Maur-
ice admits he still likes money, even

though he has gotten over the idea

that producers are conspiring to keep

it away from him.
^ %

More fun, more clothes torn when
an enthusiastic crowd pushed into the

NBC studio where Katharine Hep-
burn was scheduled to broadcast

!

Which gives one a slight idea of what
Hollywood has done for Hepburn

—

not that the young lady hasn't con-

tributed one or three things to movie
entertainment.

Katie and Douglass Montgomery
played the balcony scene from "Ro-
meo and Juliet," that episode which
all young players aspire to render.

We imagine that the Hepburn is

never quite so happy as when she's

being dramatic. She takes it all jusf

a bit better than very seriously.

Garbed in a purple velvet robe reach-

ing from throat to toes and clutching

her throat in a truly Bernhardt-esque
manner, Hollywood's strange gal did
her stuff. And Doug let her do it ; in

Yes, M. Chevalier's back, and glad

to be in this land of equal rights and

unequal fights. Sylvia Sidney is in

the big city on amusement bent.

fact, he let her have it all her own
way. We never saw such generosity.

It looked like "novice bending to

genius" business. And, fun's fun, it

shouldn't have been.

The interested on-lookers took it

all appropriately intensely and when
the last Shakespearian pearl dropped
from Katie's ruby lips (we're in the

jewelry department now) burst into

thunderous applause. Which must
have bolstered up the star no little

bit, what with audiences visiting

"The Lake," her stage vehicle, often

being impolite enough to forget they
have hands.

* * *

AND, speaking of Douglass Mont-
l gomery: in just such an apart-

ment as we would adore to own, lo-

cated in New York's quietly swank
East Fifties, we went one afternoon
to have a gingerale with the gentle-

man. He wasn't there. That is, he
wasn't there when we arrived. He
dashed in, breathless, three minutes
later. He loves to dash in, breathless,

three minutes later. Because he is

still very young and still very fond
of being dramatic about the most
everyday happening and he loves to

"make entrances" and all that sort of

thing. However, a harmless habit,

and we enjoyed it all as much as he
did.

He's very insistent about the two
"esses" on the Douglass. Because,

you see, he's a direct descendant of

the Black Douglass clan who used to

roam the Scottish moors, fighting for

the honor of the name, down to the

very last "s." Today, the Blond
Douglass roams between New York
and Hollywood, trying very hard to

make up his mind whether it shall be

the stage—which he adores—or the

screen—which is easier, pleasanter

and more lucrative.

He said, among other things, that

he is tired of playing very young
roles (for that reason, he's delighted

with the idea of doing the more ma-
ture "Little Man, What Now?"),
that he was a fan of Katharine Hep-
burn's way back in the old days when
producers were firing her right and
left, and that he has just paid five

hundred (Continued on page 111)
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WHAT about Garbo and
Mamoulian? What about

them, indeed! No one at

the M-G-M studios has

seen them since their little jaunt down
to the Grand Canyon, their close

friends are close-mouthed, and there

are about fifty versions of their "love

affair" floating around town.

Some say they are already mar-
ried, they were married on the trip

and it will "break" in the papers any
minute.

Others claim they are not married,

neither of them is the marrying type

and that they merely have the "Con-
tinental" attitude.

Still others believe that the trip was
used to counteract the "romance
build-up" between Garbo and Jack

(Left) Arline Judge, in a costume

that is intriguing, if a bit unbal-

anced, announces that she's tickled

with her new role in "The Affairs

of Cellini." (Below) Director

Busby Berkeley and pretty Merna

Kennedy will marry verra soon.

Lowest lowdown on Garbo-Mamouli'an and Lupe-Johnnie situations



Gilbert. Since he and Virginia Bruce
separated almost immediately after

"Queen Christine" was released, the

public might have called Garbo re-

sponsible for the rift.

However, Mamoulian stated, "Miss
Garbo and I are not married. We
are very companionable, that is all."

And Greta, as usual, says nothing.

That trip, of course, was a big

story, but it wasn't their first. Garbo
and Mamoulian made a secret journey
to Santa Barbara, one to Yosemite
and, just the other week-end, they
left for La Quinta. Maybe they do
like automobiling.

THE LUPE AND JOHNNIE
SITUATION

A few days ago, we might have
written : "Just about the shortest mar-
riage on record . . . Lupe Velez and
Johnny Weissmuller !"

J. B. Scott

James Cagney and gorgeous

Dolores Del Rio were in charge of

the refreshments at the Screen

Actors' Guild Ball.

Nozv our hunch—and remember,
it's just a hunch—is that they will

stick together (if only temporarily).

Either because (1) they love one an-

other or (2) because they couldn't

bear to think that Bobbe Arnst could
predict anything.

J. B. Scott

Frank Fay and his famous wife,

Barbara Stanwyck, who seldom step

out, attend "As the Earth Turns."

This is how it started. One night

Lupe and Johnny went to the Amer-
ican Legion to see the fights. It seems
that they continued on with the fight-

ing after they reached home.
Would you be interested to know

what the fight was about? Well,

Lupe wanted to go away on personal

appearances. Johnny said : "Why
should she go? She'll just make a

lot of money and buy a flock of brace-

lets ! We got enough bracelets around
here now !"

At one o'clock in the dawning,

J. B. Scott

Connie Bennett's Marquis Hank

Falaise is off to Indo-China to do

another travelogue.

Lupe called her favorite newspaper
reporter and gave out a story of the

"separation." She said, in part : "We
fight like the devil all the time . . .

it's fifty-fifty . . . we're both to blame.

I got to be my own boss. No one
can tell Lupe how to run her busi-

ness." Johnny gave a couple of his

Tarzan grunts and clammed-up on
the boys. Lupe told another reporter

:

"There is no chance for our making
up. When something is over, it is

over, as far as Lupe is concerned."

The next night they were at the

Colony Club together

!

The following morning, it was all

over Hollywood that Lupe and
Johnny had decided to try a ten-day-

holiday, during which Johnny would
live at his club and they would only

see each other during the day time.

Lupe explained: "It's only in the

evening" that we fight. Maybe, at the

end of the ten days, if my Johnny
has been a good boy, I take heem
back!"

So you can see how useless it is to

attempt to predict the ending. We
think the crack by Bobbe Arnst,

Johnny's ex, "I knew it wouldn't

last!" had a lot to do with it. But
maybe we're wrong.

PRESS-TIME NOTES
More strong rumors that we will

soon lose our Garbo. She is slated

to return to her native Sweden to

make pictures.

Tch! Tch! The Screen Actors' Ball uncovered some bad manners, It seems
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Doug Fairbanks, Sr., may do

"Adios Don Juan" in Spain before

he returns to Hollywood.
Edna May Oliver will have the

lead opposite George Arliss in "Head
of the Family."

Since Rudy Vallee is definitely

looking for another singer, it would

appear that Alice Faye is set at Fox
for some time to come.

Finally decided! Chaplin's next

will be an all-silent, as usual.

J JAVE you heard the story of

L~L Glenda Farrell's strange injury?

Seems she was lunching in a way-

side inn near the Mexican border,

when a rooster {kept in the patio of

the place, just as added atmosphere)

took a sudden dislike to Glenda and

before the fowl could be stopped

he had made several deep spur lacer-

ations on her legs.

HARLOW—M-G-M BATTLE

Jean Harlow has returned to

M-G-M, and 'tis reported that her

salary difficulties are all settled with

the studio. Jean walked out a while

ago and refused to return until she

got more $$ on the line. Various of

Jean's demands were bandied about

—everything from "a raise" to "she

wants $10,000 a week." It now ap-

pears that she wanted them to ante-

up about two G's, and the studio was
holding out for a raise of about one-

fourth that amount. A conference

took place—something was decided—

-

and now Jean is script-reading.

MARY BOLAND and Alison
Skipwortli are chosen for the

"Whoops Sisters," made famous (and
sold to Paramount) by Peter Arnol

WHO appeared, or what hap-
pened the other night at the

Beverly-Wilshire, to scare Connie
and the Marquis away? They had
one table until eleven o'clock, posed
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Emanuel Cohen, vice-president in

charge of Paramount productions,

entertained the Gary Coopers.

Mae West was there, too. (Right)

Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg

attend Katharine Cornell's

"Barretts of Wimpole Street."

for pictures at the door, and left

—

hurriedly. At twelve, they returned,

looked around—carefully—and took

another table.

THE Actor's Guild Ball was a

howling success financially, but

it did have its other moments. (There
are some elegant pictures, taken at

the Ball, to be found on pages 62 to

65 of this issue.) First, came George
and Mrs. Arliss. They arrived at

eight sharp, as per the invitation, and
the balance of Hollywood left them
sitting alone until almost eleven. Sec-

ond, we were surprised (after all the

kicking we've had to listen to from
these very actors) that the actor-

audience didn't even give their

brothers a break by keeping silent

while the entertainment went on.

Why, we couldn't even hear John
Boles' marvelous voice, so much plate-

clattering and loud talking by those

very actors who are loudest in their

disgust at "lack of attention" by the

average audience. Jeanette MacDon-
ald almost stopped the show, however,
with her grand singing. Durante did

his act and the stooges heckled Mr.
Ted Healy as usual.

As for some of the "names" who
were supposed to perform—Chaplin,
Lubitsch, etal—we saw none of them.
Even Rudy Vallee, billed as master
of ceremonies, had to "take it on the

lam" before the party to avoid being
served a process to appear in his

wife's action for separate mainte-
nance. We found out, later, that he
had been pretty smart, too. It seems



J. B. Scott

(Above) On Carl Laemmle's birth-

day, all hands turned to and gave

him an elegant party. See if you

can find Boris Karloff, Ken May-
nard, Junior, Alice White and La

Sullavan. (Left) Dr. F. D. Griffin

was in Hollywood a while ago to

see his wife, Irene Dunne. There

they are with Mitzi Green.

that among all the autograph hunters
at the gate to the ballroom, at least

fifteen were serving "the papers."

T/T/^^- can now die happy. We zvere

rr up to the Colony the other
dazvning and Irving Caesar did a

parody on the "Last Round-up,"
which he dedicated to Al Jolson, called

"The Last Close-up."

ANOTHER "MYSTERY
WOMAN"?

Yes, this gal, Anna Sten, whom
Sam Goldwyn has been raving about

for, lo, these many moons, is really

a sensational beauty.

It is said, however, that Muriel
Kirkland, who played a part in

"Nana" and got to know Anna rather

well, invited her to be her guest when
"Sailor Beware" opened on the Los
Angeles stage with Muriel in the

cast. Miss Sten accepted the invitation,

but failed to appear. We thought,

for a minute that we might have an-

other "mysterious foreigner" on our

hands, but as we prepared for the

worst, who should we see in public

but Anna and her husband, Dr.

Franke. We also hear whispered
that, while La Sten is quite a boss

around the studio, when she gets

home the doctor. is the boss!

rT~JHIS is the first time any actress

JL lost weight and didn't immedi-
ately break out in print with her

"method." Molly O'Day lost thirty

pounds down in Florida and says

there zvasn't any particular reason

for it that she knew.

DID you ever see a dream danc-

ing? Well, Lil Tashman did!

And it was a bad dream, too. It was
over at the Grove where Lil and hus-

band Eddie Lowe were dancing one
evening. In all that crowd, who
should dance right up to Lil but a

gal with an identical hair-dress. Lil

goes to the beauty parlor every day
to protect her little curls—and she

had the idea it was an original hair-

do. It was too provoking

!

Jean Harlow didn't appear to be

in a very good humor, either. Maybe
it was the crowd or something. Any-
way, Jean and her husband, Hal Ros-
son, didn't attempt so much as a

swing around the floor. They sat,

very moodily, at a table-for-two,

seldom speaking to one another. Jean
is wearing a new and not very be-

coming evening make-up. Very
dark powder and a great deal of lip

rouge.

7%/TAE WEST refused five grand
IVJ. for a single appearance over
the radio . . : and two nights

later she appeared free for a local

charity

!

WE have decided to abandon all

plans of divorce at the present,"

said Sidney Fox and her erstwhile

mate, Charles Beahan, in one voice

last night. That, then, seems to be
that—at least for the moment. The
story behind the "separation" though,

is rather funny. It seems the devoted

couple had a violent quarrel at a

recent Hollywood party. However,
on the morning following the party

(when Sidney woke up in the spare

bedroom over at Ann Dvorak's

house) neither the wife nor the hus-

band (who had gone home after the

party) could recall just what the

fight had been about, or who started

it. None of the other guests could

throw any light on the matter, either.

(Continued on page 78)
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WHAT'S HAPPENED,

By WALTER
RAMSEY

WHAT'S hap- "W
pened is just

this. I'm fed up.

Something has
taken away all the kick I used
to get out of my work—and taken

my ambition with it. If my option

lapsed tomorrow, I wouldn't lift a hand
to get another movie job for at least a year.

All the thrill and fun of the game are tempo-
rarily over for me and I don't know that I shall

ever get them back. In my present frame of

mind, the movies are just a job, a job that has de-

veloped into as much drudgery as that which bends
the backs of tired bookkeepers, grown rusty at their

benches. If my mental attitude is beginning to show in

my work, I'm sorry. But that's the way I feel."

The words and music are by Clark Gable. That little

paragraph above is the answer to the current Hollywood
question : "What's happened to put out the light of per-

sonal and vital magnetism that used to shine in Clark
Gable's eyes?" And in the frankest, most abruptly-
honest statement ever made by a motion picture star, he
spoke his piece.

Alibis ? There isn't one, not one in the make-up of this

guy who comes so close to being the Prince of Holly-
wood Good Fellows that you can skip the difference.
Kicks against uncongenial roles and bad pictures?
Nothing like it! Let the others hide behind the excuse
of "bad casting" and "studio mismanagement." They
can pass the buck for their mistakes if they will. Those
don't happen to be Gable's methods. He hasn't a single
squawk against Hollywood. In one way, he is grateful
for everything Hollywood has done for him.
"The fault lies purely with myself," he said.
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We fans

make love,

us plenty of what we want in

Happenec

like to see him

so here Clark gives

"It

with

I thought

:d One Night,"

Claudette Colbert as his

very lovely amour.



You're not the man you were a year ago, Clark ! Is it due to illness, to too

much money in the bank—or to too little time on your hands? You're

different, young man, and we want to know why

I wanted something, something I find I don't want at all.

I was not meant to be a motion picture actor—or any
actor. But in the beginning I didn't realize that. I thought
I wanted acting fame more than anything in the world.
How, then, can Hollywood be blamed for giving me what
I wanted and discovered that I didn't?

"I know it sounds damned ungrateful to my producers
and to the fans who have made me what I am, whatever
I am. But you asked me a frank question and I want to
answer you honestly.

I MEAN it when I say that I was not born to be a
movie star. I was born close to the soil and
should have stayed close to it. Silence, the great

privacy of nature and the joy of earning one's
bread by the sweat of the brow—these are my

rightful heritage. That is the kind of man
I am. That is the fundamental me!

"It is foolhardy for a man to go con-
trary to the instincts of his nature.

And that is exactly what I have
done in seeking an acting career

for myself. When my stage

career developed into a

movie career, the con-
trast was even

greater. For Hol-
lywood is a glit-

tering bubble. In
place of quiet, it is

a Babylon. Its only

privacy is a clique and
each night brings a fatigue

that isn't physical, but pure
nerve exhaustion.

"Of course, in the very beginning,

that didn't seem to matter. I got a

tremendous kick out of it—all the

backslapping, the recognition, the loud

plaudits and even having my buttons torn

from my clothes when I appeared in public.

It was the same artificial kick a man got when
he was drunk. Only it lasts a little longer. The

thing that has happened to me is that my hangover
of fame drunkenness is wearing off. I'm sobering up
after a two years bat on Fame Champagne."
We were almost alone on the porch of the studio cafe.

The "Men In White" company, which affords Clark his

latest starring role, had called luncheon later than usual.

Most of the others in their masks of yellow grease paint

had long since returned to their sets. I thought Gable
looked tired and considerably thinner. He had just re-

turned from the Columbia lot after completing "It Hap-
pened One Night."

I said, "Clark, you've worked hard these past four years.

You've been desperately ill this last year. Don't you think
that if you had a chance to rest this mood would vanish?"
He smiled. "That's a nice, logical excuse. And it's

true, I am tired. This is what has happened to me in the
last four years. I've had a good dose of Hollywood
movie fame, three hunting trips and three severe ill-

nesses. Maybe the ledger is balanced. But when I was
lying there in the hospital it seemed to me that the root
was deeper than that. Oh, I guess I'm the proverbial
square-peg-in-the-round-hole. (Continued on page 94)
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Clark feels that he does best

the roughneck "Red Dust" sort

of thing. Not the tuxedoed

role he played in "Possessed.'

Is he too modest—or is he

right in this assumption?



By ROBER

T'S a wise child." they keep telling us, "who

1/ knows his own parents." If that's true in

^ . -A civil life, it applies doubly to Hollywood,
^ where parental advisers abound on all sides.

The first job any young star or starlet has in this place

is to shake loose from the small army of "well-wishers"

and advisers who would guide him through the film cap-

ital's intricate maze. Nine times out of ten, those who

would "advise" are, in reality, simply trying to create

jobs for themselves. Sadly enough, they are far more

interested in the amount of their paychecks than in the

quality of sage wisdom they dispense.

Hollywood has, however, a number of real studio par-
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FENDER
ents ; or, if you like, guardian angels—people who, having
gone through the battle of getting launched themselves,
feel a definite obligation or desire to help others over the
bumps. And the work they're doing, although heretofore
unheralded, is a fine, unselfish work, deserving of notice
and praise. I know of no more difficult place to "crack"
than Hollywood. Opportunities for doing the wrong
thing, unintentionally perhaps, are at every hand. And
for many youngsters who are tasting their first sip of suc-
cess via the movies, the temptations are most apt to prove
too much. That is why a studio parent of the right sort

is God's gift to the beginner in this crazy-quilt land.

At least "godsend" is the way Toby Wing described



Joe E. Brown showed Dick Powell the ropes

and advised him when to stand pat and when

to compromise. And Walter Huston

did as much for Max Baer.

Joan Crawford encouraged

Robert Young with praise

and social invitations,

nd Jack Oakie was

Toby Wing's

counsellor.

such a person to me. And the person she had in mind
was, of all people, Jack Oakie of the contagious grin.

Now cute little Toby, in spite of her grown-up pose, is

really a youngster ; a naive, adorable kid who would think

the very best of any sweet-appearing scoundrel. Com-
pletely without guile herself, Toby would find it difficult

to imagine guile in another. Hence, during her initiate

period in Hollywood, she was all ears to those who were
going to "get her into the pitchers." She believed this

one. She believed that one. And had it not been for

Mr. Jack Oakie, Toby might well have joined that army
of unfortunates whose Hollywood career begins and ends

at the big" studio gates which bear the sign : "Keep Out.

This Means You," a truly disheartening slogan.

BUT Jack came along," she told me, "and pounded
home what I have since learned—that it was all

hooey. He taught me how to let it go in one ear and
quickly out the other. He showed me that, for the most
part, my well-wishers were wolves, parasites who wanted
to be in on the killing, if any. He opened my eyes to

the real Hollywood, saving me any amount of grief.

"He also told me of the right and wrong whoopee
palaces to visit. You know there are certain places that

are simply not patronized, but newcomers here have no
way of telling unless someone (Continued on page 101)
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-A TOUR OF
TODAY ' S

TALKIES
By WALTER
RAMSEY

a: nana
(Sam Goldwyn)

Anna Sten, Lionel Atwill, Phillips Holmes, Mae
Clarke, Richard Bennett, Muriel Kirkland

/VTRODUCIXG beautiful Anna Sten. And what a

gorgeously glamorous person she is ! The idea of the

story (in which the street-walker becomes a great actress,

falls in love with a young boy whose older brother ships

him away, only to fall in love with her himself) is nothing

that we haven't all seen before in one guise or another.

But the atmosphere, the sheer beauty of the sets and the

loveliness of the new star, makes this picture spell "enter-

tainment." Phillips Holmes as the boy, is rather wishy-
washy, but his older brother, Lionel Atwill, is grand in

the characterization of the rake who
has been living the life of a Puritan (Above) Bette
t0° lo*&

'fI

J
ana",, ha

A
S

\
S°n

l ^> Davis and William
too. that s Love. And you 11 like D .. .

Anna Sten's husky manner of putting
Lowell supply

it over. This picture is worth your 'ove interest in

time and money in every way. See it. "Fashions of

We'd like to give a special para- 1934." (Below)

graph of praise to Dorothy Arzner, The happy pair

our ace woman director, who mega- are Arh'ne Judge
phoned this picture. A grand job,

and Jac|< 0akje
Miss Arzner, and may you be ap-

.

pointed boss of man}- a flicker to
In Look.ng tor

come! Trouble."

OUR PICTURE RATING
Rating a picture is not the simple task one

might suppose. Often, you see, the cast may
be good and the story mediocre. Or the plot

may be far superior to the players who enact
it. To aid you in making a selection of pictures

you wish to see, we will grade talkies A, B, C,
and D—excellent, good, fair and poor.

Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March are that surprised ai

the grandeur of their new apartment! This is one

of the amusing highlights in "Good Dame/' their

latest co-starring vehicle.
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A : LOOKING FOR TROUBLE
(20th Century)

Spencer Tracy, Jack Oakie, Constance Cummings

E laughed and laughed ! This makes the second one
this month to deal with the telephone repair man,

but it's swell. Spencer Tracy and Jack Oakie (what a

team!) are the "trouble shooters" for the telephone com-
pany—and they run into everything from blondes to gang-
sters. Connie Cummings (looking too thin) had a tough
time hanging onto Tracy, who liked to roam, but Arline

Judge had too easy a time hanging on to Oakie (looking

too fat) ! When the pair of them discover that there's

been a "rat doing some wire-tapping," the big smash
starts. You'll get an actual picture (almost) of the

earthquake. Run, don't walk

!

a: fashions of 10*4
(Warners)

William Powell, Bette Davis, Veree Teasdale

GREAT Entertainment ! When you put Bill Powell

in a spot where he has to scheme, and the schemes

lead to his stealing advance styles from Parisian modistes,

then you know it will be a swell evening. Bill, as usual,

has his little "outfit" composed of Bette Davis (who does

right well as the fashion artiste in the troupe who finally

marries Bill) ; Frank McHugh as his very funny lieuten-

ant, and Dorothy Burgess as a much disappearing secre-

tary. When Bill has practically bankrupt all the Paris

firms, he puts on a style show in which he hopes to make
the fashion world ostrich-conscious. The gals will like

this one for the fashions and the men will enjoy Powell's

nefarious scheming. It's a grand hour's entertainment.

P.S. : Try and forget Hugh Herbert as the ostrich

breeder ! And try and forget the scene wherein Powell

discovers that the Grand Duchess (Veree Teasdale) is

none other than— . Well, we don't mean to tell you every-

thing. It would spoil the fun you'll have over this A-l
movie.

Believe it or not, the gentleman with the marcel is

Fredric March (again) and the lady who is pinning a

rose on him is Evelyn Venable. They are in "Strange

Holiday" together.

A : STRANGE HOLIDAY
(Paramount)

Fredric March, Evelyn Venable, Guy Standing

yf SWELL tzvo hours! We had seen the play "Death
Sj. Takes a Holiday" from which this picture was made
and we still liked it, which is saying, "It's good." Freddie
March gives as fine a performance as he ever gave, be-
sides giving you a new slant on this idea of death. Of
course, he falls in love with a gal (Evelyn Venable) and
when she falls in love with him, she receives the "kiss of
death" and that's that for her, in spite of the weeping and
wailing of the relatives. Sir Guy Standing, who plays

host to Death, gives a beautiful performance. We hope
you go. It's worth the price if only because it is so

different.

A: HI, NELLIE
(Warners)

Paul Muni, Glenda Farrell, Ned Sparks,

T TIGH Ranking Entertainment ! Paul Muni zvas the

/ X hard-boiled managing editor, until he crossed the

boss, at which time he is placed in charge of the paper's

lovelorn column (supposedly run by a gal named Nellie

Nelson) and the gang start ribbing him with "Hi, Nellie."

We've never seen Muni in such a down-to-earth part and
we loved him in it. Lots of real newspaper stuff, under-
world atmosphere, suspense and a climax that will leave

you talking to yourself. Glenda Farrell does well and Ned
Sparks plays his usual role. This little offering would
never be called an epic, but it's way up there in entertain-

ment value.

B: COMIN6 OUT PARTY
(Fox)

Frances Dee, Gene Raymond, Alison Skipworth

PRETTY Good! And Frances Dee is swell—getting

better with each picture—although the story fails to

measure up to her efforts. Debutante Dee is in love

Glenda Farrell and Paul Muni always may be de-

pended upon to give good performances, but in "Hi,

Nellie" the pair sort of outdo themselves. Warner

Brothers are proud of this one.
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with penniless Musician Gene Ray-
mond. Just before her coming out

party, however, she finds she is

about to have a "blessed event"

—

which news almost causes her parents

to change the title of the picture to

"Staying Home Party." The inter-

vention of the old, faithful butler

(new idea!) and an offer from a

Jewish band leader, finally make for

the usual clinch. If you have time,

we advise you to use it here.

B : THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Lionel Barrymore, Fay Bainter,

Tom Brown, Una Merkel

FOU'LL probably enjoy this! A
simple, homey story told in a

charming manner: The Turners are

just another family with the usual

ups-and-downs. Father Barrymore
innocently becomes involved in a

$40,000 embezzlement, leaving the

kids on the hands of the mother. She
writes and sells a novel and must go
to Hollywood. The offspring (Tom
Brown, et al ) have their separate

problems, which are shown, together

with most of the rest of the picture,

in episodic form. Miss Bainter and
Barrymore work beautifully together

and Tom Brown, as the son, is good.

A : IT HAPPENED ONE
NIGHT

(Columbia)

Claudette Colbert, Clark Gable,

Walter Connolly, Roscoe Karns,

Alan Hale

POSITIVELY Swell! Boy,
-t howdy, this is one that you cannot

afford to miss. It's just one of those

rare exceptions that prove the rule.

Clark Gable is a newspaper man who
trys to help rich-girl Colbert escape

from her father who seems anxious

Mary Carlisle and Lionel Barrymore in

"This Side of Heaven."
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to prevent her marrying a bounder.

They, of course, fall in love on their

hitch-hike escape and the situations

are so real and human that we'll bet

you catch yourself smiling plenty of

times. Everyone in the picture,

especially the stars, seems to have
forgotten to "act" and is merely liv-

ing a very swell slice of life. The
dialogue, direction and camera work
are superb—just to make the whole
ensemble perfect. Don't let anything
keep you away.

a: palooka
(20th Century)

Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez,

Stuart Erwin, Marjorie Rambeau

A BOISTEROUS Evening!
"

' It

^/J. seems, for the first ten minutes

of the picture, they had to get Stu

Erwin from the farm to the Big City,

"Coming Out Party" features Gene

Raymond and Frances Dee.

but when they do, what a flock of

laughs! Stu decides to follow his

father in the fight ring and gets

Jimmy Durante as manager and Lupe
as the gal-who-likes-heem. We
couldn't (and wouldn't) tell you all

the laughs. There are millions of

'em! We can tell you, though, that

you'll like it if you enjoy your fun

in large doses, served with verve and

sparkle. Go on, laugh

!

a: the last round-up
(Paramount)

Randolph Scott, Monte Blue,

Barbara Fritchie, Fred Kohler

yf LMOST as good as the song!

Yes. if you like Westerns, you'll

sure go for this one. A believable

hero and villain plus a good reason

for everything that takes place (even

the "chases") make this page from
the Old West very entertaining.

Anna Sten and Lionel Atwill in a

dramatic moment in "Nana."

Randy Scott finds himself, seemingly

by accident, a member of Jack Kells'

gang of outlaws. Monte Blue, as

Kells, is swell. Of course "The Last

Round-Up" is the musical background

for the picture, which only makes
matters better. The kids will like

this one, too.

b: once to every
WOMAN
(Columbia)

Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy,

Walter Connolly, Mary Carlisle

J70RMULA No. 6! OperatingF rooms, chloroform, starched uni-

forms. Head surgeon, Walter Con-

nolly, breaks down while performing

a very delicate brain operation and

Hero Ralph Bellamy steps into the

breach and finishes the job success-

fully. This little deed puts him in

tops both with the hospital and pretty

Nurse Fay Wray. Despite the old-

familiar story, excellent bits of acting

place this picture in the better-than-

middlin' class.

B: LET'S FALL IN LOVE
(Columbia)

Gregory Ratoff, Eddie Lowe,

Ann Sothern, Miriam Jordon

ryiHIS is good! Although it's the

J. story of the star who walks out

on the picture, leaving the director to

find a new girl, it is so interestingly

told that we know you will like it.

It has a Hollywood background and

Gregory Ratoff, as the director, just

about steals the whole show. How-
ever, Ann Sothern does exceptionally

well, and this is her first picture. Of
course, the director falls in love with

the new star and the ending is a real

laugh-provoker. Worth your time.

(Continued on page 125)



H E

WENT
UP TO

SEE HER
ONE TIME

Remember how, in "I'm No Angel," Mae
befriended Dorothy Cummings? And how,

in "She Done Him Wrong," she helped

Rochelle Hudson? Mae does things like that.

By DENA
REED

How Mae West played counsellor, friend and Lady Bountiful to one who remembers

HERE'S a new chapter to add
to the Mae West saga.

Much has been written
about her numerous char-

ities and her kindness to her fellow-

players, but there is one tale that has

never before been told and which I

believe gives a different slant on the

"Come -Up - And - See-Me-Sometime"
Girl. I got this story from a boy

—

we'll call him Jimmy—who was just

twenty and full of illusions and a

fierce desire to act when he met
La West. I think his tale proves how
much of her everyday kindness is

tinged with an almost maternal

feeling.

Mae had just come from a ten-day

sentence on Welfare Island for her

authorship of "Sex" when an agent

sent this lad up to see her about a

part in "The Wicked Age," which was
to be her next play. The sum total

of the applicant's stage experience

had been as an extra. He had worn
a beard and pushed a wheel in an
atmosphere scene of a play in which
Fredric March had had a leading role.

Mae looked at Jimmy's frank face

and handsome brown eyes and per-

haps saw in him the makings of a

juvenile in time—much time. She
knew what the ambition to act was.

She doubtless knew that he was ly-

ing when he told of extensive and
rather vague stock experience in the

Middle West, but she liked his youth-

ful enthusiasm. Although the part

was filled, it wasn't filled to her satis-

faction, so she told Jimmy she'd take

him on as understudy for the role

and if the other boy didn't improve,

Jimmy might get his chance.

IWAS in a spot then," he told me.
"In the first place, my family

wasn't in sympathy with an acting-

career and I had pictures of what
would happen if I went home and
told them I was going to act with

Miss West, just let out—amid the

blare of publicity trumpets—from
Welfare Island. I tried to explain

this to Mae and I made a pretty sorry

mess of it. I told her with all the

self-confidence and grandiloquence of

'Merton of the Movies' that I wasn't

sure whether I was going to make
acting or writing my career but I did

want to keep up acting for a while

to get a knowledge of the theatre.

Then I tried to explain how conserv-

ative my mother was and that I didn't

think she'd like my being in her show.
"Another actress would have given

me blazes for wasting her time—but

not Mae. She always adored her own
mother and I think she liked the fact

that I considered mine, although any-

one else would have called me a sap

and told me to get out. But Mae
knew that I stood between two fires

and she just smiled consolingly and
said : 'Don't worry, kid. I'll phone
your mother. There isn't a dame liv-

ing who can (Continued on page 124)



1 WHO FREDDIE'S r

IN
all the madness of Hollywood, the sanity of the

Fredric Marches stands out. In that topsy-turvy

Mecca of jumbled temperaments and upside down
emotions, they've managed to remain a couple of

human beings who have gone along together. If they've

reached the heights, their high and lofty pinnacle hasn't,

as in the case of so many others, made them just a little

dizzy. Rather has it served to give them a clear and un-

obstructed view in all directions.

Behind all the fine success of Freddie March you'll find

this good human tale of a husband and wife who went

along together, and it's time it was told. Mrs. Fredric

March, who was Florence Eldridge, deserves her full

share of the credit. In the words of the flip crackers,

she has been his "best pal and severest critic" and in Hol-

lywood, where life can be a giddy existence, that's no small

achievement.

And how have they done it?

Well, I think you'll find the real beginning of the story

back in Denver seven years ago. It was there that the

leading man in a Theatre Guild stock company fell in love

with and married the leading lady. The leading man, of

course, was Freddie March; the leading lady, Florence

Eldridge.

If Fred was in love with Florence, he was also a little



(Opposite page) The Fredric Marches arrive in New
York for a holiday and (below) Freddie is seen "in

character" as the hero of "Strange Holiday."

(Above, left) Remember Freddie in "The Royal

Family"? Uh huh—and so does Florence March.

(Right) As he plays the tricky gambler of "Good Dame."

. . It is the Missus who says, "Save your money for a rainy day and your acting

for the audience!" And Mr, March replies, "Yes M'am"— and does

awed by her. Hers was the "name'" of the troupe. She
had been a clever young actress on the Broadway stage.

Critics found much to admire in her work and made
bright prophecies as to her future.

So Fred, who was not quite sure of himself, had a good
prop to lean on. When she told him something, he paid

attention. When she made a suggestion, he followed it.

And the reason this story is being written is that Fred still

does.

Through five years of his Hollywood career, a period

crammed with success and distinction, you'll find the fine

guiding hand of Florence Eldridge. She has done little

things, almost infinitesimal in their importance at the mo-
ment, but they've kept the forward march of the Fredric

Marches in a straight line.

FOR one thing, ever since he has been married to

Florence Eldridge, Fred March has had a home.

That's one reason why she never went on with that prom-
ising stage career. Before anything else, Florence is a

home-maker. The phrase is Fred's own. She doesn't

give a hoot about hotel life and, though the vagaries of a

movie career have taken them back and forth across the

country several times, Florence always saw to it that

"home" for the Marches wasn't a couple of hotel rooms.

It was where it ought to be—in a well-regulated house.

Of course, in a subtle way, that added to Fred's stabil-

ity and responsibility. Instead of going out, they stayed
home and had friends in. It's a little thing, but it has
kept them like the rest of us humans.
A few years ago when Fred was working at Para-

mount's eastern studios on Long Island, I was spending
the afternoon with them at their home in Great Neck.
Their fourth wedding anniversary was only a few days
off and, to surprise his wife, Fred had ordered three dia-

mond bracelets sent out from a Fifth Avenue jeweler.

They arrived while I was there. She was to select one
and send the other two back.

Florence sent them all back.

"This is enough for me," she said, proudly exhibiting

a diamond ring set in iron. It was her engagement ring.

Fred explained he gave it to her in Denver. He had had
the diamond and at the time the iron setting seemed ap-
pealing.

Also, he chuckled, at the time it was cheaper.

The money for the bracelets stayed in the bank.
While I wouldn't disillusion any of you, I'm afraid if

you scratched any actor you'd find ham beneath the sur-

face. You might have to scratch a little deeper on some
than on others, but it would be (Continued on page 80)
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JOKING ASIDE-By jack welch





i ait a

A breath of Bond Street is Lady Diana. Sophisticated, smart, yet whole-

some. She would like Hollywood even if it didn't contribute so

materially to her income. She goes in heavily for the hair-raising variety

of radio "mellers," animated cartoons and detective stories. She can

play the piano in concert manner, cook like a chef and is handy with a

needle. Miss Wynyard may soon be seen in "Vanessa."



Croonin' Crosby and Carole Lombard are working in "We're Not Dress-

ing." A snappy team? We think so. When Bing isn't making movies,

he is off to Palm Springs or Tolucca Lake or some other section of the

great outdoors. He's the real estate agent's delight, for he buys the

places he learns to care for. Bing and the Missus expect another little

crooner soon to keep young Gary Evans Crosby company.



Ah, that Spanish some-

thing, that rhythmic

glide which spells fire,

passion, romance!

These seductive scenes

are from "Wonder Bar,"

the Al Jolson "special"

in which Dolores Del

Rio, Ricardo Cortez

and Kay Francis appear.

And, romance-seekers

and cash-customers, we

have here the luscious

Del Rio and the hand'

some Don Cortez per-

forming the dance that

made sunny Spain as

famous as its senoritas

and, lest we forget, its

duennas, those middle-

aged girls who keep the

young folks in order

and the temperature at

an even scale when

things threaten to be-

come too hot.





HOW I'M

TEACHING
MY
TO FACE LIFE

B HELEN HAYES
As told to NANETTE KUTNER

"I want her to be honest and audacious. And happy.

Not too meek nor too good-natured. I believe in old-

fashioned discipline. Sex problems? I'm not worrying!"

I
TOOK Mary away from Hollywood and I'm glad

of it! She is three and a half years old now. I

do not want her to live the life of a movie star's

child.

In Hollywood children are always on parade. They
never can be just kids. They are lovely looking and ex-
ceptionally well behaved, but they do lack a normal up-
bringing.

Understand, this is not the fault of Hollywood parents.

You must remember that the motion picture colony can-
not know the meaning of real peace. These kidnapping
scares are strictly on the level. But it is terribly depress-
ing for a child to see bars on all the windows and to be
obliged to have a guard. I think that constant supervision

is bound to give children an exaggerated sense of their

own importance. Besides, there is something frightening
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about a guard, even to me.
Take the Thalberg

youngster. Norma's little

boy is simply darling, but

while he sits and plays in

the sand, a big fat detective

has to sit right there with

him. I must admit that the

child doesn't mind it at all.

In fact, he's quite used to

it. But it does seem rather dreadful, nevertheless.

And I'll never forget this incident.- When Mary was
two years old, Joe E. Brown's daughter had a birthday

party. I escorted Mary there myself. As we drove
toward Joe Brown's home, I noticed a state trooper's car

parked outside. At the time I did not think anything of



it, but when we walked onto the grounds, I stood, posi-

tively aghast. There were those dainty little girls with

their gay colored hair ribbons and their curls and their

starched white dresses, all looking so sweet and fragile,

and standing in a grim semi-circle around them, was a

group of burly state troopers with enormous revolvers

nonchalantly tucked in their thick leather holsters

!

WHEN Mary was a year old, I did want to give a
party and have our friends see her. Charlie said

that nobody was interested in meeting a baby and he

asked me to let him send out the invitations. I did so.

To my surprise, for I had absolutely no idea as to what
he had written, I received a mysterious assortment of

prompt and very delighted replies.

I gloated as I said to Charlie, "What do you mean,
nobody is interested in visiting a baby? Every single

person you've invited to the party has accepted
!'

He laughed. I did not know why.
Our first guest was Lucretia Bori, the opera star. She

arrived an hour early. She burst into our home, exclaim-
ing, "Tell me! Is he here yet? Where is he? Where is

he?" Then, to her obvious dismay and disappointment,

there was only little Mary seated in the center of the

room.
Practically on Bori's heels, came a variety of theatrical,

motion picture and literary lights, all with the same ex-
cited questions.

It was then I inquired, and finally discovered that in-

stead of asking our guests to meet Mary MacArthur, my
wily husband had invited them to meet Al Capone

!

That sort of thing was all very well when Mary was a

baby and too young to understand. But now, as she

grows older. I have no desire to show her off. I want
her to have a normal
childhood. I want her to

enjoy the kind of life I've

never been able to have.

You see, ever since I was
five years old, I've worked
and worked hard. I was
a stage child. The theatre

is all I have known. I

only know how to work.
I never knew how to play.

And I'm very tired. I

don't want Mary to be-

come as tired as I am.
I don't want her to be-

come anything but a happy
little girl. Through her I

want to experience the

childhood, yes, and the

simple girlhood I could

not have.

We live in a small town.
It is a typical American
town. Nyack, New York.
Mary can run about there

like any child.

Just the other day I ex-

perienced a real thrill be-

cause three children called

for her. Two of the chil-

dren were walking, the

third rode in a go-cart.

They came clamoring up
to our porch and they

begged Mary to go with
them to the village to

watch the baby get his hair

cut. So Mary joined them,
her fat little legs trudging
down the steep hill to the

barber shop. Now that

could never have happened
in Hollywood.

w,

Mary MacArthur, the daughter of the brilliant Helen

Hayes and Charles MacArthur, is just three and a half

now. Helen has taken her away from Hollywood and

she lives in the little town of Nyack, New York, lead-

ing the most happy and normal of childhood existences.

HEN Mary is old

enough to attend

school, I am going to send
her to the public one in

Nyack. All the trades-

men's children go there and they are such nice tradesmen,
such clean, wholesome families.

When Mary graduates from public school, I shall send
her to boarding school. That's because I always wanted
to go to boarding school. I want Mary to make a lot of
friends and go visiting to other girl's houses.

I'm always making plans, silly (Continued on page 85)
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TICKLING Illustrated by JACK WELCH

HOLLYWOOD has brought "ribbing" up to the

level of a fine art. It's gotten so you can hardly
stroll down the Boulevard without some kind
friend tying a poster on your back saying "Kick

Me!" And many a rib is just as crude as that. There is

one actress who strolled all the way from Highland Avenue
to Vine Street with a placard pinned to her back which
said something much funnier. So funny, in fact, that if

I told you what it was the Government would arrest me
for putting it in print.

Everybody likes to play jokes, but why Hollywood
people spend so much time doing it—and in some cases

hundreds of dollars to make sure that the rib will click

—

is just one more of those mysteries. Maybe it's because
there is so much waiting between "takes" on the set that

they would go crazy if they didn't have something to

occupy their time.

You need a pretty tough "sense of humor" to appre-
ciate some of the ribs. Max Baer pushing all the girls

at a party into a swimming pool, for instance. Jean Har-
low didn't think that was so funny. She told him plenty,

made him pay the girls for ruining their dresses and came
within an inch of giving him a sock on the jaw. Maurice
Chevalier didn't think it was so darned amusing when he
was shoved into a pool, either, Doug Fairbanks, Sr., doing
the shoving if I remember rightly.

In France they don't do things like that.

But in Hollywood they do.

However, most of it is good-natured kidding. Making
"Smilin' Through," I recall the director got a bug in

his eye. It wasn't a serious casualty, but Sidney Franklin,
the director, took it big. Morning after morning he came
to work wearing a celluloid patch over the offending eye.

The gang on the set were duly impressed for about a
week. Then they decided it just couldn't be that serious

and it was about time to let Mr. Franklin know they
thought so. So next day when he arrived for work, be
found everybody on the set, from Norma Shearer and

Leslie Howard down to the third assistant

prop boy, togged out in white celluloid eye
patches. Not a word was said. Not a giggle
was gigged. Mr. Franklin removed his eye
patch like a good guy.

IT is no protection to be a good guy though.
You won't find a soul in Hollywood who

won't say that Clark Gable isn't one of the

best. Yet, just because he is such a swell

egg, Clark has ribs pulled on him all the

time. There have been a couple just lately,

but my favorite is the one they pulled while
he was making "The White Sister." When
he came to work one morning he found the

cast lined up in a long row, all of 'em
lugging chunks of broken statues from the

prop department. One by one they

stepped forward and presented them to

him, saying seriously:

"The Academy Award for the hottest

loving of the month."
"The Sail Manufacturers' Award for

the biggest ears."

And so on. Each bit of decrepit bric-

a-brac got its tag line and every one said

something uncomplimentary about Mr.
Gable. But Clark knew it was all in fun
and took it that way.
So did Walter Huston that time he

stepped on the set and found himself

walking under a triumphal arch deco-

rated with the reddest of red Bolshevik

bunting. People gravely saluted him
and offered him cheery Russian good
mornings. "Tovarisch, Comrade Hus-
ton !" The thing was, Walter had pre-

sided as chairman the night before at

Marlene could do nicely with-

out those phone calls.
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Harlow, Baer and the unfunny

swimming pool incident.

Gable's award for big ears

wasn't so dam funny, either.



More fun! More people

killed—when Hollywood
pulls a practical joke

U.S.C., where the college debating team
had wrangled with Stanford's on,
"Should the U. S. Government recog-
nize Soviet Russia ?" Not many actors
are asked to colleges and the boys were
taking him down a peg or two.
Which was considerably less gruesome
than the rib pulled by Sid Grauman,
impresario of the Chinese Theatre.
Warner Brothers were dedicating a
new theatre at the corner of Wilshire
Boulevard and Western Avenue.
That is the corner that has more
traffic than any in New York or
London. The Warners were doing
it up in style with searchlights, radio
announcers blurbing the stars as
they drove up, and all that. Right
in the middle of the festivities, up
drove a hearse. Two black-garbed
attendants dismounted, opened the
doors and pulled out a coffin.

Solemnly, while the assembled
thousands caught their breaths,

they lifted the lid of said coffin

—

and took out an enormous sheaf
of flowers, bearing a ribbon in-

scribed, "With best wishes. Sid
-Grauman."

BUT those are simple ones.

Howard Hughes once kept a
rib going on Ben Lyon for
months. It must have cost him
hundreds of dollars. It started
when Ben got a summons to

appear in court at San Bernar-
dino, a {Continued on page 99)

Jimmy Durante took it out on the piano when a night dub host took advantage

of him recently. And it wasn't "Schnozzle" who paid for the fun.

Wallie Beery gave Vince

Barnett the "water cure."
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ANNA STEN,

PEASANT
''Nana" has set us all agog over

this vibrant, earthy, glamorous

creature. Read about her. You'll

like her—she's different

9

By LYNN FARNOL

SHE'S a little thing, very blonde, with the wide
cheek bones of the Russian peasant, a full, sensuous
mouth and a short nose. Not one of your lath-

like, scarecrow women, but curved deliriously

where she should be curved. Her eyes are cornflower

blue with a heavy golden-brown fringe of lashes and her
brows are straight and rather heavy. The make-up man,
thank God, has left them that way.
They will say of her that she resembles a number of

our well loved actresses. But they will have to admit,

too, that she also looks like none of them—neither Die-

trich nor Garbo nor Hepburn nor whoever—but only like

herself. Glamor is not quite the word for her, perhaps.

Passion is a better word for the new allure she brings

to the screen. An earthy, unsophisticated passion quite

different from the glamor we have been taught to like.

Anna Sten is too smart for tricks. The blonde from
Soviet Russia has puzzled and even irritated Hollywood.

She has made no flip comment on life and love and she

has no gift for wisecracks.

She has done none of the

things that the screen col-

ony lumps under the head-

ing of showmanship. Anna
hasn't worn men's clothes

;

she has done nothing

about Aimee Semple Mac-
Pherson ; she has enter-

tained no congressional

committee, channel swim-
mer or Spanish countess.

There is no election night

welcome for her as her

black coupe comes into
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Zola's naughty romance boasts

a large cast. Muriel Kirkland

and Mae Clark are Nana's

cocotte girl friends. Lawernce

Grant is the Grand Duke.

Phillips Holmes is the lover.

Lionel Atwill is the theatrical

producer. And Hardie Al-

bright, a competent wild-oat

sower. Richard Bennett is in it,

too.



die studio gates in the morning. She is a worker, coming
to work. No nonsense arid no tricks.

Anna Sten was brought to Hollywood eighteen months
ago by Samuel Goldwyn with the fame and world prestige

of the German-made "Brothers Karamazov" as her intro-

duction. She was the first actress to have been completely

trained in Soviet state, stage and screen institutions.

In her training and her background, there is a key and
an insight into her nature. In the desperate days after the

World War, when a guerilla civil strife was challenging

the new order of things in Russia, Anna was embarking
on her career in the theatre. More than that, she was work-
ing in a restaurant and helping to edrj: a provincial paper in

order to help feed her sister and her ailing mother.
The theatre, against which she pitted her under-

nourished strength and frail energy, was a threadbare one.

No scenery and no equipment. The actors were glad to

have enough clothes to keep them from freezing, enough
food to keep them from starving. There was a pride

and an honor on the stages of Stanislavsky and Inkijinoff.

The theatres and the studios belonged to the workers

;

their art was for the workers, to inspire and sustain them
in bringing into being the new Russian state. It was a

big job, especially on an empty stomach and with holes in

one's shoes.

TWO important pictures, "Moscow Laughs and Cries"

and "The Yellow Ticket," neither of them ever shown
except to a few students and critics in America, put Anna
on top of the list. The Commissars of Education and
Art sent her to Berlin to make pictures. It wasn't propa-
ganda, but rather, good will. Anna isn't a propagandist

nor a political economist.

"Who are we ?" she asks you. "What do we know and
what are we? Fly specks—not even that—in history."

"The Brothers Karamazov" in Berlin was the first of

four pictures and the biggest success by far. England,
hating the new Russia, loved a new Russian player in

the most famous Russian stories. Americans found in

her a bright new star from Red Russia, a simple, sensual,

earthy type.

Anna is a peasant. In America, we think of a Eu-
ropean peasant as of a low social order. The contrary

is true. The farmers of Europe are far more proud than

its aristocracy, for do they not dethrone kings? Kings
come and go, but the farmers go on forever. They are

simple, direct, without affectation or nonsense. Anna is

one of them.

Because, coming out of the new Russia, she repre-

sented a brittle new quality, America welcomed Ann in

"Brothers Karamazov." Paris demanded a French ver-

sion of the story. And so Anna came to the French
capital, memorizing the strange French tongue by ear

—

not knowing the meaning of the words—with the same
ease with which she had just mastered German.
Sam Goldwyn sent me to Paris to see the picture. He

wanted me to meet Anna and let him know just what kind

of a woman she was. He had seen her on the screen

as an actress. What is her mind like? How does she

think? Tell me about her, my boss demanded.
The interview was a strange one. Anna did not speak

either English or French beyond the memorized lines of

"Brothers Karamazov." Guy Crosswell Smith, the head
of our Paris office, went along to translate all my ques-

tions into French and he in turn took along another

interpreter to translate his French questions into a Ger-
man that Anna could understand.

She wanted to know about Hollywood, about methods
and equipment. Didn't Hollywood have an extravagance

about it, like too much fruit in a cake ? She spoke slowly

and deliberately. Hollywood was swift-paced, impatient,

she said, in broken German. (Continued on page 83)
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SCREEN

j

r *

THEY

9

I. Chet Morris, Ann Harding and Robert Montgomery

try out a little vocal trio on their ownsomes. Bystanders

said it wasn't very good. But then, some folks are never

pleased. 2. Bob again, with Dick Powell and Jeanette

MacDonald, who really do know something about singing.

3. Watching the performers go through their paces.

Cordon Westcott, Chet Morris and Montgomery stand-

ing. Jimmy Cleason, Mary Astor and Ann Harding

seated. 4. Isabel Jewell seems to disagree with something

Jimmy Cagney is telling her. Lee Tracy, her devoted

bad boy, is on deck, too. 5. John Boles and Jeanette

MacDonald are merrily rehearsing their duet.

data -*



ACTORS' GUILD BA
THEY,

THEIR

I. Now, isn't that the cutest foursome you ever saw?

The Joel McCrea's (Frances Dee as was) and the Gary

Coopers (Sandra Shaw as was) have a table and a high

old time together. 2. The devotion of Jack Oakie to his

mother, A\rs. Evelyn Offield, is very sweet to see. We
understand that Ma is such a riot she steals the show away

from all the young folks. 3. Boots Mailory and her hus-

band, Bill Cagney, have some quiet conversation. 4.

Loretta Young and Spencer Tracy refused to pose for

photographers. But they didn't reckon with Scotty. And
there, as you see, they are—with an arc light 'n' every-

thing to make things kinda home-like.

N enjoyable time was had by all. At
the dinner dance given by the Screen
Actors' Guild in the Los Angeles Bilt-

more, we mean. The stars had them-
selves a gala evening, seeing and being seen. But the

chorus boys and girls! They did better, because
they're smarter or something.
Anyway, the young gentlemen of the ensemble

charged $150 worth of champagne to the hotel and
the little ladies, who kick and look cute, did as much
by putting in some "let the other feller pay" slips for
facials and cosmetics. Which proves that all the fast-

thinkers are not in Wall Street. Nor all the padded
expense accounts, either.

The party was verra, verra gay. Charles Butter-
worth, Bing Crosby and Frank McHugh helped see

to that. These merry lads donned girls' clothes and
sang in the manner of a harmonizing trio, imitating

the Boswell Sisters. Lyrics of said songs were just

ducky, being all made up for the occasion, like the
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I. John Boles must have just told the Ben Lyons and

"Skeets" Gallaghers the one about the traveling sales-

man, they look so full of the giggles. 2. Mrs. Mike

Levee was accompanied by Joe E. Brown and you

know that Mary Brian would be there with Dick

Powell. 3. Pert Kelton and W. C. Fields, a couple

of kidders kidding each other. 4. The lovely Thelma

Todd brought her husband, Pat De Cicco. 5. And,

you've guessed? Right. Joan and Franchot.

boys who rendered 'em, and proved laugh-getters.

Eddie Cantor should have been Master of Ceremonies,

but the gentleman couldn't make it, due to a theatrical

engagement, so Dick Powell did a little pinch-hitting,

and did it excellently, too. And the Grand March was
led by Ann Harding and Adolphe Menjou.<

Loretta Young and Spencer Tracy attended the party

together, playing hide-and-seek with the cameramen. Mr.
Scott finally caught up with them which pleased them not

a-tall ! The lens lads struck another snag when they asked
Mr. Menjou to pose. The • best dressed man on the

screen—or is it the world?—drew himself up and stated

that "he didn't need the publicity and didn't want it" and
likened news photographers to autograph-seekers. (We're
promoted, fans

! ) Well, 'Dolphie continues to have an
even disposition—always bad.

Joan and Franchot were together, but then you'd have
guessed that, and the Gary Coopers and the Joel McCreas
comprised an attractive foursome. Others who tripped

the light fantastic 'til break of day were Una Merkel,



ACTORS' GUILD BALL

I. Warren William and his wife invited Una Merkel

and Guy Kibbee over to exchange a little gossip. 2.

You need no introduction to Norman Foster and

Claudette Colbert. The attractive pair with 'em are

the Monta Bells. 3. And here we see John Boles

with Jeanette MacDonald, Ann Harding and Nils

Asther. Ann attended the shindig with Nils. 4.

And, sitting in solitary splendor, George Arliss. 5.

Irene Dunne and Ralph Bellamy look nonchalant.

Constance Cummings, Thelma Todd, Boots Mallory, Bill

Cagney, Irene Dunne, Ralph Bellamy, the John Boles and
Jeanette MacDonald.
The party was very well conducted. It seems that some-

one on the committee decided that inasmuch as the Guild
had gone to considerable trouble to arrange an entertain-

\
ing program, the guests were going to be able to see it—
whether or not ! And so, bottles and "set-ups" (gingerale
and ice, you innocents) were conspicuous by their ab-
sence, so that even the boys busily engaged in doing a
disappearing act, returned to their tables little the worse
for the trip.

Thus, the morning-after headaches in the film colony
were not in evidence because what could have caused
them, just wasn't around. Those Guilders are scheming
smarties, all right!

And so, the Screen Actors' Guild dinner dance may
be put down as one of the major successes of the social

season without fear of contradiction from anybody. But
then, we don't ever fear anything. No, not much!



THE HUSBAND

WHO NEVER
COMES HOME

He meant everything to them,

but to Lewi's Stone these women

proved merely a nuisance

My husband . . .

!

By

GLADYS
HALL

My husband

AFEW months ago Lewis Stone

received a call from a Mr.

L
Matthews of the District At-
torney's office.

Mr. Matthews called upon Mr.
Stone at the M-G-M studio. He
faced the courtly actor across a desk

and dropped before him a photograph
of a Swedish-appearing youth sitting

beside a buxom, Swedish-appearing
young woman. He said, "Is this an
old photograph of you, Mr. Stone?"

Massachusetts-born, Mr. Stone re-

garded the square-headed young man
in the picture with some amusement.
There was no possible resemblance.

He said, "What do you think, Mr.
Matthews—and why?"

"Well, I don't know," drawled the

skeptical enforcer of the law. "It

might be, you know. Anything is

possible. Anyway, the why of it is
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Acme

Here are Lewis Stone and the Missus—

his one and only heart interest—as they

appeared at a Hollywood premiere

not long ago. A rare picture of a de-

voted Hollywood couple about whom
you never hear the slightest scandal.

My husband .

.

that there is a Mrs. Gray here in

Los Angeles who has issued a com-
plaint against you in the District

Attorney's office. She says you are

her divorced husband, that you and
she were married for nine years and
that— ah— you had better come
home."

"Indeed!" said Mr. Stone.



Shortly thereafter Mr. Stone
and Mr. Matthews betook
themselves to the offices of
Beuron Fitts, D.A. There, at

Mr. Stone's request, was sum-
moned his "wife," Mrs. Gray.
When the lady entered the of-

fice Mr. Stone beheld, in his

own words, "a woman of

some forty-five years, neither

good-looking nor the reverse.

She might have been any one
of a thousand American
housewives such as you see

doing the family marketing.

She looked me straight in the

eye, put her hand to her heart

for a moment and confessed

that it gave her 'quite a turn'

to see me again after ajl these

years. I was given quite a

turn, too, though not from the

pangs of reunion. It is rather

a weird sensation to have a
lady you have never set eyes

on before claim that you and
she were husband and wife

for nine years.

WELL, Mrs. Gray in-

formed us that she and
I had been married in Zanes-
ville, Ohio, in January of

1913. She further refreshed

my memory by reminding me
that I had joined the Army
in Akron, Ohio, and had gone
overseas with the Tank Corps.

She regarded me closely and
pointed to the scar on my
face with satisfaction. She

My husband . . .

!

said, 'I recall so well the day
you got that. Remember that pair

of wild colts we had on the farm?
Well, remember that morning you
were trying to harness them for

the first time and when you leaned

over to adjust the traces one of 'em
upped and kicked you in the face?

I always did tell you you'd bear

that colt hoof to your grave and,
from the way it looks now, you will

!'

"Mrs. Gray then went on to relate

that we had been divorced in 1920 in

Salt Lake City. She said that she
had recognized me on the screen some
ten years ago but, at that time, she
was doing real well and hadn't needed
me. Now, what with the depression
and bad luck and our daughter here
grown up, she did need me and I

had better come home.
"I then spoke my little piece. I

asked her how old this husband of
hers would be today. She said he'd
be somewhere around forty-five. I

thanked her for that. But I added
that I could produce my birth certi-

ficate which would, unfortunately,
inform her that I was some years
older than the age she was kind
enough to call me. I also informed her
that it would be easy to prove that in

My husband . . .

!

1913, the year of our 'marriage,' I

was playing at the Maxine Elliot

Theatre in New York in 'Bird of
Paradise.' Further, that I had joined
the Army at Governors Island, N. Y.,

also a matter of record and that I

had never gone overseas. During the
time we were obtaining our regret-

table divorce in Salt Lake City I was,
actually, playing in the Majestic The-
atre here in Los Angeles.

AT this point our 'daughter,' a
il very nice-looking girl of eight-

een spoke up and said, 'Come, come,
Mother, you must see by this time
that you are mistaken

!'

"Mr. Fitts said the same thing
rather more emphatically. But Mrs.
Gray looked me straight in the eyes

again, with assurance," with complete
recognition, with, I suppose, some
contempt. At any rate, she tossed

her head as if to dispose of the whole
race of errant husbands and flounced

out of the room, never to be heard
from again. Thank goodness.

"I said then, what I say now, that
it is what I get for looking like

everybody's missing husband. I am
positive that I must have a composite
set of features, the features of all

the missing husbands of all deserted
wives everywhere.

My husband . . .

!

"I think it is probable that this

was a case of genuinely mistaken
identity. I don't doubt but what
Mrs. Gray really did believe and
probably still does believe that I am
her lost Mr. Gray.
"At any rate, it is a perfect case

history of the kind of thing that hap-
pens to me at least once every month.
"Some five or six years ago I be-

gan to get letters from a Russian
Countess, the Countess Polaski, or
something of the sort. The letters

came, first, from Russia. They came,
then, from Belgium, from Germany
from France and from England.
They followed up from New York,
Chicago and, finally, from San Fran-
cisco. They were intimate chatty let-

ters such as one receives from a very
intimate friend or from a woman one
is to marry. Such appeared to be
the confident object of these.

"The letter from San Francisco

contained a crude sketch of myself.

It made me look even worse than I

do. Some days after the receipt of

that sketch I was working on the

First National lot. As I was paying
my luncheon check in the Commis-
sary, a voice said, 'How did you like

that sketch of yourself I sent you
from San Francisco?' I looked up.

It was the cashier speaking. She was
the Countess Polaski

!

"That night on the way home from
the studio something leapt out of the

trees at the side of the road almost
in front of my car. I skidded,

swerved, .drew up at the other side

and there was the Countess Polaski.

I handled that situation as sternly as

possible. (Continued on page 92)
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ea
By BEATRICE
MAC DONALD

KATHARINE HEPBURN, ever

since she was a little girl in

Hartford, Connecticut, has been
used to plenty of publicity. Not

because she consciously sought it, ex-

actly. She is simply the sort of person
who attracts publicity, that's all. Why,
when she was a mere tot, she was known
the town of Hartford oyer for her wild,

tomboyish tricks. She would break up
nice little girls' tea parties with what she

was pleased to call her "animal imita-

tions."

When she was in her 'teens, she was
noted as the "craziest" member of the

Hartford Country Club. That, mind you,

in a post-war decade when wildness was
the order of the day with the younger set.

She never was pretty. And being an
ugly duckling hurt a little bit, even if one
never would show the hurt. For in-

stance—in all the school plays, although
Katie was a much better actress than the

other girls, she never got any of the nice

parts. How she yearned and longed for

a chance to be the heroine, just once.

How she would stand in the wings

—

watching some local belle winning all the

local honors—and wish that she were in

the local belle's shoes ! Making up her

mind, all the time, no doubt, that some
day—some day !—she would make them
all sit up and take notice of Katharine
Hepburn.

During her college days at Bryn Mawr,
Katharine's chief interest in the school

was centered on the dramatic club. She
studied each role assigned her in a per-

formance as earnestly and laboriously as

though she were going to appear before

a Broadway audience instead of a group
of familiar schoolmates. In many of

the vehicles she was assigned to the leading male parts

(even in her school plays she naturally drifted into the

eccentric) and once when appearing with Ann Harding
as the heroine, Katharine's wild hair becafme caught in

Ann's costume and the two stood before their fellow

players, firmly entangled, declaiming their lines with true

histrionic determination, in spite of the vain efforts of an-
other player to separate them and the screams of laughter

coming from their audience.

When Katie left Bryn Mawr, she went back home to

Hartford and announced that she was going on the stage.
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There was no opposition. The same principles by which

the parents had reared their family remained in evidence

as they grew up. A child who was permitted to go to bed

when she pleased, sleep as late as she desired, eat when
she got hungry, read or play as long as she wanted to,

could certainly make up her own mind about her future.

The fact that there was no touch of the theatrical in the

family background made no difference. Individualism

was the family slogan and every enthusiastic announce-

ment of a future profession made by an offspring was
treated with respect and the proper amount of reverence



aI / How a stage-struck miss named

Katharine Hepburn was buffeted about in her

search for a break How she got the break—and

became the beautiful swan she is today

on the part of the parents. As a

matter of fact, inasmuch as Katie

had spent so many days of her

childhood in giving shows, in

forming a company known as

"The Crown Club," the statement

that she was going to be an
actress failed to surprise anyone.

If she wanted to become a second
Duse, why in all probability she

would ! That's all there was to it.

In the meantime, she met and
fell in love with a young man
from Philadelphia by the name
of Ludlow Ogden Smith. Hart-
ford, as everyone knows, is the

centre point of a certain well

known profession. All roads

leading to it are filled with ambi-

tious young neophytes who are

anxious to study the intricacies of

insurance. The biggest insurance

companies in the country have
their headquarters in Hartford
and young Mr. Smith had found
his way to that spot for the same
purpose that led thousands of

other newly fledged college

graduates to the place. Every-
thing happens to Miss Hepburn
in whirlwind fashion. After a
swift courtship, the two were
married and came back to New
York to live.

T HERE was evidently a dis-

tinct understanding that do-

mestic bliss was not to interfere

with ambition on either side. The
newlyweds took up their abode
in a small, remodeled house on
East 39th Street and in order to

avoid publicity ( ?) Mr. Smith kept his official residence
across the street in an unobtrusive and inexpensive little

hotel. Their apartment was characteristic of the occu-
pants. In the first place, the house itself had originally

been a stable. Then some artistic owner changed the in-

terior, leaving the original stable doors still standing, and
turned it into a dwelling place for the cultured but impecu-
nious home-seeker. Mr. and Mrs. Smith lived there for

some time, but the great urge for fame gives no peace to

those who are cursed with ambition and Katharine de-

parted for Baltimore to join the Knopf Stock Company.

After a short but extremely interesting trial, she was
dismissed with the assurance that she had better go back

to her husband and be content with married life. As an
actress, she would make a swell housekeeper. She came
back to New York undaunted and, with the utmost self-

assurance in her own ability and with the encouragement
of her husband, she proceeded to take a course in stage

technique and dancing. Her long limbs have always been
a problem to her. Poise and grace were essential and
despite the earnest application she had made to overcome
this obstacle, she still moves awkwardly across a stage.

But the awkwardness is that of a young boy and far from
unattractive.

As she studied, she continued to look for work and one
day she landed a job with John Golden who was trying

out a play called "Night Hostess" in Minneapolis. Jobs
have a peculiar habit of happening along in bunches and
almost immediately after this, Katharine was offered a

chance to play a leading part in "The Big Pond." Of
course, she grabbed at the opportunity, only to find herself

dismissed quite abruptly after a few days of rehearsal.

Any other girl would have called it a day and forgotten

about trying to get somewhere on the stage after such dis-

couragement—but not Miss Hepburn. Have you noticed

what a strong jaw-line she has? She made the customary
weary theatrical office rounds and finally succeeded in

landing a small bit in a play named "These Days." This

opus suffered from a strong dose of over-optimism in time
allotment, for it folded up almost overnight.

She rehearsed for a while with Leslie Howard in "The
Animal Kingdom." I am quite sure that Mr. Howard
was somewhat overcome when first introduced to his

future leading lady. Katharine arrived for rehearsal hat-

less, her red hair blowing in somewhat untidy fashion

about her face, the now famous freckles shining brightly

on her white skin and her mouth bared in a clipped grin

which showed two strong rows of white teeth. Her origi-

nality in dress has been a matter of wonder to all who
know her. As she stood before Mr. Howard in a long

black monk-like coat buttoned tightly at her throat, he
probably felt he was indulging in the aftermath of a neat

little hang-over. They rehearsed for five days. The
script demanded that he clasp her thin, rigid body to him in

fervent passion. Katie was as stiff and unresponsive as a
poker. He must have felt as though he were making love

to an ironing board. A novel experience to this finished

actor of many years experience to work with this eager

—

but very green and unfinished actress. It was only a
matter of a short time before she found, upb,n her arrival

at the theatre one day, a brisk note of dismissal.

In her next engagement, Katharine had her longest job.

She was understudy to Hope Williams in "Holiday,"
which turned into a hit. I doubt {Continued on page 95)
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Carbo, with her magic wand in the dress direction, does

the unexpected as usual. Who would ever have supposed

that Queen Christina of Sweden would become our latest

fashion leader? She never could have made the grade,

dead or alive, if Carbo had not recreated her character and

her fashions in so fascinating a form. Any girl who has

seen this picture knows what the wide white collars and

cuffs do for the glorification of a beauty who, incidentally,

knows how to wear them with the utmost grace. Sensing

their popularity, Macy's Cinema Shop has had "Queen

Christina" gowns made for all of you—gowns inspired by

those actually worn in this most successful movie. The dress

pictured on the opposite page (above, right) is possibly the

most successful because it can be worn for almost any oc-

casion. But how about the coat (left), with stole collar of

fur? Wouldn't that fill a conspicuous place in any girl's

wardrobe? The black suit with white pique collar and

cuffs (right) and the hostess gown (top of page) in the same

manner start romantic emotions even at a mere glimpse.





(Above and right) Claire Augerot, Ricky Newell,

Bette Davis and Verree Teasdale, showing styles

/hich run the gamut of loveliness in "Fashions of

1934," where one gorgeous gown after anothei

makes its appearance.

GLAMOR hangs
heavily over the

dress salons of Paris. Glamor, even glorified,

oozes from the flashing film, "Fashions of 1934,"

for it gives a glimpse of honest-to-goodness French cou-
turier exhibition and selling.

This film gives you a behind-the-scenes picture of the
place where styles have for centuries been created. Take
it from one who knows, you get the real atmosphere

;

enough, at any rate, to make any fashion girl's spine
go into waves and wiggles.

Dresses in droves pass before your eyes—silver and
gold, lace and lame, bare backs and sheltered ones, fancies
and feathers.

Feathers? Oh, my word! Carloads. Entire outputs
of ostrich farms have been dumped upon a mirrored stage.

Skirts, fans, hats, brassieres, boots and everything made
from curling, fluttering, waving feathers. A feather
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By MARGERY WELLS season is being launched

and when you see how
flattering their surrounding softness can be to one Verree

Teasdale, it makes you want to do a Queen Mary and
buy a lot of boas.

The slinky gowns of the season are all there, form-
fitting and revealing, made from those spun metal threads

which alone can do the trick of hugging the figure with

gracefulness and allure. Day dresses, riding habits and
sport togs appear, too. And, cleverly enough, it is shown
how a designer in the "know" consults the pages of fash-

ion history for inspirations in creating last minute styles.

Bette Davis, the youthful player of the piece, stands

out naively against all this grandeur, largely because of

her girlish and strictly American clothes. Her little sports

models "sell" you on clinging to your own ideals and
her evening dress of black velvet with a yoke of ermine
is too fascinating for words. {Continued on page 97)
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( Right) Loretta Young's -favorite dinner frock is

ready for you in pattern form.

TO ORDER PATTERNS
The patterns are fifteen cents each. The book is

fifteen cents when ordered separately—it is ten
cents when ordered with a pattern. You may send
stamps or coin—coin preferred. If you live outside

of the United States, the patterns cost twenty cents

each, the book twenty cents separately and fifteen

cents when ordered with a pattern. No foreign

or Canadian stamps will be accepted. Orders
should be addressed to MODERN SCREEN Pattern

Service, 149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

In ordering, be sure to state size wanted.

3290—The shirtwaist girl

will have her innings this

year, and no mistake. If

you have a tendency to-

ward speed, this simple,

yet perfect design can be
sewn up on the machine
in about two hours. Sizes

14 to 20, 36 to 42 bust.

3494—Silk jacket suits fill

in many wardrobe services

between spring and fall.

This one is made with

printed crepe and has a
bodice to make the de-

sign somewhat more inter-

esting. Sizes 11-17 years.

3290

2525 — Loretta Young's
dress is one with the new
neckline. It's really an
awfully good model for

dinner or afternoon wear.
Would be nice in black

crepe, trimmed with bright

red braid. Sizes 14-20,

34 to 40 bust.



O N N I E !

It's Ronald Colman. That's what

we said—Ronald Colman. The

Pierrot number at the left and gent

in the ill-fitting trunks in the prize-

ring are none other than the now

suave, worldly and beautifully

groomed Ronnie. You see, in

1916, Ronnie wasn't as famous as

he is today. Nor as wealthy.

He had to do something to earn

his living. He was only too glad

to act the clown in a British revue

called "The Scallywags." Or to

do a Maxie Baer in "The Son of

David" for a British film company.

If you'd like to know what Ronnie

is doing now, he has well nigh

completed "Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back." Loretta Young is

his leading lady.
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nerves

T*Kes

AI*D SO DOES
MY OFFICE JOB J"

Frank Crilley, Champion Deep-Sea Diver,

says

:

"Deep down under 300 feet of water, work-

ing feverishly under terrific pressure—no

place for a nervous man! A diver's nerves

must always be in perfect condition. I smoke

Camels and have smoked them for years.

They are a milder cigarette and they taste bet-

ter. They never upset my nervous system."

Miss Elizabeth Harben,
Garden City, L. I., says:

"I know that deep-sea diving calls for

healthy nerves. But, believe me, you
can also feel plenty of real nerve strain

being a secretary to a busy office exec-

utive. Telephones, callers, dictation,

and a million other demands all take

their toll. As to smoking— I smoke a

great deal, but I'm careful in the choice
of my cigarettes. I prefer Camels. They
don't make my nerves jumpy, and I

like their flavor better."

Copyright. 1034. K. J. Keynolds Tobi i Company

How Are Your Nerves ?
Do your responsibilities give you that

"dragged through a knot hole" feeling?

Do you come home tired, irritable, with

nerves all askew?

Whatever your job or place in life,

healthy nerves are worth any effort.

Check up on your habits—your eating,

your sleeping, your recreation—and do

not overlook the subject of smoking.

Turn to Camels, for the sake of your

Camel's

nerves. Any impartial leaf-tobacco ex-

pert will tell you that

Camels are made from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
than any other popular brand.

An important fact to nervous

people!

Camel pays millions more— for your

enjoyment. And how much better

Camels taste— mild, rich in flavor, de-

lightful. They never get on your nerves

. . . never tire your taste.

CostlierTobaccos
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE



s±f-2i fault of your outer skin

But Lines and Wrinkles come

from shrinking ofyour

Under Skin

THE APPLE SHOWS HOW WRINKLES COME

Smooth—G lossy

1. At its peak, the
inner and outer
skins of the apple
are both firm and
smooth—they
are both perfect

!

Soft—Spongy
2. A little past its

prime, the inner

tissue of the ap-
ple has shrunken
away from the
outer skin.

Wrinkled—Discolored
3. Later, the outer
skin has wrinkled
to fit the shrunken
under skin. This
causes wrinkles in

human skin, tool

No single cream can care

for Both your skins!

TWO SKINS-Your Outer Skin, ex-

posed to sun, wind, dust, needs a

substance that restores the moisture

that is constantly being whipped out

of it.

Your Under Skin is fed by oils that

keep it full and firm and prevent

lines and wrinkles from forming.

When these natural oils fail, this skin

needs certain deep penetrating oils

to take their place.

And no single cream can be made
to contain both kinds of substance.

That is why there are two kinds of

Pond's Creams. Why beautiful women
constantly use these two entirely differ-

ent creams.

Pond's Cold Cream melts instantly

and sinks deep down into the under skin.

It is oily. See how it draws the dirt out!

Pond's Vanishing Cream stays on the

surface to soften and lubricate the outer

skin only!

Have you been trying to care for your

skin with one cream only? Then just try

this Two-Skin Care for just a few days and
see what wonderful results it brings you.

lovely daughter ofMr. and Mrs. Jay Gould, caresfor

both her skins, each with a different Pond's Cream.

Two Creams needed for
your Two Skins . . .

Your UNDER SKIN where
wrinkles start needs an oil

cream that goes deep down
— supplies failing oils—
Pond's Cold Cream or
Pond's Liquefying Cream.

Your OUTER SKIN where
dryness comes needs an oil-

less cream that stays on the

surface, restores moisture

—

Pond's Vanishing Cream.

This is how Miss Anne Gould does it:

i. "Every Night, I cleanse my skin to

its depths with Pond's Cold Cream. It's

a soft melty kind of cream that coaxes

out every speck of make-up and dust

from your pores. I wipe it off with Pond's

Tissues. Then I go all over face and neck

with Pond's Cold Cream a second time.

I pat it in to bring up the circulation. It

makes any skin feel young deep down!
I wipe that off", too. (Sometimes I use

Pond's Liquefying Cream.
It's a grand cleanser, too, and
goes equally deep.)

2. "Next, Pond's Vanishing

Cream for overnight. It is

greaseless. Makes you look

and feel fresh, and never soils

your pillow. I apply it liberally

over face, neck, arms and
hands . . . And I use it all the

time to keep my elbows soft

and white.

2- "In the Morning, and during the day
when needed, I repeat this. Pond's Cold
Cream cleansing, then Pond's Vanishing

Cream. This last is the grandest founda-

tion cream. It holds powder amazingly."

For your Under Skin
Pond's oil-rich Cold Cream
or the new Pond's Liquefy-

ing Cream.

For your Outer Skin
— Pond's Vanishing
Cream. Greaseless. Cor-

rects dryness.

SEND FOR Pond's Extract Company, Dept. D
SAMPLES 136 Hudson Street, New York City

I enclose 9^ (postage and packing) for samples of Pond's

Creams and six different shades of Pond's Face Powder.

Name,

Street.

City_ _State_

Copyright, 1934, Pond's Extract Company



MODERN

Oh, oh ! Wouldn't you just love to

know how Judith Allen makes this

hunger-provoking Butterscotch Pie with

the cream and almond topping (above)

or the meringue topping (below)?

PIES are certainly like the little time, but there is nothing intricate about stir in the water. Then sprinkle on an-
girl who had the little curl right it. We'll describe the method to you, other spoonful of water and mix that

in the middle of her forehead— just as Judith told it to us : in. Keep this up until the dough holds
"when they are good they are "First you sift some flour," said together. Don't add too much, because

very, very good, but when they are bad Judith. "Then you measure it, add salt if you do the dough will be sticky and
they are horrid !" and baking powder, and sift together hard to handle. Also, don't add too

Now, you have probably heard women three more times. Then you add vege- little or the dough will be crumbly,

say how awfully difficult it is to make table shortening or lard and cut it into This is really the only tricky part

—

good pies. We have even heard them the flour, using two broad bladed knowing when you have added enough
boast about their inability to make knives, one in each hand. When the water.

pastry that is fit for human consump- shortening is cut into little pieces about "When your dough clears the sides of

tion. For some quaint reason, they think the size of grains of rice, you take a the bowl, it is ready to be turned out

it's something of which to be proud. spoonful of ice water and sprinkle it onto a lightly floured board and rolled

Personally, we'd hate to admit that a over the flour. Now, with a fork, you thin. Next you (Continued on page 12S)

couple of cups of flour and some short-

ening could throw us and we have been
wont to brag that we could make a pie MODERN SCREEN STAR RECIPES
which was a guaranteed short cut to

any man's heart. But we are here to '.'

admit that little Judith Allen taught ;
HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT :

us a couple of new tricks in pastry- MODERN SCREEN Magazine "

making which make our erstwhile : . .„ AA » m v i m v Z
„ . \- j- . . 49 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. Itriumphs mediocre by comparison. . ' ' :

That sweet young thing has collected Please send me the recipes for April, 1934.

from a genuine southern mammy a ;

recipe for making pastry which is so I
Name .

unbelievably delicate that it falls apart j

(Pnnt in pencil)
:

at the touch of a fork and melts away Address ... /._v ....... . ;

. i a i ,i , . ? (Street and Number)m your mouth. And the swellest part ;

of it all is that this magnificent pastry °
(City) (State)

!

is a cinch to make. It takes a little '.
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KGDL
MILDLY MENTHOLATED

CIGARETTE-CORK-TIPPED
Introduced less than one year ago, a whole
army of smoke fans is now cheering for

this mildly mentholated cigarette. It's as

refreshing as an opened window in a smoke-
heavy room. The mild menthol in KOOLS
doesn't interfere with the full flavor of the
fine tobaccos, but it does end the dry throat

of ordinary smoking. Cork-tipped: they don't

stick to lips. FREE coupons packed with
KOOLS bring you initialed gilt-edged Con-
gress Quality U. S. Playing Cards and *other

premiums. (Offer good in U. S. A. only.)

"Send for illustrated premium list.

Good News

{Continued from page 39)

15* /fe TWENTY
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.. Louisville, Ky.
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So, at first, the former love-birds

said they hoped they never would
find out what had happened. Then
there was definite talk of a divorce,

which has just petered out into what
looks like a separation, during which
they will live in separate houses and
hope for the best. 'Tis rumored that

Miss Fox has the avowed intention

of continuing her career and is taking

steps to put her intention into effect.

/'RVING PICHEL just received a

swell gift from a lady in France,

a beautiful pair of gold cuff-links.

With the links, however, came a note

reading, "You remind me so much
of my husband, of zvhose death I

have just been acquitted by the Paris

Courts, that I want you to have his

cuff-links."

WHEN Joan Crawford saw a

picture of Lanny Ross in the

paper, she asked M-G-M to sign him
for the singing lead in her next,

"Pretty Sadie McKee." We under-

stand that Lanny is doing right well

at Paramount in "Melody In Spring,"

and certainly he's a nice looking chap.

But the thing we wanted to mention

was the fact that we are beginning

to really appreciate the brain of

Marion Davies. She saw the hand-
writing on the wall, knew that sev-

eral of the gals on the lot were going

to need singers and grabbed none
other than Bing Crosby before the

others could head him off. Now,
we're not saying that Lanny Ross
won't turn out to be the swellest bet

in the world, but, at the moment,
Bing Crosby is the biggest male box-
office draw in the entire business.

THE BRIDE SPEAKS!

Sandra Shaw—or Mrs. Gary Coop-
er, if you wish—has been described

as being a "very meek and lovely

young lady, far different from the

usual Hollywood gal." While we
agree that she is lovely, we must take

issue with that meek business. Upon
being told that, "The lady star in

Gary's next picture often works far

into the night. Are you good at wait-

ing home alone?" Mrs. Cooper re-

plied, with vigor: "So? I'll soon put

a stop to that !" And, what's more,

with her determined chin and all, we
just bet she does !

T OLA LANE and her announced
1—J husband-to-be, Al Hall, have
reached the "postponement stage" in

the marriage date idea.

THERE is a certain blonde and
very beautiful moom pix star in

Hollywood who has found a way to

beat the scandal artists at their own
game. This little gal has figured out

that the only method of stamping to

earth malicious gossip concerning her-

self is to beat various "hot" members
of the press to the punch. Thus,
whenever a rumor is floating around,
she will approach members of the

Fourth Estate with this, "And I hear

that the latest dope on me is that I

am" (here she will blurt out the

"latest" with a loud laugh.) The
funny thing is that it works. The re-

action of the press is always the

same: "Well, after all, if she talks

about it, it must be a flock of hooey!"
This being the first time the writers

of Hollywood have ever run up
against such disarming frankness, you
really can't blame them.

PETER ARNO has developed into

-L one of the most persistent guys in

town, at least as far as Carole Lom-
bard is concerned. But Blonde Carole

won't give him a tumble.

A BRAND NEW "wife-in-the-

background" star has just ar-

rived in Hollywood from Europe.
Carl Brisson! When he jumped from
the train (with his eighteen trunks)
and was met by a gang from Para-
mount, his Little Woman got off un-
noticed! This fellow Brisson is a

matinee idol in Europe and has been
married to this one gal for sixteen

years. Her background must be

good

!

E>EMEMBER the Charles Bick-

L\.ford picture, "Dynamite" ? That
was Russ Columbo who played the

boy in the prison cell singing, "How
Am I to Know?"

MAE CLARKE and Sidney
Blackmer have decided to "an-

nul their engagement," Mae claim-

ing, "I don't want to allow marriage

to stop my career and marriage is a

thing that takes just that much con-

centration."

Sidney counters, "I still love her.

I've asked her to marry me. She
wants a career first. I hope that is

the only reason."

Of course, we had our own little

hunch about the whole deal. The
other evening at an opening, one of

the demon magazine photographers

got a bit mixed and asked, "Mr.
Clarke, would you step in closer?"

(Continued on page 114)
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The noted PROF. Dr. JULES MONGES,
of Marseilles, says:—

Head of Dept. of Internal and General Pathology,

Faculty of Medicine, Marseilles, France. Contribu-

tor to "The Hospital," French medical periodical.

Consultant, important Marseilles hospitals.

Her Elimination

became Regular . . . Energy

returned . . . Headaches were

a thing of the past," he reports

"THIS CASE," Dr. Monges reports,
"was a young girl—nervous, run-down

—

subject to frequent headaches—always
tired—losing weight constantly . . .

"THE FLUOROSCOPE showed her co-
lon was clogged. She had aggravated her
condition with large doses of cathartics

and laxatives. I advised eating yeast . .

.

"HER IMPROVEMENT was extraor-

dinary. Eliminations were regular. En-
ergy returned." (X-ray shows healthy
condition of intestines— result of yeast).

Will Fleischmann 's Yeast help you get

rid of indigestion— boils—pimples— loss

of pep? YES—very probably!

FLEISCHMANN'S Yeast is a food with

astonishing "corrective" properties:

CONSTIPATION. It softens the waste in

the body, strengthening the muscles that clear

it away. Elimination becomes regular.

INDIGESTION. All the way from stomach
through the colon it stimulates the flow of

digestive juices. Appetite sharpens. Food
digests better.

TONIC ACTION. Your whole system is

"energized." (Fleischmann's Yeast is the

richest of all foods in 3 indispensable vitamins

— B, D and G—often deficient in our diet.)

You do feel better— the minute your sys-

tem starts carrying off its impurities!

And as yeast "tones" and nourishes, your

strength returns amazingly. Colds, head-

aches often stop entirely. Your skin takes

on new life . . . quickly rids itself of pimples,

boils, blemishes. You look so well!

Will you give up tonics, pills—-and eat

Fleischmann's Yeast regularly— for just 30
days, as a test?

Simply eat 3 cakes daily— plain or dis-

solved in a third of a glass of water— before

meals, or between meals

and at bedtime. You can

get it at grocers, restau-

rants, soda fountains.

Won't you start now?

"I HAD HEADACHES—and pimples
broke out on my face," writes Dahlia
Upchurch, of Richmond, Va. (at

right). "I decided to eat Fleisch-
mann'sYeast. Soon—no more head-
aches. My skin cleared up."
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YOU
FILL

HOM € with

FR€SHN€SS

Who Is Freddie's Boss?

Perfumes the Air

Freshens the Atmosphere

Banishes Unpleasant Odors

A new thrill awaits you and your

friends! jSimply apply a few drops

of L'Orday Air Perfume on a light bulb or

any hot surface; or Letter still, on a L Orday
Evaporator made especially for this purpose.

Suddenly a delicate fragrance fills the room
like a breath of Spring air, laden with the

scent of budding flowers. 1S0 refreshing and

stimulating that your entire liome assumes a

new cheerful personality . . . adding beauty

and charm to yourself and surroundings. Try
it today. Your choice of three delightful fra-

grances : Romance, Gayety, Ecstasy.

On sale at most
o and 10c stores

Evaporator, 5 cents

If unobtainable, mail
coin or stamps to Avon
Laboratories, 5205
Shields Ave., Chicago.

TL' O R D A Y

fllRP(RFUfM
LiaUID INCE NSE
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( Continued from page 49)

there. If this quality in Fred March
seems well buried and not discernable

after even repeated scratching^, you
can credit Florence Eldridge again.

When he was first getting up in pic-

tures, he used to come home from the

studio still in the character he had
been portraying. He'd act all around

the house. When he was making "The
Royal Family," he used to come home
in that pseudo-Barrymore role, one eye-

brow raised in that quizzical Barry-

more frown, and just be Tony Caven-

dish all over the place.

ONE night after watching him for

a while, Florence said, "Listen, if

you don't stop that and be yourself, I'll

think I'm living in adultery with an-

other man. Cut it out
!"

Fred cut it out. Ever since, he's left

all his acting in the studio.

Penelope March, the little eighteen

months old cherub the Marches adopted

a year and a half ago, was Florence's

idea. To see Fred around that baby

now is to know how it has enriched and

broadened his life, how it has added to

his happiness and humanity. But when
the subject first came up, Fred was
dead against it. If you couldn't have

your own baby, why just forget it.

Adoption wasn't the answer to that

problem.

But Florence, guiding the March
craft with a steady hand, finally won
Fred over. It's another bright mark
for the Little Woman, for now Fred

wonders why he ever said no.

Now he's planning for another, a

boy. They're going to get it sometime

during the coming year and in that new
French provincial house they're build-

ing in Beverly Hills, enough extra

rooms are being provided, Fred says

proudly, for three children.

That new house is Florence's impor-

tant job right now. While Fred is just

beginning his new two-year contract

with Twentieth Century Pictures, be-

ginning what he expects will be the

most important phase of his career,

Florence is seeing to it that Fred will

have a place in which to enjoy the

fruits of his new labors.

For in that new contract is written

that in the first year Fred is to get

twelve consecutive weeks' vacation.

Three months off ! And the following

year he'll get eight weeks in a row,

and then later four weeks. He wants

that time off because he and Florence

want to do things. She has never been

to Europe. Fred was there once, for

a short time. Now they want to go

together. After all, the contract that he

just concluded never gave him a chance

for a real vacation. Now they're going

to have some fun together. And, then,

Penelope is beginning to make her old

man yearn for time off to get ac-

quainted.

THE plans for the new house are

all Florence's. Of course, an archi-

tect drew them up, but on her design.

And no interior decorators will be

needed when the rooms are ready to be

furnished. She's taking care of that.

A few weeks ago when the Marches
were in New York on a vacation, 1

went up to see them. On a chair in a

corner of their sitting-room was a pile

of samples of brocades, brocatelles.

satins and cretonnes. Out of them
Florence was trying to pick the stuff

from which draperies for the new
house would be made, stuff for chair

coverings and wall hangings. Primarily,

the trip was a vacation and like ail

exiles to darkest Hollywood who es-

cape to New York occasionally, they

wanted to see the shows and hear a few
good concerts. But somehow Florence
got prowling around in the shops and
that new house became more impor-
tant than anything else. The result is

that she forgot everything else in favor
of loading up with decorating material.

Florence made one picture in Holly-
wood last year with Richard Barthel-

mess. I asked Fred about it. Did she

want to get back on the stage ? No,
she didn't. She did it to get money to

buy him his Christmas presents.

"She thought it was a better idea

than asking me for it," he said, "and
buying me something with my money."

And what did she buy him for

Christmas ?

"Stuff for the house," he answered.

An old Georgian silver inkwell Fred
had always admired and wanted for

his desk was among them, a couple of
old Currier and Ives prints, to add to

several already hanging in the March
menage, and a Sheraton table. That
doesn't sound as though the Marches
have gone Hollywood yet.

One gift that Fred March got from
Florence I saw myself. It was a copy
of the Autobiography of Benvenuto
Cellini. It was just another of those
little things she has continually done to

keep Fred headed in the right direc-

tion, for the first picture he is making
for Twentieth Century, the one. he has
just started work on, is "The Fire-
brand," a play built around incidents
in the life of Cellini. So he' has been
able to start Work with an understand-
ing of the character he's to portrav.

When the Marches were married
they had a double ring ceremony. On
the second finger of the left hand of
each is a slim platinum band. Inside
of each is inscribed, "No more beyond
thine eyes." It is a quotation taken
from a line in Edna St. Vincent Mil-
lay's libretto, "The King's Henchman":
"And now I shall look no more be-

yond thine eyes."

The Freddie Marches have found
that a pretty good quotation. They
haven't had to look beyond each other.
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SoYouWon't Talk, Connie

(Continued from page 33)

illuminated her face could not have

been assumed by the most consummate
actress. Connie loved Phil Plant and it

was very plainly written for everyone

to see.

Eventually they were married. Con-
nie abandoned her promising film ca-

reer because Phil wanted to travel in

Europe. And for the next year or two,

whatever Phil desired was law to Con-
nie, as she dwelt in a honeymoon hap-

piness. Hollywood almost lost track of

her as Constance Bennett, though we
did read of the social activities of the

fascinating Mrs. Phil Plant. Quite sud-

denly and rather unexpectedly, they

were divorced.

Just what happened between the be-

ginning of the paragraph above and
the end of it, no one knows except, per-

haps, Connie's intimate friends. They
may have guessed. But one thing most
definitely did take place. Phil Plant

broke Constance Bennett's heart. He
broke it thoroughly, shattering it into a

hundred little pieces. There are those

who will tell you that this was the per-

iod during which something "hap-

pened" to Connie. Plant made a mil-

lion-dollar settlement on her, to be

paid in installments. This, of course,

attracted world-wide attention and

Why two people as young and handsome

as Leslie Fenton and Ann Dvorak should

want to spend their lives examining

microscopes is beyond us. In spite of

Ann's successful comeback in "Massacre,"

she and Les are still stubborn about their

urge to study bacteriology. They're

planning to go to Vienna for their studies.

cw mil kernels

u, m OLDT

If you'll let Ivory do all your soap-and-water tasks, your

hands will get smoother, softer

—

younger. Ivory is so pure

—it is gentle even to a baby's skin . . 99 44
/ioo °/ Pure.

Ivory Soap
prevents "Housework Hands"
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• Well-known dance team

(Tom and Betty Wonder)
are favorites with American

vaudeville audiences

Imacjine

dome] +dat lasf

number with a

Dancers, like this spirited pair, have no use

for foot ailments. They say, "Whenever a corn

appears, we use Blue-Jay." • Bluejay— the scien-

tific, safe corn remover ! Whatever your job in life,

you cannot afford to tolerate painful, unsightly

corns—when you can remove them so quickly, so

safely with Blue-Jay. The pain stops the minute
you apply Blue-Jay. You go about your business

with barefoot comfort—and in three days your
corn is gone. • Invented by a famous scientist,

Blue-Jay is made by Bauer 6? Black, surgical dress'

ing house. Don't risk cutting or paring—don't

risk unscientific remedies. Use Blue-Jay.

25c at druggists. Special sizes for bunions and calluses.

1 Soak foot ten minutes in hot water, wipe dry.
2 Apply Blue-Jay, centering pad directly over corn.
3 After three days the corn is gone. Remove plaster, soak foot
ten minutes in hot water, lift out the corn.

HOW BLUE-JAY WORKS
a is the ByB medication that gently undermines the corn,
b is the felt pad that relieves the pressure, stops pain at once,
c is strip that holds the pad in place, prevents slipping.

BLU E-JAY
BAUER & BLACK'S SCIENTIFIC

CORN REMOVER
FREE BOOKLET—"For Better Feet"—Contains helpful
information for foot sufferers. Also valuable foot exercises.
Address Bauer & Black, 2500 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Tiamc MS-4'

Street

City

The Kendall Company
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there were those who flipped, "Oh,
well, that was all she wanted anyway,
•so

But there was no answer from Con-
nie. With her jaw set a little more
firmly and a new stand-out-of-my-way-
from-now-on look in her eyes, she took

the first part of her settlement and re-

turned to Hollywood to pick up the

pieces of the movie career that she had

begun before her marriage to Plant.

THERE was a ruthlessness and a

determination in her onslaught this

time that could not be denied. She
seemed to be concentrating, forcing,

pushing her way through the battle-

front of Hollywood as though she

wanted desperately to accomplish her

ends. Perhaps she was at times rude

—

heedless, but she pushed on relentlessly.

She once said, "I shall not rest until I

have earned my own million to match

Phil Plant's."

"And then what, Connie?" a friend

asked.

"I think I might give it back to him,"

she snapped.

Pictures and more pictures. Work
and more work. If she drove others,

she also drove herself. Women (and

often men) employ the tactics Holly-

wood has charged against Connie Ben-

nett when they are goaded to avenge an

inner hurt. To someday make some-

body see what they can do, how firmly

they can stand even without that which

has been taken away from them right-

fully or wrongfully.

Then, in time, the intensity of the

pace slackened. The inner hurt healed.

She married the Marquis de la Falaise

and they moved to a beautiful home
with her little blond curly-headed boy,

Peter. A great portion of the antag-

onism of her personality dropped by the

roadside of her personal happiness,

though none of the drive was lost in

her work. They began to say, "Connie

can be the staunchest friend in the

world, but I'd hate to have her for an

enemy."

Then the depression began to take its

toll.

You remember the depression. It had

an awful way of leveling humanity, of

lowering great fortunes with one fell

swoop and of turning very rich people

into very bewildered people who, for

the first time in their lives, were forced

to come face to face with bank balances

which did not and would not stretch

from their old desires to their new
wherewithals.

Now, wait, before you rush on to the

conclusion that Phil Plant's fortune was

swept away in the depression. It

wasn't. But Phil Plant's fortune was
tied up in stock and bond investments

and trust funds that were neither ex-

panded nor increased by the depression.

Besides this, it is common knowledge

that Phil's money comes to him in

chunks every three or four years. In

other words, what he got in 1930 might

have been supposed to last him until

1934. Thus, recently, Phil Plant

boarded a train for California. He
went there to see Connie.

^IfALTER W I N C H E L L, who
* * knows lots of things, wrote, "Phil

Plant took off for Hollywood yesterday
to see if Connie Bennett wouldn't set-

tle the remainder of her divorce settle-

ment for a flat sum of $65,000."

Nice going, Mr. Winchell. Mistaken
in only one small detail. Phil Plant did

not come to California to offer Connie
$65,000. Phil Plant came to Hollywood
to borrow money from Connie and ask

her advice on several important busi-

ness matters. Plant came across what
he thought to be an excellent business

opportunity, found his money too well

tied up to allow him to take it and had
come to Constance for advice on the

deal and to negotiate a loan pending his

next payment from his inheritance es-

tate.

Just stop to imagine the situation for

a moment. Remember that you are

dealing with Constance Bennett, the

snooty girl who won't get off the train

to autograph fan books, the gal who
thinks only of driving hard bargains

—

the ruthless, militant Miss Bennett of

Hollywood. Also, remember that this

little Miss Impossible was now dealing

with an Old Love who had been re-

sponsible for all the cold steel her heart

was supposedly wrapped in. If Connie
Bennett had carried out Hollywood's
own characterization of herself, she

would have drawn up her shoulders and
said politely, "So sorry. So very, very
sorry." And that would have been the

end of that.

Before Phil Plant left Hollywood,
she was prepared to let him have some-
thing over $60,000. And to top it off,

Connie called in her own managers and
lawyers to help her give him that much
needed advice.

Phil Plant didn't accept Connie's of-

fer. Upon his return to New York, a

nice little rise in the market had made
available certain investments which he
had hesitated to sell at a loss. We un-
derstand that he immediately wrote her
the grandest telegram that has ever
been received, telling her of his appre-
ciation for her generous advice and the

offer to fill in a temporary financial

breach. He said he would never forget

her kindness.

So, the other afternoon, I told Connie
I was going to write the true story be-

hind her former husband's visit to

Hollywood.
"What truth?" inquired Connie, look-

ing very bland and surprised.

"That Winchell was slightly mis-

taken about Phil coming out here to

settle money on you and that he really

came out to borrow some and, what's

more, you arranged to give it to him."
"Nonsense," said Connie shortly.

"Mr. Plant merely wanted a little busi-

ness advice. That's all I have to say

about it. But really, Mr. Plant has so

much money it isn't even funny."

Then she smiled, looked at me and
said, "Besides, don't you know I'm the

girl who never gives an inch, just the

ritzy Miss Bennett?"

It was a slick little alibi. I might

even have been led to believe it if I

hadn't known better. But you must

know by now, she's the darndest

woman

!
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Anna Sten, "Passionate

Peasant"

(Continued from page 61)

CHE spoke of a scene in "Karama-
^ zov." It was made in a train station.

In Berlin, she and the director and
Fritz Kortner, the great German actor,

went to the shed the first afternoon to

shoot the sequence, a tender love scene,

against the background of the panting
locomotive. From high overhead, a

single ray of sunshine shot down
through the smoky space. When the

train came along, they got ready. As
it puffed away, they shot the scene.

Her director thought it wasn't good.

So they came back the next day and
shot it again. Only one train a day
stops in the shed and even then the sun
doesn't shine every day in Berlin. But
by coming back every day, they had the

shot at the end of three weeks.

It was a strange contrast to "Nana,"
as an introduction for Miss Sten to the

American screen. In one scene in

"Nana" Anna was stretched out across

a chaise longue with Phillips Holmes
kneeling at her feet, his face close to

hers. The eyes of two great boxed cam-
eras shot up within twelve inches of

her. Each camera was manned by four

or five men. Dorothy Arzner, directing

the picture, watched intently from un-
derneath. From above, batteries of sun-

arc lamps shot down. Prop men and
make-up men stood about with a couple

Donald Woods, fresh from the New
York stage, will be seen in "As

t.'te Earth Turns," and "Merry
Wives of Reno."

PECK & PECK tells you how to save

lovely STOCKINGS from a cruel fate:

"Use IVORY FLAKES"
When you're after divine sports

clothes, stop in at Peck & Peck's.

And don't skip that counter where

Peck & Peck shows New York what's

what in lovely stockings.

They're all vain legs could wish for

—ask for "Queen Victoria" and you'll

see 100-gauge cobwebs
—

"Princess"

is your cue for sheers, unclouded by

ripples or rings—and use "Bread-and-

butter" as your password for stockings

that are slick for serious walking.

What will their fate be? Peck &
Peck hopes for the best . . . cautions

you with these very words,

"Nevertub stockings withim-

pure soap ... it's too strong.

Use pure Ivory Flakes

and lukewarm water."

IVORY

The frailer stockings are, the fairer

they seem. And the poor darlings

are at the mercy of the soap you use.

Give them life extensions by using

Ivory Flakes—those tiny curls oipure

Ivory Soap that puff into instant suds!

And deferring the washing of soiled

stockings will never do, because per-

spiration is deadly on silk strength.

After each wearing, duck your stock-

ings into pure Ivory suds. Takes but

a minute

!

And then ! Don't waste money on

fine fabrics soaps that cost more

than Ivory Flakes. And why
should you? Ivory Flakes

k come in bigger boxes with

more soap— and cost a

shade less!

FLAKES
gentle enough for a baby's skin • 99 u/l00 % pure
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Hi your
]% WAIST AND HIPS

INCHES 4^ DAYS
IN lVs# OR

it won't cost you one penny/

* TAi'b illustration

of the Perfolastic

Girdle also features

the new Perfolastic

uplift Bandeau.

T"'P<2T'

PERFOLASTIC GIR
at our expeosel

REDUCED MY HIPS 9 INCHES,"
writes Miss Jean Healy. ... "I reduced
from 43 inches to 34!/2 inches" . . . writes
Miss Brian.

• So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle
that we want you to try it for 10 days at
our expense!

Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!
• The Girdle may be worn next to the
body with perfect safety for it is ventilated
to allow the skin to breathe. It works con-
stantly while you walk, work, or sit . . . its

massage-like action gently but persistently
eliminating fat with every move you make.

Don't Wait Any Longer . . . Act Today
© You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely in 10 days whether or not this
very efficient girdle will reduce your waist
and hips THREE INCHES! You do not
need to risk one penny ... try it for 10
days ... at no cost!

THE COUPON BRINGS YOU FREE BOOKLET AND
SAMPLE OF THE VENTILATED PERFOLASTIC RUBBER
SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 5 34, i 1 EAST 42 nd ST., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing

and illustrating the new Perfolastic Reducing
Girdle, also sample of perforated Rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.
Name
Address

City. State
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Post Card
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of tons of equipment all focused on a
passionate love scene, supposedly taking

place in the darkness and the intimacy
of a bedchamber.

ANNA lives in a beach house in

Santa Monica. She likes the pound-
ing surf. She lives simply with her

husband, Dr. Eugen Frenke. Frequently
he goes back to look after his housing
developments in the Berlin suburbs. In

Hollywood, he is working on a comedy
short that will star Jimmy Savo.

They say he's a nice guy. When he
and Anna first took a house in Holly-

wood, they hired a negro cook. Her
idea of a meal was a supper of pork
chops at about six in the evening. Anna
and Dr. Frenke liked a rousing Rus-
sian dinner of cabbage soup, herring
and shashlik at high noon. The doctor
is mysterious in explaining how they
settled their argument. He says it was
a compromise—always compromise.
Once he asked the southern mammy

to shine his shoes. She said colored
girls in America didn't do that kind of
thing. He made her take off her shoes.

Rolling up his sleeves, he shined them
for her.

Please, Mr. DeMille, What Is Clamor?

(Continued from page 34)

a real diamond, a real pearl or a real

ruby. And I give you my word not

once has it been chosen. They always

choose some bauble instead.

"The reason for that is simple. My
one valuable jewel required setting. If

it were displayed in Tiffany's or Car-

tier's window, reposing brilliantly upon
a black velvet pillow they would all

stop to admire it. Then it would have

glamor. But when it is tossed in with

a bunch of worthless stuff nobody
knows its value.

"In the same way glamor can some-

times be aided by setting and back-

ground. If you know a woman has a

reputation as a heart breaker, if you
know that hundreds of men have been

in love with her, that she is noted for

her charm, you will accept her glamor.

Others without such a background
must prove themselves.

"And how is that done ? It is truly a

matter of confidence. Year after year

I watch the new recruits come to Holly-

wood. They are a bunch of raw, un-

sophisticated, none too pretty kids. A
year or so later the public is amazed to

see that they have blossomed out into

exciting, glamorous women. Girls,

comparing the pictures of these young-

sters when they first came to Holly-

wood and a year later, wonder, 'Why
can't I undergo that change, too?'

Well, the answer is—you can.

"What happens is this. There is a

spark of glamor in those raw recruits.

It takes a practiced eye to see it with-

out the setting, but it is there. Glamor
manifests itself in the smallest ges-

tures. Two women can stand side by

side at a kitchen stove boiling eggs and

one will have glamor and the other

won't. One's movements will be inter-

esting and alluring even at this "bro-

midic task. The other will be dull and

sodden at her job.

"Very well. Then in some of these

new girls there is that vital spark of

glamor. A director sees it. He picks

the girl from the crowd and gives her

confidence by telling her that she has

glamor, by believing in her.

"When she begins to realize

that someone believes in her she

feels her power. She is no longer

timid and afraid—and lo !—the lit-

tle spark of glamor becomes a blaz-

ing fire which lights the entire world.

\/ES, it is true that glamor can wax
and wane. It has nothing to do with

beauty, nothing to do with age. I've

seen hundreds of women far from beau-
tiful who have the rare quality of

glamor. And many, many women past

fifty are still glamorous. But glamor
goes when confidence goes and this

much is certain—glamor cannot be imi-

tated.

"I wish I could talk personally to

every woman reader of this magazine.
There is a message that I would give

them all. Don't imitate. Create your
own personality. That's what Garbo
has done. And Claudette Colbert,

Katharine Hepburn and Joan Craw-
ford. All of these women and many,
many more have started their own fash-

ions, created their own vogues. Stupid
girls have imitated them, girls who
would have had real glamor if they had
been individual.

"Glamor does not change, but our
conception of it does. Certainly we can-

not deny—what with all the stories con-

cerning it—that Cleopatra was a glam-
orous woman, yet if she were to appear
today exactly as she was, she would be

a freak and a laughing stock. That is

because our ideas have changed so

much. However, the essence of glamor
is the same.
"Gloria Swanson certainly had and

still has glamor. Yet if you would run
any of her old pictures—and I'm not

excluding those I directed—you would
discover yourself laughing at many of

the scenes.

"I know that very often I tell my
children of some very dramatic and
exciting film I have directed. To me it

is as wonderful as it was when I had
my first enthusiasm for it. I run it

for them, thinking that I will get a

vicarious thrill out of their enjoyment.

And the thing, made really just a few

years ago, creaks with age and is ridic-

ulous now.
"But glamor is the same yesterday,

today and tomorrow. It cannot be cre-

ated." It can be—and is constantly

—

developed.
"Develop glamor by being feminine,

subtle, charming and—more important

than anything—individual."
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How I'm Teaching

My Daughter

(Continued from page 57)

little plans, I suppose. They are all for

her future.

For instance, the main hall in our

house has a marble floor and only the

other day, Charlie remarked that it was
awfully cold looking and we ought to

have it torn up and replaced with some-
thing else. But I objected. I said, "Just
think how ideal it will be for dances
when Mary grows up and gives par-
ties." So Charlie immediately agreed
with me and the marble floor remains.
Then we have a beautiful arbor that is

the perfect romantic spot for her to sit

with beaux.

Oh, I guess as she grows older,

Mary, like most young girls, will get
the urge to express herself. Everyone
goes through that phase. So if she
wants to take a job or go on the stage,

I won't stand in her way, but I'd much
prefer her doing nothing. I just want
her to be happy.

Lots of people have asked me what I

think of the advanced methods in mod-
ern education. I am ashamed to say
that I know very little about this, but
what I do know, I certainly don't like.

I do not believe that a child should only
do the things he or she happens to feel

like doing. I believe that from its earli-

est years a child should be disciplined.

Why, this is only fair to the child. It

is decidedly not fair to let a child go
one third of its life without discipline

and then let it fall, willy-nilly into life

with its imperative demands, into a life

that insists upon rigid discipline. You
can't keep a job or a husband or a home
unless you know the full meaning of
self-discipline.

They ask me how I punish Mary. Of
course, I do not believe one should ever

Baby LeRoy has a competitor!

And it's none other than Mrs.

Arlen's young son, Richard, Jr., who
is co-starring with his Dad and

Sally Eilers in "Baby in the Icebox."

• " Goodness — what a day Tve

had! And now, imagine— got to

take offmy own socks and shoes!

Work— work— work! . . . Lucky

I'm always in thepink-and-white

of condition."

• "Now— let's see— do I pull or

push? Pull, I guess. Yeave-ho!...

Nope — didn't work! Guess I'd

betterpull in the other direction.

Oh, dear— I'm getting hot and

cross! . . . Get ready with that

Johnson's Baby Powder,Mom!

• "Oops! There she comes!Pretty

smart of me to figure that out!

Nowfor the otherfoot. And then

— oh, boy!—my bath and a John-

son's Baby Powder rub-down!

And I want to say this to every

mother listening in . . .

JOHNSON'S

• "Try different baby powders between

your thumb andfinger. You'll find some

powders are gritty— but Johnson's is so

soft and smooth you can't believe it!

And it hasn't any zinc-stearate in it, nor

orris-root. My doctor said so!"
. . •

Send 10c in coin for samples of Johnson's Baby Pow-

der, Baby Soap and Baby Cream. Dept.132, Johnson

& Johnson, New Brans- #Xv^<4XvKm/
wick, New Jersey. Jm iii»iihi «k imn

POWDER
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FORGET YOUR
TROUBLES

ENJOY THE BIGGEST LAUGH
BARGAIN OF ALL TIME

"1000 NEW JOKES"
FOR 10 CENTS

That means one hundred
laughs per penny!—not to

mention the scores of clever

cartoons in this hilarious

new magazine. Get a copy
today and enjoy life.

"1000 NEW JOKES"
ON SALE EVERYWHERE — 10c

HUSH
CREAM

DEODORANT
^arBody freshness

AT ilOc.
or s<=' '"coin *

Wanted Strong men
for the Movies

Over 3,500 athletes now in pictures! Physi-
cal Culture training won me a Movie

contract. Studios search constantly for

men with well developed bodies. I offer

a chance to win a

FREE TRIP TO
HOLLYWOOD
FREE SCREEN
& TALKIE TEST

through my home-study Physical Culture Course. What
this training has done for me and many other picture

stars it can do for YOU too. Send NOW for my FREE
booklet. Give name, age and address for full particulars.

Joe Bonomo, 230-G. Bonomo Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
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strike a child. As for punishments, I

am at a loss. I really am scared. I

wouldn't know what to do. I hate to

say this, but Mary has never been

naughty. She is an extremely docile

child. When it's time for her to go to

bed, instead of making a fuss, she says

good night and trots along with her

nurse.

1LJOWEVER, I don't like her to be
* too meek. I'm afraid she'll develop

into one of these good-natured girls

who let everyone take advantage of

them.

As for sex. Well, I'm not afraid for

Mary. I'd be more afraid if I had a

little boy. I think little boys have more
ideals than little girls. I think they are

far more innocent. Girls seem to have

a protective instinct about things.

I, myself, learned about sex in the

nicest possible way from my mother. I

would have hated to have gathered in-

formation through locker-room gossip.

With Mary, as soon as she asks me
questions, I shall, with the able aid of

my husband, do my best to answer them
intelligently. I believe that if a child

is old enough and wise enough to ask,

then at least she should receive the

courtesy of an intelligent answer.

There is one phrase in the American
language that I consider silly, idiotic,

stupid and altogether unnecessary. That
is when people say a girl is ruined. No
girl can be ruined—ever. I shall tell

this to Mary.
Like most professional mothers, I am

obliged to be away a great deal from
my daughter. Although this is very

difficult for me, I believe it is a' good
thing for her. Every mother is tempted

to concentrate entirely too much on the

welfare of her child. This selfish

monopoly is bad for the child. Being

away from Mary makes her indepen-

dent of me. To my mind there is noth-

ing worse than a possessive mother.

In the spring I am returning to Hol-

lywood to make "What Every Woman
Knows" for M-G-M. Mr. Thalberg
bought it for me. Perhaps they'll

change their minds and say there is not
enough picture material in it. As far as

I'm concerned, it is my favorite play.

After that, I'll probably do one more
picture. And then I'm through!

I have to give myself credit. Fully
three years ago I said that after three

years I'd be washed up with pictures

and I'm sticking to this. Following the

hit of "Madelon Claudet," which was a
tremendous surprise to everyone in-

cluding myself, Mr. Mayer sent for me
and said, "Well, now you're through
with the stage."

Through with the stage ! Me ! It's

as if someone would suddenly say
you're through with sleeping or eating
or, for that matter, breathing. Since I

was the smallest child, the stage has
been a vital part of me. And I'll tell

you this, and I say it sincerely, pictures

do not need me.
I have no glamor. I am just an act-

ress. The stage actually needs what I

have to give, my years of experience,
my technique. Pictures do not need
that. They can accomplish anything
with the twist of a camera's lens. They
have glamorous creatures like Hepburn,
like Miriam Hopkins. They do not
need me.
On the stage I can play any type of

role I choose. But tell me, tell me this,

would Hollywood ever have allowed me
to play "Mary of Scotland?" Would
they? I'll give you your answer.
Never, never. Not in a thousand years.

Not when they have a Garbo. I don't

blame them. But I feel I have some-
thing to give and I feel that here on
Broadway, on the stage, I have my
proper medium. They need what I have
to offer and I'm going to do my utmost
to give it to them.

When I go back to Hollywood I do
not know whether I shall take my child

with me. But I do know this. As soon
as she is able to understand, I intend

giving her just one piece of advice. It

was something a young philosopher

once told me. "Be honest and auda-
cious !" And I think that just about
covers everything in life.

It's just Jack Oakie and Burns and Allen entertaining the folks at the

party Emanuel Cohen gave for the Gary Coopers.
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The Life and Loves of

Lyle Talbot

(Continued from page 31)

why Lyle liked the place. Such a gay,
good-natured, colorful people are rare.

Even the smallest home boasted a large,

happy family and every door was open
to a neighbor and his brood. It was
more of a settlement than a real town.
One man's trouble was every man's
trouble and each man's happiness could
be shared by all.

Lyle and Grandma Talbot lived in

the one and only hotel in Brainard.
Mrs. Talbot owned and operated the
hostelry and the fame of her excep-
tional cooking spread far and wide, so

far in fact that many traveling men
came far off their regular trip to have
dinner and stay over night at the Tal-
bot House.

T YLE'S earliest recollection is his at-

' tendance at a Bohemian wedding.
He was about three years old at the

time and was dressed in long skirts of

real lace. The Bohemian women are
marvelous lace makers and this luxury
material was very commonplace in

Brainard. Almost every person in town
attended the ceremony, which started

with a beautiful parade from the
bride's home to the church. A wedding
was an event for everybody in town.

Lyle marched with the others, his

hair pinched up in the center of his

head like "Snookums." He recalls the

incident clearly because some enthusi-
astic member of the party stepped on
the lace hem of his skirt and tore his

clothes almost off him. He ran home
crying to Grandma Talbot that he was
"too big for lace" and that he ''didn't

like his funny hair-do." The blonde
curls were snipped and the lace skirts

laid away for good.

By the time Lyle was five, he was a
"grown up" little fellow. The sys-

tematic routine of the hotel had been
great training for him. As soon as he
was able to walk, he liked to "run fetch"
things and nothing pleased him so much
as to be pressed into bell-boy service.

He was permitted to .deliver the local

paper to the various guests' rooms and
do other little jobs that pleased him. On
winter evenings he was usually to be
found perched on the fat knee of some
traveling man who held the little circle

about the big stove in the middle of

the room enthralled with his "upstate"
adventures.

He hated the idea of school. It

seemed as if this interruption would
halt his fun at the hotel. But before
long he came to the conclusion that he
could have much more fun with the
kids. The few American children in

Brainard were allowed to stay away
from school on Saturday, but they soon
discovered that they might as well go.
All the Bohemian kids went to classes
on Saturday to learn Bohemian, so
there was no one left to "choose up
sides." Thus there is one movie star
who speaks Bohemian fluently. An
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YTUijOVUj DIFFERENCE

THIS SMART EYE MAKE - I

ACTUALLY DOES MAKE

STYLISTS and beauty authorities agree. An
exciting, new world of thrilling adventure

awaits eyes that are given the glamorous allure

of long, dark, lustrous lashes . . . seductively

shaded lids and expressively formed brows. And
could this perfectly obvious truth be more aptly

demonstrated than by the above picture?

But how can eyes acquire this magic charm?

Very easily. Maybelline Mascara will instantly

lend it to your lashes . . . Maybelline Eye Shadow
will instantly impart the extra alluring touch to

your eyelids . ... and Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil

will give the requisite smooth smartness to your

brows. Anyone can achieve true loveliness in

eye make-up . . . and with perfect safety if genuine

Maybelline preparations are used.

Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids have been proved

utterly harmless throughout sixteen years of

daily use by millions ofwomen. They are accepted

by the highest authorities and contain no dyes.

For beauty's sake, and for safety's sake, obtain

genuine, pure, harmless Maybelline Eye Beauty

Aids. MAYBELLINE CO., CHICAGO

ALL LEADING 10c

STORES HAVE 10c SIZES

OF ALL MAYBELLINE
PRODUCTS

Eyeb
Maybelline

' row Pencil
smoothly forms the eye-
brows into graceful, ex-

pressive lines, giving a
perfect, natural effect. Of
highest quality, it is en-
tirely harmless, and is

clean to use and to carry.
Black and Brown.

Maybelline
Eye Shadow

delicately shades the eye-
lids, adding depth, color,

and sparkle to the eyes.
Smooth and creamy, ab-
solutely pure. Blue,
Brown, Blue-Grey, Violet
and Green.

Maybelline
Eyelash Grower

pure and harmless, stimu-
lates the natural growth
of the eyelashes and eye-
brows. Apply before re-

tiring.

Maybelline
Eyebrow Brush

Regular use of this spe-
cially designed brush will

train the brows to lie flat

and smooth at all times.
Extra long, dainty-grip
handle, and sterilized
bristles, kept clean in a
cellophane wrapper.J

EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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JACK THINKS

I'M DULL...

I DON'T SEEM
TO "SPARK"
WITH HIM

DEAR,YOUP> EYES

ARE THE TROUBLE
...GETSOME PEPPY

ftNEW"CW£/...
USE DELICA-BROW

AFTER SHE USES DELICA-BROW

GOSH, WHERE DID

YOU FIND THOSE
STARRY*N EW" EYES ?

THEY TRANSFORM
YOU! YOU'RE

IRRESISTIBLE, PEG 1
.

...SAME EYES,

JACK, REALLY-
JUST DONE OVER
WITH SOMETHING
AT THE 10^ STORE

Have ALLURING EYES
Like Peg's Tonight

You can make your eyes wells of allure . .

.

get exactly the same effect the movie and
stage stars do

—

instantly! Simply darken
the lashes and brows with the wonderful
make-up they use—calledDELICA-BROW.
In a few seconds DELICA-BROW makes
your eyes look bigger, brighter . . . irresist-

ible. "Peps up" the whole face! Try it to-
night. It's waterproof, too. Remember the
name, DELICA-BROW. At any drug or
department store and at the 10c stores.

MARVELOUS VALUE
1/\ mind you— for

a beautiful bake-
lite vanity, in fash-
ionable solid colors,
with ornamented top
and a high grade
velour putt! Odorless,
feather-light, fitted with
screw-cap. Sold by
leading Chains. An-
other creation ol

A. L. SIEGEL CO., Inc.

22West22St..N.y.City

HANDYSIFT

achievement to be proud of indeed.

FROM the beginning, it was quite

clear that Lyle was the ringleader of

this colorful group. The fact that his

grandmother owned the hotel was a

great prestige-builder. Besides, there

were always fascinating food hand-
outs at the kitchen door of the Talbot
House. Lyle's grandmother had mar-
ried again by this time and the new
grandfather was liberal with all of

Lyle's friends.

Though Lyle was never sick a day
in his life, he was continually having
accidents. One day as he was touring

the basement in search of the apple sup-
ply, he tripped and fell, his lower teeth

cutting a gash in his lip. The cut left

a bad scar that has echoed down
through his life even to Hollywood,
where a casting director told him he
must have an operation before he could
hope for a "break." He consulted Perc
Westmore, famous make-up man at

Warner Brothers, about it. Westmore
scoffed, "An operation on your lip

might ruin it. If you can act, my advice

to you is to tell them all to go to hell."

Later, a broken bottle was the means of

severing a cord in his hand. A colt

kicked him in the forehead and he suf-

fered a three-inch gash over the eye
from a baseball bat. Each scar, in tarn,

has affected his life to some extent.

But when Lyle was nine, an event

took place that all but broke up his

grandmother's flourishing hotel busi-

ness.

The "gum machine man" left his

large supply of gum in Mrs. Talbot's

basement while he went out on his ter-

ritory. One day while he and a pal

were scouting around the basement,

Lyle stumbled across the mystery box.

He felt inside and pulled out a carton

of 100 packages of gum. What a find

!

It never occurred to him that this was
the supply for all the gum machines in

southern Nebraska. And if it had, I

doubt if it would have changed matters

one whit ! He and Emil proceeded to

remove the cartons one at a time to

store them all over town in secret hid-

ing places. They soon learned that the

gum was like money. They could use it

to buy the other kids off. Five pack-

ages for taking the Talbot cow to pas-

ture was one of the many deals. At the

end of the third day of "gum heaven,"

Brainard had a dance. Lyle thought it

would make a great hit with the girls

to get some free gum. This was the

downfall of the huge plan. Mr. Hunt
was one of the dancers. It didn't take

him long to notice the great number of

wrappers on the dance floor. Everyone
in the hall was chewing. He hurried to

the hotel and examined the box in the

basement.

Have you ever had that painful ex-

perience of having to return something,

apologize to a friend, or ask for the re-

turn of a gift to another kid ? That
was Lyle's experience. He was led

around the entire town by the ear and
forced to ask all the kids he had given

the sum to return it. His new grand-

Kay Francis, so glamorous and beautiful, is Lyle Talbot's leading lady in

his latest offering, "Mandalay." Talbot was substituted for Ricardo Cortez.
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father then took him home for a good
whipping. It cost the hotel quite a siz-

able sum to replace the gum that was
"beyond return."

THE hotel had hardly recovered

from this blow when Lyle threat-

ened its existence anew with a game
called "Indian Tent." The gang had
plenty of hotel sheets to make the tents

with, but what would they use for pic-

tures ? They must have decoration for

the outside of each white tent. No so-

lution presented itself until the day that

Grandma Talbot received her huge sup-

ply of canned goods for the winter.

Lyle and the boys were told to unpack
the hundreds of cans and place them on
the shelves in the famous basement.

Soon they noticed that some of the cans

were "Indian Brand" and others "Toma-
hawk Brand.'* In fact, most of the

brands of canned goods had something
to do with Indians. Great

!

It took them the greater part of a

whole day to accomplish their new task,

but finally they did it. Removed every

label from every can- in the lot ! They
had great looking tents from then on,

but one day Lyle was sent to the base-

ment for a can of tomatoes. He brought

up a can. It was pears. He brought an-

other and another until twenty cans lay

open on the kitchen table. Then he got

the whipping of his young life. And it

wasn't the last. Each time that a can

was brought from the basement all win-
ter, he got a fresh whipping. It was
long, drawn-out punishment.
When Lyle was ten, his father sent

for him to come to Omaha. Mr. Hen-
derson had married again by this time

and wanted his son with him. Grandma
Talbot leased the hotel for two years

and went with Lyle to the "big city."

At the end of the lease she went back,

leaving him with his father, a new
mother and high school.

He hadn't liked the idea of leaving

Brainard at first. There were all the

kids, the hotel and Emma Sypal, his

lady love. Why, he and Emma had
even talked of "gettin' married—when
they were grown up." Omaha seemed
a long way off, a very long way off.

But by the time Grandma Talbot left

Omaha for good, Lyle was anxious to

stay. There wasn't much difference as

far as he could see. His father was in

the apartment house business (which
seemed like the hotel business to Lyle)
and the kids were all okay. But the

best thing about staying with Dad was
the fact that Mr. Henderson had two
businesses and the other one was the

show business. From early spring un-

till late summer, Mr. Henderson ran a

traveling show, carnival with side

shows, ferris wheel and all the trap-

pings. Lyle went along.

It got to the point where school was
merely something to suffer through the

winter with, waiting for spring and the

show. To make matters worse, Lyle
was never able to get even a small part

in any of the school plays. Says Lyle:
"Some unprofessional ninny who could

recite always got the leading role."

That left Lyle, with all his "profes-

sional experience" out in the cold.

Somehow he finished high school, re-
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SKINNY? NEW EASY WAY

PUTS ON POUNDS -FAST

Thousands gaining 5 to 15 lbs.

in a few weeks with new double

tonic. Richest imported brew-

ers' ale yeast concentrated 7

times and combined with iron

QUIT being held back by a skinny,
unattractive figure and a sickly,

weak appearance that keep you from
making and keeping worthwhile friends.

Here's a new quick easy treatment that
is giving thousands solid, healthy flesh

and new good looks—in just a few weeks!

As you know, doctors for years have
prescribed yeast to build up health for

rundown men and women. But now with
this new discovery you can get far greater
tonic results than with ordinary yeast

—

regain health, and in addition put on
pounds of solid, husky flesh—and in a
far shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gain-

ing beauty-bringing pounds, but also
clear, radiant skin, freedom from indiges-

tion and constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from specially cultured
brewers' ale yeast, imported from Europe
—the richest yeast known—which by a
new process is concentrated 7 times-
made 7 times more powerful.

.

But that is not all! This marvelous,
health-building yeast is then ironized
with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.

Day after day, as you take Ironized
Yeast, watch ugly, gawky angles fill out,

flat chest develop and skinny limbs round
out attractively. And with this will come
a radiantly clear skin, new health—you're
an entirely new person.

Skinniness dangerous
Authorities warn that skinny, anemic,
nervous people are far more liable to
serious wasting disease. So start to build
up quick, before it is too late.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you
may be, this marvelous new Ironized
Yeast should build you up in a few short
weeks as it has thousands. If you are not
delighted with the results of the very first

package, your money instantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some imitation that cannot
give the same results. Insist on the gen-

uine with "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!

To start you building up your health
right away, we make this absolutely
FREE offer. Purchase a package of Iron-
ized Yeast at once, cut out the seal on
the box and mail it to us with a clipping

of this paragraph. We will send you a
fascinating new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body", by a well-

known authority. Remember, results are
guaranteed with the very first package—
or money refunded. At all druggists. Iron-

ized Yeast Co., Dept. 34, Atlanta, Ga.
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XWest of Rocky Mts.l
{.two sizes—10t and 15£1

Send 25 i in stamps or coin for Home Shoe
Shine Kit, consisting of bristle dauber,
genuine lamb's wool polisher, and tin of
Shinola. Address 2 in 1—Shinola—Bixby
Corporation, Dept. G-4, 88 Lexington
Avenue, New York City.

m
KEEP WIRES
OFF FLOOR
(LAMPS AND RADIO)

JA neat job instantly. No dam
age to woodwork. No tools

0O0RD

J USTRITE
PUSH-CLIP

needed. Set of eight colored
clips to match your cords.lOc.

At Kretge's

^kis L/nckanthiq ^Fragrance

PERFUME
and FACE POWDER

invites
C

Romance
YOU can have this unseen beauty, too,

for Radio Girl Perfume and Face Powder
are made just for the modern American
Girl .... Fine French essential oils contri-

bute their exquisite odeurs; domestic manu-
facture explains their modest prices.

Use this COUPON for FREE SAMPLES

"RADIO GIRL", Saint Paul, Minn. M-4

Send me FREE Regular Size RADIO GIRL
Perfume and Trial Size RADIO GIRL Face

Powder. I am enclosing ioc(coin or stamps)

for cost of mailing. (Offer good in U. S. only)

Address .

fused to attend the State University
and informed his father that he was
"going in the show business for life."

A T first, with his father's show,
he merely did a few tricks for the

crowd that always seemed to leave the

gawky residents of the middle west
dizzy. Between acts in the "dramatic
tent" he sold pop-corn and peanuts up
and down the aisles. Now and then
one of the younger performers would
become ill and Lyle, who was growing
tall and handsome, would be permitted
to substitute in a real part if there

weren't too many speaking lines. For
his work he received not a cent of pay,

but the "glory" of being a professional

actor was in itself enough.
The first stage job that rated him a

salary was one he obtained through an-

swering an advertisement in the news-
paper requesting the services of an "as-

sistant to a mystic." A man named Mc-
Knight was a "hypnotist" and Lyle was
to be his subject. In the act, Lyle was
"hypnotized" and when his muscles
were taut, he was suspended between
two chairs, his head on one and his feet

on the other. Then a large slab of rock
was placed on his chest and one of the

"local strong men" was invited to use a

sledge hammer on the rock.

Lyle learned the trick easily and his

biggest thrill came from being pointed

out on the street by the young kids as

"Atlas" the morning after each per-

formance. He was supposed to get

$10.00 each week and "keep." He got
the "keep" regularly, but the ten dol-

lars seldom came his way.
When the "act" eventually broke up

many miles from Lyle's home, it was
necessary for him to pick up whatever
work he could find. He rated a season
at $15.00 weekly with a traveling show
called the "Savage Carnival," running
the "Hoop-La Game" and occasionally

the "Cover the Red Spot." Here is one
movie star who can tell you inside in-

formation on the various carnival

games and tell you why you don't win.

It's amazingly simple.

He had originally intended to work
his way back to Omaha and the folks,

but as the weeks passed and he man-
aged to keep himself together, the six-

teen-year-old Lyle decided to go on his

own.
The next two or three years were

only "seasons" to him. A season with

the Dubinsky Brothers, the show in

which Jeanne Eagles had got her start.

(She married one of the brothers.)

Then came a season with the Clint &
Mary Robbins Co., which played such

legitimate stock shows as "The Brat,"

"Polly of the Circus" and many others.

Followed a season with Chase-Lister

Co., after which he had an engagement
with the John Winnanger Company.
While he was with this company some-
thing very, very interesting happened
to our Lvle.

We're going to have a chance to see another one of our favorite radio

crooners, Lanny Ross, on the screen. He's caught up on his autographing

and "Melody in Spring" his first picture, is practically finished now.
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MOST boys associate white trou-

sers, elates, their first flivver and

fraternities with their 'teens. And to

them, Lyle's existence might have ap-

peared a blight. But he had other mem-
ories. The nights the storms came up

and the entire company had to strug-

gle to hold the tents up, stitching in the

"crease"' in the trousers "permanent,"

giving out the wrong handbills at the

end of the season because they had run

out of the right ones, grease paint, act-

ing, travel. Ah, these memories !

During these days, romance passed

him by. The main reason for this was

the fact that the leading lady was gen-

erally years older than himself (the

wife of the owner or manager in most

cases) and this didn't lead to much
romance. He didn't miss it much how-

ever, since "curtain time'' had come to

mean everything worthwhile to him.

Thus it was that love hit Lyle Tal-

bot so hard the first time. He was with

the John Winnanger Company at the

time.

When the owner had made the an-

nouncement that he was going to hire

a "lady orchestra" as an added attrac-

tion, Lyle had paid but scant attention

But that was before the arrival of the

young and beautiful saxophone player

named Lottye. From Texas, was Lot-

tye, and to Lyle she soon became the

center and the entire reason for the

universe. He was terribly in love with

her, with her cute southern accent, with

her pretty hair and the dimples that

kept reappearing as she played the sax-

ophone. It was that mooning, cow-sick

brand of love that usually hits boys

around the ages of fourteen and fif-

teen. But Lyle had missed love at that

age. He wanted Lottye to marry him,

thought he wanted to be in the com-
pany of this ravishing creature for the

rest of his life. But Lottye was a little

wiser. "You all don' wan' to get mar-

ried," she'd drawl. "You all want to

get up in the world."

"No, I don't. I want to marry you,"

Lyle would protest.

"All right, all right," Lottye would

say soothingly. She was languid, south-

ern and didn't like to argue.

Love struck Lyle harder and harder.

He went from the frantic period to the

foaming period in a mere span of days.

Then one evening he arrived at the

dramatic tent for the evening perform-

ance. He walked to the blackboard to

find out what play would be used for

the show. He found the information in

large letters : "Love Me Alone" tonight.

He was about to turn away from the

board and start for the dressing-room

when a small, white notice on the bot-

tom of the board caught his attention.

He read it with haste. He read it

again. Tears came into his eyes. He
repeated slowly

:

Notice: The lady orchestra quit the

show this morning and has left for

parts unknown—all of them

!

Did Lyle and the lovely Lottye ever

set eyes on each other again? And
how about all those other women in

his life—for there are many. The
story about his many loves makes fasci-

nating reading. The remainder of this

intimate story appears in the May issue.
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THE TWO GREAT NAMES IN THREAD

For more than five generations women who sew have

followed the label on the spool-end as a guide to good

thread. Smooth, even, elastic, it sews a fine and lasting

seam, does not fray or tangle into knots and makes of

sewing both a pleasure and a lasting beauty I Good thread

today, as in years gone by, means either Coats or Clark's.

J. & P. COATS • CLARK'S O. N. T.

more than a century— as today

THE TWO GREAT NAMES IN THREAD
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GLORIA STUART, UNIVERSAL PICTURES PLAYER

Ton, too, can have

LOVELY
EYEBROWS
this new, easier way
JUST a delicate touch of the brows with

the magic Winx Pencil and they are

given a natural contour, a soft, velvety tone

—real, alluring. Not coarse or artificial.

This new creation comes from the world's
leading experts in eye make-up—the creat-

ors of Winx mascara (cake or liquid).

Just try this new-day Winx eyebrow pen-
cil—utterly different. Compare it with any-

thing you have ever tried. Note how the

Winx Pencil gives a dainty naturalness
heretofore impossible.

Today, buy one of these marvelous new
Winx Pencils, black or brown. See for

yourself how just the right touch gives

your whole face a new interest. You will

never be contented with skimpy, unat-

tractive eyebrows again.

Ross Company, 243 W. 17th St., New York City

©winx©
EYEBROW PENCIL
AT ALL GOOD 5 AND 10 STORES

This LOTION
Stbp6 Chap

ITS PENETRATING ACTION
BRDNGS 2 WAY RELIEF

If you have trouble with chap-
ped skin, by all means try Hess
Witch Hazel Cream. It's a dif-
ferent kind of lotion that con-
tains no gums and is never
sticky. Because it's completely
absorbed, Hess relieves the in-
flammation in the second layer
of skin, which is the real cause of
chap, and makes the outer layer
soft and elastic.

There's no other lotion like
Hess. It keeps your skin soft,

smooth and comfortable. Sold in
ioc, 25c and 50c sizes in Dime,
Drug and Department stores.
Send ioc for dime size if you
can't find it in your favorite store.

E. E. HESS CO.
19 Main St. Brook, Ind.

The Husband Who Never Comes Home

{Continued from page 67)

I told her the police would be called if

she ever tried a trick like that again.

Some months passed by. She was fired.

NE day my daughter informed me
that she was taking tennis lessons.

I said, 'from whom?' 'Oh,' said my un-

suspecting child, 'from the Countess
Polaski. She has rented the house next

door.' She only stayed there a month.
Two or three more months went by. I

was at a party in Malibu at which an
acquaintance of mine said, 'Lou, I'll

drive in with you when you go to the

studio.' I said that I was not going to

any studio, was not working. 'Oh,' said

the friend, 'but I understood that you
call for your sister every night, your
sister Helen who is singing over
KMTR. I looked dumfounded and my
friend elucidated further. 'Your sister

who married the Russian Count. You
know, the Countess Polaski

!'

"And that, to date, is the last I have
seen or heard from her. Like Mrs. Gray,
she looked normal enough. There was
nothing in her appearance to indicate

the fanatic. She simply and without
question seemed to feel that she and I

belonged together and that was all.

"Three or four years ago my Filipino

hoy came into the library one day with

a peculiar expression on his face. I

thought he was about to announce his

departure. He stood first on one foot,

then on the other. I asked him what he

wanted. He grinned and said, 'Mr.

Stone, there has been a young man to

see you, six times while you are away.

His name John Stone. He say he is

your son. He see your daughters here

and say they are his sisters and that if

they live here with you he can live

here, too. I wouldn't let him come in

because I did not know.'

"I called the police departments of

Los Angeles and Hollywood. It ap-

peared that they could do nothing about

it. The implication was, even as with

Mr. Matthews, that it might be, you
know—anything is possible.

"I turned the matter over to Freddie

Freulich, my manager. He discovered

that this John Stone was charging

wearing apparel to me and that he was
living in a small hotel in Hollywood as

my son. Freddie went down to see the

manager of the hotel and told him that

this boy was not my son and they had
better know it. The manager was even

Introducing Charles John Holt, Jr., otherwise known as Tim. Yes, father

and son. Tim's polo playing is up to the best Southern California stand-

ards and he's a fine swimmer, too. He's only fourteen and at his age

he's not much worried about a career.
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more difficult. He said that the boy
could live there as my son—and what
about it ?

THEN the boy made a bad move. He
signed a couple of bum checks. The

police ran him in, still protesting that

he was my son. Freddie and I went to

the jail and called on him. He was a
nice looking kid of about twenty-four
years of age. Normal looking, nicely

spoken. He didn't know who I was until

I told him. He bluffed and said that he
did, I asked him how he had got this

idea, who had given it to him. He said

that he had got it from his mother, who
had always talked about me, told him
that Lewis Stone was her husband and
his father. He had been brought up on
the idea.

"I asked him who his mother was
and he said, 'Anna Q. Nilsson !' I an-

ticipated the kick I would get out of

telling Anna that 'our boy' had turned
up after all these years. He also said

that his girl had advised him to do
what he'd done and when I asked him
who his girl was he said, 'Clara Bow.'

"I departed and left him there still

declaring that I was his father. When
I last heard of him he was to be taken

to a psychopathic ward.
"There was the lady, only a few

weeks ago, from Terre Haute, Indiana,

who wrote that I was her missing hus-

band and wouldn't I please come home
and take up my responsibilities. She
said that the children still remembered
me in their prayers at night and that

they told everyone, "Daddy will soon

be home.' She pleaded with me to be a

man, to have the generous heart I'd

had during the first five years of our

married life. She reminded me of the

doll houses I had made the children

and of how I had always brought her

a box of candy on Saturday nights. She
said that she didn't see how I, who had
been a physician all of my life, could

now be content with being a Hollywood
actor. She added that if I didn't see

fit to return she—well, the threats that

she threatened would make Franken-
stein a little lamb.

"Occasionally, there will come letters

from very old ladies who ask if I might
not be their husbands, or their sons,

missing since the War. These letters I

always answer. They ask a legitimate

question. For just as to every bereaved
mother the Unknown Soldier may be

her boy so, to all deserted or bereaved

women, a strong resemblance in a man
may mean he is their husband or son.

"I can't figure out the others. The
letters that they write are coherent and
rational enough. The ones I have met,

face to face, do not appear to be in-

sane. And yet, when proofs are given

them they are not convinced, they never

admit that they are mistaken. I can only

put it down to the fact that I must have
a set of composite features. I believe

that the features of all the missing

husbands of the world have been shuffled

and reassembled into mine.

"I would like to state, however, that

I have two daughters—one sixteen and
the other twenty-four and that I have
left no unknown or deserted wives care-

lessly around the country."

STEP UP TO

The Wonder Bar
. . . and delve into these fascinating lives!

Two men in love with the same woman . . . who

loves still another man . . . who courts still another

woman. It is a jest to make the Gods roar!

BY all means, read '"Wonder Bar" in the April issue of Screen
Romances—a completely absorbing fietionization of the big new
production starring Al Jolson, Kay Francis, Dolores Del Rio,

Ricardo Cortez and Dick Powell.

AND enjoy in the same issue the complete stories of 11 other

splendid new Hollywood pictures, all abundantly illustrated by

scenes from the actual productions:

- NANA, starring Anna Sten. CAROLINA, Janet Gaynor, Lionel

Barrymore, Robert Young. ALL OF ME, Fredric March, Miriam

Hopkins, George Raft. FASHIONS of 1934, William Powell, Bette

Davis. MYSTERY OF THE DEAD POLICE, Robert Montgomery.

FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE, Claudette Colbert, Herbert

Marshall. SUCCESS STORY, Colleen Moore, Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr. YOU CAN'T BUY EVERYTHING, May Robson, Lewis Stone.

COMING OUT PARTY. Frances Dee, Gene Raymond. I'VE GOT
YOUR NUMBER, Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien. WHEN STRANG-
ERS MEET, Richard Cromwell, Arlene Judge.

Ask Today at Any Newsstand

for the April Issue of . . .

SCREEN ROMANCES
"—A Dozen Screen Hits Between Covers!"
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HOW CLARA
CLEARED UP
HER RED EYES

CHEER. UP, CLARA.}
LET'S GO TO

PEGGY'S PAR.TY!\
I CANT,OIRLS.
MY EVES ARE A
PERFECT SIGHT
FROM CRYING!

3Q MINUTES LATER/

fJUST LOOK AT
^

CLARA NOW!
ITS LUCKY FOR HER.
I KNEW HOW QUICKLY
MURINE CLEARS UP
BLOODSHOT EYES.

\
YOUR EYES ARE
GORGEOUS,

I

CLARA! ,

When eyes become bloodshot from crying,
late hours or exposure to sun, wind and dust,
apply a few drops of Murine. It quickly
clears up the unsightly redness—leaves eyes
looking and feeling just fine! Good House-
keeping Bureau approves Murine, so you
know it's safe to use. And— it costs less
than a penny an application!

t//?//VE>

Be the Girl

KEEP YOUR TEETH
ATTRACTIVE THIS

SAFE, EASY WAY v
**

Be particular about your
teeth—use only Boracetine
Tooth Powder. It releases
nascent oxygen, that gently

'

removes all stain, cleans teeth complete-
ly, makes them naturally white and gives
them an attractive lustre. Boracetine re-
moves even cigarette stain without hard
brushing. It also neutralizes acidity and
keeps gums firm.

Kresge's and other good 10c stores
sell Boracetine. If you fail to find it, send
10c and name of favorite Dime Store.
Boracetine will be sent to you postpaid.

F. E. BARR & COMPANY
2527 Calumet Ave., Chicago, III.

cmee&n* Tooth Powder

What's Happened, Cable?

(Continued from page 41)

T KNOW talk like this has a tendency
* to anger people who think, 'Oh, these

movie stars ! They have everything in

the world. They're paid ten times what
they're worth and still they kick. They
don't know what real trouble is.'

"I have a little statement for those

particular people. I used to want fame.

I got it. Now I find that I have sacri-

ficed something a great deal more im-

portant—peace. I once could go to a

picture show, watch the crowds at

theatre time, walk down the street

oblivious to everything. I gave that up
for this ! Let me assure you that I lost

in the trade.

"The philosophy about how much
money we make is okay if you happen
to be one of those people to whom money
is really important. I've had so much
fun on so little—that I guess my per-

spective has been ruined. The things

that I have to do in Hollywood and the

money I am forced to spend does not

buy me the pleasures I am longing for.

And, what's more, they leave me not

much more than you when I am
through.

"Lately I've begun to give up a few
of the forced things. I'm starting to

leave off the 'front' that every actor

must have. I'm trying to get some of

the things / want and they cost so

precious little when you come to think

of it. Yes, I enjoyed driving my twelve-

cylinder car, but I sold it the other day
and bought a Ford roadster. Now I can

actually drive down Hollywood Boule-

vard without so much as a single finger

pointing me out.

"The troubled days of my life were
not when I was on the bottom of the

heap. I didn't have a care in the world
then. Honestly, if I had it to do over

again I'd never have sought fame or

money in the movies or out of them.

"Another trouble with me in Holly-

wood is the fact that I've never been
social-minded. I'm too innately inde-

pendent to fit smoothly into the grooves

of the right things to do and the right

people to do them with. I like to do as I

please, when I please. Any person who
achieves fame in the motion picture

world forfeits all claims to independence.

I cannot plan to go on a fishing trip

because I must be handy in case there

are retakes on a picture. I couldn't even

get away to see my own horse run at

Caliente the other clay.

I CANNOT go slouching around in

old clothes, because of something,
vaguely referred to as my 'position.' I

can't slide up to a drugstore counter

and have a good old-fashioned chin

with the soda jerker, because he sub-

consciously yeses me. I can't go shop-
ping for a present for my wife because
I find I have suddenly become a public

spectacle. The manager of the store

wants to know if I'll autograph a few
articles in the book department. I dare
sav I should be more than grateful to the

fans who attempt to snip buttons off my
clothes for souvenirs. They made me,
didn't they? But I can't feel that way.
I try to grin and bear it, but something
inside me rebels. I really appreciate their

reason, but I don't like it.

"I think the only thing that will cure
me of my violent attack of Hollywood-
itis is to go on a good, old-fashioned
bum-bat for about a year. I mean I'd

like to hop the next tramp steamer out

of San Pedro and set off for God knows
where. I'd like to lie on a warm deck
and let the sun saturate my whole being
until I felt I had completely regained
my health and steadied my nerves.

Then, after a year or two, I might want
to come back to Hollywood. I'd like to

come back with the idea of starting all

over again.

"I'd like to be able to say to them,
'Let's forget all this great lover stuff.

Let me get back to the rough, tough
roles I played when I first started out.'

I like to play those guys. I get a kick
out of them. I don't care whether it's

a starring part or merely a small role.

"You see, I know I haven't fooled
the public with these dinner-jacket parts

I've been playing for the past year or

more. What's more, I don't like to fool

them even if I could. I'd like to get

back to Gable-the-roughneck and forget

Gable-the-gentleman. I guess what I

really want more than anything else is

a chance to be myself again, both on and
off the screen."

These two Youngs, Loretta and

Robert, lend the love interest to

George Arliss' first 20th Century

picture, "The House of Rothschild."
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areer of an

Ugly Duckling

(Continued from page 69)

if any actress has ever worked under

such a burning pressure of concentra-

tion as Miss Williams did. Night after

night, Katharine stood waiting in the

wings, longing, praying for destiny to

step in and take a hand in her behalf.

Not that she wanted Miss Williams to

break a leg, but if only something would

happen—if only her car would break

down, so that Katharine could play the

part—just once! Oh, just one real

chance ! But nothing happened and

when the play closed after a run of

several months, she went off to Europe

to soothe her disappointment.

It made no difference to her that she

traveled tourist class. In fact, she pre-

ferred it. It was cheaper and just as

comfortable. She had made several trips

abroad in this manner and on one of

them, she toured through a large part

of southern Europe in a broken down
old car with a girl friend. The two

budgeted their finances and spent exact-

ly five dollars a day. No more—no less.

Often they were forced to sleep in the

car at night and the sight of these two

young ladies, dirty and weary, dressed

in riding trousers, must have aroused

the wonder of more than one little pro-

vincial French or German town.

Katie spent all her excess money in

going to local theatres and studying the

technique of foreign players. Whenever
she could manage to do so, she visited

towns and cities in which some great

European star was appearing, and every

lesson of gesture, diction, or dramatic

approach that the young American girl

learned in this manner, has been stored

away in her memory and treasured as

part of her own equipment.

When she returned to America in

1929, she was given a try-out in "Death

Takes a Holiday"—the play Fredric

March is doing for the screen now. But

there seemed to be some sort of a jinx

hanging over her theatrical career, for

again she was fired. She next played

a small bit with Nazimova in something

of very little importance called, "A
Month in the Country." This shortly

vanished from Broadway and the only

thing left for her to do seemed to be

stock. In Stockbridge, Massachusetts,

she played with the local company for

the whole summer.
She worked hard and earnestly in

her determination to acquire the tech-

nique that all managers seemed to feel

she lacked. The brusqueness, the direct

frankness of her speech which stamps

her apart, may have been acquired at

this period of her life, as a sort of shield

against the many disappointments and
hurts she was receiving in the theatrical

world. Like a small boy who sticks out

his tongue at a more powerful opponent,

Katie's openness of mind, her frank, al-

most brutal words often caused a battle

wherever she went. She swore like a

sailor. She used to stride around Stock-

bridge in ridiculous looking clothes.

End pimples, blackheads
with famous medicated cream
DON'T let a poor complexion spoil

your romance. Don't permit coarse

pores, blackheads, stubborn blemishes

to rob you of your natural loveliness.

Rid yourself of these distressing faults.

But not with ordinary complexion
creams. They cleanse only the surface.

Try the treatment that doctors pre-

scribe and nurses use themselves. Al-

ready 6,000,000 women know this perfect

way to a perfect complexion...Noxzema,

Wonderful for

Chapped Hands, too

Improve them overnight

with this famous cream

10,000,000 jars sold yearly

Make this convincing overnight

test. Apply Noxzema on one hand
tonight. In the morning note how
soothed it feels—how much softer,

smoother, whiter that hand is! Nox-
zema improves hands overnight.

the famous snow-white medicated cream
that works beauty "miracles".

Not a salve. Snow-white— greaseless,

instantly absorbed. Its gentle, soothing

medication penetrates deep into the

affected pores. Purges them of germ-
breeding impurities that cause skin

blemishes. Soothes irritated skin. Re-
fines coarse pores. Helps stimulate lag-

ging skin glands. Noxzema's first appli-

cation leaves your skin far clearer,

finer, smoother than before.

HOW TO USE: Apply Noxzema
every night after all make-up has been

removed. Wash off in the morning with

warm water, followed by cold water or

ice. Apply a little Noxzema again be-

fore you powder as a protective powder
base. With this scientifically perfect

complexion aid, you'll soon glory in a

skin so clean and clear and lovely it will

stand closest scrutiny.

Special Trial Offer

Noxzema Cream is sold
by all drug and depart-
ment stores. Ask for the
new economical larger
50c jar. Or if your dealer
cannot supply you take
advantage of this offer.

Get a generous 25c jar
of Noxzema FREE.
Simply send 15c to
cover cost of mailing
and handling to the
Noxzema Chemical Co.,
Dept. 54, Baltimore,
Maryland.

JVoX:zema
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PARTNERS

"Pale hands, pink-tipped" with lustrous, last-

ing Chic— the nail polish that reflects the

gleam of admiring eyes!

Chic's fascinating new crystal flacon is unusu-

ally generous in size. . . Its new Bakelite top

never lets the brush touch the surface of your
dressing table. Available in five outstanding

shades—Clear (colorless), Pink, Coral, Ruby,
Deep. . . . Chic spreads evenly, and keeps its

beautiful lustre for days longer. Also Chic Nail

Polish Remover and Chic Cuticle Remover.

At all better Chains.

/6hic\
Vnail polish/ I0{

CUSHIONS
FOR YOUR TIREDHIT

WEAR "COMFORT"

CUSHION INSOLES

1 ffft
FitJ jnugly

. .
grvei CUshiOH ^tt^^B^^T

COmforl to foot. ^^^^^^^

Wear your smartest shoes without a trace of
fatigue. "Comfort" Cushion Insoles give relief

to tired, aching feet. Made of durable medi-
cated material. Special sponge rubber cushion
supports the arch. Sold for 10c a pair at ten
cent stores. If you cannot obtain, send coupon.

" Comfort" foot aids
THE FOREST CITY RUBBER COMPANY
1276 Ontario St. Cleveland, Ohio

Enclosed is 10c for pair of insoles. Size of shoe

Nome.

Addre,

Ci'K _

Her peculiar slant on fashion has long
been one of her outstanding eccen-

tricities.

T AST summer, w hen she visited

Hartford, she arrived at the club

one afternoon in a costume which upset

the entire place. Dress has always been
considered highly important to the

social ladies of Hartford, so when Katie

came into the lounge after playing golf,

attired in a pair of the most abbreviated
shorts that had ever been seen any-
where by the club members, and wear-
ing a boy's shirt open at the throat, no
stockings, a pair of worn old golf shoes,

and a black linen coat which struck her
lovely legs half way between ankle and
knee, the gasp that went up from all the

flowery, chiffon, "garden party" ladies

seated around the luncheon tables could

be heard all over the place.

Of course, they were thrilled at see-

ing her again. So many stories had
drifted back from Hollywood as to her

peculiar actions out there that each and
ever}- member of the country club felt

a sort of vicarious, reflected glory from
living in the same town that had pro-

duced such a celebrity. Of course, she
had always been that ''Crazy Katie Hep-
burn" and one shouldn't be surprised at

anything she might do. Such legends as

her walking along Hollywood Boule-
vard wearing dirty overalls and carry-

ing a monkey on her shoulder, or sit-

ting down in the middle of the street to

read mail, or answering interviewers

with wild statements she made up on
the spur of the moment. Like the story

told of a reply she gave when asked if

it were true that she had two children.

"Yes," responded Miss Hepburn, "and
they are both black." Yes—the Hart-
fordites had heard about all that.

But what had startled them most was
her sudden leap to fame. She never had
been beautiful. She wasn't even pretty.

Her mouth was too big, her body too

thin, her hair too unruly and her

freckles too many. Everything about her

was "too much." Including her own
conceit. Certainly, not by the wildest

stretch of the imagination, could she

have ever been called glamorous, exotic,

alluring. She was about as sexy as a

washboard ! But in her work on the

screen, she could out-siren Garbo. Well,

it just went to show you what cameras,

close-ups, crazy movie producers and
directors could do. They forgot about

her intelligence, her genuine talent, her

long, hard struggle to get ahead.

When she came back to New York
in the fall of 1929 from stock, victory

seemed ahead for the first time. She
played with Jane Cowl in "Art and
Mrs. Bottle" and something about her

seemed to stir the interest of the critics.

But the play failed and it was not until

"The Warrior's Husband" reached
Broadway in 1930, that Katie got her

real chance. In this play, she was re-

vealed to the critics as an exciting, in-

telligent and highly interesting young
actress who, both from a fighting and
amorous viewpoint, refreshingly in-

terpreted the role of a young Amazon.
An RKO official who saw her in the

play immediately offered her a film

contract to play opposite John Barry-
more in "A Bill of Divorcement" and
in a short year and a half Katharine
Hepburn has become the most outstand-

A scene from "The Lake," Katharine Hepburn's much-discussed New York

play. Blanche Bates and Frances Starr are shown with her. It is pretty

generally agreed that Hepburn on the screen is a much better actress than

Hepburn on the stage. She'll be doing "The Tudor Wench" for RKO soon.
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ing box-office attraction on the screen.

What an astute official

!

However, in spite of the fact that she

has become famous all over the country
because of her success in the movies,
again she seems to have been led by
some strange trick of fate into mis-
adventure. She has never lost sight of

her real ambition—which is stage work.
And so—and so—we had her play, "The
Lake." Her movie contract allows for

six months leave to follow her own in-

clinations. The premiere of "The Lake"
had been built up to the point of ludi-

crous insanity by her theatrical advisers.

You would have thought that Sarah
Bernhardt was opening for her first

American appearance. Ticket specu-
lators received one hundred dollars each
for the little printed slips that opened
the doors to witness all this magic. If

it hadn't been so pathetically funny, it

would have been tragic. Katharine was
scared of this Frankenstein monster of

publicity that had been reared over her
head. She was scared of her own ability.

She suffered an acute attack of opening
night stage-fright. And while the critics

praised her promise—her intelligence,
her talent—as a body, they failed to
hail her as a second Duse.
To tell you the truth, I'm glad. The

screen needs Katharine Hepburn. And
Katharine Hepburn needs the screen. I

think she is essentially a screen actress.

Her angular, characterful face should
have the benefits of the camera's many-
angled magic. And we should have the
benefit of a personality who can make
mystery and glamor a native, American
thing. We need no longer satisfy our
hunger for glamor with Swedish, Ger-
man, Russian and French brands only.
For we have our very own "Crazy
Katie Hepburn."

On Dress Parade

{Continued from page 72)

Madge Evans' dressing in "Fugitive
Lovers" is a far cry from glittering
spangles and feathers. Out on a cross-
country bus flight through sleet and
storm, she can only sport one suit, but
she makes the most of her opportunity.
Even descending the fire escape, her
tweed top-coat strikes a note of smart-
ness just right for an escape occasion.
You don't feel as though she is too
smart or too dressy, but you do get the
sensation that her get-up is just about
right. Clothes chosen on that basis are
bound to be right no matter what crisis
may confront their wearer.

ITER little slick tailored suit has a
A 1 snappy plaid scarf to give an ac-
cent and her slouchy felt hat is as cor-
rect as it can be. This outfit lived
bravely through horror and stress,
proving the good sense of dressing in
tweeds.

Once, in a hotel bedroom scene,
Madge appears in a polka dot tailored
affair that can be rolled into a bag and
come out unwrinkled and smiling. It's
something you will want to own if you
are traveling or if you are one who

'Ethel dear . . . you've been hanging to mother's skirts all day. I can't

imagine why she's so listless, Mrs. Ross."

"Often constipation makes children like that, Mrs. Green. Remember
that droopy spell Jackie had? I gave him a laxative—Fletcher's

Castoria—it was all he needed!"

'Doesn't Ethel look bright and happy today, Mrs. Ross? I followed

your advice and gave her some Fletcher's Castoria last night."

"Fine! Fletcher's Castoria is a wonderful laxative for children. It's made

especially for them. It's gentle, doesn't have any harsh drugs in it. These

strong drugs are what make most laxatives so harmful for children. And

Castoria has such a pleasant taste! And when you buy it, always look

for the signature, Chas. H. Fletcher on the carton!"

CASTORIA
The children's laxative
• from babyhood to 11 years •

For the many occasions, mother, when children need a laxative—use Chas. H. Fletcher's

Castoria. From babyhood on, it is your best "first-aid" for colic due to gas, for diar-

rhoea due to improper diet, for sour stomach, flatulence, acid stomach. And every
mother knows that a laxative is any doctor's first advice for treating a cold!
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ComplexionJPaulh?
Clogged Pores Dryness

Pimples Roughness
Does your skin redden and roughen easily? Is

it extremely sensitive to what you use on it?

Then try the safe, gentle Resinol treatment

—

Resinol Soap to thoroughly cleanse the
pores—Resinol Ointment to allay any irrita-

tion, roughness and dryness, and help in

healing the sore, pimply spots.

The Resinol treatment is not new and sensa-
tional. Doctors and nurses have used and
recommended it effectively for more than
thirty-five years in the care of infants' skin,
as well as adults'. They know, that the
elements in Resinol Ointment and Soap are

pure, soothing and beneficial— that regular
use does make the skin clearer, smoother
and finer.

Get Resinol Ointment and Resinol Soap from
your druggist and give yourself a Resinol
facial today. See how clean your skin
looks—how soft and velvety it feels. Note
how quickly Resinol Ointment relieves any
"broken out" places.

Free sample Resinol Ointment and Soap sent on
request. Write Resinol, Dept. 1-F, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
STREAKED
HAIR?

This way
brings

even color

Traded streaks — dull strands — grayness— all vanish at the touch of this famous
clear, water-like liquid. Just comb it on and
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Hair stays soft—easy to curl or wave. En-
tirely SAFE. Millions know this time-tested

way. Get bottle from your drug-
gist or department store on
money-back guarantee.

Test it FREE ~ Will you try
Mary T. Goldman's on single lock
snipped from hair? No risk this
way. We send complete Free Test.
. . . Mail coupon.

- MARY T. GOLDMAN—
2331 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Name.

Street.

City

Color of your hair?

.
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realizes how completely flattering to

youthfulness a plain robe of this sort

can be. It's easy enough to make for a

little—or to buy for a little more.
"Eight Girls in a Boat" holds lots of

hints for those who are active-sport-

minded.
What good looking turtle-neck sweat-

ers those girls do wear. And are they

swell on straight, slim figures ? You'll

want one even if you have to seek out

the woods where you can wear it. And
aren't spring hills and dales coming
into the picture right now, propounding
the question of what to wear ? Take a

hint from this picture and go shopping
for a turtle-neck.

DOROTHY WILSON, the central

figure in "Eight Girls in a Boat,"

has opportunity to show several perfect

young girl dresses. She leans to bows
under her chin and right flattering they

are, too.

First, there is a lace bow. The sleeves

are of lace, tiny and puffed—awfully

chic. Then, for a trip to town, there is

a spotted bow, rather big and puffy. A
dotted band about a felt hat goes with
this. Very good taste and so simple to

do.

Dorothy puts over her girlishness

and innocence in a most effective man-
ner and, in my opinion, her clothes help

a whole lot.

NOW, Lilian Harvey in "T Am
Suzanne" does the little .Miss Sim-

plicity in a too, too lovely manner.
She's all mixed up with dolls—they're

really marionettes—and sometimes you
can hardly tell the real gal from the

wooden ones. Isn't that just ideal ?

Lilian affects dolls' clothes. You
know the sort of thing, spangles and
tulle and ruffles, but she does it so

awfully well. She happens to be sweet
and innocent enough to get away with
it. In that scene before she meets her
lover, the puppet man, she has on the

most adorable silver and white crea-

tion—ruffles at the feet and tulle ruffles

around the shoulders that are edged
with ermine. There's an ermine bow
under her chin which is just too youth-
ful looking for a dance dress. She
looks cuddly and cute—just right for

the loving arms of a protective male.
Oh, I tell you, clothes do a lot in that

particular.

Later, in the puppet-making studio,

those sweet little smocks she wears put
ideas into many a home-loving soul.

They are so simple and could be sewed
up in an evening. They have becom-
ingly-shaped cap sleeves and are so

plain otherwise. But just imagine them
in pale pink, yellow or blue with white
bindings, perhaps, and you have some-
thing which, for a cost of about sixty

cents, would make you shine in any
home setting.

Afterwards, Lilian, in a black velvet

dress with a very Grecian look, still has
very much the semblance of a doll.

Still she looks very smart—silver edged
sleeves, and all. Only showing what the

sophisticated girl can do in the way of

clothes to keep herself smart looking
and still in the picture as far as the

latest styles are concerned.
If you are young and pretty, see this

picture for helpful hints. If you feel

you are not such a knockout for pretti-

ness, there will be hints in that direc-

tion for you, too.

T WENT to see "Gallant Lady," won-
A dering what that could do for us all

in the way of clothes. And did it give
me a thrill ? From beginning to end
Ann Harding gives us something new.

Here are the baclt

views of the pat-

terns featured on
page 73. From left

to right; 3290—the
tailored shirtwaist

dress. 3494—a front

view of the two-
piece dress, without
the jacket. 2525—
Loretta You ng 's

afternoon dress.
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In the first place that little suit with

the dark, plain blouse gives us all ideas

for the season to come. A dark blouse

you must have, of linen, cotton, silk or

wool, and when you see Ann in this

picture, you will know the reason why.

It's that smart—one of those shirt-

waists that will be good for many
months to come.
And then in that light-toned wool

dress with a dark wool overblouse, Ann
Harding looked swell. What a grand

get-up for a business girl trying her

darndest to get ahead. It's not only

good style—it's forward-looking style

and would make almost any girl look

distinguished. It has that stiff, flat,

modern look which every girl appre-

ciates right now.

I want to call your attention to the

scene where Ann and Janet Beecher

are lunching together at a smart res-

taurant. Observe how plain and straight

and sort of tailored they are as to hats,

dresses, and coats. That's the way
sophisticated young people—and older

people, too—are dressing these days for

going out and doing things. No ruf-

fles, no white collars, no frills. Every-

thing is just so simple that the girl

herself stands out in bold relief. This

is good stuff and I do wish you would

take it in.

In this picture, when Ann Harding

strikes Paris, notice how she takes on

the character of Parisian dressing—

a

little more spectacular, but ever so

simple.

Tickling Hollywood's Ribs

(Continued from page 59)

town about seventy miles from Holly-

wood. To Ben's horror and astonish-

ment he learned that the Government

was charging him with sending French

photos through the mail to an old maid.

He knew perfectly well he had never

done such a thing. There must be a mis-

take somewhere. And yet it was a real

summons and a real court of law. And
the prison term he would serve, if

the case should be proved against him,

was all too real.

To make a long story short, it

dragged on for months. Lawyers dogged
Ben's footsteps. He never knew when
he might be called off the set to make
the long drive out to San Bernardino.

He dreamed of prison every night.

Onlv after it had gone on for weeks

did Hughes get to laughing so hard one

day at Ben's worried face, that he broke

down and admitted it was a rib. A
costly one. Lawyers, even to play jokes

for you, don't come free.

Nobody is sacred from ribs in Holly-

wood. Not even Garbo.
Bob Montgomery was walking to his

dressing-room when he spotted a janitor

about to throw a bouquet of wilted

flowers into a garbage can. Bob took the

flowers, tied a card to them reading,

"To My Favorite Actress," stuck them
in a fancy box and gave them to Greta's
maid to take to her along with her
luncheon tray at noon. Greta laughed.
But she heaped coals of fire on Bob's

• „>. T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

DRESS SHIELDS

/U14Atedftt.

AS LOW AS

25<
A PAIR

No matter whether friction, perspiration, or chem-

icals spoiled this dress— Kleinert's Dress Shields

would have saved it! Why risk your dress even

once when you can have the guaranteed protec-

tion of genuine Kleinert's Shields for as little as 25i

a pair. Ask for "Kleinert's" at the Notion Counter

of the store where you bought this magazine.
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•" Wherever I go people say: 'What a
peaches and cream complexion!' It

makes me laugh for people take me to

be in my twenties when in reality I am
the other side offorty. I certainly give
thanks to Ambrosia for it has done
wonders to a once-sallow complexion."
Mrs. F. J., Pennsylvania.

You, too, can have a youthful skiu that
others envy. For Ambrosia, the pore-
deep liquid cleanser, removes all deep-
lying dirt, clears muddy complexions,
refreshes and stimulates. Made from an
old French formula, it's antiseptic, pre-
vents pimples and blackheads.

PourAmbrosia on cotton,wipe it over
the face and neck. You feel it tingle:

you know it is

cleansing as noth-
ing has done be-
fore. Follow with
Ambrosia Tight-
ener to close large

pores, reduce oil i-

ness, invigorate
circulation.

At all 10c stores;

also in larger sizes

at drug and de-
partment stores.

Hinze Ambrosia,
Inc.

114 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

The second installment of

Lyle Talbot's life and love

story will be in our May
issue.

WHEN SHE'S

UPSET
HE

SUFFERS

Constipation Drove
Hf*f Wilfl ma<3eher feel cross, headachy,

I "II half-alive. Now she has a lov-
able disposition;new pep and vitality. Heed Nature's
warning: Sluggish bowels invariably result in poison-
ous wastes ravaging your system—often the direct
cause of headaches, dizziness, colds, complexion trou-
bles. NATURE'S REMEDY-—the mild, all-vegetable
laxative

—

safely stimulatesthe ew/jVeeliminative tract
—strengthens, regulates the bowels for normal, natural

~* functioning. At druggists'—25c.FRFFI New gold & binemiX! ig34 Calendar-
Thermometer — samnleB
NR and Tarns. Send
name, address, etamD to

A. H. LEWIS CO.
Desk DH-77

St. Louis, Missouri

hD TO-NIGHT
1 1% TOMORROW ALRIGHT,

TUfV\5 rour stomach.heartbum.Only
10c

head. Because that same afternoon, he
got a boxed labelled, "To My Favorite

Actor." He opened it and it was full of

gorgeous American Beauty roses. Real
roses. From Garbo. Now, that's what
I call sweet

!

Then there was the expensive rib

Jimmy Durante pulled on a night club

—expensive for the night club, not

Jimmy. With a party of 'friends, El
Schnozzola dropped in at the Frolics

for an evening. He was recognized im-

mediately, not having any tent handy to

cover his beak, and the orchestra leader

asked him to come up to the piano and
do his stuff. Jimmy sang a couple of

songs and clowned a bit. But the or-

chestra leader wouldn't let him go. He
kept calling him back and back and
egging the crowd on to applaud him. It

was thoughtless. Jimmy had been work-
ing hard all day and he wanted some
fun himself. Of course it was swell for

the club. They were getting one of the

highest-paid comedians in the world to

work for them free.

Jimmy stood it for a while and then

he got sore. The next piece he played,

he reached down and pulled a leg off

the piano. Then he jerked off the top.

Then he pulled out the keys. The crowd
howled. They thought it was one of

those trick pianos that come apart

—

breakaways. It wasn't. When Jimmy
finished, nothing was left of the piano
but a pile of wreckage on the floor.

The club had to buy a new one.

T ITTLE Wynne Gibson, because
' she does more than her share of

clowning, gets ribs pulled on her all the
time. You remember, a while back,

those earthquake shocks in Hollywood ?

Every day for a week afterward the

people at Paramount were surprised to

see Winnie come dashing down the
stairs from her dressing-room, face pale,

clothes flying and run out into the street.

"Earthquake !" she panted, then they
asked her what on earth was the matter.

They'd tell her there wasn't any quake
and she'd go upstairs, but the next day
out she'd come running again. Roscoe
Karns was hiding on the porch outside

her dressing-room, rattling her windows
with his hands.

Then there are the ribs you play over
the phone. I don't know whether Gloria
Swanson is still phoning Chinese
laundries in the middle of the night the

way she used to, but here's a newer one.

You call up, say, Marlene Dietrich.

After a moment she comes to the phone
and says, "Yes, this is Miss Dietrich."

We always think of her as "little" Arline Judge. But what with Charley

growing up so fast, we think we'd better start calling her Mrs. Ruggles.

Though her screen appearances have been scarce lately (she's been busy

bringing up her chee-ild), you'll find her in "Looking for Trouble."
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"I'll call her,'' you say.

"I beg your pardon?"' asks Marlene

bewildered.

"I say I'll call her."

"But this is Miss Dietrich."

"You want Miss Dietrich?" you ask.

"I don't know if she's here. I'll see if

I can find her."

"But this is Miss Dietrich," she pro-

tests.
.

"Say, what are you trying to do.-'

you growl, pretending you're sore. "You

call up and ask for Miss Dietrich and

now you say you're Miss Dietrich !
Are

vou crazy ?"

This one can go on for hours. A good

many stars on whom it's been played,

have ended up wondering if they were

crazy. It is guaranteed to be very bad

for the nerves.

You hear a lot about the ribs Vinee

Barnett plays. He made his reputation

that way. You don't hear so_ much
about the ones people play on him. He
keeps those quiet. But it was only

natural that the gang should lay for

him. Vince was making a picture with

Wallie Beery. The director would say,

•'Over here, please, Mr. Barnett." Vince

would trot over obediently and by the

time he got there the director would

say, "Sorry. My error. Don't need you

now."
Vince would sit down and a second

later an assistant cameraman would ask

him politely, "Will you step this way
and let us try the lights on you ?" Again

Vince would get up only to be told,

"Our mistake. Don't need you." No
sooner did he sit down again than an

assistant director would ask him to

stand in for Wallie. Again, "Sorry.

Don't need you now." Vince hardly sat

down three seconds in three days. He
was always needed somewhere.

He didn't catch on until the still man
said, "Mr. Barnett, will you pose for a

still with Mr. Beery?" They posed.

Vince knelt. Wallie stood over him. The
still man squinted and squinted and

finally said it was all right. He took

hold of the little rubber bulb of his

camera, raised one hand and com-
manded, "Hold it! Still!" Vince held

it. And Wallie slowly lifted up a bar-

rel and let Vince have ten gallons of

ice water right down his neck.

That's the price you pay in Holly-

wood for playing ribs.

You get ribbed yourself.

Guardian Angels

(Continued from page 43)

takes them in tow and explains the

whys and wherefores. More important

than any of his help, however, was the

caution he gave me about spending

money. Now if a girl hasn't had much
money, those first picture checks simply

burn holes in her purse. I was all set

to spend them and a lot more when
Jack, who the wise-crackers say still has

part of his first check, put the brakes

on for me. He taught me that all that

glitters doesn't necessarily have to be
purchased. He said it wasn't exactly

necessary for me to pay down on the

RIE Man she first

d to Attract

Natural Lips win where paint repelled

SHE came so near to missing out on happi-

ness ! For when she sought to make herself

attractive by using a lipstick that painted her

mouth, she only made herself misunderstood.

Men are attracted by beautiful lips, but only

by lips that have the natural color of radiant

health. No man wants to marry a woman who
looks as if she uses paint.

There is a way to give your lips the youthful

glow that men admire . . . without risking that

painted look. Use Tangee Lipstick ... it isn't

paint ! Instead, it contains a magic color-change

principle that intensifies your natural coloring.

LOOKS ORANGE -ACTS ROSE

Try Tangee yourself. Notice how it changes
color on your lips. Orange in the stick . . . rose

on your lips ! Longer lasting, than ordinary lip-

sticks, too. For it becomes a very part of you
and not a greasy coating. Moreover, Tangee is

made with a special cream base, so that it

soothes and softens lips while it adds to their

Cheeks must not look painted either.

Tangee Rouge gives same natural color

as Lipstick. In new refillable gun-metal
case. Buy Tangee refills, save money.

allure. No drying, cracking or chapping when
you use Tangee.

Get Tangee today. 39<£ and $1.10 sizes. Also

in Theatrical, a deeper shade for professional

use. Or send 10^ with coupon below for 4-Piece

Miracle Make-Up Set containing Tangee Lip-

stick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge and Face
Powder.

UNTOUCHED—Lips left

untouched are apt to

haveafaded look. .make
the face seem older.

PAINTED — Don't risk

that painted look. It's

coarsening and meo
don't like it.

TANGEE— Intensifies
natural color, restores

youthful appeal, ends
that painted look.

*4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET-10?!
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY MM44
417 Fifth Avenue. New York. N.Y.
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set containing miniature Tangee Lip-
stick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge and Face Powder.
Enclosed find 10? (stamps or coin).

Stade D pLESH Q RACHEL Q LIGHT RACHEL

Name

Address-

City State.
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NOW YOU CAN
BRUSH AWA Y

Gray Hair
You can easily look years younger. With an ordinary
small brush and BROWNATONE, you can tint those
streaks or patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous
shades of blonde, brown, or black. Also splendid for
toning down over-bleached hair.
For over twenty-two years this tried, proven and

popular preparation has aided American women the
country over in retaining their youthful charm and
appearance. Millions of bottles sold is your assurance
of satisfaction and safety. Don't experiment.
BROWNATONE is guaranteed harmless for tinting
gray hair— the active coloring agent is purely vege-
table. Easily and quickly applied—at home. Cannot
affect waving of hair. BROWNATONE is economical
and lasting—it will not wash out. No waiting. No
disappointments. Just brush or comb it in. Easy to
prove by applying a little of this famous tint to a
lock of hair. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black"—cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and toilet

counters—always on a money-back guarantee, or

—

I
SEND FOR TEST BOTTLE

,

The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
301 Brownatone Bldg., Covington, Kentucky I

Please send me Test Bottle of BROWNATONE and 1

illustrated book on care of the hair. Enclosed is a 3c I

stamp to cover partly, cost of packing and mailing. |

Color of my hair is _ _ '

Name I

Address.
I

City State |

|^
Print Your Name and Address

$n EFFECT for

Stands

WASHING
BOILING
IRONING

AGENTS to $22?anHour
SEW-NO-MORE is the amazing
product that mends rips, tears,

holes in any cotton, wool or silk
fabric:—instantly—neatly—INVISIBLY'
without needle or thread. Better than
darning or sewing. Patterns matched
perfectly. Stands washing, boiling,
ironing. Anyone can use it. Takes only
a minute. Saves eyes, clothes, time, money.
Popular priced. Pays 217% GUARANTEED
profits. "Made $132.00 in three weeks." writes
Harper of Pa.

FREE SAMPLE
Rush name and address for FREE Sample to prove our claims.
FREE Outfit and territory offer. No investment necessary.

SEW-NO-MORE CO., Dept.,T-779
Madison Road Cincinnati, Ohio

U. S. Government Jobs
Many Early
Examinations
Expected

Men—Women
18 to 50

/ FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
/ Dept. A311, Rochester, N. Y.

^Sirs: Rush to me free (1) 32
O page book with list of U. S.

5> Government Jobs. (2) Tell me
how to get one.

O

biggest car in Hollywood. Yes, if I've

had a studio father, Jack has certainly

been he."

Even more dramatic was the way
Jimmy Cagney took Jean Muir in tow
during her first miserable weeks in

Hollywood. Jean, fresh from the serious

New York stage, couldn't acclimate her-

self to the breezy informality of Holly-
wood. So utterly out of place she felt

herself, that she had secretly resolved

to fly the coop for New York and her
own sort of friends. Jimmy, seeing her

at luncheon one day, intuitively realized

her predicament and engaged her in con-
versation.

"I told him," said Jean, "that there

was nothing for me in Hollywood. I

said that the movies were entirely

different from what I'd been used to and
that I couldn't stand it out here any
longer.

"Jimmy heard me through and then
opened up with a little discourse of his

own, the sum total of which was to take

it easy. Hollywood, he told me, although

not New York, was a pretty good place

after all. Its methods, he went on, were
necessarily different from New York's,

but its sincerity and determination to

turn out good work was just as great

as the eastern city's. We became friends.

I learned to laugh at myself in the

warm glow of this friendship. Holly-
wood opened up for me and I changed
from a miserable to a happy girl. No one

knows what a real friend Jimmy Cagney
can be. I'm all for him."

AND in just such a way is Richard
Cromwell "all for" Claire Du Brey.

Claire, Richard's senior in years, has

been that lad's studio mother since early

in the game when Richard jerked sodas
to earn his way through art school. At
that time Claire was appearing in a

Los Angeles stage production and Crom-
well, seeing her once, spent every avail-

able cent to return to the play. He finally

managed an introduction to her through
an usher and then was started a friend-

ship which has few parallels in Holly-

wood.
Following his art training, Richard

started a little shop. Miss Du Brey, be-

lieving from the first that he had much
to offer the stage and screen, saw to it

that such people as Anna Q. Nilsson

and Marie Dressier visited his place for

objets d'art and Christmas cards. These
meetings proved to be his open sesame
to the studios, for it was shortly after

that Marie found him small parts. His
casting in "Tol'able David" and the

launching of his successful career fol-

lowed.

"But helping me get started was only

a small part of the aid she gave me,"
Richard says. "In half-a-hundred ways
since, she has advised and counseled me.

One time, I remember, I had obtained

an option on a house that looked good

Mail Coupon
today sure
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Have you ever worn a sweater under a dress? We thought not. But

Dolores Del Rio proves to us that it can be done. And the result is right smart.

It's a bright yellow sweater with a high neck and elbow-length sleeves.

The neckline of the dress is V-shaped and the sleeves are rather short.
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New Health & Beauty

This Amazingly Easy Way
Remarkable, New-type Pasteurized Yeast Ends

Dull, Muddy Skin and Ugly Blemishes—Corrects

Common Cause of Constipation

to me. My art training must have taught
me not to look further than exteriors,

however, because when Miss Du Brey
inspected it, she had my money returned.
The house, although pleasing to the

eye, had nothing else to recommend it.

It couldn't be heated. It had no founda-
tion. The basement was full of water.
It was entirely inadequate."
But if Claire helped Richard, he has

had an opportunity of returning those
favors. It was through him that Miss
Du Brey received two important film

assignments lately. He's not one to for-

get a friend and especially such a friend

as she.

Dick Powell wants to go on record
to the effect that Joe E. Brown is the

best guardian angel in the business. Dick
doesn't mix easily and he, too, was on
the point of giving up through loneli-

ness. "Just about the only one to care

about the situation," Dick testifies, "was
Joe. He had me out to his house
early in the game and talked to me in

good straight-from-the-shoulder fashion.

'Hollywood,' he said, 'may not be

the friendly Pittsburgh I knew, but

there are a lot of real fellows out here

just the same.' He introduced me to

a bunch of those 'real fellows' and the

edge was soon worn off my feeling of

isolation.

HE didn't need to caution me about

money because I made more salary

before I came to Hollywood than the

studio paid me and I'd learned how to

hang onto the stuff. At the same time he
did tell me a few things about studio

politics and helped me avert what might
have been a serious calamity. It was the

time when studio cuts were going into

effect. I saw no reason why I should
accept one at my salary. I wasn't go-

ing to either until Joe took me aside to

tell me that everyone, himself included,

was taking the cut like sportsmen. That
opened my eyes. If Joe was taking the

reduction, I figured I wasn't too big to

refuse it. I can't thank Joe enough for

that because I've since learned that

studios have a way of doing without a

person who can't see the light."

Of course, it is pretty generally

known, I think, that Lupe Velez is the

."studio mother" of any lad in whom she
is interested. It was Lupe who went
to bat for Gary Cooper at option-re-

newal time, securing the non-combative
fellow better and still better contracts.

And in much the same way has Lupe
fought for Johnny Weissmuller.

In the case of Robert Woolsey and
Bert Wheeler, the studio parent angle
takes another slant. Bert, happy-go-
lucky and generous to a fault would,
it is said, spend every dime available if

it weren't for Bob. For Bert to see
something is for him to want to buy it.

Automobiles, homes, expensive bric-a-

brac—all these work their fatal charms
on his wide-open pocketbook. Or rather
they used to work them before B.ob

stepped into the picture. Now it's a dif-

ferent story. Bob has formed the corp-
oration of "Bobert" ( Bob and Bert, you
see) for the express purpose of safe-

guarding Bert's money. Bert's salary
now goes direct into the corporation
and he is doled out a very small and

WHY let the poisons of constipation
drag you down, rob you of health and

happiness? Why be ashamed of a sallow,

blotchy or old looking skin when this
simple, easy treatment will do wonders for

you? Thousands have found that it brings
a clear, lovely skin— perfect digestion and
elimination.

"My skin was in very poor condition,"

writes a lady in South Boston, Mass., "but
since taking your pasteurized yeast, the
blemishes and pimples have completely dis-

appeared." "I always had trouble with con-
stipation until last winter when I started

taking Yeast Foam Tablets. Now my elimi-

nation troubles are completely corrected.

Your tablets were a great find for me." In
such cases, the trouble is internal and re-

quires internal treatment. That's just what
Yeast Foam Tablets provide.

New Health and Beauty
These delicious tablets of scientifically

pasteurized yeast contain rich stores of the
precious vitamins B and G
—the nutritive elements
which strengthen your diges-

tive and intestinal organs,
which give tone and vigor
to your nervous system.

With the true causesof
your trouble corrected,

eruptions and blem-
ishes disappear. Your
skin becomes clear and
smooth. Indigestion,
constipation, lack of
pep and nervousness
all go. You enjoy new
beauty and new health.

These results you get with a food, not a
drug. Yeast Foam Tablets are made of pure
yeast. Remember, pure yeast is the richest
known food source of the vitamins B and G.
In the average diet these essential elements
are sadly deficient. In some of our most com-
mon foods they are entirely lacking! Yeast
Foam Tablets are so helpful because they
are super-rich in these nutritive factors.

See for yourself

Yeast Foam Tablets are very different

from ordinary yeast. They cannot cause gas
or discomfort. They keep fresh for months
and are always uniform in vitamin content.
This yeast is used by various laboratories of

the United States government and by many
leading American universities in their
vitamin research.

Any druggist will supply you with Yeast
Foam Tablets. The ten-day bottle costs 50c
—only a few cents a day. See what
this remarkable corrective food
will do for you. Get a bottle today!

ON THE AIR every Sunday afternoon, Jan Gar-

ter's "Yeast Foamers" over NBC-WJZ and all

supplementary stationsfrom coast to coast.

FREE: MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.,

1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send me free sample of Yeast Foam Tablets
and descriptive circular.

Name. -.

Address. ---

City State. mmj,
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Sta-Rite

RINGLET
CURL
PINS

Fashion insists that your new
hair dress include those flattering

ringlets and soft curls so smartly

feminine. And they're not at all

difficult with these new Sta-Rite

pins. Only an inch and a half

long, they're the tiniest, most

truly invisible pins you've ever used.

Do try them—they make ordinary

bob pins seem needlessly clumsy.
Ten cents at your favorite store or beauty

shop—in blac\, brown, blonde or gray. Or
send 10 cents for trial package. (State Color).

STA»RITE HAIR PIN CO.
Shelbyville, Illinois

Sta-Rite
HAIR PINS

WAVE SET

week atHome
I

Grow Mushrooms in your cellar or
' shed. Experience unnecessary, we
tell you bow. Big demand—write

I
today for free Mushroom Book.

American mushroom Industries, Ltd,, dept. 492Toronto.Ont7

CLAUDIA DELL iattffJfifo " -

; upoLAu tiT.'.u - ..Jmt 'Is".

tjaiw Aeur luiut

SUNSHINE!
Dancing sunbeams — ripples of gay sunshine that

bring the charm of youth and loveliness to your hair.

They can be yours forever! And it's so easy—just one
Golden Glint Shampoo will bring you all of them.

Golden Glint has a little secret— it's more than a sham-
poo! Besides cleansing, it gives a finishing sheen to
every shade of hair. And what a delightful difference
it makes! You'll see a lovely, lustrous sparkle—thou-
sands of tiny dancing lights that hide from ordinary
shampoos! You'd never dream a little extra touch
could bting such loveliness. At your druggists', 25c,
or send for free sample and letter of special advice.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO.,
Seattle, Wash. ,

Name
Address

City

602 Rainier Ave., Dept. D
• • • Please send a free sample.

.State.

Color of my hair .

strict amount each month for living

purposes. No more splurges or wild
spending orgies. Thanks to Boh.

Marie Dressler's role as guardian
angel is too great and well-known to go
into. Let it he noted that not one
youngster at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
ever been refused guidance and help
from Hollywood's grandest person.
Dorothy Jordan, Boh Young and
Maureen O'Sullivan all heap tributes on
her. Dorothy and Maureen, both ro-

mantic youngsters, say that Marie was
the only one to talk right out in meet-
ing about their for-the-moment beaux.
Marie certainly never minces words.
Ramon Novarro calls her the world's
best tonic. Ramon, a moody one, would
hop in his car and head for Marie when
the blues got him down. "An hour in

her company," he says, "is the world's
best antidote for that all-gone feeling.

Never was there such a grand person."'

T3 OBERT Young also wants it known
that Joan Crawford knows a thing

or two about studio mothering. Bob,
fortunately or unfortunately, was born
in Boyle Heights, the "below the tracks"
area of Los Angeles. Poor, friendless,

lacking in the so-called "social graces,"
he led a pretty lonely and solitary life

in Hollywood until Joan singled him
out one night at a preview of "The Wet
Parade" to congratulate him on his

good work in "The Sin of Madelon
Claudet." He warmed to this friendli-

ness and accepted her invitations to

large functions at her home where she

saw to it that he met the better direc-

tors, writers and actors. Joan really

drew Bob out, developed and broadened
him ; let, in fact, the sunshine in.

Gloria Swanson did much the same
sort of thing for Joel McCrea in his

plug-ugly days, while Walter Huston
was the one to father Smacksie-Maxie
Baer. Not only did Walter tell Maxie
a thing or two about acting, but his ad-
vice touched on such well known Holly-

wood subjects as whoopee, the gals, his

salary checks and general studio deport-
ment. The two hit it up from the first

and Maxie, another naive person, was
only too glad to receive his Holly-

wood A.B.C.'s from the wiser Huston.
Onslow Stevens and Gloria Stuart

have done wonders for the kids at Uni-
versale school of acting. Both have
given freely of their time and efforts

to guide the youngsters along the intri-

cate and labored path to recognition. In
fact at least a half-dozen of the girl

neophytes have officially adopted the

not-so-old but plenty wise Gloria as
their studio mother. Gloria's proud of it.

Margaret Sullavan, although probably
not yet completely weaned from Broad-
way, owes a very great deal of her suc-

cess in Hollywood to John Stahl, her
director in "Only Yesterday." Margaret
was on the very point of checking out
by plane when Stahl, hearing of it,

buried his pride to visit her apartment
and argue, cajole, wheedle, coax and
finally win her over to remain.
Everything in Hollywood, it seemed,

bothered her. Advertising solicitors an-
noyed her. Stahl chased them away.
She complained of being uncomfortable.
He taught her to wear slacks, old tennis

shoes, sweat shirts—anything in which
she could relax and regain her com-
posure. He taught her how to rest on
the set, instructing her to lie down at

every possible chance. When she pouted
he took re-take after re-take until he
got her into a good mood. He taught
her to live conservatively and preserve
her strength. Stahl, it would seem, was
studio father, mother and wet-nurse to

her. But his efforts weren't in vain.

We could go on and tell of how Jack
Pierce, Boris Karloff's make-up man is

more than a friend ; of howr Chester
Morris' own wife has also proved his

studio mother, watching his pennies
and temper for him ; of how Richard
Dix has proved a' studio father to many
a beginner at Radio ; of Leslie Howard's
"parental devotion" for William Gar-
gan ; of John Barrymore's interest in

newcomers and the bouquets Pert Kel-
ton hands to Constance Bennett as her
studio mother. But isn't what we've al-

ready related enough to show that

Hollywood's stars are not above ex-

tending the hand of help and friendship ?

Personally, we think it one of the bright-

est sides of this many-sided place.

The cast of "Merry Wives of Reno" lines up for the cameraman.

Roscoe Ates, Margaret Lindsay, Clenda Farrell, Guy Kibbee and Frank

McHugh are among those present.
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Between You and Me

(Continued from page 15)

some, and convincing support to

shoot them to even farther heights.

The male stars, it seems, are

given one or two good roles at first

and then, for no reason at all, are

expected to put over any weak,
willy-nilly plot unaided.

Look at Lew Ayres. He was
superb in "All Quiet on the West-
ern Front," but what chance has

he had since to show his talent?

And is it fair to judge Johnnie
Weissmuller at all? He has made
one picture—and that several

months ago.

Miss Baldwin thinks Clark Gable
is almost at the end of his rope.

Perhaps. But why? Give him
something real and see how real he

can be.

Valentino, Barthelmess, Novarro,
Gilbert, Barrymore, Reid, Bush-
man and Fairbanks, Sr., were men-
tioned as box office sensations in

former years. Put any of them
in Gable's place in "Dancing
Lady," or Cooper's place in "To-
day We Live," or Ayres' place in

"My Weakness"—and where would
they have been ?

Short—But Sweet

WISE GUY, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

allows as how

:

"Dancing Lady" was one grand
picture.

Joan Crawford ought to continue
in such roles—and gowns.
Karen Morley ought to be seen

a little more—can't get enough of
her.

Paul Kelly ought to be given a
big chance to become a star.

We Consider Ourselves

Squelched

A READER of Terre Haute, In-
diana, is werry outspoken

:

I have just read the article

"What Will Happen to Them in
1934?" by Dareos, one of these so-
called astrologers. Modern-minded
people with common sense know
there is nothing in astrology. No
doubt Dareos knows it himself. He
is simply keen enough to cash in
on his knowledge of human nature
and his acquaintance with the
movie colony.

Dareos seems to think that
Garbo has passed her zenith. He
is obviously wrong on that point,
for with her great ability and fas-
cination, she couldn't help .being the

"mmmmMicm
Begs

engagement

is broken
!

"

EVERYBODY guessed the trouble except
poor Peg herself.

Her friends were sorry but unsympathetic.
"After all, you can't blame Henry," they said.

"Peg is a dear in lots of ways, but she
certainly is slow in others. We've often tried

to ease it over to her about disagreeable

underarm odor. We've talked about how we
all use Mum.
"But she's either stubborn or dumb. Said

she didn't need anything—that soap and
water were good enough for her. Well, that's

Peg's mistake."

How foolish it is to take a chance on offend-

ing with the ugly odor of underarm perspira-

tion, when you can have all-day protection

in just half a minute!

That's all it takes to use Mum. And you
can use it any time

—

after you're dressed as

well as before. For it's harmless to clothing.

It's soothing to the skin, too. Prove this

by shaving your underarms and using Mum
immediately.

Count on Mum to keep you safe from odor
without preventing the perspiration itself.

Mum Mfg. Co., Inc., 75 West St., New York

TAKES THE
ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

USE MUM FOR THIS, TOO. Mum is won-
derful to use as a deodorant on sanitary

napkins. Enjoy its protection in this way.
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A
FLUFFY-DRY

FACE POWDER
CONTAINING

^Lx>u know how beneficial Olive Oil is to

your skin . . . how it soothes, softens and pro-

tects against dryness.

Outdoor Girl is the only face powder to con-
tain this precious ingredient— baked in by a

secret, patented process.

Start using Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Face Pow-
der today and see how it improves your skin.

It will keep your complexion adorably soft

and smooth all winter!

In 7 smart shades to blend with any complexion. At
leading drug, department and chain stores— 50c, 25c,
10c. Mail the coupon for generous samples.

OUTDOOR GIRL
OLIVE OIL FACE POWDER

CRYSTAL CORPORATION, DEPT. 50D
WILLIS AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
Please send me' FreeTTrial Packages of 5 skin-blending
shades of OutdoorIGirl Olive Oil Face Powder.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE.

Shin, 7>UHvbLeA . .

.

YIELD AMAZINGLY
TO NEW TREATMENT

Doctor Finds

WE wish every sufferer from such skin ailments as
eczema, boils and itching could read a leading doctor's

recent article in a well-known medical magazine. It told,
of the amazing relief obtained in several groups of skin
sufferers, with a "colloidal aluminum compound" (or
CAC) treatment. In one group every case showed im-
provement: results were "remarkable" in nearly all.
"CAC" treatment has been so successful that doctors
are taking it up right and left.

Now you can buy this "CAC" antiseptic at any drug
store under the name HYDROSAL. Either liquid or
ointment is highly effective—not only for boils and eczema,
but for poison ivy, burns, cuts and sunburn. Wonderful
as a gargle too, in liquid
form—so soothing and re-
freshing. Remember to
ask for HYDROSAL at
any druggist's

Hydrosal

TIRE USERS
by the thousands all over the
U. S. A. vouch for the LONG, HARD
SERVICE, under severest road condl

j
tions of our standard brand Tiree

_cted by the ORIGINAL
|
Ktii HET YORK PROCESS. 01 H 17
YEARS IN BUSINESS makes i

"ale to offer tirca at LOWEST PRL
history with 12 mon

FREE!

Don't Delay—OrderToday
I BALLOON Tires CORD Tires
Size Rim Tires Tubes Size TiresTubes

29*4.40-21 $2.15 J0.85 30i3 $2.25 $0.65
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SEND ONLY $1.00 DEPOSIT witheach tire
ordered. We ahip — balance C. O. D. Deduct
5 per cent II caBh in full accompanies orderALL TUBES. BRAND NEW — GUAR AN TEED

Tires failing to eive 12 months' service replaced at half nrineYORK TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept.2212A
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star of stars as long as she remains

on the screen. (Aw, say, now—
maybe you were just mad because

of zi'hat Dareos said about Garbo?)

Here's An Amusing One!

ALICE HENRY, of Ridgway,

Penna., brings up a nice point

:

Allow me as a movie fan to say

that M-G-M and Hollywood
needn't drop Lee Tracy. Holy cats !

They say he was nude. Is it any

worse for a man than a woman?
They seem to be delighted when
the gals are like that—or almost.

(Um—quite so, Alice. But the

facts of that little Mexican matter

are coming out—a new fact every

day. It seems that Tracy was quite

zvell covered, thank you. That he

zvas on a high balcony. That no

one objected to his hilarity, parti-

cularly, until the ncivspapcrs made
a fuss about it. And that, further-

more, so many fans have been de-

manding his reinstatement, that it

will probably take place before you

read this.)

The Producers Shouldn't Go
Scot Free—No Sir!

THELMA.—of some town in New
York state which we can't decipher

—

feels that stars are criticized too

much

:

I want to put in my kick with

both feet. I believe the producers

pick stories for their best bets by

lottery—on the morning after.

Ye gods ! Look at Warner Bax-

ter's leading ladies and stories, for

example.

Why don't they make "Tale of

Two Cities" with Warner Baxter

—as they said they were going to

do?
Regarding the "new men" prob-

lem—the trouble isn't with our

leading men. It's just that Holly-

wood should chloroform about

twenty "experts" in each studio and
hire one casting director who knows

. his stuff.

A Suggestion for a New Movie
Team

DOROTHIE GRIFFIN, of Teha-

chapi, California, has a new co-star-

ring idea

:

My favorite actor is Gary Cooper

and my favorite actress is Norma
Shearer. Would it be possible for

the necessary studio-loaning to be

done and have them make a picture

together? Some good Western
story—yes, I mean it. Not the

cheap melodrama kind, but one

with real romance and yet realistic

enough for all fans.

Madge, Take a Bow

JOHN CARDEN, of Philadel-

phia, Pa., says

:

I have been buying Modern
Screen for a long time, and in a

recent issue I like best the stories

on Joan Crawford and Marlene
Dietrich, and the portraits of Irene

Dunne and Ann Harding. I like

these stars and many - others, too,

but of all the stars in Hollywood
I like Madge Evans best. And I

cannot tell you how much I'd like

and appreciate a portrait, a cover,

or a story on Madge Evans.
(There's a story on Madge coming
out in our May issue.)

Hooray for the Stars and Stripes

—and Katharine Hepburn

J. BRERETON CHAMBERLIN,
of Sussex, Eng., wants us to know
that:

As an English fan, and as one
of the American film producer's

keen admirers, I would like to

congratulate RKO on Katharine
Hepburn, besides many excellent

pictures made by the only nation

which can produce movies.

Hepburn rates along with Garbo.
To me, they resemble one another
very much, far more so than Diet-

rich.

Please may we see Hepburn with

Gable? I shall never forget "Susan
Lennox," the best film I've seen

yet. The worst one I've ever seen

was "I Loved You Wednesday."
What do you see in Elissa Landi
over there? I think she is—well

I won't say it.

No Alterations, Please!

MARGARET D. KILLE, of Col-

lingswood, N. J., explodes

:

Why do they want to re-tailor

the version of the "Merry Widow"
to fit anyone? M-G-M has people

in its own studio who are fitted

for the beautiful original version.

As for putting Chevalier in it,

that is a laugh. As a singer, he is

a flop. As far as Joan Crawford
is concerned, she is a jazz dancer.

Of course, if they are making a

burlesque out of it, this team would
be great.

Why not give it to the one and
only one who has everything for

the part and that is the girl with

the golden voice, Jeanette MacDon-
ald ? Have a good male singer and
graceful dancer for the prince, and
the picture will be a success.

The Sullavan Girl Is Okay

A. C. DARDEN, of Orange,
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N. J., went for her in a big way:
"Only Yesterday," was a great

picture. I used to dislike love pic-

tures more than I can say. But
when a film like "Only Yesterday"
is shown, no one can help but like

it. Margaret Sullavan's acting was
simply perfect. It really touched
me.

Wants More Man-Appeal

THEODORE A, GEISLER, of
Davenport, Iowa, thinks we

7
ve been

leaving the poor males out in the

cold

:

Every bit of your magazine is

O. K., if one can only take time
out to read every article, ad and
squib of news. I have done so this

month. In looking over the "Be-
tween You and Me" page, I want
you to know how I feel about
Francis Ressell's comment. I agree
with him in saying that your mag-
azine caters almost entirely to the
"weaker" sex. It would be so much
better if you were only half for

the "stronger" and their doings. I

would be interested, for instance,

in a monthly page on men's clothes,

accessories and so forth. (Modern
Screen for March contained a
very helpful "beauty article" for
men.)

"For Joan, from Kathryn"

KATHRYN WHITE, of Engle-
wood, N. J., pays a tribute to Joan
Crawford

:

Of all the people in Hollywood,
both men and women, I would like

to know Joan Crawford. Funny
isn't it, coming from a girl? You
probably think I should "adore"
Clark Gable, "love" Gene Raymond
and think Robert Montgomery is

"sweet." But you see, I don't.

If I were to meet Joan, one of
my greatest dreams would be real-

ized. Because ever since I saw
her in "The Duke Steps Out," I've
adored her. Do you blame me?
There isn't a finer, nicer, more
idealistic girl in Hollywood. I want
to meet her because I want to prove
to myself that she is as perfect as
I think she is. I want to be like

her. I could dress and look like

her, but still I wouldn't be "her."
It's something more than clothes
and beauty. It's Individuality. It's

Personality.

Not long ago, I sent her a letter

and I told her how much I thought
of her. Then one day soon there-
after, she sent me a beautiful photo
of herself and on it she had writ-
ten, "For Kathryn, from Joan
Crawford." I sent her a letter of
thanks, I was so glad. Gosh. I

hardly expected her to do such a

Becomes the Most Popular Girl at the Party

!

IT
I'M SO DISCOURAGED -

I DOtfT SEEM TO ATTRACT
THE BOYS — LACK

SOMETHING, I SUPPOSE

HOW SILLY!
YOU'VE SIMPLY
LET YOURSELF
BECOME A LITTLE

CARELESS
ABOUT YOUR
APPEARANCE
YOUR HAIR
ESPECIALLY

!

r0 WHAT CAN I DO? L.

I DONT WANT TO PAY *2
FOR A FRESH WAVE EVERY
TIME I HAVE A DATE !

"EVER HEAR OF JO-CUR?
YOU CAN WAVE YOUR HAIR
YOURSELF MARVELOUSLY
WITH JO-CUR — AND IT

COSTS ABOUT A NICKEL

!

HERE, LET ME SHOW_
YOU RIGHT
NOW . . .

ITS JUSTTHE EFFECT I

WANT-THE BEST WAVE
I EVER HAD ! AND ABOUT
AS EASY AS COMBING

THE HAIRt
if
-

WITH JO-CUR YOU CAN
SUIT YOUR OWN

PERSONALITY EXACTLY
YOU LOOK MARVELOUS

!

Nc

Have That f?
Ritzy" Fingerwave

in Your Own Home Tonight

lOTHING "lures" like lovely hair!

Thanks to a marvelous new French dis-

covery, today it is totally unnecessary

ever to sacrifice charm by having hair

straggly and unattractive. Indeed, it

happens yo u can have the same wonderful

fingerwaves that the famous stars of the

stage and movies have. Set them your-

self ! TryJO-CUR Waveset-today

!

With the big bottle of JO-CUR, for

25c, you get 5 perfect waves—each
of which might cost you $2 or more
at an expensive hairdresser's. Each
lasts afull week. Andfingerwaving
your hair with JO-CUR is about as

quick and easy as combing it

!

Remember, JO-CUR is different

from any other waveset known.

JO-CUR is made with a quince-seedha.se

—not cheap gum, which makes the hair

gummy and sticky. JO-CUR will noi

leave white flakes. If you have a perma-

nent, JO-CUR will preserve its beauty

far longer. . . Double your "appeal"!
Express your VIVID PERSONALITY—
bring out YOUR loveliness as never be-

fore—TONIGHT

!

Get your bottle of JO-CUR at any
drug or department store, or, in

the trial size, at the 10c store.

A
j

Jo-cur
PRONOUNCED JOKER

WAVESET
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Double, $5-$7; Suites from $8
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swell thing. Anyway I shall al-

ways adore her for it. I'll always

treasure it and some day I'm going

to Hollywood and thank her per-

sonally. I'll never forget her!

(Charming sentiments, Kate. And
Joan is deserving of your highest

esteem.)

Curves vs. Curves

MARY BARKER, of Hartford,

Conn., points out the difference

:

This is the first time I've ever

written to a movie magazine, but,

then, there's never been a Jean

Harlow! She's marvelous, gor-

geous, and a wonderful actress.

Mae West is all right, but for

looks—she's, well, she's fat. Ugh

!

Curves are ' okay when they're

slender and beautifully propor-

tioned as Jean's are. Give us more
pictures of this gorgeous person

teamed with Clark Gable. "Hold
Your Man" was swell.

Tell Joan Crawford to get off

her high horse, please. (Joan on

a high horse? No, we don't think

so. And neither will you after

you've read "I'm a Terrible Per-

son," in this issue. Name us an

actress who'd be as frank and hon-

est with her fans?)

A Profile Ain't Everything

LILLIAN FOSTER, of Hart-

ford, Conn., is just plain disgusted:

I would like to express my opin-

ion of handsome actors and those

who aren't so handsome. Take
Frank McHugh. His work is con-

vincing and his personality clicks.

We like him. We're tired of the

so-called good-lookers with their

false teeth, waved hair, like a beau-

ty salon's advertisement, ears taped

back. In other words, enough alter-

ations to be worthy of a first-class

fitting room.

Give the public actors with real

acting ability. Stop featuring men
who have to be all made over to be

the ones who get the Mae West in-

vitations. (Aw, Lillian, give 'em a

break. Don't be so hard on our

Gables, Grants, Crosbys and Che-

valiers. They're good guys and

we like 'em.)

More Mysteries

HARVEY HANCOCKS, of Oak-
land, Calif., got a big kick out of see-

ing the "invisible" :

Am I scared of the big, bad "In-

visible Man" ? I am not. Boy, oh,

boy, give us another one of those

mysteries. I'm strong for 'em.

You betcha my life. Can you give

Claude Rains a break so we can see

what he looks like? The "Invisi-

ble Man" was sorta different, I

thought, in the way of mysteries.

He played remarkably well, also,

in "Frankenstein."

I saw another picture that was
great, too. All due credit goes to

Frankie Darro and his pal in "Wild
Boys of the Road." Makes a fella

glad to have a home. Guess I

would have done the same thing if

I were in their shoes. Wish I

could meet a fella like Frankie
some day. (No, Harvey, you're

mistaken about "Frankenstein."

That zvas Boris Karloff, remem-
ber? He may do "The Return of
Frankenstein," too.)

He Has What It Takes

FRANK DENNIS, of Bedford,
Va., knows a good actor when he sees

one

:

It appears that we have a new
leading man. He's listed as Otto
Kruger, has wonderfully expres-

sive eyes and a fine face. He and
Barbara Stanwyck reach the top of

the ladder of screen artistry in

"Ever In My Heart." How would
Irene Dunne or Ann Harding stand

out, with his support, in another
"Back Street," for instance?

("Gallant Lady" Jias your two
favorites, Otto and Ann.)

Prince Charming

GOLDIE SNYDER, of Timmins.
Canada, has a yen for Baby LeRoy

:

I think he's just too cute for

words. But just wait till he can
talk. Then he'll say, "Turn up an'

tee me turn time." Let's hope we'll

see his picture on the cover of

Modern Screen soon. There can
be ten Crawfords, twenty Garbos,
and forty Mae Wests, but give me
Baby LeRoy.

A Sensible Attitude

ELIZABETH HART, of Balti-

more, Md., says a thing or two

:

It was with real satisfaction that

I read Lee Tracy's statement con-
cerning that Mexican affair in

Modern Screen. Lee Tracy is an
excellent actor and a grand guy, so

if he says there was no balcony,

then there was no balcony.

Moreover, suppose the most fan-

tastic version of the story were
true, what of it? Surely Lee has
afforded us all enough amusement
on the screen to be allowed to have
a little fun in his own fashion.

People with exceptional talent

should not be bound by all the rigid

rules that govern the rest of us

commonplace mortals. It will be
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the greatest piece of nonsense

imaginable if this little escapade is

allowed to affect, adversely, his fu-

ture career.

JOAN ZAPPA, of Merrie Eng-
land, joins in with

:

This is my first letter to any

screen magazine and I wish to con-

gratulate you on being the only

magazine that gave Lee Tracy a

chance to speak out for himself.

Mr. Tracy is an excellent actor

and has given much to the screen,

and I hope all Lee Tracy's fans

will be quick to show their appre-

ciation by supporting him.

Shake Hands, Eric

JESSIE ORR, of Astoria, L. I.,

has a wish

:

I'd like to meet Eric Linden be-

cause I admire him on the screen.

His personality is so different from
that of any person I have ever

known. When he plays a part on

the screen, he isn't acting it—it just

comes natural, as if he really meant
it. And I'd like to see for myself

if he is really like that. That's

why I'd like to meet him. (The
last time we heard from him, Eric

was in Capri, France. He zvanted

to get away from Hollyzvood for

a while. Seems he was sad over

the Dee-McCrea marriage.)

Warning! Danger Ahead

One of our constant readers,

CAROL LEE, from far-off New
Zealand, is disappointed in an old

favorite

:

Maurice Chevalier used to be my
favorite actor, but he has become
so disgustingly sex-conscious that

he is now just a pain in the neck.

Why, oh why, don't the producers

give him more pictures like "Inno-

cents of Paris"? The tripe they

are dishing out now is far beneath
him, and as he is on the downward
path it would pay them well if they

shook themselves up a bit and put
on their blinkers. (So it's spread
to New Zealand, too, has it?)

Picture Boners

P. S. C, no address given, scruti-

nizes the films with an eagle eye

:

In "Penthouse" you will recall

the scene in which Warner Baxter
and Myrna Loy are seen eating-

breakfast on the terrace of his pent-

house apartment. It shows Miss
Loy toying with her grapefruit
which is minus a cherry, when Mr.
Baxter's former fiancee calls. The
scene then reverts to the living

room in which an argument ensues

The Smartest

FAOEN B

ONLY lQf

You can pay $1 or more for your beauty

aids, if you wish. But you can't buy finer

quality than Faoen offers you for 10j^.

We know that statement is hard to

believe. So we asked a famous research

laboratory to analyze Faoen Beauty Aids.

And here's their report:

"Every Faoen product tested is as

pure and fine as products of like

nature sold for $1, $2 and $3."

Is it any wonder that the smartest women

are now using Faoen? Join them

—

today!

No. 44
A New FAOEN

Perfume Triumph!
This is an exact duplicate in

fragrance of a popular and
expensive imported per-

fume. You will marvel at this

new perfume masterpiece
— and its price of only lOp.

CLEANSING CREAM COLD CREAM
FACE POWDER ROUGES PERFUMES
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FUNNY
in an advertisement . . .

TRAGIC in life!

You've read it and smiled
—"A beautiful face

he adored, neglected hands he abhorred!" But
it does happen and it needn't!

F-0 Nail Polish changes ungroomed fingertips

into gleaming, rose-tipped ones he'll love to

touch. It makes fingers sing
—"Look at us,

lovely as a debutante's, though we're busy as

bees all day long." Spreads evenly, lasts un-

believably long, comes in five shades for all

modes and moods. Also F-0 Nail Polish Re-

mover and F-0 Cuticle Remover. Fort Orange
Chemical Co., Albany, N.Y.

At all better Chains.

NAIL POLISH

10
DEAFNESS IS MISERY

Many people with defective hearing

and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because they

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of pPl/A#
the inventor who was himself deaf.

LEONARD. Inc.. Suite 986.70 5th Ave., New YorkA. 0.

BUNIONS
Reduced Quickly

Pain stops almost instantly! Then bless-
ed relief. Fairyfoot gradually reduces
painful, ugly bunions. Enables you to
wear smaller shoes. No cumbersome

\ appliances. No messy salves. Used
§j on over 2,000.000 feet since 1 897.
V ! Write for FREE trial treatment.
;V> Fairyfoot Products Co.. Chicago, III.

1223 s. Wabash Ave., Dept. 2714

Perfumes
SUBTLE, fascinating, alluring. Sell

regularly for $12.00 an ounce. Made
from the essence of flowers:

—

Three odors: Send only
(1) Romanza
(2) Lilyof the Valley
(3) Esprit de France
A sinale drop la3ts

a weekl

To pay for postage and handling
send only 30c (silver or stamps) for
3 trial bottles. Only one set to each
new customer. PAUL BIEGERt
172 First St., San Francisco, Calif.
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between the former lovers. When
Miss Loy returns to the terrace

and her grapefruit, lo and behold,

a great big red cherry is perched

on it. (The flaws which you found
in

"
'Prizefighter and the Lady" and

"Going Hollywood" were interest-

ing to note, too.)

Nils Asther—Romantic Hero

F. X. LAUDETTE, of New
Brunswick, Canada, says

:

I really think your magazine is

the best of the movie books and
the stories are most interesting,

especially the biographical ones.

But I've never read a story on Nils

Asther, one of the screen's most
talented actors. I think he's far

more romantic than Gable, or Bar-

rymore, or even Gilbert. Please

give us a good story on him. (Read
"Nils Asther—Enemy of Hooey,"
which appeared in our March num-
ber. It's a swell yarn.)

Three Cheers for the Old
Stand-Bys

E. M. SWANSON, of Claremont,

S. D., is hopping mad :

Hurray for Franklin Davis, of

Charlottesville, Va. ! I've been

steaming up over that very same
thing for some time. And when
Faith Baldwin came out with her

article, "New Men—Where Are
They?" I just about flew off the

handle. Now, why lament about

the non-appearance of new men
when we have such swell old actors

—not in age, perhaps, but in ex-

perience, I mean.

If We Get Enough Requests,

Maybe We'll Weaken

TWO CLARK GABLE FANS
rave about him

:

If anyone deserves orchids, Clark

Gable does. He's swell. We just

saw "Dancing Lady" and he was
at his best in that picture. And
can't Joan Crawford dance ?

Why don't you have actors on
your covers and make Clark num-
ber one?

Gorgeous Kay

S. MC. appreciates Kay Francis'

artistry

:

What about "The House on 56th

Street" ? That's the best picture

I've seen in a long time. Perhaps
it's because Kay Francis has an op-
portunity to show a little of what
she can do. She is lovely from
start to finish. Have you ever

noticed how much she gets out of

a part?

DELIGHTED FAN, of Albany,
N. Y., agrees with S. MC.

:

Kay Francis deserves a great

big round of applause for her beau-

tiful performance in "The House
on 56th Street." She was gorgeous.

All in all, the picture was perfect.

Word Pictures

EVELYN McLEAN, of Cheney,
Wash., sends us a few impressions

of the stars

:

Jean Harlow : white fire, icy dia-

monds ; warm ivory ; a first snow-
fall.

Clara Bow: "Please like me!"
Smouldering embers

;
poignant sor-

row, rubies ; a vivid sunrise.

Fay Wray: Mischief; amber
glass

;
pale rose satin ; dreams.

Marion Davies : Sparkle ; Christ-

mas trees ; New Year's parties
;
pig-

tails and freckles; high school.

Lilian Harvey : wire-haired ter-

riers; bubbly springs; twinkly

stars ; first party gown.

The Sweet and Innocent Types
Appeal to Her

EVELYN WANDELT, of Jack-
son Heights, N. Y., is tired of the

sophisticates of the screen

:

Ruby Keeler is real. Not the

exaggerated type of girl like a few
of those stars. Her voice lingers

in one's ears long after it is heard.

Her smile has that appealing shy-
ness and wistfulness that none of
the sophisticated stars have. She
has natural beauty, natural acting

ability. That's why we all like her.

Let me continue—she's demure,
ravishing, altogether entrancing.

MODERN SCREEN

ON THE AIR

Want to know who is dating who

in Hollywood this week?

Which of our great stars is

marrying, babying, divorcing?

It's on the air each week in the

MODERN SCREEN REVUE.

WMCA
New York

WPRO
Providence
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They Visit New York

(Continued from page 35)

dollars (which he can't afford) for a

pure-bred Irish wolfhound.
* * *

Probably the ten most beautiful

women in New York, the week she

was here, was Dolores Del Rio.

There's a gal that's actually breath-

taking. You look at her and wonder
if it's real, and then she looks at

Cedric Gibbons, and you know it is

!

"Gibby" is the young woman's hus-

band and the art director at Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. Therefore, an au-

thority on beauty and the legal cus-

todian of a Del Rio. The gentleman
is also what is known as very "social."

Remember, he is Veronica Balfe's

uncle. Mrs. Gary Cooper, you know.
They may all be found somewhere
between the covers of the Blue Book.
Thus the Gibbonses did a lot of

gadding about in the Park Avenue
sector while in town and very little

on Broadway. During the day, Dol-
ores made the rounds of the smarter
shops and bought herself another
wardrobe. And here's an item that

might . interest you. Most of her

clothes selections were made from,
last fall's stock, and comprised con-

servative models moderately priced.

None of this "ahead of the minute"
business for Del Rio. She has no
aspirations to the "best dressed" title,

which has most of the Hollywood
gals slightly dazed. They'd almost
rather be dead than out of style, you
know.

^ % %

Another smart little girl who goes
merrily on her own way, dripping in

mink and fame, is Sylvia Sidney. All

Sylvia desires is good roles in pic-

tures and to keep her name out of

the gossip columns. She was in New
York several days before the sleuths

were even aware of her presence. Not
that the Sidney is doing a Garbo, but
she just isn't interested—and she
isn't proclaiming her lack of desire

for publicity, either. Which, you
must admit, comes under the head of
"news."
Having made "Good Dame," Miss

Sidney trekked east for a vacation
and, being a native New Yorker, this

is the noisy place wherein she can
enjoy a rest.

WHEN you see "Gallant Lady,"
you'll see Janet Beecher. Miss

Beecher is as well-known in the thea-
tre as Amos 'n' Andy are to radio
fans. But she has just made her
picture debut and made the individ-
ual hit of the talkie under discussion.

44Let's Put Our Heads Together
On This, Dear!"

Posed by Florence Lake and Edgar Kennedy, RKO Radio players

She: "You've been entirely too cranky lately, and some-

thing's got to be done about it."

He: "Sorry, dear, but I can't sleep at night. I'm always

tired, and I see spots before my eyes."

She: "Tsk. Tsk. Tsk. You've been working too hard

at the office. What you need is my favorite tonic!"

He: "What's that?"

She: "Why, the laugh tonic, of course

—

The Humor Magazine of Hollywood

Pick up a copy next time you pass a newsstand. It's great for that tired feeling!'

Ill
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PARFUM
OBTAINABLE AT YOUR FIVE AND TEN CENT STORE

JOUBERT • PARFUMEUR
FIFTH AVE NUE • NEW YORK

illlliitaiwiffjima
My method positively prevents hair from
rowing again. Safe, easy, permanent. Use

privately at home. The delightful relief
will bring happiness, freedom of mind and
greater success.

We teach Beauty Culture. Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For prompt-
ness in writine me, I will include a $2.00
Certificate forMahler Beauty Preparations.

D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 36D, Providence, R. I.

"Her Blonde Hair
won me!"

ROMANCE always comes to blondeswho keep their
hair golden. And it's so easy with Blondex. This

special shampoo not only prevents darkening—but
safely restores natural golden color to dull, faded
light hair. Brings out sparkling lights—adds gleam-
ing radiance. Not a dye. No harmful chemicals.
Fine for scalp. Used and recommended by scores
of famous blonde movie stars. Two sizes—$1.00 and
25fi. Get Blondex today and see how beautiful your
hair can be.
NEW! Have you tried Blondex Wave-Set? <H.*'
Doesn't darken light hair like ordinary
wave-sets. Not sticky or flaky. Only 35fT. St
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And now she is back in New York
temporarily, ensconced in her own
apartment, living the life of a very
sane person instead of the hectic ex-
istence of a celebrity. When she gets

her thoughts organized and her ideas

arranged from her last Cinema City
visit, she will start packing for her
next. For, Miss Beecher is to play
opposite George Arliss in a forth-

coming, as-yet-untitled production.
She wants to know all about acting

in the movies and, so eager is she to

learn the tricks, we imagine she'd

stop the policeman on the corner if

she thought he could give her any
pointers. If the lady ever knew, she
plays cards and spades around most
of the film famous at the present
writing.

She has a very severe critic who
believes in giving her the bad news, if

any, right off the bat. He is her
twelve-year-old son and may possi-

bly take advantage of the relationship

to get off a lot of humdingers

!

We always get a thrill seeing a

Sweet Young Thing, armed with tal-

ent and beauty, off to Hollywood to

embark on a movie career. And this

month it was Pauline True's turn.

Pauline owns a lovely face and fig-

ure and a dramatic coach, Edith
Becton Uhrbrock, who has great

faith in her. With all this on the

credit side of the books, she worked
like a little Trojan, so that when it

came time to take a film test, she was
all set for the ordeal—as ordeal it is

!

This girl you have often seen on
the magazine covers came through
with flying colors, for her intelligence

came in handy, too. And so, we sort

of like to fancy ourself a prophet and
predict that Pauline True is destined

to become a winner. When she does,

we are going to get ourself a crystal

ball and awning tent and open up a

Madame Zaza booth in Coney Island !

CARL BRISSON arrived from
across the sea with a Paramount

contract and a reputation for being a

veritable dazzler wherever ladies

gather. In fact, rumor hath it that

in the not-so-good old days, when
Garbo sold millinery and Carl tripped

the musical comedy boards, the Swed-
ish damsel was that much in love with

him ! Indeed, nothing parted them
but the breadth of the footlights,

which, at that, can make the Grand
Canyon look like a mere crack when
it comes to separating hither from
yon or a girl from her heart's desire.

In those days, Greta sent her idol

violets, but since the card was marked
Miss Gustafsen, the star merely rele-

gated the nosegay to "among those

odds and ends from women."

Several years later, however, Mr.
Brisson sent the Garbo boxes of
roses, but that, of course, was when
Greta was interested in somebody
else. Oh, this Life! Doesn't it get

you down

!

Brisson landed with a wife and
several trunks and, some say, a son,

a grown-up feller who might make
daddy seem a bit passe if folks were
good at mathematics. So wife and
son graciously stayed in the back-
ground while the hero did his stuff.

Carl declares Hollywood isn't go-
ing to spoil him. He knows all the

answers and the famous and near-

famous won't be able to trip him up.

Paramount has announced "Murder
at the Vanities" as his first picture,

and when you see him, you'll become
enamored, because the gentleman has
plenty of "what it takes" to make
headway cinematically.

WHEN Sophie Tucker throws a

party, it's a party ! One of

chose memorable events that you con-

template even after the corsage has

faded and the headache has disap-

peared.

Recently, Sophie celebrated her

birthday at the Hollywood—a swanky
night club, doubtless so named be-

cause it is situated on Broadway,
New York ! That's the way they do
things around this town.

Well, just about everybody and his

wife—or someone else's—attended the

big soiree. There was Eddie Cantor,

Harry Richman, Janet Gaynor, Bar-
bara Stanwyck, Frank Fay, Nita

Naldi and a host of others, there to

give the great big girl a much bigger

hand.

The Tucker is due on the camera
coast any minute to make two pic-

tures. First, "Husband Hunter," an
independent for Monogram and then

to put over a few snappy song num-
bers in "Murder at the Vanities."

Some people aren't permitted a day
off even when on vacation ;

especially

when on vacation, we might say.

There were, for instance, Lionel

Barrymore, Miriam Hopkins and
May Robson, all set to make a litrle

mild whoopee in our town when the

producers got wind of it.

Before you could say Jack Robin-

son—or is it Edward G. ?—the Para-

mount theatre had Miriam in a sketch

from "Affairs of Anatole." Such a

sensation did the little sex appeal lady

prove, that Chicago, Detroit and

Boston wired offers and, not averse

to making a little money, she accepted

'em. But her holiday was shot to

—

the road.

The Capitol Theatre put in a bid

for Miss Robson and Mr. Barrymore
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to be featured in separate skits and

they, too, brought out the "Standing-

Room Only
1

' signs.

The Ricardo Cortezes are among

us. on a sort of honeymoon trip.

They are only to be here a week, so

are missing none of the night spots,

theatres and shops. It all comes un-

der the head of a grand whirl and

Ric, a born and bred New Yorker,

declares he feels like a hick, it's been

so long since he visited the big town.

No sooner were they established at

the Ritz than telegrams from the

coast began to appear. Each of 'em

wanted to know when Cortez would

be back. The gentleman is needed in

the talkies, it seems. He is doing

splendidly, always giving a fine ac-

count of himself' The only little item

Ric had to overcome was a "Valen-

tino" hangover from the old silent

days. He never wanted to be any-

body's successor, but, by gosh, the

studio wished it on him. And he says

he isn't Spanish either and never in

his life has gone for a senorita nor

an onion. More publicity—ill-advised.

Cortez is just a regular guy and a

pretty swell actor.

Crawford Contest Winners

(Continued from page 8)

The five sixth prizes of $10.00 each, fo:

Mr. E. J. Bresendine

625 East Quincy
San Antonio, Texas

Mr. Gene Hodge
292 Oakland
Pontiac, Mich.

Dr. Ralston Reed,

65 Washington Street

Morristown, N. J.

Mr. Claude E. Thawley
5135 Parrish Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Jimmie Wentz
919 Ninth Avenue
Hickory, N. C.

The ten seventh prizes of $5.00 each, to:

Miss Florence L. Kraus
250 South Georgia Avenue

Mobile, Ala.

Miss Vivian Martin
1004 Churchman Avenue

Indianapolis, Ind.

Miss Justine Huntley Ulp
56 South Washington Street

Rochester, N. Y.

You can't "Kill" colds

. . but you may

CONTROL them

DON'T run risks with so-called "cold-killing" reme-

dies. It's so easy to upset the system with unwise

internal dosing—which often lowers vitality just when

it is most needed to resist disease.

Play safe with your family's health! Follow Vicks

Plan for better Control of Colds. In thousands of clinical

tests, supervised by physicians, it has greatly reduced

the number, duration and dangers of colds. (Details of

the Plan come in each Vicks package.)

At that first nasal irritation or stuffi-

ness, apply the new aid in preventing
colds, Vicks Nose & Throat Drops.
The Drops are* especially designed to

stimulate the functions which Nature
has provided—in the nose—to throw
off threatening infection.

•VICKS VAPORUB •

If a cold has developed, just rub on
Vicks VapoRub, the modern method
of treating colds. Its poultice action

"draws out" tightness. At the same
time, its soothing medicated vapors
carry relief direct to irritated air-

passages.

VICKS -SSff CONTROL OF COLDS

These three

beauties deco-

rate many of

Warner Bros.'

m u s i c a I s .

They're Lorena

Layson, Pat

Wing (Toby's

sister), and

Lynn Browning.
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Don't Tuck GRAY HAIRS
Out of SIGHT

Touch them up with
FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR
Manicuring and "facials" leave you only as
young as your hair. Youthful clothes won't
offset faded hair. Everyone glances at your
hair if it's getting gray. Keep it lovely with
FARR'S. Easy to use, without instruction
in the clean privacy of home; odorless, not
sticky; will not rub off or interfere with
curling, marcel or permanent wave. FARR'S
tints faded hair one even shade. $1.35.
For sale everywhere.
, FREE SAMPLE |

j
BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. M.G.19

j
' 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.

Send for FREE SAMPLE in plain wrapping.

I Name

Street

City State
STATE ORIGINAL COLOR OF HAIR

HOW TO WIN PRIZE CONTESTS
This book can make you

rich, or at least help you make a good living. The purpose of

this book, "How to Win Prize Contests," is to help you win by
setting forth the best-known principles and methods. Send
25c to Haldeman-Julius Co., Box 727, Girard, Kansas.

Let Others
Envy YOU
Your youthful, petal-smooth complex-

ion will be the envy of other girls if you
cleanse, nourish and soften your skin
with the famous VI-JON Creams. And
think of this. You can get all three of

j
these VI-JON Creams for less than

IBfiBiHI -
vou "'""' !

' Pav f° j!! just one jar of

IWm !

the "high - priced"

AWjHBH R9HH creams. Further-

mm llfsiVi more, VI-JON
ffiflfcHrt iiift nrJKl Creams equal the
pM^HHBHBBHI best delicacy,

tfiilfl S^lh^KB result-. Try them.

VI-JON
COLD CREAM

VI-JON
VANISHING CREAM

VI-JON
LIQUEFYING CREAM

10c EACH AT
5 AND 10 CENT

STORES
S-l

VI-JON LABORATORIES ST. LOUIS
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Mr. Leonard J. Aue,
144 Cornell Drive,

Toledo, Ohio

Miss Beatrice Kathryn Yax
58 Westgate Rd.
Kenmore, N. Y.

Miss Blanche Boyd
817 Lakeside Place

Chicago, 111.

Mr. Stanley Royon
830 Adams Street

Beaumont, Texas

Mr. Richard Lauer
4307 Sixth Avenue

Kenosha, Wis.

Mr. Fred W. Fogwell
3210 Columbia
Cincinnati, Ohio

Mr. Harold Sherman
1907 Lorring Place

Bronx, N. Y.

There ! We've more than done our
Boy Scout stint for today. Twenty-
nine people must be feeling rather

happy. And—you disappointed ones
—remember that everyone can't win.

And cheer up !—because you never
can tell how soon we might run an-

other contest. And that would mean
another chance for you !

Good News

(Continued from page 78)

THOSE who played the well-

known instinct, put down a few
sheckels on "Beverly Hills," Clark

Gable's new racing pony. It was
good, too, for B. H. came in leading

the pack with plenty of light between.

Most of the gang thought that this

first race was merely the omen for

more to come, so they went heavy
on the nag's second run. Net result

:

the old 00! Clark says, "How could

she win? They put 117 pounds on
her back and she couldn't get away
fast enough !"

GRACIE ALLEN just loves

water with her dinner, so much
so, in fact, that her penchant resulted

in this story which is related by her

w.k. husband, George. "Grade was
so scared that somebody was going
to drink her glass of water at that

party the other night that she put

tabasco sauce in it, just to be sure!"

KEEPING TABS' ON 'EM

LeRoy Printz, out at Paramount,
has his nose out of joint because Earl
Carroll brought twelve show girls to

Hollywood for "Murder at the Vani-
ties." Printz claims that Hollywood
chorus girls are exactly 100% better

than anything New York can offer.

. . . John Boles hit himself in the

mouth with a tennis racket, causing

two stitches, but he still reports for

work. . . . Al Jolson spent two weeks
at Palm Springs and regained the

fourteen pounds lost while making
"Wonderbar." .

'. . 'Tis reported that

Jack Dempsey and Mrs. Jack (Han-
nah Williams) are expecting and
strangely enough, they hope it's

twins. . . . Jack Oakie calls it recuper-
ating, but he hasn't been to a night

spot since his return from Honolulu.
. . . Dorothea Wieck registered at the

Arrowhead Lodge under a false name

to insure privacy—and
photographers ran her ragged because

the manager thought "the lady was
Garbo." . . . Lilian Harvey will kill

us yet. Not only has she threatened

to leave the screen if her suit against

Fox is not successful, but she makes
the definite statement, "I will have a

baby within one year"—which re-

minds us that she still denies that she

is married

!

WILL ROGERS dropped over

to George White's "Scandals"

set and asked, "Well, how's every-

thing in New York?" George re-

plied, "I hear all the shows are colos-

sal and everybody's making lots of

money." To which Will wagged, "I

knew just as soon as you and Earl

Carroll got off Broadway everything

would pick up
!"

THE GAS GAVE OUT1

Following a long day-and-evening

on location at Sunland, and late at

night it was, Clark Gable offered to

take Claudette Colbert back to Holly-

wood in his car. One of the boys on
the picture started a few minutes
later, and soon came across the Gable

car—parked alongside the road, far

from town. He backed up and asked

if he could be of any assistance, to

which Gable replied, "No, it's noth-

ing, just out of gas. Don't you
bother about us one bit." So the

Good Samaritan drove on, wonder-
ing why Clark hadn't asked him to

get him some gas—or had they al-

ready sent for a supply ?

TJOLLYWOOD has got quite a

-L ± bang out of the recent story in a

recent weekly concerning "The Men
in Her Life," in which the author

tells all about the gents who have

made up the masculine element in

j
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Ruth Chattcrton's life. One of the

zvags snickered, "And Mae West says

not one word about her past. She's

too busy contemplating the future!"

SOME of the producers, we hear

tell, are very sorry that they

brought the whole thing up—we mean
this idea of the Government going

into the matter of actors' salaries.

It's all right for the inspectors to find

that an actor is being over-paid at

$200,000.00 a year, but what if they

finish the job and start wondering
about the executives who draw half

a million ?

AFTER two full years of trying,

L Howard Hughes' picture "Scar-

face" has at last been "allowed" in

Chicago. The reason they gave, all

this time, for keeping the gangster

picture behind the "eight ball" was
the fact that it gave them a black eye

by showing the power of Al Capone.
They took it in person for quite a

number of years, but they couldn't

take it in pictures

!

HOLLYWOOD has certainly

taken on that post-war look of

late. Guy Lombardo is packing 'em
in at the Grove (they even turned

away Dietrich one night) and Gene
Austin, with his miniature piano, are

crowding the doors of the Clover
Club. And Sally Rand's in town . . .

and Peter Arno (of the "Fighting
Arnos") . . . and an errand boy at

one of the studios was fired for mak-
ing eyes at one of the stenos by an
executive who has such eyes . . .

and Katherine Cornell opened in

"Romeo and Juliet" on the local

stage . . . and the Mills Brothers are

at the Cotton Club

!

A N "ingenue" recently signed by
Paramount was called into the

publicity offices the other day and
the gang started to advise her zvhat

to say to the press when she gave out

interviews. "Listen" said the gal,

"after a season in the 'Follies' zvitJi

Harry Richman, I can take care of
myself

I"

DID YOU KNOW THAT—
Bing Cfosby has two reasons for

not singing all the songs that are
mailed to him : ( 1 ) he might be guilty

of pirating a tune and (2) he can't

read music, anyway ! . . . Irene Dunne
has a private driving range of 250
yards in her own back yard and will

soon put in a putting practice green.

. . . The audience got a huge laugh
out of Charlie Chaplin the night he
turned up at "I Am Suzanne" with
a couple of youthful beauties and left

after he had seen the sequence where
the puppets imitate him. . . . One

Cjvtcjevm£emvvj Tik imtiwut cookincj!

MAGIC!

^if^ M CREAM PlE

MAGIC LEW
f
N

I/4cup r
KiPPjg^ poW-

,»oo«ta=.s>) c„„ Cover
J" before

««£J'Kfo«5
*•»-""•

,,_,„„„<.

The Borden E£ booklet,

please send rne
.

...State 7~

""e"a7d
address pUmW)

(Print name
anu

^^^^^^

Doug Fairbanks,

Jr.,and Colleen

Moore get ro-

m a n 1 1 c in

''Success
Story." Doug

hopped right

back to England

on the com-

pletion of this

picture.
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QUICKEST WAY TO

GET RID OF CORNS
no cutting ... no pads

ONE DROP STOPS PAIN INSTANTLY

If you want to keep your feet free from
aching corns just get a bottle of FREEZONE
from any druggist. Put a drop or two on the
corn. Pain stops instantly, and for good!
Then before you know it the corn gets so
loose you canlift it right off with yourfingers,
easily and painlessly. It's the safe way that
millions use to get rid of hard and soft corns
and calluses. Works like a charml Try it.

FREEZONE
ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

47
Size 8x lO inches
or smaller If desired.
Same price for full length
er bust form, gToups. land'
scapes, pet animals, etc.
or enlargements of an;
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY J
?
rt^'

p«?
(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful life-like enlargement, guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage

—

or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x20-inch enlargement m ni C. O. D. 78c
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage or
this amazing offer now. Send your photos today. Specify eize wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
1 04 S.Jetlerson St. Dept. 1324-D CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

NglJoke To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person Knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years,with his Arti-
'ficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night

.

'They stopped his head
noises. Theyare invisible
andcomfortable.nowires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
booklet or? Deafness. ArtificialEarDrum

THE WAY COMPANY
717 Hofmann Bldg. Detroit. Michigan

EDftCharacter reading Char
rl\illl Worth. Complete

>A "get acquainted" gift from REJTJVIA, the favorite
lipstick of more than a million women. A complete
17 x 22" scientific character reading chart absolutely
FREE to you.
Study your sweetheart's character.* Analyze your
friends* Learn what you are, and why you are* You
will be amazed with the mysteries that this chart will
reveal to you.
Mail your name and address on penny post card. No
cost. No obligation. SEND NOW TO Rejuvla
Beauty Labs., Inc.. Dept. D-42, 395 Broadway, N Y.

Try REJUVIA Lipstick today, velvet smooth, per-
manent waterproof. Indelible, in correct shade for your
individual complexion. A tested quality full size
Upstlck for only 10 cents at most Sc and 10c Stores.

If

70fi£x*— ENDS
MOTH DAMAGE

Costs Only 10c
Instead of using smelly moth balls

this year, put your clothes away
with Zorex. Zorex releases a del-

icate flower - like fragrance that

brings sure death to moths and
larvae, yet iquickly vanishes when
clothes are aired. Newest and best

way to end moth damage. Ask
for Zorex. Sold in all good ioc stores.

The ZORO Co., 361 W. Superior St., Chicago
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hundred and twenty-five of his Holly-

wood pals (male and female) offered

their blood for transfusions to help

save Director Eddie Sutherland's life

when he was lying in an oxygen tank

with pneumonia. A pretty swell

showing. That Hollywood crowd
can't be so bad after all. . . . Conrad
Nagel made quite a hit in a stage

show in New York named "The
First Apple," even though the play

itself was a floppo.

THE day after Ric Cortez mar-
ried Christine Lee, they left for

Santa Barbara on a honeymoon. They
stopped at a famous hotel and found,

after unpacking one of their seven

bags, that they were the only cus-

tomers. They left the remaining six

bags packed, played one game of ping-

pong and came back to Hollywood
the same day. And they've always

told me that honeymooners wanted
to be alone

!

C:
B. DE MILLE claims to have
proof that Hollywood is on the

upgrade, intellectuatty speaking. Al-

though lie has mentioned to many
producers and supervisors on the lot

that he is "cribbing" from Plutarch

for some of the lines for his next

opus, "Cleopatra," not one of them
has suggested, "Why don't you sign

up this guy Plutarch and have him
come to Hollywood and write the

screen story?"

DID you ever have that insane

desire to tell your pals about

your operation ? Clark Gable has

—

several times since his recovery from
the appendectomy, and what a break-

he got recently. They made him
"technical advisor" for the operating

scenes for "Men in White," so that

he gets to tell the whole company.

FIREMAN, save my child!"

That was what Josef Von Stern-

berg yipped the other dawning while

he was working on the cutting of

"Scarlet Empress." Marlene was
working with him when the fire broke

out, threatening to burn the master

negative of their picture. Von rushed

into the hall, grabbed the fire ex-

tinguisher and put the blaze out alone.

Only 1,000 feet of the film were lost.

And if you don't think he yelled

"Fireman, save my child," you're

daffy. A picture really is just like

a baby to Von and it was the "baby"
he was spraying with put-out fluid.

KATIE'S THEATRICAL
TUMBLE

It seems to be unanimous, now.
that Katie Hepburn might better have

stayed away from the stage. She has

no one to blame but herself, however.

Most of her friends advised her

against a fling at the boards for two
reasons : ( 1 ) Kate had never been

much of a howling success on the

Fancy Ronnie Colman taking Elizabeth Allen to the Tennis Matches! What

is this power this young English gal has over Hollywood's most famous her-

mit? Of course, they were properly chaperoned by Mrs. Howard Hawks.
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stage in the past. (2) It was thought

that her possibility of duplicating her

great picture success on the stage was
just about nil. After many of the

New York critics had panned her,

Hepburn finally came out with the

statement that she knew she had been

bad, that she had asked for her re-

lease, and that this would be her last

offering for quite some time. We
hope so. A couple more like "The
Lake" and we might not even have
a Hepburn on the screen

!

WALLIE BEERY is turning the

tables on all the former Holly-

wood gang of parents by announcing,
"I am raising my daughter to be an
actress, keeping her around the studio

as much as possible so that she will

grow up in the atmosphere of the

screen." Everyone on the set of

"Viva Villa" got an awful bang out

of little Carol Ann when she said,

"Ah'm goin' to be a movie star some
day."

' I IRIS gal Margaret Sullavan is

J. going to be the death of Univer-

sal Studios yet! Here she is in town
for the purpose of starting work and
the gang at the studio don't even
knozv where she is living or what her
telephone number is. When she was
here before, they couldn't keep track

of her because she was always sneak-

ing off to some deserted set and fall-

ing asleep.

FUNNY, in spite of the villainous

actions of Jack LaRue on the

screen, he turned up "sissy" the other

afternoon while making a simple little

scene for Paramount. Jack was sup-

posed to chew and puff madly at a

huge black cigar all during the scene,

and the secret is that Jack has never
been able to smoke cigars. After
about ten minutes of strong smoke
and the heat of the kleig lights, Jack
fainted dead away. Now, maybe you
won't shudder so much when you see

him do his usual LaRue-ing.

CORINNE GRIFFITH is com-
ing back. That little story will

gladden the hearts of thousands of

her fans who have never forgotten

her on the silent screen. Remember
when she was at the height of her

career? Someone coined the expres-

sion : "In my next reincarnation, I

want to be Corinne Griffith's bath

salts !" Her first picture is "Crime
Doctor" opposite Otto Kruger.

SHORT STUFF

CLAUDETTE COLBERT has

just been sent to the desert to

gain fifteen pounds. This after C. B.

DeMille had made her lose fifteen for

jloijlace
the Only Shelf Paper
with the DOUBLE EDGE!

ftm
• Feels and Looks like Cloth!

• Never Curls . . . Never Musses!

• Lasts 4 Times Longer!

A shelf-paper that's as durable and prac-
tical as it is pretty! Feel the attractive
cloth-lyke edge . . . find out for yourself
why it lasts 4 to 5 times longer than old-

type papers. It's double-thick. It's firm.

It's difficult to bend or tear it. That's
why Roylace Double Edge never curls

up, never gets mussy or "raggy"—even
in warm steamy kitchens, or in moist
dampish bathrooms. It always hangs
straight.

Another unique feature . . . Roylace
stays clean for months longer ... its em-

bossed construction resists dirt, grease

spots—and the colors won't fade.

Note: You don't have to pay one penny more
for Roylace Double Edge than you pay for or-

dinary shelf papers. It's only five cents for the
full 9-foot length. At all good Five and Ten Cent
Stores. The Royal Lace Paper Works, Inc.,

842 Lorimer St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ordinary kind! Roylace Double Edge!

How Would You Like to Read the Life Story of

Bing Crosby?

Well, then—you shall! In a very early issue of MODERN SCREEN,

too. All about his early years, and his early struggles for success.

His love story, too, with winsome Dixie Lee.

WATCH FOR THIS—In An Early Issue of

MODERN SCREEN
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'These WINDOW SHADES
FOR ISC EACH?

"YOU'RE JOKING!" He Insisted

BUT when I finally convinced my husband, he
wanted new Clopays for every room. "How

can they possibly sell such shades," he ex-

claimed, "for only 15c each?" . . . The new im-
proved Clopays are the biggest shade bargain
yet. Full size shades made of a patented fibre

material that won't crack, fade or pinhole.

Now heavier and stronger than ever before.

Wooden slat included with each shade. And
now it's necessary to trim only one side to fit

narrower windows. Clopay Shades attach to
old rollers—no tacks or tools. Plain colors and
smart chintz designs. Send 3c stamp today for

color samples. Clopay Corp., 1226 York St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

At All 5c and 10c Stores
and Most Neighborhood Stores

STUDY AT HOME
We guide you step by step—furnish all text

material, including fourteen-volume Law Li-

brary. Training prepared by leading law profes-

sors and given by members of the bar. Degree
of LL. B. conferred. Low cost, easy terms. Get
our valuable 64-page "Law Guide" and "Evi-
dence" books free. Send for them NOW.
LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 4318-1 Chicago

Who Is the Most Efficient

Girl in Hollywood?

You'd never guess who Holly-

wood's keenest, canniest gal is

—

because she looks so pretty and

fragile and helpless. And we're

not going to tell you — here.

You'll find out if you buy the

May issue of MODERN SCREEN.
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the picture just before! . . . Jobyna
Arlen had to be married to Dick for

seven years and have a baby before

she finally got an engagement ring.

. . . Bing calls "Three Little Pigs"

the Best Tune of 1933 . . . Zasu Pitts

is going to get a lawyer to stop those

gals who imitate her on the air.

THE way we hear the story, a

very funny thing happened at the

Mervyn Leroy-Doris Warner wed-
ding in New York. It seems that

someone thought it would be a bright

idea to play all the hit tunes from the

recent Warner musicals, most of

which, Mervyn has directed. Eventu-
ally, the band got around to that swell

little number, "We're in the Money
Now !" Right in the middle of the

tune, one of the more playful guests

rushed up to the orchestra leader and
whispered, "Shhh ! Don't you know
that Mr. LeRoy is touchy?"

WHEN Summer Comes," should

be the title of the first year

of marriage for George O'Brien
and Marguerite Churchill. If our
memory is correct, George and
Maggie were married in the early

summer of last year and now they

are expecting the "first swallow" to

be the stork. Our friend, Mrs.
O'Brien, is no doubt praying for a

girl, knowing that if it's a boy,

George will probably want to train it

to be a swell Police Chief like

George's father!

7 OU should have seen tlie look on
Georgie Stone's face the day lie

discovered that all seventeen bottles

of "Imported Perfume" he picked up
in Mexico while on the "Viva Villa"

location zvere fake.

ALICE FAYE, platinum-blonde

. "employee" of Rudy Vallee, is

going to have her fun in the next
few weeks trying to decide which of

two careers she wants. As you know,
Alice stepped into the breach as lead-

ing woman for Rudy in "Scandals"
when Lilian Harvey took a run-out.

Rudy had her under personal contract

to him, but he was perfectly willing

to drop the whole matter to allow

Miss Paye to sign a very lucrative

moom picture contract. ("Employee,"
did you say?) Now, Rudy has

skipped to New York and George
White, producer of the "Scandals,"

wants her to come back and do a top

spot in his stage version of the

"Scandals"—and the Fox studio want
her to do a little epic entitled, "Red
Heads." Fox has her tied body and
soul, but, methinks, Rudy has her
heart ! Which will win ?

WHO knows, maybe Lee Tracy's
personal letter to his fans in a

recent issue of Modern Screen may
have been the turning point ! At any
rate, the fans all over the country
(and a lot of them from Mexico)
have written letters demanding his

return to the screen. As we go to

press, it is rumored in Hollywood
that Lee may sign a contract with
Universal. We hope he gets a real

break. If he made a mistake, he's

certainly sorry.

You can imagine what a time our Scotty had getting this picture, for Bob

was up to his usual pranks and it didn't take the rest of the party long

to get into the spirit of the occasion. Anyway, they all calmed down long

enough to have a picture "took." So we have the happily married Thal-

bergs, Montgomerys and Gables at the swanky Little Club.
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Beauty Advice

(Continued from page 6)

so? Well, now I want you to know
that it need not be used. If you will

keep by your washstand or bathtub one
of those stiff little bristly brushes, you
are quite safe for clean and glistening

fing-er-tips. After you have washed
your hands thoroughly, dig the end of

your fingernails into the soap, then

with the same little bristly brush shove
around under the fingernail tips. You
will see a cleanliness appearing which
will surprise you no matter how many
potatoes you have been peeling or how
many typewriter ribbons you have been
changing or fumbling with. Do the

stunt as regularly as you wash your
hands and you will need no whitener in

your own immediate family.

npOBACCO stains—God forbid that

they should show on any lady's fin-

gers. They need not. Constant wash-
ing keeps them away, I tell you, and I

know. Wash the affected spots with a

thick, heavy washcloth on which soap

has been generously rubbed. Someone
says that if you will moisten the head
of a match and rub it on tobacco stains,

they will instantly disappear. Try it.

Men purport to hate these shiny fin-

gernails that we are flashing. I wonder
whether they really do have all the re-

sistance they assume ? Anyway, ladies

should worry, bright fingernails are the

style at this particular moment, and
anyone without them looks just a bit

funny.

I know a woman, who, when she is

invited to a bridge party, always in-

quires whether the guests are young or

old, because she says, "If they are

young and have sharp eyes, I will have
to have a professional manicurist do my
nails, but if they are old and short-

sighted, I can slop around with the

paint brush myself."

Experts on this fingernail subject

say that it is better form to do the nails

with a natural polish or a faint pink in

the daytime, but at night the tone
should be deepened in accordance with
the tone and color of the frock you are
wearing.

"C^OR instance, when you are dressed
A

all in black, then it is a deep shade of

red for the fingernails. When you are
wearing pastel shades, then do the nails

in bright pink—a pink with yellow in

it if your skin is tawny, and one with
the redder tones if you have a white
skin.

There are all sorts of variations for
this general scheme. They run from the
sublime to the ridiculous. In Paris, just
by way of going the limit, they are
setting jewels into the fingernails.

Now, you know that is an idea only for
someone who must be, at all costs, an
outstanding figure. It is amusing to
read about and certainly must be start-
ling to see, but one wouldn't really
want to pull the act in the old home
town.

Stubby fingers, which yearn to look

Blue Walt* presents

3 steps to Loveliness
Become truly exquisite with these Blue

Waltz Beauty Aids . . . thousands of

clever women are using them daily

with marvelous results. With the

magic help of Blue Waltz, you too,

j
can acquire that soft allure that cap-

I tivates men and makes you the envy

I of other women. Blue Waltz Beauty

Aids are only 10c each at your nearest

5 and 10c store. Ask for them by name.

First the face powder,
petal-soft and clinging,
to protect andflatter the
skin . . . enhances your
natural beauty.

Next you apply the in-
delible lipstick—/'/ comes
in four glowing shades
. . . makes your lips love-
lier than ever.

Last a touch ofperfume
. . . its alluringfragrance
to make the memory of
you always charming.

Other B/ue Waltz Beauty Aids— Cold Cream, Cream Rouge, Toilet Water, Brilliantine, Talcum Powder

JOUBERT • PARFUMEUR • FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK

FOR GLORIOUS HAIR, youthful and
natural . . . free from that dull, faded look ... be
sure you use ColoRinse in the shampoo wash.

Not a dye or a bleach, it gives the hair a shim-

mering softness and a rich, colorful lustre that

is entrancingly beautiful. There are 12 tints to

choose from . . . and you can use it as often

as you please, for it is entirely harmless.

THE NESTLE-LE MUR CO. • New York

at all 5 and 10c stores

and beauty shops—
Nestle ColoRinse, Super-

Set, Golden Shampoo
and Henna Shampoo.

COLOftlMSE
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READ
WHAT ~

Reading beauty con/ultant UuVtLL

Q<wi<MvrLe^FACE POWDER

Joan Foster is rignt ™~

Oayanne Face Powder

is an exact copy o(

Fifth Avenue s most

expensive and exclusive

(ace powders.

METAILS AT IO c EACH AT ALL
S.S.KRESGE CO. STORES
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS
GAYANNE CUSHIONED POWDER PUFFS

BALD HO LONGER
Mr. A. S. R. of New York City writes:

"I had 3 bald spots the size of a half-dollar. I

used Japanese Oil lor 3 months and now my
bald spots are entirely covered with hair."

JAPANESE OIL. the antiseptic counter-irritant, is
ased by thousands for baldness, failing hair, loose
dandruff and scalp itch. Price 60c. Economy size
91. AH druggists'. FREE booklet. * Truth About
the Hair"—write.

NATIONAL REMEDY CO.,
56 W. 45th St., Dept. M. M. N.Y.

r M

I V
• To the perplexed woman seeking a depend-
able answer to the vital problem of personal
hygiene, weadvise Boro-Pheno-Form. Known
to the medical profession for more than forty
years, it carries highest recommendations. Con-
venient—no water nor accessories required.
Soothing; harmless—non-caustic; odorless; de-
pendable. A boon to the v
mind and health of every hy T)j ^
married woman. I/

1 * p 'ti'Ca

Boro-Pheno-Form
• Try it now. Just send 10c and

couponforgenerousTrial Package.
I "Dr. Pierre Chemical Co.. Dept.D- 16,
I 162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

I Please send me your Trial Package of
Boro-Pheno-Form, Directions and Enlightening
Booklet. I enclose 10c.

Name

Address-

City State

longer, can give that effect by having
the polish applied right up to the very

tips.

False fingernails are

when a nail has been
broken in an unsightly

nail can be pasted on so that even the

closest observer would not be able to

tell that anything had happened to that

ever-so-evident spot. No excuse any
more for ill-kept fingernails, is there ?

made, so that

clipped off or

manner, a new-

Mary Biddle has a little present for

you. A bottle of one of the best known
and the nicest brands of hand lotion

will be sent to you free of charge, if

you will write to her and ask for it.

And—don't forget !—questions about
your own beauty problems are always
welcome and will receive a full and
prompt answer. Address Mary Biddle,

Modern Screen Magazine, 149 Madi-
son Avenue. New York. N. Y.

A rare beauty indeed is Edmund Lowe's leading lady in "Let's Fall In

Love." Meet Miss Ann Sothern. On the stage in New York she was

known as Harriette Lake but Columbia soon changed that.

Let's Talk About Love

{Continued from page 17)

her, rather than the other way around.

It was understood by their friends that

they would get married—some time. At
parties, it was Don who had a grand

evening, laughing and dancing with all

the girls (not that he meant anything

by it) and was Dot who awaited his

pleasure, simply because' she couldn't

fifid even the most casual enjoyment in

any other companionship except his.

Well, there came the day when Dot
dashed over to my apartment and cried

all over my best blue cushion—because

Don hadn't called her up for a week
and when she had finally summoned
courage to call him, he was "busy." I

took her to the movies to cheer her up.

And the oicture was "She Done Him

Wrong.'' Mae West's inimitable wise-

cracks did at last jar a giggle loose

from Dot—but that wasn't the impor-

tant thing. Do you remember Mae
West's line in that picture : "I've been
smart enough to make men play the

game my way"? Well, that line struck

home ! Not. of course, that Dot in-

tended to go forth and stagger the

world with an imitation of Mae West.

But—for her particular, personal prob-

lem—the idea of making her man play

the game her way, at least to a fifty-

fifty degree, was the solution of her

problem.

What did she do? Why, she jolly

well let Don be as "busy" as long as he

liked. And when he did at last, in his
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own sweet time, get around to calling

her up, she was "busy" too. And let

me tell you how smart she was. She
wasn't a bit disagreeable when he
called. On the contrary. She was
pleasant. Natural. Matter-of-fact. Yes,

she had missed hearing from him. He
had been very rushed at the office? Oh,
that was too bad. She was glad the rush

'was over. Well—n-o-o-o—she couldn't

see him tonight. Awfully sorry. Per-
haps if he had called a bit earlier . . ,

But she was very anxious to see him,
of course. Would he call her on—er

—

Thursday ? That would be swell. Good-
bye.

And believe me, he called.

^TOW, if any of you will sit up and tell

me that, when you have known a
man five years—or any appreciable
length of time, for that matter—it is

too late in the day to put on any sort of

an act for his benefit, I'll come right

back with the answer, "You're all

wrong!" Of course, you must be clever

about putting on "the act." And you
must keep it up if it doesn't zvork the

first time. Granted that an intelligent

young fellow may be a bit suspicious
of feminine dramatics at first, if you
will have the will-power to stick to it

for a week or so, he'll tumble.
It has often been said that we only

make fools of ourselves over something
—or someone—we really care fright-
fully about. It's easy enough, in other
words, to be sensible about money or
our jobs or our looks or our clothes,

but when it comes to sweethearts, hus-
bands, children and parents, we're apt
to go haywire. How hard it is, some-
times, to do the right thing, when we
are terribly in love, and have been ter-

ribly hurt or humiliated, and a dreadful,
choking anger keeps surging up into
our throats, and bitter, spiteful words
scurry into our minds ! But do you re-

member, in "Private Lives," how
Norma Shearer and Bob Montgomery
had a little danger signal to keep them
from launching into a battle ? "Solochs !"

Norma would say, and Bob would have
to shut up. And vice versa. A good
idea, too—even though, in the picture,
Norma and Bob didn't stick to it. I

know that Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon,
one of the sweetest young married
couples in Hollywood, keep out of quar-
rels in a very sensible way. They have
solemnly promised each other that, if

one of them is feeling irritable, the
other just won't quarrel. Really, you
know, you can't have a quarrel all by
yourself—that's one of the oldest truths
in the world, isn't it? If Ben seems
trying to work up an argument, Bebe
keeps absolutely mum. And mad as
Ben may get all on his lonesome, he
soon runs out of steam if no one will
cooperate in the fight.

I know that it is all very easy for me
to sit here and pen generalities about
the manifold problems of love, but if

I were asked to give a recipe for a beau-
tiful, happy love affair, and a success-
ful marriage, this is, in part, what I

would suggest.

Take two people, preferably young.
They should be near enough of equal
age—in outlook and background and

HE: "I'm afraid I've spoiled your wave."

she: "S'nothing—WILDROOT Wave Powder

will put it back in a jiffy.
"

IVIany a woman has found the secret of lovely hair in a

ten-cent package of Wildroot Wave Powder. You mix it

with water yourself. . . have a full pint of pure wave set for

keeping your wave always fresh and natural.

WILDROOT WAVE POWDER
IOfzf PACKAGE MAKES A PINT OF PROFESSIONAL WAVE SET

At all K and IO cent stores, feu«au cjFrloSsaintaiion) In Canada, imperial pint I Sc.
«nd Health. >/ " * ~*

He Crossed an Ocean
. . . and found love

Fate sent this young American

into the charming little country

of Holland where he found strange

people, quaint customs . . . and

an adorable Dutch maid in the

relentless grip of heartless men.

Beulah Poynter's latest novel-

ette is completely different

from any romance you've ever

read. You'll be enthralled by

its unusual characters and

setting, and the intensity of

its story. Read it complete

with many other absorbing

love stories—in the

March 20th

ISSUE

OF

AT ALL NEWSSTANDS'
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Here is the SECRET

MOON GLOW
NAIL POLISH

'Beautifies tyour ^Hand's

YOU will be delighted with the smartness of your hands when
you beautify them with MOON GLOW Nail Polish. Keep on
your shelf all of the six MOON GLOW shades—Natural, Medium,
Rose, Platinum Pearl, Carmine and Coral.

If you paid $i you couldn't get finer nail polish than Holly-
wood's own MOON GLOW—the new favorite everywhere. Ask
your loc store for the ioc size or your drug store for the 15c size

of MOON GLOW Nail Polish in all shades. If they cannot supply
you, mail the coupon today.

Moon Glow Cosmetic Co., Ltd., Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemeni Please send me introductory pkg. of Moon
Glow. I enclose ioc (coin or stamps) for each shade checked.

( ) Natural ( ) Medium ( ) Rose ( ) Platinum Pearl

( ; Carmine ( ) Coral

Name

Sc. & No

City State (MG-A4)

FADED
GRAY HAIR
Women men, girls with faded, gray, streaked hair, shampoo
and color your hair at the same time with my new French
discovery—"SHAIV1PO - KOLOR". No fuss or muss.
Takes only a few minutes tomerelv shampoo into vourhair
any natural shade with 'SHAIY1PO - KOLOR". No
"dyed" look, but a lovely natural, most lasting color; un-
affected by washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny. Dept 39, 254 W. 31st St.,
New York City.

Consult Yogi Alpha
About Your

FUTURE
The nest 12 months are

filled with opportunity. What
do they hold for YOU?
What will be your lucky

clays ? Will you win In
love ? What occupation should
you follow? Yogi Alpha,
internationaly known phil-
osopher who has amazed
thousands by his uncanny
predictions, offers a big
1000 word Life Reading for
only 25c. Covers marriage,
love, health, partnership,
lucky days, etc. You can
follow this guide clay by
day throughout your life-
time and consult it before
making any important
changes in home, social or business
nffairs. J. T. writes, "You have
eiven me new faith and hope."
M. B. writes, "Everything you
predicted came true.' R. M.
writes, "Hove found your forecast absolutely correct. It seems uncanny
that one can have that power." Send only 25c in coin or Btamps and exact
birth date for your Astrological Forecast. Numerolosy Reading included
FREE. Money returned if not satisfied. Mail coupon NOW".

BIG READING ONLY 25c

YOGI ALPHA, Box 1411, Dept. D-8, San Diego, Calif.

Enclosed is 25c for my big life Reading. Money back if not satisfactory.
My Numerology Reading (300 words) included FREE.

FREE
300 WORD NUMER-
OLOGY READING
with order for Astro-

logical Reading.

Name Birth date.

City State

fi you hove a friend who wishes a reading, send 50c for TWO Readings.

experience, if not in actual years. They
should have enough in common to make
them good companions. However, it is

not necessary to be fearful if she adores
music and he cannot carry a tune in a

basket with a lid on it. Or if lie adores
golf and she just naturally hates all

athletics. "Something in common" is

a very elastic term and will stretch a

long way, with love to help it out.

Neither lie nor slic should pay too much
attention to outside interference. I

mean that well-meaning friends and
family are sometimes more of a hin-

drance than a help. One should listen,

of course, to any loving and honest
advice that is offered. Don't assume a
belligerent attitude, if an older person
has an opinion to express. But check
all opinions and criticisms against this

standard

:

"Is he (or she) honest, loyal, hard-
working enough to progress in life, and
really devoted to me?" If you can
answer "Yes \" one huge portion of the
problem is solved.

T KNOW a young couple and the hus-
* band is, without a doubt, one of the

most nervous, irritable, hard-to-get-
along-with individuals I have ever met.
He's untidy—throws his clothes all over
the house at night and yelps to high
heaven when he can't find things in the
morning. He corrects his wife's pro-
nunciation in front of guests, finds fault

with her bridge-playing, slams doors,
drops ash on the carpet, and does all

the other hundred and one irritating

masculine things which drive women
crazy. But he has those major virtues.

He's honest, loyal and so hard-working
that all through the Late Unpleasant-
ness of the depression, he more than
"kept going." He really and truly never
looks at another woman—and he lives

in a flirtatious, suburban community
where extra-marital dallying is the
order of the day. And so, his wife does
not mind those minor faults of his.

"That's just Joe's way," she'll tell you.
"At least I'm never bored."

But—to get along with my recipe.

I would add to those first ingredients
a generous dash of respect for one an-

other's privacy. Please, you young girls,

don't be checking up on him all the

time ! Don't make him account for

every minute he has been away from
you. Don't spy on him or trick him
into inconsistent statements about his

doings and his affairs.

Make up your mind—one of you

—

that one party has to be the giver-upper.

Usually, it's the girl. And, if you'll

think it over, it really is best that way.
We ladies like the man to be the strong,

dominating one. But don't—either one
—let the giving-up get lop-sided. Give
in on the smaller matters, which really

don't count a heck of a lot, but when
something important comes up and you
feel that you are right, hold out for

your point.

And—girls!—this is a final bit of

advice, just for you. Don't get out of

the habit of demanding small attentions

from him. Make him help you on with

your coat, open doors for you, do a

little (not too much) fetching and car-

rying for you. They like it—and don't

let anything convince you that they
don't. But be smart about it. Demand
these little services as a regular thing.

But have sense enough to know, on the

day when he is feeling out of sorts, or
has a terrible hangover or something,
that it is your turn. And then surprise

and delight him by waiting on him a

bit. I've seen it work

!

Have you some personal prob-
lem of love and romance on your
mind which you would like to talk
over with someone who would
give you honest, helpful advice?
If so, write about it—fully, to
Alice Van Doran. She will regard
it as absolutely confidential and
will send you a personal reply.
Address your letter to Alice Van
Doran, Modern Screen Magazine,
149Madison Ave.,New York, N. Y.

A behind-the-scenes shot from "Transient Love" wherein the ladylike Irene

Dunne does a Cagney and knocks out Ralph Bellamy.
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"Mickey Mouse" Contest Winners

Our supplement-MODERN SCREEN, JUNIOR-

has good news for fifty young folks

YOU'VE all probably seen MODERN
SCREEN, JUNIOR, the supplement

to MODERN SCREEN, published

especially for the kiddies, which is

given away with each copy of MOD-
ERN SCREEN. It's a dandy little

book, and the kiddies love it.

We've been asked to publish the re-

To the Ladies

:

Betty Wahle
3538 Lentz Ave.
Louiseville, Ky.

June Bombard,
206 Park St.

Burlington, Vt.

Lavina Deuerling
2716 Hazelton St.

N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Marilvn Marler
200 McQueen St.

Peoria, 111.

Lucille V. Streifi"

3745 So. Wilton PI.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Betty C. Gardner,

1228 Elizabeth Ave.
Charlotte, N. C.

Pearl Finlay

31 Dwight St.

New Haven, Conn.

Nell Lynn
2011 University Dr.

Orlando, Fla.

Margy Craft

407 East 3.1st St.

Tacoma, Washington

Kathleen Thurman
9 St. Regis Apts.

Charleston, W. Va.

Mary Campana
7 Emory Ave.
Trenton, N. J.

Jeane Douglas
1051 Franklin Ave.
Springfield, 111.

Ruth Giessler

20 Gloria Ct.

San Francisco, Calif.

Katherine Stirwalt

1509 So. Center
Terre Haute,. Indiana

Rosalie Terry
925 Main Street

Paterson, N. J.

suits of a recent contest. All the little

boys and girls who took part in that

Mickey Mouse Contest, which ran in

the first number of JUNIOR, will be

interested to know who won the fifty

prizes — twenty-five Mickey Mouse
dolls for the girls and twenty-five

Mickey Mouse watches for the boys.

Audrey Ellis

499 W. 2nd St.

Maysville, Ky.

Mary Jane Glickert

542 Hampton Rr.

Upper Darby, Pa.

Dorothv Puckett

407 Jefferson St.

Wausaw, Wisconsin

Barbara Ann Bassett

669 Bridge Rd.
Northampton, Mass.

Dorothy Frye
3 N. Evergreen Ave.
Longport, N. J.

Dorothy F. Adcock
225 Oregon St.

W. Durham, No. Carolina

Ann Sleeman
7 No. Main St.

Bangor, Pa.

Beverly June Thumm
R. 6 State St.

Ottawa, 111.

Pearl Mitchell

11722 Union
Cleveland, Ohio.

Anne Mullins
408 West 6th St.

Columbia, Tenn.

To the Gentlemen

:

Walter Oates
1329 Valley St.

Seattle, Washington

Eddie Baum
Forest Hills

Danville, Virginia

James Rogers, Jr.

Glenbrook, Conn.

Edward George
8832 85th- St.

Woodhaven, N. Y.

Louis E. Kamerer
223 Clifton Av.
Sharon Hills, Pa.

pCAM'T SHE DO

ANYTHING

BU1 POWDER

THAT NOSE?

5 TIMES IN

THE LAST HOUR!

Pretty . . . Entertaining . .

.

But OneFaultMade
Her Seem Ill-Bred
HOW she blushed when she realized what

her "everlasting powdering" was mak-
ing him think! Of course it made her look
shallow—frivolous—common—for ''nervous
powdering" is something no really well-bred
woman indulges in. What was worse, it

made her seem like a person with a coarse,

greasy skin—to which powder wouldn't stick.

She woke up then— and decided to try the
powder one of her friends had been praising.

It was Golden Peacock Face Powder.

Perfect Freshness All Evening

And how wonderfully it worked. For
Golden Peacock Face Powder is dif-

ferent from ordinary kinds. This triple-fine

powder repels moisture, for one thing. It

covers with perfect velvet smoothness—be-

cause it refuses to unite with skin oils, and
clog pores or get "caked." For another thing,

Golden Peacock Powder contains a wonder-
ful skin-toning and refining ingredient that
works actively to undo the harm done by
ordinary make-up preparations, which get

into pores and make them coarse and oily.

Next time she went out she never had to
"re-make" her face all evening—yet it glowed
with a dainty, natural peach-bloom smooth-
ness that hid every tiny imperfection and
made her radiantly lovely.

Try Golden Peacock Face Powder
now! Ask for it at any good toilet -goods
counter— only 50c— or 10c
at any 10-cent store for the
generous purse size. If your
dealer cannot supply you
just write today to Golden
Peacock, Inc., Dept. D-202,
Paris, Tenn. Specify your
shade, whetherWhite, Flesh,

Light Brunette or Dark
Brunette, and we will send
a generous sample free.

Golden Peacock
Face Powder
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"QUILL .

.

.

The Perfect Ink

Permanent Yet Washable"

WRITE THOSE WORDS WITH
QUILL INK on the top flap of

the box and mail to us together

with stamped addressed en-

velope. Our marvelous GRAPH-
OLOGIST will send you a correct

analysis of your character, read
from your HANDWRITING.
QUILL INK, 230 Park Ave., New

York City.

SOLD AT YOUR 70c STORE

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver spots dis-
appear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

A Rose Like
Complexion
May Be Yours

If your skin is unsightly and
external treatment fails to help
you, all may not be well inside.
What you probably need is Cal-
cium because most complexion

troubles are the result of faulty elimination and im-
poverished blood due to lack of Calcium in the sys-
tem. Make this test at once — give your system a
little Calcium and watch for improvement.
Stuart's Calcium Wafers offer you an easy way to

replace the needed Calcium and correct faulty elim-
ination. In just a few days you should feel and see
a wondrous change. Countless numbers of women
now depend on them entirely to hold the beauty
Nature intended they should have always.
A five-day test is often sufficient to prove to vou

that real Complexion Beauty must come from within
and the decided benefit from the use of Stuart's Cal-
cium Wafers. Try them this week-end. If you wish
a free sample, send the coupon below.

STUARTS CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES: 10c and 60c

r--- FREE SAMPLE COUPON 1
I A sample package—sufficient to prove the value to you
I of Stuart's Calcium Wafers— will be sent you If you
• mail this coupon to the F. A. Stuart Co., Dept. 32-1
I Marshall, Mich.

J "

Name

Address .

Town.

Jimmy L. House
401 W. Cherokee
McAlester, Okla.

Teddv Vincent
9408 'Liberty A v.

Ozone Park, N. Y.

Herbert Higginbatham
206 Burnett
Wichita Falls, Texas

Andrew Consiglio

83 Wooster St.

New Haven, Conn.

David Sussman
1701 Centre Av.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Tack H. Creese
3369 169th St.

Flushing, N. Y.

Frederic Norton
726 So. 34th St.

Birmingham, Ala.

Tommy Allen
154 W. Longwood
Detroit, Michigan

James Togstad
1024 Drake St.

Madison, Wis.

James J. Ridgers
534 Mason Ave.
Drexel Hill, Pa.

Raymond Hartpence
529 Brunswick Ave.
Trenton, N. J.

Jimmy Marianos
5th Street

Franklin, Ohio

Pat Raeside
794 Columbus
Benton Harbor, Mich.

Alfred Scerni

2817 Denny St.

Atlantic City, N. J.

Joseph Versace
932 Plymouth Av. N.
Rochester, N. Y.

Joe B. Chipley
260 Jefferson Av.
Moundsville, W. V.

Tack Tillman
1001 S. Maine
Tulsa, Okla.

Tohn O'Rourke
908 Third St.

McKees Rocks, Pa.

Eugene McEvoy
1624 W. Highland A v.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Billy Quirk
729 Merrick Avs.
Collingswood, N. J.

He Went Up to See Her One Time

(Continued from page 47)

say I'm not regular.'

"You can imagine how I felt at that.

To this day, I haven't found out what
was said during that telephone conver-
sation. But when I got home I nearly

fell over, for my mother said, T hear

you're going to act with Miss West.
She's—what was that she called herself

—oh yes, a regular dame.' You can't

imagine how funny that sounded when
my mother said it.

"I don't know whether Mae prom-
ised to keep an eye on me or not, but

that is exactly what she did. I was
given the part and all during rehearsals

Mae would draw me out about my am-
bitions and the play I wanted to write.

She said everyone who wanted to write

for the theatre should get to know it

from the inside, as I was doing, and
that it was up to me to decide from
experience what my real goal was to be

—writing or acting. She not only

helped me with my part, but she'd teach

me stage technique and she was always
telling me to 'save myself.' 'The way
you go at that hysterical scene, kid,'

she'd say, 'you're heading for a break-

down—not a Broadway opening."

WHEN the play was tried out, out

of town, and the backers didn't

send through the money on time to

pay us, Timony, Mae's famous man-

ager—a big bear of a fellow with a

heart of gold—used to rush to New
York to get it and Mae would take care

of our hotel bills until we were paid.

"I'll never forget the night when
three other fellows and I went to the

swankiest restaurant in Washington
and ordered a big steak with all the

trimmings. When we were finished with
our dinner we called the manager and
told him that we didn't have the money
to pay for the meal. Outraged, he
learned who we were and of course
called up Mae. She rushed over, paid
the bill and invited everyone in the

place to see the show. Back in the
hotel, she put us on the carpet. When
she learned that we had gone in and
ordered the meal because we were tired

of living on nickel bars of chocolate,

she gave me hell for not telling her
before how broke we were, and after

that she saw that we ate regularly

whether the money came through or

not.

"She was just as good to the girls

as she was to us fellows. One of the
girls in the show was English. Mae
found her crying one night and learned
that she had a bad case of plain home-
sickness. What did Mae do but give
her her passage money home ! I think
she even saw to the girl's passport,

although she had her own worries about
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getting another girl to fill the vacant

place.

•'But the thing I shall always remem-
ber her for was her great kindness to

me when I broke a blood vessel in my
throat. In my hysterical scene—the

one Mae was always telling me to 'save

myself over !— I had to proclaim my
innocence of a murder over a wind-
storm. With the enthusiasm of the in-

experienced, I hadn't heeded Mae's ad-

vice and I used to let go until, one
night, my throat couldn't stand it. Mae
sent for a doctor and a nurse but she

could have dispensed with the latter,

for all that night she only let the nurse

fill ice-packs- Mae herself fed me cold

broths and saw that I kept the packs on.

My own mother couldn't have been

more worried about me.
"Besides all this, she wouldn't let the

understudy go on in my place or send

to New York for another character-

juvenile as her backers wanted her to.

•She said to me, 'Kid, you've worked
hard, and you're going to be in the

play.' She rewrote my part, took the

hysteria out and turned me into a funny
young poet. She even took laughs away
from herself to give me. The week fol-

lowing my accident, she used to take

me to the theatre each night in her cab.

e: all of me
(Paramount)

Miriam Hopkins, Fredric March,

Helen Mack, George Raft

¥ N WHICH THE STARS DON'T
* TWINKLE. Mining engineer, Fred-

die March, wants rich debutante,

Miriam Hopkins, to marry him and find

happiness in the mud and sweat of

Boulder Dam. Miriam is afraid of life

and marriage, saying that "marriage
kills romance." George Raft and
Helen Mack are good in their gangster-

moll roles.

b: a man s woman
(Monogram)

John Halliday, Marguerite De
La Motte, Wallace Ford

DATHER WELL DONE. You
A^ may start wondering where Mar-
guerite De La Motte has been all these
years, after you see her portray the
moom picture star who slipped. She
does some good work, as does John
Halliday as the former director of the
"slipping star." Wallace Ford, who
can be swell, was miscast as the prize-
fighter who falls for the glamorous
star. His scenes tend to slow up the
action. You might like it. At least
you can understand the "Hollywood" in
this one, for a change.

In New York, when I regretted losing

my 'big scene,' she said

:

" 'It would have made you a hit with
the critics maybe, but your health comes
first, kid.'

"Is it any wonder that actors work
hard for her and people remain loyal ?

She's gone a long way since 'The
Wicked Age' and I'm still plugging
along at writing. The stage experience

she gave me has proven invaluable and
the knowledge of her as a human being
has kept alive my illusions about people,

strange as it may sound. For the

woman who lets herself be known as

the hard-boiled Mae West doesn't drink

or smoke or even listen to smutty jokes

offstage.

"I've heard that she's just the same
now as she was then ; that even her
maid, who was an actress herself,

adores her, and that she's trying to get

some of her former leading men their

chance in pictures. This surprises me
no more than the fact that she hasn't

'gone Hollywood.' Mae never could

—

she's got too much good sense and un-
derstanding of people and you have to

get up pretty early to fool her.

"To paraphrase her own words, there

isn't a person whom she's contacted

who can't say 'She's regular !'
"

B: LE60N6
(Bennett Productions)

All Native Cast

OIMPLE BEAUTY, IN COLOR.^ You'll be interested in this because
it's the first picture made by Connie
Bennett's company and directed by the
Marquis, but you will find other in-

terests, too. A gorgeously pictorial

background for a simple little theme
concerning a native girl who sacrifices
herself to the gods when she finds that
the man she loves has eyes only for her
sister. The plot is secondary to the
beauty of the picture, and it's all in
technicolor. A restfully beautiful eve-
ning in store for you.

B: I'VE COT YOUR
NUMBER
(Warners)

Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien,

Glenda Farrell

TAUGHINGLY GOOD MOVIE
L* FARE ! This is a jolly little piece
of entertainment, chuck full of gags,
rapid-fire action and snappy perform-
ances. Joan Blondell is a switchboard
operator while Pat O'Brien and his dis-

gusted assistant are the repair boys
whose line extends to all the pretty
gals. The gangster element creeps into
the plot, which is already replete with
telephone connections, and from there

blood will tell-
ONE of the mysteries of life is how

much care a man will take of thor-
oughbred animals—noting when they
are "off" . . . and toning them back to the
"pink of condition" to increase their

daily usefulness—yet will shamefully
neglect his own run-down condition.

Some people just hope when "run-
down" that they will "come around."

It is just good "horse-sense" to reflect

and reason that your so-called "tired

feeling" may come from a lowered red-
blood-cell count and the hemo-glo-bin in

these cells.

There is a remedy specially designed
to bring back strength to weakened
blood . . . and no one can be strong,
healthy, happy and full of vitality when
in a run-down condition.

S.S.S. Blood Tonic is a time-tested
remedy for restoring deficient red-blood-
cells and a low hemo-glo-bin content.

If you suspect an organic disease con-
sult your physician ... if you feel weak
. . . lack a keen appetite ... if your skin
is pale and off-color . . . try S.S.S. as a
part of your regular daily diet. Take it

just before meals. Unless your case is

exceptional, you should soon notice a
pick-up in your appetite . . . your color

and skin should improve with increased
strength and energy.

S.S.S. is not just a so-called tonic but
a tonic specially designed to stimulate
gastric secretions and also having the
mineral elements so very, very neces-
sary in rebuilding the oxygen-carrying
hemo-glo-bin of the blood to enable you
to "carry on" without exhaustion as you
should naturally.

S.S.S. value has been proven by gen-
erations of use, as well as by modern
scientific appraisal. It is truly a blood
and body tonic.

You will find S.S.S. at all drug stores
in two convenient sizes. © The s.s.s. Co.

builds sturdy health

Reviews—A Tour of Today's Talkies

{Continued from page 46)
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HOW TO HAVE

(c)after

fiJUkier^
cAoncjer

'ashes
LUR-EYE holds the secret to this charm which

you may easily possess. Each night rub a tiny bit of

Lur-Eye at the roots of the lashes. In less than a

month your eyes will reflect this new beauty of

more alluring lashes. (Actually longer, silkier,

DOES NOT SMART OR STING
Lur-Eye also relieves tired,

inflamed, bloodshot eyes, and
granulated lids.

LUR-EYE
LASH DEVELOPER
Introductory Size at the better 5
and 10c stores. Regular Size at
good drug and department stores

LUR-EYE PRODUCTS, Inc.

1501 Broadway, NewYork, N.Y.

Complete Scientific NUMEROLOGY CHART sent
FREE to you to introduce the new FLAME-GLO
AUTOMATIC Lipstick. Three times as indelible as
most other lipsticks. What is your number? Your
sweetheart's? Your friends? Does your name fit your
personality? Do you vibrate to 7-9-14-6? Have fun.
Amaze your friends. Study personalities. Learn the
science of numerology. Mail name and address on
ponny oost card. No cost. No obligation. SEND NOW
TO Rejuvia Beauty Labs, Inc., Dept. D-52,
395 Broadway, N. Y. C.

FLAME-GLO, the only really automatic lipstick as
fine as the most expensive—one flip and it's ready
for use. Three times as indelible as most other lip-

sticks. Try FLAME-GLO today and learn how lovely

your lips can be. Why pay SI.00 or more? Get the
finest for only 20c at most five and ten cent stores.

WITHIN 1 MINUTE
WHEN your baby suffers fromteeth-

ing pains,just rub a few drops of
Dr. Hand'eTeething Lotion on thesore,
tender, little gums and the pain will

be relieved within one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the

prescription of a famous baby spe-
cialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for almost fifty

years. It is strongly recommended by
doctors and nurses instead of the un«
sanitary teething ring.

JUST RUB IT ONTHE GUMS

DR.HAND'S
Teething Lotion

BuyDr.Hand'sfrom yourdruggist today
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on it's very hectic, indeed. We seem
to have a couple of these "telephone re-

pair" stories on this month's calendar,

but if they're good, we should care.

You'll laugh—again and again, if we
know our audience.

b: search for beauty
(Paramount)

Larry Crabbe, Ida Lupino, Bob
Armstrong, Toby Wing

XJ1CE, CLEAN, FUN. Two Olym-
^ pic champions engage in writing

and editing a beauty and health maga-
zine until they learn that the promoters
are trying to make a racket out of it.

They sell out (for some cash and mostly
an old, broken-down farm) and clear

out. Soon the O.B.D. farm is a bloom-
ing Health Resort. Larry (Buster)
Crabbe is good as the enthusiastic

health advocator and Ida Lupino is easy

on the eyes. But after seeing Toby
Wing, we wonder why Paramount kept

her idle so long. She's really a cute

little trick.

C HIPS, HIPS, HOORAY
(RKO)

Wheeler and Woolsey, Dorothy
Lee, Thelma Todd

SLAP-STICKY! An hilarious num-
ber of the Wheeler and Woolsey type

of entertainment, with the duo doing
their nip-ups in a more subdued man-
ner than usual. As the promoters of

Dr. Dudley's Flavor Lipsticks, they get

into plenty of jams, find themselves pur-

sued by the police and have to skip the

country. In the meantime, however,
they get mixed up in a cross-country

race and come out winners. Dorothy
Lee and Thelma Todd contribute the

feminine interest, and very interesting

it is, too. Personally, we don't go for

the W. and W. brand of humor, but we
may be wrong since they are rated in

the "First Ten" at the good old box
office.

d: keep em rolling
(RKO)

Walter Huston, Frances Dee,

Minna Gombell

VERY MEDIOCRE. Story of a

man who gives up wine, woman and

all that, for a horse. Sounds rather in-

credible, especially when the woman is

Minna Gombell. But Walter Huston
does it when it's a case of "Me or

your horse." Rodney (the horse),

however, compensates his master's de-

votion by becoming a hero during the

World War fracas when he drags a

gun through shell fire. His reward is a

pension and Huston's undying love.

Too bad such a capable actor as Walter

Huston was wasted in this opus, which
is distinctly in the "lemon" class. That
goes for Frances Dee and Minna Gom-
bell, two excellent troupers. Even horse

lovers won't go for this.

b: cood dame
(Paramount)

Sylvia Sidney, Fredric March

^THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE.
Put two such excellent players as

Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March in a

story that is top notch and the result is

bound to spell swell entertainment.

Sylvia, looking very chic in a new bob,

comes through with a neat performance
as the nice chorus girl who falls in

love with a traveling carnival and
tough-guy, Freddie March. Having no
time for "dames," as a rule, Freddie,

unwittingly, falls into the role of

Sylvia's protector, with the inevitable

ending, without, however, March going
"respectable." The picture is rich in

color, dialogue and characters who are

genuine and believable. See it.

<: EASY TO LOVE
(Warners)

Adolphe Menjou, Mary Astor,

Genevieve Tobin, Edward
Everett Horton

CO HARMLESS, IT'S BORING.
^ This, in spite of the fact that the

story deals with a two-timing husband
whose wife gives him a taste of his own
medicine by vamping the fiance of the

very gal he's steppin' with at the mo-
ment. It sounds risque, but don't let

that fool you. Adolphe Menjou plays

husband to Miss Tobin, while Edward
Everett Horton is the fiance who is

vamped away from his girl-friend,

Mary Astor. The scene where Mary
Astor is forced to smoke a huge, black

cigar drew a couple of chuckles.

C: THE LOST PATROL
(RKO)

Victor McLaglen, Boris Karloff,

Wallace Ford, Reginald Denny

ADVENTURE FOR GENTS ! You
know the old story about the pa-

trol that gets lost and is attacked by

Arabs? Well, this is it, only with dia-

logue "flash-backs" by all the men in

the patrol. Karloff goes batty and all

the rest of the patrol are killed with

the exception of McLaglen, who out-

waits everybody. If you can imagine

yourself trying to make a six-reeler

with just that much material, then you
know what a job Jack Ford had.

There's not a single gal in the picture,

so you who are suffering from too much
lure in your entertainment, grab it.

d: mandalay
(Warners)

Kay Francis, Ricardo Cortez,

Lyle Talbot

WE ADVISE YOU TO SKIP IT !

A dull and extremely tiresome

number, which even a good cast couldn't

bolster up. Kay Francis struggles

along as a gal who is "handed from

one man to another" until along comes
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drunkard Lyle Talbot, and his helpless-

ness touches a "chord" in Kay's heart.

Knowing that she must stick to Talbot,

Miss Francis ups and poisons Villain

Ricardo Cortez and the two start out on
a "new life." It's truly a shame to

waste such swell actors on a bunch of

tripe like this.

b: six of a kind
(Paramount)

Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland,

W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth,

Burns and Allen

pAIRLY RIOTOUS COMEDY

!

A Married Couple Ruggles and Bo-
land start out for California in their

car (second honeymoon after twenty
years of "bliss") with Burns and Allen
and their great Dane riding along "to

save expenses." What with the dog
riding in the front seat, Miss Boland
falling off a cliff and into the Grand
Canyon (process shot), and newlyweds
being interrupted in their honeymoon
activities, it rolls along. When they
all arrive at the hotel in Nuggetville,

Nevada, where Skipworth and Fields

are proprietor and Sheriff, respectively,

complications set in. You ask yourself,

near the end, "How long are we going
to have to listen to those worn-out
vaudeville jokes of Burns and Allen?"
But if you like your funny pictures,

perhaps you'd better see this.

c: you cant buy
EVERYTHING

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

May Robson, Jean Parker,

Lewis Stone

ORETTY FAIR! You will agree,
A however, that casting May Robson
as the mother of a twelve-year-old son
is so unfortunate as to be laughable.

In spite of this error, Miss Robson
comes through with a strong charac-
terization as the jilted woman whose
life is spent trying to avenge the jilt.

Her moment comes during a financial

crisis in which Lewis Stone plays the

banker with his usual ease. Jean
Parker and William Bakewell round out

a good cast. You may like it.

d: two alone
(RKO)

Jean Parker, Tom Brown,

ZaSu Pitts, Arthur Byron

I~~\REARY ! Tom Brown escapes

from a Reform School and is cap-

tured by a slave-driving farmer who
forces him to almost kill himself work-
ing the soil, while he falls in love with

a slavey of the farm, Jean Parker. Ar-
thur Byron's characterization of the

tough farmer makes one think of a

scene from "LTncle Tom's Cabana"

—

and the acting is almost as dated. All

the actors seem to be struggling, but

it's all so dreary and dull that they

finally give up. This could only be
recommended to those who have had
such a good time lately that they are

searching for an antidote.

<: FOUR FRIGHTENED
PEOPLE
(Paramount)

Claudette Colbert, Herbert
Marshall, William Gargan,

Mary Boland

170UR SOMEWHAT BORING
-F PEOPLE would have been a bet-

ter title. This little opus goes wander-
ing around until it gets almost as "lost"

as the four people. Story : A plague
breaks out on board ship and the four

people (Claudette Colbert. Herbert
Marshall, Bill Gargan and Mary Bo-
land ) escape in a small boat and enter

the jungles. Yes, that's all. From
there on I couldn't figure it out much.
Claudette, a school teacher, loses her
glasses in the underbrush and her in-

feriority complex at the same time.

This brings her closer to Marshall and
the inevitable ending. You are likely

to say as you leave the theatre, "So
what?" And we wouldn't blame you,
except that we warned you first.

Lupe Velez and Bill Cagney in

a scene from "Palooka."

Victor McLaglen and Boris Karloff

in "The Lost Patrol."

(PainGent!

MEDICALLY
SAFE

instant Relief from CORNS,
CALLOUSES, BUNIONS, SORE TOES
Gone is the pain and the cause—shoe friction

and pressure—when you use Dr. Scholl's

Zino-pads! Relief is immediate. These thin,

dainty, healing, protective pads soothe aching
corns, throbbing bunions, painful callouses,

sore toes, chafed heels and irritated insteps.

They prevent blisters and ease tight shoes.

To quickly, SAFELY loosen and remove
corns and callouses, use Dr. Scholl's Zino-
pads with the separate Medicated Disks in-

cluded for that purpose. Sold everywhere.

Ask for the Corn Size for corns and
eore toes ; Callous Size for callouses

and sore heels ; Bunion Size for

bunions and sore insteps; Soft Corn
Size for corns between the toes.

Dr Scholl's
Zino-pads
PUT ONE ON— THE ' PAIN IS GONEI

Dr. Scholl has formulated and perfected a

Remedy or Appliance for every foot trouble

—

assuring; quick, safe relief. Ask your dealer.

Write for valuable booklet on FOOT CARE to

Dr. Scholl's. Dept. 80, W. Schiller St., Chicago. 5
A BECOME AN EXPERT

CCOUNTANT
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'a earn $3,000 to $15,000 a year.
Thousands more are needed. We train you thoroughly at home in
spare time for C. P. A. examinations or executive accounting po-
sitions. Previous bookkeeping knowledge or experience unnecessary.
Training given by C. P. A.'s. Write for free book, "Accountancy,
the Profession That Pays," and learn about opportunities in this
growing, profitable field.

LaSalle Extension University DepL4Sie-H, Chicago

The School That Has Trained Over 1.200 C. P. A.'s

TYPE
Not used or rebuilt. A new
Remington Portable. Carrying
case free. Use 10 days without
cost. If you keep it, it's yours

for only 10c a day. Write
today. Say: Tell me how I

can get a Remington Porta-

ble on 10-day free trial offer

for only 10c a day. Reming-
ton Rand Inc., Dept. 804 Buffalo,

WRITER
only 10$ a Day

N. Y.

BLACKHEADS!
DON'T SQUEEZE THEM 1 IT CAUSES
SCARS, INFECTION! Dissolve Black-
heads scientifically, refine Large Pores,
stop embarrassing Greaslness, "Shine,'
clear Muddy, Tanned Skin. Just wash
with water and wonderful KLEERPLEX
WASH I Has marvelous pore-purifying
powers. Gets at the cause QUICKLY,
SAFELY. RENEWS! LIGHTENS!
BEAUTIFIES! Gives you that clean-cut
attractive look which means everything in

business and social life. SEE INSTANT
IMPROVEMENT! No chemicals. No
staying home. A guaranteed pure, natural
product, approved by Health Authorities,
the Beauty Editor of this magazine and

thousands of happy users—both Men and Women. Noth-
ing like it! Stop wasting time and money on ordinary

cosmetics—send only Si TODAY for this unusual skm
healthiner. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
KLEERPLEX (Dept. MR-21
1 W. 34th St., New York City, N. Y.
( J Here ia $1. Please aend ITU' 2 moj. supply oE

KLEERPLEX WASH or ( ) I will pay postman
plus 20c P.O.charue. Outside U.S.$1.25—no C.O.D.'a
I WHITE NAME—ADDRESS IN MARGIN)

MAIL
COUPON
NOW
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Amazing New Kind
of COOK BOOK

Ends Worry
of Meal
Planning

V*

Menus lor Spring . . . Menus
for Summer . . . Menus for Fall . . . Menus for Winter.
103 in all, with absolutely no duplication of items. And
for every item in every menu there is a kitchen-tested
prize recipe with full, detailed instructions. Also recipes
for the 28 mixed drinks most popular with particular
hostesses. The Home Menu Cook Book positively ends
all worry of meal planning and shows how attractive,
wholesome, tasty meals can be served ... at startling
savings in money! Nicely printed in big type and strongly
bound in a smart waterproof cover.

Only 25/ At Kresge Stores
Or sent prepaid, direct from publisher for 50c, the addi-
tional 25c to cover postage and special handling.

THE GOLDSMITH PUBLISHING CO.
727 S. Dearborn St., Dept. Ml, Chicago, Illinois

NOW/ THE
GIANT
TUBE

ZIP EPILATOR— IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT
PERMANENTLY DESTROYS HAIR

U>i BEWARE
of Blisters

Blisters often lead to dangerous
infections . . . loss of limb ... or
worse. Be safe! Bandage blisters
with SEALTEX. Porous, yet water-
proof. Sticks only to itself, not to
hair, skin or cloth. No painful
pulling—removes like a glove. 10c,
25c and 50c sizes. All Kresge stores
and drug counters everywhere.

EX

LEARN TO
IRON
Here's that modern way to hot
starch without mixing, boiling

and bother as with lump starch.

Makes starching easy. Makes
ironing easy. Restores elastic-

ity and that soft charm of new-
ness. No sticking. No scorch-

ing. Your iron fairly glides. A
wonderful invention. This free

test convinces. Send for sample.

THANK YOU—
j
THE HUBINGER CO., No. 833,

Your free sample, please,

j

Wonderful Way to Hot Starch.'

I -

beautifully
speedily
happily

TRY
THIS

FREE

HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

1

Keokuk, la.
|

and "That
j

I

I

The Modern Hostess

(Continued fr

separate an egg and beat the egg white
until it is foamy. Then you take a piece
of soft butter and divide it into four
pieces. You spread the rolled-out dough
with one piece of butter and spread the

butter with beaten egg white. Then
you roll the dough up tight like a jelly

roll. Next you fold the ends of the roll

in to the middle and fold the whole
thing in half, so that you have four

layers. Flatten this out and repeat the

rolling-out, spreading with butter and
egg white, re-rolling and folding proc-

esses until the butter is used up—four

times in all, as you use one quarter of

the butter for each spreading. When
the dough is folded for the fourth time,

you wrap it in waxed paper and put it

into a tightly covered container and
tuck it into the refrigerator until you
are ready to make your pie. It must re-

main in the refrigerator for at least two
hours, but you can leave it there for

days if you want to, comfortably secure

in the knowledge that you can make a

pie at a moment's notice.

That's all there is to it—according to

Judith—and you can take it from us

that better pastry was never eaten any-

where.
When you are ready to make your

pie, you cut off a piece of pastry large

om page 77)

enough to make one or two crusts—de-
pending upon the kind of pie you are
going to make. If you happen to be
going to create a Butterscotch Pie like

the one Miss Allen is displaying so

happily in the picture, you would only
need enough for an under crust. You
shape the portion of pastry into a neat
ball and place it in the middle of a lightly

floured board. Then you flour your
rolling pin a bit. With short, light,

springy strokes you then roll out the

dough—working from the center toward
the edges, keeping the pastry approxi-
mately round all the time. Roll it out

until it is somewhat larger than your
pie plate, so that it will fit the plate

loosely. No pulling or stretching—that

will break the extremely delicate pastry.

Now fold the pastry in half, then fold

again, pick it up and slip it into the pie

plate. You do not need to grease the

pie tin as there is so much shortening
in the pastry.

XT EXT you unfold the dough and fit

-L^
it loosely into the plate, holding the

dough away from the sides of the pan
with one hand and pressing it down into

the crease of the pan with the other.

Cut off all the ragged edges around the

rim. Your lower crust is now ready to

Listen, Pat O'Brien, there's a time and place for everything. And the

preview of "Lost Patrol" isn't the place to eat peanuts. We see you

digging into that bag. Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jenkins are with the O'Briens.
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receive the filling.

One way to finish the edges of a one-

crust pie is to provide it with a fluted

collar. To achieve this, cut the pastry

about half an inch away from the edge

of the pan, using a pair of scissors.

Then roll this extra pastry back onto

the rim, cut side under, and pinch it

into a fluting.

Crusts which are baked before the

filling is put into them are apt to bulge

unless you remember to prick them
thoroughly with a fork before putting

them into the oven. And they must be

put into a hot oven (450°)—otherwise

they are apt to collapse weakly into the

bottom of the pan. Both the bulging

and collapsing hazards can be eliminated

by fitting an empty pan the same size

as the one in which the pastry is being
baked over the dough before it is put

into the oven. This second pan must
be removed a few minutes before the

baking is finished, however, to permit
the crust to brown as nicely as it should.

And that is all of the information you
need in order to prepare pie crusts

worthy of the delicious fillings, the

recipes for which Judith Allen has col-

lected in many different places and from
many different sources.

MY recipe for Mock Cherry Pie,"

Miss Allen told us, "is one I was
given by the same southern cook who
taught me how to make pastry and I've

never found a recipe to beat it. It is

made with raisins and cranberries.

Honestly, it is a knockout—and how
men love it ! Then, there is a recipe

for Prune and Apricot Pie of which I'm
very proud—it calls for a meringue
towering into the air. I discovered how-

to make a meringue which won't do odd,

unpleasant things, too. I use the same
meringue on Prune Pie as I do on
Lemon Pie. Another favorite of mine
is Butterscotch Pie which I always have
served with a topping of whipped
cream, dotted with toasted almonds. Oh
dear ! I've talked myself into such a

famished condition
!"

"Would you let us have your
recipes?" we asked, right out. "All of

them ! The readers of Modern Screen
would adore having them—and we must
admit that we are dying to try them, too.''

Miss Allen opened her beautiful eyes

wide in surprise. "Why of course," she

agreed, "I'd love to give them to you.

I'd have offered them to you myself,

only it never occurred to me that any-
one would be interested!"

"And by the way," she went on.

"there's one pie recipe I regret not

having as it is one of the best pies I've

ever tasted. I always order it when I

go to a famous restaurant in New York.

It's called Raspberry Cream Pie and if

you can get the recipe I'd adore having
it.

WELL, we had quite a time tracking

that recipe to its lair, but we did

get it. And, since it can be made with
either fresh or canned raspberries it

knows no seasons. We had it printed

as one of this month's recipes for Miss
Allen and for you and you and you

!

In this month's Star Recipe Folder you
will also find recipes for two other

Judith Allen pie preferences as well as

"definite proportions for the marvellous

pastry she described for you in this

article. So you'll have directions for

making Butterscotch Pie and Prune-

Apricot Pie, as well as Raspberry. That
is, you'll have them if you send in right

away for your copy by filling in and
mailing the coupon on page 77. So
hurry, hurry and send for your copy of

the recipes, all printed on cards to

facilitate filing. Undoubtedly, if you use

these recipes, you will become famous
for your skill as a maker of superb

pastry and the most delicious and un-

usual fillings.

While you are waiting for your Star

Recipes to reach you through the mail,

cut out these two Judith Allen favorites,

paste them on filing cards and try them
out. We guarantee that you'll adore

them all.

MOCK CHERRY PIE

2 cups cranberries (cut in halves)

1 cup seeded raisins

1 cup sugar

\y2 tablespoons flour

pastry

Combine sugar and- flour, add halved
cranberries and raisins. Mix together

thoroughly; Pour into lined pie plate.

Dot with small pieces of butter. Moisten
outer edge of lower crust with cold

water. Place upper crust on filled lower
crust, pressing edges together. Trim
off any surplus pastry around edge and
cut slits in top of pie for steam to

escape. Bake in hot oven (450°) 10

minutes, reduce heat to moderate
(350°) and bake 30 minutes longer.

LEMON PIE

1^2 cups granulated suger

4 tablespoons cornstarch

\y-2. cups boiling water
yolks of 3 eggs

2 teaspoons butter

grated rind of 1 lemon
4 tablespoons lemon juice

pinch of salt

Combine sugar and cornstarch in top

of double boiler, add boiling water
slowly. Beat yolks slightly and add
slowly to cornstarch mixture. Cook
over boiling water for 10 minutes, stir-

ring constantly until smooth and thick-

ened. Remove from heat, add butter,

lemon rind and juice. Beat together

thoroughly. Cool. Pour into baked
pastry shell. Top with meringue.

MERINGUE
whites of 3 eggs

2 teaspoons cold water

%. teaspoon vanilla

teaspoon lemon juice

3 tablespoons granulated sugar

Beat chilled egg whites until foaming,

add water and continue beating until

mixtures will stand in peaks. Fold in

sugar carefully, add lemon juice and
vanilla. Pile lightly on filled crust and
bake in moderate oven (375°) 15 min-

utes.

"/ Realshine all my shoes

once a week. It keeps them

new-looking, no matter

how long or hard I wear
them."

Try the REALSHINE treatment

on YOUR shoes, too the only

polish that actually penetrates,

renews and preserves

leather.

SHOE
POLISH

• WATERPROOFS

•SOFTENS
•PROTECTS
•PRESERVES
• COVERS SCUFFS

• REMOVES DIRT

REAlSHlNECOJiK
©o)v^st<m„ Tex o *

CONDON'S GIANT TSlg\JkM A ¥W\£\
EVERBEARING 1 U Iflift. 1 AF
"QUEEN OFTHE MARKET'.' Big Money Maker.Large,

solid fruit; excellent canner.To introduce to you
our Northern Grown Live Seeds and Plants, we

will mail you 125 seeds of Condon's Giane
~ erbearine Tomato »JIJ
-id our biB 1934 CatalogMKHl

, of Seeds, Plants, Shrubs. * MMMdMil
200-Page Book tells how, and when to
plant. Send 3c stamp to cover postage.

Prices Lower Than Ever Before

CONDON BROS., SEEDSMEN
BOX 159 ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS

BANISH FRECKLES,

WEATHER-BEATEN S

WEEKS QUICKER

It is so easy now to clear

away blackheads, freckles,

coarseness : to have smooth,
white flawless new beauty.
Just begin tonight with
famous Nadinola Bleaching
Cream, tested and trusted

for over a generation. The
minute yoxi smooth it on,

Nadinola begins to clear,

whiten and smooth your
skin. Tan and freckles;

muddy, sallow color vanish
quickly. You see day-by-
day improvement until your
skin is all you long for;

creamy-white satin-smooth, lovely. No dis-

appointments; no long waiting for results

Money-back guarantee. Get a large box ot

NADINOLA Bleaching Cream at toilet

counters or bv mail, postpaid. Only oOc.

NADINOLA. B'ox M18. Paris, Tenn.

cShdh\c\a<BleachingCream
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SKIN ERUPTIONS
NEED NOT WORRY YOU
Pimples, eczema, itching, burning skin, undue
redness, minor rashes and scaly scalp are no
longer necessary when relief is so simple. Poslam
will show what it will do for you in one applica-
tion. Just apply at night and note improvement
next morning.

JUST TO PROVE IT
we will send you a test package FREE

Simply send your name and address to:

POSLAM COMPANY
Desk 13-W, 254 W. 54th St., NewYork, N. Y.

You can get Poslam at any drug store, 50c

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a

MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, 1 am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,

more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.

ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept. 3, LOWELL, MASS.

BUNIONSB
The amazing action of Pedodyne is truly marvelous, and a
boon to those whose bunions cause constant foot trouble and
a torturing bulge to the shoes. It stops pain almost instantly
and with the inflammation and swelling reduced bo quickly
you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ease and
comfort. Prove it by actual test on your own bunion. Just
write and Bay, "I WantToTry Pedodyne." No obligation.

Pedodyne Co., 180 N. WackerDr.v Dept. E-213, Chicago, lit

FREE
BOOKLET

"For six years I tried everything
possible. Since using your method two
years ago. 1 haven'thada sign of trouble."
Mrs. Kate Harris t Alexander City, Ala .

Why continue to Buffer? The Liepe Method
quickly relieves indicated Varicose Veins,
Varicose Ulcers. Enlarged and Swollen Veins,
Eczema and other stated leg troubles wkilz you
walk. A special prescription for each type of
case. 40 years of success! Praised by thou-
sands. Don't lose a minute]—send quick for
valuable FREE Booklet.

. LiepeMethods,3284N.GreenBay
Ave., Dept. 94-D, Milwaukee, Wis.

WHAT
IS YOUR

FATE in 1934?
YOGAR—Famous Radio
Astrologist Will GuideYou

Aids Thousands Everywhere

Success? . . Happiness? . . Riches?—^ What does 1934 hold for you? .. Let
YOGAR, radio's uncanny Astrologist,
guide you wisely! Obtain his new, giant
8,000 word Astrological Forecast and day to day

.

guide to Success and Happiness. His Character
Analysis predicts by exact days, dates and
months events to come Id 1934, based on your
Zodiacal sign. BE SAFE!.. Consult ft before
making business deals, signing papers, seeking
new job, and in regard to love, marriage, acci-
dents, investments, friends, enemies, lucky and
unlucky days, etc- SPECIAL! —-YOGAR will
also answer any 3 questions on any" subject,
with the purchase of his Astrological Forecast!
Send $1 bill with your name, address, birth-
date and 3 questions. FREE Lucky Buddha
Charm included if you act now! Money back if

not exactly as represented. Write today!

YOGAR, 43 E. Ohio St., Dept. D-18, Chicago
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THE REPORT CARD
If you'll let this list be your guide to the movies

in town—to the very best (A), quite good (B),

middlin' good (C), and not so good (D)—neither

Mamma, Papa, boy friend nor girl friend will

have cause for complaint

THESE PICTURES SET "A"
ANN VICKERS (RKO).

BERKELEY SQUARE (Fox).

BROADWAY THROUGH A KEYHOLE (20th Cen-
tury).

CAPTURED (Warners).

CONVENTION CITY (First National).

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW i Universal).

DESIGN FOR LIVING (Paramount).

DINNER AT EIGHT (M-G-M).

DOUBLE HARNESS (RKO).

ESKIMO (M-G-M).

FASHIONS OF 1934 (Warners).

FOOTLIGHT PARADE (Warners).

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933 (Warners).

HI, NELLIE (Warners).

I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY (Fox).

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (Columbia).

THE LAST ROUND-UP (Paramount).

LITTLE WOMEN (RKO).

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE (20th Century).

A MAN'S CASTLE (Columbia).

MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN (Paramount).

MORNING GLORY (RKO).

MOULIN ROUGE (20th Century).

NANA (Sam Goldwyn).

ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON (Paramount).

ONLY YESTERDAY (Universal).

PALOOKA (20th Century).

THE POWER AND THE GLORY (Fox).

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY VIII (United
Artists).

THE PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY (M-G-M).

QUEEN CHRISTINA (M-G-M).

REUNION IN VIENNA (M-G-M).

ROMAN SCANDALS (United Artists).

STAGE MOTHER (M-G-M).

STRANGE HOLIDAY (Paramount).

THIS DAY AND AGE (Paramount).

VOLTAIRE (Warners).

WHEN LADIES MEET (M-G-M).

THE WORLD CHANGES (Warners).

THESE PICTURES 6ET "B"
ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN (20th Century).

AFTER TONIGHT (RKO).

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (Paramount).

ALL OF ME (Paramount).

ANOTHER LANGUAGE (M-G-M).

BELOVED (Universal).

THE BEST OF ENEMIES (Fox).

BLONDE BOMBSHELL (M-G-M).

BLOOD MONEY (20th Century).

BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).

BY CANDLELIGHT I Universal).

A CHANCE AT HEAVEN (RKO).

THE CHIEF (M-G-M).

THE COHENS AND THE KELLYS IN TROUBLE
(Universal).

COMING OUT PARTY (Fox).

CRADLE SONG (Paramount).

DANCING LADY (M-G-M). .

DUCK SOUP (Paramount).

ELMER THE GREAT (Warners).

EMERGENCY CALL (RKO).

FEMALE (Warners).

FLYING DOWN TO RIO (RKO).

FROM HELL TO HEAVEN (Paramount).

FUGITIVE LOVERS (M-G-M).

GALLANT LADY i20th Century).

GOOD DAME (Paramount).

HAVANA WIDOWS (Warners).

HER BODYGUARD (Paramount).

HER FIRST MATE (Universal).

HER SWEETHEART, CHRISTOPHER BEAN
(M-G-M).

HOOP-LA (Fox).

THE HOUSE ON 56TH STREET (Warners).

I LOVED A WOMAN (Warners).

I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount).

I'VE COT YOUR NUMBER (Warners).

JIMMY AND SALLY (Fox).

THE KENNEL MURDER CASE (Warners).

KING FOR A NIGHT (Universal).

THE KING OF THE ARENA (Universal).

LADY KILLER (Warners).

LEGONG (Bennett Productions).

LET'S FALL IN LOVE (Columbia).

THE MAD GAME (Fox).

MAMA LOVES PAPA (Paramount).

MAN OF TWO WORLDS (RKO).

MAN OF THE FOREST (Paramount).

A MAN'S WOMAN (Monogram).

THE MAN WHO DARED (Fox).

THE MASQUERADER (United Artists).

THE MAYOR OF HELL (Warners).

MEET THE BARON (M-G-M).

MR. SKITCH (Fox).

MY WEAKNESS (Fox).

MY WOMAN (Columbia).

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (Columbia).

ONE MAN'S JOURNEY (RKO).

PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING (Fox).

PILGRIMAGE (Fox).

THE POOR RICH (Universal).



RAFTER ROMANCE (RKO).

THE RIGHT TO ROMANCE (RKO).

SATURDAY'S MILLIONS (Universal).

SEARCH FOR BEAUTY (Paramount).

SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE? (M-G-M).

SIX OF A KIND (Paramount).

SMOKY (Fox).

SOLITAIRE MAN (M-G-M).

SONG OF SONGS (Paramount).

SON OF A SAILOR (Warners).

SUNSET PASS (Paramount).

THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN (M-G-M).

THE THUNDERING HERD (Paramount).

TOO MUCH HARMONY (Paramount).

WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD (Warners).

THESE PICTURES CET "C
AGGIE APPLEBY. MAKER OF MEN (RKO).

AS HUSBANDS GO (Fox).

THE BOWERY (20th Century).

CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE (Fox).

COLLEGE COACH (Warners).

CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE .(Universal).

DARK HAZARD (Warners).

DOCTOR BULL (Fox).

EASY TO LOVE (Warners).

EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT (Paramount).

EVER IN MY HEART (Warners).

FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE (Paramount).

F. P. 1 ( Fox-Gaumont)

.

THE FRONTIER MARSHAL (Fox).

GOING HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).

HEADLINE SHOOTER (RKO).

HIPS, HIPS, HOORAY (RKO).

I AM SUZANNE (Fox).

Modern Screen

THE INVISIBLE MAN (Universal).

LADIES MUST LOVE (Universal).

LONE COWBOY (Paramount).

THE LOST PATROL (RKO).

MARY STEVENS, M.D. (Warners).

MASSACRE (Warners).

MIDSHIPMAN JACK (RKO).

MY LIPS BETRAY (Fox).

OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT (Fox).

PRIVATE DETECTIVE (Warners).

ROME EXPRESS (Universal).

SHANGHAI MADNESS (Fox).

S. O. S. ICEBERG (Universal).

THE TORCH SINGER (Paramount).

TO THE LAST MAN (Paramount).

THE WOMEN IN HIS LIFE (M-G-M).

THE WORST WOMAN IN PARIS (Fox).

YOU CAN'T BUY EVERYTHING (M-G-M).

THESE PICTURES 6ET "D'
BOMBAY MAIL (Universal).

DON'T BET ON LOVE (Universal).

FOG (Columbia).

GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM (Paramount).

HELL AND HIGH WATER (Paramount).

HEROES FOR SALE (Warners).

KEEP 'EM ROLLING (RKO).

MANDALAY (Warners).

MYRT AND MARGE (Universal).

SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM (Universal).

THE SHAKEDOWN (Warners).

SITTING PRETTY (Paramount).

SO YOU WON'T SING, EH? (RKO).

SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR (Universal).

TWO ALONE (RKO).

WHITE WOMAN (Paramount).

ESPECIALLY FOR THE KIDDIES

We've tried to weed out some pictures that wil

be fun for the kiddies ! Here they are

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (Paramount).

THE CHIEF (M-G-M).

THE COHENS AND THE KELLYS IN TROUBLE
(Universal).

COLLEGE COACH (Warners).

DOCTOR BULL (Fox).

DUCK SOUP (Paramount).

ELMER THE GREAT (Warners).

ESKIMO (M-G-M).

FLYING DOWN TO RIO (RKO).

HER FIRST MATE (Universal).

HER SWEETHEART, CHRISTOPHER BEAN
(M-G-M).

HIPS, HIPS, HOORAY (RKO).

I AM SUZANNE (Fox).

THE INVISIBLE MAN (Universal).

THE KENNEL MURDER CASE (Warners).

THE LAST ROUND-UP (Paramount).

LITTLE WOMEN (RKO).

LONE COWBOY (Paramount).

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE (20th Century).

MAMA LOVES PAPA (Paramount).

MAN OF THE FOREST (Paramount).

THE MAN WHO DARED (Fox).

MASSACRE (Warners).

MEET THE BARON (M-G-M).

MR. SKITCH (Fox).

OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT (Fox).

PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING (Fox).

PALOOKA (20th Century).

THE POOR RICH (Universal).

THE PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY (M-G-M).

SATURDAY'S MILLIONS (Universal).

SEARCH FOR BEAUTY (Paramount).

SIX OF A KIND (Paramount).

SMOKY (Fox).

SON OF A SAILOR (Warners).

S. O. S. ICEBERG (Universal).

SUNSET PASS (Paramount).

THE THUNDERING HERD (Paramount).

TO THE LAST MAN (Paramount).

TOO MUCH HARMONY (Paramount).

WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD (Warners).

wornmm

DIXIE DEB WAV
MEVER shampoo your hair with or-
dinary soaps. They are too harsh

and drying. DIXIE DEB COCOANUT
OIL SHAMPOO is a tested formula
that is immensely popular with Southern
girls. It gives a marvelous, rich lather

that gently cleanses your
hair and scalp of every
particle of oil and dust, and
leaves the hair soft and
silky.

After the sham-
poo be sure to

brush a little

DIXIE DEBjj

BRILLIANTINEf
through your||

hair.

\Oeeach
4 oz. 3 oz.

DIXIE DEB
At Better Chain Stores

For Tan and
Colored Shoes
Just wonderful results. ColorShine Neutral

Color Creme cleans, polishes, restores color,

preserves leather. Easy to use. Only 10*! at lOi

stores. 12 kinds, for all colors, kid, suede, cloth

shoes. In bottles or tubes. Buy ColorShine.

It's wonderful!

AT TEN CENT

STORES
NEUTRAL

COLOR «EME

CHIEFTAIN MFG. CO.
BALTIMORE, MDi
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THE INFORMATION DESK
In this department you will find questions—with

answers to match—about the stars and the talkies.

Have you a question to ask us?

A'RE movie tests fair? I have a

friend who went to the trouble of

taking one and never heard from it,

nor could she get any information as

to its disposal.—Harry Evans, De-
troit, Mich.

Indeed, Mr. Evans, a test is apt to

be fair. First of all it costs a com-
pany $300 to make one. A candidate

has to show plenty of promise before

they will go to the expense. And. a

movie organization is only too anx-

ious to discover talent. It would

probably be impossible to inform all

test-takers as to the fate of their act-

ing. Suffice it to say, if the test

proved successful, the candidate

would hear soon enough.

AjfARY BRIAN looks like such a

sweet, sensible person, I should

think the announcements of her va-

rious ''engagements'' would displease

her. Is she interested in anyone, or

is it all publicity?—Elinor Howard,
Dallas, Texas.

We have a notion when and if

Mary ever becomes serious, she will

be the one to do the announcing. We
don't think all these rumors please

her too much, because it must make
her look like the perennial ingenue or

just a beautiful gal that men forget.

TS it true that it was Kenneth Mc-
* Kama who walked out on Kay
Francis? If so, has he no taste?—
E. V. Markham, Mobile, Ala.

We heard it, too, but can't believe

it, either. One of the things to be

said for the couple's separation, how-
ever, is the dignified manner in which

it was done. No mud-slinging here.

They are a pair of well-bred people,

evidently.

ARE Toby and Pat Wing really

sisters? One is so dark and the

other so blonde. Also, why is Charles
Farrell playing with Janet Gaynor
again?—"Edna Wells."

The little Wings are sisters and
once upon a time both had sable locks,

but—you've heard of the platinum
urge? Well, Toby hearkened and
acted.

Perhaps Charlie realized that even
after his declamations about merely
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Here is a department to which you
may write for information about
movies and movie players. All

questions will be answered in this

department, so you may dispense

with the formality of sending a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Avoid questions which are too per-

sonal and infringe upon good
taste. Otherwise—we are at your

service!

Address: The Information Desk,

MODERN SCREEN Magazine, 149

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

being Janet's leading man, no matter

what the billing read, he did better

at that than anything else. This free-

lancing isn't all it's cracked up to be.

A company doesn't bother to "build"

a player if he is only with them for

one or two pictures.

TIZHO played the mimic in "Mr.
" Skitch," that amusing picture in

which Will Rogers and Zasu Pitts

appeared?—E. L. T., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Florence Desmond, who knows a

thing or two about acting, played this

role and didn't she do right by it

—

and herself ? We think so.

TJ/'HO enacted the role of Culpep-
" per in "Henry the Eighth," and

zvho played Morley in "Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi"?—Marie Phipps, Roch-
ester, N. Y.

J-IAS Joe Cook ever played in theL1
films?—Walter Hunter, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Not that we know of. However,
you will see him in a picture in the

not distant future. In fact, when Mr.
Cook returns from his musical com-
edy, "Hold Your Horses," now on
tour. He has a Fox contract.

r\OES Mae West actually write

her own material, or is it just

publicity?—Allen Swain, Montreal.

Everybody is becoming skeptical

these days. Tch. Tch. Yes, believe it

or not, Mae wrote lines before she

ever acted. She has a novel to her

credit, too.

JJ/rHY did Samuel Goldwyn spend
so much money on an unknozvn

like Anna Stent We have lots of
players in tliis country that, surely,

are just as good.—A. D. S., Lake-
land, Fla.

Mr. Goldwyn is a pretty shrewd
gentleman and evidently expects to

recoup every penny, and plenty more,
that he has spent in introducing Miss
Sten to American movie-goers. Anna
is well-known abroad and, if those in

the know are correct, will create

quite a stir in this land.

TI/'ILL Joan and Franchot marry?
' They seem to have little in com-

mon but their picture professions.

Eighth" and Charles Starrett in the

other film.

Robert Donat
^

in ^
"Henry the Our guess is, "Yes." Joan, of

course, says nothing, and Franchot
claims he is going to keep on asking

her. Miss Crawford has developed so

much charm, and personality since

her career began that we think she

would be a credit to any man.

IV'HAT has become of Eric Lin-

den? He seemed like such a

promising young actor and suddenly

disappeared from the face of the

screen.—Betty, Lowell, Mass.

Well, Betty, the story goes that

young' Eric is attempting to mend a

broken heart somewhere in Europe.

It seems he was much in love with

Frances Dee and when the lovely

lady decided in favor of Joel Mc-
Crea, Mr. Linden just couldn't go on
with his career. He even broke his

contract to Get Away From It All.

TJ/UO is going to be Mae West's

leading man in "It Ain't No
Sin"? Will it be Max Baer or Cory
Grant? I've heard rumors on both.

—Katie, N. Y. C.

At the moment of writing, it's

George Raft. Cary is ill in England.

And Our Maxie demanded too much
money, it seems.

Printed in the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, X. •).
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Colonel Andre
offered wealth.

Old Greiner

promised fame.

The Grand Duke
had position.

Lieutenant George
offered youth.

. . . and each thought he had won!

IKE a blazing, speeding comet, Nana burst

upon the consciousness of Paris. Whirling

from the streets to the heights of theatrical

fame, she captivated the town with her beauty,

her charm, and her wit.

TO Nona's door, then, there came in rapid

succession lust, stupidity, envy, and finally . . .

true love. Did she know thsm all when they came?
And did she choose wisely?

READ her fascinating story and learn the sensa-

tional solution she found for all her problems. That

story, based on the world-famous Zola novel, is

the story of glamorous Anna Sten's first American
motion picture, "NANA"—produced by Samuel
Goldwyn for United Artists. Read it immediately,

by all means, in the April SCREEN ROMANCES
which is now on sale everywhere.

AND enjoy in the same issue the complete

stories of eleven other splendid new Hollywood

pictures, all abundantly illustrated by scenes from

the actual productions:

CAROLINA, starring Janet Gaynor, Lionel

Barrymore, Robert Young. WONDER BAR, Al

Jolson, Kay Francis, Dolores Del Rio, Ricardo

Cortez, Dick Powell. ALL OF ME, Miriam Hop-
kins, Fredric March, George Raft. FASHIONS
OF 1934, William Powell, Bette Davis. MYSTERY
OF THE DEAD POLICE, Robert Montgomery.
FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE, Claudette Col-

bert, Herbert Marshall. SUCCESS STORY,
Colleen Moore, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. YOU
CAN'T BUY EVERYTHING, May Robson, Lewis

Stone. COMING OUT PARTY, Frances Dee,

Gene Raymond. I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER, Joan
Clondell, Pat O'Brien. WHEN STRANGERS
MEET, Richard Cromwell, Arlene Judge.

Ask today

at any

newsstand

for the

April issue of

SCREEN
ROMANCES

SCREEN ROMANCES
. . a dozen screen hits between covers!"
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Excitingly, savagely, compellingly lovely . . . this freshly different lipstick whose alluring

shades and seductive smoothness bring to lips the sublime madness of a moon-kissed South

Sea night! Yes, Savage does exactly that, for it colors the lips without coating them with

charm-destroying paste. Apply like ordinary lipstick . . . rub it in . . . nothing will remain

on your lips but ravishing, transparent color . . . color that clings . . . savagely!

SELECT YOUR PROPER SHADE BY ACTUAL TEST

You can't possibly obtain your most suitable shade of lip color without

actual trial on your own skin. Savage invites you to test all four shades on

^ your wrist ... at the Savage Shade Selector displayed

i
| f "X wherever this thrilling new lip color is sold.

^^^J^^y^ TANGERINE . . . FLAME NATURAL . . . BLUSH

LARGE
SIZE

SAVAGE
In exquisite sil-

ver case , may
be obtained at

the more exclu-
sivetoilet jjoods

counters.

*2

The SAVAGE SHADE SELECTOR
In addition to providing you with a practical

means of trying Savage before buying, the
Savage Shade Selector supplies the means of re-

moving the highly indelible Savage stains from
your wrist. A bottle of LIX (lipstick stain re-

mover) and a dispenser of felt removal pads
are provided. savage . . . Chicago

AT ALL LEADING FIVE AND TEN CENT STORES
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PRETTY GIRL. ..AND A MARVELOUS SECRETARY ... BUT OH, HER TERRIBLE TEETH!

M artha's clothes are as smart as a
debutante's. She's pretty—and sec-

retary to thepresident. But— there's

a "but" about Martha! X a

1

}

here's not a man in the office but -wishes

Martha "were his secretary— so smart
and so sparkling is she! But the "but"
about Martha keeps young men away! JL.For

oungmen consult Martha about "get-

ting ahead." She's a friend in need,

indeed. But they never "date" Martha!
the "but" about Martha is her teeth!

IJLt
'f only Martha -would look into a mirror,

and see what theyoung men see: her dull,

dingy teeth! She'd realize what "pink
tooth brush" can do to a girl's looks. A dentist wouldtellMartha to clean her

teeth with Ipana — and to massage
Ipana into her tender gums! He'd
explain about "pink tooth brush." It

t wouldn't be long before Martha's gums
would be healthy—and her teeth brilliant

again! Martha would find herselfpicking

from among all the young men in town!

JT ISN'T very smart of a

girl to have brains and
looks and a future—and to

allow so simple a thing as

"pink tooth brush" to ruin the charm
of her smile!

Don't be a "Martha"! Get a tube

of Ipana Tooth Paste. Clean your
teeth with it—Ipana cleans even into

the tiny crevices between your teeth.

Then — put a little extra Ipana on

your brush or fingertip, and massage
it into your inactive, tender gums.
The foods of today fail to exercise

the gums. That is why your gums
tend to become flabby and soft, and
to bleed. They need regular daily

massage—with Ipana.

THE"IPANA TROUBADOURS"A RE BACK! EVERY
WEDNESDAY EVENING . . . 9:00 P.M., E.S.T.

WEAF AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

The ziratol in Ipana, your

dentist will explain, aids in

toning the gums, and in

bringingback firmness.And
when you are rid of "pink tooth

brush," you aren't likely to have

gum troubles like gingivitis and Vin-

cent's disease. You'll feel safer about

the soundness of your teeth, too.

Use Ipana, with massage — and
have bright, good-looking teeth!

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. K-54
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA
TOOTH PASTE. Enclosed is a it stamp
to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Name - - - - -

Street-

City State.

3
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...In these days of keen com-

petition, the girl with bright

skin and eyes gets the job

(Right) Alluring Pat Patterson

has this beauty stuff down to

a science. With the proper

make-up you, too, can look as

charming as she.

^OU never really appreciate a good
job until you've been hanging
around a while without one. Isn't

that so ? Now with this rush back

to the old work bench, you're speeding up a desire

to do the thing in a bigger and better way than ever

before, or you're different from most girls I meet,

and whose letters I am reading all the time.

It's all too likely that we, who have been grouching

and feeling abused because employers didn't seem
to be falling over themselves in the past to secure

our valuable services, have neglected our tender

skins. And, believe it or not, you skeptics, that

fresh clear look which comes to the cheeks after

beautifying attentions, has a subtle effect on the

master mind doing the hiring and firing. Of course,

he or she would be the first one to deny that deep
truth, but he or she is the victim of the "beauty"
lure just the same.

I know a girl—a young thing, too—who had
neglected herself shamefully. She had tramped
around to so many offices in such nasty weather,
and had been turned away so often, that she'd lost

all interest in her appearance. She was discouraged
and she looked it. One day a beautician took her
in hand and lectured her at great length. "What
do you mean by neglecting yourself this way?" he
said. "No wonder no one is clamoring to have you
in his office."

"But they turn me down for quite other reasons,"

whimpered the girl, looking very mournful.
"You think they do, and maybe they think they

do," was the snappy answer. "Here, let me do you
up, and then go out and see what happens."

Well, to make a long, creamy story short, a girl

with a fresh, glowing skin started on the rounds
next day and, miraculously enough, came home with
a job in her possession. She promptly decided that

brains and ability were all very well, but the out-

ward aspect was much more important—almost like

a badge of honor. Silly ? Yes, but isn't it a fact ?

THIS girl, for instance, who got her job on the

strength of her face, as it were, didn't look
made up a bit. She couldn't help but laugh over
the fact that her boss asked her if she came from
the country because she looked so healthy.

Now, there is a big secret right here, and the

person who took her in hand gave me the lowdown
so that I could pass it on to you.

He says (yes, it was a he, this time) that girls

who put little spots of red on their cheeks, where
they would not naturally appear, look ridiculous. He
contends that a man can bring out a girl's beauty
better than a woman can, because he sees what is

wrong and how to remedy^ it. He has made up hun-
dreds of movie stars and he should know, if any-
body does.

Be that as it may, his one big theory is that the
eyes are the keynote of (Continued on page 110)
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y^4^*v Enjoys the Good Times

that come to Girls with

CAMAY COMPLEXIONS!

Get out of the rut of a humdrum
life. Enjoy the good things the

world has to offer.

Every day brings good times,

if a girl has a Camay Complexion.

WIN YOUR BEAUTY CONTEST

For every day you live— like Helen

above—you compete in a Beauty

Contest. Why, you can't even go

for a walk down the street, but

what someone's eyes search your

face—judge your looks—and

notice the texture of your skin.

So get yourself a Camay Com-

plexion—a skin soft as velvet and

gloriously fresh. It attracts admi-

ration—yes, and often romance.

Camay, the Soap of Beautiful

Women, is pure, creamy-white and

unusually mild—the modern way

to care for your skin. Use it one

month,and you'll be delighted with

the improvement in your looks.

Get a supply of Camay today.

The price is amazingly low.

Pure, creamy-white and delicately fragrant, Camay

comes in a green and yellow wrapper, in Cellophane.

C^- Copr. 1934. Procter & Gamble Co.

AAA AY The Soap of Beautiful Women
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LET'S T/DK ABOUT
By

ALICE

VAN DORAN

Constance Cummings

and Ralph Bellamy in

one of the more tender

moments from RKO'S

"Transient Love."

ANYONE with a

l few grains of

common sense will ad-

mit that it is seldom the

very important things

that cause the love ruc-

tions in this world. It is

the little things-—unim-
portant and ridiculous

to the onlooker — but

tragic and tremendous
in one's own esti-

mation. Talk is cheap

and the value of advice

is way, way down, but

I feel that I am a dis-

interested, impartial

and completely innocent

bystander and that is

why I am going to sit

up and tell you how to

avoid some of the un-

happy consequences
that will arise from the

very smallest molehills.

This can best be done
in this case, I think, by
examples. So I'll tell

you a few little stories

and I hope that one or

more of them will strike

home and make you
say, "Why, that's ex-

actly what happened to me. I

know how it is, all right."

In the first place, then, have

you ever considered how many
love affairs and marriages end
unhappily because of the com-
mon human vice of criticising?

When we set forth on a little

spree of "giving our honest

opinions" we are inclined to for-

get that the party listening to us

on the other end has any feelings

whatsoever. Men, for example, possess a disgusting habit

of criticising their sweethearts' and wives' clothes. They
know nothing whatsoever about clothes—dear, no !—but

they (most of them) feel splendidly qualified to specify

exactly what type of dresses, hats, shoes and costume
jewelry their ladies should wear. And then, we women
commit one of two faults as a result of this criticism : we
either, being frightfully in love and anxious to please, try

slavishly to fulfill the dear man's notion of what the well-

dressed woman should wear; or, being frightfully inde-

pendent and snippy, take great pains to wear exactly the

opposite of what the fellow likes.

Isn't there a happy
medium somewhere in

between ?

I think every male in

the world has in his

mind's eye an idealized

picture of his best girl.

And there always comes

an off-day for the gal

when her nose shines

and her hair won't look

right, when she has on

her most unbecoming

hat, and both stockings

develop runs. On this

particular day, her
sweetheart is untactful

enough to remark,
"You look like the dick-

ens. Gosh, if there's

one thing I like a girl

to be, it's neat." It is

only human for a girl

to come back with, "Is

that so? Well, you're

no Clark Gable your-

self." And then the

row is on.

T would be much

YOUR PERSONAL PROBLEMS. That's what
this department is for. Miss Van Doran will

discuss here, with frankness and human un-
derstanding, your love problems. No readers'

names and no readers' letters will be printed

in this column. You may have a personal

reply by writing to Alice Van Doran,
MODERN SCREEN Magazine, 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y. Enclose a stamped

addressed envelope, please.

I smarter for her to

say, "I'm awfully sorry,

dear. I don't feel very

well today. I'll look like a mil-

lion dollars next time you see me,

just to make up for being so

sloppy," and smile at him, after

which he'll probably apologize

for his remark and everything

will be sweetness and light again.

I know a very tall girl whose
best beau has the clothes-criti-

cising complex. And he says

she's too tall to wear anything

but tailored clothes. In the first

place, good tailored clothes are the most expensive kind
of raiment. And in the second place, she wears 'em so

durned tailored that she looks like the old cartoons of

"Votes for Women." And I know another young person
whose Big Moment has a peculiar aversion to green. And
she says, "Huh ! He'll take green and like it," and goes

out of her way to look for the brightest shades of green

on the market. Of course, you could most sensibly advise

the first girl that an occasional ruffle would be quite okay.

And the second girl that she could be just as happy in this

life if she didn't wear green. In other words, you could

tell somebody else what was the {Continued on page 126)
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MARLENE DIETRICH m "THE SCARLET EMPRESS"
Directed by Josef von Sternberg

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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fUST heard, in a roundabout way, a bit of

gossip about the making of that recent

smash, "Flying Down to Rio," which makes

me realize that all the frazzled nerves

^are not in editorial offices. And which, further,

makes me more appreciative of these glamorous

musicals.

It seems that, in doing a musical, there is really

no such thing as a script. Can't be, you see, be-

cause as a rule, all the musical numbers aren't

written when the shooting starts. The picture is

made from hand to

mouth, as it were. But

the quaint notion per-

sists that a picture

should have a script.

And all the players

—

Del Rio and Gene Ray-

mond, Ginger Rogers

and Fred Astaire —
were handed scripts on

the first day. Great,

big, fat scripts. Being

good troupers, they

went home and did

their homework. And,
each day following,

lines were cut, new ones

added. New musical

numbers were put in,

taken out, put in again, cut, re-vamped,

lengthened, shortened, and then rehearsed,

rehearsed and rehearsed. All hands worked

'til the wee small hours—and returned to

work each day afterfarfrom adequate sleep.

So—when you

amble out to

see "Wonder
Bar" or "The Fox

Follies" or "Mur-

der at the Vani-

ties" or "The
Star Spangled

Banquet "

—

keep in mind
that all that
glamorous love-

liness which runs

off without a

hitch and looks

so light and

fluffy and gay, is the result of such work as would
make a day laborer howl for mercy.

Have you heard Ed Wynn's crack about the

Garbo-Mamoulian situation? He said Garbo's
favorite song now is: "I Found a Mamoulian Dollar

Baby." And Mamoulian's favorite song is: "The
Swedish Thing in Life." These two were relayed

to us by the author of a grand story about Garbo
and her favorite director—said story to appear

the next issue of this magazine. Be watching
for this one!

in

ALL

THINGS

BY THE EDITOR

Want to do a little

voting? By the time

you read this, the Mo-
tion Picture Academy
of Arts and Sciences

will have made their

illustrious choices for

the best work of the

past year. I see by the

papers that up for the

choice of best actress

are: Diana Wyn-
yard for her work in

"Cavalcade"; Kathar-

ine Hepburn for her

work in "Morning
Glory"; and May

Robson for her work in "Lady for a

Day." And the menfolks who are

being finally judged by the Academy
board are Leslie Howard for his

work in "Berkeley Square"; Charles

Laughton for his work in "The Private

Life of King Henry VIII"; and Paul

Muni for his work in "I Am a Fugitive

from a Chain Gang."
I'd like to have your votes. And

remember! It's the year 1933, gone
but not forgotten, from which the

winning best performances are

picked. So don't get mad if a

knockout perform-

ance by one of your

favorites in a recent

picture isn't even

listed among the

runners-up.

I'll be waiting to

hear from you!

10
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He's in the Movies

Now . . . Thanks to

WARNER BROS.

With Hal LeRoy, boy wonder

of "Wonder Bar", as Harold...

And Lillums in the flesh, played

by adorable Rochelle Hudson...

i

With Mimi (Patricia Ellis) and
Pa Lovewell (Guy Kibbee) . . .

And all the other lovable folk

of your favorite funny feature!

Watch Broad-

way's greatest

tap-dancer
do his stuff

in "Collegiate

Wedding". . .

And 4 other big spectacle

song numbers in the famous

Warner Bros, manner.

It has"univer

sal appeal"
says "Variety

Daily", noted

Hollywood
authority.

Don't miss it if you like to laugh.

At leading theatres soon!

With Hugh Herbert— Hobart Cavanaugh— Directed by Murray Roth



Dream picture

What! All in One Picture?

J. WAYNE MARTIN, of Lake
Park, Iowa, has a large order

:

My dream for an ideal motion

picture would include : Katharine

Hepburn for a good emotional

scene
;

Bing Crosby to croon

;

Ruby Keeler for some super tap-

dancing ; Florence Desmond with

her swell impersonations
; Jean

Harlow for some beauty ; and
plenty of laughs supplied by Alice

Brady, ZaSu Pitts, Jimmy Du-
rante, Edna May Oliver, Stan

Laurel, and Ted Healy and his

Stooges. And to complete the

bill, a Walt Disney Silly Sym-
phony in color.

A Dash of Sex and a Touch of

Sweetness

DOROTHY JAMES, of Union-
town, Pa., on the films :

You asked the fans' opinions as

to what the public wants most

—

sex or sweetness. Llere is my
personal idea

:

We want both, provided the

sweetness is not too sugary and
the sex not too filthy. According
to your statistics, Jean Harlow and
Janet Gaynor are just equal in

popularity. Doesn't that prove
what the public wants? Jean is

the very essence of sex in her pic-

tures and Janet just the opposite,

but we enjoy them both and every
time either girl makes a new pic-

ture, don't we make a bee-line to

the theatre ? Too much sweetness
does sicken us just as too much
filth does, but if we are given a

well-balanced diet of moderately
sexy and sweet ones, we will pa-
tronize the movies a lot more.

12

The well-balanced movie

Some Booby Prizes

S. SCHWARTZ, of Atlantic City.

N. J., thinks up a few. too

:

One to Wallace Beery for al-

lowing himself to be photographed
in his underwear—he's no pretty

sight.

To Gene Raymond for looking

so ridiculous in "Flying Down to

Rio." He kept opening his eyes

too wide, and he worked too hard
directing the orchestra.

And to Franchot Tone for al-

lowing himself to be typed in "fish

and soup" roles.

One to the director of "Man's
Castle" for injecting the Glenda
Farrell sequence ; that was un-

Mae and her diamonds

Your letters are grand—wish we
could print every one of them.

Come on, fans, let's have your

reactions to the new pictures,

the new stars, and everything

else Hollywood is giving us.

Wally Beery in his B. V. D.'s

necessary—without it the film

would have been more compact.

An Orchid Apiece

A READER, who gives us neither

name nor address, has been caught
"i fling"

:

If I were allowed to be a Broad-
way columnist for a day, this is the

way my column would look

:

A chestful of diamonds to dear

old Mae West for her simply grand
performance as the lion tamer in

"I'm No Angel."

A gardenia to Joan Crawford
because of her marvelous acting

and dancing in the picture "Danc-
ing Lady."
And an orchid to Franchot Tone

for the most natural acting I have
ever seen in many a day in "Danc-
ing Lady." Why wouldn't he?

Joan Crawford was there and it

wasn't difficult.

A cartful of apples to May Rob-
son for her superb portrayal of

Apple Annie in Columbia's "Lady
for a Day."
A bouquet of roses to Alice

Brady who makes one love her one
minute and hate her the next as the

dominating parent in "Stage
Mother."
A set of boxing gloves to Max

Baer for his excellent performance
in "The Prizefighter and the

Lady."
An armful of shamrocks to cute

little Janet Gaynor for her neat

performance in "Paddv, the Next
Best Thing."
A flock of carnations to little

Madge Evans for her good per-

formance in "Broadway to Holly-

wood" and also to Russell Hardie,

that handsome newcomer.
(Continued on page 15)
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OAKIE'S a Scream!

TRACY'S a Panic!

together theyWe a RIOT!
They must have been a couple of

other fellows before an inspiration

teamed them up in this three-mile-a-

minute comedy that even an earth-

quake can't slow up. It's a laugh a

secondhand a second laugh after that!

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
ARLINE JUDGE • JUDITH WOOD

*wt/(.* Directed by William Wellman

DARRYL F. ZANUCK Production
13



Carole Lombard and John Barrymore, the most im-

portant folks in the cast of "20th Century, Ltd.,"

posing in costume on the back of the honest-to-goodness

train which is being used in the picture.

Every day, Lyle Talbot is reported in love with some

new lady. Well, he may be seen with a flock of girls,

but his temporary affections are settled upon Rudy

Vallee's ex-singer, Alice Faye.

(Above, left) The George Raft-Marjorie King

romance seems to be definitely over. The

Raft is shown with Virginia Lehman Peine,

New York society person, at the tenth anni-

versary dance at Sebastian's Cotton Club.

And he has been seen with her practically

every other night at the fights or night clubs.

(Above, right) Remember Molly O'Day, sis-

ter of Sally O'Nei'I? There she is with Jack

La Rue—and it looks like a romance. The

Vince Barnetts are with them.

14
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Banish "Tattle-Tale Gray"

with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP

Between You and Me

{Continued from page 12)

Paging Dorothy Wilson

NORMA RHODES, of Hephzi-

bah, Ga., wants to know about the

little stenog who became a star over

night and then dropped out of sight

:

Is Dorothy Wilson going to play

in any more pictures soon? She
was just grand in "Eight Girls in a

Boat." (Yes, Dot Wilson has a

brand new Paramount contract to

her credit. Her first assignment is

"Canal Boy.")

What the Talkies Are Doing

to Us

EDW. LUBA, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

writes us :

This afternoon my seven-year-

old sister had a little spat with her

older brother. Going out to play,

she said, "Good day" with a

freezing tone and turned-up nose

that I thought only an irate English

gentlewoman achieved. Later that

evening, she confided that she had
copied the exit from a continental

smart set talkie.

At one time, boys returning

from a silent picture reenacted the

western thriller. Today, young
and old, city sophisticates and
country yokels all grow cosmopoli-

tan from contact with the talkies.

Talkies are broadening the outlook

of our people, giving them a finesse

and polish that perhaps now is a

trifle superficial, but give them time

—they'll reach beneath the surface.

Oh, That Red-Head
ROSE FARRELL, who doesn't

give us her address, says Nancy Car-
roll isn't getting the proper breaks

:

Nancy Carroll is as beautiful and
as good an actress as any of them,
yet she doesn't get a chance. Her
versatility is proven in the many
roles she has portrayed so artis-

tically on the screen. Remember
her in "Illusion," "Close Har-
mony," "Stolen Heaven," "The
Woman Accused" and "The Night
Angel" ? Wasn't she grand in all

of those pictures ? In spite of this,

she doesn't seem to get on. Any-
way, I'm one of her many fans
who wants to see her in more and
more pictures. {We've got good
news for you, Rose. Fox has cast

Nancy in "Forbidden Lips," the

film version of "Springtime for
Henry." And Otto Kruger, that

sterling actor of stage and screen,

is her leading man. Sounds swell,

doesn't it?)

{Continued on page 125)

1. "Tattle-Tale!" . . . "Tattle-Tale!" . .

.

that's what your clothes are when they're

musty and gray — when they show that all

the dirt didn't come out in the wash.

3. Give yourself a treat ! See what glori-

ous washes Fels-Naptha Soap brings you!

Cleaner, sweeter clothes

—

clothes so dazzling

white—you'll beam with pride !

2. What to do about it? Let your nose

tell you! Change to Fels-Naptha — the

golden richer soap with so much dirt-loosening

naptha in it that you can smell it!

o • •

YES—say goodbye to "Tattle -Tale

Gray"! Change to Fels-Naptha
Soap—and hang out the snowiest washes

that ever waved in a sunny backyard!

For Fels-Naptha isn't one of those

"trick" soaps that make all sorts of

promises and then forget to keep them.

You'll marvel at Fels-Naptha's lively,

creamy suds

—

the ivay they last and last—
till every speck of dirt is out!

You'll love the way Fels-Naptha

treats your finest linens—how gentle it is

to daintiest lingerie and silk stockings

—

how friendly it is to hands!

Fels-Naptha's price is now the lowest

in almost twenty years. Get a few bars

today!. . Fels & Co., Phila., Pa. <^
© 1934, FELS & CO.
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Modern Screen

IQOI
Produced with a magnificence, magnitude

and imagination unapproached in show
history. Dazzling beauties.,. blazing splen-

dor . . . amazing novelty. . . myriad surprises

. . . laughs, songs, drama, thrills, romance,

. . . everything!

WARNER BAXTER
MADGE EVANS • SYLVIA FROOS

JOHN BOLES • JAMES DUNN

"AUNT JEMIMA" • SHIRLEY TEMPLE
F

ARTHUR BYRON • RALPH MORGAN

NICK FORAN • NIGEL BRUCE

MITCHELL & DURANT • STEPIN FETCHIT

l,O00 DAZZLING GIRLS!* 5 BANDS OF MUSIC!

VOCAL CHORUS OF 500! • 4,891 COSTUMES!

1,200 WILD ANIMALS! • 1,000 PLAYERS!

335 SCENES! • 2,730 TECHNICAL WORKERS!

Produced by WINFIELD SHEEHAN
Associate Producer and Collaborator

on story and dialogue: LEW BROWN
Director: HAMILTON McFADDEN. Lyrics: LEW BROWN. Music: LEW BROWN
and JAY GORNEY. Dances staged by SAMMY LEE. Dialogue: RALPH SPENCE.

Story Idea Suggested by WILL ROGERS and PHILIP KLEIN.

6 SONG HITS
»

"We're Out of the Red

Our Last Night
Together"

"Baby, Take a Bow

"I'm Laughin'

"

•

"Broadway's Gone
Hill Billy"

•

She's 'WayUp Thar"
(I'm 'Way Down 'Yar)



Modern Screen

MARGARET

SULLAVAN
THE GIRL YOU
LOVED IN

ONLY YESTERDAY

fa*"'

A FRANK B T I ON

V FROM THE BOOK OF THE YEAR
4 V COMES THE PICTURE OF THEYEAR
y % Presented by CARL LAEMMLE

ifS A UNIVERSAL I
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She's all set up and rarin' to go, for Joan draws her first

dramatic role in "Without Honor." And is she delighted

that some other girl will have to make the wisecracks and

chew the gum, while she is busy doing the heavy emoting!

Jimmy Cagney plays opposite her in this one. They've been

pis since the "Penny Arcade" Broadway production, which

brought 'em each a screen test and a Warner Bros, contract.

Joan is going blonde again and, while she may change the

color of her locks in the interest of art or variety, she sticks

to her vegetable diet to ward off the pounds; that is, until

a nice juicy hamburger heaves into sight, when alas, her

good intentions fade from the picture.



Believe it or not, at the moment, Jimmy

Dunn is without a girl. Now if that

isn't news, we don't know our head-

ines! However, he still goes in for

bright shirts and colorful ties, which

proves that he isn't completely subdued.

Jimmy will appear in "The World is

Ours" for Fox with Janet Caynor,

Charlie Farrell and Sally Eilers. Is that

a splendid cast? We think so. And

when he saves enough money, Mr.

Dunn's first purchase will be an airplane.

And now for the life of the party. We
mean, Carole Lombard. She's a bache-

lor girl these days. And is busy work-

ing with Bing Crosby on "We're Not

Dressing." After that Carole goes

to Columbia to make "Twentieth

Century" with John Barrymore.





J
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If he isn't careful, he will become a clutching hand

or a banging door, for Ralph is about to start on

his third mystery "meller," "Murder in the Studio."

His father was an advertising man and he claims

he was brought up on slogans, one of which is "You

can't lose." That is, if vou work hard. How did

you like Mr. Bellamy in "Spitfire"?



WBm

Here is a long distance commuter. Irene lives in

New York and >*orks in Hollywood. She has a

clause in her contract permitting this little jaunt.

The lady is a golf enthusiast and has a driving

course in her own back yard. Richard Dix will be

co-starred with her in "Stingaree." Remember

them together in "Cimarron"?



He has a list of splendid characterizations

to his credit—the latest of which is Pancho

in "Viva Villa"—and a private landing

field in the high Sierras near the island

camp where he spends his vacations hunt-

ing and fishing. The great big Beery is

ining his little daughter, Carol Ann,

to be a moving picture actress.

mm



•OR

Pretty Muriel Evans is making her debut,

not in a Park Avenue hostelry, but in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures. She has

just been seen in "Women in His Life"

and is awaiting a new assignment. The

little lady also has her hobbies—collecting

oriental art and jewelry. Oh these

blondes, they do like nice things!

J
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With Frances Dee in 'The Silver Cord."

HEN I left Hollywood for Europe four

months ago, the papers attributed my leav-

ing to many strange reasons, among them be-

ing, my unrequited love for Frances Dee, my
hidden passion for some—to me—unknown star, and so

forth, all because I didn't have the time, then, to give them
the real reasons. Now that there is time, here they are.

I left Hollywood to live.

I left an established name, a two thousand dollar car,

a house and furniture, but I found much more than I

left. I found myself again. And since it's yourself that

you have to live with all your days, it wasn't such a bad
exchange.

I arrived in Hollywood in 1931

and felt it. I left Hollywood in

1933. I was twenty-three and
felt forty. The first year

changed me, the second year I

realized the change, and if I had
stayed another year I'd have
grown used to the change and
accepted it along with all that

Hollywood is made up of, as

natural. But when I realized

what was happening to me, I

left. And I'm going to try to

trace it out for you in the hope
that it will clear up a few of the

veiled mysteries that Hollywood
has surrounded itself with.

,Going back over the various

hectic months, a long way back
it seems, back almost to child-

hood, to that day two years ago
in my agent's office in New York, it's easy to remember
the strange excitement of being told that the test I had
made for "Are These Our Children?" had been accepted

and that I was to fly to Hollywood in the morning. Re-
membering that excitement, I can feel it all as I write, and
all the unhealthy excitement of the days that followed.

I landed in Hollywood on a Saturday night and the

plane was met by studio officials who drove me to the

Roosevelt Hotel. There I got the first taste of that

bitter-sweet cocktail called publicity. The Herald-Express,
the Examiner, the Record, the Hollywood Citizen were
all waiting for interviews.

When I read them the next morning, I had my first

lesson in interviewing, which seemed to be, it doesn't

matter what you say, but how you say it—and most im-
portant of all—how you listen to what the interviewer

is saying. Ever after, I held my tongue between two
tight jaws and smiled interestedly at whatever the inter-

viewer

future.

In his first picture, "Are These Our Children?"

had to say about her life, past, present and

I was twenty-one

. . . Some said I left for love

of Frances Dee; others, be-

cause of contract trouble.

Now-at last— I'll tell the truth

AT about one a.m., I found myself alone for the first

./JLtime since arriving, alone and tired, my first night

in Hollywood. The tired loneliness of that night, after all

the seeming glory of what had happened and was to

happen, returned time after time. It was the feeling that

finally took me away, a feeling bred by the narrowness

of thought in nearly everyone I came in contact with.

It was like dropping down out of the air to a strange

undiscovered planet, a planet that knew nothing of the

earth, or of the earth's doings, a planet with its own
language, its own customs, habits, laws. Like an Edgar

Rice Burroughs story, its

boundaries are mystery, con-

fined as it is by the gigantic

walls of unseen people that

make up its audiences and
whose minds and opinions mean
as much as grass to these other-

world Hollywoodians.
True, there are a few human

people in Hollywood, a very

few. But these I seldom met.

They keep to themselves. It's

their only way to retain that hu-

manness, but then that was a

secret I was too young and con-

fused to know. And that night

the feeling of loneliness was
somewhat subdued by the view

from the balcony of the room
I was in. I saw all of Holly-

wood—tne lights in even aisles stretching from the Boule-

vard to the foot of the hills, and over the hills, a thick,

white web of s^ars. There was a magic in the place that

night.

The next day, I met Wesley Ruggles and Arline Judge
who later married him, two grand people. Monday, the

picture started. It lasted four months. I was at the

studio from seven in the morning to seven-thirty at

night, very often working through from four in the after-

noon to five the next morning on night shots. This last

grind is a customary thing every Saturday night at all

studios because, the next day being Sunday, they can't

call the actors back.

Remember that too, the next Saturday night you watch
them, seated in your comfortable orchestra seats, as they

step smiling with all twenty-four teeth from one limousine

to another. And remember too, that the limousine is

rented, the same way as the ( Continued on page 100)
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(Left) Kay Francis
7
lovely

mouth is enhanced in

beauty by Westmore art.

The Indian maid is Ruth

Roland—remember her ?

Twin brothers— Perc

and Em Westmore

—

share the make-up su-

premacy in Hollywood

today. Until now,

they have revealed

none of their wide

range of experiences

years of intimacy with

the movie great have

brought them. Here, for

the first time, they dis-

close their secrets!

Several years ago the boys

arrived from England with

their family. They landed in

Los Angeles with $2.50, but

soon the father and Perc landed

jobs at Maison Caesar's, movie-

dom's largest wig-making establish-

ment.

On Perc's first day at work, Lon

Chaney blew in, asked for a wig and

went into one of his contortions to illustrate

the type of character he was to play. Poor

Perc was almost frightened to death. Later,

Adolphe Menjou arrived, demanding a mustache.

Then, young Westmore was given the job of

applying hair to the faces of the entire "Three

Musketeers" cast, and he was all set at the studio.

FASCINATING REVELATIONS OF ONE OF THE
28



Nudity and semi-nudity mean nothing to the

make-up man. There is Perc, painting dimples

on the knees of the chorus of a super-special.

Just as a doctor would examine so many tonsils

or give so many vaccinations.

When Olive Borden did "Adam and Eve,"

she and George O'Brien were in love.

It was Perc Westmore's job to make up, not

only Olive's face, but her entire body, for the

picture. And did the husky O'Brien object!

B PERC WESTMORE
N the peculiar atmosphere that is found
nowhere else in the movie game save the

make-up room, incredible intimacies are

spawned. Why? Well, for one thing,

it's the intimacy of personal contact.

For make-up and allied work, you know,
has no outside-world conventions or sense of prudishness.

Like the artist or the doctor, the make-up man not infre-

quently finds as the medium for his work the revealed

body of one of filmdom's beauties. It is all in the day's

work. In the contact that ensues, there is utter

impersonality.

Does that seem difficult for you, outside this profession,

to understand ? Well, perhaps it is. Why, I even remem-
ber when it was difficult—and enraging—for one of our
most virile stars to comprehend. That was George
O'Brien when he was in love with Olive Borden.
They were shooting a picture called "Adam and Eve."

That title ought to tip you off to what I had to do for

Olive, when it came to make-up. Under the circum-

stances, it wasn't just face make-up, but an "all-over-body

job," to borrow a phrase from the auto business.

To build up Olive's young body into the voluptuousness

that was, theoretically, Mother Eve's, certain lines had to

be changed. I developed, for the purpose, a sort of rub-

ber preparation, flesh-tinted to match Olive's skin, that

could be applied to her own lithe form.

SO each ' morning, she would come into my private

dressing-room for the work. There were also present

Olive's mother and my wife, then a hairdresser on the

lot. And there I applied to Olive's lovely body the prep-

aration that rebuilt her lines. Intimate, did I say? Well,

you can picture it.

And that's exactly what George O'Brien did. He vis-

ualized ft too well! Barred, {Continued on page 116)

MOST INTIMATE PHASES OF CALIFORNIA'S LEADING INDUSTRY
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WHAT CAGNEY OWES
He owes her his courage and his sense of honor and his sense of humor, too

E was born, as you know, on the East Side of

New York. His father was Irish, his mother
Norwegian and Irish. As so often happens
among the poor, his mother was the bulwark

of the family. It was around this red-headed woman
that fierce economic storms raged.

It was she who, in the days of hunger, kept alive in

the hearts of her children the faith that at the end of the

dismal valley was the radiant rainbow of hope. And it

is to her that Jimmy Cagney owes his sense of fair play

and his professional success.

The father was a bartender and as became one in

that unlucky profession during the days of prohibition,

he was often out of work. His health failed as his

purse dwindled.

The mother, marrying young, and without education,

would listen to no plan that would take one of her brood
from school. Of her five living children, two are now
physicians, two cinema actors and the youngest, a girl of

fourteen, is half through high school.

There may or may not be a tide in the affairs of men.
But there is, beyond cavil, a strain in certain people who,
if they were angels, would seek to make their wings longer.

The clan of the Cagneys is of that breed. Self-pity

was even more rare among them than money. Mrs. Cag-
ney saw to that. Jimmy is today, stubborn, decisive and

merry. He would smile at the wake of all -who doubt

themselves.

THE life of the Cagneys, until Jimmy succeeded, was
one of the many thousand sagas of the poor in a

land of overwhelming plentyt The Cagney children had

but little time to brood. They worked at odd jobs before

going to school and after they came home.
One of Jimmy's first jobs was that of custodian in a

library in New York. A custodian is the urchin who
returns books to their proper places on the shelves.

Jimmy's mother considered it a good job because it kept

him near books.

When he graduated from Stuyvesant High School, he

wanted to be an artist. His mother encouraged him to

take a course in Fine Arts at Columbia. Each night

he worked as a waiter to finance his studies.

Jimmy looked about the restaurant and gave the food

his full approval. Before long he got his older brother,

Harry, a job as waiter. Harry liked the place and got

his brother, Eddie, a job. Eddie was well pleased and
brought Bill Cagney in on the business. Bill was only

fourteen, but Jimmy gave him a pair of his long pants

and he started in. The innocent proprietor was unaware
that he housed the clan of the Cagneys.

Once, when the cashier was sick, Jimmy told the

The most successful Cagney—James.
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Doin' right well, too—brother Bill.



HIS MOTHER b v j,« tully

And the Cagney tribe, all successful today, are just about equally indebted

owner that he knew of a middle-aged Irish-Norwegian,

red-headed woman who would be ideal to handle the

money. The proprietor was about to send for Mrs. Cag-

ney, when the cashier returned.

The Cagney boys were slow to anger. When Bill,

lost in his long pants, brought a club woman a piece of

pie, after she had ordered ice cream, the lady, leaving her

dignity at the club, told him many things about stupidity

that he had never heard. Bill began to grin. Soon the

other Cagney boys, overhearing the woman, gathered

around the table. They also began to grin. Everywhere
the woman looked she beheld a grinning face. The pro-

prietor and cashier came to the table and they began to

grin. The woman, thinking no doubt that she had lost

her senses, hurried out of the place, leaving a dollar and
a powder puff on the table. Jimmy picked up the dollar

and gave the powder puff to Bill. It was the first time
in his life that he failed to grin.

WHEN the proprietor decided to pay his waiters, he
called them all into his office.

"What's the name?" he said to Jimmy.
It ended with Cagney. There followed Harry, Eddie

and Bill. The owner's hand trembled.

"Who was the woman you recommended for cashier?"

the dazed owner asked.

"That was our mother," the boys grinned in unison.

"Where's your grandparents?" was the next question.

"We can get 'em," answered all the boys. "They'd be

swell at the lunch counter."

The owner staggered backward and said, weakly, "You
can have the place."

"Not me," said Jimmy. "I'd rather just work here.

You see, I'm going to college and I couldn't give it the

proper attention."

Jimmy remained in Columbia until given a position as

"Junior Architect" at ten dollars a week. During all

these bitter days Mrs. Cagney remained at the helm, so

the spirit in her family remained the same : one for all,

and all for one. The same spirit is still among them.
"If it would make my brothers happier, I'd change

places with them if I could," Jimmy says today.

It is not quite likely that Warner Brothers would ap-
prove of the change. Handling one Cagney has been
difficult at times.

How they conquered a wretched early environment,
even with the help of a stout-hearted mother, cannot be
stressed too deeply here. When the State of New York
saw fit to electrocute an early boyhood friend of Jim-
my's, the family took the news in silence. Finally, it

was broken by Mrs. Cagney, saying to her children, "We
must have pity and understand." {Continued on page 98)

Mrs. Carolyn Cagney, his mother. And sister, Jeanne Cagney.
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. . . No town can do a premiere

quite as well as good old Holly-

wood. Cast your eyes over

Scotty's album of the "Queen

Christina'' first night, and see if

you don't agree

(Above) Little Cora Sue Collins—the baby Christina of

the film—says a few words into the mike. An obliging

electrician's shoulders are serving as an aid. (Below)

Schnozzola Durante, Mrs. Schnozzola, and Jimmy's Dad.

We think Dad ought to go into pictures, too—he looks

like a natural-born comedian.

(Below) Who else but Tom Brown with his one ana

only Anita Louise? The sophistication and poise of these

young folks is something to make one think. Did you

ever see a man-about-forty look poised-er than Tom?
Or a Park Avenue dowager more at home with her

orchids than Anita? And they're barely past twenty!



(Above) C. Aubrey Smith, Alice Brady (making one of

her famous faces) and Boris Karloff. Mr. C. Aubrey

had the misfortune to be attacked by his German police

dog, a touchy canine, when he got home that night, and

suffered serious injuries to his hand. (Below) The happily

married Marguerite Churchill and George O'Brien.

Cecil DeMille, his daughter Katherine, and Harry Wilcox-

son, imported from England by DeMille to play Anthony

in "Cleopatra." (Below) Little Mrs. Al Jolson—Ruby

Keeler to her fans—with a Mrs. Edwards from New York,

whom everyone thought was Ruby's mother. She isn't.

Ruby's mother's name is still Mrs. Keeler.



She arranges her

contracts and gets

her own jobs, for

Madge Evans' beau-

tiful head is, first of

all, a businesss head

The gentleman with Madge is Tom
Gallery, and those who know them

best claim the wedding bells will

soon ring out. At any rate, the

popular pair have been "that way"

for, lo, these many months. GAL IN TOWN!
By KAT
ALB

THIS is a story of a very
modern girl. It could almost
be called "from rags to riches"

and be in the Horatio Alger
class. And yet this modern girl who
has been called by shrewd executives, "the best business

woman in Hollywood," is as feminine as a lace negligee

and looks quite as helpless as an 1890 belle riding a motor-
cycle.

Hollywood has wondered how Madge Evans could
handle her own career without the help of a manager, an
agent or a secretary. Hollywood shook its head and
sighed, "she can't lick a studio" when, a few years ago,

Madge refused to compromise when the executives wanted
her to sign a new contract at the same salary she had
been making when she first came to town.

34

HERINE
E R T

The reason for all this dates back

to the time when a pitiful little English

family almost faced starvation in the

bewilderingly large country of America
and a mother, who had been trained to

do nothing but look after her own brood, moaned, "What
can I do to feed my children?"

This family had come over here with such high hopes.

Madge's father had a good job. Her mother was a
woman of charm and culture. Both the children—Madge
and her brother—were beautiful and well mannered.
Then the father lost his job through no fault of his own,
and he could not find another. He knew no one—had no
"contacts." And daily, as his feet pounded the New York
pavements looking for work, he grew more and more dis-

couraged and disheartened. (Continued on page 90)



THERE'S a breath of Holly-

wood in the Bronx these

days, for the old Biograph
studio way up thar at 174th

Street is humming with activity.

After riding in the subway for

what seemed like a week, but in real-

ity is less than an hour from Times
Square, we arrived at the lot which

housed the early cinematic activities

of such celebrities as Mary Pickford,

the Gish girls and Mabel Normand.
Those were the very good old days

when you saw movies for a nickel

and never missed a Saturday matinee

for fear Pearl White would be

stabbed by Paul Panzer in "The
Perils of Pauline" and you wouldn't

be on hand to scream a warning to

her.

Now, Chester Erskine, youthful

theatrical producer, has taken over

the studio and is directing "Frankie

and Johnnie," that old-time "meller"

all about the guy "who done her

wrong." Chester Morris plays the

carpet-bagger country gent, wise in

the ways of the city, who does right

by Our Nell (played by Lilyan Tash-
man) financially, and wrong by our
Frankie (enacted by Helen Morgan)
romantically.

Laura LaPlante, looking as piquant as

ever, sailed away on the lie de France

recently to make a few movies in Eng-

land. And here are Chester Morris,

Chester Erskine, director, and Helen

Morgan, famous blues singer and piano-

sitter, snapped between shots of "Frankie

and Johnnie," in production at the Bio-

graph. Ramon Novarro dropped into

New York for the premiere of "The Cat

and the Fiddle" and to make personal

appearances at the Capitol Theatre.

The set is a humdinger—the Man-
sion House—replete with gilded

Cupids, portraits of naked damsels

hefty in stature, and a bar that would
make Sloppy Joe of Havana fame
green with envy. The wall tables

were peopled with Broadway beauties

dressed in the colorful gowns of the

"She Done Him Wrong" period.

Just as the camera was about to

shoot Mr. Morris crashing through
the swinging doors, the observant

Tashman noticed the girls were wear-
ing wrist watches and brightly

lacquered finger nails. Time out to

rectify such errors against the Gay
Nineties.

If our reputation as a prophet
counts for anything, we predict

you're going to like "Frankie and
Johnnie." The very atmosphere
around the Biograph seemed charged
with fun and success and when Mr.

Morris glanced about the saloon in

wide-eyed wonder and asked if this

was the Mansion House, and a hard-
looking gal informed him, "No, this

is where Santa Claus makes his toys.

Stick around 'til twelve o'clock, we're
gonna play 'spin the bottle'," even
the blase extras laughed—and noth-
ing, you know, is funny to an extra

!

* ^

CHESTER MORRIS told us that

while he was glad to be in New
York, he missed his wife and chil-

dren a lot. In fact, he had phoned
them in California the night before

to the tune of $50, which shows de-

votion, extravagance or both.

"Sue put each of the youngsters on
the wire," said Chet, "and I heard
her say, 'Say, hello, daddy; I love

you and miss you.' Gee, I'm glad they
do, but the slow dialogue, promptings
and pauses was sure helping to take

the telephone company out of the

red."

After this one, Chester goes to

Universal for "Life of a Sailor,"

where we trust he will get the break
he deserves, for this gentleman is one
of the few really capable actors on
the screen. (Continued on page 127)
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TEA FOR THREE

Scott

MARLENE DIETRICH is

known as a glutton for

punishment on the set. She
is utterly tireless. She

never complains. Even those sup-
porting players, who are not exactly

sold on Marlene as a person, have to

admit she can certainly take it when
it comes to hard work.

Imagine everyone's surprise and
sympathy, then, when Marlene broke
down and sobbed almost hysterically

when they lifted the crown off her
head after two hours of rehearsals
and "takes" of the coronation scene
in "The Scarlet Empress." The
very heavy jeweled crown had cut

a deep scar across her forehead, pro-
ducing a blinding headache, and yet
there hadn't been a whimper out of
her until the difficult scene was com-
pleted.

There was a heartfelt and appre-
ciative silence from everyone on that
set including the extras when the
"aloof" Miss Dietrich put her scarred

(Reading down) David Manners,

Kay Francis and Lyle Talbot tea-

ing at the Colony. Kay and Lyle

are said to be so-o interested.

Jimmy Dunn, Lucille Cleason, Ann
Harding, Boris Karloff and James

Cagney meet to discuss NRA code

plans. Elliot Roosevelt and Marie

Dressier dine at the Biltmore.

GUILDERS MEET

Scott

head down on her arms and sobbed
like a tired child.

JACK'S "INSULTED" AGAIN!
John Gilbert may be separated

from Virginia Bruce, but he's still

taking all his professional disappoint-
ments and heartbreaks to her sympa-
thetic little shoulder. The other
night he burst into Virginia's moth-
er's home (where she is living with
the baby) with a long story about

how he had just been snubbed by an
important man in the industry. It

seems that this man who was inves-
tigating salaries, and conditions in

general, in the movie business had
invited Gilbert to his home because
he was particularly interested in

hearing the ins and outs of Gilbert's

contract.

Arriving on time, Jack found that

two actors, who rate as little more
than "bit players," had been invited

for the same time and the same con-
ference. And what's more, the Im-
portant Man kept Gilbert waiting an
hour while he discussed business
with the small part actors. "Three
years ago he would not have dared
to do such a thing to me," said Gil-
bert whose pride was severely hurt.
They tell another story about Jack

that gets under your skin, too. When
"Christina" was previewed in a
Glendale theatre, Jack went over
fully intending to go in and see the

F* D/S BOY AND MARIE
Scott
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"come-back opportunity" which the

Garbo was kind enough to give him.
But at the last minute, he lost his

nerve. He could not bear to sit there

and calmly watch while the audience
passed judgment on his efforts. So
he kept walking around the block
until the preview was over. A friend
came out. Jack clutched him by the
lapels. "Tell me," he said hoarsely,
"tell me the truth. They didn't

laugh did they?" He could not for-

get the reception of his first talking
picture at which many people laughed.
Poor Gilbert!

Shirley Ross, a blues singer with

acting ability, has just signed a

long term contract with M-G-M.

ZTHERE is a hot rumor floating
round the zvorld to the effect

that Gloria Swanson will divorce Mi-
chael Farmer in the near future. Of
course, Gloria won't talk about the
matter and attempts to give the im-
pression that her work will compel
her to think of nothing else. But
{and this is just between us) there
is also a story that Gloria has fallen
in love. And if the story is true, you
can look for a flock of Heartaches vs.

Headaches, or something, for the ob-
ject of her affections is an until re-
cently happily married English star.

Mr. and
Mrs. Ricardo

Cortez lunch

with Virginia

Bruce Gil-

bert at the

Colony.

CORTEZ ENTERTAINS

Scott

TCH, TCH! FANCY THAT!

Helen Twelvetrees doesn't know
it, but an awful lot of people over-
heard her conversation at that party
recently when she kept assuring a
certain bewildered gentleman that all

she needed was "the same oppor-
tunity Helen Hayes has had." She
got so excited her voice rose, and two
tables of bridge fiends in the next
room tiptoed to the door and listened

gleefully as Helen explained how un-
fortunate she had been in not getting
the same parts that fell to Helen
Hayes.

HHHE will of the late Louise Clos-
JL ser Hale was filed in a probate
court yesterday and among other be-
quests was one for over a thousand
dollars in favor of the Motion Pic-
ture Relief Fund. Louise thought
of her less-fortunate friends right to

the last. A grand person. God bless

her.

. . . HOT FROM
HOLLYWOOD IS

THIS INSIDE IN-

FORMATION ON
THE SCREEN AND

ITS PLAYERS!
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Maurice Chevalier has gone social.

Here he is with Lady Furness,

friend of the Prince of Wales.

BOOBY PRIZES FOR

—

Maurice Chevalier for disappear-

ing at a recent party given in his

honor . . . and being found hours
later in a small room listening to a

concert of his own recordings.

Adolphe Menjou for being foolish

enough to tell a bunch of cameramen
at a recent party that he thought a

"news-cameramen clan" was the

most bothersome thing in Hollywood.
When the item appeared in the news-
paper the following day, he called

in person on the editor and attempted
to get a retraction, on the ground
that he had not made the statement.
The editor refused because two of
his reporters had heard it made. Now
Adolphe is threatening to tell all

actors to refuse to pose

!

Producers of "She Made Her Bed."
They offered Baby Richard Ralston
Arlen $25 an hour, worked him eight

days and when his check was called
for, it was found to be made out for
$80. When asked why the check was
cut from $800 to $80, the answer was,
"We read where Dick Arlen was go-
ing to give all of his baby's salary
to charity anyway, so we thought it

38
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Here are the Keelers—Dad, Mother and sisters Margaret, Gertrude, Helen

and Anna May. Do they look proud of their Ruby? Yes, yes!

wouldn't make any difference." P.S.

Now Dick is suing the studio for the

$800 and will turn the entire pro-

ceeds over to charity, as mentioned.

Elissa Landi (who was the shin-

ing star in Rouben Mamoulian's life

until Garbo replaced her) for nam-
ing her cat Garbo. And a special

award to the Swede for merely

shrugging her shoulders and refusing

to make any derogatory remark when
informed of Elissa's catty gesture.

Jean Harlow for appearing at the

premiere of "Queen Christina" in a
frock that caused the spectators to

turn their heads in modesty!

Ann Sothern for going ritzy since

receiving her contract at Columbia
and demanding a private booth at a

local beauty parlor, for drying her
hair, when established stars like Ruth
Chatterton and Lilyan Tashman have
never been known to murmur a com-
plaint about
drying-room.

sitting in the public

Racquel Torres for saying over
the radio at the "Queen Christina"

premiere, "I'm so happy to be here
because I enjoy Garbo the artist, and
because I am so very much in love
besides."

Lilian Harvey for being a poor
sport while dining at a public restau-

rant with a male escort and snapping
out to a cameraman who asked if he
might take their picture, "Wish I

could buy my own restaurant so I

could eat a meal for once without
being bothered by you fellows."

Sally Rand for telling an inter-

viewer that she was through with
fan dances for good and the very
next day all the billboards in Los

Angeles were plastered with signs
advertising "Sally Rand in Her Orig-
inal Fan Dance" at a local theatre.

TTELEN MACK'S new boy friend
AT. is Charles Irwin. Don Alva-
rado is squiring Irene Bentley to the

late spots. Carole Lombard and Russ

Scott

Jack Holt and Lilian Bond seem

to play "off again, on again." It

looks "on" here, doesn't it?

Columbo are dating. And Maureen
O'Sullivan is wearing Johnny Far-
row's engagement ring again. It

was off for a while.

THE news hounds didn't get

much of a chance to cover the
court appearance of Kay Francis
when she obtained her divorce from
Ken McKenna. Reason? The ac-
tion was filed : "Katherine Gibbs
Mielziner vs. Leon Mielziner, Jr.,"
which threw all the press boys off

the scent and none was present to
hear Kay tell her little story to the
Judge. "He nagged me and was cri-

tical about my clothes, my friends,
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Number, please? Tom Brown, Anita Louise, William Janney, Jacqueline

Wells, Julian Madison and Joan Marsh buzz the operator.

my home, my acting and so forth."'

It only took three minutes. Presto!

Of course, the Kay Francis romance-

rumors are starting to pile up

a-plenty.

The gal got very hot under the

collar when a news reporter asked

her about Maurice Chevalier. Either

Scott

Mae Clark and Sidney Blackmer

entertaining Mrs. Dix—Richard's

"ex"—and a handsome friend.

Kay means it when she says "ridicu-

lous," or else they are having a tiff.

Well, whichever way it is, it no

longer matters to little Toby Wing.
Maurice is a closed chapter in her

peppy young life.

By the way, here's a rib-tickler

that took place during the divorce

hearing. Kay had brought her colored

maid along to testify. When the girl

got on the stand she was asked the

usual question, to which she broad

A'd, "Mr. McKenna assumed an at-

titude of domineering superiority

over Miss Francis from the time they

were first married." Some fun, eh,

kid?

HTIHAT birthday party that Frank
A Morgan gave for Adolphe Men-
jou had one funny sequence. When
the cake arrived, Menjou removed
one of the candles, saying, "Let's be

honest, anyway!" Morgan smiled.

"All right, let's." He ordered the

servant to bring four more candles!

We counted them, yes, but Adolphe''s

a pal!

LEW'S SIDE OF IT

Since the story that Lew Ayres

had been a naughty boy in flirting

with that little girl in the stationery

department of a Hollywood store

was printed in Modern Screen, it is

only fair Lew should have a chance

to answer the charge in these same
pages. At first Lew was angry. But
now he thinks it extremely funny
that the few joking comments he

made to the girl should have been
interpreted by her merely as a "flir-

tation."

"I've only visited that store twice

in my life," says Lew, "and each

time Ginger Rogers was sitting out

in front in my car waiting for me.
In fact, my only business in the

store was to run an errand for

Ginger."
Incidentally, they are still trying

to figure out whether or not Ginger
Rogers' mysterious "vanishing" act

was just another publicity stunt. You
may remember that Ginger left a

note to her mother saying not to be

nervous, she was just going away
for a few days' rest. When several

days went by and Mrs. Lela Rogers
did not hear from her famous red-

headed daughter, she began to worry
that the "don't be nervous" note

might have been written by Ginger
at a kidnapper's gun point. The po-

lice were called in, alarms were sent

out, and several hours later Ginger
wired her mother from a rest resort

in Arizona that she was well and
safe.

Scott

At Miriam Jordan's party. Herbert

Mundin, Toby Wing, Jack Oakie,

Ann Sothern and Miriam line up.

Tf ORMER Universal actress, Sid-

JH ney Fox, and her erstwhile mate,

former Universal writer, Charlie

Beahan, are certainly keeping the

nights interesting of late. It's really

getting so that Sidney has to have a

bodyguard to watch over her "on ac-

count of" Charlie likes to play rough.

You should hear!

LEE'S STILL SORE!
The rumor is around that M-G-M

is going to get big hearted, "forgive"

Lee Tracy, and take him back into

the fold again.

But don't hold your breath until

this comes to pass.

We don't know how M-G-M feels

about it, but we do know Lee's senti-

ments. We had a long talk with him
the other day on the "I'll Tell the

World" set at Universal, and as far

as he is concerned, he will never re-

turn to the Culver City plant. That
abrupt dismissal, which he didn't

even know about until he read it in

newspaper headlines, is a sore spot

with him and one which he will not
soon forget.

And don't let anybody kid you that

Mexican disaster has cowed Lee and
broken his spirit. He's the same
personality-plus kid and more power
to him! (Continued on page 77)
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Joan Crawford

experiences the

wildest terror

when she finds

herself on a high

place. Many of

us know that same

phobia.

By KATHERINE ALBERT
Illustration by JACK WELCH

HE word "phobia" is defined in the dictionary

as "any obsession or morbid fear or dread."

It is a sinister word and one that carries,

along with its meaning, the subtle hint of

psychological destruction.

If a true phobia becomes a real obsession and is allowed

to govern completely a person's life, it is apt to lead to

dire consequences. But since there is such a fine line that

divides sanity and insanity you will discover that raving

lunatics in strait-jackets will be possessed by phobias that

you and I may have. We control ours, we try to over-

come them—that's the difference between us and the

madman.
They grow upon us—these phobias—from some deeply

psychological reason—something that happened in child-

hood, perhaps a terrific fright which we can, sometimes,

explain but which oftener is more terrifying because it is

unexplained and walks with us to haunt our days.

Phobias, mind you, are not practical fears—not the fear

of a vicious dog who might bite you, nor the fear of a
stick-up man who might shoot you. No, they are things

which seem—when brought to the light and analyzed—to

be ridiculous. I assure you they are not ridiculous.

They can fill your days—and nights—with a stark terror.



But (and this is a proven psychological fact!) it is best

for you to bring them to the light, to air them, to discuss

them and you will sometimes, in this way, overcome them.

Knowing how important it is to air these phobias, as

one would air a long-closed room, the stars have frankly

confessed their fears, hoping that their confessions will

help you to rid yourself of the sinister influence of fears

which have at one time or another haunted us all. And
I warn you who are fortunate enough to be free of all

phobias not to laugh at the nameless and foundationless

fears. They are much more terrorizing than the practical

fear of some actual and real menace.

JOAN CRAWFORD is a victim of altaphobia (fear

of heights). She could no more stand at a perfectly

well-closed window on a twenty-seventh floor than she

could walk into a lion's den. In

fact, it would be easier to face

the lions. That would be a prac-

tical fear—not this vague terror,

this nameless thing, which pos-

sesses her when she is upon a

height. She has been to New
York dozens of times. She has

never yet been on the Empire
State Building, nor has she, even,

ever lived in a suite of rooms
higher than the seventh floor.

As a matter of fact, she has just

"worked herself up to" the sev-

enth floor. When she first vis-

ited New York, she had to take

a suite on the fourth floor. By
gradual stages she has gone
higher, but she is still unable to

look out of her window and she

keeps all windows securely
locked.

Carole Lombard is another

who fears high places. "When I am in New York I

keep my furniture away from the windows so that, in

dressing, I will not have to look down far below at the

streets. God knows I have tried to overcome this fear.

But I have not been successful," she said.

This terror cannot be traced. It is some primitive

thing, inherited, perhaps, from our simian ancestors who
were terrified of falling from trees. But the horror that

victims of altaphobia will seldom admit is that when they

happen to be on a high place (and this is the reason they

keep their windows closed) they have an overwhelming
desire to jump

!

A strange fear called "agoraphobia" terrorizes many
of the picture people. Do not blame Garbo when she

refuses interviews and when she runs like a frightened

rabbit from the crowds who pursue her to catch a glimpse

of her. Garbo is a victim of agoraphobia (which means
"fear of crowds") so intense that it has dominated and
ruled her whole life. It is this that has made her a re-

cluse, a hermit, a neurasthenic.

SYLVIA SIDNEY is another with this fear, although
it is not so pronounced as Garbo's. "When I was a

small child," she confesses, "I was caught in one of those
horrible subway holiday crowds. I was so small that I

could not see anything but milling people. They seemed to

suffocate me and now, although I adore football games,
I must always leave before the finish to avoid the crush.

It terrifies me and I have missed many an exciting mo-
ment in the game. Crowded elevators in department stores

slow up my shopping tours. I cannot ride in them—and
walk up and down stairs rather than go through the agony
of being crushed by people."

And Constance Bennett is another who has a phobia
about crowds. They leave her weak and ill for days when
she is forced to be in them.
A related fear to agoraphobia is claustrophobia (fear of

being shut up in a closed space). This comes from the

desire for freedom which is born in all of us.

Alice Brady and Maureen O'Sullivan have this fear to

such a marked degree that sometimes on the sound stages,

when they hear the doors being
locked, the sudden dread pos-

sesses them and they are unable
to go into a scene for several

minutes.

Helen Mack is another victim

of claustrophobia. She says that

when she was a child she was
locked in a closet as punishment
and that undoubtedly started the

terror—a terror that keeps her

from locking any door in her

home except the front and back
entrance-ways. She has tried to

overcome this and when she is

in a hotel she locks the door and
tries to sleep, but the knowledge
that that door is locked—that

she is shut in—disturbs her rest

all through the night.

Eddie Lowe has one of the

most curious phobias I have en-

countered among the stars. Let

him tell you himself all about it. "I have a phobia for

believing I have swallowed things. As a*child, I would
have things in my hand and forget what I did with

them. I remember, when I was about four years old, in

San Jose, I couldn't remember what I'd done with a

safety pin and told my parents I .had swallowed it. (

I

had done no such thing.) They called a physician at

midnight.

"Later. I couldn't remember what I had done with a

peach pit. I again told my parents I had swallowed it.

I lay on a couch and writhed in agony. They sent for a

doctor and again I was found to be wrong.
"There was only one answer to this—to remember de-

tails. The result has been, all through my life, that I

always know what I'm doing. I never forget what I am
doing or must do, what I have done, or become absent-

minded about anything, even to the smallest detail. In

this case, a fear has been a definite blessing."

And Chester Morris has a fear which he admits so

frankly that he'll surely be able to overcome it some day
"My definite phobia is earthquakes. It didn't start. I've

always had it. Bob Montgomery, my pal, has the same
trouble and he's always had it, too. We go absolutely

white. I get nauseated. The fear is based on the fact that

I am absolutely helpless. I'm (Continued on page 114)
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. . . These secret fears of the

stars, so frankly revealed here,

make up an intensely inter-

esting human document. For

haven't you—haven't we all?

—similar fears that almost no

amount of courage can help

us overcome?



THOSE HOLLYWOOD

Who's mad at who and whose

boy friend is the reason? Oh, there's

never a dull moment in cameraland!

THE family feuds of the hill billies in the South-

ern mountains are as bread-and-milk compared
to the figurative hair-pulling that goes on in

Hollywood's love feuds. Why the movie colony

can't settle down and be normal, love or no love, is a

mystery. It seems everybody wants to be married to

everybody else's husband, or engaged to everybody else's

fiancee.

The result is, couples go around with chips od their

shoulders, just from strain and nervousness. Of course,

sooner or later somebody knocks off the chip and then the

fur flies.

It may make amusing reading in the newspapers, but

it isn't so funny in real life. Most of the broken hearts

and broken friendships in Hollywood are the result of

these feuds.

One afternoon recently I sat in the drawing room of a

woman star. I mentioned a young actor, new at the time

to pictures, -who happened to be a friend of mine. "You'd
like him," I said, "and you ought to meet him."

"How can I?" she asked bitterly. "Suppose I ask him
to a party. I'll have to ask the girl he's running around
with. Suppose I meet him at someone else's party. All

right. I may sit beside him for five minutes, and what
will happen ? His girl will never speak to me again and
her friends will say I'm trying to steal him. I daren't

make that many enemies—not in this town !"

I think that was the first time I realized how compli-

cated and miserable love feuds can make life in Holly-
wood. Here was a star, beloved by everybody, who didn't

dare to chat with a new man for fear of stirring up

42.

(Above) Dolores Del Rio and her husband, Cedric

Gibbons, art director at M-C-M. This lovely lady

was once the acute angle of a triangle that put

Hollywood in a speculative mood as to its outcome.

The unexpected happened when death solved the

problem. (Below) Gilbert Roland found himselr

jobless for a long time, though he is both attractive

and a good actor. Was it revenge for his devotion

to Norma Talmadge? Many people thought that

that had something to do with it.



LOVE FEUDS B y Jack jamison

(Above) At this writing the John Gilberts are seeing

lawyers, for Virginia Bruce wants what her husband

wants — whether its marriage or divorce. The

impetuous Jack has figured in love feuds from time

to time for several years, and it looks as if he may

still be at it. (Below) Mervyn Le Roy, director of

hits, dropped little Ginger Rogers and married the

boss' daughter. Some thought this would finish the

girl cinematically, but Ginger is now going stronger

than ever with better breaks ahead.

trouble. Is it any wonder it's impossible for them to

live naturally?

The classic tangle, of course, is that between Gloria

Swanson and Connie Bennett. Gloria is said to have got-

ten the Marquis a job in the French studio at which she

was working. And he, in turn, to have signed Connie to

a contract when Connie showed up in Paris. That's how
the whole thing started. By the time they all got back to

America, the Marquis was more than a little interested in

the blonde Bennett. And then one of those heart-breaking

things happened that love feuds are always stirring up.

Gloria gave a dinner. The Marquis—and if this is, no
more than gossip, you'll just have to make the best of it

!

—came in when it was almost over. Not only that, but

when the other guests put on their hats and coats, he made
ready to leave, too. Gloria, stabbed to the heart, asked,

"Won't you stay a minute, Hank? I have something I

want to talk to you about."

But the Marquis left with the others. Surely, his

marrying Connie a little later could add no pain to the

humiliation Gloria suffered, standing there before all her

guests, begging her own husband to stay. If you ask her

to think kindly of Connie now, you don't know much
about human nature, I'm afraid. How could she? And
so another love feud was born.

WHILE we're speaking about old times, do you re-

member the stories that were told about Norma
Talmadge and Gilbert Roland and their feud with Joseph
Schenck? Of course, an actress married to a producer-

husband and going around with handsome leading men on
the same producer's payroll is a situation that always

brings a flock of stories. It's such an obvious triangle

that it sets people's imaginations working. I remember
when the same sort of stories were told about Norma and
her first leading man, Eugene O'Brien.

But at any rate, there simply is no doubting the fact

that, from the day rumors began to go around that Norma
and Gilbert were in love, (Continued on page 124)
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Frank Morgan, Ramon Novarro, Jeanette

MacDonald and Jean Hersholt in "The

Cat and the Fiddle."

Will Rogers in a new characterization,

with Evelyn Venable in "David Harum,"
a Fox Film.

We are trying to give you an honest, fair grad-

ing of current pictures. The simplest way
seems to be the old school report card idea:

A, meaning excellent; B, meaning good; C,

meaning fair; and D, meaning poor. However,
it is sometimes difficult to be absolutely just in

such a rating. For instance: the plot of a pic-

ture may be poor—while the acting is good.
Will you, then, read carefully the text of these

reviews in order to gain an accurate opinion of

the pictures for yourselves?

The beauteous Dolores Del Rio plays the

love interest in "Wonder Bar," the

musical, with Al Jolson.

A: THE CAT AND THE FIDDLE
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Jeanette MacDonald , Ramon Novarro, Frank Morgan

THE same music with different words. Yes, they left

the beautiful music intact, but the story has been so

changed that those of you who saw the stage version will

fail to recognize it. Thus, in place of being a super, this

picture is merely colossal. As far as the settings, pho-

tography, direction and the music go, you have a treat in

store for you. Jeanette MacDonald really has a chance to

sing and I'm sure you won't forget it in a hurry. Ramon
Novarro does splendidly, although his voice is a bit over-

shadowed by that of his lady-love. Both are composers to

start, but the feminine half of the combine goes to the

top too rapidly for him. They part (Frank Morgan,
it is), but get together again in a finale that is positively

thrilling. If you like music and grand singing, see this.

B: SING AND LIKE IT

(RKO)
ZaSu Pitts, Pert Kelton, Edward Everett Horton, Ned

Sparks

IF I had had an aisle seat for this one, I would have
done some rolling in it. Why even the visiting super-

visors had hysterics. It's about a gangster who hears

ZaSu Pitts practicing a "mother song," forces a producer

to star her, rewrites the show to get the song a good spot
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Katharine Hepburn in her latest,

"Spitfire," with Robert Young play-

ing opposite her.

"Sing and Like It," a real laugh-

inducer, features ZaSu Pitts and
Pert Kelton.

and then tells the ace critic what to write at the point of

a gun. Yes, you might as well know the story—it will

allow you more time to hear the funny lines. I had to go

back a second time to catch them all. The plot is swell,

the direction excellent and the entire cast perfect for a

grand total of laughs. Let the girl next door watch the

baby and take the evening off. It's really a good tonic

for the old nerves.

A: WONDER BAR
(Warners)

Al Jolson, Dick Powell, Ricardo Cortes, Dolores Del Rio,

Kay Francis ,

SWELL entertainment. If you go for grand tunes,

gorgeous dancing gals and an all-star cast of excellent

actors, you'll want to see this one. As far as having a plot

—we couldn't hand "Wonder Bar" much—but we have a

strong hunch that won't make any difference. Dolores

Del Rio does some good work as the dancer in the show
who finds out that her "friend" Cortez is about to jump
the traces and do a run-out with Kay Francis. Of course

she stops that, and how ! Then she sees Dick Powell and

things begin to move again. Have you noticed already

how much different this is than the usual Jolson epic?

There are several people in the line-up and they play their

roles for all they're worth. This is the picture that had the

"fighting cast" you've read about, but they made a grand

musical in spite of it. If you're a friend of musicals at

all, you'll like this one.

<: DAVID HARUM
(Fox)

Will Rogers, Louise Dresser, Evelyn Venable, Stepin
Fetchit

MORE of the same. Yes, it's getting so that you know
what Will Rogers' picture is going to be before

you see it. "David Harum" is a swell character for

Rogers but the story is nothing to get steamed up over.

Just one or two funny things : One, where Will and the

Deacon are doing some plain and fancy "hoss" trading

;

the other, a fast finale in which we see an hilarious horse

race. Louise Dresser is adequate, as always, and Stepin

Fetchit steals a few scenes. A pleasant enough picture,

if you're a Will Rogers fan.

Bs SPITFIRE
(RKO)

Katharine Hepburn, Robert Young, Ralph Bellamy

EXCEPTIONAL character study. But the picture

bored me in spite of it. Spitfire (originally titled

"Trigger") gives a marvelous opportunity for Hepburn
to show us a beautiful picture of a backwoods mountain
girl full of fire and religion, but it doesn't give the au-

dience much chance for entertainment. What there is of

story is mostly narrative and thus the usual situations are

almost totally missing. Ralph Bellamy and Bob Young
"playing engineer" in the same mountains, are a bit con-

fused as to what it's all about. Sarah Hayden as a none-
too-nimble-witted mountain gal does a fine bit of acting.

If you're all for Hepburn, we suppose you'll like this.

B: JIMMY, THE 6ENT
(Warners)

James Cagney, Bette Davis, Alice White, Allen Jenkins

OOD programmer. Do you like Cagney ? Then you'll

J want to see this one. "Jimmy The Gent" is Cagney
with a horrible haircut and badly-fitted clothes. But he
races through a picture that is in high gear all the way.
The story was originally called "The Heir Chaser," so

you can imagine what Cagney is doing most of the time.

Bette Davis (in a brand new hair-do) is much better than

her last time out. Alice White is pert and shapely and the

comics and villains vie all over the place. It's a good eve-

ning's fun.

B: BOLERO
(Paramount)

George Raft, Carole Lombard, Sally Rand, Frances Drake

ADARN good show ! Here at last is a picture that

really makes use of the musical background. Start-

ing in a slow tempo, the music keeps pace with the moti-
vation of the plot—stronger, higher and reaches a pitch fit

for the dramatic finale the actors furnish. Have you been
saying, "George Raft needs a real chance?" You were
right and here is the chance ! And he plays the role of the

dancer right to the hilt. Carole Lombard is good as his

partner and is a good dancer, too. William Frawley
comes in for a bow as the Irish brother. The ending,
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Bette Davis appears with James
Cagney in "Jimmy, the Gent," the

star's latest Warner offering.

George Raft, Carole Lombard and
William Frawley during a dramatic

moment in "Bolero."

when Raft and Lombard do the famous "Bolero," is thrill-

ing and tragic. See it

!

B: MYSTERY OF MR* X
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Robert Montgomery, Elisabeth Allen, Lewis Stone, Ralph
Forbes

SUSPENSE pins entertainment. This is the best pic-

ture Bob Montgomery has had for a long time and he
really goes to town. He starts as a diamond thief who
happens to snatch a big stone at the same time that the

mysterious Mr. X is murdering his fifth policeman. The
Commissioner thinks if he can find the man who stole the

diamond, the murderer will be caught at the same time.

Montgomery gets mixed up romantically with the daugh-
ter of one of the high officials (Elizabeth Allen) and from
there on the fun is in high gear. The suspense when Bob
tries to bait the murderer by wearing a policeman's uni-

form is terrific. Lewis Stone and Forrester Harvey are

both excellent. You'll be well entertained.

B: NO MORE WOMEN
(Paramount)

Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Sally Blane, Minna
Gombell

LUSTY entertainment. With Eddie Lowe and his old-

time enemy, Yic McLaglen, as competing deep-sea
divers—each trying to get the treasure so he can make a

hit with Minna Gombell—you get a vague idea that there

is plenty of action, romance and fast language. But when
Sally Blane inherits one of the boats and hires Lowe as

diver and more romance clutters up the scene, it gets even
better. Lowe and McLaglen are better than usual, per-

haps "different" is the word. You should like this.

B: BE66AR* IN ERMINE
(Monogram)

Lionel Atwill, H. B. Walthall, Betty Furness

ILfKED THIS. Made by a small studio, but so beau-
tifully acted and so well put together that it rates with

the best of the major output. Lionel Atwill creates a
character that will live in your memory just as some of
Lon Chaney's best. He starts as a steel executive, loses
his investment through trickery, as well as his legs. Then
comes the twist through which he remakes his life and
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lands on top again. Henry B. Walthall gives a fine sin-

cerity to the blind beggar and Jameson Thomas is a villain

to sneer at.

B: CATHERINE THE GREAT
(United Artists)

Elisabeth Bergncr, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Flora Robson

THIS won't hurt Dietrich's picture. In spite of the

fact that England got to the screen first with a story

on this historical lady, I assure you it doesn't mean a
thing. Too many people know the facts behind this story

to be fooled by this glossed-over idea of the life of Cather-
ine. However, Elizabeth Bergner, who portrays Cather-
ine, should be watched. She has a strange voice that cap-
tivates in lieu of any great beauty. Doug Jr.'s over-acting
made him a perfect choice for the role of the mad Duke
Peter. His characterization was quite good. The bouquets
really go to Flora Robson who does the Empress. See it

and judge for yourself.

<: HAROLD TEEN
(Warners)

Hal LeRoy, Rochell-e Hudson, Guy Kibbcc, Patricia Ellis

DON'T let the title fool you. While 'tis true that the
main characters in this little epic are named Harold

Teen and Lillums, the story is so far from the famous
cartoon strip that it's laughable. Matter of fact, what they
really made is a musical show with a back-stage atmos-
phere and a marvelous dancer in the role of Harold. The
picture hasn't the high school touch that made the original

(silent) film such a success. If you'd like to watch a

great dancer (Hal LeRoy) dance and hear Rochelle
Hudson sing nicely, you might watch for this.

B: TRANSIENT LOVE
(RKO)

Irene Dunne, Constance Cummings, Ralph Bellamy, Kay
Johnson

SOPHISTICATED, clever drama. This is about as smart
and modern a show as you will see for many moons.

All about two couples living in the tony suburbs of New
York. All is serene and beautiful except—and there is

where Constance Cummings comes in to almost wreck
everything. Irene Dunne does {Continued on page 128)
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Gary Evans Crosby looks happy. That in-

quisitive interviewer-guy hasn't arrived yet.

Uh, uh, here he comes. Barging right in,

just like a guest or sumpin'. Now the

questions begin—and they're pretty personal

By HENRY WILLSON

Bing's baby gurgles his piece about the home life of a crooner

ABBA dabba blubb blubb—who'd you say?"
"A Mr. Willson wants to interview you,

Master Crosby, for a movie magazine."
"Well, send him in. These fan writers

get in my hair. In fact, they get in both of them."
I was ushered into the spacious nursery where

Gary Evans Crosby, aged six months, received me
with all the pomp and splendor that could be ex-

pected from a young man of his age—perched

in a dignified manner in the center of the floor

with one toe in his mouth—the third from the

left on the right foot.

"What can I do for you?" inquired the starlet,

in a deep baritone voice that assured me I was in

the right household.

"Well, Mr. Crosby . .

."

"Oh, call me Gary—the heck with formality

!

We never stand on ceremony around this house.

The truth of the matter is, I've never stood on
anything."

"How does it feel to be the son of a famous
crooner?" I asked.

"Not bad ; not good. You know, the one thing
that gets me down being his son is this 'aunt and
uncle' stuff. Every woman that comes into this

house since I've been (Continued on page 113)
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WHICH SORT OF MAN

(Pad?

By HELEN BURNS

The meanie on the screen is

invariably the softie in the home

THE suave, handsome boys of the screen have
inspired many romantic imaginings, but their

varied love affairs and numerous divorces have
sounded the death knell for many of our

cherished illusions. It remains for the burly, two-fisted

guys to give us back those illusions.

There are happy and enduring marriages in Hollywood.
There are wives who may well be envied as possessing

husbands as thoughtful and devoted as it is possible for

husbands to be.

Wally Beery, Eddie Robinson, Jimmy Cagney, George
Bancroft, Paul Muni, Charles Bickford and others, who
portray uncouth and ruthless characters in pictures, have
made notable successes of their marriages. It must be

more than happenstance that, almost without exception,

these hard-boiled meanies of the screen are lovable softies

at home. I asked some of their wives if they could

explain it.

"To begin with, they're not too good-looking to be

true," said one of the lucky wives. "The men who are so

handsome that women go into deep breathing exercises

over them are invariably spoiled and conceited, and a con-

ceited man makes an impossible husband."

"I think there's just so much devilment in every man,"
another wife volunteered. "The men that can let off some
of that steam in front of the camera are content to be

good boys at home."
A third wife offered still another explanation. "All

of the actors you mention are red-blooded he-men," she

said. "You won't find them hanging around the dansants

or night clubs. They're not particularly susceptible to

women, and, when they do fall, they fall hard."

Whatever the reason, there is no denying that "Little

Caesar" and "Scarface" have proved more satisfactory

husbands than many of Hollywood's romantic leading-

men.
The world hears little of the off-screen life of these

men, for they devote their time to their homes and
families. They are interested, (Continued on page 123)
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The Wallace Beerys with Carol Ann, who is even now
in training to be an actress.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Muni and, below, Edward G. Robinson

with his "Little Caesar."



WOULD YOU CHOOSE?

Jean Harlow could have wed a handsome star, but

wisely chose a cameraman.

Dorothy Jordan married a producer and, below, pert

Arline Judge picked a director.

By MARTHA KERR

• •

.. . The sex appeal boys use up

all their charm before the camera

WHAT caused the split between Jack Gilbert and
his beautiful wife, Virginia Bruce? How doe:>

it happen—to go back a little farther—thru

Jack has had three marriages before this end
in divorce?

Why has Clark Gable shown such a decided marital

preference for older women?
How come Gary Cooper has—after a long career of

romances with girls like Clara Bow, Evelyn Brent and
Lupe Velez, postponed marriage until so recently?

Why couldn't Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., hold a vivid

and vital gal like Joan Crawford?
Why do so many exciting and beautiful actresses marry

not actors but directors, producers or just plain business

men ?

I'm going to stop asking you these posers for awhile

and attempt to answer them myself. I cannot tell you

—

to go back to questions one and two—the word by word
account of the series of quarrels that caused Virginia

Bruce to leave Jack Gilbert. I imagine it would be pretty

dreary even if I knew it. And I'm not going into any
lengthy treatise on mother fixation to prove that Gable
can find happiness only with older women.
But I can give you a much deeper reason for all the

marital mishaps of the great lovers of the screen. I can
honestly state that nine times out of ten the sex appeal

boys of the films don't make good husbands, and that

those lads whose shadows thrill thousands of women and
girls throughout the world are not the real great lovers.

Well, just look at them. Richard Dix, engaged to be
married a dozen times, finally wed a girl who had had no
connection with pictures. There was no professional

jealousy between them. He was the working husband,
she, housewifely Mrs. Dix. None of the usual tempera-
mental differences that cause Hollywood divorces were
present. Yet they separated.

Now the reason that these sex appeal lads cannot seem
to hold their wives or even their sweethearts is because
they give too much of their sex (Continued on page 122)
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ALL JOKING ASIDE -By jack welch

so



V

Just because you were a pretty studio

stenographer selected as a picture bet

is no sign your troubles are over.

After the termination of her RKO
contract Dorothy went through eight

months of disappointment and heart-

break. Then Lady Luck deigned to

smile on her once more. Through

a fluke, she was given a role in "Eight

Girls in a Boat," when the leading

lady collapsed just before the location

trip. On the strength of her perform-

ance in that picture, Paramount

made her an offer, and "Canal Boy"

will be her next.
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Una is working with Harold Lloyd in

"Cat's Paw," so she is apt to be busy

for some time to come. You know
Harold has never yet rushed through a

production. Miss Merkel has two great

friends: her husband, a young business

man named Ronald Burla, and Helen

Hayes. Una still prizes the pressed

flowers from Helen's wedding bouquet





Mama Bebe

takes Bar-

bara to the
'

' Registered

Nurse" set.

They say professionals shouldn't marry.

Oh, yeah? Well Bebe and Ben did it-

B R E G I N A

BEFORE she became Mrs. Ben Lyon, Bebe Daniels

was the most popular unmarried young woman
in Hollywood. Yes, Bebe had as many beaux as

there are lights on a Christmas tree. In fact, she

boasted nearly as great a number of admirers as bachelor

Ben had girls, and you who are up on movie stars' activi-

ties will doubtless readily testify that Mr. Lyon was no
male wallflower.

And so, when fate and a beach party threw Bebe and
Ben together and a year later a minister clinched the

deal, there were those in them thar Hollywood hills who
had nothing to do—besides sit around awaiting a call

from the casting director—except predict that it couldn't

last. It, of course, being the erstwhile connubial bliss

of the newly wedded Lyons. Why, anybody could tell

you that as vivacious and witty as Bebe was, she simply
couldn't hold a restive, gal-spoiled gentleman like the
town's latest benedict ! And everyone knew that, despite
Ben's attractiveness and charm, he just wouldn't be able

to keep the popular Bebe at his side for very long.

And so they stayed married. And, not being a vindic-
tive pair, we doubt if it was (Continued on page $4)



Iwwto-
die,

KM.
—and, what's more, have made a

success of their love. What's the secret?

CANNON
NOT so long ago, Ben Lyon was free and slightly

over twenty-one. He had a long-term contract

and a big car and a> little girl. She was blonde.

Then he had another little girl. She was a

brunette. And then, just for luck or to prove he wasn't

color blind or sumpin', Ben got himself a red-headed girl.

Well, the wiseacres said, that just about took in every-

thing !

And, they further said, Ben was by way of being a

youthful philanderer, the pet of the party and not very

serious in his intentions. He wouldn't stay in pictures

long ; he wouldn't marry ; he wouldn't settle down. And
when the Orange Pekoe and ginger ale hounds, who sit

around the Ambassador and sip and gossip, were through,

Ben did all these things.

He met Bebe at a party and asked her for a date. She
said, "No, thank you," not to play hard-to-get, but because
she wasn't very much interested. She had heard that

Mr. Lyon wasn't ever around for very long anyway, so

why bother? Whether Ben was intrigued or smitten by
her attitude is now a moot question. The fact remains
that he kept on the luscious ( Continued on page 86)



By

LYNDE
DENIC

JEAN PARKER in her late 'teens is alluring.

Lilian Harvey in her early twenties is alluring.

Ann Harding about thirty is alluring.

Mae West, who has many more candles on her

birthday cake, is alluring.

At what age is a woman most alluring ? Well, what's

the answer?
Elenore Duse was an elderly woman when she died,

but the flame of magnetic genius still blazed in her sensi-

tive body, and Sarah Bernhardt, old and crippled, retained

a vital spark that made her a bewitching personality.

George Jean Nathan once observed that more attrac-

tive women were met on New York's Fifth Avenue be-

tween Forty-second and Fifty-seventh streets than any

place else in the world. George may qualify as an

expert. He knows his London, Paris and Berlin. But

had he ever been to Hollywood, the capital of moviedom,

where even the scrub-

women, as likely as not,

had been front line chorus

girls? Undoubtedly not.

To the casual bystander

most movie recruits are

in no way inferior to their

more successful sisters on
the studio payrolls. Yet
one group eats cake while the other, failing to make the

grade, serves it.

THE following lists offer a fair representation of the

more important feminine favorites on the screen to-

day. Their ages range all the way from fifteen to fifty

and then some.
It may be noted in passing that, of these forty success-

ful actresses, twenty-one are blonde and nineteen are

brunette, which contradicts the prevalent notion that

blondes generally dominate the studios. Twenty-seven
have had stage experience. Fourteen are foreign born,

leaving a comfortable balance of American stock.

All may be credited with striking personalities in one
way or another, but surprisingly few are extraordinarily

beautiful. Heather Angel, Frances Dee, Lilian Harvey,
Madge Evans and Marlene Dietrich possess beauty, but

they are exceptions.

For the purpose of estimating the individual charac-

teristics that contribute most substantially to the attrac-

tiveness of the forty outstanding actresses, it is convenient

to classify them in four groups starting with the kinder-

garten.

These names promptly suggest themselves : Mary Car-
lisle, Jean Parker, Jean Muir, Frances Dee, Heather
Angel, Charlotte Henry, Maureen O'Sullivan and Ida

Lupino.

Obviously these young
women possess the charm,

the buoyancy and the
freshness of vigorous
youth. Their appeal—sex
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Is sweet sixteen or fascinating forty—

or some time in between—your best

year? Here's the way to tell!

appeal if you will—is that of natural innocence untar-

nished by sophistication. In this respect these girls are

unlike most of their older sisters.

Mary Carlisle, for example, may well impersonate the

ideal American girl in appearance as well as temperament.
Fair and sparkling, she is entirely at home on a college

campus, where she needs to be little more than her natural

self.

In the case of Jean Parker the appeal is ethereal. She
reveals, along with youth, a sympathetic quality that im-
parts the throb of life to sentimental episodes. No one
need be asked to die more gracefully than does Jean in

"Little Women."

FRANCES DEE is probably the most mature of the

kindergarten group. In addition to her beauty, she
profits by a rare and fascinating animation.

Heather Angel, radi-

ant contribution from
England where she
gained her first experi-

ence, is the epitome of

feminine loveliness and
possesses a voice in har-

mony with her personal-

ity. What a dainty little thing she is. Her beauty is so

delicate and fragile that at times it seems to be almost

unbelievable. She fitted superbly into the romantic atmos-

phere of "Berkeley Square."

Ida Lupino, losing competitor for "Alice in Wonder-
land," is a bewitching blonde. Although not precisely the

type for Alice, she displayed such possibilities that she was
immediately placed under contract. Jean Muir adds an-

other to the roster of sweet young blondes. To her physi-

cal attractiveness, she adds a throaty, delightful voice

which—if voices have sex appeal—certainly has it.

Maureen O'Sullivan is a little bit of old Ireland, a

Celtic beauty with snappy blue eyes and a pert expres-

sion. Found by Director Frank Borzage in a Dublin

cafe, her popularity in American pictures has spread spon-

taneously.

Others might be nominated to illustrate a contention

that somewhere about eighteen is the most attractive time

for women. What do you think? Is this your age and
do you feel strongly the power to attract?

Now, what of the girls a few years older—older in

experience and worldly wisdom if not in years? They,

too, possess desirable bodies and features that drive an
artist to his canvas. And, supplementing these natural

assets, they may bring to the screen a true note of under-
standing in their expression of character.

What of Lilian Harvey, Madge Evans, Margaret Sulla-

van, Karen Morley, Mir-
iam Hopkins, Janet Gay-
nor, Myrna Loy, Jean
Harlow, Joan Crawford
and Katharine Hepburn ?

(Continued on page 120)
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in "Gallant Lady," with Ann Harding and Dickie

Moore, Senor Tullio had a beautiful chance to play

the casual and utterly charming type of lover he

does so well. To be sure, he didn't win Ann, but

he never failed to amuse her with his sparkling wit

and charm.

To Connie Bennett's "Moulin Rouge," Carminati

brings a new type of theatrical producer. A well-

groomed one, who doesn't chew cigars or leer at

ankles. And who, when he pursues a lady, does

it so gracefully, that even one's Aunt Tabitha

couldn't object in the least.

HERE'S a new way of making love on
the screen and a new and very interesting

screen actor to do it.

I'm speaking of Count Tullio Carminati

de Brambille, who is billed as plain Tullio Carminati and

who sprinkles his sex appeal with a sense of gaiety, to

make not only a charming screen lover, but a distinctly

different and interesting man.
If you've seen him with Ann Harding in "Gallant

Lady" or with Constance Bennett in "Moulin Rouge,"

you know his smile. That smile which is mostly of the

eyes, tells you that he practices the strange paradox of

being utterly sincere and yet taking nothing seriously

—

himself least of all. He is the same off the screen as on

it. He has no mannerisms and he tells you exactly what
he thinks.

"I cannot be other than myself," he warns you before

he talks and he is the same to titles, the press or to

waiters. The latter he converses with in their native

tongue, for he knows five languages. The fact that he

was born to a title and that the great Eleanora Duse
sought him out for her leading man are not sufficient

excuses for him to "put on the ritz" as many another star

might do. Instead they have given him his utter sim-

plicity and the great charm and grace that make up his

personality.

When I asked him whether he was trying to bring

a new brand of love to the screen—love embroidered with

charm, he replied, "How can love be otherwise? One
needs allure in love. It is more than embroidery ; it must
be a part of love or one is lost. The people of my
country, Italy, and all Latins, I think, are too serious

in wooing. Of course everyone is serious when he is

seventeen. We sink into a quicksand, but when we finally

emerge we should know better. After adolescence, there

is no excuse for acting as if love were a great tragedy.
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And it will be, if we don't take it just a bit lightly.

"In the first place, laughter with the woman you love

is a great bond, and clever women always see that that

bond is present. In the second, if you are so tied up in

your own emotions, you cannot watch those of the one

you are trying to win. If you cannot stand off and watch

yourself you become an utterly ridiculous figure, espe-

cially to the loved one.

LOVE should be built on faults—yes, really it should,

i I do not believe that love should be blind. Faults

in the one you love are endearing, or if they're not they

should at least be recognized, talked out and laughed

away. If you know the' faults of the person you love

and can do this, then at least you know that your love

has a fairly firm foundation. The great thing is for a

man and a woman to be able to laugh away faults to-

gether, but how are they to do this if they lack a sense

of humor?—and a sense of humor is a part of love. Be-

sides, if you can laugh away your own faults to make
them endearing to the one you are wooing, you more or

less disarm him or her, as the case may be. Do you see?

"And supposing you lose the person you want to win?
You certainly can't do it gracefully without the aid of

laughter. It is then especially that one is apt to become
ridiculous. It is not good to leave a ridiculous memory.
You want to be remembered kindly. It might help

!

Who knows? People change their minds sometimes

—

life is like that. That is why we continually hope. And
there is always hope for the one who loses gallantly with

laughter.

"If this is true about men wooing women, how doubly

true it is when a woman wants to win a man. Isn't it

usually the woman with the proper balance and sense of

humor who gets the man she loves? It is hard for a
man to get away from a woman (Continued on page 88)



There's a secret

to staying in love and

Tullio Carminati, who

knows all the answers

on the romance ques-

tionnaire, tells it here

By DENA REED

"Love should

be taken blithe-

ly to ward off

tragedy." Thus

speaks the ex-

pert Carminati.



Wide World Culver

Seott

(Above) Walter Huston is treading the

Broadway boards once more and here

you see this splendid trouper making

up for his role in the stage production,

"Dodsworth." (Below) Gy Bartlett and

Alice White—they're Mister and Missus

now, you know — do the Mayfair

together in the best of style.

(Top) Minna Wallis and Mrs. Cable's

children by a former marriage see her

and the famous Clark off for New
York. (Above) Milton Beecher,

M-G-M publicity man, wants an auto-

graphed picture, too. (Below) The

pretty gal is Polly Ann Young, Loretta's

little sister. She's with Billy Bakewell.

Scott



(Above) Here's a real sister act—Marion

and Rose Davies—all dressed up ready

to go places. Do you think they re-

semble each other? (Below) Johnny

Farrow and Maureen O'Sullivan sign

the Celebrity Book. 'Tis said they'll

be putting their names to a marriage

license one of these days.

(Above) And now the rumor hounds

are buzzing about Marian Nixon and

Phillip Reed. Well, they look pretty

pal-ly at that! (Below) Jack Oakie

has a new girl! What, again? Yes!

Ruth Hilliard, a "Vanities" beauty.

They're seen here partying at

Sebastian's Cotton Club.

Scott

Scott



In a marriage that's as modern as can be, John Boles

has all the freedom he wants.

With Sylvia Froos in "The Follies" in a scene

designed to make wives miserable.

HE divorce horrors of Hollywood will have

no effect on the marriage of Marcelite and

John Boles. Frau Boles, a war-bride at

nineteen, school teacher, wife of an impe-

cunious voice student living in boarding houses and fur-

nished rooms, traveling from Texas to New York to the

French Riviera, tasting poverty and riches, has withstood

stormier weather than the film center can ever produce.

Sitting in the white Early American living-room of

their white (rented) home in a rural section of Beverly

Hills, she pooh-poohed the idea that wanderlust, pred-

atory Hollywood females or the siren demands of the

screen could in any way combine to undermine the

solidity of the marital happiness of the John Boleses.

It may be defying fate, but deep-bosomed, handsome
Mrs. Boles made the prediction in her first press inter-

view, that there would never be a separation in the
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closely-knit unit formed by the four Boleses: John, Mar-

celite Dobbs, young Marcelite, aged thirteen, and Janet,

six. Here are her reasons. Their seventeen years of

marriage authenticates them.

"Why should there be a separation?" she asked me.

"I'll wager that our family will be one in Hollywood

that will never part. It isn't a question of 'holding

your husband,' you know. It's a matter of letting him

go. I give John all the freedom he wants and he does

the same for me. And what I don't know, doesn't hurt

me. I believe in married couples having friends of the

opposite sex. If a married woman can't have a cocktail

—without her husband's presence—in the living-room of

her home with a man whom both she and her husband
know, then she doesn't belong in a civilized world.

"If my husband can't take luncheon or dinner alone

with a woman friend, whether she be actress, acquaint-



John Boles has been married seventeen years-

and to the same woman.

ance or school friend, then I want to know it. I am not
afraid of losing his love. I have said to John, and I say
to you, 'Any woman who wants him, can have my
husband.'

"The first time I said that to John, he looked puzzled.
'Do you mean that?' he asked. T do,' I answered. 'If

you are that easy to get, I don't want you myself.' That
is my answer to the Hollywood bugaboo about 'other

women.' They simply don't exist to me.
"I know they exist, materially. I know they are

prowling about, stalking about, perhaps, waiting to

snatch husbands. When it comes down to that, I hope
they do look at John and I hope he looks at them. Even
slightly more than that, if he wants to. I should loathe
living with a man that no other woman wanted. Being
married to a man that other women desire, lends a cer-

tain distinction to him that he would otherwise lack.

. . . Step right up, girls, this sounds like

an offer! Yes, Mrs. John Boles is serious

when she tells why her husband can

walk out on her anytime

By DOROTHY SPENSLEY

"But when it comes to 'affairs,' that is where my pa-

tience would be exhausted. That is what I mean by
saying, and I mean it, 'Any woman who wants him that

badly, can have him.'

IT has always been my theory, and I've worked at it

during our seventeen years of marriage, that each

one of us should remain an individual. When we start

losing our personalities, submerging ourselves in the

other's life, then it is time to watch out.

"I have always been Marcelite Dobbs. John has al-

ways been John Boles. It will be that way until the

end, if it is humanly possible. John has his interests.

I have mine. We do not infringe on each other's rights.

I am always glad when our interests happen to be alike,

but I don't try to force John to interest himself in

something I am doing.

"As I look back upon our lives together, I think the

closest escape that I had from making our marriage

conventional, and fitting myself into the usual wife-

pattern, was when I changed my course at Texas State

College at John's request, and took up a Science course.

At that time John was studying to be a doctor and he

thought that a doctor's wife (we had just become en-

gaged) should know something of laboratory work and

science. If he had become a doctor, instead of a singer,

and I had become his laboratory aide, I wonder if our

marriage would have been successful? Something tells

me it would not have been. I would have become a doc-

tor's wife instead of remaining Marcelite Dobbs."

As she said this, standing tall as the^ Marriage Goddess

Juno in her dark dress against the white mantel of her

living-room, the wife of John Boles spoke. with such

conviction, frankness, faith, that those very qualities

should keep her marriage intact, safe from divorce.

If they don't, it will be one of the real marital catas-

trophes of Hollywood. They have lived, those two,

through the thick and thin of fat and lean years, quarrels

and reconciliations, debt, illness and child-bringing.

The Boles met at Texas State College, Austin, where
Marcelite Dobbs had been sent to break up a Virginia

romance. At nineteen, on the twenty-first of June, 1917,

she married John Boles, medical student, long a friend

of the family. He immediately enlisted, spent eighteen

months with America's Intelligence Division in France,

while she taught school in her native Marshall, Texas,
wept with the other war-brides at Red Cross meetings,

and embraced a returned (Continued on page 112)
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THE ^
AND
OF

LYLE TALBOT
By WALTER RAMSEY

IYLE HENDERSON
HOLLYWOOD TALBOT
was born in Brainard, Ne-
braska, but it was not until

several years later that, as Lorelei

Lee so aptly put it, fate began to

happen to him. The first really im-

portant event in Lyle's life was the

big chewing gum scandal.

When a trusting gum salesman

carefully stored his wares in Grand-
ma Talbot's house, little did she

reckon with her grandson's light-

fingered tactics. It didn't take the

imaginative mischief-maker long to

discover the gum and, realizing its

possibilities as a securer of favors, to

distribute it among the kids of the

neighborhood. Needless to say this

little episode caused Lyle much
grief and embarrassment, to say

nothing of a long-to-be-remembered
whacking.

When he was sixteen, young Tal-

bot persuaded his father to allow him
to join his travelling show. How-
ever, he soon found that he would
make more histrionic progress in

stock. After a few seasons with this

one and that, he joined the John
Winnanger Company. It was here

he met and fell in love with Lottye,

the beautiful saxophone player, who
appeared with the "lady orchestra"
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(Above) At the tender age of twenty,

Lyle as "Merton of the Movies." (Cen-

ter) The lovely Elaine Melchoir, his ex-

wife. Lyle and she have been going

around together since her recent, screen

test in Hollywood. (Below) With his

first leading love, Alney Alba in "Pigs."

the company had engaged. How-
ever, Lyle's love was not returned

and over night the fair lady fled with

her saxophone, leaving town without

so much as a farewell kiss for Lyle.

THE romantic blow of Lottye, the

lady saxophone player, walking

so indifferently out of his life, was
strictly the ending of Lyle's kid days.

He considered himself cynical, dis-

illusioned and embittered toward
women. And while it is now funny

to look back on this puppy love af-

fair in all its amusing angles, it was
real tragedy and heartbreak to the

kid at the time.

He determined to put women out

of his life "forever" and threw him-

self into his work with real serious-

ness.

Though Lyle was but nineteen, he

had grown tall and mature and there

was no reason why he should not at-



Romance steps in

—

and out ... a trip abroad

. . more disappoint-

ments and more awful

''stock" ... a brief mar-

riage and success at last
j

(Above) Lyle and Bebe Daniels

talk things over on the set of

"Registered Nurse," their co-

starring picture. (Center) With

the entire stock company; that

is, one of 'em. There were

plenty, you know. Recognize

Lyle? Behind the lady in

white. (Below) A scene from

the two-reeler, "Nightingale,"

Talbot's first motion picture,

with Pat O'Brien and Vivienne

Osborne supporting him.

tempt to get leading men roles in

place of the hit-or-miss parts he had

been forced to assume during his

growing up days. Through a friend

he got word of a juvenile post with

a stock company in Sioux Falls and
after wiring the manager of the

company, fibbing considerably about

his experience and demanding a

rather nice salary, he received word
to "come on" for at least a two-
week tryout.

He remained two years with the

company, not because of his acting

ability (which was far too limited

for the "second leads" he assumed)
but because the matinee idol fans

of the town wrote him so many
mash notes, the manager was afraid

to fire him.

Before Lyle was of voting- age,

it was very apparent that women
were going to play an important
part in his life.

He hadn't been in Sioux Falls six

months before his woman-hating
convictions began to waver. The
girl's name was Alney Alba and she

was the ingenue in the company.
They made love seven evening per-

formances and two matinees per

week on the stage and the habit

must have grown on them, because

at the end (Continued on page 92)
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PLUCKY

LITTLE

GIRL!
•

"Hello!" says Mary Carlisle.

"I'm telling the world I'm

not heart-broken, or miser-

able or misunderstood. I'm

enjoying my work, I'm hav-

ing heaps of fun—and I'm

rarin' to go!"

Ridicule—you know how hard it is to take. Well, Mary can take it!

By
A L

D
B

F you were—or if you are

—

just about twenty, and as cute

looking as Mary Carlisle

—

well, almost as cute looking,

let. us say—and if you really felt you
could do something rather well, and no one took you
seriously, it would be sort of tough, wouldn't it?

And then—supposing you were a movie starlet—and
were just tickled pink about the breaks you'd received

from producers and were working like sixty to live up
to folks' expectations of you and—bingo !—some idiot

writes a story about your longings to be a second Garbo
and about your suffering because you're little and blonde

and plump instead of glamorous and slinky and slim—it

would sort of make a girl writhe, wouldn't it?

Mary Carlisle has been through both those devastating

experiences. But—a great, big "but"—she doesn't want
anyone to come sniffling around with sympathy or to hand
out any sort of maudlin pity—or write any soupy story

about it. She has too much pluck—and assurance—and
plain, ordinary sense.

You probably can't think of her as being anything

but sweet, dizzy and slightly gaga. She looks like the

apple of every college boy's eye and you know how dumb

O R A
E R T

they can be. Just a little clinging vine,

with blue eyes and dumpling cheeks.

Oh, yeah? If you think all that, I

wish you could meet Mary Carlisle.

The first thing that would hit you is

her self-assurance. It isn't conceit. It's simply that she

seems to be ready for anything that happens. Nothing
fazes her. She stands in awe of no one. Half Irish and
half English, she combines the common sense of the

English girl with that fighting quality that the Irish always

seem to possess.

Nobody can put anything over on her. Nobody ! Not
even the Barrymores.
When Mary and Lionel Barrymore were appearing to-

gether in "Should Ladies Behave?" Lionel kept forgetting

his lines. The director went over and over and over the

scene, and each time Lionel forgot his lines.

Some time later, Marv was cast with Lionel again in

"This Side of Heaven."
This time it was Mary who kept forgetting her lines.

Each time she started to say them, she forgot them. She
told me what happened

:

"Finally, Lionel Barrymore grew impatient with me and
started bawling me out. So (Continued on page 104)
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(Left) In "Lady Mary's Lover" Norma Shearer wears a tricone

trimmed with the tiniest pleated edgings that end in a pert peak on

the middle of the crown. (Right) Attention, June brides ! Claudette

Colbert in her stunning wedding gown and veil in "It Happened

One Night."

By MARGERY WELLS
HE parade this month—fashions on the screen

—

goes ga-ga on period gowns. Queens and their

royal regalia are all very well, but not for our

rush-about lives when we're dashing here and

there doing things every minute. No, we have to hunt

up modern movies if we want a practical "design for liv-

ing." We've got to be royal in our own good American
way and content ourselves

with swiping a collar here

and a cuff there from a lady-

in-waiting.

But when Connie Bennett

steps on the screen in "Moulin
Rouge," she's saying some-
thing in our own language.

Perhaps she does go a bit

haywire with too much glit-

tering lame and too many
swishing sequins when about

her own home business. But
that's movie talk, and if you're

on to your nice distinctions,

you'll recognize the fact that,

in her private life, she'd never
rattle the spangles in a quiet hour at home any more than

you or I would.
However, when the Bennett steps out in that simple

little organdy with the double circular bertha, wide skirt

and ribbon sash, then we understand her. By the way,
that's one of the dresses copied best by the Cinema Shops.
Not a detail has been overlooked. Connie wears it in

white with a twisted ribbon of blue and pink, but you
can have it in two shades of bluish lavender with those

same two shades in the sash. It's keen for a summer
dance or a garden party.

Her white satin evening gown—flat under the chin and
very low in the back—is something to write home about.

Now that gown has all the elements of perfect style for

the present moment. See it and study its simplicity, for

there's a fashion lesson there worth learning.

And I want you to notice Connie's headdress, too. It's

her own idea. She always does it more or less the same,

but the point is, it's good for

her. And that's the secret of

the modern headdress for all

of us. If you look at all like

Connie, then go in for swirly

bangs. They cover a high
forehead in a most flattering

way, and the straight lines

over the head ending in

shaky curls, do quite a lot

for a face inclined to be too

ARADE round.

HI, NELLIE!" There's
a pattern for a busi-

ness girl. Glenda Farrell

knows how to dress her part

and no mistake. Not every girl in the marts of trade has
to come up against a bunch of wild men like the Nellies

of newspaperdom. But the clothes pattern holds good
all the same.

Notice her white, fresh collars all the way through the

piece. See how crisp she always looks, even though she's

as mad as a hatter underneath and ready to kill some con-
frere at a moment's notice. Her frocks help to keep the
illusion—and it often must be an illusion—of perfect com-
posure under trying circumstances.

She must have had a frock (Continued on page 108)

All* about the newest hats and the newest gowns in current cinemas
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Who better than the lovely Kay Francis can put

that desirable adjective, glamorous, into clothes?

(Right) In her flowery

frock of chiffon and lace,

the Kay Francis of "Man-

dalay" makes us believe

that those before-the-

war days are here again.

Look at the hat, if you

doubt for one minute,

and the fan of starched

organdie, a flirtatious af-

fair. (Right, below) In

chiffon and organdie,

Kay becomes demure-

ness itself, except for the

precious bracelets on

her arms.

Kay, in "Wonder

Bar," wears her

black velvet host-

ess gown, de-

signed by
Orry-Kelly, with

extraordinary

charm.
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Spangles will always lure the girl

whp by nature is dramatic—and

aren't we all? This gorgeous

gown worn by Kay sacrifices

everything for the beauty of the

fabric. Notice—not an inch of

trimming, for even the shoulder

and back straps are made of the

material itself. The long train

(can't you hear its luscious swish

as she walks?) is quite perfect as

modern evening style and the

open back—as open as it can

be—is formality at its best.

It looks free and airy enough,

this evening cloak of black velvet,

but, as a matter of fact,

it is circular—vastly circular—so

that Kay may either swoop it to-

gether in one long line for a

becoming background, or wind it

about her figure so that she and

her glittering gown are completely

covered. Notice the pin of prec-

ious stones fastened at the low

neckline of her dress—her one

flight into ornamentation on an

otherwise severe ensemble.

Delicate pastel tones in striped

taffeta make this dinner dress

something to contemplate and

honor. That fichu arrangement

over the shoulder has its 1890

flavor and so does the wide

shirred ruffle on the skirt which

sweeps the floor. Even the sash,

made from one of those cire rib-

bons, with a bow at the back and

long streamers, carries out the

quaintness of an old-time fashion

which has been adopted as this

season's favorite.
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Follow the fashion path the screen

stars blaze and insure smartness

Fay Wray's dress for evening and dancing is

very new. Why? Because of its square neck-

line in back as well as front. (Below, left)

Loretta Young sports a Breton sailor in soft

pliable felt, looking particularly lovely with her

white collar and violets. But Irene Dunne

(below, right) chooses a real Tyrolian cap,

feather and all, to bring out her charms to their

best advantage. You'll find them all at the

Cinema Shop and you can fit your type to the

styles the screen stars are wearing.
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WHERE can I get it?"

My, how many letters I receive asking this

question. To dress as the screen stars dress

seems to be the desire of every girl who wor-
ships at the movie shrine.

Well, you can do it now. How?
Scattered all over the country, in hundreds of towns,

there are shops which are selling replicas of frocks worn
in current pictures. You'd be surprised what a pull they

have, for these dresses somehow have the sanction of all

that is right and good in the language of modern fashion.

(Below, left) A black turban, cocked to one side, over

pale blonde hair. Is there anything more effective?

Miriam Hopkins wears this pert little hat with its tiny

bow on the left side in a perfect way. And she has

artistically used a white scarf further to set off its line

and darkness against her frail blondeness.

Dress like Miriam Hopkins in "All of Me," and you
know you are right. Indeed, how could you be wrong?

Well, you can do it if you search out the Cinema Shop
in your neighborhood (I will tell you where it is located)

and demand the dress which is shown in the picture on
this page. There's this about it—a mode so advanced that

it will stay in style for months to come. There is not

nearly so much chance in buying a dress with this back-

ground as there is in selecting something which looks

pretty and which you think is all right.

For this time of year, and (Continued on page 119)

(Below, center) Evalyn Knapp shows us what the

Merry Widow hat can do on a modern head. None

of its charm is lost. In fact, much is added. (Below,

right) Little Shirley Grey's dress, a daisy print in blue

and white, is simplicity itself enhanced by a touch of

organdy at the neck and at the extreme ends of the sash.



745—(Above, right) Prints -for

spring—or plain? Elizabeth Young
dons a tailored frock of brown,

yellow and beige dotted crepe.

The large bow of brown taffeta

gives it added chic. Designed for

sizes 14, 16, 18 years, 34, 36, 38,

40 and 42 bust.

747—(Above, center) Ida Lupino

wears this up-to-the-minute 1934

frock. It's excellent for every-day

or office wear. It is made of red

and white checked men's shirting

material. Designed for sizes 14,

16, 18 years, 36, 38 and 40 bust.

754—(Above, left) Ginger Rogers
wears a charming black Elizabeth

crepe dress with kick pleats in the

skirt, long puff sleeves, trimmed
with white Marylyn crepe dotted
with blue. Designed for sizes 14,

16, 18 years, 36, 38 and 40 bust.

Instructions for ordering patterns

—and back views—on page 108.
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DODGING TRAFFIC TAKES

HEALTHY NERVES, TOO,

MR. HOCKEY PLAYER.

Miss Ruth Dodd
of New York, says;

"Those of us who have to walk along

city streets also know real nerve strain.

Trolleys — traffic whistles — trucks and

taxis bearing down on you — it's enough

to make nerves jump. I enjoy a smoke any

time and smoke steadily. My cigarette?

Camels. They're milder — and they

don't interfere with healthy nerves."

HOW ARE YOUR NERVES?
Few are those today who have not

been face to face with the "jangled

nerves" that our modern, high-speed

life is blamed for!

You know the signs — tenseness,

irritability. Feelings that are hard to

control. Fussy little habits like key-

rattling. . .hair-mussing. ..pencil-tap-

ping. All are signs ofnerves that flinch.

Check up now on your habits that

may cause jumpy nerves. The way
you eat and sleep. Your work and

play. And get a fresh slant on smok-

Copyright, 1034, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

ing by making Camels your smoke.

Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS than any other

popular brand.

You'll find Camels rich in flavor—
yet mild and delicate. Smoking will

have a new zest. And each Camel

renews the enjoyment ... the full,

satisfying taste . . . the pleasure of

smoking at its best!



your ungeiler skin

comes in

your outer SKin • •

Each Skin 7teeds

its own Cream

THE APPLE TELLS HOW WRINKLES COME

1 At its peak,

the inner and
outer skins are

both firm and
smooth.

2 A little past
its prime, the
inner tissue of

the apple has
shrunken.

3 The outer skin

wrinkled to fit the

shrunken under
skin. This happens
in human skinl

THE truth is— lines and dryness

have nothing to do with each

other. Each has an entirely different

cause. And each starts in an entirely

different layer of your skin.

The outer layer— the one you see— is

very thin. Heat, cold, wind, even make-up,

dry the moisture out of this skin.

And that is where Dryness comes. You
can avoid it with a cream made just for

this Outer Skin. Pond's Vanishing Cream
guards the surface of your skin—and puts

moisture back into it. It's a greaseless

cream. You can use it day and night

without fear of oiliness.

But Lines have their cause deep down

in under skin, when the oil glands there

fail to pour out beauty oils. (The apples

in the illustration above show you how.)

To keep this under skin full and firm,

use a deep pene-

trating oil cream

-Pond's Cold
Cream. This soft

melting cream is a

wonderful cleanser.

And it supplies

the under skin
with just the oils it

needs.

Here is the way
Miss Whitney Bourne describes this

Pond''s Two-Skin Beauty Treatment . . .

I. "Last thing at Night, I cover my face with

this luscious Pond's Cold Cream. It picks

up every particle of dirt. I use Pond's

Tissues to take this off. Then I do the

same thing all over. Sometimes I use

Pond's Liquefying Cream— it's new. But

the Cold Cream is my steady diet.

1. "After that, I smooth on Pond's Van-

ishing Cream, and leave it on overnight

to soften my skin.

3. "Next Morning, and during the day,

I cleanse my face well with my Pond's

Cold Cream and then put on Pond's Van-

ishing Cream. I put it on my neck, arms

and hands, too. And it's an excellent

foundation. Powder stays for hours."

For your Under Skin
Pond's delicious oil-rich

Cold Cream. Or the new
Pond's Liquefying Cream.

For your Outer Skin
Pond's Vanishing Cream,
greaseless. Corrects dry-

ness. Holds powder.

of New York, accorded the most beautiful girl

of last winter's brilliant social season. She

guards her exquisitely fair skin with Pond's

Cold and Vanishing Creams. She says: "Two

different creams are absolutely necessary."

Isn't it simple? And logical? One cream

to guard the surface of your skin. An-
other cream to go deep and help the

under skin. If you have been trying to

get along with one cream only, just try

this famous Two-Skin Method for a few

days— and see your skin grow soft and

fine—smooth.

SEND FOR Pond's Extract Company, Dept. E
SAMPLES 50 Hudson Street, New York City

I enclose (to cover postage and packing) for

samples of all Pon.l's Creams and six different shades

of Pond's Face Powder.

Name_

Street-

City— -State

_

Copyright, 1034, Pond's Extract Company



Good News

rTlHERE'S a terrible feud on be-

A. tween two dashing idols of the

Paramount lot. The first time they

were introduced, one of them became
so sore he pinched his rival.

In other words, Baby LcRoy is

pretty burned up over the fact that

Richard Ralston Arlen, Jr. {eight

months old) scored such a hit in

"She Made Her Bed" with his

Daddy and Sally Eilcrs.

JOAN CRAWFORD really had
her heart set on playing the title

role with Maurice Chevalier in "The
Merry Widow." But when popular

demand won the swell part for Jean-

ette MacDonald, Joan was the first

to wire her congratulations and good
wishes. Nice going, Joan, and a real

indication of the kind of gal you are.

SPENCER TRACY gave Loretta

Young a real little moom pitcher

camera for her birthday and Loretta

was so thrilled she immediately start-

ed on a home-made production. The
idea was a burlesque on "Man's
Castle," with Polly Ann Young and
William Bakewell in th.e roles Lor-
etta and Spencer created on the

screen. Loretta produced, directed and
wrote the script for a swell time was
had by all until the bills from the

camera shop and "lab" started to roll

in. The amateur production had cost

her exactly $750 in cold cash.

The film is so cute and so funny
and it cost so much, Loretta hates

to see it go to waste. She's playing

with the idea of showing the picture

in someone's private theatre, charg-

ing "premiere prices" and turning

the proceeds over to charity

!

/ACK OAKIE has a five hundred
dollar bet on he can lose fifteen

pounds in two weeks. On account

of Oakie not caring any more about
money than he does for both eyes,

arms and legs, you can expect to see

him considerably thinner.

THERE AND HERE
Cary Grant and Virginia (bride)

Cherrill did a stop-over in New York
to look at a couple of plays they may
do for Paramount . . . Zeppo Marx
played "twilight golf" with Leo Die-
gel the other evening and the caddies
went around with lighted matches
until eight o'clock. . . . 'Tis said that
Myrna Loy's trip to Honolulu is not
only breaking Novarro's heart, but

(Continued from page 39)

a certain big producer is having trou-

ble as well. . . . When they once
started cutting the "Scandals" they

did a big job, only to find that they

had cut out the ten biggest scenes. . . .

Dixie Lee (Mrs. Bing) cut Sally

Eilers colder than that in issuing in-

vites to a Friday Afternoon and Sally

took it big.

BING CROSBY and James Cag-
ney have gone literally crazy

over auction sales. There is a cer-

tain very exclusive auction sale room
on Wilshire Boulevard and so far

Bing and Jimmy and their wives

have not missed a single one.

Strangely enough no one in the big

crowds seems to recognize Bing and
he can bid away to his heart's con-

tent. But they place Jimmy Cagney
right away and many a withering

look he gets when he over-bids some
indignant housewife.

Crosby comes home from auctions

laden with Italian and Spanish objets

d'art which cannot possibly be fitted

into his early American borne. So
Dixie has set aside a certain room in

the back of the house which he can
furnish with his auction bargains.

He's taking far more interest in this

than in the entire furnishing and in-

terior-decorator schemes for the rest

of the place.

The latest auction addicts are Joan
Blondell and George Barnes.

THE latest gossip is that Margaret
Sullavan got in Gloria Stuart's

hair out at Universal and that is

why the last named young lady is so

anxious to terminate her Universal
contract. The difficulties were not
personal, but professional. Gloria
thought she deserved a better break
than being forced into screen roles

which Margaret had considered and
discarded. Even the studio had to

break down and admit she gave a

grand dramatic performance in "Be-
loved" and for a while there was talk

she might get "Little Man, What
Now?"

But when you see that picture it

will be with Margaret Sullavan, not
Gloria. Gloria's feelings are so hurt
she is threatening to leave Hollywood
for New York, where she will join

the Group Theatre.

A CERTAIN scene in "Rip
_/jf Tide" with Bob Montgomery
and Norma Shearer was shot thirty-

five times by director Edmund Gould-
ing. No, Bob and Norma didn't

"blow up" in their lines, but a door
they were supposed to open kept

creaking in spite of the gallons of oil

the prop boys poured on its hinges.

Just as the stars were about to swoon
from fatigue, the door decided to be-

have itself, and then what should
happen, but the cameraman sneezed.

It went on and on like that all day
long!

LITTLE Dorothy Wilson knows a

' great deal more about Hollywood
than she did two years ago. Now
that Dorothy has clicked again in

"Eight Girls in a Boat" and has a

new Paramount contract, she is not

going to make the same mistakes she

fell into after her sudden stardom
in "Age of Consent."

"I went hay-wire," says Dorothy,

"and spent every cent I earned. I

thought I was a big shot and that

I was set on the screen for a long

career. Well, a year of idleness

taught me differently. I'm going to

work hard and really make some-
thing of this second chance."

EVIDENTLY Genevieve Tobin
doesn't like her Hollywood rep-

utation of being a ritzy and hard-to-
get - along - with young lady. Her
press agent has been flooding the

local blats with the "most demo-
cratic" items all about how Gene-
vieve is playing dominoes with the

electricians and actually waving to

the extras as she crosses the studio

lots. You can't imagine how friend-

ly it all is, or is it ?

GEORGE RAFT says the only
way to be happily married in

Hollyzvood is not to read the nezvs-

papers.

"Then," says George, "you won't
know when Hollyzvood has made up
its mind you'll have to get a divorce."

NEIL HAMILTON is so tired

of ape-men and animals that

he is almost tempted to give all his

earnings on the new version of

"Tarzan" to charity. Neil has been
on the picture for months and it

isn't finished yet. Of course, he re-

ceived something over $50,000 for

his work, but he hasn't appeared on
the screen during that whole time,

which is bad for any actor. (Please

note: we said "almost" tempted.)
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WE haven't been handed the of-

ficial list of "Baby Stars" as

yet, but we have some news on the

subject. It seems that the Wampas,
a group of studio press boys who
yearly chose the group, want to in-

troduce them to the fans via radio

and two or three of the major studios

are all against the plan. One of the

studios has its own radio station and
doesn't like to see the business go to

another hook-up and the rest of the

no-likees are just "agin the deal."

So, maybe you'll hear Baby Stars and
maybe you won't

!

WARREN WILLIAM disap-

peared the other day and no
one could locate him for hours. The
thing had two aspects—one serious

and the other funny. (1) William
was actually "lost at sea" and his

studio was almost crazy during the

fourteen hours until he was rescued

by the coast guard. (2) The studio

was afraid to broadcast the tragedy
because Warren William's picture

was about to be released and the pub-
licity department knezv that the press

boys would think that their star's

"disappearance" was merely a gag to

publicize the film. When he finally

returned, after a terrible fourteen

hours on a stranded boat, the press

was notified. The boys all admitted
that, "It would have been too much
like a certain Broadway play of last

season." Quaint?

nOUBEN MAM O LILIAN'S
JlV Papa is busier than a bird dog
denying he ever gave out a story:

"My son is going to marry Greta
Garbo." Mamoulian read the state-

ment in New York and nearly hit

the ceiling. The wires lie sent back
were so hot, it is doubtful if his

father will ever open his mouth
again, even to be "misquoted."

THOSE HONEYMOONERS!

GARY COOPER and Sandra
Shaw are still very much in the

honeymoon stage. Sandra visits

Gary practically every day at the

M-G-M studio, where he is making
"Operator 13" with Marion Davies,

and lunches with him.

The other noontime Mrs. Cooper
was late and Gary waited so long for

her to show up the company was
called for work before he had had his

lunch. But everything was okay
when Sandra arrived with home-
made sandwiches, which Gary ate on
the set between scenes.

THE thin half of the team of

Laurel and Hardy has been hav-
ing a Roman holiday for himself the

last few days. Stan just up and dis-

appeared and no one could find him.
The studio was all set to start his
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new picture and his wife was crazy.

The rumor had it that he was going

to return to England to get out of

paying his wife any alimony (which
might have been the reason she was
going "crazy"), but now that Stan

has returned, he lets it be known that

his disappearance was merely a gag
to try to get his wife to return to

him. Which is a new idea, or may-
be it's Stan's idea of love.

jVlR. PAUL LUKAS is overly-

IVA funny about his working hours

(must have been reading the pub-
licity about George Arliss) and so,

the other night when the company
executive approached him with, "I'm
sorry, Mr. Lukas, but it looks as

though we'll have to work a leedle

overtime this evening. You'll play

ball with us, yah?" Paul merely
chirped over his shoulder as he left,

"I'm an actor, not a ball player."

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
A either stepped in—or the re-

ported offer was never made—be-

cause Elliot Roosevelt denies that he

will work for M-G-M. "I have
never been offered $1,000 a week,
or even thirty dollars a week. I

have no knowledge that would fit me
for a position in a studio anyway,"
said Elliot. Some of the colony
think the job-rumor was merely pub-
licity, while others think it was an
actuality, but that Elliot's father told

his son to stick to something he knew
about. It's your guess, but it is a

cinch he isn't working.

f I fHAT was some cocktail party

JL that was thrown for Lady Fur-
ness and her twin sister Gloria

Vanderbilt. The croivd was so large

that a tent was built in the back
yard to liandlc the overflow. We
thought Dolores Del Rio was the

most beautiful lady there, but she
certainly had top competition from
Corinne Griffith, Gloria Swanson,
Lorctta Young and a whole host of
beauteous damsels. The most popu-
lar man in the gathering zvas Jack
Warner who got a "hand" upon his

entrance that wasn't equalled all

afternoon.

WELL, after all the hurrah,
Mexico has finally okayed

"Viva Villa," that is, all except one
little scene. They don't seem to

think that Villa had enough soldiers

in his army when he entered the

Capital and they merely want M-G-M
to re-shoot that one little scene using
the entire Mexican Army as extras.

Thy will be done, Mexico.

IT made us laugh. A couple of

agents in Hollywood had been
having a terrible time making a cer-

tain star pay her commissions—un-

til they hit upon an idea. The boys
hurried to New York and got in

touch with the star's mother.whom
they asked to meet them at the studio

for an interview with the newsreel

boys. She came. When they had
the camera set up they told her to

start talking. Said Mamma, "Veil,

vat do you vant me to say?" All

the while, of course, she was looking

straight into the camera. The boys

told her that would be enough.

Then they rushed back to Hollywood
and gave the non-paying star a pre-

view of the little picture. P. S.

She paid.

rtlHE publicity department over at

JL Warners went rather ga-ga when
the studio finally found a baby to

play Joe E. Brown as a child. Said

they, "Joe can get four billiard balls

in his mouth—while George Evans
at the age of three can hide two in

his oral cavity."

IMAGINE this ! The Bruce Cabots

had a cocktail party Over the

week-end for Johnny Weissmuller

and Lupe. A whole gang of people

came and were they laughing when
it was found that Bruce had forgotten

to have the swimming pool filled.

"It's mutiny!" cried Johnny.

IT will be too bad if that "Wonder
Bar" engagement breaks up the

long standing friendship between Dick

Powell, Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler.

During the making of the picture

Dick made no secret of the fact that

Jolson took the good song numbers

and shunted off the weak ones on

him. Jolson didn't like these cracks

from his wife's musical comedy

partner and of course Ruby is al-

ways on Al's side.

A CONCEITED young actor

on the Paramount lot was ex-

plaining to a luncheon table group

that nothing made him so mad as to

be referred to as an "actor."

"Hmmm," said Alison Skipworth,

"no wonder you have the sweetest

disposition on the lot!"

That's a little deep. You have to

figure it out

!

rriHIS is almost a believe-it-or-not,

A Mr. Ripley, but Warren Wil-

liam's studio stand-in is named Wil-

liam Warren.

THE question of the month : Why
hasn't Alice Brady, who was

such a terrific hit in her first three

pictures, been assigned a new pic-

ture. The delightful Alice told us

the other day that she hasn't worked
in four months.



Modern Screen

CUPID: "Hello, Mae, how
are tricks?"

MAE WEST: "Why, Dan,
you darling, what are you
doing here inHollywood ?

CUPID: "Came for a holi-

day—it's the one place I

never have to work. All

you girls can take care of

yourselves

MAE WEST: "We get our

men, all right. But then

we've been using Lux
Toilet Soap for years. A
luscious skin gets them
every time."

CUPID: "You do know
men, Mae. I find I've lots

more spare time since girls

everywhere started using

your soap. Guess I'll fly

over and see Lupe now.

Take care of yourself."

MAE WEST: "By-by. Cm
up and see me some time."

Take a leaf out of Mae's little notebook! Lovely, appealing skin attracts men just as

honeysuckle attracts bees. You can have it just as easily as the 9 out of 10 screen stars

who use Lux Toilet Soap. Use it yourself every day for the soft, appealing skin men adore

!
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Some delightful desserts for you

"Don't serve monotonous and uninteresting

meals," warns Mae Clarke. Those individual

plates of Savoy Pudding she's topping with

chocolate sauce and whipped cream look in-

teresting enough to us. She has also given

some excellent daily menu suggestions.

OVER our tea cups the other

afternoon, Mae Clarke and
your scribe were discussing the

marital difficulties of a mutual

friend—a non-professional girl whose
husband, one fine day, just up and

walked out without any explanation !

"It's a shame !" I declared hotly.

"And such a nice girl, too. Now, if

she'd ever really done anything . .
."

MODERN SCREEN STAR RECIPES

HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
MODERN SCREEN Magazine

1 49 Madison Avenue,NewYork, N.Y.

Please send me the recipes for

May, 1934.

Name. . .

Address

.

(Print in pencil)

(Street and Number)

(City) (State)

"That's just it!" replied Mae, be-

tween bites of cinnamon toast. "She's
never done anything to anyone or for

anyone—she's just what I term 'nega-

tive nice.' Consequently he was bored
stiff, fed right up to the teeth on her
everlasting monotony."

"But that's not enough excuse for

leaving your wife," I protested.

"It may be no excuse but it's often a

Grade A explanation," asserted Mae.
"I often think that if our courts of law
would grant divorces on the grounds of

boredom we would soon see boredom
forever banished from the hearth. And
do you know where I think the first

improvement would take place ?"

I shook my head. I had my own
guess, but I wanted to hear Mae's
ideas.

"In the food placed upon the family
dining table," said Mae, emphatically.

"With so many people discussing vita-

mins and calories and diets I suppose
I'll be considered downright old-fash-

ioned when I say that I still think good
food is terribly important—that is, food
that is colorful, interesting and excit-

ing. It's all very well to concentrate

on foods that are wholesome, nourish-

ing and simply teeming with vitamins
and mineral salts but the resulting

meals shouldn't be dull and routine."

I shed a mental tear as I thought how
often I had heard men (and youngsters,

too, for that matter) complain that their

meals at home were monotonous and
uninteresting. Why is it that so long
as women's most important household
task is to see that their families are

fed, they won't take a little extra trouble

and see that they are well fed ? "The
little more, and how much it is—the

little less, and what worlds apart." The
poet who wrote that was not referring

to food, but he might have been, for it

is truly "the {Continued on page 82)
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LOVELY

Joan BlondelVs gift

for comedy sparkles through

the new Warner Brothers'

picture **S mar ty 9
"

with Warren Williams and
Edward Everett Horton,

SCIENCE REVEALS WHY BREAD IS

OUR OUTSTANDING ENERGY FOOD
Proves that Bread:

"| Supplies energy efficiently. Abundantly pro-

vided with carbohydrates, which furnish

endurance energy (largest need of diet). Im-
portant in proper combination of foods necessary

for a complete diet.

O Builds, repairs. Contains also proteins, used

for building muscle and helping daily repair

of body tissues. Thus bread, and other baked
wheat products, used freely for essential energy

needs, do not unbalance diet in respect to pro-

teins as do large amounts of energy foods lacking

other essential nutrients.

Is one of the most easily digested foods. 96%
assimilated.

These three statements have been
accepted by the noted authorities on
diet and nutrition who comprise the

Committee on Foods ofthe American

Medical Association, 1 areest and most impor-

tant association of medical men in the world.

For full explanation by eminent scientists,

read the valuable new free book on bread,

"Vitality Demands Energy."

eats bkead
eve ky day
and is glad
to tlllToAi/
Good natured, lovable . . .

very much alive . . . Joan
Blondell enjoys every min-
ute of her busy existence.

In this friendly letter to

Betty Crocker, cookery
expert, she willingly gives

one clue to her abounding
vitality.

Dear Betty Crooker:

Of course I like bread,

and of course I eat it

—

every day! I couldn't

keep in tip-top shape

without plenty of good

energy food, and that's

what bread is.

CLEVER NEW USES FOR BREAD IN THIS BOOK BY BETTY CROCKER
Free! A thrilling new book of recipe and menu suggestions/'Vitality Demands Energy ( 109 Smart New Ways
to Serve Bread, Our Outstanding Energy Food)". New ideas for combining bread with other foods to make

an appetizing, well balanced diet. By Betty Crocker, noted cooking authority. Fascinating
accompaniments for soup, main course, salad. Answers to questions on bread etiquette.

Delicious, appetizing . . . bread * ;goes" with everything. Is economical, convenient . . . baked for you in
pleasing variety, together with other tempting baked wheat products, by your baker. Include breads in
every meal! Products Control Department of General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

SEND FOR BETTY CROCKER'S FREE BOOK
OEer good only within continental limits of U. S. A.

Betty Crocker, Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send me your valuable new free

book on bread '^Vitality Demands Energy'*
in which science states facts about bread,and
you suggest 109 delightful new ways tojuse it.

Name

Street or R.F.D. No..

City..
Copr. 1934, General Mills. Inc.

Stale..
Mod. Sc. 5.34

(j$/Z£XUOL ENERGY FOR ^ilhJZtfZfi/
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The Modern Hostess

little more," that extra few minutes

thought spent on planning the meal
which makes all the difference between
"dining" and just "eating."

TO me, menu-planning is one of the

most creative duties of homemaking.
I love to sit down with a pencil and
paper and my filing cabinet of recipes

and work out a whole week's menus in

advance. Admittedly I have to alter

my schedule occasionally—left-overs I

hadn't counted on sometimes crop up

—

a roast I figured would be good for

hash the next day gets itself devoured
at one sitting. But in spite of this I

find that planning meals in advance
enormously simplifies both marketing
and cooking, cutting down my trips to

the shops and the length of time I have
to spend in the kitchen. And I am sure

that once you get into the habit of

working out your menus for a number
of days ahead you will wonder how on
earth you ever struggled along on the

old meal-to-meal system.

But there I go again ! Telling you
how to make things easier for yourself

when my purpose this month is to in-

spire you to serve more interesting

meals, even if it does mean a little extra

effort. So now I am going to give you
six excellent menus, each one built

around a different meat and each one
a guaranteed gloom chaser. These
menus are ones that Mae Clarke says

would turn the most thoroughly de-

pressed male into a scintillating dinner
companion. Of course, these menus
are not intended to be considered iron

bound. If you hate broccoli, there is

no law against your substituting

asparagus or cauliflower. And if your
whole clan loathes cream soups you
won't hurt Miss Clarke's feeling-s or

mine if you substitute a clear bouillon.

But these menus do provide a magnifi-

cent framework upon which to drape
your own ideal menus. And I advise

you to cut them out and file them away
with your collection of pet recipes.

SPRING LAMB DINNER
Grapefruit cup with wedges of mint jelly

Roast Stuffed Leg of Spring Lamb
Gravy Pickled Peaches

New Potatoes, Parsley Butter
Baby Beets, Piquante
Lyonnaise Carrots

French Mixed Green Salad
Mocha Tapioca Cream—Sauce de Luxe

Coffee

CHICKEN DINNER
Cream of Mushroom Soup

Roast Stuffed Chicken—Giblet Gravy
Buttered Peas Corn Fondu

(Continued from page SO)

Baked Potato Puffs

Celery Olives Radishes
Orange Cream

Coffee

BAKED HAM DINNER
Tomato Bouillon

Baked Virginia Ham—Mustard Sauce
New Cabbage

Mashed Sweet Potatoes
Corn Bread Spiced Crab Apples

Hearts of Lettuce
Roquefort Cheese Dressing

Springtime Pudding—Scarlet Sauce
Coffee

VEAL DINNER
Mixed Seafood Cocktail

Veal Cutlet Brown Gravy
Mashed Potatoes

String Beans
Moulded Cheese and Tomato Salad

Savoy Pudding
Coffee

FISH DINNER
Individual plates of Hors d'Oeuvres
Broiled Sword Fish—Maitre d'Hotel

Butter
Cheese Biscuits

Scalloped Tomatoes and Celery
Chiffonade Salad

Queen of Puddings
Coffee

STEAK DINNER
Iced Honeydew Melon

Broiled Steak
Broiled Mushrooms

Broiled Sweet Potatoes
French Fried Onions

Broccoli with Hollandaise Sauce
Cucumber Salad

with French Dressing
Crackers and Cheese

Coffee

"TyOESN'T just reading those menus
' make you hungry ? Can you see

what I mean when I say they will

give you a permanent groundwork
upon which to build your own meals ?

The recipes for many of the dishes

mentioned in the menus have been in-

cluded, from time to time, in the Mod-
ern Hostess Recipe folders. Surely you
have been sending in for them every
month—if not, now is the time to begin.

As for the desserts in these menus

—

the final treat which draws each meal
to a triumphant conclusion—you'll find

these Mae Clarke favorites in this

month's folder. And such desserts

!

Once they are in your possession you'll

never serve a dreary, last-minute sub-

terfuge of a sweet again. Let me tell

you about them.

The Mocha Tapioca Cream lifts tap-

ioca out of the nursery class and
makes it as sophisticated a delight as

you've ever tasted. And the sauce that

accompanies it is as smooth as satin.

The Orange Cream is a real picture, all

golden and white and you can give the

children a treat by letting them share

it. The Savoy Pudding is fragrant and
spicy and can be served with either a

molasses cream sauce or a velvety

chocolate fudge sauce. And the Queen
of Puddings is a relative of that much-
maligned dish, Bread Pudding—but

what a difference

!

All of these Mae Clarke recipes are

included in this month's Star Recipe
Folder, which you may have by filling

in the coupon on page 80 and mailing

it to me. Do be sure to send it right

in, before you forget it. I have tested

every recipe very carefully and you
have my word and that of everyone
who has tasted these desserts that more
delightful last courses cannot be imag-
ined. And while waiting for your set,

try this Mae Clarke dessert

:

SPRINGTIME PUDDING
J4 cup shortening

y2 cup sugar
1 egg, well beaten

1 cup sifted flour

1 teaspoon baking powder
a pinch of salt

Y§ teaspoon ground cloves

V& teaspoon nutmeg
x/2 teaspoon cinnamon

Yi cup milk

y2 teaspoon vanilla

1 tablespoon molasses

Cream shortening thoroughly. Add
sugar gradually and cream together

until light and fluffy. Add well beaten

egg. Mix well. Mix and sift flour,

salt, baking powder and spices and add
to sugar mixture alternately with the

milk. Beat after each addition until

smooth. Add vanilla and molasses.

Turn into square or oblong greased

cake pan and bake in moderate oven

(350 degrees) 25 minutes or until a

straw comes out clean. Turn out on
cake cooler, cut in squares and serve

with following sauce

:

SCARLET SAUCE
2 cups strawberries, washed, hulled

and cut in halves

2 cups red rhubarb, cleaned and cut

in J/2-inch pieces

y2 cup water
1 cup sugar

Combine fruit, water and sugar and
cook slowly just until fruit is tender.

Serve over cake, either hot or cold.

Do you want to know about THE MAN GARBO LOVES and why she's

that way about him? You can do just that by reading our next issue
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ONE WEEK
LATER

BEFORE I FORGET... BILL'S WIFE GAVE S
ME THE ADDRESS OF A GOOD LAUNDRESS
TODAY-;

/"THAT'S SWEET OF YOU, DEAR

!

BUT LET'S SAVE THE MONEY
V FOR SOMETHING ELSE. I'M USING

/ RINSO NOW- IT GETS CLOTHES
( THE WHITEST EVER WITHOUT

SCRUBBING OR
BOILING

7m saving lots ofA
MONEY SINCE I CHANGED

)

TO RINSO -IT MAKES /
CLOTHES LAST 2 OR 3 )

TIMES LONGER \
Rinso gives thick suds— even

in hardest water. Great for

dishes. Easy on hands! Makers
of 40 famous washers—home-
making experts of 316 leading

newspapers endorse it. Tested

and approved by Good House-
keeping Institute.

BEN,YOU HAVEN'T

DANCED WITH ME
ALL EVENING. AFTER
ALL, DEAR, WE
ARE ENGAGED OF COURSE, HONEY,

ER... SUPPOSE
WE DANCE THIS

ONE

SHES GOING TO LOSE

BEN IF SHE ISNT

MORE CAREFUl

MORE CAREFUL
ABOUT "B.O."

YOU MEAN ?

HES REALLY

CRAZY ABOUT
HER. ITS A
SHAME SHE
DOESNT USE
LIFEBUOY

LIFEBUOY'S THE FINEST

COMPLEXION SOAP EVER!

LIFEBUOY has improved countless complex-
j ions— it will do the same fox. yours! Its

gentle, purifying lather—abundant in hard or
softwater, hot or cold- deep-cleanses pores of

"B.0'- IMP0SSIBLE ! yet

ben has changed,
i'll try lifebuoy
and see if it makes

a difference

"B.O'' GONE—Benfightsfor
dances now !

RUN along, ben.

THIS IS MY DANCE
SAY, WHOSE

FIANCEE IS SHE
;

clogged wastes. Leaves skin exquisitely clean.

IMPORTANT: Warm or cool days,we perspire

a quart. Take no chances with "B.O."—bathe
regularly with Lifebuoy. Its hygienic, quickly-

vanishing scent tells you Lifebuoy purifies,

deodorizes pores— stops "B.O." (body odor).

S3
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READ FREE OFFER BELOW

He'll remember

YOUR EYES
Did they say:

"Cotne Again ? "

"yOUR eyes are your fortune—your chance
to charm or repel. Long, lovely lashes are

fascinating. You can glorify your eyes in 40
seconds with Winx, the super-mascara.

You'll never realize the power of beauti-
ful eyes until you try Winx—the perfected
formula of mascara in either cake or liquid
form. Your eyes—framed with Winx lashes

—will have new mystery, new charm.

So safe—smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-

proof—Winx is refined to the last degree.
Yet so quick to apply—a morning applica-

tion lasts until bed-time.

Millions of women prefer Winx to ordi-

nary mascara. New friends are adopting
Winx every day. Without delay, you, too,

should learn the easy art of having lustrous
Winx lashes. Just go to any toilet counter
and buy Winx—cake, liquid or cream. Full

directions in each package.

To introduce Winx to new friends, note
our trial offer below. Note, too, our Free
Booklet offer, "Lovely Eyes—How to Have
Them". It not only tells of the care of lashes,

but also what to do for eyebrows, how to use
the proper eye-shadow, how to treat "crow's
feet" and wrinkles, etc., etc.

WINX
For Lovely Eyes

Merely send coupon for "Lovely Eyes — How to

Have Them". If you also want a month's trial

package of Winx mascara, enclose 10c, checking
whether you wish cake or liquid, black or brown.

j—
Mail to ROSS Co., 245 W. 17th St., N. Y. City

•M5 •

Name .-. ,

StreetI

I

|
City State

I Cake Liquid Black Brown
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I Can Handle Ben

{Continued from page 56)

merely to spite the meanies.

There are two good reasons why the
Lyons still check in each night at the

modest fourteen-room hacienda they
call home. One of them is Bebe and
the other is Ben. Bebe is confident

their lives are going on like Tennyson's
brook, for she admits she has a system
that has a Monte Carlo routine lashed

to the mast when it comes to effective-

ness. Not that she has conscientiously

worked it out. It is just sort of a con-
mon sense how-to-be-happy-though-
married formula.

Bebe claims that, like the traditional

customer, the husband is always right.

Even when he's wrong. Especially

when he's wrong.

"A clever wife," claims Mrs. Lyon,
"knows how to work her points while

she is agreeing with something on
which she totally disagrees. Ben has a
fault—the only real one I've discovered
—and that is a tendency toward stub-

bornness. He gets an idea, a not-so-

good idea. If you cross him on it, it

grows into a fixation. He is going to

carry it through or else

!

T^ARLY in our acquaintance I discov-
*-J ered that it didn't hurt him and
helped us if I seemingly fell in with his

plan. Without visible opposition, he
could finally be brought around to listen

to its discrepancies. It wouldn't be long

before he'd tell me that he had thought

the matter over carefully and decided

to discard it. Then I'd do the best act-

ing I could without benefit of camera
and make-up and say, 'Well, maybe
you're right.' " And lo, a Daniels came
to judgment and checked up a triumph !

Bebe is willing to give in on unim-
portant matters without even playing a

game. Such as leaving parties early

and not having visitors too often. Ben
does not like lots of people around most
of the time, for he is not essentially a

social person, and so his wife manages
to get along without much company.

And when Ben recently decided to

redecorate their home, there were a

few rooms that, in the process, went
rather too Spanish. Bebe might have
preferred something lighter for a Santa

Monica house, but. if she did, her hus-

band never knew it. For it didn't

matter an awful lot to the Missus
whether the influence was a bit of old

Seville or a dash of western America.

The important point was their happiness.

"And," declares Bebe, "I have con-

quered any tendencies toward jealousy

and possessiveness. Not that I had
much to cope with in myself in this

direction, for I've always had pride and
if a man would rather be with someone
other than me, well, let him run along.

He would run anyway, so let him go
with his opinion of me high and his

own personal vanity low. Am I the

calculating one ? Tch ! Tch !

"Seriously, Ben knows his comings
and goings are never timed nor must
his absences be accounted for. I never
ask Where' or 'With whom,' and con-
sequently never hear the one about sit-

ting up with a sick friend. Instead, I

get a straightforward story—and be-

lieve it. More foolish wives torture

themselves with doubt than you can
imagine and I sort of have a hunch that

you can attract the thing you fear

—

whether it's a cold in the head or a

beautiful blonde."

Bebe's native disposition is as bright

as the California sun, when the climate

isn't busy being unusual. She is natu-
rally gay and if there is a quarrel, she

has a great little capacity for forgetting

as well as forgiving. Which comes in

the nature of being a big relief to her

verbal opponent. And she doesn't nag !

SPEAK .your little piece once," says

Bebe, "and only once. Then it will

hit the mark and sink in. Repetition

weakens. If I scold Ben for some short-

coming, he is as humiliated as a little

boy, but if I keep it up, in rides his

high horse and the first thing you know-

he's on it. Then I discover I've talked

myself in and out of a good argument.

"Another reason why Ben and I click

is because when we first married we
deliberately cultivated mutual interests.

Ben has always been crazy about avia-

tion. He flies his own plane and would
rather be in the air than in the White
House. So I took up aviation.

"A few years ago, Ben wouldn't have
given a nickel for a deck of cards. He
didn't know a club from a spade ; and
what's more, he didn't want to. I'm
the original bridge fiend—with nods of

apology to Joe Schenck and Sam Gold-

wryn—and so my husband learned to

play. He went at it as doggedly as a

child practising scales on the piano, but

now he could take on Culbertson and
after it was all over, we'd still have rent

money ! See what a born gambler I

am! Or is it just optimism?"

Bebe admits that love may make the

world go round, but that it takes the

steadier feeling of companionship to

keep your head from going with it. She
and Ben have been in love so long now
that they have regained their perspec-

tive. The whole life picture is clear to

them instead of merely their own little

corner of it. And so, as time goes on,

the road becomes smoother instead of

bumpier. Of course it takes two to

make the journey steady and Mrs. Lyon
claims it is mostly up to the woman.
So if you want still to be somebody's

wife—or some day expect to be—let him
win (then he wont want to), don't be

possessive, trust him, don't nag, and

cultivate mutual interests.

These are the ingredients in Bebe's

recipe for a sure-fire marital success.

If you follow it carefully, you can't lose.
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New Color

For Old—With

Easy Tintex!

These Tints and Dyes

bring smart, Spring

colors to faded Apparel

and Home Decorations

In Your Home
use Tintex for

Curtains

Drapes

Doilies

Dinner Goths

Luncheon Sets

Blankets

Cushions

Bed Spreads

Table Runners

Slip Covers

FASHION says, "now is the time to do away

with drab, 'washed-out' colors."

• •

And common sense says, "use Tintex to restore

the original color to faded apparel and home

decorations— or to give everything entirely

different colors."

• •

These famous tints and dyes save time, money

and trouble. They give always perfect results—
equalled only by expensive professional work.

No wonder millions of women use them. No
wonder Tintex Tints and Dyes are by far the

most popular in the world ! 35 brilliant, long-

lasting colors from which to choose.

On sale at drug stores and

notion counters everywhere

Tintex
• . U/vrlfli lwej£\tmIImuj

Tl NTS <W DYES
PARK & TILFORD, Distributors
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In YourWardrobe

use Tintex for

Underthings

Negligees

Dresses

Coats

Sweaters

Scarfs

Stockings

Slips

Blouses

Children's Clothes

To Change Dark Colors to Lighl-use Tintex COLOR REMOVER

Supposing you have a

dark dress (or any other

dark-colored article) anA

are pining for a lighter

colored one . . .

Tintex Color Remover
will safely and speedily

take outalltraeeof color

(including black) from

any fabric ... m\
Then it can be redyed or

tinted with Tintex Tinta

and Dyes in any new
shade to suit yourself—
either light or dark.
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. . . or it will cost you nothing!
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... at our expense

!
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!
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you, for now you can be your slimmer self

without exercise, diet or drugs.
• Worn next to the body with perfect
safety, the tiny perforations permit the
skin to breathe as its gentle massage-like
action removes flabby, disfiguring fat with
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once more into energetic health !

This illtistration ofthe Perfolastic Girdle also

features the NEW Perfolastic Uplift Brassiere!
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{Continued from page 57)

lady's trail until it led into the Beverly-

Wilshire one evening and up the bridal

path.

Then they settled down, which in this

case didn't mean to hibernate or grow
stale. Ben was so much in love that he
determined his marriage was going to

be a success. If it wasn't, it would
neither be his fault nor for want of try-

ing to make it so.

'"Of course," insists Ben, "Bebe has
the disposition of an angel and is the

most agreeable person in the world.

Don't think she's saccharine, though.
She is plenty spirited. She doesn't

trespass on anybody's territory and ex-
pects the same consideration when any-
one approaches hers. I've learned this

more and more during the last two
years.

"It is especially in evidence where
the baby is concerned. I had some
ideas about how she should be brought
up. Bebe had others. We had discus-

sions which could have become argu-
ments. It didn't matter just what they

were; whether it was a question of the

temperature of Barbara's milk or if it

was cool enough for her to wear a

sweater. Finally, I thought it out and

decided that it was only fair that Bebe
should supervise the baby. It was hard
for me not to put in my oar and at

times a great temptation, but, if we were
to continue to be happy—well, I saw
the way."

INURING the kidnap scare that hit

Hollywood a year or so ago, Bebe
insisted that they hire a guard for little

Barbara. Ben thought that a big burly

man, wearing a corsage of gats, would
so frighten the child that any benefits

derived from his protection would be
offset. He tried to persuade Bebe that

with a nurse and a couple of doting

grandmothers ever on the scene, little

Barbara would fare very well. But the

strong-armed lad appeared, nevertheless,

and the baby, who has Bebe's sweet
friendly disposition, grew fond of him.

"Shortly after we were married," de-

clares Ben, "we told all the mother-in-

law jokes to our mothers-in-law. At
first they laughed a little uneasily, but

when they discovered we were laughing

with 'em and not at 'em, we drew up a

little pact. Everyone concerned agreed
that we were to have no so-called

(Continued on page 88)

Chick Chandler, who plays an important role in Warner Bros.' "Harold

Teen," just can't make up his mind whether he's sitting next to Katharine

Hepburn or her twin. Well, it isn't Katie, it's Aloha Wray, one of the

high school kids in the same production.
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T DEADLY ENEMIES
LIE IN WAIT

FOR YOUR
DRESS!
Friction, perspiration, chemicals — any

one of them can ruin your nice new

dress in a single careless wearing. Even

when overheated rooms or intense

emotion suddenly stimulate underarm

moisture, you can feel perfectly safe if

your dress is equipped with genuine

Kleinert's Dress Shields — they give

guaranteed protection and you can buy

them for as little as 25i a pair where

you bought this magazine.

They will not only prevent the stains

which are so embarrassing to every

fastidious woman but they will actually

make your dress last longer by safe-

guarding it at the underarm — the point

of greatest wear.

P.S. Ask to see Kleinert's Adjustable

Nuvo Belt.

as low as

25*
a pairPROTECT IT WITH

^KleLnekfr DRESS SHIELDS
^^^^ T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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I Can Handle Bebe

(Continued from page 86)

mother-in-law problems and since Bebe
and I both have mothers who are not

interested in anybody's business but
their own, this was easily arranged.
They themselves wouldn't have bad it

otherwise."

If there is one thing Bebe would
rather do than make a lot of money, it

is to spend it. Like the beautiful girl

in the magazine ads, it is because she
likes nice things. Clothes and jewelry
and furs and then more clothes. And
don't forget the perfume. No, let us

never ! Probably the Daniels is the

most ultra-feminine person you could

hope to meet. Lace and chiffon and
shimmering satins. No mannish attire

for this stunning girl. And so the bills

come in. The first of the month and
the second and for twenty-eight days
thereafter.

"At first," says Ben, "it used to drive

me slightly screwy. I knew how hard
Bebe worked for her money, for there

is no more conscientious star in pic-

tures than she. And then to see her
squander it was just too much. I spoke
to her about it and, as I look back, re-

call that she never told me to mind my
own business. As I said, my wife
possesses the traditional sunny dispo-

sish. But there was something about her

attitude that made me stop and think.

"Then I realized that I had no more
right to tell her how to spend her

money than she had to tell me what to

do with mine. And she had never pre-

sumed to make even a suggestion in that

direction. From that moment, I de-

cided that she was to run her own finan-

cial show. And she has—and the ship

hasn't sunk yet!"

Of course, the Daniels judgment is

legendary in Hollywood. Why, 'tis

said that her final decisions on business

matters would do credit to the opinions

of a couple of magistrates just out of

conference. Bebe knows the movie
business about as well as anyone on the

Coast, having been a part of it since

she arrived at the mature age of four-

teen. And so her husband defers to it

on all occasions.

I 'D rather get Bebe's ideas on a pic-
* ture set up—everything from story

to salary—than almost anybody's I

know. So, one more reason that we
have hit it off so well matrimonially is

that I never question her business

affairs. Last summer, for instance, she

had an attractive offer to make a couple

of pictures in England. I was to do one
on the Coast for M-G-M. Bebe
thought she needed this trip before mak-
ing other films in California. Having
made up my mind never to cross her on
matters of this kind, I came to the con-

clusion that I would drop my picture

and go abroad with her. I was not
playing the big self-sacrificing guy
either. It was the wise thing to do and
proved a swell trip "with no regrets.

"We made a lot of new friends in

London. For that matter, Bebe does

everywhere. This was always one of

the things I admired most in her; her
ability to attract and hold people. Be-
fore we married she had a host of men
friends. I determined—and I had to

school myself to it at first—that they

wouldn't lose her companionship be-

cause of me. So I never have said, 'If

you see Joe Dokes for lunch again this

week, the tattlers will have a field day,'

for again her good judgment comes into

play. She never overdoes anything."

And so, because Ben permits his wife

to supervise their child and run the

house and attend to her own business

affairs and get away with extravagances
and, because there are no mother-in-law
problems and Bebe may continue to see

her old pre-marital friends, there is no
cause for strife, and these are the rea-

sons Ben is still her husband. And
pretty good ones they are, too. Or do
you think so ?

A New Kind of Lover

(Continued from page 61)

who knows how and when to laugh."

This charming philosopher, born in

Zara, Dalmatia, is not one of those nu-

merous screen actors who tell you, "My
life is a great romance," because per-

haps it is a greater romance than any I

have heard. Tullio did the disgraceful

thing for a man of his family when at

the age of fifteen he ran away from

home to become an actor. His titled

father promptly disinherited him but I

do not think he very much minded. In

fact, I have visions of the boy Tullio

driving off to join a theatrical company
in Ancona and blithely singing a song

as he does when he first drives into the

picture, "Gallant Lady." It was not

important to him then that he be a

count. His dreams he valued far more.

\\7 HILE in Ancona he was dis-

* » covered by the celebrated actor,

Novelli, and taken to Rome where he
worked and studied and worked, travel-

ing from one company to another across
the Continent as actors abroad have to

do. Finally one day in Rome when he
was heading his own company, the great
actress, Duse, visited him. He was
overwhelmed. He tells of the incident

with far more charm than the written

word can capture, but I shall try.

"Monsieur," began the Great One.
"Yes, Madame." And here Tullio

bowed and showed the respect he had
felt at the honor of having Duse seek
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to do? What to do? The answer's easy! Before you

slick up for a party or crawl between the covers—ease

yourself into a soothing, refreshing Ivory bath.

him out.

"I have a little ship, a very little

ship
—

"

"Yes, Madame?" There was another

bow and a moment of breathless wait-

ing.

"But the ship has no captain."

"Yes, Madame," bowed Tullio once
more, wondering whether the great ac-

tress had lost her mind to talk of

ships.

"Would you like to be the Captain
of my little ship—my company ?"

Light dawned at last and Tullio

nearly fell over. But of course he ac-

cepted. He became Duse's last leading
man and manager and she always teased

j

him by calling him "Le Capitan" and
saluting. After her death in 1924, he
was at loose ends. At the time, it

seemed impossible to act again with any-
one else. He went into the country for

six months to try to think things out so

he could go on with his career. And
then his father died and he was sum-
moned home. But having made good
in his chosen profession, he could not
go back to an empty title. It was in-

deed empty now because the castle and
estates that made up Brambille had been
swept away in the war.

Tullio went back to acting, was dis-

covered by Joseph Schenck in 1926 and
brought to America for five silent pic-

tures in which he appeared with Con-
stance Talmadge, Florence Vidor, Pola
Negri and Virginia Valli. Although he
made love to his stars in French or
Italian as the mood seized him, he soon
mastered English and his first appear-
ance on the American stage was in

"The Command to Love." It wasn't
until "Strictly Dishonorable," in which
he played the principal role opposite
Muriel Kirkland for a year and a half,

that New York got "Carminati-consci-
ous." After his great success here he
played the same part in the London
production. After traveling abroad and
visiting his family, he came back to

America and had a leading role in "Mu-
sic in the Air," from which he was
signed for talking pictures.

CO now we have a new type of screen^ lover who acts the way he feels

about love. Tullio has never married,
first because he supports his mother, his
sister and her family and two old ser-
vants who have been with the Carmina-
tis for years. He did not marry while
acting abroad he told me because, "It
would be unfair to ask some poor
woman to travel about as I had to do."
And now? Well, Tullio doesn't like

the modern woman who flaunts her in-

dependence and boasts that she has lost

her illusions.

"That^should not be. It is enough to
lose one's illusions when one is old,"
he said. "I suppose it comes of 'a
woman's having to fight her way in
the world with men, but I notice that
even the ones who don't have to, want
to. I do not like it because it's a rare
girl who does not lose her femininity."

"That's your ancestors in you speak-
ing," I laughed. "Even though you've
dropped your title and say we're all free
here, deep down in your heart you've
stdl got old-world ideas about women "
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"Not only I," he said, his eyes twink-

ling, "but all men. We're all the same.

Mind you, I'm not criticising Ameri-
can women. I don't care what a woman
does so long as she does it with good
taste and remains feminine. But girls

in America lose the thrill of the for-

bidden because they do everything

openly at too early an age. Frankness
is fine, but for a girl of twenty to be

disillusioned doesn't make her more at-

tractive. To me, it seems a great pity.

"I think women should practice the

art of being feminine. Yes, that and a

sense of charm in love are the two
things which all men want whether
they're American or Continental."

How about it girls? I think Tullio

Carminati of the wise and smiling eyes,

has given us not only a new screen

hero but an awful lot of good advice,

don't you ?

Smartest Gal in Town

(Continued from page 34)

Thus the burden was cast upon
Madge's mother. She could not look at

her two beautiful children and see them
hungry and cold. But what could she

do ? In her gentle English way, she de-

plored her utter inability to earn a live-

lihood and during those sad, dark days

she vowed, "My daughter will never be

in my predicament. She will know how
to cope with the world. She must and

will learn."

DUT there was a more immediate

_ problem at hand and Madge's
mother faced it. In her mind she

reviewed what talents she had and

spread them out on an imaginary table.

She could paint a little and she began

painting with a desperation born of her

need.

Because of her charm and gracious-

ness she was granted interviews by sev-

eral famous artists who gave her good
advice. This did not help her to sell

her efforts, however. But while she

was seeing these artists she met one

who specialized in child portraiture and
it was during their conversation that a

plan evolved.

The artist complained that it was
often difficult to make the children be

quiet while they were sitting for their

portraits. Mrs. Evans suggested that

she come and read to them while the

artist worked. She offered to perform
this service free of charge and if the

plan were successful, she would be paid.

And then she had another idea. When
the children whose portraits were being

made could not come for sittings little

Madge posed in their clothes while the

artist did the first "blocking in" or

worked on the dress or background.
Madge's brother posed for boys' pic-

tures and at the same time Mrs. Evans
was working, too, reading to the

wealthy children when they did come.
And thus this courageous woman was

able to save her family from starvation.

But she learned then- how much better

equipped she would have been if she

had had some business knowledge.
Also during this time little Madge

posed for commercial photographers

(you know, of course, that she was the

little girl pictured in the Fairy Soap ad-

vertisement) and eventually this work
led to motion pictures and soon little

Madge was a child star. And times

were fine for the Evans family.

When she was sixteen—and past the

awkward age, during which time she

could not work in films—Madge de-

cided that she wanted to go on the

stage.

There was an intimate mother and

daughter conference about it and Mrs.

Evans said, "I want you to do with

your life what you want to do with it.

I'll help you as much as I can but I'm

determined, darling, that you must
paddle your own canoe, that you must
look for help from no one, that you
must learn to rely on yourself, make
your own decisions and stand or fall by
them."

TT was this that made Madge such a
* serious, earnest girl as she and her

two best friends, Peggy Shannon and
Peg Entwhistle (whose tragic story

you know) went the rounds of the the-

atrical manager's offices. There was a

beautiful spirit of camaraderie between
them. All different types, they gave
each other tips when they discovered

that some producer was looking for an
ingenue.

When Madge at last got her first

stage job the producer asked her to

have her agent make an appointment
with him to discuss salary. "I haven't

any agent," Madge said, "I'm afraid

vou'll have to discuss salary just with
me."
He looked at the girl before him

—

so child-like and baby-faced—and men-
tioned a pretty low figure. So anxious
was she to get the job that Madge was
on the verge of accepting that salary

but she remembered her mother's words,
"You've got to paddle your own canoe."

And quite calmly she said, "Oh, I'm
sure I'm worth a little more than that."

So in her first real business encounter
she came out winner !

Going from one small engagement to

another she skilfully worked her salary

up to $125 a week until she was called

to replace a girl who took sick during
rehearsal. In her wise way she dis-

covered that this girl was to receive

$200 a week, so when the manager
offered her her usual $125 salary she

said, "But the other girl was to have
$200. I'm sure I can do her part as

well as she. Isn't it only fair that I

receive the amount she was to have re-

ceived?"
You see how she works ? Calmly,

quietly but with the assurance that she

must rely on no one but herself.
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In Hollywood it has been the same
way. She was brought to the M-G-M
studio on a three months' contract.

Then she was given a year's contract.

If she proved satisfactory at the end of

that time and signed another agreement
her salary was to take a jump. They
told her they could not afford to pay
her the increase although they would
like to give her a new contract.

Madge did not hesitate. She was
sure of herself by now. "I think I'm
worth more," she said, looking like the

princess in an enchanted garden and be-

having like Miss Day-After-Tomorrow.

THEY thought at first she was bluff-

ing. But soon they found she wasn't
and gave her the increase. That was
when she got the reputation of being
"Hollywood's best business woman."
The only outside help with the man-

agement of her career she ever has is

when she has a lawyer look over' her
contracts. As for the rest, it is done by
her and her mother. She gets her own
jobs, discusses her own salary. Her
mother handles her fan mail and takes

care of the monthly bills. Each week
she puts aside a certain amount of
money in a savings account. When that

has piled up sufficiently she talks to her
banker about good, sound investments
and makes them. She lives quietly and
spends very little—compared to the
more extravagant stars. Right this

minute Madge Evans is financially able
to leave pictures and get along pretty
comfortably for the rest of her life.

She doesn't want to do that. She
likes to work but it is a nice feeling,

nevertheless, to know that she can quit.

One day I asked her if she weren't
afraid to talk about money with execu-
tives. "They know about those things,"
I argued. "They're in their own ter-
ritory. Now you could take any one of
them out on the set and act rings

Scott

We just can't keep up with this Oakie
lad. Here he is looking very lovey-
dovey with Toby Wing and if you'll

thumb back a couple of pages, to page

63, to be exact, you'll find him equally

enraptured with one of Earl Carroll's belles.

>R. 5

A

ed Fre

"LOUISE P., 19 years old, ate hardly any-
thing, was dejected, losing weight, always
tired. She slept very badly, had poor color.

Po

/

"I EXAMINED her earefully . . . made fluoro-

scope, X-ray and other tests. Found her
trouble was constipation. I advised yeast.

"Patient was growing weaker .T.

i advised yeast . . . her appetite

and strength returned quickly."

WHEN PATIENTS SAY, 'Doctor,

I feel run-down ... I can't eat

as I used to,' my first suspicion is

chronic constipation," states Dr.

Melamet, the eminent consultant on
diseases of the intestines.

" Such symptoms as coated tongue, bad
breath, general fatigue, and broken-out
skin come from sluggish intestines.

" Laxatives give temporary relief at the

expense of weakening the intestines.

"Yeast is the natural way to correct

constipation. It strengthens intestinal

muscles . . . softens waste."

If your food makes you feel drowsy,

"heavy" inside, causes you distress . . .

Or if your skin is blotchy, rough,

broken out . . . your head aches . . . you
toss in your sleep, then, by all means,

try Fleischmann's Yeast. Eat 3 cakes

a day as directed on the label.

You can get it at grocers, restaurants,

soda fountains. The richest of all foods

in the group of vitamins B, D and G.

It has helped millions regain better

health. It should help you, too!

"IN A few weeks she had healthy color . . .

improved appetite. Her weight became more
normal. Once again she was full of energy."

4"I never miss any Fun now
"X was terribly run-down . . . had a lot

of headaches, too," writes Miss Mar-
thalee Grimes, Columbus, O. (right in
photo). "I never wanted to go any-
where. Then a friend urged me to
try Fleischmann's Yeast.

"My appetite picked up. I have no
more headaches. Now I still have
pep left after working all day."

Copyright, 1934, Standard Brands Incorporated
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I hate to miss

the party,

( I'M AFRAID I COULDN'T

I DANCE. MY FEET ARE

I MY WORST ENEMIES.

I HAVE TWO BAD
CORNS."

• j/ —- ^

WHY MY DEAR, HOW OLD
|

FASHIONED YOU ARE.

WHY DON'T YOU USE

BLUE-JAY? there's no..

PAIN, AND IT'STHI

1 Just soak the
foot for lOmin-
utes in hot
water.andthen
wipe it dry.

2 Apply Blue-
Jay, centering
pad over corn.
Pad relieves
pressure, stops
pain at once.

3 After 3 days,
removeplaster,
soak foot and
lift out corn.
It's so safe and
gentle 1

JIM.YOURE AN OLD
flatterer! you're A

MARVELOUS DANCER
YOURSELF. DO YOU
use BLUE-JAY too?

• Blue-Jay is the safe, scientific corn re*

mover, used by millions for 35 years.

Invented by a famous chemist, made by
Bauer & Black, whose products are used
by doctors and hos'

pitals the world
over. Be \ind to your

feet. When a corn
appears, remove it

with Blue-Jay.

25c at druggists — special

sizesfor bunions and calluses

How Blue-Jay Works
A. the medication

that gently under*
mines the corn.

B. felt pad that re-

lieves pressure,
stops pain at once.

C adhesive that

holds pad in place.

BLUE-JAY
BAUER & BLACK'S SCIENTIFIC

CORN REMOVE R
Free Booklet—Contains helpful information for foot suffer-
ers. Also valuable exercises for foot health and beauty
Address Bauer 6? Black, 2500 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.'

J\ame

Address

City Stat*
Tbe Kendall Company
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around them But if I were you, I'd

be frightened to death of being cleverly

done out of something financially."

She laughed. "I'm not afraid of

business men. I've never been because
I've known that I had to handle my
own affairs. But I'll tell you some-
thing that I was terrified of doing.
When they told me I had to go to the
opening of 'Dinner at Eight,' I trembled

in my shoes. And when I met Joan
Crawford, whom I admire, I was ter-

rified, too."

So what can you do with a girl like

that? She'll beard any business lion in

his den but she dreads putting on her
most beautiful evening gown and
having herself admired by thousands
of the fans who crowd around theatres
on opening nights

!

The Life and Loves of Lyle Talbot

(Continued from page 67)

of a six months' courtship, Lyle asked

Alney to marry him.

I HAD a marrying complex," he grins.

"I think I have invited more women
to marry me than any unattached male

in the United States. The moment I

felt the first fluttering of heart interest'

I proposed matrimony. Had the ladies

all accepted me I dare say I'd rate as

the male Peggy Hopkins Joyce. But
usually something came up to prevent

the step. In the case of Alney it was
her mother. Alney was a talented and
lovely girl and mamma was very am-
bitious for her. I don't think she wanted
her wasted on a young actor who was
just getting started in a Sioux Falls

stock company."
When the romance began to be too

serious, mamma packed the little in-

genue back to New York and compara-
tive safety and Lyle was left with an-

other temporarily punctured heart.

The telegram from Doris Oesting

came during Lyle's second sworn dec-

laration to "leave women alone from
now on."

At first he had a little trouble in

placing the name on the wire which
came from New York. Then he re-

membered. During a short engagement
in Rapid City, South Dakota, he had
met a charming woman, a school

teacher. She had been interested in

him and had promised to help him if

the opportunity ever arose. Two years

went by, and he hadn't heard from her.

But evidently she had meant it when
she said she wanted to help him, for

the wire she sent brought exciting tid-

ings that Doris Oesting had arranged

the opportunity for Lyle to go to Lon-
don for a role in Ernest Truex's new-
est play.

He was almost beside himself with

joy and excitement. Even his "woman
disillusion" was forgotten in the last

minute details of getting his release

from the Sioux Falls Orpheum Players,

purchasing his ticket and setting out

for New York and Broadway, which
he had never seen.

He says as long as he lives he will

never forget the thrill of his first

glimpse of the actor's heaven—Broad-
way. For hours the first evening he
walked along the magic lane with bright

glittering lights spelling out the names
of the great artists of his profession.

Ethel Barrymore, Jane Cowl, John
Barrymore, Helen Hayes, were mixed

among the movie theatre marquees
which blazed the famous to the world.

He brushed shoulders in the eight-thirty

theatre crowds, happy just to be an
eavesdropper to their "show talk."

Lyle had saved about $2000 and he
could have purchased theatre tickets

and been a part of the Broadway ex-

citement. But he found more pleasure

in viewing the scene as a whole, revel-

ing in the animated activity of Times
Square. "Some day I'm going to have
my name up there," he promised him-
self.

THE day after he arrived in New
York, he met Doris Oesting to get

further information about the Truex
show. Through friends of hers, she
told him, she had obtained the promise
of a good part in the play for Lyle.

She herself was sailing for Europe on
the Leviathan in a week, as the guide
in a party of students, and it had been
arranged that Lyle should cross on the

same boat.

It was not the least inexpensive jaunt

in the world. On the advice of Miss
Oesting, Lyle had several suits of

clothes made in New York and the first

class passage fare on the Leviathan
nicked him for another big chunk of

his savings. But what did he care ? A
good part in a show that was a cinch
to be a "long run" awaited him and his

world looked rosy indeed.

He had less than a thousand dollars

when he arrived in London. Then the

ax fell

!

Truex wanted him for the role. The
author of the play and the manager of

the theatre were anxious to hire him,
but try as they would they could not
obtain permission from the English au-
thorities, who had just passed a law
forbidding American talent for the pro-

tection of English actors. At least too

much red tape and time would be in-

volved in getting Lyle's permit to act

on the English stage, far too great a

delay for the show to wait for him.

Doris Oesting was heartbroken and
no doubt Lyle should have been. But
strangely enough he looked upon the

whole thing as a thrilling adventure and
even in view of the disastrous outcome,

he was glad it had all happened. As
long as his money lasted he toured Lon-
don and Paris in style and saved barely

enough for his boat fare, third class,

back to America. After the purchase

of his ticket he had exactly $11.75. His
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CWkdC a differonce
what a truly amazing difference

Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids do make

/

Dc'o you carefully powder and rouge, and then allow scraggly

brows and pale, scanty lashes to mar what should be your
most expressive feature, your eyes? You would be amazed at

the added loveliness that could be so easily yours with May-
belline eye beauty aids!

Simply darken your lashes into long-appearing, luxuriant

fringe with the famous Maybelline Eyelash Darkener, and see

how the eyes instantly appear larger and more expressive.

It is absolutely harmless, non-smarting, and tear-proof, and
keeps the lashes soft and silky. Black for brunettes, Brown
for blondes.

Now a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow blended softly on your
eyelids, and notice how the eyes immediately take on brilli-

ance and color, adding depth and beauty to the expression^
There are five exquisite shades of this pure, creamy shadow:
Blue, Brown, Blue-Gray, Violet, and Green.

Form graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking,
easy-to-use Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. A perfect pencil that
you will adore. It comes in Black or Brown.

To stimulate the natural growth of your lashes, apply the pure,
nourishing Maybelline Eyelash Grower before retiring.

The name Maybelline is your assurance of purity and effec-

tiveness. These famous products in purse sizes are now
within the reach of every girl and woman -at all leading 10c
stores. Try them today and see what an amazing difference

Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids can make in your appearance!

r "0

The New Maybelline
Brush especially^ n
shaping and training
and lashes. 10c

slim purse worried him not one bit.

"Oh, what the hell," he figured, "some-

thing always turns up."

It did. And right in mid-ocean. A
New York actor's agent, whom he had

met through Doris Oesting, radio-

gramed him of a good offer with a

stock company in Memphis, Tennessee.

It cost Lyle $4.40 of his remaining

worldly capital to accept the offer. And
were his third class cabin mates im-

pressed !

The Memphis stock company offered

Lyle his first job as a full-fledged lead-

ing man. His salary was $200 per week
and the Lyceum Theatre was the nicest

in town. He began to feel that at last

he had his foot on the first rung of the

ladder of success which would eventu-

ally lead him to either Broadway or

Hollywood.

DUT the life of a stock actor," ex-

plained Lyle, "is not that simple.

I didn't know it at the time, but I was
a good long way from my goal. It's a

funny thing, you may have an excellent

stock engagement in one town and fig-

ure your future is just around the cor-

ner, and then suddenly the financing

(which is never very strong) or some-

thing will blow up and you're with a

third rate company back in the sticks

again. Of all forms of show business,

the stock company game is the most

perilous and uncertain.

"There are all sorts of ropes to learn

—and to pull. For instance, you've got

to know how to protect yourself on

your seasons. The Memphis company
opened about the latter part of Septem-

ber and closed around April. There-

fore, to assure themselves of another

job, the smart players leave before the

run is over and migrate to get in a bid

for a job with a northern company. I

didn't know this angle. I didn't think

it was loyal to the producers. So I

stuck out the Memphis engagement until

the final curtain came down and so

went without a job for several weeks."

Even that really didn't matter. There
was a girl in Memphis named Vivian

Cueno. Vivian was not an actress. Her
interest in the theatre was artistic, but

more definitely, Lyle Talbot. They had
met during a short span when Vivian
and some of her debutante friends were
putting on an amateur show. Lyle had
coached Vivian, particularly in her love

scenes. Of course, he should have
known better. Southern women had
always been one of his weaknesses.

Quite suddenly he found himself in love

again, practically engaged and without

a job.

No doubt they would have been mar-
ried if an offer had not come for Lyle

in a stock company in Lincoln, Ne-
braska. Vivian, it seemed, did not want
to go to Lincoln, Nebraska. All her

friends were in Memphis, all her social

life was centered there. They wept a

little about it and for about a week after

Lyle left, they wrote hectic letters of

"waiting forever" and all that sort of

thing. In a little while they both forgot.

Though to Lyle's mind, he was ap-

parently getting "nowhere" during this

span of his life, he was really gaining

invaluable experience as he passed from EYE BEAUTY

Eyebrow
lade for
eyebrows

PREPARATIONS
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Have you tried the

new improved^jurlash?

NO HEAT

NO COSMETICS

NO PRACTICING

We've made a better Kurlash now . . .

a new, improved model that turns your

lashes up to stay (in thirty seconds) and

practically wraps you up in glamour.

The ante is one dollar, and the winner

takes all. And if it's not at your accus'

tomed drug or department store, we'll

send it direct.

THE NEW, -ff

IMPROVED / /

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, iV. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3

Puts MAGIC in your

SMILE
DELIGHTFUL TO USE
You can have the magic
beauty of sparkling white
teeth by simply changing to
Boracetine Tooth Powder.
It's an entirely different way
to make teeth beautifully
white. It releases harmless

nascent oxygen when it touches teeth
that removes all cigarette and other
stains and gives every tooth a beautiful
luster.

Try Boracetine Tooth Powder.
Without hard brushing it completely
cleans your teeth. It tastes good, lasts
twice as long as paste and is perfectly
harmless. Sold in all Kresge and other
ioc stores, or send ioc for individual
size. W)

F. E. BARR & CO.
2529 Calumet Ave. Chicago, III.

fioracelinc TOOTH POWDER
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stock engagement to stock engagement.
He was very much in demand as a

romantic leading man. His stock itin-

erary for the next three years included
Oklahoma City, St. Louis and Colum-
bus, Ohio.

ALONG that bleak path," relates

Lyle, "I met many girls who have
since clicked in a big way in Holly-
wood. I remember little Isabel Jewell,

who was so stage-struck and so anxious
to get a job with us in Lincoln, Ne-
braska. She was an awfully cute, at-

tractive little thing, but she hadn't had
much experience. The manager wasn't
at all impressed with her, but something
about the eagerness of the kid got me.
I asked the manager to give Isabel a
chance and promised to help coach her
in stage technique. There was never a

romance between Isabel and myself.
But we became awfully good friends."

Claire Trevor is another girl who
was helped along her professional way
by Lyle. They met during the run of
his St. Louis engagement and once

again he assumed the role of teacher
and coach to an ambitious little novice,

with the result that she made such a

success in Ernest Truex's New York
show, "Whistling in the Dark," the Fox
company signed her on a long term
contract for the movies. Still another

"protegee" was Jean Muir, with whom
he worked in Columbus, Ohio.

"At that time," he says, "it seemed to

me that everybody I came in contact

with was getting a break, that is, every-

body except me. I was still struggling

around in stock companies that would
go broke, that weren't good enough to

stand up, that something always hap-

pened to. I think my most disastrous

experience took place when I received

a wire to return to Memphis and put on
my own stock company.

"It seemed a fraternal organization

had acquired the Lyric Theatre and
wanted me to return South and organize

my own stock troupe. I toured around
for talent and brought my players to

Memphis at my own expense. If I

hadn't brought them at my own ex-

With her divorce from Michael Farmer well under way, Gloria Swanson

has signed up with M-G-M. Here she is with Irving Thalberg, discussing

story possibilities. Gloria may do Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks."
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pense, they wouldn't have been brought.

We were not long in discovering that

the fraternal order was endowed with
everything but money. Here I was tied

up with a troupe of actors, several hun-

dreds of dollars already paid out in

advance for royalties on shows I

wanted to present, and nothing but a

flat pocketbook staring me in the face.

"Through the aid of the mayor and
the chief of police we managed to put

on a show for two weeks. But I knew
we were doomed from the start. Some-
how or other, I did manage to scare

up enough money to get the members
of the company back to New York. And
I found myself left with nothing but

my car. That's another funny thing.

We broke actors sometimes do our span
of poverty in the grandest style. Be-
cause we must keep up the old 'front,'

we have starved to death in high-

powered cars with elaborate wardrobes
and excellent hotel addresses. It's fun,

of course, to look back on it all, but it's

the very devil to go through."

U*OR the next six months Lyle wan-
" dered in and out of New York, out

to Boston for a short appearance in

"The Criminal Code"; over to Green-
wich, Connecticut, for a short stock

job; to Portland, Maine, for an even
shorter engagement and then back to

New York, where he got an oppor-
tunity to do a screen two-reeler called,

"The Nightingale," with Pat O'Brien
and Vivienne Osborne.
Working in this "short" was a young

girl named Elaine Melchoir. She was
a New York girl and had had a little

experience in musical comedy. Elaine
and Lyle and Pat and Vivienne had a
lot of fun on that picture. They went
places together in Lyle's car and had a
lot of laughs. Yet, in view of the fact

that two months after Lyle met Elaine
they were married, their courtship
stands as one of the least-hectic in

Lyle's life.

"We were in love," explains Lyle,
"but I don't think either of us ever
expected our romance would end in

marriage. We didn't plan it. We just
somehow drifted into it. Anyway,
during the month of August, 1930, we
took the big step.

"If I can relate nothing particularly
exciting or dramatic about my mar-
riage, it is because there is nothing ex-
citing or dramatic to tell. We never
quarreled; even today we are excellent
friends. During the year we lived to-
gether, we were the best of pals. Elaine
had a wonderful sense of humor and
I'm quite sure ours was one of the
politest marriages on record. We had
the utmost consideration for each other,
and had lots of laughs. Perhaps if we
had had more money, or if our respec-
tive stage jobs had not continually sepa-
rated us, we might have made a go of
it. But as it was, right after we were
married, Elaine got a job in New York,
while I went to Chicago to open in
"The Cradle Call." Just as my show
was closing in the Windy City, Elaine
opened there in another show. And so
it went. When we did have a chance
to be together, we lived with her
mother, which wasn't particularly sat-

Mrs. Erno Rapee
wife of Noted Conductor, y Star Revue Radio Orchestra

laughed when she heard about the

5(¥ Lipstick for 10^ and then . .

.

Mrs. Rapee tried the marvelous unit Beauty Bath, sent for a

lipstick (see coupon below) and is now convinced of the gen-

uine quality, delicate scent and attractive appearance of these

exquisite lipsticks.

The makers of unit, The Bathway to a Soft, Smooth Skin,

are offering YOU these astonishing values in lipsticks solely to

introduce their famous product, linit, and prove that using

linit in your bath will give you a new sensation and make

your skin feel velvety soft

—

immediately.

Merely send a top from a LINIT package and 10^ (wrapping

and postage costs) for each lipstick wanted,

pssss^s^^sa using the convenient coupon below.

UNIT
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FORTH* aATH
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LINIT is sold by
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stores.
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MAKE YOUR OWN
WAVE SET

"YWTAVE your hair at home for a penny!

VV New improved WildrootWave Powder
makes a whole pint of professional wave set

for ten cents. You make your own wave set

by mixing powder with water at home.

Guaranteed to keep indefinitely. Leaves no

white flakes. Approved by Good House-

keeping Bureau. Simple directions in every

package for finger waving or resetting your

permanent. At all drug

and 5 and 10fS stores.
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lS[ew improved
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isfactory, either."

So, both being ambitious, they de-

cided the best thing to do was to sepa-

rate, thereby leaving each free to go on
as he or she thought best. At present

Elaine is doing very well over the radio.

"But who knows," mused Lyle, "we
might get together again and be re-

married. There's a chance of it. I saw
her when I was in New York on the

'Forty-Second' special train and I think

we both realized we hadn't given love

half a chance. She's been out here in

Hollywood recently, too."

But on February 8, 1932, they were
divorced.

"DECAUSE of the state divorce laws
of New York, it was decided that

Lyle should get a divorce in Dallas,

Texas. Dallas was selected as there
was a strong chance of Lyle's being
offered an engagement with a stock
company there.

But before he left New York some-
thing happened which almost wrecked
his screen career when he came to

Hollywood six months later.

Through one or two "shorts" he had
done, several motion picture companies
were becoming interested in young
Talbot. He was tested by various New
York offices of several big companies.

One of the tests was to be a scene from
"The Cradle Call" in which the hero

asks the girl if she would like to have
a child by him. It was a risque scene

on the stage. On the screen, it sounded
just out and out dirty. This, combined
with the fact that the girl, in attempt-

ing to register sex appeal for the cam-
era, was overly brazen in her delivery

of the smoky lines, resulted in a test

so hot it could easily have been used for

stag "smokers." The entire reel so em-
barrassed Lyle that he begged that it

never be sent to the West Coast. They
promised him it wouldn't. But later,

when he finally came to Hollywood, it

was this very test which was responsible

for losing him the role opposite Joan
Crawford in "Rain."

After viewing that test Lyle gave up
all ideas of ever being in pictures. He

Madeline Wilson (left) "stands-i'n" for Frances Dee in her latest picture,

"Finishing School." Frances and her husband, Joel McCrea, are minus

$150 and a watch as a result of a recent hold-up.
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accepted the offer from the Dallas stock

company, played one week in "Louder
Please," and then received the news the

show would close because of lack of

funds. This final blow nearly floored

Lyle.

"There I was down in Texas, no job,

and seventy-five dollars still owing on
my divorce. I don't mind telling you
I was beginning to lose courage. I was
flat broke and desperate, but as it has
always been in my entire life, just when
I have been on the verge of giving up
a telegram arrived.

The wire which came so unexpectedly
to the broke young actor was from
Arthur Landau, an agent in Hollywood.
Landau briefly stated he had seen a

test of Lyle at one of the studios (not
the sexy one) and that he believed he
could do something for him if Lyle
would come to Hollywood. Would he?
Would a fish swim? But where was
the money coming from? He hated to

do it and it hurt his pride, but he was
forced to wire Landau to advance him
a loan before he could come to Cali-

fornia. He wouldn't have been sur-

prised if he had never heard from the
agent again. But that same afternoon
he received money for his ticket and
an "advance cash loan" from this per-
fect stranger.

Vll/'HO first said, "It never rains but
V V it pours" ? Evidently several other
agents had seen a good test of him at

the same time, for while he was still

en route to Los Angeles, he received
offers from two other agencies. Both
had "something for him at Paramount."
But Landau had befriended him and
Lyle decided to stick by his manage-
ment.
The night before he was due to

arrive in Los Angeles he completely
lost his speaking voice.

"That," grinned Lyle, "was the cli-

max. Here I was on my way to talking
pictures on borrowed money from a
man I had never seen and I lost my
voice. I couldn't speak above a whis-
per. I didn't know what the devil had
happened. Believe me, I was shaking
in my boots when I alighted from the
train the next morning and found Lan-
dau waiting for me. I was scared to
speak, scared he'd think I'd played some
dirty trick on him and accepted his loan
when I didn't really have a voice for
talking pictures. Finally, when I was
silent for so long, he asked what was
the matter. I merely smiled and at-
tempted to answer by shrugging my
shoulders. But when he told me he was
taking me

:
. directly to the Warner

Brothers studio for a test, I had to
break down and tell him I couldn't talk.
I thought he would be wild. All he
said was, 'Just a slight train cold, or
possibly nervousness. It doesn't mean
anything. Your voice will come back
as suddenly as it left you.' Whew'
Was that a load off my mind.

"Strangely enough no one at Warner's
seemed excited over the fact that I
had lost my voice. They decided to go
ahead and take my test anyway. Now
maybe you won't believe this, but it's
the gospel truth : The minute I stepped
in front of the mike and started to
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speak my first line, my voice came back.

Maybe Landau had been right. I guess

the muscles of my throat had become
constricted through sheer nervousness."

A WEEK after Lyle's first Warner
Brothers test, he was signed on a

long-term contract.

His first picture was "Love Is a

Racket," with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

and in the two years he has been with
Warner's he has made twenty-six pic-

tures.

"Of course I'm crazy about it out

here in Hollywood," he will tell you.

"It was the goal for which I had been
working all during my career. As far

as I'm concerned, everything about the

town and the movies is perfect and
every time I hear a train whistle I have
to pinch myself to realize I don't have
to hop it for a new stock company job.

"I live very quietly. I'm thinking
seriously of buying this little house here
on the hill and settling down to being
a regular native. No, I don't have any
desperate desire to return to the stage,

even to Broadway. Oh, perhaps if

some extra good show came along I

might be interested. But my real am-
bition is centered in Hollywood. Of
all the pictures I have made I think

"Three On a Match" is the best, at

least so far as my work is concerned.

I'm also enthusiastic about "Mandalay"
with Kay Francis and "Registered
Nurse," which I have just finished, with
Bebe Daniels.

"But what about all these Hollywood
romances ?" I asked him.

Lyle smiled. "I'm afraid that is more
press agent and news-photographer
stuff than the real thing," he replied.

"When I first came out here I escorted

Estelle Taylor to several theatres and
night clubs and we were photographed
together. Of course that was supposed
to be the start of a romance between
us. The same thing happened with

Lola Lane. Both of these girls are

charming and it was a pleasure to have
them as friends, but really, there was
nothing serious. I've come to the con-

clusion Hollywood is 'that way' con-

scious. If a young man takes out a

girl in, say, Dallas, that's all there is

to it. If you do the same thing in

Hollywood, you're practically engaged
as far as the columnists are concerned.

But I don't mind. I'm flattered."

Not long ago, when Lyle was seri-

ously hurt in an automobile accident, it

was pointedly noted that one of the

daily visitors at his hospital bedside was
the Countess di Frasso, former friend

of Gary Cooper. But Lyle has nothing
to say about this.

The chapter of what Hollywood will

eventually bring him, whether or not he
will re-marry his former wife, or will

choose a new wife from the movie col-

ony remains to be written. Yesterday,

a Hollywood columnist called Lyle
"future star material." So, perhaps,
Lyle Talbot's life in Hollywood is just

beginning.

What Cagney Owes His Mother

(Continued from page 31)

Neither his mother's words nor the

fate of the boy who died has ever been
forgotten by Cagney.
That which helped the entire family

more than all else—except their mother
—is that they were constantly busy,

either at study or work. Before one of

the boys quit a job he consulted his

mother.
When the future actor decided that

the career of an artist was not for

him, his mother amazed him with the

comment, "I'm glad you found it out."

ILJE promptly gave up his ten dollar
* * a week job as a Junior Archi-
tect and became a bundle wrapper at

Wanamaker's at sixteen dollars per
week.

After some months at this work, he
made a mistake and wrapped the wrong
bundle, which changed the course of
his whole life. The matter was taken
up by the Complaint Department. The
man in charge sent for Jimmy. At the

end of the talk the man said, "You
weren't made for a bundle wrapper, my
boy." He looked about him at the men
and women, their backs bent in the
labor of rectifying mistakes.

"You have too much fire in your
eyes to be wrapping bundles. Now if

I were a young fellow like you, I'd see
something before I died."

No more was said. The mistake was
corrected. But Jimmy remembered.
His mind was in a turmoil for several

days, when he heard, of all things, from
another bundle wrapper, where a fe-

male impersonator was wanted.
He went after the job and got it.

The good Mrs. Cagney had faith in her
red-headed son, but not as a female

impersonator. She said nothing until

she saw him make his debut in skirts.

In a few weeks his mother informed
him that she did not care what he did

so long as it was honorable. His
mother had never talked that way be-

fore. Jimmy quit impersonating.

But the dust of the stage was in his

lungs. He got a job in the chorus of

"Pitter Patter" at $35 per week. In

twelve weeks he was given a specialty

with the show. Being used to handling
several jobs at once, he got $15 a week
extra for being a dresser for Billy

Kent, the star. Before long he ma-
noeuvered to get $10 more a week for

taking care of the baggage. During
Jimmy's half hour of spare time each

day, he practiced dancing.

THINGS were looking up. His older

brother was studying medicine.

His other brothers were graduating

from high school. The inflexible

mother, growing strong with the years,
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was keeping her brood together by re-

spect and affection.

After four years in vaudeville, all of

which time he turned most of his earn-

ings over to his mother to keep afloat

the family ship, he returned to New
York. This was in 1926. At that time

our trails crossed. My book, "Beggars

of Life," had been dramatized into

"Outside Looking In." As the book

was written in the first person, there

was in the play a young red-headed

Irishman who played the part of me.

It was Jimmy Cagney.

I went to New York for rehearsals

and there met the lad about whom I am
now writing. His technique in the role

of the youthful hobo was such that one

might easily have been persuaded that

he had also known the road as well as

I knew it.

The play ran three months and made
us both slightly known in New York.

He was shy and reserved, but under-

neath, he had a magnificent self-assur-

ance.

For this part Jimmy was given $150

per week. A week later he signed a

"run of the play contract" for $200 a

week. He did his first actual dramatic

work in the role of "Little Red." When
the show closed he returned to vaude-

ville and did a dance act with his wife,

whom he married while both were ap-

pearing in "Pitter Patter."

Another piece of good fortune

awaited him when he was given a part

in George Kelly's "Maggie, the Mag-
nificent." The kindly Kelly taught him
a great deal about "timing" and other

essentials which make up dramatic

technique. Then a scout for Warner
Brothers saw him and a movie contract

was his.

A girl by the name of Joan Blondell

was also in the play.

Jimmy Cagney and the girl were
brought to Hollywood to play in the

film "Penny Arcade." All the rest is

brilliant film history. The pride of the

clan of the Cagneys has played no part

to which he has not given vitality and
charm. Among his other qualities, he
speaks Yiddish and German well, and
wears, as of old, the same size hat.

Jim Tully, famous author, quizzes Jim-

my Cagney on his past, present and future,

and gets one of the finest stories ever

written about this star, as you will know

if you have read the above yarn.

Handed down through more than five generations is the

knowledge that fine thread can be recognized easily
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Why I Ran Away From Hollywood

(Continued from page 27)

studios rent their bodies and minds, the

only difference being that the limou-
sines are returned as untouched and
shining as when they were borrowed.
There are very few picture people who
can say as much for their minds and
bodies after even a year's rent of them.

TTOWEVER, I've never disliked
* work when it was as genuinely in-

teresting as the making of "Children."

The well-thought-out and polished com-
pletion of both the story and dialogue,

the sure and right direction of Ruggles,
the teamwork of the cast (none of
whom was Hollywood wise enough to

be jealous of each other's parts) and
the amount of time taken to assemble
all of these items, combined to make the

experience a thrilling one. They boil

down to creative cooperation, the lack

of which is responsible for the great
majority of weak pictures. Cooperation
is based on mutual agreement for a
common end, but there are so many
common ends in just one two-reel com-
edy, and so much more mutual dis-

agreement in just one publicity article,

that I have always counted a good pic-

ture a miracle and worshipped at its

shrine.

Meanwhile, week-ends, I was meet-
ing the picture crowd, all of them, at

different parties staged by ,
,

and , one "gala" evening after an-

other, and all alike. The first course

was cocktails, the second, highballs, the

third, straight. The rest of the courses
didn't matter. As party sank into party

and the various faces grew more and
more familiar, as their habits, trick

gestures, trick phrases, trick thoughts
focussed, I started staying away.
By this time, I was living up in

Hollywoodland, the hills that overlook
both the desert and the sea. During the

week, I muffled the phone and Sunday
afternoons, the only time I had to my-
self after working all Saturday night,

I took Pete, my wire-haired terrier, and
set out for the tops of the hills. It

was in these small breathing spaces be-

tween the weeks that I felt the first

stirrings of doubt in the white-heat
glory of Hollywood fame. The great,

still flag of sky over my head, the earth
stretching impassively to the Pacific, so

quietly careless of its restless children.

Dorothy Dell, a Ziegfeld Follies dancing and singing beauty, makes her

screen debut with Preston Foster in Paramount's "The Man Who Broke

His Heart." She was "Miss Universe of 1931," you know.
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The doubts were thick, but I was too

busy to do anything about them.

ARE These Our Children?" was pre-
• viewed. Reviewers were kind and

I was requested on loan by Fox, Uni-
versal, Paramount, M-G-M and War-
ners. Warners paid RKO the most for

me, which was exactly five times what
I was getting from RKO, and I was
loaned for "The Crowd Roars." Cag-
ney, Blondell, Dvorak. A real troupe.

Joan and Jimmy, two of the few human
beings in Hollywood, simple, direct,

frank, with a sense of humor that didn't

depend on the garbage pail for its

points.

Warners gave me equal billing with
them on my second picture and I went
back to RKO. Here they had ready

the script of "Veneer," an excellent

play on the style of "Bad Girl," which
had a run of two years on Broadway
to its credit. In the stage version, the

boy, a brash, blowing braggart with
good intentions, which I was to play,

was the main character. Helen Twelve-
trees was to star, so the boy's part was
cut down, the girl's built up and the

sad ending made happy. It was di-

rected by Bill Seiter, an excellent farce

director, and released as "Love-
Starved." So much for my third.

My fourth was even worse. A Pol-

ish novel about a Russian reporter in

France was translated in English. The
reporter was made American and Dor-
othy Jordan and myself were put

through the traces of as ugly a plot as

ever reared its idiotic head. J. Walter
Ruben directed, but there wasn't much
he could do for it and it got all that

was coming to it, when it was released

as "Roadhouse Murder."
It was made in eighteen days and we

worked from seven in the morning to

eleven at night and were back to work
the next morning at seven to make up.

The fact that contract players are not

allowed the twelve-hour rest between
calls that free lancers are, meant that

—

for almost three weeks, I had less than
six hours sleep every night. This
strain, coupled with the extraordinary

dialogue that was dished up to be mem-
orized two minutes before shooting
each scene, made the prospect of being
loaned out again, extremely inviting.

Once more to Warners. Mervyn
LeRoy directing Ward Morehouse's
story, "New York Town," later re-

leased as "Big City Blues," again
with Joan Blondell. Guy Kibbee, Inez

Courtney, Walter Catlett, together with
good-scout, good-director Mervyn, man-
aged to get the bad taste out of my
mouth, and with the additional good
luck of meeting Joan's sister, Gloria,

life became a little more endurable.

TN "Big City Blues" I played a Charles
* Ray type, a relief from the smart-

alec bullies I had been cast as, which,
in themselves, were a complete change
from the roles I had played on the

stage in New York and Paris, but then,

that's another typical Hollywoodism.
First sight, first love, what they see

you as first, you are. You can't possi-

bly play anything else.

It was my luck, however, to make so
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many pictures at first, that half of them
were still unrcleased when I was called

by directors to read parts, so that I

was able to convince them, by reading,

that I could act them, rather than have
them convinced by seeing me in a dif-

ferent type of part on the screen, that I

couldn't. I wasn't always to be as
lucky. When three in a row of smart-
alecs followed each other, I was smart-
alec. When three in a row of mothers'
boys followed, I was mothers' boys.

When three in a row of heavy hysterics

followed, I was heavy hysterics.

After "Big City Blues cafne one of
the most valuable experiences I had in

Hollywood, the privilege of playing in

"Life Begins," a picture which because
of its embarrassing subject was re-

ceived with only half the enthusiasm it

deserved. A really great picture, its

theme as old as the world, child-birth.

Its treatment, human, poignantly so, its

dialogue, simple and sincere.

I lived that part for four weeks, eat-

ing and 'sleeping at the studio. I re-

spected it as I would a child given to

my care for a little while. Knowing
what my own brother went through at

(he birth of his two sons, knowing what
my mother went through at the birth of

my brother, it was a little difficult not
to be that serious about it. Like "Chil-

dren" it dealt sympathetically, under-
standing^ with a human problem, as

real as food to the majority of theatre-

goers, their own children.

After it was over, I was anxious to

keep up the standard of parts and pic-

tures, remembering the Hollywood slo-

gan, "You're as good as your last pic-

ture." And I had to have good pic-

tures to keep myself from thinking of

the doubts. 1 fought bitterly with RKO
over their assignments, but David Selz-

nick, who was president then, the third

at RKO in a year, refused to even see

"Life Begins" and put me into "Age
of Consent" as the same blowing show-
off. Since the play "Cross Roads,"
from which "Consent" was taken, had
been bought with myself in mind for

the part that Cromwell finally played,

jl was pretty much disgusted.

LJALF-WAY through the picture, I

* *• moved to a house at Los Tunas
Beach. It was thirty miles from the

studio. Nights, coming from the fuss

and fever of the set to the quiet room
with its great stone fireplace overlook-

ing the soft-moving Pacific, was like

starting a new life. My mind stretched,

straightened, relaxed. But not com-
pletely. There were always the doubts,

stirring and growing.
As soon as there's time, I kept saying

to myself (more than a year and I

hadn't had a week off between pictures,

or less than a week)—but as soon as

there's a week or more, I'm going away,
as far away as I have time for and
think this out. Whether it balances.

Whether it's as important as everyone
here has made it out to be. Your name
in every paper in every state in every

Bing Crosby helps do the honors when Carole Lombard's brother, Stewart,

visits the set of "We're Not Dressing." He looks like good movie

material to us, don't you agree?
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country. Your face as familiar as salt

to families from Alaska to China.

Whether it is important to you as a

person, as a human being with a long

life to lead with yourself and others.

Whether it gives as much as it takes

and what the balance is. I thought all

that in the house by the Pacific. And
soon I had the time. I had five weeks.

First, I made "Afraid to Talk" for

Universal, a vivid account of the per-

secution of a bell-boy by gangsters ; a

strange potpourri called "No Other

Woman" ; another strange mixture,

"The Past of Mary Holmes," both

RKO. Then "Sweepings," with Lionel

Barrymore. And then I went away.

I spent one week in Carmel, the

most godly spot in California; a week
with Kathleen and C. G. Norris in

Saratoga, a week on a fishing boat in

San Francisco Bay, a week on a ranch

up the Klamath River in Oregon, and
the last week just roaming from one

corner of San Francisco to another. I

saw people of all kinds, life, swift, slow,

high, but I saw life. I saw that the

world still moved, and the people in

it, a fact that Hollywood has forgotten,

along with all the rest that they've for-

gotten—the tragedy, joy, completeness

and rounding out of simple everyday

things.

I saw all of this and I realized that

I also had forgotten. And I came back

to Hollywood, realizing more. That a

place that could make a person forget

life, is a bad place. Especially bad for

as young a person as myself. It flat-

tens you out and as Edna St. Vincent
Millay says, "He whose soul is flat, the

sky will cave in on him by and by."

And I didn't want there to be such a

by and by. I wanted to enjoy life. But
how can you enjoy it if your mind is

thick with narrowness and discontent?

As a human being, I had a right to

live. But I wasn't living. I was
smothering, and soon, when I had got-

ten used to breathing as little air as I

was breathing, to as little reality as I

was experiencing, I would die, a men-
tal death perhaps, but so much worse
than physical. How many dead you
meet every day, their eyes open, their

mouths moving, but their minds dead.

And I was too young and too eager to

live. So when I came back to Holly-

wood, I made one last picture, "The Sil-

ver Cord." When it was over, I moved
fast. A friend said, "I'm flying to New
York tonight and sailing for Europe
the day after." It was a Saturday
morning, Europe was six thousand
miles away from Hollywood. Far
enough, I thought, and I said, "I'll go
with you." And I went.

At the moment, as I write this, I am
sitting at a window overlooking the

Mediterranean from Monte Carlo to

Antibes. The hills opposite are ter-

raced with olive trees, the ancient

symbol of peace which is what I left

Hollywood to find.

There are a few of my old fans, whc
were most faithful and encouraging
during those two years, that I should
like to hear from. If they'd like to

write, they can reach me at Villa Capra,
Avenue Serena, Rimiez, Nice, France.
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contain no soda or water soluble alkalies, only
soothing insoluble antacids that pass off un-
dissolved and inert when the acid conditions
are corrected. Only 10c at any drug store.

Beautiful new gold and blue 1934 Calendar-
|
Thermometer. Also samplesTUMS ana NR—Just

' send name and address .enclosing stamp, to A. H

.

LEWIS COMPANY. Dept. EBU-19, St. Louis. Mo.

TUMS
FOR THE TUMMY

HANDY TO CARRY

TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .

NOTA LAXATIVE

For a laxative, use the safe, dependable Vegetable in
Laxative NR (Nature's Remedy). Only 25 cents.
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BROADCAST?
If you have talent here's your chance
to get into Broadcasting. New Floyd
Gibbons method trains you at home in
spare time. Fascinating course fully

explained in Free Booklet, "How to

Find Your Place in Broadcasting." Send
for your copy today. Give age. Floyd
Gibbons School of Broadcasting. 200C
14th St., N. W., Dept. 4E87, Washing-
ton. D. C.

7/i I* YOUR HAIR, TOO!
It's easy to keep your hair sunny, youthful, lustrous

always — if you use Golden Glint Shampoo! Banishes
dullness instantly — yet no one will ever guess your
secret. In fact, you'll soon find that lovely hair is the

charm which brings popularity, romance, happiness! 25c
at your dealers', or send for free sample.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO., 602 Rainier Ave., Dept. E,
Seattle, Wash . * » # * Please send a free sample.

Name
Address

City .State-

Color of my hair:

Plucky Little Girl

(Continued fr

I said, 'Mr. Barrymore, do you remem-
ber the day you didn't know your
lines ?'

"

Talking back to a Barrymore !

T ITTLE Mary, who looks so round-
' eyed and innocent, is a fighter. She

has a temper. And sometimes loses it.

Most newcomers in pictures are con-
tent to take whatever publicity they
can get, and be thankful for it. But
little Mary raised Hades when a fan
interview painted her as being a brave,
gallant little girl with dimples in her
knees and an ache in her heart. Ac-
cording to the story, wherever she went
on the M-G-M lot, people would call

to her, "Hi, stupid !" She would swal-
low her gum then and her heart would
throb and she would blink back a tear.

Then she would call back gamely, while
her heart was breaking, "Hi, yourself!"

"It isn't true," stormed Mary Car-
lisle. "Not a word of it ! No one on
the lot ever tried to call me stupid.

And if they did, I'd never .have let them
get away with it."

Which, you can be quite sure, is true
enough.

If Mary Carlisle were not a fighter,

she would not have gotten as far as
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she has. It is true she looks utterly

adorable, with hair of spun gold and
those China blue eyes. But so do hun-
dreds of other girls in Hollywood. It

is true she has a certain amount of

talent, but so have hundreds of other
girls, who have no chance to prove it.

So she must possess something else.

Something that those hundreds of other

girls haven't got.

You see, it was this way. Mary
was born, of all places, in staid old

Boston about twenty years ago. The
family moved to Los Angeles when she

was three years old.

When she was about fourteen, Mary
was sitting one day in the commissary
at the Universal Studio. Carl Laemmle,
Jr., was sitting at another table and he

whispered to his secretary, "That girl

has the most angelic face I ever saw.

I'd like to give her a test."

When Laemmle's secretary came
over to Mary's table and asked her to

take a movie test, she was naturally

half flattered to death.

ALL the angelic innocence that Carl

Laemmle had seen in the girl was
gone. She was heavily rouged and
powdered. She wore a long dress that

A pair of moccasins—and Lupe Velez is all set for "Laughing Boy," in

which she co-stars with Ramon Novarro. Don't they look like a couple

of honest-to-goodness Indians?
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trailed to the ground and a huge feather

boa. She tried to act as grown-up as

she could, and her imitations of adult

emotions were ludicrous. In place of a
fourteen-year-old child was a little girl

trying to act like Madame Butterfly. It

was pitiful. And awful.
Naturally they buried that test deep

in the vaults at Universal.

But the desire to act in pictures had
been aroused in that little blonde girl.

And when Mary Carlisle wants any-
thing, she goes after it.

She knew people at Universal who
knew nothing whatsoever about that

awful test she had taken. They knew
of her great ambition to act in pictures,

however, so they arranged to have her

play a little extra part in a picture

called "The Collegians." She played

the part for two days, and then she was
dragged back to school because she was
so young.

Still she didn't give up hoping that

she would get into pictures. She begged
her uncle, Grant Whytock, who is a

supervisor at M-G-M, to get her a

chance, a start. Finally he referred

her to Sammy Lee, the dancing direc-

tor, who gave her a job as a chorine.

It was pull that got Mary her job,

but it took more than pull for her to

get ahead. After all, she was only one
of hundreds of dancing girls.

She haunted the casting office. She
listened avidly to gossip as to what pic-

tures were being cast. If a director

happened to mention the fact that he
was hunting for an ingenue, the next
day Mary Carlisle would be on his

trail. If he happened to mention the

fact that he needed a vamp, who
should be there the next day but Mary?
Or suppose he whispered discreetly to

a friend that he needed a comedienne,
somehow or other Mary would hear
about that whisper and be there beg-
ging for the job.

There were times when she was so

tired after her grinding routine all day
long that she was ready to drop. But
if someone so much as whispered to

her, "Say, did you hear that Mr. So
and So is casting a new picture?" she
would immediately rush off to the di-

rector to plead for a chance to do a
small part.

"Can you imagine it?" one assistant

director said once. "That little hoofer
actually thinks she can act

!"

Still she went on, praying for a
chance to act. She would get advance
copies of scripts, memorize long se-

quences and recite them before direc-

tors.

Do you remember in the picture,

"Dancing Lady," to what lengths Joan
Crawford had to go to get Clark Gable
to give her a chance as a dancer?
How she had to follow him from his

office and plead with him ?

Well, Mary Carlisle went through
equally agonizing experiences, only she
was begging for a chance to act, to be
something more than just another cho-
rine.

Because she was trying so hard to

get out of their ranks, the other cho-
rines, who didn't have her ambition or
persistence, laughed at her. When she
appeared on a set lugging a few ad-

NEW BEAUTY

IN 10 DAYS
6,000,000 Women Al-

ready Adopted New
Inexpensive Scientific

Beauty Plan
• • •

Refines Skin Texture, Ends

Large Pores, Pimples, Oili-

ness, Blackheads, Flakiness.

$5 facials, creams and lotions are put!

American women have found an inexpen-

sive, quicker way to skin beauty ... a scien-

tific formula that brings noticeable new
beauty in only 10 days!

Just think! In 10 days your skin, even

if blemished, has again begun to look new
and fresh as a baby's—texture finer, pores

reduced, blackheads and oiliness gone,

pimples (if any) clearing up.

Nurses Discovered It

It's NOXZEMA SKIN CREAM, first pre-

scribed by doctors to end skin faults. Next
adopted by nurses as an overnight skin

WONDERFUL FOR
RED, ROUGH HANDS, TOO
Make this convincing overnight
test. Apply Noxzema on one hand
tonight. In the morning note how
soothed it feels—how much softer,

smoother, whiter that hand is! Nox-
zema improves hands overnight.

©REASELESS

After you've tried Nox-
zema, get the new, big
money-saving 50£ jar.

corrector. Now the "miracle" formula
that's saving fortunes on beauty care for

6,000,000 delighted women.
Noxzema is not a salve nor ointment. It

is snow-white, greaseless, medicated. Nox-
zema promotes skin beauty Nature's way
—through skin health. Its penetrating

medication purges away hidden poisons

that cause blemishes. Then its rare oils

soothe and soften—its ice-like, stimulating

astringents shrink the coarsened pores to

exquisite fineness.

HOW TO USE : Start on the Noxzema
Beauty Plan today. For quickest results

apply twice daily—at night before retiring

after removing make-up. In the morning
wash off with warm water, then cold water

or ice. Then apply a little more Noxzema
as a corrective foundation for powder.

You'll have Noxzema working for you all

the time—bringing new life, new beauty to

your skin—the soft, smooth loveliness that

you've longed for.

Special Trial Offer

Noxzema Cream is sold by all drug and
department stores. If your dealer is out of

Noxzema, take advantage of this special

offer— fill out the coupon and send for a

FREE 25c trial jar—enough for two weeks'

treatment! Simply enclose 15c to cover cost

of packing, mailing and handling.

Noxzema Chemical Co.,

Baltimore, Md. Dept. 55.

Please send me a 25c FREE trial jar of
Noxzema Cream—enough for at least two
weeks' treatment. Am enclosing 15c to
cover cost of packing, mailing and
handling.

Name

.

Address

.

City . State
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ese Vastly Improved

I5(WINDOW SHADES
"I'm so delighted that I am replac-

ing all my old window shades with bright,

fresh new ones at small cost. These new, im-
proved Clopays are a treat—heavier and
stronger than I believed possible. Wooden slat

included with each. And now it's necessary to
trim only one side to fit narrower windows.
As always, Clopays at 15c come in lovely plain
colors and chintz patterns—wear wonderfully
—and so easy to put up—attach to old rollers

without tacks or tools." . . . Send 3c stamp for

Color Samples. CLOPAY CORP., 1228 York
St., Cincinnati, O.

At All 5c and 10c Stores

and Most Neighborhood Stores

A" " ' »'

WINDOW
SHADES

H

KEEPS CLOTHING SAFE
FROM MOTHS

Hang your clothingaway with Zorex and
you can forget about moths. Zorex pro-
tects clothing by killing all moths and
larvae. Zorex costs only ioc each and is

sold everywhere. If you prefer, order di-

rect from the factory, enclosing ioc for
each Zorex needed.

The Zoro Co., 361 W. Superior St., Chicago

Your Iron Fairly Glides!

This modern way to hot starch offers

you advantages worth knowing.
Simply add boiling water to dissolved

Quick Elastic—no mixing, no cooking,

no bother as with lump starch. Ends
stickingand scorching. Restores elas-

ticity and that soft charm of newness.

TRY
THIS

FREE
THANK YOU
THE HUBINGER CO., No. 834, Keokuk, Iowa.

Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,

and "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."
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vance copies of scripts with her, they

would wink at and nudge each other.

Then they would whisper among them-
selves, "Here comes the prima donna."

Mary's persistence grew to be a sort

of standing joke around the M-G-M
lot. How could the directors and the

chorus girls who laughed at her realize

that the joke in the end was going to be
on them ?

One day Nick Grinde, the director,

took her out for a part in "Devil's

Cabaret," a short subject in which she

cavorted in tights with Edward Buz-
zell. And gradually other directors

took notice. Sam Wood took her out

for a small part. Soon she was getting

little acting parts to do quite frequently.

Finally Sammy Lee, the dancing di-

rector, said, "As long as they're taking

you out for parts, it would be a grand
thing for you if you asked for a stock

contract. You can take dancing with
me any time, but it would be to your
advantage to play regular roles."

MARY asked for and got a stock

contract. When the contracts of

the dancing girls expired, Mary was
still at M-G-M. In fact, they gave
every sign of grooming her for star-

dom. They sent her to Oliver Hinsdell

for lessons in diction and reading lines.

And before you could say Jack Robin-
son, she was his pet pupil.

He coached Mary Carlisle and Rob-
ert Young in a little one-act play which
was shown in Irving Thalberg's private

projection room. And contrary to any
stories you may have heard, it was that

little one-act play which got Mary Car-
lisle her seven-year contract with
M-G-M.
Mary also appeared in two plays

which Oliver Hinsdell put on at a Bev-
erly Hills little theatre. In one of them
the famous burping incident occurred.

What, you haven't heard of it ? Why,
Mary during the course of the play

named "The Second Man," was called

upon to drink some ginger ale.

"Some of the ginger ale went up my
nose," said Mary, "and I burped. The
audienced howled and they kept the

burping in the play. It was very funny
when it happened, but I hate the way
that story's generally told. You see,

they imply that I'm so angelic that I

couldn't drink down the ginger ale, just

because I usually don't smoke or drink.

Well, it may be true that I don't smoke
or drink, but it's not because I'm an-
gelic or disapprove of smoking or

drinking. And anyway, I drank some
champagne the other night, so who
knows, maybe I'll be drinking like mad
soon ?"

There is an eager, radiant quality

about Mary that has helped her get

ahead. When the important stars on
the M-G-M lot actually realized how
terribly in earnest the kid was, they

went out ot their way to encourage
her.

Walter Huston stopped her one day
and said, "Now, Mary, I know they

are kidding you around this lot, but

keep up what you are doing. Don't let

anybody tell you that this acting is en-

tirely a God-given art. You are born
with a certain amount of talent, but

hard work and practice in acting and
more acting is the only way you'll ever
develop what talent you have. Do your
little tests, recite your pieces before di-

rectors and don't let anybody kid you
out of it. It's all practice . . . and
pretty soon you'll be so good they can't

turn you down !"

When Mary got her first important
bit, as the giggling bride in "Grand
Hotel," practically every star in the

cast went out of his way to help her.

Edmund Goulding, the director, was
the first to notice that the little honey
blonde was nervous and scared.

"It'll be over before you know it," he
said. "You just get out of the auto,

dash into the hotel and the bridegroom
registers. Smile at Mr. Barrymore
when he comes through."
"That was the hardest smile I ever

smiled," Mary confessed.

John Barrymore noticed that she was
tremulous. Now I don't for a moment
want to kid you along that John is a
boy scout at heart, but there is some-
thing about Mary that does things to

men.
When Mary's lips trembled, he

laughed and said, "Don't lose that

blonde head. You know, gentlemen still

prefer 'em."

That cheered Mary up considerably,

and after that she was relaxed and
poised.

TT isn't only men who give her a
* helping hand, however. Joan Craw-
ford, touched by Mary's eagerness and
inexperience, walked over to her and
showed her how to make her entrance

at the right angle to the camera.
You can't imagine Mary Carlisle get-

ting flustered today by any scene she

has to play. She has acquired a tre-

mendous amount of poise in the last

few months. But she still has loads of

spunk and a radiant sort of vitality.

You may have noticed a tendency in

some of her pictures for her to look a
little roly-poly. A few months ago
Mary noticed it herself. She knew that

more than one career in pictures has
been wrecked by something just as silly

as that. She made up her mind that

she wasn't going to weigh an ounce
more than she had to. In a month's
time she reduced from 116 pounds to

106 pounds by going on a diet. For
breakfast she would limit herself to a
glass of grapefruit juice, and for lunch

to a salad with mineral oil dressing and
a very small portion of steak or chops
with spinach or string beans. It takes

a lot of resistance for a girl with a
sweet tooth and a liking for Chinese
food to stick to a diet. But Mary did

it. Would you?
Apart from the fact that she has

more spunk than the average girl and
maybe more ability, Mary is very much
like the girl next door in her likes and
dislikes, her flirtations and her chatter

about boy friends.

When I was talking to her recently,

the 'phone rang. She evidently liked

the boy who was on the wire. Her
voice was honey sweet.

"Oh, how darling of you to call me

!

You want to see me tonight? Why,
I'd just love to, after I get through with
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that personal appearance I have to

make. I hope there won't be too many
people around the theatre. I turned

down a date tonight and I hope I

don't bump into the person I turned

it down with. I'll be seeing you soon.

Goodby."
Her blue eyes were sparkling as she

turned to me.

"That was a boy I met at a party

last night and he's awfully cute. I

won't tell you his name because if I

told it to you, you would print it and

I don't want you to print it. He left

the party at half past one o'clock be-

cause he said he had to go to another

party. Then he asked if he could

'phone me at three o'clock in the morn-

ing and I said I'd just love it. But he

didn't phone last night and he didn't

'phone till just now. Then he said he

was calling to apologize for not 'phon-

ing at three the way he said he would.

He said the reason he didn't phone was

because he got a little too tight and he

was afraid he might say the wrong
things if he called me up then. But I

didn't care, because he's awfully cute.

Heigh ho and lack-a-day !"

I'll bet Mary is the partyingest girl

in Hollywood. While all the other

Hollywood gals claim they're sitting

home with their knitting or with a good

book, Mary is having the time of her

life between pictures, rushing from one

party to another. When she's working

on a picture, she works her blonde head

off. But when she's having a good

time, she has the best time any girl ever

had.

In Hollywood she has more friends

than she can reel off names. Perhaps

she's seen most often with Edgar Allen

Woolf, the writer.

"But you can't write it down as a

romance," she says with a toss of her

head. "Why, he's old enough to be my
father. But we're very good friends

and have a lot of fun when we go out

together."

Occasionally she goes out with Billy

Bakewell. She claims she isn't in love

with anyone yet and won't be for some

time to come.
She has a swell sense of humor and

is full of the devil. Once—quite some

time ago—while she was working in a

picture at Columbia, she walked into

the beauty parlor there. The head

hairdresser was busy, so she sat down
and waited. And waited. Till she got

tired. In the meanwhile, a little extra

girl came in. She, too, was told that

the regular hairdresser was busy. But

Mary Carlisle walked over to her very

calmly.

"I'm Fay Wray's stand-in hair-

dresser," she told the extra girl. "Fay
Wray is busy now and I haven't any-

thing to do. Won't you let me do your

hair? I'd love to dress it for you.

May I?"

The little extra girl agreed, and
Mary gracefully fashioned curl after

curl, till the little extra's hair was com-
pletely done. The extra girl went
away, thanking her. She doesn't know
to this day that it wasn't Fay Wray's
stand-in who did her hair. And unless

she reads this story, she'll never know
who really did it.

Astonishing gains with new
double tonic. Richest imported
brewers' ale yeast now concen-

trated 7 times and it on added.

Gives 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks

NOW there's no need to have people
calling you "skinny", and losing

all your chances of making and keeping
friends. Here's a new, easy treatment
that is giving thousands healthy flesh,

attractive curves

—

in just a few weeks.

As you know, doctors for years have
prescribed yeast to build up health for
rundown people. But now with this new
discovery you can get far greater tonic
results than with ordinary yeast—re-
gain health, and in addition put on
pounds of solid, good-looking flesh

—

and in a far shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gain-
ing beauty-bringing pounds, but also
clear, radiant skin, freedom from indi-
gestion and constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast,
is made from special brewers' ale yeast im-
ported from Europe— the richest yeast
known—which by a new process is con-
centrated 7 times

—

made 7 times more
powerful!

But that is not all! This marvelous,
health-building yeast is then ironized with
3 special kinds of strengthening iron.

Day after day, as you take Ironized
Yeast, watch fiat chest develop, skinny
limbs round out attractively, skin clear to
beauty—you're an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed ^
No matter how skinny and weak you
may be, this marvelous new ,

Ironized Yeast should build you
up in a few short weeks as it

has thousands. If you are
not delighted with the

results of the very first package, your
money instantly refunded.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.

Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book
on health, "New Facts About Your Body",
by an authority. Remember, results are
guaranteed with the very first package

—

or money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Co., Dept. 35, Atlanta, Ga.

YOUD NEVER THINK THEY

ONCE CALLED ME SKINNY

Posed by professional models
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BLONDES
WANTED!
THOUSANDS of blondes—to become actresses,

movie stars, secretaries, sweethearts, wives!
All men prefer them, but only if their hair is
really blonde, with that shimmer of gold and
that fascinating sparkle. If your hair is faded,
muddy, darkening, stringy—don't give up. But
don t dye, either! Try BLONDEX, the special
shampoo designed for light hair, now used by
millions of blondes all over the world. BLONDEX
is a fine rich-lathering powder that naturally
brings new golden color, gleaming lustrousness
to the drabbest light hair. Try it and see. Get
BLONDEX today at any good drug or dept. store.
Two sizes — the economical $1.00 bottle and the
inexpensive 25c package. NEW: Have you tried
BlondexWave-Set?Doesn'tdarkenlighthair-35c.

100% Improvement Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with singing lessons—but by fundamentally
ssund and scientifically correct silent exercises . .

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn WHY you
can now bave tbe voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 72.15
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

HOLLYWOOD SLIMNESS
Now Possible For Everyone!

Remarkable new invention from Rochester, Minn.,
gives every woman the opportunity to possess a lithe,
smart figure, without harmful dieting or drugs.

WHEN the Hemp Massager is

rolled over the body, the soft

rubber sphericals pick up and
actually knead, the flesh with
the same action as a professional

masseur's hands. Reduce hips,

thighs, abdomen, or any part

of the body, quickly, safely, this

scientific way. "I reduced my
hips four inches in four weeks,"
writes Mrs. R. R. of New York.

Non electrical, simple to use.

Not a roller, ' 'patter,
'

' vibra-

tor. Developed in Rochester,

Minn
.

, the Hemp Massager is

recommended by physicians.

Clip the coupon now.

The Conley Company, Inc., Rochester, Minn.
Please send me. . .Hemp Massagers at $4.75 each.

I'll pay the postman when Massager is delivered. It
is understood that if Massager is not satisfactory I may
return it any time within ten days and receive my
money back in full. Please send me free booklet.

,

(lis)

Name

Address

City State

(Continued from page 69)

for every clay of the week—say five

—

judging from her various appearances
on the screen. She wears a suit with

a white blouse, a dress with pointed

pique collar, another with a light-toned

tunic over a dark skirt, still another

woolen one with rows of buttons under
the chin, just to relieve the monotony.
Would we could all dress in so perfect

a manner !

Pajamas ! What gal isn't interested

in them ? For a real inspiration, take

a look at the satin brocade ones Clau-

dette Colbert wears in "It Happened
One Night," and no doubt you'll go
right home and copy them ! The style

is a charming adaptation of the Russian
blouse, with turned-over collar and full

sleeves, but instead of two pieces, they

are in one, with tops of the trousers

fitted snugly around the hips. Note the

sash with long silk tassels and the man-
nish braided frogs and buttonholes.

Stunning

!

Then for a simple, practical and
"copy-able" outfit, study the one Clau-

dette wears on her bus journey. Plain

dark skirt and over-blouse of diagonal
stripes with composition buttons run-
ning down the front and narrow white
linen cuffs and collar to give that

"feminine" touch. The dark hat, perched
on the back of her head in the approved
style, suede bag and patent leather

pumps complete the ensemble most satis-

factorily.

r)UT how the girls gasped when she

stepped out in her wedding gown.
June is just around the corner, maybe
that's why. The Empire bodice and high
waistline accentuated the lovely Colbert

figure puh-lenty—arid the circular

decollete, edged with gardenias, certain-

ly was an original touch. No doubt the

presence of these flowers, plus the ones
that rimmed her cap, was the reason
for eliminating the customary bridal

bouquet. The small prayer book was
most effective, don't you think? But
the really grand thing about this wed-
ding gown is that it would make a
simply elegant evening dress. And
that's a thought worth noting.

747—Ida Lupino's

easy - to - make
frock.

754 — Ginger
Rogers' black

crepe.

745 — Elizabeth

Young's tailored

dress.

74 7
Id \i

754

TO ORDER PATTERNS AND PATTERN BOOK

The patterns are fifteen cents each. The book is fifteen cents when ordered separately—it is

ten cents when ordered with a pattern. You may send stamps or coin. If you live outside of

the United States, the patterns cost twenty cents each, the book twenty cents separately and

fifteen cents when ordered with a pattern. No foreign or Canadian stamps will be accepted.

Orders should be addressed to MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service, 149 Madison Avenue.

New York, N. Y. In ordering, be sure to state size wanted.
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Despite the fact that most of the

costumes worn by Carole Lombard in

"Bolero" were dated back to 1914, they

wouldn't look a bit old-fashioned in any

1934 wardrobe. Take that traveling

cape suit in navy twill for instance. The
snug- buttoned vest of plaid was right up

today's alley and the navy cape, lined

with the same material as the vest,

was quite chic. The beret type o' hat

crushed over one of Carol's exotic eye-

brows was taken right from today's

smartest fashion sheet. However, the

other street dress seemed a bit overdone.

The long tunic with buttons running all

the way up the front was attractive and

modern in style, but those enormous

cuffs and collar of starched white linen

seemed just too much of a good thing.

Her little straw hat with the two up-

standing, patent leather quills was dar-

ing, to say the least.

And speaking of hats, how did you

like the jockey-type one Myrna Loy
-wears in "Men in White"? Remember
Clark Gable's remark, "It looks like a

postage stamp, but I like it!" That tri-

corne one with the brilliants that she

wears for dinner was fairly good-look-

ing, too.

If you're planning a motor or boat

trip and are perplexed about an outfit,

go to see "Hold That Girl" and pay

close attention when Claire Trevor steps

out in that smart swagger tweed coat.

Don't fail to notice the Johnny collar,

the full sleeves and the smart turn-

back cuffs. And when she removes the

coat, lo ! a cunning flannel waistcoat

buttoned down the center, with small

points in front and short peplums over

the hips. The skirt seems to be a tweed
mixture and the blouse of crepe, with

tailored four-in-hand crepe tie. I liked

her small hat with turned up brim on

one side.

NOTHING like trimming up an old

afternoon or evening frock with

artificial flowers. So many of the dresses

featured in the fashion show in "Hit
Me Again" had a floral cluster of some
kind. One of the organdy dresses

boasted a nosegay at the natural waist-

line, another had it attached to a narrow
laced girdle, set far on one side and
still another featured a small cluster of

flowers attached to a narrow neckband.

This was adorable.

Joan Blondell, a strictly "sport" type,

looked very girlish in her navy and
white organdy tailored frock. The neck
was particularly interesting. You will

notice it conforms to the "high, wide
and handsome" line—cut from shoul-

der to shoulder, with rolled collar and
trimmed in front with a sassy bow.

If you're interested in alluring eve-

ning wraps (that are practical as well)

look closely at Bette Davis' floor-length

circular cape of black velvet in "Fog
over San Francisco." When she flings

it over the back of a chair, these eagle

eyes noticed an amazing feature. The
lining is of silver tissue and would act

very nicely as another cape ! Yep, it's

one of those "turn-about" affairs.

'For something utterly exquisite, take

a peek at Marlene Dietrich's nightgown
in "Scarlet Empress." Luscious white
satin with row upon row of the finest

The Smartest Women Use

FAOEN BEAUTY AIDS

ONLY \0
Even if you paid $1 or more you could not

buy finer quality beauty aids than Faoen.

And here is the proof of that statement

—from the report of a famous Research

Laboratory:—
"Every Faoen product tested is as

pure and fine as products of like

nature sold for $1, $2 and $3.

And remember, you are not paying high

prices for this high quality—Faoen Beauty

Aids are but 10c. That is why the smartest p^ R|< & TILFORDS
women agree that Faoen has at last solved

the cosmetic problem!

No. 44
A New FAOEN

Perfume Triumph!
This is an exact duplicate in

fragrance of a popular and
expensive imported per-

fume. You will marvel at this

new perfume masterpiece
—and its price of only lOp.

CLEANSING CREAM • COLD CREAM
FACE POWDER • ROUGES PERFUMES

( FA Y - ON
)

JL

:10^ each at:

the better 5 & 10f£ Stores
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tiMARRIED LOVE
Ietters like this prove you, too, can quick-

-l ly obtain the clear complexion men
admire and women envy. Clean your skin

to the depths of the pores . . . get rid of

clogging impurities that make complexions

sallow. Ambrosia, the pore-deep liquid

cleanser, does this for you. You feel Am-
brosia tingle; you know it is cleansing.

Follow with Ambrosia Tightener if pores

are enlarged or skin is oily. Tightener is

stimulating, reduces large pores, prevents

blackheads and pimples.

If skin is dry, follow Ambrosia Cleanser

with Ambrosia Cream. With pores thor-

oughly cleansed skin can absorb cream to

end dryness, smooth wrinkles. Ambrosia

Cream penetrates, replenishes oil. Gives

skin a clear, youthful, kissable smoothness.

Ask for Ambrosia beauty aids at drug or

department stores, 75^. Slightly higher in

Canada. Also in smaller sizes at \0i stores.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size8xlO inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,,

or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY £st

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful life-like enlargement, guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage

—

or eend 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x20-inch enlargement sent C.O.D. 78c
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of
this amazing offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S.Jefferson St. Dept. 1324-E CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Character Reading Char
Worths tl

oe Complete

>A "get acquainted" gilt Irom REJUV1A. the favorite
lipstick of more than a million women. A complete
17 x 22" scientific character reading chart absolutely
FREE to you.
Study your sweetheart's character.* Analyze your
Iriendso Learn what you are. and why you are* You
will be amazed with the mysteries that this chart will
reveal to you.
Mail your name and address on penny post card. No
cost. No obligation. SEND NOW TO Reluvia
Beauty Labs.. Inc.. Dept. E-52. 395 Broadway, N Y.

Try REJUVIA -Lipstick today, velvet smooth, per-
manent waterproof. Indelible, in correct shade for your
Individual complexion. A tested quality tull size
lipstick lor only 10 cents at most 5c and 10c Stores.

Be a Nurse
MAKE S25-S35 A WEEK
You can learn at home in spare time.
Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands
of graduates. Est. 35 yrs. One graduate
has charge of 10-bed hospital. Another
saved $400 while learning. Equipment

included. Men and women 18 to 60. High School not
required. Easy tuition payments. Write us now.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 1495, 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago. III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name
Cits- State -Age .

of fine lace. And the gorgeous negligee
of black velvet with bands of ermine and
countless yards of lace ruffles. Alluring
—no less

!

Elissa Landi proves that she can wear
clothes in "Sisters Under the Skin."

Her dressy street suit of light corded
cloth with gold cloth blouse had dash
to it. The coat is knee length, very
loose, and the three-quarter length

sleeves boast huge cuffs of red fox
furs with the cuffs of the gold cloth

blouse showing at the bottom of them.
The most attractive feature, however,
is the inverted scarf at the neck, with
ends tied back and allowed to hang
outside the coat.

Her rich velvet hostess gown, with
high-necked Empire bodice and large
collar of Renaissance lace, is the height
of good taste. Notice the square-cut
jeweled pin brooch which adorns the
neck at the throat. Just a quaint little

touch.

The striped silk organdy fills the

semi-formal need. Here again we find

a resemblance to the 1914 model. A
sheath-skirt slit to the knee . . . bodice
with a surplice neckline edged with a
ruche, which also trims the edge of the

slit skirt and the bottom of the overskirt

that hangs almost to the knees. A
chiffon scarf also wends its way into

the picture.

Beauty Advice

(Continued from page 6)

beauty. They must be brought out and
made to shine at all costs. And to this

end, he has adopted one entirely new
theory of spreading on the make-up.

I tried it with amazing results. Try
it yourself and see what luck you have.

I'll bet you'll have the surprise of your
life.

After your face has been thoroughly

cleansed with a mild cold cream, put

the merest dab of cream rouge on the

end of a finger tip. Mix it with another

dab of cold cream to help it to spread

more easily. Now spread it evenly and
thinly under the eyes in those hollows

which have never known the touch of

rouge. Spread it down towards the

nose if there are lines or hollows there,

and on the outer sides of the cheeks to-

wards the ears, where there are apt to

be other hollows. Blend it in carefully

and don't let it touch the tips of the

cheek bones.

Exactly opposite to what you have
been doing? Yes, but note the effect.

Doesn't this new setting make the eyes

stand out miraculously? Intelligent,

expressive eyes are so important—espe-

cially for the business girl.

After the rouge has been applied, lay

on the merest coating of a powder base

(a liquid one is best) and apply the

powder. The beauty expert advises a
lighter powder for the chin, because

that gives the face an oval effect.

AND, by the way, he wants you to

use a rouge that is the color of

blood rather than one of those orange

or red shades. That's all in tune with

the looking natural idea. We're get-

ting away slowly and surely from that

artificial idea of make-up. We must
look natural.

This man is a great believer in eye

shadow—more power to the eyes, he

contends. For daytime he advises a

transparent color to match the natural

color of the eyelids. Examine your own
eyelids under a strong light and see if

they are not some shade of brown,

either very light, medium or dark. Don't

match the color of the eyes. That is

all wrong; note the shading of the lids

and then spread on the shadow in a

very sparse form.

More eye expression is the immediate
result—so much so that you will be
astonished.

The application of mascara is a last

touch. Make that brown or black for

daytime use.

Eyebrows are the very last—and here
again this up-to-date specialist differs

from most of his confreres. He says,

accent the color toward the nose and
not toward the outer edges. Well, try

it and see the result. I can only say
that the faces I have seen, my own in-

cluded, have had simply marvelous re-

sults from this roundabout treatment.

OF course, the lips must be rouged,
but away with the yellowish and

rosy shades. Here again, keep to the

blood-red tone.

The underlying secret of a healthy
complexion is the condition of the skin.

We all know that, or should, by this

time. And for that condition, I can
only beg you to be diligent with your
cleansing creams night and morning, as

regularly as the hands of the clock go
round the dial.

Then, if your skin is dry, rub in a

nourishing cream before you go to bed.

I promise that if you are at all faith-

ful about doing this, you will come
forth with one of those velvety skins

which will be the envy of all- who meet
you. It's not so much a God-given
asset as it is the result of what you, as

your own God, do to yourself. And
the beautiful part of the whole process

is that, once it becomes a habit, you do
the ministrations without even thinking

about them. Then you will have a dis-

tinct shock some fine day when the girl

at the next desk sighs and complains

that you were born with a beautiful

clear skin while she has not been so

fortunate. If you are generous-minded
you will want to tell her the whole gay
story, but likely as not she will not lis-

ten, much less believe the mystery tale

you are telling her. So you might as

well save your breath. Added to which

you can maintain your standard as

being one of those fresh, pretty, young
workers who registers joy on the job

she is doing—even if you happen to be

gritting your teeth underneath it all, be-
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cause ot this and that here now worry.

What do you think of this new way
to make up? I'll admit it is different

from anything you or I ever heard of

but the results are marvelous. And,
let me assue you, it's no more trouble

than the old method and well worth
trying.

And, ladies, please don't neglect your
hair. Next to eyes that are alive, a

skin that's colorful and fresh, hair that

is electric and bright is most essential.

Don't be afraid to shampoo it often.

Once a week won't hurt it a bit. That
old shampoo - once - every - three - weeks
myth has long been exploded. And if

your hair is drab, neither one color nor
the other, and you feel you'd like to

fall into the blonde, red-head or what-
ever category, here's a tip. You can
restore your hair to its natural shade, or

one you'd like it to be, by a very sim-
ple process. You can do this safely,

effectively, cheaply, right now in your
own home—all in one sitting, too. Isn't

that good news?

It isn't a new product but an im-
provement on a very old and reliable

one which has been on the market for

years. After many years of research,
beauty specialists have finally perfected
this new process which permits the hair

to be colored in a short space of time.

If you're interested in knowing the name
of this product, I'll be glad to tell you
all about it.

If you wish to -know the names of
these cosmetics, the name of the wizard
who has discovered this new theory of
make-up, and the name of that hair re-

storer, write to Mary Biddle, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New
York, N. Y.

Remember, too, that Mary Biddle is

always eager to help you with any
beauty problems if you will send her a
stamped, self-addressed envelope for a
reply.

MODERN SCREEN
ON THE AIR

The latest Hollywood news and

highlights of the week as related

by Sam Taylor

Each Monday at 5:30 p.m., EST

WMCA
New York City

WPRO
Providence, R. I.

Robert Landrum, tenor; Conrad
and Tremont, pianists

EVERY DAY, more and more women
are adopting Norforms as the easi-

est, most convenient and satisfactory

form of feminine hygiene.

Norforms are easy-to-use antiseptic

suppositories that melt at internal body
temperature, and spread a protective,

soothing film over delicate membranes
and tissue—an antiseptic film that remains
in effective contact for many hours.
Norforms contain Parahydrecin—

a

powerful new antiseptic developed

by The Norwich Pharmacal Company,
makers of Unguentine. Parahydrecin kills

germs, yet is harmless to tissue. There is

no danger of an "over-dose" or "burn."

Norforms are completely ready for use.

They require no awkward apparatus for

application. They leave no lingering

antiseptic smell around the room or
about your person. They are dainty and
feminine, and actually deodorizing.
Many fastidious women use them for this

purpose alone.

Send for booklet,"The New Way," by Dr. M.W.
Stofer. It gives further facts about

modernized feminine hygiene. Or
buy a box of Norforms at your

druggist's today. 12 in a package,

each individually foil wrapped.
Makers of
Unguentine

NOftPOftms
KNOWN TO PHYSICIANS AS VAGIFORMS

The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Dept. 115, Norwich, New York
Please send me Dr. Stofer's Norform booklet in plain envelope. I want

to know more about "The New Way" to safe, easy feminine hygiene.

Name .

Address-
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Compare this nailpolish

at 100 with any polish

at any price

DEW NAIL POLISH in shades of RUBY, CAR-
DINAL, CORAL, FLAME, ROSE, NATURAL and
COLORLESS. DEW NAIL POLISH REMOVER,
CUTICLE OIL and CUTICLE REMOVER.

What every woman wants in a nail polish

you'll find in Dew Nail Polish. Easy to

apply. Goes on smoothly and evenly. Dries

quickly, leaving a mirror-like finish that lends

brilliant beauty to soft hands. Compare its last-

ing qualities with those' of any higher-priced

nail polish. Will not crack or peel. Dew Nail
Polish comes in a beautiful dressing table flask

with smart bakelite cap. On sale at leading ioc

stores. Marion Lambert, Inc. , 619 Delmonte
Way, St. Louis, Mo.

MAKE
DIRECTIONS

FOR 10 STYLES FREE
Now—a hat for every dress,
and count the cost in pen-

;
nies when you crochet them

I of colorful Dennison Crepe.
;
Makethissmartnew"Halo,"

I
the "Desperado," the tri-

:
corn, the beret, brim styles,
and many others. Illustrated
instructions for all are free.

:
Write DENNISON'S, Dept.
S-192, Framingriam, Mass.

WHAT ABOUT

LEE TRACY?

In his own words Lee relates what

he has gone through these past

months and what he owes that

spunky little gal, Isabel Jewell.

IN OUR JUNE ISSUE

''Any Woman Can Have My Husband"

(Continued from page 65)

soldier-husband who had developed a

strange passion that has given her more
agitation than a platoon of Hollywood
sirens. Like his ancestors the Irish Cal

Daugherty, the Carmichael lad, and Carl

and Cicero Smith who hied themselves

to the Boer War, John had fallen a

victim to the Boles' heritage, wander-
lust—love of travel.

"It was all right," said John's wife,

smiling. "I have the same thing. If it

were possible, nothing would please us

better than to divide our money, half

in one sock, half in the other; lock the

door of this, walk out with the children

and go as far as the money would take

us—South Africa, Indo-China. The
children could do without school. Travel

is a better educator than school. I could

teach them mathematics
;

they would
learn history, geography as they

traveled
;
John could give them lan-

guages. He coaches them in French
now.

IT'S the Scotch-Irish in John and
the thrifty housewife in me, I guess,

that makes us plan to save exactly half

of what we earn. We'd come home to

a bankroll, work for awhile, and then do

the same thing again. We all have a

love of travel. Marcelite, last year,

begged her father to take her to Tahiti.

He couldn't on account of work, but if

he had been free, I know he would
have.

"I'll agree that for a woman it is

hard to pack up and leave her home.

You cannot be a materialist and live

happily with a man who likes to travel.

That is one reason why we do not own
the home we live in. We own only one

piece of property, our Malibu Beach
house. The furniture, here, is all ours

however. But furniture and antiques,

no matter how much I love them, can

be crated and stored in a warehouse in

a single day and we can be free to travel

immediately."

There was considerable travel for the

Boles family between post-war days and
the cool comfort of the white Beverly

Hills house with its real Duncan Phyfe
table, Sevres china, porcelain, 18th

Century fire screen of petit-point, rare

old rugs. During the war, Boles dis-

covered he had a singing voice. In
Dallas, working in a cotton broker's

office, living in a boarding-house, study-

ing singing, he secured an audition with

New York's famous Oscar Seagle. He
sang for Mr. Seagle and made arrange-
ments to borrow $600 from his father's

bank to continue musical training at

Seagle's summer camp at Schroon Lake,
New York, when Mrs. Boles discovered
she was to have a child.

Nothing, not even Marcelite's ex-

pected arrival, deterred the Boleses.

Mrs. Boles' aunt who specialized in be-

ing fairy god-mother to her favorite

niece, bundled her own two children,

her mother, John and Marcelite Boles

together and hastened, for the season,

to Schroon Lake. John's summer, in

addition to vocal practice, was spent

building hearth fires, making breakfast

for his family, gardening at the Seagle
estate, and acting as Mr. Seagle's secre-

tary.

In the fall at the Glens Falls home
of the Seagles, John Boles' first child

was born. He was teaching French at

a girls' school, taking daily lessons from
his patron. The next summer found
them abroad with sixty of Mr. Seagle's

pupils, living at Nice in the Hotel
Continental, studying with Jean de
Reszke. Happy-go-lucky and debt-rid-

den it wasn't until 1923, after Boles had
walked New York streets upon their

return, turned down vaudeville and
night club offers, almost starved, that

Broadway success came in the leading

role of "Little Jesse James." Then films

and the scrupulous saving of every
dollar until their debts were paid.

COMEHOW, with the intricate pat-
^ tern of their lives so closely inter-

woven, with the hard work, faith and
honesty, that went into the living of

those bare years, the petty question of

Hollywood's marital standards and in-

fidelities dwindles into nothing.

Laughing, Mrs. Boles can say, "Any
woman who wants my husband can
have him !" because she knows that her
marriage is based on something deeper,

even, than love and companionship. It is

based on hard work shared. It is based
on success achieved.

She can say, and she does, that she
is her husband's harshest critic. Com-
placently, as safe as a ship in harbor,
she can say, "Of course we quarrel.

Every married couple does. But our
biggest quarrels usually result from my
criticism of either John's singing, his

acting or his make-up. But don't think

that I follow him onto the set, telling

him what to do. I don't.

"I have only been in a studio three

times in the six years that we have
lived in Hollywood. I have only
watched John work three times. It's

his profession. It is not for me to man-
age it for him.

"You see, I don't want to know what
he is doing at the studio or anywhere. I

trust him. Last night, for example, he
'phoned that he would be working until

midnight ; that he was having dinner at

the studio. For fun I said, 'I'll be over
to watch you work this evening.'

"'All right,' he answered. 'We'll be
on Stage Four. Are you coming ?' "

" 'You know I'm not,' I told him.

And I didn't go. Why should I ?"

And why, indeed, should she ? Deep
in her heart and safe from strangers'

sight, Marcelite Boles knows that she

has weathered storms such as she and
John Boles will never see even in the

turbulent waters of Hollywood.

1

!

!
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Baby Talk

(Continued from page 47)

crawling around, trots up, chucks me
on the cheek and hands me the same
line. 'Hello, you cute little ducky

—

you. Say hello to Aunt Estelle.' Of
course I'm expected to grin and show
my gums—open my eyes big, and wait

for the next crack, which is always the

same : 'Why, you look just like your
Daddy, don't you? No, I think you've
got your Motl/er's eyes.' Phooey—such
tripe ! You know something ? I've

even got an Aunt in Brooklyn. She sent

me a Christmas present, a couple of

months ago. Her name is Barbara, and
she's been sending Pop a present for

years, and he doesn't even know her
. . . least, that's his story. This Christ-

mas, a package comes addressed to Mas-
ter Gary Evans Crosby, from 'Aunt
Babs.' Ya coulda knocked me over
with a teething ring."

Though the orange blossoms were
blooming in the Crosby gardens behind
the house, Gary still had his first

Christmas on his mind. "Gee, Christ-

mas was great ! But what a dizzy gang
came in here to try to decorate that

tree. Even the crooner got the spirit

of the season and he helped about a

dozen of my self-appointed aunts and
uncles to trim the tree. It was stupen—
stupendi—it was swell ! But you
shoulda seen Pop pilin' himself up and
down the ladder, droppin' ornaments
and then, when he got all finished and
took the ladder away, Mom says to him,
'Okay, Crooner' (that's what she calls

Pop, to kid him). 'Okay, Crooner,' she
says, 'now take a good healthy look at

the little space of about three by ten
feet, where the ladder covered the tree

!'

Gee ! I looked up myself and there was
a tremen—tremendo—BIG blank spot.

Did that tree look silly? And as for

Pop—well

!

"A couple of days before Christmas,
my 'Fawther' came home and an-
nounced he'd done some Christmas
shopping. Of course, this being my
first Christmas around here, I didn't

think anything about it.

" 'You've done shopping ?' said
Mama. 'It's the first time in history.

What did you get?'
" 'Oh, I bought a bunch of sweaters

and socks and things.'

"'Who'd you get them for?'
" 'I dunno—anybody.'
" 'How did you know what size socks

to get?'
" 'Got all size elevens—that ought to

be close enough,' says he.

"What a card my Pop is ! He even
wrapped the presents himself, and they
looked it. But anyway, he had the

spirit, and that's what counts. If there's

anything I hate, it's the lack of Christ-

mas spirit," said Gary, gnashing his

gums in wrath.

FOOTSTEPS approach. It's the

nurse. "Hello, Tootsie-Wootsie.
How's Mama's 'ittle cutey-pie ? Did
you know it was time for the itsy-bitsy

baby's milk?"

jl/lbiaxMhmA l l^ovt Ahcdze

MAGIC! FREE! MARVELOUS NEW COOK BOOK!
Contains dozens of short-cuts to caramel,

chocolate and lemon good things—also magic tricks with candies,

cookies, ice cream, salad dressings !

Just address: The Borden Co., Dept. MM54
350 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Name-

Street ..

City

Quality
State

{Print name and address plainly)

TWO MAKE-UP MEN
TELL ALL

The Westmores" experiences are to appear in

MODERN SCREEN from time to time. Perc will

relate most of 'em, though occasionally Ern will

chime in. You cannot afford to miss these thrilling

"behind-the-Hollywood-scene" episodes. Watch

for them in future issues.
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Smooth,
Flawless

Backs
'J'HIS season backs have come to the

front. The woman who follows fashion's

dictates cannot rely on her face and gown
alone to win honors for her. Whether in

the ball room or on the beach at Miami,
shoulders and back are bared to view, and
the smallest blemish can spoil the effect.

Are you proud of your back, .prepared

to stand this exacting skin test? If not,

begin now to help nature correct black-

heads, pimples, roughness, sallowness or

similar faults.

Bathe daily with Resinol Soap. Its

luxuriant non-irritating lather works into

the pores and gently but surely cleanses

them of clogging impurities . . the usual

cause of blackheads and resultant pimples.

Apply soothing Resinol Ointment freely to

the broken out, irritated places. Its special

medication quickly relieves the soreness

and promotes healing of the ugly blemishes.

You can get Resinol Ointment and Soap
from any druggist. Use them regularly

and be ready to meet fashion's demands
with confidence.

For a free test, write for sample of each

to Resinol, Dept. i-G, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
_ BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'a com (3,000 to Jl5

(
000 a year.

Thousands of firms need them. Only 12.000 Certified Pabhc Account-
ante in the U.S. We train yoathoroly athome in spare time for CP. A.
examinations or executive accounting positions. Previous experience
unnecessary. Personal training undersupervision of Btaff of C.P.A'b
including members of the American Institute of Accountants. Write
for free book, "Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."
LaSalle Extension University, Dept.5318H Chicago

The School That Has Trained Over 1,200 C. P. A.'s

Sti««t

City ind Sutc

Dmgsift't N*m«

Addrcts

THE MOSS CO.. Rochester, N.Y
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"That's Helen," Gary explained.

"She's a good old gal, but this 'itsy-

bitsy' stuff kinda feeds a guy up. Some
people come to see the family. First

they want to get a look at the new
house and then the baby. I'm exhibit

'B.' Just an excuse for a lot of use-
less chatter, I think. You know, Helen
took me out for a little ride in my buggy
—cute trick, that buggy—and a sight-

seeing bus actually drove up in front

of the house and stopped.
"

'. . . and this, ladeez and gentle-

men, is Bing Crosby's house . . . the

entrancing home that gives him inspira-

tion to sing for his millions of fans.

That large window to the right, folks,

is the new baby's nursery. To the left

—where you see those two large win-
dows, is Mr. Crosby's room. You have
actually seen, folks, the outside of the

very bedroom where sleeps the world's
popular singer of popular songs.'

"Can you imagine a gang of people
paying fifty cents to ride out here to

Toluca Lake just for that?" Gary
asked.

I, of course, could, but didn't argue.

"Now, for a few questions of your
personal life, if you don't mind."
"Go ahead—shoot ! There's nothing

in my life that I can't lay bare."

not afraid of things that I can lick.

You can't lick an earthquake.

"I felt my first one in '26. Last

year, when I bought my new home, I

made sure that it was quake-proof. I

also took out insurance. Then came
the quake of March 10, 1933. I was a
hopeless coward, absolutely helpless.

"After the March quake, Bob Mont-
gomery and I went to a meeting at the

Writers' Club. A tremor shook the

building. Bob and I, two Hollywood
he-men, dashed from our seats to the

nearest exits. They were locked. We
turned around. We were embarrassed.

The room was silent. All eyes were on
us. We were the only ones out of two
hundred people who had left their seats.

Mae Murray piped up, 'Come, children,

sit down like good little boys.'

"I can't overcome my fear. It's a
part of me. I've done everything pos-

sible, but every time a floor shakes from
the weight of a passing truck I find the

bottom drops out of my stomach."

The fear of water, which is known
to the psychologists as hydrophobia, is

another fear that Maureen O'Sullivan

has. Imagine, then, how brave she was
when she swam in "Tarzan." She was
scared but she has overcome this fear

by forcing herself into the water and
now she swims well and constantly so

that the fear will be scotched for all

time.

MARGARET SULLAVAN has no
fear of water but a fear of every-

thing that is in the water. When she

was a child, her father caught small

sharks off the Virginia coast and their

"What time do you wake up in the
morning ?"

"Wake up about three o'clock—my
family claim—but that's gross exagg

!

I really don't wake up 'til five—give a
little yelp or two, to get some atten-

tion—have a nip or two of Grade 'A'

and back for a little snooze."
" 'Til about 5 :05,' " interrupts Dixie

Crosby.

"This is my mother."

"Yes, I've had the pleasure, Gary, a
couple of years ago."

" 'Gary's a great boy, but terribly

spoiled. He'll get a new toy, play with
it about five minutes, then never look

at it again. He has a great sense of

humor, though. Everything seems to

strike him very funny. You know, he
actually laughs every time anyone says

the word Mama to him.'
"

"Wait a minute, Mom, let us finish

up this interview. Oh, oh ! Hey, Helen,
blabaa blurb, gamma damma wu. Ex-
cuse me, Uncle Henry, but I gotta

change—for dinner."

Gary's expecting a new brother or
sister soon. But he's neither worried
nor jealous, for he knows that in the

Crosby household he will still be head
man.

ugly mouths frightened her. The
dreadful part of this fear is that she
loves to swim. But once in Wisconsin
she found leeches in the water and the
nameless fear possessed her. But Mar-
garet believes that fear can be over-
come. She once forced herself into the
water on a tropical beach where sharks'
fins had been sighted from land.

"I am afraid, but I go into the ocean
frequently," she said. "If one has a
strong will, any fear can be overcome."

There is also the fear of speed.
When Claudette Colbert rides in an
automobile, motor boat or plane that is

going fast, she dies a thousand deaths.

When a car goes more than forty-five

miles an hour she becomes tense and
rigid and cannot talk nor take her eyes
off the road ahead. She tries to over-
come it by making herself talk or read
or by counting the signs and cars as
they pass, but it does not work for long.

Richard Dix is another who cannot
drive fast in a car, for he is terrified of
accidents. This comes from the fact

that when he was a child he was in a
bad accident in which he almost met
his death.

Alice White has the snake phobia and
once, while she was on location making
a picture, went into hysterics when
Mary Astor, who has no fear of rep-

tiles, appeared at her dressing room
door with a harmless black snake
wound around her neck. Bruce Cabot
and his wife, Adrienne Ames, are both
terrified of a mouse. Warner Baxter
fears horses and uses a double in riding

scenes. This is the only time he ever

uses a double. He will—and has—taken

Tm Afraid!"

(Continued from page 41)



hair-raising jumps from cliffs, but he
will not get on a horse. But I think

the most curious animal fear of all is

Jean Parker's. She loves snakes and
all animals and is now making an ani-

mal picture with lions, which she

adores and of which she has no fear.

But she is afraid of birds. And that

should certainly prove that these pho-
bias come from something quite outside

ourselves. For surely a little bird

could actually hurt no one. No, it is

some deep-seated horror—something in-

herited from those dim, dark days when
we walked on four legs or flew through
the air or wallowed in slime.

A variant of the crowd-fear is the

stage fright which even the most sea-

soned troupers have. It is not sur-

prising that Ruby Keeler suffers from
stage fright, as she does continually,

for she is young in the business. But
it is rather amazing to learn that a

veteran of many first nights like Billie

Burke is still deathly afraid of them
and that on the first day's shooting of a

new picture she shakes and trembles

like an extra girl with her first bit

part. And Marie Dressier has never
overcome stage fright. When she was
called upon to speak at her recent birth-

day party she trembled like a leaf in

the wind. When she goes on the air

she feels the same way. Once she opens
her mouth to speak, the fear goes.

And there are the phobias of Holly-

wood. Now look at yourself. What
are your fears ? Are they the same or
different ones from these listed ?

Kay Francis, looking very glum, after the

judge granted her a divorce from Ken-

neth McKenna. She said he was far too

critical.
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Blue Walt/3

Become truly

exquisite with Blue Waltz

Beauty Aids . . . thousands of

clever women daily use Blue

Waltz Powder, Perfume and

Lipstick with marvelous re-

sults. You, too, can become

glamorously alluring with

the magic help of Blue Waltz

— men will admire you, wo-

men will secretly envy your

natural loveliness. And yet

the thrill of being completely

irresistible costs but a trifle.

Try these Blue Waltz Beauty

Aids, each only 10c at your

nearest 5 and 10c store.

•

JOUBERT
PARFUMEUR

FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

A delicatefragrance Tbeindelible lipstick A flawless, clinging
— mysterious and comes in four glow- p.owder to glorify
alluring— to make ing shades — makes your skin ...to make
the memory of you your lips soft and you radiantly at-

always charming. tempting. tractive.
,

Oiher Blue Waltz Beauty Aids— Cold Creams, Cream
Rouge, Toilet Water, Brilliantine, Talcum Powder

COLOftllXSE
GLAMOROUS HAIR ! Every woman can have it

... by simply using ColoRinse in the shampoo wash.

This harmless vegetable compound .. . neither a dye
nor a bleach..adds alluring color tints to the hair and
makes it sparkle with a soft, shimmering youthful

lustre and loveliness. 12 natural tints. ..choose your

color and stop fretting about faded or lifeless hair.

THE NESTLE- LEMUR COMPANY, New York

IAc a *

-

a " 5 ~°rvd 10c Stores and Beauty Shops . Nestle
lv ColoRinse, SuperSet, Golden Shampoo and Henna Shampoo
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READ
WHAT -

Reading beauty con/ultant/MUf^- UuVltL

(^lipvvru^FACE POWDER

Joan Foster is right —

"

Gayannc Fac« Powder

is an exact copy of

Fifth Avenue s most

expensive and exclusive

ace powders.

DETAILS AT IO c EACH AT ALL
S.S.KR.ESGE CO. STORES
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS
GAYANNE CUSHIONED POWDER PUFFS

WHY LIMP?
End that Callous

Pressure and friction make cal-

louses. Pain eases at once with
springy SEALTEX bandage.
SEALTEX sticks only to itself,

not to skin or hair. Comes eff
like your stocking. No painful
pulling. 10c, 25c and 50c sizes.

At all Kresge stores and drug
counters everywhere.

EX

Pl/bEoOD^YEA*£

TIRE USERS
>7 the thousands all over the
U. S. A. vouh for the LONG, HARD
SERVICE, under severest road condi-
tions of our standard brand Tirci
reconstructed by the ORIGINAL
SECRET YORK PROCESS. OUR 17
YEARS IN BUSINESS makes it pos-
sible to offer tires at LOWEST PRICES
in history with 12 month guarantee.

Don't Delay—OrderTodax

FREE!

BALLOON Tires
Size Rim Tires Tubes

31x4
32x4
33x4
34x4
32x4H
33x4)4
34x4)3
30x5
33x5
35x5

0.S5
0.85
0.85
0.85
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.35
1.45
1.55

29x4.40-21 $2.15 $0.85
20x4.50-20 2.35 0.85
30x4.50-21 2.40 0.85
28x4.75-19 2.45 0.9
29x4.75-20 2.SO 0.9
29x5.00-19 2.85 1.05
30x5.00-20 2.85 1.05
28x5.25-18 2.90 1.15
29x5.25-19 2.95 1.1
30x5.25-20 2.95 1.15
31x5.25-21 3.25 1.15
28x5.50-18 3.35 1.15
29x5.50-19 3.35 1.15 .,, ml— oi
30x6.00-18 3.40 l is All Other Sizes
31x6.00-19 3.40 1.16
32x6.00-20 3.4S 1.25
33x6.00-21 3.65 1.25
32x6.50-20 3.75 1.35
SEND ONLY $1.00 DEPOSIT with each tire
ordered. We ehip — balance C. O. D. Deduel
5 per cent if cash in full accompanies orderALL TUBES BRAND NEW — GUAR AN TEE 6

Tires failinc to pive 12 months' acrvico replaced at half nriceYORK TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept.2312A
3855-59 Cottage Grove Ave. Chicago, III.

^^^GAUGE

mSfr
WITH EACH ORDER
FOR. 2 TIRES
TAKE TIRE PRESSURE
THRU SIK WU.LVTIRE
NO r-usS-NO d:ht

CORD Tires
Size TiresTubes
30x3 $2.25 $0.65
30x3 H 2.3S 0.75

2.95
2.9S
2.95
3.25
3.35
3.45
3.45
3.65
3.75
3.95

DEALERS
WANTED

Secrets of the Make-Up Room

(Continued from page 29)

of course, from being present at the ac-

tual work, George used to pace up
and down the studio road outside the

door. His temple muscles were twitch-

ing. I wouldn't even be surprised if he

was muttering imprecations against the

sort of business that made a man have
to stand for it while his beloved was
being pawed by some other man.
And I'm quite sure that, during that

period, nothing would have pleased

George O'Brien better than to find some
warrantable excuse for pushing my
face in. Because he was a husky boy,

I took extreme care not to give him the

ghost of an excuse. And finally, we
all got through "Adam and Eve" un-
harmed. And when everything is said

and done,' I understand what George
must have experienced. He really was
in love with Olive. I was sure, at the

time, there'd be wedding bells. And
now he's happily married to Marguerite
Churchill. Well ! Well

!

Today, I'm sure George himself will

be the first to laugh when he reads this

story. Because he must realize now
that such physical intimacies are ut-

terly impersonal.

And yet that paradoxical "personal

impersonality" often leads to a sense of

entrusted confidence which in turn leads

to those heart's revelations which, I

can assure you, pass from star to make-
up mail; -

Why, twice at least, I've actually

played the role of Dan Cupid himself

—and each time scored with a happy
marriage. One case was the romance
of Ruth Chatterton and George Brent.

When Ruth came, with great fanfare,

from Paramount to Warner Brothers,

we worked hard to make the acquisition

all it was worth. My part was to work
with her on make-up and hairdressing.

I had heard tales of her snootiness and
temperament and was ready for it. But
instead, I found a woman as sweet as

she is shrewd, as square-shooting as

she is keen business-minded. I liked

her at once.

SOMEHOW I sensed that in her life

with Ralph Forbes there was a sort

of friendly happiness, but that love

—

well, there was something lacking when
it came to love. And then they began
a frantic search for just the right lead-

ing man for Chatterton in "The Rich
Are Always With Us."
Now there had just come to the

Coast, under contract to us, a black-
haired Irishman called George Brent.
A run-of-the-mill actor, who had done
some good things on the stage. I had
worked on Brent, making him up for

his first screen test and found him gen-
tlemanly and likeable. Then I forgot
him until I went to the projection room
to see how the test had come out.

There I found Ruth Chatterton,
looking at it, too, on the chance that

this stranger might do for that leading
man. There was not a word from her
while the test was run. I heard her

breath quicken, though. The film flick-

ered to an end and the operator

switched on the lights. Ruth's eyes
were glowing. She looked at me and
excitedly exclaimed, "Perc, where has
this man been all my life?"

Right then and there, I knew !

Next day, it was I who escorted

Brent to Ruth's dressing-room. I

mumbled a vague introduction. "Miss
Chatterton—Mister Brent." I might
have said even then, "George, permit
me to present the future Mrs. Brent."

Whether they realized it or not, I do
not know. If they did, they were both

too well bred to show it. Ruth was
Mrs. Forbes, and George knew it. But
love never in this world has been
stopped by that.

In the days that followed, I saw the

ripening of their love. I saw, too, the

young pretties on the lot making their

respective plays for George. However,
none of them ever got closer to him
than a Senegambian could get to Queen
Mary. He was gracious and courteous,

but aloof. They called him high-hat.

Truth was, he was in love and couldn't

see any other woman.
So ill that he should have been in

bed, Brent forced himself to work
through that picture, rather than hold

up production, or miss the chance of

playing opposite Ruth. I knew the

hours they spent in her bungalow. Long
before anyone else knew, I realized the

inevitable.

GOING back to the subject of im-
personal intimacy, I think one of

the most utterly unconcerned women
about displaying her personal charms
I've ever met was Madame Maria
Korda, the famous "Helen of Troy" in

the picture of that name.
Believe it or not, when I was sum-

moned to her dressing-room mornings
to arrange her hair in the peculiar style

required for the picture, I'd almost in-

variably find her clad in absolutely

nothing but a towel.

"Exhibitionism," some of you will

say. But it wasn't that. There was
about it such an absolute unconscious-
ness of nudity, that I realized it for,

and admired it as, the ultimate expres-

sion of professional impersonality.

Probably, if I had visited her and her
husband at home and her dress inad-

vertently lifted and revealed a knee,

she'd have been embarrassed and an-
noyed. Funny, isn't it?

Maria Korda was perhaps one of the

most temperamental women I've en-

countered. She started out by being a
big-shot. Thought she could show up
as late as she pleased. However, in

my department, if she wasn't on time,

she wasn't made-up. She soon learned

to respect me and came early. But her

husband, Alexander Korda, who di-

rected her in "Helen of Troy" (and who,
incidentally, was the director of the

present success, "Catherine the Great"),

was often a victim of her tempera-
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mental outbursts.

Her favorite gesture was to fly sud-

denly at him. Korda always carried

a half dozen expensive cigars in his

breast pocket. Like a tigress, Maria
would be at him. One hand would
tear into the breast pocket, and out

would come his stock of cigars. Furi-

ously, she'd crush them and then fling

them in a confetti-shower of brown to-

bacco into his face. And Alexander
would shrug his shoulders and let it go
at that. His cigar bill must have been

colossal.

But, after that first failure to get

away with temperament with me, she

never tried any tricks in my direction.

On the contrary, she was almost too

meek. I recall one day I came across

some accounts and found she owed me
money for supplies. I stalked over to

the "Helen" set. For six hours they'd

been shooting on one love scene.

Ignorant of the tension, I walked
over to Maria and without ado, said,

"You owe me $127 and I want the

check right now."
Tears flooded her eyes. I had ex-

pected anything else—rage, haughti-

ness, even a slap in the face—but not

tears. Very soon afterward, the check
was delivered to my office.

And at the end of the picture, I was
the only person but one that she remem-
bered with a gift. The other present was
delivered to the door timekeeper who
used to glance with ill-concealed re-

sentment at his watch every time Maria
Korda would arrive late. To him she

sent a Big Ben alarm clock, with a

strap attached, "So you can strap it to

your wrist, and not have so much
trouble pulling out your watch," she

wrote.

TALKING of temperament calls to

my mind how Sidney Fox got off

to a bad start when she first came here
because she believed that she'd have to

"act temperamental" to impress Holly-
wood with her importance.

One of the first requirements, when
she arrived, was a set of new coiffures.

She phoned me and made an appoint-

ment.

Then, when the time came, without
excuse or good reason, she deliberately

broke it. I paid her back, by myself
breaking the next one in the same
manner.

However, in the meantime, I pre-

pared ten wigs for various personalities

to test on her head. Finally, we got
together and I began to prepare her
head for a wig. She let out a scream.

"I don't want a wig. You dress

my own hair, you hear !"

I could have told her, perhaps, that

today ninety per cent, of our foremost
women stars wear wigs in their roles !

But I wasn't in a mood for reasoning

with a creature as unreasonable as she.

I merely asked her why she objected to

a wig.

"They give me headaches," she said.

"I tell you no, no, no ! You dress my
own hair and—

"

"You get out of here," I said. "Get
yourself into some silly beauty parlor

where you can act and fume and shout

directions. But you can't do that here."

What Jo-cur
Did for «Discouraged JANE"
I'M MISERABLE...
I LOVE JACK . .

.

BUT I DON'T SEEM TO
REALLY ATTRACT HIM..

» MUST LACK A LOT
OF SOMETHING ,

-

don't be silly...
you're simply a
little careless...
with your hair
especially. why
don't you try—r JO-CUR?

Try This New Waving
Method Tonight

There is now a remarkable preparation

you can buy at any toilet goods counter

with which you can fmgerwave your own
hair perfectly for 5c ... It is called JO-
CUR Waveset ... It is the very same
French invention noted stage and screen

stars use to give their hair the alluring

waves you admire so much.

Instead of paying $2 or more to an ex-

pensive hairdresser, try this remarkable

discovery yourself. All you do is just wet
your hair with JO-CUR and then with a

comb and your own fingers you set your

hair into perfect waves ! In afew minutes

. . . you can have the most becoming wave
you ever had— literally double the attrac-

tiveness of your hair in this easy way!

Remember thatJO-CUR is different from
any other wavesetknown. Ithas a quince-

SHE TRIES IT.'

THIS IS THE MOST
BECOMING WAVE I

EVER HAD... AND TO
THINK THAT IT COST
ONLY_ABOUT 5^ WITH

JO-CUR!

I

HOPE JACK
LIKES IT

tonight! YOU LOOK WONDER-
FUL ! . . . AND LOVELY
HAIR IS IRRESISTIBLE

r TO ALL MEN ! r

THAT NIGHT- WITH JACK
DARLING, YOUR HAIR
IS SIMPLY GLORIOUS
TONIGHT. I COULD SIMPLY

EAT you up! ...you

HAVE A WONDER-
FUL HAIRDRESSER!

THANKS, JACK
DEAR! I WAVED
IT MYSELF, WITH

—i JO-CUR'

seedbase—which eliminates all stickiness,

all gumminess, and will not leave white

flakes in the hair. And a JO-CUR wave
lasts 7 full days. Try one to-

day. You can get JO-CUR
at any drug or department

store and at the 10c stores.

o-cur
pronounced"joker"

WAVESET

Scott

Welcoming David Manners back to the Hollywood fold, after his New
York vacation, are Emily LaRue (left), who looks very much like her brother

Jack (right), and Glenda Farrell.
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USE
ACTUAL TEN CENT SIZE-

TRY THESE IRRESISTIBLE CREATIONS ALSO . - .

FACE POWDER, COLD CREAM, COLOGNE, BRIU.IAN-

TINE, VANISHING CREAM AND TALCUM POWDER
OBTAINABLE AT YOUR FIVE AND TEN CENT STORE

JOUBERT • PARFUMEUR
FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK

HOW TO WIN PRIZE CONTESTS. This
1 bonk can make you rich, or

at least help you make a good living. The purpose of this

book, "How to Win Prize Contests", is to help you win by set-

ting forth the best-known principles and methods. Send 25c to

HA LDEIV1AN-JULIUS CO. Box 744. Girard, Kansas

Lustrous Color for

FADED
HAIR
(Test Bottle \
FREE J

Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair. Gray goes— streaks disappear. Color
wanted comes: black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing. Hair stays fluffy— takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist on
money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for
Free Test.

FREE TEST~We send complete Test
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test it first
this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000
women have received this test. Mail coupon.

I

MARY T.GOLDMAN—

,

2322 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Name

Street

City

Color of your hair?.

. State.

And I walked out on her. I didn't see

her for weeks. Then we met on an-

other picture. She was completely

changed—as sweet and kind and lovable

as you'd want anyone to be.

"What's happened to you?" I asked.

She smiled.

"Wrong advice," she said. "Just be-

fore I came to Hollywood, I was scared

to death. I asked what I should do
when I got here. Some advisor who,
I now know, knew no more about

Hollywood than I do about the Ein-

stein theory, told me: 'Sidney, when
you get there, be as hard-boiled, as

mean as you can, with everybody—no
matter who or how big they are.

That's the only way to get by.'

"I tried to follow that advice. What
a fool I was ! I know better now."

BEFORE I close this chapter, let me
tell you the inside story of Bar-

bara LaMarr, that tragically glorious

and misunderstood creature.

It all began so ordinarily, that asso-

ciation between us that was to probe

such extremes of emotion. A call came
to me from the set where they were
shooting "The White Moth."
"Can you hurry over here, Perc ?

There's something wrong with one of

the wigs."
"Miss LaMarr's wig hurts so she

says she can't work," an assistant whis-
pered.

I fitted it to Barbara's head, while

she winced in agony. In a few sec-

onds, I found what was wrong—and, as

so often happens, it was absurdly sim-

ple. On each side of her head, at the

temples, the wires of the wig-frame
were pressing hidden nerve centers. A
few minutes of such pressure, I knew,
could cause excruciating pain. And
yet, Barbara LaMarr had worked for

several days under that torture, before

she complained.
It was the work of a minute to re-fit

the wig. I knew the suffering she'd

undergone and I appreciated her cour-
age. It must have shown in my eyes.

She smiled up at me. In that glance
between us, passed an unspoken under-
standing that many people could
never achieve in a lifetime of intimacy.

I somehow sensed a great sadness
about Barbara—a prophetic sadness.

But it was more than a year before my
forebodings began to come to pass.

One night my phone rang. A Mr.
Watson on the other end. "Barbara
LaMarr's father," he hastened to ex-
plain. "She wants you—can you
come ?"

Shock stopped me speechless as she
came into the room when I'd reached
her home. She was thin ; her face
drawn. She smiled when she saw my
reaction. "Yes," she said, simply, "it's

what I want to talk to you about. You
see, Perc, I—well—I'm dead."

I can't tell you here how I felt.

"Two years ago," she went on, "my
doctor told me I could not live more
than twenty months. My lungs. My
body would have given in long ago, but
I won't let it. I've got work to do.

And I love life, Perc, that's why, when
they told me how long I had, I de-
liberately burned the candle at both
ends. But it cost money and I have
debts and before I die, I want to earn
the money to pay in full.

"You've got to help me. I'll make
myself stay alive, if you can make me
lovely enough to keep on working until

the end. Will you?"

THERE was a really physical sick-

ness in me as I heard from her own
lips how she had paid for her fun in

those hectic months when she had raced
with Death.

This gay group at the Cocoanut Grove includes Russ Columbo, Walter

Lang, Madeline Fields (Carole Lombard's secretary), the Misses Dietrich

and Lombard. Carole and Marlene are very pal-ly these days.
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I capitulated utterly. My heart, my
admiration was hers. Each morning,

I'd make her up. As she rose from
the chair more weary than the clay be-

fore, she'd turn those great, dark eyes

on me, and whisper : "Perc, is this the

last day?"
"Far from it—not for many days,"

I'd say. I don't believe anyone, save

she and I and the doctor who worked
all night with her many a night during

those months of shooting on "The Girl

From Monterey," knew what was hap-

pening. And we kept the trust and did

not tell, even when she'd stumble blindly

off the set, to faint in my arms in her

dressing room. God, what courage

!

Even if I'd have dreamed of taking

it, she had no money to pay me. But
she had other ways. Let me tell you
how she tried, once

:

Often she'd said to me: "Perc, some
day soon—before the last day—I want
to dance for you my Dance of the

Rosary. It is beautiful, Perc. . .
."

Always I put her off, knowing that any
. unneeded exertion was just another

card played into Death's own hand.

But one day we were in her dressing

room in the tower of the LaVenta
Castle on the hills overlooking the Pa-
cific, where we were shooting on loca-

tion. It was between scenes ; she was
to rest. In a corner was one of those

little portable gramaphones. She stepped

over to it, and even before she spoke,

I knew.
"Perc," she said, "don't stop me

—

today. I've promised I'd dance for you.

And I keep my promises."

She flicked the lever and the first

notes of "The Rosary" sounded. And
there, just for me, she danced. Wear-
ing the little tight bodice over that

once beautiful breast, the flaring skirt,

her bare legs white, her feet naked.

Danced divinely. I can close my eyes

today and see her, as the last sad notes

wept, sway with eyes closing, to faint

dead away in my arms as I leaped to

catch her.

I could have beaten myself for let-

ting her do it. I told her so. But she

only smiled, when she revived, and
said : "It gave me happiness, Perc. I

wanted to do it for you, who have done
so much for me. . .

."

A few days later she said simply,

"Today, Perc, is the last."

Halfway through that day, she col-

lapsed, and had to be taken in a coma
to her home.

It's never been told before, but the

last two or three sequences of that pic-

ture were played by an unknown girl

who looked enough like Barbara so

that, with painstaking effort of make-up
and camerawork, the deception was
never apparent to the audiences who
saw the picture afterward. And all the

time, Barbara lay dying at home—and
I, with heart heavy as lead, made up the

girl who only looked like her. ...
One night shortly after my phone

rang. "Come quickly, she's calling you."

It was Barbara's father's voice. Before
I could leave the house the bell rang
again.

"You need not come, Perc," he said.

"It's too late. She's gone."
At dawn that morning, with the fog

rolling thick over the hills about her
home, with Barbara lying in the next
room, I heard her father repeat to me
the words she'd spoken to him for my
ears.

"She wants you to take her to the

chapel. She wants you to do what you
two agreed on. And no one is to see

her until you say it is time." 1

I took that pathetically wasted bur-
den and paid her that last service I'd

pledged. As she'd made me swear, I

transformed her into the beauty she
had once been. It took all the wizardry
of make-up. And I cried, unashamedly,
as I worked. It was only the inviola-

bility of my pledge to her that gave me
the fortitude to do it.

Then, as she had wished, she lay in

the chapel so that those who wanted to

pass by might do so. And she looked
fresh and beautiful. It was the least I

could do for her.

Screen Stars' Dresses and Hats for You

(Continued from page 73)

through the summer months to come,

there is nothing like a printed silk. Of
course, some of them are good and
some, pretty bad. Take the one Shirley

Grey wears in "One Is Guilty." There
is a perfect example of what is good.

One you will not tire of, that will stand

up under hard wear and that, after a

long, hot summer, will do its stuff just

as well as it did in the cool of the

spring.

All the stars' dresses at the Cinema
Shops are priced from $15 to $35. The
higher figures are in the minority, for

most of them come between the $15
and the $20 class.

Hats ? Oh, yes, there are Cinema
Hat Shops, too, for what good is an
attractive costume after all, if the hat

is the least deficient ? It can sink

into obscurity like nobody's business.

But go around to one of these little hat
shops, tucked, many times in the mid-
dle or on the outer edges of large de-
partments, and there you will find in

actuality a real hat, living out the pic-

ture which had been planted in your
mind by some stirring film you had
lately seen.

On pages 72 and 73 you will see
some of them pictured. Loretta Young's,
for instance, is too chic and fascinating
for words, and the sort of a hat that
can perk up the appearance of many a
dark dress you may have hanging
around, wondering how on earth to
make it look like something. Well, add
a wide white organdy collar, a bunch
of artificial violets and Loretta's hat.

There you have an ensemble no one
would recognize as starting from a
humble last season's beginning.
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IT SOAKS IN DEEPER

iHERE'S a lovely golden glow
to curtains dipped in French Ecru
Rit that brightens t he whole
house—gives it a cheery "sun-
shiny" quality. And the colorlasts

in a way that will amaze you if

you're used to ordinary dyes that

run in the wash and fade or streak

in the sun. ^JMS- f I
And Rit is so EASY to use. It

dissolves completely like lump
sugai— deposits a uniform
amount of color^evenly in every

fibre of the fabric— gives a "pro-
fessional" look to everything^lK

touches. Rit is patented because
it's different— so to gel result

be sure to get Rit ! ^'C^'xJl5
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CHECK THIS LIST OF RIT USES:
Draperies Hooked Rugs Slip Covers Bed Spreads
Lingerie Bridge Sets Table Cloths Children's
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No longer a soap!

Dissolves instantly.
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The Swellest

you ever put to

your lips — and
only a DIME!

Silvaray Lipstick proves that

it's just silly to spend more
than ten cents for a perfect lip-

stick. Goes on easily. Indelible.

Handsome slide-up case. Six
shades to choose from. Silvaray

is absolutely dollar quality for

a mere dime.

If you don't get the same joy
and satisfaction from Silvaray

as from higher priced lipsticks,

we'll send back your ten cents.

But be sure you get a Silvaray.

At your 10c' Store
B. Kronish & Bro., New York

uaray
REMINGTON
|A* PORTABLE

A new Remington Port-
able. Carrying case free.

Use 10 days without
cost. If you keep it, pay

£ only 10c a day. Write.
Say: How can I get a

Remington Portable on 10*

free trial offer for only
10c a day. Remington Rand
nc, Dept. 805, Buffalo, N. Y.

FADED
GRAY HAIR
Women men, girls with faded, gray, streaked hair, shampoo
and color your hair at the same time with my new French
discovery—"SHAMPO - KOLOR". No fuss or muss.
Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo into your hair
any natural shade with 'SHAMPO - KOLOR". No
"dyed" look, but a lovely natural, most lasting color: un-
affected Ly washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 39. 254 W. 31st St..
New York City.

RILL THE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again. Safe, easy, permanent. Use
it privately at home. The delightful relief
will bring happiness, freedom of mind dnd
greater success.

We teach Beauty Culture. Send be in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For prompt-
ness in writing me, 1 will include a $2.00
CertiocateforMahler Beauty Preparations.

D. J. Mahler Co.. Dept. 36E, Providence, R. I.

3,500athletes in pic-
tures ! Physical Cul-
ture training won me
a Movie Contract.
Studios searchingfor
men with athletic
bodies. I offer you
a chajice to win a

FREE TRIP TO HOLLYWOOD
Free Screen and Talkie Test thru my
home-study Physical Culture Course. What
training has done for me and many other
picture stars it can do for TOU. Send
NOW for FREE booklet. Give name, age
and address for particulars. Joe Bono-mo,
230- H Bonomo Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

^—" U. S.
^—

"

Government
* JOBS.' *

START
$1260 to $2100 Year
Steady Work
Short Hours / FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

^ Dept. B-306, Rochester, N. Y.
O Sirs: Rush to me without chargeA (1) 32 page book with list of
U. S. Government

Many Early
Examinations
Expected ^ ^ g Government steady Jobs.
MEN—WOMEN o (2 > Te'l me how to get one of these

18 to 50 Jobs-

Mail Coupon 'Name.,
today sure / Address.
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Good hats are harder to locate than
dresses in good style. Usually they

look cocky and happy on the wax dum-
mies in the windows and when you get

them on, they are rather dreadful. But
once you have seen them tried out on
a movie actress' head, you know more
or less what you are getting—no buying
a pig in a poke after that formula has
been gone through with.

Evalyn Knapp's sailor is swell.

They'll be wearing these pre-War

sailors this year. And Irene Dunne's
little Tyrolian cap is just the thing for
sports clothes or those street things that

we all have done in the manner of
sports togs.

If you want to know the address of
the Cinema Dress Shop or the Cinema
Hat Shop in your neighborhood, write
to me care of Modern Screen, 149
Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.,

and I will send you immediately all in-

formation on this subject.

When Is a Woman Most Alluring?

(Continued from page 59)

The average age of this group might
be placed in the neighborhood of

twenty-six, which is not so young, for

in the exotic, hot-house atmosphere of

Hollywood, emotions and bodies blos-

som early. Most of these actresses

have come through a long period of

training. They have lived enough to

know trials as well as thrills and they

have developed a technique of expres-

sion.

CONSIDER the vivid Joan Craw-
ford, communicating feeling in

every movement and always suggesting

fiery emotions that burn through the

conventions. Most assuredly Joan had
not reached her most attractive year at

eighteen. At that time she manifested
sex appeal and little more. Today this

appeal has been refined and intensified.

Jean Harlow is an inspiration to those

to whom recognition comes only as

the result of painstaking effort. A few
years ago, Jean was dismissed with a
tolerant smile as a girl who flaunted a
beautiful body. Critics were a bit con-

temptuous, but she kept stepping along

to a place of assured recognition. It

is quite possible that she has not yet

reached her most attractive years.

Lilian Harvey, the daughter of an
English mother and a German father,

came to us from a Viennese background.
She had been saturated with the color

and the spirit of European capitals,

an experience one would never sur-

mise from the sweetly innocent parts

she portrays. Lilian possesses a per-
suasive beauty. Likewise she is a cul-

tured artist capable of adapting herself

to varied characterizations. It is doubt-
ful if she has reached her most inter-

esting period.

Miriam Hopkins is distinctly a case
of development. When first seen on
the New York stage she was merely a

talented girl who had not yet learned
how to make the most of her appear-
ance. In Hollywood she revealed a
lush personality—seductive and com-
pelling.

Madge Evans is one of the rare in-

stances of a child star whose gifts are
carried over into young womanhood.
Her progress has been steady.

Years have made little difference in

Janet Gaynor. To Gaynor fans she al-

ways will be the sweetly sentimental
heroine of "Seventh Heaven." She
has found little need to venture into

deeper waters.

Like Miriam Hopkins, Margaret Sul-

lavan is a Southern girl picked from
the Broadway stage. She is definitely

on the up-grade. Her heart-touching
performance in "Only Yesterday" will

not be forgotten.

Having passed through various

phases, including the Oriental, Myrna
Loy has only recently found herself and
in so doing has gained a well-merited

recognition.

TpHEN there is Katharine Hepburn,
* the flaming sensation of the year

—

a gifted child from some magic land

possessing unaccountable magnetism
and an emotional power beyond her
years. Have not college and marriage
given her resources to draw upon?
Would she have been so important a
few years ago?
How about you ? Have those very

few years since eighteen given you the

confidence necessary to make your per-

sonality felt ? If so, you may now be
at your best.

Longer established on the Hollywood
records is a considerable group of stars

who combine the freshness of youth
with the allure of ripe emotions di-

rected by keen intelligence.

They are actresses who have learned

tc enhance their personalities. The art

of the dress designer, the skill of the

hairdresser, the wizardry of the make-
up men—all contribute to their glory.

And more than that, they have come to

know themselves and have achieved a

poise born of confidence. They are

still young, but they have tasted enough
of life to reflect poignant passions.

In asking at what age a woman is the

most attractive these names cannot be

overlooked : Kay Francis, Norma
Shearer, Ann Harding, Elissa Landi,
Claudette Colbert, Lupe Velez, Diana
Wynyard, Marion Davies, Dolores Del
Rio, Constance Bennett, Helen Hayes,
Marlene Dietrich and Greta Garbo.

It would appear that each one of

these favorites is at the top of her

swing utilizing every resource at her

command.
Kay Francis, for example, is an ex-

quisitely groomed figure, always cos-

tumed in perfect taste, yet never
permitting clothes to overshadow her

performance.
Norma Shearer is an instance of

natural talent cultivated with marvelous
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skill. As an artist's model and later as

an extra, she recognized her best fea-

tures and those that were not so good.

Clever photography, effective make-up,
stunning clothes and more than all else

an active brain have placed her in the

first flight of stars.

Ann Harding, one of the few natural

platinum blondes, belongs among the

bright mentalities. She went to Holly-

wood from Broadway triumphs and
has given many memorable perform-
ances.

Elissa Landi, author of books and
composer of sonatas, brings to the

screen both emotion and intellect.

Daughter of an Austrian countess, her
personality has been colored by life on
the Continent.

p LAUDETTE COLBERT, too,^ knows more than the art of acting.

Beginning her career as an artist, she
turned to the stage, which was a path-

way to the studios. She is a smart
young woman equally decorative in a
boudoir or at a cocktail party and al-

ways appropriately gowned for either.

Constance Bennett belongs in the

same social set. Her butterfly brilliance

and her ability to wear extreme styles

make her the idol of girls who think

that society is like that—broken hearts
washed away by cocktails.

Helen Hayes does not lean upon
beauty. She is one of the most accom-
plished actresses of the day and by rea-

son of her gifts casts a spell over an
audience. She is not dependent upon
years or the lack of them. Her effec-

tiveness has been the natural outgrowth
of talent.

Dietrich, as everyone knows, is an
exotic product of a fortunate combina-
tion of beauty and brains lighted by
the torch of sex.

The mystery of Garbo lies in the

depths of her strange soul. The force

of her dramatic personifications indi-

cates that she has known life—its tor-

rents and tempests as well as its bril-

liance. Surely her genius is ageless.

Have these spectacular actresses

reached their zenith ?

Possibly they have not. Undeniably
they have beauty, brains, also under-
standing born of experience. If you
possess these qualities at their age, you
probably are at your best right now.
Coming to the most mature group

—

widely dissimilar though they are, all

of these players assure adult entertain-

ment : Alice Brady, Ruth Chatterton,

Irene Dunne, Mary Pickford, Lillian

Gish, Tallulah Bankhead and Mae
West.
No actress lacking the ripening influ-

ence of life could have portrayed Ann
Vickers with the convincing quality im-

parted by Irene Dunne.
Mae makes no pretense of youth, yet

late polls show her to be the most popu-
lar star among the boys at leading uni-

versities. Mae appears to be more
attractive now than fifteen or even
twenty years ago.

While her appeal is due to a ribald

humor and her sex manifestations are

boldly unrefined, it is only fair to place

her among the more intelligent ac-

tresses. She uses her brains to exploit

her body. She writes her own stories

and plays them to the hilt, or to be
more accurate—to the hip.

The question remains : At what age
is a woman most attractive ? It might
be ventured that woman is most attrac-

tive in the fortunate period when all

her powers of body, mind and soul are

coordinated in harmonious expression.

She may be fifteen or she may be fifty

when this fortunate moment arrives.

But when it does, years will pass into

sweet oblivion.

Don't give up!

— a helping hand may be all you need

I DO NOT want to give up . . . but why
do I tire so easily ... why can't I

'carry on' . . . and how is it that I do not
feel like myself ?"

It may be that as the result of colds

. . . indoor or over-work . . . worry and
the like . . . the strength of your blood
has been weakened—-that is, the red-

blood-cells and hemo-glo-bin reduced . .

.

and Spring finds you with that "worn-
out" and "let-down-feeling."

A deficient blood content is often re-

sponsible for many ills—frequently: loss

of weight, sleeplessness, skin disorders,

skin eruptions, sallow complexion, pale-

ness, loss of appetite, nervousness or

lack of clear skin.

You just can't be well, strong, and up
and doing when you have "weak" blood
—that is, blood with lowered red-cells

and a deficient hemo-glo-bin content.
Look to your blood if you suspect a
tonic is needed.

For such cases try that time-tested
tonic S.S.S.—not just a so-called tonic,

but a tonic specially designed to restore
body strength by its action on the blood
—so vital to good health. You can take
S.S.S. along with any other treatment
without interference.

S.S.S. value has been proven by gen-
erations of use, as, well as by modern
scientific appraisal. Unless your case is

exceptional, you should soon notice a
pick-up in your appetite . . . your color

and skin should improve with increased
strength and energy.

S.S.S. may be the means of helping
bring back days of health and joy to

you. Why wait . . . start taking today.
S.S.S. is obtainable at all drug stores ... it is

liquid of course . . . never sold in tablet form. In
two convenient sizes. The larger size is more
economical. © The S.S.S. Co.

builds sturdy health

Romayne, director Wesley Ruggles' secretary, interviews more people than

her boss does. So why shouldn't her name be in larger type than his own?
Romayne's telling Ethel Merman all about it.
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WE DID A
GOOD JOB

!
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CORNS
AND CALLOUSES

ARE SO UNNECESSARY

Safe and sure, "Comfort" Corn Pads and Callous
Pads give quick relief to suffering feet. These
thin, protective pads remove pressure from sore

corns and callouses, even in new, tight-fitting

shoes. Medicated discs included in

every package of pads safely
remove the corns and callouses.

For sale at 10c stores. If unable'
to obtain, use coupon.

iw, tight-fittingm
Comfort" foot aids

THE FOREST CITY RUBBER COMPANY
1276 Ontario St. Cleveland, Ohio

Enclosed is 10c (or 20c for both).

Send me corn pads_^__ Callous pods

Nomea
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Heroes Are Poor Lovers

(Continued from page 49)

appeal to the camera. No, I'm not

kidding.

TUST put yourself in their place for a
" moment. Suppose you never picked

up a magazine or newspaper without

seeing your own face leering at you.

Suppose you received millions of fan

letters telling you that you're all that

could be desired. Suppose in your
work you were required to make love

to a beautiful woman all day long and
not only to make love to her but,

through her, to thousands of women
who will see your screen likeness.

It is so necessary for you to flash

that big sex appeal personality to your
public that you can never have respite

from it. Every woman you meet says

to herself, "Ah, there's So-and-So.

He's the big sex appeal lad; he'd better

give me a thrill." Why, man, you're on
display every waking moment ! If

you've made your screen reputation by
sex appeal you've got to keep proving
it. Every woman who comes to inter-

view you has to be made to realize

that you have a magnetic personality

so she'll write articles which praise you.

And when you make a personal appear-

ance ! Well, heavens ! The smiles you
have to flash, the subtle glances you
have to give. And you've got to do that

whether you're suffering from indiges-

tion, whether you're unhappy, or

whether you've just had to mortgage
your house.

You average men need to please but

just one woman—either your wife or

your sweetheart. But the poor screen

lovers have to prove to thousands of

women that they're great lovers. And
imagine proving you're a great lover

when your luncheon has disagreed with
you.

CLARK GABLE is a grand gent.

Once you've broken through that

first sex appeal flash he invariably gives

every new woman—and, mind you, it is

for business reasons only—he will talk

for hours about his real interests, guns
and hunting and polo and good wines
and books. But he rose to fame on the

tide of sex appeal and he stands or falls

'

by that. All day long he makes love

to a beautiful woman. All day long he
meets women who expect him to be the

personification of sex. Is it any won-
der that the poor lad chooses—for his

constant companion—a woman older

than he, a woman who understands that

he's just a hard-working guy with a

job to do, a woman who mothers him a

little and with whom he can, at the end
of the day, forget that he is a great

screen lover?

Gilbert Roland was hailed—along

with a lot of others—as "the new Val-

entino" and he was expected to prove

his hot Latin blood on the slightest

provocation. Is it any wonder that he,

like Gable, chose as his most constant

companion, Norma Talmadge, a woman
several years his senior ?

Before his marriage I once asked
Joel McCrea, "How do you keep up
the pace of not only being on-screen but
off-screen lover ? How can you be
Hollywood's official beau as well as an
actor of sex appeal roles ?"

"I get a kick out of going to public

places with glamorous women," he said.

"But, believe me, public places are

where you will always find us. I'll

never give anyone's husband a chance
to worry about me. Say, what do you
think I am, anyhow? A super-man?"
And you'll notice that screen-lover

Joel has now married a gentle, intelli-

gent girl, Frances Dee. He has not
picked one of your voluptuous, lush,

glamorous Hollywood gals. Why?
I've been telling you the reason for a
dozen paragraphs.

Isn't it ridiculous to expect a man
to work all day at a certain job and
then continue doing the same job

—

fascinating women—when he comes
home from work in the evening?
For remember that the men stars are

just as much on parade as the women
stars. It's true they don't have to

spend their time in beauty shops as the

women do—although I could tell you
about some who have permanent waves
and hair dyes—but if they have gained
a reputation for great lovering they've

got to prove it with every woman they
meet.

And this fact—the fact that nine
times out of ten the glamorous lads
are glamorous only on the screen—is

such an open secret in Hollywood that

you'll find a lot of actresses choosing as
their husbands men who are not actors.

There's little Arline Judge—as peppy
a cutie as you'll find west of the Mis-
sissippi. Who's her husband? Wesley
Ruggles, the director. And Dorothy
Jordon is happily married to Merian
Cooper, the producer. Norma Shearer
chose Irving Thalberg, a producer, as
her husband. And Garbo is quite obvi-
ously in love with Rouben Mamoulian,
the director. Jean Harlow married the
producer, Paul Bern, and is now mar-
ried to a cameraman, and Sally Eilers—
a hot-cha gal—married to Harry Joe
Brown, a producer. I could go on and
on with that list.

I know that you've wondered about
this. Many fans have asked me, "But
why did that beautiful, exciting girl

marry him when she could have had a
handsome, charming actor? And they
would have made such a stunning
couple

!"

Sure, they would have made a stun-
ning couple. But looks aren't every-
thing, baby. The smart gals don't choose
the sex appeal boys, for they have long
since learned that those lads use up
their fascination doing their stuff before
the camera

!

I'm not joking when I say that these

boys lose their wives and sweethearts
because they are required to give too

much to the camera they serve and too

much to their feminine public.
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Bad Men Are Good Lovers

(Continued from page 48)

for the most part, in music, books and
sports, and they keep much to them-
selves, loath to let the gossips interfere

with their private lives.

WALLY BEERY has been mar-
ried to Rita Gilman for five years.

They met when she had a small bit

in one of his pictures, and she imme-
diately gave up her career to marry
him.

They have a lovely home in Beverly

Hills and have adopted three children-
Carol Ann Beery, three years old;

George Priester Beery, five, and Billie

Priester Beery, eleven.

Wally takes Carol Ann to lunch at

the Brown Derby and to visit the stu-

dio ; in fact, he has her with him all

the time he isn't working. He buys
every stitch of her clothing, from her

little especially made shoes to her

hand-embroidered dresses. And that's

not all. He insists that Mrs. Beery take

him with her on her shopping tours.

While strolling along Hollywood Boule-

vard, Beery frequently sees a dress or

a hat that he thinks would look well on
Airs. Beery and takes it home to her.

She says that the surprising part of it

is that his purchases are becoming.
Beery recently tore up the set on

"The Bowery'' in a manner quite in

character with the role of the rough-

neck he was playing because he was
held over for retakes. Mrs. Beery and
Carol Ann were on their way to New
York by train, and Beery had planned

to fly there and arrive ahead of them,

and he was worried about them being

alone in the big city.

Eddie Robinson is another "meanie"

of the screen who enjoys going shop-

ping with his wife. He married

Gladys Lloyd, an actress, nine years

ago. Mrs. Robinson gave up the stage

to devote all her time to Eddie. So
fond is "Little Caesar" of his wife

that he insists she spend most of her

time on the set while he is working
and, for good luck's sake, she has a

"bit" in every one of his pictures.

Anyone not interested in babies

would be tremendously bored by a visit

to Robinson's home these days, for

Eddie spends the best part of his time

talking "goo-goo" to six-months-old

"Little Caesar."

TIMMY CAGNEY met his wife
•J fourteen years ago while both were
working in a Broadway chorus. Mrs.

Cagney gave up professional work
when she married. They have just

bought a new home in Beverly Hills,

the first home Jimmy has ever owned.

Their greatest pride at present is their

new swimming pool.

George Bancroft is regarded by many
as a pretty tough customer, both on

and off the screen. He wants what
he wants when he wants it, and, if he

doesn't get it, there's pretty apt to be

trouble.

But even George is a "softie" to his

wife, to whom he has been married for

twenty years. If Mrs. Bancroft asks

him to be home early for a special

occasion, such as an anniversary or the

birthday of Georgette, their fourteen-

year-old daughter, George will upset

any studio schedule to get there.

Paul Muni is the most adoring of

husbands. He has been married eight

years to Bella Finkel, an actress before
her marriage. Muni insists that his

wife be with him constantly on the set,

and wherever Paul is you'll be sure to

find the missus.

Paul's chief hobby is farming. He
lives on a large semi-ranch near Van
Nuys and the surest way to interest

him is to discuss the new methods of

irrigation or planting. Both Muni and
his wife are ardent horseback riders,

and they have just built a new stable.

Charles Bickford has been married
for sixteen years, and he has two chil-

dren, a fourteen-year-old girl and an
eight-year-old boy. Bickford spends
most of his leisure time at home and
greatly resents any publicity that in-

trudes upon his private life.

He takes pride in the spacious gar-
dens on his Playa del Rey estate and
grows prize dahlias and chrysanthe-
mums.

\A/TiILE Jimmy Durante cannot ex-
™ * actly be classed as a "meanie," he

is certainly a two-fisted guy with no
claim to pulchritude, but, to his wife,

he's an angel.

Recently his wife had a birthday, and
Jimmy, knowing that she had a par-
ticular fondness for luxurious lingerie,

thought it was up to him to get some.
He couldn't picture himself walking
into a shop and actually asking for the
latest bits of chiffon and lace, so he had
one of the script girls call up and
order dozens of the most costly and
frothy teddies and nighties from an
exclusive shop. And, when the boxes
arrived, Jimmy made the selections

himself. Even after fourteen years of

married life, Jimmy calls his wife over
long distance telephone every night
while he is in New York and she is on
the coast.

As the monster of "Frankenstein"
and in other gruesome roles, Boris
Karloff has struck terror into the hearts
of many, but, as a husband, he's perfect,

according to his wife.

He has been married to Dorothy
Stine, a non-professional and a gradu-
ate of the University of California, for

four years. They have a charming
home at Toluca Lake and go out only
occasionally. Karloff loves to putter
around the garden and he is a cricket

enthusiast. And even this monster of
the screen goes shopping with his wife.
The happiest women in Hollywood

are married to the "meanies," so you
see that, strange as it may seem, bad
men do make good husbands.

y# lastMary Gets

a"Movie kiss"

SSPROOF INDELIBLE
PSTICK.YOU SAY ? YES... IT'S

THE SPECIAL
LIPSTICK THE
MOVIE STARS

YOUR LIPS ARE IRRESISTIBLE
TODAY... I HOPE
YOU'RE KISSPROOF...

Try the Stage and Movie Lipstick
Now you can give your lips the irresistible
appeal of the lips of the movie stars and
the girls in the Broadway shows ! Just use
the same make-up—the new KISSPROOF
Indelible Lipstick— Special Theatrical
Color. This lipstick gives an effect so
alluring, indeed, that it has been placed
by the make-up experts in the dressing-
rooms of both Hollywood Studios and New
York Theatres! The stars could pay any
price— yet, it happens, their matchless
make-up costs but a few cents! See what
it can do for you tonight. You can get
KISSPROOF Lipstick in all shades—in-
cluding the Special Theatrical Color—at
any drug or department store or at the
ten cent stores.

Hissproof
^iJeM/e LIPSTICK
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HOW TO HAVE
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'ashes
LUR-EYE holds the secret to this charm which

you may easily possess. Each night rub a tiny bit of

Lur-Eye at the roots of the lashes. In less than a

month your eyes will reflect this new beauty of

more alluring lashes. (Actually longer, silkier,

lovelier t

)

DOES NOT SMART OR STING
Lur-Eye also relieves tired,

inflamed, bloodshot eyes, and
granulated lids.

LUR-EYE
LASH DEVELOPER
Introductory Size at the better 5
and 10c stores. Regular Size at
good drug and department stores

LUR-EYE PRODUCTS, Inc.

1501 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

BUNIONS
Reduced Quickly

Pain stops almost instantly 1 Then bless-
ed relief. Fairyfoot gradually reduces
painful, ugly bunions. Enables you to
wear smaller shoes. No cumbersome
appliances. No messy salves. UsedOA on over 2,000,000 feetsince 1897.

VV Write for FREE trial treatment.
Fairyfoot Products Co., Chicago, III.
1223 s. Wabash Ave., Dept. 2715

NqJoke To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that-
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
toeing deaf for twenty -five years, with his Arti-
ificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
,They stopped his head ^p™^^^^"*"*!.
noises. Theyare invisible m. ImL %
andoomfortable.nowires Py|^|ig|||||^H^gjgg||
or batteries. Write for P flH
TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness. ArtificialEarDrum

|| THE WAY COMPANY~\» 717 Hofmann Bldg. Detroit, Miehitran

Cleans
WHITE KID SHOES

Modern Screen

Those Hollywood Feuds

Perfectly Kept beautifully pol-

ished with famous
ColorShine White
Kid Cleaner. Cleans,
whitens, polishes.
Will not rub off. Or,
for cloth and buck-
skin shoes, use Color-
Shine All-Purpose
White Cleaner.Either
only 10( at lOt stores.

Wonderful I Bottles
or tubes. Try it!

(Continued from page 43)

CHIEFTAIN MFG. CO.

BALTIMORE, MD.
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Gilbert became less successful in pic-

tures. Maybe Sclienck never did a

thing about it. He had the power, cer-

tainly. He could bave. But if there

wasn't really a feud between the men,
screen lover and husband, people

thought there was. Other producers

tbought there was. Maybe that's why
they didn't give Gilbert work.

It doesn't seem fair to go back to

Connie Bennett again, but the girl does
seem to get her share of feuds. They
told it all over town that Lil Tashman
pulled one of Connie's photos off the

wall at the old Embassy Club and
ground the glass to bits under her
heels. Why? "Connie's been casting

eyes at Eddie," Hollywood promptly
explained it. The point, as with Gilbert

Roland and Norma, is not whether the

story was true or not.

No one really knows for sure if Lil

smashed the picture, and certainly there

was no reason why Connie should be
giving Eddie Lowe a come-on at that

particular moment. The point is—an-

other rumor started the rounds. A
feud was on between Lil and Connie,

people whispered. Think of the spot

that put hostesses in, when they wanted
to ask both women to parties. Think
of the spot it put their friends in.

They couldn't be loyal to both of them,
and so they had to make one enemy no
matter what choice they made. And
enemies, as said before, are bad things

to have in Hollywood. Careers hang
by slim enough threads as it is.

Most feuds do run in the well-known
triangles, of course, but they're not al-

ways just the triangles you'd expect.

Nobody in Hollywood much doubts that

the third point in the Gary Cooper-Lupe
Velez triangle was Gary's mother.
Gary went away to Africa, you remem-
ber. Perhaps to shoot lions, as he said.

Perhaps to forget. When he came back,

by way of London, Lupe was in New
York playing in a Broadway show.
Gary could go nowhere in New York
without running into her. There was
Gary, colder and more dignified than
ever in his new London clothes. And
there was little Lupe, the life of every
night club he dropped into. It was
enough to make you pity them, to watch
them pretending not to see each other.

HP HAT was a different kind of feud.

And with a far-reaching effect, if

you think it over. Have you ever

heard of people marrying on the re-

bound? Hollywood has! What if

Johnny Weissmuller and Sandra Shaw
start believing, some day, that they
were married by a Lupe and Gary try-

ing only to forget one another ? That
little train of thought, in anybody's
mind, can easily lead right into a di-

vorce court.

Sometimes feuds end in death. I met
Dolores Del Rio when she was making
her first American picture. She was
wide-eyed. Hollywood was a delightful
shock to her. The sums of money she

heard talked about dazzled her. People
treated her like a queen. She simply
couldn't believe it had happened to her.

''Here's one that's going Hollywood
with a bang," I said.

Dolores knew that her success de-

pended upon the director who was in-

terested in her, Edwin Carewe. Ca-
rewe, Hollywood said, was interested

in her as a woman as much as he was
as an actress. When Dolores' husband,
Jaime, arrived from Mexico, a feud
started between the two men. Jaime
could hardly recognize his own wife.

Instead of the quiet, home girl he had
known, he was talking now to a star.

It was her stardom that was his rival,

not Carewe. Carewe was only its sym-
bol. And that was a feud that was
hopeless from the start. He couldn't

win.

Dolores had to choose between her
husband and the life she used to know,
and stardom. She chose the latter.

Jaime went to Paris and died shortly
after. The doctors were mystified by
his death. There seemed to be no
reason for it. There was plenty oi

reason. A broken heart.

SOMETIMES, however, the ending
^ of a feud can spell success rather
than failure. People thought the en-
gagement between Mervyn LeRoy and
Ginger Rogers was the real thing, with
marriage just around the corner. Mer-
vyn, while not a great director, was
knocking out hit after hit. Ginger was
the unknown one of the pair. A pretty
little kid from Texas who had won
Charleston contests, drifted into vaude-
ville and musical comedy and ended up
in Hollywood. People said she was
cute.

Then Mervyn dropped Ginger over
night and married the boss' daughter,
Doris Warner. That ought to have fin-

ished Ginger. Married to a director,

she would have had a chance. On her
own—well, there were a lot of other
cute kids in Hollywood. But it didn't
work out that way. Ginger went up
like a sky-rocket

!

Hollywood takes care of its own. It's

the non-professional husbands and
wives, like Jaime Del Rio, who suffer.

There are so many of them that a list

would reach from here to Doomsday.
Take a single instance. How do you
suppose Herr Seiber, Marlene Diet-
rich's husband, feels toward Josef von
Sternberg—or, as he was christened,

Joe Stern? Marlene says she is still in

love with Rudolph Seiber. The last

time he visited America the three of
them had their pictures taken together,
all smiling and looking very friendlv
Well—fine.

But, just the same, back in Ger-
many Rudolph can never pick up a
newspaper without seeing Sternberg's
name coupled with his wife's. They
are seen together everywhere, they
work together on every picture Marlene
makes. Rudolph, smiling photos or no
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smiling- photos, would be a very strange

man indeed if he could look on Von
Sternberg with friendship and affection.

Does your memory go away back to

the days when John Gilbert went on a
rampage one night and ended up at the

Beverly Hills calaboose demanding that

they put him in jail? The publicity de-

partment said Jack was "out for a

lark." Hollywood insiders had another
idea. They said Jack was still crazy

about Garbo—crazy wild, wanting to

smash things, start fights and raise hell

in general. (The feud he had with

Stiller, the director who brought Greta
from Europe, was something to write

home to Sweden about.)

Gilbert has always been highly emo-
tional, liable to plunge into things on
the spur of the moment. He quieted

down for a few years when talkies

broke him. Then Garbo took him back
for her leading man in "Queen Chris-

tina." Up flared the old Jack again, in-

stantly. And—picked a fight with his

studio, left his wife, returned to her

again and—well, we'll see what he'll

do next.

YOU might almost say that Joel Mc-
Crea's middle name is Feud. To

make the figure of speech more exact,

you could say it's a middle name no-

body knows. Joel has done more dat-

ing of Hollywood wives, is his time,

than any other man in town—and nary

a peep of jealousy out of either hus-

bands or wives. Of course he did stop

before he got in too deep, and got mar-
ried himself. But he had done plenty,

just the same. Why weren't those hub-

bies out a-feuding against him like a

pack of wolves ! Joel grins and says,

"Because I treated the husbands better

than their own wives did." But that's

just a wisecrack. It's closer to the

truth to say that he dodged it by being

square and above-board.
If Joel took your wife out you knew

it and everybody else knew it. There
was never any sneaking. And so hus-

bands and wives alike trusted him. If

there were a few more Joels in the old

town there'd be a lot less feuds.

It's the women, on the whole, not

the men, who go in for the under-cover

romances that stir up trouble. I know
one star who surprised everybody by
marrying a plumber. He wasn't really

a plumber, but if I come closer to it

you'll guess who I mean. "What on
earth did she marry him for !" gasped
Hollywood. Well, kiddies, it's simple.

She was going places—under cover

—

with another star's very nice husband.
That little romance was not so inno-

cent, and Star No. 2 got wise to it.

A divorce-suit was brewing, with some
nasty charges for the newspapers. So
Star No. 1, being a smart gal, promptly
married herself off to her plumber, the

only man handy at the time for legal

ties. Then let 'em sue ! People would
never believe an innocent little bride

could be guilty of all those wicked
charges, don't you see?

That's been done more than once, to

duck one of these feuds, too.

A feud is different from a passing
quarrel. If you pick up today's news-
papers you'll read that So-and-So is

mad at So-and-So for flirting with her
new boy-friend at lunch. That isn't a

real feud. It'll be over by tomorrow.
The real feuds are the quarrels that set-

tle down into steady grudges and run
on year after year. Those are the
poisonous ones. They cause trouble

and plenty of it, although the papers
never hear about it. But the little

quarrels of today are the feuds of
tomorrow.

Between You and Me

{Continued from page 15)

Let's Get Sentimental

JO ROBISON, of Huntington,

W. Va., wants to weep:
Aren't Hollywood directors sen-

timental anymore? "Can" all of

these hardboiled prize fighting and

gangster films and give us a good

cry. The crowd I pal around with

is crazy about Otto Kruger, that

new actor from Broadway. Give

him more roles—leading ones—and

more pictures like "Ever In My
Heart," a heart-touching film.

More Pictures Like "Little

Women"

HELEN GREEN, of Paterson,,

N. J., explains its success

:

The reason we packed the the-

atres to see "Little Women" is

this : It is different from other pic-

tures. It isn't a modern romance
and it isn't a musical comedy. It's

just a sweet, sympathetic, interest-

ing and old-fashioned story.

Take a Bow, Bing

A fan from Bronxville, N. Y.,

JANE BAILEY, is all for him

:

One cheer for the young man
who became "the answer to every
maiden's prayer" over the air

waves. Another cheer for the

famous singer who was not. afraid

of risking his popularity by trying

his luck in the movies, in spite of

the fact that many had failed be-

fore him. And one more cheer for

the lad who manages to be nat-

ural and sincere on the screen.

Three cheers for Bing Crosby

!

Do you long for the allure of a soft, smooth
skin ... a complexion young and radiant

as a morning in May?
Mere "wishing" won't bring you the beauty you envy
so much in others. But there is a very easy, very inex-

pensive way to acquite loveliness ... a way that is

ptacticed by millions of charming American women.

Begin today to use Outdoor Girl Face Powder,
Rouge and Lipstick . . . the only preparations of their

kind made with a pure Olive Oil base! Observe how
these marvelous beauty-aids improve your skin; bring
out its natural, living tones. Your face takes on
a smooth, velvety texture. Lips and cheeks become
tempting— luscious

In latge economy-sizes at drug and department stores—
50c and 25c. Mail the coupon if you want to tty 5 of
these exceptional beauty preparations.

OUTDOOR GIRL
OLIVE OIL BEAUTY PRODUCTS

CRYSTAL CORP., Willis Ave., N.Y.C., Dept. 50E
I enclose 10c. Please send me liberal trial packages

ofOutdoor Girl Face Powder, Lip-and-Cheek Rouge,
Cleansing Cream, Olive Oil Cteam, and Perfume.

Name - - -

Address-

City State.

NOW/ THE
GIANT
TUBE^

ZIP EPILATOR — IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT
PERMANENTLY DESTROYS HAIR

REMOVE BLEMISHES
WITHOUT SKIN PEELING
A SAFE AND SURE WAY
W orry no more over your skin troubles. Beaufix, a

sensational new discovery, will quickly and safely clear
your skin of pimples, blackheads, freckles and other j^Ktt-' y

i li mishes, tighten your pores, ri^ht in your home. Onlj |flH^^^ Jty
two applications will astonish you.

JSrm
SPECIAL OFFER NOW ONLY CAp Q

fftr §f Aft

FOR COMPLETE TREATMENT Gwli L I III
v

l
ww

BEAUFIX LABS., Dept. Ml. 1851 Washington Ave., N. Y. C. Please
send me complete treatment. I will pay postman 60c plus a few cents post-
age. My money to be refunded if not satisfied.

Name

Address State

BLACKHEADS!
Wash with KLECRPLEX !

DON'T SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS!
CAUSES SCARS, INFECTION! Dis
solve Blackheads scientifically, refine
Large Pores, stop embarrassing Greasiness,
"Shine," clear Muddy, Tanned Skin. Just
wash with water and wonderful KLEER-
PLEX WASH! Has marvelous pore-
purifying powers. Gets at the cause
QUICKLY, SAFELY. RENEWS!
LIGHTENS! BEAUTIFIES! Gives you
that clean-cut attractive look. SEE IN-
STANT IMPROVEMENT! No chemi-
cals. No staying home. A guaranteed
pure, natural product, approved by Health
Authorities, the Beauty Editor of this
magazine and thousands of happy users

—

both Men and Women. Stop using ordinary cosmetics-
send only SI TODAY for this unusual skin healthifier.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
KLEERPLEX (Dept. MR-3)
1 W. 34th St.; New York City, N. Y.
( ) Here ia $1. Please send me 2 mos. supply of

KLEERPLEX WASH or ( ) I will pay postman
plus 20c P.O. charge. Outside U. S. $1.25—noC.O D.'s
{WRITE NAME— ADDRESS IN MARGIN)

MAIL
COUPON
NOW
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Baby LeRoy Contest Prize Winners

MODERN SCREEN, JUNIOR, which is the supplement published

especially for kiddies by MODERN SCREEN, announces the names of

the twenty-five girls and the twenty-five boys who were awarded the

prizes offered by Baby LeRoy, Paramount baby starlet.

DO YOU
KNOW WHY
LOVE MUST
BE GAY?

What was this girl to do?

She was torn between the

death-bed advice and plea

of her mother, and the

magnetic pull of the man

she must not love. Read

the exciting answer in

"Love Must Be Gay," a

new stirring novelette by

Marian O'Hearn, appear-

ing in the MAY issue of

Sweetheart Stories.

On Sale Now

—

At All Newsstands

126

Walter Johnson, Norford, McLean,
Va.

;
Tommy Vallario, 116 Temper St.,

Hartford, Conn.
;
James Edgar Parker,

Jr., 2002-14th Street, Meridian, Miss.;

Johnny Davis, 1024-5th Ave., Hunting-
ton, W. Va.; David DeLuca, 318 East
23rd St., Ashtabula, Ohio; Benny
Swedowsky, 1645 Madison Ave., New
York City, N. Y. ; Jack Meyer, 305
Greylock Parkway, Belleville, N. J.;

Thomas Corrigan, 323 N. Baum St.,

Saginaw, Michigan ; David Garrison,

237 W. 29th St., Norfolk, Va. ; Erie

Rasch, 1831 Kipling, Houston, Texas;
Max Klein. 1321 Union St., Indianapo-

lis, Ind. ; Richard Hansen, 1026 Albert

St., Racine, Wisconsin
;
Henry Gavi-

locki, 8528 Muskegon Ave., Chicago,

111.; Frank J. Bozentka, 269 Hamilton
St., New Haven, Conn.; Ronald Koehm,
3009a N. 20th St., St. Louis, Mo.;
Clyde Keene, 426 No. 20th Ave.,

Phoenix. Ariz. ; Richard Linehan, 67
Walnut St., Glens Falls, N. Y.

;
Dicky

Morris, 258 Stevens Ave., Portland,

Maine ;
Anthony Pucchi, 417 N. Gross

St., Philadelphia, Pa.; Jack Henry, 370
7th Ave., New York City, N. Y.

;
Billy

Leiknas, Main St., Hyannis, Mass.;

John A. Vashon, 11 Carrean St.,

Waterville, Me.; Richard Blech, R. R.

No. 2, Box 301, Michigan City, Ind.;

Ralph Jr., 45 Hoven St., New Haven,
Conn.; Robert Phillips, 708 Canden
Ave., Salisbury, Md. ; Hilda LaRosa,

important thing and what was the un-

important thing. But what would you
do yourselves ?

THIS sort of thing has come to my
attention several times recently. If a

girl slips on the ice, or stumbles over a

rug, or bumps the old bean against the

shelf over the kitchen sink, the man,
instead of being properly solicitous and
asking her if she has hurt herself, is

very apt to howl, "For the love of mud,
you're always banging yourself or fall-

ing over something. Can't you pick up
your feet?" And the girl, smarting

from the accident, can't be blamed too

much if she pitches a book-end at him
or comes back with a snappy retort.

I suppose, once again, the old ideal-

ization business enters into it. In the

man's mental picture, his girl never
stumbles or cuts herself. She glides

gracefully through life, like the glamor-
ous ladies on the screen. What to do
about it? Well, grin and bear it, I

guess, and summon your sense of
humor, if you can, to kid him out of
the disagreeable habit.

406 Watchung Ave., Plainfield, N. J.;
Lillian Moody, Box 113, North Anson,
Maine; Catherine Crossfield, 923 Caro-
lina Ave., Nashville, Tenn.

;
Rosemary

Evers, 2500-15th St., Troy, N. Y.

;

Eleanor Thomas, 3619 Wilshire Ter-
race, San Diego, Cal. ; Theresa Blevins,

806 Kentucky St., Amarillo, Texas;
Mary Jane Lawrence, 651 Orpington
Rd., Baltimore, Md. ; Hilda Marie Wol-
nie, 6638 Field Ave., Detroit, Mich.;
Mae Garvey, 102 Ward St., New
Haven, Conn.

;
Jeannette E. White, 69

Carver St., Pawtucket, R. I.
; Shirley

Ann Donachie, 12 Shepard St., Lynn,
Mass. ; Florence Leon, 525 Eastern
Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Naomi
Ross, 208 Second St., Manning, Iowa

;

Jacqueline Kelley, 1404 Linval St.,

Lansing, Mich. ; Carol Jane Young, 290
Sumner Place, Buffalo, N. Y.

;
Sylvia

Klein, 1321 Union St., Indianapolis,

Ind.; Mary Pistola, 113 Washington
St., Worcester, Mass. ; Helen Elaine
McDaniel, 409a Bird St., Hannibal,
Mo. ; Gertrude Neuser, 2340 Vermont
Ave., Toledo, Ohio ; Loretta Brown,
2735 Bonfield St., Chicago, 111.; Dor-
othy P. Theodoredis, 119 So. 9th St.,

Easton, Pa. ; Helen Adkins, Mineral
St., Platteville, Wis.

;
Shirley Sanford,

108 Jackson St., Lockport, N. Y. ; Bar-
bara Ewing, 305 Greylock Parkway,
Belleville, N. J.; Emma Noe, 32 W.
97th St., New York, N. Y.

It seems that I'm cracking down on
the men too much. Someone will be
asking, "Haven't the girls any faults?"
Sure they have—and one of the worst
of them is a little disease I'll call inter-

ruptionitis. I used to notice this at

home with mother and father. Dad
would no sooner get himself launched
into a dissertation on the political situa-

tion or something, than Mother would
start thinking up interruptions. "Ex-
cuse me, dear. Would you mind hand-
ing me the scissors. They're right on
the table beside you." Or, suddenlv she
came forth with a startled exc.ama-
tion
—"Oh, dear !" And he would say,

somewhat disgruntled for being cut off

in the midst of his best sentence, "What-
samatter? Got a pain?" And she'd

say, "I'm sorry—I didn't mean to inter-

rupt. But I just remembered that I

promised to call Mrs. Whoosis today
and I forgot all about it." Then, very
brightly, "Go on with what you were
saying." And Dad would stand this

just as long as possible and then he'd

shout about it and quit talking and
sulk for hours.

Let's Talk About Love

{Continued from page 8)
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THERE is a certain important talent

or virtue or whatever you want to

call it, which in dancing is termed "the

ability to follow well" and in accom-
panying a singer is called "anticipation"

and in plain ordinary life is called "a

woman's intuition." It's really a gift

for knowing what the other person is

going to do before he does it—and,

furthermore, a gift for knowing what
he'd like you to do without his saying
a word about it. Girls, you know, if

they're the least bit clever, can wheedle
and coax the right response from a man
with all the pretty feminine tricks they
know so well. A man can't do anything
like that. He's supposed to be strong
and silent and would scorn asking for a

compliment or praise of any sort. It's

up to us to figure out what he would
like us to do or say. I know a chap
who, for some silly reason, loves to

read aloud. He read a story to me
once and I said what a nice story it

was. That wasn't enough. He kept
saying, "You didn't like it. You didn't

like it." I kept saying that I did and
finally I added, "It was a swell story

—

and you read it beautifully, too." He
beamed. No, it wasn't a boy friend—it

was a plain, ordinary cousin who was
bitten by the stage bug and yearned to

be an actor. But he was the same as
any other male. He wanted to be

praised. And whereas a girl could say,

looking cute, "Nice story, yes. But
you didn't say anything about the way
I read it," a man, of course, would con-

sider any such hint as quite beyond
the pale.

Make a point of telling him that he
looks nice—they're just as vain as we
are. Praise his tennis, or the way he
writes a letter, or his manner of intro-

ducing people, or his choice of neck-

ties—or any confounded thing—just so

long as you, occasionally and without
being gushy about it, give back to him a
little of the pleasant old applesauce

which you enjoy yourself. He may be
gruff and say, "Oh, nertz !" But don't

tell me he won't love it

!

Have you some personal prob-
lem of love and romance on your
mind which you would like to talk

over with someone who would
give you honest, helpful advice?
If so, write about it—fully, to

Alice Van Doran. She will regard
it as absolutely confidential and
will send you a personal reply.

Address your letter to Alice Van
Doran, Modern Screen Maga-
zine, 149 Madison Ave., New
York, N. Y.

Hereisthe SECRET
says

They Visit New York

(Continued from page 35)

We dropped into Lilyan's dressing-

room and there was the movies' "best

dressed" curled up on a chaise longne

having a studio box lunch. It consisted,

as she put it, of "one good sandwich,

one not-so-good, a hard-boiled egg and

a thermos bottle of what laughingly

passes for coffee." (Well, we've tasted

coffee, so that makes one of us wrong

—

us or the studio cafeteria).

Miss Tashman, who had recently suf-

fered from arthritis, looked extremely

well as per usual. She has just about

the ten best figures in Hollywood,

plenty of good grooming, a throaty

voice and a divine sense of humor.

Much too much for one gal. She had

seen a performance at a Group play-

house the evening before—one of those

little theater community effects—and

reported it to be the "Grope" theater,

and when we discussed a maturing

actress who takes herself much too seri-

ously, Lil said, "Well, personally, I

like her. The only thing that's wrong

is that when we all want to have some

fun, she has to go dedicate a Date Farm
or something."

* * *

NOW, about Mr. Clark Gable

!

We visited M-G-M's contribu-

tion to sex appeal with (shame on us,

tch, tch) not too open a mind; with a

slightly "well, bring on this big he-

man, cave-man, ladies' man, and let us

have a look."

And, girls and boys, we beg to hum-
bly report that Mr. Gable is suh-well

!

Even more attractive than on the

screen, with a grand sense of fun and a

trigger-like mind when it comes to

snappy repartee.

He hadn't been to New York since

he became rich and famous—although
he insists he isn't rich now—and took
all the hurrahs and fanfare in stride.

Yes, Clark's Stetson still fits and it

sorta looks as if it always will.

Clark made a personal appearance at

the Capitol Theatre in New York and
about a million fans and the Police Re-
serve came out. Everybody seemed to

be there to protect each other from be-
ing mobbed. The poor Famous One,
of necessity, was forced to leave by the

front of the house.

So, if anyone should say that Mr.
Gable is slipping, tell 'em that he must
have spurs on the soles of his shoes.

T AURA LA PLANTE, a platinum
' before platinums became the rage,

breezed into New York en route to Eu-
rope. The little lady looked positively

radiant, for she had a stunning mink
coat and a new Warner contract to

make some pictures in the land of fog
and royalty. Laura saved her pennies
for the coat and is as proud of it as a
child with an "A" on his report card.

As for the contract; well, that comes in

the nature of a good big break, after

two years' absence from the screen.

Of course, the rumors preceded Miss
La Plante's arrival by about two days.

You know, the ones about her antici-

pated divorce from Bill Seiter, the di-
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rector. Well, fans, it's a big, bad lie.

Bill and Laura have no more idea of

parting than has ham from eggs or

pork from beans. They just don't go
in for the Hollywood marital Virginia
Reel. You know—time to change part-

ners— I draw my leading man and you
get the brunette ingenue.

* * *

He lives at the Waldorf-Astoria be-

cause it's big and impressive and he
can afford to now. So says the lovable

Walter Huston, appearing on Broad-
way in "Dodsworth." The talkies made
it all possible and to the little village

in the golden west he gives the credit.

Mr. Huston is constantly amazed at

the personal fame he has lately ac-

quired. Why people recognize him
wherever he goes ! Can yuh 'magine ?

Well, he's just about as naive as a
small boy about it. Of course, this fame
business has its drawbacks, too. For,
if you want to go into a chop suey
joint to do a little business with some
chicken and noodles, your public is apt

to see you and be disappointed. You
sort of owe it to them to ride in taxis

and put on the ritz.

This star likes to do a stage play
once in a while to keep in tune histri-

onically. It is so easy to go lax in the

movies where there is no need for sus-

tained emotion. Mr. Huston would
like to see a couple of fellow players

with real talent (he named 'em, too)

trail east and do something for the

theatre, instead of sinking into the gold
fields of the camera coast. The Broad-
way stage may be less lucrative, but it

is plenty stimulating.

Spring and the personal appearance
season is on in New York.
No sooner had Clark Gable packed

his make-up kit at the Capitol Theatre
than Ramon Novarro moved into his

vacated dressing-room. Ramon about

rated four ovations a day—or as many
rousing cheers as there were perform-
ances. He sang and the fans adored it.

Ramon's first love, you know, is the

concert stage and here he had another
chance to do his stuff. Remember his

successful European tour ?

Reviews—A Tour of Today's Talkies

{Continued from page 46)

the role of the wife to a nice turn, and
you can understand her reaction to the

"flirt." Ralph Bellamy is handed a bet-

ter role than is his usual lot and he is

right good. Kay Johnson will spout so

much grand dialogue in an hour that

you will wonder where she's been all

along. The gals should eat this one up.

B: MEN IN WHITE
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Jean Her-
sholt, Elisabeth Allen

"Y^OU'LL talk about this. Because
1 it's human, true-to-life and thrill-

ing. And it isn't so much the story

that is told, but the way the actors tell

it, that makes this such an excellent

picture. Clark Gable, as the doctor,

does almost the best work of his career.

Jean Hersholt makes you really under-

stand him in a fine role, but the orchids

go to Elizabeth Allen, who takes a

small part and makes it stand out like

a beacon light. The story is laid in a

hospital background and the best scene

is where Gable has to watch a nurse
with whom he has had a liaison, die as

the result of an illegal operation.

B: HEAT LI6HTNIN6
(Warners)

Aline McMahon, Ann Dvorak, Lyle
Talbot, Glenda Farrell, Allen Jenkins

OOD show in new atmosphere. An
auto camp in the desert, to be

exact, run by Aline McMahon. The
role was perfect for her. Into the dull

and monotonous surroundings, come
two bank robbers (Lyle Talbot and
Preston Foster) and Glenda Farrell

and Ruth Donnelly, two rich and silly

divorcees whose car has done a nip-up.

Through the whole deal (tragic at

times and very funny at others) moves
Ann Dvorak, daughter of owner Mc-
Mahon, who would like nothing better

than to light out for the Big City and
Romance. Good stuff. Go

!

<: COUNTESS OF MONTE
CRISTO
(Universal)

Fay Wray, Paul Lukas, Patsy Kelly,

Reginald Owen

\J OT so good. In other words, this

picture isn't clean-cut. The cast is

a bit bewildered by the whole thing and
the story is out of focus a great portion

of the time. Fay Wray and Patsy Kelly

are a couple of movie "extras" who
decide to leave the lot in the middle of

a scene. Of course, they are mistaken
for the characters they are portraying,

but the entry of two crooks (Paul
Lukas and Reginald Owen) complicates

matters a trifle. Patsy Kelly is the

whole thing. Fay Wray is miscast.

Paul Lukas was the only one in the

cast who understood the continental

touch the director was trying to put

over. It doesn't sound very promising,

does it ?

C: NO GREATER GLORY
(Columbia)

George Breakstone, Frankic Darro,
Frank Morgan, Lois Wilson

SAND-LOT version of "All Quiet"

or "Skippy in the Trenches." This

picture is from the story "The Paul
Street Boys" and is about rival gangs
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of boys who are continually in a state

of warfare. Young George Breakston

practically carries the show and we bet

that last fight the gangs have will linger

in your memory. Frank Morgan and
Lois Wilson are barely in the picture,

for the boys dominate the screen. If

you're fed up on drawing-room sex

drammers, try this.

<: SHE MADE HER BED
(Paramount)

Sally Eilcrs, Richard Aden, Robert
Armstrong, Richard Arlen, Jr.

T ET her sleep in it, sez I. This is

rather unpleasant, as pictures go,

but it has a gusto and some good acting

that might make you like it. Tough
guy Bob Armstrong runs an auto camp
and cheats on wife, Sally Eilers. Along
comes Arlen, Sr. selling snake oil and
Grace Bradley selling banana oil (at

least to Armstrong). To his collection

of bob-cats, which he whips hourly to

show the ladies that he's a big shot,

Armstrong adds a ferocious tiger. As a

result of a fire, Baby Arlen winds up
in the icebox, the tiger behind the eight

ball and Armstrong takes a nose-dive.

If you like fast-moving, lusty enter-

tainment, take it.

<: I BELIEVED IN YOU
(Fox)

Rosemary Ames, Victor Jory, John
Boles, Gertrude Michael

NOT so hot. In other words, skip

it. This story about a gal (new-
comer, Rosemary Ames) from the small

town who is suddenly thrown into a

bunch of no-accounts in Greenwich
Village, is rather inanely directed and
badly written. The dialogue leaves

everyone standing around and the cast

(besides Miss Ames, Mr. Jory and Mr.
Boles) don't even do the best they know
how. "What's the use ?" you can hear

them say. You might keep an eye on
Rosemary Ames, though. She seems to

be headed places. This last advice is

just for those who go anyway.

<: REGISTERED NURSE
(Warners)

Bebc Daniels, Lyle Talbot, John Halli-

day, Minna Gombell

THE doctors will laugh. But the

technical faults in the picture won't

be so apparent to the average audience

and you might say it was better-than-

usual entertainment. All about a wife

whose husband goes insane, so she re-

turns to her old job of nursing. Bebe
Daniels does this right well and Gordon
Westcott plays the daffy husband to the

last drop. Of course, the reason Bebe
doesn't marry Lyle Talbot (whom she

should) is a bit far-fetched and the

method finally used to get the husband
out of the picture forever is unforgiv-

able from a real-life standpoint, but the

general idea is one you'll enjoy.

<: GAMBLING LADY
(Warners)

Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Pat
O'Brien, Claire Dodd

FAIR to middlin'. And it's too bad,

too, because it is a Barbara Stan-

wyck picture. She is good, as usual,

but the story is just straight formula.

One coincidence after another is un-

reeled before the unsuspecting audience

until one almost wonders if, by some
strange coincidence, the picture will

really reach a logical ending. The title

gives the whole thing away. Barbara
is a gambling lady and there is love,

murder and suspects. Oh, yes, there

are several triangles and a happy end-

ing. Miss Stanwyck, McCrea and
O'Brien try, but we can't promise much.

A: HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD
(20th Century)

George Arliss, Loretta Young, Robert
Young, Boris Karloff

IV7 0RTHY of special praise. George
» » Arliss has not only given us the

picture of the month but, I'm sure, the

picture of the year. Such a beautifully-

done story, gorgeous settings, Arliss at

his best and a cast of ninety-five speak-

ing parts ! True, it is another of the

present line of "costume pictures," but

so far ahead of the best that there is

no contest. It's all about the history

of the banking firm of Rothschild, how
they influenced the map of Europe dur-

ing the time of Napoleon. The story

has strength and purpose that will re-

main in your memory for a long time.

George Arliss dominates the picture,

but there are some marvelous charac-
terizations such as Boris Karloff as

Ledrantz of Prussia, C. Aubrey Smith
as Wellington, Reginald Owen as Her-
ries and Helen Westley as the elder

Mrs. Rothschild. The love interest,

carried by Loretta and Bob Young, is

incidental. See this one.

<: THE SHOWOFF
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Spencer Tracy, Madge Evans, Lois
Wilson

HPHEY got the wrong Tracy ! Try as
* he would, Spencer Tracy couldn't

make the conceited mugg "come to

life" and Madge Evans didn't get a hair

cut of place during the entire seven
reels. All about a guy who is always
putting his foot in it and forever on the
wrong side of the ledger. Some of the

incidents are sure to hit the bell with
any audience, but the net result is not
so good.

B: GEORGE WHITE'S
SCANDALS

(Fox)

Rudy Vallee, Alice Faye, Jimmy
Durante, Cliff Edwards

"G^UNNY musical misses fire. In spite
A of the lavish sets—and the presence
of George White, himself—and a rather
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Direction: S, GREGORY TAYLOR
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good cast, this expensive picture doesn't

quite "jell." The music, though, is

just grand. In fact, there are some
real hits for vou to croon. "Every
Time You Hold My Hand" and "So
Nice" are the hest. Of course, the idea

of the picture is to show you what the

New Yorkers see every year in the

George White "Scandals," but the

back-stage story that is attempted falls

rather flat. To us, it seemed that Cliff

Edwards was the best, with newcomer
Alice Faye doing surprisingly well.

D: LAZY RIVER
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Jean Parker, Robert Young, Ted Hcaly

CHOULD have stayed on the shelf.

C Rumor has it that this little ditty

was shelved several times and finally

brought out for the world to see. Too
bad ! The story is so antiquated that

the preview audience almost laughed
itself sick. Mortgage due, villain on
way to take house, in steps hero lost at

sea after being shanghaied. Well, is that

enough to discourage you? Ted Healy
and Nat Pendleton, as a couple of dumb
crooks, are the standouts as far as per-
formances go, with Bob Young and
Jean Parker trying hard.

D: SUCCESS STORY
(RKO)

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Genevieve To-
bin, Frank Morgan, Colleen Moore

NOT so successful as entertainment.

Doug Jr. sees his brother (a gang-
ster) shot and buried in a casket cost-

ing ten Gs and immediately wants
money and power. He gets both, but

the number of necks he has to step on
to get to the top are a bit too numerous
and the power a little too quickly

gained for credence. I thought Fair-

banks rose above his material, but the

critic at my right thought he was ter-

rible. The remainder of the cast was
adequate, with Miss Tobin leading the

crowd. We can't recommend it.

THE REPORT CARD
With this simple picture rating, you will be

able to choose wisely the pictures you want

to see: A means excellent; B means good; C means

fair; D means poor

THESE PICTURES 6ET "A'

ANN VICKERS (RKO).
You must have seen it by this time. It's the pic-

turization of Sinclair Lewis' next-to-most-recent
novel with Irene Dunne giving a very nice per-
formance.

BERKELEY SQUARE (Fox).
Highly imaginative story. Would be "hard to take"
if it were not for the sensitive performance of
Leslie Howard and the good work of the support-
ing cast.

BROADWAY THROUGH A KEYHOLE (20th Cen-
tury).
Amusing Winchelliana. with Paul Kelly.

THE CAT AND THE FIDDLE (M-G-M).
Delightful music, with Jeanette MacDonald and
Ramon Novarro to interpret it for you.

CONVENTION CITY (First National).
What "the boys" do when they go conventioning.

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW (Universal).
A top-notch plot, ably put over by John Barry-
more, Bebe Daniels and a large cast.

DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY (Paramount).
Strange story—but well done by Fredric March.

DESIGN FOR LIVING (Paramount).
You must know all about this one. But do see it,

if you've missed it.

DINNER AT EIGHT (M-G-M).
You must know all about this one, too. Catch it

at a neighborhood theatre, if you were unable to
see it before.

DOUBLE HARNESS (RKO).
Good modern marriage stuff, with Ann Harding and
Bill Powell.

ESKIMO (M-G-M).
Pictorially beautiful.

FASHIONS OF 1934 (Warners).
Not quite up to "42nd Street" and "Golddiggers"
but very scrumptious, jussasame.

HI, NELLIE (Warners).
Paul Muni in a comedy role. We like him better
in stark realism, but the chap's a swell actor, what-
ever he does.

I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY (Fox).
Verra sophisticated.

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (Columbia).
Gable and Colbert together. And mighty thrilling.

THE LAST ROUND-UP (Paramount).
A really good Western.

LITTLE WOMEN (RKO).
Guess we don't need to say anything about this
one.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE (20th Century).A wee mite melodramatic, but it will certainly hold
your interest.

A MAN'S CASTLE (Columbia).
Spencer Tracy and Loretta Young.

MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN (Paramount)
Baby LeRoy's adorable tricks make you forget the
gruesome aspects of this picture.

MOULIN ROUGE (20th Century).
One of the best looking pieces of work we have
ever seen. Connie Bennett sings and dances beau-
tifully.

NANA (Sam Goldwyn).
You'll like the newcomer, Anna Sten, and forget
the triteness of the story in the beauty of the pro-
duction.

ONLY YESTERDAY (Universal).
Margaret Sullavan's debut picture.

PALOOKA (20th Century).
A real laugh-riot.

THE POWER AND THE GLORY (Fox).
Super-characterization by Spencer Tracy.

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY VIII (United
Artists).
Charles Laughton in a gorgeously and highly in-
teresting production.

QUEEN CHRISTINA (M-G-M).
Well—you must have heard of this one. Don't
miss it.

ROMAN SCANDALS (Sam Goldwyn).
Cantor is a riot, the girls are lovely and the gags
are swell.

STAGE MOTHER (M-G-M).
The versatile Alice Brady gives an excallent char-
acterization.

THIS DAY AND AGE (Paramount).
The younger generation comes through.

VOLTAIRE (Warners).
Mr. George Arliss.

WONDER BAR (Warners).
A super-super-super.

THE WORLD CHANGES (Warners).
Paul Muni in the saga of a self-made man.

THESE PICTURES GET "B"
ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN (20th Century).
Lee Tracy at his second best. Which is pretty
good, at that.

AFTER TONIGHT (RKO).
Connie Bennett and Gilbert Roland in one of those

spy pictures, of which we're getting a little tired.
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Mack (who scores

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (Paramount).
This should have been better than it is. But it has
a great many good points, just the same.

ALL OF ME (Paramount).
Hopkins and March. Helen
beautifully) and George Raft.

BEGGARS IN ERMINE (Monogram).
Unpretentious, but nice.

BELOVED (Universal).
John Boles and Gloria Stuart grow old together.
Beautiful music. Rather weepy.

BLONDE BOMBSHELL (M-G-M).
Harlow and Lee Tracy take the camouflage off
Hollywood.

BLOOD MONEY (20th Century).
George Bancroft back again.

BOLERO (Paramount).
Ladies will be interested in the 1814 clothes which
are most intriguing and almost up-to-date.

BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).
Alice Brady. Frank Morgan and Jackie Cooper.

BY CANDLELIGHT (Universal).
One of those light Viennese" farce things. Elissa
Landi. Paul Lukas and Nils Asther.

CATHERINE THE GREAT (United Artists).
Young Fairbanks went to England to make this
Alexander Korda production. You may like a
petite lady named Elizabeth Bergner, who is in-

teresting, if not beautiful.

THE CHIEF (M-G-M).
Ed Wynn.

THE COHENS AND THE KELLEYS IN TROUBLE
(Universal).

COMING OUT PARTY (Fox).
Cute and young.

CRADLE SONG (Paramount).
Slow, but beautiful.

DANCING LADY (M-G-M).
Joan and Franchot and Mr. Gable.

DUCK SOUP (Paramount).
The Marx Brothers.

ELMER THE GREAT (Warners).
A very good Joe E. Brown comedy.

EMERGENCY CALL (RKO).
More hospital stuff.

FLYING DOWN TO RIO (RKO).
Just foof and feathers—but lots of fun to look at.

FUGITIVE LOVERS (M-G-M).
The first (we believe) of the cross-country-bus
cycle. Robert Montgomery and Madge Evans.

GALLANT LADY (20th Century).
A grand woman's picture. Ann Harding, Clive
Brook, Otto Kruger and Tullio Carminati. Not to
mention Master Dickie Moore.

GOOD DAME (Paramount).
Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March.

HAVANA WIDOWS (Warners).
Joan Blondell and Glenda Farrell do their stuff in
the famous resort.

HEAT LIGHTNING (Warners).
Aline MacMahon is good.

HER FIRST MATE (Universal).
A Zasu Pitts-Slim Sumnierville comedy.

HER SWEETHEART, CHRISTOPHER BEAN
(M-G-M).
Lionel Barrymore and Marie Dressier teamed.

THE HOUSE ON 56TH STREET (Warners).
Kay .Francis is lovely.

I LOVED A WOMAN (Warners).
Eddie Robinson as a beef-baron.

I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount)
A gal named West is in it.

I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER (Warners).
Blondell. Glenda Farrell and Pat O'Brien.

JIMMY AND SALLY (Fox).
Claire Trevor has something. Watch this girl.

JIMMY THE GENT (Warners).
Jimmy Cagney and Bette Davis.

THE KENNEL MURDER CASE (Warners).
Good mystery.

THE KING OF THE ARENA (Universal).
And a good Western.

LADY KILLER (Warners).
Cagney socks 'em again.

LEGONG (Bennett Productions).
Beautiful Bali.

LET'S FALL IN LOVE (Columbia).
, A newcomer named Ann Sothern seems to be very

lovely and talented.

LONG LOST FATHER (RKO).
John Barrymore isn't quite suited to the role.

MAMA LOVES PAPA (Paramount).
Mary Boland and Charles Ruggles.

MAN OF TWO WORLDS (Paramount).
Too bad Francis Lederer's first picture had to pre-
sent him as an Eskimo.

MAN OF THE FOREST (Paramount).
Good action story.

A MAN'S WOMAN (Monogram).
Nothing exciting, but well done.

MEET THE BARON (M-G-M).
Jack Pearl—in other words. Baron Munschausen.

MEN IN WHITE (M-G-M).
The medical business, frankly held up for discus-
sion. Gable is in it.

MR. SKITCH (Fox).
Will Rogers and Zasu Pitts.

THE MYSTERY OF MR. X (M-G-M).
Robert Montgomery is better than he has been for
several pictures.

NO MORE WOMEN (Paramount).
Rowdy—but plenty fun.

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (Columbia).
It takes place in a hospital. What, again?

ONE MAN'S JOURNEY (RKO).
Lionel Barrymore in a familiar characterization.

PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING (Fox).
Gaynor being very Gaynor.

THE POOR RICH (Universal).

RAFTER ROMANCE (RKO).
Cute story with Ginger Rogers and Norman Foster.

THE RIGHT TO ROMANCE (RKO)..
Ann Harding as a woman doctor.

SEARCH FOR BEAUTY (Paramount).
Paramount's beauty contest winners are in this one.

SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE? (M-G-M).
Alice Brady is a riot.

SING AND LIKE IT (RKO).
Zasu Pitts and Pert Kelton. Very funny.

Skipworth
SIX OF A KIND (Paramount).
Charles Ruggles. Mary Boland. Alison
and W. C. Fields.

SMOKY (Fox).
Grand horse picture.

SOLITAIRE MAN (M-G-M).
Herbert Marshall in an unassuming film, well done.

SONG OF SONGS (Paramount).
Pictorially beautiful, but a little boring.

SON OF A SAILOR (Warners).
Joe E. Brown.

SUNSET PASS (Paramount).
|

Good Western.

THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN (M-G-M).
Lionel Barrymore in a picture which is a trifle too
sentimental.

THE THUNDERING HERD (Paramount).
Well, what do you think it is? A Western? Right.
And another good one to add to the list.

TOO MUCH HARMONY (Paramount).
Bing Crosby.

WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD (Warners).
1 A bitter comment on what poverty does to children.

THESE PICTURES SET "C
AGGIE APPLEBY. MAKER OF MEN (RKO).

AS HUSBANDS GO (Fox).

CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE (Fox).

COLLEGE COACH (Warners).

COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO (Universal).

CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE (Universal).

DARK HAZARD (Warners).

DAVID HARUM (Fox). Will Rogers.

DOCTOR BULL (Fox).

EASY TO LOVE (Warners).

EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT (Paramount).

EVER IN MY HEART (Warners).

FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE (Paramount).

F. P. 1 (Fox-Gaumont).

THE FRONTIER MARSHAL (Fox).

GAMBLING LADY (Warners).

GOING HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).

HAROLD TEEN (Warners).

HEADLINE SHOOTER (RKO).

HIPS. HIPS. HOORAY (RKO).

I AM SUZANNE (Fox).

I BELIEVED IN YOU (Fox).

THE INVISIBLE MAN (Universal).

LADIES MUST LOVE (Universal).

LONE COWBOY (Paramount).

THE LOST PATROL (RKO).

MARY STEVENS. M.D. (Warners).

MASSACRE (Warners).

MIDSHIPMAN JACK (RKO).

MY LIPS BETRAY (Fox).

NO GREATER GLORY (RKO).

OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT (Fox).

PRIVATE DETECTIVE (Warners).

REGISTERED NURSE (Warners).

ROME EXPRESS (Universal).

SHANGHAI MADNESS (Fox).

SHE MADE HER BED (Paramount).

S. O. S. ICEBERG (Universal).

THE TORCH SINGER (Paramount).

TO THE LAST MAN (Paramount).

THE WOMEN IN HIS LIFE (M-G-M).

THE WORST WOMAN IN PARIS (Fox).

YOU CAN'T BUY EVERYTHING (M-G-M).

THESE PICTURES SET "D'
BOMBAY MAIL (Universal).

DON'T BET ON LOVE (Universal).

FOG (Columbia).

GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM (Paramount).
HELL AND HIGH WATER (Paramount).
HEROES FOR SALE (Warners).

KEEP 'EM ROLLING (RKO).
MANDALAY (Warners).

MYRT AND MARGE (Universal).

MYSTERY LINER (Monogram).
SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM (Universal).
THE SHAKEDOWN (Warners).
SITTING PRETTY (Paramount).
SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR (Universal).

SUCCESS STORY (RKO).
TWO ALONE (RKO).
WHITE WOMAN (Paramount).

fREALSHlNE")

WON'T -J

yRUB OFF
says BETTY LOU

Realshine White is the only
all-purpose white dressing
that actually removes dirt
and spots and won't rub off.

Cleans, whitens and renews
kid, buck, suede, canvas, linen
and duck. Keeps your white
summer accessories new-
looking, makes them last

longer and saves you
money. Insist on
genuine

WHITE
Shoe Dressing

At 5 and 10* Stores

IO
THE, PERFECT
DRESSING FOR

• PURSES
• CLOVES
• BELTS
• HATS *>U HOT RU8 0f f

REALSHINECO.Inc. Galveston, iJxas

HOW TO GET
RID OF CORNS
—without using

pads or knife

One
Drop
Stops Pain
Instantly

Just one little drop of FREEZONE on that

aching corn will stop all pain instantly and

for good. Then a few more drops of this safe

liquid and corn gets so loose you can lift it

right off with your fingers, core and all! It's

the quickest way known to get rid of hard

and soft corns and calluses. Get a bottle

from your druggist and try it.

FREEZONE
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THE INFORMATION DESK
"Facts, facts! Give us the facts!" cry these fans. Well, here

are the facts—and if you are thirsting for information,

too, just drop a note to this department

T HE music accompanying "Little

Women" haunts me and I have
been unable to find out the name of
the theme song—that quaint melody
which recurs throughout the picture.—Pearl M. Irwin, New York City.

At last you can breathe again. The
theme song of "Little Women" is en-

titled "Josephine," a song written on
the West Coast but not as yet pub-
lished. If, by any chance, though,

you were being haunted by the song
Paul Lukas played and sang, it was
"None But The Lonely Heart" by
Tschaikowsky.

TJ/r ILL you please be so kind as to

give me information about Di-
rector Mamoulian—his ancestry, etc.

—Mrs. Herbert Wilhelm, St. Peters-

burg, Florida.

Mr. Mamoulian is of Russian-Ar-
menian descent and one of the few
Armenians who didn't come to Amer-
ica to sell rugs. There will be an in-

teresting feature on Mamoulian in

our next issue.

TTAS Raul Roulien ever made any
other picture besides "Flying

Down To Rio"?—Joan Hayls, Sa-
vannah, Ga.

Raul Roulien has been on the stage

since the early age of five and has
achieved great success in South
America and in Europe. Since he
has been in the movies, he has played
in the following pictures for Fox

:

"Delicious," "Careless Lady," "The
Painted Woman" and "It's Great To
Be Alive." Watch this young man,
he's got somepin'.

JI/'ILL you be kind enough to ad-
vise me as to the songs sung by

Eddie Cantor in the two productions,
"Whoopee" and "The Kid From
Spain"?—Mrs. C. C. Blakeney, Fort
Riley, Kansas.

Ah, Mrs. Blakeney, so you've
fallen for those beeg brown eyes, too

!

Or is it that soft crooning voice?
Well, anyway, here are your songs.
From "Whoopee": "Makin' Whoo-
pee," "My Baby Just Cares For Me"
and "I'll Still Belong To You." From

132

In writing to this department,
avoid questions which are contro-

versial and which are not dictated

by good taste. We cannot give

you home addresses of the stars

and we dislike printing answers
which take up a great deal of

space. Otherwise, we're ready to

oblige. All questions will be an-

swered in this magazine, so save

your stamps.

Address: The Information Desk,

MODERN SCREEN Magazine, 149

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

"The Kid From Spain" : "Look What
You've Done" and "What a Perfect

Combination."

TJ/'ILL you please give me the fol-
' lowing data on Mary Carlisle's

age, height, weight, education, likes

and dislikes, etc.—Elwood Henry,
Ridgcfield Park, N. J.

Mary Carlisle was born in Boston,

Mass., in 1912. She was educated

both in the East and on the Coast in

private schools. A blue-eyed blonde,

she weighs an even one hundred
pounds and is five feet one inch in

height. Her favorite sports are

swimming and tennis and her favor-

ite pets, dogs. She plays the piano

and loves to read biographies. For
more about her, read "Plucky Little

Girl" in this issue.

TS it true that Mala, the Eskimo, in

the picture of the same name has

never acted before? I am a bit

doubtfid in spite of the fact that the

announcement said that the only

actors in the picture were the Can-
adian Mounted Police.—Charlotte

Wills, Kansas City, Mo.

The little detective has again

peered furtively from behind the

green baize curtains. It is reported

from Hollywood that Mala is a for-

mer assistant cameraman named Ray
Wise. He really was born in Alaska
but came to America because he

wanted to write stories about the

frozen North. He started out by
being a studio hanger-on, was made
assistant cameraman, then promoted

from that office to actor in W. S. Van
Dyke's "Igloo." Then when Mr.
VanDyke went North to make
"Eskimo," Wise went along as Mala.
Now, are you satisfied or merely dis-

illusioned ?

T WONDER if you could tell me
where to send my baby's pictures.

My little daughter is very talented

and I would like to know how to get

in touch with some studio which
would be interested in her.—Mrs. B.
H. Chester, New York, N. Y.

Discouraging as it may seem, Mrs.
Chester, about one child in 1500 who
go to Hollywood ever gets a chance
in the movies. Children called to the

studios must be on the Central Cast-
ing list. There are only 1400 chil-

dren between the ages of six months
and eighteen years on the lists, and
no registrations are being accepted

by the Bureau at the present time.

However, if you want to take a

chance, send your daughter's picture

to the Central Casting Office, Holly-

wood. Then hold your thumbs.

TJ/ HAT can you tell me about
" Mitzi Green? I used to like her

so much and then she disappeared

from the screen altogether.—Johnny
Tate, Minneapolis, Minn.

That is a big order, Mr. Tate, but

here goes. Mitzi comes naturally by
her acting, seeing as how both her

mother and father were on the stage.

She was born in the Bronx, New
York City, on October 22, not so

very long ago. She was educated in

the public schools of New York and
Hollywood and in the New York
Professional Children's School. At
the age of six she made her stage

debut and at eight made her debut on
the screen in Paramount's "The
Marriage Playground." Some of her

other pictures were "Honey," "Love
Among the Millionaires," "The
Sante Fe Trail" and "Tom Sawyer."
Recently RKO called Mitzi back to

the screen to appear in the forthcom-

ing "Finishing School," but after she

had gone all the way to Hollywood,

she found that the part selected for

her was far from being important,

so she rejected it.

Printed in the V. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, N. J.



HEIRESS

NO man had more money than Nathan Rothschild, yet his

daughter was denied the one thing she wanted most in

life! Why? What surprising quirk in the amazing brain

of her father, history's greatest financial wizard, made him hurt

that which he held most dear?

But the sinister thing which kept lovely Julie Rothschild from

the arms of dashing Colonel Fitzroy, served a double purpose,

for it became the driving power which made the house of

Rothschild the richest family on earth!

You'll be thrilled by the powerful story of THE HOUSE OF
ROTHSCHILD, the novelization of George Arliss's latest picture,

featuring Loretta Young and Robert Young. So you'd better

get the May SCREEN ROMANCES today and read it—along

with eleven other splendid new screen stories:

DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY (Fredric March), GAMBLING LADY
(Barbara Stanwyck), HEAT LIGHTNING (Aline MacMahon, Ann
Dvorak). DAVID HARUM (Will Rogers), COUNTESS OF MONTE
CRISTO (Fay Wray), MIDNIGHT (Sidney Fox, Henry Hull),

STRICTLY DYNAMITE (Jimmie Durante), THREE ON A HONEY-
MOON (Sally Eilers), ONE IS GUILTY (Ralph Bellamy), and THE

CROSBY CASE (Wynne Gibson).

\ TODAY ASK AT ANY
' NEWSSTAND FOR MAY

SCREEN ROMANCES
THE LOVE STORY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN
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We believe

you 11 enjoy

them

they're MILDER

they TASTE BETTER
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A R G E S T ARANTEED CIRCULATION OF ANY SCREEN

I

RIS KING ALL TO
CRASH HOLLYWOOD!



LAT E K afriend drops in _ helps
solve thepwjjLe

then connie, five down
must be b.o"_todor of

loneliness.'how silly/

if people are lonely
because they have 'b.o."

why then i'm the worlds
worst offender

OH...ER...I SUPPOSE
EVERYBODY SHOULD
PLAY SAFE. I'M CRAZY
ABOUT LIFEBUOY, MYSELF

NEXT DAY

I TOOK CONNIES
ADVICE _ CHANGED
TO LIFEBUOY. IF BY
ANY CHANCE "B.O."

WERE THE REASON
JOHN CHANGED_l'M

SURE I COULD WIN
HIM BACK NOW

B.O. GONE
herbachelor dai/s over:

/

JOHN, DARLING, I'M

GOING TO TRY SO
HARD TO MAKE

YOU HAPPY

DONT HAVE TO
TRY. HONEY. JUST

STAY AS YOU
ARE NOW

YOU WONDER MOW I KEEP MY
COMPLEXION SO LOVELY—

THERE'S THE ANSWER!

SO SAY thousands upon thousands

of women. Lifebuoy keeps their

complexions clear and fresh— let it do
the same totyours. Its gentle, seatching

lather penetrates pores— coaxes out

clogged wastes— adds soft, youthful

radiance to dull skin.

The richest lather ever
Lifebuoy gives handfuls of creamy
lather whether the water is hard or

soft, hot or cold. Wonderful for your
bath! Its quickly-vanishing, hygienic

scent tells you Lifebuoy gives extra

protection. Its deep-cleansing lacher

purifies and deodorizes pores — stops

"B.O." {body odor).

WORK LIKE A
SLAVE SCRUBBING

AND BOILING -

STILL THE CLOTHES

NEVER LOOK
REALLY WHITE

/silly chilo! change"

(to rinso -it soaks

7 out dirt. clothes
)l COME 4OR 5 SHADES'

\ ^WHITER WITHOUT,
" SCRUBBING

DO YOU BLAME ME FOR BEING
PROUD OF MY WIFE?

NO WONDER he's proud of her! She
doesn't sctub clothes threadbare—she

soaks them 4 or 5 shades whiter in Rinso suds.
Clothes last 2 or 3 times longer!

NEXT MONDAY EVEN ING

I'M SO HAPPY. JIM ! I'M USING
RINSO NOW— FOR THE WASH,
FOR THE DISHES AND ALL

CLEANING.
IT SAVES SO
MUCH WORK

IT SAVES YOUR

HANDS, TOQ

ROSALIND
THEY'RE

lovely!

Makers of 40 famous washers recommend
Rinso. Safe for colors—easy on hands. A
little gives a lot of rich, lasting suds even in

hardest water. Wondetful for dishes and all

cleaning. Tested and approved by Good
Housekeeping Instimte. Get Rinso today.



Modern Screen

She is the girl about whom men
say to themselves: "She certainly

doesn't live up to her stunning
looks! Why on earth doesn't she
get wise to herself?"

She is the girl whom other girls

discuss in cruel little huddles:
"Wouldn't you think she'd notice it

herself? There's no excuse for it

these days!"

Nothing so quickly sidetracks a
girl socially as the ugly odor of

underarm perspiration on her per-

son and clothing.

It's an offense that up-to-date
people find hard to excuse. And no
wonder! For it's so simple and easy
to avoid. With Mum!

Just a quick fingertipful of Mum to

each underarm when you dress, and
you re safe for all day or evening.

And think of this—-if you forget

to use Mum when dressing, use it

afterwards. It's harmless to cloth-

ing, you know.
It's soothing to the skin, too;

even a sensitive skin. You can use
Mum right after shaving the under-
arms.

Remember, this dainty deodor-
ant cream does away with un-
pleasant body odor without pre-

venting perspiration itself.

The girl or woman who is care-

less about underarm odor always
pays for it in lost popularity. Use
Mum and be sure of yourself. All

toilet counters have it. Mum Mfg.
Co., Inc., 75 West St., New York.

TAKES
THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

"WE PRIZE MUM FOR THIS, TOO," women say. "We simply couldn't
get along without it to use on sanitary napkins. It relieves us of all worry."

3
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"STOP GOSSIPING ABOUT MEI" Dorothy Manners 26
Jean Harlow's much-rumored loves and feuds are making the Platinum One rebel

BING MEANS TO QUIT S. R. Mook 28
Crosby craves a little fun. And he says, "When my contract is up—I'm through!"

RISKING ALL! Gladys Hall 30
On the slimmest chance at fame, movie-struck humans will gamble honor and life

"THANK YOU, MY FRIENDS!" Walter Ramsey 32
Lee Tracy's first interview since his return contains a touching tribute to his fans

"I WANT TO BE BAD!" Carter Bruce 34
Helen Mack, a real dramatic find, qualifies her startling statement and gives her reasons

f SPIES INFEST HOLLYWOOD .....Dena Reed 40
Stealing ideas, snooping onto sets, hired thieves are making producers' lives a misery

KAY HAS FOOLED US ALL Dorothy Manners 42
The real mystery woman of Hollywood isnt Garbo at all. It's Miss Kay Francis

WITH A SONG IN HIS HEART Gladys Hall 43
Otto Kruger will keep with him all his life the memory of a girl and the melody she sang

PUBLIC ENEMY NO. 1 Gertrude Hill 46
Baby Le Roy has muscled in on the star racket and toddled off with stolen laurels

NO MOTHERS TO GUIDE THEM Ramon Romero 48
Our Garbos, Hepburns, Wests and Bennetts do nicely without the aid of a stage mama

THE MAN GARBO LOVES Cyril Vandour 56
Let's find out about this Mamoulian chap—beyond the factjhat he's Garbo's boy friend

THE LIFE STORY OF A REAL GUY Walter Ramsey 58
We mean Spencer Tracy. A swell, human yarn that you'll enjoy clear through

LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT MARLENE DIETRICH ..John Lodge 60
Her leading man in "Scarlet Empress" tells you about an utterly different Marlene

WILL GLORIA COME BACK AGAIN? Maude Lathem 64
The firm Swanson chin is set and the gray-blue eyes are eager. Let's hope she wins

WILL ROGERS—FATHER AND HUSBAND Katherine Albert 66
What do you know about the man's home life? Not much'eh? Well, read this story

SHE KNEW WHAT SHE WANTED Jack Jamison 68
And Jean Muir went after it with the sort of pluck that gains its goal

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH MARY? Regina Cannon 69
Miss Brian is healthy, wealthy, wise^and beautiful—but she's still Miss Brian. Why?
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THE MODERN HOSTESS Phyllis Deen-Dunning 8

WHAT CLOTHES FOR VACATION TIME? ..Margery Wells 70

MODERN SCREEN PATTERNS 74

ON DRESS PARADE Margery Wells 77

BEAUTY ADVICE 6 GOOD NEWS 36
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 10 REVIEWS 44
BETWEEN YOU AND ME 12 ALL JOKING ASIDE 50
LET'S TALK ABOUT LOVE 14 THE INFORMATION DESK 78

80THEY VISIT NEW YORK 35 THE REPORT CARD.
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Modern Screen

YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

LLYWOOD
PARTY

K.S.V.P.- Revues, Songs, Variety , Pandemonium

A LAURELTOLUPE-
AND OLIVER'S
ALL OF A TWIST!

HYSTERICAL FACTS ! NAPOLEON
IS STILL FRENCH PASTRY AND
BISMARCK IS ONLY A HERRING.

WHAT IS BUTTERWORTH TO
POLLY- WHEN POLLY WANTS A
CRACKER?-A WISE CRACKER.



Fay Wray is a girl who works very

hard and plays very hard, too. She

never looks anything but lovely. That

takes care—and pains. One of her

never-neglected beauty tasks is to giv

her skin a brisk, invigorating ice ru

at least once every day.

Your beauty problems will be an-

swered by Mary Biddle, promptly and

in a personal letter, if you will write

to her in care of this magazine. En-

close a stamped, self-addressed en-

velope, please. The address is Mary

Biddle, MODERN SCREEN, 149

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

B MAR

HAT large picture of Fay Wray presents for
your admiration a glamorous, dazzling lady—

a

sort of princess, awfully well-groomed, and fright-
fully well-coiffed. A dream girl for men to wor-

ship and buy orchids for and dance with on moonlit
terraces. A slim, cool creature who, in the sticky weather
we are about to endure, would never do anything so unal-
luring as to perspire, or go unpowdered and unwaved.

The smaller picture of Fay Wray presents a young lady

in her wrapper—one who has just pattered from her

dressing-room, in her mules, to the kitchen to get a cube

of ice from the refrigerator. She is going to take this

ice cube back to her dressing-room—or to the bathroom

—

wrap it in a soft cloth, and, with it, polish her clean, make-

upless face. It will act as an astringent, a pepper-upper,

a dirt-cheap tonic and beautifier. (Continued on page 124)
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I TINTFY—

*

or *¥erytliing Faded in Your
USc I In I t.A Apparel and Home Decorations

Use TINTEX for

Underthings... Negligees

Dresses ... Sweaters
Scarfs...Stockings. ..Slips

Blouses . . . Children's
Clothes . . . Men's Shirts

Curtains . . . Bed Spreads

Drapes . . . Luncheon Sets

Doilies . . . Slip Covers

Color Magic for Every Fabric
T^VERY day Tintex is performing its

miracle of color in millions of homes.

With these simplest and quickest of all tints

and dyes you, too, can make faded fabrics

become new again ... or you can give them

different colors, if you wish.

Use easy Tintex for everything in your

Spring and Summer wardrobe. And for

home-decorations, too. Saves time, money
and disappointment. 35 brilliant, long-

lasting colors from which to choose!

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

On sale at drug stores and
notion counters everywhere

intex
R£G U.S Pat Off

~-

TINTS AS YOL RINSE

PINK

1 <3 f?f

4
j u s tUor/Jh

XXXXXIML Lar&est Tints and Dyes
***** * Selling
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MODERN

Plantation Marble and

Silvermoon are just

a few of the enticing

cakes Joan Blondell

dotes on.

PROBABLY if I should stop you
on the street tomorrow and ask

you to name your favorite cake

you'd answer "chocolate layer" or

"devil's food." Somehow almost every-

body does. But, if I'd repeat this little

experiment a month from now, I'll bet

you dollars to doughnuts you'd answer
"Silvermoon." or "Plantation Marble,"

or "Maple Cream," because I hope that

by then you will have made and eaten

Joan Blondell's delicious cakes.

It was funny how I happened to find

out about these cakes. If Bette Davis
hadn't been going to have a birthday,

I might not have.

MODERN SCREEN STAR RECIPES

HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
MODERN SCREEN Magazine

149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Please send me the recipes for

Tune, 1934.

Name. .

.

Address.

(Print in pencil)

(Street and Number)

(City) (State)

i^ou see, it was this way. Joan Blon-

dell thought it would be fun to have a

surprise party for Bette, and she asked

me if I knew of anything different to

have to eat. Well, I suggested a few
little party treats and Joan was so en-

thusiastic about them that I set to work
and planned a whole menu for her.

Everything went along nicely until I

mentioned Bombe Glacee and Petits

Fours for dessert.

"Don't be silly !" said Joan. "This
is a birthday party and, of course, Bette

must have a birthday cake—a big one,

with candles."

"And all dolled up with pastry-tube

roses, Happy Birthday scrawled across

the top in pink icing, and under the

icing, that mysterious mixture of saw-
dust and almond meal that so many
caterers dignify with the name of cake,"

I replied sarcastically.

"No such thing," exclaimed Joan.
Then, with a flash of her lovely smile,

"Bette's going to have a real, old-

fashioned birthday cake and I'm going
to make it for her myself."

"Hooray !" I cheered. "And what
particular cake do you pride yourself

on being able to make ?"

"I can make any kind of cake," an-

swered Joan earnestly, "but I have sev-

eral favorites and I shall choose one
of them for Bette's birthday cake."

"Tell me what they are," I urged,

spotting a chance to get some pointers

from Joan • in exchange for the ideas I

had given her.

"Well, probably mv very favorite

cake is one we call Silvermoon, with
Seafoam Icing on it."

"Sounds like a poem," I hazarded.
"It is a poem," agreed Joan, laugh-

ing. "It's better than a poem, this deli-

cate white cake. It has nuts in it and
on top is a frosting, which is made of
brown sugar, egg whites and coffee."

"The sort of cake which makes a man
forget there was hash for supper," I

suggested.

"Hash for supper, indeed ! That cake
is not one to consort with hash. It is

of the aristocracy. I would have you
know. Though I suppose if you did

want to cover up the fact that the rest

of a meal consisted of hash and little

else, this cake could do it better than

almost anything else I know."
"Then there is Plantation Marble

Cake with Fudge Frosting," went on

Joan.
"And why (Continued on page 110)





y HAVE just received a letter from a girl— becoming the idol of young, male America."

£ " one of our readers. From such telltale There—that is all of the letter I can print. For,

things as choice of words and presenta- you see, this girl went through the same experi-

tion of ideas, one can see that the writer is ence as the heroines of the pictures I have been

a person of more than average intelligence. The talking about. She sneers at the romantic poppy-

letter is signed only with the initials. You will under- cock which glossed over these films. The happy

—

stand why in a moment. I cannot print the letter or nearly happy—endings. The charming reunion

It has made me ponder of mama, papa and child. The way in which the

unmarried mothers'

— it is much too bitter,

seriously over certain

moving pictures and

stories which I have

always taken more or

less for granted.

We have had, re-

cently, several pic-

tures which presented

the theme of mother-

hood without benefit

of clergy. I have

seen three such pic-

tures in the last few

months. They were all

beautifully done. They

brought tears to the

eyes and a lump to

the throat. Two of

these three ended —
oh, so happily. In the

third the mother died,

but the child and the

father (a very wealthy

father, of course)

come together at the

finish. In all three

pictures, there was an

aura of beauty, a

tragical loveliness, an

abundance of ro-

mance, an idealizing

of the bare facts

which made the hero-

ine's plight seem an

enviable dramatic

ALL

THINGS

BY THE EDITOR

gallantry was played

up. This girl does not

complain about her lot

and she appears much

too intelligent to think

that her life is

"ruined." But it is cer-

tainly not a "roman-

tic" nor particularly

gallant experience she

has been through. It

has taken something

sweet and wonderful

away from her which

she can never recap-

ture.

She says, in effect:

"Don't go on giving

impressionable young

girls in this country the

notion that there is

anything romantic,

gallant, courageous or

dramatic in such an

experience."

Th is girl will never

see her baby again.

She hopes and prays

that she will never

see the father. She

looks forward to no

happy ending. She

looks forward to—for-

getting.

Do you blame her?experience.

"Stop these pictures!" cries the girl who has A romantic setting will, we know, bring glamor

written me the above-mentioned letter. "Stop to many a sordid fact. I om not suggesting, of

them! Believing the screen to be the greatest course, that a good story should be left unwritten

medium of modern social education, it seems like because its basis-in-fact may be the unhappy ex-

a good idea to try to cut down on these baby perience of some human being. I am wondering

—

pictures for the same reason, comparatively, that that's all—if the mirror should not be held up a

an attempt was made to reduce the number little closer to nature. The reflections therein may
of gangster films. The gangster was rapidly provide swell stories for the screen.
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$lui iLuAC^-dicunm^fiowJoown on

Funniest and fastest of all the great Warner

Bros, musicals! Produced with all the smartness

and variety of "Wonder Bar" and "Gold

Diggers"— but entirely and sensationally

different! Your chance to see a host of

famous radio acts in action, in an

_ uproarious inside story of the ether

1 studios! Don't miss ......

lO MILLION
With all the great personalities pictured here, plus

Three Radio Rogues, Muzzy Marcellino, The Three

Debutantes, Joseph Cawthorn, Grant Mitchell.

A First National Picture directed by Ray Enright



"Lord, give me big feet."

Wanted: Big Feet

J. TESSEL, of Pullman. Washing-

ton, vindicates Garbo's Garboisms:

No, I'm not Greta Garbo's press

agent, but what if Greta Garbo

does have big feet? What if Greta

Garbo does "Vant to be alone"?

What if Greta Garbo does "Tank

ay go home now"? Hasn't she a

perfect right to have big feet?

Doesn't she have a perfect right to

want to be alone or to go home?
Ever so often one hears an imper-

sonation of Miss Garbo over the

radio until one begins to think that

there must be something to this

little girl. If she is so bad as all

the taker-offers try to make you

believe she is. why is she the idol

of both men and women on and off

the screen?

If it takes big feet and a desire

to be at home and alone, we all

salute you. Greta Garbo. May we
see more and more of your

wonderful productions.

Teachers, Professors, Scientists,

Please Note

A. A. KIDDER of Stockton, Cal.,

may be kidding us. but anyway

:

1 am greatly interested in Mod-
ern Screen as one of the great

educational forces of our time.

Indeed, I doubt if there be a

greater agency : my only doubt is

whether its power is used for the

upbuilding of character among our
youth.

Judging by the lusty bill boards
and the newspaper advertisements,
one might easily conclude that as

innocent entertainment the movies
had lost out since the heroes and
heroines are largely gangsters or
criminals. Now, such characters,

it seems to me, are not to be emu-
lated.

For several years I have studied
the screen, attending once or twice
a week, and I have seen for myself

12

. . . Letters galore on this and that

movie subject have been pouring

in. Naturally, because our space

is limited, we print only the best

ones. If yours isn't in this issue-

try, try again.

those pictures which were consid-

ered the very best, as well as those

of a lower standard. I must con-

fess that I do not always agree

with what the masses consider the

"best" and what they consider the

"worst." My hope is that the

standard will rise and be kept high

for the betterment of our country

and the whole world.

"Picture I'd Like to See"
Conference

{In "All Things Considered" for
April, the Editor invited the fans to

tell her about books they'd like to sec

pictnrized. Here are the most inter-

esting replies.)

J. I., of Lake Villa, 111.

:

I think that "Joan of Arc," plus

our Katie (Hepburn, of course),

would be second only to "Little

Women," which, in my opinion is

the best movie ever made. I can
just see Hepburn riding gallantly

"A great educational force."

to battle—and the vision is swell

!

GEO. JENKINS, of Newport
News, Va.

:

A fine college film could be pro-

duced from John Erskine's new
book, "Bachelor of Arts." And
among your suggestions of good
films to be made, I'd like to include

"The Student Prince," to be made
again in a sincere technicolor ver-

sion, music and all.

M. GEORGE, of Callav, Mo.:
William Allen White's "In the

Heart of a Fool" would make a

marvelous photoplay. It is perhaps

a bit heavy in spots but that, of

course, could be eliminated in the

picture. It's just full of strong

characters, both tragic and comic.

Irene Dunne could play the beau-

tiful and courageous wife; David
Manners, the printer's son ; War-
ner Baxter, Irene Dunne's hus-

band, and Kay Francis, the hus-

band-snatcher.

NELLIE COFFIN, of Pleasant

Ridge. Mich.:
I'd like to see Irene Dunne in

"Little Dorrit," by Charles Dick-

ens. Dorrit's father could be

played by Richard Dix. Oh, it

would be a wonderful picture,

fraught with humor, history, sa-

tire, domestic felicity and family

tragedy. I think it would tran-

scend "David Copperfield," which

they are now working on. It

would have an all-around appeal

to any audience.

JANE PRESCOTT. of New
Rochelle, N. Y.

:

If those in authority could re-

frain from changing the ending. I

would like to see Anthony Pryde's

"The Secret Room" (not a mys-

tery) made into a picture. The
part of "Nevil" might have been

written expressly for Leslie How-
ard; Elissa Landi fills all require-

(Continucd on page 17)
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with DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY

*in*

LITTLE MAN. WHAT NOW?
A FRANK BO RZ AGE PRODUCTION

Screen Play by WILLIAM ANTHONY McGUIRE

its a UNIVERSAL picture
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By ALICE
VAN DORAN

Sylvia Sidney and Cary

Grant in Paramount's

"Thirty Day Princess."

OMANCE is something most of us associate

//<^ with lace Valentines, crinolines and Janet

Gaynor. It's something we imagine to be as

impractical as it is intangible

—and that, of course, is where we are

wrong. For, just as love is what makes
the world go 'round, romance is what

keeps love going.

A certain young girl I know, who was
recently so heartbroken that she declared

she could never, never fall in love again,

is all set to embark on a new sentimental

adventure. True, she is a little uneasy as

to what the outcome will be and has lost

a bit of her self-confidence and is just a

mite pessimistic and on the defensive,

but nevertheless she is ready to try again.

"Of course," she told me, a little de-

fiantly, "it can't last. Love never does.

But while it's 'on,' I'm going to have a

good time and make the most of it."

Well, first of all, it can last. And at

least half of its lasting power is up to the

little lady herself. If she sits clown and
takes stock of what went wrong with her

last love, it is pretty safe to say that

romance in the affair was pretty conspicu-

ous by its absence.

Perhaps she was at fault; perhaps the

young man concerned was in the wrong
or, maybe the blame should be equally
shared. At any rate, it is safe to say that

they came to know each other so well that
they treated each other as "one of the family." Now, one
of the family is all right if you're a sister or a brother or
an aunt, but if you are somebody's sweetheart or some-
body's beau, it is just about the most fatal-to-love treat-
ment that can possibly be doled out.

When you become too familiar - with a person, the

tendency seems to lie in the general direction of ofif-

handedness and indifference. You aren't intentionally in-

considerate, but you get to feel, "Oh,
well, Jim knows me so well ! He'll

understand if I don't tell him I had an

enjoyable evening," or "Even if I don't

phone Mary, as I said I would, she

knows me well enough to understand

that I was too busy."

An awful lot of the love crimes are

committed in the name of understand-

ing and, believe it or not, there is a

limit to one's comprehension even

when that one is in love

!

A promise—no matter how lightly

made—is a promise, whether the per-

son to whom it is given is one's "one
and only" or one's most casual ac-

quaintance. The funny part of it is,

you wouldn't think of breaking one

where the latter was concerned. Just

as vou wouldn't dream of being anv-

thing but polite to him. Why? Well,

besides its being a mark of good
breeding and careful upbringing, it

makes an impression. A good one.

And, somehow or other, we are never

late in wanting to create a favorable

impression on a new friend. Why we
shouldn't want to keep it with a loved

one that already has it, is perhaps one
of the perversities of human nature.

Another thing, I'll bet all the tea in China that if you
are dining with the one you love, and you're "in a mood,"
you just don't attempt to snap out of it. You will sit

through the entire meal without opening your mouth

—

except, of course, to eat the (Continued on page 130)

LOVE

Love makes
14

th e world go 'round, but romance keeps love going
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MAKE UNSIGHTLY HAIR INVISIBLE
WITH MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH

widow*]mm

DARK hair on face and arms
doesn't get by! Everyone sees

it. Men think it undainty, unfem-
inine. Nature protects the blonde.

But the only completely satisfac-

tory protection the brunette has is

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.

Marchand's makes the unsightly

hair pale and UNNOTICEABLE.
After one or two applications of

Marchand's, face and arms become
dainty and smooth. Marchand's

enables the brunette to do for her-

self what nature has done for the

blonde.

Takes only 20 minutes—avoids the

dangers of shaving—does not en-

courage, coarse re-growth. It does

not irritate the skin or make it

hard. Most economical.

Blondes Use Marchand's to Keep
Hair Smartly, Beautifully Golden.

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is

used by thousands of attractive

blondes. It restores youthful color

and luster to darkened hair—brings

a new loveliness of subtle lights and
glints to the dullest hair. Used
safely, successfully at home. Not
a dye. Economical—be sure you
get genuine MARCHAND'S
GOLDEN HAIR WASH.

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST OR GET
BY MAIL

Use Coupon Below

MARCHAND'S HAIR EXPERTS DEVELOP MARVELOUS
NEW CASTILE SHAMPOO— FOR ALL SHADES OF HAIR

Now—a shampoo that brings out the hidden, innate beauty of the hair—natural, rich color—soft, silken texture—free of soap film because it

rinses completely. Does not change color of hair. Ask your druggist
for Marchand's Castile Shampoo or write us.

C. MARCHAND CO. MM6-34
251 W. 19th St., N. Y. C.

45c enclosed (send coins or stamps) Please
send me a regular bottle of Marchand's Golden
Hair Wash.

Name

Address

City State
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PICTURE

NEWS!
Photos by

Scotty

Whoops, Aggie!

The Missus Mc-
Hugh, Butter-

worth and Crosby

are doing it for

charity, so it's all

right. This act—

a take-off on the

Boswell Sisters-

was part of Holly-

wood's Temple

Israel Benefit.

f ¥

Will Rogers and his old pal, Fred

Stone, volunteered their services for

the Temple Israel Benefit, too.

Grace Moore's operatic soprano and

little Ruby Keeler's dancing

feet were special attractions.

Edna Best was in tears when she left

Herbert Marshall at the Pasadena

depot—some say for a divorce.

Bob Armstrong's five scottie pups are entered in a race by Lew Ayres, Russell Cleason, Billy Bakewell, Johnny

Mack Brown and Ralph Bellamy. Bob's giving them the "go" signal.

16
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Between You and Me

{Continued from page 12)

ments for the part of "Fan"
; "Ju-

lian"—a most difficult role—would
provide the dramatic part that

Ramon Novarro needs, if he is to

escape "typing."

The story contains some "meaty"
dramatic material for all three

principal players, opportunity for

elaborate settings, some dialogue

already too good to be changed,

interesting minor characters who
bring touches of comedy and light-

ness into the gripping suspense of

the plot. In short, it is great

screen material, worthy of fine

treatment.

JOHN CARDIN, of Brooklyn,

New York:
Don't you think a talkie version

of "The Flesh and the Devil"

would be something to rave about?

With Jean Harlow in the Garbo
role, Clark Gable in the role made
famous by John Gilbert, and Rob-
ert Montgomery in the part played

by the late Lars Hanson. I think

this would be one of the greatest

events in the history of talkies.

{Fans, your response to the edi-

torial in the April issue on "Pic-

tures I'd Like to See" was indeed

gratifying. It proved once more'

that producers would be zvise to

choose for their story material

some of the old stand-bys that we
all read in school.)

Tone Without Joan?

G. ROHRER, of Waverly, 111.,

goes on about a very popular young
man

:

• Let's have an article about

Franchot Tone in Modern Screen
soon. It would greatly please us

if a picture, a really good one

(without La Crawford draped

about him), would find its way
into the picture section, too. He's

my favorite actor and I think it's

a shame that we hear so very little

of him. I hope he isn't doing a

Garbo, or is he? He's a fine actor

and he doesn't need any "dame"
to help him rise to stardom, no
matter how grand she may be.

(It'll be a life story on the Tone
boy and it'll appear in an early

issue of Modern Screen. And
didja see the pitcher of him on
page 52? Truth compels us to add
that Crawford's is on page 53, but
anyway, Tone has a whole page to

himself.)

(Continued on page 125)

AM I HAPPY!
My washes look like a million dollars now!

wHE-E-E ! That sun dazzles you

—

shining on my washline

!

See? Those clothes aren't yellow.

They aren't gray. They're white!

How did I get them that way? Well,

I've learned the secret. I've found

that "trick" soaps just can't do a job

in the tub.

What clothes need is real soap—
soap that knows how to go deep into

the tiniest little threads and get out

ground-in dirt. And that soap is

Fels-Naptha—the golden bar with lots

of dirt-loosening naptha in it!

Make a test with Fels-Naptha next

washday, just to see what I mean.

The dirtiest part of your wash, I imag-

ine, is the neckbands on shirts. Well,

try Fels-Naptha Soap on those neck-

bands ! See how quickly that stub-

born dirt is loosened! (Naptha and

soap are working for you—helping

you do the rubbing!) See how easily

Fels-Naptha suds—rich and lively

—

wash all that dirt away!

Yet—here's an important point—
that wash of yours will be whitened—
safely!

Fels-Naptha doesn't hurry clothes

to the mending-basket. It's the best

thing ever for dainty lingerie, silk

stockings and woolens. It's nice to

hands, too.

Get some Fels-Naptha Soap today

and try it. Soak your clothes or boil

them—use hot, lukewarm [or cool

water—machine or tub.

No matter how you wash your

clothes, Fels-Naptha will turn them
out snowy-white—in record time! . . .

Fels & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

C 1934, FELS A CO.

"More good news ! . .

.

Fels-Naptha Soap now sells at the

lowest price in almost twenty years!"
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1

The most

sweethearts of the Screen

GAYNOR

FARRELL
Just as they captured your hearts in

"Seventh Heaven" and "Sunny Side Up",

they'll win you again in this lovable

romance of young hearts, young love—

CHANGE OF HEART
wiiff)

JAMES DUNN
GINGER ROGERS
Produced by WINFIELD SHEEHAN
Directed by John C. Blystone. From
the novel "Manhattan Love Song"

by Kathleen Norris
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Margaret SuUavan is so docile and tractable lately that she has Universal wondering.

Whv, she's even taken a great interest jn her fan ma,il and, as for her erstwhile frequent

disappearing acts, well, they've been conspicuous by their absence. She has been busy

making "Little Man, What Now?" Miss Sullavan, as you've doubtless guessed, is destined

to go far. She definitely comes under the head of White Hopes.



He's an independent

soul and, having

stacked up plenty of

the coin of the realm,

Ronald Colman can-

afford to be. You'll

see him soon in "Bull-

dog Drummond
Strikes Ba^'i/'his first

for Twentieth Cen-

tury. Ronnie has

spent the past year

traveling, you know,

and when he finishes

this picture he'll be

off again to parts un-

known. He's an out-

door lad and takes his

sports rather seriously.

JL



She's back again after

two long vears awav

from the celluloid.

And, just to make up

for lost time, or give

us good measure or

sumpin', Norma em-

ploys twr leading

men in "Riptide."

Yes, she goes from

Robert Montgomery

to Herbert Marshall

in three reels! You'll

see her next in "The

Barretts of Wimpole

Street," for Miss

Shearer has drawn the

season's most delect-

able picture plum.



Besides being a clever

little actress (what a

hit she made in Fox's

"Bottoms Up") this

little lady might be

termed impulsive and

impetuous, for Pat

Patterson is the gal

who sent for her beau

to come over from

England and married

Charles Boyer before

the unfortunate lad

arrived. However,

the Boyers are pleased

as punch and it looks

as if they are going

to co-star in "By

Royal Command."
Meanwhile, they've

been honeymooning

in the desert.



Believe it or not,

Robert Montgomery's

hobby is skeet shoot-

ing. Next to that,

he enjoys collecting

antiques and furniture

for his new home in

Westchester, New
York. Bob has finished

"Riptide" with
Norma Shearer and is

going to do "Bi-

ography" after his

journey east for a rest

cure to be punctuated

with theatre-going and

shopping. He is one

of Metro's most con-

sistently popular

players, for he knows

light comedy as few

lads do.



When she gets a

swimming pool, Ann

Sothern will feel as if

she's a real Holly-

wood citizen. Up to

now, she's acquired

a new home and two

Scotty pups, which

isn't bad when you

consider the gal has

onlv been on the

Coast a few months.

Ann was known as

Harriet Lake to the

Broadway stage,

where she tripped the

light fantastic with

considerable success.

Columbia's "The

Party's Over" is her

latest cinema venture.



There's no straw hat

and the famous grin

is gone, but you can't

fool us— it's Chevalier!

You'll see him as the

hero of "The Merry

Widow" and, though

rumors were flying

fast and furious to the

contrary, with men-

tion of the talented

Peggy Wood for the

much coveted part,

Jeanette MacDonald

will play the title role

and Ernst Lubitsch is

to direct. And, as to

the one about his

fearing competition,

why /Waurice says he

actually welcomes it.



'Divorce Hal Rosson?

Why, how silly!"

'Quarrel with Louis B. Mayer?

Perfectly ridiculous!"

"Interested in Max Baer?

Well, that's funny!"

EAN said, "I'm through taking it! I have sat

back and shrugged off Hollywood gossip about me
for the last time. For awhile I had the idea that as

long as I portrayed seductive, worldly girls on the

screen, I had to expect a certain amount of gossip about

that screen Jean Harlow. I considered it*the price to pay
for the screen character I portrayed. But that is over.

From now on, I am declaring war on malicious, fantastic

stories which are circulated about rne. I shall explain the

truth at every opportunity. I am tired of being lied

about!"

The lady of these fighting words brought her cream-
colored coupe to a vehement brake-dragging stop for two
reasons. First, her anger had given added force to the

foot she thrust down on the brake ; and tbe second and
best reason was a red signal against us at the intersection.

We were Holmby Hills bound from a session at the

studio, where Jean had been posing for new photographs
and I had been milling around waiting for her. The
"sitting" had apparently gone all right at first. There had
been poses of Jean looking sirenic, seductive, alluring;

smiling over her shoulder, tossing her incredible hair for-

ward, backward, windward and every other way it could
be tossed against a black background.

It might have turned out to be one of those days when
nothing ever happens if a certain lady reporter hadn't
dropped in on Jean and told her something. That, strictly,

was the end of that "sitting." Five minutes later

there was the banging of a door in the pub-
licity department, a rustle, not of silk, but
of brown flannel slacks, and a de-
termined stride, as my friend

and neighbor and favor-

gathered me up because, it seemed, we were going home.
There was a certain glint in her eye.

She had just heard the gossip story about Jean Harlow
and Max Baer

!

Heard it? Of course I had heard it. The story had
been whispered behind every hand in Hollywood of how
Jean was supposed to have been Max's
Big Moment while he was making
"The Prize Fighter and the Lady"
on the M-G-M lot, and of how his

estranged wife had supposedly
planned to name Jean in a di-

vorce suit. And this was sup-

posed (for the third timeV to

be the reason Jean had M
eloped in an airplane and
married Hal Rosson in

such a hurry.

"I don't know what
(Cont'd on page 93)
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'Dislike Joan Crawford?

How could I?"

By

DOROTHY
MANNERS

Have you heard the latest about Jean Harlow

and Max Baer? And the one about the

Platinum's feud with Joan Crawford? And
the quarrels she has with her family? Well,

Jean's heard these whispers and talks about

them right out loud!



Dixie Lee Crosby, the adored and adoring little

woman, isn't so hot about this retiring idea for

various strictly feminine reasons. But if Bing should

really do it—okay.

MEANS TO QUIT
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What do you think of that? He's serious and sane and

determined about the idea. Are you going to let the

attractive, popular Bing get away with retirement?



Maybe, in a very few years, young Gary Evans

Crosby will have become a famous crooner, too.

Then he can support his old man in the style to

which Bing has become resigned.

B y S . R

THE other evening Bing, his wife and I were
sitting in the den of their home. The trout sea-

son had just opened and I had suggested we go
on a few days' fishing expedition.

"Can't handle it," said Bing sulkily. "I'm on this

picture and as soon as I finish 'We're Not Dressing,' I've

got to start on another one. When that's done, I've got
three weeks of personal appearances to do in New York.
Damn it!"

Then he brightened visibly. "A year and a half more
and I'll be able to go anywhere I want, any time I want.

We can wait."

"What are you carrying on about now ?" I wondered.
Bing laughed. "I'm not just talking big. My con-

tract with Paramount expires the latter part of 1935.

When that golden day rolls around, I'm through, washed
up, fini."

"You're crazy," I retorted. "What are you going to

live on? Have you got enough laid by to keep this place

going?"
"Not yet," Bing admitted, "but I will have by then.

Here's how it is: the best years of a man's life are be-

tween twenty-eight and forty. I'll be thirty-two in 1935.

Two of those best years already have gone, never to re-

turn, alas. I'm not going to waste the other ten. I'm
going to have some fun out of life. I'm going to retire."

The blue of the night is bright rose color compared

to the blue of the days when Bing must give up a

choice golf meet for duty's sake. "It will be dif-

ferent, later," says Bing.

M O O K

"Yeah," I taunted. "I've heard that talk before. Name
me one big star who has retired at the height of his or her

career—and stayed retired. Jolson, Corinne Griffith, Col-

leen Moore, Norma Talmadge—all of them have retired.

But have any of them stayed retired?"

THAT'S all right, too," Bing returned. "Maybe they

like the spotlight. I don't. All this adulation is

very flattering, of course, and I appreciate it, but it

bothers me. If I sit down at a table in the Paramount
restaurant, immediately four or five guys are pointing

cameras at me and snapping flashlights in my face while

I chew. So I have to sit on a stool at the lunch counter to

have a little privacy. If I got to a picture show, a camera-
man jumps out and says, 'Just a minute, Bing.'

"

"Tchk, tchk, tchk," I murmered sympathetically. "It's

tough to be famous."
"You said it," said Bing imperturbably. "Money isn't

everything. By the time my Paramount contract is up I'll

have about a hundred and fifty G's salted away. Maybe
a little more. Then "

"You mean," I ejaculated, "with all this money you've
made, you haven't even got a paltry hundred and fifty

thousand skins laid by ?"

"That's it. Seems incredible, doesn't it ? Well, look

:

my manager gets five per cent of {Continued on page 103)
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To crash Hollywood, movie aspirants have stolen,

starved and willingly faced death. For the screen-

struck consider no sacrifice too much to make,

no price too great to pay, for the break that

seldom, ir ever, comesif

R I K I

ONE in ten thousand achieves stardom," authority

says. But what of the other nine thousand and
ninety-nine? Do they trail meekly home, drag-

ging their hopes behind them? Do they, re-

signedly, accept jobs as waitresses, gas station boys,

saleswomen and manicurists? They do not. Death is

more welcome than such substitutes as these.

I know, becavise I have talked with Producer Jesse
Lasky. I have talked with Casting Director Ben Piazza
of the M-G-lVMot, with Casting Director Phil Friedman
of Fox and Casting Director Fred Datig of Paramount.
I have talked to established stars and to a few of the nine
thousand and ninety-nine themselves and I have found

—

heartbreak.

They do break their hearts, these desperate and deter-
mined nine thousand odd. They resort to extremities so
fantastic, reckless, suicidal, dangerous as to pass credulity.

They have themselves buried alive. They traverse the
country in coffins. Nice girls deliberately involve them-
selves in scandals in the forlorn hope that the resultant
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tabloid notoriety may also be productive of a contract. They
do themselves actual bodily harm, they starve and die of

starvation, they employ blackmail and bribery, fainting

fits and stolen identities, spiritualistic means and lies that

would send even Baron Munchausen tottering home to

mama. They walk across the country, they spend their

last dollar, they hurl themselves in front of producers'

cars, counting death better than—No Casting. They
create actual and physical inquisitions for themselves,

willing to walk through the gates of any kind of pain if

by so doing they may seize the gelatin Grail in their hands.

Producer Jesse Lasky recently gave out a statement

which read : "The quickest way to make an auspicious

entry into Hollywood is to stay away and forget the

movies until a name has been developed in some other

field of entertainment. If you sing, get on the air and
become so important producers will send special trains

after you. If your talent runs to acting, go on the. stage.

Unusual success in either field is the shortest cut to the

screen, proving that what Hollywood wants is tested merit.
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In order to attract attention, one girl threw

herself before an executive's car. She was

picked up and rushed, not to the executive's

office as she had anticipated, but to the

studio's receiving hospital.

By GLADYS HALL

"The romantic tradition that stars rise out of the extra

ranks or are picked by directors from mobs at railroad

stations is sheer fable, Success in Hollywood comes as

the result of previous experience—and a tremendous ca-

pacity for hard work."

1 THOUGHT, "This is so. It is sound, sane, practical

common sense. But—" And then I was told of the

girl, Lucile, who had worked a great deal on the Para-
mount lot. A girl with a consuming ambition and—very
beautiful legs. So beautiful that whenever a close-up of
beautiful legs was demanded, hers were the legs in

demand.
One day terrible screams came from the room where this

girl was dressing. She had poured acid over her legs,

burning them so terribly that they were grooved and
seared to the very bone. She was rushed to the receiving

hospital and there told reporters that she had disfigured

her legs in the hope that directors might hear of her and
give her a chance to show her face and her abilities on

the screen. Her legs were ruining her career. She said,

"I was brought up on the biblical saying that if an eye

offend you, pluck it out." The girl's limbs were perma-
nently disfigured, but the pain did not bear film fruit.

I had a long talk with Mr. Lasky the other day. We
spoke of this case. I said, "I should imagine that such

ferocious eagerness, such frantic desire might mean some-
thing—an emotional quality, a terrific desire. There are

so many of these boys and girls who are willing, who do
take the very hearts out of their bodies and hurl them
against the studio walls until the blood spatters. What of

them? Does it avail them nothing?"
"Occasionally," Mr. Lasky admitted, "this kind of an

attempt to enter pictures does work. Sometimes, rarely,

the authentic flame is there. More often it is fanaticism,

too erratic to be usable. I have a case, somewhat similar,

on my hands right now. Ever since it was announced
that I was to make 'Red Heads on Parade,' I have been
getting letters from a young lady, each letter containing

a strand of bright red hair. (Continued on page 89}



When Lee and the Mexican police agreed to

disagree and that celebrated tussle ensued, his

first thought was of his mother. How would she

take it? Could she possibly understand? Well,

Mrs. Tracy's first letter brought the answer her

unhappy son longed to hear.

^—
" 1 /I J HAT goes through the heart and mind of

I / I / a man, acclaimed for his talents and achieve-

1/ I / ments, secure in a high place in his profes-

sion, who overnight finds himself on the

brink of oblivion because of a fluke of fate?

What bitterness rankles his heart, or what philosophy

sustains him through the long days and months while the

public sits in judgment on his case—whether he is to be,

or not to be?
In other words, what have been the feelings of Lee

Tracy in the ten weeks following his abrupt dismissal
from M-G-M by Louis B. Mayer, for "disgraceful con-
duct in Mexico City," to the signing for his comeback
screen chance in "I'll Tell the World" at Universal?
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The jury of public opinion has acquitted Lee. He
knows that now. Universal is not starring him in one
of their most important pictures of the year out of philan-

thropic purposes or because they think Lee is a nice boy.

As though this were not enough, he has received 2500
letters in two months from the great paying public who
have said in effect, "Keep a stiff upper lip, kid. We're
for you!"
The case is off the record. Lee Tracy is on his way

again. But in the beginning, in the darkest days, he did

not know this would be the outcome.
"I know now that the most terrible thing that can hap-

pen is uncertainty. That awful waiting, hoping and de-

spair of not knowing our fate. I think it is in all of us



MY FRIENDS!
1

(Below, left) The gossips have had

Isabel Jewell engaged to Lee for

some time and it looks as if

they've hit the truth at last. (Right)

The star and Gloria Stuart in "I'll

Tell the World," his first picture

since the famous fracas.

By WALTER RAMSEY

"I'm back again, fans, because of your

letters and encouragement and loyalty!

And because of you, Isabel Jewell, who

stood by in those months of torture"

to adjust ourselves and bear our burdens after the ax
falls. But not knowing whether or not it is going to fall,

that is hell
!"

The supposedly "new" Lee Tracy sat across from me
in the Indian Room of the Universal studio cafe. For
hours we had been skirting the subject of this Mexican
affair, for it is written in Lee's contract he is to be spared
the embarrassment of any reference to the "Viva Villa"

engagement in Mexico City. Yet I think he knew as well

as I that we could not really evade the subject if he was
to truthfully answer my question : "Have you changed, as
they say you have?"

I didn't want to embarrass him. I like him too well.

And besides I had my orders from the publicity depart-

ment. So we talked of cabbages and kings and movies and

politics before Lee, himself, threw down the gauntlet and

honestly tackled the subject.

He said, "Every vital, dangerous climax of our lives

changes us to a certain degree. Only moles are immune
to experience. But I have not changed in the sense the

gossip columnists are insisting. I am not brow-beaten or

cowed or hitting the sawdust trail on the old reform ticket.

I have not taken the oath that I will never again stay in

the same room with a bottle of liquor. Those stories have

burned me up plenty.

"Just because I am living quietly, because I walk into

a cafe and do not order a drink when I do not feel like

drinking, because I do not (Continued on page 95)
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BAD!
And Helen Mack, who knew

herself as a "good" girl, knows

whereof she speaks

By CARTER BRUCE

^7
/ HREE years ago, when Helen Mack was given

/_ her first screen test in New York, she portrayed

// a married woman with a lover!

Poor little Helen, who was then only seventeen

and had never been married and most certainly had never

had a lover, told the director, "I'm just a girl. I don't

think I can play a married woman with a lover, so sophis-

ticated and all. Why can't I be just a girl?"

"Because you'd be lousy as 'just a girl,' " snapped the

director who had taken an interest in her first trial before

the camera. "You're not beautiful—in fact, you're not
even pretty—so you'd better get plenty of real character

into your roles if you want to get anywhere."
Later, when the test resulted in a contract with Fox,

Helen was given the ingenue role in her first picture.

Then she realized what the director had meant. She was
dreadful as "just a girl," and that's why she exclaimed,

as she sat across the desk from me, "I want to play bad
girls ! I don't mean prostitutes or anything like that, but
I have to call them bad girls to make Hollywood under-
stand what I mean—the down-to-earth type of girl with
lots of character, with nerve enough to be real, natural

and even unconventional if need be. Like the girl I

played in 'All of Me.' She was real and honest. Not
what you would call 'a good girl' in the ordinary sense of
the word, but a girl who knew the meaning of the word
love and was willing to sacrifice almost anything for it.

And she was natural and fine, even though she was what
you might call' a bad girl. I loved her."
And the whole country seems to know what she means.

Already, thousands of fans have written Helen to tell her
how wonderful they
thought she was in

"All of Me," thousands
more have written
Paramount begging
that they see more of
this little girl who has
thrilled them with her
naturalness and charm.
And Paramount has
(Cont'd on page 116)

Here's Helen with George Raft

in a scene from "All of Me,"
the picture in which she clicked

and which won her a new con-

tract This little lady admits she's

a poor ingenue, but a good act-

and Paramount agrees.ress.
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VISIT

By R E C I N A

CANNON

George Raft arrives in Gotham.

THERE'S a little place in

New York's East Fifties,

which might be known as

Volstead's Last Stand or a

Final Tribute to Prohibition, that is,

if it wasn't called Leon and Eddie's.

Leon and Eddie's has atmosphere

—lots of it. Wall decorations that

resemble a college boy's dream of a

wicked night in Paris, singing waiters,

and an oval bar ;
well, you know, the

spirit of "What the heck, let's be

gay
!"

What makes Leon and Eddie's

news to this department is that Al

Jolson chose the colorful spot as the

locale for his "Wonder Bar" party,

and when Al gives a party, it comes

under the head of what the naive

Daisy Ashford called "gaierty."

Everybody, and everybody who
heard about it were "among those

present," so if success is counted in

attendance, this particular soiree es-

tablished a record.

Paul Whiteman and his exotic wife

—Margaret Livingston to us movie

fans—George Raft, Helen Vinson,

Micky Neilan, Colleen Moore and

Estelle Brody were some few of the

guests. The jazz orchestra played,

the newspaper men sipped and Mr.

Jolson sang. Yes, several request

numbers followed "I Want to Go to

Heaven on a Mule."

...The stars come to

town to work, shop

and make merry

The Paul Whitemans and Jolson.

Before Al "obliged," he asked a

few rhetorical questions. We're sure

they were rhetorical because they

came so fast that nobody had a

chance to give the answers and most
of 'em were along the line of "Why
don't people like me? Ask the cast

of 'Wonder Bar' why they didn't

speak to me?"
Well, of course it may have all

been in the nature of good, clean fun,

but we suspect that, for all his suc-

cess, Mr. Jolson has an inferiority

complex. It couldn't be a "disposi-

tion," could it? No, we thought not.

Lanny Ross, rarin' to go places.

was grandAnna-hoo, the party

and the guests wove out around seven

o'clock, feeling that the world was
indeed a more stimulating sphere

than they had suspected and that

there should be lots and lots of

"Wonder Bars" with Al Jolson pre-

siding over them in his genial, hospi-

table manner.

WE all received a terrific shock in

Lilyan Tashman's death. When
she arrived in New York a few
weeks ago, she seemed in excellent

health and marvelous spirits. She
was here, you know, to play in

"Frankie and Johnnie."

In spite of the fact that Lilyan was
known to the world as a star and
"Hollywood's Best Dressed Woman,"
we are quite sure that there are

many other attributes that her be-

loved colony will remember her for

much longer : Her strong friendships,

charitable nature and brilliant wit.

Since Lilyan was young and beauti-

ful when she died, a great deal of

interest was shown in her funeral in

New York. Lil had requested that

she be buried in a certain blue satin

gown and Eddie Lowe carried out her

last wish. On her breast was glimpsed

Eddie's last gift to her, an emerald

brooch. (Continued on page 129)
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/Ar spite of denials, all is- far from well between Gloria

Swanson and Michael Farmer. This marriage has

been straining at the leasli for some time and "Mike's"'

prolonged stay in Europe hasn't helped matters any.

LEE'S IN BAD AGAIN!

Maybe you think Universal isn't hopping mad at Lee
Tracy

!

Just when they thought they had done so much for the

young actor by giving him a come-back chance after

almost every studio in town had turned him down (it was
that Mexican trouble, remember) they find out that Lee
has up and got himself a Paramount contract right over
their heads.

Universal feels it is a dirty trick, after they took

a chance in starring Lee in "I'll Tell the World."
that he should permit another studio to reap the

benefits.

Let it never be said that

Dick Cromwell is not a

gallant gentleman. Here

he is lighting a cigarette

for a lady in the lobby

of the Tingel-Tangel

Theatre and, when our

Scotty asked the names

of both his companions,

Dick said, "Darned if I

know." (Right) Claudette

Colbert attended the

opening of "Allez-Oop,"

with Mr. and Mrs. Lukas.

And again at the Tingel-

Tangel. Maurice Cheval-

ier is "snapped" with

Lilian Harvey. They're

very good friends,

you know. Our Maurice

seems to be sort of play-

ing the feminine field

these days, with Kay

Francis still way in the

lead. Wonder how he

feels about that little

heartbreaker, Toby
Wing, these days?

EDNA BEST has sailed away to England and, they

say, 'tis with the intention of gaining her freedom

from Herbert Marshall. You'll remember Edna

as the gal who ran out on M-G-M because she got

so lonesome for husband Marshall in New York. Now,

it seems, she is running away for another purpose.

Don't forget what we predicted last month: the Edna
Best-Herbert Marshall divorce will be followed by another

headline slip-up—and two of the four will then marry.

We might add that Hollywood is very much against the

Best-Marshall split because they know the inside story

about the famous and much-married femme star who has

caused the whole thing. Seems she slipped into the breach

while the otherwise-happily-married couple were having

a slight misunderstanding and took advantage of her posi-

tion to break the marriage up for good. You will soon

know of whom we are talking—unless you've been doing

a little peeking of your own.
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Here is one of the fables at

the Academy Awards Dinner.

Jeanette MacDonald, the

sweet and charming Edna Best,

Herbert Marshall's wife—the

gentleman himself and Norma

Shearer. (Below) Of
course, the highlight of the

occasion was Will Rogers.

Will did his stuff, which

means entertainment par ex-

cellence for all lucky enough

to be present. Franklyn Han-

sen and Frank Lloyd are

with him.

c

At this writing there is a slight chance that the Pro-

ducers Association may settle this argument in favor of

Universal. Poor Lee. He's always getting in bad.

WHY did Marlene Dietrich hide her face and refuse

to be photographed with hubby, Rudy Seiber, when
our cameraman, Scotty, caught them on Hollywood
Boulevard ?

Marlene has never been so elusive before. In fact, she

has been gracious about posing with Josef von Sternberg.

A mere husband shouldn't have caused such a tempera-
mental display to make her put her hands before her

face and attempt to hide behind Seiber's newspaper.
Anyway, Scotty got a picture of Marlene trying not to get

her picture took, and you'll see it on page 39. We must
say, it was all very amusing.

HARLIE FARRELL is fight-

ing mad that divorce rumors
himself and Virginia

Valli Farrell have cropped up just

as Charlie goes back to work with

Janet Gaynor again.

"I thought all such silly talk was
over forever," Charlie stated, indig-

nantly denying any thought of sepa-

ration from Virginia. "If we were
going to be separated, it's news to

me."

JDUSS COLUMBO'S car stands
xv out in front of Carole Lom-
bard's house so often it's actually

made a rut hi the road.

MARY ASTOR'S TROUBLES

The glaring headlines, "Parents

Sue Mary Astor for Support," were shocking to read, but

since the facts in the case have come out, Hollywood is

pretty well convinced that this is definitely a story with

two sides.

On March 20th, Mr. and Mrs. Otto L. Langhanke
(Mary's parents. Her real name is Lucille Langhanke)
made complaint against their daughter claiming that they

were without money and almost without food. Langhanke
charged that Mary had given them only $35 in cash since

last August and five $30 grocery coupons. Now, it

seemed, they were in danger of losing their home. We
visualized a shocking picture of two elderly people being
forced out of their little family nest. However, the

papers came out the next day with Mary's side of the

story.

The "little home" turned out to be an elaborate Moorish
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A famous foursome attending one of the Cocoanut Grove supper dances

included Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper, Virginia Gilbert and Paul Warburg.

(Below) Janet Gaynor and Gene

Raymond have been goin' places.

mansion with a fifteen thousand dol-

lar swimming pool. According to

Mary, she gave her parents this estate

six years ago, free and clear of debt.

Then, she charges, they promptly

clamped a $15,000 mortgage on the

property for the purpose of putting

in the swimming pool.

"Over a period of fourteen years,"

says Mary, "my parents have received

$500,000 of my earnings. In addi-

tion to the property, I gave them, at

the time, $1,000 a month for the next

twelve months and in 1931 I loaned

them $2,500 to pay their income
taxes. I have repeatedly offered to

give them $100 per month to live on,

if they would give up that 'white

elephant' of a mansion they insist

upon living in. I always have been,

and I always will be, ready and will-

ing to keep them comfortably, but I

cannot maintain them in open-handed
extravagance.

AN enterprising Swede arrived in

Hollywood today with a racket

all his own. He has spent quite some
time in Sweden gathering those pic-

tures that ' Garbo made before she

started in the movies. They were
made for an advertising house and
showed the glamorous Swedish stat-

in some unflattering gowns. The lad

who brought the pictures here wants
to sell them to Garbo (or the studio)
on the basis that if they don't buy
them, he'll sell them elsewhere. It's

our bet that M-G-M will pay.

XJEW YORK and London are all

1^1 excited about the possibility of
reconciliation between Mary and
Doug. The most reliable sources of
information are supposed to have
vouched for the tip that Fairbanks
and Mary are going to forget and
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start all over again. But out in

Hollywood they still can't quite be-

lieve it. Somehow or other it just

doesn't seem possible.

All the illusion and glamour have
gone from that romance now. Doug
has been named in a divorce suit.

Mary has too often sobbed out the

injustices heaped upon her golden
head during eleven years of marriage.

It is too late for the great dream
romance to bloom again in its original

perfection, or even in illusion.

/'ACK GILBERT advertised in the

Hollyivood Reporter as follows:'

"Metro - Goldzuyn - Mayer will

neither offer me work nor release me
from my contract. Jack Gilbert."

Poor Jack! Will his troubles, both

real and fancied, never come to an
end?

SYLVIA'S ON THE SPOT
Sylvia, the former Hollywood

taker-offer-of-fat from the moom
picture stars (and now on the radio

in Noo Yawk), is getting herself in

a jam with the colony. One gal was
about to sue her for saying that she

had lost ten pounds via Sylvia's

method. The gal in question had
actually lost thirty by her own
methods. And she didn't like- the

idea of letting Sylvia get the credit

for it. We can't blame her either.

Now, there's a suit for 100 G's

filed against the same Sylvia by
Ginger Rogers. She alleges that

Sylvia had a voice on her program
t'other night that was supposed to be
Ginger Rogers' and then another
voice (supposedly a director's) said

some mean things about Ginger and
told her to stick to comedy and that

she would never make it in drama.
It will be fun

!

Edna Best, before her departure,

with Leslie Howard at polo matches.



The confident pair face the "mike" smilingly. Herbert Marshall and

Norma Shearer wafted a scene from "Riptic'e" over the air waves.

NO wonder those big, husky guys
have been following Spencer

Tracy around for over a month. It

just came to light: A note was de-

livered to Spencer about five weeks

ago demanding $8,000 in cash, "or

we shall kidnap either you, your two

children, or Loretta Young." Spenc

tried the "dummy package" on the

appointed hour but no one came to

collect the "money." For over a

month, now. he has been wondering

when, how or where. It must be a

terrible feeling.

THE joke is slightly on Dick

Arlen, but he's a swell scout and

can take it.

For years Dick has been going

around with hurt feelings because he

had an idea Paramount didn't appre-

ciate him. Like a lot of other actors

in Hollywood, Dick had the idea a

studio was just a great big soul-less

machine whose only interest was in

the box office. For ten years he'd

had that idea.

Came the morning of his tenth an-

niversary with Paramount. Came a

call from the studio inviting Dick to

drop over for luncheon that day. And
what he walked in on was a testi-

monial banquet of 200 Paramount ex-

ecutives, directors and leaders, all ral-

lied around to the cause of telling him
how much they thought of him and
valued his "services. The big lug al-

most broke down and bawled, he was
so touched.

But words of appreciation were
not all that Dick received. Before the

luncheon was over he had been pre-

sented with a new contract, a vaca-

tion trip to Europe, on salary, and
four beautiful traveling bags, two
for him and two for Jobyna.
Now who is going to say the mean

old studios are nothing but box office

machines ?

RONNIE BENNETT was so

V-^ nervous during a recent radio

broadcast she actually shook in her

boots. They say nervousness is con-

tagious. It must have been in this

case, because even mike-hardened

Russ Columbo seemed to develop the

jitters along with Connie.

TCH, TCH, ARLINE!
Listen, Arline Judge ! This para-

graph is special and private to you.

We wouldn't mention this if it

weren't for the combined facts that

you are about the prettiest and fresh-

est little personality to come down the

Hollywood pike in a long time. You
were plenty cute in "Looking for

Trouble" and you're due to click in

a big way pretty soon.

And that's why you should stop

right now using the slightly hard-

boiled language you've been flaunting

lately. It isn't natural, and you
know it.

Your pal, Carole Lombard, can get

away with it, but you're a whole lot

nicer when you are just you, and let

the "fasties" fall from other lips.

IMAGINE the embarrassment of

the Hollywood hostess who tried

to get Ann Harding on the telephone

to invite her to a party.

It seems that Ann has a phone that

takes only out-going calls. It is im-

possible to ring-in on her. So the

friend called the studio and they

would not give her Ann's street

address.

At last she obtained it from her

lawyer and dispatched three different

messengers to her home before the

invitation {Continued on page 131)
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SPIES INFEST!
IDEAS, STORIES AND ACTORS AREp

By DENA REED . illustrated by jim kelly



HOLLYWOOD!
PREY FOR STUDIOS' HIRED THIEVES

YOU have read about Hollywood as the glamorous
country where dreams come true, but do you know
that besides having the glamor of a mythical king-

dom, it has a far greater hot-bed of intrigue? Its

spy system alone is an amazing thing to consider. Of
course, like in all countries, there are the paid spies, but

everyone connected with a studio from the doorman up
becomes part of the great secret system, whether he wills

it or not, and that is why even the prop boys go around
with an air of importance and mystery.

The things that take place to protect studios' secrets

would be almost unbelievable were it not for the fact

that such large sums of money are involved in production

and so must be protected. Ideas and plans for players

and stories are guarded as if the mythical kingdom of

Hollywood were at war. It is, really, like a civil war
between the studios. Every studio tries to get a new
idea or a new star on the market before its competitors.

If it succeeds, it stands to make millions of dollars ; if it

fails in trying, as many millions are lost.

Take the idea of the picture,

"King Kong." RKO spent

millions on that picture, with

its mechanical ape idea, and
nearly lost the millions it was
to get back. For, in spite of

the fact that the rushes were
shown in a locked projection

room and only six inches of

film would be run off at a time showing the movements of

the ape, and even though the studio was heavily guarded
against intruders while the picture was in production, a

man was caught creeping under the barbed wire to the

studio lot and promptly brought to the front office.

The big executive recognized him as a professional spy
from an independent company, called up the company's
head man and said in effect, "I'm wise to your game. If

you try -to put a cheap imitation of our idea out ahead of

us, we'll sue you until you've not got a penny to make an-

other picture." And he meant just what he said. The
spy was thrown off the lot and the independent company
abandoned all plans to put an imitation "Kong" into pro-

duction and race Radio to the box office.

WHO are the professional spies ? Well, most of them
are people who came to Hollywood to get a job and

didn't get it. Billy Brown is down to his last two dollars

and desperate. He knows that if he can tell a studio what
is going on in another studio's front office, it is worth
money and so he becomes a snooper. Perhaps he spends

his last two dollars for lunch at the Brown Derby or other

places in Hollywood where he thinks movie people might

talk as they eat. He sits in an adjoining booth and,

though he is half-starved, he hardly touches his expensive

food—he is too interested in getting an earful.

But ten to one, what he hears is not worth his two
dollars. Executives, like diplomats, must protect their

state secrets. They never discuss shop in public places.

Most of the big executives have their lunches right in

their own offices or, if they have to entertain to close a

deal, they hire a private room in a hotel—yes, just for

one meal and two people. No one knows of that lunch

because even the stock market would be affected if those

two executives were seen together.

Everyone distrusts everyone else even in the same
studio. If it got out that a (Continued on page 96)
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KAY HAS FOOLED
US ALL!

Did she tire of McKenna first, and is she serious about Chevalier?

Do you know the answers? Well, here's why you don't . . •

THERE is a star in Hollywood who has achieved

what many have tried for, and missed—an (al-

most) private life

!

Garbo? The lonely Swede would like to live

as a recluse, but as much as she tries to protect herself,

she has no more real privacy than Irvin Cobb's famous
gold fish. Her motor jaunts with Mamoulian, her house-

hold secrets, even her telephone number and street address
have been publicized.

Dietrich? Hollywood's "other mystery woman" pre-

tends a desire for seclusion she doesn't always practice,

what with her late trouser sensationalism, her elaborate
jewels and the luxurious mode of her life.

Katharine Hepburn hasn't talked seriously about her
private life, but she gagged it so thoroughly that an
irritated press has dug it all up for one and all to read.

But without resorting to such tricks as refusing to
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grant interviews, changing her -telephone number daily, or

proclaiming in violent indignation that "My private life is

my own," Kay Francis has practically achieved the im-

possible and made hers so.

Have you ever stopped to think how little you really

know about Kay Francis? Of course she's tall and dark
and charming and so well- groomed always, they've fre-

quently tried to pin the title of "best dressed woman" on
her, and she won't wear it. And let's see, she comes from
somewhere in the middle west, doesn't she, and she made
a fairish success in some stage play that quite slips your
mind and she's been married three, or is it four times, to

gentlemen who might as well be nameless they've been so

completely unremembered. There was her first husband,

who really is the forgotten man, and her second, William

Gaston (now married to or being divorced by Rosamond
Pinchot) and of course the (Continued on page 120)



WITH. A SONG IN

H I S

. . Otto Kruger has gone through

the years with an image of a girl

who sang the melody that

changed his career

THE studio biography of Otto Kruger contains

this paragraph: "He used to repair lines for the

telephone company and intended to be a great

engineer, but instead Otto Kruger became one

of the outstanding actors of the American stage and,

more recently, a luminary of the films."

Behind that paragraph there is a story, the story of a

young man whose mind has, for years, carried the un-

blurred image of a girl and whose heart has held a song

—

her song. The song changed his career, for he is an actor

today only because that song was sung.

Young Otto Kruger was born in Toledo, Ohio, the son

of Bernard Alban Krueger and Elizabeth Winers
Krueger. The family is an old Dutch one and Oom Paul

Krueger of Boer War fame appears maritally on the

family tree. Young Otto's mother died when he was
very young and his father, a typical German master of

the family, and Grossmutter Krueger, who baked strudels

and read the German Bible and used the rod when and
where it was needed, raised Otto and his two sisters.

He was a stolid, commonsensical young man, this Otto,

a fitting descendent of a long line of burgomasters and
tradesmen and accountants who had worked honestly and
saved thriftily and had music in their souls.

Life was a simple and substantial equation for Bernard
Krueger and his only son. He went to the public schools

in Toledo. He entered the University of Michigan and
studied engineering. He worked as a forest ranger and
as a telephone lineman. He planned for the day when
he would marry some rosy-cheeked Fraulein and settle

down in a freshly painted house of his own with a piano

and all his bills paid. There would be Kaffeeklatsches and
music of Hoffman and Bach—what else?

He had never been in love, this young Otto. He had
certainly never thought of the stage. Grease-paint people

belonged on one side of the footlights and folk like the

Kruegers on the other side and the footlights them-
selves were a Great Divide. {Continued on page 121)
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inDick Powell, Ginger Rogers and Pat O'Brien i

"Twenty Million Sweethearts," a wow picture that's

got everything—swell music and a good plot.

(Above) Norma Shearer and Herbert Marshall in

"Riptide." (Below) Warner Baxter, Madge Evans,

James Dunn in "Stand Up and Cheer."
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You're bound to lose out, if you choose your movie menu haphazardly. So make

it a habit to read these reviews, and then decide what pictures you will see

a: bottoms up
(Fox)

Spencer Tracy, John Boles, Pat
Patterson, Herbert Mundin

YOU can bank on this one. It's

swell ! If you've been waiting

for a picture that has a balance of

music with acting, here you have it.

Everyone in the cast is in a perfect

spot to show his talents to the best

advantage ! Spencer Tracy as the

fast-talker
; John Boles with a chance

to sing and act ; newcomer Pat Pat-

terson going over with a bang ; and
the rest of them all doing well. A
jobless actor, plus a song writer, plus

a forger, all band together to try to

put over Pat Patterson (also jobless

and hungry) on fat-headed Holly-
wood as a "foreign lady of titled

birth." They do it and make her a

star. During all this, John Boles
sings a grand tune: "Waiting at the

Gate for Katie" and Pat Patterson
(remember this gal) sings the title

song, "Bottoms Up," which is a

honey.

Put this picture on your must see
list. You'll rave.

a: riptide
(M-G-M)

Norma Shearer, Herbert Marshall,
Robert Montgomery, Lil Tashman

BRILLIANT sophistication! "To
the ladies" is the best way to

The new pictures are bringing us

some knockout tunes. Here are

a few to listen for:

Bottoms Up
Bottoms Up
Waiting at the Gate for Katie

Melody in Spring

Ending With a Kiss

It's Psychological

The Milking Song
The Open Road

Twenty Million Sweethearts

I'll String Along With You
Out for No Good

Stand Up and Cheer

Baby Take a Bow
I'm Laughing
She's Way Up Thar, I'm Way
Down Yar

By WALTER RAMSEY

characterize Norma Shearer's latest.

The gals should get a tear or two out

of this modern marriage yarn. But
we have a purely masculine hunch
that they will give Norma's fashions

( so closely kept secret up till the re-

lease of the picture) a cold shoulder.

They are bad, we think. But, as we
said, that's a mere man's reaction.

Herbert Marshall almost steals the

picture in his role of the jealous hus-

band who can't forget his wife's past.

Bob Montgomery is as flip as usual

in his easy role of the gent-about-

town. It presents a modern marriage-

and-divorce story in grand fashion.

a: twenty million
sweethearts

(Warners)

Pat O'Brien, Dick Powell, Ginger
Rogers, Allen Jenkins, Four Mills

Brothers, Ted Fio Rito Band

STARRING "The Man on the

Flying Trapeze." Yes, you will

hear your favorite humming material

in this one and if all the hummers in

the world go to see the picture, it

should clean up. Also, those of you
who are dead tired of chorus-girls-in-

various- formations which have been

the usual thing in these musical

efforts will have relief—not a forma-

tion in a carload ! Dick Powell, a

singing waiter in a dive, is promoted
by a fast-talking manager (Pat

O'Brien) into a swell radio contract.

Everything works fine until romance
enters—and almost exits—in the

form of Ginger Rogers. Instead of

dancing girls, we find the picture

well-studded with music by Ted Fio

Rito and his band and some singing

by the Four Mills Brothers. Hit
tunes : "I'll String Along with You"
and "Out for No Good"-—aided by
that man on the trapeze. Comedy

:

excellent ! With Allen Jenkins and

Joseph Cawthorn leading the parade.

See it. (Continued on page 126)

An excellent story, fine direction and a superb cast "Melody in Spring" marks the movie debut of

make "The Crime Doctor" a "must" picture. Nils radio's favorite son, Lanny Ross. And he does a

Asther and Karen Morley are more than adequate. pretty good job. Ann Sothern is in line for praise, too.
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Alice Brady and Dorothea Wieck just managed to

get a bit of notice in "Miss Fane's Baby."

PUBLIC
ENEMY
NUMBER

EO

Wherein Maurice Chevalier in "A Bedtime Story"

and Claudette Colbert in "Torch Singer" became

"also rans."

THINGS I HATE ABOUT HOLLYWOOD

by Baby LeRoy

My reputation. They bill me as Baby when
I'm the greatest living Don Juan. Why, I've

been in more stars' boudoirs than any man
in Hollywood.

Walt Disney. He's all through with the

Three Little Pigs, but he won't give them
to me.

Motion Pictures. I'm always hearing about

them, but I never get to see any.

Marlene Dietrich's pants. I can't tell whether

it is a man or a woman coming. How can I

tell whether to turn on my male or female coo?

YEAR ago Paramount innocently advertised for

a baby. They got Baby LeRoy. Seemingly, he

was just a little, tender bud of humanity. Out
of the numerous very acceptable babies who filled

the requirements the casting directors were fated to choose

such a bombshell of charm and personality that the great-

est stars are afraid to compete with him in a picture.

Which may be why he has only appeared in four films and
has no immediate assignments.

Not only did Paramount unleash the menace of this

particular infant upon an unsuspecting industry, but they

never seriously considered any other applicant. Baby Le-
Roy was the first to be brought to them. He came in state

with nurses from the Salvation Army Home where he
was born. They had read the studio's requirements, and
fetched little LeRoy from his grandparents' home, where
he was only disrupting one household. He became Holly-

woods child and found a wider field for his trouble-mak-
ing habit of stealing hearts.

Stardom has never been so ruthlessly assaulted as by
this young LeRoy. He is the most merciless rival that

can threaten a star's peace of mind, for no one is able to

fight back at a person so tiny. (Continued on page 105)
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Have you won-

dered why there

hasn't been a Baby

LeRoy picture

lately? He muscled

in on the film

racket and put the

stars on the spot—

and out of the

spotlight. So now

they just won't

play

Bv GERTRUDE HILL

He can go up to see Mae West—

any time. Marlene Dietrich lets

him play with bottles of expensive

perfume. Freddie March, Jack

Oakie and George Raft become

positive ninnies in his presence.

But—er— if Paramount doesn't mind,

they'd rather not have him in the cast.



TO GUIDE
THEM

By RAMON ROMERO

IN
the days of Hollywood's in-

fancy, stage mothers flourished

abundantly—an overflow from
the Broadway tide. The most

famous of the old-timers were the

late Charlotte Pickford, mother of

Mary ; the late Peg Talmadge, mother

of Norma, Constance and Natalie;

and Mrs. Charlotte Shelby, who
basked gloriously, but unwisely, in

the reflected limelight of Mary Miles

Minter's sensational career.

This triumvirate's power amounted
practically to dictatorship in Holly-

wood film affairs, for their daugh-
ters were at that time the outstand-

ing box-office attractions of the

industry. These three mothers were
practical, shrewd business women
who could drive a hard bargain. In-

stead of hampering their daughters,
they became the powers behind the

throne, sending them ever upward
towards million dollar a year salaries.

When Charlotte Pickford died,

Mary's star began to set, and when
Peg Talmadge went into a lingering

illness that ended in her death, by the
same slow process it brought death
to Norma's career, too.

But all mothers of those early film
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days were not so clever. In that era

in which intelligence played such a
small part in front of the camera, or

in the shaping of a screen career,

most of the work was done from be-

hind the front-line trenches. It is a

period marked by much misguidance
and many mistakes. Instead of lead-

ing their talented offspring up the

ladder to the pot at the end of the

rainbow, meddling mothers led them
instead, through the backdoor of a
studio lot to the barren pastures of

forgotten star-dust.

There was a time in Hollywood
when every mother was a potential

manager, trying to emulate Mrs.
Pickford and Mrs. Talmadge, with-

out having the qualities of one or

the virtues of the other.. In the day
before the reign of the high-powered
agents, contracts that did not carry
the mother's signature were as rare

as pink elephants.

In the archives of Hollywood's
past may be found the maternal am-
bitions of many a mother who sold

her daughter on the auction block of
fame. Beneath the rust of long for-

gotten years lie the carefully

planned careers of white hopes,

Bronson—mother-ruled.

Philbin—too much parent.

Minter—Mama-managed

Page—family-bossed.



never executed by the architects. But
to bring them to light is like digging

into the ruins of sinister intrigues,

best left to decay in their worthless

graves.

TOO much parental influence cut

short the careers of Betty

Bronson, Mary Philbin and Anita

Page, to mention only a few.

Guarded day and night, forbidden

the facts of life, allowed no freedom
in the development of their personali-

ties, protected and sheltered to the

point of stagnation, they escaped the

hurts of experience—but the scars

of their unfulfilled desires remain
eternal taunts of childish cowardice.

The fable of the stork stamped all

their performances with the trade-

mark of their innocent ignorance.

In this sophisticated age of Mae
Wests, languid Garbos and" glamor-

ous Hepburns, one hardly visualizes

the necessity of motherly advice.

These new stars may have no mothers

to guide them, but between instinct

and male managers, they seem to be

doing pretty well. They know that

heaven will protect the working gal—
and if heaven won't, the Will Hays
office will!

Garbo's mother has never known
her in grease paint, and will prob-

ably never in all her life see her

daughter under the kleigs. In some
faraway theatre in distant Sweden,
she goes to see Greta's pictures and
there her connection with Garbo's ca-

reer ends.

In Hollywood Garbo's guiding
hand is Harry Eddington, who for

many years has been her personal

manager and advisor. It is he who
listens to her troubles and fights her
battles. To him is accredited the
"silence policy," which has given the

silent Swede a sphinx-like distinc-

tion that has placed her among the

living immortals. Mothers used to

tell their little girls that children

should be seen but not heard. Mr.
Eddington certainly had the motherly
instinct when he chose to guide Greta.

It's been a long, long time since

Mae West last asked for mother's
approval. Mother would hardly
have okayed Mae's exploiting "Sex"
from one end of Manhattan to the
other, or spending the week-end on
Welfare Island in custody of the
police, for having produced what the
New York censors considered an in-

decent show. But if Mother had had
her say, then the screen would prob-
ably have lost one of its greatest and
most outstanding personalities. There
would have been no "She Done Him
Wrong" to delight a depressed
world, and (Continued on page 111)
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ALL JOKING ASIDE-By jack welch
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FLORINE
McKINNE

Y

Lovely Florine left Texas for Hollywood to en-

joy some of that celebrated California climate.

When she crooned a few notes at a tea, a song

writer paused long enough between sips of Orange

Pekoe to "discover" her. She's in "Operator 13."



FR ANCHOT
TONE

When you see Franchot in "Sadie

McKee," he'll win Joan in the

last reel, just as he has in real

life, for this time he's the hero.

The young man, by the way, has

developed into a picture-stealer,

coming off with the cinematic

honors in most of his productions.

Fox has borrowed him for a

drama, "The World Moves On."



Joan is by way of being an

architectural magician these days.

She is turning her Spanish house

into Early American, which is

indeed a man size job and re-

quires all her away-from-the-

studio hours. Miss Crawford is

the heroine in "Sadie McKee."





Having returned from a well-

earned vacation in Honolulu,

Myrna Loy has donned the

grease paint and is hard at

work with Clark Gable and

William Powell in "Manhattan

Melodrama" for Metro.

As for our friend Paul Kelly,

when he isn't facing the mike

and camera, he's out some-

where in the great open spaces

hunting or fishing. Paul may

be depended upon to give con-

sistently clever characterizations

and thus is always in demand.

When Warner Bros, decided to

film "AWoman in Her Thirties,"

they borrowed him from 20th.



THE MAN
This is not another story

about the first lady of the

cinema! It's an intimate

yarn on Mamouiian—the

man with whom the

screen's greatest siren is

enamoured. It's about his

career and his home life—

and the women who
have loved him



LOVES

Ever since their famous fox-and-goose chase

across the Great American Desert, the fervid

romance between Garbo and Mamoulian has

been the chief topic of cocktail gossip from
Hollywood to New York.

For the past weeks Rouben has been fighting off swarms
of journalistic sleuths hot on his trail, spying on his every

move, anxious to know whether or not the glamorous

Garbo has really become his wife.

In order to understand the mysterious Garbo, you must
know more about this romantic Russian-Armenian from
the far-off Caucasus—land of silver-mounted daggers,

fiery wine and passionate women. This dark, silent young
man with the owlish specs is the power behind her

throne.

Rouben is grand when it comes to talking about Ideals

and Art. But try to make him talk about his life, ac-

complishments or love affairs

!

The truth is, that in all this world there are only three

persons who know the fairy tale that has been the story

of this young man's exciting career. Two of these

persons are his parents, who won't tell you anything about
him. It's orders, you understand. The third is the guy
who is pounding out this article for Modern Screen.
Rouben is devoted to his parents and lives with them

in a beautiful Spanish house on one of the palmiest drives
in Beverly Hills. When, a few months ago, he threw a
party in the Ambassador Hotel, his parents were the

reigning, beaming couple there. Of late, news hawks and
Garbo-mad snoopers, unable to corner and buttonhole

Rouben, have been quoting his parents in their journalistic

scoops and Boulevard gossip. Now, this does a grave
injustice to them. They are defenseless against such quotes.

One of these bright boys has authored what he aptly calls

a bombshell in a recent issue of a fan magazine. He
quotes Rouben's papa as declaring to a group of friends

that his son is going to marry Garbo.
"Why, I have never seen this fellow," Papa protested,

when I dined with the Mamoulians recently. "Isn't there

a press law in this country? What audacity to put into

my mouth words I have never said to anyone!"
"Oh, never mind," I said. "This is America. Laugh

it off."

THIS quiet Armenian, who is today one of the biggest

directorial guns in Hollywood, was born on Oct. 8,

1899, in Tiflis, the capital of the Caucasus, and rightly

called the Russian Paris before the Revolution. He is

over six feet tall. Broad shouldered, brown eyed, with
soft, wavy dark hair.

His enormous shell-rim specs hide his features. He is

better looking than his newspaper photos show him, I

assure you. He is a chap with a thoughtful, dreamy air

and a sparkling child-like smile. He wears snap hats,

loose, London-made suits, Chesterfield coats. At the studio

he frequently sports a beret, (Continued on page 100)

He's better looking in real life than in his photo. Don't

you like him without his spectacles?

His parents often visit the studio to watch Rouben at

work. And the exclusive Garbo emotes for them, too.



Good fellows got together when Alpha Phi Omega, Rippon College

chapter, met in 1922. Spencer is fifth from the left, center.

Spencer Tracy's youth included a forbidden friendship with

"Mousie" and "Rattie," stage ambitions, and a meeting with

Pat O'Brien. Later, came marriage to his leading lady

I // /HEN Spencer Tracy was
1/ I J three years old he picked up a

V IS little red fire engine and
whacked his brother, Carroll,

over the head with it. It was the first,

but not the last, indication to his horri-

fied family that "little Spencer" had a

terrible temper. Carroll, aged seven,

rolled back and forth on the floor in a

near-epileptic fit of surprise and bashed
brains and a pretty aunt stood by wring-
ing her hands, while Mrs. Tracy and the

family maid ministered first aid. Only
little Spenc remained undisturbed. Like
a fat buddha, he sat in his high chair,

calmly surveying the excitement. In a
little while he began to chant, "Poor Ca'l,

poor Ca'l." Even at that tender age,

Spenc's tantrums were short lived.

Of course Mrs. Tracy told Mr. Tracy
about Spencer's temper. She conveyed
the news in the same shocked voice with
which she would have relayed the dis-

covery of black measles or the seven-year
itch. For, until the advent of Spencer
and his temper, the Tracy home had been
a monument of peace, well-being and
orderly conduct.

The Tracys of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
were "well fixed," as they used to say in

the early years of the twentieth century.
When John Tracy of Irish descent mar-
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ried Carrie Brown, the pretty and proud
"down easterner" whose great grand-
father had founded Brown University, he
rated as a "promising young man of a

mechanical turn of mind." Before their

first child, Carroll, was born, John Tracy
was vitally interested in this new fangled

thing they were trying to put on the

market
—

"the horseless carriage." With
the advent of Spencer, their second and
last child, on the fifth day of April, 1900,

Mr. Tracy was devoting himself to the

study of the "fool things."

By the time Spencer was old enough to

take in the situation, his father was Gen-
eral Sales Manager of the Sterling Motor
Truck Company. In addition to Mr. and
Mrs. Tracy and the two boys, the large

comfortable, rambling house in the nicest

part of Milwaukee frequently sheltered

Mrs. Tracy's pretty sister, Mrs. Emma
Brown of Freeport, Illinois.

MANY of Spenc's earliest impressions
were of his aunt, whom he called

"Moom." There was a subtle but very
definite feud between them. For one
things, she teased him unmercifully—and
he couldn't take it. She predicted her
brother and sister were going to have their

hands full with "that one."

"He's a throw back," she would say



THE LIFE STORY

OF A REAL

Spencer Tracy and, left, with the

lovely Pat Patterson in "Bottoms

Up," his latest picture for Fox.

By WALTER
RAMSEY
very impersonally, but with a
mischievous gleam in her eye.

"I dare say he is part Indian."

"I am not an Indian," the

enraged Spencer would yell.

"I'm all Irish."

As soon as he was old

enough to realize, he was ter-

ribly proud of his father's

nationality. The Irish were
colorful and exciting people.

Even the priests had to admit
that "God loves the Irish,"

which meant to young Spenc
that they were somehow
singled out for particular

favors even in heaven. On
top of that, the Irish were
fighters and physically strong,

and they never took a dare.

No sirree, nobody ever got
tough with an Irishman if he
didn't want his block knocked
off. The seven - year - old

Spencer was very pleased to

be one of their number.
Spenc used to get even with

"Moom" for calling him an
Indian by leaving her out of
his prayers, which he said

orally every night to his

(Continued on page 82)
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LET ME TELL

YOU ABOUT

John, Marlene and C. Aubrey Smith in a scene from "The Scarlet Empress,

we don't like John's wig either, but it's authentic to the last hair.

No,

DON'T take it to heart so. Mr. Von Sternberg

always uses more takes than any other director.

He does the same thing with me, you know."
I looked into Marlene Dietrich's smiling,

understanding eyes, heard the warm sympathy in her

voice and thought that I might be a motion picture actor

after all. It was my first day on the set of "The Scarlet

Empress." That day, when I said one line over and over
again from morning to night, making innumerable takes

had about swept my self-assurance away. And I had had
a lot of it. After all, 1 had been a practicing lawyer in

New York City and a New York lawyer doesn't get rat-

tled at anything. I had played small roles in "The
Woman Accused" and "Murders in the Zoo" and a larger
one in "Little Women," but here was my big chance.
To work opposite Miss Dietrich under Mr. Von Stern-

berg's direction had seemed the thing that would definitely

set me as an actor. But that afternoon, I felt myself
slowly going to pieces, definitely doubting my ability.
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I thought to myself, "If you have
to take a day to say one line, you
must be a pretty bad actor."

It was then that Miss Dietrich

came over and gave me the re-

assurance I needed, at the mo-
ment I needed it most. That
doesn't sound like the "high hat

Marlene," does it? But then I

found that there is no high hat

Marlene.

SHE is herself always and that

self is a warm-hearted, un-

derstanding woman. I don't care

what she's worn in the past, or

what she wears in the future,

she comes through as "mature
femininity." That was my first

4H



Her new leading man

gives you a human,

different slant on the

glamorous Marlene

By JOHN
LODGE
As told to

DENA REED

He is enormously grateful for the tact

and understanding of Marlene Dietrich.

impression of her and I think a man
senses these things instinctively.

When I say she is a mature woman,
I mean she could never be a cutie.

You could not confuse her with the

numberless blondes with shapely

bodies who overrun Hollywood.
She's a wife, a mother, an artist.

She has lived deeply and she gives

out, to those who contact her, the

richness of her living. She gives it

out in a wise and quiet way that is

typically her own.
As time went on, I not only got

used to Mr. Von Sternberg's

methods, I grew enthusiastic about

them. I think they are the only ones

by which a great picture can be made.
He lives {Continued on page 102)



/ / OLLYWOOD, ever ready for an excuse to don

l its best bib and tucker and go places and see

things has had plenty of reason to step out lately.

Here's Wally Beery, parked at the mike, asking us to bear

with the President and Army on the airmail difficulties.

To which plea, some smartie remarked, "I'm sending my

rush mail East by hitch-hikers." 2. When Mrs. Frank

Borzage transformed her tennis courts into a double Bad-

minton square, she threw a dedication- party and, among

the celebraters were Virginia Valli, the John Mack Browns,

the Borzages and Charlie Farrell. 3. Buster Keaton, of

the "dead pan" and with the new wife, at the El Nido

Benefit. A. Ric Cortez and his attractive bride. 5. And the

Cabots and the Weissmullers showed up, too. The "little

women," as you know, are Adrienne Ames and Lupe

Velez respectively. 6. And here are the "goingest to-

gether" couple in Hollywood these days. Yep, Dorothy

Mackaill, but recently divorced, and Charles Lederer, Jr.,

a scenario writer and Marion Davies' nephew. Two
pretty good breaks for one young man. 7. Gaze on the

the happy pair—Lyle Talbot and Jayne Shattuck—and be-

hold a civilized situation! They're pictured in the throes

of a farewell date, for Jayne is soon to wed Jack Kirkland,

introduced to her by Lyle, and Lyle who was formerly head

man, is taking it like a little brave-ee. 8. Charles Boyer

and Pat Patterson, now Mister and Missus, are enjoying

a table d'hote at the Russian Eagle. 9. And now we're

at the El Nido Benefit again- This time with Connie Ben-

nett and Gilbert Roland. Bill Goetz is with 'em, for

Connie wouldn't have her picture took without a third

party. Three makes it a crowd or legal or sumpin'. 10.

The Robert Youngs won the lucky number and a doll

at the Cocoanut Grove. 1 1 . Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres

are still very much "that way." Here they are at the

Brown Derby where, evidently, a telephone is served

with your lunch. 12. Sally Eilers and hubby, Harry Joe

Brown, at the Vendome, where they whispered to every-

body the news that they expect the stork this summer.





She had her second chance—and failed. Now, this third time, she will soar to

glory or sink to oblivion. To be "fairly good" would be fatal! Will she succeed?

EVER since M-G-M announced that it had signed

Gloria Swanson on a long-term contract, people

have been asking, "Will she be able to come
back?" This same studio signed Colleen Moore

on a year's contract and nothing sensational resulted.

Will Gloria be defeated in the same manner ? Should she

even try again ?

I have taken much time to question every type of per-

son I could contact—elevator men, automobile mechanics,

waitresses, bookkeepers, writers, actors, and dozens of

others covering various scales of intelligence—and, with-

out exception, they said, in substance, "Nothing can stop

Gloria Swanson, if she is given good stories and proper
direction."

The confidence the masses have in sP^l
her, their assurance that she, per- /j J /v7
sonally, has never failed, their com- ( Jt &//
plete belief that she has now and al- sf^\
ways had just what the public wants, V' JL

was an amazing thing to me. I / STO y
tried to analyze it and could arrive ^C-^C^l
at only one conclusion.

Gloria Swanson remains the most unusual woman who
has ever appeared in pictures.

This is a wide-sweeping statement, but I make it' without
fear of contradiction. Here are some of the reasons, be-

fore we go further.

She is the only out-and-out American girl who, over a
long period of years, has retained her glamor, her un-
disputed seductiveness. Barbara La Marr had an irre-

sistible fascination for men and with it almost incom-
parable beauty. Gloria has it without beauty. Just as
Garbo has it without beauty. Constance Bennett has
glamor spasmodically. Jean Harlow has the type that
Clara Bow had, but, she has not yet proven the enduring
quality of it.

Gloria is the only person, man or woman, who has
fought her way alone and been both producer and star.

Charlie Chaplin had his brother, Sidney; Mary Pickford
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had her capable mother; Douglas Fairbanks had his

brother. Norma and Constance Talmadge had both Joe
Schenck and their mother, Peg Talmadge. Harold Lloyd
had his father and his uncle. Lillian Gish had D. W.
Griffith. Of all the star-producers, only Gloria always
fought alone.

The third reason is a result of the other two. Gloria is

the only individual who combines, to so large a degree,

both the masculine and the feminine characteristics. These
give her a profound intuitive sense and at the same time

a driving force that is absolutely irresistible. Her chil-

dren would never miss a father's training, for she would
impart to them every masculine quality worth retaining.

And we have had no greater charmer than Gloria. Men

A have always been tremendously at-

7v /] tracted by her feminine appeal and

jfp///j held by that and her fine mind.

IN the face of her years of strug-

gle and heartbreaks, disappoint-
t^Cy l/l/i.— ments and losses, it is astounding to

hear her say, "I have no regrets for

anything I suffered or lost."

She has been too much before the public for any need

of repetition of her losses. Her financial difficulties have

been most prominently aired, as she has lost homes, cars

and furniture. She has had her heart bruised many times

and broken once. She has endured defeat, disappointment

and humiliation. Even trusted friends have proven un-

worthy. Yet, there is no wish that she might have been
spared any of it.

"That is easily explained," she went on. "First, be-

cause what is finest in life cannot be lost. Secondly, be:

cause suffering is a part of life and I want to live life to

the fullest. I would not shirk one bit of it. I love this

beautiful sunshine of California, but I could not endure it

if I had it every minute of my life. A plant may grow
beautifully under the nourishing rays of the sun, but that

plant would wither and die {Continued on page 114)





FATHER AND HUSBAND
By KATHERINE ALBERT

The jolly Rogers spend one of their famous quiet evenings on their equally famous ranch.

Will, Jr., Jim and Mary with Mother and Dad and a friend.

my cheeks when I heard him singing to that balky horse

in "David Harum."
Oh, sure, I know some things about Will—that he is

part Cherokee Indian, that he was born in Oklahoma, that

his activities include not only motion picture making, but

radio work, writing and lecturing as well, that he loves

polo and lives on a huge ranch out of Hollywood. But
the important things that make a man what he is—what
sort of wife he has, what his relationship with his children

is, how he makes his day expansive enough to accommo-
date all he does—these were as mysterious as Garbo.
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|/T occurred to me the other day that I didn't

* know a darn thing about Will Rogers. Or at
>

—

^ any rate I, like Will; know only what I read in

the papers and that's sketchy enough.
No sir, I can tell you as long as you'll listen, about why

Jean Harlow married Hal Rosson and how Norma
Shearer feels about being an executive's wife and what
sort of home life Mae West has. But I didn't know any-
thing about Will Rogers.

And it seemed to me that this was a great oversight on
my part, since I had just laughed until the tears ran down



. . . He allows his family

to "lead their own lives/'

That's why they do

things his way. For

Will's as much an old

smoothie at home as he

is before the public

(Right) Pretty Mary with Charles

Butterworth in "My Weakness,"

during part of her short-lived movie

career. (Below) Here's young Jim

trying out the intricacies of the rope

while Will looks on, amused.

However, I've rectified that now. I know a lot about

Will Rogers and Will's family, and I want you to hear

all about it, too, because he's kinda swell and deserves

being better known than he is.

Will won't tell you about himself. You have to go to

people who know him to find out about his home life. And
that's just what I did.

One of the things that interested me a lot was how he

felt about his daughter's ambition to become an actress.

There are three children—Will, Jr., nineteen
; Jimmy,

eighteen ; and Mary, seventeen. Two or three years ago,

when Mary was in short dresses, she persuaded her

father to permit her to play an extra—a peasant girl in

a cafe scene—in his picture, "Business and Pleasure." No
one knew she was on the set. Will never told it. Neither

did she and, therefore, everybody thought it was an en-

tirely new idea to her when she appeared at a casting

office, saying her name was Mary Howard and actually

got a job in a Fox picture. She worked for three days
before it was discovered that she was Will's daughter.

RIGHT now she is back at school in New York, but she
has definitely set her heart on a picture career and

she has enough determination, inherited from her father,

to stick it out.

But while the papers were recounting the story of Will's
daughter's anonymous break into the films, nobody knew
how Will was feeling about it. Would he be the sort of
stern parent who would put his foot down on her career?
Would he want to help push her up the ladder? The
answer to these questions will reveal Rogers pretty well.

He thinks that children should be allowed to choose
their own professions and that (Continued on page 98)
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Ann Dvorak and

other stars, too, place

the stamp of approval

on pastels, with cotton

as the favored fabric

Rainbow - colored

coin dots all over a

seersucker organdy

dance frock, with

bright velvet bows

on a square neckline.

(Left) Ann Dvorak in the

briefest of royal blue

swimming shorts, with a

thick white cord around

the waist, and a striped

brassiere top.



Pencil-striped organdy, made

after the shirtwaist style, which

has all the quaintness of an

old-time air.

For that summer suit, have some-

thing like Ann's with short jacket,

wide tucked shoulders, graceful

sleeves, and a belt that ties.

Ann Dvorak checks in for an after-

noon at the beach in black and

white linen. Plaid for the sun-backed

bodice and the facing of the coat.

HIS is the big season for thin, washable, traditional

/ warm weather clothes and we've reason to thank

sf- the fashion goddess for the trek back to cotton.

It's inexpensive, for one thing. It's clean to the

point of utter freshness and will grant youth to those who
need it and charm to those of you who already possess

girlishness.

Instead of the inevitable printed silks this spring and
summer, get yourself a couple of cottons—printed, plaid

or striped, and a flannel or a cotton tweed coat to

go with them in some color that harmonizes. See
how much smarter you will look than your silk-

bedecked sisters who are not cotton-wise.

The stunts they have done to cottons

are truly amazing. Think of this : they

don't muss or wrinkle any more. They
are put through some sort of setting-up

exercise so that they keep their pristine

freshness through hot days and over
warm bodies. No more of that drawn-
through-a-wringer appearance for cot-

ton frocks. And they wash and wash,
keeping that same crisp look all through
their long lives. Sounds too good to be



Ann Dvorak and

other stars, too, place

the stamp of approval

on pastels, with cotton

as the favored fabric
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Rainbow - colored

coin dots all over a

seersucker organdy

dance frock, with

bright velvet bows

on a square neckline.

(Left) Ann Dvorak in the

briefest of royal blue

swimming shorts, with a

thick white cord around

the waist, and a striped

brassiere top.
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Pencil-striped organdy, made

after the shirtwaist style, which

has all the quaintness of an

old-time air.

For that summer suit, have some-

thing like Ann's with short jacket,

wide tucked shoulders, graceful

sleeves, and a belt that ties.

Ann Dvorak checks in for an after-

noon at the beach in black and

white linen. Plaid for the sun-backed

bodice and the facing of the coat.

7 HIS is the big season for thin, washable, traditional

warm weather clothes and we've reason to thank
the fashion goddess for the trek back to cotton.

It's inexpensive, for one thing. It's clean to the

point of utter freshness and will grant youth to those who
need it and charm to those of you who already possess

girlishness.

Instead of the inevitable printed silks this spring and
summer, get yourself a couple of cottons—printed, plaid

or striped, and a flannel or a cotton tweed coat to

go with them in some color that harmonizes. See
how much smarter you will look than your silk-

bedecked sisters who are not cotton-wise.

The stunts they have done to cottons

are truly amazing. Think of this : they

don't muss or wrinkle any more. They
are put through some sort of setting-up

exercise so that they keep their pristine

freshness through hot days and over

warm bodies. No more of that drawn-
through-a-wringer appearance for cot-

ton frocks. And they wash and wash,
keeping that same crisp look all through
their long lives. Sounds too good to be



(Above, left) String and cinnamon—does that mean anything?

Well, it's smart when the suit is loosely woven, string-colored

linen and the blouse is a deep tone of cinnamon handkerchief

linen. The hat is in those same two shades. (Right) "Sailors

beware" when a girl takes her cue from their uniforms for her

clothes. It's a navy pique with white braid trimmings. The

navy and white hat is patterned after a sea-going vessel.

If you want an outfit that will be

wrinkleless, then stick to the knitwear

variety. Wear it for shopping, for

sports, for workaday hours and you'll

come home at night just as you left

in the morning—with nary a crease.

Lovely Ann Dvorak has selected a

delicate turquoise blue with a white

lacey knit blouse.

true, I know, but it's a fact. Watch them resist the

fading process, too. Red stays red. They don't become
a sad pink under sun and water treatment, and all the

other colors have the same steadfastness of performance.

This being the case, there's a cotton fever through

the fashion world. Yes, evening dresses, too. They are

made of ginghams and percales in beautifully simple

lines and are done in those sweet, appealing organdies

that permit ruffles and flounces and flutings, surrounding
a gal with an aura of fluff, which can never cease to be

dear to her heart no matter how matter-of-fact she
may be. Nothing can beat cottons for youthfulness.



(Above, left) Over the simplest of blue crepe frocks, Ann is dar-

ing enough to wear a tricky little Eton jacket of barred and

stitched red pique. With or without the jacket you're okay.

(Above, right) Black organdy graduates from a windblown sil-

houette to a veritable typhoon which is the latest way to arrange

the flounces for an evening frock. Flattering white lace forms

the shoulder straps and bodice of this unusual gown.

Now, I want to tell you about some of the outstand-

ing style features of the season, so that you can follow

them to the letter. As a rule, they are not difficult to

make or to wear, if you are fortunate enough to be able

to indulge in the ready-to-wear variety of apparel.

Don't blame me, if I seem to be too much of a rooter

for clothes made at home, for with fabrics playing
such an important role, those frocks you make with
your own fair hands can carry the distinction which is

often missing in the common or garden variety of store

clothes.

Let's begin at the neckline. (Continued on page 118)

More rustles and frills. The rustle

of taffeta is part of this season's

frou-frou. A taffeta foundation

suggests the swish of an old-

fashioned petticoat and over its

elegance is posed white net in

billows, with pleated ruffles set

in tiers on the flounces of the

skirt. The butterfly fichu cape

is banded with pleated frills.



:RN^SCREEN

2714 2713

2717—We know that you'll be happy as a
sandboy in these white linen crash slacks and
regulation middy-blouse which Adalyn Doyle
wears. Navy blue buttons lend contrast to
the slacks. The blouse, too, has navy blue
trimming. Designed for sizes 14, 16, 18

years—36, 38, 40 inch bust.
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2714—Wynne Gibson wears this delightful

gay red and white georgette dance frock.

The neckline of ruffles is very flattering and
youthful. And the graduated flounces from
knee to hem-line are just the thing for gals
who are a bit too thin. In sizes 14, 16, 18

years—36, 38, 40 inch bust.

2713—For tennis, the beach, knockabout and
hiking, Ginger Rogers wears this neat rig of

shirt-and-shorts. It's made of striped seer-

sucker. Designed for sizes 14, 16, 18 years

—

36, 38 and 40 inch bust.

Instructions for ordering patterns on page 88.
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Check up on those

jangled nerves today

Yes, a simple little nervous habit

such as wringing out your hand-

kerchief is really a sign of jangled

nerves.

And jangled nerves may mean

lines in your face—They mean

that in time you may look years

older than you are.

So if you find yourself with any

of those little nervous habits, check

up on yourself.

Get enough sleep—fresh air

—recreation. And watch your

smoking.

Remember, you can smoke

as many Camels as you want.

Their costlier tobaccos never

jangle the nerves.

TEST YOUR NERVES..

FREE[
Write for illustrated
book of 20 nerve tests
See if you have
healthy nerves. Have
loads of fun testing
friends for "jangled
nerves." Mail order-
blank below with the
fronts from 2 packs
of Camels. Free book
comes postpaid. [«w

NIBVII J

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS than any

ther popular brand of cigarettes!

R- J. Reynolds Tobarr-n
Dept. HQ. A W °acc° Companyiiv A, Winston-Salem, N C

CLIP THIS COUPON

Name

Street.
I Print Nami >

City.

nff.,,. ~ State _
expires December 31. 193

;~

CAMELS
SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT
...THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES



SWANGB CO/MS FOIWDM HUMAN SA/JV-

REVOLUTIONIZE FACE POWDERS

NEW DEVICE FINDS

IIV BLOIVDE SKI1V

<y^a^£^^tee^ IN BRUNETTE

ACTUAL RECORD TAKEN BY DELICATE

OPTICAL MACHINE PRODUCES NEW
POWDER SHADES THAT CORRECT

COMPLEXION FAULTS

<JXliss Qharlotte Young says, "Pond's Rose Cream

is wonderful for blondes orfair-skinned brunettes."

<?Mrs. Sdward 'Burns— a typical brunette

— uses Pond's Rose Brunette. "No other

powder has ever seemed so grandfor my skin."

"Dlondes and Brunettes need no longer
-D guess about the face powder they
should use.

A new era in powder blending has come
about.

Here's the amazing truth ... In every
human skin, there are colors you cannot
distinguish with the human eye.

Now, a delicate optical machine has

finally been found to detect those colors.

By means of this machine, Pond's actu-

ally recorded to the smallest degree the
bright blue in blonde skin— the startling

green in brunette.

Many skins analyzed

Many blonde and brunette skins were analyzed

to find exactly what amount of blue makes the

most beautiful blonde skin, what green goes into

the loveliest brunette skin.

Then Pond's used these actual records to

blend their new powder shades.

Now any girl can be sure that these scienti-

fically analyzed powders will bring back to her

just the colors missing in her own skin.

Pond's powder is finer in texture than ex-

pensive French powders. And Pond's has the

same fragrance as a certain very costly im-

ported powder. A lovely glass jar for only S5j*

contains as much as most J51.C0 boxes. And,
in the five-and-ten and variety stores—ten and

twenty-five cent sizes. Six colors! Natural,

Light Cream, Rose Cream, Brunette, Rose

Brunette, Dark Brunette.

•k Two Special Boxes for 5t. Send Coupon.

Send for two special boxes of Pond's powder

—

two new light shades or two new dark shades

— as you prefer. Try them! See what life—
beauty— these new colors bring to your skin.

Pond's Extract Company
Dept. F, 94 Hudson Street, New York City

I enclose 5<* (to cover cost of postage and packing) for

TWO Special Boxes of Pond's New Powder as checked.

I prefer Light Shades I prefer Dark Shades

Name .

Street-,

City_ _State_
Copyright, 1934. Pond's Extract Company



PARADE

Charming contrast— 1860 vs. 1934. Carole Lom-

bard wears this delectable pink tulle costume

in "Twentieth Century" and Karen Morley dons

a velvet hostess gown in "Crime Doctor."

WELL, after spending

days looking at new
pictures— I mean the

ones you'll be seeing

next month—I've got just loads

of style hints to whisper in your

ear. With the exception of a

few costume pictures, most of

the gowns are practical and
copyable.

For instance, if you're an
Irene Dunne type—that is, a

normal and more or less modest
personality—many a good idea

will be gleaned by studying the

clothes she wears in "This Man
Is Mine." Irene is clever enough
to know that fluffy ruffles or

ultra-sophisticated gowns do not

become her. For that reason,

simplicity is the keynote of her

wardrobe. On that white eve-

ning gown, for example (which,

incidentally, hugs her figure so

beautifully), only one touch of

"decoration" is used : a jewelled

clip on the left shoulder. Even
her negligee is minus frills. In-

stead, it depends upon its allur-

ing lines and intricately shirred

sleeves for its interest.

Then, consider Vivian Tobin,
who also is in the picture. Quite
another type ! Ruffles and
flounces and all sorts of do-dads
become her. Notice what a con-

trast her evening frock, with
flounces and hundreds of fluted

cartwheels and all that, is to

Irene's. But when the Tobin gal

goes golfing, what a picture ! No
doubt you'll want an outfit

trimmed with baby gazelle, too,

with matching fingerless gloves.

And be sure to notice the braided
belt of the same skin. That
would look good on any outfit.

Constance Cummings goes
blithely through the picture,

vamping husbands and upsetting

households, garbed in ravishing

gowns of shimmering velvets

and sassy polka dots and flatter-

ing wide-brimmed straw hats—

-

not to mention suits with huge
ermine sleeves and swanky net

blouses with tantalizing bows.
{Continued on page 86)'
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Modern Screen

KGDL
MILDLY MENTHOLATED

CIGARETTES - CORK-TIPPED

FOR THE
HIGHEST DEGREE OF
THROAT COMFORT

Students of smoking pleasure are graduating
by the thousands to this mildly mentholated
cigarette. In the first place, it's refreshing.

Then, the smoke actually is cooler— your
throat never gets dry. And KOOLS are so
mildly mentholated nothing interferes with
the full enjoyment of the fine tobacco flavor.

Last—not least—you get a FREE coupon
per pack. Save them for gilt-edged initialed
Congress Quality U. S. Playing Cards. Other
nationally-advertised premiums, too. (Offer
good in U. S. A. only).

Sendfor illustratedpremium list

15* fifi TWENTY
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.
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THE INFORMATION DESK
If you want to know the age, hair coloring,

picture plans or anything else about the stars,

this department will tell you

LOTTIE KOTLARZ, Syracuse. N. Y.—Franchot
Tone's birthday is February 27. Cary Grant's is
January 18, and he married Virginia Cherrill so
recently that they may still be classified as newly-
weds.

E. W. GAYLORD, MRS. E. J. MARSHAL. GEO. N.
ULLOM. Pittsburgh, Pa., and ELIZA HEINT.
Smithfield, Pa.—George Brent played the lead in

Warner Brothers' 1933 production of "From Head-
quarters." and Monte Blue in their 1929 version of
the same picture, in case you're interested.

F. B. B., Wallingford. Conn.—Yes. Ida Lupino is

new in movies in this country, but she made her
debut in England at the age of IS. She is English,

born in London, has blonde hair, large violet eyes,

an oval face and a short, slightly retrousse nose.

She is 5 feet 6 inches tall and weighs all of 110
pounds. "Come On Marines" with Richard Arlen
will he her next picture, followed by "She Loves
Me Not" witli Bing Crosby. You can write her at

the Paramount Studios, Hollywood. Calif.

J. T. G., Detroit, Mich.—Lew Ayres was born De-
cember 8, 1908. is S feet 11 inches tall and weighs
160 pounds. Tom Brown, born January 6. 1913. is

5 feet 9 inches tall and weighs 155 pounds.

SOL NASO. Brooklyn, N. Y.—Mae West is 5 feet

2 inches tall in her stocking feet. Will that meet
your requirements?

ADA JOHNSON and VIRGINIA CARTER. Lexing-

ton, Mass.—Now, really! Does Mae West have

false teeth? 1 do hope the dear lady will be lenient

should she read this. No. my doubting damsels,

those ivories are Mae's very own, and I don t

mean she bought them.

K O T., Washington, D. C.—Lucille Browne played

the part of the younger sister in "Double Har-

ness " Helen Hayes is due back in Hollywood the

first part of June to make "What Every Woman
Knows."

VIVIAN ROBECK, Annapolis, Md.—No. you can't

get Ralph Bellamy's home address or any other

star's, for that matter, in this column. G. P.

Huntley. Jr., was Donald Darbyshire in "As Hus-
bands Go" and a neat performance he gave too.

What? There may be some few stars who. in

weak moments, like to autograph books and things,

but the number is very few and their weak moments
even rarer.

ANTHONY SANTINELLI, Newark, N. J.—Richard
Talmadge has appeared in the following pictures as

leading man: 1927—"Prince of Pep," "Broadway
Gallant," "Night Patrol." "Blue Streak" and "Bet-
ter Man": 1928

—"Cavalier": 1931
—"Scareheads"

and in 1932 "Get That Girl" and "Speed Mad-
ness."

H. L., Babylon. N. Y.—Where have you been.

H. L.? Marion Nixon has far from disappeared.

She appeared in five pictures in 1933 and is sched-

uled to appear in "Strictly Dynamite" with Jimmy
Durante. "The Line Up" with William Gargan and
"The Humbug" with Nils Asther. I guess that

ought to keep you busy.

N. W. TORRANCE. Anyox, B. C Canada—Yes.
Fay Wray herself was the beauty in the hands
of the beast. King Kong, when he had her on the
cliff, and she admits she is scared to death of a
poor iittle measly mouse.

KATHRYN HARTNETT. Toledo. Ohio—Yes, Miss
Hartnett. "Show Boat" was released May 5, 1929.

by Universal. The leading parts were taken by
Laura La Plante. Otis Harlan and Joseph Schild-

kraut.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN—Pat Ellis of the
blue eyes and blonde hair was born May 20. 1916

—

a mere babe! And so is Mary Kornman. the blonde
who "Yoo-hooed" so quaintly at Bing Crosby in

"Just An Echo." By the way. she will be Mrs.
Leo Tover by the time you read this, and here's
hoping she "I do-ed" better than she "Yoo-hoo-ed."

JEANIE CLARK. Coalgate, Okla.—Yes, Jeanie. I

think Richard Cromwell is even better looking off

the screen than he is on. if that's possible. But I

suppose you'd rather see for yourself.

DOROTHY MILLER, Berwick, Pa.—The lad who
was in love with Ruth Hall in Eddie Cantor's "Kid
from Spain" was none other than that up-and-
coming-fast Robert Young. 'Member now?

POLLY, A Ncvarro Fan—Our hero. Ramon "Trouba-
dour" Novarro, having finished his personal appear-
ances in Chicago, will hie himself back to Holly-
wood for retakes on his latest. "Laughing Boy."
Thence to South America, possibly via New York,
to make a three months' concert tour. He's writ-
ing a play in between times. Call it a vacation if

you want.

HAROLD W. JAMES. Hazleton, Pa.—Virginia Cher-
rill, Cary Grant's bride, played the part of the
blind girl in Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights."
"City Streets" was released the same year with
Gary Cooper and Sylvia Sidney in the leads.

MISS M. E. SCHMADINGHOFF. Kansas City. Mo.—
No, Clara Bow and Rex Bell are neither divorced
nor separated. They recently spent a few days in
Palm Springs together.

In writing to this department,
avoid questions which are contro-

versial and which are not dictated

by good taste. We cannot give

you home addresses of the stars

and we dislike printing answers

which take up a great deal of

space. Otherwise, we're ready to

oblige. All questions will be an-

swered in this magazine, so save

your stamps.

Address: The Information Desk,

MODERN SCREEN Magazine, 149

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

FLORENCE SEELIG, New York City—Clark Gable
was born February 1, 1901 ; James Cagney, July 17,

1904; Franchot Tone February 27 and Randolph
Scott January 23. The two latter fail to give the
year. Katharine Hepburn is 26 years old and her
next picture after "Spitfire" will be "Tudor
Wench." Clark Gable is 6 feet 1 inch tall, weighs
190 pounds, has brown hair and blue-gray eyes. He
is an expert golfer and swimmer. Franchot Tone
is 6 feet tall, weighs 160 pounds, and has light
brown hair and hazel eyes. Yes, you will see more
of Barbara Stanwyck. Her next picture is "Gam-
bling Lady.''

MRS. J. D. ALLEN, Trinity. Tex.—No. Mrs. Allen,
Helen Vinson was not the girl in the advertise-
ment you mention, although the resemblance is
striking.

A. F., Pa,—Gene Raymond is twenty-five.

CHARLES A. BAKER, Jr.. Bound Brook, N. J.

—

Miriam Hopkins has never been known by any
other name that I know of. She was loaned to
M-G-M by Paramount to make "Stranger's Re-
turn." She has been on the screen since 1930.
when she did "Fast and Loose" for Paramount.
Her first important vehicle was "Smiling Lieu-
tenant." in 1931, with Maurice Chevalier.

A DAVID MANNERS FAN from Lakewood, Ohio-
David Manners has brown hair and hazel eyes.
He is scheduled to appear in "The Black Cat"
with Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi.

JANICE MORGAN, Sioux City, Iowa—Cute little
Armida has been making personal appearances in
New York. It is doubtful whether or not she will
come back to the movies. Jean Parker is French.
Polish and English. No wonder she is such a
versatile young one.

ELLA LOWELL, Rockville, Conn.—Gloria Foy was
Franchot Tone's companion in the first scenes of
"Dancing Lady." Most of the stars have secre-
taries to take care of their fan mail, but a great
many of the younger and newer players take
pleasure in reading and answering their letters
personally.

MARIE HAMILTON, Mansfield, Ohio—Gloria Swan
son recently signed a contract with Metro-Goldwyn-

,
Mayer, and she can be reached at their studios in
Culver City, Calif.

ANNE E. RIEDERER, New Rochelle. N. Y.—Joe
Savers took the part of Tex in "College Humor "
Alas, Randolph Scott is not going to be in "Thirty
Day Princess." Cary Grant and Sylvia Sidney will
have the leads. Randy, however, will be in "Often
a Bridegroom." Claudette Colbert's next picture
will be "Cleopatra." witli Warren William. Henry
Wilcoxson and Ian Keith. Frances Dee will have
the lead in "Finishing School."

MARGARET, Athens. Ga.—Yes. Margaret. William
Janney played in King of the Wild Horses" alona
with Rex.

A. L. S.. Grafton. W. Va.—Edwin Maxwell played
the part ot the maniac in "The Night of Terror "

Dwight Frye is not scheduled to make any more
pictures tor the moment.

C. J. G.. Toledo, Ohio.—Ann Sothem is all of 21
years old. is unmarried, and can be reached at the
Fox. Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood.
Cain, lhe only drawback seems to be the several
hundred miles between Toledo and Hollywood Too
bad!

ELEANOR R., Tarrytown, N. Y.—Here is some
good news for you. Brian Aherne is starring in an
English picture. "The Constant Nymph." with Vic-
toria Hopper. Report has it that this is a picture
well worth seeing and that Mr. Aherne has done
himself proud, and is ever so much better than he
was in "Song of Songs."
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Dr. Jules Beloux,
of Paris, reports this "Case History"

Ifyour stomach troubles you . . . ifyou get

tired out easily . . . are constipated, have

broken-out skin, Dr. Beloux 's comments

on this case are important to you !

CONSIDER THE CASE which the famous Dr.

Beloux describes. Then consider your own case.

Haven't you many of the troubles Miss L had?

Perhaps your digestion is far from what it should be

. . . easily upset . . . your stomach feels "heavy" . . . you
feel actually distressed at times.

Maybe you're run-down . . . have "jumpy" nerves . . .

get all fagged out easily . . . are constipated . . . have
headaches . . . don't look clear-skinned, healthy, attractive!

Then yeast should helpjyow, too. For, as Dr. Beloux says

:

"Yeast promotes the flow of gastric juice . . . purifies

the blood . . . softens the hard waste matter and promotes

regular evacuation. It is gentle— not habit-forming."

Wouldn't it be good common sense to try Fleisch-

mann's Yeast ? Of course it would ! Then eat 3 cakes

a day for at least 30 days. Besides its corrective

powers, each cake is rich in vitamins B, D and G.

Let Fleischmann's Yeast tone up your system.

Then see how your digestion stops being so "fin-

icky" . . . see how much better

you work, and play, and sleep

!

Don't delay another day.

Fleischmann's Yeast is so easy

to buy. At grocers, restau-

rants, soda fountains!

Copyright, 1934, Standard Brands Incorporated

gestlon or con v^^^

"My Appetite Picked Up Amazingly"
"Nothing I ate agreed with me," writes Mrs. Wm.
A. Rhodes, of Seattle, Wash, (at left). "After meals
I wanted to sleep off my dull, logy feeling.

"I had read where great doctors recommended
yeast for cases like mine. I decided to try it. After
eating Fleischmann's Yeast for a few weeks, I

could eat without worrying about the after-effects.

It cleared out my system. I felt so much better.

My appetite picked up amazingly."
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'ust spread'

ZiP Depilatory
Cream, and rinse

off. It instandy removes every vestige

of hair; eliminates all fear of stimu-

lated growths. It is as delightful as

your choicest cold cream, and by far

the most popular depilatory cream
today. Get your tube and you will

marvel at this white, perfumed cream.
Twice the size .... half the price.

TO DESTROY HAIR
PERMANENTLY

Mrf The only Epilator
if 9 because available for actual-

its out - , ...
=v-tor ly destroying hair

growths. Pleasant to use. Simple.
Quick. ZIP leaves no trace of hair

above the skin ... no prickly stubble

later on ... no dark shadow under
the skin. Ideal for face, as well as

arms, legs and body. Special ZIP
Kit now $1.00.

Treatment or FREE Demonstration at

S P E C I A LI ST
562 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK (46th ST.)

At last, a physician's pre-

scription for eliminating

odors. This delightful cream,

applied with finger tips,

acts immediately. Especially

large container . . . 10c

THE REPORT CARD
Our rating of current pictures will aid you in

choosing your film entertainment: A means ex-

cellent; B means good; C means fair; D means poor

THESE PICTURES GET "A"
ANN VICKERS (RKO).

Excellent picturization of the Sinclair Lewis novel

with Irene Dunne and Walter Huston.

BERKELEY SQUARE (Fox).
.

Fascinating plot. Superbly enacted by Leslie How-
ard and Heather Angel.

BOTTOMS UP (Fox).
Good music and good acting in a tale about movie-

crashing in Hollywood. Spencer Tracy. John Boles

and Pat Patterson.

BROADWAY THROUGH A KEYHOLE (20th Cen-

Winchell's behind-the-B'oadway-columns yarn with

Paul Kelly. Russ Columbo, Constance Cummiiigs.

CAROLINA (Fox).
Tanet Gaynor as a Southern belle.

THE CAT AND THE FIDDLE (M-G-M).
Jeanette MacDonald and Ramon Novarro have an

opportunity to sing.

CONVENTION CITY (First National).
.

With Atlantic City as Americas typical Con-
vention City," this is a real laugh riot. Adolphe

Menjou, Dick Powell, Joan Blondell and Guy
Kibbee are in it.

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW (Universal).
Topnotch entertainment with John Barrymore.

Bebe Daniels and Doris Kenyon.

DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY (Paramount).
If you're looking for something different, see tins

one. With Fredric March and Evelyn V enable.

DESIGN FOR LIVING (Paramount).
Fredric March. Miriam Hopkins and Gary Coopei

in Noel Coward's stage success.

DOUBLE HARNESS (RKO).
Ann Harding and William Powell.

ESKIMO (M-G-M).
Marvelous photography.

FASHION FROLICS OF 1934 (Warners).
Beautiful girls and beautiful clothes. We ve never

seen anything like those "feather sets.

HI, NELLIE (Warners). .

One of the better "lovelorn column yarns. Muni

is excellent as usual.

HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD (20th Century).

An outstanding production that will live in your

memory. George Arliss and a splendid cast.

I LOVED YOU WEDNESDAY (Fox).

Excellently done drawing-room stuff. With EUssa

Landi. Victor Jory, Warner Baxter.

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (Columbia).
.

The very best of the "transcontinental bus pictures.

Gable and Colbert are perfect.

THE LAST ROUND-UP (Paramount).

Randy Scott in a swell Western.

LITTLE WOMEN (RKO).
Don't miss it.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE (20th Century).

A couple of telephone repair men in the persons

of Spencer Tracy and Jack . Oak.e will give you a

good time. Connie Cummings and Arline Judge

here, too.

A MAN'S CASTLE (Columbia).

All about the depression. Spencer Tracy and

Loretta Young do some fine work.

MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN (Paramount)

The kidnapping racket brought to the screen. With

Dorothea Wieck and Baby LeRoy.

MOULIN ROUGE (20th Century).

Connie Bennett at her best.

NANA (Sam Goldwyn).
You must see Anna Sten.

ONLY YESTERDAY (Universal).

Margaret Sullavan in her first picture.

PALOOKA (20th Century).
Let Jimmy Durante shoo those blues away. \ou II

die laughing.

THE POWER AND THE GLORY (Fox).

Excellent characterization by Spencer Tracy. And
it marks Colleen Moore's comeback.

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY VIII (United

Artists).
Charles Laughton is superb.

QUEEN CHRISTINA (M-G-M).
Garbo.

RIPTIDE (M-G-M). _..'.„
Verra sophisticated. Norma Shearer, Herbert Mar-
shall and Bob Montgomery.

ROMAN SCANDALS (Sam Goldwyn).
Eddie Cantor's latest.

STAGE MOTHER (M-G-M).
Alice Brady.

STAND UP AND CHEER (Fox).
Picturing America on the road to Prosperity. An
all-star cast and some good singing by John Boles.

TWENTY MILLION SWEETHEARTS (Warners).
Dick Powell and Ginger Rogers behind-the-scenes-
of-radioland. Swell.

VOLTAIRE (Warners).
George Arliss and a splendid cast.

WONDER BAR (Warners).
Al Jolson and an all-star cast in the grandest musi-
cal yet.

THE WORLD CHANGES (First National).
Splendid entertainment. Paul Muni and
rast.

fine

THESE PICTURES GET "B"
ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN (20th Century).
Lee Tracy is fine in a not-so-good yarn.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (Paramount).
Fair enough.

ALL OF ME (Paramount).
Miriam Hopkins. Fredric March, Helen Mack and
George Raft.

ARIANE (Pathe-Cinema).
From Claude Anet's famous book. Elizabeth Berg-
ner stands out in a badly directed picture.

BECCARS IN ERMINE (Monogram).
Fine work by Lionel Atwill and Henry B. Walthall.

BELOVED (Universal).
Nice music. The story's a bit sad.

BLONDE BOMBSHELL (M-G-M).
Actress. Jean Harlow, and her efficient manager.
Lee Tracy, in a fast-moving yarn.

BLOOD MONEY (20th Century).
Judith Anderson's movie debut.

BOLERO (Paramount).
Carole Lombard and George Raft introduce a new
dance.

BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).
Alice Brady. Madge Evans, Jackie Cooper, Frank
Morgan and Tad Alexander.

BY CANDLELIGHT (Universal).
Very clever. Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas and Nils
Asther.

CATHERINE THE GREAT (United Artists).
We have a hunch you'll like Elizabeth Bergner.
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., over-acts.

THE CHIEF (M-G-M).
Good comedy. See it if you are an Ed Wynn fan

THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN TROUBLE
(Universal )

.

If you're not tired of this pair.

COMING OUT PARTY (Fox).
About the girls and boys in their 'teens. Gene
Raymond and Frances Dee.

CRADLE SONG (Paramount).
A trifle slow-moving. Dorothea Wieck and Eve-
lyn Venable are excellent.

THE CRIME DOCTOR (RKO).
Otto Kruger and Karen Morley in a mystery that is

different. See it.

DANCING LADY (M-G-M).
Crawford, Tone and Gable.

DUCK SOUP (Paramount).
The Four Marx Brothers and Margaret Dumont.

ELMER THE GREAT (Warners).
Joe E. Brown.

FLYING DOWN TO RIO (RKO).
Don't miss Fred Astaire's dancing. Not to men-
tion the "Carioca."

GALLANT LADY (20th Century).
Ann Harding gets a good story for a change. Otto
Kruger. Clive Brook, Tullio Carminati.

GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (Fox).
Lavish sets and grand music. With Rudy Vallee.
Alice Faye and Jimmy Durante.

GLAMOUR (Universal).
Constance Cummings as a chorus girl who doesn't
run true to type.

GOOD DAME (Paramount).
Sylvia Sidney.

HAVANA WIDOWS (First National).
Those two comediennes. Joan Blondell and Glenda
Farrell, give us swell entertainment.

HEAT LIGHTNING (Warners).
A desert locale. With Aline MacMahon, Ann
Dvorak and Lyle Talbot.

HER FIRST MATE (Universal).
Another ZaSu Pitts-Slim Summerville comedy.

HER SWEETHEART, CHRISTOPHER BEAN
(M-G-M).
With Marie Dressier and Lionel Barrymore.

THE HOUSE ON SBTH STREET (Warners).
Once more, the gambling theme. With Kay Fran-
cis, this time.

I LOVED A WOMAN (First National).
Good drama. Eddie Robinson, the ruthless meat-
baron. Genevieve Tobin, his wife, and Kay Fran-
cis, his opera-singing mistress.

I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount).
If you're West-minded.

I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER (First National).
Good gags, swift action and fine performances by
Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien and Glenda Farrell.

JIMMY AND SALLY (Fox).
With Claire Trevor playing opposite Jimmy Dunn.

JIMMY THE GENT (Warners).
Jimmy Cagney turns in his usual snappy perform-
ance. Aided by Bette Davis and Alice White.

THE KENNEL MURDER CASE (Warners).
Bill Powell goes "mystery" again.

(Continued on page 123)
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CHERISH BOTH

YOUR SKINS

In UNDER SKIN (right) ward off

dreaded wrinkles with deep,

penetrating oil-rich cream.

In OUTER SKIN (in center) stop

mortifying dryness . . . rough-

ness, with moistening cream.

THE APPLE TELLS HOW WRINKLES COME

1 At its peak, 2 A little past
the inner and its prime, the
outer skins are inner tissue of

both firm and the apple has
smooth. shrunken.

3 The outer skin
wrinkled to fit the
shrunken under
skin. This happens
in human skin!

Pew women know they must take proper

care of both their skins to present a clear,

fresh complexion to the world. Their outer

skin and their under skin. That's not only

sound sense— that's accepted scientific

knowledge!

The outer skin is wafer-thin. It pro-

tects the under skin from weather, cli-

mate, exposure. The under skin is many
times thicker— and is full of nerves, blood

vessels, tiny glands, that supply it with oil.

WRINKLES . . . Long before you're aware of

them, insidious wrinkles start way down in

your half-starved under skin. Natural beauty
oils there keep it young, firm. After " 20" these

oil glands often fail to function precisely.

Pond's Cold Cream penetrates deeply— car-

ries to your under skin the oils it lacks. It

keeps mortifying wrinkles at bay. And Pond's
Cold Cream has been famous for years as a

skin cleanser!

THE ANSWER TO DRYNESS . . . Your extreme-
ly delicate outer skin should always be kept
moist. Weather, wind, steam heat, dust ... all

sap natural moisture from your thirsty outer
skin. Even young women suffer from skin

roughening. Don't use a grease cream for

this. You need the wonderful moisture-

restoring substance in Pond's Vanish-
ing Cream! It is wonderful for soften-

ing chapped, dried-out skins quickly.

Smooth it on hands, neck, arms and face.

This is how the arrestingly beauti-

ful Mrs. John Davis Lodge describes her

Pond's Two-Skin Treatment.

1. "My nighttime cleansing . . . Pond's Cold
Cream patted in well . . . removed with Pond's
Tissues. Then a second cleansing, for final ton-
ing and firming. Again . . . Pond's soft Tissues.

(nee Francesco. Braggiotti) keeps both her Under and Outer skins young . . .fresh . . . with

Pond's Two-Skin Treatment. "I really believe these Two Creams are all any woman needs."

2. "Finally, Pond's Vanishing Cream, which
I leave on overnight. It softens and smooths
my skin beautifully.

3. "Mornings, and during the day, I cleanse

with Pond's Cold Cream. Then Pond's Vanish-

ing Cream. Powder and rouge go on so evenly."

Try the Pond's Two Creams yourself! Send
for samples! In no time at all you will see how
velvety soft and fresh your skin will be.

- SEND- FOR SAMPLES

Pond's Extract Company, Dept. F
50 Hudson Street, New York City

I "enclose io(^ (to cover postage and packing)
for samples of all Pond's Creams and two differ-

ent shades of Pond's New Face Powder as checked.

I prefer Light Shades
1 prefer Dark Shades

• For your Under Skin—
Pond's Cold Cream, Oily.
Or Pond's Liquefying
Cream. Melts Instantly.

© For your Outer
Skin—use Pond's
Vanishing Cream.
It's greaseless!

Nam

Stree

City. _ State_

Copyright, 1934, Pond's Extract Company
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Any camera

plus Verichrome

Film is the best

combination yet

for day-in and day-

out picture-making

• • .Verichrome

works where

ordinary films fail.

HOW VERICHROME
DIFFERS FROM ORDINARY FILM

1. Double-coated. Two layers of sensitive
silver.

2. Highly color-sensitive.

3. Halation "fuzz" prevented by special
backing on film.

4. Finer details in both high lights and
shadows.

5. Translucent, instead of transparent.

Made by an exclusive process of
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

KODAK

ERICHROME
FILM

The Life Story of a Real Guy

{Continued from page 59)

parents before retiring. For a small

boy, they were very long and ardent

prayers. The Tracys were pleased that

he was so devout at heart, even if he

did have a perfect gift for raising Old

Ned most of the day. They would have

been considerably less pleased to know
that his long prayers were inspired

more by a desire to delay going to bed

than from heartfelt contriteness for his

daily misdeeds. After all, you couldn't

jerk" a guy off his knees when he was

saying his prayers and put him to bed.

So the longer a fellow prayed, the

longer he got to stay up.

"God bless mother and father and

Miss Wiggs, the first grade teacher,

and Mrs. Smoot down at the candy

store and Tad the blind newsboy and

Mr. and Mrs. Parker, our next-door

neighbors and—" On and on it would

go. Every name Spenc could think of,

he brought up for Divine consideration.

Only "Moom" was left out. Very cut-

tingly left out. He never told anybody

about it for he didn't want to appear

weak and un-Irish, but after he had

finally been tucked in and the light in

his room turned out, he would whisper

under his breath, "and 'Moom,' too
!"

BY the time he was seven and old

enough to be entered in public

school, he was a sturdy, sandy-haired,

freckled-faced little kid who walked

with a strut and liked to act tough. His

charming mother used to throw up her

hands and declare she didn't know
where he got those ways. But Spenc

did. He had very carefully cultivated

them after two boisterous young models

on the South Side of town. Their

names were "Mousie" and "Rattie,"

aged nine and eleven respectively, and

they were the sons of the fightingest

saloonkeeper in town.

"Mousie" and "Rattie" were young
Tracy's boon companions and secret

idols. Life was not worth living until

he learned to spit out of the corner of

his mouth with the same artistry as

"Mousie" and "Rattie." He could hardly

wait to be as old as they. He even

fibbed to them about his age and man-
aged to get away with several years

because he was big. If "Mousie" and
"Rattie" had known he was only seven,

they wouldn't have wasted their time

with such a "baby." They were in the

first grade along with the younger chil-

dren because there was some talk about

having to burn down the school house

to get them out of it. They were in-

corrigible truants and Spencer was not

long in joining them in avoiding the

schoolroom.
He hated school and he hated a cop

named Officer Fischer, whom he dubbed
"the baby catcher," because he was for-

ever chasing the truants, throwing his

club at them and booting them back to

school.

Next to "Mousie" and "Rattie,"

Spenc's greatest weakness was the then-
fiickering movies. When he could

wheedle the price of admission from
anyone, he would enter the local Nickel-

odeon at the first show and not come
out until the last. Once, when visiting

"Moom" in Freeport, 111., he was re-

fused money to go to see a Jesse James
picture.

"You've got enough wild ideas with-

out going to see those things," she told

him. Spenc thought hard a minute.

"There's a picture of the 'Life of

Christ' right across the street," he

casually remarked. "You wouldn't want
to keep me from seeing that, would
you?" "Moom" parted with the nickel,

though she had little doubt where it

was going to be spent.

Spenc was an indifferent student and
how he learned to read and write by
the time he was ready for the fourth

grade was a mystery to everyone, in-

cluding his school teachers. They would
have fainted had they known that his

desire to master reading came from
curiosity to know what the writing

meant on the subtitles of movies. In

other subjects, such as arithmetic, he

was so unpardonably bad that his father

and mother eventually came to the con-
clusion the public school system was at

fault and entered him in a parochial

school, St. John's Cathedral. This,

strictly, was the end of his constant
palship with "Mousie" and "Rattie" and
the other pleasant young roughnecks of
his younger days, though he was far

from a reformed character. His tem-
per made him so unmanageable at times

that the good Fathers frequently com-
plained to Mrs. Tracy.

T OUGHT to run away from this

* house," Spenc would threaten. "I

ought to run away for good."

He frequently did in the daytime,
only to return when dark and hunger
overtook him. Once, in company with
the son of Mr. Shultz, the postmaster,

he ran away as far as the city limits.

The vagabonds had armed themselves
with fifteen cents in "money," a bottle

of beer, a pound of cheese and a box of

crackers. By noon they had consumed
all the food. By dinner time they were
tossing the coins as to whether or not

they should "go on" or "turn back."

Every time they flipped the coin it

meant "go on." They were a half hour
getting the coin to "go back," which
was exactly what the exhausted adven-
turers wanted to do.

When Spencer was ten, his robust

"Irish constitution" failed him and from
his tenth to his thirteenth year he was
far from being a well youngster. He
was subject to severe colds, which
greatly weakened him, and he had no
appetite for anything except sweets. He
began to lose weight at an alarming
rate. For the first time in his wild

young life he did not feel like raising

thunder. Thus his movie-colored mind
turned to play acting.

He was continually staging, directing

(Continued on page 84)
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* How much a snapshot says to the one who waits

for it! No longer is the separation real. This little

square of paper brings them face to face. Hearing the

whispers that cannot be written in a letter. Feeling

the heartbeats . . . Always snapshots have been in-

timate and expressive, but now they are more so than

ever. Kodak Verichrome Film wipes out the old

limitations. People look natural, as you want them.

Use Verichrome for your next pictures. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.

Don't just write it.

Picture it. .with snapshots
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stitched with smooth, even, elastic threads,

Coats or Clark's Best Six Cord. The spool-

end that says Coats or Clark's is your guide

to good thread that does not fray or tangle.

FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY AS TODAY

THE TOO GREAT NAMES IN THREAD
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and acting in "murder mysteries" in

his own backyard. The thrill of his

first audience ran through him one day

when a neighbor, leaning over the back

fence, exclaimed. "Well, I declare,

Spencer Tracy, you're a real good little

actor. You really scared me !" He
knew his parents wanted him to enter

medical college. But from that moment,

Spenc Tracy made up his mind he

would be an actor.

From parochial school, he entered

West Side High School. Though far

from a brilliant student, he managed to

get by. His health had improved con-

siderably after three summers spent on

his uncle's wheat farm in South Dakota
and. with the coming of high school

athletics, such as football, basketball and

baseball, he was soon again "the fight-

ing Irishman
-

' he fancied himself.

During a brief time, when his family

moved temporarily to Kansas City, Mo.,

he attended St. Mary's and later Rock-
hurst. But the Tracys did not remain

long in their new location and most of

Spenc's high school memories center

around West Side and Marquette High
Schools in Milwaukee.

THE life-long friendship of Spenc and
Pat O'Brien (now in Hollywood,

as you know), started at Marquette.

Every morning the "two Irishmen"

would meet at the corner drugstore

where their pal, the soda jerker. would
set them up to a couple of chocolates.

Result : always late for classes. They
didn't particularly care. After all, they

were working men with afternoon jobs

in a lumber company. They worked
together until the boss caught them
sitting around telling stories. Then
Spenc was delegated to delivering

kindling, while Pat remained on at the

"yard." The lumber company furnished

him with an old horse and an. even
older wagon for delivery purposes, and
for this pleasant job he found himself

richer by $2.50 every seven hours he

worked. In the evenings Pat and Spenc
would pool their earnings and go
stepping.

He had reached the point, sixteen,

when he thought it well to assume an
interest in girls, even if he did not "feel

it. Privately he considered them a sex

of nuisances and silly romantic ninnies.

But if his pal, Pat, had an "eye out for

the ladies," then Spenc could do no less.

As he did not care for any of them, it

was not difficult for him to stir up the

reputation of a guy with a different girl

every two weeks. It had a nice, reck-

less, devilish sound. He used to talk

big to Pat, and frequently to his mother,

of being "engaged," but no one took it

less seriously than the young Lothario
himself.

There was one girl, though, named
Helen. He almost squandered some
real emotion on her. She was beautiful

and quite cagey. She told Spenc she
would marry him if he could supply a
home and $5,000 in cash. That evening
he asked his mother if she would give
them the home they were living in.

When she said, "No," he didn't try to

rake up the $5,000. Helen was lost to

him forever. It was as close to heart-
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break as he had ever come, which
wasn't too close at that.

When he was eighteen years old he

enlisted in the Navy. Why, or what
for, no one has yet discovered—and

that includes Spenc. "I remember I

came home white- faced and scared to

death and told my mother I had done

it," he relates. "To this day I don't

know why. I suppose I must have been

attracted by the posters of 'Jom the

Navy and See the World.' I joined all

right, but I didn't see any part of the

world. I didn't even see the ocean.

They sent me down to Norfolk, Va.,

where I was 'in service' for a year and

later on I trained at Great Neck.

"Just about the time I was getting

used to the tight pants, they called oft*

the war and I was returned to finish

my education in Milwaukee on a $30

pension offered to service men who
cared to continue their studies. I think

joining the Navy was the wildest move
of my wild career and it had a sobering

effect on me for years after."

LJ E did not have enough credits to

* enter college following his fling in

the Navy, so there was nothing to do

but enroll in Northwestern Military

Academy. He loathed it just as he had
loathed any form of routine and com-
pulsion all his life. It was not until he

left Northwestern Military and went to

Rippon that he began to take any in-

terest at all in scholastic achievements.

The studies at Rippon awakened his

long slumbering ambition to become an

actor. Besides, he had received several

letters from Pat O'Brien, who was
studying at the American Academy of

Dramatics in New York. Spenc begged
his father to let him go on and join his

friend immediately, but the elder Tracy
was furious at the idea of his son be-

coming an actor and refused any finan-

cial help.

Spenc did the next best thing. He
settled down to really apply himself to

the dramatic classes and the debating

teams at Rippon. The kid was so sin-

cere that he gradually enlisted his

mother's aid to his cause. At the end

of two years, she loaned her headstrong
young son the money to get to New
York, but after that he was "on his

own." All he had was the thirty dollars

he got monthly from the government,
and as Pat O'Brien was down to his

last nickle by the time his cronie

reached New York, it was all they both

had to live on.

Those were grand and terrifying

days. The excitement of being so close

to the stage, of actually being able to

walk down Broadway under the shadows
of the marquees of fame, was a tre-

mendous thrill to the stage-struck boys.

But they never had enough to eat. Rice
pudding was the most popular dish

because it was most filling. There was
never any money for plays or even pic-

ture shows after they had deducted
money for rent, laundry and clothes

repair. For they had to look "nice."

Only very successful actors could afford

to slouch around. One evening on a

park bench, when they were particu-

(Continued on page 86)
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SPARKLING

Slim, buoyant, and carefree . . . with

radiant health and as pretty a figure

as you'll see in many a day ! It's proper

food and proper exercise that does it,

says Ginger Rogers. And proper food

includes bread, every day, according

to this charming young star. Read her

letter to Betty Crocker, menu expert.

Dear Betty Orooker,

In motion picture work, one
of our duties is to eat the
right food. Bread is important
because it gives so much ener-
gy — and we know beauty and
vitality require energy. I en-
joy bread at every meal.

SCIENCE REVEALS WHY BREAD IS

OUR OUTSTANDING ENERGY FOOD
Proves that Bread:
1 Supplies energy efficiently. Abundantly

provided with carbohydrates, which fur-
nish endurance energy (largest need of diet).

Important in proper combination of foods
necessary for a complete diet.

2 Builds, repairs. Contains also proteins,

used for building muscle and helping daily

repair of body tissues. Thus bread, and other
baked wheat products, used freely for essential energy
needs, do not unbalance the diet in respect to proteins
as do large amounts of energy foods lacking other
essential nutrients.

3 Is one of the most easily digestedfoods. 96% assimi-
lated.

.tf|sf|gSi These three statements have been accepted by*a the noted authorities on diet and nutrition
who comprise the Committee on Foods of the
American Medical Association, largest and

most important association ofmedical men in the world.

For full explanation by eminent scientists, read the
new free book on bread, "Vitality Demands Energy.**

FASCINATING NEW USES FOR BREAD

SUGGESTED BY BETTY CROCKER
Free! This clever new book, "Vitality Demands

Energy (109 Smart New Ways to Serve Bread, Our

Outstanding Energy Food)" ... a host of tempting new

recipes and menus by Betty Crocker, noted cooking ex-

pert. Suggestions for combining bread with other foods to

make attractive, correctly balanced meals. Ideas for sand-

wiches, appetizers, soup and salad accompaniments, etc.

. . . using the delicious, wholesome breads and other

baked wheat products supplied you in appetizing variety

by your baker. Include breads in every meal! Products

Control Department of General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis.

SEND FOR BETTY CROCKER'S FREE BOOK
Betty Crocker, Minneapolis, Minn.

Please send me your valuable new free book on bread "Vitality Demands Energy" in

which science states facts about bread, and you suggest 109 delightful new ways to use it.

Name.

Street or R.F.D. No..

City
Offer good only.within continental limits of U.S.A.

State
Copr. 1934, General Mills. Inc. Mod. Sc. 6.34

(%/IQXXJcL ENERGY FOR ^l£cdZtfZ{!
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. t#/iV# Xest
for

Hollywood

OFFICIAL KULES

See Advertisement
on Opposite Page

1. Contest begins May 1 and ends
September 15, 1934. Mail all

snapshots to Agfa, 6331 Holly-

wood Boulevard, Hollywood,
California, on time for their

receipt not later than midnight
September 15, 1934.

2. Enter as many snapshots as you
wish of the same person. Sug-
gested poses: full-face; three-

quarter view; profile; full-length.

3. On back of each snapshot, print

full name and address of person

photographed (the entrant); also

name and address of dealer from
whom films are purchased.

4. Include with each entry: Two
Agfa roll film cartons or one
Agfa 16mm. carton or approxi-

mate hand-drawn facsimiles. An
entry consists of one or more
snapshots of the same person
sent in at the same time.

5. No entries will be returned. All

pictures are mailed at owner's
risk. Do not send negatives.

6. Semi-final selection of twenty-
five entrants for regional screen

tests will be made by Agfa Cast-

ing Director, who will notify

each by telegram.

7. Committee of Hollywood Di-
rectors and Stars will select five

from the regional winners. These
five will be given a free round-
trip to Hollywood for final sound
and screen tests.

8. From these five the Judges will

select the winner who will re-

ceive guaranteed movie contract.

9. Twenty-five Ansco Movie Cam-
eras will be awarded for snap-
shots of outstanding photo-
graphic excellence—all subjects.

10. Decisions of Judges are final.

11. Winners agree to give Agfa
Ansco Corporation permission
for the use of their pictures for

publication purposes, if so re-

quested.

12. Any resident ofthe United States
or Canada is eligible, except in-

dividuals in the employ of the
Agfa Ansco Corporation, or

members of their families.

© Agfa Ansco Corporation, 1934

FOOLING THE CENSORS!
The scenes you never see; the lines

you never hear; the censored parts of
movies—we're going to let you read
about 'em.

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
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larly hungry, Spenc made up his mind
lie had "studied" dramatic art long

enough.
"I'm going out and get a job," he

announced, which was easier to remark
than to accomplish.

TT was exactly two months later that
* lie rated his first "professional en-

gagement" in R U R at the Theatre
Guild with Kathleen McDonald. Spenc
was one of the robots. His salary was
$15 weekly.

A real, honest-to-god actor, who was
paid for it, at last

!

When R U R finally went on the

road, Spenc was promoted to a two-
line speaking part and his salary in-

creased to $40 weekly. It was the first

time his name had ever been mentioned
on a program and he spent hours under-
lining the proof of his success, and
mailing copies to all his friends back
home.

But even a successful show cannot
run forever and Spenc once more knew
those long days of walking from the-

atrical office to theatrical office looking
for a job. Finally an agent told him
that if he wanted to investigate, there

was a little stock company up at White
Plains, New York, that could use an
"all around" actor ; that is, one who
can play the juvenile one week and the

grandfather the next. Though there

rom page 84)

was nothing at all sure about the job

(he didn't even know whether they

would take him), he set out for White
Plains. It was night when he arrived

and almost curtain time when he located

the theatre. He was so hungry and so

tired he decided to bluff his way.
"I'm Spencer Tracy," he said impor-

tantly. "Sent up from the K
Agency. When do I start?"

Either the bluff worked, or the man-
ager wasn't any too particular. "Sal-

ary's fifty a week," he said. Spenc pre-

tended to be considering it. Just then

a beautiful girl in an evening gown
came out of a nearby dressing-room and
stood in the wings waiting for her cue
of "curtain." For a moment her eyes

met those of the "new man." She
smiled at him, and his heart did a flip

flop. He thought she was the prettiest,

most attractive woman he had ever seen.

"That's Louise Treadwell, our leading

lady," the manager explained.

Spenc knew then that he was in love

with her. What he did not know was
that together they were going to share
years of joy and tragedy, heartbreak
and laughs, and the glittering success of

Hollywood movie fame, before their

long love story would eventually end in

separation.

The conclusion of this interesting life

story will appear in the July issue.

On Dress Parade

(Continued from page 77)

No wonder men fell and households
floundered !

Much more conservative are the

clothes worn in "Finishing School." They
reflect chic and good taste—even down to

the trig little school uniforms with their

nobby Eton jackets and white pique col-

lars and cuffs. Frances Dee, playing the

lead, looks particularly trim in her

street frock with the plaid trimming.
Notice the huge pointed revers and
deep cuffs. Smart ! Billie Burke, as the

frivolous society mother, has a chance
to wear frills and furs, and looks quite

enchanting in her mousseline evening
gown that ripples so gayly into generous
fullness at the bottom.

After looking at some of the feminine
and utterly charming costumes worn
by Marion Davies in "Operator 13,"

it's a cinch that there'll soon be a de-

mand for these lovely Civil War clothes

—in a more modern version, of course.

The lacey jabots—the soft full lingerie

cuffs—the dashing hats. What gal

wouldn't look pretty in 'em !

T OOK at Carole Lombard, for iri-

' stance, in her 1860 costume in

"Twentieth Century" which, so we hear
tell, set Columbia Studios back exactly

$750.00 ! Of all her gorgeous clothes

( and she does wear some swell ones

)

this is the most flattering. Pink tulle

sprinkled with tiny paillettes . . . cart-

wheels and satin gardenias . . . tight

satin bodice with extreme decollette, all

make Carole emerge as "a dream walk-
ing," no less.

And that grey crepe dinner gown,
which she wears to rehearsal when the
director tells her she must pretend she
is a poor little girl dressed in rags,

is a bit too luxurious, considering the
state of her finances. The cape, so
lavishly banded in grey fox, is the out-
standing feature of the ensemble. The
absurd little hat, with a veil so sheer
as to be almost an illusion, was an eye-
catcher.

And her negligees—literally a parade
of 'em ! There's a black velvet one with
massed gold embroidery and another
lined with glaring white crepe. Still

another in dark tones with a swathed
effect around the throat. Perfectly stun-
ning !

Genevieve Tobin walks off with all

the fashion honors in "Success At Any
Price." The most youthful model per-
haps is the afternoon frock of dark
mousseline (a very popular material
this season) trimmed with pleatings of

snowy white organdy at the shoulders
and waist. In the evening, she goes
daringly chic in a clinging gown that

swoops to the floor in graceful lines,

with an interesting neck-piece of beads.
Notice those carefully.

Colleen Moore, the leading lady of

the film, doesn't have an opportunity
(Continued on page 88)
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HOLLYWOOD
Here is your chance to get into the movies.

HollywoodDirectors want new Stars. Studio

"scouts" are hunting new faces, new types.

Snapshots of men, women, boys, girls,

children are wanted. Directors will study

them for movie possibilities! YOUR pic-

ture is wanted! If you are "different," if

you are "unusual," if you are "REAL,"
Hollywood is anxious to study your type.

6 HOLLYWOOD
AWARDS

A GUARANTEED contract
in the movies.

Five Hollywood tours; all

expenses paid; screen tests;
meet Directors and famous
stars.

3. Twenty-five expense-paid
regional screen tests for
Hollywood.

4. Twenty-five Ansco Movie
Cameras for photo excel-
lence^—all subjects.

5. Your snapshot made avail-

able to Hollywood Di-
rectors looking for new
talent.

6. Personal Casting Report
for every entrant in Agfa
Test.

Guaranteed Job in Movies
Winner of "Agfa Test for Hollywood" will receive guaranteed

movie contract in feature picture with famous stars in Mono-

gram Pictures. Win publicity, fame and a chance for Stardom.

Other amazing awards: Hollywood Tours—Regional Screen

Tests—Movie Cameras—Personal Casting Reports!

Clear prints are wanted. Use Agfa Film for your snapshots.

Accurate light and shade are necessary. Agfa Film "catches

personality." Insure good pictures with Agfa Plenachrome, the

high-speed, "all-weather" film. Agfa, America's finest film, is

guaranteed: "Pictures that satisfy or a new roll free!"

Send in your snapshots immediately. Everyone wins casting

report.

Do this ...
Go to your film dealer today. Get free copy of official rules or

see opposite page of this issue. For better pictures use Agfa Film

—Comes in all popular sizes. Have snapshots taken and mail

them at once to Agfa, 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood,

California.

FURTHER INFORMATION—SEE YOUR AGFA DEALER
FREE CONTEST BULLETIN

Ask for

Guaranteed:—"Pictures that
satisfy or a new roll free"

Made In America. © 1934 Agfa Ansco Corporation, Binghamion, New York

Guarantee
packed with
every roll

8?
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READ FREE OFFER BELOW

Glorify Your
EYES

How to give them life, mystery,

charm in 40 seconds!

"W/HY didn't I try it before?" You'll say
*^ to your mirror, after beautifying your

lashes with a magic touch of Winx, the

super-mascara. Remember, lovely eyes are
woman's greatest charm.

You'll never realize the power of beauti-

ful eyes until you try Winx—the perfected
formula of mascara in either cake or liquid
form. Your eyes—framed with Winx lashes
—will have new mystery, new charm.

So safe—smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-

proof—Winx is refined to the last degree.
Yet so quick to apply—a morning applica-
tion lasts until bed-time.

Millions of women prefer Winx to ordi-

nary mascara. New friends are adopting
Winx every day. Without delay, you, too,

should learn the easy art of having lustrous
Winx lashes. Just go to any toilet counter
and buy Winx in either cake or liquid. Full
directions in each package.

To introduce Winx to new friends, note
our trial offer below. Note, too, our Free
Booklet offer, "Lovely Eyes—How to Have
Them". It not only tells of the care of lashes,

but also what to do for eyebrows, how to use
the proper eye-shadow, how to treat "crow's
feet" and wrinkles, etc., etc.

WINX
Eyes

Cake or
Liquid

FREE Merely send

Coupon for "Lovely Eyes—How to Have Them".

Mail to ROSS Co., 243 W. 17th St.,N.Y.City
M-6

Name

Street

City State

If you also want a month's trial package of Winx
Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether you wish

Cake or Liquid Black or Brown.

(Continued ft

to wear quite such an array of gowns.
However, her coat suit with the full

sleeves of galyak and her small diadem
hat. that perches on the back of her

head, is just right and the kind any of

us would be tickled to have hanging in

our wardrobe.

CTUDYING the clothes in "The
^ Crime Doctor," it seems to me that

Karen Morley has more than a little to

say as far as dressing is concerned. Her
first appearance in lovely cloth-of-gold

attire gives many hints for the use of

other materials—cottons, handkerchief
linens, printed silks. The tiny ruffles

over the shoulders are new and the

down-in-the-back line does wonders for

a dress that is otherwise so simple it

looks like a daytime frock.

Everybody is going mad over the

new hostess gowns—those gracious
flowing robes which make you look as

though you just love to entertain. Well,
Karen Morley's hostess effect in black

velvet with ruffled and full horsehair

sleeves is the acme of all that should
and can be done in this particular type

of gown. The shoulders are bare and
the arms show through—all too allur-

ing for words.
For a really smart sport outfit—one

you're sure to want to copy—study the

suspender frock Claire Trevor wears in

om page 86)

a scene with John Boles in "Wild Gold."
Developed in black and white, with sus-

penders of the same plaid as the accom-
panying coat, topped by a smart white
balibuntal hat—Claire looks such a per-

fect picture of tantalizing youth that it's

small wonder Mr. Boles saw fit to do a

little love-making

!

Bathing suit notes : Pert Kelton wears
one in "Sing and Like It" that reminds
one of the saying, "That's all there is,

there isn't any more." Tight short trunks

with cut-outs over each hip and a

brassiere suspended precariously from
a chromium neckband composes the sum
and substance of this little beach cos-

tume.

Almost as obscure is the one worn by
one of the students in "Finishing

School," except that, besides the abbre-

viated trunks and backless top, it boasts

a belt, a bow, a pocket and a pair of

cuffs.

But for something really smart in

beach-wear . . . tricky little hats . . . odd
but extremely clever neck-pieces . . .

evening gowns that will take your
breath away . . . and all sorts of gadgets
of interest, you must read next month's
Modern Screen, when we will tell you
all about Norma Shearer's wardrobe in

"Riptide." And you know Norma
Shearer when it comes to wearing
clothes

!

2 7 13— Ginger
Rogers' seersucker

shorts, striped in

stick-candy colors.

27 17 -Adalyn
Doyle's white slacks

with regulation

middy-blouse.

2714-Wynne Gib-

son's frilly red and

white georgette

frock.

TO ORDER PATTERNS AND PATTERN BOOK

The patterns are fifteen cents each. The book is fifteen cents when ordered separately—it is

ten cents when ordered with a pattern. You may send stamps or coin. If you live outside of

the United States, the patterns cost twenty cents each, the book twenty cents separately and

fifteen cents when ordered with a pattern. No foreign or Canadian stamps will be accepted.

Orders should be addressed to MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service, 149 Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y. In ordering, be sure to state size wanted.
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(Continued from page 31)

"I paid very little attention to these

until, the other day, a bulky missive

arrived and, upon opening it, I found a

perfect mane of gorgeous red hair. The
girl in question had sacrificed her en-

tire head of hair, her crowning beauty,

perhaps her only beauty, in order to

attract my attention. She has suc-

ceeded. She wants a part in 'Red Heads
on Parade.' I have sent for her and

will give her a test.

"Another instance I recall is that of

a girl who wrote me a personal letter

addressed to my home every day for

over a year." Mr. Lasky laughed, as

husbands, slightly embarrassed, laugh,

and said, "I couldn't have those letters

arriving at my home indefinitely. I

was, besides, amused at such persistence.

I finally sent for the girl, gave her a

test and was able to use her in bit

parts for a time.

ONE clever attention-getter goes on
all the time. Mr. Mayer, Mr.

Goldwyn and I all have houses at the

beach. Any passerby can tell which one
of us is at home by the bevy of girls

who congregate on the beach in front

of one or the other of our houses. If

I am at home, instantly, like birds gath-

ering, the girls will appear on the beach
in front of my house. If Mr. Goldwyn
is the one at home, Mr. Mayer's beach
front and mine are deserted and Mr.
Goldwyn's is gay with girls. They do
all sorts of stunts, splits, dance rou-

tines, acrobatics and, occasionally, we
have noticed a really beautiful girl and
have cast her for a bit in a musical

picture of some sort.

"There was the small boy, not more
than twelve, who wrote me daily that

he was hitch-hiking out here from some
small town in Vermont. From each
city he passed through he would mail

me a letter. I had the boy appre-

hended, found out that he was a minor
badly in want of food and shoes and
care, and we sent him enough money to

get back home—and got him back
home.
"Every social occasion is a chance

for showing off on the parts of movie
aspirants. When I go to a dinner or to

a dance with my wife, I am a per-

petual audience for the exhibitionism of

some would-be star.

"The great pity of these extremes is

that they are unnecessary. Never be-

fore in the history of pictures has there
been such a demand for new talent, new
faces as there is today. We have
scouts in every city in this country and
abroad. Scouts who do nothing but
fine-comb theatres, stock companies,
amateur theatricals, high school and
college plays, beauty contests, every
conceivable form of public entertain-

ment. I should say that it is almost
impossible for any individual who can
give a good account of himself in any
school play, contest or amateur produc-
tion to escape the movies."
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2 lovable frocks whose

future is rosy if washed wi

pure IVORY FLAKES!

In New York, you'll find these two

frocks at Lord & Taylor's, the famous

FifthAvenue store that's a godmother

to American fashions. And these

were designed by Elizabeth Hawes,

one of America's finest

!

They are made ofSuavelle* a sleek

silk with a satiny stripe. This lush

fabric has been washed 6 times in

the lukewarm suds of Ivory Flakes

—

and after the 6th washing looks as

lovely as new! That's the beauty of

using Ivory Flakes— they're quick
*REC. U. S. PATENT OFFICE

melting curls ofpure Ivory Soap— so

safe, that goodness knows why you'd

ever risk using any other soap flakes!

left FROCK: as comfortable to wear as an

easy conscience . . . the collar buttons high

or unbuttons low . . . Elizabeth Hawes touch

supplied by the stitched corded belt that is

fastened by silvery hardware. Washes like

a charm with pure Ivory Flakes

!

right FROCK : no sense in calling this a ten-

nis frock when it can play all-around all

day! Smart girls will love the exciting

shoulder chevrons . . . the crisper one is

made of colored duck. Tubs like a hand-

kerchief in lukewarm Ivory suds!

the famous New York

store, says: "Wash these silk frocks with

IVORY FLAKES
9 9

44/,oo% PURE
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THI5 NEW WAY

that

and

an d

LASTS

LASTS

LA5T5

!

as ordinary

"surface colors"

never can!

IT'S simply marvelous the way
color STAYS IN when you use Rit— so
clear, so sparkling, soprofessional— it never
looks "dyed," never stiffens the material.

And the new Rit is easier to use than ever before

—

very different from the Rit of a few years ago— dif-

ferent from any other product you have ever used.

Just break off part of the tablet—watch it dissolve
like lump sugar—notice that Rit doesn't dust out of
the package like powder dyes—doesn't leave specks
of undissolved dye around the bowl. That's why you
never have streaks and spots. And notice how the
fabric itself soaks in the color—because of one pat-

ented element in Rit that no other tint or dye pos-
sesses. Be sure you get Rit.

33 Rit Colors— a complete color range to meet
every need. Easy to use—lovely in every shade

—

and so LASTING— Rit will help you to dress attrac-

tively, brighten your home and economize sensibly.'

/ CHECK THIS LIST OF RIT USES:

Draperies Hooked Rugs Slip Covers Bed Spreads
Lingerie Bridge Sets Table Cloths Children's

Sweaters Men's Shirts Stockings Clothes

NEW!
No longer a soap!

Dissolves instantly.
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TF they will only heed this wise and
* optimistic advice, the desperate nine

thousand, if they would, if they will,

such tales of terror and pity might
never be told again. Such a tale as I

heard only yesterday. A friend of mine
owned a house in one of the outlying

districts of Hollywood. He was anxious

to sell the house, but didn't have the

time to stay about and show it. One
day two extra girls came along and
made him a proposition. If he would
allow them to sleep in the house they

would show it to prospective buyers on

the days—how many !—when they were
not working. He agreed.

Some weeks went by and the other

day he decided to run out to the house

and see if there had been any develop-

ments. He entered and found it empty
save for an old mattress on the floor,

a rickety card table and a half empty
box of very cheap crackers, also a pint

bottle of milk, empty. He didn't like

the feel of the thing and called on the

nearest neighbor. He was told that,

two hours before, an ambulance had
arrived. One of the girls was taken to

the morgue, the other to the nearest

receiving hospital. She died that night.

They had had jobs offered them, as

mothers' helpers. They had refused.

Starvation had tried to clasp hands with

stardom and the morgue was the cut-

ting-room floor.

In lighter vein is a case Warner
Baxter told me about. A well-to-do

girl from the Middle West arrived out

here and tried all of the routine ways
of breaking into pictures. And all had

failed. She registered, finally, at an

employment agency for domestic help.

She got the job of cook for a well-

known director. She remained there

for five days, wrestling with pots and
pans and beefsteaks and souffles. At
the end of the five days she lost her

job because, of course, she could not

cook. When she admitted all to the

director she also lost her hoped-for job

in the movies. He felt that she would
have put on a better act with the frying

pan if she had been a show-woman at

heart.

"There have been half a dozen youths

in the past six years," Phil Friedman
told me, "who have come to me claim-

ing to have had spirit messages from
the late Valentino. These spirit mes-
sages purported to pass on the secret

of the great Valentino appeal. All the

applicants needed, they claimed, was a

chance before the camera and another

Valentino, a vessel upon which had
been bestowed the Valentino charm,
would appear before the world. Sounds
funny, but the tragic fact is that so

obsessed were these boys by this fanatic

notion that two of the six are in patho-

logical wards today and may never
come out of them again.

"One day a gruesome, article was
borne into the lot here. A coffin. It

was opened and there lay a young man,
emaciated from want of food and only

barely alive, thanks to the fact that the

coffin lid was perforated. He had trav-

elled in this macabre fashion from
South Carolina to Hollywood. Dead or

alive he didn't have the qualifications.

"There was the girl who fainted in

the lobby of the Administration Build-

ing here at Fox Movietone City. She
was not exaggerating when she told us

that she had hitch-hiked from Alabama
to Hollywood. She got work in one of

Mr. Lasky's productions. And she was
finally removed from the cast because

of her efforts to—well, to sleep her way
to stardom. She had been reading a

book, or something. She had figured

out that the way to make progress was
the way of all flesh. Her advances to !

the leading players and to the directors

were of such a nature that—well. . . .

"There was also the man who had!
himself buried for twenty-seven days.

F"or nearly one month he lived with the

dead and at the end of that time he was
exhumed and on the same day his man-
ager rushed about trying to exhume a

picture contract for him. Unfortu-
nately, twenty-seven days underground
had not improved his appearance and

most decidedly did not place him among
the stars."

DEN PIAZZA, genial casting director

at M-G-M, told me of many strange

cases. He even told one on himself.

Two and a half years ago when he was
in New York on a scouting expedition,

a tall, thin girl came to call on him,
hoping. Her name was Katharine Hep-
burn and—he didn't even ask her to

sit down. How could he know, then,

that this same girl was to rise to amaz-
ing stardom and that with her rise the

whole tide of movie "types" was to

change.

"With the advent of Katharine Hep-
burn," Mr. Piazza said, "the old-time

movie beauty is no more. Pictorial

value is secondary. We are coming
into the heritage of the theatre, where
the great actresses were seldom, if ever,

the luscious and golden and dimpled
beauties."

It was Ben Piazza who told of the

girl who had spent days hanging
around the studio, figuring out the lay-

out, making certain that the executive

offices were at the front of the building

and that any casualty in the street

would be likely to be taken to those

offices. She waited, one day, for traf-

fic to slow up a bit and then deliber-

ately flung herself in front of a passing
car. She was picked up and, as she
calculated, carried into the office of one
of the producers. What she had not
figured on was being carried right out
again, with a broken arm and other

minor injuries. She was sent to the I

studio hospital and given treatment. I

"The treatment apparently set more I

right than the broken arm," Mr. Piazza I

said, "for we have never seen her
again. But it goes to show to what
ends these youngsters will go. Even
death and mortal injuries can't stop

them."

The extremity of this case made me
think of the girl who came to Holly- 1

wood a few months ago, the winner of

some sort of a fan magazine contest.
|

One of the editors of this magazine I

was delegated to show the girl the
j

sights. This done, the girl was escorted I

to the train for the East and goodbys
were said. Just before the train reached

Pasadena the young lady pulled the
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emergency cord, got off the train and
walked from Pasadena to the home of

Louis B. Mayer in Santa Monica. The
next time she was escorted to the train,

the conductor was given sealed orders.

Irving Thalberg- rather recently was
the recipient of a frantic letter from a

distraught mother who told him that her

little, movie-struck boy had run away
from home and was walking to Holly-

wood. She had been pacing the floor

for hours, she wrote. He had gone
without money, without the proper

clothes. She knew that he would try

to see Mr. Thalberg since his was the

only name he knew and they often

talked about him. As Mr. Thalberg
had a son of his own, perhaps he could

enter into her feelings
;

perhaps he

would be kind enough to keep an eye

out for her boy and let her know. She
was writing him as a last resort. Orders
were given at the studio to watch for

the arrival of the boy.

Shortly thereafter a second letter

arrived from the distraught mother, in

which she set forth a list of her son's

qualifications for pictures. He had had
elocution lessons, piano, French and
ukulele. His dancing was such as to

compare more than favorably with the

dancing of Fred Astaire. Photographs
of the youth accompanied this letter.

So that was it ! When the chap ar-

rived, as he did in the course of time,

he was greeted by a No Casting sign

and sent firmly home again. Mothers,
then, will exploit their maternal senti-

ments and advertise their spurious
heartbreak in order to enable their chil-

dren to crash the movies.

HPHERE was the Russian Countess
who came to Hollywood a couple

of years ago armed with seemingly un-
assailable credentials. She appeared to

be the authentic thing. She took a

suite at one of the best hotels. She had
a maid and a secretary. She wore and
did and said the correct things. She
was taken up, socially and profession-

ally. Tests were made of her, the

studios vying with each other in order

to make them. And then—she couldn't

pay her bills.

The "Russian Countess" was a little

typist from the Middle West who had
saved up her small salary, pitifully,

week after week and month after

month, had gone without food or proper
housing or any of the necessities in

order to make this grand-stand play for

the screen.

Sometimes worse things happen,
worse than hunger for bread. A very
pretty girl came to Hollywood a while
ago. She began to be seen quite a bit

in the company of a certain minor actor

of little ability and a great deal of
reputation of the wrong kind. Friends
interested in the girl warned her that

this association could mean no good to

her. She appeared to be deaf to all

advice. It worked out as her friends
had predicted. The man was married.
The wife became suspicious and had
them followed. The result was an un-
pleasant mess that might have made
the front pages of every tabloid in the
country if the parties involved had been
of sufficient importance and if it had

• "Ooops, Dobbin! Steady, boy!— Never felt more like a nice

snappy canter. Those Johnson's Baby Powder rub-downs my
Mother's been giving me certainly keep me rarin' to go!— Bet

I could handle Man-o'-War! Giddap!"

9 "We're off in a cloud of dust— He's got the bit in his teeth,

and does he pull!—Run, Dobbin, old boy!— I can handle you!

What grand exercise this is!— I'm tingling hot and glowing

already! "

9 "Whoa, Dobbin—good boy! Enough's enough— and it cer-

tainly takes an athlete to manage that nag!— Hoohoo, Mother!

Your gentleman jockey's dying for his tub and Johnson's Baby
Powder rub!— But first, listen— all you baby athletes— "

• "Ask your Mother 'pretty please' to

test different baby powders between her

finger-tips. She'll find some are gritty—
but notJohnson's ! It's soft andfine clear

through! Hasn't any orris-root or zinc

stearate in it either!"

Send 10c (in coin) for samples of Johnson's Baby
Powder, Soap, and Cream. Dept. 133, Johnson & John-

son, New Bruns- /f D /7 j?

wick, New Jersey. 0^^\mn\nCr!!^u^^

JOHNSON'S POWDER
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Unkissed

Not that she's never kissed. But she no
longer wins the kind she wants. He seems
to kiss her hastily, gingerly . . .

The reason is, a man hates to kiss paint. Yet
he never even notices a lipstick like Tangee.
For Tangee colors your lips without painting
them. It intensifies your natural coloring and
becomes pari of your lips, not a coating.

IOOKS ORANGE — ACTS ROSE
Unlike ordinary lipsticks, Tangee isn't paint.

It changes color when applied. In the stick,

Tangee is orange. On your lips, it's your nat-

ural shade of rose ! So it cannot possibly make
you look painted. Its special cream-base soothes
and softens dry peeling lips. Goes on smoothly
and gives lips a satin-smooth sheen ! Get Tangee
4ra. today-39<J and $1.10 sizes. Also in

Theatrical, a deeper shade for profes-— sional use. (See coupon offer below.)

UNTOUCHED-Lips left un-
touched are apt to have a faded
look, .make the face seem older.

PAINTED — Don't risk that
painted look. It's coarsening
and men don't like it.

TANGEE— Intensifies natural
color, restores youthful appeal,
ends that painted look.

Cheeks mustn't look painted,

either. So use Tangee Rouge.
Gives same natural color as

the lipstick. Now in refillable

gun-metal case. Tangee Refills

save money. -

?o» ask for- ^^g^
™ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-f!,ii«iii . fimdii Kuril

"2*- T
. h..l-, V,-,|. ,11 )

Health- jj

Worfd's Most Famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
* 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET

j

I^E
p9I?^

RGE LVlT COMPANY MM64 !
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee •

Lipstich, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge,
Face Powder. I enclose 10^ (stamps or coin). I

Shade Flesh Rachel Light Rachel

Name-
iPlease Print)

Address-

City- Siale-

nol been for the interposition of the

girl's friends.

When she was told that she had been
saved from horrid tabloid notoriety by
the very skin of her teeth, she burst

into tears and said, "But that was what
I wanted, that was what I did it for,

tabloid publicity ! I didn't love him. 1

didn't even like him. I am in love with
a boy back home. He was just a

means to an end to me and that meant
more to me than anything on earth, I

thought. Now it is all spoiled."

That girl went home—to what? She
had lost her good name and, 1 should
think, her own self-respect. These things

for a mess of pottage with not a pic-

ture bid in the whole sorry mess.

Ben Piazza also told me of the husky

Joe Herrick, a boxer, who had tried

for years to break into pictures. On
one of these innumerable occasions, the

director of the picture he was then try-

ing for thought he would scare him off

by telling him of the dare-devil, dan-

gerous stunts he would be called upon
to do. In order to prove his courage
and immunity to any fear or pain, Joe
took up a heavy glass bottle and
crashed it against his skull, splitting

his head to ribbons as the blood ran

down his face. He was ready, he said,

to break his body to ribbons if the

ribbons would get him where he wanted
to go.

DEN'S assistant told me of a girl who
appeared at the door of the casting

office every morning just as he arrived.

On each of three successive mornings
she fainted, literally, at his very feet.

And for those three mornings he took

the time and trouble to revive her and
to buy her some breakfast. No sooner

would the breakfast be consumed than

she would begin to plug him with tales

of her qualifications for picture work.

He perceived, then, that the whole
thing was a gag, a racket.

The fourth morning the same thing

happened. This time he carried the

girl into the Emergency Hospital on the ;

lot, expecting her to come to immedi-
ately. She knew where she was going, so

she didn't revive. To his amazement the

doctors verified the fact that the girl had
actually fainted. All the respiratory

and circulatory symptoms were there.

After further examining and question-

ing, it was decided that by some process

of psychological self-hypnosis the girl

was able to induce the state of coma in

herself—at will—for the sake of her

passionate purpose.

A mother and a tiny child of four

appeared every night at a certain ex-

pensive cafe where Gus Edwards, when
out here, always ate his dinners. The
child pirouetted up and down the place,

attracting the attention of Gus Ed-
wards, speaking shyly to him, even sit-

ting on his lap and talking baby talk.

Gus discovered that the mother and the

baby had less than fifty cents a day to

live on. They went without food of

any kind the whole day long in order

to be able to buy two bowls of soup at

the expensive eatery where they would
see Gus.
Ben also told me of three men, adult

men, who have sat outside the casting

office on the M-G-M lot for three
years, day in and day out. At times
they have looked gaunt and thin to the
point of absolute emaciation. Asked
how they lived and why they didn't try
for jobs in some other field of endeavor,
they told him that, as he knew, there
were occasional emergency calls for
extras and when such calls came
through they were liable to get a day's
work now and then. On such rare
occasions they were able to eat. But
whether they got calls or not, whether
they starved or whether they ate,

whether they were hot or cold, whether
they lived or whether they died, they
would rather take the chance of getting
into pictures than the certainty of any
other kind of work no matter how
stable and secure. They meant it. They
are still there.

"There are any number of boys and
girls who wait until nightfall, wait
until some production is shooting night
scenes on the lot and then, using these
lights to guide them, will try to scale

the studio walls and get in that way.
This, despite the fact that they know
the guards are apt to take pot shots at

them if they are caught. Each one of
the casting directors and several direc-

tors of productions tell me that this is

a common and continual condition.

/"\NE lad and only one, to my knowl-
edge, did actually make the picture

grade via fence climbing. He is Frank
Melton, now under contract to Fox.
Frank flunked out of West Point after

two years—made up his credits because
his family insisted that he do so, and
then refused to go back because to go
to Hollywood was what he had flunked

out for. He came to Hollywood. He
became a fence expert. He climbed the

fence, finding the points of vantage, of

every lot in Hollywood save Para-
mount.

"I could never," he told me, "manage
to conquer that one." He finally climbed
the Fox fence and accosted Director
Henry King and asked for the role of

Janet Gaynor's farm sweetheart in

"State Fair." It took three fence
climbings and three waylayings of

Director King before he got a test. It

took more weeks and more waiting
before he got the part. Henry says to

tell the nine thousand odd that the

secret is to know what pictures are being
cast and what parts are open and then,

perfected in fence scaling, to vault the

fence and get the part that fits vou. He
did. -

There is the stalwart gentleman,
Adolph Dorr, red-bearded and wearing
long red hair and a Tyrolian costume,
who patrols up and down in front of

the Paramount . Studio every day from
seven in the morning to seven at night.

He's been patrolling, daily, for three

years and i.n that three years' time has

got three days extra work in Director

Von Sternberg's film, "Scarlet Em-'
press," starring Marlene Dietrich. How
he lives, or has lived, what or where
or by what means he eats, is one of

the mysteries.

These are a few of the nine thousand
odd. Out of the rabid ranks there does

rise, occasionally, the One. There was
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Janet Gaynor. Her last twenty-five

dollars was her bid for movie fame. She
had earned exactly that amount work-
ing extra and wearing a bathing suit,

virtually her only wardrobe at the time.

She followed the advice of her step-

father and bought space in a trade

journal. While she waited for that

space to bear fruit, she managed to exist

without the necessities. The ad in-

cluded a one-column cut of Janet. The
cut was seen by the director casting for

"The Johnstown Flood." Janet was
tested. Winfield Sfheehan saw the test

and the pathetic appeal of the little girl

went over with him. We know what
followed.

Miriam Jordan won a beauty contest

in England and, hopeful of more prof-
itable fame, permitted the display of

herself in a glass vase at ten cents per
admission. The admissions paid

—

Miriam.

These are the exceptions. The other

nine thousand and ninety-nine ride into

the valleys of death and despair and
desperation—no road too perilous, no
suffering too bitter if, perchance, it

may. lead them to the Milky (Movie)
Way.

Stop Gossiping About Me

(Continued from page 27)

you are in such a stew about," I said.

"It isn't the latest rumor about you at

all. In fact, there have been a couple

of good ones since then. I'd say it was
slightly outdated by now, and for heav-

en's sake, go a little slower, will you ?

I haven't been around much and there

are a couple of little things I want to

do before I get killed in a traffic acci-

dent because of Max Baer."

SHE did slow down a little, but not

for the purpose of protecting my
life and limb. There was a suspicion

of a traffic cop right square in the

middle of the rear-view mirror. It was
then she made that little speech about
"I'm through taking it." It was the

first time I had dared take my eyes from
the road and look at her. The pros-

pects for a safer journey were getting

better. She was on the verge of recap-

turing her ever-present sense of humor
at any minute, although not immedi-
ately, to be sure.

"You are behaving just like the wife
who was the last to hear about her hus-
band cheating, after everybody in town
had heard it," I remarked.

She giggled. "I'm not kidding about
it, though. It really makes me mad.
It's so stupid !

"When Max Baer was in Hollywood
I met him twice. Once, in the studio

commissary when a press agent intro-

duced us. Mr. Baer said, 'Hello,' and I

said, 'How are you ?' and passed on to

my table. In a little while he came back
and asked if I wouldn't drop over on
his set later that afternoon. They
were doing the prize fight scenes and

Maybelline eye
makeup lends gla-

mor to "smart 25"

Maybbllinb eye
makeup adds charm

to "sweet 16"

— avbelline eye
make-up takes 10

years from "only 38"

EYE MAKE-UP

EVERY TYPE
Beautiful eyes are your best asset at any

1 age. Study the types shown above and see

how each age is made charming by the addition

of Maybelline Mascara to darken the lashes,

Maybelline Eye Shadow to delicately

shade the eyelids, and Maybelline Eyebrow
Pencil to form graceful, expressive eyebrows.

Then there is the delightful Maybelline Eye
lash Grower, a pure, nourishing cream that will

stimulate the natural growth of the lashes

when applied nightly before retiring. Last, but

not least, is the dainty, yet strongly construct-

ed, Maybelline Eyebrow Brush for brushing

and training the brows and lashes. Try these

five famous eye beautifiers today and learn why
over ten million women insist on genuine May-
belline eye beauty aids— for highest quality,

purity, and harmless effectiveness. Purse sizes

of all Maybelline eye cosmetics may be had at

io(£ each at all leading ioj£ stores.

Ma ybelline eye
make-up beautifies

dignity of "queenly
50"

The Approved
Mascara

or Brown

ALL LEADING lOtf STORES HAVE 10tf

SIZES OF ALL MAYBELLINE PRODUCTS

Maybelline
Eyebrow Pencil

smoothly forms the eyebrows
into graceful, expressive lines,

S'ving a perfect, natural effect,
f highest quality, it is en-

tirely harmless, and is clean to
use and to carry. Black and
Brown.

Maybelline
Eye Shadow

delicately shades the eye-
lids, adding depth, color
and sparkle to the eyes.
Smooth and creamy, ab-
solutely pure. Blue,
Brown, Blue-Grey, Violet,
and Green.

Maybelline
Eyebrow Brush

Regular use of this specially
designed brush will train the
brows to lie flat and smooth at
all times. Extra long, dainty-
grip handle, and sterilized
bristles, kept, clean in a cello-
phane wrapper.

Maybelline

Eyelash

Grower
pure and harmless,
stimulates the natu-
ral growth of the eye-
lashes and eyebrows.
Apply before retiring.
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New Health

and Beauty
This Very Simple Way

WHY let the poisons of constipation drag
you down, rob you of health and happi-

ness? Why be ashamed of a sallow, blotchy
skin when this simple, easy treatment will do
wonders for you?
"My skin was in very poor condition,"

writes a lady in South Boston, Mass., "but
since taking your pasteurized yeast, the
blemishes and pimples have completely dis-

appeared." Another enthusiastic user says

:

"I always had trouble with constipation until

last winter when I started takingYeast Foam
Tablets. Now my elimination troubles are
completely corrected."

Yeast Foam Tablets contain rich stores of
the vitamins B and G— the nutritive ele-

ments which strengthen your digestive and
intestinal organs, give tone and vigor to your
nervous system.
With the true causes of your trouble cor-

rected, eruptions and blemishes disappear.
Indigestion, constipation, lack of pep and
nervousness all go. You enjoy new beauty
and new health.

YeastFoam Tablets are verydifferent from
ordinary yeast. They cannot cause gas. They
keep fresh for months. This yeast is used by
various laboratories of the United States
government and by leading American uni-
versities in their vitamin research.

Any druggist will supply you with >M.B>

Yeast Foam Tablets. The ten-day
bottle costs only 50c. Get one today!

FREE: MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
NORTHWESTERN YEAST COMPANY
1750 North Ashland Avenue. Chicago, Illinois

Please send free sample of Yeast Foam Tablets
and descriptive circular.

Name

Address

City. Stale MM6

he thought I might enjoy watching.

"When 1 got over there, there must
have been about a thousand people on the

set—sports writers, magazine writers,

photographers, all the old-guard fighters

and hundreds of extras. Yet, in the

papers the next day, a columnist wrote:

'Jean Harlow was a very interested

spectator on Max Baer's set yester-

day.' I thought, 'Jean Harlow and a

thousand other people'—though he had

very carefully forgotten to mention

them.
"The second time I saw Mr. Baer

was at a party given by Van Dyke, the

director. There were about fifty guests.

I stayed at the party an hour or so,

when Hal called for me and we went to

the Colony Club for dinner. Several

nights later, Hal and I eloped to Yuma
and were married. Now, I ask you

!

Twice in my life I have been in the

same group with many other people

with Max Baer, and how anything so

casual could be the basis of that ma-
licious story, I will never know.

"I think the whole trouble is that I

have been too complacent about rumor
stories, too shoulder-shrugging in giv-

ing intelligent people the benefit of not

believing them.

"C^OR instance, that crazy story that

I was demanding a salary of

$10,000 from M-G-M, 'a sum greater

than Garbo receives,' as the writer put

it. To me, this was so absurd I couldn't

see how anyone could believe it. I was
really asking for barely a quarter of

that amount. I would have to be the

most conceited person in the world to

imagine for one moment I was worth
such an absurd salary. Yet, the story

was printed, not as a rumor, but as a

fact. I didn't bother to deny it because

I gave everyone in his, or her, right

mind, credit for not believing it, any-

way. However, I have found out that

there are people, even picture-wise

people in Hollywood, who do believe it

and who probably think me a perfect

fool for ever making such a demand.
"This whispered feud between Joan

Crawford and myself, in which we are

made out rude and insulting to one an-

other, is another thing. I can't speak

for Miss Crawford, of course. But I

can speak for myself.

"I do not dislike Joan Crawford be-

cause it would be impossible for me to,

knowing her so slightly. I do not know
her at all. Several years ago, when I

was working on 'Hell's Angels' with

Ben Lyon, I met her casually one Sun-
day afternoon at Bebe Daniels' beach

house. We said, 'How do you do?' like

two civilized people, and that was that.

Certainly nothing unpleasant happened.

From that time to this, we have had no
other social encounters.

"Even at the studio we seldom run

into one another. Miss Crawford
lunches in her dressing-room. So do
I. I park my car on the lot right under
my dressing-room and when I am fin-

ished for the day, usually after dark,

it is a short walk downstairs to my
car. Frequently. I do not see anyone
on the lot except the members of my
own company for days and days. I can
understand how people who have been

close friends might quarrel and be un-
friendly. But the rumor of a feud
between two strangers is quite beyond
me. I don't see how it can be taken
very seriously, and I can assure you, I

don't

!

"These gossip stories, I have ignored

and dismissed heretofore. But there

has been one that has really hurt me,
and that is the insinuation that I quar-

rel with my family from time to time

and move away from my home during

these arguments. You know how I feel

about my family. I would be utterly

lost without them. It makes me furi-

ous that they should be dragged into

these needless, absurd rumors about me.

MY mother has never been the typi-

cal stage or movie ' mother. She
has remained in the background of my
career because she wanted to. Of
course, with my stepfather, it is differ-

ent. He is my business manager. But
both of them have alway-s left impor-
tant decisions to me. They have never
interfered with, nor even counselled me,
unless I have asked their aid. I do not

know anyone who lives more quietly in

Hollywood than they do. I only wish
Hollywood would return the compli-

ment and let them alone. The only

time I left my mother's home for a

short time was when I was on my
honeymoon. I have never moved out in

anger because I was being 'bossed
!'

"As for those incessant rumors of

divorce between Hal and myself, I

can only say what I have said several

times before. I am not going to stand

up and wave my hands and proclaim

to high heaven that Hal and I will never
be divorced. We are just like any
other couple starting out on married
life—we want to stay married, we hope
to stay married. But what the future

holds, neither of us knows.

"At present we are very happy.

"There isn't a bit of truth in the in-

sinuations that Hal is living in bach-
elor quarters away from me. If he is,

he must be twins, because someone who
looks suspiciously like him is around
every night. We even sleep in an old-

fashioned double bed and Hal has a
tendency to kick the covers off. So I

know he's there

!

"Of course I am seen now and then
in public without him. We are only

married to each other. We are not a

couple of jailers. If I want to go out

a little while in the evening, and Hal
happens to be working, or if he doesn't

want to go, I feel at liberty to go along
with a party of friends. He wants me
to. If Hollywood is determined to

make the wrorst of this, they will have to

keep it up, because Hal and I do not
intend to change this grand sense of
freedom of thought and action we have
brought into our marriage. And that,"

she philosophized, as we swung around
the hill into view of her imposing Co-
lonial home, "is that!" The car shot

into a shrieking "second." We veered,

we careened, we miraculously came to

some sort of a chiropractic stop.

The next time Jean Harlow goes to

war on Hollywood gossip, I hope I'm

home, safely tucked in bed

!
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Thank You, My Friends

(Continued from page 33)

fast-talk as I do on the screen, seems

to be terribly important right now, and
thoroughly indicative of how I have
changed. But anyone who knows me
well realizes that this is just exactly

the way I lived and acted before this

ever happened. I have never been a

hey-hey boy or a hoodlum off the

screen. I do not think even my most
hectic critics have ever accused me of

being drunk all the time.

"It's true I got drunk in a night club

in Mexico City in celebrating my com-
pleted role in 'Viva Villa.' It was the

night before the day I was supposed to

leave for home. But I can't believe I

am the only man who ever got drunk in

a night club. I'm not going over all

those details of what happened on that

famous balcony—which wasn't! I

think my side of it has been explained

pretty thoroughly. But believe me
when I tell you I did nothing that would
have called for anything worse than a

police court fine of $10 for being rowdy,
if the same thing had happened in

Los Angeles or Chicago or even Po-
dunk.

"I refuse to admit that what hap-
pened after that has cowed or beaten
me. I do believe, however, it has given
me a different viewpoint on many
things.

"It's during a time like that when
you come to know who your true

friends are. All the back-slappers who
have been fawning on your success dis-

appear as if by magic. They're scared
lest they, too, fall under the "displeasure

of important Hollywood men who have
taken a stand against you. But those
others, those guys to whom a friend is

a friend and t'hell with anything else

—

the knowledge of them is worth almost
everything else you go through. It's

surprising just who they turn out to
be, too. Some you had counted on,
you lose. Others you hadn't suspected
of such loyalty almost tear your heart
out with their sincerity and devotion.

"Take those letters written to me by
perfect strangers, some of them mothers
of kids who liked me in the movies.
Well, like a lot of actors, I'd always
taken fan mail with a shrug. It was
just one of those things that cost
money to keep up. But I'm telling you,
not a day went by I didn't wait for
those letters, and read them and love
every one of them for holding out their
hope and understanding when things
were so black for me. Until my dying
day I'm going to keep them. 'They'll
be an inspiration to me always.

"I haven't any words to explain just
what Isabel Jewell meant to me dur-
ing that time. I'm not going to try
to explain. It's too personal, too close.
I think it has embarrassed Isabel a
great deal that her devotion has been
interpreted as an engagement between
us. No one would be prouder than I

if this were true. But at the present
we do not know our plans.

"I have accepted three pictures to
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Too Late...

She LearnedHow
To End That

NERVOUS POWDERING"
I WAS furious when Fred said it looked

cheap, for a girl to be powdering her
nose every few minutes. Yet—I knew he was
right. For no really well-bred woman in-

dulges in that constant powdering. It looks

as if she wasn't sure of her appearance—as
though her skin was naturally coarse, greasy
and not well kept.

Right then I decided to test a new powder
I had just read about. It was triple-fine. But
it had two other amazing qualities, which
made it stay smooth and fresh hours longer.

It actually repelled moisture—refused to
mix. Instead of getting down into pores and
clogging them up, it contained a refining and
skin-toning ingredient.

Make This Test Yourself!
I decided to get a box of this Golden
Peacock Face Powder. The very first time
I wore it—what a surprise! It was so fine

—

so smooth, and so even that I really didn't
look powdered. Instead,my skin had a natural
"peach-bloom' ' look.What was most wonder-
ful, that lovely bloom and freedom from
shine lasted for hours—kept right on looking
perfectly fresh.

Just test Golden Peacock Powder your-
self. Particular women everywhere use noth-
ing else. Get it from any good toilet-goods
counter, only 50c a box; or try the purse size
at any 10-cent store. If your
dealer cannot supply you,
write us direct and we will

send a generous trial box,
free. Specify shade—whether
.White, Flesh, Light Bru-
nette or Dark Brunette. Ad-
dress Golden Peacock, Inc.,

Dept. H-202, Paris, Tenn.

Golden Peacock
Face Powder

be made in Hollywood before the year

is out, at RKO, Paramount and Col-
umbia, but there is no set date for

them. I have agreed to make at least

one picture in England. I may leave

for there shortly, while Isabel remains
in Hollywood to complete her M-G-M
contract. That isn't our idea of start-

ing out on married life. But if I do
not go to England or do a Broadway
show, then, who knows? If Isabel

still wants me, I'd be the happiest man
in the world."

"I have come to realize what a

treacherous thing fate can be. Such
little, trivial, unimportant things strung
together at the wrong time can tear

down what you have carefully built

up over a period of years. I've thought
of this often during the past few
months, such little things as this : If

it had not been a holiday, if there had
not been a parade (and there had not

been one in months), if all the import-

ant police officials had not been
out of town with only their trying-

to-be-important subordinates left in

charge, this big thing could not have
happened.
"My first reaction was of suffering

a great injustice. I could not believe

my contract had been cancelled and my
entire career threatened before I had a

chance to at least explain my side of

the story. It is the same feeling a man
would have if he were tried, convicted

and sentenced without ever having the

opportunity to testify in his own de-

fense. I felt I must do something to

straighten out this fantastic accident.

And yet who was there to appeal to?
"Public opinion is a funny thing.

You never know which course it will

take. I wanted to shout my story from
the housetops, and yet I realized it

wouldn't do any good if the trick had
already been turned against me. Right

here is where I want to thank the boys
and girls of the movie magazines for

the swell, square break they gave me.
They took the trouble to investigate the

facts and print them as they found them.
The fan magazines were my attorneys

at court.

"My second reaction was one of

stubbornness. I was going to stay right

here in Hollywood and fight this thing

out on the original battleground. I was
offered $60,000 for an eight weeks tour

in vaudeville. That's big money. But I

refused to accept the offer because it

might be interpreted as running away.
I figured if I went out on 'the stump' it

would look like I was guilty and plead-

ing for forgiveness and another chance.

Never did I have a sense of feeling I

should be forgiven. I did not want
sympathy or favors. What I did was
foolhardy and undignified, but it was
not maliciously immoral.

"I had hurt no one but myself, un-

less it was my mother who has never
permitted the word alcohol to be men-
tioned in her house. If there had been
any way in the world to have spared
her my own admission that I was
drunk, I would have done it. But I

felt I owed it to the people who have
liked me and gone to see my pictures

on the screen, to tell the truth and to

stand or fall by their judgment. I tell

you I hardly breathed until I received

a letter from my mother telling me she

had received my telegrams and letters

and that she had understood."
Lee has been severely criticized for

signing a contract with Paramount, de-

spite the fact that Universal was the

first to open out their arms to him after

the fracas. Carl Laemmle is plenty

mad. However, Lee thinks that his

decision was justified.

Well, here's hoping Fate works it out

for his happiness and success.

Spies Infest Hollywood

(Continued from page 41)

studio was considering a certain player

or a certain story, the agent for that

player or story would boost prices or

begin strong bidding from different

companies. Many a deal has fallen

through because a "leak" has happened
somewhere and the player's regular sal-

ary has suddenly boomed.
As for a story idea—if there is a leak

about it a studio will drop it like a hot-

cake rather than have a rival come out

with something similar. The paradox
of this is, of course, the "trends" in

gangster stories, prize-fight stories,

racket stories and bus stories. In these

cases, every studio is trying to get to

the box office first with a better story

and put a crimp in the rival's film. But
Hollywood is trying to get away from
trends. It's the new ideas that make
the money and the new ideas that are

guarded like crown jewels.

Just to show you what precautions

are taken against leaks, here is what
happens in the studios. If one execu-
tive writes an inter-office memo to an-
other, it is put in a sealed envelope by

his private secretary and has to be
signed for when received by the second
executive's private secretary. Every
executive has a private secretary who
has one or two girls working under
her, but all the private business must
pass through her hands and she is re-

sponsible. Naturally, the secretaries are
girls whom the executives have known
and trusted for years. They are afraid

to trust the under secretaries and so

the private secretary must work far

into the night and Sundays—any time
the executive wants to work, for no one
can take the private secretary's place.

WHEN a "leak" occurs all secre-

taries are grilled by almost third

degree methods. There is no rough
house, but there are questions about the

last person to get the memo, who
opened it, whether the executive read it

immediately or let it lie on his desk,

et cetera. The files are always locked

and only the secretary and her boss

know that these locks are changed
every two or three months. There are
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private telephone wires connecting the

studios with the New York office and

the calls come into a booth in which

the executive talks. It is no ordinary

booth. It is lined with beaver board

and hung with heavy velvet drapes and

is usually in a spot of the executive of-

fice that no one can come near.

The night wires from the east to the

west are now sent by teletype or if

not they are signed for in the "wire

book." Although the studios have pri-

vate lines, if a leak occurs by wire the

telephone company and Western Union
people are brought in and grilled just

as the secretaries are. Every so often

all the wires are tested for tapping.

One copy of the bulletin that covers

the stories and plays that come from
the east is filed under lock and key

and, after a certain length of time, the

rest of the copies are usually burned.

Executives of a certain studio used to

be allowed to take a story bulletin

home, but since one was found in a

community barber shop they no longer

can be taken from the studio.

You can see what this does to the

people in the studio and the people out-

side of it. Every newspaper tries to

have some spy in a studio to get hot

news. The private secretaries don't

dare accept even a box of candy from

a friend connected with the movies for

fear it is meant to be a bribe. The
under secretaries are offered money
and luxurious gifts at Christmas time,

and even a simple date to go dancing-

must be looked upon with suspicion and
may cost a girl her job. Secretaries

at studios earn their large salaries, for

they have to give up all social life and
usually end flat on their backs with ner-

vous breakdowns.

EXECUTIVES who leave the stu-

dios for any length of time, as for

a honeymoon or a trip to New York,
usually when they return, go around
their offices on hands and knees per-

sonally examining their telephone wires

to see if there has been any tapping"

done or any changes made in their ab-

sence.

The spy system extends far beyond
the executive offices. The stars'

dressing-rooms are usually attended by
a day and night matron, a maid of all

work and a make-up woman. The
men's dressing-rooms have someone in

charge, too, and it is a well known fact

that very often one of these people will

be a spy who reports to the execu-
tives.

What sort of things are reported?
Well, if it is known that a certain star,

for instance, is prone to take a drink
too many upon occasion, the executive
realizes that it may cost him money in

waiting time if that star is drunk at the
studio. Therefore, a careful check is

made to see that not too much liquor is

served between scenes in the dressing-
rooms. That's the job of the spy. Evi-
dence of too much drink is reported
and very often a star is amazed when
called to task for this by the executive
who couldn't know of what goes on in
the dressing-room unless he had his
spy-

It has been known that dressing-
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rooms have been searched when the star

was not present by one of the spies.

Often these men and women protect

themselves by having their own locks

put on their doors, but even so, wax
impressions can be taken from which
keys can be made.
The stars are in honor bound not to

take secrets out of the studio. It is

pretty hard on married people, for

lovers naturally want to tell each other

what they are doing. But if the loved

one is employed at a rival studio, he
does not dare. To whom must a star

be loyal—to his studio or to his wife?
A nice little problem !

Mythical kingdoms aren't always the

glamorous places we read about in

books or see in the movies. How much

more so does this hold true of Holly-
wood, where the gross reality of in-

trigue rears its head even in the face of

so important a thing as love and mar-
riage. Dreams of ambition are fulfilled,

it is true—but at what a price !

Don't envy the stars. Don't envy the

big executive or the big executive's sec-

retary. Don't even envy the prop boy
or the doorman who can see the stars

every day. He dare not call his life his

own.
There isn't a person in the City of the

Cinema who remains free and un-
touched by the spy system. The mythi-
cal kingdom of Hollywood is indeed sur-

rounded by walls of secrecy and those

who scale them do so at the risk of
their personal happiness.

Will Rogers—Father and Husband

(Continued from page 67)

applies to his boys as well as to his

daughter. He does insist upon one thing

—that they wait until they are old

enough to know what they want to do
and that they be fitted to do it, what-
ever it is. When he found that Mary
was determined to be an actress and
that the directors had been impressed
by what little work she had done, he
begged her to go to dramatic school

and make further preparations. And
that's just what she is doing.

"Young folks today are traveling a

little faster than they did in my time,"

he told a friend. "But they're also a

little smarter than children were twenty-
five years ago. Of course, it's all right

if Mary wants to be an actress. I just

hope she is a good one. But I'm kinda
old-fashioned and I'd been hearin' a

lot about this 'back to the home' move-
ment of business women and I'd sorta

hoped she'd get in that procession. It

would have pleased me mightily if she'd

been just like her mother."
But in spite of all that, he is per-

fectly willing to trust the children to

find themselves. And it seems likely

that even the boys will turn actor, too,

when it is time for them to choose.

When he said it would delight him if

Mary had been just like her mother, he
was speaking from the heart. His mar-
riage to Betty Blake at Rogers, Arkan-
sas, in 1908, has been one of those per-

fect unions. She is the perfect wife for

Will and, although his family have
never known him to be cross at any
time in his life, he can be trying.

If Betty didn't snatch up his shirt

when he takes it off at night and hurry
it into the laundry bag, he'd wear it

until it dropped off his back. He never
buys a suit until she has reminded him
ten or twelve times that he needs one
badly, and then he suggests that she
order him one, which she does. It is

she who takes care of his important
papers, for he is always forgetting

where he puts them. He doesn't know
how to pack a grip and would never be
on time to catch a train—or rather an
airplane, since he always travels by air

—unless she saw to it that he left the

ranch in time. Nervous, fidgety, ab-

sent-minded Will. I'm sure he would
not be the success he is today had it

not been for Betty's ever-calm, but
ever-watchful care of him. And yet she
never interferes with his studio activi-

ties.

THEY never attend large social

functions, though they often go to

the theatre. And she rarely comes to

the studio, although she frequently ac-
companies him on location trips. If

she didn't, how would he ever find

his glasses ? Fourteen films he has
made for Fox and Betty Rogers has
been actually on the set to watch him
work, but once. That was when they
had guests who wanted to see Will
doing his stuff. She had to go along.
And yet he tries out all his gags, both

those he writes and those he uses in

pictures, on her. "You see," she mod-
estly explains, "I'm just the average
audience. If I get the jokes and think
they're funny, then they're sure to ap-
peal to a large group of average people
like me."

Theirs is a curious sort of home life.

You might expect such a homespun
fellow as Rogers to live simply, yet the
ranch is a place of luxury and, al-

though Mary Pickford and Marion
Davies get the credit for having had
more coroneted luggage parked in their

guest rooms than anybody, Rogers has
actually entertained more celebrities

than any host or hostess in Hollywood.
However, he doesn't allow anything
said about it.

When he first built his ranch, any-
body could visit it. But eventually, not
only his friends, but all the tourists in

California drove through and he was
forced to fence it and put up a gate.

His real friends are always welcome,
and Sunday—his official "at home" day
—often dozens of guests may arrive.

Betty Rogers never knows how many
are coming, but she is not disturbed by
any number.

He's so crazy about his friends that

he actually builds special apartments
for them. Fred Stone and his family
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have two rooms and bath built over the

garage. This is always there for them
whenever they're in California. Billie

Burke and her daughter, Patricia, are
constant visitors at the ranch, for Zieg-
feld was one of Will's best friends and
his house boasts a beautiful window
which the famous glorifier put in it.

TpACH member of the family has a
' room and bath and no two rooms

are decorated alike. Will's is typically

masculine and, somehow, typical of him.
It is full of gifts, sent to him by nota-

bles as well as by humbler friends, but

his most prized possession is a huge
map upon which Post and Gatty
marked, with a broad black line, the

route which they took on their flight

around the world.

And now what of his days? What
of his activities ?

He wins all medals for being Holly-
wood's earliest riser. Four people have
given me their oath that he actually

gets up at five o'clock in the morning,
for he takes regular morning exercise
of either roping calves, riding horses,
inspecting his fences, his mules and his

polo ponies. He rides after working
hours, too. In fact, he frequently wears
out a couple of horses in the late after-

noon before he calls it a day. When
friends are visiting him, they ride with
him—to chat; that is, if they can stay
on a horse as long as he does.

Insisting upon seven hours sleep as
he does, he has to get to bed early to

be up at five. Occasionally, if he is

forced to stay up late, he will remain
in bed until the shockingly late hour of
six a.m. ! But he keeps fit with exer-
cise, has never had a massage or rub-
down, and only once in his life has ever
had need of a doctor.

Besides working in films he must, as
you know, write his newspaper para-
graphs and prepare his radio speeches.
Just to give you an idea at what high
tension he works, I'll tell you about
that newspaper copy. The stuff has to
be "filed" with the telegraph service at
half past one. It is actually true that he
never even begins to write it until one
o'clock. He taps it out on a decrepit
typewriter with two fingers. It is sin-
gle spaced, which is against all the rules
of newspaper writing.

He has two secretaries—a man and
a woman—who take care of his corre-
spondence and all of the business at-
tendent upon his activities outside of
pictures. They never come near the stu-
dio and pay no attention to what he does
in films. At the studio, the publicity
department handles his affairs.

Wealthy as he is, huge as is his es-
tate, varied as are his interests, he still

manages to be the same sort of fellow
that he has always been. Not long ago
I met a retired railroad engineer from
Rogers' home town. He told me that,
as a young man, Will came daily to the
depot to "swap jokes" with the train
crews and he always had a new joke
to tell them every trip. Even then he
could take one of their jokes and have
four new stories made out of it by the
time they made their return trip.

You see, he hasn't changed.
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and on cold days and nights dons a

turtle neck sweater a la Hollywood.
He speaks with a London accent and
smokes his inseparable pipe like a

bored Englishman.
His hobbies are swimming, riding

horse back, and for the past few months
bumming around incognito in secluded,

moonlit spots with Garbo. His study

is lined with solid tomes in English,

French and Russian. It's a poet's den,

with enough ash trays for Garbo's
cigarettes. In front of his heavily-

carved desk, which Garbo helped him
buy in a downtown department store,

there is a somber bust of Dante. He,
Mamoulian, is a poet, you know. He
has filled two yellowed volumes of Rus-
sian lyrics, written during his student

days.

What is the secret of his fatal charm
for women ? Garbo isn't the first who
has fallen under his spell.

I have seen both the intellectual

Elissa Landi and that shapely lady in

pantaloons whom he directed in the

"Song of Songs," Marlene Dietrich,

consort with him in frank, honeyed
admiration. He was the talented

Elissa's cavalier before the imperious
Garbo popped up from her seclusion

and grabbed him.

You should have seen the motherly
and "baby-me" looks Marlene gave him
when he was directing her in the "Song
of Songs." I was on the set, whirling

around with a beauteous fraulein in my
arms, and can bear testimony to the

fact that she used to hold his hands
and swing back like a playful school-

girl. I have eaten the delicious Ger-
man cakes she used to bake and take

to his parents. She gave him a gold

watch when he completed the "Song of

Songs" and then, upon her return from
a trip to Europe, presented him with a

jewelled cigarette case.

Rouben is no Valentino or John
Barrymore in looks and dash, I grant

you, but he has the aforementioned
smile with the child-like sparkling eyes.

It does the work, along with sundry
attributes women appreciate. He has

poise, for instance, and looks as if he
were always surveying the world from
above. He has moved in smart society

since his childhood and known poverty,

too—hence, has a well-balanced charac-

ter. He is chivalrous and keeps secrets.

And, of course, he knows love ! Watch
his love scenes in the pictures he di-

rects. They are intensely tender, poetic.

THE Garbo - Mamoulian romance
began in a cheap cafe not far from

the Paramount studio.

Shortly after her return to Holly-
wood after a year-long absence, the

phantom Swedish star called Rouben
over the telephone and told him with
much embarrassment what a wonderful
director he was and asked if he would
be kind enough to show her the "Song
of Songs" he had just finished.

Rouben arranged a private showing
for her at the studio. At the appointed
hour Garbo's car plunged into the

Paramount yard. News of her arrival

had somehow leaked out and crowds
strained to catch a glimpse of the elu-

sive hermit.

Garbo was taken through guarded
passages to Rouben's office. You can
imagine her timidity at meeting a man
she had never seen before. Rouben
showed her the "Song of Songs." She
watched intensely every gesture, every

feminine trick of the German lady who
had risen to rival her supremacy on the

silver screen. And she decided right

then and there that Rouben was her

director—and her man.
It was noon. They were hungry.

Dining at the studio commissary was
out of the question. The people would
have mobbed her. And she could not

have avoided detection if he had taken
her to any of the restaurants he fre-

quented. So they drove to a modest
eating place, and here, while talking

things over, they became pals. It was
love at first sight.

Garbo forced her earnest wish to

have Rouben direct her in "Queen
Christina" over the Metro moguls.
They had a whole corps of directors of

their own and it was only after they

had gone through several huddles that

they made up their minds to kowtow be-

fore the director of a rival company.
His terms were too severe for them. He
pursued a policy of hands off ! They
had to capitulate, for Garbo looked
very menacing and threatened them
with an "I tank I go home" that meant
business.

Who was to be Garbo's leading man ?

Who was to take the part of the dashing
Spanish ambassador for whose passion-
ate love the Queen of Sweden re-

nounced her throne ?

The mantle of this romantic envoy
finally fell upon the shoulders of John
Gilbert. It is said that he wept with
joy when he was informed of the ap-
pointment that promised such a glori-

ous comeback for him to the screen.

The high-strung, impetuous Jack was
so excited that for the first few days
Rouben could do nothing with him.
Gradually, however, he quieted down
and worked with an earnestness and
humility that was touching.

TTOLLYWOOD buzzed with rumors
* * of the Garbo-Mamoulian romance
and learned that she visited him at his

home, that they went shopping and to

the theatres together. Although I dined

at the Mamoulian home once a week,
I never saw her there. The Mamoulians
managed to keep their friends out on
the nights she came.

Published reports that night after

night Garbo sat beside Rouben at his

home and watched the rehearsals of a

play—Ostrovsky's "Sinless Sinners,"

which his mother, a noted actress (for-
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mer president of the Armenian Theatre

in Tiflis and a founder of the People's

Theatre in the same city), was to give

for local charity, are not true. I was
in the cast and ought to know. Rouben
was working very hard at that time.

He came home dead tired, greeted us

with a hello and retired to his room.
We expected Garbo to be present when
we gave the play at the Figueroa Play-

house, but she dared not face the or-

deal of being gazed at by a thousand
people. Rouben came with a group of

Russian actors.

I saw Garbo first on the "Queen
Christina" set when I reported for work
as a Spanish officer in John Gilbert's

suite. I was wigged, beplumed, and
caparisoned in all the regal and martial

glory of seventeenth century Spain.

Headed by Jack, we were practicing

bowing low and flourishing our plumed
hats before Garbo's double, when the

real Garbo, accompanied by her colored

maid, came to occupy her throne. She
bowed, smiling, and mumbled inaudibly

a "Good morning" to us.

"So this is Garbo in the flesh," I

said to myself. She was not the cyni-

cal, gaunt Garbo I had imagined. Here
was an unspoiled, utterly feminine, nat-

ural lass, a farmer's or laborer's

daughter. Her flaming, spiritual beauty
is such stuff as dark poet's dreams are
made of—and remember, Rouben is a

poet. The long, side glances she
gave him ! They spoke the cryptic lan-

guage of love. I felt awfully sorry for

Jack.

Garbo, as you know, has been quite

a trial to her former directors. But
with Rouben she was as humble and
obedient as only a loving woman can be.

She always knew her lines perfectly

—

which Jack didn't—and spoke them in

her low, throaty voice with her wonder-
ful eyes fixed on Rouben, like a school
girl reciting a lesson before her teacher.

The Garbo-Mamoulian-Gilbert tri-

angle was very interesting to watch.
Jack, fared badly in it.

I must end this article by answering
the questions that are uppermost in

your mind.
Are Garbo and Mamoulian really

married ?

No ! To quote Rouben, "Why should
I hide it if I were married? I see no
reason."

Will they ever marry ?

It is probable that they will and I

know whereof I speak. So don't be
surprised if news of the Garbo-
Mamoulian wedding is trumpeted across
the continent one of these days very
soon.

On the other hand, don't be surprised
if they never take out a marriage li-

cense. It isn't necessary. They love
each other and that's what counts
with them. They have mutual interests

and a fine European background in

common.
It is my personal opinion that their

love better remain out of wedlock.
They are too romantic and sensitive to

bear the trials and tribulations that
must come up inevitably in every mar-
riage. As things are now, they are
like two children taken up with each
other.

WITH
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and breathes the production he is mak-
ing. He thinks in terms of spectacles,

hut concentrates on his human beings.

He oversees every detail, no matter

how small.

An instance of this is the wig I wore.

The hair was five inches long and he

insisted that it must follow my own
hair-line. In spite of wig-makers and

costumers, he himself looked at the wig
to see that his instructions were car-

ried out. To prove how right he was.

everyone kept asking me whether I had

let my hair grow. It would have taken

two years for it to grow to that length,

but people didn't think of that—they

only knew that it seemed like my own
hair.

Contrary to public belief, Mr. Von
Sternberg does not make puppets of his

players. He chooses his people for an
inner quality they possess that will

make them express the characters he

has to work with. So what he really

did with us was to make us express

our own selves more clearly through

the characters we played. Miss Diet-

rich, used to working with him and hav-

ing an enormous power of concentra-

tion, did this excellently in "The Scarlet

Empress," I believe. In fact, she gave

so much of herself to her role that when
the picture was finished she was abso-

lutely lost for a few days. She played

the violin for relaxation. I understand

she always does this after a picture.

LJER child, Maria, is a born actress,
* and so it seemed most fitting for

her to portray her mother in childhood.

And even this little girl got the inten-

sity and concentration of acting that is

Miss Dietrich's, because her mother
coached the child in every movement.

But don't imagine from this that

Marlene Dietrich is an intense auto-

maton with no thought but work. You
should see her romping with Maria.

That child has been pitied because she

has bars on her window and a body-
guard hovering about her, but she also

has a mother who adores her and Mar-
lene still had the greatest fun cooking

for Maria on the days when she did not

have to work at the studio.

You should have seen her playing

with my little girl, too. Lily is four

years old now and, although Maria is

about twice her age. Miss Dietrich

knew exactly what to do to keep them
both happy.

On Mr. Von Sternberg's sets, behind
locked doors, the actors say each line

many times. Each time a particular

word is emphasized until the right

"take" is found. So, you see, if Mar-
lene Dietrich is a Trilby to Von Stern-

berg's Svengali, as is generally thought,

all I can say is, we are all Trilbys, for

Mr. Von Sternberg works the same
with everyone while doing dialogue.

He is striving for perfection and he
gets it.

Strange as it may sound, in view

of the deep dramatic roles she ha,
been playing, I believe Miss Dietrich
is really a fine comedienne and that

comedy is her forte. Her humor is

quiet. It consists mostly of pantomime.
Her eyes, her mouth, even her eye-
brows, express everything. She didn't

ever have to say, "I don't like this,"

for one to know she didn't. A fleeting

tilt of her head, the merest fraction of

an upturned nose, a curve of her lips

would suffice. Mr. Von Sternberg, in

comparison, is voluble, yet his terseness

always wanted to make me roar. Once
w hen he was having trouble up on the
sound boom, he looked down at me and
said seriously, "I hope all my enemies
become directors !" At the time, it

seemed the most delightful curse in the
world.

I have spoken of Miss Dietrich's

womanly sympathy and I think I ought
to tell you how she meets an emer-
gency. I had an accident on the set,

which everyone outside seemed to think
was a publicity yarn, for the press de-
partment gave out that I had fallen off

a horse. I resented this because I am
a fairly skillful horseman. This is what
happened.
During the picture, I rode three

Arabian five-gait horses, two stallions

and one mare. It was with the last

that I had my accident. I was supposed
to ride through three huge gates to the
castle, with about eighty horsemen be-
hind me. Because I had my back to

the camera in this shot, and because
five-gait horses, like the mare, are not
used to picture work where they have
to break suddenly into a gallop. Mr.
Von Sternberg wanted me to use a

double.

However, I had gotten his own idea

about the perfection of detail and so I

wouldn't hear of it. I knew the cow-
puncher who would have doubled for

me may have ridden better than I, but
he would ride loosely and not erectly

as a soldier would ride. In other words,
I wanted to maintain my character all

through the picture. Well, in making
this scene, I started the mare through
the gates, but because she wasn't used
to going into a gallop immediately, her
hind legs got twisted and she went
down, bringing me with her and pin-

ning me beneath her so I couldn't get
free. Behind me dashed the other

horses and I tell you that it is a miracle
I am here. Some of the horses jumped
over my horse and me, and others were
reined off to the side before they could
be stopped. Only my leg was injured.

A/TARLENE DIETRICH did noth-
^ ing to cause any excitement. She
didn't grow hysterical or rush about as

many another woman would have done.

When she made her way slowly to my
side, I noticed how white she looked.

She was biting her lip, too, but other-

wise she seemed perfectly collected as

she inquired about me. Her solicitude
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showed only in her voice and her pallor.

When I thought I had convinced Mr.
Von Sternberg that no bones were
broken, he nevertheless insisted that I

have my leg X-rayed. Although I was
merely bruised, he wouldn't let me ride

again when it wasn't necessary.

Upon seeing the rushes with the cow-
puncher in my place, I insisted he

wasn't riding "in character" and Miss
Dietrich, with her little smile and her

expressive eyebrows, used to tease me
about this. "You don't take your work
seriously, do you ?" she'd say.

The experience of working with
Marlene Dietrich has not only given

me a new insight into picture-making,

but an insight into a woman about whom
so much is conjured. I can't think of

two women as different as Dietrich and
Garbo, or Dietrich and Hepburn. Greta
Garbo seems to lack the warm human
quality and to have the almost sexless

appeal of a beautiful statue, while Miss
Hepburn's personality seems a cold

electric one, no matter how dynamic it

may be.

I may be wrong about Miss Garbo
and Miss Hepburn, but after "The
Scarlet Empress," I feel I do know
Marlene Dietrich and I believe she is

the most natural woman on the screen

today. There was never any awe be-

tween us. She never tried to make me
feel I was playing opposite a goddess,

but on the contrary, opposite a very
real, fun-loving, flesh-and-blood woman
who was quite content to be just that.

Bi'ng Means to Quit

(Continued from page 29)

all I make. My attorney gets approxi-

mately another five per cent. That
makes ten of the gross gone before I

get a nickel. I have another manager
who handles only radio and personal

appearances in theatres. Out of what-
ever I make from those two sources, he
gets five per cent. The government
steps in and takes between fifty and
sixty per cent in income tax. That
leaves me somewhere between twenty-
five and thirty-five per cent for myself.

I have to keep two secretaries—one
here and one in New York. Their sal-

aries run between two fifty and three

hundred a month. My fan mail costs

me, conservatively, five hundred a
month more. Between my radio work
in New York and my picture work out

here, I'm getting around five hundred
letters a day. Everyone of them is an-
swered. Everyone who writes in and
asks for one, gets a picture. It's ex-

pensive, but I figure it's worth it and
the fans are entitled to that much.
Then, there's office rent to pay for those

secretaries.

"Figure in my insurance, the running
expenses of the house, take out of what
I've saved, the cost of building the

house and you'll soon see there isn't so

much left."

"But," I protested, "even say you'll

have a hundred and fifty laid away by
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the end of next year, can you keep this

place going on the interest?"

"Yes," Bing answered.

"^^O!" Dixie screamed in vague
alarm. "All my life I've wanted

to be rich enough to be able to sweep
into a store and say, Til take this and
this and this' and sweep out without
ever having to bother about asking the

price. I can't do that on the income
from a hundred and fifty thousand."
Bing grinned. "There, there, my

little chickadee," he said soothingly,

"don't get so upset. In the first place,

you could never 'sweep,' as you call it.

You're not the type."

"You dog," Dixie laughed.
Bing turned to me once more. "I

don't say I'm never going to sing another
note—never going to make another
movie."

"Ah," I scoffed. "I knew there'd be

a catch in it."

"No catch at all," Bing affirmed.

"The deuce there isn't," Dixie put in.

"I'm the catch. When you proposed to

me, all you asked was the privilege of

working for me. Well, you bought
yourself something. You'll work—and
like it."

"I'm afraid," Bing remarked with a

pained expression, "I'm neither under-
stood nor appreciated around my home.
Instead of rejoicing that I'll be able to

retire and enjoy the fruits of my labor

and be with the little woman so much
more of the time, she resents it. Drop
around to the studio for lunch tomor-
row and we'll go into this further."

The next noon found me licking' my
chops in Bing's dressing-room and de-

voutly praying he hadn't forgotten.

Presently he showed up in blue dunga-
rees, navy blue sweater, pea jacket and
the white yachting cap he wears in

"WVre Not Dressing."
"Come on," he said briefly.

Perched on a stool at the lunch coun-
ter, as he had foretold, he ordered and
then continued his discussion of the pre-

vious evening.

OF course, when I retire we'll have
to scale down our mode of living.

We won't be able to throw money
away, hand over fist—but it'll be worth
it. I figure I can probably get a picture

a year to do—or maybe six weeks' radio

work." (Mm-hmm, I thought.) "But
I'll never sign a contract again, either

for pictures or for a longer period of

radio work than that. If I have the

income from my hundred and fifty

thousand and supplement it with what
I make that way, we'll be able to live

very comfortably.

"The trouble with most of these big

shots is that the more they make, the

more they scale themselves to a

grandiose manner of living. It takes so

much to keep their establishments going,

they're never able to lay much by.

They can't scale their living down be-

cause they've become so accustomed to

luxury, they can't do without it and so

they have to keep their noses to the

grindstone long after they would liked

to have—and should have—retired."

"But you're different," I mocked.
"You're jolly well right. We live

comparatively simply to begin with. We
don't go in for society on a large scale,

we don't have a yacht, we don't go
bouncing off to Europe every time we
have a few days off, or anything of that

sort. If I'm retired, my fan mail will

drop off. I'll be able to cut out the
secretaries, save the office rent, the cost

of those pictures and my managers' sal-

aries. Most of the money I spend fool-

ishly now is done from boredom and I

don't get any real pleasure from it.

I don't care anything about clothes. I

don't need many. Instead of having two
large cars, we'll probably have one large
one and a Ford.

"The things I get pleasure from are
fishing, golfing, sporting events. If I'm
not tied down with a contract, I can at-

tend golf meets all over the country. If

there's a championship fight in New
York, or even Philadelphia, or Florida,

that I want to see, I'll be able to do it

then.

"I've always wanted to go to Mexico
and South America. I'll be able to do
that, too. If I can get a good buy on
a small boat that doesn't cost too much
to keep up, I'll manage that, too, some-
how."

"Bing," I said earnestly, "fun's fun.

but you're not really serious, are you ?"

"My boy," he retorted, "you'll never
know how serious I am. Did you never
hear that very appropriate little verse

:

" 'It is worth
All a man can scrape and squander,

Just to idle—just to wander
Forth from trade—away from duty,

Reveling in all the beauty
And the glamor of the May.'

"

"What about the little woman?" I

demanded.

OH, she was mostly kidding last

night. She was a little upset, but

the more she thinks about it the better

she likes the idea. "Hey !" to the wait-

ress, "how'z about a little dessert?"

"Whatcha want, hon ?" asked the

blonde.

"Piece of chocolate cake."

"A la mode ?" she asked wistfully.

"Yeah," said Bing. "We might as

well travel first class."

"Couple of a la modes," dearie

screamed at the soda clerk over in the

corner.

"No," Bing went on to me, "I don't

care if I never see the inside of an-

other night club or cabaret. If I

know I haven't a lot of dough to pitch

out, I can get just as much fun out of

playing golf for two bits a hole or

even a round, as I can from losing five

or six hundred on a tournament.

Hey !" to the waitress, "how'z about

that ice cream ?"

"Well. I can't go over there and get

it myself, can I?" she demanded indig-

nantly.

Bing turned in the direction of the

soda fountain. "Hey! Spook! How
about those a la modes ?"

Everyone in the place turned to grin

at Bing. Bing wasn't bothered. He's

the most unselfconscious fellow I've
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ever met. The ice cream in front of

him, he grinned at me with vanilla all

over his lips

:

"Hasten, Time, thy onward drive,

Welcome, Nineteen Thirty-five

!

"The end of '35, I mean," he amended.
"And when nineteen thirty-six dawns,
just you watch little Bingsie's smoke.
That's when I'll start living

!"

You probably will, Bing, and I think

all your fans will wish you happiness,

but you're sure going to leave an
awfully empty place in radio and the

flickers. But that's life—here today,

retired tomorrow !

Public Enemy No, I

(Continued from page 47)

Baby, as he is known, presents one of

the greatest paradoxes in a paradoxical

profession. Loved as he is by every-

one, nobody wants to play with him.

unless it can be done privately, confi-

dentially, and in the seclusion of a

dressing-room or nursery.

MAE WEST is reputed to be the

only star who can regard the

thought of Baby with calmness and
that secure feeling which comes from
writing your own contract. But in

spite of her proven intimacy with him,

and her obvious liking and admiration
for him as a baby and an actor, there

seems to be no room in any of the

doughty Mae's pictures for her little

friend and playmate. Mae is a smart
woman. Even she has to repeat the

historic "Come up and see me some
time" to get results. LeRoy merely
smiles and the audience is his for the

rest of the evening. If the two were
pitted together in a film, who would
steal the honors, the girl who always
gets her man, or the tiny tot who gets

the entire population? Mae is taking
no chances.

However, Baby paid her a very nice
compliment the other day. He heard
that Dick Aden's little son was lunch-
ing in Gary Cooper's dressing-room,
seated on that gentleman's knee. Ac-
cording to rumor—and there is always
someone Winchelling through keyholes,
even when they are Master LeRoy's
keyholes—Baby developed a tempera-
ment. Cries reechoed in the head office

that he would quit right now if he
couldn't have lunch on a star's lap the
same as that upstart Arlen did. The
lap had to belong to Mae West, or
Paramount could consider their old con-
tract torn up.

There is no doubt about it. LeRoy
is a ladies' child. George Raft, Bill

Powell,- Freddie March—all men like

him and make utter fools of themselves
trying to gurgle his infant language.
The fair-haired laddie affectionatelv
gurgles right back at them, occasionally
blowing bubbles to show he is a good
sport, but let a pretty girl pass by, and
everyone else pales into insignificance,

especially if the lady is red-headed.

"I've gone through the same thing with my Polly. Don't worry—I'm sure

all he needs is a good laxative. Give him Fletcher's Castoria tonight."

"I'm so glad, Sue, Fletcher's Castoria is really the ideal laxative for children—it's

made especially for them. You see, many laxatives made for grown-ups are too

harsh for the delicate system of a child—and often do more harm than good.

Fletcher's Castoria acts gently yet thoroughly. And I'm sure Junior loved the

taste of it—all children do. Yes, that's the kind—it has the signature Chas. H.
Fletcher on the carton."

aM^^ CASTORIA
The children's laxative
• from babyhood to 11 years •

Mother, from babyhood on—there is no better first-aid for colic due to gas, for diar-

rhoea due to improper diet, for sour, or acid stomach, for flatulence or for the begin- >lf$.A

ning of a cold, than a good laxative. There is no better laxative for children than
Chas. H. Fletcher's Castoria.
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itching and pain and promotes last, clean healing.
This "CAC" treatment is now available at your drug-
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The HYDROSAL Co., Dept.H-80
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That a twenty-months-old youngster
can discriminate in beauty like a sea-

soned connoisseur is odd, but true.

He is not, however, particularly con-

siderate of even the prettiest. Who
else would keep Dorothea Wieck rest-

lessly pacing up and down a set or

disconsolately sitting in her dressing-

room hour, after hour, just waiting

for him to wake up ?

HPHAT isn't the worst the little pirate
- did to Dorothea. He completely
and joyously stole "Miss Fane's Baby."
When the picture was reviewed, Fraii-

lein Wieck received consistent credit

from the critics. They all acknowledged
her presence in the film with a line at

the end of the review, saying that,

while she gave a good performance, she
was, at best, miscast. The paragraphs
preceding this acknowledgment were
gems of praise for Baby. Will Dorothea
want to play with our little friend

again? Well, what do you think?
They can't miscast LeRoy. He is

more than an actor ; he is a symbol. He
is Babyhood. Truthfully speaking, he
doesn't act a part. He plays it in the

sense that the whole thing is a game,
and all these adoring stars and delight-

ful directors are grown-up playmates
making the day interesting for him.

It is not so much fun for the stars

and directors, however. Baby works
only four hours a day, which is all the

California law and Miss Rachel Smith,
the welfare worker assigned to him by
the Board of Education, will allow him.
He leaves his five-acre poultry ranch
and comes to work at about ten in the
morning. He has a lovely time play-

acting until twelve, when he eats. That
is the only thing the Blue Eyed Wonder
is firm about. He eats at twelve, or

else. After lunch comes a nap in the

studio nursery, which he occupies in

lonely splendor. Then he is bathed and
dressed. By now it is three and Racke-
teer LeRoy is ready to resume his

career of picture stealing. He does this

conscientiously until five, when he is

through for the day.

This program is just grand for Hol-
lywood's own public enemy, but for the

rest of the cast it is not so good. Baby
cannot be bothered with rehearsals, so

these must take place either early in the

morning before he arrives, or late in

the evening. A lot of time is lost by
the company while the tiny tyrant is

dreaming of cotton rabbits and playing
with his toes in the sun. This time
must he regained, so everyone else

works far into the night to keep the

production up to schedule.

All that would not be so bad, but
what is the inevitable result ? Baby
LeRoy gets all the credit, all the fan
mail, which he cannot even read, and
all the public's "Oh's" and "Ah's." The
other players, stars in their own right,

get honorable mention from the critics

and a headache. Can you blame them
for being wary of Baby?
Look what happened to Chevalier.

Not a rival in his own field. A certain

box-office attraction from almost any
angle. He set out to make a picture,

an appealing epic in which he would
befriend a homeless little waif. Every-

one would love that picture, and love

Chevalier for his tenderness. Did they?
He had every right to expect it, but

—

did they? They did not. They were
with Maurice until the advent of the

pirate, disguised as an angelic mite, and
then they wholeheartedly devoted the

rest of the evening to watching and
cheering for Baby. "A Bedtime Story"
starred Chevalier, with Helen Twelve-
trees and Charlie Ruggles, and is re-

membered only because it was the debut
of the world's youngest hold-up man.
Do you think that any one of those four
stars honestly looks forward to playing
with that friendless little lad again?

pLAUDETTE COLBERT came^ through "Torch Singer" with Baby
like a regular trouper. She realized

what she was up against, but she val-

iantly struggled ahead. There was the
added handicap of having to carry
LeRoy about a great deal. It cannot
be marked down on the black list of
Baby's offenses against stardom, but
he is husky and heavy, and Claudette
found his weight very tiring. It is the

height of indignity to have to tote your
rival from his bath, to your lap, to his

bed. But Claudette did it gallantly.

Never once did she avail herself of the
opportunity to drop him, thus ridding
Hollywood of the dearest menace it has
ever known.
With due respect for her performance

in "Torch Singer," Claudette made out
much better opposite Clark Gable in

"It Happened One Night." At least

Clark was a gentleman about the whole
thing, and didn't coo the picture away
from her.

Hollywood's wonder child has been
an unknowing enemy to every player
with whom he has appeared. Yet he is

the only star who has no enemies. They
may hate to see him on the same set

with them, but the grown-up stars are
just as anxious to play with that prize
baby as you or I would be. He is the
most pampered little mortal that ever
had his name in lights. Still, he is so
adorably babyish that even those whom
he has deeply wronged find their hearts
becoming curiously tender at a glance
from his gentian blue eyes or a touch
of his warm little hand.

Chevalier succumbed head over heels

to the baby thief who was robbing him
of every scene. He gave LeRoy a
luxurious carriage and a fine radio. The
youngster is peculiarly sensitive to

music. He listens with lips parted. His
eyes become fixed in that dreamy stare

with which babies look at nothing on
earth. His baby mind wanders in far

away wonderlands where everything is

bright with half-remembered visions of
the place from which the souls of babies

come. If music could keep alive those
memories of a Never-Never Land,
thought Maurice, then this baby shall

have music. Hence the radio.

AS a punishment for running away
with "Torch Singer," Baby re-

ceived a chic white polo coat from
Claudette Colbert. Just to emphasize
what Hollywood thinks of picture

snatchers, Fredric March presented the

picture snatcher par excellence with a
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fluffy teddy bear, and Jack Oakie regis-

tered the same thought with a highly

desirable woolly dog. Baby was de-

lighted with the gifts.

Marlene Dietrich breaks down the

Von Sternberg influence for LeRoy
alone. Under her director's tutelage she

developed a Garboesque exclusiveness

which admitted only Von Sternberg to

her dressing-room. But that tradition

was smashed to bits by Iconoclast

LeRoy. Marlene even goes so far as

to let him play with her perfume bottles

and other glittering doodads. But there

is one step her affection has not driven

her to take. She has not sought to

immortalize their love for each other

by appearing in a picture with Baby.
According to all indications, she won't.

Dietrich by herself is Dietrich triumph-

ant, but Dietrich with LeRoy might be

quite another story. You see, there

isn't a star who feels safe with this

little racketeer.

W. C. Fields has very neatly summed
up Hollywood's attitude toward the

world's luckiest and most dangerous in-

fant. Fields had ample time to study

LeRoy's methods in the picture they

made together a short time ago, "Tillie

and Gus."
Hiding the sentimentality with which

he regards Baby as a friend and fellow

countryman, Fields the business man,
Fields the hard-working comedian try-

ing to get along, Fields the practical,

speaks thus : "We regular actors work
hard. We spend years trying to get

ahead. We worry about things. And
what happens ? They put us in a pic-

ture with a baby. Everybody goes nuts
over the baby, and nobody even knows
we are in the film. Just atmosphere,
that's all we are. What does the baby
do to deserve all the breaks ? Nothing.
He just acts natural. It's unfair com-
petition, that's what it is, and I want to

know why the tyke doesn't pick on
someone his own size?"

Poor Baby LeRoy ! Nobody wants
him.

Scott

Norma Shearer and husband, Irving

Thalberg, do a little magazine

shopping in the Ambassador drug-

store. Norma's next picture is

"The Barretts of Winpole Street,"

with Fredric March.

GRIFFIN ALLWITE
for All white shoes

It cleans as it whitens . . . and gives a

"new shoe" finish. That's the difference,

that's the delight of GRIFFIN ALLWITE.

It won't cake, crack or rub off on clothes

or upholstery, or give a chalky artificial

look to your shoes. And just think, you

can use it on all your white shoes, leather

or fabric, including the new Mandrucca.

GRIFFIN ALLWITE is now available

for as little as 10c ... in the convenient

ready-mixed bottle or the economical tube.

GRIFFIN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

410 WlLLOUGHBY AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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BLONDE HAIR

MADE LIGHTER

AND LOVELIER
Says Mrs. J. W. T.

"T WAS so discouraged by my muddy-looking
A hair.l It added years to my appearance. Then

a friend told me about BLONDEX. The very first

time I shampooed with Blondex my hair actually
showed new life and color, looked shades lighter
and brighter!" Use BLONDEX is good advice
for blondes whose hair is darkening, losing its

golden charm. Blondex, the fine rich-lathering
powder shampoo (not a dye), helps bring back
the youthful gleam of radiant gold, alluring soft-
ness and sheen to dull, faded, stringy light hair.

Try it today. BLONDEX comes in two sizes—
the economical $1.00 and inexpensive 25c pack-
age. At any good drug or department store.

NEW: Have you tried Blondex Wave-Set? Doesn't
darken light hail—only 35c.

ERVOUS3SB
What's wrong- with you ? Do symptoms oS
Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy
Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness

keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy ? Are
you Bashful? Despondent? There's Help for You!
Medicines, tonics or Dnure probably will not relieve
your weak, sick nerves. My wonderful book " Watch
Your Nerves", explains a new method that will help
you regain lost vitality and healthy nerves. Send 25c
for this amazing book. ROBERT HOLMES, 156
Fuller Bldg., Jersey City, N. J.

What's the Matter with Mary?
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SINCE I DISCOVERED -pedlb

C Sr^ It is distasteful to wear shoes
next to bare feet when going stock-m̂—* ingless. PEDS— give sanitary protec-

tion for the entire foot; invisible when worn.
Or, if wearing stockings use PEDS—under
or over them! Stops wear and mending.
All sizes: MER. LISLE, 20c and 25c a pair;
PURE SILK, 40c; "WOOLIES," 50c. Buy
PEDS at hosiery and notion counters of 5-

and-lOc Stores and Department Stores. Or
send correct stocking size with coins
Or Stamps tO RICHARD PAUL, Inc.

COOPER BLDG.. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

(Continued from page 69)

she was going to invite her own escort.

Then she could arrive when she liked

and leave when she wanted to, without
having to wait for a stranger to see her

home if he got around to it. She'd
ask a different lad each time. And that

was how the yarns of her overwhelming
popularity and numerous engagements
began. Of course, she soon became very
much sought after, but as to the latter,

as we said, there were only two.

"They were both non-professionals,"

says Mary, "so there is no use of em-
barrassing anyone by identifying them.
Their names are unfamiliar to movie
fans anyway. In both instances—they

were far between—marriage would have
proved impracticable. I can see that

now. There was always something—

a

difference in religion or temperament or

lack of mutual tastes, or all these reasons
combined, to prevent it. And, goodness
knows, marriage is hard enough in

Hollywood—or anywhere else for that

matter—when things start off smoothly.

I suppose it was very fortunate that

both times I discovered, or rather 'we'

discovered, in time, that things wouldn't
work out.

"Perhaps I wasn't through with love

first. That doesn't matter in the final

analysis, you know. It just makes it

harder at the beginning. A girl in love

is a very unhappy person. She keeps

making the same mistakes over and
over again. She unwittingly becomes
demanding and possessive and is un-
doubtedly jealous and, no matter how

she schools herself against there being
a possibility of an argument, there's

bound to be one pop up. Maybe the

very fact that she works so hard to avoid

it, brings on the dispute."

A/1TSS BRIAN, 'twould seem, knows
as much about love as Mae West,

in theory and experience, of a sort, too.

Not, to be sure, the "come up 'n see me
sometime" variety. She continued

:

"I like to be in love Certainly one
is never happy. But it is exciting. You
try out new make-up and listen for the

telephone to ring—of course, it seldom
does, or if it does, it's the studio call-

ing to tell you to come the next day for

retakes. But it's thrilling to think the

other person might reciprocate with a

little show of interest.

"Of course, a girl in love is at her

worst. She's self-conscious or stupid or,

worse still, shows her feelings too clear-

ly, and then a man, unless he's truly in-

terested, shies off, a .id she is left to

enjoy a quiet evening with her books
and pictures and broken heart."

It seemed about time to call the roll

or take the house count or sumpin', so

we asked Mary about Gene Raymond,
young Mr. Powell, et al.

"Well, howz about Jack Oakie?" re-

torted the gal gleefully. "He's been my
pal far longer than either of them. Now
don't leave poor Jack out. He might
feel neglected. Seriously, though," she

added, "these boys are just friends. I

know that line is so old it went to school

Scott

Here's Mary, the girl of a thousand-and-one boy friends, with one whom
she's singled out as her favorite—Dick Powell. Dick was her escort four

times in one week! Alice Faye and Guy Kibbee are with them.
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with us, and I'll bet reporters are pretty

tired of having actresses deny engage-

ments one day and turn up married the

next. But nevertheless, in my case, it's

true.

"I played in Vaudeville with Ken
Murray and had the time of my life, too.

But we never knew we were supposed to

care for each other until we read it in

the paper. Even then, we couldn't seem

to get into the spirit of the thing and,

goodness knows, we aim to please

!

"As for Dick Powell. I think Dick

likes the ladies—all of 'em. He is young
and popular and entertaining and so he,

too. is a victim of the 'reported engaged'

mania. Personally, I don't think Dick

has a notion of getting serious with any-

one just now, and most certainly not

with me."

BUDDY ROGERS, too, is a friend of

Mary Brian's, a very dear friend-

closer than the rest. She thinks, how-
ever, that Buddy's association with

Mary Pickford is right for him, for he

needs a more dominating type of woman
in his life. Miss Pickford knows what

she wants and, although she doesn't al-

ways get it, nevertheless, she is fully able

to recognize her ambitions and desires,

whether for a story choice or an escort.

"You know," Mary continued, "I'm

afraid I'm beginning to be a figure of

suspicion in Hollywood. The other day

I was passing Bing Crosby's house and

little Gary, Bing's ten months old son,

put his arms out to me. He isn't a child

that's ready to go to everyone either.

So Bing put a protecting arm around

his son and said, 'Mary, please don't

start on this generation. Remember,
you're an old-timer. Be a good sport

!

You've had so many beaux you can

afford to be. So please let my chee-ild

alone.'
"

Which, gentle reader, proves that

Mary Brian possesses a swell sense of

humor and an amazing frankness and
honesty.

Mary began her picture career near-

ly ten years ago, when she played

Wendy in "Peter Pan." Betty Bronson
enacted the film's title role. What has

become of her? What, indeed, has hap-
pened to many others who started with

little Miss Brian, the ingenue who rated

no special publicity and very little at-

tention.

It was through agreeableness and hard
work that Mary hung on by the skin of

her teeth in this precarious industry.

She had no one interested in her ; in-

deed, nobody cared whether she stayed

or went. There was no one to advise
her; so, in consequence, when action

should have been taken, she did nothing.

Doing nothing may have retarded her
career, but she got there ultimately. And
when she arrived, she had carved her-

self a unique niche in the celluloid field.

Yes, Mary has a record of good per-

formances to her credit.

You'll see her next in "Private Scan-
dal," with Phillips Holmes playing the

male lead. So, what'll you bet, that

Mary's "engagement" to him will be an-
nounced before the picture's final scene
is shot? Yes, you're right for, as Bert
Lahr would say, "It's in da bag, it's

in da ba°r
!"

YOU NEED
CURVES TO BE
ATTRACTIVE !

AMAZING NEW DOUBLE-TONIC

ADDS 5 to 15 lbs.infewweeks
Quick new way to get lovely

curves fast. Richest imported
brewers' ale yeast concentrated

7 times and combined with iron

NOW there's no need to be "skinny"
and lose your chances of making

friends. Here's a new easy treatment
that is giving thousands solid flesh and
attractive curves

—

in just a few weeks!

Everybody knows that doctors for
years have prescribed yeast to build up
health. But now with this new discovery
you can getfar greatertonic results than
with ordinary yeast—regain health,
and also put on pounds of firm, good-
looking flesh

—

and in a farshorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gain-
ing beauty-bringing pounds, but also
clear radiant skin, glorious new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from specially cultured
brewers' ale yeast imported from Eu-
rope—the richest yeast known—which
by a new process is concentrated 7
times

—

made 7 times more powerful.
But that is not all ! This marvelous,

health-building yeast is then ironized
with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.

Day after day, as you take Ironized
Yeast, watch flat chest develop and
skinny limbs round out attractively.
Skin clears to beauty, new health comes— you're an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you
may be, this marvelous new Ironized
Yeast should build you up in a few
short weeks as it has thousands. If you
are not delighted with the results of
the very first package, your money will

be instantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some inferior imitation. Look
for the "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health
right away, we make this absolutely
FREE offer. Purchase a package of
Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal
on the box and mail it to us with a clip-
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"New Facts About Your Body", by a
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package

—

or money refunded. Sold by
all druggists. Ii-onized Yeast Co., Dept.

36, Atlanta, Ga.
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her *Hidden' Beauty
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JACK SAY5 YOU'RE SO STRANGE-
LY ATTRACTIVE TO MEN, MARY

!

— TELL ME YOUP, SECRET !

FP.ANHLY!
SPECIAL CARE

WITH THE HAIR...
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OF « LURE". TRY
JO-CUR-AND SEE

WHAT HAPPENS!

IT'S MY NEW JO-CUR WAVE
I GUESS, JACK DEAR ...

Have a Wonderful
NewWave Tonight

INSTEAD of paying $2 or more to an
expensive hairdresser, do this. Just

wet your hair with the new discovery,
JO-CUR and then with a comb and your
own fingers you set your hair into perfect
waves! In afew minutes . . . yon can have
the most becoming wave you ever had—
literally double the attractiveness of your
hair and far only 5c.

Remember that JO-CUR is different from
any other waveset known. It has a quince-
seed base—which eliminates all stickiness,

[ and will not leave white flakes
in the hair. And a JO-CUR wave
lasts 7 full days. You can get
JO-CUR at any drug or depart-
ment store and at the 10c stores.
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NOW ONLY

50
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ordinary hair re-
movers, women
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the skin-kind-
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of a facial de-
pilatory ... on
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underarms
and legs. At
all drug and
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The Modern Hostess

(Continued from page 8)

do you call it that ?" I asked.

"Because the dark part has molasses

and spices in it instead of the familiar

chocolate," explained Joan. "But I do
use a chocolate frosting on it—one
that is creamy and smooth and thick."

You'll notice particularly the mas-
culine fondness for frosting when you
serve Joan's Plantation Cake, too.

Though the cake itself is magnificent, it

is the frosting which lingers longest

in your memory. This Fudge Frosting
of Joan BlondelPs is far and away the

best I've ever tasted. Perhaps it's the

corn syrup which makes it so creamy.
Or it may be the marshmallow cream.
But whatever it is, it's superb.

''Have you any other pet frostings,

Joan ?" I inquired.

"Oh, yes. Maple Butter Frosting.

The cake I serve it with is called New
England Maple Cream Cake and it's

unbelievably swell."

"You mentioned chocolate a while

back, also," I reminded her, "but only

in connection with frosting. Haven't
you, like 'most everyone else I know, a

favorite chocolate cake recipe?"

"Well, I like chocolate cake," replied

Joan, "but I like what I call Washing-
ton Chocolate Cream Pie better than

any chocolate cake I've ever eaten. It's

one layer, split in two, filled with
French Chocolate Cream and frosted

with a chocolate frosting or just dusted
with powdered sugar. You must try

my recipe some time."

T DID try it and found it so good that

I'm going to give you that recipe at

the end of this article. The other recipes

for Joan Blondell's cakes and frostings

are in this month's Modern Screen
Star Recipe Folder. But before I tell

you how to get these recipes to keep
for your very own use, I want to re-

view with you a few cardinal points of

sucessful cake-making. For, you know,
even with accurate, tested recipes like

the ones I shall give you, you have to

perform the various operations cor-

rectly, if you want to get the finest pos-
sible results. So here goes.

First, before work is started on the

cake, cake pans should be greased, lined

with paper and greased again. If you
use butter to grease your pans, melt
the butter over hot water and use only
the oil that rises to the top. Do not use
the salt which sinks to the bottom, as

it has a tendency to make the cake stick.

You'll find a pastry brush a great con-
venience for greasing the pans.

Second, measure everything carefully.

There are disastrous penalties for using
too much or too little of any ingredient,

so take time to measure.
Incidentally, flour is one of the most

frequently mismeasured items. There
is only one correct Way to measure flour

and that is to sift it first. Then, pile

this sifted flour into a measuring cup,

using a tablespoon. When the cup is

full, level it off with the straight edge

of a knife or spatula. Never scoop
flour up in a cup, or pat it down with a

spoon, or tap the cup on the table. All

these things cause the flour to pack
down and may well spoil your cake. In

measuring baking powder be sure to

use your measuring spoons. Fill the

spoon and level it off with a knife.

'Third, use good ingredients. You
can't get first-grade results with second-

grade materials.

Fourth, mix carefully.

Fifth, bake properly, in an oven set

for the correct temperature. If your
oven has no thermostat, and you have
no oven thermometer either, set a pan
sprinkled with flour in the oven and if

the flour becomes a medium golden
brown in five minutes, the oven is what
we call moderately hot and suited to

most cakes. This same test can be
made with white unglazed paper, if

you prefer. But with oven thermometers
as inexpensive as they are, I urge you
to get one to insure good results.

When the cake is done it should

shrink slightly away from the side of

the pan and when pressed lightly by
the finger, no imprint should remain.

A straw inserted in the center of the

cake should come out clean and dry.

After taking cake from the oven, let

it stand in the pan for a few minutes,

then remove cake from pan and place

it on a wire rack to cool. If cake re-

fuses to slip out of pan readily, loosen

it from the sides with a broad bladed

knife. And finally, always let the cake

get completely cold before frosting it.

Now, I guess you're ready for Joan
Blondell's recipes.

AS I said, I'm giving you the Wash-
ington Cream Pie recipe here. Rec-

ipes for the others, which include the

Silvermoon Cake with Seafoam Icing,

the Plantation Marble Cake with Choco-
late Fudge Frosting, and the New En-
gland Maple Cream Cake with both the

Maple Butter Frosting and the Maple
Cream Sauce, are included in this

month's Modern Screen Star Recipe
Folder. These recipes are printed on
convenient cards, handy to prop up on
your work table, handy to file away for

future reference. You can get your set,

free, by filling in the coupon on page
8 and mailing it to me. I wish you'd
send in your coupon right away, be-

cause these recipes are well worth
having.

WASHINGTON CHOCOLATE
CREAM PIE

1/3 cup butter

1 cup sugar
2 eggs, well beaten

1^4 CUP sifted pastry flour

y2 teaspoon salt

2 teaspoons cream of tartar baking
powder

]/2 cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla

Cream butter, add sugar. Cream to-
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gether thoroughly. Add well beaten

eggs and -beat well. Sift flour, measure
and sift with salt and baking powder
twice. Add flour to egg mixture alter-

nately with the milk. Add vanilla.

Beat thoroughly and pour into a deep,

well-greased cake pan. Bake in mod-
erate oven (350 degrees) 25 to 35

minutes. When cool, split carefully,

fill with Chocolate Cream and cover

with Confectioner's Icing.

CHOCOLATE CREAM
1/3 cup sugar

2y2 tablespoons flour

Y% teaspoon salt

1 egg yolk, slightly beaten

% cup scalded milk

y2 square cooking chocolate

y2 teaspoon vanilla

2 tablespoons thin cream

Combine sugar, flour and salt, and
add to slightly beaten yolk. Add
scalded milk slowly. Pour into top of

double boiler and cook 10 minutes over
boiling" water, stirring constantly until

smooth and thickened, and then occa-

sionally. Remove from heat, add choco-
late which has been melted over hot
water. Cool. Add vanilla and cream
and beat together vigorously.

CONFECTIONER'S ICING

^4 cup confectioner's sugar

y2 square cooking chocolate

3 tablespoons boiling water

% teaspoon vanilla

Melt chocolate over hot water. Add
boiling water and stir until smooth
and blended. Add vanilla. Sift sugar
and add it gradually to chocolate mix-
ture, stirring vigorously. A little more
sugar or a little more water may be
added in order to have frosting of right

consistency to spread.

No Mothers to Guide

Them

(Continued from page 49)

that priceless line, "Come up 'n' see me
some time," would have remained a

meaningless, sexless phrase.

Whenever Mae West has an impor-
tant decision to make or a problem to

solve, she turns to Jim Timony, who
has for years been her guiding hand
in the theatre. A blurred version of
Charles Laughton, and often mistaken
for him, Timony looks also like a Tam-
many boss. A picturesque pair these
two.

jV/TARLENE DIETRICH has no
-1 stage mother, either. Josef Von

Sternberg, her friend and director, acts
in that capacity. During her entire
career in Hollywood she has depended
entirely upon his sound judgment for
stories, publicity and business deals.
Often he has been referred to as her
Svengali.

If you saw Katharine Hepburn in

"Morning Glory," you already know the
history of her struggle towards star-

NERVES CONQUERED"SSSi
AWEEK LATER

|

A FINE PARTY !

YOU DIDN'T SHOW
A SIGN OF
NERVES.
FEELING
BETTER?

YES, AND YOU
]

WERE YOUR OLD I

SELF/TOO ! THATV
KONJOLA IS

DOING WONDERS
FOR US BOTH!

Try KONJOLA
for "Nervousness**

America's Wonder Medicine

In every corner of the country, you hear
wonder stories about America's famous
medicine, KONJOLA. No doubt, some
of your neighbors use it, it is so widely
relied on.

In cases of "nervousness", as well as
stomach troubles, rheumatism and allied

ailments, many thousands of users claim
virtual miracles for Konjola. If you suffer
from a "nervous" on -edge condition,
you owe it to yourself at least to TRY
this wonder medicine.

Konjola is a special mixture of extracts
of Nature's own roots and herbs. Not
one is a habit-forming drug. Its function
is simply to mix with the foods in your

DARLING, WERE PROSPER-

ING AND OUR LIFE IS A
PERFECT HONEYMOON
NOW THAT WE'RE NOT
"Nervous wrecks

L AT E PI

fKONJOLA HAS
QUICKLY MADE TWO
HEALTHY HUMAN

stomach and help your own system throw
off health-destroying poisons. . . If you are
nervous, irritable. . . If you perhaps suffer
from some disorder of the liver, stomach,
or bowel ... it seems plain common sense
to try this amazingly popular medicine
at once. You can get it under the name
KONJOLA at any drug store.

KIDNAPPED?

SOMETHING was happening
down in the big vaulted liv-

ing-room that was to make
Joan's adventure sound like a

daring and fantastic lie Every-
one was grouped around the

radio listening to words that they

thought affected the little tramp
that had descended on them. The
music had suddenly stopped and
a voice began to talk.

"I want to interrupt the program,
folks, to tell you all to watch out
for an unusually pretty blond girl

of nineteen. She's Brenda Vand-
erhough, the daughter of the mil-
lionaire sportsman George T.
Vanderhough. She disappeared
from her father's house in South-
bury, Connecticut, this afternoon
at about five o'clock."

How Joan, the little bank stenog-
rapher unintentionally posed as a
wealthy heiress and how she
finally won the man she adored is

a beautiful romance. This love
story "The Old Thrill" is a fea-

ture novelette appearing complete
in the June issue of SWEET-
HEART STORIES. Get a copy
today at your nearest newsstand
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SPECIAL
Often the forerunner is a tiny detail, such as

lustrously lovely, well-cared-for fingertips. F-0
Nail Polish sees lovely nails through the honey-
moon and all the new jobs of housework. Goes
on evenly, doesn't peel, lasts unbelievably long.

Five charming colors to match all modes and
moods. Available also in the new ''Creme" type

polish. Ask for F-0 Cuticle Remover and F-0
Polish Remover, too.

At your favorite chain store.m
NAIL POLISH

10

/feres
a Queer Way

#
to Leant Music;
No teacher—no confusing details. Just a simple, easy,
liume-stucly method. Takes only a few minutes—averages
only a few cents a day. Every step is clear as A-B-C
throughout. You'll be surprised at your own rapid prog-
ress. From the start you are playing real tunes perfectly
by note. Quickly learn to play any "jazz" or classical
selection—right at home in your spare time. All instru-

F R F F ments - Send for Free Booklet and Demonstra-
tion Lesson. These explain our wonderful

home study method fully. Mention instrument preferred.

U. S. School of Music, 1446 Brunswick Bldj., New York Cily

Be a Nurse
S'^m

MAKE S25-S35 A WEEK
Yon can learn at home in spare time.

' Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands
of graduates. Est. 35 yrs. One graduate

I 7 has charge of 10-bed hospital. Another
y / saved $400 while learning. Equipment

included. Men and women 18 to 60. High School not
required. Easy tuition payments. Write us now

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. I4£6. 26 N. Ashland Blvd.. Chicago, III.

Please Bend free booklet and 3 2 sample lesson pages.

Name - -

City. -Siate- -Age .

dom. Here is an actress who has gone

her way alone, climbing from rung to

rung, up the ladder of fame to a tri-

umphant goal, feeling her way in the

dark with her own hands, looking ahead

with her own eyes, reaching stardom

by power of her own guidance. The
daughter of a well-to-do Connecticut

doctor, she left the security of her home
for the uncertainties of a career in New
York's stormy Forties. Against the

wishes of her family she sought foot-

light recognition and the acclaim that

like the line in her picture, "fades like a

morning glory." Now that she has

made good, her parents have reconciled

themselves to her success, but Katie con-

tinues to travel the lone road, her own
guide.

Clara Bow, Ann Harding and Con-

stance Bennett are other stars who have
never had stage mothers. Clara's

mother did not even live to see her rise

to the heights of renown. B. P. Schul-

berg, who discovered her and led her

to the Elysian fields of world acclaim,

assumed guardianship over her destinv.

An innocent child in love with life,

Clara misadventured many times into

sensational newspaper headlines. But
for Schulberg's belief in her. Clara

might have run away from Hollywood
in despair, never to return. Not only

did he replenish Clara's courage, but

insured her against future poverty as

well. During the fruitful years of

Paramount stardom, he put away a part

of her salary each week into a trust

fund, that has made her an indepen-

dent woman for life. No mother could

have done more for the madcap of the

cinema. What Mr. Schulberg once did

for Clara's career he is now doing for

Sylvia Sydney's.

Ann Harding, like Garbo, entrusts

her affairs of state to the business sa-

gacity of Harry Eddington. Before
her divorce, Harry Bannister gave ad-
vice and counsel, but now Miss Hard-
ing pays ten per cent of her salary for

this service.

Constance Bennett comes of a famous

theatrical family. All her life she has

lived in the atmosphere of grease paint.

Her only language is the language of

the theatre. Her father is Richard
Bennett, and her mother, Adrienne
Morrison, a well-known Broadway star

of another day. With two such people

to advise her, it is no wonder Con-
stance Bennett became a star, you will

say—but Connie Bennett has never

been one to borrow counsel. A rebel

from the beginning, she, like Hepburn,
bad mapped out her own road to ambi-

tion's Utopia, and like Katharine, she

has reached it by her own sense of di-

rection. Constance Bennett with a

stage mother would be as incongruous

as Wally Beery with a French poodle.

Any girl who can haul in fifteen thou-

sand a week, all on her own, doesn't

need a mamma to lead the way.

r)ON'T get the idea that the Holly-
*^ wood mother is entirely extinct, for

nothing is further from the truth. In

the new set-up she is merely back-

ground, a publicity prop, a conven-

tional note, a homemaker. The town
is full of such mothers, as witness the

case of Janet Gaynor, Myrna Loy,

Jean Harlow, Patricia Ellis, Ann
Dvorak, Elissa Landi, Anita Louise,

Gloria Swanson, Loretta Young, Gene-
vieve Tobin and others.

Janet's mother is rarely seen at the

studio, but in real life she is the little

Gaynor's constant companion. Myrna
Loy, until a year ago, was a mother's
girl. Noted for exotic and wicked
vamp characterizations on the screen,

her private life was virtually dictated

by her mother. However, Mrs. Wil-
liams never interfered in studio mat-
ters. A good sport and a swell scout,

she often let Main Street instincts lead

her into silly suspicions, but recently

she has been touring Europe and has
probably returned with a more broad-
ened viewpoint.

Jean Harlow's mother is one of the

most distinguished women I have ever
met. Tall and statelv, with charmins:

Mr. and Mrs.

Joseph
Schildkraut

and Elissa

Landi attend

"Allez-Oop"

together. In

case you
didn't know,

the charming

Elissa and Mr.

Schildkraut

ha v e just

finished their

co-starring

picture,
"Sisters
Under the

Skin," for

Columbia.
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manners and perfect diction, she makes

an ideal screen star's mother. She and

Jean can tell the swellest naughty

stories in Hollywood with more dignity

than a queen. However, the guide in

her family is her stepfather, Marino
Eello, through whose influence it is said

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei- raised Jean's

salary a mere thousand a week.

Elissa Landi's mother is another who
lends distinction to her daughter's

career. The Countess Landi, known to

all of Elissa's friends as simply "Caro-

line," is probably the most popular

movie mother Hollywood has known
since the reign of Peg Talmadge.

Ann Dvorak's ' mother was once a

motion picture star herself, so she un-

derstands the rules of the game, even

though they have changed considerably

since she was William S. Hart's lead-

ing lady back in the old silent days.

Later she starred for Triangle under

the name of Anna Lehr, but gave up
her career in favor of domesticity.

When her daughter married Leslie Fen-
ton and ran off on an adventure trip,

leaving a promising career to hang in

the balance, Mrs. Lehr came back into

the limelight, protesting her daughter's

reason. But now Ann is back in Holly-

wood at double her old salary and even
her mother must admit that Leslie is

as devoted and loving a husband as any
girl could wish for. In Ann's case she

had a mother to guide her, but pre-

ferred to find her own way, even if

blindfolded.

/"MNGER ROGERS and Anita
Louise are two of Hollywood's old-

fashioned girls. They still cling to the

apron strings. In Ginger's case the

arrangement has been beneficial, for

her mother, Mrs. Lela Rogers, is looked

upon as one of the smartest women
that ever hit Hollywood. Not only

does she keep sending Ginger's stock-

up by being discreetly clever, but in

addition, runs a little theatre, on her

own, discovering new talent in actors

and playwrights. Next season she

plans to produce a show on Broadway.

Not long ago Anita Louise stood on
the verge of stardom. Frank Borzage
wanted her for the lead in "A Man's
Castle." She stood in the very spot

where Gaynor had stood before "Sev-
enth Heaven." Then Loretta Young
got the part—and no one knew why.
But later, Lou, Borzage's brother and
assistant, told me. The mother had
made such unfair demands for Anita's
services that the studio dropped all

negotiations. Thus a mother's sincere,

but overzealous, ambitions may have
cost this promising little actress a star-

dom she may never win again.

The stage mother has probably seen
her best days. She used to be a loud
speaker on every set, but too much
static caused her downfall. She was
once the power behind the throne, but
now she's only the kibitzer behind the
scenery. She made every day Mother's
Day in Hollywood, but now it comes
only once a year. Mamma has been
exiled to a seat in the audience, and if

the producers have their way, she'll stay
there forever and ever. Amen.

To be beautiful and alluring is every

girl's most treasured dream. Such

beauty means popularity, romance,

love! Sighing and longing nevermade
a girl beautiful, but the use of Blue

Waltz Beauty Aids often has. Attain

the charm men cannot resist through

the daily use of these supremely fine

Blue Waltz Beauty Aids!

jm-'tSL.
>

' Wm
Blue Waltz Beauty Aids —Face Powder, Lipstick, Perfume, Cold Cream, Vanishing

Cream, Toilet Water, Brilliantine, Talc— each only 10c at your 5 and 10c store.

Df" On,

Keep dull, faded, lifeless hair

out of your head— and out

of your life! Groom your

hair with ColoRinse— just

add it to the shampoo wash.

Instantly it transforms any

appearance of drabness into

hair of sparkling beauty,

vibrant with natural, youth-

ful, color sheen and softness.

It's harmless— just vegetable

compound, not a dye or a

bleach— with 12 tints to

choose from.

THE NESTLE-LEMUR CO.
New York

at all 5 and 10c Stores and Beauty Shops . . . Nestle
ColoRinse, SuperSet, Golden Shampoo and Henna Shampoo
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Will Gloria Come Back Again?

No Kisses for

BAD COMPLEXIONS

Want to be kissed ? Then make sure your

skin has the fresh transparency only

a clean skin can have. Many women who
thought they had been getting clean by old-

type methods discovered on using Ambrosia,

the pore-deep cleanser, that their skins had

never been so clean before.

You feel Ambrosia tingle; you know it is

removing all deep-lying dirt from the pores.

That's why it clears muddy complexions so

quickly, preventing blackheads and pimples.

Skin has the kissable freshness of youth.

For oily skins: follow Ambrosia Cleanser

with Ambrosia Tightener.

Mildly antiseptic, Ambrosia Tightener

reduces large pores, normalizes oiliness, re-

freshes and stimulates.

For dry skins: Follow Ambrosia Cleanser

with Ambrosia Dry-Skin Cream. It pene-

trates, replenishes natural oil, smooths
wrinkles, ends dry, flaky condition.

Ask for Ambrosia products at any drug
or department store.- 75e\ Or in smaller

sizes at 10^ stores. Ambrosia preparations

were tested by famous New York skin spe-

cialists on women of all skin-types. Write
for free report of doctor's examinations and
full directions for use. Address Hinze Am-
brosia, Dept.M, 114 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people witn defective hearing

and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because they

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. Write for

booklet and sworn statement of

the inventor who was himself deaf.

LEONARD. Inc., Suite 936. 70 5th Ave., NewA. 0. York

"I had terribly inflamed eyes," writes
Mrs. Mary Moore of Chicago. "Used
LAVOPTIK—and at once I had re-
lief! Next day all inflammation was gone " Every
day 6000 eyesight specialists endorse LAVOPTIK
for sore, itchy, smarting, tired, strained, or red eyes.
For 20 years, LAVOPTIK has made sad eyes glad.
Soothes, refreshes, heels! No harmful drugs. Get
a bottle today (with free eye cup) at any drug
store—and banish eye troubles for good.

Bathe Ey« with LAVOPTIK
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if it did not have rain also.

"Why is it people continually talk

of happiness—the ultimate hoped-for

achievement—and at the same time re-

fuse to meet life grandly, taking all it

offers to develop one into that broader

understanding and tolerance, where
happiness is possible? The sorrows,

the sacrifices and the losses are all a

part of life. You cannot grow into

great strength if you are forever

shielded and protected."

I was beginning to see why this brave

woman has never chosen the easy way
for herself. In the seven months she

has been back in Hollywood, she has

been offered innumerable opportunities

to return to the screen (when you per-

haps were thinking of her as a woman
broken, weak and defeated, ready to

take anything) but she was waiting for

the right offer. It was not that she

scoffed at the $25,000 a picture oppor-

tunity and held out for $50,000. It was
that she hoped, if possible, to avoid an-

other mistake. She had a chance to

work again with Mr. De Mille in "Four
Frightened People," when it seemed
Claudette Colbert would not be able to

go, but she prefers to work with Mr.
De Mille on costume pictures or spec-

tacular pictures, when she thinks he is

at his best.

"I have been in fearful financial

straits," she adds. "I have lost practi-

cally everything I ever earned. I almost
had no roof over my head when I re-

turned to Los Angeles, but the loss of

everything material is not the worst
thing that could happen to me. I am
still not sorry that I waited until Mr.
Thalberg and I worked out an arrange-
ment for me to return to Metro. Much
as I needed the money I could have
earned in the meantime, I know I am
happier in this affiliation than I could
have been in any other.

T AM through with being producer
A and actress. I learned much from it,

but from now on I want only to act.

I am so glad to drop all the worry and
annoyance of stories, publicity and pro-
duction right into the lap of Mr. Thal-
berg."

Maybe I should refresh your mind a
bit on Gloria's history. M-G-M tried

a long time to secure her services.

Around 1930, they offered her $1,600,-
000 for two years' work. She was per-
suaded by United Artists to remain with
them for only $1,000,000 for two years.
That's one time she listened with the
wrong ear, I am certain for, according
to my memory, she made two pictures
for them—rather unimportant ones, too
—and then when it was announced that
her baby was on the way, it looked
to us on the outside as if she were
eased out of the contract.

"I am making no predictions about
the future. How can I tell what it

holds? That remains with the public.
But this I do know. If Irving Thal-

berg, with his knowledge of the busi-

ness, doesn't know how to handle me
sucessfully, I would have no idea to

whom I could turn. Can you imagine
what a psychologist he is ? He said

to me, 'Gloria, you can make one of

two pictures. You can make the finest

picture you have ever made in your life

—which is what you should do—or you
can make a picture that is a complete
failure—absolutely hopeless. But the

thing you cannot do is to make a picture

that is fairlv good. That will be certain

doom.'

"

f~l LORIA has made plenty of mis-

takes. Even mistakes in the treat-

ment of her husbands and other men
who have loved her. The maternal in-

stinct is very strong in her. She meant
all she said just after her marriage to

the Marquis, when she stated she hoped
she would have a large family. She
can no more help "mothering" the men
she marries than you and I can help

eating. Unquestionably she takes some-
thing away from them. Her indepen-
dent, capable spirit makes her go right

ahead doing things for herself, saying
to them, "Don't you worry. I'll look
after that." Likely, she sometimes gets

tired of the load when she is halfway
up the grade and would like to put it on
some one else's shoulders, but it can't

be done then. When muscles are weak-
ened from lack of use, they can't be
called into action for an emergency.

When I reminded her of the phe-
nomenal manner in which she had been
able to raise money, she spoke frankly.

"I think that is because of my atti-

tude of mind. I know I can always get
money. I have been able to secure hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars over-
night, when I have had to do so. I

have never had a doubt that I could
earn money. That has not been my
trouble, no matter how many financial

mix-ups I have been in. If I could just
give as much thought to the keeping
of money, could be just as certain in

my own mind that I would always have
it, I would undoubtedly be as constantly
supplied as I am provided with it in the
first place. I don't seem to be able to
give this part of it much thought.
Money to me just means the joy it

brings, so to the world I seem fearfully
improvident. I never have a thought
of limitation about getting money, so I

spend it freely for the things that make
for beauty and joy in life."

I thought there might be some re-

ligion or some philosophy back of her
indomitable spirit, but it is a subcon-
scious one which she cannot explain.

"I only know this," she adds. "Under
great stress of need, there is an infinite

source of supply that we manage to

contact by the very urgency of our
want and the strength of our belief

that we will get it. Call it Universal
Mind, Infinite Intelligence, or what you
will, if our need is great and our belief
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in ourselves is strong enough, we seem
for a moment to step beyond finite limi-

tations. I don't pretend to explain it.

I only know that it is so. In the same
way that I know some people who have
passed on are closer to you after death
than when they were here. It has

been so with my father. I feel his

nearness much more now than during
his life."

And now what about all of these

rumors we have been hearing about an
impending divorce between Gloria and
Mr. Farmer ? You may be more anxious
about this than anything else. But it

is really not the important thing with
Gloria. I can believe that a first and
maybe even a second marriage may be
terribly important, but I cannot think a
fourth is.

f~l LORIA refuses to make any direct

statement on the subject. She does
admit that she herself has no idea how
it will work out. How can anyone tell ?

How can you ever harness a race horse
and a jumper together and hope they
will pull without friction? That is

what you have when an actor and an
actress are married. It is what you
have when a business man and an ac-
tress are married. It's what you have
when a society man and an actress are
married. A woman should not have to

choose between a home and a career,

but she does. In a sense, an actresses'

career must take precedence over even
love and marriage. It is one of the
inevitable things that no one can do
anything about. No matter how much
two people love each other, there
can be no fairness in a union of this

sort.

"In my case, I must work for my
children." she says. "Michael has inter-

ests in Europe which he must look after.

When he went back some months ago,
he made no definite plans to return to

Hollywood. And on account of my
work here, I could make no plans to

join him—a condition which neither of

us desired or intentionally brought
about. Beyond this, I can say nothing."
While her clear, blue eyes look straight
into yours and she tries bravely to

smile, there is a wistful sadness in her
face that goes right through you.

My personal opinion is that these two
will not remain married very much
longer, for this Michael has been accus-
tomed to much attention from women.
He is used to being the center of atten-
tion. And Gloria cannot be there to

fuss over him and at the same time do
her work in Hollywood. She, too, is a
vivid, flaming personality that is unfor-
gettable. She has never looked better
than now. I defy any human being to
come in contact with her and feel in-

difference. She is the embodiment of
romance and should never be married

—

except for her children. Surely if di-

vorce comes again, there is no one to
blame. Such a combination of condi-
tions is stronger than any single emo-
tion, as the ocean is stronger than all

the rivulets that flow into it.

So, we offer a toast to Gloria, the In-
vincible, whether she be married or
single !

DO YOUR FEET HURT?
1. WEAK ANKLE— use "Comfort'

Ankle Support.

2. SHOES SLIP, STOCKINGS
WEAR OUT— use "Comfort"
Hose Savers.

3. SORE HEELS— use "Comfort"
Heel Cushions.

4. HARD CORNS— use "Comfort"
Zinc Oxide Pads with Discs.

5. SOFT CORNS BETWEEN TOES
— use"Comfort"SoftCorn Pads.

6. CROOKED TOES— use "Com-
fort" Toe Straighteners.

7. INGROWING TOE NAIL—use

"Comfort" No-ingrow.

8. BUNION HURT — use "Com-
fort" Bunion Shield.

9. CALLOUS ON INSTEP— use
"Comfort "Moleskin Instep Pads.

10. BURNING FEET— use "Com-
fort" Foot Balm.

11. CROOKED HEELS- use "Com-
fort" Heel Straights.

12. WEAK OR FALLEN ARCHES—
use "Comfort" Arch Supports.

13. FEET ACHE— use "Comfort"
Metatarsal Support.

14. CALLOUS ON SOLE— use
"Comfort" Callous Pads.

15. ITCHING BETWEEN TOES— use
"Comfortene"for Athlete's Foot

There's a "Comfort" Foot Aid for every foot ailment.
No matter where your feet hurt, you'll find comfort
and quick relief by using one of the many "Comfort"
Foot Appliances and Remedies. Call on the Foot Aid
Department at your 10c store. If unable to obtain
the item desired, use coupon. Refer by numbers to
foot ailments and the proper items will be mailed.

COMFORT" foot aids
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF

COMFORT PRODUCTS, A DIVISION OF THE FOREST CITY RUBBER CO., 1276 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio

Enclosed is (10c for each item). Send me
relief for each of the following foot ailments.

(Indicate by numberl Foot ailment numbers:

Nome.

Sfreef-

Shoe size-

IWANT MEN
1*TEA«'"'C0FFEE ROUTES

fll AWEEK

M.

ROUTES BEING RAPIDLY FILLED
This announcement will bring a lot of replies

from people like yourself who need extra

cash for nagging bills—food—clothing—or

other necessities. Here are success reports

from some who wrote me earlier. O. P.

Hertzog. Pa., made $85.50 in a week. David
R. Machade, Tex.. $70.00 in a week
Mitchell. Calif., made S75.00 in

six days. Mrs. Anna Meravage.
Pa., made over $40.00 a week
working only three to four days.
These exceptional earnings show
the wonderful possiblitles of my
plan. Better send me your name
today.

DON'T SEND MONEY
JUST YOUR NAME

I don't want your money—I need your help.

Send me your name so I can lay all the facts

before you, then you can decide if

you like the work. If you want a
chance to make up to $42.50 a
week for looking after one of these
routes, you will reply promptly.
There is no obligation. Send name
for free facta today.

PERMANENT ROUTES PAY

This is a public announcement of a daring, no-risk offer I am
now making to ambitious men and women who are in urgent
need of money. No experience or training is required to
qualify for one of these amazingly profitable routes. If you
are weary of "penny pinching" and are looking for an oppor-
tunity to turn your full time or spare time into cash, then

nvestigate. I am now ready to start you In a big-paying business of your
own. I manufacture nearly 300 quality products and need more men and
women at once to serve waiting consumers. There is no investment in fix-
tures—you don't have the expenses and risks of the average storekeeper.
Even in spare time you can make as high as $5.00 a day. Rush me your
name today—get all of the startling details and proven facts free of cost and
without obligation.

PERMANENT ROUTE
WITH BIG WEEKLY CASH INCOME

These Tea and Coffee Routes are best because you supply
people with the things they need dally to live—kitchen neces-
sities. All you need do is take care of these customers in your
locality. You handle all the money, make deliveries, keep a big
share of the cash for yourself. I supply all plans and simple in-
structions and take all the risk. I even give new Ford Tudor

Sedans to producers. Not a contest or
a raffle, but an extra bonus in addition
to your regular profits. Everything is

explained fully. No experience or
tedious training course required. You
start making money immediately.

ALBERT MILLS, President
5050 Monmouth Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

Rush me free facts on Tea and Coffee Route plan
and how I can start earning up to $42.50 a week at
once.

Name. .

.

Address

.

(Please Print or Write Plainly)
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What a Savutq

jKl GNLY l5*

4dbouf My
JJmproved

CLOPAY WINDOW SHADES

MY husband was dumbfounded : "To think,"
he exclaimed, "that such beautiful, extra-

quality shades can be bought for only 15c
each!" . . . Millions of Clopays already in use.
Full size shades. Won't crack, fray or pin-
hole. Attach to old rollers without tacks or
tools. Plain colors and chintz patterns. And
new improved Clopays stronger, heavier than
before. With wooden slat included. Now, too,
you need trim only one side to fit narrower
windows. Send 3c stamp for color samples.
Clopay Corporation, 1301 York Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

At All 5c and 10c Stores

and Most Neighborhood Stores

WIND
SHADES

OW !

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....

then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years* European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,

more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.

ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept. 3, LOWELL, MASS.

QUICK
SEE FOR YOURSELF.'

IRONINGS
NO STICKING— NO SCORCHING
Here's that new way to do hot
starching without mixing, boil-
ing or straining as with old
fashioned lump starch. Every-
thing already included in pow-
dered form. Makes starching
easy. Makes ironing easy. See
how elasticity and thatfresh new
look are given back to curtains,
aprons, play clothes, soft collars
andshirts.Youriron fairly glides.
A wonderful invention. Sendnow.

TRY THIS

FREE

HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

THANK YOU
THE HUBINGER CO., No.835, Keokuk, la. I

Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please. !

and "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."

I
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I Want To Be Bad

(Continued from page 34)

been so impressed with her perform-

ance that they have purchased her con-

tract from RKO and have announced

that she will be the leading lady for

George Raft.

A FTER three long years of struggle

—one year without any job at all

—Helen Mack has at last come into

her own. I know of precious few girls

of her age (Helen is but twenty now)
who would have had the audacity to

stick it out so long. But, I know the

reason for her courage. She's been up

against defeat before. She's faced dis-

couraging facts at least a hundred

times in her short life. You see, Helen

really started this battle fourteen years

ago, at the age of six.

Yes, on the stage at six, in New
York at ten attending the Children's

Professional School, learning to read

and write part of the day and trudg-

ing, with her mother, from one booking

office to another the rest. First, a small

role on the stage, then, the part of a

child in a Gloria Swanson picture made
in New York at thirteen.

"Oh, I told them I was sixteen,"

smiled Helen as she hurriedly related

the most unbelievable part of her life.

"I wanted a job on the vaudeville stage

so badly. It was the part of a sixteen-

year-old girl in a skit called 'Sweet

Sixteen.' We traveled all over the

country for over two years and all that

time I only saw my mother during the

last two months of our tour, when she

came with me on the road.

"From thirteen to fifteen, I learned

the back-breaking toil of one-night

stands, of sleeper jumps every day or

so. I became independent, packing and

unpacking, rehearsing with the orches-

tra. A quick supper (I always had

something that cost a dime because I

wanted to save $50 of the $75 I got

each week), then pack and jump onto

the train.

"When it was all over, I confessed

my true age to the man and his wife

with whom I had been working. They

were actually dumbfounded. They
thought I was eighteen.

"Is it any wonder, then, that when I

took my first screen test that I wanted

to play just a girl? I had been doing

'Sweet Sixteen' for two years and I

naturally thought I should continue.

Oh, how I thank God every night for

giving that man the courage to tell me
that I wasn't beautiful, not even pretty.

"I guess every girl thinks she's

pretty. It kind of helps. I suppose I had

always thought of myself that way and

I remember I cried when I got home.

I looked in the mirror and whispered

to my reflection, Why, you're not even

pretty !' From then on, I never kidded

myself. So? I wasn't beautiful ? Then,

I must be something else. I must have
something that would help me make
the grade, to make me be somebody.

HP HAT idea of being somebody lias

always been in my mind. There
were several reasons, the first being

that I so wanted to amount to some-
thing on the stage for mother. All her

life, she had wanted to be an actress,

but never got the chance. Just the

other day she told me that before I

was born she hoped and prayed I would
be a girl so that she could make me
an actress. She even had my life all

planned before I was born. After all

she has given up for me, I just have
to be somebody for her. I know that

if I am, it will make her happy, and
besides, I can then give her the things

I've always wanted to give her.

"Then, I want to be somebody for

myself. Sort of justify myself to my-
self. I've got to prove to myself that

I've got something even if I'm not

pretty."

I looked across the desk at her.

Such a real person ! So honest. So
beautiful. All her beauty isn't of fa-

cial features. It reaches deeper than

that. Helen Mack has a beauty o'f

spirit, a beauty of character that makes
her far lovelier than almost anyone I've

ever met. Sometimes she looks as

though she were about to cry ; then she

will smile, just to bewilder you. Deep
brown eyes, like clear pools that form
the window for her true beauty to

shine through. Small and fragile, she's

as friendly as a terrier puppy with that

gift of being so natural that you can't

help but love her.

Just four times, in all my comings
and goings in Hollywood, have I met
one whose personality was so vivid that

it completely overshadowed the subject

matter of our interview.

f WANTED to wave a flag and shout,
* "Stop ! Look ! Listen ! Here is

somebody."
In each case I was sure the person

would eventually become a big name
in motion pictures. At the same time.

I was afraid the public wouldn't see

what I had seen. I wanted them to

know these future stars as they were in

real life.

The first was Dietrich. Even though
I hadn't seen her German-made pic-

ture, and she hadn't yet made her first

film in Hollywood, I seemed to know
she would hit the top.

The second was Helen Hayes. I met
her that first day on the M-G-M lot

when everyone was whispering about
the disappointment in • her make-up
tests. They said, "She looks badly.

How can she ever overcome such a

handicap ?" But I talked to her that

day and, once again, I felt sure.

The third was Katharine Hepburn.
Something forced me to ride a hundred
miles with the studio boys to meet
Hepburn the day she arrived in Holly-

wood. We talked as the train thun-

dered towards Hollywood. After we
had arrived, I spent the remainder of
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the day telling all those whom I could

make listen about the new star.

And Helen Mack is the fourth.

Please don't think that I am compar-

ing her to these other three, all of

whom made such a distinct hit in

Hollywood. She's nothing like them,

except in one particular. She has that

same "something'' shining from her

eyes that transcends mere physical

beauty. Dietrich is fortunate to have

beauty as well. But, I'm sure you will

agree that there are many on the screen

with more beauty than Hayes and Hep-
burn. And Helen Mack tells you, with

a sparkle of sincerity in her eyes, that

she isn't even pretty.

What these four have in common is

not so easily seen. It is something one

feels about them. They are destined

for greatness. Somehow, each has

known it.

That is what I am so anxious for you
to see in Helen Mack. You can see it

in "All of Me" and I'm sure, in her

future pictures.

She Knew What She

Wanted

(Continued from page 68)

nose, rosy cheeks, wide-set eyes under
strong, heavy lashes, and bobbed hair.

She studied, among other things, Greek,

Latin and French. She could get the

Greek and Latin all right, oddly
enough, but she simply could not learn

French. And here's another sample
of her stick-to-it-iveness.

When she finished school, her parents
sent her to Europe for three months.
Instead of the allotted three months,
she stayed a year and a half. Part
of the time she visited with her
mother's sister-in-law in Scotland, but
most of the time she lived in Paris in

the household of a French family,

where it was impossible for her to

speak a word of English. Her family
thought she had forgotten all about
her difficulty with French long before.

She hadn't. She lived with the French
family and she entered the Sorbonne,
where all the lectures were in French.
She deliberately put herself in a spot

where she had to learn the language

—

and she learned it.

Coming home from Paris, most girls

bring trunkloads of clothes. Jean
brought home not a single dress, out-
side of the clothes she had been
wearing over there. What she did
bring home were phonograph records
of all the famous French actors of the
Comedie Francaise. She studied with
them on a phonograph and talked back
to them.
Even in such small things as her

personal mannerisms, she has always
shown the same kind of persistence.
When she was fifteen, she realized that
her hands were too large. She started
right then, teaching herself to use
them gracefully. She trained herself
so that, whatever position they were

CHOCOLATE SAUCE
yi teaspoon salt

y2 xo \ cup hot water
2 squares unsweetened
chocolate

Vi cups (1 can) Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk

Melt chocolate in a double boiler. Add Eagle Brand

Sweetened Condensed Milk and stir over boiling

water five minutes until mixture thickens. Add salt

and hot water, amount depending on the consistency

desired. Makes 2 or cups.

• Only 5 minutes' cooking! No lumps— always gor-

geously creamy and smooth! The ice cream, too, is

failure-proof. See free booklet. • But remember—
Evaporated Milk won't— can't— succeed in this

recipe. You must use Siveetened Condensed Milk. Just

remember the name Eaele Brand.

FREE! MARVELOUS NEW COOK BOOK!
|

IContains dozens of short-cuts to caramel,

chocolate and lemon good things, also magic tricks with candies,

cookies, ice creams, salad dressings

!

Just address: The Borden Co., Dept. MM64,
350 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Name..

Street...

City.. . State

{Print name and address plainly)

Quality l

v I

_ J
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"_2k (Praia/o^tyaur
". says Poslam

If you are embarrassed by pimples, black-

heads, eczema, minor] rashes or other skin

blemishes, you can depend on POSLAM
to relieve their discomfort quickly and safely.

An unsightly skin need not mar your

happiness, for POSLAM is so concentrated

it works wonders almost overnight. Thou-

sands who thought their skin troubles hopeless

are using this famous ointment with wonderful

results.

Your own druggist has recommended and
sold POSLAM for more than 25 years

Ask him! 50c everywhere.

A convincing trial sent free. Write

POSLAM CO., Dept. 15-W

254 West 54th St., New York, N. Y.

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver spots dis-
appear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half
pint witch haze 1 and use daily. At all drug stores.

B€ A DESIGNER Of

HOLLYWOOD
FAymoNy*
EARN $25.00 to $50.00

A WEEK
Have your own Style Shop, design
smart gowns for the best dressed women,
mingle with the elite, win financial
independence as the Hollywood Fashion
Expert of your community.

DRESS LIKE SCREEN STARS
AT LITTLE COST

You can easily learn to design and
make glamorous gowns like those of
your favorite film star at a fraction of
their cost. Tou may acquire the charm
that such alluring gowns give to the
wearer. You can have more clothes, and
dress more smartly, at less expense.

Hollywood Fashion Creators
Train You AT HOME

With the cooperation of leading Fash-
ion Creators of Motion Picture Studios
and Screen Stars themselves,
this 50-year-old college, in the
new style center of the world,will
teach you Professional Costume
Designing in your spare time at
home by its easy-to-learn meth-
od—and prepare you for a high-
salaried position. Free placement service for our students;
graduates in demand. Woodbury College, Hollywood, Calif.

MAIL COUPON fOR f R-£€ BOOK
WOODBURY COLLEGE. Dept.l 3- F, Hollywood. Calif.
Send me FREE your new book, •'Designing Hollywood
Fashions." and full particulars of your home-study
course in Costume Designing. My age is

Miss—Mrs _ _

Street. _

City _ State
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in, they were graceful, to counterbal-

ance their naturally bad shape. If you

don't think it worked, look carefully

at her hands the next time you see

her on the screen.

THERE has been really only one

period in Jean's life in which she

didn't know precisely what she wanted
to do. When she was little, of course,

she had the usual ambition to be a

nurse. (Why do little girls always

want to be nurses, and why do little

boys always want to be firemen?)

Jean wanted to be one so she could

marry a little boy in her neighbor-

hood, who was going to be a doctor.

They were going to have fourteen

children, fourteen nursemaids, fourteen

cars, and go around the world heal-

ing sick people free of charge.

Between her fifteenth and seven-

teenth years, she was interested in

dramatics, writing plays, directing

them and acting in them at school

and with the neighborhood kids at

home. But then, when she was already

entered for exclusive Vassar, she

changed her mind and decided she

might like to go to the medical school

at Columbia University. That was
about the time her parents gave her

the trip to Europe, and Fate stepped in,

as Fate seems to have a way of doing.

For, coming home from Europe, still

thinking she might like to be a sur-

geon, by luck Jean travelled in the

same ship with the English road com-
pany of the play "Bird In Hand."
There, right in the same ship with
her, were real, professional, honest-to-

goodness actors and actresses. After
that there was never any more doubt
in her mind. An actress she was
q;oing to be ! She made friends of the

English people in the troupe and hung
on to them like the well-known leech.

In the five days, crossing the Atlantic,

she hardly let them out of her sight

—persistent, again, you see.

And the day after they arrived in

New York, the director of the "Bird
In Hand" company phoned her. She

was hired as understudy to the leading

woman. Simple? Sticking to it!

Maybe the school teachers are right.

But a young actress in New York
has a hard row to hoe, no matter how
easily she breaks in. Jobs don't grow
on trees, no matter how pretty and
talented you are. Here's how Jean
did it. She had a little notebook—like

one of her beloved diaries—in which
she wrote the name of every agent in

New York. Every morning she started

out and made the rounds. If one said

"Come back in a week," she wrote the

date in her little book and came back
in a week, whether he had meant it

or not. If some other agent said noth-
ing, she came back and saw him the
next day—and the next and the next.

They couldn't forget her. How could
they? She was always in their

offices.

It wasn't so easy, either. It took
some bravery. She could have lived

with her mother and father in Ridge-
wood, but she wanted to live in the

city so she could make the rounds of

the agents. Refusing to accept help

from her parents, she roomed with
another girl in a basement. It was
dark and dank, it was full of cock-
roaches, there was a shabby screen in

front of the sink, there were only two
cots to sleep on, but she stuck it out.

Every morning she got up, shined

her worn shoes to save the dime, and
set out. It was the sticking to it

that counted. For, after a while, she
did get the jobs. She was in "The
Truth Game," "Peter Ibbetson," "Life

Begins" and "St. Wench."
Then a Warner Brothers' scout saw

her and she went to Hollywood. When
she was assigned to play in "As The
Earth Turns," at Warners, she de-

cided she wanted Al Green for her
director. Young, inexperienced, a new-
comer though she was, she sailed

right into the front office and said,

"I will not have any director but Mr.
Green." She got Mr. Green.

I think you'll be seeing Jean as a

star, all right

—

What Clothes for Vacation Time?

(Continued from page 73)

My, but that's a fluffy, frilly thing, and
it does still come high up under the

chin in most instances. There are

tendencies towards dropping it to low
levels in front, but for this season, know
that a hug-the-throat motif is all that

any well-dressed girl need worry about.

Shoulders ! Well, they're not so

broad and sticky-out as they have been.

Still, they are square and ample-looking.

None of your pinched arm holes this

season. You can have raglan sleeves

and square sleeve lines to your heart's

content with sleeves, generally puffed

towards the elbows or wrists, though
some little shoulder puffs appear on
those organdy nothingnesses worn for

the late afternoons and evenings.

Waistlines are kept on a normal,

natural basis and daytime skirts are
straight, with pleats to give them walk-
ing room, while those for evening are
wide from the knees down and trail

the floor to any extreme that you may
wish to bother with. They can end at

the ankles also with perfect propriety.

Vacation time is town time and even
working time for many. But whether
you are playing seriously or tending to

your duties valiantly, have a suit of

some sort or description. It fills so

many spots that a dress can never live

up to and, with various blouses, can be
made to meet a multitude of needs.

Sheer suits are wonderfully satisfac-

tory. And by sheer, I mean what is

called a triple chiffon or a moss crepe

or even a printed georgette. The coats
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of these suits are generally made loose

and flowing, either three-quarter or hip

length, depending on your height and

figure. Some of the coats, this year,

are quite tailored and fitted, and feature

wide collars and close little peplums.

I've just seen one made of black silk

crepe in a very light texture. It had

three blouses to go with it—one of

barred white organdy, another of Pom-
padour taffeta and still another of

striped handkerchief linen. The girl

who bought this suit, very wisely, had a

hat for each blouse—a white beret for

the white blouse, a Watteau sailor with

some funny little daisies round the

crown for the taffeta blouse, and a

draped toque for the striped one, made
of the same material.

You could wear this sort of a get-up

for town or for vacationing. Only for

th" latter experience, you would prob-

ably choose a non-crushable linen in

blue or brown for the suit and cotton

or linen for the blouses, with slouchy

felt or linen hats to carry out the vari-

ous schemes.

A WHOLE flock of shirtwaist

dresses was another girl's choice

for the foundation of her summer ward-
robe. They were of cotton and linen

and necktie silks. Then she had one

light-weight flannel coat, unlined, to go
with all of them, so that she could wear
it, or not, according to the tricks the

weather played at a particular moment.
Have you considered shorts? Well,

do then, for they are very much on
the up-and-up. Everybody is wearing
them for vacationing and you might
just as well join the gay procession.

They're full enough to cover undue
humps and, just for modesty's sake,

there are wrap-around and buttoned

skirts that can be donned in a jiffy to

hide their scantness, skirts that can be

used for capes if the shoulders instead

of the legs happen to need protection.

Bathing suits grow briefer. They're

just too gracious for conscientious

swimmers, for there's nothing to get in

the way of strokes and things. Then
there are slacks—usually of jersey or

flannel—to pull on over the tightly-

fitting suits and to serve as a beach cos-

tume after the sun-bath has done its

work and tanning. Pajamas as such

are out, but slacks—those man's pants

effects—are all the rage and they're

practical, too.

For dress-up, many girls are going in

for shirt-waist dresses with long skirts.

Of course they are rather diaphonous
shirt-waists, but they have their jabots

and their tailored lines all left intact.

Here are some of them ! A pastel

lace blouse with a black crepe skirt ; a

printed organdy blouse with a dark
linen skirt ; a plaid taffeta blouse with
a heavy rayon skirt. They go on and
on—these combinations and the blouses

and skirts can be juggled about for a

new splash each time you appear for

a party.

If you can afford it, one of those

fur capes will pep up your summer
wardrobe no end, and is not so costly

in the long run, either, for next winter
you can make it appear as the cape of

your winter coat.

VI-JON
COLD CREAM

VI-JON
VANISHING CREAM

There's simply no sense in using costly facial creams.
Truly, you will find a 10c jar of Vi-Jon Cream as

pure, as delicate, as genuinely beautifying as creams
costing 50c to $2.00 per jar.

Make this simple test: Buy afull size (2-or 3-oz.)

jar of any Vi-Jon Cream; also a "small size" of VI-JON
any high-priced cream recommended for the same liquefying cream
purpose. Compare their texture, their odor, their

actual effect on your face. No difference what-
ever! And the Vi-Jon jar contains 3 to 6 times as

much cream. Make this test. Convince yourself.

10c at Five and Ten Cent Stores

VI-JON
THEATRICAL CREAM

(Cleansing)

IU0N
CREAMS

VI-JON LABORATORIES . . ST. LOUIS
REMINGTON

t PORTABLEONLY
A new Remington Port-
able. Carrying case free.

Use 10 days without
cost. If you keep it, pay
only 10c a day. Write.
Say: How can I get a

Remington Portable on 10-

free trial offer for only
a day. Remington Rand

Dept. 806, Buffalo, N. Y.

NO
LONGER AM
I TROUBLED

- WITH

Gray hair
You can easily look years younger. With an ordinary
small brush and BROWNATONE, you can tint those
streaks or patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous
shades of blonde, brown, or black. Also splendid for

toning down over-bleached hair.

For over twenty-two years this tried, proven and
popular preparation has aided American women the
country over in retaining their youthful charm and
appearance. Millions of bottles sold is your assurance
of satisfaction and safety. Don't experiment.
BROWNATONE is guaranteed harmless for tinting

gray hair—active coloring agent is of vegetable ori-

gin. Easily and quickly applied— at home. Cannot
affect waving of hair. BROWNATONE is economical
and lasting—it will not wash out. No waiting. No
disappointments. Just brush or comb it in. Easy to
prove by applying a little of this famous tint to a
lock of hair. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black"—cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and toilet

counters—alwavs on a money-back guarantee.

—Make Ordinary Bob Pins

Seem Needlessly Clumsy
Only an inch and a half long, they're the

tiniest, daintiest, most truly invisible pins

you've ever used. Beauty shops find them

indispensable for those soft curls and

flattering ringlets. You'll like their strong

snap and tight grip—and they are richly

enameled, of course, as are all Sta-Rite hair

pins. 10 cents at your favorite store in

black, brown, gold or silver color. Or send

10c for full size pack. Specify color desired.

STA-RITE HAIR PIN CO., Shelbyville, III.

Sta-Rite Hair Pin Co. of Canada, Limited

49 Wellington St., W., Toronto, Canada

Cta P ITC HAIRPINS
O 1£ *V 1 12 WAVE SET
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^Cet me tell ifou
how to- impKci>e

Your Akin,,
r=X cLUL Mine.

It is so embarrassing to have your skin

clouded with blackheads, coarsened byclogged

pores or roughened by pimply spots and

blotches. Cosmetics will not hide them, and

you feel conscious of unspoken criticism, ill

at ease, unable to appear at your best.

Why endure this mental distress— and

perhaps physical discomfort— when the

Resinol treatment provides a safe, simple way
to help nature relieve complexion ills and

make the skin clearer and smoother?

Bathe first with Resinol Soap. You will

find it ideally refreshing and cleansing, and,

because, it has no excess of free alkali, it can

be used safely on sensitive, tender skin

—

where harsher soap might irritate. Then
apply Resinol Ointment to the sore pimply

spots. Its special Resinol medication is par-

ticularly effective in giving quick relief and

promoting healing. Try this treatment a week
and watch your skin improve.

Your druggist sells Resinol Ointment and

Soap. Keep them always on hand.

For a convincing free sample of each write

Resinol, Dept. i-H, Baltimore, Maryland.

Resinol
Why have

GRAY HAIR?
(

Test Bottle \

FREE )
Have young - looking

hair instead of gray.
This way SAFE. Test it

Free—no risk—no ex-
pense. Complete Test
Package proves results.

Comb colorless liq-

uid through hair. Gray
vanishes. Lustrous col-

or comes—black, brown, auburn, blonde
Won't rub off on clothing. Leaves hair soft

Get full-sized bottle from druggist. Money
back guarantee. Or we'll send Free Test

Snip off a lock of hair. Try
Make this test f""st on this. Prove results.
—, Millions have sent for this* 48. K K test - Mail coupon for FREE

TEST PACKAGE.

r—MARY T. GOLDMAN—
2318 Goldman Bids., St. Paul, Minn.

Name

.

Street.

City

Color of your hair?

.

. State .

Kay Has Fooled Us All

( Continued from page 42)
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most recent third, Mr. McKenna.
Have you ever stopped to wonder

how it was possible for a movie star

to obtain her third divorce as quietly

as Kay accomplished hers from Ken-
neth McKenna without the usual "fol-

low-up" sob stories all about "Why My
Marriage Failed I" ? No other star in

Hollywood has ever been permitted the

luxury of divorce without explanation.

But Kay "got away with it."

U ER only comments were made in

* court, necessary words to legally

free her from Kenneth McKenna. She
pleaded incompatibility. Mr. McKenna
nagged her, with the resultant "mental

cruelty." But if, behind those barely-

adequate- to -obtain -a-divorce charges,

there lurked the unhappiness of a woman
whose pride was hurt, who had made
two trips to New York attempting to

salvage a love that had been perhaps a

little too deep on her part, there was
no indication of it. The actual divorce

was obtained in Los Angeles. The
news that she contemplated it had been

broken in New York. At the time she

said, "There isn't any story. I haven't

anything to say."

And even the snapping of inquisitive

reporters at her heels when she re-

turned to Hollywood, did not change
her mind, or her story. The other day
a woman reporter tried to interview

Kay on the "secret" back of her di-

vorce. Kay stood up. Very quietly

she gathered up her bag and gloves,

walked to the door of the publicity de-

partment and stepped calmly through it.

It was such a painless leavetaking, the

gaping femme reporter didn't realize

for some time that she wasn't coming
back.

That story had not exactly slipped

my mind as I sat opposite the charming
Kay in her dressing-room on the War-
ner Brothers lot. It was between
scenes of "Dr. Monica" and Kay, towel

wrapped about her head, had just com-
pleted a fresh camera make-up. There
is something polished and smooth about
her even in grease paint with a towel

wrapped about her head. There is some-
thing in her friendly manner that for-

bids impertinent intimacies. I checked
this something off as one of her possi-

ble secrets for preserving her privacy.

Suddenly, and no doubt rudely, I

said, "How do you do it?"

Kay slightly lifted a freshly made-up
eyebrow, "Do what ?" The mere fact

that she spoke softly didn't mean she

might not walk out at any moment.
Kay always speaks softly, even when
she has a run-out in mind.
"Not talk about your divorce when

everyone else in Hollywood has always
been forced to? Refuse to either deny,

or confirm the rumor that Maurice
Chevalier is sending you twenty-five

dollars worth of flowers daily ? Al-

ways dodge sensational sob stories

about your private life no matter what

you do?" Well, I had spoken my
piece. The rest was up to Kay.

She reached forward, selected a
cigarette from a large box on the coffee

table in front of her and said, "I have
been rather fortunate, haven't I ?

f~\ F course, I think it is not possible

for anyone in Hollywood to

achieve a completely private life; In
the first place, we need publicity. It is

part of our stock in trade. But one of
the things I strive to do is to keep my
publicity confined to such things as new
photographs, fashion pictures, inter-

views concerning my career. When
more personal things are brought up, I

become what the newspaper boys refer
to as 'very bad copy.' Part of it is in-

tentional. It is impossible to quote even
a movie star if she does not say any-
thing. But partly, I cannot help it. It

is utterly impossible for me to talk

about anything close to my heart.

"I cannot confide in anyone, not even
in my most intimate friends. I think
this fault, or blessing, whichever it

may be, more than anything else, has
helped to keep my affairs private. I

do not mean to be cynical about Holly-
wood friendship. There are many peo-
ple here whose friendship I sincerely
value. But not one of them even sus-
pected trouble between Kenneth and
myself before I announced the separa-
tion story in New York. I believe our
friends were as surprised as were the
reporters and the fans. There could
not have been any of those over-the-
luncheon-table rumors about 'poor Ken
and Kay, they aren't hitting it off so
well,' because nothing we said, or did
before our friends could possibly have
given them anything to be suspicious
about.

"It was not exactly accidental, either,

that I just happened to be in New York
at the time of the divorce announce-
ment. I was there on purpose because
I knew that, had I remained in Holly-
wood, I would be forced to discuss the
move I had made. I could not dodge it

without making for strained, unnatural
relations with my friends, and for re-
sentment on the part of the press
people. But by removing myself three
thousand miles from Hollywood, and
allowing the shock of the news to wear
off before I returned, the flurry of curi-
osity just naturally died down. I merely
informed the publicity department to
refuse all interviews about my divorce.

I had not, and I have not, anything to

say about it."

She was anxious to change the sub-
ject. I think even now the most casual
reference to her divorce from McKenna
awakens bitter, unhappy memories in

Kay Francis.

C HE said, "Getting back to this sub-
^ ject of keeping one's private life as

private as possible, I think it is a very
good rule to refrain from denying every
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little rumor printed about you. For in-

stance, the other day there was an item

in the paper, a very small item by the

way, hinting that I was receiving flowers

daily from a certain motion picture

actor. I read it, was amused at the

insinuation it carried, and the next day

I forgot it, just as thousands of other

readers forgot it. But, had I rushed

out in print with a big denial story, a

page three protest, it would have caused

a mountain of public attention to what
had been a mere molehill before.

"Except in the case of out-and-out

lies, I have never denied rumors about

myself. Just the other day I read in

the paper, 'Kay Francis Four Times
Married and Divorced !' The story was
not accurate by one marriage. I had
been married three times. I had my
secretary dispatch a note to the editor

explaining his mistake. The following

day an inconspicuous retraction was
printed, and I dropped the matter."

No Kruger had ever stepped across

it, nor thought of doing it.

YOUNG Otto was working in Chi-

cago, installing telephones for the

Western Electric. He was living in a

dingy boarding-house on a narrow

street cluttered with women and chil-

dren and day's washings. Dun colored

walls and underdone food and the smell

of room laundries and cheap perfume.

Flavorless. Unexciting. Life.

He walked into the parlor one night,

just back from a trip to Omaha,
Nebraska. He sat down at the tinny

piano installed for the comfort and

convenience of the guests. His fingers

wandered with a lazy lovingness over

the yellow keys. He played "Die Wacht
Am Rhein." Suddenly a voice rose in

that dreary parlor and sang to his

music. He played the song through to

the end. accompanying that bodiless

voice. Some of the deep mysticism of

the German stirred in his young
soul. He listened with more than his

physical ears. He turned at the song's

end and in the dim corner, on the sofa,

he saw a face and a figure that stopped

the beating of his heart.

''She had a halo around her," Otto

Kruger told me. "She didn't look like

anyone else. I can't describe her fea-

tures. I never saw them, I guess. She
was dark, I know that. Her face was
very pale. Her eyes were like blazing

jewels in her face, but softer than

jewels. She told me that when I turned

I look to her like Hoffman's Christ.

Years later, in a theatre in New York
I was in my dressing-room one night

experimenting with a red beard I in-

tended to use in a part. The lights

were back of my head. I wore a white
sheet draped over me. Anne Warring-
ton, my leading lady in the play,

knocked at the door and came in. She
took one look at me and fainted dead

When the stunning Francis leaves

town, the producers of her pictures

know it, but not the publicity depart-

ment. Her favorite mode of travel is

flying and she has made so many trips

by now, the pilots know her and grin

delightedly when she boards a plane in

her dark glasses and hat pulled down
over her face. When the plane lands

at various fields between here and New
York, they help her keep her identity

a secret.

She has never had the interior, or ex-

terior of her small modest bungalow in

Hollywood, photographed. No maid, or

secretary in her employ, has ever been
granted permission to reveal The Pri-

vate Home Life of Kay Francis. No inti-

mate friend has ever revealed the "true"

story of My Palsy-walsy Kay Francis.

For Kay is one Hollywood star who
is not kidding about her rights to a

private life. Only she doesn't have to

make an unholy fuss about it

!

away. She had seen the resemblance,
too—too plainly.

"We fell in love then and there, that

sweet singer and I. Don't ask me how,
or why, or what I make of it. It sim-
ply happened, that is all. She was a

non-professional. She wanted to be a
singer. She talked of concert and
opera, of the stage and the theatre in

the rapt voice of one who discusses
some holy cause. Somehow she made
the installing of telephones, the tinker-

ing with wires and lines a dreary and
unprofitable business. She infused the

world with color I had never seen be-
fore.

\I7E had one blissful week, she and
^» I. We had every interest in

common. We sang and played to-

gether. All the old German folk songs,
all the old songs of every language
that lovers have sung since song began.
We went to concerts together and to

the Opera. We walked through city

streets and were unconscious of our
surroundings. Mounted high on some
telephone pole during the course of my
day's work, I could look over the teem-
ing city and see only her face.

"And at the end of that week we went
out into the country. It came to me
that I must tell her we would be mar-
ried the next day, the day after that.

I had never mentioned marriage to her
before. It was such a love as had de-
manded neither questions nor answers.
It was a miracle without any need for

demonstration of words or the making
of plans.

"I said, 'We must be married.'
"And then she told me. She told me

that she was to be married in ten days.
She was in Chicago for the purpose
of buying her trousseau. She had been
engaged for more than three years to

a doctor in Texas. They had been
childhood sweethearts. He had worked

blood will tell-
WHAT a tonic rich, red-blood is to

one's attractiveness!

Some people just hope when "run-
down" that they will "come around."

It is just good sound reasoning that
your so-called "tired feeling" may come
from a lowered red-blood-cell count and
the hemo-glo-bin in these cells.

There is a remedy specially designed
to bring back strength to weakened
blood . . . and no one can be strong,
healthy, happy and full of vitality when
in a run-down condition.

S.S.S. Blood Tonic is a time-tested
remedy for restoring deficient red-blood-
cells and a low hemo-glo-bin content.

If you suspect an organic disease con-
sult your physician ... if you feel weak
. . . lack a keen appetite ... if your skin
is pale and off-color . . . try S.S.S. as a
part of your regular daily diet. Take it

just before meals. Unless your case is

exceptional, you should soon notice a
pick-up in your appetite . . . your color
and skin should improve with increased
strength and energy.

S.S.S. is not just a so-called tonic but
a tonic specially designed to stimulate
gastric secretions and also having the
mineral elements so very, very neces-
sary in rebuilding the oxygen-carrying
hemo-glo-bin of the blood to enable you
to "carry on" without exhaustion as you
should naturally.

S.S.S. value has been proven by gen-
erations of use, as well as by modern
scientific appraisal. It is truly a blood
and body tonic.

You will find S.S.S. at all drug stores

in two convenient sizes. © The s.s.s. Co.

Wilds sturdy health

With a Song in His Heart

(Continued from page 43)
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SUMMER can play havoc with your complexion
— if you aren't careful! Hot sun and dry

winds rob the skin of its natural oils. Cause

the texture to become coarse and rough.

Don't let this happen! Outdoor Girl Face Powder
will help your skin retain that supple softness and youth-
ful clearness which men find so alluring.

Outdoor Girl is the only face powder made on a base of
pure Olive Oil. It is light and fluffy, yet it spreads evenly

and clings for hours. Keeps the skin smooth and firm.

In large economy-sizes at drug and department stores—

50c and 25c. Mail the coupon for 5 of the famous
Outdoor Girl Beaury Products.

OUTDOOR GIRL
OLIVE OIL FACE POWDER

CRYSTAL CORP., Willis Ave., N.Y.C., Dept. 50F

I enclose 10c. Please send me liberal trial packages
ofOutdoor Girl Face Powder, Lip-and-Cheek Rouge,
Cleansing Cream, Olive Oil Cream, and Perfume.

Name .

Address

Cify—^ ..State-

HOW TO WIN PRIZE CONTESTS. This
book can make you rich, or

at least help you make a good living. The purpose of this

book, "How-to Win Prize Contests", is to help you win by set-

ting forth 'the best-known principles and methods. Send25cto

HALDEMAN-JULIUS CO. Box 745. Girard, Kansas

CLAIRE WINDSOR
POPULAR STAR

iJL LfOWV flCWV?
Tell me and I will tell you an important little secret

about your hair that will enable you to bring out all its

natural loveliness and sheen in a single, simple sham-

pooing.

Golden Glint Shampoo reveals the full beauty of
your particular shade because it is used differently on
your shade than on other shades. Simple directions

tell you how. One shampoo and your hair glows with
a new radiance. 25c at your dealers'—or let me send
you a free sample and a personal letter about your hair.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO., 602 Rainier Ave., Dept. F
Seattle, Wash. ».« Please send a free sample.

Name
Address

City .State,

Color of my hair:

for his degree with her in mind. He
had opened up a practise in Texas and

had worked night and day, relentlessly,

tirelessly, in order to establish himself

so that he might offer her a home
worthy of her. He had succeeded. He
had a good practise. He had saved

money. He had bought a home and
furnished it. He was ready for his

bride and the wedding was scheduled

for ten days ahead."
In that hour in the woods Otto Kru-

ger changed from one type of man to

another. He didn't know, of course,

just what he was going to do or what
he was going to be.' An actor did not

spring, full-fledged, like a Phoenix bird

from the ashes of his old self. It

didn't come to him, clean-cut, that he
would give up engineering and follow

the footlights to success. He did know
that the old Otto Kruger was as gone
as though he had never existed. He
did know that, then and there, he
dropped his little knapsack of plans and
ambitions and stood empty-handed,
waiting.

He said, "As I look back on myself
now I am amused. Not amused at the

idea that I was in love. I was in love.

We were in love. It is as real and
unquestionable in memory as it was in

fact. I am amused at the young ideal-

ism of the man I used to be.

"I told her that I could not so cruelly

hurt another man. I told her that I

would not snatch a bride from the
altar. I suppose my stolid German
practicality, having its last fling, re-

jected so melodramatic a notion. I

told her she must go to the man who
could provide for her, take care of her
as I could not.

T STAGED the martyr act. I prob-
*- ably began my acting career then
and there. I told her that this was,
after all. a mere infatuation. It

wouldn't last. It wasn't intended to

last. I closed my eyes while I talked
because I didn't dare to watch her face
while I lied to her.

"I told her that she must marry the
doctor. It was the only decent thing
to do. As for me, my best pal had
been killed before my eyes by an elec-

tric current the week before and I had
intended all along to go out to his

Uncle's ranch in Wyoming, as he had
asked me to do. The name of the ranch,
by the by, was Lone Woman Basin
Ranch. I told her my bags were packed,
and that I had planned for this to be
our last day together.

"I kissed her goodbye, lightly, on
the brow. I told her it had been a
lovely experience. I didn't give her
time to ask me why I had mentioned
marriage. I think she knevv. I never
have seen her again. I sent her to a
loveless marriage and I walked out of

that woods another man.
"I'm sorry it has to sound so dra-

matic. It was, of course. But what
came out of it all is the really interest-

ing thing, the fact that one scarifying
experience like that can, and did,

change a man into another man en-
tirely, a new man with new aims and
purposes and points of view and ambi-
tions and dreams.

"That very night I rode the rods to

the Lone Woman Basin Ranch. I did

everything that a rancher can do and
finally descended to the lowest of all

ranching occupations—tending sheep on
the hillsides and ranges. But on those

hillsides, under the sun and the stars,

all of the old placid orderly Otto Kru-
ger was burned out of me. I realized

that I could never go back to tele-

phones, that I had passed a milestone

and was set on a new road.

"Some men change, by slow stages,

imperceptibly, from one type of person

to another. A pedant will become a

Don Juan, a pauper a millionaire, a

student a wastrel or vice versa. Others
meet one person, live through one ad-

venture and the deed is done. That's

the way it was with me.

T KNEW that I must escape—in the
* sense we meant when we speak

psychologically. I must escape from
Otto Kruger. Still, I didn't know how
or by what means. In my effort to

escape I spent the next year in a series

of adventures that would put the Henty
Boys of our childhoods to shame. I

rode the rods to New Orleans, I joined

a tent show in Texas and declaimed,

very badly, in 'East Lynne,' 'Hamlet.'

'Lorna Doone,' 'Uncle Tom's Cabin'

and 'The Drunkard.'
"I shipped as sailing master on a

sailing vessel bound for Central Amer-
ica and bearing a cargo of mahogany.
I had never stepped foot on board a
vessel before. I hadn't an idea of how
to chart a course. I managed to get

there, thanks to a pal who understood
my plight and helped me out. I got

mixed up in a revolution. I contracted

typhoid fever and a few other maladies

and things, and finally returned to the

bosom of my frantic family to die. I

didn't die. I got out of bed after

months of hovering on the borderland
and broke my father's heart and his

pride in his only son by joining a stock

company in Cleveland.

"I am an actor. I have done 300
plays, including stock. I have been for-

given by my father. Grossmutter is

dead, still believing, no doubt, that the

descendant of Oom Paul Krueger had
disgraced the family name. Our name
is really spelt with an 'e'—Krueger. I

took the 'e' out of it when I joined

the stock company. I thought it would
ease my father's injured pride. Years
later he asked me to put it back again.

I am happily married and have a small

daughter, Ottilie, aged seven. I have a

home in Hollywood and money in the

bank.

"And my work still means to me that

I can be Otto Kruger one day and can
escape into being the counsellor-at-

law, the gang leader in 'Prizefighter

and the Lady' the next day.

"It may sound fantastic to you, but
everything I have done, everything I

have turned out to be, everything I

will ever do or have from this day
forth is because of a song once sung
in a dingy boarding-house room in Chi-
cago, because in a May woods a girl

once said to me, T am to be married in

ten days.'

_'T am an actor because of a song.''
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The Report Card

(Continued from page 80)

THE KING OF THE ARENA (Universal).
Ken Maynard in another Western.

LADY KILLER (Warners).
Jimmy Cagney in a gangster role, with Mae Clarke
as his moll.

LEGONG (Bennett Productions).
Beautiful scenic shots.

LET'S FALL IN LOVE (Columbia).
Watch Ann Sothern. This gal's gonna make good.

MAMA LOVES PAPA (Paramount).
Mary Boland and Charlie Ruggles in an excellent

comedy.
MANHATTAN LOVE SONG (Monogram).
Good comedy with Bob Armstrong and Dixie Lee.

MAN OF TWO WORLDS (RKO).
Poor vehicle for Francis Lederer, but he makes the

most of it.

MAN OF THE FOREST (Paramount).
Randolph Scott, Verna Hillie and Noah Beery in

a Western.
A MAN'S WOMAN (Monogram).
Authentic story about Hollywood. With Mar-
guerite De La Motte. John Halliday and Wallace
Ford.

MEET THE BARON (M-G-M).
Baron Munchausen in person.

MELODY IN SPRING (Paramount).
Lanny Ross' debut.

MEN IN WHITE (M-G-M).
Stirring drama about the medical profession. Clark
Gable and Elizabeth Allan.

MR. SKITCH (Fox).
For the Will Rogers fans.

THE MYSTERY OF MR. X (M-G-M).
Thrilling entertainment. With Bob Montgomery.
Elizabeth Allan, and Lewis Stone.

NO MORE WOMEN (Paramount).
Eddie Lowe and Vic McLaglen as Quirt and Flagg
again. Lots of fun.

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (Columbia).
Ralph Bellamy. Fay Wray and Walter Connolly in

another one of them thar hospital yarns.

ONE MAN'S JOURNEY (RKO).
Lionel Barrymore.

PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING (Fox).
A Janet Gaynor film.

THE POOR RICH (Universal).
The comedy team of Edna May Oliver and Edward
Everett Horton.

RAFTER ROMANCE (RKO).
Norman Foster and Ginger Rogers.

THE RIGHT TO ROMANCE (RKO).
Ann Harding, the woman physician.

SEARCH FOR BEAUTY (Paramount).
.

Larry "Buster" Crabbe and a bevy of beautiful

girls.

SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE? (M-G-M).
Very, very funny. Alice Brady. Conway Tearle and
Lionel Barrymore.

SING AND LIKE IT (RKO).
ZaSu Pitts as a movie star, \oull laugh and
laugh and laugh.

SIX OF A KIND (Paramount).
Good comedy. Charlie Ruggles. Mary Boland,

Burns and Allen.

SMOKY (Fox).
Fine horse picture.

SONG OF SONGS (Paramount).
Dietrich.

SON OF A SAILOR (First National).

Joe E. Brown.

SPEED WINGS (Columbia).
Tim McCoy.

SPITFIRE (RKO).
Hepburn in a fine characterization of a mountain
girl. The story may bore you. but you'll like

Katie.

SUNSET PASS (Paramount)..
Western.

THIS MAN IS MINE (RKO).
Very modern drama. Irene Dunne. Ralph Bellamy
and Constance Cummings.

THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN (M-G-M).
Lionel Barrymore and Fay Bainter in a homey
story that you'll enjoy.

THE THUNDERING HERD (Paramount).
That Scott boy in another Western.

TOO MUCH HARMONY (Paramount).
Bing Crosby.

A VERY HONORABLE GUY (Warners).
Not up to par. Joe E. Brown.

WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD (First National).
What the Depression has done to the kids. Frankie
Darro.

A WOMAN IN HER THIRTIES (Warners).
Fine characterization by Aline MacMahon. Paul
Kelly and Ann Dvorak do nicely. (New title: Side
Streets.)

THESE PICTURES 6ET "<"

AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN f RKO)

.

Fair comedy. Wynne Gibson, William Gargan,
rharlie Farrell.

AT L MEN ARE ENEMIES (Fox).
You'll be disappointed.

AS HUSBANDS GO (Fox).
Very sophisticated. With Warner Baxter and
Helen Vinson.

CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE (Fox).
Another Warner Oland thriller.

COLLEGE COACH (Warners).
Dick Powell and Ann Dvorak in a football story
with a new slant.

COME ON MARINES (Paramount).
Rowdy stuff. Dick Arlen and Ida Lupino.

COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO (Universal).
Poor story. Fay Wray and Paul Lukas.

CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE (Universal).
The least successful of the current "bus" pictures.
Lew Ayres and June Knight.

THE CROSBY CASE (Universal).
May hold your interest. Wynne Gibson and Ons-
low Stevens.

DARK HAZARD (Warners).
Eddie Robinson and Genevieve Tobin.

DAVID HARUM (Fox).
The latest Will Rogers offering.

DOCTOR BULL (Fox).
Goud characterization by Will Rogers.

EASY TO LOVE (Warners).
Light romantic comedy. Genevieve Tobin. Adolphe
Menjou, Mary Astor.

EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT (Paramount).
Nice performances by Dorothy Wilson and Kay
Johnson.

EVER IN MY HEART (Warners).
Barbara Stanwyck aud Otto Kruger in a war
story.

FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE (Paramount).
You may like this.

F. P. 1 ( Fox-Gaumont)

.

Submarine yarn.

THE FRONTIER MARSHAL (Fox).
John Wayne.

GAMBLING LADY (Warners).
Barbara Stanwyck turns gambler, too.

GOING HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).
Marion Davies' latest. With Bing Crosby.

HAROLD TEEN (Warners).
The kids may enjoy it.

HIPS, HIPS, HOORAY (RKO).
Wheeler and Woolsey again.

I BELIEVED IN YOU (Fox).
John Boles, Victor Jory and Rosemary Ames can't
do much with this Greenwich Village tale. You
may like the newcomer. Miss Ames.

I AM SUZANNE (Fox).
Lilian Harvey and Gene Raymond in a musical
that's worth your time.

THE INVISIBLE MAN (Universal).
Very unusual. Claude Rains.

JOURNAL OF A CRIME (Warners),
Heavy drama. Ruth Chatterton and Adolphe Menjou.

LADIES MUST LOVE (Universal).
A musical with June Kight and Neil Hamilton.

LONG LOST FATHER (RKO).
John Barrymore as a waiter in a night club. The
direction is poor and the story is bad.

THE LOST PATROL (RKO).
An all-male cast including Boris Karloff, Victor
McLaglen and Reginald Denny.

MASSACRE (Warners).
A bit depressing. Richard Barthelmess and Ann
Dvorak on an Indian Reservation.

MIDSHIPMAN JACK (RKO).
Bruce Cabot and Betty Furness in a tale about
Annapolis.

MY LIPS BETRAY (Fox).
Rather weak. Lilian Harvey and John Boles.

MYSTERY LINER (Monogram).
Noah Beery and Astrid Allyn in a very dull mys-
tery.

NO GREATER GLORY (Columbia).
George Breakston and Frankie Darro as leaders
of rival gangs. Lois Wilson and Frank Morgan
don't have much to do. ,

OLSEN'S NIGHT OUT (Fox).
Featuring El Brendel.

REGISTERED NURSE (Warners).
Another hospital yarn that doesn't click. Bebe
Daniels and Lyle Talbot.

SHE MADE HER BED (Paramount).
A trifle unpleasant. Some good acting by Sally
Eilers and Richard Arlen.

THE SHOW-OFF (M-G-M).
Spencer Tracy is miscast.

S. O. S. ICEBERG (Universal).
If you're interested in expeditions to Greenland.

THREE ON A HONEYMOON (Fox).
Poor story. ZaSu Pitts peps it up some.

THE TORCH SINGER (Paramount).
Claudette Colbert in the title role.

THE WOMEN IN HIS LIFE (M-G-M).
YT
ou'll like Otto Kruger.

THE WORST WOMAN IN PARIS (Fox).
Benita Hume and Adolphe Menjou.

YOU CAN'T BUY EVERYTHING (M-G-M).
An excellent cast saves it. May Robson, Lewis
Stone, Jean Parker and William Bakewell.

YOU'RE TELLING ME (Paramount).
W. C. Fields is the whole show.

THESE PICTURES CET "D'

BOMBAY MAIL (Universal).
A mystery. With Edmund Lowe.

GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM (Paramount).
Charles Farrell as an art student.

HELL AND HIGH WATER (Paramount).
A waterfront yarn with Richard Arlen and Tudith
Allen.

KEEP 'EM ROLLING (RKO).
Poor story. Walter Huston is wasted in this one

Callfor

Philip
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Hereisthe SECRET
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Maty $u<ut

MOON GLOW
NAIL POLISH

beautifies tyour ^Hand$

YOU will be <_el]glued with the smartness ol your ha i<J> when
you beautify .hem with MCON GLOW Nail Polish. K.etp on
your shelf all of the six MOON GLOW shades—N,atural, Medium

.

Rose, Platinum Pearl, Carmine and Coral.

If you paid Si you couldn't get finer nail polish than Holly-
wood's own MOON GLOW— the new favorite everywhere. Ask
your ioc store for the 10c size or your druq store lor the i^c size

of MOON GLOW Nail Poish in all' shades. ^If they cannot supply
you, mail the coupon today

Moon Glow Cosmetic Co., Ltd., Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen. Please send me introductory pkg. of Moon
Glow. I enclose ioc (coin or stamp;) for each shade checked.
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A BECOME AN EXPERT

CCOUNTANT
Executive Accountants and C. P. A. '3 earn $3.00Crto $15,000 a year.
Thousands more are needed. We train you thoroughly at home in
spare time for C. P. A. examinations or executive accounting- po-
sitions. Previous bookkeeping knowledge or experience unnecessary.
Training given by C. P. A.'s. Write for free book, "Accountancy,
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LaSalie Extension University, Dept. 63is-H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1.200 C. P. A.'s
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LET'S BE RITZY (Universal).
A dull yarn. Lew Ayres and Pat Ellis are in it.

MANDALAY (First National).
Kay Francis and Lyle Talbot.

MYRT AND MARGE (Universal).
This radio team's first picture. You can skip it.

THE BIG SHAKEDOWN (First National).
Exposing the cut-rate drug racket. Very dull.

SITTING PRETTY (Paramount).
Dull story about a couple of song writers. Music
is good.

SUCCESS AT ANY PRICE (RKO).
Disappointing. Doug Fairbanks. Jr.,
Moore.

and Colleen

TWO ALONE (RKO).
Mediocre. Jean Parker and Tom Brown.

UPPERWORLD [Warners).
Another trite yarn for Warren William. Mary
Astor and Ginger Rogers here, too.

WHITE WOMAN (Paramount).
Very, very had. Charles Laughton can't save this
one.

Beauty Advice

(Continued from page 6)

If you zvoitld be a dream girl on a

moonlit terrace, you must rehearse

aplenty for this role in your ozvn home.

Especially in this season of the year.

And that's what I'm going to talk about,

this time—the groundwork, the prepara-

tion, the precautions that go to make
up summer loveliness. You may get a

break, at that, on a moonlit terrace,

what with the dim light and all. But

how about a blazing summer beach ?

Isn't there just a little twinge at the

heart strings, however, when memories

of former summers return to haunt

you? That red, shiny nose that simply

wouldn't take powder; those blistered

shoulders that peeled and prevented

wearing your evening gown to the big

ball of the season.

What to do about these things?

You may say to yourself, "What of

it? Who would go back to the Victor-

ian era and don veils or sun bonnets.

What vanity can be great enough to

keep me out of sports on a summer day
in the year of 1934?"

DUT there is a way to avoid every

single one of these summer sorrows.

If you don't believe it, ask any girl

who works in motion pictures. Of
course they know because—contrary to

the general belief that grease paint

covers all defects—it merely exagger-

ates them. The camera is the most criti-

cal beauty doctor in the world and many
a girl has been unsuccessful in motion
pictures because of a roughened skin.

These girls can't afford to take chances.

To go back to Fay Wray. Here's a

beautiful woman who has been in pic-

tures since she was seventeen. She de-

clares that keeping her skin in perfect

condition is of the utmost importance
to her career. Her suggestions on the

care of the complexion may help you
solve your summer worries

:

"A good complexion, at any time of

the year, depends primarily on one's

physical condition. That is an estab-

lished fact and it is also taken for

granted that regular exercise is neces-

sary in order to be fit. However, this

is not the only thing to be done. For
example—ice is one of the best com-
plexion aids in the world. I have a

tiny ice box that I carry with me to

work. Before make-up of any kind is

applied, my face is always rubbed with
an ice cube. This acts as an astringent;
it tones up the skin and brings the blood
to the surface."

Ice, however, when used carelessly
may do more harm than good. Fay
Wray stresses this fact and insists that

much cold cream be used where the

skin is inclined to be dry. She cold

creams her face at night after make-up
is removed, and again in the morning,
before taking her bath. If she intends

going for a swim or for a long motor
ride where the wind and sun may dry
the skin greatly, she uses a special

preparation to prevent windburn and
sunburn. (There are several very

good preparations for this that are in-

expensive and can be purchased at

drugstores.)

Dolores Del Rio has a home remedy
that is excellent for keeping the skin

smooth and clean. Before retiring she

merely pats pure strained honey on it

and allows it to remain for about ten

minutes. When the ten minutes are up,

she washes the honey off with hike

warm water and finishes with a dash
of cold water. The honey not only

serves as a cleanser and astringent but

is healing as well. It's just the old

adage of ''an ounce of prevention being
worth a pound of cure." No sunburn
blisters pass without leaving the skin

rough and unsightly. Why not be

smart and avoid them?

T-JERE are a few odds and ends of

beauty advice which I have picked

up from some of our Hollywood
beauties

:

If your nails are in the habit of

breaking just as you've gotten them
nice and long . . . don't worry. All

Marlene Dietrich does is to cover the

broken nails with a thin sticking-plaster

and then covers the entire nail with a

deep nail varnish. You can't tell the

difference

!

Ginger Rogers keeps her gorgeous
legs white and smooth by rubbing them
with a piece of pumice stone every day
in her bath. Only be sure the pumice
stone is smooth. Ginger warns.

For perspiring hands, Claudette Col-

bert suggests a salt rub. This is how
she does it : take about a tablespoon

or two of ordinary table salt—moisten
it with a little water and then grind
into the palms thoroughly. Remove with
hike warm water. Do this once or

twice a day—and you'll soon notice a

difference.

Irene Dunne declares there is noth-
ing that supplies sheen to the tresses

like daily brushing with a good stiff

brush. But, she claims, it must be

plied vigorously and diligently. "Thirty
strokes every night before retiring

- '

still holds good.

Now we know the secret of Frances
Dee's lovely, shiny, curled up eyelashes.



She uses plain old-fashioned mustache
wax on 'em !

Constance Bennett always brushes

powder on her lashes and then brushes

it off before applying" her mascara. It

gives the lashes "body."
Sally Eilers always keeps a bottle of

castor oil on her dressing table—to be

used in and on her eyes ! One drop
goes in each eye once a day for cleans-

ing purposes as well as obtaining that

luster . . . and a wee little bit goes under
her eye shadow to give her eyes a

moist, transparent look that is so flat-

tering.

Another use for castor oil : Jeanette
MacDonald literally "soaks" her scalp

with equal parts of castor oil and alco-

hol the night before the shampoo, to

restore the natural oil the studio lights

seem to absorb.

Modern Screen

Did you know that if your powder
is lighter than your skin, your skin

will appear coarse? Also that if you
have a large nose, dark powder will

make it less conspicuous ? But if your
nose is just button-size, then use light

powder to emphasize it.

The movie stars have a new wrinkle

:

To give the hands- a tapering and deli-

cate appearance, they apply liquid

rouge on the inside of the fingers—be-

tween each finger—in delicate shades

that blend with the skin tint and with

the shade of nail enamel used.

Mary Biddle has a generous sample
jar of a well-known cream to offer all

of you who write in for it. It'll take

care of those sunburns, windburns and
rough hands for you. Ask her to send

it to vou.

Between You and Me

{Continued from page 17)

Here's to Anna Q.

J. RAYBOULD, Highland Park,

Mich, one of her loyal fans, says L

.It was with keen interest that

I watched the audience's reaction

to the appearance of Anna Q.

Nilsson's name in the cast of "The

World Changes." The movie fans

had not forgotten our Anna 0. It

only took them a second to spy her

name, followed by a warm buzz of

welcome.
But even then, the producers

didn't take a tumble — they

couldn't realize the gold mine they

have in the person of Anna Q.
Nilsson.

She came to Detroit with the

"Moulin Rouge Caravan." The
audience was glad to see Anna O.

in person, happy to see her walk

on the stage a well being. The
fans had not forgotten Anna Q. the

many months she fought bravely

to win the battle with the elements

of nature—broken bones. Detroit

turned out en masse to greet this

courageous woman and wish her

well in her fight to come back to

us on the screen.

Telling the World

SYLVIA TANNER, of Milton,

Pa., raves

:

Mary Astor is equally good in

diversified roles and she is so dif-

ferent that it is a pleasure to

see her. Her acting, as the insane

wife of Paul Muni in "The World
Changes" was great. She played

the part of the siren to perfection

in "Easy to Love" and her work
in "Red" Dust," "Convention City"
and "The Kennel Murder Case"
was of the same high quality.

Let's give her the credit she so

richly deserves. (Right you arc,

Sylvia. And shortly you'll see her
opposite two of Warners' most
popular male stars, Warren Wil-
liam and Edward G. Robinson, in

"Upper-world" and "The Dark
Tozver" respectively.)

Why Three Newcomers to the

Screen Are Bound To Twinkle

B. M.. of Hollywood, Calif., gives

US the answer

:

Jean Muir and Evelyn Venable
could scarcely shake me out of a
lethargy into a flurry of letter-

writing, but Paul Kelly, Fred As-
taire and Margaret Sullavan—ah,
that's a different story.

Paul Kelly : Here is an actor who
achieves the maximum results with
the minimum of gestures. He is

very arresting. Perhaps a genuine
artist—at least a fine actor, with
an extremely well-pitched, mag-
netic voice, and nothing of the

"ham" about him. I like his re-

serve—the suggestion of passion
(in the best sense) and strength

of character.

Margaret Sullavan : For a youth-
ful person, she has marvelous
emotional power and range. I hope
they don't over-publicize her ! It

happens so often. For instance,

much as I admire Katharine Hep-
burn, the stream of publicity pic-

tures and stories about her are

tiring us all out.

Fred Astaire: Has just what it

takes to sparkle in screen musicals.

Of course, we all know about his

dancing, but isn't he a clever com-
edian ? A genuine, infectious gaiety
in his personality.

DO THIS
for white shoes
Clean with Shinola. Fine for all

shoes— suede, buck, canvas and kid.

Removes spots quickly and restores

that "new shoe" look. At all stores.

1

There's a Shinola Product for every shoe.

Pastes and liquids, all colors, only ]0«f each.

OFF FLOOR
(LAMPS AND RADIO)
A neat job instantly. No dam-

1

age to woodwork. No tools!
needed. Set of eight colored

|
clips to match your cords.lOc.

At Kre»ee*«

FADED
GRAY HAIR
Women, men, girls with laded, gray, streaked hair, shampoo
anu color your hair at the same time with my new French
discovery—"SHAMPO - KOLOR". No fuss or muss.
Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo Into your hair
any natural shade with 'SHAMPO - KOLOR". No
"dyed" look, but a lovely natural, most lasting color: un-
affected by washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept 39, 254 W. 31st St.,

New York City.

IO^— 15*
AT HADING CHAINS

Top, left—odorless
composition vanity in
smart solid colors, with
first grade velour puff.
Fitted with 1 flr
screw cap. . .

.

Bottom, left—ultra-
smart, octagonal in
odorless composition,
with beveled glass
mirror and the
finest velour 1 Cr.
puff

Both are feather-light,
fashionable, service-
able . . . and may be
had in black and white
and smart pastel shades
Seeing is buying.

Crested by

A. L.SIEGEL.CO.Inc.
22 West 22nd St., N. Y. C.
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SPOTLESS*

\S'on Id you believe it!

For less than the oo^l

ofu movieticket I keep,

not only my while
shoes, but all my
vhilc accessories,

purses, belts, etc.

immaculate and
new-looking for a

v b o 1 e month.
That's all it costs

for two economical

bottles of

• • says

BETTy
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• SHOES
• HATS
• GLOVES
• BE LTS
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10*
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Actually removes
spots and im bod-
ed dirt, vet v» ill

NOT RUB OFF!
The one white
dressing for all

purposes.

Consult Yogi Alpha
About Your

FUTURE
The next 12 months are

filled with opportunity.
W hat do they hold for YOU?
W hat will be your lucky

days? Will you win in love?
What occupation should
you follow? Yogi Alpha,
Internationally known phil-
osopher who has amazed
thousands by his uncanny
predictions, offers a big
1000 word Life Reading for
only 25c. Covers marriage,
love, health, partnership,
lucky days, etc. You can
follow this guide day by
day throughout your life-

time and consult it before
making any important
changes in home, social or business
affairs. J. T. writes, "You have
given me new fait h and hope."
M. B, writes, "Everything you
predicted came true.' R. M.
writes, "Have found your forecast absolutely correct. It seem3 uncanny
that one can have that power." Send onlv 25c in coin or stamps and exact
birt h date for your Astrological Forecast. Ntimerologv Rending included
FREE. Money returned if not sutsfied. Mail coupo'n NOW.

BIG READING ONLY 25c

YOGI ALPHA, Box 1 411, Dept. D-10,San Diego,Ca!if.
Enclosed is 25c for my big life Reading. Monev back if not satisfactoryMy Numerology Reading (300 words) included FREE.

FREE
300 WORD NUMER-
OLOGY READING
with order for Astro-

logical Reading.

Reviews—A Tour of Today's Talkies

Name Birth date.

City - State

If you have a friend who wishes a reading, send 50c for TWO Readings.
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B

a: stand up and cheer
(Fox)

Warner Baxter, Madge Evans, James
Dunn, John Boles

LUES of depression disappear

!

This picture of the March of Pros-

perity along the New Deal Highway
(long since having passed that famous
"corner") is a vivid and humorous por-

trayal of the optimism of modern
America. There are plenty of laughs

and romance along the road—from the

said corner of economic stress to the

smooth road of prosperity and happi-

ness. Warner Baxter, reaching new
heights in dramatic portrayal, brings

the country "out of the red"—with the

able assistance of Madge Evans, James
Dunn, John Boles and a strong support-

ing cast. What with Will Rogers hav-
ing furnished the original idea for this

opus, and the grand display of gorgeous
chorus girls swarming all over sky-

scrapers, and fountains, and doll dances
thrown in for good measure, there is

nothing left to be desired.

<: YOU'RE TELLING ME
(Paramount)

W. C. Fields, Joan Marsh, Larry
(Buster) Crabbe, Adrienne Ames

"PUNNY in spots. It's W. C. Fields'
* starring picture—ringing in all

the Fields gags—some funny and some
not so funny. The plot (what there is

of it) hinges on a princess who be-

friends Fields, the town goat, to the ex-

tent that he gets tight with the mayor
and sells his "puncture-proof tire" for a

million bucks. Adrienne Ames makes
a stately looking princess and Joan
Marsh and Buster Crabbe are sweet as

the lovebirds. If you like W. C. Felds'

comedy, this mighty satisfy.

b: the crime doctor
(RKO)

Otto Kruger, Karen Morley, Nils

Asther, Judith Wood
COMETHING new and very interest-

^ ing in mysteries. Yes, you will see

a novel murder mystery—novel, because
there is no mystery. You know who
killed the gal all the time and you know
the motive, but you don't know how the
thing will end in spite of the fact that

you will think you know until the last

sequence. Otto Kruger is swell as the

jealous detective and Nils Asther does
very well in the role of the victim.

The feminine half of the picture is well

done by Karen Morley and Judith
Wood. We do advise you to see the
picture. Good entertainment.

b: clamour
(Universal)

Constance Cummings, Paid Lukas,
Philip Reed

GOOD story, effective direction

and fine acting put this talkie veryA

close to the front ranks in movie enter-

tainment. Constance Cummings does

her best work to date as the ambitious

chorus gal who achieves fame, a

wealthy husband and a baby—then

leaves it all for love in a cottage. But,

unlike the usual formula, the story

doesn't end there. It goes on to tragedy
and heartbreak—winding up with a

strong and effective finale. Paul Lukas
and Philip Reed, husbands one and two
respectively, give outstanding perform-
ances. The balance of the cast, includ-

ing Doris Lloyd as the jealous nurse

of the boy, contribute their share of ex-

cellent acting. If you see this, it will be

time and money well spent.

B: SPEED WINGS
(Columbia)

Tim McCoy, Evalyn Knapp, Billy

Bakcwell

ATYPICAL, small-town thriller.

The picture is chuck ful of action

—

speeding airplanes, crack-ups, rescue

scenes and ojie or two bloody fights.

Aviator Tim McCoy tries to make a

man of Billy Bakewell. who has gone
yellow after witnessing too many
smashes. Kids will go for it.

b: MELODY IN SPRING
(Paramount)

Lawny Ross, Charlie Rugglcs, Mary
Boland, Ann Sothern

THIS is light and tuneful. Accord-
ing to Paramount's guess, half of

the world has been waiting to sec

Lanny Ross sing—well, here's their

chance. Be warned, however, that

when he stops singing and we have a

chance to scrutinize his acting, he isn't

as hot as he might be. Well, time will

improve that. Don't expect more than

a tune and a laugh.

a: viva villa
(M-G-M)

Wallace Beery, Leo Carrillo, Fay Wray,
Donald Cook, Stuart Erwin

pXCEPTIONAL action picture ! Man
J—

' and boy—here is a swell picture for

you ! Action . . . speed . . . war . . .

noisy guns and sex appeal carefully

placed together in historical fashion.

Wallace Beery is just about perfect as

Villa and he stands out for the rare

simplicity of his characterization more
because of the tremendous scope of the

vivid backdrop of Mexico. Henry B.

Walthall gives us a fine example of

acting as the President. Carrillo does his

best work as first lieutenant to Villa.

The photography is gorgeous. This is

almost an epic. Better see it

!

C: THE TRUMPET BLOWS
(Paramount)

George Raft, Adolphe Menjou, Frances
Drake, Kathcrine De Mille

A MOTHER palooka ! Badly jumbled
story . . . mis-casting . . . mediocre
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RELIEVES PAIN IN ONE MINUTE!
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads will give you relief

in one minute! These soothing,
healing pads stop the cause by
lifting nagging shoe pressure
off the irritated nerves. Result
—no more pain, sore toes or
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Remove Corns and Callouses
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads quick-
ly, safely loosen and remove
corns and callouseswhen used
with the separate Medicated
Disks included for that pur-
pose. Get this sure relief to-

day. Sold everywhere.
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No Joke To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
ibeing deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-
ficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
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Gray Hair Pencil
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ArtificialEarDrum

by
TIRE USERS

FREE

!

oueande all over
V. S. A. vouh for the LONG, HARD
SERVICE, under severest road condi

I tiona of our standard brand Tires
reconstructed by the ORIGINAL
SECRET YORK PROCESS. OUR 17
YEARS IN BUSINESS makes it pos-
sible to offer tires at LOWEST PRICES
in history with 12 month guarantee.

Don't Delay—OrderToday
I _BALLOON_Tires_ . CORD Tires
Size Rim Tires Tubes

SATIRE

nm
WITH EAffl ORDER

FOR 2 TIRES
TAKE TIRE PRESSURE
TWW SIDE WttLo^TIRE
MO PUSS- NO DIRT

ALL TUBES.

30x3 H
31*4
32x4
33x4
34x4
32x4^
33x4 H
34x4>*
30x5
33x5
35x5

2.3S
2.95
2.9S
2.9S
3.25
3.35
3.45
3.4S
3.65
3.7S
3.95

0.75
0.85
0.85
O.K.'.

85
1.15
1.15
1

29x4.40-21 $2.15 $0.85
29x4.50-20 2.35 0.85
30x4.50-21 2.40 0.85
28x4.75-19 2.4S 0.95
29x4.75-20 2.SO 0.95
29x5.00-19 2.85 1.05
30x5.00-20 2.85 1.05
28x5.25-18 2.90 1.15
29x5.25-19 2.95 1.15
30x5.25-20 2.95 1.15
31x5.25-21 3.25 1.15
28x5.50-18 3.35 1.15
29x5.50-19 3.35 1.15
30x6.00-18 3.40 1.15
31x6.00-19 3.40 1.15
32x6.00-20 3.45 1.25
33x6.00-21 3.65 1.25
32x6.50-20 3.7S 1.35
SEND ONLY $1.00 DEPOSIT with osch tire
ordered. We .hip — balance C. 0. D. Deduct
5 per cent if cash in full accompanies order.

. BRAND NEW — GUARANTEED
Tires failinK to give 12 months' service replaced at half price.

YORK TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept. 2412

A

Size
30x3

TiresTubes
$2.25 $0.65

All Other Sizes

DEALERS
WANTED

Modern Screen

direction and very little, if any, inter-

esting features. I arrived late at the

preview and had to sit in the aisle, so

I know how many people walked out.

Poor George Raft. Cast as a Mexican
hull fighter and still talking with a

Lower East Side accent. It was just

too bad. Menjou wasn't much better

and Frances Drake can dance better

than she can act. The photography was
the one redeeming feature. But who
wants to see redeeming features ?

<: FINISHING SCHOOL
(RKO)

Frances Dee, Billie Burke, Ginger
Rogers, Bruce Cabot

WARMED-OVER stuff. If we
hadn't quite a run on these "ex-

clusive" girls' school stories, this little

epic might not suffer so from the com-
parison, but as it is, the cast is much
more important than anything they can
do about it. Frances Dee, however,
does a right smart job as the girl.

Billie Burke preens to everyone's de-

light and Ginger Rogers (as usual)

nearly walks away with all but the

scenery. But the story isn't there.

b: i ll tell the world
(Universal)

Lee Tracy, Gloria Stuart, Roger Pryor

TEE TRACY'S back! As a direct

' result of a clamoring fan following,

Lee Tracy is on the silver screen again.

Of course, all you who've had a say in

his come-back will want to see this pic-

ture . . . and if you like lots of Tracy,
you'll find it here ! Fast action, good
dialogue. Tracy is an ace reporter in

Europe. Everything tends to give you
a chance to see your old favorite at

his top speed. Of course, the story is a

bit far-fetched, what with mythical
kingdoms, murders, princes and what
not, but when Lee falls in love with
Gloria Stuart and tries to do something
about it, you're in for some real action.

C: THREE ON A HONEY-
MOON

(Fox)

Sally Eilers, Charles Starrett, ZaSu
Pitts, Henrietta Crosman

XTOT so good. If ZaSu Pitts had
L^ had a larger role, it might have
helped, but Sally Eilers and Charlie
Starrett are no more adequate than the

story, which is terrible. All about a

headstrong gal (Eilers) who is sent on
a world cruise to overcome it, but, as

far as we could see, it only made mat-
ters worse. She starts out by chasing
a handsome ship officer (Starrett) who
insults everything but her intelligence.

Then comes a suicide or two—with a
finale which allows all parties (includ-

ing ZaSu) to "get their men."

B: MANHATTAN LOVE
SONG

(Monogram)

Robert Armstrong, Dixie Lee

CURPRISINGLY good. Though pro-

duced by an indie, this has all the

EAUTY Aoe±

COME IN BOTTLES
Lovely, lustrous fingertips . . . their secret's

found in each bottle of CHIC. See how
satin-smooth CHIC nail polish "goes on"
. . . how its lustre lasts, unharmed by water.

CHIC comes in five favorite colors . . .

Clear (Colorless), Pink, Coral, Ruby,
Deep . . . each in an unusually generous

crystal flacon. Available also in the new
"Creme"type polish. Ask for CHIC Cuticle

Remover and CHIC Polish Remover, too.

At all good chain stores.

10.
KILL THE HAIR ROOT

My method positively prevents hair from
growing again. Sate, easy, permanent. Use
it privately at home. The delightful relief
will bring happiness, freedom of mind and
greater success.

We teach Beauty Culture, Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For prompt-
ness in writinc me, 1 will include a £2.00
Certificate forMahler Beauty Preparations.

D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 36F, Providence, R. I*

H PAYS FOR $3000

LIFE PROTECTION
Even if you are past 55

— and without Medical

Examination

!

IF YOU are between the ages of 10
and 75 you may now enjoy the bene-
fits of reliable life protection for only
$1. and without a medical examina-
tion. This new Life Protection Cer-
tificate, offered exclusively by one of
the largest associations of its kind
in the state of California and subject to rigid examinations
by the State Insurance Department, pays up to $1500 For
Death From Any Cause ; $2000 to $3000 for accidental death.
Your protection is backed by .a sound financial institution
with more than 26 million dollars life protection in force.

SEND NO MONEY. Just your name, age, name of
beneficiary, and a Life Certificate, fully made out in your
name will be sent to you for 10 Days Free Inspection. NO
AGENT WILL CALL. If you decide *„.„, 1n rw
to keep it, send only $1 to put your Accept IQ-Uay
protection in force for at least 45 days 91 J% BP Pi
. . . then about 3e a day. If not. you H* BK WS-
owe nothing. OFFER LIMITED. So

. J!T
write today without obligation. inspection Offer

NATIONAL SECURITY LIFE ASSOCIATION
Dept. B-187, 204 S. Hamilton Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.
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Now lift off

AND STOP PAIN INSTANTLY
Just put a few drops of Freezone on that ach-

ing corn tonight and you'll make the wonder-
ful discovery many thousands have made.
Pain stops like a flash.And soon the corn gets
so loose you can lift it right off with your
fingers. You'll agree that it's the quickest,

easiest way to stop pain and get rid of hard
and soft corns, even coins between the toes.

Any druggist will sell you a bottle of won-
derful Freezone for a few cents. Try it.

FREEZONE
3,500athletes in pic-
tures! Physical Cul-
ture training won me
a Movie Contract.
Studios searchingfor
men with athletic

bodies. I offer you
a chance to win a

FREE TRIP TO HOLLYWOOD
Free Screen and Talkie Test thru my
home-study Physical Culture Course. What
training has done for me and many other
picture stars it can do for YOU. Send
NOW for FREE booklet. Give name, age
and address for particulars. Joe Bonomo,
230-J Bonomo Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

WHITE SHOES
Cleaned Easily!
For kid, cloth or buckskin use ColorShine

All-PurposeWhite Cleaner inTube.Wonderful

results. Easy to use. Will not rub off. Only 10*

at Wt stores. 12 kinds of ColorShine for all

colors and kinds of shoes. Try it I

CHIEFTAIN
MFG. CO. BALTIMORE, MD.

earmarks of a major production. Good
plot. All about two rich sisters who
lose everything but their apartment (the

rent was paid in advance). To cover
other expenses they take their chauffeur

and maid in as "paying guests," with

the chauffeur (Armstrong) taking full

control. Dixie Lee is another pleasant

surprise. As the singing debutante, she
not only looks plenty cute but has a

good voice, and is a natural for comedy.

b: side streets
(Warners)

Aline MacMahon, Paul Kelly, Ann
Dvorak

"CTNE characterization. Aline Mac-
Mahon has the role of her career as

Madame Valerie, a lonely, plain-looking
woman in her thirties—aching for the
love of a human being. Along comes
Paul Kelly, a young, unreliable but
likeable sailor, looking for a meal tick-

et. They marry. Her understanding
and forgiveness of his many digressions
ultimately make him realize the worth
of the woman he married. Kelly gives
an honest and real performance. Ann
Dvorak, in a smaller part, does well.

But the picture belongs to Aline.

<: ALL MEN ARE ENEMIES
(Fox)

Hugh Williams, Helen Twelvetrees

XX/'ALK don't run! This little opus
* * is inclined to leave you with a

desire to yawn. Yes, in spite of some
fairly good acting, one or two fair sit-

uations and the debut of Hugh Wil-
liams, this picture never gets started and
arrives exactly nowhere. The war is

brought in merely to make it difficult

for the lovers to get together. Mr.
Williams' papa wants him to marry the
girl of his choice when, all the time,

Sonny Boy could go for Helen Twelve-
trees in a big way. Papa has his way,
in the beginning, and Sonny Boy (you
guessed it) has his in the end.

b: a very honorable

(Warners)

Joe E. Brozvn, Alice White

PINION will be divided. Those
who like Joe E. Brown in anything

will like this. While those who like •

him in nothing will say, "I told you so."

It's about a guy who needs a grand
to tide him over with his gold-digging
gal friend (Alice does well this time)

and borrows it from a doctor in return

for "his body in thirty days." This
will make you laugh once in a while.

The fast action of the usual Brown opus
is lacking. If you've seen 'em all, try it.

<: JOURNAL OF A CRIME
(Warners)

Ruth Chatterton, Adolphe Menjou

A PROBLEM for you. There isn't

a laugh in the entire picture. So

O

if you like your entertainment light,

you'll know just what to do when this

show comes to town. For those of you
who go for a bit of heavy drammer.
however, it must be said that you'll get

your money's worth. Problem: Whal
would you do if you didn't love youi
wife any more and found out that she
had killed your sweetheart, especial!}

when the police don't even suspect the
wife and have a good case against a

bank robber? Adolphe Menjou like-

the problem so well that he keeps a

diary of Ruth Chatterton's period ot

breakdown. Then came the dawn, how-
ever, and Ruth and Adolphe start out
afresh—or something. Chatterton is a

bit too hysterical, but you may like her.

C: COME ON MARINES
(Paramount)

Dick Aden, Ida Lupino, Roscoe
Karnes, Grace Bradley

ABIT rowdy. In a desperate effort

to make Dick Arlen "tough," you
never get the idea that he really loves

Ida Lupino at all. Marine Arlen gets
into so many scrapes that he is finally

sent to the jungles. There, with his

taxi-driver pal, Karnes, he gets into

some of the most improbable situations

we've seen for a long time, including
the rescue of some "children" who turn
out to be debutantes—all free, white
and twenty-one. The result is lusty,

rowdy entertainment.

O: LET'S BE RITZY
(Universal)

Lew Ayres, Patricia Ellis, Isabel Jewell

T TNPARDONABLY dull. Personally,^ I don't think Lew Ayres has any
right to be so lousy—and Patricia Ellis

has no rights at all ! The night we pre-

viewed this epic, the film caught on fire

and they never got the voices in "sync"
again, so it was quite a comedy. But
you won't have any of those laughs
when you see it (if you do), so it will

no doubt bore you stiff. The story is

outmoded and the dialogue is very badly
chosen. Never let it be said. . . .

d: upperworld
(Warners)

Warren William, Mary Astor, Ginger
Rogers, Andy Devinc

FLOPO, Flopare, Flopatus ! But just

why I should go to the trouble to

conjugate this mess in half-hearted

Latin, I will never know. The plot can
be told (a la tabloid) thus: "Local man
deserts wife and chee-ild as blizzard

grips city !" And that would just

about say it all. Typical shot : Warren
William returns from his extra-marital

relations with Ginger Rogers and is

brought back to home and wife (Mary
Astor) by the pathetic baby-talk and
gurgling of Dickie Moore. In spite of

the banal plot and all the rest, Warren
William continues to exude sex-appeal

and charm. Just how he manages to do
so is as mysterious as the reason for

making this picture. Don't

!
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WHISPERED
Great Complexion

Secret

!

.^^^ rpO her friend she con-

'-iri'
fessed the secret of her

"^L,

/

j& flawless clear white skin.

^ Long ago she learned that
i

J

no cosmetic would hide
gL^4

; blotches, pimples or sal-

< \ *^^F lowness. She found the
HNt- -* Hp» secret of real complexion

|r beauty in NR Tablets
S^At (Nature'sRemedy).They

i
f JK, cleansed and cleared the

eliminative tract—correct-
ed sluggish bowel action—drove out the poisonous
wastes. She felt better, too, full of pep, tingling with
vitality. Try this mild, safe, dependable, all-vegetable

corrective tonight. See your complexion improve, see
headaches, dullness vanish.
At all druggists'—only 25c. .

rDCCI New gold& blue
rUCCi 1934 Calendar-
Thermometer — samples
NR and Turns. Send
name, address, stamp to

A. H. LEWIS CO.
Desk HC-77

.
St. Louis, Missouri

i TO-NIGHT
, TOMORROW ALRIGHT .

BUNIONS QuickC

Nf
BUMP GOES DOw
Da in ot-*vnci nl ryi r\r-i" fnrifnnrln I \-\ nn klAftnAJPain stops almost instantly ! Then blessed
relief. Falryfoot gradually reduces painful,
ugly bunions. Enables you to wear smaller shoes. No
cumbersome appliances. No messy salves. Used on over
2,000,000 feet since 1897. Write for Free trial treat-
ment. Falryfoot Products Co., Chicago, cdec
III., 1223 S.Wabash Ave., Dept. A.271 PKEE PfOOI

BALD NO LONGER
Mr. «. S. R. oi Hew York City writni:

. «. • ,
I had 3 bald spots the sue ol a hall-dollar. I

used Japanese Oil tor 3 months and now mv
bald spots are entirety covered with hair.

JAPANESE OIL, the antiseptic counter-irritant, is

used by thousands for baldness, falling hair, loose
dandruff and scalp itch. Price 60c. Economy size

SI. All druggists". FREE booklet. 'Truth About
the Hair"—write.

NATIONAL REMEDY CO., „ _
56 W. 45th St., Dept. M. M. tl. T.

^ Lo^t
i
l
u

FREE
BOOKLET

'
' For six years I tried everything

possible. Since using your method two
years ago, 1 haven' t had a sign of trouble.''
Mrs. Kate Harris, Alexander City, Ala .

•*»>. Why suffer? The LdspeMethod quickly
relieves indicated Varicose Veins, Vari-

i

cose Ulcers, Enlarged and Swollen
Veins, Eczema and other stated leg

troubles while you walk. A special pre-
scription for each type of case.40 years
of success! Praised by thousands

b/LlepeMethods. 3284N. Green Bay
Ave., Dept.94-F. Milwaukee. Wis.

inWPBICES,

Save on Tires!
Wby pay high prices for

tiros? Savemoneyon aflstandard
brands, reconstructed by the spe-
cial Adamite scientific process.
Adams tires arc fully guaranteed
togivebestof service under severest
road conditions for 12 full months
and are backed by the vast financial
resources of this well-known company.
BALLOON TIRES
Size Rim Tire Tube

29x4.40-21*2. IS JO. 86
29x4.60-20 2.35 0.85
30x4.60-21 2.40 0.86
28x4 76-19 2.45 0.95
29x4.75 20 2.50 0.95
29x5.00 19 2.85 1.05
30x5.00-20 2.85 1.05
28x5.25-18 2.90 1.15
29x5.26-19 2.95 1.15
30x6.26-20 2.9S 1.15
31x5.25-21 3.25 1.16
23x5.50-18 3.35 1.15
29x6.60-19 3.35 1.15
30x6.00-18 3.40 1.16
31x0.00-19 3.40 1.15
32x6.00-20 3.45 1.25
33x6.90-21 3.65 1.25
:!2x6. 50-20 3.75 1.36
DEALERS WANTED

CORD TIRES
Size
80x3
30x3)3
81x4
82x4
33x4
34x4
32x4^
S3x4'.»
34x4)4
80x5
33x5
35x5

Tir_
$2.25
2.35
2.95
2.95
2.95
3.25
3.35
3.45
3.45
3.65
3.75
3.95

Heavy DutyTrucks
Size Tire Tube
30x5 4.25 1.95
82x6-8ply 6.95 2.75
32x6-10p. 7.95 2.75
84x7 9.95 3.25
ALL OTHER SIZES

2,
MONTH
WRITTEN
GUARANTY
BOND

\WITH EACH TIRE

utility light com
plete with bulb
Replaces flash'

light, no battery
to replace. Al-
ways ready to use

months' written guaranteed service orreplacemen^ati'^rTceV

ADAMS TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept. F
2515 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, lit.

ALLTUBES GUARANTEED BRAND NEW
Send $1 deposltwith each tire ordered. ($4 with
each truck tire.) Balance CO. D. If you send
cash In full, deduct 5%. Remember — 12

-205

They Visit New York

{Continued from page 35)

AND now about Master Arlen. When
we visited little ole Massa (son of

Richard and Jobyna Ralston Arlen) he

was parked in the center of the living-

room of his palatial suite in the

Waldorf-Astoria. And, as far as he
was concerned, New York was a delu-

sion and a snare and the less said about
it the kindlier.

In the first place, if a fella crept as

far as a radiator, the darn thing burned
his pink palm and if he grabbed for the

telephone, he rated an electric shock for

his trouble. And, b'gosh, when you're

only ten months old, you've gotta have
some fun.

Young Dick looks like his daddy and,
like his daddy, he's a movie actor. Yes,
a full-fledged one who had a private

dressing room, a "double" n'everything.

(Remember, he played in "The Baby
in the Ice Box"?) Indeed, "Elmer," as

his parents call him—probably because
his name is Richard—and his "stand-in"
looked so much alike that they had the
director and cast constantly confused.
But little Dick got the billing and
more money, so that made him the star.

Besides, at the moment, he is doing
Europe with his famous parents, who
had no itinerary mapped out, but just

decided to wander for three months.
Now, if that isn't star stuff ! Oh joy,

oh bliss ; oh Paramount, oh munyee

!

The movies are a great big job to

Richard Arlen, Sr., and we suspect he
is a pretty swell gentleman who knows
all the answers. Dick Arlen does his

job, and does it well. Years ago he was
a stunt man and doubled in dangerous
shots for, believe it or not, Agnes Ayres.
And now, after all these years, he's

earned a vacation and so, across the
Big Pond with little Joby and littler

Elmer ! Nice ? We think so.

DARAMOUNT and Georgie Raft may
have had words, and then again they

may not have. But, be that as it may,
the Home Office threw a cocktail party
for one of their better bets. It was im-
promptu and very lively and in one of

the tower suites at the Waldorf.
George Raft is a regular guy. He has

a desire to "come clean" on everything
and would like to step right up and
speak his piece no matter who fell by
the wayside. But movie stars are human
merchandise—sounds dreadful, doesn't

it ?—and when they're told to answer
"perhaps," yes or no are strictly taboo.

So Georgie could not tell why he is

out of Mae West's latest picture ; that

is, even if he wanted to—which of

course we're not at all sure he did. So
whether it is because he served as Dia-
mond Mae's stooge once before and
didn't intend to allow lightning to strike

in the same place again, or not, we'll

never know.
Mr. Raft arrived at the party with a

bodyguard. Asked what the boy's occu-
pation had been before he found himself

in this honorary position, Georgie can-

Everyone Glances at

those GRAY streaks

Take a good, square look yourself. Aren't
you sick of catching friends taking sly looks
at your hair? Touch up discolored wisps of
gray with

FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR
in the clean privacy of home. Easy to use;
easy to maintain an even shade; odorless,

greaseless, will not rub off nor interfere with
curling, marcel or permanent wave; leaves
the hair natural-looking, lustrous, youthful
$1.35. For sale everywhere.

I FREE SAMPLE- 1

BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. M G. 20
j

79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.
Send for FREE SAMPLE In plain wrapping. I

IName

Street

City

STATE ORIGINAL COLOR
OF HAIR

.State.

A "get acquainted" gift from REJUVIA, the favorite
lipstick of more than a million women. A complete
17 x 25" scientific character reading chart absolutely
FREE to you.
Study your sweetheart's character. • Analyze your
friends • Learn what you are, and why you are •

You will be amazed with the mysteries that this chart
will reveal to you.
Mail your name and address on penny post card. No
cost. No obligation. SEND NOW TO Rejuvia
Beauty Labs., Inc., Dept. F42, 395 Broadway. N. Y
Try REJUVIA Lipstick today, velvet smooth, per-
manent waterproof, Indelible, in correct shade for your
Individual complexion. A tested quality full size
lipstick for only 10 cents at most 5c and 10c Stores.

BLEACH OUT

FRECKLES

BLEMISHES

It is so easy now
to have a lovely

skin of satin-like

texture; to have
smooth, white.
flawless new hmmk

beauty. Just begin tonight with famous
Nadinola Bleaching Cream; it never fails; no
massaging, no rubbing. The minute you
smooth it on, Nadinola begins to whiten,

smooth and clear your skin. Tan and freckles;

muddy, sallow color vanish quickly Soon your
skin is all you long for—creamy-white, satin-smooth.

No long waiting; no disappointments. Money
back guarantee in every package. Get a large

box of Nadinola at toilet counters or by mail post-

paid, only 50c. NADINOLA, Box M-14. Paris,

Tenn. Generous 10c sizes Nadinola Beauty aids at

many 5c and 10c stores.
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HOW TO HAVE

CcJojter

Silkier^
cjLonaer

' SHES
LUR-EYE holds the secret to this charm which

you may easily possess. Each night rub a tiny bit of

Lur-Eye at the roots of the lashes. In less than a

month your eyes will reflect this new beauty of

more alluring lashes. (Actually longer, silkier,

DOES NOT SMART OR STING
Lur-Eye also relieves tired,

inflamed, bloodshot eyes, and
granulated lids.

LUR-EYE
LASH DEVELOPER
Introductory Size at the better 5
and 10c stores. Regular Size at
good drug and department stores

LUR-EYE PRODUCTS, Inc.

1 501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

AMERICA'S STANDARD

SHOPPING
CONVENIENCE

Rest Tired Arms

Same Good
Quality

Today's

Big

Value

Attractive

Trade-Marked

DEUBENER
SHOPPING BAGS

Garfield Park, Indianapolis, Ind.

5<

100% Improvement Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with, singing lessons—but by fundamentally
Bound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . Write for
wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn WHY you
can now have the voice you want. No literature
Bent to anyone under 17 unless Bigned by parent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio A-721
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

BLACKHEADS!
Wash with KLEERPLEX!

DON'T SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS!
CAUSES SCARS, INFECTION I Dis-
solve Blackheads scientifically, reflDe
Large Pores, stop embarrassing Greaslness,
"Shine." clear Muddy, Tanned Skin. Just
wash with water and wonderful KLEER-
PLEX WASH! Has marvelous pore-
purlfylng powers. Gets at the cause
QUICKLYT SAFELY . RENEWS!
LIGHTENS! BEAUTIFLESl Gives you
that clean-cut attractive look. SEE IN-

BlcT » STANT IMPROVEMENT! No chemi-
ifQTC / cals. No stay ng home. A guaranteed
' *2K7 pure, natural product, approved by Health

Authorities, the Beauty Editor of this
magazine and thousands of happy users-

Doth Men and Women. Stop using ordinary cosmetics

—

6end only SI TODAY for this unusual skin healthifier.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
KLEERPLEX (Dept. MR-4
1 W. 34th St., New York City, N. Y.
{ ) Here is $1. Plcaae scud me - mos.i supply of
KLEERPLEX WASH or ( ) I will pay postman
plUD20cP.O.charKC.OutsideU.S.$1.25—noC.O D.'s
(WRITE NAME— ADDRESS IN MARGINi

MAIL
COUPON
NOW

didly replied, "Tap dancer—unem-
ployed." Now, you can't call that beat-

ing around the bush, can you ? No, we
think not.

And never let anyone say George
is conceited. He claims that only one
side of his face may be photographed,
because his right ear boasts a tiny knick,

souvenir of a slight tiff with a belli-

gerent gentleman. Well, the b. g. isn't

being photographed from either side.

Mr. Raft is in New York to go into

his dance at the Paramount Theatre.

He is a great favorite here in his home
town—as he is elsewhere—and he's not

afraid of anything except to talk about

his future marital plans, if any. Our
guess is that he'd like to know himself

just what he intends to do in that direc-

tion. For, the very day his wife

"named"' Virginia Peine, Georgie wired
the coast and asked Margie King to

join him here, and then phoned Virginia

to tell her he never sent that telegram.

Well, you tell us!

T ANNY ROSS, with a long-term
' contract clutched in his capable fist,

is all set to embark on a picture career

in earnest. Not- that he would think of

dropping his radio activities for, as

Lanny sagely remarked, "When your
profile isn't what it used to be, you can
still shout into the mike. That is, until

television rears its photographic head."

However, Lanny's profile, we should
think, is one of the things he shouldn't

have to worry about. Yes indeed, his

appearance is all to the good and his

personality is very definite. He's a little

older than he looks—being all of twenty-
nine summers—and seems rather an
opinionated lad. Entertaining, too, when
he doesn't go into his puns.

Paramount gave a preview party at

which ".Melody in Spring" was unreeled

and sandwiches were served and Mr.
Ross appeared in person. 'Twas a

tribute or sumpin' to the' star and his

first cinematic production and was held

in Radio City's famous Music Hall.

After which, the boys and girls of the

press repaired to the broadcasting studio

to hear Lanny in his Maxwell House
Show Boat broadcast. Which, indeed,

was a treat.

This young star is anxious to get out

to the land of sunshine and sound tracks,

for he is very serious about his career

—which is as it should be—and, we sus-

pect, a little bit serious about himself.

And now we have it ! Poise, m'dears,

mit a capital P. Tune in on Robert
Montgomery. We did at M-G-M's
Broadway office, where the young man
had given up an afternoon to the dreary
business of being interviewed. That is,

until four o'clock when he needs must
rush to the Racquet Club to play some
squash. (The polo ponies were left in

California.)

The Montgomery's will be "in town"
for at least three months, most of which
they intend to spend at their West-
chester farm house. It is one of those

picturesque early nineteenth century

affairs that has had additional wings
added from time to time and which
sounds simply divine.

"I was fired by Sam Goldwyn," re-

marked Mr. Montgomery, with what
seemed to us to be great satisfaction.

"And Mr. Goldwyn has never been
wrong," with what seemed to us like an
"and the big stiff certainly pulled a
boner that time" air ! Yes, gentle reader,

Bobbv sorta floored us.

Let's Talk About Love

{Continued from page 14)

delicious dinner your victim is paying
for. On the other hand, if a friend from
Boston dropped into town, you'd be

entertaining and appear interested even
if you were so bored you could scream.
Now, if you have "what not to do"

firmly fixed in your mind, how about
discovering how to inject a little ro-

mance into this love business—or how to

keep it there, if you're lucky enough to

find it present.

The first five rules for keeping love

alive is attentiveness, which, of course
is the antithesis of that dreadful ro-

mance-destroying "taking things for

granted." All of us like attention, in

varying degrees of course. But no mat-
ter how independent a soul you claim to

be, it is pretty nice to see that someone
is interested in your wants and desires,

no matter how small they are.

If the best beau has had a hard day
at the office or a headache he cannot
shake off, inquire about it and don't in-

sist that he take you out that particular
evening when any one of the other six

would be just as convenient to you.
This would be downright selfish and de-
manding and I sort of feel that a de-

manding girl has a fear complex. She
has to see a man give in to her wishes
in order to be sure she still has "power
over him."

T N order to keep romance in love, re-

spect each other's privacy. Don't, little

lady, be a "checker-upper." Don't try

to trap the boy friend into an admission
which will serve not only to embarrass
him, but to put you yourself in an unen-
viable position. If you have caught him
in a white lie, let him think he is get-

ting away with it. Don't confront him,

.for if he denies your accusation, you
have merely succeeded in forcing him
to tell you another. And, if he admits

it and says, "So what?" you're sort of

left holding the bag.

Another thing, if the best beau has

had an unpleasant experience, is down
in the dumps as a result and calls off

an appointment in consequence, be

thankful and not indignant. For, you nor

anyone else would be able to get him
out of a mood, and the best you would
rate for your trouble would be an un-

deserved association with his disappoint-

ment or whatever it happened to be. Of
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cinemas for your entertainment.

These are adopted from the

movie, profusely illustrated with

actual scenes from the production

and presented in story form.

Read these exciting stories. Then

get a double thrill by seeing the
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favorite movie house.
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beautiful portraits of your favorite

stars, along with previews of

forthcoming pictures, fashion views

and news of Hollywood.

Set your copy of the June issue
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course he wouldn't do this intentionally,

but human nature is funny and often we
unwittingly arrive at convictions and
conclusions which are most unfair.

And so. if you are considerate, at-

tentive, do a little flattering" and respect

his privacy, you are doing your bit to-

ward keeping the love game going, for

your injecting that ingredient—romance.

YOUR PERSONAL PROBLEMS. That's

what this department is for. Miss Van
Doran will discuss here, with frankness

and human understanding, your love

problems. No readers' names and no

readers' letters will be printed in this

column. You may have a personal re-

ply by writing to Alice Van Doran,

MODERN SCREEN Magazine, 149

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. En-

close a stamped, addressed envelope.

Good News

{Continued from page 39)

was delivered. The service charge

was a dollar a trip

!

Such privacy is darned expensive,

to say the least. No wonder we
don't see Ann at more parties.

THE Academy Awards Banquet
for the best this and the very best

that of the year went off in great

style. Katharine Hepburn and Char-
lie Laughton were not on hand to

receive their little gold statuettes, but
even so they got a great big hand.

Will Rogers absolutely out-Rog-
ered himself as master of cere-

monies. We've seen Will going good,
but he topped all previous appear-
ances in this one, where he roundly
kidded such movie "holies" as Sam-
uel Goldwyn, Louis B. Mayer, Jack
Warner, Greta Garbo, Leslie How-
ard, Paul Muni and many others.

And did they take it from Will ? He
actually put them in the aisles

!

Conspicuous among those present
were Carv Grant and Virginia Cher-
rill looking very newlywed, Norma
Shearer and Herbert Marshall, Sally

Eilers and Harry Joe Brown having
a lot of fun at a ringside table

watching their friends whirl by, Di-
ana Wynyard and May Robson re-

ceiving congratulations for being
candidates in the actress group of
best performances, Leslie Howard
and Paul Muni receiving ditto for
the actors group, Frank Lloyd
proudly exhibiting his statuette for
the best directional work in "Cav
alcade."

JOAN CRAWFORD has gone
Little Theatre minded with a

vengeance.

Right out in her own back yard,
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Joan is constructing a miniature

theatre where she is going to stage

one-act plays and short dramatic of-

ferings, in winch she, herself, will

be featured as leading lady.

They say the reason hack of

Joan's newly developed interest in

the theatre is none other than Mr.

Franchot Tone. Franchot's real love

is the stage and Joan's real love is

Franchot. Here's hoping he doesn't

get Joan so interested in footlights

she will eventually abandon Holly-

wood for Broadway.

rHIS has been a great inontli for

black eyes in Hollyivood. Mar-
garet Sullavan refuses to state

where she got hers. Esther Ralston

rated her shiner by being on the

wrong side of a szvinging door. And
poor little Sylvia Sidney picked tip

one by accidentally taking a "script"

blow supposed to have been landed

by Cary Grant on George Baxter's

RONNIE STEPS OUT!
All the unmarried femmes in town

were terribly encouraged when Ron-
ald Colman started stepping out and
going social. Yes, when Ronnie first

returned to Hollywood he was to be

seen here, there and other places,

usually in the company of some very

charming lady. Elizabeth Allen and
Virginia Peine were particularly fav-

ored.

But just when the gals were get-

ting up their hopes, Ronnie did a

right-about-face and went into his

retirement act again.

One version is that Ronnie simply

can't go the giddy social life. But
another story has it that the elusive

Mr. Colman is really seriously in-

terested in a lady whom even the

gossips don't suspect.

THE success of Clark Gable and
Claudette Colbert in "It Hap-

pened One Night" has lead to all

sorts of amusing complications. Co-
lumbia Studios made this picture,

which is cleaning up at the box office,

in record-breaking style after bor-

rowing Claudette from Paramount
and Clark from M-G-M. These
two proved to be such ideal screen

lovers that the fans are demanding
another picture with this team.

But the hitch is which studio is

to make it first? M-G-M wants
Claudette to come out to Culver City
to play with Clark in one of their

pictures. Paramount wants Clark to
come in and work with Claudette in

one of theirs. Of course, Columbia
thinks, since it was their idea orig-
inally, they should have the first

crack at a repeat engagement.

JEAN MUIR is a strong-minded
gal with no respect for Holly-
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wood's gospel rules.

A day or so before the opening of

"Wonder Bar," Jack Warner was
surprised to note that Jean was not

on the advance ticket list for the

premiere. And it is one of the rules

that contracted players always show
up for the first nights of their own
studio.

A secretary dispatched a little note

to her requesting that it was Mr.
Warner's wish that she attend.

The next morning by mail came
Jean's check for $.75. The accom-

panying note read: "Please reserve

one balcony seat for me."

THE CHATTERTON-BRENT BUSINESS

It was like this: ".
. . after a week

in New York, during which time I've

had a chance to think things over, I

have come to the conclusion that it is

necessary for us to separate." That

was the way Ruth Chatterton broke the

news to George Brent in Hollywood.
George, who has been fighting with his

company for over two months, makes
up with them within twenty-four hours

after receiving the wire. And now, the

rumor is floating around town that

there is a good chance that when Chat-

terton has divorced Brent she may re-

marry her former husband, Ralph
Forbes! That would be the end of

two and one-half years of unusual mar-
riage for the trio : Ruth divorced Forbes
to marry Brent—and all the while they

were married, the most constant caller

and best friend of the couple was the

ex-husband ! Some fun ?

(^EORGE RAFT'S wife, Grace^ Mxdrooney Raft, sued for separa-

tion and $1,000 a month, alimony. Al-

though they had been married for ten

years, they had been living separately

for quite a portion of that time. The
suit contained the charges: . . . "Non-
support and humiliation' and said that

Raft continually "flaunted women in my
face."

Raft's current flame (or is it just a

publicity flame?), the zvcalthy socialite,

Virginia Lehman Peine, recently freed
herself from her mate. The statement

George made a few weeks ago, ".'
. . yes,

if Miss Peine zverc free, I would marry
her immediately," may become a reality.

Or may not.

Hozvever, Margery King, who zvas

George's heart interest until Virginia
came on the scene, flew from Arczv York
yesterday—stating that she zvas going
there to visit George. Hi, ho. These
Hollywood romances will get you down,
if you'll let them.

T30BBE ARNST, who was rather
thoroughly broken up when Johnny

Weissmuller divorced her in favor of
Lupe Velez, has just been married
to Robert Cavanaugh, prominent Chi-
cago attorney and alumnus of Yale.
For the past three months, Hollywood
has seen very little of Bobbe, who has
been playing stage engagements in the
East, but we're happy that she has
found happiness again.

DIVORCE FOR KATIE — OR NOT?

Katharine Hepburn denies all rumors
to the effect that she will soon divorce

her husband, Ludlow Smith. In spite

of all the denials, however, the rumors
are becoming stronger every day . . .

so don't say we didn't tell you. There
appears to be nothing to the rumor that

she is that way about a certain prince,

though.

There is also a strong story floating

around Hollywood that Katie is so

floored at her dismal failure on the

stage in New York that she has refused

to return to Hollywood for another pic-

ture for at least a year. 'Tis said that

she wants to spend that year in Europe
studying the stage and that her heart's

desire is to return to New York at that

time and make them like her. It is our
hunch, though, that the next few
months will find La Hepburn right back
here where she belongs—making a pic-

ture.

r^ENE RAYMOND has spent about

half his time, since returning from
Europe, extolling the virtues of the

American girl in comparison with the

gals across the zvater. Gene leaz'es no
doubt in your mind that the American
girl is "

. . . much more charming . . .

more gorgeous and more alluring." One
would almost think so to watch the

amount of attention he has been show-
ering upon the head of little Janet
Gaynor. Maybe he is talking about her.

THE Fox Studio-Lilian Harvey
battle has been called off and

all is sweetness and light again be-

tween the little continental danseuse
and her producing company.

In case you're interested, Lilian

won her "point" without having to

take the case into court. From now
on she will make her own German
and French versions of her Amer-
ican pictures without voice "dub-
bing" by anyone else.

WHEN Miriam Jordon appeared
in a Los Angeles court to file

divorce suit against Joseph Davis of

London, a local newspaper reporter

described her as "an English blonde

whose eyes are as blue as the lilacs

in Kew Gardens." Whew !

The- rest of the proceedings
weren't so flowery. Miriam ex-

plained that she had married Davis

in 1925 and that he promptly re-

tired from active employment the

day she said "I do." All during their

married life, she claims, she footed

the rent and grocery bills and furn-

ished her husband with spending

money.
"I once asked him why he re-

fused to work," explained Miriam to

the judge, "and he said, 'Why
should I ? You're making enougb
money for both of us.'

"

Judge Shinn granted the divorce

in one of the shortest sessions on

record.
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Married to a hard-working but neglectful husband, Mary found

the attentions of young Tommy Trent more than acceptable. . . .

Starved for love she tried to remain faithful and at the same time

enjoy the pleasure of Tommy's advances.

The inevitable scandal which follows . . . the misunderstandings

and heartaches will quicken your pulse. This drama, which is

Norma Shearer's first picture in many months, will be hailed

as the greatest romance of her career. The complete story, pro-

fusely illustrated with stills from the picture, appears in the

June issue of SCREEN ROMANCES.

You can also enjoy in the same issue complete novelizations of

eleven other splendid new Hollywood productions—all abun-

dantly illustrated by scenes from the actual cinemas:

• AS THE EARTH TURNS, with
an all-star cast; • GOOD DAME,
starring Sylvia Sidney and Fredric
March; •MELODY IN SPRING,
starring Lanny Ross; • THE
SHOW-OFF, Spencer Tracy and
Madge Evans; •REGISTERED
NURSE, Bebe Daniels and Lyle
Talbot; •DOVER ROAD, Diane
Wynyard and Clive Brook;
•WHIRLPOOL, Jack Holt and
Lila Lee; •BOTTOMS UP, John
Boles and Pat Paterson;
• WHARF ANGEL, with Victor
McLaglen, Preston Foster and Dor-
othy Dell; • TAKE THE STAND,
with Jack LaRue and Thelma
Todd, and •GLAMOUR, Paul
Lukas and Constance Cummings.

ASK TODAY AT ANY NEWSSTAND FOR A COPY OF THE JUNE

SCREEN ROMANCES
"

. . . a dozen screen hits between covers!"





LARGEST GUARANTEED CIRCULATION OF ANY SCREEN MAGAZINE



10 MONTHS TO MAKE! 100 CAMERAS FILMED IT! 10,000 IN THE CAST!
No wonder critics compare it in their reviews to "The Birth of a Nation." Because
'Viva Villa!" astounds the world with its magnitude, its romantic thrills, its nerve-

tingling drama. He loved his country and fought for it... he adored its women and
took them! You'll thrill with each throbbing minute of it!

Starring WALLACE BEERY
with Fay Wray, Leo Carrillo, Stuart Erwin, Geo. E. Stone, Joseph Schildkraut,
Henry B. Walthall, Katherine De Mille. Produced by David O. Selznick. Directed by Jack
Conway. From the screen play by Ben Hecht, suggested by the book by Edgcumb Pinchon and O. B. Stade.
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HER FAMILY HAVE A GRAND PLACE IN NEWPORT-BUT OH, HER TERRIBLE TEETH i

Pf f mon

hen Ellen's at Newport, her life

is a round ofbathing, beach parties,

luncheons,andcontract. Herfatherhas
money. But—there'sa"but"about Ellen! E

lien speeds in high-powered craft—wins
cups in the yawl races—goes cruising
on her father's yacht. But the "but"
about Ellen spoils her good times! 71

he men who spend week-ends with
Ellen's father ask Ellen to go dancing.
But where are the young men? The
but" about Ellen is her teeth!

hy doesn't Ellen 'sfather tellher that
her teeth are dingy, unattractive ?

She doesn't know that "pink tooth
brush"can robagirl's smile ofits charm!E

lien should go to a dentist. He'd tell

her to begin at once to clean her teeth

with Ipana—and to massage extra

Ipana into her tender, bleeding gums. I
t wouldn't be long, with Ipana and mas-
sage, before Ellen would have sparkling
teeth again—andyoung men to go sailing

with, and dancing with

!

^"^LDER men are gallant—
but young men size a

girl up! Even though a girl

has money, she had better be
attractive-looking, too! And that

includes being attractive when she

smiles.

Don't be an Ellen. Clean your
teeth with Ipana Tooth Paste, and
each time, put a little extra Ipana
on your brush or fingertip, and

massage it into your inactive gums.

Gums today are inclined to be
tender, and to bleed, because to-

day's foods are neither coarse nor
crunchy enough to exercise them
properly. That is why you should

massage your gums with Ipana.

TUNE IN THE "HOUR OF SMILES" AND HEAR THE
IPANA TROUBADOURS WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
—WEAF AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS

IPANA
TO OTH PASTE

The ziratol in Ipana plus

the massage aids in stimu-

lating and toning them, so

that "pink tooth brush" is

kept at bay. And in avoiding "pink

tooth brush," you should avoid gum
troubles like gingivitis and Vincent's
disease. Your teeth are safer, too.

Ipana is excellent for the teeth

—

and keeps the gums healthy. Use
it! Be good-looking when you smile!

VISIT

"A CENTURY OF PROGRESS"
SEE IPANA MADE FROM START TO FINISH

See the Ipana Electrical Man. General Ex-

hibits Group Building No. 4—Chicago,

June— October, 1934

3
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IRENE DUNNE LEADS A DOUBLE LIFE Ruth Biery 26
A perfect lady? Huh! Irene's just as human as the girls called "temperamental"

HOW THE STARS FACE MOTHERHOOD Gladys Hall 28
Fear, joy, regret—emotions felt by famous women who stand to lose a fine career

SO MANY DEAR MEMORIES Adele Whiteley Fletcher 30
Edmund Lowe tenderly reminisces over happy hours spent with Lilyan Tashman

LOVE IS ENOUGH Katherine Albert 32
Fame. Money. Marriage. Isabel Jewell would trade 'em all for the grand passion

JIMMY UPS TO ME Al Durante 34
An intimate glimpse of "Schnozzle's" home life revealed to us by his late brother

WHY GEORGE RAFT IS AFRAID OF WOMEN Nanette Kutner 40
He's learned that girls suffer from the ligimme-s," and it's the man who pays!

HERE'S WHAT THE CENSOR TOOK OUT James B. M. Fisher 42
Some "immoral" items the boys who wield the shears refused to let us see

GO TO THE HEAD OF THE CLASS, JACKIE! Harry Lang 46
When teacher came 'round, young Cooper surprised himself by knowing the answers

THE LIFE STORY OF A REAL GUY Walter Ramsey 48
Meet Spencer Tracy as his friends and co-workers have learned to know him

DON'T GET RESPECTABLE, LUPE! Ruth Biery 56
Yes, there's danger that the Mexican squall will become a dignified Hollywood squaw

IF YOU WOULD BE AS CHIC AS NORMA Dena Reed 58
Miss Shearer dresses to suit her personality rather than her type. So should you

LET'S PAINT HOLLYWOOD RED! Caroline Somers Hoyt 60
With a nod to the days when directors flirted with extras and gaiety generally reigned!

HAPPY CONTEST WINNER! Jean Kraft 62
The Lucky Lady tells you of her thrilling adventures along the camera coast

COULD YOU HAVE BORNE SUCH SUFFERING? Gladys Hall 64
Esther Ralston did. And lived to tell the tale and stage a movie come-back, too

IF YOU HAD A DATE WITH DICK Martha Kerr 69
How would you like to go places with Mr. Powell? Well, c'mon, here's your chance!
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ALL

THINGS

BY THE EDITOR

/ADIES and gentlemen, boys

and girls, brethren and
sistern! There are two
things I want to tell you

about today.

First, let me announce that, in

the next issue of MODERN SCREEN,
we will launch a brand new depart-

ment and, what's more, a brand
new idea. We will call it "MODERN
SCREEN'S Dramatic School." How
many want to join? Maybe you'd

like to know just what the nature

of th is new department will be. All

right—listen:

It will do a great deal more than

a quick glance at its name would
indicate. First, it will contain in-

formative and interesting articles

on dramatic technique for those of

you who are truly interested in a
stage or screen career. I receive

many letters from young people
who are most eager to take steps

toward such a career— but they
haven't the faintest idea how to be-
gin. Well, we won't, of course,

guarantee to make you famous or

launch you in Hollywood. But we
will tell you many things which will

be a help to you if you want to be
an actor or an actress. Several im-
portant Hollywood directors have
already expressed their willingness
to contribute articles to this de-
partment. And you will get the
real stuff—no hooey. Real advice
about speaking, stage deportment,
the right way to make up, dress,
walk, stand, sit. How to make the
most of your best points and cover
up your bad points.

6

Then, the second purpose of this

department (or maybe you've al-

ready guessed it) is to give helpful

advice to those of you who, per-

haps, don't give a whoop about a

dramatic career but who would,

nevertheless, like to be more attrac-

tive and forceful people in your

everyday lives. After all, the very

things which make an actress glam-
orous and alluring would make any
woman glamorous and alluring, isn't

that so?

We will make the article just as

technical—or just as general—as

you want. Write to me with sug-

gestions.

Then, the other matter I want to

mention is also a department—and
also a brand new idea.

This second department is one
which we are starting in response

to many requests from our male
readers. We have been scolded

for giving the ladies too much of a

break. All right, gentlemen! In a

very early issue of MODERN
SCREEN we will commence a de-

partment for you. We'll give you
articles on the various purely mascu-
line hobbies of the Hollywood men-
folk. A famous Western star will

talk to you about horses and riding.

The amateur photography bugs will

discuss that enthralling pastime with

you. The star Hollywood athletes

will tell you how to improve your
tennis, golf and swimming. We're
after Joe E. Brown, right now, for a

baseball article. And—well, how
about some suggestions from you?
We aim to please.
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SUMMER SUNSHINE

IS AS HOT AS KLIEG LIGHTS . . .

GIVE YOUR DRESS KLEINERT'S GUARANTEED PROTECTION

Hot weather, sudden emotion, strenuous exercise

—

they all threaten your pretty new frocks! Kleinert's

Dress Shields give sure dependable protection from
friction, perspiration, and chemicals.

They not only prevent embarrassing stains but ac-

tually make your dress last longer by safeguarding

it at the underarm—the point of greatest wear. Ask

for Kleinert's Dress Shields where you bought this

magazine—25c a pair will assure you the guaranteed

protection of the genuine.

INSIST 0~N KLEINERT'S

T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OKF. ^
GUARANTEED DRESS SHIELDS

ax.
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Adrienne Ames, Bruce Cabot's charmingwife,

gives the June bride of today—and yesterday,

as well—tips on how to hold her man, speak-

ing from a culinary standpoint. Simplicity

is the keynote of success in this direction,

says she. (Left) An array of cooking aids

which every housewife should have in her

kitchen, if she would be truly modern.

By PHYLLIS
DEEN-DUNNING

THIS being the month of

June, and June being the

month of brides, I feel I

should send out a special

message about home-making to the

girls who are altar-bound.

How to be happy though married
is a subject upon which everyone

loves to air his views. But if you
think I'm going to attempt to give

you a few pat rules for holding a

husband you are wrong. Not that I

shouldn't love to—I have a complete

set of wonderful theories which I'd

simply adore to have you try out

—

but this department is consecrated to

tested and proven facts about home-
making and is, therefore, no place for

anything which can't be reduced to

level measurements. And so I am go-
ing to pass on to you some ideas

which Bruce Cabot's charming wife,

Adrienne Ames, set forth in a recent

conversation I had with her.

The big, general, all inclusive prin-

ciple of running a home of which
you can be justly proud—whether it's

a Spanish hacienda in Hollywood or

a New England cottage on Cape Cod
—is to keep everything simple, never

attempting to do any more than you
can do with ease and charm, says

Adrienne.
To illustrate: if you are having

friends or relatives in for dinner,

don't work yourself into a frenzy

preparing an elaborate meal. Content
yourself (Continued on page 99)

MODERN SCREEN STAR RECIPES

HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
MODERN SCREEN Magazine

149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Please send me the recipes for July, 1934.

Name
(Print in pencil)

Address
(Street and Number)

(City) (State)
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LATE R_ a gentle hint

sure i ll run you
over to the village,

sweetheart. what do
you want to get ?

SOME LIFEBUOY. IVE

USED UP MY LAST
CAKE AND I DON'T
DARE RISK

n
B.O'.'—'

ESPECIALLY THESErfl
HOT PERSPIRY DAYS

SIS SAYS SHE JUST LIVES

IN THE TUB THESE HOT
DAYS— THANKS HER LUCKY

STARS FOR LIFEBUOY

—

SO REFRESHING !

IIFEBUOY has proved a blessing to countless

t heat-weary folks. Its deep-cleansing lather

penetrates and purifies pores— leaves you feeling

fresh as a field of daisies! Even your mind's at

ease! For you know that creamy, deodorizing

Lifebuoy lather stops "B.O." {body odor).

Complexions need its mildness
Dull complexions quickly respond to

Lifebuoy's super-mild purifying lather.

Nightly facials bring

new color, smooth-

ness, beauty. The
clean, pleasant scent

vanishes as yourinse.

Approved by

GoodHousekeeping Bureau

I GOOD MORNING!

f THERE'S SUCH A NICE

BREEZE TODAY-
' Wi WASH IS DRY

ALREADY

'HOW 00 YOU 00 IT?

YOU'RE ALWAYS THROUGH
HOURS AHEAD OF ME.
I'VE BEEN SCRUBBING
AND BOILING ALL THE

MORNING

ONE WEEK LATER / , feel as though i have

A NEW LEASE ON LIFE, DEAR!

I'M WASHING CLOTHES A NEW
WAY-WITH RINSO.

WOT A BIT OF HARD;

r

AND HONEY, I'M GOING TO SAVE LOTS T
OF MONEY NOW! I'LL TELL YOU H0W..J

YOU see, Rinso soaks out dirt. Clothes

don't need to be rubbed to pieces

against a washboard. They will last 2 or 3

times longer, and we'll save lots of money.

Makers of 40 famous washers recommend
Rinso. Tested and approved by Good
Housekeeping Institute. Safe for colors

— easy on hands. Great for dishes, too—
and for all cleaning. Gives rich, lasting suds
— even in hardest water. Try Rinso !

A PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS CO.

%inso

mmmmrmmmmmmmmssmaam
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CHEW

CONSTIPATION
COMBATED MORE EFFECTIVELY

WITH A CHEWING-GUM

Every day thousands of men and women are

finding that the scientists are right— that

chewing FEEN-A-MINT mixes the laxative

with important gastric juices which makes

it work more smoothly and naturally.

This is one of the main reasons why
FEEN-A-MINT is so dependable-why there

is no griping, no nausea.

FEEN-A-MINT is delicious to take-it has

a fresh, minty flavor. ..It is non-habit-form-

ing...A modern laxative for people of today.

Don't take chances with ordinary laxatives

—Heed the doctor's advice.

I CERTAINLY LIKE

FEEN-A- MINT'S
DELICIOUS FLAVOR
AND THE CHEWING
CERTAINLY MAKES

A DIFFERENCE IN THE

SMOOTH WAY THE

LAXATIVE WORKS.

feen-amint
'~/£e C&£4vl^-(y&c<m LAXATIVE

Bette Davis, lovely heroine in "Of Human Bondage" for RKO, advocates

rest and relaxation to secure or retain beauty.

By MARY BIDDLE

WHAT hour of the day

spells glamor to you? Are
you one of the hundreds
who must be preparing for

a much-anticipated evening in a

favorite smart dancing spot, decked

out in a late, streamlined model be-

fore you start thinking of glamor?

So many of us are inclined to think

of smartness only in terms of dates

—evenings, week-ends and vaca-

tions—that I wonder if we don't

pass up a hundred chances at glamor

every day of our lives. How about

"every-day glamor?" What of

"eight A. M. glamor?"

"Most girls look simply awful in

the morning when they wake up."

It was beautiful Claudette Colbert

talking. "They're all covered with

cold cream, their hair is up in curl-

ers, and their hands are rough, dry

and red. It must be shocking to a

man. Maybe that's why there are so

many divorces. And, really, all

that greasing and curling and redness

is so unnecessary."

Her vehemence led me to inquire

what methods she would suggest to

avoid this early morning unloveli-

ness, and from her I learned some

helpful hints that I am going to pass

on to you. Most people are under

the impression that there is no ex-

cuse for an actress to look unglam-
orous, since she has all the tricks of

the trade at her command and all the

do-re-mi with which to employ them.
But, surprisingly enough, I learned

that the stars adhere to the simple

little home methods that can be

adopted so easily and inexpensively

by everyone.

"The first thing I do when I

awake in the morning," Claudette

informed me, "is to dash out to the

kitchen and take a pan of ice-cubes

from my refrigerator. I empty the

cubes into the bowl in the bathroom
and while they are melting I busy
myself, thoroughly cleansing my face

with a pure cleansing cream. This
I wipe off with soft cleansing tissues,

which I am always careful to use

with an upward motion, beginning at

the neckline and working up to the

forehead.

"By this time most of the ice

has melted, and then comes the cold

spray that awakens and beautifies

the skin as nothing else can. I

splash the cold water all over my
face, neck and arms and keep re-

peating this until my skin is a glow-

ing pink."

And you can just bet Claudette

isn't one to retire at night without

thoroughly (Continued on page 105)
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KAY FRANCIS
Only a super-woman could have lived this story. . . Only a super-star could

bring it to the screen ! You'll marvel as you watch the supreme artistry of Kay

Francis sweep triumphantly through a role only the greatest dared to play!

R.MONICA
You'll thrill as four great personalities from Warner Bros, famed star

ranks re-create the story critics warned could not be screened!

You'll applaud it as the finest dramatic achievement of the present year!

JEAN MUIR * WARREN WILLIAM * VERREE TEASDALE
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HOW
PERFECTLY
SIMPLE

A NEW DEODORANT CREAM
APPLIED LIKE A LIPSTICK
Instantly banishes odor for the day

Beauty advisers to more than 10

million women have poured

their praises upon Perstik because it is

the dainty new way to rob perspiration

of its offensive odor. Your fingers hold

the handsome lipstick case—they never

come in contact with the cream.

A few quick strokes each morning
gives you unfailing all-day protection

against odor.

Physicians' Wives Use Perstik

Wives of thousands of physicians are daily

users of Perstik because it is just as safe as it

is easy to use. Perstik never irritates, even after

shaving. Not greasy. Approved by Good
Housekeeping.

Perstik is as friendly

to fabrics as it is to your
skin. You can apply
Perstik and slip right

into your dress.

On Sanitary Pads
Perstik is just the grand-
est thing in the world
for sanitary napkins.
Two strokes across the

pad—and your secret is

your own.

Be certain to get real

Doctors say that perspi-

ration increases during
moments of excitement.

To freshen up before your
"big moments", carry an
extra Perstik in your bag

black-and-ivory case with the
name "Perstik" right on the
cap. Perstik is sold at all

stores from coast to coast.

|pr-

1 1

[ Boon * Food* Sanitation )\V -i Health

PERSTIK.
Fifth Avenue, New York

Pjuxa:
THE ORIGINAL "LIPSTICK

ilk
". DEODORANT

BETWEEN YOU
AND ME

Come and join us in our monthly chats. They're

intimate and friendly. And if you have anything at all

worth while to say, we'll be glad to print it

IF She Ever Met Them
R. EC., of Cranford, N. J., would

say

Will Rogers: I wouldn't miss a

picture of yours for anything, but

won't you please speak just a little

more distinctly?

Janet Gaynor : Can't you manage
to hitch yourself to Gene Raymond
—reely ?

Florence Desmond : Some day,

maybe they'll appreciate you.

Marian Nixon : You're too tiny

for grown-up roles. Give us an-

other "Rebecca."

David Manners: I'd strike for

better roles. You deserve 'em.

Producers: Won't you team

Lupe Velez with James Cagney

just so we can watch the fur fly

when he socks her on the jaw ?

Typing Ric Cortez?

FLORENCE THYSTRUP, of

Council Bluffs, Iowa, says don't:

Never was there an actor more
astonishing and attractive than

Ricardo Cortez. He was marvelous

with Kay Francis in "The House
on 56th Street" and even more so

in "Wonder Bar" with Dolores Del

Rio. But why must he always play

the part of a gambler ? He is more
suited to the role of a sincere lover.

May he make many more pictures

like "Symphony of Six Million."

What! No Romance?
S. G., of Lodi, Calif., has a sug-

gestion :

Before I went to see "Massacre"

I thought the show was nothing but

a lot of hooey. But I can now say

that it is the best talkie I have ever

seen. It made me realize the dif-

ficulties which the Indians have.

Why don't they make more of these

shows instead of this romance

trash ? And why not team Barthel-

mess and Dvorak in another pic-

ture? (Guess Warner Bros, agrees

with you, for this pair will be seen

shortly in "Midnight Alibi.")

The Queen of Serials

MARY LOU ZEBROE, Pasa-
dena, Calif., has a word to say about
serials

:

Not so long ago, serials were
considered mighty good entertain-

ment and fans agreed that Ruth
Roland was indeed the serial queen.

We all loved Ruth. Then she left

the screen. Maybe it was just

coincidence
; anyway chapter plays

hit the dust.

Of late, however, they've become
popular again and are being shown
in the nicest theaters. Which
brings to mind that Ruth Roland
is still in Hollywood, still charm-
ing and lovely and, gosh, it would
be a treat to see her in serials

!

The Title's the Thing
CLIFFORD DEAL, of Salisbury,

Wilts, England, comments wisely

about the importance of picture titles :

I have often wondered how film

producers pick such out-of-the-

question titles, and why so many
really good pictures are condemned
because the titles fail to appeal. In

my opinion, a title should convey
to the picture-goer an idea of the

story, even if it's sex appeal.

There are so many pictures with
misleading titles it is impossible to

quote them here. It has often been
suggested that "sexy" titles have
box-office appeal, but when the

story turns out to be a frost, the

public thinks twice before they are

caught again. On the other hand,
picture patrons not attracted to

undress performances often judge
the story by the title and when
witnessing the film discover it to be
all about sex, and come away dis-

gusted. There is no doubt about
it, titles mean a lot to the box-office

returns and the reputation of the

producers and the stars featured

Some Pet Peeves

"SMARTY," of Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, gets a few off her chest

:

(Continued on page 17)
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Tintex
World's Largest Selling

TINTS and DYES

Use TINTEX for

Underthings

Negligees

Pajamas

Stockings

Men's Shirts

Slips

Blouses

Sweaters

Dresses

Scarfs

Children's Clothing

Luncheon Sets Doilies

Curtains Bed Spreads

Drapes Slip Covers

Your Wardrobe-from A.M. to P.M.-needs TINTEX
EVERYTHING you wear—from the

time you get up until you go to

bed—needs Tintex. Apparel that has

faded from the sun or frequent launder-

ings becomes as colorful as when new—
with Tintex. Or you can give anything

an entirely different color, if you wish.

And so easily! So quickly! So perfectly!

Let the 35 brilliant, long-lasting Tintex

Colors keep your summer wardrobe

gloriously gay and ever-new in color

—and at the cost of just a few cents!

On sale at drug stores and
notion counters everywhere

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors
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LET'S TALK ABOUT LOVE

By

ALICE

VAN DORAN

Mae West with Johnny Mack Brown

in "It Ain't No Sin."

"How can I be

popular?"

Everyone wants

to know. There

is some honest advice

here, which should help
#

WHAT do you suppose is the most popular

question asked this department? Well, the

most popular question is "How can I be pop-
ular?" And "Please, Miss Van Doran, won't

you tell me how I can be more attractive ?" To men, of

course, they all mean. You know, I hope, that this is a

dangerous, difficult and ticklish subject to talk about.

However, with all due modesty, I'm going to endeavor
to discuss it.

Beauty experts, heart-throb editors and the rest of the

clan are apt to take refuge behind the stereotyped advice,

"Be yourself," "Develop your personality" and the like.

I realize quite well that many young people don't know
exactly how to "be themselves." They haven't yet dis-

covered what their own particular "self" is. And then,

too, what's the good of being told to "develop your per-
sonality" when you haven't the faintest idea how to go
about it? Excellent as both these injunctions are, they are
a bit too vague and general to be of much assistance to

the average young boy or girl.

There are a few good old fundamental rules for every
girl who wants to win her share of fun and admiration in

this life. One of the most important is "Be feminine."
Don't be noisy, horsey or tomboyish after you leave the
kid stage. Whether you're a big girl or a little girl, Sweet
Sixteen or Going On Thirty, be feminine. If you're
little, it's easy. But don't overdo it. If you're big, cultivate
dignity without starchiness.

By feminine, I don't mean female. Don't throw your
sex at a man. Sex appeal can be alluringly in evidence
without that.

One of the biggest barriers against popularity, I think,

14

is youthful self-consciousness. (And it isn't only the very
young who are self-conscious, either.) You go to a
party, for example, and, whereas you may be a delight-

fully natural young person in your own home, the crowds,
or the strange people get you all flustered. You're not

sure of anything you do or say. You can't think of any-
thing to say. That's one of the greatest drawbacks to

popularity—that tongue-tied shyness which comes over
one and blots every single idea right out of the old head.

You'll get over this shyness if you go out enough, but

too many people are apt to retire into a shell after one
or two such terrible experiences. How to overcome it?

FOR one thing, I should say, you must be awfully, aw-
fully sure of your manners. I mean just plain ordi-

nary manners. This may take a bit of study and work,
but it's worth it. Learn how to introduce people and to

receive introductions. Learn how to stand and walk and
act. Be sure of your dress and hair and make-up before

you leave home and don't be eternally fussing with your-

self after you reach the party. Then, when you enter a

room, don't think about yourself. I realize that that is

one of the oldest pieces of advice dished out, but it's still

good. How can you take your mind off yourself? Why,
concentrate on the person you are meeting Concentrate

on a piece of furniture—anything, so long as you don't

get into a terrible mental dither and keep thinking, "Oh,
what shall I say, what shall I say ? I look terrible. They're
laughing at me. Oh, I did that wrong. Oh, I wish I hadn't

come." Have tucked away in your head for ready refer-

ence a few gracious things to say, a few amusing things

to say. Don't drag them in by (Continued on page 119)
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TH E SMART MOST SATISFAC)

AVOID UNSIGHTLY HAIR OK

r

ORY WAY TO

ARMS ft LEGS

Make If

INVISIBLE
with Marchand's

THAT'S the best way to banish

ugly dark hair on arms and legs.

MAKE IT INVISIBLE with Marchand's

Golden Hair Wash. That's what

smart women are doing. It's daintier,

safer—results are more satisfactory.

Remember this. Hair growth on

limbs is natural. To shave it off or

rub it off or to try to affect the hair

roots, goes against nature. And na-

ture hits back by making hair grow

back thicker and blacker.

So don't touch the hair, advise

Marchand's hair experts— take the

blackness out of it. MAKE IT INVIS-

IBLE. One or two treatments with

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash makes

it so light and unnoticeable, no one

sees it. Then you can wear all the

short-sleeved frocks and sheer stock-

ings you want. You won't have to

worry about coarse regrowth or irri-

tating the skin. Arms and legs look

smooth, dainty, attractive always.

Summer is here. Use Marchand's

MARCHAND'S
GOLDEN HAIR WASH

now. Easy to do at home, takes 20-

30 minutes, most economical.

Blondes Use Marchand*s To Keep
Hair Beautifully Golden

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is

used by thousands of attractive

blondes. It restores youthful color

and luster to darkened hair—brings a

new loveliness of subtle lights and

glints to the dullest hair. Keeps

blonde hair from darkening. Used

safely, successfully at home. Not a

dye. Economical—be sure to get

genuine.

Ask Your Druggist Or Get By Mail

Use Coupon Below

C. Marchand Co.,

251 w. 19th St., n. y. C.

45c enclosed (send coins or stamps). Please send me
a regular bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wa;h.
MM734

Name

Adress City. . State

-

IS

MARCHAND'S HAIR EXPERTS DEVELOP MARVELOUS NEW
CASTILE SHAMPOO— FOR ALL SHADES OF HAIR

Now—a shampoo that brings out the hidden, innate beauty of the hair

—natural, rich color—soft, silken texture—free of soap film because it

rinses completely. Does not change color of hair. Ask your druggist

for Marchand's Castile Shampoo or write us.



Mrs. Dolores Costello

Barrymore caught
John and Junior in a

nice pose on the
"Infanta." (Right)
Jackie Cooper teach-

ing his pet tricks.

Photo credit goes to

his Ma. (Below) Little

Leslie Howard likes

polo ponies just as

much as her famous
father does. Papa
took the snapshot.

FROM THE
STARS' ALBUMS

Here are some pictures which the stars

themselves took. Interesting, aren't they?

We'll have lots more to show you in

our next issue

(Above) Sally scored very nicely with her bows and
arrows and hubby, Harry Brown, has a picture to prove

it. They were vacationing up in Yosemite.

(Right) Madge Evans is a picture-taking fiend,

too. She sneaked onto the "Viva Villa" set and
caught Wallie Beery, Leo Carrillo and Stu

Erwin while they weren't looking.
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Between You and Me

{Continued from page 12)

Speaking of Katie Hepburn as a

"vivid" personality. Wrong ! Her
face portrays strong character, but

there's nothing Joan Crawfordish
about her. Thank heavens.

Describing Rudy Vallee's voice

as "appealing." Rilly ! The bozo
has no voice. Much less an ap-

pealing one. When will someone
realize that the nation is fed up
with "his time?" And Rudy in

"George White's Scandals." Nerts !

Bing could have made that produc-
tion. And he can act.

Seeing so little of the Bruce
Cabot and Richard Arlen types.

Thoughtlessness ! Those boys are

attractive and deserve better breaks.

Ruth Cha+ter+on's Plans?

JILL MOND, of London, Eng-
land, is alarmed

:

Please put on record that we
think Miss Chatterton is the most
delightful actress on the screen.

We are weeping and wailing and
gnashing our teeth because we have
not been able to read anything of

her plans now that "Journal of a

Crime" is completed. Does this

mean that those recent retirement

rumors are true? Please say it

isn't so ! We are ardent Chatter-

ton fans and cannot bear the

thought that our idol may have
made her last picture. {Although
she has not renewed her contract

with Warner Bros., we are quite

confident that Miss Chatterton will

make many more pictures. She's
been conferencing zvitli Irving
Thalberg of M-G-M. So zveep no
more, my lady.

Razzing Katie

B. M., of Bartow. Fla., is a wee
bit upset, to put it mildly

:

If Katharine Hepburn had to eat

a five-story chocolate cake at one
sitting without any liquid to wash
it down, she would then have about
one-tenth as much too much choco-
late cake as the dear suffering
peepul have of her. She is in

everybody's hair. Everbody's soup.
Everybody's way. Someone ought
to tell her that enough of anything
is too much and too much is fatal.

She could get by with one-tenth
as much publicity if she had some-
thing to declare besides vehemence,
belligerence and bulldog tenacity.

{Continued on page 118)

But change to Fels-Naptha Soap— and

"Tattle-Tale Gray" scampers off for-

ever! It's bound to—for Fels-Naptha is

one soap that has the ability to loosen

dirt completely. It coaxes grime out of

tiniest threads. It gets clothes clean

clear through — dazzling white! And
here is why: Fels-Naptha is not only

marvelous soap

—

golden richer soap. But

it holds lots of dirt-loosening naptha, too.

Clothes can't gossip— no indeed! Yet
the very linens you set on a tea table—
if they're a little dull and grayish— can

tell tales on you. They can say that

your clothes are poorly washed— that

dirt is still hiding in them. So you seem
careless to others— when it isn't your

fault at all. It's your soap that's to

blame— it doesn't get ALL the dirt out.

And the beauty of it is— Fels-Naptha is

safe for everything! Never harsh like

"trick" soaps. You can trust your film-

iest chiffons and silk stockings to

Fels-Naptha. It's a real pal to your
hands— for there's soothing glycerine

in every bar. And it's thriftier, too.

You can now buy Fels-Naptha at the

lowest price in almost twenty years.

Fels & Co., Phila., Pa.

© 1934, FELS * CO.
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BEAUT

Ask for Dixie Deb Talcum
powder at your favorite 10c
store.

When you step from your bath you are a picture of

loveliness... fragrantly fresh. ..alluringly beautiful. This

is the same radiant charm you want your "man" to

enjoy hours later when dining or dancing.

By creating a soothing and cooling coating for your

skin... protecting it against the objectionable and wilt-

ing effect of body moisture; Dixie Deb Talc will help

you keep all your glory and daintiness throughout

an active day or an exciting evening.

Only a careless woman fails to understand the vital

importance of this protection... the necessity of glori-

fying her entire body with Dixie Deb Talcum Powder.

Dixie Deb Talc is made of pure white, super-fine

talcum, sifted through silk to give you the same soft

smoothness found in the finest face powder.

Due to large-volume production, Dixie Deb Talc is

sold at a very reasonable price... 10c...and is avail-

able in ten subtle fragrances, the five newest of

which are shown below

And don't forget there is a
special talc for the Dixie deb
to be... Dixie Deb Baby Powder.

ORCHID
A fragrance from the

queen of flowers

TULIP
From the tulip beds of

old Holland

JOYEUSE
The exotic fragrance of

Oriental lovers

MOONLIGHT AND ROSES
Reminiscent of youthful

VENETIAN NIGHTS
Suggesting dreams of

happv stolen hours



DICK AND
RUBY

These two young people

are now definitely set as a

co-starring team. This time

in "Dames," for Warners.

Their great success is the

real reason that Ruby has

turned down hubby Al Jol-

son's offer of a million dol-

lars, if she'll give up the

screen. As for Mr. Powell,

well, Mary Brian is still

Head Girl.



Here is another young

lady busily engaged in

staging a cinematic come-

back. For two years she

deserted the screen for the

theatre, where she scored

definitely. In fact, movie

scouts, having seen her on

Broadway, were instru-

mental in persuading her

to return to Hollywood.

So Jean is all set once

more and has just com-

pleted two pictures for

Columbia: "Whirlpool"

and "The Most Precious

Thing in Life." She's fond

of animals and the stray

dog who strays across her

path isn't homeless long.



BUCK
JONES

Some actors cry for. so-

phisticated roles and others

hold out for character

parts, but Buck knows the

value of appearing in a

thriller. And that is why

he is ready to start pro-

duction on a thirteen-

chapter serial and six

other pictures at Univer-

sal. They're not going to

be Westerns, but they'll

be hair-raisers just the

same. The Buck Jones

Rangers Club is now two

million strong, so one of

our favorite film cowboys

has a ready-made au-

dience, waiting with bated

breath for his next.

\
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MAUREEN
O'SULLIVAN

When Maureen finishes work in "The Barretts of Wi'mpole

Street/' she is going to take that combination rest-cure-vaca-

tion she's been promising herself for months. Her destination

is to be the Emerald Isle, where she will visit her family and

introduce her fiance, John Farrow. If they approve her choice,

the Irish lass will marry the lad; if they don't, she probably will

anyway. You know girls in love! Anyway, one of her plans

quite definite and that is to bring her little sister back

with her. Wonder if I. s. is as pretty as Maureen?

is



We haven't seen Nancy for over a year, but she made her

cinematic comeback recently in "Springtime for Henry." Her

role in this gay comedy lifted her right out of the ingenue class

and put her way up thar with the sophisticates. Tis said by

those in the know, that the Carroll has had a great change in

her off-screen personality, too, for the once tempestuous lady

is now as meek as the legendary lamb. Which is good news.

Nancy's matrimonial bark has hit the rocks, they say, making

it a veritable field day for the rumor hounds.

NANCY
CARROLL
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JANET

and CHARLIE

Well, fans, they're together again and you

did it. So many and earnest were the re-

quests received at Fox, that that enterprising

organization could not ignore them. And

so, the famous romantic team will be seen

in "Change of Heart," their first co-starring

picture since "Tess of the Storm Country,"

made more than two years ago. Charlie's

part has been built up considerably, which is

very satisfactory to him and to Janet.
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CONSTANCE
BENNETT

Whether or not she is the most glamorous

girl on the screen is a moot question, but one

thing is certain, the Bennett is always interest-

ing. She has what has become known as a

"flair" for doing things in a different and

individual manner. Here you see Connie

dressed for her role in "The Affairs of Cellini,"

in which she appears opposite Fredric March.

This is a red hot romance of the sixteenth

century and wotta team to play it.





(Left) Sergeant Leo H. Kalem, stationed in

Honolulu, saved his money so that he could

visit Irene in Hollywood, and later regretted

the trip. Why? Because he fell victim to

her charms. (Right) Richard Dix teamed with

her again in "Stingaree," and after the love

scenes were made, moaned, "Wotta woman I"

She's a flirt! She's fickle! She's bad-tempered! Yes—Irene, the "perfect lady

of the screen" is all of these things. And we like her all the better for it!

Bv RUTH BIERY

IRENE DUNNE has been fooling us. She's been
fibbing to all but her intimate friends since the day
she came to Hollywood.

It's time she was exposed. For her own sake. It

isn't fair for the world to think she's this sweet, reserved,

perfect lady type, when she's really . . .

But first, I had better tell how it happened. You really

can't believe the truth about Irene unless you know the

story from the beginning.

I chanced to be in the RKO publicity department when
they were planning the publicity campaign for this new-
comer. The men in charge were chewing their well-worn
press pencils, for it is always a frenzied job, this launch-

ing of a new screen personality.
" 'The Perfect Lady of the Screen.' That's it! We've

never had a perfect lady. That should make the world
sit up and take notice. Mothers will want their daughters
to see and imitate her. They will urge their sons to fall

in love with her. The world is fed up on hoydens and
sex-appealists and cocktail-fed youngsters. They're hunt-
ing for the good, old-fashioned, lady type. They've just

launched Marlene Dietrich as all women in one. We'll

go them one better and make Irene Dunne all the perfect

ladies in one
!"

They sent for Irene and explained the campaign to her.

No hint of scandal must ever touch her name. If possible,

she must keep her marriage to Dr. Griffin a secret. If the

truth should be discovered, she would be pictured as the

perfect working-wife. Harmony; peace. Her husband, a
man who understands a woman's ambitions. A couple

who would commute between New York and Hollywood
to fulfill the matrimonial unity.

She was to be calm and self-possessed, always. Live
quietly among dignified surroundings. No Hollywood
parties. No rumors of being seen with "other men." She
was not to swear or even say "darn." In short, she was
to be Hollywood's sublime proof of all the traditionary

traits accredited to a "perfect lady."

Irene wondered about these instructions. Her experi-

ence had taught her that "perfect ladies" are seldom inter-

esting. Cool, unemotional women had never intrigued her.

She doubted if they would others. Irene is southern.

And she has all of the coquettishness and daring

—

and, shh, yes, fickleness and (Continued on page 91)
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STARS

t With careers at stake and

beauty threatened, these famous

women stood ready to meet the

risks. But with what fear, joy

or regret in their hearts?

WHEN an eminent doctor—Stork or
otherwise—says to a'' woman, "Madam,

you are going to become a mother"—when
that hope or that fear, that joy or that terror

has been clinically confirmed, a great mo-
ment of one sort or another has been lived.

In the most average and out-of-the-pub-

lic-eye woman there is a reaction, a whole
set of reactions ; a welling-up of the emo-
tions ; a flurry, superficial or profound, of

fears and wonders and elations, of tabus

and old wives' tales and plans and startled

wonders. There are those of us who
think, "Oh, but we can't afford it," or "I

am too young, I'm not ready yet for this

responsibility," or "It's marvelous, it's too

good to be true !" Sometimes all of these

feelings are confused. Sometimes there is

the sacred and undiluted joy of the potential

mother.

In the hearts and minds of the stars, the

public characters whose stock in trade is their

youth, their beauty, their glamor, whose lives

are lived in glass cases exposed at all times and
under all conditions to the curious public eye

—

what must their reactions be at this moment of

knowledge? What do they feel in that first sure
moment of knowing?

I asked some of them.
I asked Norma Shearer. I said, "What, honestly,

was your reaction when you first knew ? What thoughts
came to you? What kind of thoughts? How
take it?"

Norma is not, by the way, expecting a second baby at

this time, rumor to the contrary.

She said, "Before I knew that I was really to have my baby, I .

was always positively and physically scared to death at the very idea.
Not for any of the more obvious reasons. I mean, I was not afraid of
losing my figure, growing too heavy, being out of pictures for a time,
perhaps forever. Nothing of that sort. It may be curious, but none of
these things even so much as occurred to me. I was afraid of bodily pain.
"Somehow I had managed to collect a perfect saga of tales about the terror

and intensity of the pain of childbirth. They invaded my mind, at the mere
thought of pregnancy, like a flock of birds of ill omen. I knew, in my
mind, which was reasonably informed about modern obstetrics, that these bogie
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MOTHERHOOD
(Top, right) The Richard Arlens; she was

Jobyna Ralston, remember, with young Dick.

(Top, left) Esther Ralston, who was Mrs. George

Webb, with Mary, named for Mary Brian.

(Lower, right) Mrs. Thalberg—Norma Shearer

to ' us—and youthful escort; Irving, Jr., of

course. (Lower, left) Arline Judge—Mrs.

Wesley Ruggles—with Master Charles.

By GLADYS HALL

men were ridiculous. But my instinct was
sharper than my mind. Physical pain has

always been revolting and terrifying to me.

I think I could meet and possibly master

any kind of a problem with which the mind
or the social instincts have to deal. But to

suffer with my body has been a fear with

me reaching the point of monomania.

A1ND then came the moment when the

doctor said to me, 'What you suspect

is so, Mrs. Thalberg. You are going to have
a baby.' In that very moment, by some
miracle I can't pretend to understand, the

tabus and terrors I had lived with were
gone. Gone as though they had never ex-

isted. I didn't 'forget' them. They just

weren't there. Nor did it occur to me, in

that first moment, as it occurs to so many
women, 'This will change my life.' I realized

the importance of it. It didn't impress me as

being an incident, not by any means. But my
first conscious reaction, following the one
where I knew all fear had left me, was the re-

action of a detached interest in the child. The
child as a person ; as a personality ; as an indi-

vidual separate from me, who would grow and be

vital and interesting to me as I hoped I would be

vital and interesting to him—or her.

"It was the doctor who, trying to interpret my first re-

action, trying to say the fastidiously right thing to me
at the moment said, 'A baby will not interfere with your

career, Mrs. Thalberg.' And I instantly and emphatically

said, 'Of course not! I shall combine the two. If any choice

has to be made, the child will have first claim, of course.

But there won't have to be any choice.'

"Odd how it takes so long to put into words thoughts that go
through your mind, vibrate through your nerves and emotions in the

flashing by of a minute. Words are such slow things. Because all

that I am telling you now I felt even as the doctor was saying that first

confirmatory sentence. I knew that I would not take this baby as a heavy
responsibility, making a burden of him and so making a burden of myself.

I knew that I would get pure joy out of this child and I hoped I would be

able to give him joy in return. I would enjoy him and the enjoyment would

be all the keener because I would go on with my (Continued on page 93)
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SO MANY
DEAR

MEMORIES
THIS is a story of friendship and love and a hus-

band's courage; a story of Lil Tashman and
Ed Lowe. It is of the swell relationship that

Lil and Ed knew began long ago, before they

were married—when they were sweethearts in New York,
Lil, in the Follies and Ed, temporarily, down on his luck.

"I've got to get some money somewhere," he announced
one day, arriving at her flat. "I've got to be able to

take you to dinner once in a while at least . .
."

Lil laughed and put her hand in his. And when she

took it awav she had left four hundred dollars there.

"Wait a "minute," Ed said, "what's this?"

"Money," Lil told him. "Money, you Irishman.

Money! So you can take me to dinner once in a while."

"Where did you get it?" Ed asked.

"I hocked my watch," she told him. "Come on, let's

go!"
Now, I know in the best circles it isn't considered proper

for a woman to lend a man money. But troupers don't

live by the rules of the best circles. They can't. Their

lives simply don't fit into the regular, conventional pat-

tern. And whether they're better or worse for that must
remain a matter of opinion.

It was several years later, after Ed and Lil were mar-
ried, and long after he had paid back the four hundred,

that Lil's sister, who was living with them at the time,

remarked to Ed that Lil had been paying interest on a

watch she had in pawn for ever so long, that really she

must have paid as much in interest as she had borrowed
upon it originally. That it might occur to her to get it

out or let it go.

Ed got the ticket, sent for the watch, and presented

it to Lil with a grand flourish, as a surprise.

He found that watch the other day when he was going
over her effects. It was hard to take. But Ed took it

the way he's been taking a lot of things hard to take for

some time now. On the screen, as the hard-boiled marine,

Sergeant Quirt, he's never had to be as brave as he's

had to be during the last ten months or more. Believe

me.

IT was last August when Ed was making personal

appearances in Cleveland that he had a confidential

and terrifying letter from Lil's doctor.

He didn't have much chance of keeping Lil, the doctor

wrote him, for very long. And on top of this, the letter

went on to warn Ed, under no circumstances must he

cancel his tour and hurry home. Such action might make
Lil suspicious, and Ed's job, according to that letter, was
to allay her fears and keep up her morale.

Good cheer, the doctor concluded, would do Lil as

much good as his treatments.

As Lil would like us to remember her. A gpy, sophisticater

modern in love with life!



Li'l's devotion and help, good

times spent together, success and

sorrow shared—these are the

things Ed would not forget

By ADELE
WHITELY FLETCHER

"I'll never forget the following week in Chicago," Ed
told me. "It was hell

!"

When at last he reached" home he found Lil lying in

the garden in the sun looking perfectly splendid, and
possessing all kinds of enthusiasm and energy and vitality.

Ed was sure the doctor must have exaggerated the

seriousness of things. It wasn't until Ed had been home
a few weeks that he saw Lil suffer for the first time.

Then all his fears came racing back. Then he mustered
all the courage he possessed to stand beside her then and
a hundred other times, and never once let her see that

he felt concern for anything except the pain she suffered.

December, January and February were horrible months.
Yet Ed, looking into Lil's frightened blue eyes, knowing
how truly the doctor had spoken, would manage to say

lightly, "Strange, darling, isn't it that a slight disturbance

can cause pain like this and people critically ill feel noth-

ing at all?"

I saw Ed and Lil the first of March when they reached

New York on that last visit. Unless you caught Ed
unawares, he was, apparently, his usual, gay, wisecracking

self.

^ "Why," I've been asked, "did he permit her to keep
on working?"
The answers are simple. Ed let Lil keep working,

encouraged her to work, in fact, because he understood
what an important part of her life her work represented.

Because, a trouper himself, he knew the thrill she ex-

prienced when she stood before a camera and a mike to

create the character called for by the script.

Ed also let Lil keep on because for him to have sug-

gested anything else would have been for him to admit
to her how ill she was and to have frightened her so that

whatever chance she had of beating her illness, even tem-
porarily, would have been ruined.

A FEW weeks before Lil died she and Ed dined one
night at the Colony and then started crosstown

for the theatre. They were alone in her car with the soft

moleskin lap robe about them. She was wearing her

loveliest jewels. The star sapphire he had given her to

mark a happy day and a new bracelet of diamonds and
sapphires.

She reached under the robe for Ed's hand.

"Well," she said, "here we are in New York again,

Old Timer. Having dinner, going to the theatre, alone,

together. And if you ask me, it's as much fun as it ever

was. We're sitting pretty, you know. Here we are with

grand jobs, both of us. Better off than we used to be, if

you remember . .
."

Whereupon the car turned into Forty-sixth Street.

"Look," she cried, almost (Continued on page 102)

Ed will never forget Li'l's enthusiasms, her desire for fun, and

her sense of fair play.



... A career, or

Lee Tracy? If a

choice must be

made, Isabel Jewell

unhesitatingly

chooses her man

!

By KATHERINE

ALBERT

WHEN a woman makes two apparently para-

doxical and conflicting gestures, as Isabel

Jewell has done, she must be a pretty complex
person. At any rate, she isn't the sort of

person who can be taken for granted.
I'll leave it up to you.

When Lee Tracy returned from Mexico, having got
himself into a "jam" that cost him his Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer contract and might have barred him from the
screen forever, Isabel Jewell met him at the train.

If you know Hollywood, and it's vast political intrigues,

you will realize that that was a pretty courageous thing
for her to do. She was smart enough to realize that Lee
was in decided disfavor and she knew, when she put 'on
her hat to go to the station to meet him, she was putting
her own career in jeopardy. And all during the time that

the pros and cons about whether Lee had seriously mis-
behaved or not were going on, Isabel stood by him with a

3?

display of beautiful loyalty. • His battle was hers. She
did not straddle the fence. She showed plainly where she

stood—and she stood with Lee.

During these trying times, someone pointed out to Lee
how amazing it was that Isabel had shown such fortitude.

"It is no more than I expected of her," Lee said.

You see, he knew his woman. He knew that she took

a chance on her career when she stuck to him, but he

knew her well enough to know that she couldn't do any-

thing else.

All right. Then you'll see in all this a woman who puts

love first, a woman who would willingly toss her personal

ambition on the ash-heap rather than hurt, in any way, the

man she loves.

But consider gesture number two. For almost three

years she and Lee have been sweethearts and deeply in

love. He has begged her to marry him repeatedly. She
has refused. Why? Because she wants to make her own



career first, because she wants to prove herself Isabel

Jewell before she becomes Mrs. Lee Tracy. Yes, her

•career means that much to her. It means so much that

this is what she told me recently.

"If I were offered a million dollars today to give up
acting and told at the same time that I might have as

an alternative, fifty dollars a week for the rest of

my life on stage or screen—and never any more

—

I would continue acting. That's how great a

part of me it is. When I say that I am not

going to get married until I am well estab-

lished myself, I do not mean to sound
selfish.

IT isn't that I would not go ahead as

M rs. LeeTracy , for I certainlywould
if I had it in me to go ahead. And
Lee would surely help in every pos-

sible way. But I would then be go-

ing ahead as Mrs. Lee Tracy and
not as Isabel Jewell. That sounds
"selfish, too, but what I am trying to

say to you is that my father and
mother have lived just for me for

so many years, have believed in me
so much, have expected such great

things of me that I am eager to ac-

complish something really worth
while while I am still just their

daughter—just Isabel Jewell. I

think I owe them that much, don't

you?
"Not that they don't love Lee.

They are just crazy about him.

Perhaps one of the things they like

best about him is his fine understand-

ing, his appreciation of their attitude,

his willingness that I should continue

(Above) From "Manhattan Melodrama," Isabel's

latest film for M-C-M. The interested-looking

gentleman beside her is Harry Seymour, and Nat

Pendleton is in the picture, too. (Right) Lee Tracy,

Isabel Jewell and Mary Brian in "Blessed Event."

It was quite by accident that Isabel and Lee appeared

together in this film.

my career. Why, he would no more think of asking me
to give up my work than he would think of giving up

his own."
Then work does, you see, mean a great deal to her. It

is an intrinsic part of her life. Yet she was willing to

forget even it rather than let Lee down. And that is the

paradox of Isabel Jewell. I'm sure that this very fact

makes you realize that she is worth knowing. And I'm

here to state that she is.

She has been terrifically hurt by all the talk that Lee
was responsible for every part she has had in films. It

nearly broke her heart when someone asked who she was
as she appeared on the set and she overheard the answer,

"She's Lee Tracy's girl friend—you know, just one of

those things." And although both she and Lee have prom-
ised each other that they will not discuss each other for

publication, she cannot help but talk of him—and she

cannot help but be eager to explain

:

"There's one thing I want to make clear. Lee and I

were friends before we were sweethearts. I admired him
tremendously as an actor. He had made such a name for

himself on the stage and had so much respect from all his

co-workers in New York that I was thrilled when I was
called for a try-out for a part in his show 'Louder Please.'

"Several girls were there for the part. After I went
through the lines he called out, 'That's our girl. She's the

one we want!' He had never laid eyes on me before.

But if I had been his sister he wouldn't have recom-

mended me for the part if he had not thought I was right

for it. He is like that. He wouldn't even now. And
that's why it makes me so furious when people say he got

me what breaks I have had here in Hollywood.

"No one has ever actually helped me to get a job. No
one has done a specific thing to further my career, yet

many people have helped me to keep on believing in my-
self. Those dreadful months when I—who live, breathe

and eat acting—could not get work because they said I

photographed badly—those months were made possible

by Lee's encouraging me. And then, because he believed

in me and wanted me to have a break, don't you think that

if I had been riding on his fame he would have insisted

that I be given a chance? He was at the very top, then.

He could have done it. But neither of us wanted that.

I HAD to establish myself as Isabel Jewell and not

as Lee Tracy's girl friend. He has such love—al-
most veneration—for the profession that he simply does

not think anyone belongs in it who does not know how to

act. And what he thinks of my ability as an actress is

quite apart from what he thinks (Continued on page 109)
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II
Al Durante is gone now. The writer who obtained this story

for you was one of the very last to see him. (Next) Yes,

you've guessed. That's Pop, eighty-four years young, posing with

his pride and joy. And (right) behold Jimmy, the well-dressed

man! Surely, Solomon in all his glory . . .

JIMMY
UPS TO ME

By AL DURANTE
As told to AL SHERMAN

TALKING about your
brother, especially when
you like the guy, is a kind

of hard job. You know
what to say, you get all the answers
down apt", but you don't know
how to get started. Because it all

comes down to one thing: When
a guy's regular, he's regular. And
that's the way I feel about Jimmy.
But I guess everybody says that

about their brothers when they get

famous or something.

.It's a funny thing about us
Durantes. We come from Italy.

At least, Pop comes from Salerno.

And so did Mom. But Durante is

a French name and originally our
family come from France. And
as far as I know, we're the only
Durantes in this country. Any-
way, we're the only Durantes with
schnozzles.

We Durantes stick together.

And that's the nicest thing I can
say about Jimmy. He never for-

gets the folks at home. Say, just

34

to give you an idea, get this.

Jimmy come visiting us last Christ-

mas. He'd been working hard and
he decided he wanted to come East
to have a rest and to visit the

folks. Especially Pop. Because
the old man hadn't been feeling so

well and—well Jimmy, and me
too, for that matter, think the old

man is aces.

Well, anyway, Jimmy come out

to visit us. But he ain't here more
than two days when he gets a wire

to hustle right back to Hollywood.
Seems they wanted him out there

to go to work in "Scandals" for

Fox. Was Jimmy burned up!
"Is this a vacation or is this a

vacation?" he says. "Two days

here and now I gotta go back to

work! It's incriminatin', that's

what it is!"

He was good and sore about it

for a while and then he thinks to

himself that maybe Hollywood
would be just the spot to cure

Pop's (Continued on page 98)



When "Viva Villa" opened at the

Criterion Theatre on Broadway, Celia

Villa, the colorful Pancho's real

daughter, attended the premiere.

(Right) Gloria Swanson and Herbert

Marshall at the Club El Morocco.

Cinema stars leave them

thar hills to work and

make whoopee along

Gotham's White Way

The attractive girl with Ramon is not

a new romantic interest, but Carmen

Novarro. His sister is accompanying

the star on his two months' South

American concert tour and upon his

return, he will make two pictures.

By REGINA CANNON

AT this moment of going to

A\ press, Gloria Swanson is in

\ town. So is Herbert Marshall.

So are the gossips and rumor
hounds. And an enjoyable time is

being had by some
;
though we doubt

if G. S. and H. M. are among them.
For, no sooner had Gloria "ap-

peared in person" at the Paramount
Theatre, than the newspaper report-

ers followed suit. Thus a general

Personal Appearance Week was sud-
denly established on Broadway.
The meanies of the press wanted

to know "if there was anything to"

the story that Miss Swanson would
divorce her husband, Michael Far-
mer, international playboy, and marry

Mr. Marshall? Would Edna Best,

Mr. M.'s "present," set him free, and
if she did, was Barkis willin'? And
a few other little impersonal (?)
items along similar lines were men-
tioned.

Well, the whole business threw
Gloria into a fit of hysterics and
Bartie into one of temper. 'Twould
seem that the pair had had "enough."
And that, you know, is said to be as

good as a feast.

Mr. Marshall had given a party for

Miss Swanson at El Morocco, one
of Broadway's gayer night spots,

and an ambitious cameraman had
brought his little black box along to

record the festive scene. And scene

it was, for when the actor discovered

what was up, 'tis said he went into

one of the most spectacular rages of

all time. Why, a coupla eye wit-

nesses claimed that he even broke

some of the El Morocco's choice

china. He wanted to know why their

privacy should be thus encroached

upon and so on. And, since the

club is just about as exclusive as

the Grand Central Station, the pho-

tographer made a few snappy re-

torts of his own. He couldn't be per-

suaded to part with his negative either,

as you see. Anna-hoo, the net result of

the affair sent the principals out of

New York night clubs both pro tern

and p.d.q. {Continued on page 100)
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Lad-eez and gentlemen! Step right up and

get the latest gossip hot off the Hollywood

griddle! About who's who—and who'd like to be!

Believe it or Ripley, you see here,

boys and girls, Marlene Dietrich

"snapped" with her husband,

Rudolph Sieber, at the opening of

"House of Rothschild."

GOOD NEWS

HELEN HAYES returns to Hol-
lywood shortly, to begin work
on her new picture "Vanessa."
And the folks are sitting back

wondering if Hollywood is going to

forgive Helen for all those sour things

she's supposed to have said about the

movie village while she was playing
on the stage in "Mary of Scotland."
For awhile there the natives were so

sore they actually wrote editorials

about Helen with generous phrases
sprinkled through concerning "biting

the hand that feeds you" and the "in-

gratitude of some people ! It was
hard for her friends to believe the
little Hayes gave out all those stories,

for she made many friends in Holly-
wood and they all believed that she
liked it out here. Well, we shall see

when Helen returns.

TJ/'ORD is out that the Garb«-
rr Mamoulian romance has reached
the frigidaire stage. The many mar-
riage rumor stories, as usual, scared
Greta and one of her intimate friends

reports Garbo hasn't spoken to Ma-
moulian for over two months, even

though he has tried repeatedly to get

her on the telephone.

IS MARLENE PUTTIN" ON THE
RITZ?

Marlene Dietrich's aloofness and
so-called "queening" tendencies are
getting the local press more and more
"down" on her. Hardly a day goes
by that one of the columnists fails to

take a crack at Marlene. Some of the

stories are true, and some aren't, but
it's a cinch the boys and girls aren't

giving the Dietrich the benefit of the
doubt.

One of the "cracks" was labeled

:

"Remember What Happened to

Marie Antoinette" and went on to
say Marlene was becoming so regal
her own studios could not get in

touch with her except through her
business manager. This is not true.

Behold the bride—and bride-

groom. Meet Mr. and Mrs.

Jessel—the Missus is Norma

Talmadge, you know— just

after the ceremony. The

happy pair promised to love,

honor and be gay before

Mayor Harry Bacharach of

Atlantic City, N. J.

(Below) Speaking of big

broadcasts, none better oc-

curred than when Messrs.

Tullio Carminati, Fredric

March, Jack Oakie, Ronald

Colman and Rupert Hughes

told the radio audience all

about it over NBC recently.
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(Left) The beauteous maiden perched way up thar is Grace Bradley

and, above, you see Tom Brown, Anita Louise, Dick Cromwell,

Mary Carlisle, Phil Reed and Patricia Ellis in an informal snap

taken at a recent party Pat Ellis gave.

Another story goes on to tell the world

of Dietrich's rudeness to visiting exhibitors.

Practically right under their eyes, she

sneaked out of the studio, refusing to meet

the men who buy her pictures. This if

true.

The Paramount studio has warned Mar-
lene that she is not ace high with the

press. To which she shrugs her shoulders.

Bing Crosby is another who drew a

berry for running out on the exhibitors.

And it was those boys, Bing, who made a

star of you long before the studio got

around to it

!

THE other night Joan Crawford showed
up at the Tingel-Tangel Theater and

occupied the back row entirely by herself!

The reason—because she had bought all the

tickets in that row to make sure she would
be alone. Franchot Tone was so conspicu-

ous by his absence the gossips have been

tongue-wagging ever since.

If this is a lover's quarrel, some of the

cameramen in town believe they might
know the answer to it. Previous to Joan's

solitary trek to the Tingel-Tangel, she and
Franchot had attended the banquet for The
Motion Picture Theatre Owners Associa-

tion. Now Franchot and Joan have always
been very gracious about stopping long
enough to pose for the snapshot boys. But
this night, Franchot, in a very surly mood,

insisted upon ushering Joan into the ban-
quet without even a casual nod toward the
lens flashers all lined up to take their

pitcher. And what's more, they say Joan
protested violently at his rudeness, too.

That may, or may not, be the answer
to why Joan bought out an entire back
row and went to the theater alone.

Other guests at the Tingel-Tangel that
night were Josef von Sternberg and Mar-
lene Dietrich. When Marlene saw Joan
she went back and talked to her for ten or
fifteen minutes.

EVERYONE involved seems just as
happy as can be over the outcome of

Marjorie Gay's breach of promise suit

against Harry Joe Brown (husband of

Sally Eilers). After hearing yards and
yards of testimony and watching a veritable

parade of movie stars show in the witness
box to testify for producer Brown, the

jury reached a verdict that Marjorie was
entitled to $5,000 heart balm. Considering
that Miss Gay had sued for a quarter of

a million, it is no wonder that Harry Joe
Brown and Sally Eilers looked upon the
judgment as a triumph for their side.

The entire suit was kidded quite gen-
erously by the Los Angeles newspapers,
who reported it from day to day more in

the nature of a glittering fashion show,
than a law suit for damages.
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Wherever the smart set gathers in Hollywood,

you used to see Carole Lombard and Russ

Columbo. But now there's a rift. Russ still

does—but Carole doesn't!

THE hard luck jinx apparently still

pursues Ricardo Cortez. He had said

he hoped all his bad luck would be behind

him following his marriage to pretty

Christine Lee, with whom Ric is so much
in love.

But last week they took Cortez to the

hospital for what was described as a

"minor but important operation."

CONNIE JEALOUS? JUST LISTEN!

There's no way of figuring out just what

Connie Bennett is going to do. She's still

the most puzzling girl in town.

Everyone figured Connie would be

madder than blazes at the way Frank
Morgan was allowed to run away with

her latest picture, "The Affairs of Cellini,"

starring La Bennett and Fredric March.

At several out of town previews the audi-

ences had actually broken out in applause

for Frank Morgan and his name was on

everyone's lips as the folks filed out of

the theater. Hollywood whispered : "Wait
until .Bennett gets a load of that!"

"Later, they previewed "Cellini" in Los
Angeles.
As usual the laughter and praise mounted

higher and higher for Frank Morgan as

the picture unreeled. In fact, someone be-

hind our reviewer kept laughing so loudly

and appreciatively at Mr. Morgan, that the

critic turned around for the purpose of

giving a "dirty look." Yes, you guessed it.

It was Connie

!

By the way, the Bennett looked stun-

'

ning at the Russian Eagle the other eve-

ning. Her costume was a Spring ensemble
in a deep red-wine color (formerly sup-

posed to be effective only on brunettes).

But if all blondes wear it like Connie it

should prove to be the rage color for the

summer season.

rJyAE Russ Columbo-Carole Lombard ro-

mance is cooling off considerably ; at

least, zve hear, insofar as Carole is con-
cerned. However, with Russ, it's different.

The zvorld may call it madness, but he
calls it love!

DO you think Garbo is slipping? Do
you think Mae West is a flash in the

pan?
Well, believe it or not, the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners Association (mean-
ing the exhibitors of the country) think so.

And what's more, they were not at all
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There's another

conjecture going

the rounds. It con-

cerns the recent

friendship of

Myrna Loy and

Arthur Hornblow,

one of the village's

most popular

couples. (Below)

Charlotte Henry,

all dressed to go

places. Recognize

her without her

"Alice" makeup.''

backward about expressing their dynamite
opinions during their recent convention in

Hollywood: (See pictures on page 66.)

To these gentlemen, apparently nothing-

is sacred,; for they very freely stated that

they thought the great Hepburn merely a

screen "fad," and that George Arliss was
"limited" in his audience appeal. They
said Garbo was falling from grace because
her pictures were too serious and depress-
ing, and that Constance Bennett needed
more support than her own fashionable

personality to successfully carry on her
starring career.

After heaving these brick-bats, bouquets
were passed to Norma Shearer and Joan
Crawford, Will Rogers (they shrieked
their approval of Will) and Marie
Dressier. But whom do you suppose they
singled out as the "coming" big star of
the next five years ? None other than
Margaret Sullavan. Take a bow, Mar-
garet, the gentlemen are highly enthusisas-
tic about you

!

T7~AY FRANCIS has been offered the

-*V dressing-room recently vacated by
Ruth Chatterton, now that Ruth is no
longer with Warner Brothers. But Kav
declined with thanks. This famous bunga-
low dressing-room is the most elaborate
on the lot and the most jinxcd. Colleen
Moore's career and marriage slipped while
she ivas its occupant and a similar private
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Bridal party. Find Monte Blue,

Stephen Ames, Raquel Torres,

Alice White and Cy Bartlett?

Stephen and Raquel are the pair

to be congratulated.

(Left) Mildred Lloyd threw a

birthday party for her famous

husband, Harold—you've heard

of him?—recently, and every-

one came in costume. Here

are the host and hostess lookin'

sorta picturesque.

and professional calamity overtook Ruth
Chatterton during her tenancy.

AN amusing scene took place in the

Ambassador Hotel lobby the other day
when a studio press agent, there to super-

vise the taking of some pictures of various

M LG-M stars, looked up in surprise to

discover his cameraman with his arm
around Jean Harlow's shoulder, greeting
her like a long lost friend. The press

agent summoned the young man to his side

and proceeded to read him "the riot act"
for being so familiar with the stars.

"What do you mean by putting your
arm around Miss Harlow?" he thundered.
Up marched Jean. "He didn't put his

arm around me," she said with fire, "I put

my arm around him. We're old friends.

When I was a nobody in this town this

boy took pictures of me and worked his

head off trying to get editors to print

them. I think he helped my career tre-

mendously. And if I'm glad to see him,

that's my business, not yours!"

Was the P.A.'s face red?

LORETTA YOUNG has announced her

plans of touring Europe this summer.
But then Loretta has scheduled herself a

trip abroad several times before and never
managed to get any farther than Palm
Springs or Yosemite. However, everyone
believes she will really go now.
The whispered story is that Loretta and

Spencer Tracy want to give their affection

Jack Warner, Ruby Keeler and

Al Jolson, three big shots on the

Warner lot, get together at the

Brown Derby to talk shop, and

the funny part of it is they're all

supposed to be vacationing. Well,

busman's holiday, you know.

All photos by Scott

for one another a real test and discover

whether their romance is serious, or

merely an infatuation.

MARTHA SLEEPER and Hardie Al-

bright certainly pulled a fast one on

the local spies when they actually com-
pleted the furnishing of an apartment in

Westwood, bought a wedding ring, and
took out a marriage license without any-
one even guessing their plans. The youth-

ful film players were married in Riverside,

California, at the famous old Mission Inn
early in April.

MEET MR. AMES, OPTIMIST
Adrienne Ames's ex-husband, Stephen

Ames, certainly isn't a superstitious man.
He is now honeymooning in Honolulu with
Raquel Torres, and Honolulu is where he
spent his honeymoon with Adrienne.
When they return from their honeymoon

he is planning to buy her a home in

Beverly Hills, which is exactly what he
did for his first movie star wife.

And what's more he wants her to con-
tinue her movie career, just as Adrienne
did ! At the time .of his divorce from the
present Mrs. Bruce Cabot, Ames blamed
Adrienne's movie job as one of the con-
tributing factors in their estrangement.
Now he has apparently changed his mind
about a wife with a career.

OVER a national radio hook-up, Leslie
Howard went on record as believing

that the movies are not nearly as stimulat-
ing as the stage so far as the actor is con-
cerned. "Making a movie is too mechanical
to be exciting," he said.

Lee Tracy was so mad {Cont. on p. 123)
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WHY GEORGE RAFT IS

AFRAID OF WOMEN

J -7JS

t*
*

Ceorgie at the Sebastian Club

with Virginia Pine, the gal, 'tis

said, he will wed when and if

his wife gives him a divorce.

And, below, the same Mr. Raft

and Marjorie King, the tempestu-

ous brunette who followed him

to New York and who, according

to the dailies, attempted suicide

because of unrequited love.

The Screen's Menace has learned

that they're all out for something

—money, career, marriage—and

it's the man who pays and pays!

I'M
afraid of women," said George Raft. His manner

matter-of-fact, he quietly uttered this surprising

statement.

"I've always been afraid of them. But it's much
worse . . . now!" He spoke briefly; his words clipped

short.

Nervous fingers fiddled with a pen that had been busy
scratching his name upon the shiny surface of a set of
pictures. Arranged in neat fashion, they lay before him.

He smiled, a one-sided, wry smile.

"Take a look," he said, nodding towards the stack.

"New photographs."
I examined a likeness which showed his sleek head bent

forward, while one hand manipulated a cigarette. It was
the portrait of a wicked man.
"The menace!" His voice was sarcastic. "That's what

they want! It's a joke! If they only knew! Long ago,
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even at the age when most boys have crushes, I was too

busy chasing a dollar to have the time to look at a girl."

Reared in Hell's Kitchen, that toughest of New York-

neighborhoods, George Raft, young, energetic, wiry, had

to worry about getting his next meal, and became, in turn,

prize-fighter, baseball player, Charleston champion.

Women were far away, untouchable. They were for the

rich.

"When I first started taking girls out, I was kind of

scared. I never could be mean to them. I can't, not to

this day. I have to feel right ... in here." Emphasizing
the point, he beat his chest. "I guess it must be easy for

some men to give girls the air. But I don't like to hurt.

That's why it's hard for me to say goodbye to a girl. I

can't. So I promise to telephone her. And then I never

do. I guess it might be better if I did it the other way.

But I have to be gentle. I'm afraid of hurting anyone."



By NANETTE
K U T N E R

And he learned about women—
from women! Further, he tells

what he learned in this startli'ngly

intimate story, for George was

never one who favored reticence.

In fact, he confides, "I like to

come clean; get things off the

old chest, you know."

There was a silence, broken by the sudden incessant

pounding of the radiator. He jumped from his chair.

"That's the way it goes," he cried, referring to the

radiator. "From morning until night. They can't fix it.

It's enough to drive a person nuts, that, and five perform-

ances a day and staying here, like in a prison."

BY "here" George Raft meant his dressing-room back-

stage of the Paramount Theatre on Broadway. He
walked to one of the rain-streaked windows.
"Look down there," he said.

I saw below, directly in front of the stage door, a

crowd of girls . . . waiting.

"They stand like that for hours," he told me. "The
first day, I left by way of the stage door, and one girl,

tearing at my coat, cried, 'I'm going to die! I'm going to

faint ! Isn't he sweet
!'

"I appreciate their attention, but. . .
." he sighed. "It's

only two years since I went into this game. It never used

to be like this."

"You've changed," I said.

"In what way?"

"You seem bewildered, sadder, a bit worried."
"When did you talk to me last ?" he asked, as we sat

down again.

"About a year and a half ago. You had only made two
pictures. You were having a pretty good time then. There
was Sally O'Neill and Constance Cummings."
He sighed. "A lot of things have happened since

then."

"Like Bonnie Poe?" I suggested, reminding him of a
lady who recently sued.

"Let's not talk about that !" he snapped. "It's over with
. . . settled. Forget it! Why bring it up? You know
what yesterday's newspapers are

!

"It's getting so I can't invite a girl out for dinner with-
out being afraid I'll be sued. I suppose people think
every time I go out with a girl I make violent love to her.

Well, that's not true. No matter what I do, they talk. I

bet if I went to dinner with a group of men . .
."

"What about Marjorie King?" I interrupted.

His reply was dignified. "Miss King? Miss King and
I had a misunderstanding, just as any man and woman

{Continued on page 117)
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HERE'S WHAT THE

Remember this scene in "I'm No
Angel"—the barker, Russell Hopton,

bringing in the customers. What
the censors took out will amaze you.

. . . Here's the lowdown

on the censor's war against

crime, nudity, sex and sin

—not to mention some

very harmless elements

By JAMES B. M. FISHER

HAVE you ever heard anyone ask, "Now how did

they get away with that bedroom scene in 'The

Mad Love of Maizie Zilch' ?" Such queries are

frequent in those locales where censorship is

very, very gentle or non-existent. But, for the most part,

considering this country as a whole, "they" do not get

away with much. Not, at any rate, in those places where
the censors, enmeshed in filmy webs like spiders, sit and
await each new picture with their scissors clutched tightly

in their little fists.

These spots where shock is registered and where



CENSORS TOOK OUT

In Harlow's "Blonde Bombshell," the censors ob-

jected to the statement that a girl's day off is hard

on her lingerie. Some objected to the words "day

off," for goodness knows what reason.

strips of naughty film fall by the wayside constitute ap-

proximately sixty-five per cent of the heaviest paying box
office territory in this country. The censor rules supreme

and every day of the week in Pennsylvania, New York,

Maryland, Virginia, Ohio and Kansas. In Massachusetts

the censor is still supreme but the damage is felt on but

one day of the week—Sunday. Chicago has a municipal

board whose verdicts are accepted throughout the entire

state of Illinois- All these censors, in varying degrees, are

easily shocked by things big and small and react by cut-

ting out the very scenes or dialogue which might have

prompted you to ask that question about the Maizie Zilch

opus.

Take Pennsylvania, for instance. A big state, heavily

populated and boasting a large number of theatres. And
in all these theatres they show pictures—or what is left

of pictures after the state board has its way with them.

In the first place, the censor board is unbelievably naive.

It is probably the only state institution which persists in

the quaint belief that the stork brings the baby. At least,

the eliminations bear out this theory ; in fact, Pennsyl-

vania indicates an obstinate refusal to admit the phe-

nomenon of birth at all. Married people must, according

to the censor, spend their time playing checkers or mak-

ing quilts—which they cannot sleep under together.

Believe it or not, in the Keystone state a room cannot

be called "'filthy" ; a maiden cannot be characterized as

"virginal" ; a good child cannot be spoken of as a "tyke"

;

a bad child can never be a "brat." Another psychic pre-

monition caused them to hand down the following judg-

ment in "Rafter Romance," a Radio picture : "Eliminate

The above scene from "The Mad Came" (which

dealt with the kidnapping theme) was taken out in

several states. Do you agree that such scenes are

harmful to the morals of American youth?

the italicized word in the dialogue, 'Bonding Green
4-3821.' " What evil significance is contained in this par-

ticular half of a New York telephone exchange seems
almost beyond human comprehension ! But this meticu-

lous care in regard to detail is reserved for pictures

which are, on the whole, so outstandingly pure as to make
it difficult to find anything objectionable. Their shiniest

pruning knives are kept for the major smashes that reek

with sex and sin.

PENNSYLVANIA'S only rival in destructive energy
is Ohio. In some respects the censors here make their

confreres across the state line look like amateurs. In
pouncing upon crime and nudity, as well as the phases
of morality, this board is supreme. Hair-splitting is the

order of the day.

The unerring accuracy which makes them champions
in this direction, however, deprives them of the chance
of being acclaimed for occasional bursts of brash liberal-

ism. A case in point is the recent Mae West picture, "I'm
No Angel." They made only two deletions in the entire

film. One was from the line in the barker's spiel in which
he introduces Miss West as a dancer and says, ".

. . if

she is properly encouraged, she'll throw discretion to the

winds and her hips to the north, south, east and west."
The phrase in italics, according to the rather coy Ohio
board, gives the unfortunate impression that the heroine
is loose morally, whereas the remainder of the statement
can have only one interpretation—that she is loose about
the hips, when dancing, if properly encouraged! When
considered in relation to the (Continued on page 110)
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Clark Gable and Myrna Loy in "Manhattan Melodrama."
Below) Carole Lombard and Bing Crosby in "We're Not

Dressing." Crosby's singing makes this above average.

Otto Kruger's excellent performance and Nancy Carroll's nice

work serve to make "Springtime for Henry" an utterly charm-
ing production. You will like it.

Hollywood has given us an unusual

number of good movies this month.

a: twentieth century
(Columbia)

John Barrymore, Carole Lombard, Walter Connolly,

Roscoe Kams

A PRICELESS knockout. It's pictures on this plane

that make the reviewer's life worth living; there is

always the hope that a piece of entertainment like this

will happen along. Such superb acting . . . such thrilling

story material . . . such beautiful direction and dialogue!

John Barrymore plays the role of Oscar Jaflfe, the hys-

terical stage producer, to the very hilt and in so doing

must have imbued Carole Lombard (actress Lily Garland)
with some of the fire that made it possible for her to

-A TOUR OF
TODAY'S
TALKIES

By WALTER RAMSEY

so far outshine her former acting that it is surprising.

Most of the action takes place on the train, Twentieth

Century, and concerns itself with Jaffe's attempts to ob-

tain Lily Garland's signature to a contract that will save

him from ruin as a producer. Oscar is always on the

verge of suicide or happiness, and Lily, being a protegee

of Oscar, almost outdoes him in histrionics. The rest

of the cast is exceptional and the photography is beau-

tiful. Don't fail to see this picture for any reason what-

soever. It's great.

B: MANHATTAN MELODRAMA
(M-G-M)

Clark Gable, William Pozvell, Myrna Loy, Leo Carrillo,

Nat Pendleton, Isabel Jewell

VERY nearly a knockout. Many moons have risen

and set since we last saw much grand casting for a

story. Loy, Gable and Powell seem made to order for the

roles they play .

Two boys, Blackie and Jim, are left homeless at the

opening of the story. Then we seem them as grown men.



You'll be better amused and entertained

than ou ve been in a long time

Blackie (Gable) has become a big gambler and Jim |
(Powell) is District Attorney, running for Governor. |
Gable's former mistress, Myrna Loy, has quit him be-

cause he refuses to stop gambling and she falls in love

with D.A. Powell ! The intriguing situations that arise

as the result of the loyalty of Blackie and Jim and an
unusual ending make for interesting entertainment. We
won't reveal the finale except to tell you that it won't
prompt you to say "so what?"
Why, you ask, in view of all this glowing praise, does

the picture rate "B" instead of "A"? Good story, good
cast—but the tempo of the picture is slow. You'll notice

it, too. You'll have an urge to give the story a push and
send it along faster. For all that, I think, you'll like it

a lot.

Carole Lombard and John Barrymore in "Twentieth Century."
(Below) Frank Morgan (a wow) and Constance Bennett in

"The Affairs of Cellini." Fredric March plays the title role.

The fine performances of Diana Wynyard, Clive Brook and
Reginald Owen make the too-whimsical "Where Sinners Meet"

enjoyable. Billie Burke is in it, too.

b: where sinners meet
(RKO)

Diana Wynyard, Clive Brook, Billie Burke, Reginald

Owen, Alan Mowbray

ALL this picture needs to make it thoroughly enjoyable

l is an injection of intestinal fortitude. As it stands

now, it is all too, too fluffy and whimsical. Clive Brook

portrays a millionaire on Dover Road whose hobby is

collecting couples who are eloping and keeping them in

his mansion long enough to allow them to find out if

thev are doing the wise thing. Most of them are not.

Billie Burke flutters her way to another finale with ex-

cellent finesse and Diana Wynyard, Reginald Owen and

Alan Mowbray contribute to the general fun in grand

style. Too bad the story lacked any power whatsoever.

It might have been swell.

The same slowness obtains in this film as in the one

reviewed above—although they are entirely different in

other respects. We hope all the Hollywood directors

won't go slow-motion. (Continued on page 120)
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Some skeptic

suggested that,

even though

Jackie may be

a genius at act-

ing, he might

be deficient in

other ways.

And so, the

young man
promptly
handed over his

rating from the

Binet - Simon
tests, and the

doubting
Thomas retired

without so

much as an-

other word!
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Master Cooper knows the answers—better ones than the average adult! He sur-

prised his examiner—and probably himself—at the blow he handed the Intelligence Test

Here is the youthful star with Dr. Doncaster G.

Humm, whose job it was to discover "Skippy's"

intelligence measure. The pill boxes had some-

thing to do with the examination and did not con-

tain a remedy for the headache many a simpler soul

than Jackie would have courted as a result of hav-

ing difficult questions bombarded at him.

PART OF JACKIE'S TEST
1. Repeat from memory the following digits, read to you at

one-second intervals: 3-4-9-6-8-2-1-7.

2. Repeat backwards from memory the following digits, read
to you at one-second intervals: 8-9-4-3-5-2.

3. Answer this: "Something is going on in the house across

the street. The rooms are decorated with flowers and
well-dressed people are arriving. Among them is a min-

ister. Outside, people are tying old shoes and streamers
to a car. What is happening there?"

4. Answer this: "Two missionaries and two cannibals wanted
to cross a stream. They had a boat which could carry no
more than two persons. However, it was unsafe to leave

two cannibals and one missionary together at any time,

on either shore, because then the two cannibals would eat
the one missionary. How did they all get across the

stream without running this danger?" (The answer is at the

end of this article.)

5. What is wrong with this sentence: "Yesterday the police

found a 300-pound safe which had been stolen from the

post office, in the home of a woman. They believe she
carried it there."

6. Jackie, told to utter words at random as fast as he could
think of them, gave 65 words within 90 seconds. Can you?

According to Dr. Humm's findings, young Cooper

is capable of attaining prominence in any field of

endeavor he might pursue. Indeed, he could

very readily make science his life work, if Jackie

should tire of grease paint, sound tracks and

cameras when he reaches manhood.

BY scientific tests, Jackie Cooper is actually the

mental superior of more than six-and-a-half mil-

lion American adults of twenty-one or over to-

day.

That is the amazing conclusion which results from the

first scientific "intelligence measurement" test ever given
the child star. But while that finding is the most startling

result, the test goes much further and for the first time,

on a truly scientific basis, gives die answers to such
often-repeated questions as

:

Isn't it true that while Jackie Cooper is a genius at act-

ing, he's deficient or dull in other ways? The answer is

"No," that, on the contrary, Jackie is in no field of men-
tality under his age and, in many fields, far beyond.

Isn't it true that his, film, fame has "spoiled" him?

The answer is again "No," with the added explanation

that he stands less chance of being "spoiled" by fame
than many grown-up stars before you today.

These tests were given to Jackie a little over a year

ago, when he was nine years old. The tests have just

come to light and are so amazing that they deserve atten-

tion, for at nine Jackie's mind was rated as that of a

twelve-and-a-half year old boy.

Upon recommendation of the Los Angeles Board of

Education authority, the test was placed in the hands of
Doncaster G. Humm, Ph.D., Los Angeles psychologist.

It is in substance the same test as is used in schools, col-

leges, the army and navy, sociological and industrial in-

stitutions, to ascertain the mental age and intelligence of

any individual. (Continued on page 106)
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Here is Spencer Tracy fairly beaming on Baby Louise.

Spenc is a dyed-in-the-wool daddy and will tell any-

one who will listen that his children are his first

interest in life. Then, there is lovely Loretta Young,

for whom he acknowledges great devotion.

LIFE STORY

<y^fa, real (^Ucy
/ITTLE Spenc Tracy resented being called an

Indian by "Moom," his aunt, and would retaliate

by leaving her out of his prayers at night. Born
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, of an Irish father,

Spencer had all the wit and fighting spirit of the Irish.

No, Aunt "Moom," nor anyone else for that matter, could

get away with calling him an Indian—even though it was
said jokingly.

Spencer never did like school. And it wasn't his fond-
ness for education which prompted our little friend to

learn to read. No, sir ! He discovered at an early age
that reading enabled one to comprehend the sub-titles of
movies. So he learned to read—willingly.

He always had an urge for acting and so it was not un-
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natural that, when Pat O'Brien, a high-school pal, urged
him to come to New York where he was studying for the

stage, Spencer agreed to join him there. Together, they

went from booking-office to booking-office. Spencer's big-

gest moment came when he landed a weekly salary with

a White Plains stock company and fell in love with the

leading lady, Louise Treadwell.

Spencer Tracy and Louise Treadwell were married in

Cincinnati between a matinee and evening performance of

their stock company show. Before their marriage, Louise

had gone to Milwaukee for a few weeks' visit to Spencer's

parents, for the purpose of "getting acquainted." Just

what Mr. and Mrs. Tracy thought of their future daugh-

ter-in-law was indicated by a long distance telephone call



Mrs. Tracy, formerly Louise Treadwell and a popular

actress. The celebrated pair were happy for

several years and even now, though separated, are

the best of friends. And, right, Spencer with his

son, Johnny, a most interesting little fellow.

Part 2: A new wife—and no job ... a chance at radio-

big flop . . . tuning in on the piano business . . . Johnny,

Baby Louise, success and a legal separation

B WALTER RAMSEY
from the senior Tracy the day Louise left. "What do
you think of her, Dad?" Spenc asked eagerly.

"Well," came the reply, "if you don't marry this girl,

son, you're a bigger fool than I thought you were when
you went on the stage!"

IT was Spencer who was now beginning to believe he
was a fool to have gone on the stage. He was becom-

ing more and more discouraged with his career. Through
several stock company engagements he had managed to

receive only minor parts. Louise went from one leading
lady engagement to the other.

At this time in his career Spenc was such a bad actor
he was frequently singled out for ridicule by stage mana-

gers who were not at all backward about telling him he

had picked the wrong profession. He would have quit a

thousand times if it hadn't been for Louise, who even
went so far as to threaten to leave him if he quit the stage.

"You aren't the Great Lover type," she would tell him,

"but you have a nice stage presence and a good voice.

Some day you'll find your particular niche and you'll

click."

''Even my mother was convinced I should give up the

stage after she saw me in one performance," explains

Spenc. "I'm afraid I was a very discouraged bridegroom
the first year of our marriage."

It was during the run of a show in Cincinnati, six

months after their marriage, that (Continued on page 78)
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ALL JOKING ASIDE-By jack welch

-T& Test UER AMBrTfojJ ~fO BE AM AMlMAL -T?2AI/Je|2

AtoPGAISfeT SUUAVAS/ HA<5 SAT j/J LfO/J QvSES SeV-
feT^AL- Times (SAe h&s vetlit^ed "fe movie WorK <2acL "time.)

3bEL, /A^CREA ATTE/ODS ALU "S/JEAK PRe\JiEvVS " QF MlS PiCTUPg.'S' AMp

Sirs Ti4CoU<3-|4 THEM SLInIdFoLPED -So THAT HE CAf^

•SfeNise SETTEE THE VAClOUS" REc^OnosJS"

Sylvia Sidneys crouirt" dy-ess
"ftaih ii-i "Thirty Day Princess" is

i"2. feet long and 50 heavy -fh£f

"IwJo m&Js W^t-e ^Specially f\\fe4

To carry if arbUncS -far K<zr.

OP Tr+E AUPlEAicrE".
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JEAN HARLOW

The Platinum One is ever busy as the proverbial bee and is

fast developing into one of M-G-M's best box-office bets.

She plays a typical tempestuous Harlow role in "100 Per Cent

Pure" and our guess is that it will check up another hit for her.

She celebrated her birthday recently by presenting her mother

with a swanky town car, but then, every day is Mother's Day

for this generous gal. When Jean isn't emoting at the studio,

she devotes her day to athletics. Swimming in her brand new

pool may be counted among her latest diversions and then, of

course, golfing continues to be one of her favorite sports.



GLORIA
SWANSON

You'll see her soon in M-C-M's re-

vamped version of that famous emo-
tional drama, "Three Weeks." For,

although her life—personal and profes-

sional—has been rather hectic, La Swan-

son is still most interested in appearing

in pictures. She knows the movie

game thoroughly, so perhaps that is why

she is now taking it philosophically.



JOHN
BARRYMORE

It isn't often that Mr. Barrymore okays

his own performance in a picture, so

when he claims that his role of the

hectic producer in "Twentieth Century"

is the best characterization of his movie

career, it behooves us to sit up and

take notice. Barrymore's favorite sport

is skeet shooting, for which he has a

field on his estate.



WARREN
WILLIAM

When it comes to ver-

satility, he is one of the

most dependable players

on the coast, (or he is at

home in the staid business

man type of role as well

as in a colorful character,

such as the powerful

Caesar, in "Cleopatra."

Incidentally, Cecil B. De
Mille borrowed Mr. Wil-

liam from Warners for

this Paramount production,

which sort of looks as if

no one on the home lot

could have done it as well,

doesn't it? "When To-

morrow Comes" will be

released at about the same

time and then you'll see

what we mean by an all-

around trouper. Believe

it or not, his favorite

sport is boar hunting.



CLAUDETTE
COLBERT

Well, when a gal wears

very little clothes, she's

apt to get the sniffles.

And it was a long time

after Gaudette finished

"Cleopatra" that she

finally put away her han-

kies. Of course, she is

loaded down with jewels

in the picture, but chunks

of goldwere never much
to keep the drafts away.

The little lady has a

couple of pastimes that

girls throughout the coun-

try share with her. She

loves to cook and turns

out some excellent cu-

linary concoctions, and

she adores to give her-

self facials. No beauty

parlors former! She has

her own little shelf of

creams and astringents.



I'M
worried about Lupe Velez. For the first time in

eight years, I'm sincerely anxious about her. She's

the best friend I have and I've always been proud
of her. But now

For the first time, Lupe's in danger of being coated by

a veneer, manufactured by her friends and her critics

rather than by her Maker. For the first time, she's begin-

ning to change, allowing Hollywood and marriage to

make her over.

For a long time, Hollywood's been gradually changing

—

hiding behind dignified panels and a refusal to "talk to

the press" to keep the world in ignorance of its true

nature. And Lupe's been the one, bright, fascinating ex-

ception. "I'm what I am. God made me and I'm not

going back on Him to pretend I'm different."

But now something has happened to her. She's changed.
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Yes, believe it or Ripley, the unexpected has

happened! You see, once more, Lupe and Gary

at the same table. Of course, each is now devoted

to another and those others, Johnny Weissmuller

and Mrs. Cooper, are "among those present."

Looks like a nice little foursome, doesn't it, with

bygones—well, just bygones.

By RUTH BIERY

A writer telephoned the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pub-
licity department for an interview with her. "Miss Velez

is not granting interviews any more," was the answer.

She says "darn" where she used to say "damn."
She isn't yelling at the fights any more.
She's given away the dogs that used to chase through

the house after her, like Pied Piper's children, even
though they weren't house-broken.

She's rebuilding her home along the most conservative,

"grand lady" lines.

She's planning on buying white love seats, in the best

English fashion, for the new library. Red plush would
have been the choice of Miss Velez ; white satin belongs to

Mrs. Weissmuller.

She's installing new closets to hold her dresses. Cedar-

lined. Instead of tossing thousand-dollar coats into tiny



RESPECTABLE, LUPE!

scores in your own way; loving lere, hating there

»

Don't lange now:

spaces with an, impetuous, careless abandon, she's hired a

woman to hang them in neat rows under neat covers.

Instead of letting all of her dresses get dirty and shoot-

ing them en masse to the cleaners, she's sending them one
by one so her closets are as respectable as her neighbors'.

She's replaced her slacks, with their great splotches of

grease from the drippings beneath her car where she's

crawled to tinker, with silk, daintily collared dresses.

She's planning on joining a woman's club!

AND she's saving her money. Instead of dashing to

. Palm Springs or Agua Caliente for a week-end to try

her luck at the tables, Lupe and Johnny and Adrienne
Ames and Bruce Cabot have rented a beach house between
them, where they slip on Fridays and remain until Mon-
days—swimming and riding and boating and sunbathing.

If they want excitement, they go Coney Island places for

roller-coasting and merry-go-rounding, where they can't

spend over ten dollars for all four of them.
There's more ; much more. But that is enough to show

you why I'm frightened. Lupe is going respectable and
using other people's definition of that word instead of her

own. She must stop it

!

My first little fright was just before she and Johnny
were married. She said, "I've always been afraid of mar-
riage. It has seemed like putting iron bars around you.

The married people I know are not happy. They pretend.

I can't pretend. But," she shrugged, "this world says a

girl should marry. I have had every experience except

marriage. I've been afraid to tie myself down. I cannot
be tied down. I cannot be told what to do and what not

to do. But people do not think me respectable because I

do not marry. That is the custom. I cannot live alone.

I love Johnny. I love him very much. I suppose we must
marry !"

My heart stopped a beat. She was madly in love with

Johnny; she was not madly in love with marriage. A
world—a hard world—had taught her that the custom of

marriage was essential to respectability. Decency, loyalty,

honesty, fearlessness—all those, Lupe always had. But
they were not enough for respectability. A custom was.

And Lupe had always wanted to be respected.

This was not the first time Lupe ' had considered the

pros and cons of marriage. We all know about Gary.

We do not all know about the producer who wanted to

marry her. He sent her beautiful paintings, recom-
mended what she should read, advised her on how she

should act. In fact, he wanted to make her over into a

Janet Gaynor.
That marriage would have given Lupe "respectability"

and financial independence for the rest of her life. Most
unmarried girls would have vaulted toward the altar. But
not Lupe. She saw ahead with that shrewd, native, un-
spoiled instinct. "He fell in love with me as I am. If I

am his wife, he make me another person and then he stop

loving me and wonder why. I cannot do it. I am what I

am and must remain so
!"

Lupe did not think Johnny would try to make her over.

Johnny did not think so, either.

But all men—and most women—eventually reach the

point where they want to control Lupe. With men, it's a

matter of testing love. Love {Continued on page 103)
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She can wear anything! Clothes that are daring

or conservative or tailored or, on rare occasions,

much be-ruffled. What does it take to do it?

One of Norma's

most daring crea-

tions. A white

satin negligee,

grand enough for

a ball gown.

(Above and below) Two of the maddest

hats in the world, which Norma wears in

"Riptide." One is a silly little plaid

gewunkus, the other is square on top!

B DENA REED

7 HE one thing that stands out in Norma Shearer's

pictures, aside from her impeccable acting, has

always seemed to me to be her versatility in

clothes-wearing. I've wondered about it for a
long time and when I thought of the Adrian creations for

"Riptide," I realized that, as usual, Norma wore every-
thing from a simple street dress to a novel and devastating
evening gown—to say nothing of a bathing suit. Norma
is herself in everything, and this, even for a screen star

gowned by the foremost Hollywood designer, seems quite

a feat. After all, Garbo has rarely if ever appeared in a
bathing suit and as for "teddies"—perish the thought!
Usually those of us who were made for bathing suits
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IF YOU WOULD BE

AS

A resort model, made with a long skirt

and a gaily Roman striped material form-

ing the bodice and girdle. Very unusual.

don't belong in a tailleur and vice versa. But Norma's
been the exception to the rule.

Norma wears tons of clothes in "Riptide"—some ut-

terly extreme. Clothes that are difficult to "get away
with." But, anyway, they're fun to look at. Take the

queer little hats she wears. Not a sensible one in the lot.

Only a very well brushed coiffeur and a finely chiselled

profile could wear that feathered tricorn lid, or that crazy

little square box-like affair, or even that jaunty plaid

beret with the doo-dad Over the right eye. "But," you say,

"Norma Shearer isn't a crazy person. How does she get

away with clothes like that?" Wait a minute.

And the gowns ! That one tagged "The Napoleon" is

A hostess gown which has a long, be-trained

jacket, and full, wrist-length sleeves of

contrasting velvet.

perhaps the most individual. The skirt isn't so unusual, ex-

cept that it might cling just a little closer than most skirts.

But the hip-length coat of velvet with the huge stand-up
collar is something that even the males will notice. Once
again—Norma carries it off beautifully.

She evidently looked toward Russia for the influence in

her chiffon hostess gown, with its unusual jacket trimmed
with four rows of silver cording, Russian collar and double
jabot of the chiffon tied high about her throat. As for

the black velvet evening dress with silver lame coat featur-

ing wide velvet lapels and tails (yes, actually!) that hang
to the knee—it's easy to see that a man's full dress coat

was the inspiration for this. {Continued on page 86)
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Penned with a sentimental longing for the dayp when a movie wife argued with a

gun, great directors winked at extra girls, and every night was New Year's Eve

I'M
glad I'm not a Hollywood press agent today. In

my day, we created news rather than suppressed it.

Heavens, but these highly-organized, efficiency-

expert, suppress-agents take themselves seriously!

Perhaps it's because they make as much as $25,000 yearly.

When we got twenty-five dollars a week we promoted
divorces and encouraged young girls to walk down Holly-
wood Boulevard in chiffon nighties and urged one star

to sue another—all for headline

excitement.

Today, they make actors who
forget to marry their beloveds
rush to Santa Anna for a secret

ceremony
; they make little girls

who might be named as co-

respondents get married; they
hire airplanes to sneak naughty
relatives out of the country.

They even order dancing
daughters to become perfect

ladies. And now they've barred
the studio lunchrooms to guests
to prevent their little dears from
being seen by curious visitors.

"We mustn't spoil the illu-

sions about them," they tell

writers.

Illusions! And who thrills

to illusions? How would you
like to hold an illusion in your
arms to cuddle and fondle?
How would you like to marry
an illusion?

Personally, I'll take my girls

as they were intended to be
taken. As Mae West or Katie
Hepburn or Garbo or Clara
Bow are taken on the screen.

If Mae West had come to

Hollywood in the old days—it

makes my hair stand on end
just to think of what we would
have done with her. We'd have
said, "Mae, blow your stuff.

Tell it to the marines and the

army7 Tell the men all over
the world to come up and see

you sometime and tell the

women why they accept the

invitation without a moment's hesitation."

But what did they do to you? They turned you from
a nice, hot mamma into a subtle, mysterious, lady-like

illusion. They made you so naughty on the screen that

even the marines must blush; they ordered you to be-

come so lily white in person that I was afraid someone
would kidnap you at Easter and send you as a greeting.

IT'S funny to a Hollywood old-timer, Mae. Here you'd

made nice, bright, red stripes all over the world be-

fore Hollywood caught you. With your own brains, too.

'Cause it takes brains to handle a body. Your muscles

don't undulate without the little, upper cells that control

them. You'd made a fortune and collected more jewels

than Peggy Joyce. You'd held the world to your heaving

bosom. When you'd found it commencing to slip, you'd

winked at the police department, taken a ride in its wagon
and watched the world huddle close again.

LET'S PAINT

HOLLYWOOD

By CAROLINE S. HOYT
Illustrated by JAMES TREMBATH

And yet a bunch of pink-cheeked lads, most of whom
weren't so hot as reporters and so turned press agents, told

you what to say and what to do and how to live and
which way to fold your hands when writers approached
you, and finally ordered you not to talk at all, for

publication.

Those first interviews were swell, Mae. You told a

writer, "Hollywood's been getting dull, but I'll give it a

new coat of varnish." You told

another, "They want me to

take pictures in a bungalow
apron and show me cooking in

a kitchen. I've never been in

a kitchen except to pass

through, to meet some man on
the back porch." They made
that writer show the story to

your special, pink-cheeked
press agent and he shuddered
and cut it out—and you let

him

!

Now, you've bought a new
house in the farming district.

True, it has an onyx bowl and
solid, eighteen carat gold bath-

room fittings that cost $7,000
and a bar in the basement

—

where they'll have you serving

pink teas, Mae.
You should have been here

in the old days ! When Gloria

Swanson rode down the Boule-

vard in a yellow car with Wal-
lie Beery. "Wallie" printed on
one door; "Gloria" on the

other. Before they were mar-
ried ! And D. W. Griffith drove
a blue one from which he
winked at the pretty girls.

There weren't any illusions

about their blushes or heaving
bosoms. They knew his car

was blue to attract attention

and they were willing to be
attracted. There are plenty of
girls in Hollywood, now, with

the same willingness. Only they

live in penthouses with back
stairways.

Those were the days when the brighter the car, the

more famous the person. Gary Cooper carried on the

tradition in his bright, canary two-tonner right up 'til the

time he got married. But after that Park Avenue wedding
—another hearse-colored carriage.

I wouldn't say a word if these modern press wizards

—

who tame 'em rather than exploit 'em—were bringing

more money into the box office. "Beezness" is "beez-

ness" in Hollywood and always will be. But the money
isn't rolling in as it used to and the producers are wailing

they can't pay the NRA increases. Well, any average
American family could tell them: You can't live on illu-

sions. You've got to have honest-to-goodness bread and
butter.

Of course, they blame the censors and women's clubs

and talkies. Well, as an old-timer, I want to argue about
that. We used to make our pictures on the Cinderplla

theme, but let the people who (Continued on page 82)
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CONTEST
WINNER

Jean Kraft wanted to tell Clark Gable she thought him

charming, but decided it might sound like flattery.

Anyway, the cameraman appeared just then, so Clark

will never know about it—'til he reads this.

Here is Jean with Myrna Loy (left) and Muriel Evans.

She says they are a couple of regular gals you'd like

to number among your friends, and are as pretty and

sweet as they are unpretentious.

And, with Otto Kruger, who is ready to go on the

set. "And how attractive he is!" declares Jean, whose

opinion is worth while, for she met many charming

male stars during her visit.

[HARDLY know where to begin the account of the
greatest adventure of my life so far—my week in

Hollywood, and my meeting with Joan Crawford.
Even now as I write this story on the train speeding

me back to my home in Shaker Heights, Ohio, and my
job as the reception clerk in the office of a well-known
dentist, I am pinching myself to wonder if it is really true
that I, Jean Kraft, have actually met the girl I have
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adored all these years, that I have sat on the set with

her having tea, talking to her about everything, watching
her make scenes for her new picture, "Sadie McKee,"
with Franchot Tone. I know it is really true, but like all

wonderful and unexpected things that happen to us, it

seems like a dream come true.

When the contest was announced I resolved, of course,

to enter it. Joan Crawford has always been my star of



. . . Jean Kraft, winner

of the trip to Hollywood

in our Joan Crawford

contest, tells of meeting

her idol and the thrilling

week she spent in the

City of Make Believe

Bv JEAN KRAFT
William Powell is one of Miss Kraft's favorite players,

so she was pleased when he asked to be snapped with

her. "This gentleman is as suave and gracious off the

screen as he is on," she tells us.

Here is Jean with Clarence Brown, director of "Sadie

McKee," and Joan Crawford who, with Modern
Screen, is responsible for the contest that gave this

lucky lady from Ohio a chance to know Hollywood.

Jackie Cooper, all dressed up in his "Treasure Island"

costume, stopped work long enough to pose for a pic-

ture and to tell Jean he'd rather make movies than go

to school, which sounds like a reasonable choice.

stars. There is no one in pictures I have admired as I

have Joan. The way this girl has developed, from a

giddy dancing "extra" to a gracious and charming woman,
has been an inspiration to me. And so the work of pre-
paring my entry as a tribute to my idol was a labor of
love.

When I sent my entry away, I was proud of it but in

my heart I did not expect to win. I've watched so many

contests and wondered if anyone ever really won them.

I even wondered if the winners were not picked in advance

and if they were not personal friends of someone con-

nected with the producing company. You know what I

mean, all you who have gone through the same thing.

Before I left home I received over four hundred letters

and each one asked what were my emotions when the

letter came saying I had won. (Continued on page 95)
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COULD YOU HAVE

BORNE SUCH SUFFERING?

B GLADYS HALL
WHEN Esther Ralston was two years old, she

made her first public appearance, balanced pre-

cariously on the head of her acrobat father.

And from that scarey position she was tossed,

a small yellow fluff ball, from her father to her mother
and back again. And when the performance was over,

she would go home—to whatever railroad station hotel

was "home" that week to the Six Travelling Ralstons.

And she would take her little, carefully tended bisque doll

and hug it close and say "Babies shouldn't get hurted.

Babies shouldn't get scare-ded. I'll take care of you."

And that inanimate bisque dolly was the very heart of the

heart of Esther, aged two.

When Esther was nine,

after 'seven years of in-

tensive trouping during the

summer and schooling in

winter headquarters during

school terms, she was ap-

pearing with her family in

a small Utah town. One
of her most sensational

stunts was done in metal

rings suspended by a

leather thong held by her
father's teeth as he swung
on the trapeze. To give

the act a greater thrill,

father Ralston gave
Esther's older brother his

place and let the lad hold
Esther with his teeth.

One night the boy sneezed.

From the constricted
throats of hundreds of fac-

tory hands and small town
spectators, a roar of hor-
ror shattered the air—and
a small body went hurtling

through space to the

ground.
There were days and weeks of hospital pain; blurred

days and weeks when the small bruised body and the small
bruised mind seemed to be one tremendous ache. Won-
dering—trying to figure it all out—trying to put together
the pretty, brightly colored fragments she thought were
Life so that they would fit beautifully together as they
should fit. After a while she found the solution—it was
love. It was loving everyone and everything so much that
bruises couldn't matter ; you couldn't be really hurt ; most
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Esther Ralston is happy now. She has work.

Friends. Little Mary Esther. Freedom. (Above)

In a scene from "Sadie McKee" with Gene

Raymond. Her come-back picture.

of all, you couldn't ever deal hurt to anyone with your
own hands, with your own heart. Esther didn't call her

solution God. She didn't give it any sectarian name.
She just kind of thought that if you love people very

much they will love you back and then the pieces of the

puzzle will all fit together and you won't get hurt even if

you are hurt. It was something like that. . . .

AND then, in 1925, after long years of trouping, of

l playing bits and extra parts in pictures, of playing

in Westerns, she made her first real screen success as

Mrs. Darling in "Peter Pan." The long trail began, it

seemed, to climb upwards toward the sun. In 1925 she

believed that she had found
her place in the sun, on the

rim of the world, on the

happy side of Heaven. She
married her manager,
George Webb.

George was marriedwhen
he met Esther. An un-

happy marriage. Love
gone from it. It did not

matter to Esther that
George was married. For
hers was a love that was
more than a love—her

first—her last. It was
idolatry. It was Trilby to

Svengali. It was the lode-

stone that called forth all

of the deeply stored love of

that deeply tender young
heart.

When Esther spoke of

George in these days she

lowered her voice. George
was Daddy. Esther was
his child, his baby, the

supple clay to be moulded
as he would. She never questioned. He loved her. She
loved him. The pieces fitted together with a passionate

perfection. Her own family cast her off when she mar-
ried George. It didn't matter. She was glassed in by a

love the prismatic colors of which filled the earth and
the sky and the last horizon.

Success seemed to walk hand in hand with this consum-
ing love. George was Authority. George Knew. He
trained her. He taught her. He would say to her. "I

am Esther Ralston." He would {Continued on page 88)



Esther Ralston always

believed that, if you loved

enough, nothing could

really hurt you .



The MPTOA-Motlon Picture

Theatre Owners Association,

when they want to be formal-

meets in Cinema Town, visits all

the studios, and is entertained

right royally

I. May Robson tells Will Rogers and

Fred Stone a fish story—M-G-M
banquet. 2. Buster Keaton and

Harold Lloyd—M-G-M banquet. 3.

All the Warner Stars pose with the

MPTOA's on Warner Day. How
many of 'em can you name? Kay

Francis is there. And Ric Cortez.

Verree Teasdale, too. 4. The visiting

wives oh-ed and ah-ed when they saw

Dolores Del Rio, in her Madame Du
Barry costume, leaving the set. 5.

Ric Cortez obligingly does the auto-

graph business for the wife of one of

the conventioners. 6. Guy Kibbee,

mobbed on his home lot.

All photographs in this feature by Scott
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See the stars as the visiting

MPTOA's saw 'em. The con-

vention lasted four days. And

"tired but happy" was the way

everyone felt when all the doings

were over
ft

I. On Paramount Day, Sylvia Sidney

made a speech of welcome. 2. A
touch of Ancient Rome—Harry Wil-

coxson leaves the set of "Cleopatra."

Can you find Cecil DeMille in the

background? 3. Baby LeRoy's latest

trick is "showing his tonsils." Roscoe

Karns wants to show his tonsils, too.

4. Polly Moran, working on RKO's
"Down to Their Last Yacht," auto-

graphs a book for a small visitor.

5. "Isn't he cute?" A couple of

young MPTOA's meet Richard Crom-
well. 6. A long shot of the luncheon

which Paramount tendered the hungry

"conventioners."
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The Farewell Banquet—held at

the Ambassador Hotel. And

very swanky it was, too. How

many of the folks can you iden-

tify—before reading the caption?

I. Cary Grant and Virginia Cherrill

Grant, that handsome couple, grace

the farewell banquet with their pres-

ence. 2. The cutest couple there-

Isabel Jewell and Lee Tracy. 3. All

the stellar guests pose for a big pitcher.

Can you find Dietrich, Harlow, Von

Sternberg, Joan Blondell, Eddie Robin-

son? And how many more? 4.

Adolphe Menjou and his statuesque

heart, Verree Teasdale. 5. Bette Davis

with a newcomer, Theodore Newton.

6. Jean Muir, looking refreshingly

girlish, and Russell Hardie.



IF YOU HAD
A DATE WITH

>s

Young Mr. Powell and Margaret

Lindsay all set for an evening's

dining and dancing at Hollywood's

famous Cocoanut Grove.

When a movie star takes a gal out,

B

MAR
KE

/ /OW would you like to go out on a date with a

( / mnvig star?
I Breathes there a man with soul so dead, who

never to himself has said, "Gosh, these stars

have a fine time for themselves, but what good does it do
me?" Well, cheer up, because you're going out on a real

date with a real star right now! We're going to let you
go out on an actual date with Dick Powell and Margaret
Lindsay, and tell you just what happens, just what it costs,

everything—from the moment they make
the date until the moment they get home.

Here's how it begins.

It's a bright, sunny afternoon on the

Warner lot. Dick, sauntering along on his

way to a sound-stage, his face yellow with
make-up, a white scarf around his neck to

keep the grease paint off the collar of his

coat, sees Margaret Lindsay walking along ahead of him.

"Hi, Maggie!" he yells.

She waits and he trots up to her. "Working tonight?"

he cislcs

"Nope," she smiles. "Why?"
"Let's go out somewhere and have dinner together, shall

we?"
"Sure," says Margaret.
"Okay. Fine. I'll be past about eight."

They walk together as far as the stage on which Mar-
garet is working, and now we draw the curtain until

7:30 P.M.
It's 7:30. Dick is all bathed and shaved. He steps to

the phone, calls the Ambassador Hotel, asks for the maitre

d'hotel, and says, "This is Dick Powell. May I have a

table for two this evening? Thanks." His reservation

made, he goes down the front walk, steps on the starter

of his roadster, and heads for Hollywood from the Toluca

Lake district in which his home is. He stops at a florist';

shop just off the Boulevard, and buys Margaret a spraj
of gardenias for a corsage. (The florist doesn't even
recognize him.)

The two lustrous white blossoms, with their pungent
perfume, cost him $1.50. With his bankroll, Dick could
buy orchids, but Hollywood youngsters of today have a
lot better taste than the stars of olden days who used to

throw their money around for the pleasure of showing
off. If Margaret were really and truly mad
about orchids he'd buy them for her, but if

he bought them just to show he could afford

it, she would think him guilty of bad taste,

no matter how much she oh-ed and ah-ed
over them out of politeness. Carrying the

corsage in its lavender box, Dick hops back
into his car. The next stop is the apart-

ment building in which Margaret lives.

y
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HE rings the bell and the door is opened by Helen,
Margaret's younger sister. "Hello, Dick. Come in,"

she invites him. He comes in, to be greeted by a ferocious
growl from Margaret's police dog.

Margaret thrusts her head out of the bedroom door
with, "H'ya, Dick. Still dressing. Be with you in a
minute."

"All right," says Dick, taking off his overcoat and
settling down on the couch with a resigned sigh.

"Play with the dog," suggests Margaret.
, The dog growls again, and Dick moves as far as he can

in the other direction. He and Helen chat and finally

Margaret comes out. In the car, they cut over to Sunset
Boulevard, drive down Sunset to Western Avenue, turn

from Western into Wilshire Boulevard, and finish the

last few blocks to the (Continued on page 84)
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(Left) There is nothing as gay as a white coat in the summer

time. We admit all the problems of keeping it clean-rand

spotlessly dean it must be kept. But if the budget will permit

not only the initial expense but the cleaner's bills, we'd say, "Get

one !" Jean's is white chinchilla, with an Eton collar and loose

Dolman sleeves. The white Breton sailor has a band of blue.

(Center) On a crepe dress of luscious bonbon pink, the fringed

collar and cuffs turn out to be, surprisingly enough, crash linen.

The buttons marching smartly up the front of the skirt are new

and nice. The hat, a modified sailor of bonbon pink, is of

quilted fabric. (Right) White linen and sheer navy wool. There

is a sleeveless blouse of the linen, a matching jacket with a

scarf of navy, and a navy skirt. The dark skirt is practical and

the white blouse and jacket can be kept always fresh. The

Breton sailor shown in the first picture goes with this outfit.



(Left) This beach ensemble is simply darling. The crash linen

dress is bright yellow. It buttons down the back with brown

buttons, thus making it possible to be modestly and smartly

dressed one minute and ready for a swim the next. (The bath-

ing suit, we hurry to add, is underneath.) The yellow quilted

beach jacket is lined with brown plaid gingham—and is nice

enough, really, to don elsewhere than on the beach. (Center)

For country club verandas or hot summer nights of dancing,

how do you like this pale blue crepe frock, accented with net?

The waistline is Empire and the huge cape collar is made of

the crepe and net. A big hat of pale blue straw adds the final

romantic touch. (Right) If your figure is slender and if you are

not so very, very short, how about a swim suit composed of

brief white shorts and a brave blue top—said top being banded

with white. And do note the sandals—very new and cool.

AS PRETTY,

YOUNG AND
CHIC AS

HERSELF
71



Kay Francis (above) is wearing a summery afternoon

or semi-formal dress. It is made of a very crisp

organdie in a gay, open plaid. The material is the

kind of organdie which can be washed without wilting.

Kay wore it in her picture, "Doctor Monica." You can

wear the dress, if you are the one to win it, to almost any

sort of summer party. On the prize dress, the pleated

ruffling is done in the same material as the dress itself.

It will be copied exactly on the lines of the dress Kay

is wearing. It comes in green, brown, black or blue

plaid with white. Ginger Rogers (right) shows the

velveteen coat that may be yours if you are the lucky

winner. It is one of those perfectly cut things that

can be worn over sport clothes or evening frocks and,

being of velveteen and lined, is cozy enough for

occasional chilly evenings. You can have it in black,

navy or brown velveteen.
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FREE!
A STAR'S DRESS

. Got fifty words? Good words?

Fifty of the best will win for you one of

the models on these two pages—models

patterned after four stars' costumes* Read

the rules carefully— and the captions*

Then get busy!



FREE!
A STAR'S DRESS

READ THESE RULES CAREFULLY
1. Write o description, fifty words or less, of the model on

these two pages you would like best to own—and tell why.
The words "a," "an," "the" will not be counted.

2. Mail your letter to Margery Wells, in care of MODERN
SCREEN, 149 Madison Avenue, New York. N. Y.

3. The contest closes on midnight of July 15, 1934. No
letters postmarked after that time will be eligible.

4. State your size and color preference, according to the
descriptions of the gowns given here.

5. In judging, consideration will be given to neatness of
presentation and aptness and originality of expression.

6. The four best descriptions in the opinion of the judges
will win, in each case, the costume best liked by the writer.

7. The decision of the judges (Miss Wells and the editors

of MODERN SCREEN) will be final. No contest entries will

be returned.

8. In case of duplicate entries of prize-winning merit,

duplicate prizes will be awarded.

Dresses from Studio Styles

Ann Dvorak (above) offers you her spectator sports

dress, made of a soft silk which is nevertheless heavy

and firm enough in weave so that it falls into grace-

fully slim lines. Ann is wearing it in a dark tone,

but, should you win this dress as a prize, we have

taken the summer season into consideration and will

have it made for you in white, flesh, beige or light

blue. (Left) Jean Muir's summery eyelet embroidered

dress was worn in the film, "Doctor Monica." You'll

simply be entranced with its adaptation if you are the one

fortunate enough to win it for your own. The over-

dress is of the sheerest sort of organdie with an em-

broidered pattern in all-over design. It has wide

sleeves, flaring cuffs and collar. The skirt reaches to

the ground, so you can see that it is a distinctly dressy

frock. It comes in white over black, wistaria over

wistaria, and pink over pink.
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MODERN SCREEN PATTERNS

You can be as chic

as the stars. We
offer you patterns

modelled after

their dresses

2804—If you wont to be
cool this summer, we'd
suggest a frock of white

linen like the one Mar-
garet Lindsay wears. The
high-waisted skirt fastens

onto the gaily striped
blouse, with a detachable
cape. In sizes 14, 16, 18

years—36, 38 and 40-

inch bust.

2796 — Glenda Farrell's

chic gown is simple to

make. It is daringly back-

less and may be worn
with the white organza
collar, set off with a frilly

jabot, or not. Designed
for sizes 14, 16, 18 years
—36, 38 and 40-inch bust.

)

Patterns are fifteen cents each. Pattern book is fifteen cents when
ordered separately—it is ten cents when ordered with a pattern. If

you live outside of the United States, the patterns cost twenty cents

each, the book twenty cents separately and fifteen cents when ordered
with a pattern. Address orders to MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service,

149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

2804 2796
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Copyright, 1934, K. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Miss Anne Gould spent much of her

early girlhood in the Hawaiian Islands.

Her adventurous spirit not only made her

an expert surf rider, but she went to the

bottom of the ocean herself to secure

certain rare shells and corals for her col-

lection, the finest private collection in

America. She studied in Paris under two

famous French masters and her paintings

are exceptionally fine. She is a proficient

horsewoman and loves the open country.

She always smokes Camel cigarettes.

Why lfli*«» Annie Gould, daughter of

III-, and IS e«». Joy Gould, prefers Cornels

CAMELS ARE MADE FROM FINER,

WORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS THAN

ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND

"Why do I smoke Camels? Be-

cause I honestly like their taste

better than any of the other ciga-

rettes," says Miss Gould. "Like

most of the girls I know, I prefer

a mild cigarette— that's another

reason I am devoted to Camels.

Besides, I see no reason for let-

ting cigarettes make you nervous

—Camels never make me edgy

or jumpy. And I really believe

you could smoke Camels forever

and ever and not get tired of

their fine, smooth flavor."

Gx/mfiiZ'-S Qj&biQASjru -bo^ouzcx^) ocn^



Ann Harding, with her pale

gold hair, wearing a pale gold

frock and hat, is a very gra-

cious summer spirit indeed.

She is now completing, with

John Boles, her next picture,

titled "Vergie Winters."
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fcDence Revolutionizes Face Powder Colors

mmm optical machine

POTS STRANGE COIORS

HIDDEN IN HUMAN SKIN

TAKES ACTUAL BJECORB OF

IS BIOS DE SKIS

TODAY Pond's is making revolutionary

improvements in face powder colors!

Choosing the right powder is no longer a

guessing game!

A machine achieved the miracle! A
machine that estimates to the smallest

fraction the colors hidden in human skin.

Now, by means of this optical machine,

Pond's has calculated the exact degree of

bright blue in perfect blonde skin . . . the

unreckoned green that lies hidden in true

brunette skin.

On these records Pond's, and Pond's

alone, has created six scientific powder
shades that will make any skin "look alive."

New shades enliven your skin

The new powder shades evolved do more
than match . . . they enliven every type of

skin!

natural makes fair skins more lumi-

nous. Very flattering with gray hair . . .

rose cream is becoming to most blondes

and to many fair-skinned brunettes.

light cream is lovely for creamy
skinned brunettes and blondes with ivory-

(above, from left)

Miss Betty Schuster,

brunette: "Rose Brun-

ette brightensmyskin."

Mrs. J. A. McVickar,

Jr., dark-eyed blonde:

"Rose Cream is the

grandest shade— it gives

my skin such sparkle."

Miss Adeline Peek,

delicate pink and white

blonde :"Natural makes

my skin look so clear."

fair-skinned brunette: "Nothing equals

the freshness Brunette gives my skin."

tinted skins . . . brunette gives

light, brilliancy, to both brunette

and blonde skins.

rose brunette is a rich warm
shade— tones down ruddiness and

gives color to sallow skins . . .

dark brunette is for very dark or sun-

tanned skins.

Because its texture is so fine— so deli-

cate—Pond's Powder spreads evenly in a

thin film . . . and stays on your face a

day. You look fresh . . . alive!

The perfume of this enchanting powder

is very French. Yet Pond's costs little. A
glass jar containing as much as many
3100 boxes is only S$t. The extra-big jar

is 31-10. Five-and-ten and variety stores

carry ten- and twenty-five-cent sizes.

* Two Special Boxes and an extra sample for

5$. Send Coupon ! And get three different light

or three different dark shades. See how much
more flattering they are than other powders.

FINEST
POSSIBLE

INGREDIENTS

Pond's Extract Company, Dept.G
94 Hudson Street, New York City

I enclose gji (to cover cost of postage and packing) for

Two Special Boxes of Pond's new Powder and an extra
sample—three different shades in all.

I prefer 3 different Light Shades

I prefer 3 different Dark Shades

Name-

Street-

Citv_ State.
CopyriKht, 1934, Pond's Extract Company
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The Life Story of a Real Guy

{Continued from page 49)
KQOL
MILDLY MENTHOLATED

CIGARETTES

)
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SOMETHING TO CELEBRATE

When will you, too, sign this declaration
of smoking comfort? "Down with ciga-
rettes that dry our throats.Wewant a
refreshingsmoke.We wantKools"
(signed) "A nation of contented Kool
smokers." KOOLS are mentholated,
mildly. The smoke is cooler, but the fine

tobacco flavor is fully preserved. Cork
tips protect lips. Finally, FREE coupons
packed with KOOLS bring gilt-edged

Congress Quality U. S. Playing Cards
and other merchandise. (Offer good in

U. S. A. only.) Send for illustrated list.

Brown 8s Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.

another profession threatened to come into

his life. The Standard Oil Company wanted
an announcer with a "natural" voice to be

master-of-ceremonies on a musical pro-

gram they were sponsoring, and this

dubious honor fell to young Tracy. He
would broadcast his program between the

hours of seven-thirty and eight on Wednes-
day evenings, then dash back to the the-

atre and go on with the show.

THE morning after his first radio per-

formance, his father again called

Spenc on the phone. "Son," he drawled,
"you might as well quit the theatre right

away because you're a sensation over the

radio. Have you seen the morning papers?

I tell you, you're a hit!" Such praise

from his parent was unusual, so unusual
that he began to get suspicious. "Go out

right now, son, and get the Herald Tri-
bune."

Almost convinced, Spencer asked his

father to read the notice over the phone.

With a great deal of critical appreciation

he began : "Last night they engaged a new
personality over the Standard Oil Hour
and the public was treated to what is per-

haps the most stilted voice ever heard over
the radio, one Spencer Tracy !" Both
Tracys had a good laugh and when Spenc
asked if he had listened in, the elder Tracy
replied : "I did . . . but I forgive you."

In spite of his father and the Herald
Tribune critic, Spencer lasted out this en-

gagement fifteen weeks.

THEY celebrated their first wedding an-

niversary by almost starving over two
bowls of rice pudding, selected because it

was "filling." It was no longer possible

for Louise to work on the stage, for with-

in three months they were expecting the

birth of a child, their first son, John Tracy.
And in the meantime it was absolutely

imperative that Spenc obtain some kind
of work to make sure Louise obtained the

proper food.

The outcome of his dogged persistence

was a job with a two-a-day stock company,
so financially pinched that they often did

not have correct "props" to furnish the

stage. When, during rehearsals, Spencer
asked the director about the scenery, that

genius of the theatre replied : "If you don't

have a door to go through, you just don't

go through it and if you don't have a tele-

phone to pick up, you just don't pick it up !"

His salary as leading man in these pro-
ductions was thirty dollars per week.
They had saved about eighty dollars

when word came that there "might" be an
opening for a stock company player with
a troupe in Pittsburgh. Though they
needed to hoard the money against the

coming' of the baby, Louise was insistent

that they spend it on railroad fare and try

their luck in Pittsburgh.

"We can't be any worse off there than
we are here," she argued, "we've got to

try !" Their first evening in Pittsburgh they

were so broke they had to divide a fried

egg sandwich between them. But the next
day, Spenc cinched a job with the stock

company and drew a week's salary (fifty

dollars) in advance.

"But I worried constantly about Louise,"

he relates. "Pittsburgh was no place for

her then. It was dirty and smoky there

and she couldn't be outdoors in the sun
where she belonged. I finally prevailed
upon her to return to Milwaukee to await
the birth of the baby."
The baby was born in Milwaukee while

Spenc was playing with a small company
in Grand Rapids. The moment he re-

ceived that most thrilling message in the

world: "It's a boy!" he hopped a train,

threw up his job (in spite of the fact that

he had achieved a mild success in this

engagement) and went back to Milwaukee.
He made up his mind he was definitely

through on the stage. He was going to

find a real job and settle down like a man
should who has a beautiful wife and a

brand new baby boy.

THE minute they saw each other every-
thing was forgotten in their happiness

at being together again. Louise did not

complain too much even when Spenc told

her he had obtained a job as a piano sales-

man with a local music store. "Oh,
Spencer," she protested, "you know you'll

never really give up the stage."

At that, he wasn't a bad piano salesman.
His "gag" was to go around and see the

housewives, telling them that their hus-
bands had been in the store, and ordered
a piano as a surprise. The wives would
get all hepped up. Then Spenc would
round up the husbands and tell them
their wives were expecting the piano. It

worked nine times out of ten, and he had
had himself believing he really liked the
job when a wire came from the theatre
manager in Grand Rapids : "Business not
so good since you left. How about finish-

ing out the season with us at a salary in-

crease of fifty dollars. Will be happy to

receive your acceptance."
They could hardly believe it, Spence

and Louise. Somebody actually wanted
him on the stage. He had clicked

!

"The next few months we were about
the happiest couple in the world," he re-

lates. "We had a nice little home, and
the company was a success. My salary
was steady and it seemed things had
opened up for us at last. I couldn't under-
stand what suddenly seemed to come over
Louise.

"She became so quiet, depressed, almost
sad. In place of the eager girl I had for-

merly found waiting at home for me, I

began to be conscious of a stranger. She
seemed to have lost her interest in every-
thing except the baby. But even that was
not a happy interest. She would sit and
watch him and brood. For weeks I kept
asking her to tell me what was the matter.
But it was always the same answer,
'Nothing.'

"One Sunday morning I went in the
baby's room and found her sobbing as

though her heart would break. It was the
showdown. I insisted that she tell me.
She didn't answer at first. She went and
bathed her eyes and straightened her hair

and then came back and sat down in a

rocker. She sat there a minute staring

into space, rocking and rocking. I've

never seen such tragedy on a human face.

Suddenly she said very quietly, 'Johnny
can't hear. He's deaf.'

"

Even, now, knowing that Johnny is

happy and normal and that he so per-
fectly understands lip movement that his

little schoolmates did not know he was
totally deaf until the teacher told them,
Spencer has difficulty in re-living that mo-
ment of stark tragedy in his life. He felt

as numb as though some giant monster
were pressing his breath out of his body.

Suddenly, everything went out of life.

There was nothing more to live for. He
couldn't move. He couldn't say anything.

(Continued on page 80)
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WANNA BUY A DUCK

OF A MAGAZINE?
Radio Stars is a swull magazine.

To be sure. To be sure. Do-o-on't

never try to sell Joe Penner any-

thing else! Do-o-on't

never do-o-o that!

RADIO STARS is crammed full

of gossip about the stars of

broadcastland and news of all the

studios. It takes you behind the

scenes of big programs, adding new
interest and pleasure to your radio

entertainment. The people who
create radio shows and the artists

who bring them into your home
live exciting lives, filled to the

brim with amusing and interest-

ing incidents.lt

is the true in-

side story of

these fascinat-

ing people
that make big

stories inRADIO
STARS.
You'll enjoy

it from cover

to cover.

In addition to gossip and news,

you will find a complete program
directory in each issue. RADIO
STARS is the only monthly radio

magazine with a program section

listing daily programs . . . each

program being identified by the

name of the sponsor.

Profusely illustrated with large

rotogravure portraits of radio per-

sonalities. RADIO STARS is

one of the most beautiful maga-
zines of its kind in existence.

Go to your nearest newsdealer

today. Get a copy of this enter-

taining magazine. Don't delay.

They sell out fast.

Largest Circulation

of any Radio
Magazine

RADIO STARS 10.
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to cjel qood snapshots now
with JIFFY KODAK

and VERICHROME FILM

THERE'S a new way to take snap-
shots—an easier way. With a Jiffy

Kodak . . . the smart folding camera
that's so simple to use.

At the touch of a button the Jiffy

leaps out—ready for action. A click of

the shutter and you've made a picture.

Smartly designed in metal and en-
amels—as trim as a lady's compact.
The Jiffy comes in two sizes . . . for

2'A x 4V4 inch pictures, $9 . . . for 254 x 3'A

inch pictures, $8. If it isn't an Eastman,
it isn't a Kodak.

YOU'LL get better pictures with
Verichrome Film. In the glaring

sun or the porch's shade— this film gets
the picture. The cheaper the camera . . .

the slower the lens—the more the need
for Verichrome. Load your camera with
Verichrome for better pictures. Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, New York.
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(Continued fi

When his legs would no longer support

him he sank down on the bed, staring

blankly at his wife, she at him. In a voice

that seemed a million miles away he said

inanely, "If he can't hear, he'll never be

able to talk."

The tension snapped. They were in each

others arms crying as though their hearts

would break. They went completely to

pieces.

When the first ache of this tragedy
wore off: (several years later) the Tracys
took little Johnny to Dr. Harvey Cushing
in Baltimore. The great doctor looked at

the sorrowful parents and said, "Don't feel

sorry for this little fellow. Remember he

is always about ninety jumps ahead of any
of us. Because, he has been deprived of one
of his senses, his intuitive powers and his

mentality will be all the keener. It is a

great privilege to have the care and up-
bringing of such a fellow I envy you."

THAT was the end of our maudlin sym-
pathy in connection with Johnny,"

Spencer continued, "and as the boy grew
older admiration for his keen mentality
and charm came to take the place of tears

in our heart. Johnny is an amazing little

fellow. Right now he is nine years old,

and though he is completely deaf, he has

a vocabulary of three hundred words ! To
me, this is almost impossible to account
for. He has never heard a word, yet he
speaks three hundred of them perfectly.

His voice has a certain peculiarity, but it

is not unpleasant. And he is so perfect at

reading lips, he understands everything
said to him.

"In fact we so soon came to look upon
little Johnny as a normal boy, it was really

a surprise to us when one of the Progres-
sive Schools hesitated to enroll him as a

pupil. The superintendent at first pro-

tested that it would be too cruel to enter

Johnny in a school where the children

were completely normal. She argued he
would not be able to keep up with them
and that he would be unhappy as they
passed him in grades. This almost broke
Mrs. Tracy's heart. She said, 'Of course,

you understand, we are not begging you
to take him. It is really a privilege !' The
superintendent, no doubt feeling sorry for

her and perhaps a little bit ashamed, sug-
gested that she bring Johnny to school the

following morning and she would see how
he got along.

Without saying, Johnny was enrolled

in the school, has made a host of friends

and is one of the star pupils.

But back in Grand Rapids, during the

first year of Johnny's life, Spencer and
Louise did not know this was to be the

child's happy fate. Even Spenc's success

in the stock company and the offer for a
really good part on Broadway in a show
called "Yellow" was not the great absorb-
ing interest it would have been to them.

SPENC was definitely established now
as a featured leading man. He never

played romantic heroes on the stage, but
the roles he drew were outstanding, and
for the first time he began to receive good
notices in the" papers. Louise had defi-

nitely abandoned the stage to devote her-

self to Johnny. And wherever Spenc went,

Johnny and Louise traveled with him.
Following "Yellow," came "Ned Mc-

Cob's Daughter" in Chicago. After these

two hits came "Baby Cyclone" and "Whis-
pering Friends." Four theatrical years
passed swiftly for the Tracys.

It was during the run of "Whispering
Friends" that Spenc's father died. It was
the ending of a great friendship in his life,

for the Tracys were truly pals. Notice of

his father's death came during a Saturday
matinee performance and Spencer had to
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"go on with the show." After the per-
formance George M. Cohan came back and
told him that he had a nice surprise for
him when they opened in Chicago later.

The surprise turned out to be that Cohan
had Spencer's name up all over town on
billboards advertising the play. It was the

great showman's tribute to a trouper who
had "carried on" when he was weighted
down by a great sorrow. Spenc went im-
mediately to Western Union to wire
Cohan his thanks. When he got there the

operator told him Cohan had just received

a wire saying his (Cohan's) mother had
died.

"Whispering Friends" had brought Spenc
featured billing even on Broadway. In the

next two years he was successfully fea-

tured in "Conflict," "Nigger Rich," and
last, but far from least, the show that

"made" him, "The Last Mile." This terri-

fically successful play ran over a year in

New York and so outstanding was Spenc's
performance that Hollywood motion pic-

ture companies began to dicker with him.
Without definitely committing himself to

a long contract he agreed to come to Hol-
lywood to make one picture, "Up the

River." under the direction of John Ford.

IN the beginning he hated the movie town.
Production on the picture had been held

up and for four weeks he loafed. It it

hadn't been for a strong friendship that

had sprung up immediately between him-
self and the director, John Ford, he would
have returned to Broadway without ever
making a picture. He stayed just long-

enough to complete "Up the River," got

a good look at himself on the screen and
then packed his bag for Broadway again.

"I thought I was the worst actor I had
ever seen on the screen," Spenc says. "I

was surprised that Ford and the Fox offi-

cials didn't remake the picture. I beat it

back to Broadway and completed a six

weeks' run in "The Last Alile." Then one
morning a telegram came from Fox saying

they wanted me back immediately on a

five-year contract. I thought they were
nuts, but the salary read like a part of the

war debt and if they just wanted to throw
money around, I didn't see any reason not

to grab it
!"

His second trip to Hollywood found
him in a happier frame of mind. He went
immediately into production on "Quick
Millions," "Goldie," "Six-Cylinder Love,"
and with the ending of the first of his

three-and-a-half years so far in Hollywood
he was actually sold on the place. Before
the second year a little girl was born to

them, Louise, nicknamed "Susie." To all

outward appearances the Tracys were one
of the really happy families in the movie
colony, so the news of their legal separa-

tion several months ago broke upon the

public and their friends as a surprise.

I doubt if anyone will ever know the

reason back of that separation. Louise
Tracy's only explanation was, "For over a

year we have realized our temperamental
differences. We were conscious of the

fact tha-_ we were drifting farther and far-

ther apart. There was nothing to do
about it because there was apparently no
definite reason. A cause might have been
overcome. Suddenly we both just knew
that something real and precious had gone
out of our marriage and rather than live

with the empty shell of it, we separated to

preserve our great friendship."

FROM Spencer's side there has never
come any real explanation except when

both Spencer and Mrs. Tracy defended
Loretta Young, who was being "whis-
pered" into the rupture.

"My wife and I had been separated for

(Continued on page 82)
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How much more one snapshot tells about the way he looks than a whole letter! One snapshot, and you

almost know him. What a fascinating way to make letters clear and interesting. The friends— the places

you go— the things you do— slip them into the envelope in the form of snapshots. They really tell the

story. Snapshots are more truthful, more expressive than ever, when you use Kodak Verichrome Film. Make

your next pictures with Verichrome and see the difference. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Don't just write it— picture it-.with snapshots
81
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Who discovered

EX-LAX?

WHO discovered it first for the
family? Mother? Father? Big
Brother Bill? Grandpa?

There are different answers—
but all agree that, once tried,

Ex-Lax becomes the family lax-

ative from that time on!

Mother discovered it!

A mother told us she started to

use Ex-Lax because little Johnnie
revolted against the customary
dose of castor oil—and she found
that a delicious little chocolate
tablet of Ex-Lax solved the prob-
lem perfectly.

Big Brother Bill did!

Brother Bill, who is an athlete, broke a
long habit of taking strong stuff after he
learned that mild, gentle Ex-Lax did all

that powerful, disturbing purgatives did.

Grandpa wants the credit because his
age made him doubly careful that the
laxative he took was mild and gentle.

Everybody discovered it!

So you see, while all sorts of people—
young and old—claim to have discovered
Ex-Lax, all of them agree that Ex-Lax is
the perfect laxative— mild, gentle and
effective.

When Nature forgets— remember
Ex-Lax! You can get Ex-Lax at all drug
stores. 10c and 25c.
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four months and I was occupying an apart-

ment at the Chateau Elysee before I ever
met Loretta on the set of 'Man's Castle,'

"

Spenc vehemently explained to me. That
he has since become extremely interested

in Loretta is not denied. But in the mean-
time he characterizes all talk of an engage-
ment as in "very poor taste."

"I am still married to Louise," he says.

"There has been no divorce action started.

At the present there is only one thing

of paramount importance, my children, and
a bad second best, my screen work. No
matter how Louise and I solve our prob-
lem, we have mutually agreed that neither

of us shall be sidetracked from the children.

At the moment, they are staying with my
mother. Louise is away on a much needed
rest. Naturally, their custody will remain
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with their mother, where it should be.

But the fact that we have parted with the
greatest friendliness means that their home
will always be open to me, and I hope, their

hearts. When I gave you a story before,

saying Louise and I were tied to those
children by bonds of steel, I meant it, even
though the news of our separation broke
soon after that."

He said, slowly : "This is really a strange
time in my life to be giving my life

story. At present things are muddled and
uncertain." Then he grinned, his ever-
present sense of dry humor coming to the
fore. "I think the only thing you can
definitely say is that my current screen
appearance is in 'Bottoms Up' and, acci-

dents barred, I shall soon be seen in 'Now
I'll Tell, by Airs. Arnold Rothstein.'"

Let's Paint Hollywood Red

(Continued from page 61)

made them be just human. And we didn't

have much trouble with the censors. Di-
vorces and babies-without-papas and gang-
sters and murderers and crooked politicians

weren't allowed on the screen. We ended
each picture with a marriage, but we never
began with it. The good guy got the girl

;

right conquered wrong and every man,
woman and child left the theatre feeling

happy. The excitement came from whis-
pering and reading and wondering about
the real lives of the play-people. Charlie

Ray was a lovable country bumpkin on the

screen, but the world knew he lived in a

million-dollar palace and gave parties to

go with it.

Now, these high-priced, swivel-chaired,

imported-rug boys have reversed all that.

Greta Garbo's a siren on the screen. She
goes after her man and isn't too careful

about how she gets him. Sort of prefers

the kind with a wife to be cast into the

ditches. But, in private life, she's the head
woman among the illusions.

When I think what publicity has done to

that Garbo girl, I get hot under the collar.

She was the kind, when Stiller brought
her over—in the regular, old-fash-

ioned manner with no bamboozling about
it—who loved spring blossoms so much
that when she saw them for the first time,

from her dressing-room window, she ran

right out into the yard and started picking,

forgetting to put on her shoes or her stock-

ings or her— Well, she was the original

member of the Hollywood nudist colony.

She was so natural and unspoiled she didn't

even think about her body. I used to talk

to Garbo a lot. She was like mountain
winds in high pine trees

;
electricity in a

thunder storm. As honestly exciting as

God had made her.

AND then some Hollywood bright-brain

decided to improve upon God. He
decided to make this girl over. She says
she zvent home originally because she didn't

want to argue in a strange language. She
didn't even understand what- they wanted
to argue about. "I never said T tank I go
home' in my life. They just made that up
—so I would be scared and go back and
argue. I don't like to argue."

And I'll bet she doesn't like to sneak to

the Grand Canyon in dark glasses, either.

She'd much prefer to entertain her director

at home, like any other human being. And
did they high-pressure her for admitting
she was the great Garbo ! "If she'd just

denied she was Garbo they couldn't have
printed a word," a publicity expert told

me. But Garbo forgot ! She was so far

from Hollywood, so close to that magnifi-
cent canyon old mother nature had cut

in one of her best moments, that human-
being Garbo forgot all about the Holly-
wood line, "I'm not what I am!" She told

the truth just like any other natively

honest person.

But she's returned to being an illusion

!

She's just had an operation in the Santa
Monica hospital and denied it in her most
"mysterious" manner. And to think that

appendicitis operations used to be one of

our best gags ! We'd even hint they
weren't for the appendix to get more space
in the newspapers ! Now, nurses are
bribed to keep the real thing quiet.

In the old days, we didn't have illusions.

Our people weren't ghosts or they weren't
manufactured. They were the real thing.

They were good ;
they were bad. They

were generous
;

they were stingy. They
were "sweet" today and lost their tempers
tomorrow. They had their arms around
one another one week and were sticking

out their tongues the next. Lovable, im-
pulsive, not-too-good, not-too-bad children.

Douglas Fairbanks was sitting on the

sand, drawing pictures with a stick. Two
hearts. In one, he traced an "M," in the

other a "D." And Mary Pickford was still

married to Owen Moore!
Would Spencer Tracy or Loretta Young

do it today?

WOULD anyone in Hollywood-of-that-
day miss a Saturday night at the

Sunset Inn? I'll say not. Perhaps Mrs.
Tom Mix would do a repeat dash-in, again,

loaded down with Tom's guns and start

shooting up the rest of the place, if she

found Tom sitting at a table, a second

time, talking to —

—

There were no illusions about the love

Mrs. Mix had for her husband. She didn't

hide it behind Venetian blinds and padded
draperies. Would Mrs. Montgomery shoot

up the Cocoanut Grove if she found Bob
there with Janet Gaynor?
Where could Rudolph Valentino dance

to attract Hollywood's attention, today?

Not at the Cocoanut Grove. He didn't

own a tuxedo

!

Thursday evenings at the Hollywood
Hotel. Blanche Sweet dressed as a baby,

grappling with a bottle, while sweetheart,

Mickey Neilan, rolled her around in a

baby carriage. And the tourists standing

by. They came to Hollywood to see some-

thing besides climate in those days.

And when Tallulah Bankhead tried to
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What Mas Kay's

What was there about Kay that warm July night that

captivated Jerry, the town's hard-to-get bachelor? If

romance is passing you by, read this true story

—

give a party where her guests came as in-

fants, they started a move to run her out

of town.
Lloyd Hamilton and his wife had a regu-

lar table at the Ship's Cafe. Her attorney

had one nearby. When it was time to

stage the dramatic climax, she"d rush to

her attorney demanding another divorce

"that very minute." It was one of Holly-

wood's pet games—keeping" track of the

times they divorced and re-married each

other.

Compare the excitement of divorces of

those days with the Ruth Chatterton-

George Brent, modern situation. Ruth
denied, in the best imported intonations,

that they were separating for many months
after their first fight in home-town lan-

guage. And by the time Ruth decides

to tell the world she's going to re-marry
Ralph Forbes (if she does), we'll have
missed the exciting, high points of the

drama. She had her personal press agent

running around town for months, saying,

"I can positively guarantee that they're as

happy as two doves.
- '

When Alice White first became a star

she was off the screen what Mae West
is on. Her publicity department decided
to make her wear panties. They asked an
acquaintance to persuade her to buy them.
This friend chaperoned a shopping tour.

And the next time she dropped in to see

Alice, found the panties pinned to the wall.

That was Alice's answer to press agents
who tried to turn warm flesh into ethereal

illusion.

I'LL bet a good detective could discover

Katharine Hepburn's slacks were man-
ufactured by a publicity department, patches

and all. I don't know where the illusion

comes in on the slacks unless it's just

another attempt to hide what old Mother
Nature donated to interesting women. I've

often wondered why tourists no longer

clutter our street corners. Slacks may be

the answer.
In the old days, Connie Bennett and

Gilbert Roland would have been dancing
madly together at one bright spot after

another—as thrilled at letting the world
peep at their splash of spring fever as from
the excitement it gives them. But now,
they slither into a little theatre at one of
our Coney Island beaches. Connie in slacks

;

her hair a dishevelled riot. An almost per-

fect disguise for the "best groomed" Ben-
nett.

Barbara La Marr had a desk in her
house with a magic check-book lying upon
it. Signed checks ! If a boy friend was
low in cash, he'd make one out, take her
dancing, pay the bill from her own money
without her even knowing about it. For
Barbara was too busy feeling gay and ex-
cited or desolate and broken-hearted
(honest, womanly emotions) to pay atten-

tion to anything as dull as cancelled
checks.

Think of what one of our hard-boiled,
Hollywood business managers would do
to Barbara today. One of them was act-

ually gleeful when he prevented Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., from buying a new car
upon which he had set his heart. Hearts
don't count any longer. And Connie Ben-
nett has a dressmaker who copies expen-
sive models to "save money."
Money, in the old days, was to spend.

To make life a gay fairyland. It didn't

make any difference how high salaries

went then. It all went right back into cir-

culation. Someone else may have paid for
Mabel Normand's funeral. But Mabel
didn't worry about that ! She lived and
spent money to give the world a dash of
real color.

I talked with a chap, today, who played
in Joan Crawford's early pictures. "Do you
remember the Joan of those days?" he

Adorable Kay! Sticky heat waves

don't interfere with her popularity

—she knows how to keep herself

attractive to men. In the summer-
time she's especially careful to take

odorless Ivory baths. For she real-

izes how quickly the faintest trace

of perspiration—or soap perfume

—repels a man's interest. It was

her freshness, her feminine dainti-

ness that won Jerry—and now
she's engaged!

You can't insist too strongly on

having odorless Ivory Soap beside

your tub in this hot weather. No
perfumed or "medicinal" soaps,

please! For their odor may linger

for hours. But Ivory leaves your

skin fresh as a camellia—with no
soapy perfume to conflict with the

fragrance of your real perfume.

If you want your complexion to

have that fine-pored, baby-smooth

look, wash your face with Ivory

night and morning. Ivory is pure

—so pure that doctors advise it

even for the super-sensitive skins of

liny babies. It doesn't dry up the

natural oils that keep the skin

young.

For a few spare pennies you can

get a whole summer's supply of

Ivory from your grocer. Don't risk

another unpopular date— start

your odorless Ivory beauty treat-

ments today!

IVORY SOAP
99 44

/100% PURE • IT FLOATS
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TODAY, ZZP is the

only Epilator avail-

'ifcZ'c at>le for actually de-

At'or stroyinghairgrowth.
So simple. So quick.

It is ideal for face, arms, legs and
underarms. Pleasant to use, and de-

lightfully fragrant, ZIP acts imme-
diately and brings lasting results.

Complete Kit,with the identical prep-
arations I use at my Salon all for $ 1.00.

As delightful as your
choicest cold cream.

PERFUMED Simply spread on
depilatory CREAM and rinse off. It in-

stantlyremoves every
vestige of hair; eliminates all fear of
stimulated growths. Giant tube, twice
the size at half the price— 50c.

INSTANT DEODORANT
Large bottle of this meri-
torious deodorant
now available at

Also the novelty of the year

2^11-® cfpray Q/eodorarit

The sanitary way to check
perspiration. All good stores 35c-50c.

Madame Berthe, Specialist, 562 Fifth Ave., NewYork City
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asked. "Was she a thrill? How that kid
could dance. And joke. She made every
moment a gay song while you were work-
ing with her. Of course, I admire Joan
today. It's wonderful what she's done with
herself. But she isn't—Joan. I feel as
though I should how from the waist and
say 'Lady Joan.'

"

I DIDN'T tell him the truth about the
evolution of Joan. I didn't tell him that

when she'd married Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., the publicity department held a con-
ference and decided she must live up to the
royal name she'd married. They sent for

her and explained, "Now, you've got to

be a dignified, domesticated lady, Joan."
Remember how she was photographed

sewing curtains and making hooked rugs?
Part of the newly manufactured Joan
Crawford illusions. Then, when these ex-
perts decided the world was tiring of the
young matron, it held another meeting.
And decided she must be less matronly and
more cultured. Joan reading books

;
Joan

taking French lessons.

Luckily for Joan, she got tired of being
turned from one illusion into another. She
gave the story of her divorce to Katherine
Albert for this magazine, without consult-
ing anybody. The press agents yelled and
tore their hair and foretold she was ruined.
But Joan's more natural today than she
has been since she married Douglas, Jr.

She's not jumping up to dance at every
hall in the city, but she's appearing in public

places with a male entourage. Five men
to openly pay homage. And that's glamor.

Of course, I may be prejudiced. But I

knew them when and liked them better.
We had some rules, of course. We didn't
let them have babies because we were afraid
to spoil the glamor. If they insisted, we
hid the babies. They adopted them, years
later.

Today, maternity adds to respectability.

And respectability is the one big theme be-
hind each Hollywood illusion.

And respectability is swell when it's on
the level. Although there's room for a lot

of argument on what's respectable and what
isn't. It wasn't respectable to take a bath,

once ; and kissing is still a sin in certain
foreign countries.

But respectability, that's an illusion?

That hides romances more exciting than
any that can be manufactured—say a real

flame between Gloria Swanson and Her-
bert Marshall ; that camouflages fascinat-

ing daring like Jean Harlow's ; that makes
John Barrymore into a contented, married
man instead of a lovable lunatic chatting
with a monkey ; that shuts a laugh-a-min-
ute from unique lips like Mae West's

;

that kicks a daredevil woman like Tallulah
Bankhead out of pictures ; that tells Mar-
garet Sullavan she can't talk because she's

too frank and honest

!

We thought, in the old days, that a man
or woman had to feel emotions to play

them. That you had to be a bit crazy to

even think about going into acting. We
thought the world wanted Hollywood folk

to be warm and mad and unconventional.

We still think so. Let's paint Holly-

wood red, again, and see what happens

!

If You Had a Date with Dick

(Continued from page 69)

Ambassador on Los Angeles' boasted

equivalent of New York's Fifth Avenue.
The car rolls into the narrow, shrub-

bery-lined driveway of the hotel and
swerves into the parking lot, which is too

small and is always over-crowded. A
polished brass door lets Dick and Mar-
garet into a sort of tunnel, lined with
brilliantly lighted and expensive shops dis-

playing Chinese kimonos, perfumes and so

on, and they go up heavily-carpeted

stairs, around a corner, and down three

more steps into the dimly lighted Cocoa-
nut Grove, with its tiny electric bulbs

twinkling in an artificial forest of palm
trees.

Ted Fiorito, the orchestra leader,

sights Dick—they are friends—and the or-

chestra breaks into "It's Getting. Fair and
Warmer," the song Dick sings in "Twenty
Million Sweethearts." Dick grins and
waves at Ted. a little embarrassed but

pleased just the same, as who wouldn't be?

He checks his coat and hat. Margaret
walking ahead, they are ushered to a

ringside table. They sit down and listen

to the music.

You may wonder about that ringside

table. Dick doesn't pay anything extra

for it. Hollywood people of prominence

are given tables next to the polished

square of dance floor for two reasons.

First, they attract other customers.

Second, they are good customers them-

selves, coming back again and again. It's

a simple matter of business with the hotel.

Dick- and Margaret know it and don't get

swelled heads on account of the privilege.

They turn their attention to the menu
cards and decide after a minute to. order

the very same dishes, on the regular dinner.

They order the following simple food

:

Seafood cocktail

Olives Celery
Split pea soup
T-bone steak

French fried potatoes Lima beans

Chocolate ice cream
Coffee

It isn't fancy food, particularly, for all

the swank Ambassador atmosphere. It's

just wholesome grub for two people who
have been working hard all day and are

hungry. They don't even have Martinis

to start the meal off, but get right down
to the business of eating. And not until

they are done with their coffee do they

begin to cast interested glances towards
the tempting dance floor.

BUT then, after an intermission, the

lights dim again and the orchestra

starts "The Man on the Flying Trapeze,"

not in the burlesque ballad rhythm, but in

regular dance time. Margaret goes out on

the floor with Dick. Dick has a habit. (At
least it's what girls, call a bad habit in

most men.) Dick sings while he dances.

They dance and, while they're dancing,

glance around the room to see who is

there. Clark and Mrs. Gable are at a

table in the corner. Clark sees them and

smiles and nods hello.

The dance ends and they return to their

table. Margaret hears a familiar voice

behind her saying jocularly, "So you got

tired of going with me and started going

with my father?" A little startled, she

swings around on her chair and recognizes

the friendly face of William Powell smil-

ing down at her.

"I seem to be surrounded by Powells!"

she says.

Bill" chats with them for a few minutes,

telling them what a nice person his own
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date, Kathryn Sergava. is, and then goes

on to his own table. The orchestra starts

again, and again they dance. This time

they spy Gene Raymond and Janet Gay-

nor, who signal them to come over to their

table. They do, when the music stops, and

the four sit talking for a while.

Don't be disappointed if we don't tell

you what they all talk about. We can't.

There isn't room for more than the high-

lights. As a matter of fact, they talk about

the same things you would—what's hap-

pening to various friends, things they've

read in the papers, funny remarks, and all

that. We can't tell you who is there for

the same reason. The Grove holds easily

a couple of hundred tables, with more to

be carried in when it gets crowded. At
not more than a dozen tables are there

movie actors. The rest of the tables are

occupied bv Los Angeles society folk, col-

lege boys from U. S. C. with their girls,

eastern families staying at the hotel—

a

cross-section of life comprised of anybody

who can pay the price and dress present-

ably. We'll tell you what the price is

later, to the penny.
Dick has a dance with Janet, while

Gene dances with Margaret. Then Dick

and Margaret return to their own table.

On the way, they pass Joan Crawford and

Franchot Tone, sitting a little apart from
the others and deeply engrossed in one an-

other's conversation.

"It must be wonderful to be in love,"

says Margaret, looking at them. She is

smiling, but there is wistfulness in her

A LITTLE while later and it is time

to leave. It is 12 :30 and both Dick
and Margaret have to get up early and

go to work. Dick signals the waiter and

the check comes. "I wonder why waiters

always lay the check face down, so you
can't read it?" Dick muses. He turns

over the pinkish card. It reads :

Couverts, two.
Dinners, two..

.$2.00

. 5.00

$7.00

In Europe the customary thing is to

leave the waiter a tip for ten per cent of

the bill, which in this case would be
seventy cents. Americans, however, al-

ways splurge a bit when it comes to tips.

No one knows why. Although a dollar

would be plenty, Dick leaves two on the
silver salver. In addition, he leaves

twenty-five cents with the hat-check girl

and gives fifty cents to the doorman. So
that raises it to

:

Cover charge and dinner. . .$7.00
Tip to waiter 2.00

Tip to hat-check girl 25
Tip to doorman 50

.75

The roadster purrs down the curving
drive and swings into Wilshire. Ross-
more Avenue leads into Vine Street at

the point where Los Angeles merges un-
noticeably into Hollywood, and on Vine
Street, a few doors south of the Boule-
vard, is the Brown Derby. "I know you
have to get up early," Dick says, "but do
you want to go in for a minute and get a
cup of coffee?"

"I'd like to," Margaret agrees. "It
doesn't keep me awake, does it you?"

"Sometimes," Dick admits casually as
he swings the car in to the curb. Ex-
cept for an old woman selling flowers and
a little knot of people before the doors
of the restaurant, Vine Street is deserted
and he has no trouble finding parking
space. This is something that visitors,

Why stand aside while some lovely girl attracts all the men. You,

too, can become irresistible and find yourself in that very girl's

place. Just learn her secret of using the correct beauty aids.

Irresistible Beauty Aids are both correct and irresistible. Beauty

experts recommend them for their purity and quality, comparing

them favorably with $1 and $2 preparations, yet they are only

10 cents at your 5 and 10 cent store. Try them and see for your-

self what marvelous results you will achieve through the daily use

of Irresistible Beauty Aids.
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When you were young, and your Dad called

to you, "Hello Dirty Face," he was referring

to surface dirt
—
"clean dirt," actually.

Today, of course, you avoid dirt on the sur-

face of your skin—but are you sure about the
dirt under the surface?

Test your own skin. Get your own answer

—

a mighty important answer when you realize

that sub-surface skin dirt (caused by make-up,
atmosphere and traffic dust, alkali in soap and
water) is the greatest cause of enlarged pores,
blackheads, dry skin and other blemishes.

Send for a free Trial Bottle of dreskin,
Campana's new skin-cleanser invention. Make
the famous "one-two-three test" on your
own skin: (1) Dampen a dab of cotton with
dreskin. (2) Rub gently over your face and
neck. (3) Look at the cotton. If it is dirty—
heed the warning! Don't take chances with
enlarged pores— skin blemishes

!

dreskin removes hidden dirt

—

new-
tralizes alkali— reduces the size of yap
pores. Send for free trial bottle today.

(Bwrn/xancu

Dreskm
INVIGORATOR

CAMPANA DRESKIN,
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expecting to find wild night life in Holly-
wood, have often commented upon. After
eleven o'clock at night Hollywood Boule-
vard is so barren of life that you can
often drive from Vine Street to LaBrea
without seeing more than one or two cars.

The stores are dark, and at midnight
every other street light is turned off to save
electricity. Such night life as goes on,

goes on behind closed doors, and the
extras can tell you more about that than
the stars.

IN the Derby, Dick and Margaret have
their coffee. The well-trained waiters

don't so much as by frown hint that any-
body ought to order more. Although the
food is excellent, the stars think of the
Derby, not so much as a restaurant as a
club. They just drop in to see who's
there and what's going on, and to say
hello to pals.

Dick waves to Lyle Talbot, sitting over
in one of the semi-circular booths with
Alice Faye. Looking around, they also

see Joan Blondell, with hubby, George
Barnes, Burns and Allen with a couple
of gag men, Wheeler and Woolsey look-
ing as grave as a pair of college profes-
sors without their prop cigar and
glasses, and George Raft with his latest

blonde. By this time it's 1 :30 A. M—too
late, for people with careers ahead of them.
Hurriedly, this time, Dick calls the waiter.

The bill

:

Two coffees 50
Tip 25

$ .75

They hurry out to the car, jump in and
speed up the Boulevard to Margaret's
apartment. Dick goes up in the elevator
with her to the door. Margaret puts out
her hand. "Thanks, Dick. You know
I had a good time without my telling

you."
"I'm glad you did," he tells her. "I

know darned well I did. Sleep tight,

Maggie, and let's do it again soon."
"Night." She opens her door.
And the curtain falls again. Because

it wouldn't be nice, you see, to tell you if

Dick kisses her goodnight. You'll just

have to guess.

But anyhow, the date's over now, and
Dick goes home and goes to sleep himself.
If he wants to get out the old wallet and
do some counting, the total dent in the
bank account reads

:

Flowers $ 1.50

Dinner 7.00

Tips at hotel 2.75

Brown Derby 75

$12.00

Was it a date? .

If You Would Be as Chic as Norma

(Continued from page 59)

The simple and rather demure little

print that she wears is perhaps a bit

more up our clothes alley. Very spring-

like and quaint it is, with the tiny white

flowers in the print looking as though tney

could be plucked. And by all means no-

tice that very, very flattering petal collar

that frames her face so beautifully—and

the perky under-chin velvet bow. Even
the most hoydenish gal would look appeal-

ing in that ! But the square hat ! ,

Well, how does she do it? I went to

Adrian to ask him about this, providing

it wasn't too much of a state secret to be

told.

"You're right in saying Miss Shearer is

versatile in clothes-wearing," he told me,

"but the secret is no secret at all. It is

simply logic. And it has more to do

with the mind than the body. Yes, really!

Before I design clothes for any player I

talk with her and get her slant on life.

I'll get to know her body lines soon

enough, but it's the way her mind func-

tions that's important to me. I've been

working with Garbo, Crawford and Shearer

for several years and so I know what sort

of person each is fundamentally. But if a

new player is brought to me, I've got to

talk to her before I do any sketching. A
screen star's clothes must express the char-

acter she portrays in addition to her own
personality. If I were to design something

I thought was right for the picture, with-

out the get-acquainted talk with the player,

I'm sure that when she came to put the

gown on, she'd look like a clothes-horse

and that's all."

"But why can Miss Shearer wear every-

thing?" I demanded.
"Simply because she is the typical mod-

ern American woman—a product of this

continent and this day and age at its best.

Her mind is as alert as her body. I put

every sort of gown, neckline, sleeve and
detail on her because she is vital, eager, in-

terested in everything and consequently

can wear everything. It isn't beauty that

is so important in her case. It's her par-
ticular way of expressing beauty by a

charming alertness that makes her clothes

seem right. Women all over the country,
in all walks of life, are like that. I'm sure

you know girls who look well, no matter
what they wear."

"Yes, and others buy creations and look
like a clothes-horse," I put in.

TIT"HAT is Miss Shearer really like?

VV Well, I should say she was a conserv-
ative with a secret longing to be daring.
This trait is the same trait that makes some
women dally in love, but the wiser of them
use their daring in careers and lead nor-
mal, happy private lives like Miss Shearer.

She is a busy and clever wife and mother
and as such, she wears clothes that are
smart but conservative. It is in her acting

career that she is daring and so her screen

clothes must express this.

"She gets that well-groomed look first

by a physically perfect body kept in trim

by the right food and exercise. It is

my business to give her clothes to suit

her type and so I give her moulded lines

with a long leg-line to make her look taller.

Bouffant clothes and fussy jewelry are out,

because her curly hair is adornment
enough. The other adornment she must get

from the details of her clothes, the cut, the

buttons, the sleeves, the trimmings and of

course the materials.

"I work with her as I do with all Metro
stars. First, I sketch a gown in pencil,

showing the body lines. Then I work out

the sketch in water colors in the exact

tones in which the dress is to be made. I

sometimes attach to the sketch samples of

the fabric I have in mind. Twice a year, I

go to New York or Europe to get these

fabrics.

"Then I discuss the gown with the star.

Miss Shearer is highly intelligent and, al-

though she starts out by trying to keep
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casual, she becomes vitally interested in

everything, especially the supposedly small

things like the fitting of an armhole. The
dress is now made up in muslin. She
wears it in my white and green studio

that does not cast any shadows. A spot-

light is placed high above one door. She
walks about, studies herself in the full-

length mirrors that line one of my walls.

We view the costume from every angle.

Every line is adjusted. Miss Shearer has
the patience of Job in this and, while she

often changes her mind about details, she

is practically always right. She never
grows tired. My technicians and I can be
wilting and she will look as fresh as the

proverbial daisy.

"Now from the muslin copy, the real

dress is made up and Miss Shearer be-

comes as excited over it as if she had
never seen it before. She has forgotten the

long hours spent before my mirrors. It is

all a new and intriguing game with her
although she has gone through the whole
procedure hundreds of times.

"Before she wears the gown in a scene,

she tries it on for me again, this time with
the identical hair-dress and accessories she
will wear."

ADRIAN wouldn't talk of Norma's off-

screen clothes other than to say they
seem always to be right. But I am sure
that Norma herself would be the first to

credit Adrian with the development of her
taste.

I learned how she shops for her clothes
in private life from Helen Hayes, who,
you will remember, went with her hus-
band and small daughter and the Thalberg
family and stayed in Europe with them un-
til Irving recovered from his recent illness.

"Norma is amazing," Helen told me in

frank admiration. "I know I'm the sales-

woman's delight and can be talked into al-

most anything. But not Norma. When
she goes shopping, she knows exactly what
she wants and what will become her, even
before she tries it on.

"I remember the first time we went
shopping together in a smart New York
shop. She'd say, 'I'll take that and that.

No, not that, thank you, but that'. I stood
by open-mouthed, for I think I've gone
through life either wearing or giving away
my mistakes in buying. Yes, Norma does
change her mind—often, but quickly—and
she's never wrong. When we were in

Europe, we spent a day in the very smart
ateliers of Paris. Of course I was over-
whelmed. I'm sure I would have bought
anything the designer told me was right
for me—but not Norma! She was just as
gracious and firm as she had been in New
York. It was still 'I'll take this and this.

No, not that, thank you, but this.' She
bought smart suits and sports clothes and
those

;

little hats she can wear with such
an air. Oh, Adrian would have been
proud of her!"
There you are, girls ! If you know you

are the typical American woman like
Norma, your course is clear. Adrian's
final bit of advice to you is not to take
your secret longing to be daring out on
your clothes. Learn to paint or become
an interpretive dancer—or an aviatrix

—

or an actress—or anything you think is a
little beyond you, but let your clothes re-
main conservative.

If you're not Norma's type, analyze
yourself. Find out how your mind works
and decide what type you are. Then take
stock of your body. That's Adrian's ad-
vice. "If you look like Garbo but think
like a hey-hey girl, you should dress like
a hey-hey girl," he said.

Maybe it sounds like heresy, but look at
what it's done for the women Adrian has
clothed! I'm willing to take a chance on
it, aren't you?
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authorities agree. An exciting, new world of

thrilling adventure awaits eyes that are given the

glamorous allure of long, dark, lustrous lashes
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formed brows. And could this perfectly obvious

truth be more aptly demonstrated than by the

above picture?
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add, "Without me you do not exist." Her
heart echoed passionately that that was true—true. Without him she could not exist. He
told her what pictures to make and what
parts to turn down. He told her how to

dress and gave her an allowance of fifteen

dollars a week to dress on, to spend on
herself, no matter what figure her weekly
income totalled. She took George's two
young daughters by his previous marriage,

into her home and into her heart. Of the

fifteen dollars a week which was her
spending money, she spent most of it on

them. She sewed for them. She made
them pretty dresses and hats and frilly

curtains for their pretty rooms. She sent

them to good private schools. She enter-

tained for them. She was their friend, their

sister and their mother. She cared for

George's ex-wife, too. She sent her pretty

dresses. She begged George to be sure

"that Blanche has everything she wants."
In course of time, Blanche came to love

the girl she thought had supplanted her.

She came to realize—as you shall see

—

that something very fine had come, not only
into George's life but into the lives of her
daughters and herself. She knew of

others, prior to Esther, who had really

supplanted her—Esther cared for George's
mother, too. She was a daughter to her,

protecting her, lavishing attentions on her.

AND all the while, and for them all, she

worked. George gave up his own
career in order to further Esther's. He
made her his business, his job. He spoke
of her as one speaks of a stock, a com-
modity. He said to me once, "Give me two
more years of Ralston and I'm set."

They bought a beautiful home in the

Hollywood hills—swimming pool—sunken
gardens—expensive help and cars and
parties—Esther was making "Children of

Divorce" ''Spotlight," "The Case of Lena
Smith," "The Wheel of Life," "The South-
erner." Over the mantel in their luxurious

living-room hung an oil painting of Esther
and George. Esther snuggled into the crook
of his arm, his face looking over the crown
of her pale gold head, her face dreaming
of a future that would hold the two of

them—and one other.

For upstairs, tucked away secretly among
her handkerchiefs and sachets, was a tiny

scrap of blue paper. A "contract." Surely

the most poignantly pathetic contract ever

drawn between a man and a woman. The
contract stated that at a certain time when
Esther should have made so much money,
accomplished so many definite things in her

career, he George Webb, promised that

she should be alloived to have a baby.

Three years ago Esther showed me that

scrap of pale blue paper and the tears fell

down her face and over her hands and
dewed that bit of paper with the tears of

a mother who was waiting. "It is worth
more to me," she whispered, "than all the

contracts and all the figures I have ever

known or ever will know in my life."

Then came the market crash of 1929.

Their home, their investments, some $96,-

000 in cash, were threatened. The cash

was wiped away. It didn't matter so very
much to Esther. Other things mattered so

much more. George and herself together.

That bit of blue paper.

But it did matter to George. It mat-
tered terribly to George. For the first time,

to her conscious knowledge, Love turned an
irritable, angry face toward her. George
was impatient, distraught. His anger was
tinged with contempt. Talkies had come

to stay. Esther appeared to be one of those
who would not survive the new order. He
said that they must get that money back
if they broke their backs and their hearts
doing it. He signed Esther for a vaude-
ville tour. The child who had been badly
hurt years ago worked like a little driven
slave to equip herself for that tour. She
studied dancing again. Tap. Acrobatic.
Routines—until her back ached and the

flesh fell away from her bones as petals

drop from a flower. She worked by day
and by night ceaselessly.

THEY went on tour and every mile for

Esther and for George, was a Last Mile
—the last mile of their love. There were
personal appearances, clubs, bazaars, hos-
pitals, benefits—every kind of personal
appearance possible was demanded of her.

She gave four, five and six shows a day.
She reached the point of exhaustion where
she didn't even know how many shows
she gave or what town she was giving
them in. Through the poisonous channels
of exhaustion ran out her idolatrous love

for George. And George, driven too, was
jealous, tyrannical. He was Simon Legree
and he used the whip of compulsion. Grad-
ually, through sleepless nights and with
bitter pain and tears that wore grooves in

her heart, Esther watched the bright medal
of love reverse itself and show the ugly face

of loathing.

Then the thought came to her, "If I

should have my baby—if I could go home

—

if I could have our baby, perhaps this would
pass away, perhaps the old love (oh surely

not gone
!
) would come back again and

everything would be as it was before."
She did not know then what she knows
now—that nothing is ever "as it was be-
fore."

She begged George to take her home—no
matter to what home. A baby—and the

two of them again. Always his answer
was, "I have booked two weeks in Des
Moines," or "I have booked five weeks in

Salt Lake City." And every time George
said those words, "I have booked—" the
bright body of love took another blow.
On and on until Esther saw and heard

no more—until the night when she stood by
her hotel window, alone, and looked down,
stories down, to the street below and felt

the impulse to leap and be still. Then,
that night, she begged George again to

let her have her baby and go home. They
went to New York and consulted a fam-
ous specialist. Perhaps she couldn't have
her baby—but that was one 'perhaps' Esther
could not face. George had the final word
with the great obstetrician. The doctor
came out to Esther and said, "You can
never have a baby of your own."

She doesn't remember anything after that

—not for days. She lay in a sort of stu-

por, during which nothing came clear to

her save a scrap of blue paper that

seemed to flutter through her coma like

a dead leaf, going down. She roused her-
self at last to hear George saying to her,

"Esther, we are going home." But it was
too late. Home? To what? For 'what?
She cried out, "No—no—no ! Let's go on
—more bookings—more—more!"
They went on again. On and on. As last,

they were home. Esther visited a woman
versed in Christian Science. This woman
told Esther that if God intended her to

have a baby, not all the man-made laws
in the world, nor all of the clinical pro-

nouncements could prevent. She must go
home and wait.
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AND then, after a little time, Esther

knew that she was going to have her

baby. Out of a dying love she had tried

to resurrect, this baby was born. She
said, "All the time I was carrying her I

seemed to walk on tip-toe with my hand
over my heart so that people would not

see it beating." And then, at last, from

out of the depths of deathly pain that wasn't

pain at all because it was love, Esther held

her baby in her arms. And as, long ago,

the tiny child had whispered to the bis-

que doll that she must not be hurt, so the

young mother bathed her living doll in

living tears and whispered a vow—too

sacred to print.

Esther said to me the other day, "And
from that time on nothing else has mat-

tered. Nothing. No one. Even our love

didn't matter, George's and mine. It was
fulfilled. I knew that it was gone. Oh
yes, I knew it then. But I wanted to go.

I thought we could. We had the baby.

She was enough. Before the first month of

her life was over George took the baby
away from me, told me I must not nurse

her any longer. I might lose my figure, I

had grown heavy. He called in mas-
seuses, made me diet rigorously. It almost
broke my heart, though even then, I could

see the necessity of what he had done. But
I had been waiting for her for so long.

I was so divinely happy when I held her

to my breast. Still, as George said, we
had to live—the baby and he and I—his

daughters—his ex-wife—his mother.
"After I made 'The Southerner,' we

went to England. For the time being we
had saved the house, at least. Most of the

other money from that terrible tour had
gone. In England I toured again, the baby
with me, and George and his daughter,
Blanche. More four, five and six shows
a day. More jealousy and horrible embar-
rassing things said to me in front of maids
and taxi drivers and strangers. Such
things as 'You're five minutes late—what
do you think you are, a big picture star?'

"I made four pictures in England, too.

"Rome Express," "After the Ball," "Black
Beauty," and "To The Last Man." They
were pretty successful. And yet, all the
time over there George was telling me,
'You're through and you don't know it.

We're through. We're licked. Beaten.
Finished. Done for.'

"He had a suicide complex. He would
leave gruesome notes in my room telling

me that he had ended it all. I'd say to him,
'But we're not through. What we have
done before we can do again. What if we
do lose the house and all that goes with
it? We'll get another house. We'll go
home and maybe I'll get work in pictures
again. You may be able to find work as an
extra and get back to where you used to
be. I can wash dishes if necessary. I

don't care what we do, so long as it is

honest work and we are all together.'

"He would say, 'Me, working as an
extra? So that is where you place rhe!'

He would tell me that I would never have
lovely clothes and jewels and cars again.
I said that I had loved having those things
but knew that they were not essentials.

And always I heard, like death knells on
my head and on my heart, 'You're finished
and you don't know it—done for—through
—through!' It was a dirge.

THEN came that night in London when
I told him I was going to have an-

other baby. Gladys, I cannot put into words
the scene that took place that night. The
scar of it must show on me, I should think.
It is so livid and so unhealable. He was
frantic and he said fearful and frantic
things. He asked me what I thought we
were going to do now—what was the baby
going to do, what was his ex-wife going
to do, his daughters, his mother, all of us?

y dear! i've got something
to tell you !

you'll agree it's a grand discovery!
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BUT MUMMY-YOU
PROMISED WE'D
WALK TO

big rock this
afternoon!

JANE, I CAKJ't!

PLEASE STOP
WHINING. RUN
ALONG AND

PLAY.

I COULDN'T TELL JANE — BUT I

SUFFER SUCH TORMENTS EVERY
MONTH FROM CHAFING

YOU WOULDN T IF YOU'D

USE MODESS. LOOK-
I'VE GOT A SPARE BOX
AT HOME. I'LL GET IT.

I NEVER CAN THANK

YOU ENOUGH. MODESS

IS THE SOFTEST

DISPOSABLE NAPKIN

I'VE EVER WORN !

YES,UNDER THE
GAUZE THERE'S A
SPECIAL WRAPPER

THAT'S AS SOFT AS

THISTLEDOWN.
ONLY MODESS
HAS THAT.

A TWO MILE WALK
IN PERFECT COMFORT!

WHAT MAKES MODESS

STAY SOFT THE WAY
IT DOES?

FINER MATER IALS,-

AND IT'S MADE
WITHOUT SHARP
EDGES TO HARDEN
AND CHAFE. I KNEW
YOU'D BE CRAZY
ABOUT MODESS.>

WHEN NAPKINS HARDEN THEY HURT!
Try Modess Free! To get a full-sized Modess Napkin
—FREE, and mailed to you in an unmarked package
—send your name and address to The Modess Cor-
poration, Dept. 11, 500 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

MODESS STAYS SOFT!
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THUMBS DOWN

NO, Jim, I'll take your Great
Aunt Susie to the party, but

I won't take that girl. I spent one
miserable evening with her and
hanged if I'll let myself in for an-
other endurance test. Thumbs down
on her!" ...

There is no quicker way for a girl to

kill her chances of popularity and good
times than to have the offensive odor of

underarm perspiration on her person and
clothing.

It's doubly hard to excuse when Mum
makes it so easy to avoid.

A quick fingertipful of Mum to each
underarm, and you're safe for all day.
And the instant it's on

—

that's all!

You can use Mum after you're dressed
just as well as before. It's perfectly harm-
less to clothing. It's so soothing to the
skin—even a sensitive skin—you can use
it right after shaving the underarms.

Remember, Mum does not prevent
perspiration itself—just destroys its

ugly odor. Use Mum regularly and be
safe. Mum Mfg. Co., Inc., 75 West St.,

New York.

TAKES THE ODOR OUT
OF PERSPIRATION

LET MUM DO THIS FOR YOU, TOO. {JBA
Use Mum on sanitary napkins and
be sure of freedom from all traces
of unpleasantness in this way.

I told him that I didn't know what his

mother and his ex-wife and his daughters

were going to do but I thought it probable

that he would have to get some sort of

work and do for them. He said, 'You
cold-blooded . . . You have the heart to

stand there and talk to me like that—to

me who am Esther Ralston and always have
been

!'

"I thought of our home in Hollywood,
where, while we were abroad, his mother,
his ex-wife and one of the girls were living,

with a Chinese cook at $150 a month to

serve them, a car, a chauffeur, another

maid, the pool—everything. I looked down
at my own hands—we were dressed to go
out for dinner—and as I looked at my
hands—the break came ! For my gloves

were shabby—ivith holes in the fingertips.

"I was working like a thankless slave.

I was supporting seven people in luxury.

I hadn't a whole pair of gloves to put on
my hands. By the shifting of a straw

does a skyscraper sometimes collapse. By
that shabby little trifle did the whole love

of my life collapse, then and there.

"We didn't go out for dinner that night.

I went to my room and locked the door. All

that whole night through and until five

in the morning I cried and never stopped

crying and felt that I never would stop cry-

ing again. The tears seemed to come out

of my very bones and veins, to be drawn
right out of my blood. And when that

dawn broke I knew that I was through;
through with love, through with marriage.

I knew, too, that I zvas not going to have
another baby.

"On the ship coming home, George tried

to break me further. Poor mortals all of

us, how we blunder ! I know that he loved

me—still loves me—terribly—in his way.
In his blind effort to control love, he lost

it. He kept up the terrible litany of 'You
are through—you'll never be anything again

—you are all washed up—we are all washed
up—there is only one way out—to end it

all.' He tried to induce me to enter a
suicide pact with him. When I refused he

would threaten me, again and again, with

his own suicide.

"We got back to Hollywood. Every-
thing was gone. The house. The remain-
ing monies and investments. Everything.

I took an apartment for myself and the

baby. George's ex-wife and the girls took

another place. I tried to get work. I

signed up with agents who, at first were
optimistic about me. In a short while I

had a letter from them saying that they

were sorry but feared they could do noth-

ing for me. I learned later ivhy they had
taken that stand. I learned it because, after

my separation from George was announced,
they wrote again and offered to resume
the relationship.

AT one time, during this period—and
. think, Gladys, it was only a very few

months ago—at one time I was so low I

had to borrow ten dollars from my mother
in order to eat. During that difficult time,

too, Blanche. George's ex-wife, came to see

me several times. She offered to help me
with the baby, times when I had to be
away looking for work. I knew that she

disliked taking things from me, giving
nothing in return. She did help me and
we became—friends. When she was at

the apartment she would help me in other

ways, too— tell George she didn't know
where I had gone—try to stand between
us and unpleasant scenes. Once or twice,

after our separation, I was invited out for

dinner—with nice people—the Barthel-
messes and others. When George could lo-

cate me, he would telephone me four and
five times during an evening until it be-
came so embarrassing I would have to

leave. I would go home to—well, to scenes

it took the police to help me out of on
one occasion.

"I gave up the apartment and took a

house in Westwood Village. I did a pic-

ture for Paramount with Randolph Scott.

George's daughter, young Blanche, went
with me on location. When we returned

she was cross-examined—had she ever no-

ticed Randolph and me talking together

and so on.

"And then—the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
contract ! Everything began to open up for

me. With my first step into freedom I felt

a sense of my own power in every nerve.

I had my contract. They believed in me.

It didn't matter what the salary was. I

was taunted about that. George would
come to the house and tell me that I

could see how little I was worth on my
own—without him to bargain for me. He
tried to make me give it all up, to go on
tour again—with him. But I had grou>n up.

Until last year, Gladys, I was, actually,

sixteen years of age. I had never de-

veloped beyond that point. Now, suddenly,

I am an adult.

"I won't, I can't go into all the scenes

we went through then. The baby's birth-

day party when I thought suicide had
been tried and I had to play games with

the babies and sing and dance with them
and cut the birthday cake and act happy.

. . . I decided, after that, to sue for divorce.

It was suggested to me that I

—

be sued.

After all that he had done for me, forsaken

his own career, trained me, taught me. . .
."

I interrupted here. I said, "Esther, is

there any truth in that? Did he?"
"You mean help me? Oh yes, yes!

There is more than a lot of truth in that.

He did train me. He did teach me. He
did give up his own career to further

mine. I wouldn't deny that for anything
in the world. I couldn't. It was only he,

himself, who separated us. I used to say

to him 'George, nothing has been able to

separate us—neither hard times nor good,
nor your family, nor anything

—

only you
have been able to do it.'

"Then, my option was taken up at the

studio, it was taken up on the day I sued

for divorce. And, incredibly, perhaps, I

was happier than I have ever been in my
life. I knew, then, that I had never really

known what happiness is. I was so happy
that, in the evening, I had some people in

to celebrate with me. We had music and
champagne and everything was gay. Sud-
denly there came an ominous rap-tap-tap

at the door. He was there. Terrible

things were said to me, terrible accusations

hurled at me. There were threats and vio-

lences. When all of the guests were gone
—I sent them away—I went upstairs and
crouched by my bedroom window. Under-
neath it George stood. I knew what he
wanted me to believe he was doing. And I

knew that he wouldn't and I realized that

I was too worn out to care whether he
did or not.

"Late that night, after he was gone,

a storm came up. The wind blew in hur-
ricane gales. The lightning seemed to tear

the sky apart. The thunders crashed and
rocked the world. I crept into the nursery
and took the baby in my arms, took her
into my bed with me, laid her over my
heart. I thought 'let the storm rage—let

George rage—nothing matters but this

—

that I have her with me, like this—I can
face anything, dare anything, do anything,

be anything so long as I am never called

upon to face the loss of her.

AND so, I am happy now. Exultantly,
deeply, profoundly happy. For the

first time in my life. That little nine year
old girl in the hospital was right when
she knew that love can make us whole

—

such love as I feel for my little Mary
Esther. It is easy for me to be happy. I
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am young. I have my work. A good role

in 'Sadie McKee,' with Joan Crawford. I

I have my baby. I have my home, people

are kind to me, seem to like me. I have

my mother and father again, after all these

vears. I have been able to buy them a

home. I had the great joy of taking some

of my first salary checks and furnishing it

for them. I was able to overhear my father

saying, 'Thank God for Esther!' I am
grown up. I am free

!"

In that sunny, dainty house in Westwood
Village, live two women and a beloved

little girl. One of the women is Esther,

the mother. The other woman is Blanche,

the nurse. For George Webb's^ ex-zvife,

Blanche, is nurse to Esther's little girl.

In all the catalogue of amazing human re-

lationships, I know of none more amaz-
ing than this.

Esther doesn't call her solution God. She

doesn't give it any sectarian name. She

just kind of thinks that if you love people

very much they will love you back and then

the pieces of the puzzle will all fit to-

gether and you won't get hurt even ii you
are hurt ... It is something like this . . .

Irene Dunne Leads a

Double Life

(Continued from page 27)

effervescent emotions—which are claimed
for southern women.

FLIRTING was, and is one of her most
adroit accomplishments. "I even flirt

with the butcher and get the best cuts of

meats because I do," she once told me. But
asked that I print that her mother did it.

Her first professional "break" came be-

cause she flirted with a grey-haired judge
who was selecting the best singer from
three hundred contestants. She was used
-to being the belle of dinner parties because
she had that "something" which attracts

men, knew she had it and was not afraid

to use it.

As for temper. Whew ! It's the kind
that wraps a golf stick around the nearest
tree and cuts the air with words that
would shock even the publicity men who
had ordered her to be a perfect lady.

She bought a book on temper. A tiny

one she could carry everywhere with her.

If you have been often on an Irene Dunne
set, you've seen her slip away, squeeze into

a quiet corner, pull out a book and com-
mence to read. The habit resulted in the
publicity that she is a studious and deep
reader. But if you have succeeded in

snatching the book from her, you've found
it filled with instructions on how to hold
your temper.

It's not easy to be a goody-goody girl

before people and yet find a way to let the
devil out of you when no one is looking.
It takes finesse and trickery and brains
and will-power and a great capacity for
fibbing convincingly.

I shall not forget the time I was lunch-
ing with Irene at her high-ceilinged
home in Beverly Hills. The butler brought
in a huge florist's box. Irene slipped the
card from its expensive envelope, glanced
at it, slipped it beneath her plate and went
on talking as though she had not received
it. I would have made a large-sized wager
that the flowers were not from her hus-
band. She would have said so, woman-
like, had they been. And she would not
have blushed so tale-tellingly. I knew,
too, that flowers were not unusual to this
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woman with whom men are continually
falling in love.

Irene Dunne has never had trouble with
one of her leading men—a record among
actresses in this city—because she makes
certain they are her slaves from the day
she begins a picture. There is no competi-
tion in an Irene Dunne production. Men
do not steal scenes from a woman with
whom they are carrying on an animated,
spring-feverish flirtation. Irene deliber-

ately enslaves them, as she does her butcher
or her chauffeur. "What is appeal for, if

not to use?" she once asked me.

RICHARD DIX stalked from the set of

"Stingaree," the other day, his face
several shades redder than usual. "What
a woman!" he exclaimed. "When you're
doing a love scene with any other woman,
she does one of two things. Either holds

back a little, instinctively, or forces emo-
tion. But when Irene Dunne is supposed
to melt—she just melts. You can't remem-
ber it's for a picture."

Irene Dunne, sitting in the lunch room
with one leading man after another, hold-

ing hands ! Irene Dunne, walking across

the lot with each leading man—from Dix
to Walter Huston—trotting determinedly
behind her.

"The only thing that saves us all," one

of them told me, "is that she's fickle. She
stirs up everything a man has while he's

working with her and then—well, there's

a new leading man for another picture.

Or you wake up and find her husband's
arrived from New York. And you don't

know whether you've been tricked or

whether she's meant it or—so all you can
do is hope you'll play in another picture

with her I"

Certainly, Irene spreads her allure among
many gentlemen. There's the electrician

who moons around like a love-sick adoles-

cent until he's assigned to a new Dunne
picture. There's the cameraman who stays

with the studio because he may get the

assignment. You may have read about

Sergeant Leo H. Kalem, Battery B, 15th

Field Artillery, who saved his money in

Honolulu so he could visit Hollywood to

see Irene Dunne, his idea of a "perfect

lady."

He hung around the publicity department

for days, leaning across the rail, begging

anyone he saw to let him pass it.
_
He

became a joke among the boys. The joke

reached the ears of Irene Dunne. She
waltzed right up, captured him, took him
onto the set, had him as her guest at an

intimate little luncheon.

When he left to return to Honolulu for

duty, he rubbed the arm to which she had

clung, looking appealingly up at him. "I'd

admired her on the screen. But I had no

idea she'd be so—so—oh, damn it, it would
have been better if I'd never met her."

WHAT a relief it must be to her when
she is with her husband or at home,

away from those who might whisper about

the real Irene Dunne if they saw her.

Perhaps that's the reason it's difficult for

Irene to keep servants or secretaries. A
girl must be herself, once in a while. If

she sits with a "temper book" while in

company, she's likely to give her temper

more than its natural full sway when she's

at home with those who "don't matter."

No wonder she runs to New York be-

tween pictures. In New York, she's her-

self. A member of a merry gang who
are among the first-nighters, night-clubbers

and high-stoolers. A gay gang, counting

some of Europe's speediest titles. And if

Dr. Griffin, by chance, can't accompany her,

she's there, just the same, a ring leader of

the swift, wee-o'-the-mornin' playsters.

"I can be myself there. Fight with my
husband, in private or public, and nobody

pays any attention nor rumors a divorce
or prints that I'm not a perfect lady.
"Why, I get so bored out here that I

play telephone bridge with my husband,
via long distance, so I can have a good
fight if I want, before I go to bed. My
blood is not water. And it's not blue. As
a matter of fact, it's crimson. I stamp my
feet when I'm very angry and literally

bounce up and down with rage. I don't

want to be a perfect lady, either on the
screen or off. I would rather be a live,

normal human—subject to temper and
quarrels and other things that vary the

tone of life and make it interesting. But,"
she shrugged her shoulders, "of course you
can't print it."

She looked, then, as she did when they
had called her to take still pictures while
she was making "Stingaree." There had
been a horse scene and the stage was
smothered in flies. She stood, first on one
foot, then on the other, battling the pests.

Finally, she walked from the set. "When
you get those blank flies off the set, I'll

take the picture !" And the crew looked
at one another in stupefaction.

In fact, Irene forgot to use her little

book several times on this, her latest pic-

ture. How could a woman remain a per-

fect lady while working with director

William Wellman ? Billy Wellman is one
of the directors who prides himself upon
his use of roughness and tough language to

get the best from his actors. He screeches

and yells and cusses.

WHEN they were beginning the pic-

ture, you'd often hear Irene's dress-

ing-room door slam hard behind her. She'd
run to read her book, not trusting herself

to corners. One thing that irritated her

most was the way Mr. Wellman addressed
her: "Miss Garbo; Miss Bennett; Miss
Hepburn." He just couldn't remember it

was Irene Dunne whom he was directing.

Irene sought revenge. She snooped until

she learned the names of each of his

enemies. And a man as capable as Billy

Wellman always has plenty ! "Yes, Mr.
So and So," she'd answer—calling him by
the name of some hated-one each time he
addressed her.

Cooing at Richard Dix
;
snapping at the

director. Running to her dressing-room.
Turning literally white in her attempts to

remember that she must be a perfect lady.

Until one day—she just up and flipped her

body at him, backwards, in a perfect Lupe
Velez gesture. William Wellman stag-

gered. But he didn't give up. He even
took her diamond brooch and whittled a

diamond from the setting with his pen-
knife—to see what she would do. She did

it ! And the toughest director in Holly-
wood learned that Hepburn is not the only

star on the RKO lot who can screech at

her director.

And there's a sad little side to this story,

too. For to feel something like a Velez
and act like an Irene Dunne is not easy.

There's only today for Lupe, for example.

Lupe awakes to a new world each morning.

She blots out the old one each evening.

She lives exactly as she pleases each single

moment, never worrying about what has

gone before or is coming after.

But Irene Dunne, with the same kind

of pepper sprinkled through her, must re-

member each morning. "I am a perfect

lady. I must not forget it." And each

night, whether she be slipping in from a

secret jaunt or lying in bed bored to death

with the monotony of the role she is play-

ing, she must be planning the ladyfied cam-
paign for the morrow.

_

"Why don't you admit you made a mis-

take in this perfect-lady role, Irene, and

come out and be frankly yourself?" I

asked her.

"Because it is a mistake to admit mis-
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takes. I don't believe it's good business.
The public doesn't like to think it's been
fooled."

NO, she wouldn't admit the truth for
publication. So, I'm snitching on

her. For her own good. Katharine Hep-
burn gets the credit for having all the
temperament on the RKO lot. Irene
doesn't particularly like that, of course.
Because temperament also means publicity.

Now, I'd like to see Katie and Irene
having a good hair-pulling battle. Know-
ing both girls, well, I'd bet on Irene to

yell louder, use the more convincing lan-

guage and pull harder—if a publicity man
wasn't around to hand her the little book
and say, "Remember, you're the perfect
lady of the screen, darlin'."

It isn't fair. Irene Dunne flies to Chi-
cago, once, to meet her husband and they
immediately advertise the fact that here is

the commuting, airplane, happily married
couple meeting half-way. While, in real-

ity, Irene's the kind who keeps her hus-
band's interest because he has to go all the
way, always ! Why, she even made him
keep the engagement ring he bought her
nearly four years before she said, "Yes,"
and wore it.

"She's a devil," one who knows her well
said. "More of a demon than Hepburn
will ever be."

And it's the devils in life who make
our hair curl and our flesh goose-pimple.
I think she's led her double life long
enough. She threw her book away several
times while she was making "Stingaree"
and became the natural, peppery, lively-

mouthed, dare-devil Dunne, in person. She
should thank William Wellman for making
her so mad. She'll probably be just as
mad when she reads this story. I hope so.

I hope she'll be so furious, she'll throw
that "temper" book away forever and be
herself. A passionate, high-strung, inter-

esting girl. Not a self-controlled, tight-

lipped, dainty—perfect lady !

How the Stars Face

Motherhood

(Continued from page 29)

career, not be with him too much of the

time, interest him as a person as well as
evoke his love as his mother.
"No, I didn't have a trace of that feel-

ing, 'This will change my life.' I didn't

have any sense of oneness with the baby.
From that first instant I thought of him
as separate from me, an individual, a per-
son. I didn't have any of the possessive
mother emotion. I had the feeling that
I would soon have another friend, dearer
to me than any other, a new interest to

whom I hoped, first of all, to be interest-

ing. I may add that I never changed—not
during all the while he was coming—not
after he was here—not now."

/^.LORIA SWANSON has, admittedly,
a maternal complex. "Or perhaps,"

she told me, "I should call it a baby com-
plex.

"From my earliest recollection, I dreamed
of the day when I should have a baby.
I always hated the state of being a child
myself. I wanted to be grown up. I

wanted to be mature. I wanted to be—

a

mother. I was the first of the women stars
to have a baby. The very first. And so,

when the doctor first told me that what I

hoped was so—when I first knew that little
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Gloria was really coming, I didn't have
any conscious thought. My first reaction

was one of transported ecstasy. If one
can be literally lifted into the realm where
the seraphim and cherubim are, that is

where I went. I had the sensation of
being lifted on wings, exalted, transfigured.
I laughed and laughed and laughed and
wasn't even conscious that, at the same
moment, the tears were streaming down
my face. Wasn't conscious of anything un-
til, looking at the doctor who was looking
at me, I saw tears in his eyes.
"Trying to be as analytical as possible

—of a moment that allowed of no analysis
—I knew that there was one fear, like

the thin stab of a knife underneath all' of
the almost abnormal joy, the fear of losing
the baby. No fear whatever of my face,

my figure, my career, my looks, myself

—

nothing was farther from my mind. What
were these things compared to this? Noth-
ing!

"I wanted everyone to know about it.

Contrary to the usual procedure of screen
stars at that time—a time when even mar-
riages were kept as quiet as possible—

I

had the quaint idea of sending this glorious
item to the press of the whole world. I

wanted to shout it from the housetops. I

even
—

" Gloria laughed a little, remem-
bering, "I even signed my Paramount con-
tract when I was seven months along. I

was utterly unconscious of my appearance.
I was utterly unconscious of me.

"I felt, from that first moment, that I

was giving an unique, an incredible per-
formance. Perhaps many women will know
what I mean when I say that my first re-

action was largely compounded of the feel-

ing that no one else in the world had
ever had a baby before. I sound hysterical,

even now when I talk about it. That's
because I was hysterical. Hysterical with
the greatest happiness I have ever known
or ever expect to know again. It has never
left me, where Gloria is concerned, this

sacred and sublime feeling about her." And
Gloria's beautiful eyes dimmed with tears.

"With my last baby, Michael Bridget,"
she said, "it was a little different. Because
everything was different. I was not happy.
Circumstances were unfortunate. Every-
thing was going wrong for Michael and for
me. Great things and small. It was at-

tended, all of that pregnancy, by anxieties
and uncertainties and embarrassments. But
—I was having a baby. I hoped it would
be a boy. A son. Michael. But a baby
—any kind of a baby, under any conditions,
is the greatest of all the great facts of life

to me. There is no thrill in life even
partly comparable."

I TALKED to little blonde Dixie Crosby,
wife of the idolized Bing. Dixie, with

a less than two-year-old baby at home
and another one due in a few months time.
September, I believe she said. Dixie told

me, "I had two fears—two perfect bogie-
men rose up to face me when the doctor

-

told me that my first baby was a fact. My
first fear was the certainty, the absolute
certainty that I would die. As the doctor
said to me, 'You are going to have a baby,
Mrs. Crosby,' I said to myself, 'This is my
time—my time has come !'

"I felt sorry for myself, in that first

moment of what I thought to be a posi-

tive premonition. I felt that it was really

very sad for me to go, so soon, so young.
I felt, too, that I was being very brave
about it, very gallant and rather dramatic,
not telling Bing what I knew. This cer-
tainty, you may be interested to know,
never left me for the whole nine months.
And this in spite of the fact that I was
perfectly healthy and 100 per cent normal
from beginning to end. Actually, the only
time I nearly did die was after the baby
was born and I found myself alive. The

shock was almost too much for me.
"My other fear was that the baby would

be in some way disfigured or abnormal.
I never thought that I'd paid much atten-
tion to such things, but in that first hour
of knowing that I was really going to
have a baby of my own, all kinds of hor-
rors and abnormalities of which I had
read, or been told, kept flooding my mind.
I kept asking Bing, later, whether there
had ever been anything queer or abnormal
back in his family. He reassured me by
telling me that a crooner was the queerest
thing that had ever raised its ugly head
among the Crosbys

!

"This time—with this baby—I haven't
been able to raise a fear of any kind. I

just think it's jolly and will be grand for
all of us and that's the most complicated
reaction I seem able to have."

ESTHER RALSTON, looking like a
' dream walking, told me, "I remember

perfectly the very minute when the doctor
said to me, 'Yes.' Could I ever forget it?

I was standing in his office, looking out of

the window. The sunset was especially

lovely. There were flowers growing in a
window box. I thought, 'I must look at

flowers and sunsets and lovely things. I

must make the baby beautiful, by drinking
in beautiful sights and sounds and thoughts.
And then, in that same instant, almost
hand in hand with the first thought came
another.

" 'I wonder whether I will ever have any
looks again ! Is it possible that this may
ruin my figure, coarsen my face? Show
people must be so spectacular. It's all we
have, it's all we have.' I remembered
pretty girls I had known, girls who had
babies and got dumpy and thick-waisted
and sallow and slowed down. I thought,
'Suppose this should happen to me. I've

wanted a baby so much. There is always
a price for great happiness like this

!

"I'll have to admit that I did have these

reactions of fear and anxiety, but in fair-

ness to myself I can also say that I would
never have had any such reaction if it

had not been for the fact that I was not,

even then, happy in my marriage. I had
deliberately prayed and hoped for that baby.

I had almost died of grief when I thought
I might never have one. I had only hoped
that the baby would help to build our mar-
riage all over again. But in my heart of

hearts I knew better—or worse. I knew,
I realized in that first moment that the

care and support of the baby would un-
doubtedly be up to me. I could only sup-

port her with the help of my looks. If I

lost them, where would the baby be?"

TOBYNA RALSTON (Mrs. Richard
«J Arlen) laughed when I asked her. She
said, "My only reaction to the doctor's

statement was, 'It really isn't so!' He al-

most had to draw a diagram and take a

solemn oath of Hippocrates or something
in order to convince me. You see, I'd been
disappointed so many times before. I'd

got much more used to disappointment
than I had to—a baby. I thought, 'Well,

it may be so now, but something will hap-
pen. I just can't see us with a baby. I

don't believe there will ever really be one.'

"After he had convinced me that he

really did know what he was talking

about, my next thought was, 'I won't be one

of those nine-months-negligee wives. I

won't be the whining, petulant kind, al-

ways being waited on, always looking

slightly martyred and 'different.' Then
and there I determined to do what I did

do, right through the whole nine months.

I determined to say things like 'Let's go
up to the snow and do some skiing,' or

'Let's go down to Caliente, now, in the

middle of the night' or 'Let's go up in a

plane and go somewhere.'
"
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ARLINE JUDGE RUGGLES said,

"My first reaction wasn't very start-

ling or original, I'm afraid. It was one a

lot of women have had and always will

have. I thought, 'Oh, I wonder what it

will be !' and then 'I wonder what it will

look like?' I honestly never gave myself
a thought. Never gave a thought to my
face or my figure or my career. I only

knew that I wanted a son, because Wes is

the last of the Ruggles name and I knew
what a son would mean to him and what a

kick Charlie would get out of it, too. I

just wanted to turn in a grand perform-
ance. That was my first and sharpest

reaction.

"And next I thought how sweet it would
sound to hear a baby call me 'Mother.'

Someone asked me, shortly after I knew
that I was to have the baby, what I would
have him call me. I said, 'Mother, what
else? We wait long enough, don't we, to

hear that name on a baby's lips?' So, all

I thought was, 'I want a boy. I want him
to be healthy and handsome. I want to

hear him call me Mother.'
"

Happy Contest Winner

(Continued from page 63)

I couldn't believe it! And then, after I

had read the letter over and over, my emo-
tions were simply hectic. So were my
activities. There was a leave of absence
from my job to be obtained, there were
new clothes to be bought, and frantic

wires between Shaker Heights and New
York as I asked if it would be possible for

my cousin to accompany me. When an
affirmative answer returned, we were the

happiest girls in the world.

OUR departure, train time, friends there

to tell us goodbye and to wish us

every happiness in Hollywood. Then two
days of impatience, counting the hours
when we would arrive in Hollywood. But
don't laugh . . . when the conductor called

"Los Angeles," I was struck with such a

horrible feeling of stage fright I felt I did

not want to get off the train. I thought,

suppose these glamorous, exciting people

out here find me dull and boring?
M-G-M had informed me I would be

met at the station by a representative of

the studio. And, fans, I want to tell you
that there are no friendlier people in the

world than these Hollywood people. They
are so natural in their manner you feel

at ease immediately. The young man who
met us is named George May, from the

publicity department. He took us imme-
diately to the Roosevelt Hotel, which was
to be our headquarters during our visit.

Perhaps I should explain that I knew
before we left home that we could not be

Joan's house guests. You have read of

course, that Joan is redecorating her home,
and that she is building on to it. All this

work was taking place during our visit to

Hollywood and Miss Crawford, herself,

was not living in her home, but in a small
hotel apartment. The beautiful room we
walked into at the Roosevelt was a bower
of flowers. An enormous basket from
M-G-M with a cordial card, and another
of spring blossoms bearing the card of

Walter Ramsey, western representative of

Modern Screen, greeted us. But, fans, I

don't think either M-G-M or Mr. Ram-
sey will seriously mind when I say my
heart skipped a beat when I saw that

white basket filled to overflowing with
gardenias, which just seemed to shout to

me, "These are from Joan."
"Welcome to Hollywood, Jean." She

"Aren't you going to eat your ice-cream, dear?— Polly, I don't know what ails Tommy—he

isn't a bit like himself. He won't eat, and he's lost all his pep!"

Si;

'Alice, I wouldn't worry about Tommy. Jack was the same way a month ago, and I found all

he needed was a laxative. Give him some Fletcher's Castoria."

"You're just the person I wanted to see, Polly ! Tommy's been out playing all morning. I gave

him some Fletcher's Castoria last night, and it's certainly wonderful!"

• "Yes, it certainly is, Alice. Fletcher's Castoria is the ideal laxative for children.

It's pleasant to take, too—because it tastes awfully good. You know, it hasn't any

of the harsh drugs in it that are in some grown-up's laxatives. Don't forget that it's

just the thing for colic in little babies, too! The signature Ckas. H. Fletcher is always

right on the carton."

CASTORIA
The children's laxative

• from babyhood to 11 years •

Mother, whenever your child needs a laxative—for relief of constipation, for colic due

to gas, for diarrhea due to improper diet, for sour stomach, flatulence, acid stomach,

and as the very first treatment for colds—give Chas. H. Fletcher's Castoria.
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Ijioe. "toMe*^ "flu*

..IF OUR FEET
HURT US!"

"We had a thrilling time, hiking and riding

through beautiful country I" "Of course we
got tired, but our feet were good to us—be-

cause we have always been good to them. The
moment a corn appears, we put on Blue-Jay,

and that's the end of Mister Corn!"

Be kind to your feet. Use Blue-Jay, the scientific

corn remover. It is gentle, safe, mild— yet sure.

The pain stops instantly, corn is gone in 3 days.

Blue-Jay, invented by a famous chemist, is

made by Bauer fe? Black, surgical dressing

house. 25c at all druggists.

1. Soak foot ten minutes in hot water, wipe dry.

2. Apply Blue-Jay, centering pad directly over corn.

3. After three days remove plaster, soak foot ten min-

utes in hot water, lift out the corn.

How Blue-Jay Works

A is the B Es? B medication that gently under-

mines the corn.

B is the felt pad that relieves the pressure,

stops pain at once.

C is adhesive strip that holds the pad in

place, prevents slipping.

New Blue-Jay Radio Program! "The Singing

Stranger"—Broadway stars ! Tues. and Fri. afternoon NBC

BLUE - JAY
Bauer & Black's Scientific

CORN REMOVER
Free Booklet— For Better Feet"—contains helpful infor-
mation for foot sufferers. Also valuable foot exercises
Address Bauer 6? Black, 2500 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago.
(Posting this coupon on a government Dost card will save
postage.) Ms_ 7

T^ame

Address

City State

(g) i'ne Kendall Company
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had not needed to sign any name. Gar-
denias have come to be Joan Crawford's
railing card.

Mr. May immediately proceeded to ex-
plain, "Joan is awfully sorry it will not

be possible to bring you girls out to the

studio today. She is doing the most dra-

matic scenes from the picture, but Monday
you are to be her guests all day, and in

the meantime . .
."

1 could hear Mr. May's voice going on
explaining such interesting things. A trip

to Catalina Island for over Sunday and a

theatre date at Grauman's Chinese for this

evening, but the words that kept echoing
in my mind were, "Joan's guests for all

day Monday!"
Mr. May had planned that we should

rest following our long train trip before

he came to take us to dinner and to the

famous Grauman's Theatre that evening.

But no sooner had he departed than Wal-
ter Ramsey called to take us on a sight-

seeing tour of movie stars' homes that

afternoon. All thoughts of rest vanished
as we set out for the Modern Screen
offices about seven blocks from our hotel

on Hollywood Boulevard where we were
to meet Mr. Ramsey at noon. Mr. Ram-
sey had wanted to pick us up at the hotel

but we wanted to walk down Hollywood
Boulevard to get a close-up view of the

most publicized street in the world.

I DOUBT that Hollywood Boulevard is

exactly what you' think it is. It is not

unlike Main Street in any other town, ex-

cept it has this one great difference—the

people ! Strangely enough, they look alike,

and they are all reminiscent of faces that

seem vaguely familiar. It is obvious that

Hollywood's movie stars have been an in-

fluencing model for Hollywood faces.

Dress is most informal on the Boulevard.

Some of the girls wear pajamas and

many wear slacks. Most of the male
attire is sports, and when you are used

to dark tailored clothes fgr street wear,

Hollywood's seem very vivid.

That exciting afternoon we went on a

tour to the homes of Lupe Velez, Carole

Lombard, Helen Twelvetrees, Chester

Morris, Leila Hyams, Gloria Swanson,
Pickfair, and yes, we drove past Joan's

home, where we saw the carpenters and

workmen busily adding wings onto the

house. It is on a quiet, tree-shaded street

in a suburb about ten miles from Beverly

Hills called Brentwood. The house is sur-

rounded by a beautiful garden, but the

structure itself is far from what you would
imagine a movie star's home to be.

Sunday, too, brought many interesting

diversions, what with our exciting trip to

Catalina. But I know you must be as im-

patient as I was for the dawning of that

fateful Monday. We awoke and dressed

hours before Mr. May called to take us

to Culver City, the famous M-G-M studio,

and Joan.
I saw her, and had the opportunity of

watching her for a whole half hour before

she knew we were on the set, fans. In

other words, I saw her as the people who
work with her every day see her. Oh,

how my heart was pounding as we stepped

on that set and through the maze of lights

and cameras, I saw Joan.

FIRST I want to say that she is smaller

than you would imagine from her screen

appearances. I had always had the im-

pression that Joan was about average

height, but in that simple little black dress

she wore with the touch of white at the

throat, with her lovely chestnut-brown hair

combed simply, she looked like a child.

If I were permitted only three words to

sum up the impression I gained of Joan,

they would be beautiful, gracious, kind!

When I showed her several of the letters

you fans had written me, she seemed
genuinely surprised and touched. "Maybe
it's a good thing all my fans can't meet
me," she said. "I shouldn't want to spoil

their illusions and no one could really live

up to these wonderful tributes."

From reading interviews, have you
gained the impression that this girl is

melancholy? So many writers have re-

ferred to Joan's moodiness. But if these

stories are true, I must have caught her
on a particularly happy day. For I was
strongly impressed with Joan's desire to

laugh. We had been talking only a short

time when Franchot Tone came over to

join us and I'm sure that if director Clar-

ence Brown wasn't a very even-tempered
man, the gales of laughter that came from
our corner would have interrupted him.
Then Miss Crawford invited my cousin

and me to lunch with her and Mr. Brown
in the studio commissary. She introduced
us to every star that passed our table.

Not only did Miss Crawford summon Clark
Gable over, but she insisted that he sit

down and he asked to pose with me in a

picture after luncheon. Luncheon with
Clark Gable and Joan Crawford

!

The things they talked about? Truth-
fully, it is impossible to record the con-
versations of people in Hollywood. They
talk to each other so kiddingly, so gaily.

One thing I do remember though. Joan
said to me, "Of course you can see that

Clark is just a grand person, and not the

heart-breaker he's supposed to be at all."

"There's not a word of truth in that,"

grinned Clark. "I insist upon being a

heart-breaker." And then, "You are the

only visitor I've met who hasn't an auto-

graph book." And Joan replied, "How do
you know she hasn't an autograph book?
Maybe she doesn't want your autograph!"

I THEN confided I would like to have
their signatures, but that I had thought

it might be too much trouble to expect

everyone to sign a book. "Don't be silly,"

said Joan, "we get hurt if we aren't asked
to sign something." She and Clark then

wrote their names in big letters across a
menu card.

When we came out of the commissary, a

cameraman was waiting to take our pic-

tures. I had already made several with
Miss Crawford on the set, and Clark in-

sisted that I make one with him alone.

Miss Crawford's maid came in and as-

sisted her to freshen her make-up, and sev-

eral minutes later we were back on the set,

where we remained through tea time.

I'm afraid it would have been a sad leave-

taking if Joan had not said, "You girls

are to be my guests at the theatre Wednes-
day night at 'Men in White.' I'm terribly

sorry I won't be able to accompany you.

Mr. Brown has just told me we are work-
ing that night. But my car will be at your
disposal, and Thursday I am expecting you
to lunch here at the studio with me again,

unless something more exciting for you
turns up."

I'm sure I could easily fill this issue of

Modern Screen with details of the rest of

our week in Hollywood. But for the sake

of brevity, I am going to condense my im-

pressions and you are going to have to help

me out by reading between the lines the

enormous thrill we got out of everything

that happened to us.

Tuesday : Shopped on the Boulevard,

then to lunch again at M-G-M. This time

we met Myrna Loy, who is so sweet and

Ramon Novarro, who kissed
_
my hand.

Tuesday evening brought our biggest Hol-
lywood event next to meeting Joan, a

studio preview of "Riptide," starring

Norma Shearer and Robert Montgomery.
The preview was for the press, and there

was a wonderful buffet supper served

afterward. Norma Shearer and Robert
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Montgomery and Herbert Marshall, Edna
Best and Mr. Irving Thalberg acted as

hosts at this affair. And fans, Robert
Montgomery is just exactly as he is on
the screen, and Norma, who is very tiny,

is even more beautiful. She stopped by
our table to have a little chat with us

about this and that.

Wednesday : To famous Agua Caliente,

the Mexican playground of the stars. The
plan was to lunch there and return almost
immediately, but we had such a grand time

we decided to remain through dinner. Mr.
May called Hollywood on the phone, ask-

ing Miss Crawford's secretary to cancel

our theatre tickets for this evening and
engage them for the following night,

Thursday. Did not return to the hotel

until midnight and tumbled right into bed
—terribly tired.

THURSDAY: Lunch with Joan again

at the studio and told her all about the

trip to Caliente. Surprised to learn that

our idol has been there only twice in her
life. "I'm not much of a gambler," she

told us. "If I lose ten dollars my conscience

hurts me terribly. That's why I don't go
in for that sort of thing as a rule.

Theatre time Thursday night, Joan's
beautiful black town car arrived to take us

to "Men in White," and were we thrilled

to find two gardenia corsages sent by Joan

!

What a thrill it was to ride in her own
car, and everyone's eyes simply bulged
when we drove up before the theatre,

feeling like a million dollars.

Friday : Lunch at the Brown Derby with
Mr. May. He pointed out Wallace Beery
(you'd recognize him anywhere), Lupe
Velez and Johnny Weissmuller (Lupe cer-

tainly wasn't noisy and temperamental this

day. She seemed very quiet and almost
sad.) Mary Brian and June Collyer, who
is Mrs. Stuart Erwin, Mrs. Bing Crosby,
and many famous directors and writers.

Then we went back to the studio and did

all the "sets," meeting William Powell,
Leo Carrillo, Myrna Loy again, Muriel
Evans, Clark Gable (who hailed us as old

friends), Otto Kruger (and how attractive

he is!) and, while Mr. May had made
plans to take us to the Hollywood Legion
fights, we were so exhausted from our five

hectic days, had to beg off. Dinner at the
hotel . . . and early to bed.

Saturday : Up early because we were
going to Palm Springs, famous winter
resort, with Mr. May. This is a wonder-
ful garden spot in the desert, so restful it

is no wonder it is the favorite vacation
resort of the stars. Saw Kay Francis in

sun pajamas, Skeets Gallagher and his

wife and two children, Nick Stuart, Con-
stance Talmadge and her husband. Re-
turned to Hollywood for dinner at the
swanky Sardi's.

Sunday : Early to church on a beauti-
ful spring day that made you disbelieve

the newspaper headlines of another terrible

storm back home in the East. Saw Dolores
Del Rio and Marion Davies there, both
alone. Then, back to the hotel to noon-day
dinner and to hurriedly pack our bags be-
fore Mr. May came to take us to the train.

I asked my cousin, "Are you sorry it is all

over ?"

"Couldn't be sorry," she replied, "be-
cause it will never be over. This wonder-
ful trip will be in my memory as colorful
and as vivid as it actually happened to us,

the rest of my life. I shall never forget
it."

And that is the way I feel about it.

too. Thank you, Hollywood, and all your
kind people who made our visit the great
adventure it was. And thank you, Joan,
for being the gracious person you are

!

And thank you, Modern Screen, for
making this wonderful trip to Hollywood
and my meeting Joan possible.

Ilaughedwhen my dentist

TOLD ME TO CHEW GUM

"3ut he said that chewing "Dentyne— with its firm

chewiness— is an important new health habit. And

it's so good, its flavor is so spicy and different, that

it would be my favorite anyway."

Our dentists recommend more

vigorous chewing to help de-

velop the mouth structure, and

keep the mouth and teeth clean.

Dentyne is a delicious chewing

gum with a special firmness

which provides this essential

exercise . . . Thousands chew

Dentyne regularly to assure

mouth health. But many more

thousands chew Dentyne sim-

ply because they like it.

The refreshing Dentyne flavor

is entirely different— and most

delicious. Your first spicy taste

will convince you that you've

found your favorite gum.

Try Dentyne today. Have your

whole family adopt this delight-

ful, easy way to mouth health.

Chew delicious

KEEPS THE MOUTH HEALTHY . KEEPS TEETH WHITE
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Jimmy Ups to Me

(Continued from page 34)

IN IIHMEC TCC

How many romances begin with a sum-

mer moon, and a pair of coquettish eyes!

Kurlash ... a new, improved Kurlash

that's easier to use . . . will give your

lashes the provocative upward sweep that

makes the eyes so very alluring. Kurlash

costs $1, and if your own drug or depart-

ment store doesn't have it, we'll send it.

The Kurlash Company , Rochester, New York
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3

SKIN ERUPTIONS
NEED NOT WORRY YOU
Pimples, eczema, itching, burning skin, undue
redness, minor rashes and scaly scalp are no
longer necessary when relief is so simple. Poslam
will show what it will do for you in one applica-
tion. Just apply at night and note improvement
next morning.

JUST TO PROVE IT
we will* send you a test package FREE

Simply send your name and address to:

POSLAM COMPANY
Desk 16-W, 254W.54thSt., New York, N.Y.

You can get Poslam at any drug store, 50c
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lumbago. So Jimmy packs up, goes in to

the old man and tells him to get ready.

Says they're leaving for Hollywood in a

couple of hours. Well, to make a long
story short, the old man and Jimmy get

out to the coast and Pop ain't been both-

ered with lumbago since.

GEE, the old man's swell. I know I'm
supposed to be telling about Jimmy,

but I guess you won't mind if 1 say suiw-
thing about Pop. Because after all Jimmy
and me used to work in Pop's barber shop
down on the East Side and, besides, he
had a lot to do with giving Jimmy a boost

here and there.

Anyway, he's out on the coast with Jim-
my and my brother tells me how the old

man still carries his shaving tools with him
and keeps asking everybody out at the

studio if they want to get a haircut. He
kept Norman Foster looking dandy when
he was in the hospital. Now I hear how
the old man just won't rest easy until he
gets a crack at Johnny Weissmuller. Can
you tie that ? The old man's in his eighties

and he's still picking tough jobs for
himself

!

Talking about him, however, reminds me
of the days • we used to work in his

shop. Jimmy was a great hand at clown-
ing and he'd have a time of it with the

customers. Sometimes there'd be a nickel

tip in it for him. But most times it was
just for the fun of it—and because the

old man wanted us around Saturday nights

where he could keep an eye on us, I guess.

But it was fun.

Anyway, Pop's barber shop always was
a hangout for everybody in the neighbor-
hood. We lived on Catherine Street and
on Henry Street and a couple of other

places, too. And among Pop's best cus-

tomers was Al Smith—you know, the ex-
governor—and a lot of others who became
big shots. They was always regular, too.

Jimmy always had a yen for entertain-

ing. Me, I wanted to be a cop—and a

good one. I've been on the force for a

long time and I guess I'll apply for retire-

ment. I want to take the wife on a trip

and maybe we'll go to live in Hollywood.
Jimmy wants us to be out there. Of
course, we won't live with him. He wants
us to, but you know how it is. A guy's

got to be independent.

There was Jimmy, my sister and myself.

We had another brother but he died some
time ago. Jimmy, however, always was
Mom's favorite. She used to keep after

Jimmy to take piano lessons and, well, he
always wanted to do what Mom said. He
thought a lot of Mom. But she was swell.

She'd save up from the house money so

Jimmy and the rest of us could have little

things that kids always like. You know,
like oranges, bananas or the movies.

JIMMY was quick at learning things.

When he got to know the piano pretty

well, he'd go around to Italian weddings
and play for them. And believe me there

always was weddings, so Jimmy got a

lot of practice that way.
Then the first thing we knew Jimmy

was trotting around to cafes on the East
Side playing the piano for tips. He'd
make a lot of dough that way, sometimes,
and then he just kept on going—from
joints like Diamond Tony's on the East
Side to the Alamo way uptown and to

Perry's on Coney Island.

And before we knew it, Jimmy was

making a big hit. He was playing in

Broadway cafes and, later, he teamed up
with Lou Clayton and Eddie Jackson. I

s impose there ain't much more about
Jimmy's history from then on that you
don't know as well as me.

There's a lot of nice things about Jimmy,
but what I like best is that he's the same
kind of guy now that he always was. If

I wanted to go on about the guys he's

supporting, you'd think I was putting in

a plug for him. But I ain't. Because
everybody knows Jimmy is regular.

I recall when he was a kid he always
was the leader of his gang. His piano-
playing made him a favorite with every-
body and, anyway, he's got personality. No
matter what the game, you'd find Jimmy
well out front.

In talking about Jimmy, you have to

mention Lou Clayton and Eddie Jackson.
After all, they started to hit the big time
together. When the three split up, Eddie
opened a cabaret on Long Island. But he
still keeps in touch with Jimmy. Lou is

Jimmy's manager and, take it from me,
Jimmy needs one. He just ain't got the

proper idea of what money's worth.
Jimmy's the kind of guy who'd get out

and entertain and not give a damn for the

money. But not Lou. No, sir. Lou would
say to Jimmy, "Listen, baby, you're a big

shot now and you're going to get a big

shot's dough !"

I'VE been able to save some money on
my job, but last year when I had to go

to the hospital, Jimmy wouldn't let me
spend a cent. Say there was nothing in

that place that was too good for his

brother.

Some time ago they was arranging a

publicity stunt for some charity and Jimmy
had a date to meet Mayor LaGuardia.
Afterward, when it was all over, Jimmy
decided to go to the East Side to visit the

old neighborhood and I went along. He
got a kick out of looking up the spots

where he used to go.

Soon after we got there, the kids in the

neighborhood learned Jimmy was around.

And before you knew it a couple of hun-

dred of 'em started yelling for Jimmy.
Well, the guy stood there for nearly an
hour, clowning with them, singing songs

and having a grand time. But I'll bet

Jimmy got a greater kick out of it than
thev rliH at that.

I ought to know something about kids.

I'm warrant officer over in Brooklyn Chil-

dren's Court and it's my job to bring 'em

in when they've misbehaved or something.

Sometimes I'd write to Jimmy about a

particularly sad case and he'd write the

kid a little note. Being Jimmy's brother

has its advantages in my job. Because all

the kids know him and like him and they'd

come along with me and I'd never have
any trouble. All I'd do is tell them I'm
Jimmy's brother. And they believe me,

too. They always recognize the schnozzle.

Talking about writing brings to mind a

funny quirk about Jimmy. You know, he's

never written to a girl, other than his

wife or his sister. Jimmy never did have
much education. He picked up most every-

thing he knows himself. And he just

won't trust himself to write, especially to

girls. There's always a chance some dame
would take it wrong. Well, I guess Jimmy
learned one thing there you never pick up
in school.

Jimmy thinks a lot of my son, Albert.
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The kid's taking a course in journalism at

the Washington and Lee University in

Virginia and, if you don't mind my brag-
ging, he's a pretty clever kid. He wants
to be a newspaper man and I guess there's

no stopping him. You see us Durantes are

stubborn. When we make up our minds

—

well, there ain't no stopping us. But I

guess it's a good idea.

Sure, the kid's got the family schnozzle.

And he's the only youngster who'll carry
on the Durante name.

There ain't much more I could say about
Jimmy. Except that he's a great guy, and
the proof is that everybody likes him.

Because Jimmy's the kind of guy who
likes everybody.

While we were going to press, Al

Durante died. Strangely enough,
during the course of the interview, he

told the writer of this article about
the operation which the doctors

thought advisable, but not absolutely

necessary. Al decided to go through
with it anyhow. His death was a
terrible blow to the Durante family

—

especially to his brother, Jimmy.

The Modern Hostess

(Continued from page 8)

with a tasty first course—and for this you
can do no better than a good canned soup.

Garnished with a dab of whipped cream,
a few croutons or minced parsley, it

makes any meal start off on a festive note.

Next choose a meat which requires no
last-minute ministrations (steaks and
chops are taboo for company meals, if you
must cook them yourself). You will prob-
ably wish to have one or two vegetables

besides potatoes. If you substitute spa-

ghetti in tomato sauce for potatoes, one
green vegetable will be sufficient. After
this main course, plan to have a salad with
crackers and cheese or a dessert. It is

not desirable to have both if it involves
your jumping up an extra time to change
the dishes. Serve coffee with the last

course. And there you are ! Three simple
courses, everything prepared in advance,
and the result is a pleasant, smoothly
served dinner which you can enjoy as

much as your guests.

And yet, we can hear you say, when
one has company one wants to have a
little extra swank—and swank, alas,

means work. Well, it needn't, for you can
get your swank via the can opener and the
cork screw. But let us caution you that

you must always purchase the best. Then
you can be sure that the canned and bot-

tled foods you are buying have been pre-
pared according to tested and proved
formulas under the most rigid sanitary
conditions and that the results will be uni-
formly good. It takes much time and
trouble, rare seasonings and the practised
hand of a chef to concoct many of the
excellent seasonings and prepared foods
now available, but it takes only a moment
for any housewife to add swank to her
dinner with one or more of these canned
and bottled aids.

Besides the soup course I have already
mentioned, you can pass a dish of as-

sorted olives—plain, stuffed and ripe.

You can serve mint or currant jelly and
mustard pickle or some other relish with
the meat and add a dash of tomato
ketchup to the gravy and a little chili
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IN the merciless slang of Hollywood, a
girl with hair on arms or legs is "an

Airedale." That's why film stars take hair
off and keep it off with X-Bazin, the safe,
efficient, and reliable hair remover.

Spread mild, creamy X-Bazin over your
limbs and underarms. With beautiful cer-
tainty it destroys the hair swiftly, com-
pletely, avoiding the blue look — and the
irritation — that comes from shaving.
X-Bazin leaves your skin virginally white,
smooth and hair-free— and definitely dis-
courages re-growth.

Be sure to get genuine X-Bazin today at drug or
department stores — 50c for the new Giant Size
tube; 10c for good-sized tubes atfive-and-ten cent
stores. X-Bazin also comes in powder form.

HALL & RUCKEL, Inc.. Est. 1848, Brooklyn, N. V.

X- BAZIN
removes hair
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sauce to the mayonnaise. These and many
other things you can do if you keep a well-

stocked pantry shelf—where you always
have on hand those little, but important

extras that make for an appetizing meal
and lend distinction to a dinner.

BUT distinction isn't going to net you
much if that portion of your meal

which you cook yourself is not perfectly

cooked ! And perfect cooking takes know-
ing how. However, the young bride of to-

day can be, and should be, a better cook
than her mother ever was. Today we
know the importance of using accurate

measurements and we have the advantages
of oven temperature indicators, simple,

helpful cook books and the really excel-

lent booklets put out by the manufacturers
of nationally advertised food products.

At the very outset we hope that you
are the type of person to realize that

there are a few basic recipes which you
really must master. Once you have mas-
tered these you can cook most anything.

Take a white sauce, for instance. A
smooth, velvety, deliciously flavored white

sauce is a very simple thing to make
when you know how. But there is only one
surefire, unfailing way to make it to in-

sure perfection. And once you know
how to make the perfect white sauce you
have the basis for endless creamed dishes.

Then there is the familiar butter cake.

The one made with shortening, sugar and
eggs, flour, milk, baking powder and sea-

It also decided la Swanson to confine

her personal appearances to four times a

day at the Paramount. Incidentally, the

lady looked exceedingly lovely and if the

sketch in which she was featured had been
one-tenth as attractive, she'd have gone
over with the proverbial bang and box
office receipts might have soared. But since

the "act" was so bad, attendance was
rather poor, too. So Gloria's visit to our

town, on th'e whole, couldn't be termed ex-

actly triumphant, taken from any angle.

While here, the star was awaiting a re-

vised version of "Three Weeks" in which
she will appear for M-G-M. She hoped it

would be good. We do, too. For if any-

one in Cinemaland could use some first-

class material at this point, it is Gloria.

BROADWAY rated a bona fide, honest-

to-goodness movie premiere recently,

when "Viva Villa" had its opening at the

Criterion Theater. Celebrities, blue spot-

lights, autograph-seekers and tickets at

$11 per pair all contributed to making the

affair take on the importance of an event.

Miss Celia Villa (yes, the colorful

Pancho's own daughter) was among those

present. At any rate, the young lady billed

as the Mexican Miss looked authentic

enough to satisfy the most doubting and
thrill the most ardent celebrity-seeker. She
paraded down the aisle to a front seat

wrapped in a brilliant-hued Spanish shawl,

her dark eyes flashing a greeting to all

who recognized the added dash her
presence gave the occasion.

The tiny theatre lobby was jammed with
those who would see and be seen. Mr. Al
Jolson was there—very much. Indeed his

presence in the foyer gave the impression
that his was an unscheduled personal ap-
pearance. Even after recognition and ap-
plause, the famous Mammy singer, who
would drain the cup of adulation, wouldn't

soiling or flavoring. Also the easiest thing
in the world to make when you know how.
And how about biscuits? Can you make

a feathery, light, mouth-melting biscuit?

It takes less time to make than it takes to

tell about it. And how the men adore the
variations !

WE know of no food more frequently
miscooked than the egg. It is a

horribly abused article of food. So many
cooks won't realize that eggs should
never, never be submitted to high
temperatures, that they must be cooked
slowly and lovingly over a low flame or

in a slow oven. And eggs certainly do
respond to this sort of tender treatment.

There are so many ways in which to cook
them—boiled, poached, fried, baked,
scrambled—plain or with sauces, reposing
on toast, on vegetables or on hash

—

scrambled with chives, ham or spaghetti.

These are but a few of the many ways
in which eggs can be served.

This month's Modern Screen* Star
Recipe Folder gives you the secrets for

making a superlative white sauce, biscuits

and butter cake. And there is a recipe

card, too, on eggs and how to cook them.
Fill out and mail the coupon on page 8. I

do hope that all you young brides—and
many of you more experienced home-
makers who aren't too set in your ways
to learn new methods—will send for these
recipes and keep them in the kitchen where
they will always be handy.

budge from the center of a large group of

his and others' admirers.
When an M-G-M gentleman tactfully

suggested that Our Al move on, as he was
stopping the traffic, the snappy retort was
in effect, "Quit shoving me! Who the
(well, you guess) do you think you are?"
Yes, yes, Al's just as modest as the violets

he sang about that rained in "April
Showers."
Some old-time favorites were enthu-

siastically greeted at this premiere. Tom
Meighan—remember?—looking as well as

ever, Mae Murray and Nita Naldi were
among them. And in the newer group,
Irene Dunne, June Knight, Abe Lyman.
Rudy Yallee and his little pal, Alice
Faye.
"Viva Villa" was better than well re-

ceived, for its hair-raising thrills are gen-
erously interspersed with comedy and it

moves at a pace that keeps the spectator
on the edge of his seat.

FOR a long time Rudy Vallee has been
a belligerent little lad insofar as his re-

lations with the press were concerned. He
just wouldn't play ball unless he came off

with the ball, a bat and the catcher's glove.

And so, perhaps from the fullness of his

experience—or maybe 'tis just our good
memory or vivid imagination—he may
have suggested that Alice Faye leave the

newspaper boys and girls to their own de-

vices. Yes, gentle reader, Alice, whom you
have scarcely met, is already turning

down interviews. Oh you, Garbo, Hep-
burn, Sullavan ! Better look to your laurels

when a blonde actress—pardon us, cutie

—

starts to steal your stuff ! Well, Fox
seemed sorta sore, too, and they're used

to dealing with garden varieties of tem-
perament.
Anna-hoo. Alice didn't let Rudy down.

She sang for him at Broadway's Holly-

They Visit New York

{Continued from page 35)
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wood Club. Indeed, she warbled, "Don't

Fool Around With the Other Woman's
Man," which seemed like a very smart or

a very stupid move. Take your choice.

We have ours already.

The Hollywood was particularly gay

that evening. A gentleman at a nearby

table, who was taking Repeal a bit
(

too

seriously, greeted Rudy's singing of "The

Man on the Flying Trapeze" with "Sit

down, you sissy." Mr. Vallee was much
too well-bred to dignify this remark with

a reply.

We later spied Rudy and Alice m the

lobby of the Essex House, the swanky
hostelry the lady called home. Vallee was

seeing her to the elevator. He gave little

Miss Faye a resounding whack on the (5

letter word meaning a girl's name, you

cross word puzzle hounds) as he said,

"Goodnight, baby."

Nice? Well, unique anyway.

* * *

WHEN Spencer Tracy hit town, the

powers that be at Fox did right by

him, but whether S. T. did as much by

Fox is debatable. A party was thrown at

the Waldorf-Astoria for the actor. An
orchestra, was engaged, waiters rushed

about with delectable things on trays and

potent items in glasses and everybody was

there. That is, everybody, except the guest

of honor. Mr. Tracy just didn't get around

to appearing. He had been taken suddenly

ill. Something he "et," no doubt.

There were a few, claiming to be in the

know, who whispered that Loretta Young
had dropped into town unexpectedly and

that Mr. Tracy was at the station.

The publicity department of Twentieth

Century were immediately put on the trail

of their Loretta, but after scouring the

hotel registers of the town, reported that

the beauteous one was nowhere to be

found.
* * *

AND now we may as well let you have
- the anti-climax. There were lunch-

eons given for Robert Donat and Sophie

Tucker, and Bob and Soph showed up.

Yep, shades of Emily Post, if the pair

haven't good manners. Perhaps they

don't know they're famous. Well, "far

from it be us," as Gracie Allen would say,

to inform 'em

!

Mr. -Donat, if you recall, played the

young lover in "Henry VIII." He played

it so well that Majestic Pictures bid him

leave his native England and come to this

land of equal rights and unequal fights to

make the "Count of Monte Cristo." He
should be grand in the role, too, for besides

being a good actor, the gentleman, as you

know, is very romantic-looking.

Now, about Sophie. The occasion of

Sophie's luncheon at Sardi's was her de-

parture to London. Having made a couple

of pictures in Hollywood, the last of the

red hot Mamas must needs keep faith with

her English public. She's going to ap-

pear in a night club over there and take

in some garden parties with her royal

friends, for the Tucker steps out with Lord

This and Lady That when abroad and still

manages to wear the same size hat.

RAMON NOVARRO is a nice boy.

Everyone knows that. He sorta looks

after his friends and has always been

simply swell to his family—and there are

plenty of 'em, too. When Ramon left New
York en route for his South American con-

cert tour, he had his lovely sister, Carmen,
with him. She is to be treated to the de-

lights and vagaries of the trip—to go

places, see things and serve as her famous
brother's secretary on the side.

Upon his return in August, Novarro will

make two pictures for M-G-M.
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SKINNY!

New discovery adds

solid flesh quick . .

!

5 to 15 lbs. gained in a few weeks

with new double tonic. Richest

imported brewers' ale yeast
concentrated 7 times and combined
with iron. Brings new beauty.

TODAY you don't have to remain
"skinny" and unattractive, and so

lose all your chances of making friends.

Get this new easy treatment that is giv-

ing thousands solid flesh and alluring
curves—often when they could never
gain before

—

in just a few weeks!

You know that doctors for years have
prescribed yeast to build up health for
rundown people. But now with this new
discovery you can get far greater tonic

results than with ordinary yeast—re-

gain health, and also put on pounds of
firm, good-looking flesh

—

and in a far
shorter time.

Thousands have been amazed at how
quickly they gained beauty-bringing
pounds ; also clear skin, freedom from
indigestion and constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from specially cultured
brewers' ale yeast imported from Eu-
rope—the richest yeast known—which
by a new process is concentrated 7
times

—

made 7 times more powerful.

Mr. Irvin Echard

14 lbs. quick
"I was so skinny
and weak that every-
body laughed at me
and called me scare-
crow. Finally I tried
Ironized Yeast. In 5
weeks I gained 14
lbs. Now I go out
regularly and enjoy
life." Irvin Echard,
Barberton, O.

Mrs. W. K. King

11 lbs. in 3 weeks
"I was very weak and thin,
my skin was yellow. With
Ironized Yeast I gained 11
lbs. in 3 weeks and my skin
is lovely." Mrs. W. K. King,
Hampton, Va.

But that is not all! This marvelous, health-
building yeast is then ironized with 3 spe-
cial kinds of iron which strengthen the
blood, add abounding pep.

Day after day, as you take Ironized
Yeast, watch flat chest develop, skinny
limbs round out attractively, skin clear to

beauty— you're an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
should build you up in a few short weeks
as it has thousands. If you are not de-
lighted with the results of the very first

package, your money refunded instantly.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some imitation that cannot give
the same results. Insist on the genuine with
"IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.

Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About Your Body", by
an authority. Remember, results are guar-
anteed with the very first package— or
money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Dept. 37, Atlanta, Ga.
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So Many Dear Memories

{Continued from page 31)

WINS LOVE
Ietters like this prove that what Ambrosia

J has done for others, it can do for you.

You feel Ambrosia tingle; you know it is

cleansing as nothing has done before. Black-

heads, pimples, muddiness disappear. Your
skin has the clear, glowing freshness of

youth. Ambrosia cleans pore-deep as only

a liquid can.

Skin dry? Follow every Ambrosia Cleans-

ing with Ambrosia Dry-skin Cream. Pene-

trates, restores oil, ends dryness, smooths
wrinkles.

Skin oily? Follow every Ambrosia
Cleansing with Ambrosia Tightener. Tight-

ener reduces large pores, normalizes oiliness,

invigorates circulation.

Ask for Ambrosia preparations at drug or

department stores. 7SfS. Slightly higher in

Canada. Also in smaller sizes at 10c' stores.

Hinze Ambrosia, Inc., 114 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

going through the window in her excite-

ment. "Ed, look! There's the old Hat!"

I know a man who insists he's a very
lucky guy. Not only because he has fun,

but because he always knows when he's

having it. That describes Lil, too. Lil

always knew when she was having a
good time and made the most of it.

It is, of course, memories of moments
like this that repay Ed one hundred times
for the smiles he wore, the laughs he mus-
tered, and the brave words he found even
during those bad moments when he
thought Iiis heart must be breaking. For
he knows that until the very end he kept
a happy person happy.

If you were to ask Ed what he had done
for Lil he'd tell you little enough. Con-
sidering all she did for him. He remem-
bers so many things.

He remembers all those Sunday morn-
ings, after late Saturday night parties,

when Lil used to come into his room and
wake him up so he would not miss Mass.
She was not of his faith, but she had
respect for that faith because it was his.

He remembers the enthusiasm and joy
with which she planned their Beverly
Hills house and the place at Malibu. How,
after the builders were through and he had
checked on the final construction details,

she would oust him, saying, "Now you
mustn't even see it again until it's finished.

I want you to be surprised."

He remembers the enthusiasm with
which she decided he must have a room
for himself, and how in the same moment
she planned it as his birthday present.

Ed's birthday was March third. He and
Lil were in New York then. But the room
had been conceived by Lil before they
left, even to the smallest detail of ink-well
and ash trays.

"You'll get back there before I will."

she told him, "and it will be waiting for
you."

Originally, you see, Ed was only to be
East for a week or two.

"You'll get back before I ivill . .
."

Perhaps you can imagine how Ed felt

when he returned to California alone and
stepped into that room.

AFTER that night, when he and Lil

went gallivanting to dinner and the
theatre alone together, Ed had to leave to

fill a Chicago engagement. He had ar-

ranged these personal appearances after
putting off the start of a newr picture so.

he might remain in the East without Lil

thinking it queer.

On Saturday, March seventeenth, he was
to get back to New York. By that time
Lil was scheduled to have completed
"Frankie and Johnnie," and they were
counting on a holiday up in Connecticut
before she entered the hospital for the
operation her physicians felt advisable.

On March fifteenth, her physician called

Ed on long distance. He wanted Lil to go
to the hospital that same night. He
wanted to operate the next morning. His
voice was grave.

"I'll catch a plane." Ed said, "I'll be in

New York tomorrow by seven-thirty.
It'll take me about three-quarters of an
hour more to reach the hospital."

''But, Mr. Lowe," the doctor said, "I
want to operate at seven-thirty. Sharp."
Ed didn't have to hear any more. He

knew the urgency behind those quietly
spoken words. "Go ahead," he said. "Do
whatever you think best. I'll get there
the first minute I can."

He caught a plane. In his vest pocket
were two little cardboard Easter eggs. In
each was a rosary of tiny bright glass
beads. A priest to whose church he had
donated some money a few days previously
had given them to him and blessed them.
One, he had explained, was for Ed, and
the other for Mrs. Lowe.
A terrific tail-wind followed Ed's plane

the entire way. It reached New York
forty minutes ahead of schedule. Ed
reached the hospital before Lil left for
the operating room. Make what you like

of that. Ed makes plenty of it.

There was so little time left now that
the least interchange of words or smiles
or handclasps, he must count above every-
thing else.

"Things were far worse than I

thought," the surgeon told him several
hours later. "If Mrs. Lowe lives, the pain
will be far worse than she's had so far."

"Then," said Ed, "I hope that Lil can
die."

So it happened that he began to pray for
the very thing he had feared since mid-
summer. He knew so well that a life of
inactivity and invalidism and opiates, a
life which would mean worry for others,
wouldn't be any life at all for Lil. For she
could never stand inactivity. She must
always be on the go—working, playing.
Anything but a life of idleness.

He couldn't bear to think how one by
one all her happy interests would be
crowded out until only pain remained. To
lose her, he knew, would be infinitely

easier.

I think, however, that the hardest thing
Ed had to do in all those crucifying months
—and I do not mean to minimize even one
of the splendid brave things he did—was
before him.

Lil rallied. He went to her with a tele-

gram asking when she would be able to
return to Hollywood for a leading part in

one of the big productions about to get
under way. He thought this would cheer
her trouper's heart.

But Lil only shook her head and smiled.
At last that enthusiasm and vitality, which
had fooled everybody for so long, was
failing.

"I don't care anything about pictures,"

she said, reaching for his hand. "All I

want is to get well and have you with me,
always."

"You're all set then," Ed lied, managing
to grin, too, "because you're going to get
well all right. And you have me, Lil. You
know that."

Those were the last words he spoke to

her that she understood or heard.
"She was gallant, you know," Ed said the

other day when we were talking of Lil.

"Darn gallant. She wasn't afraid of
things. She always clicked. She always
came through."

Idly he took the tiny rosary that had
come in one of those Easter eggs from
his pocket and wrapped it about his

fingers. The rosary from the other Easter
egg, the one the priest had specified was
for Mrs. Lowe, he slipped about Lil's

wrist in the same moment that the doctor
told him, "The poor soul's gone."

Gallant. . . . That's a splendid word.
And a splendid thing to be.

How Lil would like to know that Ed
chose that word to describe her

!

And if you should ask me, I'd say it

was a word that went a long way toward
describing Ed, too.
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Don't Get Respectable,

Lupe!

(Continued from page 57)

wants to possess always. And men who
have been in love with Lupe have wanted
to possess her even more than they do

most women. To tame her, to train her,

to make her into a mold of their creating.

With women, it's jealousy. All women
would like to live according to their honest,

innate instincts. They yearn to shed the

little trickeries, false fronts, "cattish" in-

stincts civilization has developed in femi-

ninity. They'd like to be wholly natural,

completely defiant of conventionalities. But

they don't dare. Lupe did dare.

Lupe thought Johnny was the exception

to the rule for making her over. But
Johnny is a man—and a real one. What
was all right for his sweetheart was not

becoming for his wife. He ordered her not

to swear. "I swear before we marry and
you do not care. Why do you care now?"
Lupe still being Lupe.
He wanted her to be more dignified at

the fights. "I yell at the fights before.

Why not now?"
He asked her to get rid of her dozen

dogs. They cluttered up the house and
were not well-mannered. "Give up my
dogs? My God, Johnny, I love my dogs.

I love them before I love you, Johnny!"
And the secret about his moving into an

apartment and her shrill announcement
she was going to have a divorce was be-

cause Lupe was being true to Lupe. She
was still refusing to be made over.

"That divorce scare was the right thing,"

she told me two months later. "We became
frightened. We discovered we might lose

something wonderful for something silly.

Now, we let each other live. Johnny plays

golf all day ; I do not ask him where he
is. I go shopping and work ; he does not

ask me. And when I say an ash tray is an
ash tray, he does not say it's a spittoon

and try to make me say it. We have
learned that marriage is a career and we
must work at it to make it successful."

That is what Lupe says and if it were
all of the truth, I would not worry about
her. She does not tell the rest of the story

in mad frankness as she would have six

months ago. She does not add that she
was never afraid of losing Johnny. Lupe
Velez has never lost any love she wanted
to hold. Men do not say goodbye to Lupe.
She says goodbye to them. Even divorce
would not have lost her her Johnny. But
divorce would have meant that loss of re-

spectability which the world says marriage
gave her.

So she went back to Johnny, believing
there was no change in her. She thinks

she is exactly the same as she has always
been with one exception. I tried to talk

to her about this and she answered, "People
grow up. Their viewpoints change. A
girl of sixteen, who doesn't know anything
of life and custom, is different from a
woman of twenty-three. Why can't you
write that my seeing things differently is

only natural ?"

I would say it, Lupe, if I thought it

would help you. But I don't. So I'm
going to give you some advice right out
in public, so the whole world can hear it.

You've proven your friendship to me again
and again. I believe the best way to prove
mine for you '.s to tell you not to go too
respectable ! And to give you my reasons.
I'm glad you've made friends of your

own age. You should have them. Adrienne
Ames and Mrs. Gary Cooper give you that
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From Head to Foot
Relieve

Complexion
Blemishes

Allay Bodily
Skin Irritations

VTTHAT is more aggravating and dis-

* ' tracting than a mean pimple, a patch
of itching rash or roughness, or a bit of

chafing, in some spot where contact with
your clothing creates a nagging discomfort?

But it doesn't have to be endured, for

Resinol Ointment and Soap give amazing
relief from such conditions.

Perhaps you have considered the Res-
inol treatment for complexion faults only,

because it so successfully helps to clear up
clogged facial pores, blackheads and
pimples, and to make ugly complexions
clearer, smoother, lovelier. Yet it does even
more—it soothes and promotes healing of

skin irritation anywhere on the body.

Your druggist sells Resinol Ointment
and Soap. Have them on hand for quick
treatment of every-day skin ills or hurts.

Would you like a free sample of each?
Write Resinol, Dept. 1-J, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
Ointment

KILL LUE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again. Safe, easy, permanent. Use
it privately at home. The delightful relief
will bring happiness, freedom or mind and
greater success.

We teach Beauty Culture. Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For prompt-
ness in writing me, I will include a $2.00
CertiticateforMahler Beauty Preparations.

P. J. Mahler Co.. Dept. 36G. Providence. R. 8.

'1 PAYS FOR '3000

LIFE PROTECTION
Even if you are past 55
—and without Medical

Examination!
IF YOU are between the ages of 10
and 75 you may now enjoy the bene-
fits of reliable life protection for only
51, and without a medical examina-
tion. This new Life Protection Cer-
tificate, offered exclusively by one of
the largest associations of its kind

iVIl So& °S
California and subject to rigid examinations

by the State Insurance Department, pays up to $1500 ForDeath From Any Cause ; $2000 to $3000 for accidental deathYour protection is backed by a sound financial institution
with more than 25 million dollars life protection in force
SEN D N O M ON E V Just your name. age. name" of

beneficiary, and a Life Certificate, fully made out in yourKm rnn'rW" \? 10 V.™*,®"* Inspection. NOAOE.JN 1 WILL CALL. If you decide
to keep it, send only $1 to put your
protection in force for at least 45 Says
. . . then about 3e a day. If not, you
owe nothing. OFFER LIMITED. So
write today without obligation. Inspection Offer

NATIONAL SECURITY LIFE ASSOCIATION
Dept. C-1 87, S04 S. Hamilton Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.
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companionship of youth for which you have
always yearned. And I'm glad Johnny and
Bruce have become friends because they

are much alike in their masculine interests

—golf, riding, fishing.

I believe these women will appreciate

you for your virtues and not try to correct

them.
But your friends do not want to talk

about their marriages. And now you don't

want to talk about Johnny, or anything
else for that matter.

When I heard you were not talking to

the press, I shuddered. My mind flashed

back over the years. Lupe—her eyes shin-

ing onyx, her mouth a naturally scarlet

dash of defiant honesty. "Yes, I am in

love with Tom Mix" . . . "Of course, I am
crazy about my Gary" . . . "It break my
heart into little, sharp pieces to leave

Gary" . . . "Johnny is my man!"
A newspaper recently printed a story

that Adrienne Ames is frightened of you.
Afraid you have your eyes on Bruce
Cabot. It was a malicious yarn. Untrue.
I know you're too busy keeping your eyes

on Johnny even to wink at Bruce. And I

know you'd give your shirt off your back
(and I wouldn't be surprised if you'd begun
to wear them) for Adrienne, because you
adore her.

I cover my ears when I think of what
you would have said to the editor of that

paper a year ago. You'd have secured a

retraction by the very force of your anger,

and hired a lawyer to help you. But today
you're retreating behind the dignity of
silence.

I once wrote a story in which I called

you the best showman in Hollywood be-

cause you were the most natural, most un-
spoiled, most unaffected by the whitewash
which success seems to give most of us.

By not fighting such a story, you're using
whitewash, Lupe.
You've just had a terrific row with

Countess Dorothy Frasso. Why don't you
tell the world about it? Why don't you
tell the rest of us what it means to fight

for yourself and a friend? Too many
people have forgotten. Why should you
commence to do worth while things behind
doors, like the rest of Hollywood?
The Countess Frasso invited you to a

party. You did your best to entertain her
friends as only Lupe Velez could entertain
them—in a hell-bent-for-election fashion.

And then someone told you she said, "I
invited Lupe because even royalty must
have jesters at their parites!" That hurt!
You remembered the gifts you'd sent her.

The make-up mirror ; the flowers. You
recalled how you'd sat up all night while
her father was ill to see if there was any-
thing you could do to help. You had
thought her your friend. And then, you
heard she'd said something unkind about
another woman. So you framed her. In
the best, old-Lupe fashion. You and the
other woman faced her with the remarks.
You did not go behind her back. And
now she's leaving town ! Why not tell us
about it?

You weren't afraid to tell anyone who
wanted to listen what you thought about
the Mae West picture, "I'm No Angel."
You said it was "rotten" and advised me
not to let my son see it. That's when you
first wanted to join a woman's club. I'm
in favor of your joining one. For the sake
of the woman's club, however; not for
your sake. They'd see how quickly the
producers would listen to criticisms, if you
made them. And you've always been a
crank on the subject of clean pictures.

When you wanted to go to Europe on
the same boat with Jack Gilbert, you went.
You did what thousands of other girls

would like to do but were afraid to.

You've become an international "big
shot" by being different, by being true to

yourself rather than to what others said
or printed about you. You are trying to

be respectable on others' definitions, when
you've always had your own—being true

to the whirlwind emotions God gave you
and telling the whole world to go to hell if

it didn't like His creation.

And I believe the world would rather
have you divorce Johnny, if you cease to

love him, than live with him for the pro-
tection of respectability. And that day
will probably come, since your emotions
are as natively uncontrollable as the dyna-
mite of your personality. Only, don't kill

him. I used to be afraid you'd kill Gary.
Now I'm afraid you're getting too re-

spectable to even hit Johnny.
i he world needs your color, your native

charm, your dare-devil independence of all

sham and pretense and falsification. As
a friend, I say in print what you wouldn't
listen to in person, "Don't get respectable,

Lupe !"

Universal is planning to out-Frankenstein "Frankenstein" and out-Dracula

"Dracula" in their latest hair-raiser, "The Black Cat," starring Bela Lugosi

and Boris Karloff.
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Beauty Advice

(Continued from page 10)

oughly cleansing her skin. How about
you ? Come now, haven't you sometimes
hopped into bed without bothering to take

off your make-up? Maybe you've been
to a party, it's late, and you're just too
tired ! Very bad, and what a mess you
look in the morning

!

Another question : Are you guilty of
adding a fresh make-up without remov-
ing the old one? That's another crime
against the complexion. Don't you real-

ize how that rubs the dust that has been
accumulating all day right into your skin?
You would never think of going to a

party without first cleansing your face

and applying a new make-up. Why not
let the same rules apply to your every-
day life? If you are working in an office,

make it a habit to remove the old make-up
during your lunch hour. You'll look so
much fresher for the afternoon, and how
the boss will appreciate that

!

Now, to get back to that oily look that

Claudette disapproves of so heartily. Did
you know that many beauticians now say
it is not necessary to cover your face
with nourishing creams at night? They
advise it is better to leave the skin naked,
thus giving the pores a chance to breathe
freely. Naturally, creams are still to be
used, particularly if the skin is dry. But
there are other places and times to use
them. For instance, in your bath. The
steam from the bath water opens the pores
of the skin and allows the cream to get
in where it does the most good.
Another splendid time to "feed the skin"

is while you are under the dryer at the
beauty parlor. Haven't you noticed how
rough and dry your skin looks when you
come out from an hour's session under
the dryer ? Well, why not utilize this time
for a good creaming. Usually no one but
the hairdresser is around to see you—and
surely it is better for her to gaze on you
with the .grease oozing from your face,
than to let your husband see you that way.

AS for those curlers that a man dis-

likes seeing on the head of his be-
loved. It's true they're not quite as preva-
lent since permanent waves are being ex-
ecuted so efficiently, but there comes a
time in every woman's life when she wants
to look particularly nice, and a few curl-
ers will go a long way toward helping.
Here, pretty Ann Sothern has a swell
suggestion. She has a number of bright
colored silk-net veils or scarfs that she
winds around her head turban fashion
whenever she has her hair up on curlers
or when she wants to preserve a fresh
wave. These scarfs harmonize in color
with her pajamas—and the effect is really
most attractive. You gals who have boy
friends that drop in on Saturday after-
noons needn't worry if you have your hair
in water wave combs. Don one of these
gay little toppers, and you'll probably
wind up by getting a compliment. You can
either make these yourself, or buy them
at any store for little or nothing.
Hands are often very unglamorous

looking. Sometimes grime and dirt gather
under the nails that no amount of scrub-
bing will remove. Try this and see if it

doesn't help : Wrap a piece of cotton about
the sharp edge of an orangewood stick
and moisten it with peroxide. With this
you can swab out the dirt and, at the
same time, bleach them. If, for some
reason, you shouldn't like the peroxide,
zinc oxide powder may be used. It has
the same bleaching and healing quality.

Mix Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk

and shredded coconut together. Drop by spoon-

fuls on a well-buttered pan, about one inch apart.

Bake in a moderate oven (350° F.) until a delicate

brown. Makes two dozen.

• What a recipe! Just two ingredients! Yet

watch these crunchy, crispy, coconutty maca-

roons make a tremendous hit! # But remember
— Evaporated Milk won't— can't— succeed in

this recipe. You must use Sweetened Condensed

Milk. Just remember the name Eagle Brand.

MMiTC? FREE! MARVELOUS NEW COOK BOOK!
Contains dozens of short-cuts to caramel,

chocolate and lemon good things— also magic tricks with candies,

cookies, ice cream, salad dressings!

Just address: The Borden Co., Dept. MM74, 1^
350 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Name .

Street...

City State

{Print name and address plainly)
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Real shine
W li i t e is
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tirely different
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why it leaves a bril-

liant lasting finish that

won't flake or rub off.
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shoes, belts, pur-
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all summer.
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DRESSING
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COMPANYInc.

NqJoke to Be deaf
-Every deaf person knows that-
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
«be;ngdeaf for twenty-five years, withhis Art-
ificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
'They stopped his head
noises. Theyare invisible

f andcomfortable.nowires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
bookleton Deafness. ArtiftcialEarDrum

THE WAY COMPANY
1

7

Hofmana Bldg. Detroit, Michigan

NO MORE FRECKLES,
WEATHER-BEATEN SKIN

No matter how dull and dark your complexion-
no matter how freckled and coarsened by sun and'
wind. Nadinola Bleaching Cream, tested and trusted
for over a generation, will whiten, clear and smooth
your skin to new beauty quickest, easiest way.
Just apply tonight; no massaging, no rubbin"--
Nadmola begins its beautifying work while you
sleep. Then you see day-by-day improvement until
your complexion is all you long for; creamy white,
satin-smooth, lovely. No disappointments; no long
waiting; money back guarantee in every package.
Get a large box of Nadinola Bleaching Cream at
toilet counters, or by mail postpaid, only 50c. Na-
dinola. Box M-10. Paris, Tenn. Generous 10c sizes
Nadinola Beauty aids at many 6c and 10c stores.

cNbudbndlaffleachmgCream
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I have just heard of a marvelous prep-
aration now availahle that is really a life-

saver (or should I say hand-saver?) for
those of us who do our own dry-cleaning.
You know how dry and red the hands get
after being in contact with a solvent for a
few minutes? Well, this preparation that

I speak of is spread on the hands before
you tackle the job. It forms' a coating
that does not come off in the fluid. After
you have finished with your cleaning, re-

move the coating from your hands with
water, and lo, your hands are as white and
your nails as nice as they were before you
went to work. It's a grand protector and
is nice to apply to the hands just before
dusting. In fact, any work that does not
require putting your hands in water.
Here are a few little beauty hints I

picked up from the stars for you

:

Marian Nixon claims the white of an
egg spread over the face and neck and
allowed to dry thoroughly, and then re-

moved with a towel dipped in warm water,
is one of the finest beauty masks that can
be used. Following this tightening treat-

ment for the skin, Marian rubs her face
for three minutes with ice.

To avoid chapped lips, Margaret Lind-
say says that she finds white pomade, used
at night or when driving or at the beach,
is a marvelous protection.

Bette Davis has a tip for applying lip

rouge evenly. Powder the lips slightly,

then apply your lip rouge. If you take
this tip, Bette assures, you will get better
results with less effort.

For that lovely soft, white skin that is

Irene Dunne's good fortune, she uses a
bag filled with steel-cut oatmeal which she

dips into warm water and uses as one
would soap.

Ann Harding has a new addition to her
dressing-table. It is a cotton container
that has a small hole in the top from
which small pieces of cotton may be ex-
tracted. Ann maintains , it is an asset to
every meticulous woman's toilette. It is

both novel and sanitary.
For a new skin vim try this : Make a

pack of two tablespoon fuls of almond
meal, a few drops of glycerine, the juice
of half a lemon and enough skimmed milk
to form a paste. Apply to your face and
let it remain for thirty minutes. Remove
with lukewarm water, finishing with cold
packs. If possible, do not apply make-up
for an hour, thus giving the pores of the
skin a chance to react to the treatment.
Jean Parker advocates bathing the eyes

with boric acid solution every morning
upon rising. She prefers using an eye cup,
although she cautions against using the
same solution for both eyes, by so doing
the impurities of one eye may easily be
transferred to the other.

Mary Biddle has a sample of a very ex-
cellent hair rinse to send those of you
who write her for it. Kindly state shade
desired.

Your beauty problems will be answered

by Mary Biddle, promptly and in a per-

sonal letter, if you will write to her in

care of this magazine. Enclose a stamped,

self-addressed envelope, please. The
address is Mary Biddle, MODERN
SCREEN, 149 Madison Avenue, New

York, N. Y.

Co to the Head of the Class, Jackie!

(Continued from page 47)

Its results are twofold. It gauges,
first, the "mental age" of a subject.

Secondarily, it establishes what is called

the "Intelligence Quotient," a figure
whereby, in relation to the subject's age,

that individual's real mental capabilities

can be determined.
These results, in the case of Jackie

Cooper, were

:

1. His mental age is established at

twelve-and-a-half years.

2. His Intelligence Quotient is estab-
lished at 135.

That means, according to Dr. Humm,
that Jackie's brain equipment is such that,

"given persistence on his part, he is cap-
able of attaining prominence in any field

of endeavor he might pursue. Although
that field will probably be acting, wherein
he has already achieved success, he could
also, if he turned, for instance, to science

as a life-work, make a name for himself
in that field, as easily."

AND now that we've got these scien-

tific findings out of the way, let's

get down to the truly interesting story of

the test itself. In the paragraphs that

follow will be quoted a number of test

questions.

These questions can be applied to your-

self, and the results scored will rate you
on exactly the same scale as Jackie was
rated. So go ahead, readers, test yourself

and see how you rate with Jackie.

The test was performed in Dr. Humm's
Los Angeles office. Absolutely uncoached,
because no one knew in advance what the

subject matter of the test contained, little

Jackie was brought to the office by his

uncle, Jack Leonard. For more than an

hour, Dr. Humm put the boy through the

intricacies of the examination.
It began, simply enough, by the doctor

asking Jackie what date it was. That's
the first item on the nine-year-old level of

the test. Now it seems silly, but according
to experience, it's surprising how many
people, well over nine years of age, cannot
offhand name the date in full. But Jackie
did—without hesitation. He gave the day
of the week, the name of the month, the

date of the month, the year correctly.

Score : perfect.

THEN came the weight test. Before

Jackie, the doctor set five little pill

boxes, all alike in appearance. They differed,

however, in weight. They were weighted
so that weight-ratios were 3, 6, 9, 12 and
15. Jackie was asked to pick them out and
arrange them in a line in order of weight.

He did this perfectly, illustrating a de-

velopment of sensory discrimination.

Score : perfect.

Now came a number test. He passed

the nine-year-old number test perfectly.

Later on, he passed the superior-adult

mental test just as easily! But at first, it

was like this : The doctor read to him a

list of four digits
—

"six, five, two, eight"—
and asked Jackie to repeat them back-

wards. Jackie did. Score : perfect. Try
it on yourself. You have three_ chances.

If you get one out of three right, you
pass the nine-year-level anyway. Later

on, in the test, Jackie reached the eighteen-

year "superior child" number test. Here
it is, and if you want some fun, try it on

yourself.

The doctor then read Jackie a list of

eight digits—such as "three, four, nine.
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six, eight, two, one, seven"—at about one-

second intervals. He asked Jackie to re-

peat them (not backwards, but in the

order read). Jackie failed on the first

try, and the doctor shot a second list of

eight at him. Again Jackie started well,

but stumbled and made an error toward
the end. He had one more try left. The
doctor read a third set of eight.

".
. . nine, six, eight, one, four, three,

two, five . .
."

Jackie shut his eyes an instant. Then,
without hesitation : "ninesixeightonefour-

threetwofive," he rattled off triumphantly.

Score : perfect for a rating in the superior

adult grade, which as a matter of fact, the

majority of adults cannot pass. Can you
do it?

On another facet of the same test,

though, Jackie fell down. He failed in

three tries to repeat backwards a list of

seven digits. However, he did repeat,

backwards, a list of six—which rates him
in the "average adult" level on that test.

The whole test reveals, explained Dr.

Humm, "that Jackie is particularly su-

perior" in problems of fact and in memory
span for digits. The question may arise

whether the latter is due somewhat to

training in memorizing necessitated by his

having to learn his lines for motion pic-

ture work. The consensus of best opinion

at this time, however, is that training in

memory in one regard (that is, learning

talkie lines) does not result in improve-
ment in memory for other kinds of ma-
terial.

It is probable rather that Jackie's in-

nately superior memory has contributed to

his success in his work. In other words,
Jackie's good at learning lines because he

has a good natural memory, rather than
that he has a good memory as a result of

learning lines.

Well, without hesitation, Jackie passed

the last test in the nine-year-level. It con-

sisted of making sentences of three given

words. Dr. Humm read three words

—

say, "book, boy, study." Jackie's answer
was correct : "The boy studies the book."
Another set of three words, then "girl,

yard, cat."

Jackie's answer was all right again.

"The girl took the cat into the yard."

Simple. So the doctor stepped up to the

next level—the ten-year-age test.

HERE, at the outset, was again dem-
onstrated one of Jackie's many su-

periorities. Out of a list of fifty test

words, Jackie was able to adequately de-

fine twenty-two. According to science's

findings, this means that the boy's total

vocabulary is estimated at about 7,920

words, which is what might be expected of

a child well on the way to 14. And, as a

matter of fact, a large proportion of adults

today have a smaller choice of words than
that. The normal adult vocabulary is

about 10,800 words, but many grown-ups
can't reach that figure. The normal vo-
cabulary for a boy at Jackie's real age
would be 5,400 words. He beat that by
nearly fifty per cent.

The list is graduated from a starting

word as simple as "gown," through a

gradually more difficult series of words
until you reach such words that very
few adults know how to define. Do
you know what "sudorific" means—or

"shagreen?" No? Neither did Jackie.

But he did get twenty-two out of the
fifty. Not until nearly one-third of the

way through the list of ever-harder words
did Jackie admit he didn't know the mean-
ing. But, beyond that point, the doctor
gave the word "brunette." He knew that

—which is a Hollywood angle, if there

ever was one ! "Blonde" and "brunette"
are primary words in movieland's vocabu-
lary. He knew the meaning of "hysterics."

RADIO ANN-She Gets Her Man!

yOUARE LISTENING TOANN
MANSEn- THE DREAMSINGER

I COULD FALL FOR
THAT GIRL JUST
FROM HEARING
HER SING

COME ALONG
PHIL, I'LL

INTRODUCE
YOU!

HOW DO YOU
DO! I'M ALWAYS
GLAD TO MEET ANY
FRIEND OF RALPH'S

I HAD NO
IDEA RALPH

KNEW YOU!

:fWHAT A DISAPPOINTMENT
4 BEAUTIFUL GIRL- BUT

A TERRIBLE
^COMPLEXION!

1
- tax/-

SOME DAYS LATER*.

DOCTOR, YOU'VE HELPED

THOUSANDS WITH YOUR
BROADCASTS. WHAT SHALL

I DO TO CLEAR
JJP MY SKIN

I

THE TRUE CAUSE OF
YOUR TROUBLE IS A BAD

INTESTINAL CONDITION

YEASTFOAM TABLETS
WILL DO WONDERS
FOR YOU'/

SIX WEEKS LATER
I JUST SAW ANN
MANSETT! WHAT A
CHANGE- SHE'S
COMPLETELY CLEARED
UP THAT
AWFUL
SKIN!

NUFF SAID

RALPH, I'M

PHONING
HER TONIGHT!

NOTIONS AFTER,., km announces her,

ENGAGEMENT TO HER. FRIENDS AT THE STUDIO

WHAT Yeast Foam Tablets did for

Ann's skin, they should do for yours.

These delicious tablets of pasteurized yeast

strengthen the digestive and intestinal or-

gans, give tone to the nervous system. With
the true causes of your trouble corrected,

your skin becomes clear and smooth. Indi-

gestion, constipation and nervousness all

go. All druggists sell Yeast Foam Tablets.

Get a bottle today

!

FREE INTRODUCTORY PACKAGE
NORTHWESTERN YEAST COMPANY MM7
1750 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Please send free sample of Yeast Foam Tablets
and descriptive circular.

Name.

A ddress _

City-- Stale.
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Two of the finest stories you have ever read

CLARK CABLE'S FIRST SWEETHEART
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WHO IS THE MOST MISERABLE MAN
IN HOLLYWOOD?

Get Your Copy Early
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For canvas, buck, suede or kid shoes. At all

stores . . . liquid, tube or cake. Try it today.

the PURE KNITTED COPPER -i§

CHORE GIRL
INSTANTLY CLEANS POTtW^MS

patented parallel outer layers give

"double the wear, where the wear tomes"
Metal Textile Corporation, Orange, New Jersey

Elegant little vanities in newest shapes and colors;
the finest value in the land at such low prices!
Have you seen the latest HANDYSIFT creations
by A. L. Siegel Co., Inc.?

Inspect Them—At Leading Chains

• yet Com^vvtaklt
SINCE I DISCOVERED pedb
It is distasteful to wear shoes

next to bare feet when going stock-
ingless. PEDS— give sanitary protec-

tion for the entire foot; invisible when worn.
Or, if wearing stockings use PEDS—under
or over them! Stops wear and mending.
All sizes: MER. LISLE, 20c and 25c a pair;
PURE SILK, 40c; "WOOLIES," 50c. Buy
PEDS at hosiery and notion counters of 5-
and-lOc Stores and Department Stores. Or
send correct stocking size with coins
or stamps to Richard paul. inc.

COOPER BLDG, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

"That's when a woman throws a fit,"

he said seriously. Oh, Hollywood ;
oh,

Hollywood

!

Now, although it came later on, there

was another word test which was inter-

esting in Jackie's case. It showed he did
not know the meaning of "envy." Well,
maybe you'd say that with his income
of $1300 per week, why should he? But
he didn't know the meaning of "revenge,"
either. And "charity" meant, to him only
"a house for the poor." Whether or not
you take these reactions as an insight into

his character, their scientific meaning,
however, is merely that Jackie has not a
mind that thinks in the abstract. He is

direct, concrete, instead.

He is an extrovert type. Not the in-

trovert. You probably know those words.
They're used a great deal these days.

NOW let's see some of the other in-

teresting tests, which you can try

out on yourself. Jackie was asked to tell

what was wrong with a set of sentences,

comprising what are known as "absurdi-

ties." Examples

:

1. "A boy said he was older than his

brother, and his brother was two years
older than himself."

Jackie wrinkled a brow and remon-
strated, "Aw, how could he be older and
younger at the same time?"

2. "An autoist told me that the tighter

he set his brakes, the faster his car would
go."

Jackie shook his head. "The opposite

would be true," he pointed out.

3. "Yesterday," Dr. Humm read, "the

police found a 300-pound safe, stolen from
the post office, in a woman's home. They
think she carried it there from the post

office."

Jackie saw through that in a jiffy. "She
couldn't have carried a heavy safe like

that," he protested.

4. The last absurdity : "There was an
auto crash yesterday, but it wasn't very

serious. Only five cars were wrecked and
four people killed."

"All that damage and four people killed

would be very serious," said Jackie, with

a worried face.

That test sounds simple. But it does

test a subject's power of analysis.

Now came another test : Jackie was
asked to say words as quickly as they

came to his mind. Any words. Within
three minutes, in the ten-year-level test,

he should name sixty words at random.
Jackie went sailing along—his eyes rov-

ing the room, he began naming everything

he saw. "Walls, ceiling, window, desk,

books, floor, rug, pencil, blotter" and so

on. Suddenly his mind must have turned

to his business
—

"glass, paper, M-G-M,
Metro, Goldwyn, Mayer, Universal, Para-
mount," he chattered.

Anyway, in the first minute, he'd uttered

53 words. In a minute and a half, 65

words—beating the test more than two-to-

one, on time. How well can you do, com-
paratively ? Time yourself, and try it.

See if you can do 65 random words within

90 seconds, as Jackie did.

We can skip some questions in several

succeeding levels, because they're just

repetitions or developments of those

you've read about. Here's an interesting

one parallel to a test in the 14-year-level,

which Jackie passed perfect^.

READ this question: "A man sitting in

his home heard a loud crash out-

side. There was the sound of breaking
glass. He looked out, then telephoned the

hospital saying that—that WHAT had oc-

curred?
Jackie's reply came in a moment. Cor-

rect answrer, of course, is "an accident."

Another question : "Something is hap-

pening in the house across the street. The
rooms are decorated with flowers, people
are coming and they are well-dressed.
Among them is a minister. Some people
outside are tying old shoes and streamers
to an automobile. What do you think is

happening?
Jackie answered his question correctly.

The answer to this one, naturally : "A
wedding."
Now, that summarizes the things Jackie

"passed," achieving scientifically a \2 l/2 -

year rating. He "fell down" on problems
of visualization. He failed, for instance,
to sufficiently visualize "one envelope con-
taining two smaller ones, with a still

smaller envelope inside of each" to get
the correct total number of envelopes al-

together. Can you?
And incidentally (Jackie w:asn't asked

to figure this one out, because it's far be-
yond his age range), here's a stickler
that'll give you something to puzzle your-
self with. If you're a "superior adult,"
you should quickly figure it out. It's one
of the substitute questions given on these
intelligence tests.

"Two missionaries and two cannibals
wanted to cross a stream. They had a
boat which could carry no more than two
persons. However, it was unsafe to leave
two cannibals and one missionary together
at any time, on either shore, because the
two cannibals would eat the one mis-
sionary. How did they all cross the
stream without running this danger?"
Try to figure it out. You'll find the

answer on page 109.

Jackie's reaction, after the entire test

had been completed, was amusing. He
tumbled out of the doctor's office into

the anteroom where his uncle was wait-
ing. "Look here," he shrieked at the uncle,

"lemme read you these numbers and then
see if you can repeat 'em, will you?"
But uncle wasn't taking any chances.

"No sirree," he said, "you wait until we
get home before trying that."

"Okay," said Jackie, "we'll wait till we
get home."

THAT night Jackie spent the evening
before bedtime applying his own con-

ception of an "intelligence test" to his un-

cle, his mother, his grandmother, his body-
guard, and even his dog. But no official

findings have been reported.

"Is he spoiled?" the doctor was asked,

afterwards. The answer was no. "While
he's somewhat distractable, and shows a

considerable amount of emotion in his

temperamental makeup, these traits are no
more pronounced than is to be expected
in a boy of his age," the doctor said. "He
has an amount of stability and control

which is superior for his age. He is con-
siderate of others, co-operative, and per-

sistent in his attempts to follow direc-

tions. These are points of great interest,

inasmuch as it is often said that children

who are made much of because of success

in motion pictures are invariably spoiled.

Jackie decidedly is not spoiled."

"And," the doctor added, "with the bal-

ance he had at nine, it is safe to assume
that the balance will increase as he grows
older. I'd almost certainly say that he

stands less chance of being spoiled by his

public acclaim than most adults in a simi-

lar position. He's very well trained, as

a 'gentleman,' as well. Whoever did it,

did a good job."

And that, readers, is a fine compliment
to Mabel Leonard Cooper, Jackie's mother,

who devotes herself unceasingly to keep-

ing Jackie "unspoiled" and normal, fight-

ing the influences which her own experi-

ence of working on the stage since child-

hood have taught her might wreck her

boy's life. Mrs. Cooper has succeeded very

well indeed.
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Here is the answer to the test question

given on page 108

:

"First one missionary and one cannibal

cross the stream in the two-place boat.

The missionary sets the cannibal ashore,

returns, takes the second missionary

across. Then the two missionaries stay on

shore, while the cannibal returns and

brings the other cannibal over, thus land-

ing all four individuals on the opposite

shore, yet at no time leaving one mission-

ary with two cannibals."

This is the way Jackie's mental age was

determined

:

Figures arrived at as follows: Jackie's "in-

telligence quotient, 135 at actual age of 9 years, 3

months, when applied to adult age gives relative

adult "I.Q." of 81. Scientific figures, based on

countless tests reveal that 9 per cent of adults

tested rate an "I.Q." of 81 or less. United States

1930 census figures reveals a total of approximately

73,000,000 adults (over 21) in this country. Nine
per cent of that figure gives approximately

6,500,000—whose intelligence Jackie's exceeds.

Love Is Enough

(Continued from page 33)

of Isabel Jewell, his sweetheart."

And it is quite true that Isabel and Lee

began their careers "at scratch." She

had had years of stock experience. She

had already crashed Broadway in a couple

of successful plays. She was sent for to

play the role she had created in "Blessed

Event" and in which Cagney was going to

star in pictures. It was—and I give you
my word on this—mere accident that when
Cagney went to war with his studio he was
replaced by Lee Tracy. It was nothing

but coincidence that Lee and Isabel played

together in her first film. It was, again,

just the breaks of the game when he shot

to success and she was told she didn't

photograph well.

Now it is all so strangely different. It

happened that her loyalty to Lee did not

ruin her career. It happens that she has at

last mastered the art of looking as pretty

as she is for the camera and is on her way
to a great future. It also happens that Lee
is almost beginning again. Thanks to the

loyalty of his fans, he is making a come-
back and trying to blot out the memory of

that unfortunate Mexican mix-up.
So Isabel's apparently inconsistent deeds

are reconciled. She loves Lee and she loves

her career. It strikes neither of them as

strange that a woman can have two such
loves.

But as for her going to him when he
needed her, there was not the slightest

hesitancy. How could she fail to remember
when she had been hovering between life

and death in a hospital bed and Lee had
been beside her every moment, haggard be-

yond recognition. She needed him then and
he stuck by her. Had he had smallpox or
yellow fever she would have gone to him.
It happened that he had a malady, more
deadly in its quarantine—Hollywood ostra-
cism. And she went to him then when he
needed her most.
These two have found it much more sim-

ple than it looks to combine love and work.
They love each other, but they have for

each other respect and admiration as

well.

"She's a great trouper," Lee will tell you.
"He's a great actor," she says of Lee.
And that means more to these two—and

has a greater significance—than any words
of praise they could possibly bestow upon
each other.

Secrete^JSeautij

She is not a wealthy debutante nor

a famous screen star. But she is so

lovely because she discovered the

magic secret that Blue Waltz Beauty

Aids, used daily, make you compel-

lingly beautiful always. Start shar-

ing her secret today . . . you will

find the results so marvelous that

your dream of popularity, romance

and love will indeed come true.

BlueWalU
FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK J

Face Powder, Lipstick, Perfume, Cold Cream,

Cream Rouge, Brilliantine, Talcum Powder.

Each only 10c at all 5 and 10c stores

30 facial _
bath* 1(K

The very basis of a fine complexion is clean pores. Don't

clog them with thick, waxy creams—bathe them daily with

pure Vi-Jon Liquefying Cream. Melting at body temperature, Vi-Jon's

cleansing oils flow deep into the pores and free them of all impurities,

leaving your skin sweet, fresh, lovely.

Anybody can afford daily "beauty baths" with Vi-Jon Liquefying Cream.

A 10c jar holds enough for 30 thorough cleansings. Cream of this quality

— and quantity-- usually costs four to 10 times as much. Light, dainty,

delicately scented. Try it. Also try these other high grade creams:
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VANISHING CREAM
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COLD CREAM
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THEATRICAL CREAM
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ON Cream
VI-JON LABORATORIES . . ST. LOUIS
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MAKE YOUR PERMANENT

LAST 3 TIMES AS LONG

WOMEN everywhere are finding that

the secret ofkeeping a permanent wave
is to reset it regularly with the new Wildroot

Wave Powder. Naturally curly and straight

hair are also easy to set with this inexpen-

sive home-made wave set. Just buy Wild-

root Wave Powder, mix with water, and
follow simple directions in package. Never
leaves white flakes, dries quickly, keeps in-

definitely. Used by hairdressers. At all

drug and 5 and 10 cent stores.

10c
MAKES 1 PINT

lS[ew improved
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WAVE POWDER
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Here's What the Censors Took Out

{Continued from page 43)

theme of the picture as a whole, as well as

the treatment of many borderline scenes,

this reasoning on the part of the Buckeye
moralists might well be questioned. Con-
sider, also, that this is the same state that

made two pages of eliminations from Miss
West's first picture, "She Done Him
Wrong." Among the deletions, be it noted,

was the very line which had been placed

in the picture at the direct instigation of

the Hays Office to do away with the

troublesome angle of white slavery. The
reason for this cut is obscure, to say the

least, since the line merely disguised the

idea that those awful Gay Ninety Bowery
gents were mixed up in white slavery by
indicating that innocent young girls were
being dispatched to San Francisco to be

educated in the ways of crime.

Recently in a picture dealing with a

group of wily, well-dressed English thieves,

there was a scene in which the suave leader

of this band perpetrated the hold-up of a

jewelry store by impersonating the chief of

Scotland Yard. He and a henchman,
dressed as a bobby, routed out the owner
of the shop late at night with the story that

they had been informed that a robbery had
taken place. The surprised owner, to prove

that he had not been disturbed that night,

obligingly opened his safe to display his

best jewels. Then our romantic friend

revealed himself as a wolf and walked off

with them, leaving the proprietor in the

safe. The crime seems rather too far-

fetched to inspire imitation. Nevertheless,

the censors in Ohio cut the entire scene and
they were the only board to do so. De-
spite the meticulous care with which
scenes such as this are eliminated, it is

evident from all reports that crime

flourishes in Ohio. The prisons do not
lack for tenants, who even carry things

so far occasionally as to try to break out

by force. "And speaking of prison breaks,

just let anyone try to get one by some of

our censors. They will not only eliminate

the offensive material, but will ban the

picture.

Undressing scenes also come in for their

share of cuts in Ohio. In fact, they even
eliminate the word "nude." All the "pro-

duction value" furnished by that breathless

moment when the star is shown seated

coyly in the bath waving a scrubbing brush
aloft or is shamelessly intruded upon by
the heavy when she is clad only in the

sheerest of undies is merely for the private

delectation of the censor. Even bathing
beauties strutting their stuff in beauty
pageants are ruthlessly deleted from the

news reels.

SPEAKING of beauty, it is rather fun
to see what was done with Jean Har-

low's picture "Blonde Bombshell" in cen-

sor boards throughout the country.

Virginia eliminated the italicized words
spoken to Jean by the colored maid in the

picture: 'That negligee was torn up night

before last." And also, "Your day off is

certainly hard on your lingerie."

Ohio also deleted the objectionable

"night before last" phrase, as well as a

portion of Mrs. Titcomb's speech. "The
call of fatherhood in men, too. Sometimes
I think that's zvhat killed Mr. Titcomb."

British Columbia objected to "Your day
off is certainly hard on your lingerie," but

the words they eliminated were, strangely
enough, "day off."

In Massachusetts (for Sunday show-
ings) they eliminated the dialogue "You
can take your Bostons"—up to and includ-

ing
—

"stuff a codfish with 'em."

Chicago and New York passed "Design
For Living" without a deletion but Ohio
objected to the store window sequence
where Max and Gilda are looking at a bed
and, after the salesman measured the
width of the bed they eliminated scenes of
Max measuring Gilda and then himself.
On the wedding night the following dia-
logue between Max and Gilda was ques-
tioned :

Max: "It's nine-thirty."
Gilda: "Oh, that late?"
Max : "Yes, and I have an appointment

in the morning at ten-fifteen sharp."
Gilda: "Oh, yes?" Max's remark, "I

have an appointment tomorrow, etc.," had
to come out.

"Design for Living" was snipped by
the scissors of the Kansas board like this:
they eliminated the remark by one of the
artists : "Two slightly used artists ready
for the ash can," as well as the scene of
the two artists standing by the girl's bed
and their suggestive looks at each other
and at the bed.
But let us return to the subject of crime

and go with this lurid Frankenstein to the
land where it was nurtured so carefully
and where it attained the fullness of its

growth. Chicago, which has a municipal
board, really acts for the whole state. In
view of its environment, this board might
really be pardoned for being gun shy. Sur-
prisingly enough, however, crime no longer
bothers them. They seem to have acquired
a tolerance toward it and even the one or
two gangster themes which have cropped
up in pictures lately have not been touched,
although there was a time when even the
word "gangsters" was eliminated. With the
retirement of Mr. Capone to the cloistered
peace of Atlanta, Chicago showed itself

willing to forget. Now the villain can pull
his gat from his shoulder holster and
throw it right in the censor's face. So
long as he does not say that he hails from
the Windy City, he can shoot all the women
and children in sight.

VEW YORK, however, is still gun shy.
^ They have even gone so far as to

delete a scene in which a virtuous girl at-

tempted to protect her honor by threaten-
ing a burly attacker with a pistol. A sling-

shot in the hands of a little boy is re-

garded with suspicion, lest it "incite to
crime." Witness the following elimination
made from a short subject:

"Eliminate actual view of Dan firing slug
from sling-shot and breaking vase.
"Eliminate actual view of Dan firing

slug from sling-shot and hitting man on
head.

"Eliminate actual view of Dan firing

slug from sling-shot and hitting Miss
Murray on back of neck."
Dan, in case you don't know, is just a

playful boy and it all happened in a com-
edy and was supposed to be funny. It

wasn't. This is the same stern board that

rejected several versions of "Scafface" be-

cause it tended to glorify the gangster and
did not show him coming to a dire end at
the hands of the law. Finally, when the

picture was revised so as to include scenes
showing the arch gangster actually in the
death cell and actually being hanged, then
the board turned about and cut the scenes

of the hanging on the grounds of grue-
someness

!

But this board's most just claim to fame
lies in its unceasing vigilance in regard to

those dubious cliches, "the travelling

salesman" and "the farmer's daughter."
Never in all the long battle against im-
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purity have either one or the other been
allowed to pass unchallenged. At times
the censors have apparently been so busy
watching for these two evidences of sug-
gestiveness that they have overlooked many
more serious and unalloyed vulgarities.

However, their incontestable success in

keeping the screen free of these spurious
items compensates for a lack of vigilance

in other directions. So alarmed have they
always been about the innocent girl from
the country and the wicked city feller with
his sample case and cumbersome trunks,
they have at times tempered their destruc-
tion with coy attempts at education. The
following is the most outstanding example
of their resourcefulness in this direction
and—in case you don't believe it—was
taken verbatim from one of their bulletins

:

"Eliminate italicized words in subtitle

;

'Near Turkey is the French speaking isle

of Sainte Cassette—colonized during the
Crusades by troubadours {traveling sales-
men), and sans culottes (farmers' daugh-
ters). Substitute song pluggers for travel-
ing salesmen and stenographers for far-
mers' daughters."
As you see, the distinctions are subtle in-

deed, but they do lead one into rather fas-
cinating bypaths of comparison. Here-
after when you have a story about a travel-
ing man and a country girl you might
try these suggested substitutions.

It all seems a bit silly when you consider
that these eliminations were made by the
same board that passed "Temple Drake"
without a cut. And, speaking of that
picture, Pennsylvania sheared material
amounting to three typewritten pages
from it and Ohio two. The same board,
too, passed "She Done Him Wrong" with
but a single cut—to wit, the shot of the
nude painting hanging over the bar. One
wonders how a flash of such a painting
can corrupt more morals or stir up a bigger
ripple on the vast sea of suggestiveness
than the song, "Easy Rider," which Miss
West sang with such gusto and to which
she gave such an interpretation.

Nothing that is in the slightest degree
derogatory to the law or to the people
who administer the law is tolerated. The
citizens must at all costs be protected from

Recently divorced and married

already! Yes, that's Stan Laurel

with his new wife, the former

Ruth Rogers, leaving M-G-M's ban-

quet at the MPTOA convention.
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approve this new way to treat
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FOR GLORIOUS HAIR, youthful and

natural . . . free from that dull, faded look ... be
sure you use ColoRinse in the shampoo wash.

Not a dye or a bleach, it gives the hair a shim-

mering softness and a rich, colorful lustre that

is entrancingly beautiful. There are 12 tints to

choose from . . . and you can use it as often
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PEHFOLASTIC GIRDLE
. . . writes Miss Healy

"It MASSAGES
like magic". . .writes Miss
Kay Carroll."The fat seems
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writes Mrs. McSorley.
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wonderful results obtained
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reduces flabby, disfiguring
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This illustration of the
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A treasure hunt— in your hair! Hidden there is

something precious! Loveliness undreamed of; a
sparkling radiance that is YOUTH—key to popularity,
romance, happiness!

You can revive this charm tonight. Just one Golden
Glint Shampoo will show you the way.

No other shampoo like Golden Glint Shampoo.
Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your hair a
"tiny-tint"—a wee little bit—not much—hardly percep-
tible. But what a difference it makes in one's appear-
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FREE
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Color of my hair:

seeing on their screens any fictional evi-

dence that government is not what it ought
to be. While the censors are busy keeping
such disillusionment from the defenseless

public, the newspapers are fairly bulging
juicy scandal and political perfidy.

AND now let us move up the main line

of the New York, New Haven and
Hartford to Boston where, up to a few
years ago women were not allowed to

smoke in hotel and theatre lobbies. Here
they have a censorship board, too. Al-
though the eliminations are enforcible only
for Sunday showings (week days one can

be oh-so-bad) the censor board is wide
awake.

Massachusetts is unalterably opposed to

all scenes of dancing, gambling in all forms,

practically all gun play and finally, no
one must ever be called a beast.

In Boston, moreover, extreme nervous-
ness is caused by news reels and their titles.

These are rejected wholesale. The follow-

ing are a few examples picked at random

:

"Havana gets gay for the New Year."
"Movietone takes you to trial of Soviet

traitors."

"Soviet remits death penalty of accused
in treason trial."

"Wrestling champ keeps crown."
Of them all, the last seems most tragic.

Imagine the big fellow's disappointment at

not being allowed to keep his crown on the

Sabbath.
Virginia leads a very quiet and normal

life, apparently, for the censors there dis-

play more good sense and a more even tem-
perament than all the others combined.
They do not, however, like to see young
girls kissed on the neck by amorous males.
Maryland shares this dislike. There was

a time, not so very long ago, when most
anything except this peculiar form of amor-
ous advance went, but Maryland has un-
dergone a belated development of a noble
sense of the moral and the right. Now
this board will cut anything and not even
give an excuse, but one of the sheep they
were shearing suddenly turned on them and
butted them so hard that they awoke to

find themselves in a most humiliating and
ridiculous position. The sheep was Diet-
rich's "Song of Songs." When they re-

viewed this picture, they allowed false

piousness to run riot, with the result that

they deleted so much material there was
barely enough left to show as an adver-
tising trailer. Paramount took the case to

the courts and the decision was entirely

reversed, the picture being passed with
but a single elimination—namely, the shot

in which the sculptor takes the nude model
in his arms.

Kansas, in leniency, more than balances
Maryland's severity. For instance, "Mary
Stevens, M.D." was passed without elimi-

nations while the majority of the other
boards subtracted generous amounts. "The
Song of the Eagle" likewise seemed to dis-

agree radically with the ideas of most of
the censors, yet it, too, was passed without
a cut by the Kansas liberalists. The theme
of this story, you may remember, was beer
and gangsters ; the horrors of prohibition

were on display and the theme song was a
lilting, beery melody ending on a falsetto

note of hope—that the return of malt brew
would solve all problems. Despite this

wholesome sign of approval of a new deal,

however, this board did a strange about-
face by eliminating a line from "Emerg-
ency Call"—which was not about beer at

all—in which one of the characters re-

marked, "I'm glad beer's back." What is

more and even better, two inserts of news-
paper headlines were also cut, because they
announced in black and white that the 3.2

bill had been passed ! It appears that one
can never be sure when liberalism is likely

to try a nip-up and miss the flying trapeze.

When examined with the magnifying
glass of reason then, censorship seems to

make no sense at all. It is like some
strange vulture that nibbles haphazardly at

its prey and then levies a privilege tax on
the mutilated, half dead remains. Its

standards, its rules are negligible ; one state

chokes on what another swallows with the

greatest ease. Its personnel is inadequate.

That is the very kindest thing that can be
said of those favored beings who sit in

judgment on what it is right and safe for

the public to see.

Below you will find reproductions of

the elimination sheets, which will show you
exactly how the censors work.

THIS IS WHAT MOVIE COMPANIES
CONTEND WITH FROM THE

CENSORS
FEATURE COMPANY

"I'M NO ANGEL" PARAMOUNT
TERRITORY
MARYLAND

In our letter of October 25, 1933, we
informed you of the eliminations made by
the Maryland Censor Board in the above
production. The eliminations have been
modified to read as follows

:

Reel 1. Eliminate words by barker:
"And with the right kind of encourage-

ment she'll throw discretion to the winds,
and her hips to the north, east, south and
west. Yes, sir, boy."

The Fredric Marches and the John Cromwells attend the premiere of "The

House of Rothschild." Mrs. Cromwell is none other than Kay Johnson who

made such a hit in "This Man Is Mine."
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Reel 2. Eliminate closeup of Chump in

apartment seated with legs apart.

Reel 4. Eliminate words by barker

:

"Like nobody else. Why she is safer in

that cage than she is in bed."

KANSAS

Reel 2. Eliminate words by Mae West

:

"Sittin' or reclinin'." Eliminate entire

front view of man sitting on davenport
alone, as Mae West is at the talking ma-
chine. Eliminate dance scene of man and
Mae West, as he sits on the table with

Mae West in his arms to the words : "I

don't like that word, giving."

Reel 6. Eliminate words by Mae West:
"Bring in a couple of drinks."

Reel 9. Eliminate words by Mae West

:

"Do you call that a rest?"

OHIO

Reel 1. Eliminate italicized portion of

following dialogue by barker : "And with

the right kind of encouragement she'll

throw discretion to the ivinds and her hips

north, cast, south and zvest."

Reel 4. Eliminate following dialogue by
barker : "Why, she's safer in that cage than

she is in bed."

NEW YORK

Reel 2. In scene in tent where Tira is

bending over basin washing hands, elimi-

nate views where Slick presses his body
against her posterior.

CHICAGO

Reel 3. Cut scene of taking ring off

injured man's finger.

ALBERTA, CANADA

Eliminate in trailer : "It isn't the men
in your life—it's the life in your men."

Reel 1. Shorten views of Tira moving-

body sinuously. Men winking. Chump nod-

ding head and holding up ring. Also dia-

logue interspersed as follows : "With the

right kind of encouragement she'll throw
discretion to the winds, etc."

Reel 7. "Am I making myself clear,

boys?"
Reel 10. "Sitting or reclining."

Reel 2. "She's safer in that cage than
she is in bed. I don't doubt it."

Reel 6. "You're gonna like what I have
in mind." 'When I'm bad, I'm better."

Reel 7. "I ain't damaged."
Reel 9. "Let me take you somewhere

and we'll . . . Do you call that a rest?"

"What are you thinking about?" "The
same thing you are."

Song at end of picture
—

"I'll take your
blues"—to end of song.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Reel 4. Eliminate the word "broad."
Reel 6. Eliminate the word "twist."

. . . What are the experiences

of an unknown girl in Holly-

wood? MODERN SCREEN
has the exclusive diary of just

such a girl who went to Holly-

wood several months ago,

with movie ambitions. Her
thrilling story commences in

our August issue

^ cans sold <<dm3bm
in 1933 without advertising

... QUALITY is the answer

10c
for a big. BIG can of
the finest, purest talc

a value that you
cannot beat at many

times the price! Tested, proven,
accepted! Millions more will
buy these splendid talcs, now
that we are telling everyone
how fine and pure they are.

Select your favorite odor,
from this wide assortment. We
particularly recommend our
own exclusive copyrighted blend

of Lilacs and Roses, a
breath of Heaven itself.

Insist on Lander's big
QUALITY dime's worth,
and get the most for your
money.

AT YOUR FAVORITE
CHAIN STORE

PERFUMER \

NcwYork, Memphis, Binghamton

THE CARIOCA MIRROR
Be the first among vour friends to have the new
CARIOCA MIRROR, the latest fad in Hollywood
and Paris. This beautifully designed, unbreak-
able, chromium mirror is especially suited for
beach, golf and sports wear. Fits in your handbag.
Price 25 cents. (Stamps or coin.)

Agents wanted—send 25 cents
for sample and special offer.

COLBER SALES CO., P.O. Box 368, Newark, N. J.

Grew Hair One Bnch
Mr. W. E. Andrews, Franklin, Pa., wriles: "I used 2
bottles of Japanese OU and succeeded in growing
hair 1 inch long on my bald spots."
JAPANESE OIL, the antiseptic counter-irritant, is used
by thousands for baldness, falling hair, loose dandruff and
scalp itch. Price 60c. Economy size SI. At all druggists.
FREE booklet, "Truth About the Hair"—write

NATIONAL REMEDY CO..
56 W. 45th St.. Dept. 22 New York City

DO YOU REALLY

KNOW GAYNOR?

Want to read a good, rous-

ing story about Janet Gay-
nor—one that will make you
wonder about the idol of

millions?

Be sure to get your copy
of the August issue of

MODERN SCREEN

WONDERFUL for

WHITE KID SHOES
Clean and polish with ColorShine White Kid

Cleaner. Amazing results. Easy to use. Does

not rub off. Or for cloth and buckskin shoes

use ColorShine AU-Purpose White Cleaner.

Either, only 10* at 10* stores. Bottles or tubes.

—-

—

tsS^x̂;vw«s \a :

:

'.;:

CHIEFTAIN
MFG. CO.

BALTIMORE, MD.

A New Skin In 3 Days

!

Pimples, Blackheads, Enlarged
Pores, Freckles, Surface
Wrinkles Vanish This New

Quick Way !

In 1-2-3 short days, your mirror will show your skin
defects GONE!
The most astonishing discovery you ever heard of

harmlessly removes that blemished, thin outer skin film
and you have a rejuvenated, clear, true skin of youth-
like, alluring beauty 1 Think of what this will mean to you

socially, in business and affairs of the heart in these daya
of worry and depression!
You are not asked to pay a cent for information and

convincing evidence that you can do it yourself at home
and surprise your friends and enemies w'th your clear,
new skin IN 3 DAYS.

Simply write and ask for "BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN
IN 3 DAYS." Write your name and address plainly and
this great happiness-bringing treatise will be sent by
return mail, postpaid and ABSOLUTELY FREE ! Send
no money. Address William Witol,' Room 398-J, No.
1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y .If you are pleased,

tell your friends about it
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THAT LA5TS ANDin
LASTS AND LASTS

!

as ordinary "surface dyes" never can

!

WHERE ordinary dyes just give a

"color wash" to clothes—Rit soaks into
every fibre and every thread—through-
and-through

—

instantly. Rit contains one
remarkable new chemical (registered in
the U. S. Patent Office) that no other tint

or dye can have for 17 years—that makes
Rit quicker, easier and surer than any
product you have ever used!

Rit in its new form (not a soap!) is a quick-dis-
solving tablet for convenience—won't leave streaks
and spots of undissolved dye as powders often do.
Color won't rub off— not affected by perspiration
—won't look "dyed". Try this new Rit—and you'll
be lastingly grateful to the scientistwho discovered it!

Your Choice Of 33 Colors! Rit's complete color
range meets every need. And every color is clear,
sparkling, professional. Rit leaves the material soft
and pliable as new. You'll have perfect results the
first time and every time with new Instant Rit.

CHECK THIS LIST OF RIT USES:
Draperies Hooked Rugs Slip Covers Bedspreads
Lingerie Bridge Sets Table Cloths Children's
Sweaters Men's Shirts Stockings Clothes

NEW!
No longer a soap!

ffl Dissolves instantly.

THE INFORMATION DESK
We're at your service! So step right up with

questions about the stars, pictures or anything

pertaining to the cinema, and we'll give you

all the answers

M. J. GIBSON, Flushing, N. Y.—The cute dog in

"The Way to Love" was a Sealyham. Want one?
G. W. K„ Fayetteville, N. C.—1 don t much blame
you for heing puzzled about the pronunciation ol

bally Eilers' surname. The correct pronunciation is

HELEIS^DORSAM. Bethlehem, Pa.—Douglas Walton
was the lad who played the part of Karl in "Madame
Spy." His age is a mystery and I don't believe
he's married.

RUTH HAYASAKA, Seattle, Wash., and DORIS
HANSEN, Perth Amboy, N. J.—Noah Beery, Jr.,

following in the footsteps of his famous fatlier, was
the lad who played the part of Danny Brand in

"The Rustlers' Roundup." Our friend, Bruce
Cabot, was born on April 20, but he is not disclosing
the year. His next picture will be with Clive Brook
in "Sour Grapes."

R. M. V. r Hot Springs, Ark.—No, Joan Crawford's
brother, Hal, wasn't one of the dancing boys in
"Dancing Lady.

"

MARIE DALZ, Naugatuck, Conn.—Here are the
birth dates you asked for. If you're good at
'rithmetic, figure them out for yourself. Gloria
Swanson, March 27, 1899; Constance Bennett, Octo-
ber 22, 1906; Dolores Del Rio, August 3, 1905;
Norma Shearer, August 10, 1904; Joan Crawford,
March 23, 1908; Joe E. Brown, July 22, 1892. That
ought to keep you busy of a summer evening.

MARY SICILIANC, New York City—The name of
the lovely waltz to which Norma Shearer and Leslie
Howard danced in "Smilin' Through" is not known
since it was an original piece composed by song
writers on the coast to fit the humor of the scene.
A great loss to the music lovers

!

G. S.. Indianapolis, Ind. ; J. O. L., Lynn, Mass.

;

NORMA PERRY, Montreal, Canada; M. S. B.,
Rensselaer, N. Y.; MARY JANE ROBERTS, Mc-
Keesport, Pa.; PAULA CAVELL, Pittstown, Pa.;
DICKY. Buffalo, N. Y. ; LORRAINE KAMPER,
St. Louis, Mo.; BEVERLY WOOD, Ogden, Utah.
—In the "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" the role of
Harry, the coxswain, was played by Eddie Tamblyn.
He is not a Sigma Chi. This picture was his first
and he was also in "Harold Teen" which is his
last to date. 1 think you must be mistaken, Beverly,
about his being in "Flying Down to Rio." He may
be reached at Warner-First National Studios, Bur-
bank, Calif. Florence Lake took the part of Dizzy
and she is the sister of Arthur Lake. See the re-
semblance? The exterior scenes were not shot at
the University of Southern California. Randolph
Scott is 31 years old. Buster Crabbe is married to
Adah Virginia Held. It just seems that married
bliss is not the thing for such as Jack Gilbert.
Maybe it's his disposition (or his hard luck)—any-
way this is his fourth split up, and four women
can't be very wrong

!

VIRGINIA STORY, Sulphur, Okla. ; BOB CNIST,
Tiffin, Ohio; DOROTHY M. REED, Glen Cove,
N. Y.; GRETA FISH, Belmont, N. Y.—Frankie
Darro is about 17, is 5 feet 3 inches tall (another
shorty, but then he still has time to stretch up)

,

weighs 111 pounds and has brown eyes and hair.
He is an American, born and educated in Chicago.
He likes tough roles, Charlotte Greenwood, base-
ball, football, tennis, hockey and snappy clothes.
His favorite color is blue. He dislikes ice cream
cones (funny boy) silk underwear, night clubs, pos-
ing for stills, eating between meals, smoking, bed-
time snacks, politics, bath salts, cooking and writ-
ing letters. He is under contract to Warner-First
National Studios. Burbank, Calif., and may be
reached there. He has just finished making "No
Greater Glory" for Columbia, and "Merry Frinks"
for Warners. Frank Albertson has dark brown
eyes, and his next picture is "The Party's Over."
Hal LeRoy is about 21, 5 feet 11 inches tall, weighs
135 pounds, has blue eyes and light brown hair..
He likes dancing, music and song writing. His pet
dislikes are early morning calls, back seat drivers,
chicken, rubbers, walks and swimming. He mar-
ried Ruth Dodd on April 12 and has been appearing
at the Casino de Paree in New York. The Joans

—

Blondell, Bennett and Crawford, pronounce it
"Jone." Garbo would probably call it "Great-a "

MRS. W. H. B., Winchester, Mass.—Gene Raymond,
although his real name is Raymond Guion and his
parents are French, is a native American having
been born in New York City in 1908. Jan Kiepura.
that handsome actor of the golden voice, is still
in Europe. He is under contract to the Vienna
Grand Opera Company. Sad as 'tis, he is not
scheduled to make any more pictures. (And it's
whispered that he's another temperamental fur-
riner.)

MABEL JACOBSEN, Pelham Manor, N. Y.—"Death
Takes a Holiday" was adapted by Maxwell Ander-
son from the play by Alberto Casselo. The waltz
played in the garden scene near the end of the
picture was the "Valse Triste" hy Sidelius.

MRS. A. M. GYDESEN, Bridgeport, Conn.—Kath-
arine Hepburn has never been in a picture with
George Arliss, worse luck!

MARGARET BRIAN, Toronto, Canada; D. W. VAN
SANT, Clinton, Iowa; J. S. WHEELER, Sudbury,
Canada; HELEN ALLEN, Toronto, Canada.—You
can write to John Wayne at the Monogram Pictures
Studio, 1040 N. Las Palmas Ave.. Hollywood,
Calif. He has just finished making "The Sage Brush
Trail," "Riders of Destiny" and "Lucky Texan."
"The Man from Utah" and "Blue Steel" are in pro-
duction.

POURGIE LANNY, Montreal, Canada—Bing Crosby
is of^ Irish-American descent. Claudette Colbert is
28. She and Norman Foster live in separate homes.

EVELYN T. YOUNG, Syracuse, N. Y.—Hugh V.
O'Connell made his last picture for 20th Century
Pictures, 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
You should be able to reach him there.

J. K. T. and SUE GLEMBA, Rochester, N. Y.—
Douglas Walton played the part of young Pearson
in "The Lost Patrol."

NORMAN A. 3CHIELKE, Detroit, Mich.—The pari
of Jimmy Case in "He Couldn't Take It" was
played by Ray Walker. I hardly think you can
get a still from the picture.

M. SANDERS, Decatur, Ga.—Maynard Holmes took
the part of Bradley, Jr., the spoiled son of the
producer in "Dancing Lady." He is not scheduled
foi any new picture at present.

MISS E. RYHICKA, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Baby Rose
Marie, whose real name is Rose Marie Curley, was
born August 15, 1924, in New York City.

MARVIN McMILLAN, Dallas, Tex.—The cute little

boy who portrayed Jimmy, Jr., in "Only Yester-
day" was Jimmy Butler. Jack Oakie was born
in Sedalia, Mo., November 12, 1903. He is 5 feet
10 inches tall and weighs 152 pounds.

MARGARET NELSON and L. S., London, Ont.,
Canada—Douglass Montgomery was born October
29, 1909, in a fashionable old section of Los
Angeles. He graduated from the Los Angeles high
school and worked at the Pasadena Community
Play House. At 16 he had the lead in "Desire
Under the Elms" in San Francisco and after that
was in several plays on Broadway. He dislikes
writing letters perhaps because he has such hor-
rible handwriting. He is 5 feet 11 inches tall,

weighs 178 pounds, likes swimming and Lois Moran.
He may be reached at the Universal Studios, Uni-
versal City, Cal., where he has been making "Little
Man, What Now? " with Margaret Sulla van.

WINIFRED STILES, Arlington, N. Y.—Robert Mont-
gomery is just thirty. He was born in Beacon

,

N. Y., and is married to Elizabeth Allen (not the
actress) . He can't play the piano. You can write
him at M-G-M Studios, Culver City, Calif.

BETH, Newark, N. J.—Gene Raymond is playing
with Joan Crawford in her next picture, "Sadie
McKee." You may get your photograph yet, but
if you don't, why not write another letter? Many
of the stars are not allowed to make personal ap-
pearances because their contracts forbid it, others
dislike them, and many more do not have the time.

ROSE WINTERS, So. Chicago, 111.—Write to George
Raft at the Paramount Studios. Hollywood, Calif.

CHARLES E. LYNN, West Alexander, Pa.—Richard
Cromwell is still under contract to Columbia Stu-
dios. 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Calif., where he
receives his fan mail.

CYNTHIA TRAVERS, Fitchburg, Mass.—Randolph
Scott is 31, and that is his real name. He did not
serve in the World War. He was too young.

W. G. TJADER, Minneapolis, Minn.—You are right.
Richard Dix will be forty July 18. He was born
in St. Paul, Minn., and Richard Arlen, although
born in Charlottesville, Va., attended St. Thomas
College in St. Paul and after the war was instructor
of swimming at the St. Paul Athletic Club. His
parents still live in St. Paul.

LORETTA PALLISCO, New York City—Yes, indeed.
Fred Astaire was in "Dancing Lady." Don't you
remember the scene where he was teaching Joan
some steps just after Patch had taken her into the
show? And the Magic Carpet and Bavarian scenes?
That picture could have stood a lot more of Mr.
Astaire. Agreed?

MARJCRIE COSWELL, LeRoy, N. Y.—Evelyn Ven-
able is 20, and her one consuming ambition and
interest is Shakespeare. She wants very much to
start a Shakespearean theatre some day. She really
is just the type.

ALISON WESTCOTT, Pottstown, Pa.—The music
played in the love scenes of "Queen Christina" are
original pieces composed by Herbert Stothart espe-
cially for that picture. They are not on sale.
Sorry

!

NELLIE MAKOW, Cortland, N. Y.—If you are re-
ferring to "Thirty Day Princess," Randolph Scott
is not going to take Cary Grant's place. The pic-
ture is already complete with Cary in the lead
along with Sylvia Sidney. It ought to be good, too.
As for Paramount giving Randy a better break,
I'm sure I don't know why they don't. He has
just about everything, what think you?

ANN GAUJOT, Pennington Gap, Va.—"Singing
Fool" was released in 1928 and "Sonny Boy" in
1929. Al Jolson had the lead in both.

BEATRICE EAGLE, Charlotte, N. C—The theme
song of "Song of Songs" was the Fourth Move-
ment of the Sixth Symphony by Tschaikowsky. Tt

can be obtained in music stores, if you feel up to it.

DETECTIVES—Woe is the Information Desk! It

made an error in the April issue by reporting that
Joe Cook had never appeared in pictures. He has.
though, and the name of the picture was "Rain or
Shine" released in 1930. Louise Fazenda and Wil-
liam Collier, Jr., were also in the cast.

All of your questions will be

answered in this magazine. Ad-

dress: The Information Desk,

MODERN SCREEN Magazine,

149 Madison Avenue, New York,

N. Y.
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THE REPORT CARD
Going to the movies ? Consult our picture rating first:

A means excellent; B means good; C means fair;

D means poor

THESE PICTURES GET "A"
BERKELEY SQUARE (Fox).

Its intriguing plot will fascinate you. Leslie Howard
and Heather Angel.

BOTTOMS UP (Fox).
Fast-moving tale about movie-crashing. The music
is gra-n-d. Don't miss it.

CAROLINA (Fox).
Janet Gaynor and a fine supporting cast, including
Lionel Barrymore. Henrietta Crosman and Robert
Young.

THE CAT AND THE FIDDLE (M-G-M).
A musical with Jeanette McDonald and Ramon
Novarro.

CONVENTION CITY (First National).
Packed full of laughs.

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW (Universal).
John Barrymore and Bebe Daniels in Elmer Rice's
successful stage play.

DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY (Paramount).
Getting bored with the usual movie fare? See this.

DESIGN FOR LIVING (Paramount).
Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins and Gary Cooper
will keep you amused.

ESKIMO (M-G-M).
Fine photography.

FASHION FROLICS OF 1934 (Warners).
See it.

HI, NELLIE! (Warners).
Paul Muni and Glenda Farrell make this an above-
the-average newspaper story.

HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD (20th Century).
You've heard all about George Arliss' latest.

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (Columbia).
Entertainment plus. With Gable and Colbert.

THE LAST ROUND-UP (Paramount).
A Western with Randolph Scott.

LITTLE WOMEN (RKO).
You've probably seen it by this time.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE (20th Century).
Spencer Tracy, and Jack Oakie as telephone repair-

men, and Constance Cummings and Arline Judge as
their girl friends.

A MAN'S CASTLE (Columbia).
Spencer Tracy and Loretta Young.

MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN (Paramount).
Baby LeRoy all but steals the picture from Dorothea
Wieck and Alice Brady.

MOULIN ROUGE (20th Century).
Don't miss La Bennett.

NANA (Sam Goldwyn).
Anna Sten.

ONLY YESTERDAY (Universal).
Margaret Sullavan will bring the tears to your eyes.

PALOOKA (20th Century).
Plenty of laughs here.

QUEEN CHRISTINA (M-G-M)
Garbo and Gilbert.

RIPTIDE (M-G-M).
Modern marriage yarn with Shearer. Montgomery
and Herbert Marshall.

ROMAN SCANDALS (Sam Goldwyn).
Eddie Cantor and a host of beautiful girls.

SPRINGTIME FOR HENRY (Fox).
Nice work by the entire cast, including Otto Kruger,
Nancy Carroll and Nigel Bruce.

STAGE MOTHER (M-G-M),
Alice Brady and Maureen O' Sullivan.

STAND UP AND CHEER (Fox).
A top-notch musical with an all-star cast.

TWENTIETH CENTURY (Columbia).
John Barrymore in the best role of his career. And
Carole Lombard coming in for her share of acting
honors, too. Don't miss it.

TWENTY MILLION SWEETHEARTS (Warners).
Crooner. Dick Powell, sweetheart, Ginger Rogers
and manager, Pat O'Brien, in a tale about radioland.
Very well done.

VIVA VILLA (M-G-M).
First-class entertainment. Don't miss it.

WONDER BAR (Warners).
Al Jolson and an all-star cast.

THE WORLD CHANGES (First National).
Paul Muni.

THESE PICTURES GET "B"
ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN (20th Century).
Newspaper yarn with Lee Tracy.

THE AFFAIRS OF CELLINI (20th Century).
Despite the presence of Constance Bennett and Fred-
ric March, this is Frank Morgan's picture. Worth
seeing.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (Paramount).
Charlotte Henry as Alice.

ALL OF ME (Paramount).
Poor story. But fine performances by Miriam Hop-
kins. Fredric March, Helen Mack and George Raft
save it.

ARIANE (Pathe-Cinema).
Elizabeth Bergner is most interesting.

BEGGARS IN ERMINE (Monogram).
Lionel Atwill and Henry B. Walthall.

BELOVED (Universal).
A musical with Gloria Stuart and John Boles.

BLONDE BOMBSHELL (M-G-M).
Harlow as a hard-boiled actress and Lee Tracy as
her manager and press agent. Plenty of fun.

BLOOD MONEY (20th Century).
Judith Anderson's movie debut.

BOLERO (Paramount).
You'll enjoy Carole Lombard's and George Raft's
dancing. Sally Rand does her stuff, too.

BY CANDLELIGHT (Universal).
Delightful comedy. Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas and
Nils Asther.

CATHERINE THE GREAT (United Artists).
Elizabeth Bergner and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Interesting entertainment.

THE CHIEF (M-G-M).
Ed Wynn.

COMING OUT PARTY (Fox).
About the girls and boys of today. Frances Dee
and Gene Raymond.

CRADLE SONG (Paramount).
Life in a convent. Dorothea Wieck and Evelyn
Venable.

THE CRIME DOCTOR (RKO).
A thrilling mystery. Otto Kruger, Karen Morley
and Nils Asther. Don't miss it.

DANCING LADY (M-G-M).
Crawford, Tone and Gable.

DOUBLE DOOR (Paramount).
The fine acting of Mary Morris, Evelyn Venable and
Sir Guy Standing saves this film.

DUCK SOUP (Paramount).
The nonsensical Marx Bros.

FLYING DOWN TO RIO (RKO).
Swell music and dancing. Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers and Dolores Del Rio.

GALLANT LADY (20th Century).
Ann Harding and Otto Kruger. See it.

GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (Fox).
Vallee, Alice Faye and Jimmy Durante in a
picturization of the famous "Scandals."

GLAMOUR (Universal).
Constance Cummings and Paul Lukas.

GOOD DAME (Paramount).
Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March.

HALF A SINNER (Universal).
From the stage play, "Alias the Deacon," with Ber-
ton Churchill playing the title role. Sally Blane and
Joel McCrea supply the love interest.

HAVANA WIDOWS (First National).
A comedy with Joan Blondell and Glenda Farrell.

HEAT LIGHTNING (Warners).
Glenda Farrell. Ruth Donnelly and Lyle Talbot
bring plenty of excitement to the desert auto camp
which Aline MacMahon runs.

HER FIRST MATE (Universal).
A ZaSu Pitts-Slim Summerville comedy.

HER SWEETHEART, CHRISTOPHER BEAN
(M-G-M.
Marie Dressler's latest film.

THE HOUSE ON 56TH STREET (Warners).
Kay Francis, gambler.

I'LL TELL THE WORLD (Universal).
Lee Tracy as the fast-talking reporter again.

I LOVED A WOMAN (First National).
Eddie Robinson gives his usual good performance.
And Genevieve Tobin and Kay Francis are excellent
aids.

I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount).
Mae West. (As if you didn't know.)

I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER (First National).
Good comedy. Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien and
Glenda Farrell.

JIMMY AND SALLY (Fox).
Claire Trevor and Jimmy Dunn.

JIMMY THE GENT (Warners).
Jimmy Cagney as an heir chaser. It's a riot.

THE KING OF THE ARENA (Universal).
Ken Alaynard.

LADY KILLER (Warners).
Jimmy Cagney and Mae Clarke.

LEGONG (Bennett Productions).
Beautiful photography.

LET'S FALL IN LOVE (Columbia).
A Hollywood background. With Gregory Ratoff,
Ann Sothern and Eddie Lowe.

MANHATTAN LOVE SONG (Monogram).
Good comedy, with Bob Armstrong and Dixie Lee.

MANHATTAN MELODRAMA (M-G-M).
An interesting yarn with Clark Gable, William
Powell and Myrna Loy. A bit slow.

MAN OF TWO WORLDS (RKO).
Introducing Francis Lederer to the movie fans.

A MAN'S WOMAN (Monogram).
With Hollywood locale. Marguerite De La Motte,
John Halliday and Wallace Ford.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS (Paramount).
Burns and Allen in a laugh-riot.

MELODY IN SPRING (Paramount).
Very light, but nicely done. Lanny Ross and Ann
Sothern.

MEN IN WHITE (M-G-M).
Clark Gable and Elizabeth Allan in the picturization
of the stage success about the medical profession

THE MYSTERY OF MR. X (M-G-M).
A thriller. With Bob Montgomery and Elizabeth
Allan.

NO MORE WOMEN (Paramount).
You know what to expect when Eddie Lowe and
Vic McLaglen get together.

ALL you need is boiling •r water and

White Rit—then simply swish the color out

of your dress!— leave the fabric as white as

when it left the loom— dissolve spots and

stains at the same time—and make re-tint-

ing or dyeing easier because all the old

color is removed and even the lightest

shade "takes" easily.

White Rit affects only the dye, not the cloth-

leaves the material soft and pliable as new—never

harsh, brittle or rotted. It is harmless as boiling

water. Millions of women now use White Rit in

the laundry for the family washing—to make white

goods really white, to take out mildew, grass or fruit

stains, ink spots or rust marks. White Rit is the

original color remover that cannot be successfully

imitated because it is protected by 5 separate pat-

ents. Insist on White Rit.

Remember: White Rit takes old color out —
Instant Rit puts new color in. 33 Rit Colors—clear,

sparkling, professional. So easy, so sure, you'll

have perfect results every time.

/ REMOVE COLOR, SPOTS AND STAINS FROM:

Draperies Lingerie Slip Covers Dresses

Table Linen Stockings Bed Spreads

Harmless as Boiling Water
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BLONDES
heed this warning!

'"PHERE'S a lot of "come hither" in sparkling,
A real golden blonde hair! But watch the danger
line at the part, around the forehead—hair dark-
ening at the roots. It ruins a blonde's attractive-

ness. Whether it's due to hair growing in darker
or imperfect care, all you need is BLONDEX,
the unusual shampoo designed to keep blonde
hair always beautiful. Blondex is not a harsh dye.
Simply a fine powder bubbling instantly into

a beneficial, frothy lather. Naturally brings out
all the dazzling charm, the golden sheen and
lustre that makes blonde hair so fascinating. Get
the inexpensive 25c package, or the economical

$1 size, at any drug or department store. NEW:
Have you tried Blondex Wave Set ? Doesn't
darken light hair— not sticky or flaky.

A "get acquainted" gift from REJUV1A, the favorite
lipstick of more than a million women. A complete
17 x 25" scientific character reading chart absolutely
FREE to you.
Study your sweetheart's character. • Analyze your
friends • Learn what you are. and why you are •
You will be amazed with the mysteries that this chart
will reveal to you.
Mail your name and address on penny post card. No
cost. No obligation. SEND NOW TO Rejuvia
Beauty Labs.. Inc.. Dept. G42. 395 Broadway, N. Y
Try REJUVIA Lipstick today, velvet smooth, per-
manent waterproof. Indelible, in correct shade for your
individual complexion. A tested quality full size
lipstick for only 1U cents at most 5c and 10c Stores.

_ BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'b earn $3,000 to $15,000 a year.
ThouBands of firms need them. Only 12,000 Certified Public Account-
ants in the U.S. We train yonthoroly athome in spare time for CP. A.
examinations or executive accounting positions. Previous experience
unnecessary. Personal training underaupervision of staff of C.P.A a.

including members of the American Institute of Accountants. Write
for free book. "Accountancy, the Profession that PayB."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept7318H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,200 C. P. ».'»

The Swellest

J3tpstictc
you ever put to

your lips — and
only a DIME!

Silvaray Lipstick proves that
it's just silly to spend more
than ten cents for a perfect lip-

stick. Goes on easily. Indelible,
Handsome slide-up case. Six
shades to choose from. Silvaray
is absolutely dollar quality for

a mere dime.

If you don't get the same joy
and satisfaction from Silvaray
as from higher priced lipsticks,

we'll send back your ten cents.

But be sure you get a Silvaray.

At your 10C: Store
B. Kionish& Bro., New York

varqy

NOW I'LL TELL. BY MRS. ARNOLD ROTHSTEIN
(Fox).
Silencer Tracy portrays tlie life o( 1hc famous gam-
bler, Arnold Rothstein. Helen Twelvetrees and Alice
Fayc are in it. too.

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (( olumbia).
Hospital drama. Ralph Bellamy, Fay Wray and
Walter Connolly.

ONE MAN'S JOURNEY (RKO).
Lionel Barrymore.

P*DDY THE NEXT BEST THING (Fox).
Janet Gaynor being very sweet, as usual.

THE POOR RICH (Universal).
reaming Edna .May Oliver and Edward Everett
Horton. Lots of fun.

PRIVATE SCANDAL (Paramount).
ZaSu Pitts, Ned Sparks, Mary Brian and Phillips
Holmes in a comedy-murder mystery.

THE RIGHT TO ROMANCE (RKO).
Ann Harding as a woman physician.

SEARCH FOR BEAUTY (Paramount).
Larry "Buster" Crabbe and many beautiful girls,

among them Ida Lupino.

SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE? (M-G-M).
Excellent comedy. Alice Brady.

SIDE STREETS (Warners).
Touching story of a woman in her thirties, ably
played by Aline Mac.Mahon. With Paul Kelly and
Ann Dvorak.

SING AND LIKE IT (RKO).
You'll enjoy ZaSu Pitts, Pert Kelton and Edward
Everett Horton in this comedy.

SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN (Columbia).
Fine drama with Elissa Landi, Joseph Schildkraut
and Frank Morgan.

SIX OF A KIND (Paramount).
Charlie Ruggles. Mary Boland and Burns and Allen.

SMOKY (Fox).
Fine story about a horse.

SONG OF SONGS (Paramount).
Dietrich.

SON OF A SAILOR (First National).
Joe E. Brown.

SPEED WINGS (Columbia).
Tim McCoy.

SPITFIRE (RKO).
For the Hepburn fans.

SUCH WOMEN ARE DANGEROUS (Fox).
About a novelist (Warner Baxter) and a poetess
(Rochelle Hudson). Good entertainment.

THIS MAN IS MINE (RKO).
You'll enjoy this drawing-room drama with Irene
Dunne, Ralph Bellamy and Constance Cummings.
Kay Johnson deserves a rave.

THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN (M-G-M).
The trials and tribulations of a family. With Lionel
Barrymore and Fay Bainter.

THE THUNDERING HERD (Paramount).
Randy Scott in a Western.

A VERY HONORABLE GUY (Warners).
Joe E. Brown—not at his best. Alice White is the
gal.

WE;RE NOT DRESSING (Paramount).
Bing Crosby makes the most of a weak story.
Carole Lombard, Burns and Allen are in it, too.

WHERE SINNERS MEET (RKO).
Diana Wynyard, Clive Brook and Billie Burke.

WHIRLPOOL (Columbia).
Jack Holt turns in his usual good performance.
Remember Jean Arthur? Well, she's in this and
looks more beautiful than ever.

THE WITCHING HOUR (Paramount).
Concerning the powers of hypnotism. John Halliday,
Sir Guy Standing, Judith Allen and Tom Brown.

WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD (First National).
Rather sad story about the effect of the depression
on the younger generation. With Frankie Darro
and Dorothy Coonan.

THESE PICTURES 6ET "C
AGGIE APPLEBY. MAKER OF MEN (RKO).

Fair comedy. With Wynne Gibson, Charles Farrell.
William Gargan and ZaSu Pitts.

ALL MEN ARE ENEMIES (Fox).
Introducing the new English actor, Hugh Williams.
Helen Twelvetrees is the gal.

AS HUSBANDS GO (Fox).
Sophisticated drama. With Warner Baxter and
Helen Vinson.

CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE (Fox).
Warner Oland.

COLLEGE COACH (Warners).
Football yarn featuring Dick Powell and Ann Dvorak.

COME ON MARINES (Paramount).
Rowdy stuff. Dick Arlen and Ida Lupino.

COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO (Universal).
Mediocre story. Fay Wray and Paul Lukas do
their best though.

THE CROSBY CASE (Universal).
Wynne Gibson and Onslow Stevens.

DARK HAZARD (Warners).
Edward G. Robinson gives a fine, sympathetic per-
formance in this story of a gambler.

DAVID HARUM (Fox).
Will Rogers lias a lot of fun "hoss" trading.

EASY TO LOVE (Warners).
Light comedy. With Genevieve Tobin, Adolphe
Menjou and Mary Astor.

EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT (Paramount).
Dorothy Wilson and Kay Johnson stand out in this.

FINISHING SCHOOL (RKO).
Nice performances by Frances Dee. Billie Burke and
Ginger Rogers save this one.

FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE (Paramount).
Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Mary Boland
and William Gargan in the jungles. You may like
it.

F. P. 1 (Fox-Gaumont).
Submarine tale.

THE FRONTIER MARSHAL (Fox).
John Wayne.

GAMBLING LADY (Warners).
Barbara Stanwyck in the title role.

GOING HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).
Marion Davies and Bing Crosby.

HAROLD TEEN (Warners).
Hal LeRoy as narold Teen and Rochelle Hudson as
Lillums of the famous comic strip. Some nice
dancing by LeRoy.

HIPS, HIPS. HOORAY (RKO).
Wheeler and Woolsey.

I AM SUZANNE (Fox).
A musical with Lilian Harvey and Gene Raymond.

I BELIEVED IN YOU (Fox).
A yarn about Greenwich Village. With John Boles
and Rosemary Ames.

I HATE WOMEN (Monogram).
Wallace Ford does rather well in the role of a news-
paperman. The story's mediocre.

THE INVISIBLE MAN (Universal).
Claude Rains.

JOURNAL OF A CRIME (Warners).
Ruth Chatterton's latest film.

LADIES MUST LOVE (Universal).
June Knight and -Neil Hamilton in a rather dull
musical.

LONG LOST FATHER (RKO).
Poor vehicle for John Barrymore.

THE LOST PATROL (RKO).
Movie fare for men. Boris Karloff, Vic McLaglen
and Reginald Denny head an all-male cast.

MASSACRE (Warners).
Richard Barthelmess and Ann Dvorak on an Indian
Reservation.

A MODERN HERO (Warners).
Nice cast but weak story. Richard Barthelmess,
Jean Muir, Verree Teasdale and Marjorie Rambeau.

MONTE CARLO NIGHTS (Monogram).
John Darrow and Mary Brian.

MYSTERY LINER (Monogram).
Dull mystery with Noah Beery and Astrid Allyn.

NO GREATER GLORY (Columbia).
George Breakston and Frankie Darro as leaders of
rival gangs. The kids will like it.

OLSEN'S NIGHT OUT (Fox).
El Brendel.

THE PARTY'S OVER (Columbia).
Poor story. Stu Erwin, Ann Sothern, and Arline
Judge.

REGISTERED NURSE (Warners).
Bebe Daniels and Lyle Talbot in a hospital yarn.
You're probably tired of this sort of thing by this
time.

THE SCARLET EMPRESS (Paramount).
Loaded down with scenery, church bells and what-
not. It won't help the beautiful Marlene Dietrich
much.

SHE MADE HER BED (Paramount).
Bob Armstrong in an unsympathetic role. Sally
Eilers and Richard Arlen are in it.

THE SHOW-OFF (M-G-M).
Spencer Tracy and Madge Evans.

S. O. S. ICEBERG (Universal).
An expedition to Greenland.

STRICTLY DYNAMITE (RKO).
Don't let the "big names" fool vou. In spite of
Durante and Velez, this doesn t jell.

THE TORCH SINGER (Paramount).
Claudette Colbert as a night club singer.

THE TRUMPET BLOWS (Paramount).
The story is bad. George Raft as a bull-fighter and
Frances Drake, a Mexican dancer. Katherine De
Mille stands out in a small role.

THE WOMEN IN HIS LIFE (M-G-M).
Otto Kruger.

YOU CAN'T BUY EVERYTHING (M-G-M).
Good performances by May Robson, Lewis Stone and
Jean Parker rescue a mediocre story.

YOU'RE TELLING ME (Paramount).
W. C. Fields.

THESE PICTURES GET "D"
BIO SHAKEDOWN (First National).

Bette Davis and Ric Cortez exposing the cut-rate
Qiug racket. A bit boring.

BOMBAY MAIL (Universal).
A mystery. Starring Edmund Lowe.

GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM (Paramount).
Cbarles Farrell. Charlie Ruggles and Marguerite
Churchill in Paris.

KEEP 'EM ROLLING (RKO).
The story's incredible. Walter Huston is wasted in
this picture.

LET'S BE RITZY (Universal).
You can skip this one. Lew Ayres and Pat Ellis are
in it.

MANDALAY (First National).
Kay Francis and Lyle Talbot.

NO RANSOM (Liberty).
Leila Hyams. Phillips Holmes and Jack LaRue in
a yarn that's just too incredible.

SITTING PRETTY (Paramount).
Jack Oakie, Jack Haley and Ginger Rogers in a
tale about a couple of song writers. Dull stuff.

SMOKING GUNS (Universal).
Not up to par. Ken Maynard and Gloria Shea.

SUCCESS AT ANY PRICE (RKO).
Colleen Moore and Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

TWO ALONE (RKO).
Jean Parker and Tom Brown.

UNCERTAIN LADY (Universal).
Edward Everett Horton and Genevieve Tobin.

UPPERWORLD (Warners).
Story's had. Warren William, Mary Astor and
Ginger Rogers are in it.

WHITE WOMAN (Paramount).
Charles Laughton and Carole Lombard in the tropics.

WILD GOLD (Fox).
Nothing can save this one. John Boles, Claire
Trevor and Harry Green.
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Why George Raft Is Afraid of Women

{Continued from page 41)

I never was angry at her, not for one mo-
ment. I don't get angry with people. It

was just a misunderstanding. It's okay
now."
"And Virginia Pine?"
"In Chicago when reporters inquired as

to whether I intended marrying her, I re-

taliated with what I thought was the only
logical answer, that I couldn't marry be-
cause I was already married. This started

things."

HE stared at me. "Look here," he
said, "you and I are in a spot. Your

editor probably told you to make me talk

and my lawyer told me not to talk, but I'll

say this," he leaned forward. "I never
wanted to keep my marriage secret. That
wasn't my idea at all. I'm new at this

game . . . pictures . . . interviews. I'm a
regular rookie, like in baseball. When I

first signed with Paramount they asked me
whether I was single. I was about to

say, 'No,' when my agent poked me in the

arm. 'Single,' he said. And afterwards
told me it would be bad business if they
thought I was married. I felt he knew
more about those matters than I, so I did

what I was told."

It was in 1923 that George Raft married
a non-professional.

"I never had a home," he admitted. "We
agreed to disagree, and we've been sep-

arated nine and a half years. Now, after

all that time, this suit is slapped on me.
"If I could only get to my wife, only

see her," he said. "She was always such
a good pal. I know if I could talk to her
everything would be all right, but she's

in the hands of attorneys and I can only
talk through them."

His eyes narrowed. He went on slowly,

adding. "Some women finally kill the

goose that lays the golden egg. I worked
hard. I always have. I just refused to

play stooge to Mae West in her latest pic-

ture, so Paramount said I could take ten

weeks off until my next one was ready. I

couldn't afford the lay-off, I have too many
responsibilities. There's my mother and
my wife. So I'm dancing these ten weeks.
Here," he reached for a clipping, "did you
see this? It appeared in yesterday's

'Mirror.' Mark Hellinger wrote it."

BECAUSE this writer feels that Mr.
Hellinger has ably summed up the dis-

graceful alimony situation that now pre-

vails in this country, I quote him

:

"I see that George Raft is being sued
for separation by a wife who suddenly
popped up from nowhere. The lady is

asking the insignificant sum of $1,200
weekly as alimony.

"Some day when our courts get around
to it, Justice will actually be dealt out in

cases such as these. Raft has worked
desperately hard to get somewhere in pic-

tures, and the success he has achieved is

due entirely to his own efforts.

"Nobody will deny that Mrs. Raft is en-

titled to support, in spite of the fact that

she has been Mrs. Raft in name only for

some years. But by what stretch of the

imagination she should be permitted to cut

in for huge alimony claims on a man who
struggled upward alone, is more than I can
figure out.

"Some day, a Judge in one of these cases

is going to set a precedent. He is going to

lean forward and say

:

" 'Young woman, you have been badly

advised. Had you asked for a sensible ali-

mony, the Court would not have objected.
But I am tired of women who stand aside
until their husbands have met with success
and who then leap forward to reap the
benefits. Your request for alimony is de-
nied.'

"And when the day comes, that Judge
will be cheered to the echo by men and
women the world over who believe in fair

play."

George Raft resumed the conversation.
"I don't suppose there's much of a solution
unless they change the laws. I understand
they're trying to push through a bill now.
These days, if a man is at all in the lime-
light, he gets to be a regular target.

THIS target game is no joke. That's
why I say I'm more afraid of women

than ever before. I can't even answer the
telephone any more. Strange women ring

me and say they're my cousin, or my
mother, or even Mrs. Raft. They go so

far as to have cards printed with the names
of my friends, and then write on these
cards, 'See this girl, she's an old pal

!'

"The first experience I had of this kind
was just before Jimmy Quirk died. He
happened to have been a friend of mine,
God rest his soul. One day a girl called

and said she was an intimate friend of his

and that he wanted me to see her. I in-

vited her to dinner. It was during dinner
that the truth gradually began to dawn
upon me . . . the girl was an impostor. I

said nothing, but I tested her with ques-
tions about Quirk. From her answers I

could tell she did not know him.
"As soon as we finished dinner, I told her

I had to rush to the theatre, and I prom-
ised to telephone her sometime. I never
let on I knew she was a fake. That week
she rang me several times, but I kept say-
ing I was too busy to speak to her. She
never knew the real reason, and she won't
know it, unless she reads your article. I

didn't tell her, because I hate scenes. But,
think a minute, suppose my suspicions

International

"I have to have someone to talk to,"

says George Raft, And that is one
reason why the chap on his right, whom
he has jokingly dubbed "The Killer," is

always with him.
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hadn't been aroused. I might have been
sued . . . and just for having dinner."

There was a knock at the door. In

walked the slim young man whom Raft
dubs, "The Killer."

"A note for you, George." And he
handed him an envelope.

Excusing himself, Raft quickly read the

message, then, "Tell her I'll 'phone at six."

He grinned at me.
When "The Killer" had departed, I

asked a few questions.

"Some say he's your bodyguard, some
vour valet, and some your secretary. What
is he?"
"My pal," answered George Raft. "I

have to have someone to talk to."

That reply is like him. For a man so

admired by women, it is surprising how
popular he is with men.
He spoke again. "I like to remember

what my late friend, Wilson Mizner, once

told me. 'Be nice to everyone you meet
on your way up, George, for you're going

to meet the same people on your way
down.'

"

RECENTLY, at Sing Sing prison, they

told me that George Raft is rated one
of the leading favorite performers. I re-

peated this to him.

"I sent two of my pictures up there," he

said.

Then he talked about his work. He
reads every line about himself, every re-

view that appears in print. He tries to

keep up with all phases of the industry.

"My next picture will be 'Limehouse

Nights.' I play a half-caste. The story's

by Thomas Burke. It may be one of the
original 'Limehouse Nights' tales, I don't

know. I won't read the book. I read a
Louis Bromfield story, and then played in

the adaptation, 'Night After Night.' I

vowed I'd never read the original again,
they change it so."

There was a knock at the door. Once
more "The Killer" entered the room.

"You go on in a few minutes, George."
Raft rose. "I'm sorry if I haven't

talked very clearly," he apologized. 'You
see, I'm sort of muddled these days. Why,
I can hardly read the papers. I hope the

next time I see you, I won't be under a

lawyer's supervision, and I'll be able to

answer your questions, one after another,

like this." He snapped his fingers. "And,
if in the meanwhile, you happen to inter-

view any up-and-coming young men, and
if they want my advice, tell them I say to

spend their money and enjoy it while they

can, because . . . when they get near the

top . . . it's no picnic
!"

He smiled. We shook hands.

There is something very natural about

him, something trusting and honest. He
says he never acts. I believe him. And
I felt sorry for him . . . George Raft, sit-

ting there in that stuffy dressing-room . . .

a prisoner of success, over-worked, pestered

to death with messages, lonely, and as he

puts it, "muddled."

"Goodbye," he said.

"Good luck," I said. "I hope you get a

break." And I meant it.

Between You and Me

(Continued from page 17)

ABOUT A POPULAR YOUNG STAR

M. M., of New York, N. Y., writes us :

This is my first fan letter—and be-

cause of Dick Cromwell ! Month after

month I buy the movie magazines to read

what news I may chance to find concern-

ing him. Ever since "Tol'able David" I

have waited for his pictures and news of

him. Best of luck to Dick and may we
have the pleasure of seeing him in more
good pictures. (You'll see this handsome
young man in "The Most Precious Thing

in Life," with Anita Louise and Jean

Arthur.)

CONCERNING THE STARS OF
"IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT"

A FAN from California writes in

:

You can have all your Garbos, Hep-
burns, and Crawfords (they're swell),

but personally I like Claudette Colbert.

I saw "It Happened One Night" and

thought it was swell. By the way, is

she really going to play "Cleopatra"?

(DcMille wouldn't have any one else

for the role.)

Let me say just a word about your

magazine—it's fine. Even though Mom
doesn't especially like for me to read

movie magazines (I'm only fifteen an'

have to do my algebra), I read Modern
Screen regularly. I like everything

in it.

BETTY AND ANNE, of Trenton,

N. J., were among those who stormed the

Capitol Theatre in New York when Gable
was personal-appearancing

:

We have been ardent Gable fans for

three years and think he has that cer-

tain something that puts him at the top

of the list. We saw him in New York
recently and found that besides his good
looks, excellent physique and great act-

ing ability, he has personality-plus. Oh,
boy, did we enjoy "It Happened One
Night."

A FAN from dear ol' Georgia finds the
Colbert-Gable team something to write
home about

:

I think "It Happened One Night" is

the best picture I've seen this year.
Claudette and Clark make a fine team.
(There's been a lot of talk, since the tre-

mendous success of this picture, about
teaming Colbert and Gable again BUT
there are complications. If Columbia—
zvho "discovered" the team—Paramount—to whom Claudette is under contract—
and M-G-M—Gable's home company—
could get together and decide which one
of them ivill have the honor of making
the next Colbert-Gable starring picture,
mcbbe we'll see this delightful pair
again.)

Ever since I saw "Adorable," I've

wondered why Henri Garat hasn't been
in more American pictures. People al-

ways enjoy a clean, wholesome film like

"Adorable" and I hope there will be
more like it. (Fox's plans for him are
a bit indefinite, though he's still under
contract to them. He's in his native-
France at the moment.)

BLAME IT ON THE FANS

MOVIEGOER, of Windsor, Ont., Can-
ada, makes a few comments :

I note with interest that Katharine
Hepburn, who won the Academy Award
for her work in "Morning Glory," stated
in a recent interview that she deems
Greta Garbo the greatest actress in
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Hollywood. (Yes, the Hepburn is

frank. When reporters in Nczv York-

asked her whether she ivould do another
play, she replied in the affirmative and
added slyly, "Hope I'll be better than I

u'as last time.")

I would be gratified indeed to see in

your "Between You and Me" column

more bouquets for the fair Garbo and
less remarks about her feet. I have
recently seen "Queen Christina" and was
thrilled beyond words by the artistry of

Queen Garbo. Her face registers emo-
tion without a disgustingly soggy ex-

hibition of glycerine tears, as most
actresses do.

Let's Talk About Love

(Continued from page 14)

the ears, of course, if they don't fit into

the rest of the conversation.
The above very general advice goes for

meeting all kinds of people—girls and boys
and older people; When you meet an at-

tractive person of the opposite sex, natur-
ally the manner changes a bit. That's as

it should be. I think girls are wise to

soften down their own personality when
a man comes into the picture. Don't talk

too much. One shouldn't stand there like

a stick, of course, but let him do the
greater part of the talking. (Another old
rule, but still good.) If he's one of these

strong, silent men, you can always ask
questions, can't you? Ask his opinion of

this local topic of interest, ask him where
he works and what he does and has he
seen this movie or that one and didn't he
think it was a picture which would appeal
to men more than women.

If he pays you a compliment—and it

sounds sincere—thank him for it. If you
think he's kidding—or just saying nice

things because you expect it—kid back. It's

all a part of the social game and one
doesn't take those things seriously. If he
is fresh, try to stop the freshness in a

nice, gentle way. A girl can usually make
a man play her game, you know.

If you sense that he wants to end the
conversation, you be the one to break it

off. Casually and naturally. Be sure to

put across the idea that you have enjoyed
talking to him—or dancing with him or
meeting him.

A LONG time ago (when I was in high
school, to be exact) I used to watch

and ponder over a certain very popular
girl. I tried to figure out just why she

was so popular. I didn't have more than
a speaking acquaintance with her at the

time. She was rather sweet looking, but

certainly not beautiful. Maybe she dressed
well, you say? Well, that was the funny
part of it. The girl never seemed to care

a bit what she had on. Her family didn't

have very much money and she made most
of her own clothes—not very skilfully, at

that. I remember one Hallowe'en dance
and this girl arrived in a little thing she
had run up at home. It was orange crepe

de chine, made with two seams up the sides

and a slit for the neck. She had pinned a

couple of gardenias on one shoulder. That's
all there was to it. Neither chic nor un-
usual. I hope I've put over the idea that

she wasn't the best dressed gal in town.
Oddly enough, no one ever commented

on her lack of smartness. They all said,

"She's an awfully sweet girl," or "She cer-

tainly is clever. And peppy ! Why she

belongs to this, that and the other club.

She's always up to her neck in some sort

of activity."

And she was. I came to know her very
well later on and she was just one of those

people who are so vitally interested in so

many things that she didn't have time to

think about herself or her looks. I'm not

saying, of course, that one way to be

popular is to pay no attention to your

Very arty, eh what? The occasion was Harold Lloyd's birthday surprise

party. Everyone came dressed a la Greenwich Village. Una Merkel and

hubby, Ronald Burla, are pictured with the Lloyds.

Here's That Amazing

New Discovery

For BLONDES!

Brings A Clear Lightness
Unknown Before!

An almost magical way has been found to
increase and intensify the special allure
of the Blonde Girl. To enable you to at-
tract as never before, if you're blonde . .

.

with the golden shimmer of your hair!
Science has found a way to marvelously

enhance the beauty and fascination of
light hair. Even when it is dull and faded-
looking, to restore its real blonde color
and lustre

!

No matter how lovely your hair is now,
this discovery will make it lovelier . . . give
it a dazzling gloss and sheen . . . make you
a golden magnet of feminine appeal.

Win and Hold Men
It is called Trublond. Try it just once. It is
SAFE

—

not a dye. Simply acts to bring out
the natural hidden color, golden light and
flufflness to your hair. And when hair has
darkened and become streaked, Trublond
quickly brings back its original color and
sparkle.
You use it like an ordinary shampoo.

Get a package of Trublond— for a few
cents at any drug or department store or
at the 10c stores. Begin using your blonde
charm to the utmost

!

TRUBLOND

BLONDE SHAMPOO
Oij J©-cur

'

- M&a h*if (Wn lighWl . . . Kvcpi WrW* »nd fijht

two" ham fvil*$ »mJ AwtiWims . . . Giv*t a Rkli,

Ktlural Goltfsn <&bw.

ERVOUS2ffi!
What's wrong1 with you ? Do symptoms oi
Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy
Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness

keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy? Are
ou Bashful? Despondent? There's Help for Yout
ledicines, tonics or Druea probably will not relieve
our weak, sick nerves. My wonderful book 11 Watch
four Nerves", explains a new method that will help
you regain lost vitality and healthy nerves. Send 25c
for this amazing book. ROBERT HOLMES, 157
Fuller Bldg.e Jersey City, N. J.

WANTA STEADY JOB?
Work for "Uncle Sam"

Start $1260 to $2100 Year
MEN—WOMEX 18 to 50. Common
Education usually sufficient. Many
early examinations expected. Write
immediately for free 32-page book,
with list of positions and full par-

ticulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Rochester. N.V.Dept. D310
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A Chance!

SCOUR w,THSKOUR-PAK
Hands can't be nice—if you scour with
things that roughen and scratch them.
For scouring there's nothing better than
steel wool. But for hands sake—use the
Steel Wool Brush—Skour-Pak. Avoid
careless use of steel wool (or metal fiber)

and other scouring devices—avoid messy,
scratched fingers and possible infection.

For safer, quicker, better scouring—and
for lovelier hands, use

—

SKOUR-PAK
THE STEEL WOOL BRUSH

Special non-rusting steel wool—fastened in a

handy safety rubber holder. No waste—can
be used down to last inch. Drains clean.

Sold at 5 and 10 cent Stores, Grocery,

Hardware and Department Stores

RIDGWAYS, Inc., 60 Warren St., N.Y.C.

FADED
GRAY HAIR
Women, men. girls with faded, gray, streaked hair, sham
poo and color your hair at the same time with my new
irench discovery—"SHAMPO-KOLOR". No fuss or
rnufs. Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo into
your hair any natural shade with SHAMPO-KOLOR.
No "dyed" look but a lovely natural, most lasting
color; unaffected by washing, or permanent waving
Free Booklet. Monsieur L. P. Valliony, Dept. 39.
254 W. 31st St., New York City.

HOW TO WIN PRIZE CONTESTS. This
book can make you rich, or

at least help you make a good living. The purpose of this
book. "How to Win Prize Contests", is tohelp you win by set-
ting forth the best-known principles and methods- Send 20c to

HALDEMAN-JULIUS CO- Box 746. Clrard. Kansas

ADMIRED
BY MIEN-

because she is beautiful. But only a short time ago
she was skinny and showed her bones instead of
healthy, smooth flesh. She was pale, too. But she
took "Valitone Bonbons," Dr. A. Gallinger's pre-
scription. By eating these tasty bonbons the weight
may be increased within a few weeks from 5 to 15
pounds. The unsightly bones that show on the
cheeks and shoulders should become beautifully
covered, the flat chest develop, skinny limbs become
beautifully rounded, and the body weight increased by
many pounds of firm flesh, evenly distributed. She is

no longer tired and sickly ana within a few weeks her
former skinny looks have given way to a beautiful,
healthy appearance. If you really want to add many
pounds of solid weight on your bones, increase vour
stamina and nerve force, send for free information to
Valitone Company, 177 State Street, Binghamton, N. Y.

3,500athletes in pic-
tures ! Physical Cul-
ture training won me
a Movie Contract.
Studios searchingfor
men with athletio
bodies. I offer you
a chance to win a

FREE TRIP TO HOLLYWOOD
Free Screen and Talkie Test thru my
home-study Physical Culture Course. What
training has done for me and many other
picture stars it can do for YOU. Send
NOW for FREE booklet. Give name, age
and address for particulars. Joe Bonomo,
230- K Bonomo Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

clothes. But I am saying that if you are

really interested in enough things and
enough people, folks are going to like you
no matter how you look.

Now, I'm going to do an about-face and
mention another way to banish unpopu-
larity and lonesomeness. I have been

stressing—because the problem is most
prevalent—the case of those who are shy

or self-conscious or embarrassed and for

that reason do not show to their best ad-

vantage. Such people lose out because they

are stiff and silent and—well, just plain

dumb—especially when meeting the op-

posite sex. But there is another fault

committed in the social game. The fault

of being too gay, too noisy, too much the

life of the party. This is especially bad
in girls. A dash of wit is swell—but too

many wisecracks are painful. Don't sit

like a stick, but don't talk too much. Sex
appeal and rowdiness never went together.

You'll notice that, while the party's clown
may get a few laughs, it's the demure miss
(who refuses to get her frock and hair

mussed up in clowning) who worries the

stag line.

I've given you enough "don'ts" for this

time, I believe. Here are a few "do's" :

Learn to play games. I remember a

hostess saying once, "I'll never invite her
again. She doesn't play bridge, she can't

play golf, she doesn't know how to swim.
A nice girl—but what can you do with
her?" Games are socially important. You
may not enjoy 'em—but learn to play some

game well enough to get by in a crowd.
Read. No matter how limited your time,

read enough to be able to offer a comment
or two, whatever turn the conversation
takes. Be sufficiently up on current events

so that you need not maintain a terrified

silence when the affairs of the nation are

being discussed by the parlor politicians.

Learn to dance. That's a piece of trite

advice, if you like, but I mean it. If

you're not naturally a good dancer, bal-

ance the budget to include a few lessons

from an expert.

Finally, if there is one single thing you
do well—or many of them, you lucky ones
—make them socially important. If you're

a good cook, entertain people in your own
home. If you have a knack for making a

place look attractive, join some club or
group where you can utilize this talent

to advantage. Whatever you can do really

well, you can use this gift for the enjoy-
ment of other people and for the further-

ance of your own enjoyment in life.

If you have a personal problem you
would like to talk over with an under-
standing person, write to Alice Van Doran,
in care of Modern Screen Magazine, 149

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. It

may be a romantic problem. It may be a

problem similar to the one discussed in

the above article. Whichever it is, Alice
Van Doran will be glad to help you. En-
close a stamped, addressed envelope for

a reply, please.

Reviews—A Tour of Today's Talkies

(Continued from page 45)

B: WE'RE NOT DRESSING
(Paramount)

Bing Crosby, Carole Lombard, Burns and
Allen, Ethel Merman, Leon Errol

THIS won't help Crosby, but it gets B
because of Crosby. It is true that the

plot is Formula No. 23367 : all about a

yachting party thrown by Heiress Carole

Lombard . . . shipwreck . . . desert island

. . . you understand, I'm sure. Burns and
Allen are discovered on the other side of

the desert island, being goofey. They add
very little to the film. Ethel Merman and
Leon Errol have very slight parts. The
dialogue is pretty bleak. However, Bing's

songs and Bing himself make "We're Not
Dressing" just-more-than-passable enter-

tainment. "Lovely Little Lady" and "Love
Thy Neighbor" are nice tunes.

A: SPRINGTIME FOR
HENRY

(Fox)

Otto Kruger, Nancy Carroll, Nigel Bruce,
Heather Angel

CHARMING, happy entertainment. Otto
Kruger crashes through again with an

exceptional characterization and as usual

the picture reflects his superb ability. All

about a man-about-town whom everyone
loves—especially the ladies. Henry gets

along fine with the gals and the boys until

he meets up with "a good woman." This
picture goes out of its way to show you
how important it is to be happy and how
hard you should work to attain happiness.

Maybe it will give you some good ideas

—

and even if it doesn't, you will never be
able to say you weren't royally entertained.

Nigel Bruce as Henry's friend turns in a

beautiful piece of work and Nancy Carroll

seems to have turned over a new leaf.

B: SISTERS UNDER THE
SKIN

(Columbia)
Elissa Landi, Frank Morgan, Joseph

Schildkraut, Doris Lloyd

CTNE sophisticated drama. True, one
must be rather adept at subtleties to

catch the import of the title, but this little

matter becomes unimportant when com-
pared to the general excellence of the pic-

ture. Frank Morgan, as the fifty-year-old

millionaire, who tries to recapture his

youth with a twenty-year-old actress
(Elissa Landi), turns in his second as-

tounding performance of the month—the
other is the Duke in "The Affairs of
Cellini." Joseph Schildkraut, well cast as
the fiery young composer, finds a role equal
to his capabilities. Doris Lloyd portrays
the millionaire's wife to perfection. From
word-of-mouth chatter, I learn that many
of the critics liked Landi in her role of
the actress-mistress. I didn't. I never be-
lieved her for a minute while she was
playing the "hard-boiled, uncultured chorus
gal" and I am wondering if you will. See
this picture, though, it's well done.

B: NOW I'LL TELL, BY MRS*
ARNOLD ROTHSTEIN"

(Fox)
Spencer Tracy, Helen Tivelvetrees, Alice

Faye, Hobart Cavanaugh

GOOD biography of a gambler. Fox
studios have a seemingly uncanny

knack for miscasting Spencer Tracy, and
Tracy seems to have equally as much knack
for giving a swell performance in spite of
it. As the famous gambler, Arnold Roth-
stein, Tracy does an excellent job. Helen
Twelvetrees does right well as the gam-
bler's wife and Hobart Cayanaugh plays
Tracy's right-hand man to perfection.

'Tis really the rise and fall of a high-
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powered gambler with action aplenty.

Better set aside an evening.

B: THE WITCHING HOUR
(Paramount)

Sir Guy Standing, John Halliday, William
Frawley, Judith Allen

A SWELL thriller. If you stop to think

this one over after you've left the

theatre, you'll realize it was just a good
show—but while you're sitting there, we
guarantee you will have a chill or two up
and down your spine. About a gambler,

John Halliday, who by accident discovers

that he has the power of hypnotism and
thus influences a boy (Tom Brown) to

murder a rival. The rest of the picture is

concerned with the trial. See this.

B: SUCH WOMEN ARE
DANGEROUS

(Fox)

Warner Baxter, Rosemary Ames, Rochellc
Hudson, Irving Pichel, Henrietta

Crosman, Mona Barrie

GOOD dramatic entertainment. A clever

but touchy plot is handled with sin-

cerity and complete conviction. Not even

the obvious logical ending is here to mar
its excellence. About a young girl (Rochelle

Hudson) who journeys to the Big City to

show her poems to a famous novelist

(Warner Baxter). She makes a general

nuisance of herself. When he finally tells

her to go back to the small town, she can't

take it because she has fallen in love with

him. What happens then, we shall allow

you to find out. Baxter is grand in his

part and Rochelle Hudson gives her best

performance to date.

B: HALF A SINNER
(Universal)

Joel McCrea, Sally Blane, Berton
Churchill, Russell Hopton

BERTON CHURCHILL scores. You
may have seen this play under the title

"Alias the Deacon." If you did, you saw
Berton Churchill play the deacon, and you
won't mind seeing him again. All about
a clever, old card-sharp who poses as a
deacon so that he may "take in" the small-

towners. Mr. Churchill plays the role to

the very top and steals all the acting honors
in a delightful -film in so doing. Sally

Blane and Joel McCrea carry the love in-

terest well. Don't pass this picture up.

It's a grand evening of entertainment that

will send you away with a smile.

B: THE AFFAIRS OF
CELLINI

(20th Century)
Constance Bennett, Fredric March, Frank

Morgan, Fay Wray

GOOD farce-comedy entertainment. But
if you're expecting some heavy love

scenes from Bennett and March, skip it.

Matter of fact they are starred only on
the title sheet; the real star is Frank
Morgan. Frank executes his character of

the willy-nilly, none-too-bright Duke with
the greatest genius. How he managed to

be so silly and not once become slapstick,

I can't fathom. March, playing Cellini

with a beard ( far from becoming) , stumbles
through the picture without ever being able

to raise a counter ripple to Morgan's great
acting. Constance Bennett plays the wife
of the Duke and that's about all. Who do
you suppose takes second honors? Fay
Wray. Honest ! She does her role of

"prospective mistress to the king" as deftly

TUNE IN!

On the latest news and gossip

of the week from Hollywood

related by

SAM TAYLOR

"Hollywood Highlights"

Wednesdays )1
6:30 P.M.

Saturdays
j

C A

Sam Taylor,

spokesman of

MODERN
the air in

Highlights."

SCREEN'S
"Hollywood

New York City

BETTY GOULD
)
Organist

BOB LANDRUM
Vocalists

JONES PREBLE

CORNS
CALLOUSES-BUNIONS-SORE TOES

It takes but a minute
for Dr. Scholl's Zino-
pads to relieve these
foot troubles! These
soothing, healing, protective pads stop
the cause by lifting nagging shoe pressure
off the irritated nerves and soothe the
tissues. Result—no more pain, sore toes
or blisters from new or tight shoes.

Safely Remove Corns & Callouses
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads quickly loosen and
remove corns and callouses when used
with the separate Medicated Disks in-
cluded for that purpose. Get a box at
your dealer's today. Sold everywhere.

DrSchoHs
Zino-pads
Put one on—the* pain is gone!

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8x 10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

47
(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful life-like enlargement, guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage

—

or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x20-inch enlargement sent C.O.D. 78c
plus postag-e or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of
this amazing offer now. Send your pnotos today. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S.Jefferson St. Dept. 1324-H. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

REMINGTON
I
At PORTABLE
H Ha DAY A new Remington Port-

K able. Carrying case free.

Use 10 days without
cost. If you keep it, pay
only 10c a day. Write.
Say: How can I get a

Remington Portable on 10-

free trial offer for only
0c a day. Remington Rand

Inc., Dept. 807, Buffalo, N. Y.

NOW ONLY

50
Now that DeWans
costs no more than
ordinary hair re-
movers, women
can enjoy the
mildness . .

.

the skin-kind-
ness ... t he
pleasantness
of a facial de-
pilatory ... on
their arms,
underarms
and legs. At
all drug and
department
stores . . . 50c.

'

for the

(f famous
^dollar bottle

r De wans
HAIR

REMOVER
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FINGERTIPS

Mary Brian's beautiful hands achieve added loveliness
when they are smartly fashioned with MOON GLOW,
the new nail polish that actually "flatters your fingertips"
MOON GLOW'S six smart shades will thrill you, and
your nails will retain their smart appearance longer.
MOON GLOW will not fade, crack or peel. Ask your drug
or department store for the 25c or 50c size of MOON
GLOW Nail Polish Accept no substitute for genuine
MOON GLOW. If your dealer cannot supply you, mail
coupon.

moon glow
NAIL POLISH

Moon Glow Cosmetic Co., Ltd., Hollywood, Calif-

Gentlemen: Please send me introductory pkg. of Moon
Glow. I enclose 10c (coin or stamps) for each shade
checked. ( ) Natural ( ) Medium ( ) Rose
( ) Platinum Pearl ( ) Carmine ( ) Coral.

Name

St. and No

Cty State MG-A7

Consult Yogi Alpha
Big Reading Only 25c
What will be your lucky days? Will

you win in love? What occupation
should you follow? Yogi Alpha, in-

ternationally known philosopher who
has amazed thousands by his un-
canny predictions, offers a big 1000
word Life Reading for only 25c.
Covers marriage, love, health, part-
nership, lucky days, etc. You can
follow this guide day by day through-
out your lifetime and consult it be-
lore making any important [changes
in home, social or business affairs.

Send only 25 cts. in coin or stamps
with name, address and exact birth-

date. 300 word Numerology Read-
ing included FREE. Money re-

turned if not satisfied. YOGI
ALPHA, Box 1411, Dept. D-ll,
San Diego, Calif. If you have a
friend who wishes reading send 50c
or the TWO readings.

... 300 WORD
NUMEROLOGY
READING with
order for Astrolog-

ical Readings.

BUNIONS™.!
The amazing action of Pedodyne is truly marvelous, and a
boon to those whose bunions cause constant foot trouble and
a torturing bulg = to the shoes. It stops pain almost instantly
and with the inflammation and swelling reduced so quickly
you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ease and
comfort. Prove it by actual test on your own bunion. Just
write and say, "1 Want To Try Pedodvne." No obligation.

Pedodyne Co., 180 N. Wacker Dr., Dept. F-28 9, Chicago, III.

Be a NurseErf MAKE S25-S35 A WEEK
^k*- mm Vol can learn home in spare time.

Mm Course endorsed by physicians. Thou-
^^^bf' j^m sands of graduates. Est. 35 years. OnoWrMr J / graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital.

/ Another saved $400 while learning.
Equipment included. Men and women IS to 60. High school
not required. Easy tuition payments. Write us now.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 77. 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name
City. -State . -Age

as anything. The entire picture is broad
farce-comedy and gets a great number of

laughs. I can't imagine how La Bennett

ever got talked into this one. She hasn't

much more chance than Vince Barnett, who
plays stooge to Cellini. Please see this

picture and tell us what you think of Frank
Morgan.

<: THE PARTY'S OVER
(Columbia)

Stuart Erwin, Ann Sothcrn, Arline Judge,
Patsy Kelly

MEDIOCRE programmer. With a

story obviously patterned after

"Three-Cornered Moon" (but not well pat-

terned), indifferent acting and only fair

direction, this picture doesn't have much
of a chance after the first reel. Stu Erwin
has to support his entire family and all

their hangers-on by doing a routine job

while his soul cries to become a painter.

Sound familiar? The dialogue and acting

seem rather listless, but this is probably

because both of these departments are

sacrificed to gags. Think twice!

B: PRIVATE SCANDAL
(Paramount)

Mary Brian, Phillips Holmes, ZaSu Pitts,

Ned Sparks

MURDER made funny. It is difficult

to say whether this is an excellent

comedy with murder and mystery thrown
in, or an excellent murder mystery with

comedy touches. It has plenty of both and

we think you will like it. In spite of three

or four other names which are billed over
him, Ned Sparks as the detective walks
away with the picture. The romance, car-

ried by Mary Brian and Phillips Holmes,
is just up to standard. ZaSu Pitts brings

the house down with her "key to the ladies'

room gag." Watch for it. Better see it.

B : WHIRLPOOL
(Columbia)

Jack Holt, Jean Arthur, Donald Cook,
Allen Jenkins, Lila Lee

FOR the Jack Holt fans. Yes, while it

isn't what we would call typically Holt,

this picture gives him plenty of his well-

known opportunities and he does well with
them. But the surprise of this picture is

the come-back of Jean Arthur. I haven't

seen such beauty for a long spell. Jean
has put on a little weight and photographs
for all the world like a cross between
Dietrich and Mary Nolan. When Holt
goes to prison, he sends out a fake death
report to his wife so that she will be free

to marry. So she marries a judge. Later
the judge, racketeer Holt, his daughter and
wife are placed in a tough spot.

<: I HATE WOMEN ~

(Monogram)

Wallace Ford, June Clyde, Fussy Knight,
Bradley Page

ANOTHER picture that's just fair. In

spite of a swell characterization of a

newspaperman by Wally Ford and some
good work by a cast that tries hard, the

story is so time-worn that I don't think

you will care much for this picture. Wally
"hates women" because he has received so
many bad deals from them. Thus, when
he is forced to aid a lady-in-distress, he
does it in a business-like manner until . . .

you guessed it. If you've seen all the rest

of the shows in town you might try this.

It has some good acting to offset the trite

story. Too bad the yarn isn't up to par.

<: STRICTLY DYNAMITE
(RKO)

Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velcs, Norman
Foster, William Gargan,

Marian Nixon

WITHOUT benefit of spark. Yes, in

spite of Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez,
Norman Foster, William Gargan and
Marian Nixon, this little epic never jells.

Easily told in one sentence, but since the

picture requires over an hour to divulge it,

we had better let you find out what it's

all about for yourselves. Durante as the

joke-maker is not particularly well cast be-

cause the audience is inclined to laugh at

him instead of with him. Lupe Velez didn't

have a chance. Marian Nixon and Nor-
man Foster are both rather good but

Sterling Holloway, in a small part, took
the blue ribbon as far as I am concerned.

If you like lots of fair jokes strung to-

gether in a row, you might enjoy this.

B: MANY HAPPY RETURNS
(Paramount)

Burns and Allen, Joan Marsh

A BURNS AND ALLEN riot. At last

they have given Gracie and George a
picture that merits their talents. Instead

of their usual "walk on—be funny—walk
off" type of role we find them carrying the

picture. And very well carried it is, too.

When Grade's father offers George $10 a

miie if he will marry the pest and take her
"far, far away," you can almost anticipate

a lot of laughs. Later the old man raises

the ante to $20 and we bet you'll scream
when George starts figuring how much he
can make by taking Gracie to China.

Nutty humor, funny situations and belly

laughs galore are in store for you.

B: DOUBLE DOOR
(Paramount)

Mary Morris, Evelyn Venable, Kent Tay-
lor, Sir Guy Standing

TURN backward, turn backward. The
preview audience hissed the villain,

cheered the heroine and generally seemed
to take this offering at its face value. Yes,

it's lots of fun, this movie, if only for the

change that it affords from the usual. If

it weren't so beautifully acted, produced
and photographed, one would be almost in-

clined to think this page from the dim past

of melodramatic thrillers was meant to be

a burlesque. Go with the idea of having
some fun, and you'll have it.

C: THE SCARLET EMPRESS
(Paramount)

Marlene Dietrich, John Lodge, Louise
Dresser, C. Aubrey Smith, Maria Sieber

THE Von Sternberg ego ! Gad, I wish
this were a lengthy editorial so that I

might tell you what I think of the manner
in which director Von Sternberg is

handling our gorgeous Dietrich. This pic-

ture is his supreme achievement in sub-

merging Marlene in a mass of overpower-
ing scenery, ringing bells, church services

of huge and boring proportions and the

steady noise of thousands of horses' hoofs

until the audience almost goes crazy. 'Tis

my hunch that the little "genius" of the

camera is so afraid that the audience will

forget for a moment that he is Behind the

guns that he also forgets he is supposed

to be making entertainment. Poor Mar-
lene suffers most because she is the "star,"

but the rest of the cast is forced to appear

to their own detriment as well. Don't

blame the actors.
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Good News

{Continued from page 39)

he denied all Leslie said when he took
"the air" twenty-four hours later. "An
actor can get just as much feeling and
reality into a movie scene as he can on
the stage," said Lee, "and, like Mr. How-
ard, I have performed on both!"

HERE'S a big thrill for all you fans

who remember the days when Alice

Joyce was "the first lady of the screen."

Alice's nineteen-year-old daughter, Alice

Joyce Moore (whose Dad is Tom Moore)
has been signed for an important role in

"The Great American Harem" to be made
at RKO. And they say no one is more
interested in seeing the outcome of that

picture than her present step-father, Clar-

ence Brown, director at M-G-M.
Speaking of relatives, Alice Brady's

sister-in-law, Katherine Alexander, has
been signed for Norma Shearer's "Barretts
of Wimpole Street."

OOMETIME this summer Monroe Ows-O ley will be married to Katharine
Toberman, Los Angeles socialite and
daughter of one of the founders of Holly-
wood and one of its richest men. It ivill

be one of the big social events of the

season and everyone is wishing luck to the

young actor, who first achieved film fame
as the drunk young brother of Ann Hard-
ing in "Holiday," and his beautiful bride-

to-be.

MIRIAM HOPKINS says she is tak-

ing off for South America within

five months to star in an important picture

to be made in that country. The offer

comes from the Argentine where they are

just crazy over blondes and Miriam in

particular.

Incidentally, did you know that the Hop-
kins plays the piano very well, but that

she absolutely refuses to touch one because

she was forced to practice too much when
she was a child?

MORE ROMANCE FOR MYRNA
Everyone is getting a big chuckle out of

this, but Myrna Loy's set has practically

been haunted lately by none other than

"Cotton" Warburton, Southern California's

football hero of last season. "If Cotton
isn't daffy about Myrna," inquires one
columnist, "I want to know what daffy is?"

IT was one of those between-scenes gab-
fests on the "Strictly Dynamite" set at

RKO, and the talk had turned to painful

physical experiences.

"I guess," said Jimmy Durante, "my
most painful experience was a mix-up with

a circus elephant when I was a kid. It

swung its trunk, knocked me down under
its big feet and hurt my schnozzle."

"Did it step on it?" asked Eugene Pal-

lette.

"No," came back Durante, "it walked
the whole length of it!"

BING CROSBY makes no bones about

the fact that he does not think he is

the best actor in the world. In fact, he

doesn't think he's an actor at all. Unlike
most people in his profession, he keeps no
scrap book with reams of favorable com-
ments about himself. The only two
clippings he has saved (and which he

prizes very dearly) are a short notice

from his picture "College Humor," in

which his name doesn't even appear, and
a review on another crooner's picture, in

which he has underscored the following-

line : "Mr. has a good voice, but
he can't act as well as Bing Crosby, who
can't act at all."

CANNY CLAUDETTE!

The other day on the "Cleopatra" set,

Cecil B. DeMille okayed a scene and
ordered the company to move on to an-
other. Claudette Colbert, however, came
up to him and very sweetly asked if she
couldn't do it over again. "I have been
playing it with a light touch, and would
like to give it a dramatic, serious under-
tone," she suggested. DeMille agreed,
and when it was finished, proclaimed

:

"Best scene so far
!"

Claudette believes in playing a scene sev-
eral ways—thus being certain of a good
one. Also, she doesn't leave everything to

her director. She has a brain of her own
—and uses it. But so sweetly does she

go about getting her own way, that no
one would ever think of calling her tem-
peramental.

CLARA BOW is a "bridge nut." In-

deed even Clark Gable's company
means less to our red-head than a good
hot game.

Last Sunday the society column carried

an item to the effect that Mr. and Mrs.
Clark Gable were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Bell over the week-end. This
is how it happened : Clark mentioned to

a mutual friend that he would like to see

that ranch of the Bells, and investigate

the shooting. The friend told Rex Bell.

Rex spoke to Clara. "Do they play

bridge?" demanded Clara. When she dis-

covered that they did, she immediately set

about arranging a meeting, at which time
the invitation was extended.

AT the rear entrance of Gloria Swan-
son's palatial Beverly Hills home is

a large sign which reads: "Beware of the

children." One enters, careful not to step

on the children, only to have a whole
melee of barking dogs dash out—forcing a

quick exit."

ONE of the strangest parties ever given
in Hollywood, perhaps, was that of

Adrienne Ames at the Little Club. Pres-
ent were : Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Cabot, Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Weissmuller, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Cooper, Irene Jones and escort.

Mrs. Cooper ( Sandra Shaw ) went with
Bruce Cabot before she met Gary Cooper.
Lupe Velez was engaged to Gary Cooper
before she met Johnny. Irene Jones was
the beloved of Johnny Weissmuller before

he met Lupe. Husbands and wives danced
together exclusively.

ARJORIE KING, back in Hollywood
again, denies most vehemently that

she tried to commit suicide in New York
over George Raft. In the first place, she

declares she didn't try to kill herself—it

was just an overdose of sleeping powder

—

and secondly, she only saw George twice
while in the East. She has chosen Frank
Orsatti as her companion these days, while
Raft continues to pay ardent court to Vir-
ginia Pine.

WHO WAS
THIS GIRL?

Expensively dressed, but
crossing the continent in a day
coach, her fifty-dollar purse
empty one day and filled with
money the next. What was it

all about?

This month's novelette, "The Adorable
Little Liar," will hold you spellbound.
You will thrill to every word when you
learn the real identity of this amazing
girl and the real reason for her mad cross-

country dash.

Go to your nearest newsdealer to-
day and get a copy of the July
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WHEN you see "Twentieth Century,"

offer up a silent prayer for Howard
Hawks, its director. Hawks didn't like

the first story that was turned in and de-

manded a new writing job. The studio was
not willing to pay the fabulous price de-

manded by Ben Hecht and Charlie Mac-
Arthur, so Howard Hawks paid half the

price of the re-write job out of his own
pocket.

MR. JOLSON'S ALL SET!

Al Jolson has decided not to retire from

the screen after all. The success of "Won-
der Bar" no doubt had a great deal to do

with his signing a five-year contract with

Warner Bros, for one picture a year. 'Tis

said that Al is thrilled about the way the

public is receiving his latest picture. The
Jolson-Warner Bros, combination seems to

be a profitable one. "The Jazz Singer" still

holds the record for rolling up a gross

unequalled by any other picture since the

inception of Vitaphone.

POOR Karl Dane ! A suicide victim.

He lay in the county morgue for-

gotten by friends and relatives. M-G-M
finally claimed the body and saved Karl

Dane, one time well-known actor, from a

Potter's Field burial.

That will probably be the last press

notice for the heart-broken man who sent

a bullet into his brain because he was
broke and discouraged and out of work.

A woman who had befriended him says

:

"The greatest interest in Karl's life was
his work on the screen. When stardom
came to him after his sensational success in

'The Big Parade,' he was the happiest man
in the world. Then came the talkies and

to Karl, oblivion. He could not under-

stand why he slipped and eventually lost

his contract. For months he could not

obtain work—then it was years. He
brooded continually over his lost glory.

When life became too bleak, he killed him-
self."

JANET GAYNOR and Gene Raymond
are everywhere together. Along with

Margaret Lindsay (Janet's chum) and her

current boy friend they made a cute four-

some at the Cocoanut Grove the other

evening. Janet wore a dinner dress of

blue and white print. She and Gene did

a mean tango.

JUNIOR LAEMMLE is the butt of a
*-* very funny one these days. It seems
Young Laemmle was terrifically enthusias-

tic about the studio's basket ball team and
Universal was winning most of the games
in competition with other studios. When
the season was almost over (and it looked
like the "U" team would be called "the

winnah") Junior offered a huge loving cup
for the champion. Before the announce-
ment was hardly dry, Columbia sneaked
over a coupla fast winning evenings and
took the championship away from the

Universal team. They were presented with
a "thimble size" loving cup for their

trouble.

Hollywood wonders what happened to

the gorgeous loving cup Mr. Laemmle
promised.

HOLLYWOOD stood aghast when the

announcement was made : "William
Gargan to play opposite Loretta Young in

'Professional Corespondent' at M-G-M."
Bill Gargan, as you remember, is the un-
fortunate lad who made a very stinging

crack about Joan Crawford's acting ability

to a magazine interviewer. Joan is ru-

mored to have laid down the law at that

time that Gargan could never work on the
same studio lot as she. We are all won-
dering what will happen the first time La
Crawford bumps into frank-and-earnest
Gargan in the M-G-M commissary. The
result will probably cause Mrs. Winchell's
little boy Walter to say, "Flash!"

THE extra players in Hollywood sent

up a long squawk this week about
their treatment on the Mae West picture.

Nothing that Mae did, understand, because
they all seem to like her. But instead of
putting 410 extra players to work for atmo-
sphere in one of the scenes, an economic-
ally-minded assistant ordered 210 extra
players and 200 dummies. The fact that

extras are starving while sawdust dummies
take their place seems to make little differ-

ence to the boys who like black ink better

than red.

GLORIA'S ONE UP ON CONNIE!
Gloria Swanson turned down eight

definite picture offers in one year because
"she had a hunch they wouldn't be good."
And when Gloria goes against her hunches,
she makes a bad picture. Interesting to
note that included in the "turned-down"
list was one which Connie Bennett finally

accepted. The Bennett-Swanson feud is of
long standing, so it must have given Gloria
some little bit of pleasure to know she had
first choice on a Bennett flicker and that
Connie took what she spurned

!

J UPE VELEZ has recently added $4,000
worth of improvements to her Beverly

Hills house. The living-room has been en-
larged ten more feet and a new library
added zuith an elaborate bar which Johnny
zvon as a price. However, the biggest im-
provement is Johnny's bedroom and bath
. . . especially the bath zvhich is the largest

in Beverly Hills with a huge rubbing table

in the center. From his bedroom is a
stainvay that leads directly to the szcim-
miug pool. Most convenient

!

WHAT with Francis Lederer building

a new home and Stefi Duna help-
ing him furnish it, it looks more than ever
like their romance may culminate in mar-
riage.

George Raft also seems house-bound.
With Adolphe Menjou building a new
house for his soon-to-be-bride, Verree Teas-
dale, George has shown considerable inter-

est in the mansion formerly occupied by
Adolphe. If George, who has lived in

nothing but apartments all his life, does
break down and buy a home, Virginia Pine
will no doubt answer the doorbell as Mrs.
G. Raft.

JACKIE COOPER has got his first

stand-in, a young lad by the name of

Johnny Dunsmuir and they are having a

swell time together at Catalina Island on
the "Treasure Island" picture. . . . 'Tis

rumored that Junior Laemmle will soon
marry a society girl who is busy graduat-
ing from finishing school at the moment.
. . . Warren William took last week off

to hunt boars, although why he left Holly-
wood for the purpose few can un-
derstand. ... A little gal named Majel
McConnell won a contest in Spokane,
Washington, because she looked like Janet
Gaynor and she was stopped three times
during her first day on the Warner lot

because she looked like Bette Davis. . . .

Hollywood is placing bets on the future

romantic story of Maureen O'Sullivan and
Johnny Farrow, the odds now seem to be
10 to 7 against the probability of marriage.

. . . Belgium has just passed a law super-
vising kissing on the screen so that no
youngsters under sixteen years can learn

this delightful habit from the silver screen.

LEO CARRILLO certainly earned his

money since signing an M-G-M con-

tract a few weeks ago. In that time he
has officiated at five civic banquets, a

Breakfast Club meeting and three lunch-

eons, all as M-G-M's representative. As
yet, however, he has been assigned no
picture.

rT*HREE major studios are anxious to

J- buy a book called "Let's Have a Baby,"
but Will Hays says the title is immoral.
It occurs to Quite a number in Hollyzvood
that the title could be tzvice as immoral if

it were switched to "Let's Not!"

IRENE FRANKLIN walked into the

studio commissary the other noontime,

all decked out for her role in "Down to

Their Last Yacht," and declared, "I'm

oozing ostrich plumes from every pore!"

What the well-

dressed Green-

up wjeh Villageite

will wear! Helen

Ferguson, Lois

Wilson, Connie

Baker and Marian

Nixon are just a

few of the merry-

makers at Harold

Lloyd's "Green-

wich Village"

party.
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a new and
utterly ravishing

transparent-colored

lipstick

Called"SAVAGE, 1-1

because its maddening hues and

the completely seductive softness it imparts to lips, found their inspiration in primitive, savage

love. Also, because its extreme indelibility permits Savage to cling as lip color has never clung

before . . . savagely! Of course, it is different from ordinary lipstick. Put it on—rub it in—then,

delight in finding that nothing remains on

your lips but ravishing, transparent color.

Four really exciting shades; and you are

invited to actually test them all at the

Savage Shade Selector prominently dis'

played wherever Savage is sold.

TANGERINE . . . FLAME

SAVAGE SHADE SELECTOR
In addition to providing you with a

practical means of trying Savage
before buying, the Savage Shade
Selector supplies the means of re-

moving the highly indelible Savage

stains from your wrist. A bottle of

Savage Lipstick Stain Remover and
a dispenser of felt removal pads are

provided. savage . . Chicago

NATURAL

AT ALL LEADING 10c
LARGE SIZE SAVAGE IN EXQUISITE SILVER CASE MAY BE OBTAINED $
AT THE MORE EXCLUSIVE TOILET GOODS COUNTERS
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JACKIE COOPER m
LIONEL BARRYMORE as Billy Bones
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LEWIS STONE .... as Cdptain StnaU^0f
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Directed by Victor Fleming • Produced by Hunt Stromberg
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Little did he know that one day his

immortal story of "Treasure Island"

would come to life...just as his other

thrill-novel "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde" captivated the world. Two

million copies of "Treasure Island"

have quickened the heart -beat of

men, women and children.

Glorious news that each exciting

moment has been recaptured to stir

your soul! Wallace Beery is LongJohn

Silver, and Jackie Cooper is the ad-

venturous youth Jim Hawkins, whose

boyish loyalty will grip your emotions,

as he did before when he adored his

"Champ" wi^h tear - dimmed eyes.

Lionel Barrymore too, gives his most

thrilling performance. See the cast

of all-stars!

/ /

It is- a great picture and Metro-

Goldwyn -Mayer is proud to have de-

,M/ voted its vast resources to the
IV/ ^ &%/*V

"""
?Tr A

production of this, the year's impor-

tant entertainment
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HELLO, MARY, DARLING.

JIM'S WORKING LATE

SO I DROPPED IN FOR
A CHAT

SPLENDID- BUT MIND IF I

HOP IN THE TUB FIRST ?

I'M MEETING MY HUSBAND
IN TOWN FOR DINNER
AND I'M LATE NOW

CANT MISS MY LIFEBUOY
BATH THOUGH. SO REFRESHING
THESE HOT, STICKY DAYS

_ AND IT KEEPS ONE SAFE.
NOTHING KILLS ROMANCE
QUICKER THAN "B.O."

IS MARY HINTING ?

HAVE I EVER
OFFENDED ? IS THAT
WHY JIM ACTS SO
INDIFFERENT_STAYS
IN TOWN SO OFTEN
LATELY? ID BETTER

USE LIFEBUOY, TOO

LATER

HOW FRESH AND CLEAN
I ALWAYS FEEL AFTER
MY LIFEBUOY BATH !

NO FEAR OF"B.O:' NOW
EVEN ON THE HOTTEST

DAY

NOW NOW'-yood times/or all

YES, IM CALLING FOR
JIM AT HIS OFFICE.

WERE DINING IN TOWN SO ARE WE !

LET'S MAKE IT

A FOURSOME

HONEY, YOUR LIFEBUOY

KEEPS MY SKIN MUCH
CLEARER \

I CAN SEE THE DIFFERENCE.

IT CERTAINLY DID WONDERS
FOR MINE,TOO

MEN and women everywhere find Lifebuoy a

truly remarkable complexion soap. It deep-

cleanses pores. Gently searches out impurities that

cloud the skin. Adopt Lifebuoy and see! A love-

lier complexion is yours for the taking!

Brisk cold showers, lazy warm tub baths

—whichever you choose for summer, Life-

buoy always gives thick, creamy lather.

Lather which refreshes,

protects! Stops "B.O."
{body odor),socommon in

hot weather. Lifebuoy's

fresh, clean scent van-

ishes as you rinse.

Approved by
Good Housekeeping Bureau

NEXT WASHDAY

SO I TRIEO RINSO^
AND LOOK! 40RB

(

SHADES WHITER \

WITHOUT 60ILING/

SOME women have saved up to $100—
just by changing to Rinso. For Rinso

soaks out dirt— saves clothes from being

scrubbed threadbare. It is safe for your fin-

est cottons and linens— white or colors.

Makers of40 famous washers recommend
Rinso. Gives rich, lasting suds— even in

hardest water. Wonderful for dishes and all

cleaning—easy on hands! At your grocer's.

A PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS CO.
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Mr. and Mrs. Movie Star are lovers one day—in the divorce court the next Are you tiring of it?
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Tintex
• KEEPS YOUR

SUMMER APPAREL

ALLURING!

\ I.I \ \ . \

Use TINTEX for

Underthings • Negligees
Dresses • Sweaters • Scarfs
Stockings • Slips • Men's Shirts
Blouses • Children's Clothes

Curtains • Bed Spreads
Drapes • Luncheon Sets
Doilies • Slip Covers

On sale at drug stores and
notion counters everywhere

GAY NEW COLOR FOR FADED APPAREL

ADMIRING eyes follow the smartly dressed woman.
- During the romantic summer days your apparel

must be bright . . . fresh . . . gay in color. And that's

why you need Tintex ... to restore faded colors—or

give new colors—to everything you wear. It's so easy,

so quick. You simply "tint as you rinse"!

Millions of smart women depend on Tintex to keep

apparel color-fresh . . . home-decorations bright, too.

They find it such an economy . . . for Tintex costs only

a few cents and saves dollars.
&•

Try Tintex today. See its perfect results—results that

only professional work can equal. There are 35 bril-

liant, long-lasting colors from which to choose!

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors
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Charles Boyer, a favorite on the

Continent, has been in this country

only a short while, but in that time

he qot himself a beautiful wife, Pat

Patterson, and the lead in "Caravan."

Europe's Favorite

JO STARKE, of Cornwall, Eng.,

says : !|jy%f: Vtf

"

Since I found your very attrac-

tive magazine, I look forward to

its arrival each month with increas-

ing pleasure. In fact, there's only

one thing wanted to make it per-

fect!

Since you've taken Charles
Boyer from his European admirers,

will you please publish some pho-
tographs of him for us? He has

more charm than any other of the

men who have been snatched up
by Hollywood. (By the way, he

looks a bit like our own Bob Mont-
gomery, doesn't lie?)

From a Scots Lassie

A RALPH BELLAMY fan writes

us from Paisley, Scotland

:

It seems that in America the fan

magazines haA'e much influence, so

could you possibly use a little to

secure a role worth having for that

excellent actor Ralph Bellamy?
To see him playing second fiddle

to the little Cagney is rather awful,

but when he has to play second fid-

die to Richard Dix it seems about
time somebody did something about
it. I don't suppose anyone could
have taken the doctor's part in

: "Rebecca^ so well as he did. or the

he-man"part in "Airmail."" Yet all

he seems to have in recent pictures
is small parts in which he does
nothing but scowl—and, oh, what a
smile wasted

!

I think you have about the best
writers and pictures in your book,
and although it is expensive over
here, even a Scotswoman considers
that money well spent! (Thank

_

you, thank you, thank you.)

ANOTHER Bellamy admirer has
this to say

:

The magazines practically never
mention Ralph Bellamy, yet every-

6

HAS YOUR LETTER AP-

PEARED ON THIS PAGE?

IF NOT. GET BUSY AND

LET'S HEAR FROM YOU

one I know who goes to pictures is

asking about him ? What's behind
that refreshingly masculine screen

personality ?

Once in a while he gets a break
and gives us a performance that

«* leaves .one .
simply thrilled for its

- technical perfection,' and even more
for its beautiful sincerity and sim-

plicity. But most of the time he
does routine stuff.

Hollywood.- is cluttered up with
"nice" leading men: "Bellamy has

something unique that reaches out

from the^screen and touches every-
thing you've ever cherished in de-

cency, straightforwardness and
reallv thrilling manhood in a wav
that can never- be .equalled by the

manufactured menace of the run-

of-the-mill "he actors." Ralph
Bellamy certainly should be rated

among the best in Cinemaland and

This seems to be "Bellamy month"
with the fans, for everyone has sud-

denly become conscious of him. His

excellent work in "Spitfire and "This

Man Is Mine"might be reason enough.

if you sazv him in "This Man Is

Mine," you witnessed another one

of his superb performances.)

'Tain't Fair

—

G. S. L., of Pittsburgh, Pa., writes

us

:

If there is anything that burns
me up it is those people who are

always suggesting Clark Gable,

Maurice Chevalier, or someone else

to play in the talkies the parts

made famous by John Gilbert in

the silents. Can't something be

done about it before the producers
follow these suggestions?

For instance, why are they giv-

ing Chevalier Gilbert's role in

"The Merry Widow"? Though
I'm extremely fond of that light

opera, I'm not going to have it

ruined for me by Chevalier, who
can't sing, act or dance, and who
isn't handsome. I daresay there are

others who will stay away on his

account, too. Also there is talk of

starring Clark Gable in "The Big
Parade." Surely the producers
must all be blind or have cataracts

on both eyes.

Mothers—What Do You Think?
-MRS. W. FRANKLIN, Bloom-

ington, 111., says:

We mothers are not interested in
* Mae West's private life ; her char-

ities, the young actors and actresses

she befriends, etc. Our chief con-

cern is what she is . doing to our
. yo'ung daughters with her stupid

sex pictures. I, for one, have for-

bidden my sixteen-year-old daugh-
ter ever to attend a theatre when
the performance includes a Mae
West thriller.

She nauseates me with her cheap
exploitation of sex. The younger
generation think it clever to mimic
her, in fact it seems to be quite the

current "smart" thing to talk a la

Mae West. (Continued on page 11)
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MARLEIE DIElRlCBa

with John Lodge, Sam Jaffe, Louise Dresser

Directed by JOSEF VON STERNBERG
If it's a Paramount Picture, it's the best show in town!
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CONSTIPATION
SUFFERERS FIND

CHEWING GUM IS THE IDEAL

FORM FOR A lAXATIVE-
CLINICAL TESTS SHOW

The chewing-gum laxative has distinct ad-

vantages; it is delicious in flavor, easy to

take and, because you chew it, the laxative

mixes with the gastric juices and works
more thoroughly.

Because FEEN-A-MINT has this natural
action it does a thorough job without grip-

ing or nausea. That is why more than 15 mil-
lion people have chosen FEEN-A-MINT as

their laxative.

You, too, will find FEEN-A-MINT palat-
able, thoroughly enjoyable—and you can be
sure that it is non-habit-forming.

If you are one of the millions of constipa-
tion sufferers take the doctor's advice, chew
FEEN-A-MINT.

IT'S FEEN-A-MINT
FOR ME. ..I LIKE THE

TASTE AND THE
CHEWING CERTAINLY
MAKES THE LAXATIVE

WORK MORE
THOROUGHLY.

/

THESE PICTURES CET "A" THESE PICTURES <SET "B"
BOTTOMS UP (Fox).
One of the better musicals. With Spencer Tracy,
Pat Patterson and John Boles.

BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK (20th
Century).

Swell mystery. With Ronald Colman, Loretta
Young and Charles Butterworth.

CAROLINA (Fox).
Janet Gaynor. Lionel Barrytnore and Robert \oung
in a tale of the South.

DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY (Paramount).
Intriguing story, featuring Fredric March and Eve-
lyn Yenable.

DESIGN FOR LIVING (Paramount).
Noel Coward's stage success brought to the screen
with Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins and Gary
Cooper.

ESKIMO (M-G-M).
Well done.

HAPPY ANDREW (Fox).
Will Rogers, the henpecked husband, turned loose
at a Mardi Gras. Peggy Wood and Mary Carlisle
are in it. Go, by all means.

HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD (20th Century).
About the famous family of bankers. George Arhss
is superb.

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (Columbia).
Don't miss this knockout picture. Gable and Colbert
couldn't be better.

THE LAST ROUND-UP (Paramount).
Randolph Scott and Monte Blue make this one of

the better Westerns.

LITTLE MAN, WHAT NOW? (Universal).
Fine picturization of Hans Fallada's widely read
novel. Beautiful performances by Margaret Sullavan
and Douglass Montgomery.

LITTLE MISS MARKER (Paramount).
In which little Shirley Temple wins her way into

the hearts of a bunch of tough mugs. She's the
whole show.

LITTLE WOMEN (RKO).
If you haven't see it yet, do.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE (20th Century.)
Spencer Tracy and Jack Oakie as telephone repair-

men and Connie Cummings and Arline Judge as their

girl friends.

MADAME DU BARRY (Warners).
With the gorgeous Del Rio in the title role and a
fine supporting cast, including Reginald Owen and
Verree Teasdale. This is fine entertainment.

MOULIN ROUGE (20th Century).
See this Bennett picture by all means. the cast

includes Tullio Carminati, Franchot Tone and Russ
Columbo.

MURDER AT THE VANITIES (Paramount).
A musical murder mystery. With Carl Brisson.

Jack Oakie and Kitty Carlisle.

NANA (Sam Goldwyn).
Anna Sten's first Hollywood picture.

OPERATOR 13 (M-G-M).
Very entertaining. With Marion Davies and Gary
Cooper.

PALCOKA (20th Century).
Lotsa fun. Jimmy Durante and Lupe Velez.

QUEEN CHRISTINA (M-G-M).
Garbo's latest.

RIPTIDE (M-G-M).
Sophisticated drama with Norma Shearer, Herbert
Marshall and Bob Montgomery.

ROMAN SCANDALS (Sam Goldwyn).
Eddie Cantor.

SADIE McKEE (M-G-M).
The Crawford fans will be thrilled. Gene Raymond.
Esther Ralston and Edward Arnold are all swell, too.

SPRINGTIME FOR HENRY (Fox).
Delightful. With Otto Kruger, Nancy Carroll and
Nigel Bruce.

STAND UP AND CHEER (Fox).
First-rate musical with an all-star cast,- introducing
the sensational Shirley Temple.

TARZAN AND HIS MATE (M-G-M).
Another Weissmuller thriller. With Maureen O'Sul-
livan and Neil Hamilton again.

THE THIN MAN (M-G-M).
Thrilling entertainment. Don't miss it.

THIRTY-DAY PRINCESS (Paramount).
Sylvia Sidney and Cary Grant.

TWENTIETH CENTURY (Columbia).
It's as mad and hectic as it can be—enjoyable every
moment. With John Barrymore and Carole Lombard.
Don't miss it.

TWENTY MILLION SWEETHEARTS (Warners).
Nice plot, good songs and swell acting by Dick Pow-
ell, Ginger Rogers and Pat O'Brien.

VIVA VILLA (M-G-M).
Exciting tale about the Mexican outlaw Pancho
Villa. With Wally Beery as Pancho.

WONDER BAR (Warners).
Nice musical. With Al Jolson, Kay Francis, Do-
lores Del Rio and Ricardo Cortez.

AFFAIRS OF A GENTLEMAN (Universal).
An intriguing murder mystery. Paul Lukas, Leila
Hyams and Sara Haden.

THE AFFAIRS OF CELLINI (20tll Century).
Constance Bennett. Fredric March and Frank Mor-
gan. Morgan steals the picture.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND (Paramount).
Charlotte Henry in the title role, and an all-star cast

ALL OF ME (Paramount).
The story is weak, but Hopkins, March, Raft and
Helen Mack make the film worth while.

ARIANE (Pathe Cinema).
Elizabeth Bergner.

BEGGARS IN ERMINE (Monogram).
Lionel Atwill and Henry B. Walthall.

BELOVED (Universal).
A musical with Gloria Stuart and John Boles.

BLOOD MONEY (20th Century).
Judith Anderson's first picture.

BOLERO (Paramount).
Carole Lombard and George Raft introduce the
Bolero dance.

BY CANDLELIGHT (Universal).
Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas and Nils Asther in a de-
lightful comedy-drama.

CATHERINE THE GREAT (United Artists).
By_ all means go. Elizabeth Bergner and Dou:--
Fairbanks, Jr., will entertain you.

CHANGE OF HEART (Fox).
It's rather disappointing, but the Gaynor- Farrell
fans may like it. Jimmy Dunn and Ginger Rogers
are in it, too.

THE CIRCUS CLOWN (Warners).
Very amusing. Joe E. Brown and Pat Ellis.

COMING OUT PARTY (Fox).
The young folks will enjoy this. Frances Dee and
Gene Raymond are in it.

THE CRIME DOCTOR (RKO).
"Thrilling" describes it. Otto Kruger is superb.

DOUBLE DOOR (Paramount).
Fine performances by Mary Morris, Evelyn Venable
and Sir Guy Standing make this worth while.

DUCK SOUP (Paramount).
The Marx Brothers, funny as ever.

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS (Universal).
Chester Morris and Marian Nixon in a comedy.

THE FIGHTING RANGER (Columbia).
Plenty of excitement in this Buck Jones thriller.
Dorothy Revier is leading lady.

FLYING DOWN TO RIO (RKO).
Good music and dancing. With Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers and Dolores Del Rio.

FOG OVER FRISCO (First National).
A mystery that's a wow. With Bette Davis, and
Donald Woods.

GALLANT LADY (20th Century).
Ann Harding and Otto Kruger. See it.

GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (Fox).
Fairly good musical. With Yallee. Alice Faye and
Jimmy Durante.

GLAMOUR (Universal).
Constance Cummings as a chorus girl.

GOOD DAME (Paramount).
Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March.

HALF A SINNER (Universal).
You'll enjoy Berton Churchill's fine performance,
aided by Sally Blane and Joel McCrea.

HAVANA WIDOWS (First National).
Joan Blondell and Glenda Farrell will make you
laugh,

HEAT LIGHTNING (Warners).
Aline MacMabon as a desert auto camp owner.
Lyle Talbot and Glenda Farrell are in the cast.

HER FIRST MATE (Universal).
ZaSu Pitts and Slim Summerville.

HER SWEETHEART, CHRISTOPHER BEAN
(M-G-M).
Marie Dressier and Lionel Barrymore.

I'LL TELL THE WORLD (Universal).
Lee Tracy as a newspaper reporter again.

I LOVED A WOMAN (First National).
Eddie Robinson is fine, ably supported by Genevieve
Tobin and Kay Francis.

I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount).
Mae West.

I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER (First National).
Very amusing. With Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien
and Glenda Farrell.

JIMMY THE GENT (Warners).
Jimmy Cagney as an heir chaser.

THE LAST GENTLEMAN (20th Century).
George Arliss.

LET'S FALL IN LOVE (Columbia).
Gregory Ratoff, Ann Sothern and Edmund Lowe.

(Continued on page 112)
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yJLOU are a melody of vibrant

vitality as you emerge from an

exhilarating afternoon plunge.

Your skin, invigorated by the

water, is beautifully smooth ^
and fresh in its appearance. --

You just know you look good

because you feel so good.

If you would enjoy this comfort hours after your

swim or bath, use a generous dusting of Dixie Deb

Talc before slipping into your undies. It will help

dry your skin and will keep it cool and dainty

throughout the balance of a busy summer day.

No matter how hot it is Dixie

Deb will make your clothes

feel cool and soft against your

skin— relieving that moist,

sticky sensation that goes with

warm summer temperatures.

Dixie Deb Talc is made of

pure white, super-fine talcum,

sifted through silk to give you the same soft smooth-

ness found in the finest face powders. Due to large-

volume production, it is sold at a very reasonable

price . . . 10c . . . and is available in ten subtle fra-

grances, the five newest of which are shown below.

GLORIFY YOUR BEAUTY WITH

DIXIE D

Ask for Dixie

Deb Talcum
poivder at your

favorite 10c

store.

And don't forget

there is a special

talc for the deb to

be . . . Dixie Deb
Baby Powder.

_

ORCHID
A fragrance from the

queen of flowers

TULIP
From the tulip beds of

old Holland

JOYEUSE
The exotic fragrance of

Oriental lovers

MOONLIGHT AND ROSES
Reminiscent of youthful

VENETIAN NIGHTS
Suggesting dreams of

happy stolen hours

9



GLADLY SHINING IN

REFLECTED LIGHT-THE

STARS' RELATIVES

This handsome lad is Hal LeSeur,

brother of Joan Crawford. He looks

as if he'd make the grade cinemati-

cally, doesn't he?

(Above) Did you know that

William Powell has a son?

Well, he's that proud to ac-

knowledge Bill, Jr., on any

and all occasions. Here's a

little gift the young feller re-

ceived from his famous Dad.

MeetCountessZanardi-Landi,

mother of the beautiful Elissa.

She is her celebrated daugh-

ter's house guest now. The
Countess has a few claims to

fame on her own; what with

being a successful authoress!

10

You don't often have an

opportunity to see Mrs. Lewis

Stone. Here is the lady with

her husband seated on their

yacht. She is attractive enough

to face the camera, but she

will have none of it.
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Between You and Me

{Continued from page 6)

Of course, nothing can be done

about it, but I simply had to take

this opportunity to find out if there

are other mothers of young, im-

pressionable daughters who agree

with me.

A Tribute to a Sweet Girl

B. BISCHOFF, St. Louis, Mo., is

a Dee fan

:

You can have your Garbos, Ben-

netts and Craw fords, but I'll take

Frances Dee for mine. Is she

sweet, and can she act ? She has

more talent than the whole city of

Hollywood put together. I recently

saw her great performances in

"Coming Out Party" and "Finish-

ing School."

She is my idea of a perfect per-

son. May her absence from the

screen be short and on her return

may she be seen in better pictures.

Movie Goers Want a Change
of Diet

H. N. JAMES, of Wanganui, New
Zealand, gives the producers a jolt:

When will movie producers learn

to be original ? It is the greatest

weakness of Hollywood, this try-

ing to capitalize on another studio's

success. Consider the cycles
through which American movies
pass. We are sick to death of gang-
ster films, aviation thrillers, luxury
liners, expresses, and now there's

an epidemic of cross-country buses !

All fiction readers will tell you
that a change of diet is essential.

We must sandwich in a detective

story, an adventure or a romance
once in a while, or grow stale. The
same with movies. One type of

film soon palls on the moviegoer.
And many really fine pictures fail

at the box office because the public

is tired of a certain type of picture.

How welcome was "42nd Street"

after a dearth of musicals, but
now we're tired of 'em again.

It may interest you to know that

after years of dominance by Amer-
ican films, both New Zealand and
Australia are now showing as

many English films as American.
Britain is coming along fast and
with such films as "F. P. 1," and
"Henry the Eighth," she is show-
ing her originality. Hollywood had
better look to its laurels. Try a
little originality, you producers,
and don't run to a monotonous
routine.

Modern Screen sets you a fine

example. In every issue there's

{Continued on page 114)

MY GOODNESS,

DORIS . . AREN'T

YOU GLAD YOUR

MUMMY MADE THE I

[4-WASHDAY TEST!

"M-m-m . . . lots of naptha! Such a clean

smell! That's the first thing I liked

about Fels-Naptha. So I decided to try

Fels-Naptha for four washes in a row—
and see what real naptha soap could do."

1

"And did I find out! Just look at this!

Neckbands and cuffs, I guess, are the
dirtiest parts of every wash. But the
naptha and rich golden soap in Fels-Naptha
loosened that stubborn dirt in jig-time."

"See what a nice discovery my hands
made, too! Fels-Naptha is gentle. It's

safe for finest things. I dipped my best

stockings and undies into its creamy
suds and they never looked lovelier!"

"I've got my proof nowl You couldn't

get me to do another wash with any-

thing but Fels-Naptha Soap! My clothes

are whiter! They're so fresh and sweet-

smelling it's a thrill to put them on!"

See what a difference

FELS-NAPTHA SOAP makes!

IF you want the world's best proof that

the soap you use matters a lot to your

wash— just get some Fels-Naptha Soap

—

and make the 4 -washday test yourself.

See what brisk, lively

suds you get—how easily

and quickly Fels-Naptha's

combination of rich golden

soap and grease - loosening

naptha hustles away every

bit of dirt.

You'll get a wash to be proud of

—

and
you'll get it safely /For unlike "trick" soaps,

Fels-Naptha doesn't make things shabby

months before their time.

Fels-Naptha Soap is now
selling at the lowest price

in almost twenty years!

Get a few bars at your

grocer's today! . . Fels &
Company, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania. © 1934, fels* co.



YOU
will be seeing a

picture presently —
perhaps have seen it

a 1 r e a d y—w h i c h

dwells upon one of

the most universal

and the saddest ot"

love problems. I

mean the picture "Of Hu-
man Bondage" from the im-

mortal story by Somerset

Maugham. You know the

story? It tells of a fine, sen-

sitive, intelligent man who
becomes enslaved by his love

for a girl far inferior to

him. That she is inferior to

him socially is unimportant. But where 'he is fine, she

is crude. Where he is sensitive and intelligent, she is

common, tawdry. She has enough native shrewdness to

know on which side her bread is buttered. That is all.

She isn't even pretty. Too thin. Sharp featured.

Her skin an unhealthy pallor. There isn't one single

thing which he and she have in common. He cannot

admire or respect her.

Yet he adores her. He longs to take her thin body
in his arms. He yearns over the image of her pale

lips and sallow, fatal face. While he winces at her

cheap little voice, his heart stands still in the vain hope
that she will—just once—say something to him that is

friendly and gracious. He squanders his pitiful income
on theatre tickets and champagne. She accepts each
invitation with a shrug and a pseudo-genteel "I don't

mind."

This is a department for personal problems.

Your personal problems. Wouldn't you like

to talk them over with an unbiased and in-

telligent person who will treat them confi-

dentially and give you the best advice she

possibly can? If you would like to do so,

write to Alice Van Doran, in care of Modern

Screen Magazine, 149 Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y. Enclose a stamped, self-

addressed envelope, please.

He takes care of her

when she has a child by

another man. He rescues her

when she becomes a wom-
an of the streets. In a fit of

insane pique she destroys his

home—literally. She has al-

ready wrecked his career.

And she goes down to her

destiny, the gutter. Out of

his life, yes. But for all the

rest of his life, though he

later meets and loves a girl

worthy of him, he knows
that the image of the slavish

love will stay with him. If

he sees a woman on the

street who walks as she did, he will quicken his pace to

see if perhaps it is not she. He has been in bondage
too long.

IN varying degrees—in various guises—we see this

sort of love slavery in everyday life. Some of us

have been through it. Some of us are going through it

now. Intelligence, reason, the sincere advice of friends,

are—usually—of no avail to rescue the victim of a

tyrannic love from bondage. Time, sometimes, will

bring freedom. But it is such a waste of life and
emotion to wait while time passes by.

It is always, of course, the sensitive people of this

world who get themselves into situations of that kind.

The salt-of-the-earth people. The good sports. If they

possessed a good, healthy dash of selfishness—or con-

ceit—or indifference—they (Continued on page 124)

LOVE BONDAGE! EMOTIONAL SLAVERY! HOW CAN WE ESCAPE AND BE FREE?
12
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THE WASHINGTON BIGWIGS

VOTE FOR GEORGE ARLISS!

1 EOKGE AR-
LISS would have

_ been one of the

| greatest living

statesmen, if he

J hadn't been the

world's finest

actor.

That's the opinion of

our country's most fa-

mous movie fans, all

statesmen themselves,

who think there's noth-

But, if he

there is cer-

tainly no end to

the stream of

leading states-

Mr. Rainey, Speaker of the

House (right) likes his movies.

Sees 'em whenever he can.ing better than seeing a

good movie when they

can get an hour off.

They vote Mr. Arliss

their favorite actor, not only because of his finished

performances, but because he dramatizes and puts ro-

mantic flavor into the roles on the screen which they

play in real life.

"Disraeli," "Voltaire," "Alexander Hamilton" and the

head of "The House of Rothschild" were all men of

great power and politics, and to play them as magnifi-

cently as George Arliss did must mean that he himself

has the attributes of the statesman in real life. So say

these enthusiastic fans of his.

" 'The House of Rothschild' is the finest movie I have

ever seen—better even than 'Disraeli'," Colonel Edward
M. House stated, after viewing Mr. Arliss' latest film.

Colonel House learned to like the movies while he

was with President Wilson, who had them shown often

at the White House. As closest friend and adviser to

the war-time President, the Colonel served the nation

devotedly for years "without portfolio," and he now lives

in seclusion in New York City.

Of course, you need no in-

troduction to Mr. George Ar-

liss. Just below his portrait is

one of Colonel House, an

ardent picture fan.

men, econ-
omists, writ-
ers and cele-

brated artists

of every coun-
try who come
to him for ad-

vice on every

possible ques-

tion. His day
is filled with

appointments
from earl y
morning until

after six
o'clock in the

evening. Yet
the Colonel
finds time to go

to a neighborhood movie once or twice every week.

HE doesn't like gangster pictures or musicals. He
finds pictures about the younger generation amusing

—the sort that Joan Blondell plays in. His favorite

actress is Greta Garbo. But it's a George Arliss film

which holds him fascinated from beginning to end.

"Mr. Arliss' acting is just like his thinking—clear-cut

and finished to the last detail," he told me in an ex-
clusive interview. "He has one of the keenest minds
I have ever come in contact with. What a statesman
Arliss would have made!" (Continued on page 110)
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The hands, the hair, the gen-

eral make-up. Lilian Harvey—

and some other Hollywood

stars tell you their own

personal grooming secrets.

really good bridge

NORAplayer. But this particular eve-

ning she played atrociously. She
led a diamond when her partner's

discard was distinctly a spade and
even committed the unpardonable

sin of trumping her partner's ace.

Her reward was a glaring look

from the man opposite her, which helped

take away the last vestige of self-confi-

dence and poise Nora might have had left.

"Oh. oh. oh!" wailed Nora when she got

home. She knew she had played a rot-

ten game. But it was all Mrs. Smith's
fault ! That woman had kept looking at

Nora's nails all evening—particularly the

one that was broken—until she just couldn't

keep her mind on bridge. And Mrs.
Smith's well-brushed coiffure made her so

self-conscious about her own straggly
locks. She'd get a hair-cut tomorrow or

bust. And she knew she had had on too
much rouge and that her lipstick was all

If you have some par-

ticular beauty problem

you would like solved,

drop a note to Mary
Biddle, in care of Mod-
ern Screen Magazine,
149 Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y. En-

close a stamped, self-

addressed envelope,

please.

Poor Nora. It was a bitter experience—but one which taught her a valuable les-

son : that correct make-up. a smalt coiffure and well
groomed nails will remove many an inferiority complex.
If you know you look well—you will feel better, act bet-
ter and play better bridge, make a better impression
wherever vou are.

Incidentally, a bridge table is one place

where you should always look your best.

The strong lights, necessary for playing,

bring out all the flaws of your make-up
and get-up.

The hands and nails, particularly,

come in for a rigid appraisal. They are

always in the limelight—holding, shuf-

fling or playing your cards. In attending

to your nails, remember that the shape

is very important. Oval-shaped nails are

always best, whether your fingers be

long and slender or short and pudgy. In

choosing your polish, try to harmonize
it with your rouge and lipstick. If you
are a brunette, a dark vivid shade is per-

missible in the evening—providing it

is becoming—but for a blonde, a lighter

yellowish-red shade is preferable. Lilian

Harvey, in private life, holds to a nat-

ural or shell pink polish. She believes

that vivid nails are too heavy for her.

PERHAPS the most beautiful hands

in Hollywood are owned by Mary
Brian. They are always soft and white

and the nails well shaped—and not too long. Prac-

tical Mary does not depend entirely upon the manicurist

to keep her nails lovely looking. She is very deft with

the paint brush and often replaces the polish herself. A
medium shade polish happens (Continued on page 111)

WHEN YOU LOOK YOUR BEST, YOU ARE YOUR BEST. HOW TO DO IT ALWAYS
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For complete relaxation there's

nothing like dashing off to the

beach with a basketful of deli-

cious sandwiches and a thermos

bottle of hot or cold drinks. That's

what Mary Jo Matthews, Richard

Heming, Geneva Mitchell and

Cigi Parish, Columbia players, did

after a hard day's work on the set.

(Below) And for that "picnic at

home," Fancy Filled Tomatoes

are just the thing to serve.

N STE

III PHY L LIS DE EN-DUN N I N

G

PICNICS AT THE BEACH ARE GRAND, BUT READ

WHAT THE MODERN HOSTESS HAS TO SAY

ABOUT A PICNIC RIGHT IN YOUR HOME

fHE other day I went oft" to the

heach with four attractive

youngsters from the Columbia

studios and as a result I have

become a staunch advocate of more

and better picnics. For, after talk-

ing with these young people, I realize

how extremely popular is this in-

formal type of meal.

This particular picnic was gotten

up at the last minute, on an excep-

tionally warm clay, .by Gigi Parish

and Mary Jo Matthews. They were

celebrating the completion of "Twen-

tieth Century" in which they both

had roles, and kindly invited Geneva

Mitchell, Richard Heming and your

scribe to join them. Who would think

of refusing such an invitation ? So

off we all went merrily, and an hour

or so later found ourselves on the

sands with a thermos bottle of hot

coffee and one of icy cold tomato

juice and a hamper full of sand-

wiches, pickles and olives.

It was in the midst of devouring

a sandwich that Mary Jo remarked

:

"Isn't it a shame we can't have

more picnics ? This one has been

such fun!"
"Who says we can't?" Gigi queried.

"That's right," I agreed, "Why
you can even picnic at your dining-

room table. For, if it can be said

that 'clothes make the man', it can

just as truly be said that 'food makes

the picnic'
"

A home picnic has many advan-

tages, too. You don't have to limit

yourself to things that are easily

packed and, therefore, you can serve

delectable but simple salads and even

something hot.

Because cold foods taste so much
more refreshing than hot foods, un-

less, of course, the day is simply too

torrid, you would be wise to include

one hot dish or start the meal off with
a hot soup. There are so many de-

licious canned soups on the market
nowadays that you no longer have to

worry about heating up the kitchen

by making your own soup at home. I

never think about making soup any
more, for canned soups taste as good,
if not better, than almost anything
you can produce on your own stove

—

besides saving endless hours of fuel-

burning.

FOR the main course of your
"home" picnic, simplify the serv-

ing and keep everything delightfully

informal by planning to have a "Blue
Plate Special." If you have eaten

around in restaurants at all you are

undoubtedly familiar with the term
"Blue Plate Special." At one time,

I believe, it had something to do with

the color of the crockery, but these

days it simply refers to the main
course of a luncheon or dinner served

entirely on one plate.

Generally speaking, we have come
to associate the Blue Plate idea with

cold weather foods, though goodness
knows why (Continued on page 102)
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(Above) George

Brent. Has his

career been lost

livorce

ice Faye was lucky. Her

innocence in the Vallee break-up

was established before too late.

When John

Gilbert and his

most recent wife,

Virginia Bruce, called it

a day, matrimonially speaking,

his bosses and the fans seemed

to have had enough. And
(opposite page) Swanson's divorce plans did

not help her one single bit with a public

well versed in her various marital experiments.

IVORCE, good old-fashioned Hollywood divorce,

has suddenly and surprisingly become as dangerous
as that dread bugaboo, scandal, in movie town.

After years of "popular" divorce epidemics, in

which last year's marriage was as casually for-

gotten as last month's screen role, the boys and
girls are confronted by the puzzling new situa-

tion that divorce is becoming dangerous to their

careers, that it is actually taking its toll in dollars

and cents, cancelled contracts and lost prestige.

Here, surely, is something new in divorce-ridden Hol-
lywood.

It used to be that the old-fashioned movie hero feared

to reveal the truth of his marriage to the palpitating

16



DOROTHY

MANNERS

STARS AND PRODUCERS HAVE BECOME SCARED OF SCANDAL! ARE WANING

BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS AND YOUR GROWING DISGUST RESPONSIBLE?

women who worshiped at his throne, for fear of cooling

their ardor. It was considered wise to keep marriage
a secret. But divorce—that was something else again.

What did it matter that the newspapers played it up in

three-column "heads?" More than one Hollywood actor

has looked upon divorce as actually "beneficial" to his

career. And as for the women, two or three divorces

were regarded as mere piquant prodding of public in-

terest in their direction. Certainly it was never con-
sidered "bad publicity," except in rare cases of mud-
slinging, which has become practically extinct ever since

the flood of "palsy-walsy" separations set in.

Just what has happened in the year 1934 to bring

about a change in this ideal arrangement is hardly
known. But the fact remains that something has
changed. No longer are either public or producers cas-

ually shrugging off Hollywood divorces, and those who
have flown in the face of this new attitude are paying
heavily for their wrecked marriages in unlooked for

ways.
Recently the innuendo columns of gossip papers have

been filled with such pertinent musings as : Who is the

popular femme star who lost out on a great comeback
chance because she decided to ditch husband No. 4 at

just the wrong psychological moment? And still another

read : Two well-known Hollywood producers agreed that

a certain famous woman star of yesterday was just

about due for a revival in her career. The only point

was . . . could the lady manage to keep out of sensa-

tional headlines? Apparently she couldn't . . . for just

yesterday she filed divorce suit from No. 4 with at-

tending unpleasant press implications that she might
be on her way to marriage No. 5 with another woman's
estranged husband ! Now one producer has backed out

of his bargain, and it is rumored the other will follow

suit shortly.

WAS it mere coincidence that within the same week
more outspoken columnists heralded the news that

Gloria Swanson would not appear as a co-star with Gary
Cooper in Samuel Goldwyn's "Barbary Coast," though
Irving Thalberg denied he had (Continued on page 118)
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IIS
said she has the most

artistic dressing-room in

Hollywood, but then,

since her husband, Cedric

Gibbons, is a famous set-designer

and director, it is little wonder!

Isn't she a colorful creature as

Madame DuBarry? Well, wait

until you see "Shanghai Orchid."

If those contrasting roles don't

prove that Dolores is versatile,

Warner Brothers—all of 'em—will

doubtless insist upon apologizing

to you. Miss Del Rio's pri-

vate life is so quiet you could

hear a pin drop, for she has few

close friends, which probably is

as she wishes it.



E would be the first to

™ tell you that that roman-

tic-sounding name of

his — Ricardo Cortez —
was plucked, not out of

the air, but from two cigar

boxes. For Ric is a regular

guy with no pretense. When
he married last fall, he gave

up his bachelor quarters for a

beautiful home in Beverly Hills

and, for the first time in years,

he is deservedly happy. The

Missus is charming and the

jobs are plentiful, so why not?

You will see him soon, by the

way, in Warner Brothers'

"Man With Two Faces."



HE is as sweet and re-

freshing as the flower for

which she is named, yet

there is nothing sachar-

rine about this little girl

from across the sea. Having

appeared in "Springtime for

Henry" for Fotf, the Angel

has taken wing to Universal,

where she has just signed a

brand new contract. She lives

with her mother, so enjoys a

quiet, normal home life, and

her best friend is Pat Patterson,

whom she knew in Merry Ole

England. The girls go horse-

back riding and are invariably

seen at the tennis matches.



HEN the last scene of

"British Agent" was

made, he booked

passage for England,

his native land, where

is spending a glorious

summer with his family. Mr.

Howard will make a picture

abroad, and perhaps, appear

in a stage production. How-

ever, autumn will find him

back in the good old U.S.A.,

ready to resume his contract

with Warner Brothers.



SHE
is being taken

seriously these days—

as an actress, of course.

For, since her splendid

performance in

"Twentieth Century," the

blonde lady just simply rates

ctnematically. She is resting

at Big Bear now, having finished

her job in "Now and Forever"

for Paramount. The vacation

is not amiss either, for this

young woman's health has not

been of the best lately.

A



I I HAT annual European vacation

trip is off this summer, for Mar-

lene has decided to sit tight

I and stay cool in the beautiful

home in Bel Air she recently

rented from Colleen Moore. With

"The Scarlet Empress" finished the

Paramount star is in search of another

suitable vehicle. With this end in

view, she's doing plenty of reading

and play-going. She never misses a

movie either, for the Dietrich is an

avid fan. In fact, she takes in at least

one film a day. It is a very efficient

method of keeping up on what one's

contemporaries are doing, you know.

And her primary interest is her work.



OOK before you guess!

not the Prince of Wales nor

your kid brother all dressed up

Jin his first suit of "long ones,"

but Miriam Hopkins set to start

work on Paramount's "She Loves Me
Not." Incidentally, production on this

picture was held up three weeks,

while its star recovered from a broken

ankle which she acquired from jump-

ing out of a window too enthusiastically

while the cameras were grinding. She

is going to spend her vacation in New
York, the most famous of summer

resorts, this year, for she is the proud

possessor of a swanky little bunga-

loo in the city's Sutton Place sector.



IHEIfiUf STOIY

OF GABLES FUST

N a modest studio on busy
Hollywood Boulevard, a vivid

and petite young woman
named Franz Doerfler con-

ducts a school of dancing.

Some miles away, in the smart
Beverly Hills residential sec-

tion, lives the man who, twelve years

ago, begged Franz Doerfler to marry
him. Together, he promised her, they

would be happy. What mattered
theit careers? What mattered their

hardships? What mattered anything
—compared with their love?

But Franz Doerfler, a realist as
well as an artist, could not see her-

self nor her impassioned suitor

shackled with home ties, money diffi-

culties and job troubles. Love, she
felt, could turn from a dream to

harsh reality in a short time, once
four walls surrounded the dream.
So Franz Doerfler refused to

marry the man who, today, as Clark
Gable, is the romantic rage of cel-

luloidia. Not only did she refuse
him once, but many times—twelve
years ago. Their path has crossed
since those days and today, they both
reside in Hollywood—Clark Gable, a
motion picture star; Franz Doerfler,

a dancer until such time as she, too,

gets her chance to act. But across

the gulf that Fate ordained for these

two still stretches the luminous bridge

of their love idyl of yesterday.

Franz Doerfler tells this story here

for the first time. She gives it to me
to tell for her, lest it be related, or

guessed at, by others to whom the

facts are not known nor the memory
of the attachment clear.

The story of Franz and Clark

Gable—he was Billy Gable, then, and
Billy he will be now—began in Port-

land, Oregon, twelve years ago. It

began on a cold, dark morning when
a freight train chugged into the de-

serted Portland station. From one of

its cavernous box cars swung a tall,

shivering, penniless youth who wasn't

at all sure what he would do once

he swung himself to the ground.

Later that day, however, he found
out, for he met the man who was
organizing a cooperative stock com-
pany to go to Astoria (two hundred
miles distant) and proceeded to get

himself a job with the company. It

was that job that introduced him to

Franz Doerfler, the Oregon girl he

fell head over heels in love with and



WHY WAS IT

CLARK DIDN'T

MARRY HIS

PRETTY FIRST

LOVE? HERE.

FOR THE FIRST

TIME, THEIR

HECTIC ROMANCE

IS REVEALED

The very young gentleman

on the opposite page is

Billy Cable—known to us

movie fans these days as

Clark. These exclusive

"snaps" were taken when

he was the willing slave

of Franz Doerfler (right),

pretty little stock actress

andhis devoted sweetheart.

with whom he shared many a hard-

luck adventure.

BILLY GABLE and I." Franz
reminisced to me, "resented each

other at first, but we were both so

lonely and the stock company work
was so hard that we decided to bury
our resentment and unite our forces

against inevitable necessity. I found
Billy to be intensely nervous so far

as the stage was concerned. I used to

memorize his lines and teach them to

him, and I remember how, in his ner-

vousness, the perspiration covered his

face and hands. He was a brawn}
youth, even then, but he was not

strong in vitality. He was given to

moods and melancholia.

"We became very sympathetic and
were together constantly. When we
weren't rehearsing plays or giving

them, we'd stroll around the docks of

the town—Astoria is on the Pacific

Ocean—or we'd take long walks into

the hills. We discussed Catholicism

and our ambitions and hopes. Billy

had led a roving sort of life, but hft

was a lonely person with few friends

and really no place he could call home.
"The stock ( Continued on page 80)
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HE telephone rang on the desk of one of Janet

Gaynor's friends. As she lifted the hook, a voice

plunged excitedly into a jumble of words.
"We women of the press have gotten together

and decided to appeal to you. You've just got

to stop this flirtation between Janet and Robert
Montgomery. Suppose it should get serious and

Betty Montgomery (Mrs. Bob) should sue for divorce

and name Janet as co-respondent. Hollywood can't stand

it. The Mary Pickford divorce has shocked the world,

so Janet is the last illusion the fans have about Holly-

wood. She must be kept wistful and sweet. You must
make her see she owes it to this industry

—
" Not the exact

words, of course, but the context.

The friend tried to interrupt, tried to explain that

1>ecause she is a friend of Janet's, she does not interfere

with Janet's business, tried to express her faith in Janet's

ability to protect her own interests. (Reader, be patient!

I'll tell you the real truth about the Montgomery business

very shortly.)

The friend did not speak to Janet. She is not the kind

who says, "Pardon me, dear, but I think it's my duty to

tell you
—

" But a writer did tell Janet. A man. He told

her that a few women of the press had swooped down
upon this other, woman.

Janet was dismayed. "But this has got to stop.. I can't

have a friend placed in this position
—

"

And it did. Janet Gaynor was seen everywhere, im-
mediately, with Gene Raymond. And there is no more
certain way to pulverize gossip about a Hollywood girl

and boy than for the girl to be seen constantly with an-

other boy.

I know of no incident that explains the real Janet Gay-
nor more quickly and accurately. She is loyal to friends

and impulsive in her flirtations. But Janet Gaynor makes
few friends.

Winsome and wistful little Janet Gaynor is truly Holly-

wood's most potent heart-breaker. No, there's no

catch to it! She is just that.

WELL, I'm a member of the press and I don't want
the world's illusions spoiled about Hollywood

either. I make my money because Hollywood is the capital

of modern illusions. But—what I can't understand is:

'Why should Mary Pickford's divorce hurt Hollywood?
Why should the fact that Janet Gaynor is a modern,
spritely, alluring, even slightly dare-devilish little minx
injure her or the town in which she lives? Personally, I

have always thought saints slightly boring. I prefer my
heroines human.
And Janet Gaynor is very human. Wistful, yes. But

28

also highly emotional, with the most dangerous type of

come-hither appeal known to woman—the kind that hides

behind a delicate body a sad expression that automatically

says to each man who contacts it, "Protect me, darling,

I need it." The same type of appeal which made Lillian

Gish famous on the screen and, in life, one of the most
man-sought women in Hollywood.

Janet's stepfather, the famed "Jonesy," who forced her

into pictures and died when "Seventh Heaven" was com-
pleted, knew all about Janet the moment he saw her. He
had married Mrs. Gaynor in Chicago while Janet was in



YES, WE MEAN JANET

GAYNOR! FOR THE

WISTFUL ONE IS, AT

HEART, A FLIRTATIOUS

LITTLE SEX APPEALIST

Janet and Charlie Farrell in "Change of Heart," and

oddly enough the once much-in-love pair suffered

just that emotion. They are still great friends.

Florida. And the very first time he met her, he recog-

nized "something" ahout Janet. Her older sister, Helen,

was prettier, but it wasn't Helen upon whom he concen-

trated. It wasn't to place Helen in pictures that he moved
his family to Hollywood. It was to make Janet Gaynor
the Sarah Bernhardt of the movies.
My first interview in Hollywood was with Janet Gay-

nor on the day after "Jonesy" had been buried. "I don't

know what he saw in me." Her face was as white as the

maid's frilled apron and cap she was wearing for "Two
Girls Wanted," the comedy following "Seventh Heaven."

Here is the Gaynor at the wheel of Charlie's yacht,

"Flying Cloud." Skipper Farrell snapped this one.

Janet's seaman's jacket and cap is right becoming.

"But he always said, from the moment he saw me, 'Janet

has something.'
"

She did not know, then, what it was. Janet was but a
yearning, burning, wide-eyed adolescent who didn't know
even the ABCs of life's answers. "Something," her step-

father called it. "It" was the word coined by Elinor Glyn
and made historical by Clara Bow. One word was as

good as another. We all know what a woman must have
to create excitement. And "Jonesy" sensed the fact that

Janet Gaynor was designed to create excitement.
There is one story about Janet, (Continued on page 90)
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It'!

I

EXPERIENCES

Eva Beryl Tree tells of the thrills and heartbreaks

she encountered in her try for fame.

IV EVA BERYL TIEE

AS TOED TO HARRY LANG

ERE is a story that might happen to YOU

!

It is the true story of an everyday young
girl from a small town, who went to Hollywood
for the one purpose of crashing the movies. In it,

she will reveal, without withholding any details,

exactly what happened to her in three months
of effort. She will tell the inside story of her

experiences, of what happened to her at the studios and
in the casting offices, of the men and women she met and
what they said and did for her, of the stars she rubbed-

elbows with, of the "passes" made at her by men she

at first trusted.

She will tell of the gamut of emotions she ran, of the

thrills and the heartbreaks, the delights and the disillu-

sionments. She will tell of the famous actors and actresses

she saw and met in the night clubs and the dressing-rooms

and make-up laboratories.

She will tell everything. And every word of it will be

true. Because Modern Screen sent her to Hollywood
for exactly that purpose ! Paid her way there, gave her

the money on which to attempt to crash pictures, and
instructed her to keep a faithful, detailed, day-by-day
diary of everything that happened to her.

Here's how it was done:

JUST WHAT MUST AN UNKNOWN
,30



Here is Eva discussing the menu at Hollywood's

Russian Eagle with General Lodijensky, its pro-

prietor. She ordered caviar because she saw Ivan

Lebedeff having some—and the stuff made her ill.

Wearing the "cute little sweater and cap" which,

incidentally, won her an entrance, Eva appeared

at the casting office at Columbia Studios. She

was interviewed at once and offered a screen test.

A number of months ago, the editor of Modern
Screen sent an assignment-letter to me, Harry Lang, one
of this magazine's writers in Hollywood.

"I believe," the editor wrote, "that Modern Screen
readers would like to know exactly what happens to a

girl who, alone and on her own, goes to Hollywood to

crash pictures.

"Therefore, find me such a girl. Find me an average,

good-looking girl, under twenty, who has never been in.

Hollywood but who would like to get into pictures.

"To such a girl, I will pay the fare between her home
and Hollywood (round trip if necessary), and give her
three hundred dollars besides, on which I want her to

spend three months in Hollywood trying to crash pictures

entirely on her own and with no other help whatsoever
from Modern Screen, yourself or anyone else, save such

persons as she herself meets by her own efforts.

"No one except the girl, yourself and I are to know
that she is doing this for us. Her story in Hollywood
must be that she has saved $300 and is taking a chance
on crashing pictures on that amount. To all outward
appearances, she must, through her three months, be just

another of the hundreds of lone girls who go there with

the usual movie hopes and ambitions.

"She is to keep a faithful, detailed diary of her ex
periences. She is to withhold nothing.

"At the end of her three months' experience then, we
will print her story—regardless of whether she gets a

job in pictures, or fails miserably, or whatever may befall

her."

FOUR hundred miles from Hollywood is a small city

called San Jose. There is situated a State School
where girls of average family and surroundings are

trained, at state expense, to be teachers. Before Professor

Hugh Gillis, one of the instructors there, our writer laid

the problem, and asked him to pick a girl. Our writer

didn't want to trust his own judgment to make a choice,

fearing that he might be too close to the Hollywood pic-

ture to make an unbiased selection. The instructor chose

the girl.

Her name is Eva Beryl Tree. She is twenty years old.

She's blonde, one inch over five feet tall, slender, but
not thin, and not more beautiful than "good-looking." In
short, an average girl whose prototype you could find by
the scores all over America. She was born in San Jose,

had never been to Hollywood, although she had once
visited Los Angeles. Like (Continued on page 98)

DO FOR A MOVIE CAREER? EVA BERYL TREE TELLS YOU - EVERYTHING!
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GUESS WHO
HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW THEM?

FROM THE BACK OF THEIR NECKS?

(Give up? Turn to page \ti.)



GINGER. HDW COULD ID

ERE'S a little story on Ginger Rogers that

H you've never heard. The joke is on Ginger, but

the thing that happened is cute enough so that

I'm sure she won't mind my telling you. It all

occurred a long time ago anyhow.
Ginger was a whole lot younger, when she

first came to Hollywood, than anybody had any
idea. She'd done some touring in vaudeville with singing

and dancing acts, so she could tell the producers honestly

that she'd had experience—but, just the same, she was
only a kid. She looked sophisticated. Some girls just

naturally do. But, inside, she was about as innocent as

they make them. She was only seventeen years old, too.

Ginger had made quite a name for herself in vaudeville,

but things didn't go so well, at first, in Hollywood. She'd

get a small part and then nothing would happen for weeks.

Not getting work worried her and she sat down to figure

it out and see just exactly what was the matter.

"If I were known they'd give me parts. How can I

attract some attention?"

She thought over all the ways of attracting attention

that she had ever heard of. There was the girl who had
thrown herself in front of a producer's car, figuring that

he'd carry her into the studio and give her a contract.

She'd been carried to a hospital instead—and, anyway,
throwing yourself in front of cars you were liable to get

all skinned up". So that was out. Others married producers.

Well—she didn't know many, and out of the ones she'd

seen she couldn't think of any that she'd like to marry.
That was out, too. Well, what could she do, then? It

didn't do any good just to put on your best clothes and
get taken to the Derby or the Cocoanut Grove. Holly-
wood was so full of girls dressed up in best clothes that

nobody even looked at them. Maybe if she took a Suite at

a hotel and told the newspaper reporters she was a Rus-
sian countess or something! But (Continued on page 86)
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NO LOOKS. NO "LINE/' NO MONEY! YET THE BEAUTIES ADORE JACK

OW does he do it?

How does Jack Oakie get all these beautiful

girls ?

He hasn't Raft's sleek menace or Gable's iron-

willed chin or—well, we can stop right there.

What he has got is a face like one of his mother's
old pie plates, a nose that a herd of elephants

must have walked on in his infancy, and a hair-cut that

makes you say, "That reminds me, the mattress needs
re-covering."

No sculptor will ever ask Jack Oakie to pose for a nude
statue of Apollo. No

But, just the same, you notice, whenever you see a pic-

ture of him at the Brown Derby or a premiere or a night
club, there's always a girl with him.
Always. And always beautiful. Many
a lonely farm boy out in Iowa tonight,

as he rolls the hogs up in their pink

eiderdown quilts and tucks them into

their little white cribs, is thinking, "If

that Oakie guy does it, I can do
it, too!"

But how? That's the question, boys,

how? What has this guy Oakie got?
Four years or so ago Jack was just

one more oat that had sprung up in

Hollywood—and a wild oat at that. He

was an unknown, while Mary Brian was featured in pic-

ture after picture and recognized as the most glorious girl

on the screen. So who did Jack pick to go out with?
Why, Mary Brian, of course. Just like that. Of course

there were only about five hundred other men after her,

out of which at least seven hundred and ninety-two were
better looking than Jack, had more money, were more
sophisticated, wore better clothes, and were generally

much more important. But it was Jack that Mary accepted

as her 'regler feller,' in spite of his charming habit of

wearing a sweat-shirt under his tux.

How did he do it ?

"Well, it was his sincerity," says Mary. "Jack's the

most sincere fellow in Hollywood. He is also loyal, loyal

not only to me, but to everyone of the

people he knows. That's one reason why
everyone likes him.

"And he's the most considerate boy
I've ever known. If you happen to

mention that you'd like to read a certain

book, the very next day a messenger boy
brings it to you. You have to watch
yourself and be sure you don't say, 'I'd

like that dress' or 'I'd like that hat,'

when you're out with him, because if

you let a remark like that slip Jack will

get it for you. (Continued on page 96)
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Who is crazy about Jack out Hollywood

way? Ask Mary Brian, Peggy Hopkins

Joyce or cute little Toby Wing? They'll

each answer, "I am!"



EN LYON has

to fame, among
ness at

places. In fact,

suspicion that

discovering

several claims

'em his adept-

unique eating

we have a strong

certain beaneries

open only upon receiving news
that the Lyon is in town. Ben

invariably says, "Howz about the little

Hungarian joint in the East Forties or

the Russian place west of Broadway?"
And so, you find yourself downing

goulash and borscht whether you will, or

not. This last time it was a Chinese

restaurant downtown, and the cause for

celebration was Bebe's recovery from the

mumps. Yep, while they were here

making personal appearances, Mrs. L.

went decidedly infantile and her throat

swelled like a six-year-old's. The Lom-
bardy Hotel, where they were staying,

didn't care for the idea any more than

did Bebe, for a lot of cash customers

who hadn't had it, might have objected.

Thus the Daniels mumps, as a news
item, was suppressed, but as a neck dec-

oration, was decidedly to be reckoned

with, as you may imagine.

And so, because the mumps had taken

themselves off, we all started to the Chinese restaurant.

The gent who drove the cab must have thought he was
Ben Hur or at least Barney Oldfield—or perhaps he

was merely out to collect pillars and posts. Nothing

could stop him until Ben imparted the information that

the ladies would like to live. Which remark seemed to

surprise him no end. There's skepticism for you

!

I

n nun
UNI I N

The Chinese place was swell. We
took a table on the second floor over-

looking the street, and for the first five

minutes, all was peaceful. Then ivord

got around. And, seemingly from the

nowhere, sprang a crowd. It soon be-

came a yelling mob, "We want Bebe and
Ben !" Came the police—actually ! And
newspaper reporters from headquarters,

bearing lavender identification cards.

Whoopsee

!

The crowd in the dining-room, mean-
while, was demanding autographs.

Everything from menus to women's
straw hats were being signed with the

famous Daniels-Lyon names. All this

time your little friend here was trying

to do away with a shrimp wrapped in

an egg shell, or whatever it is they

serve

!

One hour and several hundred auto-

graphs later, we arrived on the street.

Bebe and Ben got into a cab with police-

men on the running board. We got the

buttons pulled off our coat.

As we drove away, Ben said, "Gosh, I

wish we had brought them into the Par-

amount Theatre like that!"

Which crack comes under the head of a joke, for

they did.

ONE of the reasons Mary Brian is in town is be-

cause an airplane company gave her a round trip

ticket. "And anything," says {Continued on page 119)

The Charles Laughtons stopped off Bebe and Ben Lyon arrive to make And Lupe came in without her Johnny

in Gotham en route -to the coast. merry and personal appearances both. to do a turn or two in vaudeville.

BUSINESS AND PLEASURE BRING CELEBRITIES TO TOWN
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Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford

take the air—and in a very big way.

For the scene from "Sadie McKee"

they wafted over the ether waves

made dyed-in-the-wool radio fans

ardent admirers. (Right) Scarcely

a week goes by that the gossip

hounds don't have William Powell

engaged to some fair damsel. And

now it's Irene Bentley's turn.

THAT KIDNAP SCARE!

HE big news—and the big fear

—of the Hollywood month is kid-

napping '

I During the week that William
Gettle was held captive, the stars

and producers of movietown were
on edge. The number of guards

about their homes was increased. Every
protective measure known, such as electric

alarm systems and barbed wire fences,

were installed in many homes. There were
a great many rumors that certain stars,

frightened almost into hysteria by kidnap-
ping threats, had actually "paid off" to

"kidnap insurance."
Stories abounded that Charlie Chaplin

had not left his Beverly Hills mansion from
the time Mr. Gettle was kidnapped to the
time he was safely returned to his home
and family. Charlie denied this, but the
story persisted.

\\ hen the Gettle kidnappers were appre-
hended. Hollywood drew its first free
breath in a week. But not for a minute
were any guards and protective measures
done away with.

It was said a certain very wealthy
woman star just narrowly escaped kid-
napping when "two suspicious looking
men" drove up beside her limousine and
were on the verge of "gunning" her chauf-

feur to the curb. Then they noticed it was
her maid, and not the star, riding in the

car. However, some of the level heads
in the colony are taking all these stories

with a grain of salt.

Among the movie stars who stood on
the Gettle lawn to join the crowd in

happily welcoming him home were John
Barrymore and Edmund Lowe.

Even in the nezvsreel shots, Max Baer
proves that he learned a lot about "steal-

ing scenes" zvhile in Hollyzvood.

In a recent nezvsreel. taken at the time
Max zvas in training for his bout with
Prima Camera, the camera shozved the

boys signing up for the bout and "shaking
hands on it."

"I hope the best man wins" said Car-
nera politely, in the little impromptu speech
they gave after the contracts were signed.

"So do I," grinned Maxic, "That ivill

be me."
Not so long on grammar, but the comedy

touch zvas good. And Maxic is just the

one to make such a remark as that without
sounding too conceited.

INTIMATE INSIDE STUFF FROM THE CINEMA CAPITOL THAT NO MOVIE FAN
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All their pals saw Mr. and Mrs

Gene Markey off at the Santa F

Station when the pair departed foi

New York en route to Europe. Mrs.

Gene, as you know, is Joan Bennett.

Dorothea Wieck wanted to know if

Chief Ish-ti-opi's regalia was genuine.

There seemed only one way to find

out, so she encountered the Indian

at a broadcast. Everything's okay !

HAS ISABEL HAD ENOUGH?

HOLLYWOOD can't help but believe

there is something slightly wrong in

the Isabel Jewell-Lee Tracy romance.
Though both Isabel and Lee continue to

laugh off all gossip rumors, concerning

either a rift or a secret marriage, all is

apparently not well between them.

The fact that Lee was recently in a row
at a golf club with a prominent director

and the newspapers got hold of it, was said

to have exasperated Isabel.

Lee is just safely past that Mexican
trouble and if he really appreciates every-

thing that has been done for him, it would
be well for him to curb his pugilistic ten-

dencies.

Grant Withers, who hasn't had the best

luck in the world staging a comeback in

the films says his theme, song should be,

"You Ought To Be In Pictures."

THAT HOT SPANISH SUMPIN'!

THERE is a fiery young Latin actor in

Hollywood who is super-sensitive about

his "friendship" with a glamorous woman
star. He is constantly on the look-out for

some fancied slight to either of them and
this chip-on-the-shoulder attitude has re-

sulted in several interesting events. But
the funniest occurred during a recent Hol-
lywood party.

The glamorous femme star and a certain

famous Hollywood producer were sitting

on a divan, and the producer was saying

he wanted to engage her for a story he

had just bought. For several minutes he
had been raving about how no one else

would fit the woman's role so well. Then
he happened to say, just as the fiery boy
friend who had heard none of the pre-
vious conversation, passed by : "I'll leave
no stone unturned until I have you."

"Sir," thundered the Latin, "that is a
dastardly thing to say to a lady!" Wow!
Some fun ! Everyone was that embar-
rassed !

Hollywood was much saddened by
the recent death of Lew Cody. A
heart attack came while he was
asleep. He passed away almost
without pain. The debonair, sophis-

ticated Cody you knew on the screen

was much like the real Cody. Both
Hollywood and the fans will miss
him.

THE Blind Bow Boy, trying to arrange
some tie-ups between Los Angeles

society girls and two young Hollywood
actors, has certainly been treated to a cold

knockout by the mammas of the young
ladies in question.

For one thing, it's all off with the Mon-
roe Owsley-Kay Toberman engagement.
No sooner had it been announced by the
young man himself than rumors began ap-
pearing in the society columns that no one
was more surprised than the supposed-
bride-to-be to read of her "engagement."
Family objection, on the girl's side, is also

supposed to have played an important part

in this break-up.
Jack La Rue is another young actor who

is taking it on the chin from Cupid.
Jack, you know, had admitted that he was

seriously in love with a young Los An-
geles socialite, and no sooner had done so
than her mother planned a sudden six
months tour of Europe for her charming
dotter.

Kay Francis, looking perfectly stunning
in a green sports suit, brown hat with a
feather stuck in it, and brown accessories,
attended the preview of "Dr. Monica" with
Maurice Chevalier.

Unfortunately, the audience laughed in.
the wrong places at this preview. And
believe it or not, no one laughed any
harder than Kay. Now there's what we
call a sense of humor!

ANOTHER HOLLYWOOD FEUD!

WHAT'S this about Ben Bernie, the
old Maestro, and Jack Oakie?

Both Jack and Ben are strutting their
stuff in the Paramount picture "Shoot
the Works" and everybody thought these
comics would have a lot of fun together.
But what happened?
One of the rumors is that Bernie thinks

Oakie is one of the unfunniest guys he ever
met.

But, in spite of this little feud, Para-
mount is tickled to death with Bernie's
work in the picture and believes he has a
screen future. So, you'll be seeing him in
more than one picture.

As Walter Winchell might say, "It
serves you right !"

-WHO REALLY TAKES HIS FANSHIP SERIOUSLY-CAN AFFORD TO MISS!
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Glenda Farrell can keep on insist-

ing that her romance with Robert
Riskin is just "friendship" if she

zvants to. But all the interviewers

who tried to make appointments with

her the zveck before Bob left for

Europe have their ozvn ideas about

it.

Glenda told her press agent that

she didn't want to be bothered with
any "details" that zvould take her

time from Riskin during one moment
of that last zveck. What docs this

mean? Wedding bells zvhen Bob re-

turns?

MRS. GILBERT "SETTLES"!

BY the terms of a recent property

settlement, Virginia Bruce Gil-

bert will receive $50,000 in property

and $600 per month from her di-

vorced husband, John Gilbert.

Virginia insisted she would need
no more than $600 monthly for the

support of herself and her daughter
as she would soon resume her

M-G-M contract and take up her
motion picture career where it left

off at the time of her marriage to

Jack.
Virginia has won a great deal of

Hollywood admiration for the fair

and square divorce settlement she

accepted. It is not very large, con-
sidering the wealth Jack Gilbert is

supposed to have.

Fezv people believe that movie
stars economize , but Richard Bar-
thelmcss, who is one of Hollyzcood's
richest stars, zvas about to trade in

his small home for a Bel Air man-
sion, when he stopped to consider the

upkeep. So the deal fell through.

Dick and his zvife decided they

ivould rather travel than break their

backs financially to keep up a white
elephant of a home.
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IT is an amusing situation that

Claudette Colbert has been signed

to play the leading feminine role at

RKO in a picture called "By Your
Leave." It is a story of a young
married couple, who, becoming fear-

ful that their happiness is waning
under the humdrum routine of every

day married life, decide to live under
separate roofs and take a "marital

vacation." Does that sound at all

familiar to you? Right the first

time ! The plot might have been
drawn from the true life experiences
of Claudette, herself, and her hus-

band, Norman Foster.

Too bad Norman wasn"t signed to

play the "vacationing husband." But
Nils Asther draws the lead in this

one. Maybe they didn't want it to

look like a biography of Norman
and Claudette.

Dick Pozvell certainly has a yen
for girls named Mary. Nozv that

Mary Brian is out of town, Dick has
been seeing plenty of little Mary
Carlisle.

IT was a right royal welcome
Academy Award victor Charles

Laughton received when he slipped

onto the Norma Shearer-Fredric
March set of "The Barretts of
Wimpole Street." The moment
Norma and Freddie realized Laugh-
ton was on the set, they stopped
work and led the entire crew in a

great burst of enthusiastic applause.
Both Norma and Freddie won Acad-
emy Awards in previous years,

Norma for her work in "The Di-
vorcee" and March for "Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde."

The gossip columnists insist upon
saying that Joan Crazvford is inter-

ested in Francis Lcdcrer. But don't
worry that Franchot Tone is being
left out in the cold. Those zvho
knozv Joan and Franchot best say

Irving Thalberg at the Carmelita Geraghty-

Carey Wilson wedding with two beauties,

Jean Harlow and wife Norma Shearer.

Leo Carrillo, Eddie Cantor, May Robson,

Will Hays at the Davies benefit. (Below)

Ann Harding with Screen Guild Frolic tigers.



Big Boy Scout, Victor McLaglen, and Lewis

Stone talk over the camphre business.

(Right) JoanandMarleneattheTingelTangel.

they arc both friendly with Lcdercr
because of their mutual interest in

the theatre. 'Tis said Francis is

going to put on a one-man, one-act
skit which he zvrote himself as the

opening performance for Joan's
little theatre.

One person zvho is not excited
about these rumors is Steffi Duna.
Star of Hollywood's Tingel-Tangcl
Theatre. When Francis moved into

his nezv home, it zvas Steffi zvho
selected the furnishings.

LUPE RETICENT?

(Above) Kay and Chevalier at "Dr. Monica"

preview. (Below) Will Rogers and Spencer

Tracy at the Davies Foundation Fund.

FOR the first time in the memory
of the oldest Hollywood gossip

writer, Lupe Velez is refusing to

talk for publication ! Lupe, who has
"spilled" everything in her life from
her love affairs to her beauty secrets

to the avid press, has suddenly gone
reticent and absolutely refuses to

give out interviews on her friend-

ship with Gary Cooper and his bride,

Sandra Shaw.
The fact that Garbo won't talk has

always been news ! But a Garbo-
like silence from Lupe—this is head-
lines !

Here's a compliment for Gene-
vieve Tobin.

No less an authority than Irene

Castle McLaughlin chose Genevieve
as the "best dressed woman in Cali-

fornia." Not merely in Hollyzvood

!

"Certainly if there is any screen

actress to fill the shoes of the late

Lilyan Tashman, Miss Tobin is that

one. Her clothes both off and on
the screen are flazvlcss."

\/|IRIAM HOPKINS has turned
radio fan and it's playing havoc

with her rest.

During those wee small hours,

when Miriam should be getting her
muchly needed sleep, she's busily

turning the dial on her new short

wave length radio, tuning in on pro-
grams all over the world.
Her newest brag is that she got a

symphony concert beintr broadcast
from Russia and it came through per-
fectly.

The newest whisper is that Janet
Gaynor and Charlie Farre.il will not
be co-starred in any more pictures.

No particular reason. So if you zvant
to see these tzvo sweethearts for
maybe the last time, be sure not to

miss "Change of Heart."

ALL Hollywood's expectant moth-
ers are planning elaborate

summer tours before returning to

town in the Fall to await the "in-

teresting" event." Sally Eilers (Mrs.
Harry Joe Brown), whose name is

on the stork's calling list for some-
time in September, is heading, with
Harry Joe, for a long cruise through
the South Sea Islands.

Joan Blondell (who is hoping it

will be a George Barnes, Jr.) will be
on her way with her husband for a

six months' jaunt to the Orient as

soon as they can both finish current
pictures.

Clara Bow (who doesn't have to

be back in Hollywood before De-
cember to keep her date with the
stork) is leaving immediately for

Honolulu with Rex Bell. This in-

teresting stork news should cer-

tainly put to an end those divorce
rumors between Clara and Rex

!

A certain theatre ozvner recently

had the "bright idea" of bringing
little Joan Roblcs, of the famous
Arizona kidnap case, to Hollywood
as the featured attraction in one of
his prologues. But the supposed to

be sensation-loving movie colony
turned thumbs dozm on the deal.

Such a terrible thing as kidnap-
ping has no place in the entertain-
ment world. (Continued on page 124)
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HAS HOLLYWOOD'S

Is Jean a clever dare-devil—or a

reckless one? Is all that notoriety,

all the scandalous gossip, just so

much good publicity or—

?

T was the third day after

Paul Bern's suicide. I chanced
to be entering the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studios as a

bewhiskered, bleary-eyed
young man dashed out and
grabbed a newspaper from

the boy who had just received

his new editions.

"Hello," I greeted him.

His hand went to his stubbled

chin. "I know I look awful.

Haven't slept for three days and
nights. This Jean Harlow thing!"

His anxious eyes turned to the

headlines.

I laughed. "For once I agree

with a publicity department. It

would be a shame for Jean's ca-

reer to be spoiled now. If you
can only get the public to sympa-
thize with her. She shouldn't

have married Paul anyway. This
kind of thing killed Clara Bow.
It would be a sin to have
jean

"

He was gone, dashing madly
toward his publicity office. I

wondered what he had read to

send him away like that. Even



SEXIEST PLATINUM HANDED ONE TOO MANY BLOWS TO PUBLIC OPINION?

Hal Rosson. He and Jean were—oh, so much in

love one day—and the separation was announced

the next! What's the answer?

i

j HOW?

n RACHEL

E i

as I was talking he had been scanning the black words
hungrily as a father reads a letter from a long-lost

daughter.

I had meant it, then. It was right for Hollywood to

protect its platinum blonde. It should have protected its

red head. When Hollywood failed to defend Clara

Bow, it failed to support its single, biggest source of

income as well as its most glamorous personality. Jean
Harlow might make us as much money as Clara. She
has the same kind of appeal.

And Hollywood should still protect her. // it can!

But now, we are wondering just how long we can pro-

tect Jean Harlow.

Jean is a curiously interesting problem, a distinctly

unique human proposition. One to make not only

Hollywood think, but an entire world. For in a way,
she belongs, like all public personages, to each one of us.

At first, we in Hollywood, believed Jean's escapades

were adroit bids for international fame through inter-

national publicity. We approved of that. We realize

fully how publicity can create glamorous personalities

that an entire world will pay to see. We are willing

to help any girl who can do that because each one
makes more money and more fame for Hollywood col-

lectively.

WHY, only a few weeks ago Jean seemed to prove
that idea when she told me, "I think Hollywood is

getting away from the very thing that made it. famous.

I remember the first opening I attended. ; I was visiting

California with my mother. When Pola Negri swept
into the foyer of Grauman's Egyptian Theatre, my heart

stopped. So did everyone else's. She was a queen.

Bowing to right and left. Even throwing kisses. I was
just a little subject, crazy to get one glimpse of this

exotic, different woman. Hollywood's lost a lot of that

showmanship. It's too bad. A motion picture star

should dare to be completely different."

But there is a great difference between professional

daring and personal carelessness and thoughtlessness. It

takes keen intelligence and shrewd common sense, to

direct glamor and beauty so that it will be admired rather

than questioned. Hollywood can protect the clever dare-

devil forever. It can do only so much to prolong the

admiration for the reckless one

!

At the very first, Jean Harlow was a big question mark
with us. We could not make up our minds as to

whether she was extremely clever or extremely silly. I

saw her first at a cocktail party. She was in black vel-

vet, cut so low that—-well, every man in the room left

his partner to hover around her. She chose a corner in

which she was completely barricaded from the rest of' 'the

room by an impregnable wall of masculinity. Low, con-
fidential murmurs and intimate laughs floated forth to

taunt the rest of us. We were dressed in impersonal,
typically Californian sport clothes. She went Paris one
better. We were content to hold the interest of one
man. She was making a successful bid for all men.
We were jealous and contemptuous.

And, just at the point when (Continued on page 77)
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ARE
they forgotten, these stars of yester-year,

these Rudolph Valentinos, George Walshes,
Marie Prevosts, Priscilla Deans and others whose
names once shone in lights over the entrances of
countless movie houses in the pre-talkie era?

•No! Their films live on, and the stars we
have forgotten still thrill thousands all over the
world. It is true, their names have vanished from

your town and mine, from the columns of the daily
papers and the film publications. But up in Harlem at a
theatre catering exclusively to negro trade, in a civic
center just off the Bowery, in a Long Island madhouse, a
school for the deaf, several hundred cross-road stores
throughout the south and midwest, in South America,
the Philippines and a dozen tiny European cities, even in
Paris, the capital of sophistication, silent pictures which
you enjoyed ten or fifteen years ago attract crowds of
people who take the old films just as seriously as you and
I do the latest epic production.

Visit some of these theatres. Though the pictures are
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(Left) Remember that red hot love thriller

called "The Sheik"? Of course you do.

It definitely established the late Rudolph

Valentino and added fresh laurels to Agnes

Ayres' cinematic crown. Here they are

in one of the picture's most beautiful scenes.

(Below) the forlorn-looking gentleman,

parked in the midst of the snowy waste, is

Charlie Chaplin and the film from which the

picture was taken was called "The Gold

Rush." It made the star a million dollars.

old, they're so different from the talkies that they seem
like something new, and the audiences are even a better

show than the screen.

The pictures themselves seem odd enough. The first

thing you notice is that all the cast seems to be over-

acting. They're always in motion, gesticulating rather

wildly. But after the first couple of reels you grow ac-

customed to it ; you realize that pantomime is an art—

a

lost art since the talkies have come.
I went to a number of theatres to find out something

about the heaven of the films—the place to which good
pictures go when they die. I expected to be amused, to

get a laugh out of seeing people who could find interest

in antique movies. There were a few laughs, but there

was something else, something that squeezed the heart.

Definitely on the serious side are the showings given at

the Institution for the Improved Instruction of Deaf Mutes
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WHAT EVER HAS BECOME OF THE

FILMS YOU USED TO LOVE?

(Above) Charlie again, this time with the

adorable Jackie Coogan. "The Kid"

was the film in which they appeared to-

gether. Its release put Jackie on the

movie map. (Left) Marlene Dietrich

in "The Blue Angel," still going ihe

rounds. (Below) The late Lon Chaney

as "Mr. Wu." Here is an actor whose

silent films prove to be hits today.

every Tuesday at 7 :00 P. M. Dr. Harris Taylor, the

principal of the school, invited me to attend one of the

performances. The picture was Paramount' s "The Van-
ishing Pioneer," featuring Jack Holt.

SOMEHOW one expects kids to be noisy and excited

when they're going to a free movie. And there were
257 kids here, ranging from six to twenty years old, lined

up in the corridors and waiting to go into the big room
where camp chairs had been set up to accommodate them.

Well, they were excited all right, but they weren't

noisy. The only sound was the restless scuffle of feet.

The silence hit you in waves. It got you. Kids have a

right to make a racket when they're happy, and these

youngsters couldn't!

George Fairhead, one of Dr. Taylor's assistants, took
me into the impromptu theatre. We stood where we
could watch the audience as well as the screen. The
youngsters were so thrilled they could scarcely stay in

their chairs. Although the school teaches them lip read-

ing, in their excitement they forgot, and their fingers

flew incessantly as they talked together in the deaf-and-
dumb sign language. All were discussing movies, Mr.
Fairhead translated. They're real movie fans, for the

joys of concerts and radio are impossible for them.
They go to the talkies, but find no great pleasure in

them, for the speaking screen (Continued on page 115)
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A: SADIE McKEE—M-G-M
Crawford scores as Cinderella! Or, in spite

of it, you might say. It's the old story-book

plot, but the dialogue conceals it so cleverly

that you may not be able to recognize it.

You'll rave about this picture, and one of

the best reasons for your raves will be the

fact that Joan gets a real chance (at last)

to show her acting ability. Miss Crawford
is billed as the star, and the fact that when
the picture ends she is still the star (in spite

of some excellent acting on the part of

Edward Arnold) is a credit to her artistry.

Surprise! Did you know that Gene Raymond
could sing? Then it will delight you to know
that he can. Franchot Tone does well with his

role and Esther Ralston is capable and love-

ly. Don't ever admit to anyone that you
missed this one. Put it down now!

Crawford scores in "Sadie McKee,"
with her devoted Franchot Tone.

A: LITTLE MAN, WHAT
NOW?—Universal

Here you have it—that drama of the

everyday things which are tragic and tearful,

that saga of the commonplace—made su-

premely moving and effective by the acting
of Margaret Sullavan, Douglass Montgomery
and a perfect cast, and by the direction of

Frank Bonage. It is the story of a young
couple in pinched and poverty stricken Ger-
mony. They marry and have a baby and
the young father has a pitiful little job. He
mustn't let the boss know that he is married,

because the boss' daughter, you see, has set
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her cap at him. Of course, the boss finds

out. There is a benevolent roue—Alan Hale
plays him with such finesse—and Margaret
Sullavan can never be sure whether this roue
is on the level or not. It's all very real and
sad—and funny in spots—and a picture that

you must all see. Margaret Sullavan and
Douglass Montgomery prove themselves the

sensitive young players we believed them to

be. And the other players—notably Hale,
Muriel Kirkland, as the boss' wife, Catherine
Doucet as Montgomery's mother, De Witt

(Right) Margaret Sullavan and Douglass
Montgomery in "Little Man, What Now?"



Jennings and Christian Rub—are to be hon-

ored for their teamwork. And speaking of

teams, Sullavan-Montgomery is tip-top.

A: LITTLE MISS MARKER

—

Paramount

A new favorite for you. If you haven't seen

Shirley Temple, Hollywood's newest, four-

A charming doll is Shirley Temple in

"Little Miss Marker," with Adolphe
Menjou. Dorothy Dell is in it, too.

year-old sensation, you have a treat in

store. In gambling parlance, a "marker"
means an I.O.U., and little Shirley is left

as a "marker" by her father for a gambling
debt. Papa fails to show up and the

gamblers take the baby into their fold. In

their attempt to protect

her childish innocence, the

gamblers decide to throw

a story-book party. Can
you imagine Adolphe Men-
jou as King Arthur and a

bunch of tough mugs do-

ing a "Round Table?"

This scene alone is worth

the price of admission.

Menjou is swell as the big

shot and Charles Bickford

gives a good performance

as a tough guy. Dorothy

Dell does nicely, too. We'll

bet you won't think of

anyone but little Shirley,

though. See it.

A: BULLDOG
DRUMMOND
STRIKES BACK
—20 Century

A swell mystery with

laughs. I hope you're as

glad to see Colman as I

was. His new picture is

one grand piece of entertainment and !

recommend it to you for an evening of

chilly laughs. Of course, you saw the first

"Drummond," so you know what type of

picture this is. Charles Butterworth runs

away with the show in certain spots, merely

because of his splendid delivery of his side-

holding comedy lines. Loretta Young plays

a beautiful heroine well. Una Merkel is good.

Warner Oland holds down most of the villainy

and- C. Aubrey Smith does his inspector to

perfection. But with all the grand acting,

marvelous photography, laughs and chills,

the best news is that Colman is back again.

See this picture by all means. It's a wow.

A: HAPPY ANDREW—Fox

Will Rogers at his best. If this doesn't

make you roll in the aisle and tear up the

seat, we've got another guess coming. In

spite of the fact that it is a typical Rogers

picture, with' nothing particularly new in the

way of a story, the situations are so hilari-

ously funny that we have a hunch the whole
town w'll turn out. Will is the henpecked
husband again, whose wife wants him to ro-

tire from his corner drugstore business. He
retires. After much boredom, Will decides
to show his wife (Peggy Wood) he can really

"go to town," and proceeds to do so at the

Mardi Gras in New Orleans. Can you
imagine good old Will doing an Apache
dance with Conchita Montenegro? Wrap
a lion's skin around Will and put a club in

his hand while you are picturing it. Yoj
don't want to miss it, do you?

A: MURDER AT THE VANI-
TIES—Paramount

Colorful, exciting, musical murder-mystery.
Gorgeous gals, lilting tunes, funny comedy
and exciting mystery join hands to make this

backstage opus very swell entertainment. In-

termingled with positively beautiful dance
ensembles is a plot dealing with a couple
of murders, suspicion falling on the leading

Charles Butterworth, Una Merkel and
Ronald Colman in the thrilling "Bulldog

Drummond Strikes Back."

man of the show. All very exciting and thrill-

ing. The lady who sat next to me claims

that Carl Brisson (dimples and all) will be-

come a rave with all the femmes. Look for

him and see if you agree. Jack Oakie and
Vic McLaglen carry the comedy in grand
style and Kitty Carlisle's voice is good. Be-

sides all this you have Duke Ellington's or-

chestra and some excellent dancing. Don't

miss it.

A: THE THIN MAN—M-G-M
Extra swell. You're sure to like this flicker.

A story that's a honey, a cast that is

You'll enjoy the latest Will Rogers opus,

"Happy Andrew." Peggy Wood and
Mary Carlisle play opposite him.

brilliant, and dialogue that crackles with

smartness and wit, all spell ace entertain-

ment. William Powell gives a suavely humor-
ous and colorful performance as detective

Nick Charles, with Myrna Loy running a close

second in histrionic honors as his wife, whose
insatiable curiosity leads to the solution of

the crime. Minna Gombell is swell as the

neurotic ex-wife of the murdered man, Edward
Ellis. Maureen O'Sullivan and Henry Wads-
worth provide the love interest. Other sup-

porting players who deserve mention are Nat
Pendleton, as a police lieutenant, Edward
Brophy as loud-mouthed Morelli, and Porter

Hall, as the killer. A bouquet to W. S. Van
Dyke for his smooth direction. By all means
see this one. If you enjoyed the book, you'll

enjoy the picture even more.

A: MADAME DU BARRY—
Warners

Grand movie entertainment, even if it isn't

true to history. They strove for gayety and
fun rather than for authentic history in

filming this picture, and the result is a

lavishly beautiful and amusingly clever talkie.

Dolores Del Rio is altogether captivating as

the King's favorite, who almost upsets the

French Court with her whims. She brings

charm, beauty and delightful freshness to

her Madame Du Barry. Reginald Owen is

priceless as the King, Verree Teasdale, Os-

good Perkins and Ferdinand Gottschalk are

all excellent. Gorgeous gowns and beautiful

photography add to the excellence of the

film. You'll enjoy it thoroughly.

The handsome Gary Cooper and the

beautiful Marion Davies are co-starred

in "Operator 13."

A: THIRTY-DAY PRINCESS
—Paramount

A squawk-proof picture. Combining hokum
with excitement, and romance with good
acting. Sylvia Sidney and Cary Grant give

us one of the good movies of the month.

True, this is one of those "mythical kingdom"
plots, but the action is so exciting and the

dialogue so brilliant that we know you will

like it. Sylvia Sidney does a dual role—

a

princess one minute and an actress the next

—and while you may like the princess, we
liked the actress. Cary Grant does just

about his best work to date as the New
York publisher whom Sylvia is told to vamp.
And Edward Arnold is fine, as usual. If you
are looking for real good entertainment, go
to this one. It's well worth your money.

B: THE LAST GENTLEMAN
—20 Century

Lighter Arliss entertainment. While this

picture will never be compared with "The
House of Rothschild," it still remains a good
evening's entertainment. As usual, Mr. Arliss

is almost the entire show, but you may be
glad to learn that he has returned to his

"crabby old man" characterization. Having
more money than he knows what to do with

—and knowing that his life is soon to be over

—Arliss calls in his relatives to decide about
the distribution of his wealth. We can't tell

you about the last part of the picture be-

cause it is so enjoyable in itself that re-

hashing will only spoil it. Rest assured,

(Continued on page 103)
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The Screen Guild, having disposed of all unfinished business, decided to

go Ringling one better and have a circus. It ran for five days and nights,

with five prominent picture stars nominated queen for each of the nights.

(Left) Doesn't Queen Miriam Hopkins look cute, arriving in her chariot?

(Above, left and right) Joan Blondell decided to wear her or'nary clothes

on the night she held the sceptre. That's Kenneth Thompson, the Guild's

secret'ry with her. Ann Harding made a very legal ruler. Victor Mc-
Laglen was her guard of honor. (Below, left and right) She made the best

queen of them all—May Robson. And Mary Astor, doing the honors dur-

ing the hot spell, didn't see why a queen shouldn't wear a filmy frock and

a shady hat. That's Chester Morris with her.



JO FROLIC
(Left) Otto Kruger set some "guess your

weight" apparatus in the Midway. Ralph

Morgan is on the scales. (Below) Also

on the Midway was Mr. Dick Powell,

dishing out hot dogs.

(Right) Fredric March, in "Barretts of Wimpole Street" hair-cut, took to the

bleachers for a seat next to his wife. (Below, left and right) They had a

ferris wheel, scenic railway and everything. You'll recognize the hand-

some Mr. John Boles. And that's his daughter with him. The other pic-

ture has a little story attached to it—and the biggest laugh of the year thus

far. It seems that those three bad men of the screen—James Cagney,

Chester Morris and Eddie Robinson—took themselves a turn on the ferris

wheel. And the darn thing got stuck 'way up in the air. Scotty snapped

this picture while they were stuck. And were those three tough babies

scared? And don't their smiles look pretty sickly? They were asked

to go up again for more pictures? Would they? They would not!



(Above) Shirley with her adored Jimmy Dunn in "Baby, Take a Bow.

UU TAKE

n

. . . THAT'S WHAT AMERICA IS SAYING TO

SHIRLEY TEMPLE-AND HERE'S THE REASON WHY

p by W 1 L L I

A

V [X months ago, a song writer stumbled over Shirley

1 Temple in the lobby of a Hollywood theatre.

|J Today, major studios are—and have been—fight-

ing for the privilege of borrowing her, at fancy
figures, for their productions. Audiences know the real

meaning of "stand up and cheer." And the whole country
was combed for stories for her. Her sketch, "Baby
Take a Bow," in "Stand Up and Cheer," was such a
tremendous hit that her new picture is being called "Baby
Take a Bow."
And here is the story of Hollywood's newest sensation.
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I FRENCH
She is just a little five-year-old, with a funny little

misplaced dimple, a rippling laugh, a pair of mischievous
dancing eyes, a notion that picture-making is all a game
"an' lotsa fun," and a little brain as sharp as a needle's
point.

Not a single dollar was spent to put her over. The
public never dreamt that there was such a tiny tot as
Shirley Temple a half hour before she appeared to bowl
them over.

Here, then, is proof of a simple fact every movie pro-
ducer should learn by heart: (Continued on page 88)



VEN now, Baby LeRoy is look-

ing to his histrionic honors, for

little Shirley is going places

cinematically with lickety-split

speed. She's stealing pictures and

enslaving leading men right and left.

Just now, Jimmy Dunn, with whom
she plays in "Baby, Take a Bow," is

head man, for he is the gentleman

who buys the lolly pops. Of course,

it's a shame to see the little lady so

material, but then you know how

those Hollywood gals are! On her

fifth birthday, Fox presented their

tiny starlet with a contract and a doll.

Guess which she preferred? Well,

you can't play with typewritten paper!



win II
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COLUMBIA Pic-

tures is giving three

cheers and a couple

to spare for this

attractive young man.

In "The Most Precious

Thing in Life," he marries

the gal, which is a real, adult

step for Dick, who is

usually just a bit too juve-

nile to contemplate wedding

bells; that is/ when the

cameras are grinding. He's

in "Criminal Within," too.

When he isn't at the studio,

he is down at the docks

sketching and the fishermen

there know him well.



HE is stepping along

fast, this luscious

little lady from

Claremore, Okla-

When Fox wants

a competent ingenue, they

give her a ring and Rochelle

appears with make-up kit

and acting ability. They

say that she does her

best work to date in "Such

Women Are Dangerous."

As a reward of merit for

this bit of histrionics, the

Hudson found herself cast

with Mr. Will Rogers in

"Judge Priest," an adapta-

tion of Irvin Cobb's story.



EY, hey, here comes Lupe ! Having com-

pleted "Hollywood Party" and "Laughing

Boy" for M-G-M, she has started a per-

sonal appearance tour. Which is , good

news to both the fans and the exhibitors.. Johnny

is not on the trip. Does this mean trouble with his

famous frau? While Lupe is away, a busy architect

is planning a sumptuous new beach home for them,

and when it's ready, the Weissmullers may move their

seventy canaries into it. The rest of the menagerie

goes, too, which makes it one big happy family.



OU'LL see him soon in "Whom the Gods
Destroy," and Columbia is that proud of

his work in it! Bob has his troubles—yes,

even movie actors do. In his case, it's that

old debil, Weight. First, he was too thin to

photograph. Then, he put it on, and oh boy, it's

been pineapple and lamb chops ever since. But,

since it is in the "cause of art" he goes through with

the wearisome business of dieting like a little major.

Just recently he moved his family into a new home.

Seems as if everybody in Hollywood's doing it.



SHE BUNGLED ROMANCE AND MADE A

EXPERIENCE FINALLY TAUGHT MIRIAM

PASSES THEM

OMEN shouldn't marry," Miriam was saying.

At which point Austin Parker, ex-husband and
current best friend, or one of them, smiled

amusedly and drifted off to the Hopkins pool

for a plunge, muttering something about "when
women talk this way" and said he would rejoin

us when luncheon was served.

Miriam's small adopted son, Michael, appeared, wear-

ing a diminutive pair of bathing trunks, a shock of curly

blonde hair and a sun tan. Miriam, with maternal pride,

had me know that Michael has never had a doctor in

his stalwart little life, never wears any more clothes than

I was now beholding him in, is

even sturdier when in New
York than he is now and that

she fixed his formulas herself

for the first eight months of his

life. Michael bowed from the

waist to each of us and Miriam
remarked that Michael has the

makings of an elegant floor-

walker. He toddled beamingly
off to his nap shouting, "Good-
nap, Maw-Maw," and Miriam
laughed.

"He would call me Maw-Maw,"
she imitated, "with that beauti-

ful tenement accent. He
wouldn't call me Mumsey or
something nice and Galsworthy.

Miriam Hopkins now

knows the thrill of

seeing her name in

electric lights. But

she didn't when she

was first married.

That, and two or three

other things, caused

love to fly out the

window. However,

if she can lure Cupid

once more; well

—

But isn't he sweet ?

Ah, it's a shame for him to be alone—without another
child. He won't be, long. I want to adopt another boy,
name him Peter—Michael and Peter. I may adopt two
more, or I may have one of my own next year. But we
were saying that women shouldn't marry, weren't we?
"Of course I mean that professional women shouldn't

marry
; that is, at the beginning of their careers, anyway.

My whole argument is really just that. It is, I think,
a new chord struck on an old theme. Once women have
the wreath of laurel in their hair—or think they have

—

and once men know how they're going to look in it and what
it is going to do to them, then it's different—and safe. I

know what I am talking about. I've tried it twice. I'm
a professional, I am feminine and I am afraid that be-
cause of these perverse and unfortunate characteristics,
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MESS OF MARRIAGE, BUT BITTER

HOPKINS THE ANSWERS -AND SHE

ON TO YOU

M Ail 8

HALL

I shall have to live in perpetual sin surrounded by
adopted babies.

YOU observe Billy and me (Austin is known as

Billy to his friends, including friend ex-wife). We
are friends, the best in the world. It took a little

time for the vaccine of marriage to wear off and friend-

ship to 'take,' but once the first reaction fireworks of

I'll-show-you-how-attractive-I-am-to-others wore off, a
delightful relationship took place.

"There is nothing for Billy to learn about me, nor I

about him, that can disillusion or dismay. And there is

a perfected freedom for all of

the traits and tempers that

Drought us together in the first

place. But, it's friendship, not

marriage nor love. It is not

marriage because it began too

soon in my career. Billy didn't

marry a woman. He loved a

battleground, with the feminine

on one side of the line and the

professional on the other. I

think if we had waited until

—

oh, a year or so ago—we would

Bing Crosby and Mir-

iam in a scene from

"She Loves Me Not,"

in which the star plays

an impulsive chorine

who knows what she

wants. (Below) Austin

Parker, Miss Hopkins'

one-time husband and

now her best friend.

Divorce turned the

strange trick.

still be together as husband and
wife.

"You see, when the feminine

woman marries, she wants to be

a wife. I did. After all, I was a woman before I was
an actress. To me, the man was by training, precept

and example, the important thing. Marriage was the im-

portant thing. I wanted to bring to Billy the feminine

things, the things my mother and v grandmother had
brought to the men they loved and married. I wanted
to count his laundry, sew on his buttons, order his meals,

bear his children. It was an instinct with me to con-

sider him and not myself.

"But I had eaten of the fruit. I had taken the first

test nibble. I was that hybrid growth—the feminine-

professional. Balanced precariously on that little

hyphen did I go down to defeat ! I was in the brambly,
scratchy part of the beginning of my career when it ab-

sorbed almost all of everything in me to haunt managers,
be on the job, worry about parts. {Continued on page 107)
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For seven years she reigned

as Queen of the Movies. Her

fan mail came in by the train-

load. She was offered, at

one time, $10,000 a day for

personal appearances. Why
won't the producers, for whom
she made so much money, do

right by our Clara? When
you read this, you'll wonder!

SHE ASKED FOR A GREAT STORY OR -SCREEN

OBLIVION. FOR CLARA BOW. WHOSE FAITH IN

HUMAN NATURE LET HER DOWN, IS DETERMINED

TO KEEP THAT SAME FAITH WITH HER FRIENDS

CLARA
si mm
MEM

HAVE just received the fol-

lowing letter from my friend

Clara Bow

:

Dear Friend Ruth

:

I intended seeing you to-

morrow about that little chat

of ours, but I must again dis-

appoint you and hope you will forgive

me once again. Our ranch foreman
came to town yesterday and Rex and

I must leave immediately for Nevada,

lots of things must be attended to

right away to protect our interests.

I talked to Jewell last night and she

thought you might want to know
about my plans for the future, so

here goes, and I hope her hunch is

correct.

As everybody knows, and I think

you do also, I've been most disap-

pointed with mv last two pictures,

"Call Her Savage" and "Hoopla."
Before making these pictures for

Fox, I told the late Mr. Sam Rork
that if they were not excellent stories

and box office hits, I would not make
any more pictures regardless of con-

tracts with him.

As you know, Ruth, I have always
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been a most frank and honest person,

and I had made up my mind that if

these pictures were not what they

shoufd be, I would not burden the

public with any more trash, and lose

my prestige and self-respect to boot.

I am not a wealthy woman, neither

am I poor. I could use more money
easily, but all the money in the world
would not compensate me if I lost

my, I should say public, but I'll say

my friends' respect and love, and I

certainly would do just that if I

helped force down their throats any
more trashy nonsense like "Hoopla."

I hope you are getting the idea

and agree with me, because I know
I'm right. People think I'm crazy

and say I'm silly to worry about

great stories. Just get the money
while you are young—that's all I

hear, but I'm not built that way,
Ruth. I just can't take their advice.

You remember all the nasty publicity

I received over a period of four

years—about enough to ruin a pic-

ture star forever. Well it didn't ruin

me, and why? Just one reason. My
loyal fans refused to believe the

things that were said about me and

staunchly defended and supported me
when they didn't have to. It would
have been so much easier to have
thrown me down and turned to some
new idol, but they didn't. I call that

downright friendship and loyalty

plus, don't you?

I OWE all these people something
in return and that is a great story

with a great part, a great cast and
the greatest director in the business

behind the camera, and if I don't get

just that, I shall never make another

picture. If I do, just watch my
smoke. I'll turn out the best damn
picture Hollywood has seen in a blue

moon. This is not boasting, but just

plain facts and you know I can do
it, if I ever get a chance. I'll show
those loyal fans of mine that their

support and belief in me has not

been in vain. Paramount days are

over forever. I'm not the easy-going

little fool I used to be for them

—

"Let Clara Bow do the story, she

can carry it. Give the good story to

our other stars, they can't afford to

make a bad one, but Bow can do
anything. We'll give her the junk



I

and get rid of it that way."
Paramount thought- 1 was infalli-

ble and I might have been for a long

time if they had given me any breaks

at all, but such was not the case. They
just kept on giving me the skimmed
milk and the other players the cream.

So, of course, they got fatter on the

cream and I naturally declined, but

believe me, Ruthie, those clays are

gone. From now on I get the cream
for a change or else I don't play and
that's final. Either you'll see me
make a smash hit one of these days
or I'll just retire gracefully.

I would like to go on in pictures

for the sake of my family's comfort
in later years and to prove to my
thousands of friends all over the

world what I can do with the

right material to work with, but

if it is not in the cards to be

able to do so I won't weep or

pine away. I'll be happy in the

knowledge that I was able to.

at least for a period of years,

give the public a few laughs and
a few tears and to hope that they

will give Clara Bow a thought

once in a while in years to come,
and to at least know that I played

the game squarely with them, even
if my pictures didn't please them, and
that I always did the best I could

with the little I had to work with.

This letter is not meant to be a

sob story, Ruth dear, (I think you
know me well enough for that), but

just plain truth and facts. •! mean
every word of it and I've tried to be

as honest as I know how. I'm not

bitter or cynical about anything. I've

just always seemed to get the tough
breaks. I guess it's partly my fault,

I don't know sometimes—but let's

hope it all ends happily and that I

shall get the great story I want and
the public will get the great Bow
story they want. If not, it's all right,

too. I have Rex, I love him (under-
scored many times) and am happily

married, you know.

RUTH, we can't have everything,

and I think if I had my choice

of a career or Rex, I'd take Rex

—

no fool in' ! ! After all, I've had
seven years as a star and one can't

go on forever. No matter how great

or clever a person is, there is always
somebody else to take her place and
I'm not going to feel badly about be-

ing just Mrs. Rex Bell. After all,

why not give some other little girl a

chance to make good. We established

favorites should step aside once in a

and give some new girl awhile

break.

Well, Ruthie, old girl, I've about

unburdened my heart and I hope
you'll be able to glean a little sense

out of this letter. If not you'll just

pa

have to wait until my return from
the good old outdoors. Please excuse

this miserable handwriting. You
know, I haven't written a letter in

four years and I'd rather take a beat-

ing, so be easy on me.
I hope you are feeling well and

give my regards to your husband. If

you happen to get a little story out

of this letter, don't forget to thank
my fan friends and give them my
love, too. Tell them to look forward
to seeing a knockout Bow or to say

goodbye, forever, to the "Brooklyn
Bonfire"

—

All my love to you, Ruthie

—

I'll be seeing you

!

Just,

CLARA.

AT first glance, there does not seem
. to be much to add to that let-

ter except a tear and a prayer that

Clara will find her great story. But
I have two things to add. First : Be-
cause a year ago Clara could not have
written that letter. She said, then,
"My life is over at twenty-six." And
she thought she meant it. She believed
her life was finished at an age when

most women's lives are just

beginning.

But today she has just

hired an extra secretary to

help answer the fan mail

which continues to be deliv-

ered in huge bundles. Fans
still write more letters to

Clara Bow than to any other

star in this business, they tell

me. And those fan letters

and (Continued on page 108)



SUPERIORITY HAS KEPT ANN HARDING FROM GAIETY? IT HAS THWARTED

The happy pair in the 1910 vintage gas chariot are John Boles

and Ann Harding. No, they're not out to attract attention on

Hollywood Boulevard via the spectacular route. This is merely

a scene from "The Life of Vergie Winters," their latest opus.

And, right, is Ann, ready to try out her rock grotto pool.

ANGING around the walls of an office in the

publicity department of the RKO studios are

pages clipped from magazines. Each actor has

his own wall space. The stories and photo-

graphs that have been printed of Ann Harding
wave gently from their clips ; those about Katha-
rine Hepburn tumble jig-jaggily from theirs.

I never enter that office but I wonder if Ann
Harding has noticed these clippings. There are perhaps

a dozen sheets in her space ; there are hundreds upon
Hepburn's. So many that they are always falling down
from their own weight and scampering wildly about the

floor. Katie's madcap, bony face looks up, from every
possible angle, at Ann's powerful, beautiful one. And
even in reproduction, Katie's seems to unwittingly taunt
Ann's, saying:

"You have been in pictures since 1929. I have been
here only a year. I've run away with the Motion Picture

Academy Award at the very beginning. I make the covers

and front pages of the magazines and newspapers day
after day. I am the reigning queen of the movies now.
What's the matter, Ann Harding, that you let me come
right onto your own lot and get away with it?"

Ann's face does not smile. Its strong dignity does not

seem to notice. But at times I imagine I can see a hurt

look, deep within those fine eyes that stare so straight

at the world, over the heads of those who wittingly or

unwittingly try to taunt or even to make friends with her.

And I find myself feeling a little sorry for the majestic

woman who has touched fame in motion pictures for five

years and yet who has never clasped it securely to her.

In fact, I felt an instinctive stirring of sympathy for

Ann the very first time I met her, when "Paris Bound"
was released, when she was being hailed as Hollywood's
amazing new discovery in her first picture as Hepburn
was in "Bill of Divorcement." I could not foretell then
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that she was not going to follow "Paris Bound " as

Hepburn did her first with a "Morning Glory" and "Little

Women." I could not know that Ann was going to just

miss being recorded as the greatest screen personality of

the day and be recorded merely as "one of Hollywood's
best actresses." No one could. And yet, knowing nothing

about her future, I felt, even then, a swift, undefinable

sympathy for her.

1 BELIEVE I know now why it was. I always feel

an instinctive, perhaps unreasonable, sympathy for

superior men and women. For those who were born just

a little more intelligent and thoughtful and understanding

,than the others with whom Fate forces them to mingle.

For a man or a woman who is chiselled out of fine, white

marble rather than cast from common, easily molded clay.

We spend much time sympathizing with those who do
not feel as great as those around them. We call them

Here are Miss Harding and Jasper Deeping, the man who
started her in acting. Her appreciation for his help is so great

that she returns to play in his Little Theatre in Pennsylvania

each summer, when she could be collecting large salaries for

appearing on Broadway, as so many actors and actresses do.

H MARTHA Ull
"inferiority complexe.d" and turn learned doctors over to

teaching them to realize they are as good as other people.

Personally, I think we waste our sympathies on them.
Nine cases out of ten, they are merely folks who are

inferior and spend their time worrying about God's injus-

tice in making them so—instead of learning, frankly, from
those who are a little more intelligent.

The people we should pity are our Ann Hardings

—

who cannot help it because they are of marble rather than
clay and cannot do anything to help it. You cannot learn

to become less intelligent just to get along better with
those who are around you. You can break or chip marble,
destroy it. You cannot bend it.

Hollywood has been chipping away at Ann Harding for

five years. When it took away the husband she loved as

only a superior woman can love—with intelligence en-
hancing womanly passion, as intelligence always does—it

nearly broke her into small (Continued on page 78)



According to Willy Pogany, Ramon

Novarro is very beautiful. And Clark?

I ELIEVE me, it is no half-

I baked, obscure posturer who
bere cbooses Hollywood's
Handsomest Man, its Most
Beautiful Man, and the ten

also-rans who just miss being

_J handsome. It is a man of world-

wide reputation in the field of art

—

Willy Pogany.
Born in Hungary fifty-five years

ago, Pogany has lived a romantic

life. Today, he is a member of the

Society of Mural Painters, the Beaux
Arts and the Institute of Design. He
holds gold medals from Budapest,
Leipzig, New York and the Panama-
Pacific World Fair. Mr. Pogany is

now working in Hollywood as art

advisor to the motion picture studios

and painter of portraits to the biggest

stars.

So, if this story doesn't raise ruc-

tions both inside and outside of

Hollywood, then I'm a poor prophet.

For, as though it weren't foolhardy

enough to name Hollywood's hand-
somest man, this noted artist bravely

goes on to name the ten also-rans who
fail to achieve handsomeness. And
he tells, with brutal frankness, why
they flop.

It'll start things in Hollywood, be-

cause, while "Hell hath no fury like

a woman scorned," have you ever
been around when a man who thinks

he's handsome is told that he isn't?

And have you ever heard how these

heroes of the screen have their beauty
shop appointments, their hairdressers,

muscle builders, masseurs, and all the

And here is Warner Baxter who, again ac-

cording to Mr. Pogany, is well-nigh a knock-

out when it comes to downright handsomeness.
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John Barrymore's "perfect" profile just

isn't, and John Boles' face registers—what?

others of that horde of beau-
ticians who—believe it or not— purvey as much beauty-
ware to the men of the screen

as to the women?
And it will start something

out of Hollywood, because
thousands of women are going
to read it and say, "That fel-

low, Willy Pogany is an
idiot. What does he mean,
Gable is not handsome? Why,
if I had him here, I'd show
him

!"

Well, okay, girls! You've
all got your favorites, and
your sisters in Hollywood
have, too. Yet Pogany says

Gable's just a squarehead with

a chin as weak as water.

And as for Joel McCrea and
Freddie March—well, maybe
you'd better plunge right into

Pogany's ideas and see how
you react. Here they are

:

CLARK GABLE has a weak
chin and square head !

That famous "perfect pro-

file" of John Barrymore's is

too confounded sharp ! It re-

minds one of a battle ax.

Leslie Howard's face is en-

tirely too long. Joel McCrea's
is too utterly average. Fran-

chot Tone's is too "pretty."

There's too much masculine

conceit in John Boles' coun-

tenance. And Freddie March's
face is split in half between

WHEN IT COMES TO MA



?

Joel McCrea is too

utterly average.

Fredric March is only

"half" handsome.

Leslie Howard's face is

entirely too long.

Edward C. Robinson's

is overly broad.

u inn

forceful he-mannish determination and weakly indecisive

recession.

And so none of them wins World-Famed Artist Willy

Pogany's crown as The Handsomest Man in the Movies.

Instead, Pogany turns to Warner Baxter and decides

:

"There, in Warner Baxter, we have the Ideal Hero,

the answer to a maiden's prayer, the dream man of ninety-

nine women out of a hundred, the personification of the

swashbuckling, heart-smashing, perfect male every woman
pictures in her imagination as she reads Laura Jean Libby
or Willa Cather or whomsoever her favorite romantic

author may be. He's Sir Galahad in a sports-twin-six,

he's the modern, 1934 version of the Ideal He

!

"He's not the Arrow Collar Boy; he's not the aesthetic

emotion-tickler; he's not the thrillingly

mysterious type. He's simply and obvi-

ously and plainly the thoroughly handsome,
ideal type male human animal."

Having delivered his verdict, then,

Pogany, with the full courage of his con- A M P

victions, sits back and admits that he's L n \\ U

ready for the deluge.

"I know," he grins, "that from far and
wide, as soon as this pronouncement of mine has been

published, I will be reviled and condemned and differed

with by women old and young. Which, after all, is as it

should be. For, thanks be, while I still insist that Warner
Baxter is the Ideal Handsome Man, nevertheless many
women will disagree with me.

"I'm quite sure," he goes on, "that several thou-

sand women will demand to know by what insanity

I rate Baxter above Clark Gable. Or
.
Fredric

March or John Barrymore, or George Raft or Ramon
Novarro.

"Well, I'm going to tell you. Those fellows are all

also-rans. They're handsome enough, in their way, but

to the sensitive artist's eyes that I have developed through

years of painting and face analysis, each of them presents

certain definite defects. All, that is, except Ramon
Novarro, whose face is quite different from the rest.

FOR, just as I've chosen Warner Baxter the hand-
somest man in pictures, so I'll concede that Ramon

Novarro is the most beautiful man in movies! And I'll

explain what I mean.
"Look at the studio portrait of Novarro. You will see

that on it I have marked four lines. The lines enclose,

in a rectangle, the Novarro features. Now take four

sheets of paper and lay them along the lines so that the

whole portrait is covered with the exception of the space
within the square. And behold, there gazes out at you
the perfect woman's face ! Don't take my word for it,

look for yourself. Envision those features framed with a

woman's hair and woman's clothes, and what have you ?

You have a very good-looking girl. I don't mean a pretty

girl or a cute one or a pert one. I mean a
beautiful girl in the academic sense.

"Novarro, you see, is obviously the

aesthete. There is in his face not one
feature which I would call in artist's

terminology, a 'strong' feature. It is ut-

terly feminine. Even the chin, which in a
full-front view gives the illusion of
strength, is revealed as obviously feminine

in the profile. It is an intelligent face and a beautiful

face—but not a strictly masculine one.
"And now," Pogany spread before him another handful

of portraits of the screen's famous heroes, "for these
also-rans."

Ten pictures lay in front of the artist. They were
portraits of Clark Gable, John Barrymore, John Boles,
Joel McCrea, Fredric March, George Raft, Franchot
Tone, Leslie Howard, Eddie Robinson and James Cagney.
"Every one of them is handsome in a way," smiled

Pogany, "or pretty. Yes, even Cagney and Robinson.
In their way, they're aesthetically beautiful, the faces of
those two so-called 'hard guys' of the screen. I'll tell you
about them, later. But every one of them has one defect
or more, to the trained eyes of the artist.

"Take Gable, for instance. Gable, that hero who set the
hearts of feminine film fans so (Continued on page 94)

CULINE BEAUTY, FILMDOM'S LOVERS LEAVE PLENTY TO BE DESIRED!
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You probably know some of the historical facts in the

case—that is, how Louis XV ruled France, and Madame
Du Barry ruled Louis. She enslaved him with her match-

less beauty and, not only that, but her sharp wits were

behind many a bit of successful statecraft and wiley court

intrigue. Below, you will find Du Barry, played by

Dolores Del Rio, efficiently vamping Louis, played by

Reginald Owen. On the opposite page, you may enjoy

the spectacle of the Emperor of France reluctantly toting

his lady's lapdog. Also, on the opposite page you will

find Victor Jory, who plays D'Aiguillon, with Du Barry.

Is he the real romantic interest, you ask? Well, you had

better see the picture. To your right is the stately Verree

Teasdale, another featured player in the entrancing War-
ner pageant called "Madame DuBarry."
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Joan admits she's a romantic liar.

. . . ONE OF THE CUTEST, MOST

NATURAL AND HUMAN STORIES WE

HAVE EVER READ ABOUT THAT VERY

NATURAL PERSON, JOAN BLONDELL

Mi \ 11 I) II U I II ! S P ENS LEY
George Barnes, our Joan's devoted spouse.

HE still kicks like a healthy colt because Warner
Brothers, her employers (who have rushed her

through thirty-five films in three and one half

years), will not bill her as "Joan Barnes," her

name by marriage, instead of the box office

magnet "Joan Blondell."

Blonde, curvy, twenty-five-year-old Joan Rosebud
Blondell now has a two-fold reason for wanting to assume
professionally the name of her ace cameraman-husband,
George Barnes, who has photographed five of her Warner
pictures. It was love-at-first-sight when they met on "The
Greeks Had a Word For It" set, she doing one of the

gold diggers, George heading the camera crew.
In October of this year, following a month's trip to

Tahiti, Joan and George Barnes plan to present Holly-
wood with a special Barnes production.

"There's still a little trouble about the baby's name,"
says Joan, in May. "I want him, if he's a boy, to be called

George Scott Barnes, Jr., after his father. If the baby's a
girl, I'd like to call her Georgia Barnes, maybe Georgia
Joan Barnes.

"To me, it seems awfully early to announce a thing
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like an autumn birth, but you can't keep a secret in Holly-
wood. As a matter of fact, it was news to me that we
were blessed eventing. George and I went on a vacation to

a hot springs near Los Angeles, and in the sulphur baths,

the girl attendant told me that I could expect an interest-

ing event in the fall."

Frank, breezy, tolerant, whole-hearted Joan Blondell,

off-screen, is as much like the Cinema Joan Blondell as

two peas, and as full of rounded curves. Five feet four
inches tall, one hundred fifteen pounds in weight, she
lowers her ultra-long lashes over her ultra-large round
blue eyes, lifts the lashes, and from her wise red lips

come sentences of salty wisdom.
"I'm grateful to my husband for marrying me. I've

never had much education, picked it up 'catch as catch
can' when I wasn't working in vaudeville with my parents
and my brother and, sister.

"I consider George Barnes well-educated, refined and
a craftsman. A wife should have that kind of respect for

her husband.

"A young man writer came to me one day and said,

'How does it feel to be a fourth (Continued on page 92)



WHAT?
...COSTLY ESTATE. SWIM-

MING POOL. GOLF COURSE.

GILT-EDGED INVESTMENTS.

AND ONLY ONCE DID HAR-

OLD LLOYD REALLY PRAISE

HEAVEN FOR HIS MONEY

n JACK

JAMISON

NCE when I was sitting in' on a
press agent's conference in Holly-

wood I asked, "Who is the richest

man in Hollywood ?"

"Harold Lloyd," my friend

promptly replied. And before I could say
anything he went on, "And he's the unhappiest man in

town, too."

"I don't see how you figure that," I objected.

"You don't? Have you ever been up to that castle of

his ? Must have cost him a million ! The golf course alone

cost a couple of hundred thousand. Servants all over the

place. Cars. Royalty coming to visit. Swell ? Not for

Harold ! What is the guy ? Just a country boy. His dad
sold sewing machines and dragged Harold all over the

country when he was a kid. He never had a home, and
a home is what he wants. He and Mildred don't know
anything about swank. And there they sit, up in that

forty-room castle ! You know what they do ? They live

in two rooms of it!"

And so, I found myself wondering whether Harold was
the unhappiest man in Hollywood and if so, why.
As a kid, he used to steal horsehair out of sofas to

make moustaches for the impersonations he was always

The Lloyds. Peggy, Harold, Buddy, Gloria and Mildred.

giving. Except for the coaching of a forgotten actor who
rented a room in one of his many childhood homes, Harold
had no* dramatic experience at all when he arrived
in Hollywood fifteen years ago. He was just one more
stage-struck kid. But he was honestly interested in pic-

tures for pictures' sake, not just to make money out of
them. He never dreamed he would make any money out
of them.

In his first extra work, he played an Indian. Then he
happened to have the good luck to sell Hal Roach, who
was just beginning to produce comedies on a shoe-string,

on the idea of a comic character to be known as Willie
Work. Those were the days when all comedians played
hoboes for some unknown reason. Stan Laurel and a
dozen others were imitating the newest rage—Charlie
Chaplin. It was to keep folks from accusing him of copy-
ing Charlie that Harold thought up the horn-rimmed
spectacles. The one reel (Continued on page 84)
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(Below) When Jean-

ettewas doing musical

comedies on the stage.

Learn of her childish

ambitions to be an

actress—and her de-

spairing belief that she

was "too homely.

T HERE are volumes of scrapbooks in Jeanette

MacDonald's library, all kept with loving care

and justifiable pride by her mother. Some
are large enough to accommodate a full-sized

newspaper page ; others are of expensive
hand-tooled leather. But the one occupying premier
position on the library shelves is a little paper-backed com-
position book. In it are pasted the first clippings Jeanette
ever received.

Glancing through it, I happened to note that the words
"beautiful," "lovely" and their synonyms had been under-
scored in all the reviews of Jeanette's early stage shows.
A particularly striking bit of underscoring brought out a

sentence in a review of "Yes, Yes, Yvette." It read

"Jeanette MacDonald, in dancing, displays as lovely a pair

of legs as your critic has ever seen."

Now the beauty of Jeanette's legs is not an issue for

debate, as anyone who has viewed them in a Lubitsch
boudoir scene can attest. Why, then, the necessity of
underscoring the mention of lovely legs in a now-forgotten
newspaper clipping? Why, as a matter of fact, should
notice of her other undeniably attractive features have
been given similar prominence in this ancient scrapbook?

It happens that I am a curious cuss. Consequently I

lost no time in asking Mrs. MacDonald the whys and
wherefores.

"You must ask Jeanette," her mother said. "There is

a story concerning that particular book, but she may not
want it known. As it is her secret, she will have to tell it."
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A secret, eh? The proverbial red flag waved at the

proverbial bull cannot cause greater excitement than the

suggestion that anybody is harboring a secret in Holly-

wood. Jeanette was, of course, immediately requested to

tell all.

1 "I should have known better than to leave that old

scrapbook where you could find it," she laughed. "And
mother's cryptic remark didn't help matters either. So
you might just as well have the whole story.

"As a child, I grew up much too fast. I was always



JEANEI
The lovely person at the right had,

when she was "growing up" the

skinniest legs you ever saw. She

admits it. How did she acquire the

beautiful underpinning she possesses

today? She tells you. (Below) A
scene from "The Merry Widow."

several sizes larger than my classmates

in school and, as a result, I had to play

with older girls or seem mountainous
among those of my own age. Naturally

I chose the older ones.

"Being the youngest in a crowd of

girls often helps to make advancement
more rapid. But just as often it de-

velops an inferiority complex and causes

a child to become self-conscious. I was
frightfully self-conscious, particularly

about my physical appearance.

"I was gawky and no amount of

dancing lessons seemed able to cure my
awkwardness. My face was long and
horribly freckled. There were wide
spaces between my teeth and I thought

my nose too large. But worst of all

were my legs. They were veritable pipe

stems, no shape—just length.

"Some of these defects I outgrew without effort. My
teeth, for example, closed of their own accord. I never

had to wear braces. But I didn't outgrow my bad legs.

I was in a constant state of embarrassment about them.
"You must understand that bad legs were more than a

matter of personal vanity in my case. Since early child-

hood I had been consumed with only one ambition—to go
on the stage. At the age of four, I gravely informed
neighbors that I would some day be a 'great singer and
take care of mama.' At six, I was talking about what I

would do with my first earnings. It seemed, then, I would
use the money to buy mother a gold bed and myself a

pony. A few weeks later I was thrown by a pony and
my desire to own one vanished. Mother has never had a

golden bed. either.

"I can't remember as far back as when I first began to,

sing. Nor is it known where I picked up the word 'opera.'

I sang in all languages, at least, what I fondly imagined
were many languages. The operas did not exist any more
than did the words I invented. Yet wearing mama's
apron to help with the dishes or sitting on the front porch
banging away at a toy piano, I always sang at the top of

my lungs.

"Some of my songs were taught me by my- older sisters

before I could read the words and music. Others I picked
up from listening to a neighbor's (Continued on page 95)
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Our Dramatic School has had

a big send-off from a number

of Hollywood's leading direc-

tors. On these two pages,

you'll find telegrams from some

of the top-notch megaphoners.

(Reading top to bottom on this

page) Mr. DeMille threatens

to keep us busy ! Mr. Conway,

thank you most sincerely.

And—you, Mr. Lubitsch, with

your cigar—mebbe we have.

Who knows?

since,

got

CLAKI C *J1V.
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HONESTLY,
I haven't
b. e e n so
thrilled

years ago, I

my first assign-

ment to interview
Mary Pickford. Now
that I come to think

it over, it seems to

me that this is just

about the biggest
thrill of my life—my
sitting here at my
typewriter to « begin

the first article in

Modern Screen's
Dramatic School.

This is a venture that is completely rev-

olutionary and utterly different from any
department in any other magazine. Briefly

this is the purpose of it

:

Young people study art, literature and
music in school. Dramatics are included,

too, but it always seems to be a side issue.

Yet a knowledge of dramatics is a part

of everyone's education—or should be.

In Hollywood there are the most capa-
ble people who could give first-hand,
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TION. WANT TO JOIN? IT COSTS NOTHING. JUST READ THIS.
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(Top) Wesley Rug-

gles, we're glad to

know you like the

idea. (Below, right)

That's W. S. Van

Dyke, who is good

looking enough to

be an actor and smart

enough to be a

director.
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SUCH AH INSTITUTION AS THE MODERN SCREEN DRAMATIC SCHOOL

INITIATING BEG INKERS IN THE FUNDAMENTALS OF THE ART WILL
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LEARNED WITH INTEREST OF THE PLAN FOR THE MODERN SCREEN

DRAMATIC SCHOOL STCP CONS lu£fi IT OF MUCH HELP TO THE

IHEXPER IEHCED STUl/ENT*

VICTOR FLEMING.

That's what we aim to be, Mr. Fleming. "A help

to the inexperienced student"— and some value to

everyone who wishes to join our school.

practical advice. The
directors, make-up
experts, wardrobe
people and stars

know their stuff.

Wouldn't it be swell

if we could throw
the pages of Mod-
ern Screen open to

these people and let

them give you read-

ers a real, workable

course in dramatics ?

Well, why not?

And, should dra-

matics— as such

—

not be your chief in-

terest in life, the in-

formation these experts can give you could

most certainly be used to advantage in

everyday life. Right? Right!

Whenever I'm excited about anything, I

start to talk about it. I started to talk

about this idea to everyone I saw and dis-

covered that all were equally enthusiastic.

You can see for yourself the wires on these

pages. Here are some more glowing send-

offs:

From Harry Beaumont : "Congratula-

tions on the {Continued on Page 105)



When she wants the sun to tan her face,

Carole Lombard pushes back the wide

brim of her pique "beach hat. And

then again, when she wishes shade, down

goes the bonnet all around.



(Above) When a towel becomes a cape, it does something

like this one worn by Betty Furness. It covers her bathing

suit from edge to edge and is made from white chinchilla

cloth, just like the sailor beret with the bright red pompon.

Her sandals are crocheted from heavy white cotton thread

and have rubber soles for sandy beaches. Betty says that her

cape sops up the water most efficiently after a good swim.

(Center) Symphony in yellow. Knit dress in yellow and

white sunback straps with yellow buttons, yellow belt, yel-

low flannel coat and yellow canvas sandals—all worn by

Muriel Evans with yellow hair. (Right) Slacks in flannel,

and beige-colored at that, are worn by Ann Sothern in "Blind

Date." There are big brown buttons on the matching flan-

nel coat and a contrasting shirt of brown.

WANT TO KNOW HOW TO BE ALLURING THOUGH SWIMMING? WANT ALL THE

MASCULINE EYES TO BLINK ADMIRINGLY? HERE ARE A FEW POINTERS!

II I MARGERY WELLS
n
I I WIMMING. or beaching or lolling in the sun?
V How can you do it happily and becomingly?

^ Well, hark to what the screen stars say on the

subject, for they know what they're talking about

I when it comes to sports, just as they do for any
other smart occasion of life. After all, that is

their business. They know how to make themselves at-

tractive.

Jean Harlow insists on her one-piece bathing suit of

white. She knows that it flatters the color of her skin

and the shimmering whiteness of her hair.

Just to be contrary, and also understanding her own
particular type of beauty, Alice Faye dons that mannish
shirt-short costume. She wears it in dark blue, for that's

a summer color. She's not going to run the risk of tan-

ning her skin in a deep V in front and back, for she says

she knows what havoc that stunt would work with her
evening dresses, when the necklines don't match the lines

of the tan. So sTie buttons her swimming shirt close under
her chin and lets it go at that. {Continued on page 98)
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ERN SCREEN

Patterns are 15c each.

Pattern book is 1 5c when
ordered separately—it is

10c when ordered with

a pattern. If you live

outside of the United
States, the patterns cost

20c each, the book 20c
separately and 1 5c when
ordered with a pattern.

Address orders to MOD-
ERN SCREEN Pattern

Service, 149 Madison
Ave., New York, N. Y.

449—Just the sort of printed frock you need, not only tor

dependable summer wear, but especially for those many
vacation occasions when you want to look trim and cool

and groomed—but not too dressed up. This is from Gracie
Allen's wardrobe. In sizes 14, 16, 18, 36, 38 and 40 bust.

Cotton for smart sports fashions! Evelyn Venable
finds this a grand golfing outfit. The white cotton dress

has attractive plaid treatment as to bodice, and brown
buttons of carved wood. The jacket, of the same plaid,

adds a gay note when the clubs are put away and the

caddy dismissed. In sizes 14, 16, 18, 36, 38 and 40 bust.
444
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FACT!
SCIENCE ADVANCES NEW DATA THAT MAY COMPLETELY

CHANGE YOUR IDEAS OF CIGARETTESI

Experience of Camel Smokers Confirmed
Here's a basic discovery that throws new light on our past knowl-

edge about cigarettes. It embodies an "energizing effect"... a quick

restoration of the flow of natural body energy. ..a delightful relief

from fatigue and irritability. You do "get a lift with a Camel," and

it is a pleasure that you can repeat as often as you like.

CAMELS can

literally relieve fatigue

and irritability

Are you irritable . . . cross and fussy

when tired? Then light a Camel.

As you enjoy its cool, rich flavor,

you will quickly feel your flow

of natural energy being restored.

That "done -in" feeling drops

away. Your pep and cheerful-

ness come flooding back.

EFFECT IS NATURAL
The effect is produced by Camels
in a wholly natural and utterly

delightful way. So, whenever
you feel run-down, tired and

irritable, just light a Camel.

You can smoke just as many
of these delightful Camels as you
want. You can increase your flow

of energy over and over again.

And you need never worry about

your nerves. For remember:
Camel's costlier tobaccos never get

on your nerves.

CAMEL'S
COSTLIER TOBACCOS

NEVER GET ON
YOUR NERVES!

for pUN ~~~m*' ~^m®£

Camels are

made from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS — Turkish

and Domestic— than

any other popu-

lar brand.

KNOW THIS FEELING? The
feeling of being too "all in" to

respond to the gaiety of the

crowd? That's one of the many
times to light a Camel and enjoy

its rich flavor while your flow

of healthful energy is restored.

You will like Camels— a match-

less blend of costlier tobaccos!

Copyright, 1934, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Get a wiith a Camel !



SURPRISING COLORSHIDDENINHUMANAWNPRODUCE

OPTICAL MACHINE FINDS

W BLONDE SKI*

" C?^(f^" BRUNETTE

NEW SHADES GIVE "LIFE" TO ALESKINS^

(from left) Mrs. William T. Wetmore uses

Brunette. Miss Charlotte Young and Mrs.

Hal Fitzhugh Lee use Pond's Rose Cream.

DO YOU KNOW that there is now a

face powder that actually contains

the hidden colors in human skin?

A delicate machine has made this pos-

sible!

A machine that discovered bright blue

in blonde skin . . . vivid green in brunette.

Hidden shades that give transparency to

blonde skin . . . creamy charm to brunette.

Pond's tested over two hundred girls'

skins with this scientific machine. Daz-
zling complexions to wan, dull skins . . .

we tested every one.

New shades freshen skin

From all of this study we evolved the six

perfect powder shades that will enhance
—enliven— any coloring.

natural... perfect for very fair blonde?

Brightens the face . . . rose cream is

for most blondes and for fair-skinned

brunettes. Adds fresh luminous quality |

to the skin.

light cream for ivory-skinned blondes

and brunettes. Adds a velvety radiance

to skin . . . brunette (Rachel) for bru-

nette and "creamy" skins. Gives them life

!

ROSE brunette, a warmer shade . . .

gives sparkle to sallow skins and tones

down ruddiness . . . dark brunette is for

brunettes of pronounced coloring. And
for sun-tanned skins.

And Pond's— in these heavenly new
shades — spreads with such marvelous

smoothness that you stay powdered all

day long. The perfume is very French—
very expensive! Yet Pond's is amazingly

reasonably priced. A glass jar for only

ONLY 55*

1(¥

55^ contains as much as many 31-00 boxes.

The extra-big jar is 31.10. Five-and-tens

and Variety Stores carry 100 and 25^ sizes.

* Send 5$ for Two Special Boxes of Pond's

Face Powder and an extra sample . . . three

different Light or three different Dark Shades,

with directions for choosing your shade.

Pond's Extract Co. , Dept.H , 94 Hudson St. , New York
I enclose 5^ (to cover cost of postage and packing) for

Two Special Boxes of Pond's new Face Powder and an
extra sample—three different shades in all.

I prefer 3 different Light Shades
I prefer 3 different Dark Shades

Name-

NATURAL ROSE CREAM LIGHT CREAM BRUNETTE ROSE BRUNETTE DARK BRUNETTE

Street-

City— .State-
Copyright. 1934. Pood's Extract Company



How Long Will Hollywood Protect Harlow?

we were ready for mutiny, she broke
through that male cordon and swept us all

into the bedroom where she entertained 11s

with the naughty stories she had been tell-

ing our men—and hearing from them. She
was completely captivating."

Another party. Jean's mother telephoned

the hostess to make certain the gathering

was "all right for my little girl." Of
course, the hostess told the crowd. We
roared—but we watched the front door for

the arrival of Jean Harlow. When she

finally came., hours late, her face was half

hidden behind enormous, dark glasses.

"Klieg eyes. I don't see how I got here

at all," she explained. She went from one

guest to another, her long fingers caressing

cheeks, easing through short hair, linger-

ing over eyelids. "Let's see if I can guess

who you are. I can't see a thing, you
know." Eventually, she wandered into the

kitchen. From the door, she cried to the

servant, "Oh, what lovely biscuits. May I

have some?" The biscuits were on the

stove across the room. Enough guests saw
this to whisper, "She can't see people, but

she can see biscuits."

THE fact remains that no other woman
in the room—stars included—was as

much watched and talked-about as Jean
Harlow. If this was showmanship, it was
clever. If it wasn't . . .

And Hollywood continued to shrug a

shoulder until she married Paul Bern.

Jean has told me she never played in

one of Paul Bern's pictures. "If he did

anything to help me professionally, I don't

know it," she said. Which was Paul Bern,
truly. If he was responsible, as has been
said, for her Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer con-
tract and her lead in "Red Headed
Woman," he would never tell her. And if

he asked her to become his wife, because he
understood what the dignity of his name
could do to help her in Hollywood at that

time, he wouldn't have said that either.

And Jean Harlow did need protection.

Hollywood's shoulder-shrugging was fol-

lowed by a definite criticism when "Hell's

Angels" was released. "All figure. She
can't act. Good for seduction shots only."

She told me herself, "I couldn't get a

decent role. Howard Hughes was loaning
me out for $2500 a week. I was getting

$150. But he was loaning me for cheap
parts only, where I didn't wear any clothes.

I packed our trunks while mother was in

the hospital and made up my mind to get

out of pictures forever. I accepted per-
sonal appearances because I thought I

might as well pick up that money."
Paul Bern was in New York when she

appeared there. She was breaking per-
sonal appearance records—even Jack Demp-
sey's. A personality that flamed similar to

Clara Bow's, but a girl who could not act,

was the verdict of picture producers. Only
one producer realized she could learn to

act. He was clever. Attorney Rubin told

Jean when she signed her contract, "We
don't think you can act, but we can't get
around the record you've made on this

tour." His opinion plus the salesmanship
of Paul Bern?
She faced Hollywood once again. Rightly

or wrongly, her personal reputation was
now exactly as her professional one. She
was granted to be the kind of woman she
had played in "Hell's Angels." And Holly-
wood was giving Paul Bern full credit for

her new opportunity in pictures. "Paul's
just helping another kid in trouble." In
other words, Hollywood did not take her
seriously and Hollywood's opinion was

(Continued from page 43)

likely to be the world's opinion. It would
gossip and laugh and insinuate about Jean
Harlow. But not about Mrs. Paul Bern.

Shortly after Bern's suicide I chanced to

travel in several countries. Everywhere I

went, people said, "Now tell me the real

lowdown on Jean Harlow. Was it really

suicide? Was he married to Milette?

Oh, come on. You must have heard some
gossip."

I shook my head, as everyone from
Hollywood was doing. Hollywood was
again protecting Jean Harlow, even to the

point of using at least inferences against

the man who had died.

By the time her husband died, Mrs. Paul
Bern had become a truly valuable piece of

Hollywood property. Any wealthy, power-
ful concern is entitled to protect its real

assets. Of course, there was gossip.

Everything from the tale that the police

were not called until a publicity man had
been located, so he could be present at the

investigation to handle the reporters, to the

servant who ran down the hill before help

arrived and told of two notes he was sup-

posed to have found beside the body. One
juicy tale after another, but tales which no
one really wanted investigated.

And Jean certainly acted like a very wise
little girl at this moment. She placed her-

self in the hands of her well-organized
and powerful studio and did exactly as it

told her. She recognized her need for pro-
tection and did nothing that might upset it.

And the sympathy was craftily turned from
the dead man to the living woman. Which
was as it should be. And the woman lived

quietly and unobtrusively as a woman who
has faced great tragedy, not of her own
making, should live until—headlines an-

nounced she had eloped with Hal Rosson.'

THIS time, the gossips were not so

kind. I heard a newspaper woman
claim she had letters in her possession that

involved the names of Jean Harlow and
Max Baer. She further stated that Dor-
othy Dunbar Baer was so angry at the

attempt to link her husband's name with
Jean's that she had at least considered
suing Max—naming Jean—rightly or
wrongly—as corespondent.
Of course, this was one woman's word.

But the gossip spread. And when the
gossip was the hottest, Jean married
again. I repeat, the dignity of marriage is

woman's greatest protection.

Again, Jean was docile about advice. She
gave out stories about this great romance,
this final, always-yearned-for happiness
that had come at last. When she told me
how she loved him, there was no denying
that light in her eyes.

And we breathed a deep and sincere sigh
of relief for Jean. And decided she did
have common sense as well as daring and
beauty. Undoubtedly, Jean breathed a sigh
of relief for herself and decided she'd been'
very lucky. In fact, she told me only a
few weeks ago how lucky she had been
and how happy she was about it.

And then? Well, she fought with the
studio that had protected her so shrewdly.
Somehow, she started being not so docile.

She had won sixth place in a popularity
contest held among 12,000 motion picture
exhibitors and was second, among the
women, to Janet Gaynor. Almost any
woman would think herself secure.

I am quite certain that the wise men who
had directed her thoughts and her words,
when trouble had overtaken her, did not
advise her to tell one writer after another
how happy she and Hal were. "We sleep

in a big, old-fashioned bed. We're going
to take a long honeymoon as soon as we
can get away together. We're living with
mother because it's easier. I haven't the

time to be a good housekeeper, but any
gossip about our not being divinely happy
is simply ridiculous."

No, I'm quite certain Jean's own im-'
pulses to have romantic stories printed
about her must have instigated these gush-
ing interviews, printed up to the very day
she announced her separation. Because the
studio must have known what someone, who
watched Jean and Hal come to the studio
each day, told me a long time ago. "They
never come down together. They come in

separate cars. He hangs around and waits
until she goes in first. He's a swell guy
and he makes good money on his own. He
doesn't have to bother about being the hus-
band of a celebrity. He's too quiet to really

like it. But he's a gentleman and chivalrous.

However, that's going to bust just as soon
as it's pretty certain the publicity won't

'

hurt Jean Harlow."

AND then when she announced the
- separation right on top of all those

lovey-dovey stories on which she had been
quoted, Hollywood laughed. It couldn't

help it. Especially did it laugh when it

learned she had told the truth to one
journalist two months before, with the
understanding the writer would not release

the story until the separation actually hap-
pened. "Jealousy on the part of Hal," was
what Jean said.

"Oh dear, do yon understand Jean Har-
low?" is Hollywood's question now. "Why
did she say she was happy if she wasn't?
What's back of this? Was it true about
Max Baer? Is she going to marry him
now? Was this last husband just another
protection? What are we going to do
about her? How explain her to the pub-
lic? Is she really doing all this for pub-
licity or is it just Jean Harlow?" It cer-

tainly is a problem.
Of course, I can't answer those questions.

No one can. Perhaps not even Jean her-
self! Everyone who knows her, likes her.

She is a beautiful girl. And it is natural,

perhaps, that beauty like that should draw
trouble exactly as high explosives upon
earth draw rain from the heavens.

But it does look as though Hollywood
has hit an impasse in protecting her from
that beauty.

Perhaps it is up to the rest of the world,
now, rather than Hollywood. The world
knows by now that Jean is a natural head-
liner, that she will always be in escapades
and excitements. That her beauty and
alluring body are gifts which will always
bring her masculine protectors. Some man
said, "No man can help but want to see
more of Jean Harlow. That's the way she
and men are constructed and neither can
help it."

"• And she is different. As different as
Barbara La Marr and Gloria Swanson.
More different in person than any char-
acter she may play on the screen. I don't

see why a world should not protect such
a girl by a true understanding and ap-

'

preciation for the thrill she gives them

—

whether it be wittingly or unwittingly.

Jean was right when she said we need
some of that glamor such as was Pola
Negri's. And since Jean, herself, is giving
it to us, I, for one, hope that the world
will take over the job from Hollywood of
protecting this interesting person from her-
self, as Hollywood has done until this

moment.
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Destined for Loneliness

pieces. And human marble, broken into

pieces, ends in insane asylums.

Why, all of Ann's early troubles in this

business were due to the fact that she was
more brilliant than those around her and

she could not learn to be less brilliant. You
probably remember the terrific battle she

waged with E. H. Griffith when they were
making "Holiday."

Like most superior people, Ann has a

startling temper. When she saw things

she thought were wrong, she could not

keep still about them. When the studio

paid little or no attention to her sugges-

tions, she could not understand. She had

owned her own stock company, had super-

vised her own stage productions. Could

there be a business so blind as not to listen

to opinions? Ina Claire stormed into Sam
Goldwyn's office and asked this question.

And Sam was the one who answered. "Ac-

tresses are paid not to think !" Ann did her

storming on the set and did not get such

a frank answer.
But she did get reams of publicity. Pub-

licity that annoyed her. "Temperamental,

indeed ! Can't a woman have an opinion

without being hailed as cheaply tempera-

mental ?"

ANN had great "personality fame" closer

. to her then than at any other time.

For to be called temperamental in Holly-

wood is to be granted a great personality.

Negri, Swanson, Hepburn, Garbo—but you

know the list! If Ann could have been

persuaded to talk then; to have damned
those around her with common, easily un-

derstood language; if she could have been

influenced to go home and refuse to work
until she was thoroughly publicized as

sulking ! If she could have resorted to any

of the crazy, impetuous, emotional stunts

that have made Hollywood the most in-

teresting city in the world

!

But Ann Harding said instead, "I am not

temperamental. If this is the way you do

things here, well, I'm intelligent enough

to know I'm in a new business." And she

retreated within herself and behaved like

any truly intelligent woman would have

done under the circumstances. Only there

are so few who appreciate superior intelli-

gence.

Her interviews. I'll wager you have

seldom read an interview with Ann that

did not mention the name of Jasper Deep-
ing. Yet you have probably forgotten who
he is. He started her in acting. She
was working in an insurance company dur-

ing the days and reading books for Para-

mount at night. She was lonely. Supe-
rior people are always lonely because there

are so very few big enough to understand

them. Even her studio biography reads,

"she went to join the Provincetown play-

ers because she sensed an opportunity for

the sort of intelligent companionship she

was hungry for." Deeping was directing

these players. He was another "superior

one." He asked her to play the lead in

his next production.

And Ann Harding never talks without
mentioning his name. Big men and women
feel forced by their very bigness to give

credit to those who have helped them.

Ann's appreciation for his help is so great

that she returns during her vacations to

play in his Little Theatre in Pennsylvania,

refusing huge salaries to appear on Broad-
way in order that she may do this for

her friend.

They wanted me to talk to Ann before

I wrote this story. But I said, "It won't

(Continued from page 61)

do any good. She'll talk about the Little

Theatre movement or what women should

do to prevent the next war. She'll talk so

intelligently that I'll be simply fascinated,

but she won't say a down to earth thing

about the real Ann Harding."
I was basing that upon a statement she

once made to me. "I can't. I'd like to.

Really I would. But I can't!"

She told the truth. There is a natural

reserve of super-intelligence that abso-

lutely forbids her to talk about her real

self.

One story of Ann brings a tear to my
eye more quickly than all others. And it is

not of her divorce from Harry Bannister.

That brings the tears to her eyes.

Ann wore a red wig to an opening. She
disguised herself so she would not be
recognized. She was gay ! She was chum-
my. She was like the others. Just a

normal, kidding, not-too-bright, not-too-

dumb woman. Everyone adored her be-

cause everyone understood her. She
was even offered a test in pictures. I have
no doubt men, many men, tried to make
love to her.

She was acting a part ! She did not

look and therefore did not feel like Ann
Harding. But she was acting, as she

must have wanted to act in Hollywood
many times from the very beginning. Like
the others. She could not become one of

the crowd as herself, so she became it in

another person.

Another thing. Truly intelligent people
are never snobbish. They know they are

just more people, here for a brief visit,

that their intelligence is God's gift, not
their own creation. So Ann is just another
person, even on the set, to herself and
therefore to others. Her co-workers swear
by her. They swear at Hepburn (secretly)
and do their best to get into her next film.

And Ann's friends include her secretaries

or, as at present, her stand-in girl, Phyllis
Yates. Miss Yates has brains. Ann recog-
nizes them. These two women consult on
dialogue, camera positions, clothes—all

things essential to the actress. Phyllis
doesn't just stand-in in Ann's place before
the camera to take the heat from the lights

and then slink away. She is a companion.
She has the intelligence to recognize Ann's
bigness and Ann has the common sense to

appreciate it. It is not a matter of a work-
man "yessing" a star. It is strange, but
people like Ann Harding often have to find

their real friends among those who work
for them.

XA/'HEN Ann Harding discovered she
* » could not be of Hollywood, she built

a house on the top of Hollywood's highest
hill. Not to look down upon the rest of

us, but to be away from those she could not
emulate. And I think she also hoped to

keep Harry Bannister's love because of the
height of that hill. She said once, "He
likes heights. He is always in an airplane."

It is strange, but really superior women
seldom find the right mate. And this, in

spite of the fact they have more real pas-
sion to give him. They even respond more
to passion because of that innate fear that

a greater intelligence will make them less

emotional than the average woman.
Until their divorce, Ann could not give an

interview without talking about Harry. She
was always telling us what a marvellous
actor he was. Better than she would ever
be. Trying to make us believe he was
her superior. That was the great love of
this woman trying to sell herself, as well as

others upon the greatness of her man.
She said to a writer, while she was

making "Her Private Affair," in 1929: "I

love it out here. Harry Bannister, my
husband, and I have the same kind of con-
tract with Pathe. We can have a home
with a front yard with grass in it. The
baby plays out there in the mornings. It's

hell to go to the studio. I'll never worry
about leaving the stage or screen. I'll be
just a wife and mother. Harry says I'm
a very good one." And, furthermore, Ann
was a good wife and is a good mother.
Ah, Ann. Perhaps if you'd remained in

Pasadena in the little cottage and been
just the wife and mother as you were
when Mr. Bannister came to Los Angeles
to play in "Strange Interlude," if the thea-
tre publicity man had not happened to get
it printed in a story about Bannister that

you were in Pasadena and started the pro-
ducers rushing that way—perhaps, if you
had not become a star. . . .

How hard you tried to keep that divorce
dignified. Those notes, written with so
much care, given to the press, trying to

make a world understand in a few words
what many could not understand because
they could not understand -you, Ann. How
Hollywood laughed at you. It said, "You
either talk or you don't. You can't talk

and be still at the same time, as Ann is

trying to do in those formal announce-
ments."
And the times you've tried, since then,

to be like the rest of us. A play-trip to
Florida. Headlines throughout the world.
But even there you couldn't be like others,

not even to protect yourself. You kept
your mouth shut, took the rap to protect

the weakness of another woman. You
were big enough to do it.

THE thing that's the matter with you,

Ann Harding, is you're just one of

those unfortunate, really superior women.
You can't stoop to smallness and petty

gossip and average feminine relaxations.

You can't mix with sham and publicity

stunts, even though you know the pub-
licity stunts, at least, would be to your
advantage. And since you can't, you must
live, alone and lonely, on your high hill

with your own bigness. You can't help

this. You couldn't as a young girl. You
once told me you couldn't remain in the

home of your army-captain father because,

"All I saw in the army was marrying
some second lieutenant." You did not stop

to analyze, but you instinctively knew you
were too big to be just the social wife of

a second lieutenant. You knew instinc-

tively that you could not have stood the

petty round of army-post life.

Sometimes I wonder about your daugh-
ter. You keep her in pigtails and simple

dresses ; you protect her with armed
guards because it is necessary, but you are

fighting to raise her as "just a normal
child." Your entire ambition seems to be,

now, to make her as unaffected as though
she were not the daughter of a famous
mother. But if she remains as simple and
therefore as great, as thoroughly herself

as her marble-chiselled mother, she will

have a lonely life, too, like that mother.
For she, too, will be a superior woman,
and the faces of the Hepburns, the excit-

ing women, will grin up from pictures

upon the floor. And they will be asking

her, too : "Why do you let my stunts get

me what your intelligence and character

cannot get you in the way of personal

fame ?"
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"Every one of these ills was—
corrected

reports DR. PULAY, noted Vienna specialist

If your skin is broken out . . . stomach upset . . . bowels

sluggish—this **case history" can help you!

• Dr. Pulay is the famous author
of 120 important medical ar-

ticles; eminent member, Aus-
trian Society of Dermatologists.

NOTE how similar your trou-

bles are to those in the case

illustrated above and described

here by Dr. Pulay :

—

"This patient's skin was greasy,

full of pimples, itchy. Scalp covered

with dandruff. Perspiration excessive.

"She often had indigestion, was fre-

quently constipated. An X-ray of her in-

testines showed 'self-poisoning.'

"I had her eat Yeast. At the end of

four weeks, her skin was completely

clear, her digestion greatly improved,
and her intestines worked perfectly . .

."

Fleischmann's Yeast makes your
stomach juices flow faster . . . strength-

ens your bowels . . . softens waste so

it passes easily from your body.

As Dr. Pulay explains, it is "so

much better than cathartics, which
are weakening and so harmful to

the delicate tissues of your bowels."

Won't you take

advantage of this

great doctor's ex-

perience? Eat 3
cakes of Fleisch-

mann's Yeast
(rich in vitamins

B, D, G) every
day, for 30 days
at least. Direc-
tions are on the

label. Get it at grocers, restaurants

and soda fountains. Get some today.

Let Fleischmann's Yeast tone up
your system, clear away impurities,

and so give you a clearer skin.

See how soon you have healthier di-

gestion, better appetite, regular evacua-
tion, and worlds more energy! Won't

you start eating

• Paul Roberts, Fleischmann's Yeast

of Hollywood, right now . . . today?
Cal., writes: "I
developed a bad
case of indiges-
tion, was 'all in,'

felt 'headachy.'
The doctor ad-
vised Fleisch-
mann's Yeast.
Soon I felt fine."

Copyright, 1934, Standard Brands Incorporated
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KQDL
MILDLY MENTHOLATED

CIGARETTES

A MOST REFRESHING SMOKE

like a downstream paddle . » .

like a breezefrom the sea . . ,

like a shower on a dusty day . . .

like a tall, tinkling drink . . .

KGDLS are definitely refreshing. They're

mildly mentholated to cool the smoke, save

your throat, and to bring out the full flavor

of the choice tobaccos used. Cork tips—easy

on lips. Coupons packed with KGDLS good

for gilt-edged Congress Quality U. S. Playing

Cards; other nationally advertised merchan-

dise. (Offer good in U. S. A. only.) Send for

illustrated list.

F R E E -m HANDSOME GIFTS...

15* /fe TWENTY
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.
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The True Story of Cable's First Love

{Continued from page 27)

company was fun for a while, but it soon
began to undermine our sense of humor.
You see, we made scarcely enough money
to pay for our bleak rooms at the second-

rate hotel where we stopped. Some weeks
our salary wasn't more than a dollar and
thirty cents ! Those were the dismal days

indeed. We didn't have much to eat and
what little food we managed to get we ate

right out of the can. On those rare occa-

sions when our salary reached almost ten

dollars a week, Billy would splurge and
take me to a restaurant where we'd revel

in pie and coffee.

"After about nine weeks, the stock com-
pany gave up the struggle, and there we
were—miles from home, penniless and half-

starved. We didn't know where to turn

until one of the girls in the company, Lu-
cille Schumann, suggested that Billy, Earle
Larrimore (who today is a popular stage

star), another girl and myself come home
with her and 'recupe.' Lucille lived in Sea-
side, twenty miles from where we were.

WHEN we got to Seaside, we discov-

ered that Lucille's mother didn't have
room for us in the house, so we turned
beachcombers. At night, we'd all lie on the

beach, wrapped in blankets beside a du-

bious fire and stock up our courage with
dreams of the future and big arguments
over nothing. I remember that Earle and
Billy ceased all communication for days
as a result of one argument they had as

to whether Oregon rain was a mist or a

cloudburst.

"Now and then, Billy and Earle were
given an odd job or two around the

Schumann place, for which they were paid

and at which they took turns. I'll never
forget one that Billy did during our beach-
combing days, nor his wrathful expres-

sion when he stalked away to do it. It

was pouring rain. There was a log in

the backyard that Mrs. Schumann wanted
split. It was Billy's turn to do a job, so

he put on sea-going boots and an ulster

and stormed off in the direction of that

log. He must have whacked it up in short

order, for he certainly was in a temper
over it ! But he came back with the

fifty cents he'd received for his efforts

and we all celebrated by buying sausages

and cooking them that night over the fire.

"After a while—when we felt we were
up to the long trip back to Portland—Billy

and I decided the best and cheapest way
to get home was on a milk boat up the

Columbia River. That was an experience

!

It was the prize incident of that epochal
summer. Billy was the proud owner of a

top coat, which of course accompanied him
on the milk boat. And a good thing he
had it, too. There weren't any cabins. We
had to sleep on a bench on deck. While I

slept, I wore Billy's top coat and he walked
the deck to keep warm. When it was his

turn to sleep, he wore the top coat and I

walked the deck. We must have almost
walked the two hundred miles to Portland
trying to keep warm

!

C'INALLY, we arrived at Portland, more
dead than alive. I wanted Billy to come

out to my parents' ranch near Portland and
really get rested and in shape to take a
new job. He was proud about accepting
hospitality when he knew he couldn't re-

pay it, but I induced him to come out.

"For weeks, Billy and I didn't bother
about anything. We both wore denim over-
alls, ran around the country like half-grown
heifers, and had a vacation from worry and

hardship. Billy's affection was most demon-
strative, yet there was almost a calf-like

quality in his wooing. He always called

me 'Hun," to which I would often reply:

'You are a big calf.' And he looked like

nothing else with his large eyes, ears, and
big hands and feet.

"Some weeks after we'd come to the

ranch, I began thinking about getting a
job. There was nothing to be had in the

theatrical line at the moment, so Billy

and I left the grease-paint in our make-up
box and applied for work as hop-pickers
on a large ranch near-by. That was
really a test of true love. Billy became
a muleteer. I shall never forget the pic-

ture of him atop the wagon, swinging a
whip and shouting at the indifferent ani-

mals while he threw me kisses as he drove
by. I caught a cold, shortly after I started

work, and developed tonsilitis. Twice a

day, Billy came to see me and lovingly

swabbed my throat with undiluted iodine.

Since then, a physician told me it is only

by the grace of God that my throat still

functions, for undiluted iodine is an heroic

measure. But Billy meant well, and he
certainly was a faithful nurse.

"At night, Billy and I would get to-

gether—despite my illness—and study. I

had a set of Shakespeare's complete works
and this we perused diligently, playing dif-

ferent parts and serving as each other's

stage director? It seemed that the hard-
ships of sleeping in the community tents,

the cold nights, the hot dusty days, bathing
in a bucket, and excavating yellow-jackets

out of the jelly only served to bind Billy

and me the closer in affection. He wanted
me to marry him. He was so sure he
would make me happy, but I didn't think

we should marry. Life was so unsettled,

so uncertain.

"Even the hop-picking job didn't last very
long. When it ended, we returned to my
parents' ranch, but Billy didn't stay long

this time. My brother Fritz knew of a

a gang building a logging camp railroad

seven miles away and suggested to Billy

that they apply for jobs. They did and
were successful. I stayed on the ranch.

Every Saturday night, Billy walked the

seven miles home to see me. I used to

count the days from one blissful week-end
to the next. When Saturday night finally

came, there I was, hanging on the gate

—

waiting. Then Billy would come pound-
ing up over the hill under the autumn
moon and enfold me in a tight embrace.
"That job of Billy's didn't last long

either, for the heavy November rains put
an end to the work. About this time, I got

a job with a traveling stock company and
Billy went back to Portland where he
landed with a newspaper (the Oregonian)
as a want ad solicitor. He disliked this.

IT was about this time that Billy began
to take vocal lessons. He always liked

to sing, and he often did when we went
hiking together. But now, he was becom-
ing serious about it. The high point of

Billy's excursion into the vocal field was
the song recital he gave with his teacher

at the Hotel Portland in June, 1923. I

was passing through town and went to

hear him. The hall was crowded. All the

charming old ladies were thrilled when
Billv walked onto the platform and sang
'Mighty Lak A Rose' and 'Mother Ma-
chree' in a lush baritone voice. He wasn't

bad, either.

"I stayed in Portland a few days before
{Continued on page 82)
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Sun d dru your Outer Skin

fr
Skin getting leathery last summer— like

satin this year!
99

. . . Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel III

Mrs. Drexel says: "Last sum-
mer my skin was beginning to

look positively leathery.

*'A friend told me she never
went out without a film of

Pond's Vanishing Cream on.
I got results with the very first

application. My skin seemed

to lose all its little roughnesses
at once.

"Then I tried the Cold
Cream. What a rich cream

—

and a wonderful cleanser!
Those Two Creams gave me a

skin like satin. I have been
using them ever since!"

lines start deep
down... in uour

Under Skin

for each of your

Two Skins!

Those glorious skins that stay

satiny all summer . . . have two rea-

sons behind them

!

An Under Skin supplied deep down
with oils that keep it full and luscious.

And an Outer Skin kept soft and moist

despite sun and wind.

It's extremely simple! A different kind

of cream for each of your Two Skins!

Two Creams—and only two— are all you
need.

Oil-rich Cream smooths out lines

The oil glands in your Under Skin actu-

ally pour out beauty oils in early youth.

Soon they begin to fail. Lines appear

—

wrinkles. What then?

Before this happens, look to your face

cream! Pond's Cold Cream is composed
of very rich oils that penetrate deep and
replenish the oils of the shrinking under

skin. Use this rich cream to keep the

Under Skin full and firm. This smooths

Foryowr UNDER SKIN

—

Pond's off-rich Cold Cream.
Or Pond's new Liquefying

Cream that melts instantly.

For OUTER SKIN—
Pond's Vanishing
Cream. Corrects dry-

ness. Holds powder.

the Surface Skin . . . keeps lines away!

As a cleanser, Pond's is without a peer

!

It goes down after every bit of dust and
make-up, and brings them to the surface.

After the cleansing, pat in a fresh applica-

tion. It will help to keep your skin

gloriously young!

Greaseless Cream for Dryness

For your Outer Skin, enjoy the special

protection of Pond's Vanishing Cream. A
special ingredient in this cream keeps the

moisture in the skin from evaporating

—

actually restores moisture. Your skin re-

mains soft, moist.

Your powder stays smooth—long— in

itself an added protection.

Try this simple Two-Skin Care! See

what triumphs it will bring you this verjc

summer!

Mrs. Drexel says:

1. "Every night, I cleanse with Pond's Cold

Cream or Pond's new Liquefying Cream.
Pond's Tissues remove it.

2. "Then for overnight, Pond's Vanishing

Cream on hands, elbows, face and neck.

3. "Every morning, the Cold Cream, fol-

lowed by Vanishing Cream. Nothing holds

powder and rouge so fast."

Send for Samples
Pond's Extract Co., Dept. H, 50 Hudson St., N. Y. C.

I enclose lOi (to cover postage and packing) for

samples of all three Pond's Creams and two special boxes

of Pond's new Face Powder and an extra sample as

checked—three different shades in all.

I prefer 3 different LIGHT shades

I prefer 3 different DARK shades

Name.

Street.

City_ _State^
Copyright, 193-i, Pond's Extract Company
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No more squinting

at the sun • . • with

Verichrome you

take people at

their best...

relaxed, natural.

Forget about

posing • • . just snap

the picture.

Verichrome

Accept nothing but th.

familiar yellow
box with the

checkered
stripe.

HOW VERICHROME
DIFFERS FROM ORDINARY FILM

1. Double-coated. Two layers of sensitive

silver.

2. Highly color-sensitive.

3. Halation "fuzz" prevented by special

backing on film.

4. Finer details in both high lights and
shadows.

5. Translucent, instead of transparent.

Made by an exclusive process of

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

KODAK

EROROME
FILM

(Continued fr

I continued on the road with the stock

company, and Billy and I were together-

every moment we could be. He was be-

coming more and more fed up with solicit-

ing want ads and shortly after I left,

through reading one of the want ads him-
self, he got a job with the telephone com-
pany as 'trouble man.' About this time,

too, Josephine Dillon, a New York actress

came to Portland to open a little theatre.

Billy met her. He had never given up hope
of becoming an actor, but necessity had
made him take what job came his way.
Here was a new theatre movement right

in Portland and run by a woman who
knew the theatre. Billy became terribly

interested in it and in improving himself
as an actor.

"I had no notion that Billy was becom-
ing serious in his attentions to Miss Dillon

—not until Christmas Eve of that year

(1923). Then I learned what Miss Dillon

had come to mean to him. Billy and I

had spent a lovely evening together and
later, in a raging snowstorm, I walked
with him to the car-line. On the way, he

told me he didn't love me any more. He
said he had thought that love could never
die, but he guessed it did.

"That unexpected confession was a hor-
rible shock to me. It was the first ink-

ling I had that things weren't as they had
been for over a year with us. I couldn't

eat for days. Then Billy telephoned me
a week later. Apparently he had been
wretched, too. He said he couldn't get

along without me. We made up, but it was
the beginning of the end. He continued
to see Miss Dillon and she continued to

instruct him in stage technique. Our last

appearance together was with the F. Tay-
lor Stock Company, but it wasn't the same.

We were both sad and dejected. I sensed
we were pulling away from each other and
Billy must have known then that he was
going to marry Josephine Dillon. He
did marry her in December, 1924, in Los
Angeles.

"It seemed strange and impossible that

Billy was married to someone else. We
had been through so much together and for

each other. We loved each other, too. Some
day, we believed—at least, I did and I was
sure Billy did, too—we would marry. But
—well, Billy married Miss Dillon and that

was the changing point in his career. It

was in mine, too. Billy eventually began
to get parts in plays, finally attracted the

attention of motion picture producers and
eventually became a star.

I WENT to San Francisco where I be-

came a dancing teacher in a successful

studio. Billy—now known as Clark Ga-
ble—came to San Francisco in 1926 in

'The Lullaby.' He phoned me and we went
out several times. We remained friends,

which is as it should be. I didn't see Billy

again for four years, not until the summer
of 1930 when he was again in San Fran-
cisco playing the lead in 'The Last Mile.'

I believe it was in this year that he and
Miss Dillon were divorced. Anyway, that

was the last time I saw him until I moved
to Hollywood, after the dancing studio I

was with closed."

Soon after the closing of the studio in

which Franz had been teaching, she, like

everyone who has stage aspirations, went
to Hollywood. After all, the chances for

an ambitious person are there and Franz
was ambitious. With two former Port-

land, Oregon, friends Franz shared a bun-
galow on Gower Street, the most typical

of all the streets in the cinema center. Here
Franz settled down to vocal study and the

teaching of dancing
;
always with the idea

that some day she would" again be back
on the stage.

All was going smoothly, if a bit unevent-
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fully, when Billy Gable again appeared up-
on the scene. It was nearing the holidays
and it evidently reminded him of old
friends, for he invited Franz to have Christ-
inas dinner with him at the Brown Derby.
There were no presents. Billy wasn't
much for gifts in those days—but there was
a good dinner and much talk of old times
and future ambitions. On that Christmas
of 1930, the future for Franz looked as

promising as it did for Billy. Could they
have foreseen the amazing success due
Billy—how different would have been their

conversation, what help might Billy have
promised

!

Billy had been in one picture at this time,

and he wasn't at all sure that he had made
good in it. It was "The Painted Desert"
and, unfortunately for Billy, he was obliged

to ride horseback much of the time, and his

equestrian ability was somewhat limited.

Between the terrific heat of the Arizona
desert, and the uncertainty of his horse-
manship, he found himself falling off the

horse much too often for his own personal
comfort and certainly much to the disgust

of the directors. So on that Christmas
day Billy's mood was much as it had been
during the depressing stock company days,

and in all Hollywood Franz was the one
person who understood.
But after the holidays, Billy Gable, now

definitely known as Clark Gable, found him-
self with an M-G-M contract. It was
natural that he should seek out Franz to

break the good news to. So to the pump-
kin-colored bungalow on Gower Street

drove Clark Gable in his new Ford. "And
I'll have you know, Franz," said Clark,

"that my car is paid for, which is more
than you can say for most of 'em sailing

around Hollywood."

FOR three months, Clark Gable was a
frequent visitor at Franz's bungalow.

He was cast in "The Secret Six" during
this period, and the evenings were spent
discussing the events of the day at the
studio. Clark would fling himself on the
davenport in a most informal manner and
immediately talk of his new life, through
all of which was a great note of animosity.

He thoroughly disliked everyone with
whom he came in contact and the work did

not please him either.

"I hate Hollywood and everyone in it

and nobody seems to like me," he said on
one occasion. "I haven't a friend here but

Franz, and as soon as I can make a quar-
ter of a million dollars I'm going to clear

out and go to Germany and study medi-
cine. I'm going to stick it out until I have
accomplished my goal, as much as I hate
it. Then I'm going to leave and never come
back." And such was Clark Gable's atti-

tude for many weeks. Then things started

to break for him, the future took on a dif-

ferent aspect and the present was more
than satisfactory.

Simultaneously with Clark's good fortune,

came misfortune for his friend Franz. The
depression was being felt and with it a
diminishing of her dancing class, and the

occasional work at the various little thea-

tres stopped completely. Positions of any
kind were scarce and Franz had no entree

to the moving picture studios. Times were
getting hard for the many, and good for the

few, and Clark Gable was among the few.

He was now on his third picture for

M-G-M, "Dance Fools Dance" with Joan
Crawford. His visits to Gower Street be-

came less frequent. Still, when he wanted
to be heard and understood, he would drop
by. Joan Crawford's name was frequently

mentioned, and one could feel an impending
storm of some kind every time it was. But
that is another and well known story and
has no place here.

(Continued on page 84)
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He'll carry it and look at it and show it until it's worn dog-eared—this square of

paper. Because it's a snapshot of the girl. Her smile. Her sweetness. Put down on

paper, by some magic, so he can carry it around with him, and feel always that she's

near. Now pictures like this are easier to make than ever. Kodak Verichrome Film

extends snapshot possibilities amazingly. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, New York.

The pictures yon will want TOMORROW ... yon must take TODAY
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The SUMMERTIME is the

TIME TO REDUCE

"TEST...
the

PERFOLASTIC
GIRDLE

...at our expense

{J reduced

my hips 9 INCHES"
. . . writes Miss Healy.

"I read an 'ad' of the
Perfolastic Company
. . . and sent for FREE
folder."

"The massage - like
action did it . . . the fat
seemed to have melted
away."

"They allowed me to

wear their Perforated
Girdle for 10 days on
trial."

In a very short time
I had reduced my hips
9 INCHES and my
weight SO pounds."

REDUCE YOUR WAIST
AND HIPS

DAYS
OR

... it costs you nothing!

WE WANT you to try the Perfolastic

Girdle. Test it for yourself for 10
days absolutely FREE. Then, if without
diet, drugs or exercise, you have not re-

duced at least 3 inches around waist and
hips, it will cost you nothing!

Reduce Quickly, Easily, and Safely!
The massage-like action of this famous Perfolastic

Reducing Girdle takes the place ofmonths of tiring

exercises and dieting. Worn next to the skin with
perfect safety, the Perfolastic Girdle gently massages
away the surplus fat with every movement, stimu-
lating the body once more into energetic health.

Don't Wait Any Longer. . . Act Today!
B You can prove to yourself quickly and definitely
whether or not this very efficient girdle will reduce
you. You do not need to risk one penny . . . try it

for 10 days . . . then send it back if you are not
completely astonished at the wonderful results.

The Illustration of the Perfolastic Girdle Alio
Features the New Perfolastic Detachable Brassiere

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 538 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and illustrat-
ing the new Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere, also sample of
perforated rubber and particulars of your 10 - DAY FREE
TRIAL OFFER.

Name

Address -

Use Coupon or Sena
1 Name and Address on Penny tost Card

( Continued

Clark Gable paid his last visit to Franz
Doerfler in the spring of 1931. Since that

time Franz has had many discouragements,
including poor health, but today she is stag-
ing a comeback not only in health but in

optimism and hopefulness. Hers is an in-

domitable spirit and she smilingly tells me
that she still expects to make a name for

herself in Hollywood.
"Have you seen Clark since then?" I

asked.

She nodded. "Yes. About a year ago, I

was on the M-G-M lot. I went out to the
publicity department seeking work."
"The publicity department?'' I asked.
"Yes."
"Why not the casting department? Or

weren't you trying to get an acting job?"
"No," she replied. "I wasn't. There are

so many girls in Hollywood trying to get

jobs, and if you aren't known—

"

"Oh." I started to ask if Clark Gable
had introduced her to anyone in the studios.

After all, he knew her talents and a word

jrom page 82)

from him, now, would mean a great deal

to this unknown. I did ask the question.

"No," Franz answered briefly. "He
didn't volunteer to introduce me and natu-
rally I wouldn't ask him to."

"Oh," I repeated ineptly. I never have
been able to understand why people aren't

kind when kindness is needed, especially if

it costs them nothing. Then, "You were
saying you went out to the M-G-M pub-
licity department looking for a job. Did
you get it?"

Franz shook her head. "I didn't, but

after the interview I walked back to the

gate and someone called to me from a

terra-cotta colored car. It was Billy

—

Clark Gable. He spoke as if we had seen

each other every day for years. He was
very ingratiating. He can be, so much so

that I almost forgot all that has happened
since those days when we were immersed
in young love and high ideals."

And now you know the love idyl of Clark
Gable's young life.

Multimillionaire! So What?

{Continued from page 67)

comedies soon became three-reelers and

then features. Success. Money. Shrewd
investments, and the money grew. Years
went by, and today Harold, the richest

man in Hollywood, is making "The Cat's

Paw." a picture altogether different from
any he has ever made, he says, in which
he will say goodbye to the mama's boy
characterization upon which his whole
career has been founded.

AND that makes you wonder a bit, too.

Chaplin has never dared to change

his style of comedy. Buster Keaton never

changed his. Of course Harold has gam-

bled on every picture he has ever made,

putting his own money into them. But

this change is the biggest gamble he has

ever taken. Is he taking it because he

realizes that he's getting along in years

and ought not to play boys any longer?

Or does he want to make a change because

he is disappointed in what he has done

until now?
Is his restlessness a sign of unhappiness,

too? Joe Reddy, his publicity man and

friend of long years' standing, says he can

outwork and outplay any three men and

have reserve energy left. For one stretch

on this new picture he worked ten days

without stopping, with only three hours'

sleep a night.
.

He is continually becoming interested in

a new game or fad and thinking of noth-

ing else until he has exhausted all its

possibilities. That is restlessness in the

other sense of the word—and restlessness

of this sort can often be a sign of unhap-

piness.

Harold himself has an explanation for

his continual activity and his ever-chang-

ing interests. "People in Hollywood need

activities to make them forget the studio

,

grind," he says. "This is a place that can

]
make you lose your perspective if you let

'

it. A' home and children are the best

guarantee of happiness, and next come

sports and hobbies."

You can take that as an excuse—some-

thing he just tells himself to cover up the

fact that he is dissatisfied—or you can take

it to mean what he says. Perhaps there's

a little of both in it. Harold is a pretty

smart guy. If he weren't, he wouldn't be

where he is today. You don't stay on top

of the heap all those years without making

use of what God gave you in the way of
brains.

TJUT it is undeniably true that, for all

his luxuries, he lives with a simplicity

that is incredible. "You'd think he was a
monk," a friend of his once said to me.
He neither smokes nor drinks, for example,
though he keeps the best in liquor in his

house for his friends. About those friends

—he really entertains very few, although
he turns over his golf course and an espe-

cially built guest-house near it for acquaint-
ances. Lew Cody, Charlie Chaplin, Bebe
Daniels, Patsy Ruth Miller and Marie
Prevost are about the only picture people
for whom he feels enough warmth to let

it deserve being called friendship. He
doesn't like actors much. Mildred's friends

come to the house oftener than his do.

Thus, so far as his actual day-to-day life

is concerned, he might as well be living in

one of the four-room bungalows that line

the residential streets of Hollywood, and
earning $25 a week as, say, a street-car

conductor. Yet here the Lloyds are, sur-

rounded by luxury, living in a house many
a European nobleman would be proud to

call his ancestral castle.

The golf course deserves a word or two
in itself. Bobby Jones calls it one of the

best laid-out courses in America. Bobby
and other professionals have played reg-

ular tournaments on it. It has eighteen

water hazards, which are part of a con-

tinuous winding canoe course that curves

around the estate like the moat of a medi-

aeval castle. The grounds are landscaped

with acres of rare shrubs and flowers.

Then take his swimming pool and handball

courts. There they are, costing nobody

knows how much money, and, now that he

has the children, Harold hardly so much
as looks at them. Do they make him any

happier? I'm sure they don't. That is to

say, he could be just as happy if they

never existed.

Why did he ever build up such an enor-

mous estate in the first place, then? Is

he just trying to put on dog? Not Harold.

It simply isn't in him. I think the thing

was that, when he was crazy about canoe-

ing, nothing would do but that he must

have a private river of his own to canoe

on. When he decided to build a house for

(Continued on page 86)
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5,ou re sure ytrw anJ,
/leg /{air Won't Show.

NO RE-GROWTH
Worries at All

ou use

MARCHAND'S
MAKE EXCESS HAIR INVISIBLE—with

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash—that's

the way to make limbs attractive—yet

avoid bristly re-growth and skin troubles.

Remember this. Hair growth on limbs is

natural. To shave it off or rub it off or to try

to affect the hair roots, goes against nature.

And nature hits back by making hair grow

back thicker and blacker.

So don't touch the hair, advise Marchand's

hair experts—take the blackness out of it.

MAKE IT INVISIBLE. One or two treatments

with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash makes it

so light and unnoticeable, no one sees it.

Arms and legs look dainty and attractive.

Then you can wear all the short-sleeved

frocks and sheer stockings you want. No
worries about re-growths or skin irritations.

Easy to do at home—-quick and inexpensive.

Bathers must pay particular attention to

excess hair—because it looks so much blacker,

uglier when you

come out of the

water. Get a bot-

tle of Marchand's

today!
MARCHAND'S
GOLDEN HAIR WASH

Blondes Use Marchand's to Keep Hair
Beautifully Golden

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is used by
thousands of attractive blondes. It restores

youthful color and luster to darkened hair

—

brings a new loveliness of subtle lights and
glints to the dullest hair. Keeps blonde hair

from darkening.

Used safely, suc-

cessfully at home.

Not a dye. Eco-

nomical — be sure

to get genuine.

Ask Your Druggist Or Get By Mail—Use Coupon Below

MARCHAND'S HAIR EXPERTS DEVELOP MARVELOUS NEW
CASTILE SHAMPOO— FOR ALL SHADES OF HAIR

Now—a shampoo that brings out the hidden, innate beauty of the hair

—natural, rich color—soft, silken texture—free of soap film because it

rinses completely. Does not change color of hair. Ask your druggist

for Marchand's Castile Shampoo or write us.

I

"
1

j
C. Marchand Co., 251 W. 19th St., N.Y.C.

j

j 45c enclosed (send coins or stamps). Please I

| send me a regular bottle of Marchand's I

j Golden Hair Wash. MM834.
| Name I

j Address City State
j
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VACATIONISTS!

(Continued fr

Mildred, nothing would do but that it must
be the grandest house in the world. And
the same for the golf course. Whether he

wishes he could get rid of 'em all, now
that he has them, is another matter.

BUT the story of "Yahbeel" shows how
far he will go, when he sets out to

accomplish something. It's a sad story.

When Harold was a kid he had a mongrel
pup which seemed to be half Great Dane
and half St. Bernard. The dog was
named Bill, but when Harold called him
he yelled, "Yah Bill, Yah Bill," and so the

pup came to answer to the name of "Yah-
beel." But there are people in the world
who hate dogs, and one of them left a

piece of poisoned meat where Yahbeel
could get it. The dog died. Harold has

never forgotten him.

Lots of us never forget our dogs when
they die. Sometimes we try to find an-
other dog like them. But Harold went
further. He installed a kennel of St. Ber-
nards and Great Danes on his estate and
cross-bred them, trying to produce a dog
that would look like and be like Yahbeel.
At one time he had fifty-seven dog's in this

forlorn attempt of his to reproduce the pal

of his boyhood. Finding that no other

dog could take Yahbeel's place, he finally

gave it up. But that will show you how
far he'll go. There are no half measures
with him in anything.

I think he went on investing his money

out page 84)

—after he made the first bit of it—for

about the same reason. If he was going
to be rich, he felt he might as well be
rich, and not near-rich. Money makes
money and, after he started and the in-

vestments turned out well, the thing went
along by itself. But I would bet any-
thing I own that Harold never sat down
deliberately and said to himself, "I'm go-
ing to be a millionaire." He never scrimped
towards that end, for he firmly believes

that money is to be spent. Get pleasure

out of it if you can. That's all it's good
for. That—and to make the children's

lives happier.

Now that he has the children to con-
sider, Harold is more of a home-and-
fireside man than ever. Little Gloria is

ten and Peggy nine. They look alike,

although—as you know—Peggy is adopted.
They are given every bit of freedom they

can be given, up to the point where too

much might spoil them. The baby, his

son, is Harold's chief idol. I think that

when the little boy was born prematurely
and had to be cared for in an incubator,

was the only time in his life when Harold
was really glad he had money. Without
the special care which money could buy,
the baby would not have survived. Now
he is well above the average in health.

For that, and for the fact that he can
give all of the children a good education
and pleasant surroundings, Harold is duly
thankful.

Ginger, How Could You!

(Continued from page 33)

Don't forget to pack

in the most important

thing of all!

THE vacation rush is on!

Packing left for the last

minute! When you check up, be

sure that you've taken along one

of the most important things of

all—a good supply of Ex-Lax!

A change of cooking, different

water, staying up late nights—all

these things are apt to throw you

off-schedule.

And when you're off-schedule

—even temporarily— you can't

get the full fun out of your vaca-

tion. So if you're looking forward

to happy vacation days—take this

extra precaution: Take along a

liberal supply of Ex-Lax.

Ex-Lax, the chocolated laxa-

tive, works over- night without

over-action. It doesn't cause

stomach pains. It doesn't form a

habit. You don't have to take

Ex-Lax every day of your vaca-

tion, like some laxatives. And

Ex-Lax is good for every mem-
ber of the family.

At all drug stores, 10c and 25c.

how can you pose as a Russian countess

when you talk with a Texas drawl?
That was on the right track, though,

Ginger felt. The way to attract the pro-

ducer's attention was to create a person-

ality for yourself.

But—what sort of a personality? There
were all kinds of personalities. Marlene
Dietrich had one, Greta Garbo had one—
ah, that was it ! Glamor ! The thing to

do was to be a Woman of Fate. A wo-
man with a past. Be wicked. Be sinful.

Be violently unconventional. Be shocking

—terribly shocking ! Be a woman of many
loves

!

THE idea of Ginger, at seventeen, being

a woman with a past, is pretty funny
in itself. She was quite tall and gawky,
with that coltish look, you know. But it

never struck Ginger herself as funny.

She knew the publicity men out at First

National, so she put on her slinkiest dress

and went out to see them. Picking the one
she knew best, she glided glamorously into

his office. He was sitting in his shirt-

sleeves at a desk piled high with publicity

releases, his hair rumpled, trying to talk

into three telephones at once.

"Good afternoon," Ginger said formally.

"I have some new material I'd like to give

you about me—about my past."

"Go away, kid," he said.

"Kid!" Ginger laughed bitterly, making
it sound throaty and sinful. "You call me
a kid ! You don't know how I've suffered."

He put his hand over the mouthpiece of

one of the telephones. "Now, listen, Gin-
ger, I haven't any time to clown around to-

day. You're a nice kid and I like you, but
I'm busy. You get out of this office or
I'll heave a wastebasket at you."

Hurt, and very much on her dignity,

Ginger swept down the hall to the next
office. She tried another attack. Her friend

in this office wasn't working so hard. He
was sitting with his feet up on the desk.

"Hi," he greeted her.

"Hello, Charlie."

"What's on your well-known mind?"
Charlie asked. "Where'd you get that

dress? Looks like you swiped it out of

the prop room."
Ginger gulped. "Look—I need some

publicity. All that anybody ever says about
me is that I'm a hotcha girl and I've won
some dancing contests. That's not person-
ality.

"I mean, it hasn't any glamor. It isn't

dramatic. It isn't wicked. I think I ought
to have some publicity along another line.

I mean, something about my past."

The publicity man took his feet off the

desk and sat up straight. "Your what?"
"My past. I think you ought to give

the newspapers a story about my loves."

"Your loves ! Ging, you don't happen
to have an idea you're kidding me, do you?"
"Something about my illegitimate child."

"W-h-a-t?"
"Yes. Now, that'd attract a lot of at-

tention, a story about my illegitimate child."

The publicity man was laughing so hard
by that time that he almost fell into his

typewriter.

But all Charlie could do was wave his

hand, he was so weak from laughing. "Go
away." he said. "You and your illegiti-

mate children—go away."

MAD as a hornet, Ginger swished out

of his office too. She'd show 'em ! If

they wouldn't print the kind of stories

about her she liked, she'd spread them her-

self! She'd go all over Hollywood telling

people about her past ! She did tell a few
people, too, which probably explains what
happened next. Otherwise it was just co-

incidence or else Wall}' Ford playing a
joke on Ginger. Ginger never found out.

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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Anyhow, this is what happened. Ginger
came home one day and her mother—Lela
Rogers—gasped, "Ginger, what on earth
have vou been up to?"
"What?" said Ginger.
"Why, a dozen people have been telling

me today that there's a little girl in town
who goes around saying you're her
mother !"

"Fine!" exclaimed Ginger. "Now maybe
I'll get some publicity."

"Ginger! What on earth!" exclaimed
Lela in return. "Publicity ! Why, actresses
have had their whole careers ruined by
having things said about them that aren't

one tenth as bad as this
!"

That put an altogether different light

on it. Ginger hadn't thought of it that way
at all. She began to wonder what could
have happened. Had her friends in the
publicity department started the story for

her after all ? She phoned them. No, they
said, they certainly hadn't ; did she think
they were crazy ? That let them out. And
it was too pat to be just a coincidence.
After all, there was no reason why, just
at the very moment she decided to start

the story herself, a mysterious little girl

should suddenly pop up with the same
idea. Then how?
Beginning to get scared, or at least to

wonder if she was going crazy or some-
thing, Ginger began to ask around among
her friends. Had they heard of the little

girl and the story she was telling? Yes,
some of them said, they had. But they
couldn't remember who she was. Did
they know where she lived? Yes, she lived
right in Ginger's own neighborhood. That
narrowed it down. Ginger began to ask
around her own neighborhood.

OH, yes," somebody at last told her,
"she's an awfully cute little thing.

She lives right around the corner from
you on Los Feliz—in that pinkish, Moor-
ish sort of house."
"A pinkish, Moorish house," mused Gin-

ger. "Wally Ford lives on Los Feliz
Boulevard in a pinkish, Moorish house."
And, all at once, she knew the answer

!

Wally and his lovely wife happened to be
friends of hers—and she knew their little

girl! Wally is Irish, and his little daugh-
ter has inherited all his romantic Irish
imagination. She is still young enough to
have a nurse, but already shVs leading
her daddy a life! Ginger dashed to Wally's
house.

"So," she said to Wally, "I hear your
child is going around telling everyone I'm
her mother."

"I know it," admitted Wally. 'What can
I do? She gets these ideas. We can't
get 'em out of her head."
The little girl herself came into the

room.
"Hello, darling," Ginger greeted her.
"Hello, Mother," said the little girl.

"Now,
_
let me get this straight," en-

treated Ginger. "Why am I your mother?"
"Because I like you, and so you're my

mother," said the Ford infant gravely.
"You gave me to Wally for a present.
That's how he got me."
Ginger swept her into her arms. "All

right, I'm your mother," she agreed. "I'm
flattered to have you pick me."
So they had a laugh over it and the story

had a happy ending after all. "Out of the
mouthes of babes," Ginger learned how
silly she had been. A few days later, simul-
taneously, Wally's child prodigy decided to
belong to her own mother again, and
Ginger began to get good parts—not as a
wicked woman, but as a hotcha girl. And
that was the start of her Hollywood career.
These days Ginger seems to have for-

gotten her lurid, seventeen-year-old past.

But I hope she gets a chuckle out of this
when she remembers it.

-(Olt^ IS SALLY

touJt A POPULAR
SUMMER DATE ?

On hot summer nights,

when other girls wait for

the telephone to ring, Sally's

out having a grand time.

Don't you want to know

her summer secret—the rea-

son for her popularity?

Yes, Sally's a summer heart-

breaker. But busy as she is, she

never omits her odorless Ivory

baths. For she knows that even a

popular girl has to take extra pre-

cautions to keep dainty in hot

weather.

Just bathing frequently doesn't

do the trick— if you use a perfumed

or "medicated" soap. For, on a

sultry night their odor may linger

unpleasantly on your skin for a

good many hours. And soap odors

are every bit as unappealing to

many people as is the odor of per-

spiration itself!

If you want to click with your

next date, be sure your bath soap

is pure, odorless Ivory. Ivory doesn't

cover up perspiration odor with a

die-hard soap smell. Its odorless

lather rids you of grime and per-

spiration instantly and rinses away,

leaving your skin clean . . . sweet

. . . velvety soft.

You'll be doing your complexion

a favor if you wash your face with

Ivory, too. Ivory treats your skin

as tenderly as it does the tender

skins of tiny babies. It won't dry

up the natural oils that keep your

skin young and alluring to men.

Hurry, hurry to your nearest gro-

cer and order your supply of Ivory

today. A few pennies is little enough

to spend for a baby-clear complex-

ion and a whole summer's popu-

larity!

Ivory Soap
99 44

/100% PURE • IT FLOATS
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Baby, Take a Big Bow

(Continued from page 50)

IN EVERY STEP „nl,

GRIFFIN ALLWITE

for ALL white shoes

GRIFFIN ALLWITE gives a "new

shoe" finish that lasts. Doesn't cake,

crack or discolor . . . will not rub

off on clothes or upholstery . . .

and actually cleans as it whitens.

Step out smartly with GRIFFIN
ALLWITE. Use it on all white shoes,

fabric or leather. Buy it for as little

as 10c ... in the convenient ready-

mixed bottle or the economical tube.

GRIFFIN MANUFACTURING CO.. Inc.. B'KLYN, N. Y
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spending a million in advertising won't
make a star, but personality and ability

will—over night.

To a charm equal to Baby LeRoy's and
a personality as individual as Jackie Coop-
er's. Shirley Temple adds a talent com-
parable to that of our outstanding stars.

For that child can act—and how

!

Only Menjou's superb work in "Little

Miss Marker" prevented her from running
away with that picture. And how utterly

different was that from the baby soubrette

part she played in "Stand Up And Cheer."
And how different again, is the picture

she did with Jimmy Dunn for Fox—"Baby,
Take a Bow." And her role in "Now I'll

Tell," with Spencer Tracy. And, once
more, her comedy and pathos role for which
Paramount has signed her to play with
Gary Cooper in "You Belong To Me."

SHIRLEY did not get into pictures via

the usual route of a mother haunting
the studio casting offices. Instead, a scout

from Educational Pictures saw her in a

dancing school, went to her mother and
asked if they could give Shirley a screen

test—with a view to putting her in the
Baby Burlesque pictures which they were
featuring. Shirley was not quite four at

that time, yet before the year was out she

was playing opposite Junior Coughlan in

other Educational pictures.

It was while attending a neighborhood
theatre in Hollywood that Jay Gorney, a

Fox song writer, saw a preview of one of
the pictures in which Shirley was playing,

and then stumbled over her in the lobby

of the theatre.

Fascinated by her, he insisted that the

mother bring her to Fox for a test—which
resulted in a small part in the picture

"Carolina," and then a sketch in "Stand Up
And Cheer."
"She was like a vivid, dainty little pic-

ture," explains Jay Gorney, "and yet just

like any other kid—sort of shy and friendly

and amazingly inquisitive."

Once in big time, Shirley just naturally

soared. It seemed that each new part

suited her better than the one she had just

completed. With each succeeding charac-

terization a new vein of ability was dis-

covered in the child.

"She's the greatest natural dancer I've

ever seen," exclaims Jimmy Dunn, "and
has the most marvelous sense of rhythm
I've ever witnessed. Yet the directors say

she is a better actress than she is a dancer
—that she can do more with her expres-

sions than she can with that grand little

voice of hers.

"She's absolutely uncanny—and yet she's

just like any other kid; and as full of

fun and mischief. Honestly," and he threw
up his hands and grinned the famous
Jimmy Dunn grin, "she's got me stumped."
And that is exactly the attitude of every

one on the Fox lot. If you ask out there

what her limitations are, they merely join

in Jimmy's gesture of futility—for the child

has never stumbled, faltered or been ner-

vous in any work yet given her. She seems
a double personality, one instant a normal,
playful, happy child ; the next a seasoned

trouper.

The instant a bit is finished, whether in

rehearsal or in actual shooting, the child is

gone off somewhere to play, on a tour of
investigation or up to some deviltry with

Jimmy Dunn. Considering that the par-

ticular bit seldom takes more than five or
ten minutes—sometimes considerably less

—and that the delays in between bits are

lengthy, it is evident the child has ample-

opportunity to relax and drop back to

being her normal self.

THIS flight back to playland was at first

a distressing problem for Director
Lachman in the making of "Baby, Take a
Bow," for Shirley is possessed of the nor-

mal childish instinct to cover ground. The
various assistant directors and Mrs. Temple
debated the advisability of bicycles for

themselves or a picket rope for Shirley.

The youngster's ability to discover sim-

ply gorgeous hiding places in the enormous
sound stages is second only to her elusive-

ness when located.

Director Lachman, however, solved his

problem in a manner novel enough to strike

Shirley's fancy. One morning he brought
to work with him a little tin horn tnat

made a quacking noise.

"Now, Shirley," he said, "this is going
to be your private and individual cue. It

is for you alone—and if anybody else an-

swers to it there is going to be trouble.

When I blow it like this," sounding it

once, "that means, 'Come on. Shirley, we
want you to help us.' But when I do this,"

giving two sharp blasts, "that means corne-

a-running, that the camera's hot and wait-

ing for you."
Shirley's eyes opened wide, and her gold-

en curls literally danced from the violent

nodding of her head. If there is one thing

in the world that fascinates Shirley it is a

"cue." That means more to her than any-
thing else. She is always alert for it, and
woe to the actor who misses his or hers,

if they are playing with this little lady.

So all was well on the Fox front, till

one day, during an important and difficult

sequence, Shirley went on one of her ex-

cursions.

The camera was grinding and Lachman
and the players were sweating.

"Get Shirley—and for God's sake
hurry!" ordered the director.

An assistant director, a couple of extras

and Shirley's mother were off instantly.

They found her—hidden behind a pile of

scenery. They couldn't get at her, though.

And Shirley wouldn't come out.

"Come on, Shirley," called the assistant

director, "they're waiting for you. It's a

take." Shirley, however, merely glanced
toward them, and kept about her own
affairs.

"Hurry, dear," added her mother, "every-
body is waiting for you. They need you
right away."

"Just who is this woman?" asked Shir-

ley's impartial glance.

"I got some candy," put in one of the
extras.

"Shirley!" Sharply from her mother, this

time.

"Aw," argued the assistant director,

"come on, kid, the director's waiting for

you."

"I didn't hear my cue," was the retort.

Clearly Shirley intended that when they
started anything with her they were going
through with it.

"Oh, we can't give that. The director

lost the call," blurted out the other extra,

thereby winning a healthy kick in the

ankle for his stupidity.

"That's coo bad," returned Shirley from
her vantage point, with an expression that

would have done Hollywood's most heart-

less vamp proud. As far as Shirley was
concerned it was too bad—and nothing

else.

And don't think Director Lachman didn't
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turn his pockets inside out and the script

girl's desk upside down hunting for that

duck call. He found it, blew it, and the

show went on.

Speaking of cues, that is where Shirley

shines. She knows every cue to every line

of every part in every picture she plays.

Every director or actor who has ever

worked with her will swear to that.

To miss a cue would win Shirley's dis-

gust, if she were not such a friendly

little soul. But as it is, when another
player misses his cue or twists a line,

Shirley will slip him a surreptitious wink,

a nudge or an irrepressible "oh," depend-
ing upon the gravity of his offense.

SHE learns her parts with a fifth the ef-

fort required by the older players and
on one occasion, where a sequence taken
on a Friday had to be re-shot on Wednes-
day, Shirley refused to brush up on her
lines—she remembered them perfectly.

She is eager for each new script—and
when her mother stopped with her at Para-
mount to get the script for "You Belong to

Me," Shirley insisted that she start reading-

it to her in the car on the way back home.
"And," says her mother, "she actually

learned some of her own lines from that

single reading."

One day she was in a rehearsal hall,

rehearsing a new and difficult song and
dance number. There were present Shirley's

mother, Sammy Lee, Fox's dance producer,

a piano player and one or two others. At
the far end of the piano, his arms resting

on its top, stood Jimmy Dunn.
The music starts, and Jimmy flashes

through some steps. Sammy Lee leans

forward and they consult a minute.
The piano sounds forth again and Shir-

ley, who has come over to say hello to

us, is across the floor—and suddenly her
little arms begin to wave and her pink
legs to twinkle.

The music takes new life, and the piano
player has twisted around on his stool and
is watching Shirley.

"Doggawn," says Jimmy, "look at that

little brat, stealing my stuff." And there
is Shirley, off all by herself, doing every
step of Jimmy's number, and doing it per-
fectly.

But Jimmy doesn't mind. They're pals.

And co-mischief-makers.

ON one occasion, when Director Lach-
man was stewing through an excep-

tionally difficult sequence, Jimmy took Shir-
ley into the corner. Then, when things
were especially tense, Jimmy thumped a
piano and Shirley started an impromptu
dance and began to sing "Who's Afraid of

The Big Bad Lachman," with the result

that a loud laugh released the tension and
restored the good fellowship that is so

valuable in the exacting work of picture-

making.
Shirley wasn't born with a silver spoon

in her mouth, nor yet in abject poverty.
Her father is branch manager for a large
Los Angeles bank and she has two older
brothers, one in high school and one in

junior college.

There are no great actresses, warriors
or statesmen in the limbs of her family
tree. She is just a normal kid—from a
normal American family.

"She never amazed us with any un-
canny gifts," confides her mother, "and the
only way she was different from the other
children was in her very light and airy
carriage and love for mimicking. Her
face was always expressive, and she quickly
learned which expressions got the best re-

sults.

"Because of this rather flitting walk of
hers, the neighbors used to watch her, and
occasionally passers-by would stop and
comment on it. Because of that I put her

1. Use cool water and pure, quick-

melting Ivory Flakes to whisk up rich

suds. (Fownes, famous glove-makers,

say: "We heartily advise pure Ivory
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gloves.")
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brush to work rich Ivory suds into
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ings. Pure Ivory suds rinse out easily.

(Give cuffs of fabric gauntlet gloves

a light starching—press the cuffs be-

fore completely dry.)
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w WORST ENEMY
— a Jdd story with a happy ending

Life was a failure to me
until six months aqo.

quarrelled with my
friends, fussed at home. and

then finally lost my job, All

because of my worst enemy!

I should say "my worst

enemies"— there were
two ofthem. For six years

they made life miserable

for me—those two pesky

little corns!

But one day I learned

how to deal a death blow
to those offending mem-
bers —with Blue 'Jay !

Did I do it ? Here's how:

1 . 1 soaked my feet

for 10 minutes in

hot water and
wiped them dry.

2 . I applied Blue-

Jay, centering the
pads over the corns.

The pain stopped.

3. After3days,re-
moved the plasters,

soaked my feet, lift-

ed out the corns!

How Blue-Jay Works
A is the B&B medi-
cation that gently
undermines the corn.

B is the felt pad that
relieves the pressure,

stops the pain at once.

C isthe adhesivestrip
that holds padinplace,
prevents slipping.

Blue-Jay is the safe,

scientific corn remover
—used by millions for

3 5 years. Corn pain stops

instantly—corn is gone
in j days. Invented by a

famous chemist, Blue-Jay

isnndeby Bauer &? Black,
surgical dressing house,

whose products are used by doctors everywhere.
25c at all druggists— special size for bunions and calluses.

Now Blue-Jay Radio Program I "TheSinging

Stranger"— Broadway stars! Tues. and Fri. afternoon NBC.

BLUE-JAY
BAUER & BLACK'S SCIENTIFIC

CORN REMOVER
FREE BOOKLET— Contains helpful information for foot
6ufferers. Also valuable exercises for foot health and beauty.
Address Bauer W Black, 2500 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
(Pasting this coupon on a government post card toil! save

postage.) M.S.-8
Name

Address

City State
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in a dancing school—but I never lent any
particular significance to it. Neither my
husband nor myself had ever though, of
getting her into the movies."

Regarding that remarkable expressive-
ness of Shirley's, studio workers say that

movie fans will never see her most pathet-
ic expression, which, they claim, would
melt the heart of a stone gargoyle. That
expression is seen only on those rare oc-
casions when she misses or jumbles a line.

Then she will stop dead, say "Aw gee!"
and let a look steal across her face that

would make an assistant director weep.
Shirley held her fifth birthday party on

the Fox lot April 2, outside the city limits

of her home town of Santa Monica. She

still resides with her parents, Mrs. Ger-
trude and Mr. George F. Temple. She is

not engaged, she likes cereals and eats
spinach with relish—they say. She can't
hear music without dancing or singing

—

and since she has gone into the movies she
has not had a single privilege more than
siie enjoyed before fame knocked at her
door. Her family lives exactly as they
lived before, and her mother claims she
would rather have the child out of movies
than rob her of her childhood.

Shirley loves motion picture acting and
adores Jimmy Dunn. Up to the present
time no boy friends are calling for her at

the studio and she still answers the old
duck call.

She Ain't No Angel

(Continued from page 29)

handed down from year to year, since one
of her earliest pictures. She was on loca-

tion. When I first heard it, it was told

this way : "We didn't get through with
the shots, so Frank Borzage said we must
stay over night. Janet raised an awful fuss.

Wanted us to send for her mother. You
know that kid's so innocent she didn't think

she could stay on location without her
mother." There was awe in his voice as

he talked about it.

TODAY, I heard the story repeated. It

was told this way : "Here's a good one
on Gaynor. She pulled that innocent, baby
stuff from the very beginning. Raised hell

about staying on location in one of her
early pictures because we wouldn't send
for her mother

!"

Both versions were right, taken from a

time element viewpoint. Janet Gaynor was
a child, ignorant of her own power, then.

She was truly innocent and frightened of

"the big bad wolf." The men of the com-
pany respected that naivete and spoke with
awe about it.

The story as told today refers to the

Janet of today. She is no longer a child.

She's a mature woman. She's been in love

with men. married, divorced. She has
learned about that "something" which Fate
instilled in her—in a different make-up
than Fate handed it to Gloria Swanson,
Jean Harlow or Clara Bow. And she's

learned the power it gives her. Every
woman learns that. And uses the knowl-
edge, if she's clever. And no woman who
isn't clever has been voted the most popular
star in pictures, year after year.

Undoubtedly, Janet's first lesson about
this indefinite "something'' came from her
sweet, puppy love for Herbert Moulton,
Los Angeles newspaper man. Janet was
playing in Universal comedies then. Not
an easy life. She'd trailed from studio cast-

ing director to studio casting director. We
had no Central Casting Bureau then. She'd

learned the trick so common to Hollywood's
ambitious youth—substituting cardboard for

shoe leather. And to this child, the man,
who was clever and good-looking and
who could put her name in the newspapers,

was what the first Lochinvars are to most
of us. I have heard Janet criticized for

dropping her fiance, Mr. Moulton, the mo-
ment she signed her long term contract

with Fox. I think that unfair. We can-

not control either love or ambition.

One of Janet's early directors told me
then, "She is like the string on a delicate

violin. I can play upon it and get the

exact tone I require."

As Director Frank Borzage played upon
them in "Seventh Heaven" in one way,

Charlie Farrell did in another. Not de-
signedly. That love between Janet and
Charlie was one of the most natural and
beautiful any of us have imagined. And
it was the turning point in the -life of

Janet Gaynor.

ABOUT a year ago, the Fox publicity
^ * department engaged a new writer.

He was assigned to handle Janet Gaynor.
I chatted with him a few days after the
assignment. "I'm going to create an en-
tirely different Janet Gaynor. I'm going
to make her warm and human and emo-
tional. What she really is. I'm going to
let her talk about her divorce and the fact

she suffers from every-day troubles, even
matrimonial, like others. I'm going to
tear off the veneer and show the throb of
the real woman—

"

I asked for the first interview with the

real Janet Gaynor. I checked with him
a week later. "No can do. They won't
let me. Say it would spoil her appeal at

the box office. She's to remain 'Diane' for-

ever."

For publicity purposes, Janet Gaynor
must remain the girl she was in her first

big release. I wondered about it then

;

I wonder now. "Seventh Heaven" ended
when Chico came home and took his Diane
into his arms. It ended on the old, hon-
ored theme, "They married and because
they married, they lived happily ever after."

But you didn't see the rest of Diane's and
Chico's lives. You couldn't know whether
they lived happily ever after, or not. I

wonder whether even continual "happiness
ever after" might not become monotonous.

Perhaps if Janet and Charlie had mar-
ried when that picture was finished—when
they were sizzling in that great flame
which burned them as honestly as a rip-

snorting fire does a wooden building—they
might have lived happily ever after. I

doubt it. I remember what Clara Bow
told me once. "Women who are created
with that something which makes 'em do
things, never live smoothly and happily like

women who haven't got it."

I repeat, Janet Gaynor has it.

What separated Janet and Charlie?
Waiting too long. A familiar conclusion

to engagements that drag on and on and
on. They waited, first, for one reason.

Would it be professionally wise for them
to marry? I talked with both, many times,

in those days. And "those days" were the

era when studios contended stars should

not marry. The youngsters debated and
debated. And each day they waited, each

became a little wiser. That gambling emo-
tionalism of young adolescence slipped into

more thoughtful youth ; more thoughtful
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youth began to slide into most thoughtful

maturity.

Janet was learning the potentialities of

her power. She met Lydell Peck, an "out-

sider" from Oakland, a popular hero in his

homeland. He tumbled to the "some-
thing."

Charlie was jealous. Not only of the

woman, Janet, but the actress, Janet. It

was a strange anomaly of fate, but

"Seventh Heaven" gave Charlie the bigger

part and Janet the bigger fame. Long after

he had married Virginia Valli, Charlie told

me, "After that first picture, each produc-

tion was chosen with her in mind. I was
simply her leading man. I kicked, bul it

didn't do any good. Each one was essen-

tially a woman's picture."

IT took Charlie six years to leave Fox,
but he left, according to his own expla-

nation, because he refused to continue as

just a leading man to Janet Gaynor. He
lost $63,000 and was off the screen nine

months. And he has returned, now, be-

cause his part is equal to hers. Inciden-

tally, if Charlie were the kind who wants
revenge, he has it. The world so insisted

that these two be reunited, that he was
able to write his own financial and choice-

of-story ticket when he returned to play

again with Janet Gaynor.
Both Janet's and Charlie's marriages to

"others" were called spite ones. That's
the wrong word, I believe. They were—re-

lief ones. Emotions boiled and re-boiled

come to have a weary taste like meat
treated in the same manner. Janet could
not be expected to relinquish this newly-
weighed power. A famous director had
fallen in love with her. Lydell Peck had
fallen in love with her. Another director

was attempting to catch her most wistful
expression. Also a producer. Charlie had
found he could be king and the only king
in another woman's affections.

Janet attempted to make a success of
her marriage, an earnest attempt. Only she
wasn't used to being told how to settle her
contracts, what to wear, where to go. Ah,
why does marriage make man so posses-
sive?

As her marriage was one of relief, so
was her Hawaiian home one of retreat. I

have talked with people who knew Janet
Gaynor over there. The life of the party
—and many parties. A clever little trick
flashing long looks from longer lashes at

the men who literally stampeded around
her. Life had become pretty serious in

Hollywood. It became a game in Hono-
lulu. You played it much as you played your
ukulele—for the nice, pert little sounds
that made you feel excited and free from
responsibilities. And Janet had played the
ukulele since the days when one of her
school teachers called her "such a tom-
boy."
As she made more and more trips upon

the Pacific, she began to play more and
more in Hollywood. A cunning little elf,

dancing in dainty, clinging chiffons, her
head snuggled upon big men's warm shoul-
ders. I remember a Mayfair dance when
she came over to Charlie's table (immedi-
ately behind me) and whisked him away.
They didn't return until much, much later.

Mrs. Farrell twisted and untwisted her
handkerchief. Yet it was all so natural and
human. Two almost-grown-ups dancing and
dancing together, just to discover if they
could feel as they did when they were not
so grown-up.

AND at another Mayfair party, Janet
dancing with the director. Undoubt-

edly hunting for what Janet and Charlie
were hunting at the earlier party.

And suddenly, we awakened to find Janet—our Diane who hadn't married her Chico
and lived happily ever after—the belle of

'Ha! Goody—goody! She's
all tuned up pretty—but was
it a job! I kind of thought

Johnson's Baby Powder
would fix her up, though.

'Cause it keeps me so com-
fortable and frisky. Let's get

There's a big difference in

babypowders. Prove it yourself,

this way:— Feel different pow-

ders betweenyour thumb andfin-
ger. Some are really gritty! But

Johnson's is soft as down. No
orris-root or zinc stearate in it!

"

• • •

Send 10fJ in coin (for convenience fasten

coin with strip of adhesive tape) for samples

ofJohnson's Baby Powder, Soap and Cream.

Dept. 134, NewBruns./rX^4XvKW
wick, New Jersey. Q sr* •••mu »f» i><"'*

JOHNSON'S POWDER
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many parties. A flirtatious, self-confident,

little butterfly now, assured of her power
to charm and be charmed. Sophisticated,

but looking as innocent as she was when
she demanded her mother be sent for if she
must remain overnight on location.

And then, one night, at the Cocoanut
Grove, she waltzed away, her aureate head
snuggled against Robert Montgomery's
shoulder. And they danced and danced and
danced.
And Hollywood talked. It didn't ap-

prove of this because—well, one expected
excitement from Clara Bow and forgave
it because it was expected. Hollywood only
refuses to forgive the unexpected. It de-
mands everyone to live according to pattern.

If Gloria Swanson should stop getting mar-
ried, Hollywood would feel cheated. If

Jean Harlow should stop getting into head-
lines— . And here was Janet Gaynor cheat-
ing, because she was not doing what was

expected. She must be naive rather than
flirtatious.

Even the studios got excited and scolded,
even threatened their human properties, a
little. But what is the fun of a flirtation

if there is no opposition? Mrs. Mont-
gomery alone held her head. She alone
seemed to understand about the little minx
who is Janet.

And now, I'm curious. The studio told

the publicity man the public wouldn't like

the real Janet Gaynor. She must continue
to live unlike other women—only that part
until she met and didn't marry Chico. I

don't feel that way. I may be wrong. But
I am wondering if the rest of the world
doesn't love vivacious, tempting, even dar-
ing women more than ethereal ones, for

the world doesn't like to realize that only
very human women can act. And Janet
Gaynor is, first of all, an actress. On the
screen and off

!

Her Husband Cured Her of Lying

(Continued from page 66)

wife?' My husband had three wives before
he met and married me. I looked at the boy
and then I said, 'How many girls have
you tried to "make''?' The boy blushed
and didn't answer. 'Listen,' I said, 'my
husband doesn't go in for that sort of

sport. He happens to ask them to marry
him before he makes any overtures like

that.' The boy had no comeback.
"I'm grateful to George for a lot of

things. But, mostly, for one of the strange

things that ever might interfere with the

happiness of a young couple. Lying. My
husband cured me of lying.

I WAS an incorrigible liar. All my
life I had been. Nowadays with ail

these psychoanalysts running about, I sup-

pose they would say that I had a 'complex.'

When I was a child, and when I grew up,

too, I was simply a fibber. I couldn't tell

the truth.

"George cured me of it. It's not abso-
lutely cured, of course. I sometimes feel

the urge to lie. It's inexplicable and an-
noying. Even about the most simple things,

I'm tempted to tell an untruth. But nowa-
days it's different. My respect and ad-
miration and love for my husband have
made me think before I lie. I see George's
face, without a smile, looking gravely at

me, and I see his dark eyes looking straight

through me, right through my soul, and I

stutter and pause a moment, and tell the

truth !"
_

Married two years last January fourth,

the Blondell-Barnes marriage seems to be
one Hollywood match that is safe to com-
ment on without knocking on wood. A
warm, affectionate heart beating under a
brittle, self-protective shellac, plus a do-
mestic quality that was surprising to dis-

cover in the theatrical Miss Blondell, have
combined to bring them happiness.

But despite the tranquillity of the Barnes
domestic scene, there was that one quality

that might have disrupted their content-
ment.

"It was never a small automobile acci-

dent with a damaged fender when I told

about it," continued Joan. "No, it was
always a brutal affair with ambulances,
broken legs, arms and collar bones.

"In New York when I was making the
rounds of the booking offices, before I

came to Hollywood, I'd apply to an agent
and he'd say, 'Let's see what you can do.'

Well, maybe I'd give him part of a sketch
that I had rehearsed, or done, and he'd say,

'Come around sometime next week. We
may be casting then.'

"Down on Forty-second Street I'd meet
a friend and she'd ask me what I was
doing. 'I've just been signed for the
grandest part,' I'd come back with. 'They're
writing it in for me.' Five minutes later

I'd meet another friend and he'd say

:

'What's new?' 'New?' I've just been given
a lead in that new thing they're putting on
at the Morosco. More fun ! They're talk-

ing about starring me next season.'

"Of course, my two pals would get to-

gether and roar with laughter at what I

had told them. Just nuts, I guess . . . but

it wasn't that, either. I was a born liar.

I CAN remember the first day at a
school I attended. I was always at-

tending new schools, jumping around the
country the way the Eddie Blondells did.

I have a sister, Gloria, who is seventeen,

and a brother, Eddie, Jr.

"This time I had a good reason for
wanting to leave the room, but I couldn't

figure out what the teacher's code was. In
some schools, I knew, you waved your
hand at her. In others, you raised one or

two fingers. This was a new system to

me. The pupils had to take a piece of
paper from the corner of her desk, and
only one child was allowed out at a time.

"Well, I finally got the paper, performed
my chore ... I was only a little kid in a

plaid silk dress . . . and got lost returning
to the class room. The school was very
big, and strange to me. I kept wandering
around the halls, afraid to stick my nose
in at any of the doors, and finally the

teacher sent one of the monitors for me.
" 'Joan, where were you all this time?'

the teacher asked me when I returned. I

could easily have told her that I was lost.

But, no. Not Blondell. Instead of telling

her the truth and being excused because I

was a newcomer, I told a cock-and-bull

story about being lured from the building

by a strange woman with a stick of candy,

and how I finally escaped by running away
from her. You can imagine the stir that

caused.
"Even when I reached maturity and had

dates, I'd be asked to dinner by some new
acquaintance, and then my imagination

would begin. 'Supposing,' I'd say to my-
self, 'he's married! Supposing, instead of

John or Jack or Dick, my apartment door
opens and his wife comes in ! Comes in

with their little child in her arms!'
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"By the time my date finally arrived, I

was really disappointed that he came alone,

unaccompanied by wife or child, and was
really a nice unattached boy.

"Someone has said that I'd be a good
fiction writer. I almost believe that I

might, had I not met and married George.
There is something about his quietness, his

sanity, his slowness, that stops me before

I begin to tell a lie. I respect him so, you
know, and admire him—his mind, his abil-

ity. I'm grateful to him, you can well

imagine, for helping me fight this thing."

French and Irish, with the strong do-
mestic and marital traits of each race

dominant in her, it is obvious that the only
man in the world to be Joan Blondell's

husband is George Barnes. Together they
live in a seven-room Hollywood hilltop

home, cared for by two negro servants,

Clarence and Chalmett (male and female,
respectively), guarded by Teckie, a Ger-
man police dog, and Cupcake, a Pekinese.
Recently Cupcake was awarded a play-

mate, Popover.

WORLD - TRAVELLED (she has
trouped in China and in Europe,

crossed the United States by train some
fifty-six times), Joan is happy now to

have a home (with George) in which to

settle down, but not to rest. She is so
accustomed to rushing from town to town,
from the end of one picture's shooting to

the beginning of another (with a week-
end's rest) that she has lost the ability to

relax.

Full of nervous energy, but outwardly
calm, Blondell is maternally solicitous

over those few fortunate souls who attract
her. For the others—well, she just can't

be bothered. At intervals the studio at-

tempts to promote, for publicity's sake,
star feuds in the manner of the famous
Gloria Swanson-Pola Negri wars. They
attempted one between Genevieve Tobin
and Blondell. Maybe it began of its own
accord, but the feud did not flourish. "I
should bother to speak to her if she doesn't
want to speak to me," said Blondell with
a shrug of her expressive shoulders. "Life
is too short to quarrel. Just ignore it."

She was solicitous about George Barnes
when she first saw him quietly peering
through the blue of his cameraman's find-
ing glass at the "Greeks" set. So self-
effacingly, so expertly, did this ace pho-
tographer work, that Joan immediately
thought he was being imposed upon, and
immediately began to feel sorry for him.
In his resemblance to the handsome Ronald
Colman, she did not know that he had also
been Mr. Colman's chief cameraman and
was quite a fellow in his profession.

" 'Poor fellow,' Joan said she told her-
self. 'So quiet and mouse-like. I shall try
and be nice to him.'

"

It was unusual, it might be said, for
Joan Blondell to give second glance to
anything but the furniture on her motion
picture sets. This nearsightedness included,
also, assistant directors, et cetera. She
found herself being "nice" to George
Barnes and then she found herself in love,
for the first time.

Blissful in their complete rapture in each
other, although they would rather take
a long motor trip, camping out, than at-
tend a Hollywood premiere, they also share
their joy. With them lives George's
mother, invalided for some years. For her,
they have built a separate room, glassed
on two sides to permit a hilltop view of
Los Angeles' farflung reaches and the
green beauty of San Fernando Valley.
With the October event in the offing,

they will undoubtedly add a nursery for
the sometime domestically-inclined Joan to
dust. And Joan will, doubtless, go back
to her career afterwards, managing it and
motherhood with characteristic ease. '.
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SlNCE the time of Cleopatra, clever women have known
that gracefully formed eyebrows, delicately shaded lids, and the
appearance of long, dark, lustrous lashes add much to beauty.

Cleopatra, for all her wealth, had only crude materials with
which to attempt this effect. How she would have revelled in
being able to obtain smooth, harmless, and easy-to-apply
preparations like Maybelline eye beauty aids!

To have formed beautiful, expressive eyebrows with the
delightful, clean-marking Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil — to have
applied the pure, creamy Maybelline Eye Shadow for just the
right touch of colorful shadow— and, to have had the appear-

ance of long, dark lashes instantly with May-
belline mascara—truly she would have ac-

claimed these beauty aids fit for a queen!

Nothing from modern Paris can rival May-
belline preparations. Their use by millions of
women for over sixteen years commends them
to YOU! Then . . there is the highly beneficial

Maybelline Eyelash Tonic Cream for preserv-

ing soft, silky lashes . . . and a dainty May-
belline Eyebrow Brush for brushing and mas-
saging the brows and lashes. All Maybelline
eye beauty aids may be had in purse sizes, 10c
each at all 10c stores.

Maybelline
Eyebrow 'Pencil
emoothly forma the eye-
brows into graceful, expres-
Bive lines, giving a perfect,
natural effect. Of highest
quality, it is entirely harm-
less, and is clean to use and
to carry. Black and Brown.

Maybelline
Eyelash Grower

A pure and harmless tonic

cream, helpful in keeping
the eyelashes and eyebrows
in good condition. Colorless.

MAYBELLINE CO. CHICAGO

Maybelline
Eye Shadow

delicately shades the eyelids,
adding depth, color and
eparkle to the eyes. Smooth
and creamy, absolutely pure.
Blue, Brown, Blue-Grey,
Violet and Green.

J
Good Housekeepin
co
0o

° Bureau

The
Approved
Mascara

Black,
Brown, and

the New Blue

Maybelline
Eyebrow Urush

Regular use of this specially
designed brush will train the
brows to lie flat and smooth
at all times. Extra long,

dainty-grip handle, and
sterilized bristles, kept clean

in a cellophane wrapper.

EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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• Hew perfectly simple to prevent under-

arm odor when you use Perstik, the lipstick

deodorant. Just lift off the cap, touch the cream

stick to the armpits—that's all. Your fingers

stay clean because they touch only the lipstick

case. You can depend on Perstik to give you

unfailing protection against odor for the day

—

without stopping the natural flow of perspira-

tion. Perstik is recommended by the beauty

advisers to over ten million women.

© Perstik does not stain, does not irritate skin

or harm fabric. Use it before or after dressing

—

before or after shaving. Perstik is dainty to

use— easy to carry in your I

purse. And it is endorsed
j

by Good Housekeeping
Bureau. Obtainable at

all stores from coast to
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Who Is the Handsomest Man in Hollywood?

{Continued from page 63)

violently aflutter when he crashed into their

vision a few years back. Here's what's
the matter with Gable

:

"Gable is what the French call a 'tctc-

carree.' That sounds very mysterious, but

it isn't. It translates, very simply, into

'square-head.' True, this very squareness,

accentuated as it is by those ears, does
convey an impression of massive strength

—like a strong, cubical block of stone.

But, while it may have the force of a
primitive brute, it's not artistically hand-
some. And besides, even this effect is

spoiled by Clark's chin. That chin is defi-

nitely weak, and made even weaker by that

dimple-like cleft in it. No, ladies—Gable's
square-head may thrill something atavistic

in you ; his intellectual mouth and soft chin

may appeal to something else in you. But
he's not handsome

!

"And now Barrymore. I think John is a
fine fellow and he's one of my very closest

friends. But when they rave about his

handsomeness and his perfect profile, I say
pish and tosh and twaddle. Oh, yes, even
though he is over fifty, Barrymore is good-
looking in his way, but there's too much
sharpness there. It's probably the reflec-

tion of that keen wit and humor that's his

—but in his face, it's too uncomfortably
sharp to be handsome. Look at the profile

photograph of Barrymore. You'll note I've

superimposed an outline sketch of an old-

fashioned battle-axe. And look how the

outlines of that murderously keen weapon
follow the famed profile. Interesting, eh?
And significant?

"Now, for John Boles. Boles is a rather

good-looking man, to be sure. But look

at his picture. Look at those eyes, look at

the self-pleased quirk of the mouth, look

at the whole meaning of that expression.

It all amounts to what I'd call 'manly-con-
ceit.' Rather a frank awareness of his own
attractiveness. Not swell-headedness, but

merely a realization that he is good-look-
ing. But it's just that realization, reflected

in that face of manly-conceit, that detracts

from true handsomeness there.

"That brings us to Joel McCrea. Joel

is a lovely he-animal. He's got a fine body,

a splendid head, a face that's easy to look

at. But it's all so gosh-darned average!
His face is too perfectly regular and bal-

anced. I'd call him 'the perfect Arrow
Collar boy' because, although the face is

not hard to look at, there's nothing dis-

tinctive and individualized enough in it to

make you look at it twice—and so you'd
look at the collar it's wearing. The face

suggests that Joel possesses an average
mentality, average emotional qualities,

average manliness; in short, average
everything.

1\] OW, Fredric March. Here's a queer
^ ^ sort of face, on analysis. Maybe you
feel it, too. You somehow can't quite put
your finger on what's wrong with March's
face, can you? Look at his portrait and
what I've marked on it. See the line across

the face? That line divides his face into

two distinct personalities, as far apart as

the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde roles he
played so perfectly. The top of the March
face conveys, to the discerning artist, a

sense of force, driving power, strength

—

which adds up to masculine handsomeness.
And then, the bottom of the face destroys
it all. The mouth, chin and jaw-line all

convey a sense of weakness, let-down, re-

cession. If Freddie's mouth and chin and
jaw matched his upper head, he'd be so
handsome that he'd approach beauty.

"George Raft—yes, he's good-looking in

a mysterious, sinister sort of way. But
for one thing, he's too short. That short-

ness militates against the aggressiveness
that makes his face attractive. His face

doesn't match his body. It's the face of a

fighter, a big business man. But his small

stature belies it, and the whole effect is

incongruous enough to definitely drop
George into the also-ran class.

"And now, here is Franchot Tone. For
one thing, Franchot is almost too 'pretty'

to be handsome. The Tone face is, far more
than most faces, an index of the man.
There are humor and wit in it ; there's in-

telligence, but not intellectuality. There's
sophistication and there is a whimsicality
which dominates it all. These characteris-

tics, playing on the surface of the face like

colors on a screen, are interesting, but

they do not constitute handsomeness.
"Leslie Howard. Leslie is strong, with

a force which has been called sex appeal.

There is in him that animal magnetism
which makes women rave about him. And
so, with the charming inconsistency of the

sex, women snap to the conclusion that

he's 'handsome.' He's nothing of the kind.

His face is too long, by far. Why, look
at his portrait and see how I've marked it.

"I've enclosed the face in a rectangle and
you can measure it to learn that it's amaz-
ing in its disproportion—almost distorted,

for it is twice as long as it is wide. This
indicates a tremendous spirituality and sen-

sitiveness, but it is not handsome. It's the

face of an aesthete, the man who domi-
nates women rather by his mind than by
his face or body. And if you don't be-
lieve me, ask the women who know him.

AND that brings me to two men whom
I do include among the first ten

runners-up in the race for the crown of the

handsomest man on the screen—Jimmy
Cagney and Edward G. Robinson. I know
that most of you will hoot at me in de-
rision for including these two in that classi-

fication. 'What!' you'll scream, 'those

tough mugs?' And I answer yes.

"Both of them play tough-mug roles on
the screen. They bash women's faces

;

they act exactly like brutes. And you
confuse this screen character with your es-

timation of them. In other words, you are
blinded by your preconceived notion of
them, and so you can't see what I, looking
merely through the coldly analytical eyes
of the artist, see in them—a real beauty,
a real handsomeness. And the reason? The
reason is that both of them, despite the
roles they play, are actually sensitive, spirit-

ual souls. Cagney and Robinson, I in-

sist, are men who'd far rather talk of art,

philosophy, abstract and spiritual things,

than bash a grapefruit into a girl's face.

Underlying their facial characteristics is a
sense of gentleness and humor that leaves
them, clearly analyzed, spiritually attrac-
tive. Even though, in the superficial sense,

they're not truly handsome.
"Before I dismiss them, I want to call

your attention to the picture of Eddie Rob-
inson and the oval I've marked on it. I've

done this to demonstrate a point—that Rob-
inson's face is one of the most unusual I

have ever seen. Contrary, for example, to

that of Leslie Howard, Robinson's face is

almost broader than it is long. I'd call him
the 'male Sylvia Sidney,' for both of them
have that strange facial characteristic. Rob-
inson's facial distortion is so great that

it's almost as though you were seeing it

in one of those distortion mirrors you

MHi
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encounter in amusement parks. You
know, Robinson's face is like the face that

looks back at you out of the mirror that

makes you short and fat, and Leslie How-
ard's is the face that looks back out of the

'tall-and-skinny' mirror, eh? But, they're

not beautiful, are they?
"Well, there you are. I've told you who,

from the purely artistic viewpoint, is the

handsomest man on the screen and who's

the most beautiful. And I've told you
why the rest of them aren't. And now, let

the deluge come !"

Take a Leaf from

Jeanette's Book

(Continued from page 69)

gramophone while hanging on the fence.

The majority, however, were of my own
improvising.
"When we finally had a gramophone of

our own, my joy knew no bounds. I

played for hours old cylinder records of

great stars of the day—Galli-Curci,

Schumann-Heink, Tetrazzini — singing

along with them. The records were worn
out with playing long before I heard my
first opera when I was almost seventeen.

I FULLY expected to entertain whenever
visitors called. Knowing I would be

asked, I was prepared. I faced my small

audience in the parlor with greater assur-

ance than I have been able to muster for

any audience since.

"It is my belief that we all suffer more
intensely in childhood than we do in ma-
turity. Fortunately our sorrows and dis-

appointments are not lasting, for young
minds forget easily. Yet the suffering,

while it is endured, is more poignant than
anything most of us encounter again in

later life. I know that I have never ex-
perienced such tragic doubt as the fear

that my physical defects might keep me
out of the theatre.

"As I have said, it was playing with
older girls in school that brought me my
first realization of self-consciousness.

Even today, I hesitate to do anything that

I do not believe I can do well. Is that too
frank an admission?
"Growing up was torture. I shot up

like a weed, all at once. It seemed I would
never stop. Every day I measured my
height. I was. so afraid I would be too
tall. I had heard somewhere that actresses

must be small. It was a relief when, at

five feet, four and a half inches I stopped
growing.

"Being teased about my size was no
help to my feelings. I never let on that

I was hurt. Then, when they began to

point to my 'skinny' legs and tease me
about being awkward, I nearly died of
shame.

"I tried to hold my tears but sometimes
I couldn't. Mother wisely allowed me to

believe I was keeping a secret from her.

She consoled me only indirectly for fear
too much pampering would make me vain
and conceited. She preached that every-
thing would come out for the best, without
letting me know it was a doctrine.

"My first chance for a stage career was
as a chorus girl in Ned Weyburn's 'Demi-
Tasse Revue.' That this was my start
was unfortunate in one respect. My sensi-
tiveness was increased by the necessity of
dressing with the other girls. Accustomed
to their pretty silken lingerie, they laughed
at my school-girl bloomers and cotton
vests. I could not afford expensive things

PARI/*

o be

IS TO BE TRULY

The smart Parisienne has long practiced the

subtle art of the correct use of perfume. She
chooses her perfume for its effect, for its

ability to make her truly irresistible. But no
longer need you envy her choice, for now
with Irresistible Perfume, you can give your-

self that indefinable charm, that unforget-

table allure that has attracted men the world
over. You will find Irresistible Perfume at

your 5 and 10c store. Buy it today. One trial

will convince you that it has the magic power
to make you, too, more irresistible.

Try also the other Irresistible Beauty Aids, each
delightfully scented with Ihe exotic fragrance of

Irresistible Perfume. Beauty experts recommend
them for their purity and quality, comparing
them favorably with $1 and $2 preparations.

^Make This Test free
Get a free perfume card sprayed from the

Irresistible Giant Atomizer at the cosmetic

counter in the 5 and 10c store. Keep it. Hours

later, you will still be delighted with its last-

ing exotic fragrance.
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Face Powder, Lipstick, Perfume, Cold

Cream, Cologne, Brilliantine, Talc.

Each only 10c at all 5 and 10c stores
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MAKE MEN WANT^ YOUR

KISSES!

Give your lips alluring natural

color. . .without a trace of paint

AFTER That First Kiss, a man likes you
X\.more than ever . . . unless, of course, your
lips are coated with paint. For paint makes
him think of lipstick, not of lips

!

So to keep your lips alluring, use the lipstick

which colors lips . . . without painting them.
Tangee isn't paint. Instead it contains a color-

change principle that makes it intensify your nat-

ural color and become a very part of your lips

!

LOOKS ORANGE-ACTS ROSE

In the stick Tangee looks orange. On your lips

it changes to the one shade of blush-rose most
becoming to your type! Thus, Tangee keeps

your lips youthful-looking with natural color.

Moreover, its special cream base is soothing to

dry, summer lips. Get Tangee today— 39<^ and

ira. $1-10 sizes. Also in Theatrical, a deeper
shade for professional use. (See coupon

?S offer below.)

UNTOUCHED-Lips left un-
touched are apt to have a faded
look..make the face seem older

PAINTED — Don't risk that

painted look. It's coarsening
and men don't like it.

TANGEE— Intensifies natural
colot, restores youthful appeal.
ends that painted look.

Tangee Creme Rouge makes
cheeks glow with natural rose
color, even in swimming.
Waterproof. Greaseless. Can-
not clog pores. Its vanishing
cream base protects skin.
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and rather than face the scorn of my com-
panions, I came to the theatre early that

I might undress alone and left late for the
same reason.

T SHALL never forget another embar-
* rassment. One of the girls learned
that I was covering my lack of chest de-
velopment by rolling up stockings to bulge
out my bodice. She told the others and I

was subjected to cruel teasing.

"Yet, worst of all were my legs. My
body was developing curves and my
freckles could be covered with grease-
paint. But my legs remained abnormally
thin and straight.

"After two chorus jobs, I went on tour
with 'Irene,' my first singing role. I was
thankful to be able to wear long dresses
in the part, for by this time my legs had
become an obsession.

"Then, somewhere, I heard of an exercise
that was supposed to develop leg muscles.
It consisted of placing three or four books
upon the floor, and in stockinged feet,

stepping upon the slight elevation to bal-

ance upon tip-toes with as much heel over
the edge as could be managed and yet re-

tain balance. By alternately dropping back
so that your heels almost touch the floor

and rising as far as possible on tip-toe, all

of the leg muscles are exercised. It is

more strenuous than it may sound.
"For months, I carried books with me

wherever I went. In hotel rooms, dressing-
rooms, anywhere that I was by myself, I

exercised for hours and hours. Aching leg

muscles kept me awake at night but I was
bound and determined to give the exercise

a fair trial. Did I notice a slight improve-
ment? The belief that I did, only set me
to working harder.

"Five long years, I exercised daily, doing
the routine a hundred times each morning
and another hundred each night. There
was no question but what I was improving
the shape of my legs and I no longer
avoided a part that called for dancing and
short skirts.

"Then 'Yes, Yes, Yvette' and a review
of the show actually mentioned my legs

—

said they were 'lovely.' Can you under-
stand my elation ? I hope I do not seem
vain in being pleased. It meant that my
five-year battle against ugliness was won
at last.

"I want to explain, though, that the

underscoring in the scrapbook is mother's
work, not mine. After she had pasted the

clipping, I confess seeking it out to re-

read. It was the first time I had read any
review of a show after it was in the scrap-

book. But I wanted to make sure I hadn't

dreamed this one.

"I saw the underscoring the moment I

picked up the book. I saw, too, that mother
had similarly accentuated any reference to

beauty in other clippings. It was her wise
way of telling me that I wasn't as bad as

I had imagined myself to be.

"And now you have the story I have
never told before and doubtless wouldn't
have told now, if you hadn't found this

little scrapbook."

How Oakie Gets His Women

(Continued from page 34)

Em I

City- State_

Will you believe it—he even remembers
my mother's birthday, and sends her a gift

every year. How can a girl help but

admire a man like that?. It's just the little

thoughtful things that are dear to every

woman's heart."

Well, there's one answer—sincerity, loy-

alty, thoughtfulness. Hm-m Maybe
we're going to find out some things about

this boy, Jack, we didn't know before.

FOUR years have gone by and Mary and

Jack are still pals. Mary was at a

party recently when Jack came with an-

other girl. (Beautiful, too!) Knowing
how well Jack likes his parties, Mary
began to snicker, along about 2 a. m., when
she noticed the other gorgeous damsel be-

ginning to wilt and yawn and look at her

wrist-watch. At 3 a.m. the girl was coming

right out with it and saying, "Jack, for

heaven's sake let's go!" And Jack was
still saying, politely, "Why, sure, in just a

minute, now." At 5 a.m., in desperation,

the girl sought out Mary. "I'm simply

dying, I'm so tired," she said. "Please, how
do I get him to leave? They say you're

the only girl in Hollywood that knows
how." Mary was laughing so by then

that she couldn't tell her. Her own recipe

is merely to say, "Jack, I'm leaving," sail

out the door and call a taxi. Jack stands

stunned for a minute, peeks out the door

to see if she really means it, then goes

into a panic, dashes for his hat and coat,

and jumps into the cab just as it's pulling

out.

Well, there were a couple of 'em in

between, but we can skip to Peggy Hop-
kins Joyce. Now, there's a name to con-

jure with! And no bum wisecracks about

Conjure Hear Me Calling You, or Let

Joyce Be Unconfined, either. Peggy had

been married to half a dozen millionaires

before she ever hit Hollywood. All of
you knew, right from the start, that she'd

start running around with, some man the
minute she got there. A town is only a
town to Peggy, but men are something
she has to carry around with her the way
other people carry aspirin. The only ques-
tion was, who was the man going to be?
Surely he would be, at the very least, an-
other millionaire

!

And who did it turn out to be?
Why, little Jack Oakie, with his fife and

drum !

Figure that one out. If Jack didn't

have a million dollars to intrigue Peggy,
what did he have?

Peggy's very name is a synonym for

pearls and ermine and orchids and bank
accounts and marriage. Not one of 'em
did she get handed by Oakie-Pokie. She
is the ultra-ultra-ultra sophisticate. Jack
is about as sophisticated as a hog-caller.

It was the very contrast between them that

lured Peggy into the net set by Jack, the

Vampire

!

Here was a guy who slapped you on the

back and called you "Sis," who didn't care

what your social or bank rating was just

so you had fun out of life, who didn't go
moo-eyed at meeting her, the way the

Miami and Palm Beach playboys did, who
didn't soft-soap her with cloying flattery,

who was as fresh and earthy and hardy

as a head of cabbage before it's washed.

And did Peggy go for it!

AND after Peggy it was Toby Wing.
Toby was the newest Hollywood rage.

Every man in town was after her. And
what did she say? What did little Toby
say, in her nest at break of day?

"I'd break a date with anybody any time

to go out with Jack Oakie!"
Oakie treated Toby rough, too. When
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he calls for a girl he expects her to be
ready and gives her the cold stare if she
isn't. Toby never can get ready on time.

Moreover, Jack had a most ungallant way
of not seeming to give a darn whether it

was Toby or her sister Pat that he took
out. Whichever girl got to the phone first

got the date. Now, we ask you, is that

any way to treat a lady?
Nor has Jack ever put on any dog with

Toby. He leaves his big car in the garage
and calls for her in his old Ford, known
as The Old Oakie Bucket. They go for a

ride and the big feature of the evening's

entertainment is to drop into a roadside

sandwich joint in order to let Jack guzzle

his favorite drink. That drink happens to

be—Oh, Shades of Wicked Hollvwood,
Oh Shades That Are Never Pulled Down,
we just have to tell you, free ad or no free

ad—hot Ovaltine, the potion that is sup-

posed to put you to sleep. Gallant? Is it

gallant to go out with a blonde and imbibe

steaming drinks guaranteed to furnish you
with sound slumber ?

"Why do I like Jack?" asks Toby.

"Well, there are two perfectly good rea-

sons, if you must know. First of all, not

many people have an idea of it, but it

happens to be Jack who 'discovered' me.

Two years ago I visited a set he was
working on, and when he was introduced

to me he said, 'I'm going to be your Colum-
bus.' I thought he was handing me a line,

but two days later he made appointments

with Samuel Goldwyn and Mack Sennett

for me. Not only that, he called for me
himself and drove me out to see both of

them. That's how I got into pictures. A
girl doesn't forget a fellow that makes
good on his word like that.

"The other reason—well, a lot of girls

will understand this one, I guess. It's just

that I've known Jack for more than two
years, now, and not once has he tried to

kiss me or get rough in any way. 'Nough
said

!"

IT isn't fair to say who the next girl

after Toby was, because Jack still sees

Toby, just the way he still sees
_

Mary
Brian. He always stays friends with his

girls. (There must be a pretty good rea-

son for that, too!) Anyhow, speaking

strictly in point of time, the next after

Toby was not one but eleven girls, and the

same old story all over again. For "Mur-
der at the Vanities," Earl Carroll brought

eleven of his most glamorous show-girls

out to Hollywood from New York. Every
man in Hollywood was after one of them.

And who was the little lad who got all

eleven ?

Oakie ! Gr-r-r

!

Blessings on thee. Little Man !

They all made him their pet, but he

picked two of them to date regularly—

Ernestine Anderson and Ruth Hilliard,

Ernestine a red-head and Ruth a brunette.

He took 'em out singly and he took 'em

out doubly. No other living male can get

away with stunts like that, but Julius

Caesar Oakie can do it and make 'em like

it. The Clyde Beatty of the Chorus, that's

what they call him.

"Jack treats me as if I were his kid

sister," said Ruth. "And maybe you think

it isn't a relief not to have to think up

coy answers
!"

Sincere. Loyal. Considerate. Thought-

ful. Natural. Sticking by his word.

Never acting rough. Having fun. Think-

ing up things to amuse people.

Those are pretty nice things to have said

about you, by the girls you date.

Maybe some of the rest of you boys

should take lessons from the Old Maestro.

Maybe it isn't so hard to understand

after all.

Maybe Jack is just a swell, decent

fellow.

im MOVIE CONTRACT
This nation-wide search for new faces, new talent—villains, in-

genues, all types—men, women, boys, girls, children— is YOUR
chance and your opportunity to be seen and studied by the men
who make the movie stars.

Everyone sendi?ig snapshots

to Hollywood receives a

Personal CASTING REPORT
also an

8-PAGE HOLLYWOOD GUIDE

50 HOLLYWOOD AWARDS
You may be the one to win an expense-

paid trip to Hollywood and a ten-

week salary-paid movie contract in a
feature Monogram picture with fa-

mous stars—you may be the one to

win this wonderful opportunity for a

movie career, even Stardom! You may
be one of the five who will be sent to

Hollywood for sound and screen tests,

to enjoy two wonderful weeks in

America's film capital—with all ex-

penses paid. You may be one of the

twenty-five who will have free regional

screen tests. You may be one of the

twenty-five who will win 1 6mm. Movie

Cameras for snapshots of photographic

excellence.

By entering this contest you will re-

ceive a Personal "Casting Report" of

your own screen classification and a

"Hollywood Guide" that tells you
how to photograph your personality!

Your snapshots will be studied by
Casting Directors and made available

to studio "scouts" and directors who
are constantly looking for new types.

Clear snapshots are wanted. Be sure

to use AGFA, America's finest Film

—

the sensitive, high-speed, all-weather

film that guarantees "Pictures that

Satisfy or a new roll Free."

• DO THIS •

Get two rolls of Agfa Film and a free copy of the Official Rules from your
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Pretty As a Picture...

But This Fault

Made Her Seem

COMMON!
THE first man who ever really attracted

her—and she knew she had lost him. She
never dreamed of blaming her "eternal pow-
der puff." She never realized it made him
think her cheap, and gave him the I impres-
sion she had a coarse, greasy skin that was
—well, not well cared for!

Wonderful New Makeup Secret
But how lucky she was! She finally met
him again—after she tried a wonderful new
triple-fine powder a friend told her about. It

was called Golden Peacock Tonic Face Pow-
der. And it had two other amazing features.

Instead of mixing with skin oils, it repelled

moisture. It refused to clog pores; instead,

by a certain secret ingredient, it actually
worked to tone and refine the skin. It mantled
the tiny blemishes, caused by ordinary,

coarser make-up, as if they had never ex-

isted. And on their second date she hardly
had to reach for her powder puff all evening.
Her skin glowed with a fresh, natural peach-
bloom softness that never betrayed a hint
of shine. It entranced him!

Try this powder now! Get a box at any
drug store—only 50c; or the purse-size pack-
age at any 10-cent store.

See now how evenly it looks

on your skin. If your dealer

cannot supply you, just
write, and get a generous
sample—free. Specify your
shade—whether White,
Flesh, Light Brunette or
Dark Brunette. Address
Golden Peacock, Inc., Dept.
L-202, Paris, Term.

Golden Peacock
Face Powder
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Join the Beach Vamps

(Continued from page 73)

Then Frances Drake comes across with
her ideas on this sun-bath, ocean-bath idea

:

"The new wrap-around beach frocks,"

she says, "have caught my fancy. I plan

to discard pajamas entirely for the beach
this year and to equip myself with several

gingham and linen wrap-arounds and some
slip-on beach frocks that are backless, with
skirts ending halfway between my ankles

and my knees. One of these frocks I

shall have in red and white, and another
in green and white. My bathing suits are

already purchased. One is a one-piece

black affair for serious swimming, another

is brown and white, and still another is

aquamarine blue. All, of course, are back-
less."

Frances has the right idea. Wrap-
around skirts are as good as slacks this

year, and moreover they are becoming to

so many more types of people. It takes

the girl with long thin legs to wear
trousers well, whereas skirts look well on
anyone.

Dorothy Dell says she is ready for the

beach this summer with a really different

outfit. "It is a play suit of white pique,"

she says, "with an anchor embroidered in

blue on the front. The 'different' touch is

found in the wide mesh cape of rope net,

worn carelessly but effectively over the

shoulders." (You know it must be effec-

tive if she does it.) "I am also fortified

against freckles," she tells us, "with one
large, crownless hat that ties firmly be-

neath the chin with a bandanna tie of bril-

liant red. As for bathing suits, I prefer
mine to be two-piece—trunks and uppers.

I am stocking up with many different color

combinations."

You can knit your own trunks if you
are handy, and wear half of a large hand-
kerchief for the top, tied around the neck
and again around the waist. This is one
of the most popular bathing outfits of the

year.

Ann Sothern clings to her slacks. She
looks well in them—that's why. This year
she is using beige with a coat to match,
and brown sweaters or shirts to repeat the

accent of the brown buttons and belt

buckles. For swimming, she says, she likes

the Hawaiian shorts in beige or white,

striped with blue, and backless handker-
chief tops. Her shorts are made of very
heavily corded material, proof against be-

coming water-logged.
Muriel Evans knows her stuff when she

says, "I keep my beach paraphernalia quiet

as to color and simple in design." She
realizes that her figure, with its perfect
lines, shows to full advantage when it

is not too much dolled up and decorated.
She says that her ideal suit is a knitted

one. Her skin is dyed by the sun to a deep
brown tan, and white with yellow tones
does set off this coloring miraculously.
Over this yellow and white suit she wears
a yellow flannel coat. Muriel likes tiny

knitted caps for the beach to keep her hair

sandless and under control.

These hints from the fountain of fash-
ion, from the girls in the know, will

help you to assemble your bathing suits

and beach clothes so that they are correct
and sure to flatter your good points. There
is no happier costume known for summer
than the one to be worn on the beach.
We're lucky because fashion today lets us

do the thing so becomingly.

One Girl's True Hollywood Experiences

(Continued from page 31)

thousands of others she, too, had often

dreamed of being a movie star. Like

thousands of other girls, she had played

parts in amateur theatricals—at the Teach-
ers School and elsewhere.
Modern Screen's proposition was laid

before her and her widowed mother and
her brother, "head of the family" since her

father's death. Of course they were sur-

prised. The proposition was, to say the

least, unusual. But eventually, they ac-

cepted.

Eva Beryl Tree finished her school term,

and at the end of January of this year,

packed her clothes, kissed her mother good-
bye, and began her adventure.

Our writer met her at the station in

Los Angeles. He reports that she looked

scared to death. "Believe it or not," she

told him, "but this is the first time I have

ever been away from home alone!" He
drove her to the heart of Hollywood—the

corner of Flollywood Boulevard and High-
land Avenue. There he set her down and
said, "Here you are. Here's your three

hundred dollars. From now on, you're

on your own ; it's up to you. So long.

And good luck."

The only times he saw her after that

were the brief contacts at which she turned
over her reports of what had happened, and
her diary as she kept it from day to day.

And here, in her own words, is the story

that diary tells.

I'VE been in Hollywood three months
now, trying to crash the movies. Three

months—and I feel five years older.

Whether or not I'll ever succeed, I don't

know. I'm still trying. I've had inter-

views galore. I've had screen and voice
tests at the biggest studios. I've talked

to casting directors and producers. I've

even had tentative contract offers dangled
before me. It's been busy and exciting

and thrilling, but as yet, I've not worked
a single minute in any actual production.

But I'm still at it and it's a grand fight.

I've promised Modern Screen to tell

it all. And I'm going to—without reserve.

I'm going to reveal everything that hap-
pened to me, as well as I can in words. I'm
going to write this story from the diary

that I've kept day by day. But even now,
as I look into it and see some of the things

I wrote, I wonder how I could have
changed so much in such a short time.

Here's the first entry in my diary : "Jan.
30—Found an apartment and moved in.

Norma Shearer used to live here."

How that recalls that first awful moment
when I was set down in the middle of

Hollywood, alone, and told that from now
on, I was on my own. I was terrified.

Strange city, strange people, first time in

my life I'd been really "away from home"
alone. I'd already decided on an apart-

ment so as not to be hampered by the

mealtime rigidity of a boarding-house, or
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never looks atme!"

the told unfriendliness of a hotel room. I

didn't know how to find the apartment,

though, so I just started walking. Lady

Luck must have guided me. I saw an "Apt.

To Let" sign and rang a doorbell and a

nice woman answered.
"Alone?" she asked. 1 nodded. "Movies?"

she smiled. I nodded again. She led me
to a rear bungalow divided into four one-

room-kitchen-and-bath apartments, with

those beds that come out of the wall.

"Thirty dollars." I hesitated. Thirty out

of my hundred-a-month seemed so much.

"And Norma Shearer used to live here,"

she added.
I gave her the thirty on the spot. I

always did play hunches. Getting my trunk

and luggage, stocking up with groceries,

getting settled—these things took up the

day. Then, here it is in my diary; I wrote

it that night: "—and now I'm going to

bed and am I frightened! I know I'll never

sleep." The "know" is thrice underlined.

It was the first time I'd ever slept any-

where where my mother wasn't within

whisper-call. I got into bed and trembled,

wide awake.
"Jan. 31—Went to Paramount . .

."

My first movie studio ! I'm used to them
now—so used to them. But what a kick

that first sight of one was. A long two-

story building, and grill-iron gates. In-

side, movie set after movie set. Down the

street, a long line of people in make-up

—

extras, I told myself—filing by a window,
getting green slips of paper.

Somebody told me where the casting

office was, and I stepped into a side show.
Dozens of girls whose hair ranged from
mustard-green to pink. Mexicans, negroes,

whites. A dwarf. Pompous old men and
bulbous ones and skinny ones. And all of

them looking weary, tired, sick of it all.

I wondered in a flash of terror if I'd be-

come one of these. "Waddaya want?"
asked a girl at a desk. "Mr. Datig," I

said. He was casting director ; I'd learned

his name in advance. "Sign here an' sit-

downandwaittillyercalled." I looked for a

chair, and a big woman beckoned to me.
"Sit here, dearie," she said. "What's yer

name?" I told her. "Where ya livin'?" I

told her. "Alone?" I said "Yes." She
squeezed closer to me on the bench and
said, "You're a nice girl. Hadn't ought
to live by yourself. Whyn't y'come an'

live where I do?" Something in me curled

up and tried to die at the touch of her
body squeezing against me. She dragged
a scrapbook from a case under her arm.
It was filled with character makeup pic-

tures of herself.

She moved even closer and she flung her
arm across my shoulder and shoved the
album into my lap. I heard some girl in

the room snicker, and felt ill. I was never
so glad in my life when I heard my name
called. I jumped like a spring and never
saw the woman again. Somehow, she got
my telephone number

;
probably from the

address I'd given her. She called me up
again and again. But I never saw her.

I'm under twenty-one, but I'm not an igno-
ramus.

THEY led me to a second ante-room.
"Mr. Datig'll see you in a minute," said

a lad. Two other persons sat there. One
was a character actor I'd seen often but
didn't know by name. I was thrilled. The
other was a sleek sheik with patent-
leather hair, pasty white face and eyes that
sliced through my dress, it seemed, and
saw every square inch of my legs. I'll

swear by the time my name was called
again, I actually felt his eyes on my legs.

I'd been "eye-undressed" before; every girl
has. But never so thoroughly as this time.
"Mr. Datig'll see you now." I took a

deep breath and prepared to meet my first

Casting Director. I was ready for any-

HE: "It isn't as if she were stupid.

She's really downright smart.

Attractive to look at, too. That's
what 'gets' me—how can she be
so dumb about herself? Well,

guess it's another secretary or a
dictaphone for me."

SHE: "He certainly is grand

—

but

is he an icicle! Here I sit and
I'm not so hard to look at. But
apparently I'm only something
to dictate to. You'd think I was
fifty and a fright!"

The smartest girl is stupid when she does

not live up to her looks—when she allows

the ugly odor of underarm perspiration

make her unpleasant to be near.

It's so inexcusable when it takes just

half a minute to keep your underarms

fresh, odorless all day long. With Mum!
Use Mum any time, before dressing

or after. It's perfectly harmless to cloth-

ing. And it's so soothing to the skin you
can use it right after shaving your under-

arms. It does not prevent perspiration

itself, just the ugly odor.

Mum has saved many a girl her job,

as well as her self-respect. Try it; all

toilet counters have Mum. Mum Mfg.
Co., Inc., 75 West St., New York.

TAKES THE
ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

TRY MUM FOR THIS, TOO. On sanitary napkins Mum acts as a sure
deodorant which saves worry and fear of this kind of unpleasantness.
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Peg's

work a Magic Spell!

JACK THINKS

I'M DULL...

I DON'T SEEM
TO "SPAAX"
WITH HIM...

DEAR.YOUR EYES

ARE THE TROUBLE
...GETSOME PEPPY
*UEW"OA/ES...

USE DELICA-BROW

AFTER SHE USES DELICA-BROW

GOSH, WHERE DID
YOU FIND THOSE
STARRY *N EW" EYES ?

THEY TRANSFORM
YOU! YOU'RE

IRRESISTIBLE, PEG 1
.

.SAME EYES,

JACKREALLY-
JUST DONE OVER
WITH SOMETHING
AT THE 10* STORE

Have ALLURING EYES
Like Peg's Tonight

You can make your eyes wells of allure . .

.

get exactly the same effect the movie and
stage stars do

—

instantly! Simply darken
the lashes and brows with the wonderful
make-up they use—calledDELICA-BROW.
In a few seconds DELICA-BROW makes
your eyes look bigger, brighter . . . irresist-
ible. "Peps up" the whole face ! Try it to-
night. It's waterproof, too. Remember the
name, DELICA-BROW. At any drug or
department store and at the 10c stores.

|% NEW COLLOIDAL'TREATMENT

DOCTORS working In many localities have been ob-taming wonderful results, treating eczema, pimples
boils and similar skin outbreaks with a new, non-irritating
colloidal aluminum compound" (or CAC) preparation.A typical group of cases reported In one medical journal

showed that 95% ol eczema cases and 100% of boil cases
so treated showed decided improvement—results were
called "spectacular!" Marvelously effective also for cuts
burns, wounds, poison ivy. Astounding how quicllu It
allays itching and pain!

*»••
Now you can get this "CAC" treatment at your drug-

gist's, under the name HYDROSAL. In liquid or oint-
ment form. Remember— *

ask for HYDROSAL to-
day.
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thing. I'd heard all sorts of tales of what
goes on in Casting Offices.

It was brief, that interview, but some-
how this man packed into it a richness
of hope. I told him honestly what I was
and what I wanted. I wouldn't have been
surprised if he had kicked me out. In-
stead, he said, "I'm sorry, Miss Tree. All
our pictures are fully cast now. But don't
let that discourage you. I want you to

come back in a few weeks, and maybe I

can give you a chance." He took my tele-

phone number. I went out singing.

Next day, I walked to Columbia studios
and smack up against a sign : "No Casting
Today." I know better now than to let a
thing like that stop me, but then I was
too new. I started back home. A long
black car hummed by and Jack LaRue sat

at the wheel. He was the first movie star

I'd seen since I'd arrived and I smiled at

him. A few moments later, tires squeaked
along the curb beside me and a long, black
auto hood rolled into my vision.

"How do y' do?" asked a deep voice and
I looked up, fully expecting to see Jack
LaRue there. But it was a blonde youth
with pimples and a smirk. "I'll drive y' to

the next studio, sweetheart," he said.

• "Sir, I prefer to walk." I retorted in

my best melodramatic style. He told me
a word that's not at all nice.

T N my diary, that night, I wrote this

:

*~ "You've been a foolish coward, EBT,
and tomorrow you're going back to Colum-
bia and get in !" And I did.

The "No Casting Today" sign was still

up. I think it's fastened there permanent-
ly. I've never been there without seeing
it. This time I paid it no heed, and banged
on a window. It flew up and a pretty

blonde looked out. "I want to see Mr.
Kelly," I said (I'd found out Kelly was
the casting director's name here), "and
my name's Eva Beryl Tree."

She looked at me for a moment and
amazed me with : "My, what a cute little

sweater and cap. Did you make it your-
self? C'mon in; I want to see it better."

Of all things—to crash a studio on one's

cap and sweater ! In I went, and a door
was open with the name Mr. Kelly on it.

The girl looked at me and winked and I

knew that one person in Hollywood, at

l'east, had a heart.

A blue-eyed man grinned a grin that

wrecked all formality. "You're Mr. Kelly,

aren't you?" I said, and rattled on before

he had a chance to tell me to get out.

"I'm Eva Beryl Tree and I want to start

in motion pictures and I'm an entire

stranger here and I'm coming to you for

help and I don't know much about pictures."

but—"
My breath ran out and he grinned. I

grinned back. We began to talk as though
we had known each other for years. He
asked me what I thought of Hollywood and
I said the streets were too full of girls

trying to be Garbos and Crawfords and
Harlows. He agreed and looked me up
and down.
"How tall are you and how much do

you weigh?" Five one and a half and 98
I told him. "H'm, not as bulky as I

thought," he said, to himself rather than
me. "Living with your folks?" he asked.

No. "Does your mother approve?" I

wondered what difference that made, and
figured he was getting too warm with his

questions.

"Mr. Kelly," I said, "I'm living alone
and my mother doesn't exactly approve of

that or my trj'ing to get into movies, but
I know everything I'm supposed to know
and my mother just trusts me, so there."

Mr. Kelly laughed again and told me to

follow him. We went to another office.

"Here's a new girl for us, North," said

Mr. Kelly. I felt like a slave at auction.

"I see you don't wear much," he said.

I tugged at my skirt. "Much make-up, I

mean," he snapped. I blushed.
"I tli ink girls here wear too much, Mr.

North," I said. "I believe in being natural."

I waited for questions about my experi-
ence, training, ambitions, and such. They
never came. We just talked of Hollywood,
its people, even about Shakespeare and
Browning. I quoted them both, and was
amazed when he recognized the quotation.

I'd always supposed movie producers were
ignorant men who spoke with an accent.

This man was intelligent and well educated.
All the time we talked, he watched me
keenly. Never did his eyes leave me.
I know now that it's not one's experiences
they base judgment on ; it's what they
see in you when you're talking to them, like

that. Kelly asked, "Well, what about her?"
"H'm, till you see 'em on the screen,

Kelly, you know you can't tell." Silence,

and my heart beat so I'm sure they must
have heard it. "But—well, the only ihing

to do is to give her a chance. Maybe
she's got what it takes. If she can project
on the screen the personality she's shown
here, she's all right."

That was all, but my heart did three flip-

flops and I wonder why I didn't faint. I

shook hands with him and discovered my
cap was tangled up in the handshake. I was
so excited I'd forgotten I was holding it.

Kelly took my address and phone number.
"All right, Miss Tree. I'll call you at

any moment, for a test," he said. And I

went home, running every step of the

way, and parked beside the telephone.

Looking back, with what I know now, I

wish I hadn't gotten that "break" at Colum-
bia; I look at what I wrote in my diary

and in every line runs a cocksure feeling

that at any moment the phone would
ring and I'd be called over to Columbia
for the test. I know now what I didn't

know then—that there's many a slip 'twixt

the interview and the test. It cost me hours
of anguished waiting

;
days of valuable

time. I hardly dared leave the house for

a second, lest I miss that all-important call.

DAY after day there's nothing in my
diary but

:

"Stayed at home, waiting for Col. to call."

Lonely ? I nearly went mad ! Thank
heaven that they didn't call me some morn-
ings. My eyes must have been like puff-

balls, from homesick crying.

I should have taken these days to go to

the other studios. But I didn't dare leave

the house and miss that call. It was only

at night I dared go out. One night,

I went to the Russian Eagle Cafe, hoping

to see stars. I saw Ivan Lebedeff there,

with a gorgeous creature. "What are they

having?" I asked the waiter.

"That's caviar," he said. I ordered it, too.

I'd never tasted it in my life ; didn't

even know, until it arrived, that it was
fish eggs ! Never was anything so hard

to take. They popped and squished and
tasted awful in my mouth, but the waiter

was watching me and I was afraid Lebe-
deff would laugh if I did what I felt like

doing, so somehow, I swallowed it—and
left in a hurry.

I called Columbia several times, during

that awful century of waiting. The girl

got to know my voice. All she ever said

was, "Just be patient, Miss Tree. Mr.
Kelly tells me to tell you he'll call you at

any moment now." So I waited.

One evening a young man, who knew
my family in San Jose, called and took

me to dinner. It was an oasis in a desert

of loneliness. We went to a Hollywood
restaurant. A man at a nearby table recog-

nized my friend and came over. I was in-

troduced
—"Miss Tree—Mr. Brown."

"Sid," said my friend, "Miss Tree is try-

ing to get into pictures. Your profession
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keeps you in close touch with studios and
movie folk and besides, you know most

of them by their first names. Can't you
sort of help her along ?"

"Of course." Brown smiled a warm,
friendly smile. He gave me his business

card. An office in Hollywood's finest build-

ing. He took my telephone number.
"Sid's a swell guy," my friend said.

"He's all white. You can trust him and he'll

be like a father to you here. He knows
everybody and he can help you a lot."

THAT night, I wrote this in my diary.

I see it now, before me, the very hand-
writing dancing with hope :

"... a stroke of luck today. Fred in-

troduced me to a Hollywood man who
seems to be just what I've been needing,

a sort of adviser-guardian-father sort of

being to whom I can take my troubles."

My, what a little fool I was ! And how
little men know each other in Hollywood.
Certainly I didn't know then what Mr.
Brown was going to do to me—and I'm
sure Fred didn't.

Next day the phone rang. Yes, Colum-
bia. "Be here at ten-forty-five sharp, Miss
Tree," said the girl. I was there at ten-

fifteen, all ready for my first movie test.

But it wasn't that. Mr. Kelly called me
in and handed me a script—a thick, type-

written book with the lines for all the

characters in a picture they were going to

shoot. He pointed out three pages—dia-

logue between a boy and girl. "Learn those

lines, Miss Tree," he said, "and I'll call

vou, in a day or two, for a test for this

role."

I took it home and studied until I could

say those lines forwards, backwards, side-

ways, and in my sleep, I swear. Several
times, the phone rang, but never Columbia.
Once it was the woman I'd escaped at

Paramount. Twice it was Mr. Brown,
asking me to dinner. I told him I didn't

dare, that I was learning a part and wanted
to be fresh each morning. He laughed,
like a grand sweet thing, and said he under-
stood.

"How nice to have a friend," I wrote in

my diary about him one of those days. I

was to learn different

!

And then, one morning, two calls in

bang-bang succession.

The first from Columbia. "Come over
at ten, Monday morning, for your screen
test, Miss Tree." I actually turned a cart-

wheel on the floor after I'd almost shouted
yes into the phone. It rang again.

"Eva?" Sid Brown was calling me that
by now.
"How about dinner together Monday

night?"
"I'm having a test that day," I said.

"Fine ! I know you'll make good, my
dear. We'll have dinner then, in celebra-
tion." I couldn't say no.

And so, in five minutes, I'd made dates
for two of the biggest experiences of my
Hollywood stay—and two experiences at

two ends of the emotional gaumut.

In next month's installment of this fasci-

nating story of a young girl in Hollywood,
Eva Beryl Tree's adventure gets hotter
and hotter. She has her test at Columbia
and strange things follow. The man she
trusted takes her home one midnight and
follows her into her apartment, and she
tells what happened then. Other Holly-
wood men enter her story in odd ways.
She tackles other studios and finds elation
and heartbreak. She gets a contract offer
from one and runs up against a taboo in
another because she's "too much like" a
famous star who's "that way" with a great
producer. Many other things happen to
her as she digs and digs further into the
inside of this amazing Hollywood system.

Frankly. . . when napkins

harden they hurt!

HERE is the straightforward ex-

planation of why some sanitary

napkins chafe and rub: They harden

in use.

When there is delay in changingthem,

their rough cut edges harden, and rub

until every step is painful.

Years ago, when disposable napkins

were first put on the market, this

seemed a fault impossible to correct.

But today, there is a radically dif-

ferent type of napkin. One that is

soft to begin with—and that stays soft!

Its filler is fluffy. Super-absorbent.

Then around this fluffy

filler is a downy-soft

wrapper—as soft as the

finest facial tissue. It

rounds every edge.

There's not one sharp *|»

edge to invite hardening.

Modess: That's the

name of this different-

type napkin. And women who use it

once, ask for it every time

!

Modess is better— and costs little!

Finer materials put together in a bet-

ter way make Modess softer and safer.

Yet you'll find that Modess sells for an

amazingly low price.

Ask your druggist—or your favorite

department store—for Modess. Press

the pad between your palms and see

how thistle-down -soft it is. Feel that

downy layer just beneath the silky

gauze. That's Zobec— exclusive with

Modess—and further insurance against

chafing. Look at the

special protective back-

ing and forget your old

fear of "accidents."

Finally—wear Modess.

.

' You'll learn how de-

lightfully true it is that

. MODESS STAYS SOFT

in use!

MODESS STAYS SOFT IN USE!
Try Modess Free. If you have never tried

Modess, send your name and address toThe

Modess Corporation, Dept. 22, 500 Fifth

Avenue, New York, N. Y. An unmarked
package will be sent you, containing a Mo-
dess Napkin, for you to try without charge.
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A COMPLETE WAVE
FOR ONE CENT

NOW you can quickly and easily wave
your hair at home for one cent or less!

New improved Wildroot Wave Powder,
approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau,

makes full pint of professional wave set for

10 cents. You make your own wave set.

Just mix powder with water. Dries quickly,

leaves no white flakes. Keeps indefinitely.

Simple directions in every package for finger

waving or resetting your permanent. At all

drug and five and ten

®1

1OC SIZE

MAKES 1 PINT

"Slew improved

WILDROOT
WAVE POWDER

'Me*** JfBu

EXPERIENCED Mothers know
that summer teething must not

be trifled with—that summer upsets
due to teething may seriously inter-
fere with Baby's progress.
Relieve your Baby's teething pains

thissummer by rubbingonDr. Hand's
Teething Lotion. It is the actual pre-
scription of a famous Baby specialist,
contains no narcotics, and has been
used and recommended by millions
of Mothers. Your druggist has it.

"Ifound Dr. Hand's such relief
to my Baby that I never needed to
worryon the hottestsummer day".

—Mrs. Wnu H. Kemp/, Williamaport, Pa.

DR.HAND'S
Teething Lotion

(Continued from page 15)

because the saving in labor which one-

plate meals represent makes them an even

greater boon in preparing summer meals
than in serving winter ones. Blue Plates

are divided into compartments so that

gravies or sauces can't mix with vege-

tables. But you don't have to have the

divided plates in order to adopt the one-

plate meal idea, for you can accomplish the

same general effect by using your large

dinner plates. However, I have noticed

that the popularity of this type of service

for summer meals has increased greatly

since the advent of cool-looking glass plates

divided into sections, and paper ones, too.

Paper plates of course are ideal for your

picnic style meal, giving an informal but

festive air, especially if you get paper nap-

kins in harmonizing colors. And they cer-

tainly save worry about wreckage, cut

down dish-washing and simplify serving.

You just arrange the main course of the

meal on the Blue Plates in the kitchen,

put the plates on a big tray and carry

them to the spot where the meal is to be

eaten. Next to the buffet type of service

where everybody helps himself, this idea

is certainly the simplest solution of the

serving problem I have ever discovered.

One of the very nicest features of a home
picnic is that everything that should be

served cold can be thoroughly chilled and
the one hot item can be really hot. Pre-
pare the cold things well in advance. They
can then be packed away in the refriger-

ator to attain the desired state of frigidity.

This is a grand idea because it means that

you will have no last-minute preparations,

for even your hot dish or soup should

come, ready prepared, from a can. Then,
ten minutes in the kitchen before meal time

will be about all it requires to have your
one-plate meal ready to serve.

Since summer meal hours are apt to be

uncertain, you will find this informal picnic

style meal a genuine blessing because it is

ready when, as, and if you want it. Should
you take a longer trip in the car than you
had planned, or stay longer at the beach,

nothing will spoil and you can enjoy your-
self without rushing, secure in the knowl-
edge that everything will be ready in the

twinkling of an eye when you do get

home.

ANOTHER situation in which the one-
plate meal is a big help is when there

are members of the family who are apt to

arrive with an indeterminate number of

companions—all in a famished condition.

A trip to the refrigerator and the supply

cabinet, a little work with the can opener
and the bottle opener, a portioning out of

this and that onto a plate divided into sec-

tions, and presto a satisfying and attrac-

tively served meal is produced. It gets

you a reputation for being magical.

There are some of these one-plate meals
which I am particularly keen about. Be-
cause I also think they will go over big

with your family and your friends and be-

cause I hope they will prove to be a source
of inspiration to ycu, I am giving five of

them here. You will notice if you study
these menus that each one includes one sub-
stantial dish, a vegetable of some kind, a
condiment and a bread, usually a hot biscuit

or roll. Also, as on a regular picnic, no
foods requiring the use of a knife should
be included. Even cold meats, if cut into
nice, thin slices can be broken with a fork.

The cold dishes get their delicious flavor
from combining rather than from any ad-
vance cooking and the hot dishes and soups

are ready to heat in a jiffy and serve as

is. Here are the menus

:

Fancy Filled Tomatoes
Devilled Eggs Potato Chips
Buttered Finger Rolls Stuffed Olives

Mixed Vegetable Salad
Pork and Beans Dill Pickles

Corn Bread

Mystery Meat Salad
Hot Canned Asparagus on Toast

Currant Jelly Baking Powder Biscuits

Cold Sliced Meat Spaghetti
Hearts of Lettuce, Russian Dressing

India Relish

Cream of Tomato Soup
Tuna and Vegetable Salad

Beets Marinated in French Dressing
Ripe Olives Cheese Biscuits

"OECIPES for four of the salads in the
above menus are included in this

month's Modern Screen Star Recipe
Folder. These have been carefully tested
and reduced to level measurements, which
means perfect results for you the first time
you try them. I'm sure you will often
want to make the Fancy Filled Tomatoes,
for instance, for not only are they elegant
looking, but they have the added virtues of
being filling and delicious. With the cen-
ters hollowed out and filled with kidney
beans and whatnot, they are a sort of glori-
fied tomato surprise.

Then there is the Mixed Vegetable
Salad which is one of the few salads I

have ever seen men really go mad about,
doubtless because it includes a couple of
items not usually found in vegetable salad
and is so superbly seasoned that it appeals
particularly to the masculine taste. Sea-
sonings are all-important in a salad. So
you should be sure always to have on
hand such salad-making ingredients as
oil, vinegar, mayonnaise, chili sauce,
Worcestershire sauce, onion and celery
salt, and paprika. And because you want to
have uniformly good results, be sure to
purchase a reputable brand.
The Mystery Meat Salad tastes like

Chicken Salad but is much less expensive.
And the Tuna and Vegetable Salad is my
idea of a perfect Sunday night salad the
year around.

All these recipes you may have free by
filling in the coupon below and mail-
ing it to me.

MODERN SCREEN STAR RECIPES

, „ >____..______.,

HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
MODERN SCREEN Magazine

149 Madison Avenue, N. Y., N. Y.

Please send me the recipes for

August, 1934.

Name
(Print in pencil)

Address.
(Street and Number)

(City) (State)

I... ....... .......
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DO BRUNETTES LOOK
OLDER THAN BLONDES

serves to bolster the entire film to a higher

rating. Pat Patterson and Charles Star-

rett carry the romance and Pat sings sev-

eral songs. It's really all Mundin when
you come right down to it, though. We
wouldn't recommend this.

C: MERRY WIVES OF RENO
Warners

Not so merry, really! No matter how
hard the excellent cast worked, they

couldn't pull this one out of the "fair"

class. True, there are some chuckles, but

they can't compensate for the dullness that

envelops the remainder of the film. It's

a jumbled-up affair concerning three cou-

ples who get into the wrong apartments
. . . with the wives eventually going to

Reno. The husbands (and some more
wrong apartments) follow. Margaret Lind-
say performed to advantage but seemed
a bit miscast. Donald Woods shows pro-

mise, but needs a much better vehicle. Guy
Kibbee, Glenda Farrell and Roscoe Ates
all try hard, but the funniest of all is Hugh
Herbert. Don't say you weren't warned.

C: THE KEY—Warners

Not so hot. The action is laid in Ire-

land during the Revolution and it's really

too bad that the obvious plot was allowed
to ruin the chances offered by a new
background. Bill Powell plays a soldier-

of-fortune who mixes war with women, al-

ways managing to receive a decoration in

place of the firing squad by some clever

scheme at the last moment. Edna Best
doesn't have what it takes to create the illu-

sion of an actual feud between William
Powell and Colin Clive. Watch for Powell's
swagger—you'll laugh as hard as the pre-
view audience did no doubt.

You'll find short reviews on page 8

Modern Screen's

Dramatic School

(Continued from page 71)

Modern Screen Dramatic School plan.

Can see where it will be of vast benefit

to those desiring to learn."

And this from Norman McCleod : "Your
new department is indeed a novel venture.
I will be interested in following the re-

sults of your idea. Sincere wishes for its

complete success."

Robert Z. Leonard believes : "Your
Modern Screen Dramatic School idea
could be built into something very valuable,

I believe. May I congratulate you on it?"

SINCE I hate dogmatic lessons as much
as you do, I'm going to give you only

practical advice. Not advice from myself,
but from the people who really know what
they're talking about, from those who have
put their theories into practice and have
discovered that they ivork.

You'll find from month to month on these
pages an accurate course in the art of
make-up, from Hollywood's greatest ex-
perts. Everything you need to know about
that subject.

These directors who already are so keen
on the idea, as well as many other mega-
phone wielders, will tell you what acting
really means and will give you practical
advice about dramatic technique.
The best costume designers in Holly-

wood are going to speak to you—through
these pages—about "dressing the part," and

THE ANSWER IS THAT 7 OUT OF 10 BRUNETTES
USE THE WRONG SHADE OF FACE POWDER!

• BY

If there's one thing women fool themselves
about, it's face powder shades.
Many women select face powder tints on

the wrong basis altogether. They try to get a
face powder that simply matches their type
instead of one that enhances or flatters it.

Any actress will tell you that certain stage
lights can make you look older or younger.
The same holds true for face powder shades.
One shade can make you look ten to twenty
years older while another can make you look
years younger.

It's a common saying that brunettes look
older than blondes. There is no truth in it.

The reason for the statement is that many
brunettes make a mistake in the shade of the
face powder they use. They simply choose a
brunette face powder shade or one that
merely matches their type instead of one that
goes with the tone of their skin. A girl may be
a brunette and still have an olive or white
skin.

One of Five Shades is the Right Shade!

Colorists will tell you that the idea of
numberless shades of face powder is

all wrong. They will tell you that one
of five shades will answer every tone
of skin.

I make Lady Esther Face Powder
in five shades only, when I could just
as well make ten or twenty-five shades.
But I know that five are all that are
necessary and I know that one of
these five will prove just the right
shade of face powder for your skin.

I want you to find out if you are using the
right shade of face powder for your skin. I
want you to find out if the shade you are
using is making you look older or younger.

One Way to Tell!

There is only one way to find out and this is

to try all five shades of Lady Esther Face
Powder—and that is what I want you to do
at my expense.
One of these shades, you will find, will in-

stantly prove the right shade for you. One
will immediately make you look years younger.
You won't have to be told that. Your mirror
will cry it aloud to you.

Write today for all the five shades of Lady
Esther Face Powder that I offer free of charge
and obligation. Make the shade test before your
mirror. Notice how instantly the right shade
tells itself. Mark, too, how soft and smooth
my face powder; also, how long it clings.

Mail Coupon
One test will reveal that Lady Esther Face
Powder is a unique face powder, unparalleled by
anything in face powders you have ever known.

Mail the coupon or a letter today for the
free supply of all five shades that I offer.

FREE
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)

LADY ESTHER
2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, 111.

Please send me by return mail a trial supply of all five

shades of Lady Esther Face Powder.

Name..

Address..

City.. Slate.

This_offer is not jjood in Canada
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STOPS
PAINFUL
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PRESSURE

Also Sizes for Callouses and Bunions
You'll have relief the minute you apply
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads. These
thin, soothing, healing, pro-

tective pads removethe cause—
shoe pressure; prevent corns,

sore toes and blisters from new
or tight shoes. It's a complete
treatment—consisting ofpads
to end pain and separate Medi-
cated Disks to quickly, safely

Remove Corns and Callouses
Sizes for Corns, Callouses,
Bunions and Corns between
toes. Try this sure relief to-

day. Sold everywhere.

D-r Scholls
Zino-pads
Put one on—the pain is gone!

REMINGTON
At PORTABLEONLY

A new Remington Port-

able. Carrying case free.

Use 10 days without
cost. If you keep it, pay
only 10c a day. Write.
Say: How can I get a

Remington Portable on 10-

free trial offer for only

10c a day. Remington Rand
Inc., Dept. 808. Buffalo, N. Y.
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coiii cc in.^ctt with PEDS.

It is distasteful to wear shoes next to bare feet when
going barelegged! PEDS— give sanitary protection

for the entire foot; invisible when worn. Or, if wear-
ing stockings use PEDS— under or over them ! Stops

wear and mending. All sizes : MER. LISLE, 20c and
25c a pair; PURE SILK, 40c; "WOOLIES," 50c.

Buy PEDS at hosiery and notion counters of 5-and-

10c Stores and Department Stores. ^~-~~~r~~^~
Or, send correct stocking size /^2M[^^\
with coins or stamps t"
RICHARD PAUL.Inc

r
- for

^
cozy feet

with bare legs!

tell you how you can plan your own ward-
robes—not only for actual dramatic per-

formances, professional or amateur, but

for private life as well.

Voice teachers will give you exercises

on bow to place and pitch your voice.

And the stars themselves will recount
their own experiences in acting, telling you
how to manage difficult scenes, how to

overcome self-consciousness and stage

fright.

Daily, hundreds of inexperienced girls

and boys, men and women are turned away
from the Hollywood casting offices. They
are untrained, untried. That is why, if you
sincerely want to become a screen actor or
actress, you must have a knowledge of

screen technique. You simply must not

go to Hollywood without it.

Modern Screen's Dramatic School can
teach you the rudiments of acting techni-

que.

And now are you ready to start our
dramatic course?
The first thing for you to do is to im-

mediately analyze yourself carefully so that

you can discover just how much good it

will do you. So this month I want you
to answer a set of thirty questions about
yourself. They will reveal facts of your
character and will show you what chances
you have of dramatic success. These
questions have been carefully compiled for

me by ten of the best casting directors

and actors' agents in Hollywood—people
who know of what stuff theatrical talent

is made. Sit right down now with your
pencil. And answer these questions abso-
lutely honestly.

If the answer is definitely "no," give
yourself "0." If the answer is "moderately,"
give yourself a score of "5." If the an-
swer is emphatically "yes," give yourself a
score of "10." Score each question in

this way and, above all, be honest.

HERE are the questions

:

1. Do you unconsciously imitate

the mannerisms and voice intonations
of your friends?

2. Do you like to mimic people?
3. Do your friends tell you that you

mimic people well ?

4. Do people tell you their troubles?
5. Do you cry easily at the theatre,

over a sad story or book?
6. Do the troubles of other people

hurt you as much as your own trou-

bles?

7. Is it easy for you to tell your
troubles to your friends?

8. Do you confide in many people ?

9. Would you stop whatever you
were doing to help someone in dis-

tress ?

10. Do you memorize easily?

11. Would you prefer a career to

marriage?
12. Can you give a pretty accurate

description of the last five people
(present company excepted) you've
seen?

13. Would you rather have fame
than happiness?

14. Is there a vague unrest within
you which seems to demand expres-
sion ?

15. Do you have spells of extreme
melancholy for no reason?

16. Are you sometimes ecstatically

happy for no reason?
17. Would you rather have fame than

money ?

18. Are you interested in studying
people?

19. Do you often wonder why people
behave as they do?

20. Would you be so curious as to

wonder about a man (or woman)
sitting next to you on a street car that

you would strike up a conversation to

find out what sort of person he (or
she) is?

21. Do your friends consider you
unconventional ?

22. Will you go through any amount
of trouble to get what you want?

23. Do people often say that you
are "different" from the rest of your
set?

24. Is it hard for you to keep definite

beliefs about religion, morals, ethics?

25. Are you above the average in

good looks?
26. Is it easy for you to speak in

public ?

27. Are you free from self-conscious-
ness?

28. When you walk into a restau-
rant or before a group of people do
you like to be looked at?

29. Are you a bit of a show-off ?

30. Do you wear your clothes well?

"^TOW, when you have answered each of
^ these questions absolutely honestly,

scoring each question : a "0" for no, a "5"

for moderately true and a "10" for definite-

ly yes, add up the entire score. If your score
falls somewhere between 300 and 250, then
you possess to a remarkable degree the

traits which characterize a born actor or
actress. In this case, you must follow
every word written in Modern Screen's
Dramatic School and you must supplement
this by taking every dramatic course you
can. You should guard your health well,

and if such is your earnest ambition, defi-

nitely prepare yourself for a dramatic ca-
reer because you have the beginning of

real dramatic talent. But you must pre-
pare yourself. Don't be foolish enough (as

so many are) to dream of Hollywood until

you have bad experience, because as I have
said before, without experience no amount
of talent will get you by. You should have
actual experience on the stage to learn

all the tricks of the trade.

If your score falls between 250 and 100,

you may or may not become an actor or
actress, but certainly you have dramatic
ability. You can be a leader in amateur
theatricals. You can derive much fun and
satisfaction by following Modern Screen's
Dramatic School each month, for you are

above the average in theatrical talent. You
should go out for school theatricals and
should organize little acting groups among
your friends. Modern Screen's Dramatic
School will tell you how. You can have
great fun acting and should not neglect

this side of your education, for you will

be amused and interested by all the things

you are able to learn from these pages.
If your score falls below 100, then I'm

afraid you should give up any secret yearn-
ings for a theatrical career, either profes-

sional or amateur. I would nevertheless,

advise you to read Modern Screen's Dra-
matic School each month, for in it you
will find valuable tips upon how to acquire

poise, to overcome self-consciousness, etc.

But apply that only to your daily life. You
would suffer too much if you attempted
any form of theatrical work. Choose an-
other life profession.

Naturally the closer your score ap-

proaches the highest score of these rough
divisions, the more you can heighten what
I have said. For instance, if you're almost
in the first class a little work and study
might put you there. And if you're almost
in the second class, the same is true.

And now, prepare yourself for the most
fun and help you've ever had. You will

find both on these pages every month.
If you have personal questions you would

like to ask in connection with this depart-

ment, address Modern Screen's Dramatic
School, in care of Modern Screen, 149

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. Please

send a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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If I Should Love Again

(Continued from page 57)

And such being the case, I was very un-
attractive. When Billy and I were first

married we went to the south of France.
We were all playing. We were with
Billy's friends. It was all casual, effort-

less, charming. Came the fall and it came
to me, darkly, that my world was also a

workshop and that the theatres were open-
ing in New York and plays were being cast

and I was not there. I dared not stay

away. I dared not let my little name, just

beginning to peep over the wall of

anonymity, be forgotten. So what did I

do ? I began to regard, gloomily, the

antics of Billy and the others. I began to

say hollowly, "But I am an actress. I must
go back. I must think about my work !

"Billy and the others urged me to relax,

to live. But I couldn't. And I was really

very uncivil about it. The professional part
of me and the feminine part were at each
other's throats. You see? But now, to-

day, I would not be like that. I wouldn't
have to. I could be in love and married
and go to the south of France and I could
play, and if the season started and I felt

like going back I would go, pleasantly.

BUT you do see what I mean? I can
take my profession, now, in stride. It

is like a flier who, when he first begins to

fly, is strained and stressed. He must con-
centrate doggedly upon his ship and his

manipulation of the ship. So, feminine-
professional women must learn, figuratively

speaking, to fly before they can liberate

their social instincts and become adequate
wives.

"There is another element to contend
with in the beginning. It is the jealousy
of the male. No man enjoys, and few men
Can endure, looking on while the woman
he loves concentrates all of her thoughts
and energies on something entirely apart
from him.

"When Billy and I were first married,
he never attended an opening night of
mine. On every occasion he would be
stricken down with a cold. I remember
one night, having reserved seats for him
and some friends, being called to the phone
at the last moment to be told that Mr.
Parker had fainted in the hotel lobby. He
didn't want to be there, you see. He didn't
know that he didn't. It was the normal
and perfectly legitimate male instinct,

working subconsciously.

"Today, if we were married, he would
know how I react to openings, to censure
or applause, to publicity. He would know
whether the sight of my name in electric

lights would make a different woman of
me, or not. We are only afraid of the
unknown. Once the elements are resolved,
there is nothing left to fear.

"When I was reading for a new dra-
matic part in those beginning days, and
being very upset or distraught if my
lines were not good, Billy would say to me
'Whv worry? What if they are poor? The
show is a turkey, anyway.' Now, there
are certain words that people in the
theatre simply must not use to one an-
other. The expression, 'it's a turkey,' is

among them. It's an old Broadway cliche
and means that the show is a shoe-string,
won't last more than a couple of weeks or
something of the sort.

"What I needed and wanted was some-
one to say, 'The lines may be insignificant
and stupid, but it's the way you read them
that matters.' I needed encouragement be-
cause I was beginning, you see.

FAOEN BEAUTY AIDS at IO'
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Science shows they equal

$
1 to $3 brands in Quality

America's loveliest wpmen have come to

depend on Faoen Beauty Aids. For no

smart woman pays $1 to *3 for face

creams, powder, lipsticks or other cos-

metics when for 70^ she can buy Faoen

products—scientifically proven to be of

the exact same purity and quality. Read
the report of a famous testing laboratory:

"every Faoen product tested is as pure and fire

as products of like nature sold for $1, $2 and $3."

Be satisfied with nothing but the best

—

your loveliness demands the best. You can

have it, now, for 1 00 in Faoen BeautyAids

— the very finest science can produce.
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PegGets really Kissed

GOOD NIGHT . . .

SEE YOU NEXT WEEK

HE KISSES ME
LIKE I WAS
A POST. .

.

ARENTMVLIPS
ATTRACTIVE?

<

SUNDAY f~~ JEAM SARGENT, THE N

' BROADWAY STAR SPEAKING:
'FOR ALLURING LIPS THE MOVIE 6 STAGE

STARS USE A SPECIAL
LIPSTICK CALLED
KISSPROOF . . .THEY
COULD PAY ANV PRICE-
-YET YOU CAN GET IT
IN THE IO? STORE

TRY IT/1

SHE DECIDES TO TRY KISSPROOF

NEXT SATURDAY

OH, I COULD EAT YOU
UP. . .YOUR LIPS ARE
IRRESISTIBLE TODAY..

WELL. ^
DEAR,
THEY'RE
THE

KISSPROOF
KIND...

Have the same ' 'lip appeal"that the movie
stars and Broadway actresses have. Use
the same lipstick! It is the new KISS-
PROOF Indelible Lipstick—Special Thea-
trical Color! This lipstick is so wonderful,
it has been placed by the make-up experts
in the dressing rooms of the Hollywood
Studios and New York Theatres ! Price is

no object here — but the experts have
found that inexpensiveKISSPROOFgives
matchless allure to the actresses. It will
do the same for you.

Use it tonight! You will be thrilled!

You can get it in all shades, including
the new Special Theatrical Color, at any
toilet goods counter and at the 10c stores.

Hissproof [

NDELIBLE
IPSTICK

NEWKINDofSEAL
FOR JAMS.. JELLIES..ETC.

A WHOLE
PACKAGE OF 25
FOR ONLY|Q£

JIFFY-SEAL
FOR EVERY

KIND DF GLASS
OR JAR!

Saves Time—Money—Labor—Materials
A MARVELOUS new invention needed by every

housewife who makes jeliies, jams or preserves.
Just think of being able to seal any type of glass or
jar in }4 the usual time, at 14 the usual cost! No wax
to melt—no tin tops to sterilize—no mess—no waste.
Jiffy-Seals give a perfect seal-

ing job every time. Yet amaz-
ingly easy to use. Try Jiffy-

Seals— the new transparent
film invention. Only 10c for
package of 25.

At All Wool-worth
and Other 5c and
10c Stores or Your
Ne ighborhoodStore

"And so I mean that only when a woman
lias got her feet firmly on the back of her
profession can she give time, consideration

to love and marriage. Such a woman, in

such a position, relaxed and eased, can
make the man feel what all men must feel

in order to be happy—that he is the im-
portant one. Such a woman has absorbed
her career into the texture of her life so

that there is not a stronger pull on one
part of the material than on another. It

is only when the career has to matter so
terribly that love is liable to disappear and
marriage to be wrecked.
"Today, it would be something like this.

If Billy and I were married now, or if 1

were in love again and married to some-
one else, a producer might call me on the

phone and say, 'I have a play I think might
interest you. May I drop by this after-

noon?' And he would come and my hus-
band would be there, too. We would have
tea, the three of us, and discuss the play.

"And if my man were really impor-
tant enough," Miriam leaned closer and
her blue eyes were serious, "if I should
meet a man important enough, I could give

it all up for him, if he wanted me to.

"Now, I have my life arranged. The
pattern is worked out. I have bought my
house on Sutton Place. I shall live there

six months of the year, doing a play if

and when one presents itself. I shall spend
three months of the summer in Hollywood
and, when my Paramount contract is at an
end, I'll hope to do the pictures I want to

do. Into this life of mine now, love and
marriage could share and share alike. I

have seen my name in electrics and what-
ever transmutation took place, it is done.

In the meantime . .
."

Michael's jolly chuckle drifted down to

us, Billy sauntered back, one or two
other men came in . . . Miriam's house-
guest joined us . . . Miriam's eyes met
mine. . . . "In the meantime " she said.

Clara Speaks for Herself

{Continued from page 59)

the loving care of two people and that

greatest healer of all—Time—have made
this last year the one which she may recall,

some dav, as the most momentous in her

life.

I suppose all of our lives progress ac-

cording to cycles. We are up through cer-

tain years and down through others. And
when we are at the end, we must look back

and realize that each cycle was, after all,

essential to the other.

Billy Bow, Clara's cousin, came out to

see me the other day. We fell to discuss-

ing the cycles of her life. And Billy is

the other person besides Rex whom Clara

trusts, who had used his devotion to en-

courage her. "No one can understand

this last year of her life unless he under-
stands the truth of the years which pre-

ceded,'" he told me.
"The truth about her childhood has

never been told. I was raised with Clara,

lived in the same house with her at num-
ber 33 Prospect Place, Brooklyn. Her
mother was never insane as has been
printed. She had pernicious anemia and

did not have the strength to handle the

knife with which she was supposed to have

tried to kill Clara. She would fall to the

floor from exhaustion from the least

effort. But her mind was absolutely clear.

And I can prove that. That story was
made up so Clara's early life would sound

more dramatic for publicity purposes.

"No, as a child, Clara had hardships but

she was just a natural kid. We used to

save our pennies to see Wally Reid's pic-

tures. We'd talk about our chances of get-

ting into the movies. 'If you get there first,

you send for me, Billy, and I'll do the same
for you.' And she kept her word. She
brought me to Hollywood and I lived in

the same house again until I married two
years ago.

CLARA always kept her word and the

great thing about her, until four years

ago, was that she believed others kept

theirs. She had the greatest faith in hu-

man nature of any person I have ever

known. Her faith in others simply flamed

from her

—

"That word flame is funny," I inter-

rupted. "That's the first word I heard to

describe her on the first day I met her."

I told him about it. She was descending

the stairs behind the reception desk at the

Paramount studios. My husband stopped

me with a sharp grip of one hand, while

he pointed at her with another. When she

had passed by, her laugh trilling through
the halls with the inspiring gaiety of a rob-
in greeting a spring morning, he said,

"That is the only girl I ever saw who ac-

tually flames. Who is she?"
Billy Bow nodded. "And that was not

just sex appeal or beauty. It was that

great faith and trust and belief in the

world and everybody in it. Did you know
that the government had a special train

to bring Clara Bow's fan mail into Holly-
wood at about that time?"
"And don't you see that Clara believed

in the whole world that gave so much to

her ! Adored everyone in it ! I should say
the secret of Clara, until the Daisy Devoe
affair, was flaming faith.

"And then she lost it!" He paused for

several moments. "We weren't afraid for

Clara's career during those years after this

happened. We didn"t care about that. We
were afraid for Clara. When she lost her
faith, her trust, her belief—everything went
with it."

From a flame, Clara Bow turned to

ashes. It seemed for three long years as

though nothing could reawaken even ambi-
tion. After that trial, she was offered

$10,000 a day for personal appearances.
The highest offer in history. A radio com-
pany urged ten thousand dollars for five

moments of chatter, the microphone to be
hung in her ranch house in Nevada. Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer proposed $175,000 for

"Red Headed Woman." She refused to

even listen.

She had, at that time, $500,000. "Call
Her Savage" added $150,000; "Hoopla"
$125,000. As she says in her letter, she

could use more money. But money, without
faith, had become unimportant.
"The first cycle was faith; the second

absolute loss of it!" Billy decided. "We
had tried to warn her. She wouldn't be-
lieve one word against Daisy. Wouldn't let

us bring proof. And then, one day in

New York, she accidentally saw a letter

showing that Daisy had sent $500 to her
father in a prison. Where had Daisy, on
a $75 weekly salary, gotten that $500?

SHE investigated. But even when she

had the proof, it wasn't she who went
to the district attorney. Someone felt it

was a duty.

"Rex Bell, just a friend, took the matter

to the authorities. And when that trial

was actually started, she refused to let
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WINNIE'S WORRY
any of the rest of us testify. Rex or my-
self. 'This is between Daisy and me. There

is absolutely no reason why your names
should be messed in it.'

"And when the trial was over and the

Clara we knew had disappeared, she

went to the judge and begged him not to

make the sentence hard on Daisy. And
it was Clara who tried to get her paroled,

but was unsuccessful.''

Two cycles. And it looked as though the

last one was going to last forever. The
first—a child who loved life/ and life

loved her in return. The second—a woman
who found a world fickle and lost all de-

sire to live in it.

At twenty-six, she said it was over. At
twenty-seven

—

In that one year, Clara Bow has seen

the glimmering of a very old truth, which

no experience in either previous cycle could

teach her. That family and one or two

loyal friends are worth more than the de-

votion of a nation. And during the past

year she has turned to her family. She
is gradually bringing all of her relatives

to California and retiring them. "Uncle

Don" and "Uncle Harry" and Billy Bow's
little brother, Clara's cousin, are already

here. At first, Uncle Don refused to come.

Three times, she bought him a ticket;

three times, he slipped away from the train

to return to Brooklyn, penniless. Finally,

Clara had relatives kidnap him and start

him on a bus, in charge of officials. She
met him—and immediately took him to a

tailor—one of the most expensive—and
had three suits fitted. Then she escorted

Uncle Don to a dentist where she ordered

the most elegant set of teeth. He doesn't

like to wear them and Clara watches him,

like a mother hovering over a wayward
child, to see he doesn't forget. Each uncle

and each other relative is in a separate

apartment.

"The Bow clan," she calls them. And this

last Christmas, she had them all together.

And they called her Queen and she named
each one with some royalty title. And
when she dies, her will reads, that no one
can ever inherit permanently the money,
unless their name be Bow. They must have
the name of the clan which she is now
collecting around her.

She has turned to her own. And in

doing this, she has found herself begin-

ning, gradually, without conscious realiza-

tion, a new cycle. She does not expect
from life now, and she gives only to her
own rather than to those who chance to

have faith in her. Even Rex Bell is not
all her own. She loves him as the one out-

sider whom she can trust. And she loves

him because she can trust him.

And she has just announced the greatest

proof of that love and trust. Clara Bow
is to become a mother ! Her wire con-
firming this report says that this great,

new adventure does not change one line

of her letter. She will not make a picture,

of course, until the baby is born but she
still means each word she wrote me. Per-
haps motherhood may change her will. Or
will she have the little "fellow" named Bow
instead of Bell? Will she make her child

a legal member of the beloved Bow clan?

And now, I think you can understand her
letter, the first she has written for four
years.

And all she asks from the world that

created those first two cycles is one great
story, a chance for an outlet for the first

glimmerings of a completely new ambition.
And I cannot but wonder if the Hollywood
producers are really going to let the one
who made them more money than any
other single person—ever feel again that
her life is over at an age when the rest

of our lives are just beginning, when they
can so easily make it worth living?

® 4 WEEKS LATER

Posed by professional models

—by Gil

New pounds for

skinny figures

—quick!
Thousands gaining 5 to 15 lbs.

and lovely curves in a few weeks

with amazing new double tonic

DOCTORS for years have prescribed
yeast to build up health. But now

with this new discovery you can get far
greater tonic results than with ordinary
yeast—regain health, and in addition
put on pounds of firm, good-looking
flesh—and in a far shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gaining
beauty-bringing pounds, but also clear, radi-
ant skin, freedom from constipation and
indigestion, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast,
is made from special brewers' ale yeast, im-
ported from Europe, the richest yeast
known, which by a new process is concen-
trated 7 times

—

made 7 limes more power/ul.

But that is not all! This marvelous, health-
building yeast is ironized with 3 special kinds
of strengthening iron.

Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast,
watch flat chest develop, skinny limbs
round out attractively, new health come.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
should build you up in a few short weeks as
it has thousands. If you are not delighted
with the results of the very first package,
your money instantly refunded.

Special FREE offer!

To start you building up your health right

away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.

Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on the box and mail it

to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We
will send you a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About Your Body", by
an authority. Remember, results are guar-
anteed with the very first package

—

or

money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Dept. 38, Atlanta, Ga.
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YOU CAN BUY BACK
YOUR YOUTH

Youthful Hair Free from Gray
If your hair is off in color no charm of
face can make up that defect.

FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR
will keep you younger looking than your
years; easy to use without instruction in

hygienic privacy AT HOME. Odorless,
greaseless, will not rub off nor interfere with
curling, marcel or permanent wave; leaves
the hair natural-looking, lustrous, soft and
fluffy. Once you've got the shade you wish
a few occasional touches keep a uniform
color. $1.35. For sale everywhere.

r FREE SAMPLE .

BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO. M.G.-21 '

I 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Masa.

Send for FREE SAMPLE in plain wrapping.

|
Name .

Street . - •

' City -State I

[_
SJATE_OR I_G IJNAL_COLOR_QF H_A_IR

Be a Nurse
|
MARRIED WOMEN EARN $25-535

Yon can learn at home in spare time to

be a "practical" nurse. One graduate
saved ?400 while learning. A housewife

I 1 7 earned 5430 in 3 months. Clear, simple
' lessons. Course endorsed by physicians.

Est. 35 years. Thousands of graduates. Equipment in-

cluded. High school not required. Easy tuition payments.
Men, women, 1S-60. Add to your family income I

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 78, 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name _

City.

(State whether Miss or Mrs.)

State . Age .

Win out
WITH A
CLEAR

WHITE

SKIN

End freckles, blackheads quick
Be lovely I Have the flawless, satin-smooth skin men
admire! No matter how freckled or blemished your
complexion, how dull and dark, Nadinola Bleaching
Cream will bring you flawless, radiant new beauty

—

almost overnight. Just smooth it on at bedtime tonight

—

no massaging, no rubbing. Instantly Nadinola begins its
beautifying work. Tan. freckles, blackheads, pimples,
muddy, sallow color vanish quickly. Day by day your
skin grows more lovely—creamy white, smooth, ador-
able. No disappointments, no long waiting; tested and
trusted for over a generation. Try at our risk—money
back if not delighted. Get a large box of Nadinola
Bleaching Cream at toilet counters, or by mail postpaid
only 50c. NADINOLA, Box M-21, Paris, Term. Gener-
ous 10c sizes Nadinola Beauty aids at many 5c and 10c
stores.

cNhdinc{a^lmchmgCrcam
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Favorite of Statesmen

{Continued from paye 13)

The Colonel and Mr. Arliss are firm

friends, have been since the days of the

World War. A photograph of Mr. Arliss,

inscribed, "To my friend, Colonel E. M.
House, with affectionate regards, George
Arliss," has an honored place in the Col-

onel's study. It is beside the pictures of

President Wilson, President Roosevelt and
Paderewski. And when Mr. Arliss came
through New York recently on his way
home to England, Colonel House was one

of the few friends he visited.

Taking Colonel House for a model, you
might say that George Arliss would have
made the perfect statesman. He has the

same type of mind as his distinguished

friend, keen, penetrating, never missing the

slightest detail. He has the same sly

humor, the same soft-spoken, imperturbable

manner, the same inscrutable "poker" face

that is so essential to the diplomat. It has

even been said that their features are a

great deal alike.

Another famous movie fan who admires
Mr. Arliss is President Roosevelt. Re-
member the days when you sort of apolo-

gized for liking the movies? Well, times

have changed when even the President of

the United States is an ardent fan.

Here's what happens when the Presi-

dent orders a movie to be shown at the

White House.
Stephen Early, one of the presidential

secretaries and formerly associated with
the Paramount-Publix Corporation, tele-

phones "Joe" Johnson of the Navy De-
partment. Joe looks over the preview
production reports from the motion pic-

ture exchanges of Washington and selects

a picture which he thinks will please the

President, or, perhaps some member of the

White House family has requested a par-

ticular movie. Sometimes Joe has only

an hour's notice, but he always delivers.

PLEASING "F. D." is not such a difficult

task, it seems, for he is such a human
person that he can find pleasure in seeing

almost any good picture. But, his pref-

erence runs to stories with absorbing plots,

of the sort that Mr. Arliss appears in, so

that his attention will be held to the end
and he can forget the cares of his office.

Of course, he is very fond of the news
reels and he likes musicals fairly well.

Mickey Mouse and the Silly Symphony
characters, the Three Little Pigs, are as

popular with him as with "Sistie" and
"Buzzie" Dall, Mr. Early said._

Dinner is served at seven-thirty at the

White House and, at eight-thirty, if there

is no pressing matter at hand, the Presi-

dent is ready for his evening movie. It is

shown in the long hall directly outside his

room. Usually there are guests to enjoy
the hour of relaxation with him, and they

see the President in his most charming and
informal moments. But, after that hour
of the movies, he is ready again for affairs

of state. Many evenings at 9 :30, after

seeing a movie, the President holds con-
ferences until a late hour.

"I believe it is true that he sees more
films than any President ever has, and is

more genuinely fond of them," Mr. Early
stated. "They seem to refresh him more
than any other diversion."

Mr. Hoover, it is said, could not sit

through a feature picture. He would al-

ways walk out after the news reel.

I broached the subject of censorship of

the movies to Mr. Early. Certainly the

President could find nothing in Mr. Arliss'

films to be censored, but, well—some of the

others! What did the President tliink

about them ?

"Just between you and me," the secre-

tary said, "he enjoys them all. He's very
charitable in his attitude. He does think,

however, that the motion picture producer
has a definite responsibility to his public,

that he ought to give the audience some-
thing definitely constructive to carry away,
after seeing a picture—enlightened spirits

or something deep to think about."

DUT, if the President will not have his

views on censorship definitely known,
Mrs. Roosevelt has gone on record as being
emphatically opposed to censorship "in any
form or fashion." The President's wife
believes that, if left to itself, the public will

eventually reject what is worst in any en-
tertainment field and select only the best.

No doubt, the President is influenced to

some extent by the First Lady's attitude

in the matter.
At a certain neighborhood movie house

in Washington, many afternoons or eve-

nings, if you looked closely you would be
sure to discover a cherubic, white-haired
man, with -a flowing tie, sitting alone in a
corner, absorbed in the picture—or peace-
fully asleep. That would be Mr. Rainey,
Speaker of the House.
One busy day at the Capitol, I waited

outside the Speaker's office to ask him what
he thought of the movies. Congressmen
and other harassed-looking persons waited,

too, for the few moments when Mr. Rainey
should leave the House floor. I began to

give up the idea of an interview, but, when
my time came, the genial Speaker talked
with seeming real enjoyment of his favor-
ite recreation.

"I like to go to the movies," he said.

"I'm always tired when I go in. The room
is dark, and I can relax—and go to sleep,

if I want to. Or, if I don't like the picture,

I can leave when I please, without fear of

offending anyone—something you can't do
when seeing a stage play. I'm very fond
of the stage, but the movies are more con-
venient for me."

There's one type of movie that Mr.
Rainey always stays awake to see—that's

the mystery thriller.

"What are those Chinese mysteries

—

Fu "

"Fu Manchu."
"Oh, yes," and his face brightened. "I

never miss one of them."
George Arliss is his favorite star. Every

Arliss picture is a masterpiece, he thinks.

"It couldn't be otherwise, with Mr. Arliss
in it," he said. "It's especially interesting

to me to _ watch the fine working of Mr.
Arliss' mind as shown in his flawless act-

ing. He has the subtle mind of a diplomat."

WHEN statesmen see Mr. Arliss' per-
formances, they see themselves as

they hope their public sees them, Air.

Rainey said.

Eddie Cantor's pictures are always ace-
high with the Speaker, too.

"I saw 'Roman Scandals'," he said, "and
thought it was a wonderful production. I

didn't go to sleep in that one. Do you re-

member the dance in the bathroom scene?
That was very beautiful."

"Mr. Rainey, do you believe in censor-
ship of the movies?" I asked.

"Absolutely not," he replied. "I have
never seen anything immoral in the movies.
It's all in the interpretation of the in-

dividual."

It was about seven o'clock in the eve-
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ning when I was finally able to have a

word with another of Washington's well-

known movie fans. That was Jesse Jones,

chairman of the government's Reconstruc-

tion Finance Corporation. Mr. Jones is one

of the busiest and most important men in

Washington.
"I haven't been to a movie for a month,"

Mr. Jones told me, regretfully. "In

Houston, I used to go three times a week
because there were three movie theatres

and I could see a different picture every

time.

"Now, I haven't a minute for recreation.

'The Life of Henry the Eighth' was at my
neighborhood movie last week, but I didn't

get to see it."

"Who is your favorite star?"

"George Arliss," was the prompt answer.
"There's one movie I'm going to see if I

have to take a holiday to do it, and that's

'The House of Rothschild'
!"

He wanted to see Mr. Arliss play the

part of a man who settled national financial

crises.

"So that you can imagine yourself in the

role, Mr. Jones?"
"Well, I might take a tip from him,"

he laughed. Arliss, he said, would have
been wonderful in any governmental role

in real life.

"How do you like Mae West?" I asked.

"Never heard of her," Mr. Jones re-

plied.

"What, you didn't see 'She Done Him
Wrong' ?"

"What was the name of that last one
she was in—something about an angel ? Oh,
yes
—

'I'm No Angel.' I saw both of them,"
he said, with a sudden twinkle of the eye.

Which gave me the thought that between
George Arliss and Mae West, there should
be inspiration enough to run any country.

Beauty Advice

(Continued from page 14)

to be her favorite. Many of the stars

prefer more exotic effects for evening wear.
Myrna Loy, for instance, has adopted the

new "cellophane fingernails." The effect

is obtained by giving the nails two coats
of a dark polish and finishing them off

with a single coat of platinum. Very
striking, and suitable to Myrna's per-
sonality.

Frances Drake has also introduced a new
fad in fingernails. The other evening I

spotted her in one of the popular late spots
in Hollywood all decked out in a black
formal gown and sporting "mirror" finger-
nails. These tiny mirrors come in various
shapes to fit every nail and are fastened on
with an adhesive mixture. Made a most
glittering effect, but perhaps a bit too
glittery for a bridge table!

To acquire a becoming coiffeur, it is

necessary to spend a little time studying
yourself before your mirror. A correct
hairdress can do wonders to enhance your
beauty. If your face is long and narrow,
arrange your hair in soft waves brought
forward on the cheeks. Do not slick the
hair down, but let it fluff softly about your
face. The round face requires a higher but
not necessarily severe coiffeur. To slick
the hair back from a full face only ac-
centuates its fullness. And do not expose
your ears unless they are worth exposing.
Small, shell-like ears are a pleasure to
behold—but ears can be large and ugly
looking. In that case, cover them.
As for make-up, it might be well to re-

member that it isn't what you use so much
as the zvay you use it. Don't misunder-
stand me—of course it is important that

T'HE only way
to marry a rich

man is to stay

"100% Pure." At
least that was the

determined idea of

Eadie, a provocative

young lady, who set

about getting her-

self a wedding ring.

She found the road

of purity pretty

rough going at times

but after eluding dozens of coun-

terfeit offers she finally found the

man of her dreams. He was rich

.... he was handsome . . . and

best of all he wanted to marry her.

You can imagine this girl's

emotions when on the verge of

her great adventure she is framed

by her prospective father-in-law.

You will thrill to her subse-

quent experiences as she revenges

herself. You will laugh and weep
at the same time as she rushes be-

fore a gathering of dignitaries clad

only in her scanties and calls her

fiance's father "Daddy." And of

course you will smile contentedly

when this hectic round of excite-

ment comes to an end. Only then

will you learn if purity really pays.

"100% Pure" is the title of

MGM'S new super-feature, star-

ring Jean Harlow, Franchot Tone,
Lionel Barrymore and Lewis Stone.

$250.00
For a Movie Title

Wanted: a suitable

title for RKO - Ra-

dio's new picture

featuring one of their

many stars. For

complete details see

the AUGUST issue.

Novelized in the
August issue of
SCREEN RO-
MANCES, you can

read its charming
story complete, then

get a double thrill

by seeing the picture

when it comes to

your favorite movie
theatre.

Every issue of

SCREEN RO-
MANCES contains twelve com-
plete screen novelizations, pro-

fusely illustrated with actual stills

from the pictures. Unique in its

field, it furnishes hours of enjoy-

able reading, containing the 12

best Hollywood stories of the

month.
Read "100% Pure" and eleven

other splendid new screen stories:

THE LIFE OF VERGIE WIN-
TERS, Ann Harding, John Boles.

BABY, TAKE A BOW, Shirley
Temple, James Dunn. DOCTOR
MONICA, Kay Francis, Warren
William. FOG OVER FRISCO,
Bette Davis, Donald Woods. THE
GREAT FLIRTATION, Elissa

Landi, Adolphe Menjou. RE-
TURN OF THE TERROR, Mary
Astor, Lyle Talbot. SOUR
GRAPES, Diana Wynyard, CHve
Brook. CALL IT LUCK, Herbert
Mundin, Pat Paterson. SIDE
STREETS, Aline MacMahon, Paul
Kelly. THE LOUD SPEAKER,
Ray Walker, Jacqueline Wells.
PRIVATE SCANDAL, Mary
Brian, Phillips Holmes.

ASK FOR THE AUGUST ISSUE AT ANY NEWSSTAND

SCREEN ROMANCES
THE 12 BEST SCREEN STORIES OF THE MONTH!
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BE DAINTY
In Spite of Hot Weather

WITH X-Cream Deodorant

you can safeguard yourself

against any trace of offensive

perspiration or body odors.

This snow-white, pleasant de-

odorant cream is cooling,sooth-

ing, and positive in its action.

Harmless to skin or fabrics

—

does not interfere with nature.

It's the best cream yet!

For sale at the better ioc stores

exclusively. Buy it today!

X-CREAM
PREVENTS BODY ODORS
_ BECOME AN EXPERT

Accountant
Executive Accountants and C. P. A.*s earn $3,000 to $15,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. Only 12,000 Certified Public Account-
ants in theU.S. Wetrain yoathorolyathome in spare time forC.P.A.
examinations or executive accounting positions. Previous experience
unnecessary. Personal training undersupervision of staff of C.P. A's,
including members of the American Institute of Accountants. Write
for free book. "Accountancy, the Profession that Fays."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 8318H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,200 C. p. A.'s

WHAT
HAS
SHE
DONE
9

What has this clever girl done to make her hair so
lovely? How does she keep those exquisite soft tones
—those tiny dancing lights in her hair?

Her secret is Golden Glint Shampoo. You'd never
think a single shampooing could make one's hair so
beautiful, so radiant—and do it so easily! You'll be
delighted with the soft loveliness—the "tiny-tint"— it

imparts. At your dealers', 25c, or send for free sample.

FREE
J. W. KOBI CO., 602 Rainier Ave., Dept. H
Seattle, Wash. • • • « Please send a free sample.

Name
Addre s s

City ,State-

Color of my hair:

you use the correct shade of powder and
rouge, but even more important is the way
you apply it. No man will object to a

woma'n using make-up. He only objects

when the woman looks made up.

NO doubt, the most misused article of

make-up is rouge. Keep in mind, when
you are applying your rouge, that it should

never be definite (the "ball of flame" is

absolutely out) but should be only a faint

flush of color. And it must never end
perceptibly. All the edges must be smoothed
to blend into the skin.

The placement of the cheek rouge de-
pends a great deal upon the shape of your
face. For instance, if you wish your face

to appear less round, start the rouge under
the center of each eye, work it back high
on the temples to the hairline and bring it

down well below the ears, always being
careful to keep it away from the entire

center of the face. This gives a slender
"ethereal" contour to a full face. For a

slender face, start the rouge fairly close to

the nose, work it out high across the
temples and make almost a triangle, with
the point at the center of the cheek.

We all know, of course, that "cupid's

bow" lips are no longer in vogue. They
went out with yesterday's short skirts. To-
day one's lips should be made up to accent
their natural contours. Apply your lipstick

to the center of both upper and lower lips.

Then with you.' finger tip, carefully follow
the natural line of your lips, being careful

not to rouge the lips entirely to the corners,

as this gives an artificial look. Then, as a
last touch, add another "dot" of rouge to

the center of the upper lip—thus giving an
accent line.

Joan Blondell has a clever way of adding
eye shadow that I'm going to let you in on.

She starts it at the center of the eyelid,

working it out to the outer edge of the lid.

The secret of this is that it gives the eyes
the illusion of being far apart. Joan per-
sonally prefers a shade the exact color of
her eyelids for daytime wear. This does

not give the made-up look that a blue or
brown shade would.
Now, I am going to go into something

that is just as important, if not MORE im-
portant, than make-up or coiffeurs or mani-
cures. It is important not only at the
bridge table—but in everyday life as well.

That is body fragrance. So often we have
seen a woman immaculately groomed but
guilty of body odor. Daily baths are neces-
sary and sufficient in some cases, but for

a woman gadding about all day they do
not suffice. Here I advocate the powder
sachet idea. After your morning bath, per-
fume your body with a fine powdered
sachet. You may not be conscious of the

fragrance at first, but during the day the

heat of the body will bring out the perfume
and you will carry a delicate fragrance
about you that will be a joy to everyone
you meet. These sachet powders come in

various scents and can be purchased very
reasonably.

Adrienne Ames is a great lover of per-
fumes from natural flowers. Heavy per-
fumes annoy her. Instead, before going
out, she tucks a gardenia or even leaves of

lemon geranium inside the bodice of her
dress. Thus there is always a delicate

fragrance about her that is dainty enough
to be in good taste.

So—next time you are invited to a bridge
party—or any kind of party—give yourself
a "once over" before you attend. Notice
particularly your hands. Are they clean
and well groomed? Is your hair becom-
ingly arranged? And is your make-up cor-
rect? And if you have no sachet, do as
Adrienne Ames does. Tuck a flower in

your bodice. Then, if your mirror reflects

approval—go to your party and see if you
don't play a better game of bridge

!

Would you like Mary Biddle to send
you a personal letter about your own most
pressing beauty problem? She will be
glad to do so. Drop her a note, in care

of Modern Screen, 149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y. Please enclose a self-

addressed, stamped envelope.

The Report Card

{Continued from page 8)

MANHATTAN LOVE SONG (Monogram).
Dixie Lee turns in a tine performance.

MANHATTAN MELODRAMA (M-G-M).
Clark Gable and William Powell in love with the
same gal, Myrna Loy.

MAN OF TWO WORLDS (RKO).
Francis Lederer.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS (Paramount).
A Burns and Allen laugh-riot.

MELODY IN SPRING (Paramount).
Lanny Ross and Ann Sothern.

MEN IN WHITE (M-G-M).
About the medical profession. With Clark Gable
and Elizabeth Allan.

THE MERRY FRINKS (Warners).
These three. Aline MacMahon. Guy Kibbee and
Allen Jenkins, couldn't be funnier. See it.

MIDNIGHT ALIBI (Warners).
Richard Barthelmess as a gangster. With Ann
Dvorak and Helen Chandler.

THE MYSTERY OF MR. X (M-G-M).
Bob Montgomery and Elizabeth Allan.

NO MORE WOMEN (Paramount).
Eddie Lowe and Vic McLaglen together again.

NOW I'LL TELL, BY MRS. ARNOLD ROTHSTEIN
(Fox). . , _
Spencer Tracy as the gambler, Arnold Rothstem.
"With Alice Faye and Helen Twe'lvetrees in the cast.

ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN (Columbia).
Hospital drama. Ralph Bellamy and Walter Con-
nolly.

ORDERS IS ORDERS ( Gaumont-British)

.

Poking fun at Hollywood. With Jimmy Gleason and
Charlotte Greenwood.

THE POOR RICH (Universal).
Edna May Oliver and Edward Everett Horton make
a fine comedy team.

PRIVATE SCANDAL (Paramount).
Mary Brian. Phillips Holmes and ZaSu Pitts in a
comedy-murder mystery.

THE RIGHT TO ROMANCE (RKO).
Ann Harding as a woman physician.

SEARCH FOR BEAUTY (Paramount).
Larry "Buster" Crabbe and the Paramount beauty
contest winners.

SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE? (M-G-M).
With the inimitable Alice Brady.

SIDE STREETS (Warners).
The story of a woman in her thirties, starring Aline
MacMahon. Paul Kelly and Ann Dvorak are featured.

SING AND LIKE IT (RKO).
ZaSu Pitts, Edward Everett Horton and Pert Kel-
ton will amuse you.

SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN (Columbia).
Elissa Landi. Joseph Schildkraut and Frank Morgan
make this drama interesting.

SIX OF A KIND (Paramount).
Those four funsters Charlie Ruggles. Mary Boland
and Burns and Allen are nuttier than ever.

SMARTY (Warners).
If you want to laugh, see Joan Blondell. W arren
William and Edward Everett Horton in this.

SORRELL AND SON (United Artists).
Talkie version of Warwick Deeping's famous novel.
With H. B. Wrarner and Hugh Williams.

SONG OF SONGS (Paramount).
Marlene Dietrich.

SPITFIRE (RKO).
Hepburn gives a convincing performance.
Haden's work is worthy of praise, too.

SUCH WOMEN ARE DANGEROUS (Fox).
ADout a novelist (Warner Baxter) and a poetess
(Rochelle Hudson). Nicely done.

THIS MAN IS MINE (RKO).
Drawing-room drama. With Irene Dunne. Ralph
Bellamy, Constance Cummings and Kay Johnson.

THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN (M-G-Ml.
About the trials and tribulations of a family. \\ ith

Lionel Barrymore, Fay Bainter, Mae Clark and
Tom Brown.

A VERY HONORABLE GUY (Warners).
Not up to the usual high standard of a Joe E.
Brown picture.

WE'RE NOT DRESSING (Paramount).
The Crosby fans won't want to miss this.

WHERE SINNERS MEET (RKO).
Slow-moving, but an excellent cast will keep you
interested. Diana Wynward, Clive Brook and Billie

Burke.

WHIRLPOOL (Columbia).
. . .

If you're a Jack Holt fan. don t miss it. And it s

Sara
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Jean Arthur's first picture in years.

WILD CARGO (RKO).
Another Frank Buck animal film. Good of its kind.

THE WITCHING HOUR (Paramount).
Concerning the powers of hypnotism. \\ ith John
Halliday, Sir Guy Standing- and Tom Brown.

WOMAN'S MAN (Monogram).
Hollywood locale. With Marguerite De La Motte.
John Halliday and Wallace Ford.

THESE PICTURES GET "<"
AGGIE APPLEBY, MAKER OF MEN (RKO).

Fair comedy. With Wynne Gibson. Charlie Farrell
and ZaSu Pitts.

ALL MEN ARE ENEMIES (Fox).
Hugh Williams and Helen Twelvetrees in the pic-

tunzation of Ernest Hemingway's novel. Rather
disappointing.

THE BLACK CAT (Universal-)".
Karloff and Lugosi are in it and it's very, very
gruesome.

BLUE STEEL (Monogram).
A John Wayne Western.

CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE (Fox).
Continuing the Charlie Chan series, with Warner
Oland.

COME ON MARINES (Paramount).
Rowdy. With Dick Aden and Ida Lupino.

COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO (Universal).
Fay Wray and Paul Lukas do their best with a
mediocre story.

THE CROSBY CASE (Universal).
Wynne Gibson and Onslow Stevens.

DARK HAZARD (Warners).
Eddie Robinson as a gambler again.

DAVID HARUM (Fox).
The Will Rogers fans will like this.

EASY TO LOVE (Warners).
Light comedy. With Genevieve Tobin, Adolpbe
Menjou and Mary Astor.

EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT (Paramount).
Good performances by Dorothy Wilson and Kay
Johnson.

FINISHING SCHOOL (RKO).
Frances Dee. Ginger Rogers and Billie Burke.

FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE (Paramount).
Different from the usual run of pictures. With
Claudette Colbert, Mary Boland and Herbert
Marshall.

THE FRONTIER MARSHAL (Fox).
John Wayne.

GAMBLING LADY (Warners).
Barbara Stanwyck in the title role.

GOING HOLLYWOOD (M-G-M).
Marion Davies and Bing Crosby.

HAROLD TEEN (Warners).
Hal LeRoy as Harold Teen and Rochelle Hudson as
Lillums of the famous comic strip.

HELL BENT FOR LOVE (Columbia).
Tim McCoy and Lilian Bond.

HE WAS HER MAN (Warners).
Not up to par. Cagney and Blondell.

HIPS, HIPS, HOORAY (RKO).
Another Wheeler and Woolsey comedy. Okay if you
like this pair.

I BELIEVED IN YOU (Fox).
A very weak yarn about Greenwich Village. John
Boles and Rosemary Ames are in it.

I HATE WOMEN (Monogram).
Newspaperman Wallace Ford plays his role nicely.

THE INVISIBLE MAN (Universal).
Claude Rains.

JOURNAL OF A CRIME (Warners).
Ruth Chatterton's latest.

;

LAUGHING BOY (M-G-M).
Ramon Novarro and Lupe Yelez .can't overcome a
weak story.

LONG LOST FATHER (RKO).
Poor vehicle for John Barrymore.

THE LOST PATROL (RKO).
Boris Karloff. Vic McLaglan and Reginald Denny
head an all-male cast.

MASSACRE (Warners).
Richard Barthelmess and Ann Dvorak on an Indian
Reservation.

MERRY WIVES OF RENO (Warners).
Not very funny, in spite of the presence of Guv
Kibbee. Glenda Farrell and Hugh Herbert.

A MODERN HERO (Warners).
Richard Barthelmess. Jean Muir, Yerree Teasdale
and Marjorie Rainbeau can't make a go of this.

MONTE CARLO NIGHTS (Monogram).
John Darrow and Mary Brian.

MURDER IN TRINIDAD (Fox).
Heather Angel and Nigel Bruce in a murder mystery.

MYSTERY LINER (Monogram).
Dull mystery with Noah Beery and Astrid Allyn.

NO GREATER GLORY (Columbia).
George Breakston and Frankie Darro as leaders or
rival gangs.

OLSEN'S NIGHT OUT (Fox).
El Brendel.

ONE IS GUILTY (Columbia).
A mystery with Ralph Bellamy and Shirley Grey.

THE PARTY'S OVER (Columbia).
Stu Erwin, Ann Sothern and Arline Judge have a
poor story to deal with.

REGISTERED NURSE (Warners).
A hospital yarn. With Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon.

RETURN OF THE TERROR (Warners).
\ ery spooky murder mystery. With Mary Astor,
Lyle Talbot and John Halliday.

THE SCARLET EMPRESS (Paramount).
The latest Dietrich opus is a disappointment.

SHE MADE HER BED (Paramount).
An unsympathetic role for Bob Armstrong. Sally
Eilers and Richard Arlen here. too.

SOCIAL REGISTER (Columbia).
Colleen Moore in another picture that doesn't click.

STINGAREE (RKO).
Disappointing yarn. Irene Dunne and Richard Dix
are good. Dunne has a chance to sing.

STRICTLY DYNAMITE (RKO).
Jimmy Durante and Lupe Yelez can't make a go of
this one.

foiled

witkotit amlimcj /

l MAGIC! FREE! WORLD'S MOST AMAZING COOK BOOK!
Contains dozens of short-cuts to caramel, chocolate

and lemon good things— also magic tricks with candies, cookies,

ice cream, salad dressings !

Just address: The Borden Co., Dept. MM 84.

350 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Name .

Street...

City

Quality
.State ....

{Print name and address plainly)

Who's that

i n g down
valk-

the
street? Lew Ayres
(right) and Nor-

man Foster (left)

are the gentlemen
in this unusual

shot.

Scott
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SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT ALL

S.S.KRESCE CO. STORES

ZIP EPILATOR-IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT
PERMANENTLY DESTROYS HAIR

All WHITE Shoes

Easily Cleaned
Wonderful results with ColorShine AU-Pur-

pose White Cleaner in Tube on kid, cloth or

buckskin shoes. Easy to use. Will not rub off.

Only 10* at \0( stores. Twelve kinds of Color-

Shine for all colors and kinds of shoes. Try it I

IO
i AT TEN CENT

STORES

THE TORCH SINGER (Paramount).
Claudette Colliert as a night club singer.

THE TRUMPET BLOWS (Paramount).
Another weak yarn for Raft.

UNKNOWN BLONDE (Majestic).
An insight into the divorce racket. With Helen
Jerome I^ddy as co-respondent.

YOU CAN'T BUY EVERYTHING (M-G-M),
A fine cast saves it. Lewis Stone, Jean Parker and
May Rohson.

YOU'RE TELLING ME (Paramount).
Starring W. C. Fields.

THESE PICTURES 6ET "D"
BIC SHAKEDOWN (First National).
Bette Davis and Ricardo Cortez, exposing the cut-
rate drug racket. Boring.

BOMBAY MAIL (Universal).
Dull mystery.

GIRL WITHOUT A ROOM (Paramount).
Weak story, featuring Charles Farrell and Charlie
Ruggles.

I GIVE MY LOVE (Universal).
Paul Lukas, Wynne Gibson and Eric Linden do their
best with this weak opus.

KEEP 'EM ROLLING (RKO).

Walter Huston is wasted here.

LET'S BE RITZY (Universal).
Lew Ayres and Patricia Ellis can't save this picture.

MANDALAY (First National).
Kay Francis and Lyle Talbot.

NO RANSOM
| Liberty).

Leila Hyams, Phillips Holmes and Jack LaRue in
a yarn that's just too incredible.

SITTING PRETTY (Paramount).
All about a couple of song writers. Very dull.

SMOKING GUNS (Universal).
A Ken Maynard Western that's not up to par.

SUCCESS AT ANY PRICE (KKO).
Colleen Moore and Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

TWO ALONE (RKO).
Jean Parker and Tom Brown.

UNCERTAIN LADY (Universal).
Poorly directed. With Kdward Everett norlon and
Genevieve Tobin.

UPPERWORLD (Warners).
The story is unconvincing. Warren William, Mary
Astor and Ginger Rogers are in it.

WHITE WOMAN (Paramount).
Charles Laughton and Carole Lombard in the
troiics.

W'LD GOLD (Fox).
Boring va-n with John Boles, Claire Trevor and
Harry Green.

Between You and Me

{Continued from page 11)

something delightfully new, different and
novel. Keep your public on tip-toes and
you'll keep your public. (You forgot to

mention "Catherine the Great," another

English picture that ivozvcd them over

here. If England keeps up the standard

set by those pictures, Hollyivood will

have to sit up and take notice.)

A Bit Wordy, or Something

H. D., of Yonkers, N. Y., gives us some-

thing to think about

:

In Lynde Denig's article, "When Is A
Woman Most Alluring?" in the May is-

sue, he describes Marlene Dietrich as,

"An exotic product of a fortunate com-
bination of beauty and brains, lighted by

the torch of sex."

I think that the last phrase about sex

is totally inaccurate. It is only in the

minds of such perverted persons as voy-

ageurs and Yahoos that that element en-

ters into consideration.

I should like you to read a certain little

known description of Marlene Dietrich:

"She is the prodigiously exquisite cri-

terion of the apogee of secular human pul-

chritude, the eonian incunabula of en-

chanting quintessential beauty from which

sacrosanct presence even the most con-

firmed misogynist goes forth as an en-

raptured proselyte of philogyny."

That description may appear a bit like

a dithyramb, rather prolix or verbose,

but as an epexegesis, let me add, there is

an old Roman proverb, namely, "Veri-

tatis simplex oratio non est" which,

translated, means, "The language of truth

is not simple."

Personally, I think that a better de-

scription than yours could have been

found for the reigning beauty of the

screen. (Puh-lease, H. D., pity the poor

reader—not to mention the editor.)

Lederer Is Acclaimed
SALLY KAY, of New York, N. Y., has

fallen victim to his charms :

Hail the new screen idol! I've just

seen Francis Lederer in "Man of Two
Worlds," and I've completely lost my
heart to him. Isn't he perfect? I don't

know when I've enjoyed a performance
so much. What charm ! What a color-
ful personality ! What marvelous acting
ability ! Eskimo or no Eskimo—he fas-

cinated me thoroughly. He might so
easily have overacted his part. But he
made it the most charming, the most de-
lightful, the most appealing bit of acting
I've ever watched.
Welcome, Francis ! You rank with

Colman in looks, with Chevalier in per-
sonality and with Barrymore in ability.

Hail the rising Lederer star! (We'll
say he's grand. And we can't wait till

ice see him in "The Other Passport," his

next picture.)

Is LaRue Jinxed?

JENNY MARTIN, a Manhattanite,
wants to know what's wrong

:

If I met Jack LaRue, I would ask him
why : he does not flatly refuse to play
gangster roles when he can play "good"
roles just as well; he consented to play
that bit role in "Miss Fane's Baby Is

Stolen" when any inexperienced extra
could have done it ; he does not use those
gloriously passionate eyes of his to

charm women on the screen, instead of

to menace them. (Yes, Jenny, friend
LaRue seems to be slipping. A year ago
he was near the top and now . . . Well,
let's keep our fingers crossed and hope
that he zvill soon get the break he de-
serves. We don't think the tzvo pictures

he made for Libcrtv recently, namely.
"No Ransom" and "Take the Stand,"
zvill help him much.)

CHIEFTAlS
MFC. CO., BALTIMORE, MD.

TUNE IN ON "HOLLYWOOD HIGHLIGHTS"

Hear MODERN SCREEN'S Hollywood reporter, Sam Taylor, every

Monday and Wednesday at 6:30 p.m., over WMCA, New York City.
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Where Do Pictures Go
When They Die?

{Continued from page 45)

relies so much on dialogue to carry the
plot. There isn't enough action for people

who can't follow the lines.

Suddenly the room went dark and a beam
of light from the projector struck the
screen. Gradually the kids quieted down
and sat rigid and enthralled, gazing at a
film which at first seemed like a burlesque
of a motion picture, with its accentuated
action and highly dramatic subtitles.

A WAGON train wound slowly across
the American desert. Men, walking

beside horses or oxen, staggered and fell.

A woman picked up a canteen, shook it,

then uncorked it and held it upside down
to show that it was empty. A subtitle

clinched the idea that thirst was beginning
to take its toll of the pioneers.

In the audience, faces reflected a deep
concern. This was something they could
understand. They could see what suffering
the pioneers were undergoing.
Then the scene shifted. Off in the dis-

tance you saw a pool, with a few straggling
trees growing around it. One of the pic-

tured pioneers saw it, too. He ran for-

ward a few halting steps, then fell to his

knees, raising his arms and eyes to heaven.
You didn't need the subtitle to tell you
he was thanking his Maker for deliverance
—that he felt much as Moses must have
felt when the stream gushed from the rock.

And the kids? They didn't have to wait
for the subtitle either. You knew they
got it, for it was then that they made the
first sound which came from them all

evening. A great sigh, like a rush of wind
through the tree-tops, went up when they
realized that the caravan was saved.
Not only are dramatic pictures favorites

with the deaf children, but Westerns, too.

Charlie Chaplin continues high in popu-
larity.

Occasionally, during an exciting moment,
one or two of the children become vocal
for a moment, giving a little, formless,
strangled cry, more pathetic even than the
silence because of its very incoherence.
They're not as interested in stars as in

plot. They'd rather see a film with a lot

of action than almost anything else. Some
of the pictures they saw and which you
may recall are "David Copperfield," "Old
Ironsides," "Nanook of the North," "A
Kiss for Cinderella," "Swim, Girl, Swim,"
"Molly Make-Believe" and "Casey at the

Bat." A Bill Hart picture is always wel-
come, by the way, for he gave his fans

action a-plenty.

BUT we must be moving on. There are
too many odder places for us to linger

here.

Suppose we make a long jump, say, to

the Ghetto in New York's lower east side,

just a few blocks from the Bowery. There's
a large building on the corner of East
Broadway and Jefferson Street—the Edu-
cational Alliance, where boys and girls and
their parents come in quest of knowledge

—

foreigners who want to learn to become
good Americans.
The building is a social center, with

Mothers' Clubs, Fathers' Clubs, gym-
nasiums and an assembly room equipped
with a stage and real theatre seats. Every
night the assembly hall is used as a movie
theatre, housing the strangest audience that
I have ever seen.

Tonight the feature picture is "The
Greatest Race," produced in 1925, and a
photographic record of Captain Ronald

.... , . ......... -

DJL curt

AIREDALE

BAZIN

"AIREDALE"—that's what Hollywood
calls a girl with hair on arms and legs.

"Airedales" have ruined many a movie
closeup—because superfluous hair shows
as plainly in the pictures as it does upon
the beach. That's tvhy all Hollywood uses

X-BAZIN to remove hair. X-Bazin
(cream or powder) is essential for legs

arms and under-arms that expect to be

seen!

Constant research and improvement have made
X-Bazin more and more mild, more and more
efficient, more and more agreeable. This really

reliable powder or cream depilatory leaves your
skin exquisitely smooth, white and hairless

—

without irritation, stubble or that blue, shaved
look. Even the future growth of hair is retarded.

Insist on reliable X-Bazin—accept no sub*
stitutes. Powder or cream at drug and department
stores—only 50c. Good size tubes of X-Bazin
cream, 10c in S-and-10 cent stores. HALL &
RUCKEL, Inc. Est. 1848. Brooklyn, N. Y.

VI-JON
LIQUEFYING CREAM
VANISHING CREAM
COLD CREAM

FREE Send for

sample, stating

preference

The Biggest

Value in

High Class

Complexion

Creams

You Ever

Dreamed o'

In 2 and 3 oz.

Jars at

Five and Ten

Cent Stores

WON
CKEAMS
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Gray Hair
You can easily look years younger. With an ordinary
small brush and BROWNATONE, you can tint those
streaks or patches of gray or faded hair to lustrius
shades of blonde, brown, or black. Also splendid for
toning down over-bleached hair.

For over twenty-two years this tried, proven and
popular preparation has aided American women the
country over in retaining their youthful charm and
appearance. Millions of bottles sold is your assurance
of satisfaction and safety. Don't experiment.
BROWNATONE is guaranteed harmless for tinting
gray hair—active coloring agent is of vegetable ori-
gin. Easily and quickly applied— at home. Cannot
affect waving of hair. BROWNATONE is economical
and lasting—it will not wash out. No waiting. New-
disappointments. Just brush or comb it in. Easy to
prove by applying a little of this famous tint to a
lock of hair. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black"—cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and toilet

counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

the PURE KNITTED COPPER j>^g(SS5

CHORE GIRL
IH&TANTLY CLEANS POTWnW^NS

No more dishwashy hands

!

"Double the Wear, Where the Wear comes"

Start $1260 to
$2100 a Year

WOMFM" lS' to-50. Common
on usually sufficient. Many
examinations expected. Write
immediately for free 32-page
book, with list of positions
and full particulars telling
how to set them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. E-309

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. "Write for
booklet and sworn statement of £>/?£/A/
the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 986, 70 5th Ave., New York

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver 6p6ts dis-
appear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
scapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any

j partoi grouppicture. Safe
? return of original photo

guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY if«h
°
?

(any size* and within a week you will receive
your beautiful life-like enlargement, guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x2 O-inch enlargement sent C.O.D. 78c
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage

47
Take advantage of- Pa, ,

thiB amazing offer now. Send your pnotos today. Specify size wanted.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS

104 S. Jefferson St. Dept. 1324-K. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Amundsen's trip to the North Pole. The
admission charge is a nickel, if you have it.

If you haven't, you can come in anyway.
The nickels pay for the night's rental of

the film which amounts to about two
dollars.

The audience begins to get there about
seven, though the show doesn't start until

eight. They sit and talk, and it's pretty

deafening. All that is spoken is Yiddish
and a few phrases of Russian or Polish,

with an occasional burst of Ukranian. It's

hard to believe that you're in America, for

the people who come here are the real

immigrants.
Isidore Miller gets up on the platform

and there is an immediate outburst of

violent "shush-ing."

THE old picture flickers into life.

Miller speaks. He tells the crowd what
the title says about the gallant Norwegian,
and then mentions Peary. America always
gets its full share of the credit here, for

our immigrants have already begun to feel

a pride in their new home. You can see

the bent shoulders straighten whenever
America is mentioned.
They like serious problem pictures. Lon

Chaney in "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," was one they enjoyed. But, even
better than the standard pictures, they like

films dealing with Jewish life, or contain-

ing Jewish characters.

With that feeling, it was rather a sur-

prise to know that they had liked Marlene
Dietrich in "The Blue Angel." I asked one
of the ushers to explain this, for I thought
that Hitlerism would have set them against

all German stars. "Why shouldn't they

like her?" he said. "To them she's just

another actress. They don't stop to think

whether she's German or not."

Harry Houdini's old picture, "Haldane
of the Secret Service," got a rousing wel-

come after Mr. Miller had explained that

the great magician was "one of our boys,"

and another old film, "Just a Mother,"
touched a high spot for the year.

They understand simple tales of family

life, butr:p:ent-house parties are alien, deal-

ing with "locales which they will never see

and types of people they will never meet.

Life in America to them is not a round of

parties—it's a serious struggle to keep food

in their children's stomachs, clothes on
their backs and a roof over their heads.

AND now for some comic relief. Let's
<-""-» go to Harlem, where the carefree

high-yallers and chocolate browns put on
their finery and step out to the Renaissance,
premier theatre for the colored, on a

Saturday night. The feature is Rudolph
Valentino, the greatest lover of the screen,

in "Blood and Sand." In the supporting
cast are two other old favorites, Nita
Naldi and Lila Lee, who enact the roles

of his temptress and his wife, respectively.

A little colored girl eating an ice cream
cone sold me a ticket for twenty cents. A
colored usher led me to a seat. Negroes
of all sorts surrounded me. Giggling girls,

a white-haired couple, a truck driver, wear-
ing a sweater, and a brown Beau Brummel
with padded shoulders, carefully balancing
a pearl-gray derby on his knee, sat near
me. The theatre showed a true cross sec-

tion of Negro life.

A talkie cartoon of Popeye was on when
I arrived. The picture was "I Eats My
Spinach," and the climax came when Pop-
eye, floored by a bull, quickly crammed a
handful of the horrendous vegetable into

his mouth and knocked the beast into a
string of sausages. "Mm-mm," said Sam,
sitting behind me, "see whut spinnidge does
fo' you !"

"Yeah," drawled his companion, "but is

it wuth it?"

Then the feature came on. It was old

and scratched in spots. You could tell

that it had been frequently broken and
patched, because there were parts missing
which caused various scenes to end sud-
denly. But it was still a good picture.

You didn't miss the voices of the cast, for

Spanish phonograph records supplied an
acceptable musical background.

This particular audience and theatre were
much like any other, save for one or two
things. For example, all during the show-
ing men selling pop and peanuts wandered
up and down the aisles, crying their wares.
Also, a half-dozen pickaninnies got into a

squabble over some entry blanks in a con-
test the theatre was running.
During intermission, the manager of the

theatre made a contest announcement.
After getting the audience's attention, he
said, "You can win a cash prize by guess-
ing nearest the number of people who at-

tend this theatre in a year. We have 850
seats, and four shows a day, 365 days in

the year. Now keep that in mind when
you're writing your answers. I don't know
what you people are thinking about, be-
cause one old woman wrote 'Three bundles'

and a man wrote 'A lot of kids and six

dogs.' I don't understand it."

SAM and Will, the two fellows behind
me, had a grand time. When Valentino

was playing around with Dona Sol ( Naldi

)

a subtitle said, "The last place to hear of
a man's amours is his home," and Sam re-

marked, "Oh-oh ! Does I hope he's right!"
Sam, apparently, was something of a sheik.

The vamp, though, is definitely outmoded
as far as Harlem is concerned. A shot of

Miss Naldi reclining on a couch and smok-
ing cigarettes in a long holder while an
Indian slave strummed a mandolin brought
chuckles ; Rudy's arm around herself when
she unrapped resulted in hearty guffaws,
and when she bit his hand and he threw her
to the ground, where she lay panting with
passion, Sam remarked, "Uh-uh. Dat man
don't cooperate a-tall!"

A bit of superstition cropped up at the

end, when Valentino was gored by a bull

in the arena, and died. "See," said Sam,
"it's bad luck to play dead. They he is,

daid on de screen, an a little while later

he's daid in his coffin."

Another Valentino favorite was "The
Sheik," with Agnes Ayres.
Now, before we go to the mad house

—

yes, literally to the insane asylum, for a

look at another picture audience, let's con-
sider a few more places where the old films

survive.

Home movies are one. If you have a

projector, costing anywhere from $4 to

$400, many of the better known features

are yours to command, and can be rented
for a few dollars a night. One film rental

library lists William S. Hart in "The
Grim Gunman," Rudolph Valentino in "The
Wonderful Chair," Bryant Washburn and
Billie Dove in "Try and Get It," Hoot
Gibson in "Home Run Swat."
Another lists Harry Carey and Kathleen

Collins in "Border Patrol," Alan Hale and
Renee Adoree in "The Spieler," and Robert
Armstrong and Carole Lombard in "Big
News."

AND these are only two out of nearly
a dozen companies specializing in

prints of by-gone features, reissued in

smaller size for home use.

Down in Georgia particularly, and
throughout the South, little cross-road
stores push back the cracker barrels of a

Saturday night, put some planks across
some boxes and convert the store into a
Palace of the Cinema.
The charge is ten cents a head—no chil-

dren or colored folk admitted, much like

the days of which Mark Twain once wrote.
The negroes and kids are allowed to stand
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outside the doors and windows, craning
their necks to catch what they can of the
films.

The outlands, oddly enough, seem to go
for the more sophisticated subjects; that is,

within reason. A woman who sins is in-

teresting only if she pays the penalty,
and the storekeeper hears some unpleasant
remarks if she doesn't suffer.

They like their sophistication to have a

strain of tender young love running
through it, so they can feel that "These
rich people are human, like we are."

Throughout Europe there are similar

showings. 1 cannot speak for the whole
continent, for the only theatres I visited

were in the little towns outside of Paris.

There the ancient American films were
no novelty. They were an accepted fact,

looked upon as being as much a part of

life as our talkies are to us. Raymond
Griffith, Harold Lloyd and, of course,

Charlie Chaplin were the favorites. The
theatres didn't even have to put their last

names on the signs. A big banner bearing
only the magic word "Chariot" was always
enough to pack a theatre.

THE audiences at these theatres were of

the peasant, artisan class.

You pay your few francs at the window
where the proprietor's wife or daughter
presides. The theatre owner himself takes

your ticket at the door. One of his sons

is an usher, the other runs the projection

machine (and, if the film breaks, as it often

does, shouts for Papah to come and help,)

and other assorted relatives act as ushers.

The theatre is so small it doesn't really

need ushers, but in France the usher must
be tipped, and it would break a true thea-

tre owner's heart to have a sou or so get

out of the family. The music is played

by another daughter, who pounds out

"Hearts and Flowers" on the piano, just

as the girls used to do in small American
theatres, before the pictures learned to

speak for themselves.

Even more informal are the showings in

Puerto Rico and South America. In both

these places the theatres are barns. This,

of course, does not apply to the larger cities,

many of which have some really fine mod-
ern theatres, but to the backwoods dis-

tricts.

To these cinemas come the few Euro-
peans and Americans whose business com-
pels them to be there, and hordes of

natives. The natives take the pictures so

seriously that they even try to take part

in the screen performance, shouting advice

to the hero and abuse at the villain.

Now, back to America. By the way,
did you know that a number of colleges

and universities are in the moving picture

business ? Well, they are ! In Iowa, Texas
and California leading institutions of learn-

ing make a little extra income by buying
films and renting them out to rural exhib-

itors. Most of the pictures in which they

deal are educationals—but the old silent

features are found here, too. They are
largely shown in the cross-road stores

previously described.

I told you, at the beginning of this article,

that silent films were still shown in mad
houses. I intended to describe such a show-
ing to you. But I've changed my mind.

HORROR pictures are seldom popular,
for they are sometimes so gruesome

that they give us a feeling of mental nausea.
A visit to an insane asylum is like that.

You wake up at night in a cold sweat after-

wards. You're filled with horror and pity

for the unfortunates who must end their

days there, alive only in body, mentally
dead and in hell.

I will tell you this. The Brooklyn State
Hospital for mental diseases formerly
showed its patients old pictures twice a

month. Since then these showings have
been discontinued. The accommodations
for the audience, it was explained to me,
were inadequate, resulting in too much dis-

order. The hospital on Ward's Island re-

cently installed sound equipment, and
shows the most modern talkies it can se-

cure.

The patients at an asylum in remote
Long Island are shown old silent films

every other week and enjoy them very
much. They recently witnessed "His For-
eign Wife" and "Aisles of Glory." At a
similar institution in New Jersey the fea-

ture was a Western—"Saddle Mates."

For the most part, the patients are or-
derly as the pictures are shown. But, oc-
casionally, the excitement proves too much.
One of the guards told me that a certain
patient used to suffer from the delusion of
being Douglas Fairbanks for several days
after each performance, and would attempt
to leap onto his shoulders from high places.
Another became deeply sad, for she be-
lieved that she was Theda Bara, and
that there was a conspiracy to keep her
from resuming her rightful place in Holly-
wood.

Fortunately there were few who were
affected adversely by the pictures. The
majority were more cheerful and more
lucid after this brief contact with the world
again. The one aim of the doctors at the
asylums is to improve their patients, and
the showings would be discontinued were
they not beneficial.

_
Discontinued—as they are being discon-

tinued everywhere else, for gradually the
old pictures are dying. Eighteen months
ago, thirty-two theatres in New York
were showing them regularly. Today, none
are. In my pursuit of their last strong-
holds, I have made dozens of visits and
hundreds of phone calls to theatres, pro-
ducers, societies, homes, distributors, mo-
tion picture boards of trade, exporters and
the like.

A YEAR ago I knew a burlesque house
in Harlem that always showed an old

silent Western or similar thriller during
a long intermission—and more people
walked out during the dances than did
while the picture was on.

A year ago I visited a dingy little thea-
tre in the Bowery, where I saw battered
bums, spending the dimes they needed for
coffee and a bed, giving their last cent for
just one more glimpse of glamor. That
theatre is boarded up today.

A year ago there were many agents
busy booking silent films. Today I called
up one who had been the acknowledged
leader in the field. "The telephone," said
the operator, "has been discontinued for
some time."

Yes, the old silent pictures live on. But,
like the buffalo which once swarmed over
our plains, they are rapidly becoming ex-
tinct.

As the prints now in existence be-
come more and more torn and scratched,
they will be discarded. New prints will
not be made, for there isn't enough money
in silent pictures to make it a profitable
enterprise. A few of the older negatives
will be saved, so that scenes fronT them
can be flashed upon the screen as a curi-
osity^ But most of them will go to the
reducing plant, where they will be junked
and the silver from the emulsions on them
reclaimed.

Silent pictures—the basis upon which a
great industry and a great nation's enter-
tainment tastes have been built—will have
gone from the world forever.
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cancelled plans for starring Miss Swanson
in "Three Weeks."
From Gloria's representative in New

York, and from the Goldwyn offices in

Hollywood, came several polite explana-

tions just why Gloria would not appear in

"Barbary Coast" after she had practically

been signed for it.

Conflicting dates on her personal ap-

pearance tour already contracted for,

were one of the explanations. A com-

plete rewriting of the woman's role "un-

suitable to Miss Swanson's type" was
another. But Hollywood insiders, sud-

denly wise to the new dangers of divorce,

wondered if the real reason was not to be

found in divorce papers filed by Gloria

against Michael Farmer?
When Hollywood producers began to

frown on Hollywood divorces, it could be

caused by only one thing—the knowledge

that the American public was no longer

patiently excusing Hollywood's
_
wrecked

marriages as intriguing eccentricities in

their movie favorites. The finger of the

producer is constantly on the pulse of the

great god, Box Office, and as red and

black figures were checked and re-checked

and weighed against each other, as "per-

sonal appearance tours" were followed

with minute scrutiny to sense the enthu-

siasm of the audiences, the answer became

more and more apparent. A decided reac-

tion had set in against Hollywood's too-

many divorces.

A" well-known press agent in Hollywood

told me that this new feeling of disap-

proval toward Hollywood's popular pas-

time was first evidenced in the disillusion

and disappointment that followed the Pick-

ford-Fairbanks separation. Previous_ to

that, the disruption of the Ann Harding-

Harry Bannister and the Joan Crawford-

Doug, Jr., "love unions" had been another

great weakening influence, not to forget the

dissolving of lesser idylls, Carole Lombard

and William Powell, Janet Gaynor and

Lydell Peck, Sally Eilers and Hoot

Gibson, Richard Dix and Winifred

Coe Dix, Spencer and Louise Tracy,

Adolphe Menjou and Kathryn Carver

Menjou, Gloria Stuart and Blair Newell,

and many others. But Mary and Doug
were the straw that broke the patient

public's back in regard to broken movie

marriages.

THE men in authority at the studios

were quick to sense this. The stars,

themselves, have not been so keen in sens-

ing the situation, and have blundered on,

heedlessly. There is the case of the first

rank star of last year who was advised by

her producers to take no definite steps

about her wavering marriage at this time.

Her new pictures had not been too suc-

cessful and those who had her interests at

heart did not believe her career should

be burdened with a divorce. She did not

take their advice. Her contract was not

renewed.

The M-G-M studio was greatly upset

when a woman columnist broadcast the

news over a national hook-up that she had

"heard" rumors of trouble between Clark

and Rita Gable while Clark was on his

personal appearance tour. The next day

she announced in her column she was glad

there had been no truth in the rumors. I

daresay she was not nearly as glad as

were Clark's producers that their biggest

male box-office attraction and his charming

wife were merely laughing at the reports

and insisting they were happier than ever

before.

The studio publicity department did not

announce the news of the separation and
contemplated divorce of their box-office

baby, Jean Harlow. Without consulting

anyone, Jean, herself, sprang this "sur-

prise."

"We quarrelled and separated this

morning," said Jean. It is too early as

this is written to know what definite effect

the wreck of her third matrimonial attempt

will have on her future career.

Though it is not generally known, Alice

Faye's contract did not go into effect until

after the clouds of the Rudy Vallee-Fay
Webb divorce storm had more or less

blown over. Alice was already in produc-
tion on a "one picture" agreement with Fox
in "Scandals" when Fay Webb's suit,

naming her as one of several "Jane Does"
in Rudy's life, broke on the front page.

For several weeks the career gamblers of

Hollywood would not have risked a slim

dime on Alice's chances. But as Rudy re-

turned charge for charge against his wife,

as the heat of the battle between them re-

sulted in Vallee's hasty, almost run-away
from California and process servers, Alice's

part in this merry matrimonial chase be-

came less and less a news angle. By the

time the picture was completed she was
almost a forgotten factor in the case, and
there is little doubt but that this fortunate

"break" in her favor was responsible for

he contract which fell her way and which
had been so seriously jeopardized by the
Vallee divorce action.

JOHN GILBERT'S broken marriage
>J with Virginia Bruce Gilbert could not
have come at a worse psychological mo-
ment—for Jack. Whether or not it can be
held wholly responsible for the failure of
Gilbert's "comeback" chance with Garbo
in "Queen Christina" is a moot question.
But it was an important one, of several
contributing factors.

Everyone was predicting great things for

Jack when Greta insisted that her former
co-star be reinstated as her leading man.
A great deal of public enthusiasm was built

up for yesterday's Great Lover, who, it

was stated, was the victim of a quarrel
with powerful producers. Every sob sister

in the Hollywood hills made out a case for

Gilbert's plucky fight against odds, his

keen happiness in his married life, his

brand new daughter and the prospects for

his future.

The "private life" Jack Gilbert was used
as a powerful wedge for the hoped-for new
career of the "public life" Jack Gilbert, and
there is strong indication that when his

fourth marriage collapsed a great deal of

public plugging for Gilbert collapsed with

it. Jack, of course, is once more at war
with his producers and blames them for his

troubles.

"M-G-M will not give me work, or re-

lease me from my contract," he recently

advertised in a local trade journal. But
the movie-wise will call your attention to

the fact that the men who make movies are

fundamentally business men, not feudists,

and that if the "demand" for Jack Gilbert's

appearance in future productions had been

sufficiently strong, no personal grudge
would have stood in the way of a new
starring contract.

So Hollywood asks : Did the public lose

interest in Gilbert's comeback fight when
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his wife admitted she was "forced" to

leave him, soon after he had been signed

for the Garbo film?

Already letters are appearing in "the

fans to editors" departments of various

publications expressing disapproval of what
is called the "ungallant'' separation of

George Brent and Ruth Chatterton. The
news that Ruth "sadly" announced the

news in New York, and that Brent "cheer-

fully" confirmed it in Hollywood has not

met with the approval of many who have
not hesitated to express themselves. They
may have agreed with the many stories that

claimed George's marriage to Ruth Chat-
terton may have hindered his career, but
they do not approve of the "cheerful" pub-
licity that has followed Mr. Brent since

the separation. This particular reaction is

just another proof of the new dangers in

Hollywood taking her divorces a bit too
lightly.

Everything points to the fact that the

public has grown weary of sympathy-in-
spired enthusiasm in the cause of movie
stars who disillusion them by proving too

soon that such sympathy was wasted.
Perhaps that is the reason why Kath-

arine Hepburn and Ronald Colman (re-

cently divorced, and expected-to-be-di-
vorced-within-the-year, respectively) will

suffer less from the results of their marital
rifts than any of the other recently es-

tranged stars. Katharine's marriage to

Ludlow Smith was almost a myth to the

public. She even refused to admit it for

several months when she first came to Hol-
lywood. In spite of distant legal ties,

Ronald Colman has lived a complete
"bachelor's existence" ever since his

career began in Hollywood. No public
confidence was betrayed, or trust violated,

in the fade-out of these two marriages,
which is indeed fortunate for Katharine
and Ronnie in view of the new real dan-
gers of Hollywood divorce.

They Visit N. Y.

(Continued from page 35)

Hollywood's most popular gal, "for a
ride

!"

No sooner did she check in at the War-
wick, than the offers began. Personal ap-
pearance, vaudeville and musical comedy.
Mary immediately went into a dilemma.
What to do? What to do? And so, she
decided first to take a flyer into vaudeville
with three dancing partners—all very per-
sonable young men.

The boys were slated to play in Boston,
so Miss Brian went up with them. She
appeared on the stage one night unan-
nounced and, for the first few minutes, un-
recognized. That's one way of trying out
in a new field. We told Mary that it was
a crime to sneak up on an unsuspecting
public that-a-way, but the girl evidently is

without a conscience, for she didn't even
blush.

It looks as if she'll accept the musical
comedy, too; that is, if she doesn't have to
stay with it too long. There are, it seems,
some things in the proffered contract that
needs must be ironed out. Mary should
make a real hit in the production, for she's
been taking dancing lessons these many
years and has never before had an oppor-
tunity to show this particular talent.
And so, it looks as if we'll have the

Brian in our town for some months to
come. We hope so.

* * *

Joan Bennett and her writing husband,
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Gene Markey, were here going places and

seeing things, just before their departure

for a European vacation. These are a pair

of love birds who never seem to get

enough of each other's company and, though

they've been married for ages, would rather

be out alone together than in the gayest

party you could name.
Joan, in person, looks like a child

—

rather a petulant one, to be sure, but then

she can afford to be. When the Markeys
return from abroad, they will away to

Hollywood, for the Bennett, who is free-

lancing, has several swell picture offers

from which to choose. She gave such a

finished performance as Amy in "Little

Women," that she can now practically

write her own ticket. Which she does

!

THE Lauglitons breezed in all the way
from Merrie England. Charles wasn't

here to accept the Academy Award trophy,

remember? So he was all anticipation.

He won it on his performance in "Henry
VIII." And, if you recall, his wife didn't

do such a bad job in that picture either.

She played Ann of Clevs with puh-lenty

of humor and histrionic ability.

And so, the Laughtons are in New York
en route to the camera coast. Charles will

be seen in "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street" and both of them will appear with

Norma Shearer in "Marie Antoinette."

Harlem turned out recently to greet

Stepin Fetchit, sepia comedian. It seems
that Stepin, all dressed up like sumpin'

you dream about, planed in from Philadel-

phia to play a benefit. He wired his attor-

neys in New York to be at the airport to

meet him, for he was in a "legal difficulty."

The poor men went post haste to Newark
and when their client landed, rushed to him
in what they fondly thought was defense.

But—it seems that someone had taken

the cullud gentleman's seat in the plane and
wouldn't give it up, so Mr. Fetchit wanted
to have his lawyers there, just to prove
that he was Stepin, or entitled to a chair

or—well, suppose we forget it.

* * *

LUPE VELEZ has been east making
J personal appearances and smashing

box office records. Loew's Metropolitan

was the scene of perhaps her greatest

triumph. Audiences stampeded and whis-

tled and generally carried on high.

On one particular afternoon, the cash

customers were treated to a little extra

gaiety. Johnny Weissmullcr appeared im-

promptu. This came in the nature of a

surprise, because the public had been led

to believe, via the press, that all was over
between Lupe and Johnny.
The lowdown on the yarn, according to

the Velez, is like-a this. When she flew

from Washington, Johnny was playing in a

golf tournament—and winning. So, she

urged him to stay on and join her in

Hollywood a week later. On arriving at

Penn Station, the newspaper scribes at-

tributed her appearance alone to a marital

break and nothing she could say could dis-

suade 'em. You know a reporter on the

scent of what he thinks is a story

!

Meanwhile, Johnny had flown to Cleve-

land where he ran into Jimmy Dunn. When
Jimmy asked what caused the bust-up,

young Weissmuller hadn't even seen the

papers. And so it was Dunn's duty to

enlighten him. Johnny was so upset, he
flew back to New York, which cost him
his plane fare and two weeks' salary at

the studio. That's love, boys and girls

!

Lupe reassured her hubby and all was
well. But, Lupe is getting fed up on all

this marriage bust-up stuff. She feels that

she is being persecuted and it's making her
pretty sore. And rightly so. She has

reached the point where she doesn't even
want to see her name in print, and when an
actress says that, it's news

!

%

Scott

Happy newlyweds! Al Hall, the director, and Lola Lane, of the movies,

who was Lew Ayres' ex-wife, ran off and got married. This was no surprise

for they'd been going 'round together for months 'n' months.
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LYNN EDWARDS, Wheeling, W. Va.; MARGARET
RYNKIEWICZ, Pringle. Pa.—Richard Cromwell's
studio address is: Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower
St., Hollywood, Calif. Again, I repeat, no home
addresses can be given in this column.

MISS R. RICHKIND. Cleveland, Ohio—Lila Lee is

not dead. Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone were
in "Sadie McKee." and it's unlikely that this will

be the last picture they'll be in together. Miss
Crawford's next Will be "Sacred and Profane Love"
with Clark Gable, and Mr. Tone will be in 'TOO
Per Cent Pure," with Jean Harlow.

GEORGE JUSTO, New York City—Franchot Tone is

under contract to M-G-M Studios, Culver City,
Calif. You may be able to get a photograph of him
if you write him there. Good luck!

BERNICE BAWMAN, Montpelier, Ind.—Dear me, no!
Miss Crawford did her own dancing in "Dancing
Lady" and made a very neat job of it, at that.

G. L., Chester, Pa.—Irene Dunne is about thirty, and
Josephine Dunn is not her daughter. Garbo's next
picture will be "The Painted Veil" with Herbert
Marshall.

MILDRED KINGSLEY, Woodhaven, N. Y.—John
Bole's "American Symphony" was never actually
heard in "Beloved " However, lie did sing the fol-

lowing songs : "Beloved," "Forget"
_
and "In the

Gloaming," all of which may be obtained at music
stores.

WALTER RICE. New Market, Va.—Henri Garat is

back in France. His plans are not known.

R. C. ESTES, Glasser, N. J.
—"As the Earth Turns"

and "Merry Wives of Reno" were both released by
Warners-First National Studios, Burbank, Calif.

E. F. K., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Mae West is approxi-
mately 34, but she prefers to be very mysterious
about it all. George Arliss was born April 10, 1868.
You figure it out! A free lance player is one who is

not under a term contract to any particular studio,
and may make pictures for any studio which hap-
pens to desire his services.

CHARLOTTE BRINSTEIN, New Brunswick, N. J.

—

Margaret Sullavan is not married at present. She
was divorced from Henry Fonda.

MARGARET DARLEY. Lynchburg. Va.—Ray Wise
did not wear a wig in his part as Mala in "Eskimo."
He is not going to be in any more pictures that I

know of, and at present it is reported that he is

in business in Hollywood.

ELLEN D. ENGLEHARDT, Rochester, N. Y.—Jack
Halev was the lad who handled the part of Pete
Pendleton so nicely in "Sitting Pretty."

E. H., Cleveland, Ohio—Sally Filers was born De-
cember 11, 1 908 in New York City. She is 5 feet

3 inches tall, weighs 110 pounds, and has blonde
hair and brown eyes. She married Hoot Gibson in

1930, and is now married to Harry Joe Brown. She
likes to play tennis, ride horseback, cook and sew.
Her hobbies are modern literature, horses and dogs.

BERT DETWILER, Jeannette, Pa.—Lilian Harvey's
next picture will be "Serenade" with Lynn Starling.
Sorry, but no home addresses can be given in this
column.

BROWN EYES, New York City—Alas, yes. George
Raft is married, though separated from his wife.
His interests at the moment are all centered on
Virginia Pine, whom you -can see in "Dames." In
"Bolero," the dance team, of Dario and Diane
doubled for Mr. Raft and Miss Lombard in some
of the sequences.

JANEY McBRIDE, San Francisco, Calif. — Fred
Astaire is in his thirties, somewhere around the
fifth one. Dolores Del Rio has not done a great
deal of dancing in films. Tn fact, the first film in
which she danced was "Bird of Paradise" which
was released in 1932.

M. V.—Ann Harding's address is RKO-Radio Pic-
tures, 780 Gower St., Hollywood, Calif. By the
time you read this, you probably will have seen
"The Life of Vergie
Winters," but Miss
Harding's next after
that will be "The
Fountain."

GLORIA, San Francis-
co, Calif. — RKO .is

the lucky studio which
has Fred Astaire
under contract, and
his next picture for
it will be "The Gay
Divorce" with Ginger
Rogers. Yes, he really
plays the accordion
and what's more his
wife, Mrs. Phyllis
Potter, puts up with
it. No. Gene Ray-
mond hasn't a cast
in his eye. Aren't
you glad?

JEAN BRANDEL,
Berkeley, Calif.—Gene
Raymond was not in
"What Price Inno-

Your questions will be answered

in this magazine. Please do not

ask questions which require too

much research or which infringe

upon good taste. For a personal

reply, send a stamped, self-ad-

dressed envelope. Address: The
Information Desk, MODERN
SCREEN, 149 Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

cence?" with Tean Parker. You can write to Jean
at M-G-M Studios, Culver City> Calif.

ESTHER JASON, Centerville, Calif.—Here are the
heights you asked for: Joan Crawford, 5 feet 4
inches; Pert Kelton, 5 feet 6 inches; Tom Brown,
5 feet 9 inches ; Lanny Ross, 6 feet, and Jean
Parker, 5 feet 3 inches.

MARGARET EVA, East Orange, N. J.—Clark Gable
is 33, and Claudette Colbert will be 29 her next
birthday (September 13.)

NANCY DUFFY, New Rochelle, N. Y.; ESTHER,
Norwood. Mass.; MURIEL BOSWORTH, Berkeley,
Calif.—It's a pleasure to tell you about Fredric
March. He was born August 31 , 1898 in Racine,
Wis. He is 5 feet 11 inches tall and weighs 170
pounds. His eyes are brown and so is his hair.
We will all have the pleasure of seeing him next in
"The Affairs of Cellini" with Constance Bennett
(which ought to be a honey of a picture) and after
that with Anna Sten in "Resurrection," which also
bodes well.

FLO ASKEW. King's Park, L. I., N. Y.—Garbo is

5 feet 6 inches tall, weighs 125 pounds and has
blonde hair (natural) and green eyes. And though
she's no Clementine ( you know the song ! ) she
does wear a size 6Vz shoe. So what?

DOROTHY GERARD, Albany, N. Y.—Donald Dilla-
wa3' has played in so many pictures since 1930,
when he made "Min and Bill." that I really don't
have room to write them all out for you. He has
been in 25. to be exact, and his next will be "The
Circus Clown" with Joe E. Brown and Patricia
Ellis. He was not born in Ohio, but in good old
New York, March 17, 1905. He is under contract
to Warners-First National Studios, Burbank, Calif.

DOROTHY REDSIDE, Detroit, Mich.—Yes, Ricardo
Cortez Was very much in "The House on 56th
Street/' He played the part of the gambler.

FLORENCE CAREY, San Francisco, Calif.—You don't
want much, Florence! In "Spitfire," Martha Sleeper
played the part of Eleanor Stafford, Sarah Haden
that of Etta Dawson (neat work, too—look for her
again in "The Life of Vergie Winters") and Louis
Mason that of Bill Grayson. The main cast of
players in "Death Takes a Holiday" is as follows:
Prince Sirki, Fredric March ; Grazia. Evelyn Yen-
able ; Duke Lambert, Sir . Guy Standing; Alda.
Katherine Alexander; Rhoda. "Gail Patrick; Steph-
anie. Helen Westley; Princess Maria, Kathleen
Howard: Corrado. Kent Taylor; Baron Cesarea,
Henry Travers; Eric, G. P. Huntley, Jr.

BETTY BOWER, East Orange. N. J. — "Under
Eighteen" was adapted from "Sky Life" by Charles
Kenyon and Maude Fulton. "Beauty and the
Boss" was taken from "Church Mouse." The
complete cast of the first-mentioned is as follows:
Marian Marsh, Regis Toomey, Warren William.
Anita Page. Emma Dunn. Joyce Compton, J. Farrell
MacDonald. Norman Foster, Dorothy Appleby and
Claire Dodd.

SARI O. KOKOSKA, Stamford, Conn.—Robert Young
is married to a non-professional, and his next picture
is "She Was a Lady" with Helen Twelvetrees. and
after that "Whom the Gods Destroy" with Walter
Connolly and Doris Kenyon. The black cat you saw
in "Spitfire" was really a stand-in for the original
Esmeralda, who, having played in a few scenes, un-
gratefully threw away a life of luxury and stardom
to return to her alley haunts, never to be seen
again. Esmeralda II was recruited from among
the feline extras after production had been delayed
a whole day at a cost of $5000.00. Neither of the
Esmeraldas belonged to Miss Hepburn. Nils Asther
was born January 17, 1901, and he is of Swedish
descent. His last picture was "The Love Captive,"
and his next, "Hollywood Party."

FLORENCE MANUELL, Platteville, Wis. — Nils
Asther played the part of Fay Wray's husband in
"Madame Spy." Bob Steele is not only still in the
movies, but he is making "The Mystery Squadron"
for Monogram. Break for yo.u!

D. P. BRADY, Newark,
N. J. — Alexander
Kirkland was born in
Mexico City, Septem-
ber 15. He was edu-
cated at the Taft
School in Waterbury,
Conn., and studied at
the Pennsylvania
Academy, .of ; F i n

e

Arts. He has blue
eyes and blonde hair,
is 5 feet 11Y2 inches
tall, and" weighs 150
pounds. You can
reach him at Fox.
1401 N. Western Ave..
Hollywood.

V. HORVE, St. John,
N. B., Canada — In
1932 Kay Johnson
played in "American
Madness" and "Thir-
teen Women." She
was in "This Man Is
Mine."
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"I'VE found a marvelous
blend of my two favorite flowers,

LILACS and ROSES, in a wonderfully

smooth, fine talc. I'm so thrilled I am
telling all my friends . . . especially

since the extra-large can cost only

[tlacs

Koses»

IO
Discriminating women
who insist upon
QUALITY and
QUANTITY, should
know that there are
no PURER, finer talcs

on the counter ANY-
WHERE, at any
price. Six elegant
odors to choose from.

AT ALL LEAD-
ING 10c STORES

Other

LANDER Talcums

Lavender

Sweet Gardenia

Carnation

Sweet Pea

Sweet Jasmine

Don't just ask for DEMAND

LANDER
NEW YORK MEMPHIS BINGHAMTON

Scott

Know this lovey-dovey pair? Why, it's

Mae Clarke and Sidney Blackmer.
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Modern Screen
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SHOE CLEANERS DRESSING
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GALVESTON • TEXAS

HOW TO WIN PRIZE CONTESTS. 1Jhi«

book can make you rich, or

at least help you make a good living. The purpose of this

book, "How to Win Prize Contests", istohelpyou win by set-

ting forth the best-known principles and methods. Send25cto

HALDEMAN-JULIUS CO. Box 747. Girard, Kansas

Dispel Complexion Worries
Join the ranks of those who rely effec

tively upon Resinol Ointment and Soap
alone as their external aid to clear,

smooth, beautiful skin. This treatment,
dailycombats clogged pores,blackheads,
pimples, roughness and similar defects--

and usually wins. Safe and easy to use,

soothing and beneficial in effect, Resinol
Ointment and Soap are leading the way
to lovelier skin. Sold by all druggists.

For free sample of each with instructions,
write Resinol, Dept. 1-K, Baltimore, Md.

WHERE TO WRITE THEM
WANT TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVORITES?

HERE ARE THEIR STUDIO ADDRESSES

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower St., Hollywood, Calif.

Fox Studios, Movietone City, Westwood, Calif.

Samuel Goldwyn Studios, 7210 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

RKO-Radio Studios, 780 Gower St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Twentieth Century Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.

Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.

Warner Bros.—First National Studios, Burbank, Calif.

ALBRIGHT, HARDIE: Free lance. Write him at
Warner Bros.

ALEXANDER, TAD: M-G-M.
ALLAN. ELIZABETH: M-G-M.
ALLEN, GRACIE: Paramount.

ALLEN, JUDITH: Paramount.

AMES, ADRIENNE: Paramount.
AMES, ROSEMARY: Fox.

ANDERSON, JUDITH: 20th Century.

ANGEL, HEATHER: Fox.

ARLEN, RICHARD: Paramount.
ARLISS, GEORGE: 20th Century.

ARMETTA, HENRY: Universal.

ARTHUR, JEAN: Columbia.

ASTAIRE, FRED: RKO-Radio.
ASTHER, NILS: RKO-Radio.
ASTOR, MARY: Warner Bros.

ATES. ROSCOE: Free lance. Write him at RKO-
Radio.

ATWILL, LIONEL: Free lance. Write him at Uni-
versal.

AYRES, LEW: Fox.

BARBIER, GEORGE: Paramount.

BARNETT. VINCE: Universal.

BARRIE, MONA: Fox.

BARRYMORE, JOHN: M-G-M.
BARRYMORE. LIONEL: M-G-M.
BARTHELMESS, RICHARD: Warner Bros.

BAXTER, WARNER: Fox.

BEECHER, JANET: 20th Century.

BEERY, WALLACE: M-G-M.
BELLAMY. RALPH: Free lance. Write him at

RKO-Radio.
BENNETT. CONSTANCE: 20th Century.

BENNETT, JOAN: Free lance. Write her at RKO-
Radio.

BICKFORD, CHARLES: Free lance. Write him at

Paramount.
BLONDELL, JOAN: Warner Bros.

BOLAND, MARY: Paramount.

BOLES, JOHN: Fox.

BCW, CLARA: Fox.

BOYD, BILL: Free lance. Write him at RKO-Radio.

BOYER. CHARLES: Fox.

BRADLEY, GRACE: Paramount.

BRADY, ALICE: M-G-M.
BRENDEL, EL: Fox.

BRENT, GEORGE: Warner Bros.

BREWSTER, JUNE: RKO-Radio.
BRIAN, MARY: Free lance. Write her at Columbia.

BRODERICK, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
BRISSON, CARL: Paramount.

BROOK, CLIVE: RKO-Radio.
BROWN, JOE E.: Warner Bros.

BROWN, TOM: RKO-Radio.
BRUCE, NIGEL: Fox.

EURNS. GEORGE: Paramount.

BUTTERWORTH, CHARLES: M-G-M.
CABOT. BRUCE: RKO-Radio.
CAGNEY, BILL: Free lance. Write him at RKO-

Radio.

CAGNEY, JAMES: Warner Bros.

CANTOR. EDDIE: Sam Goldwyn Prod.

CARROLL, MADELEINE: Fox.

CARROLL, NANCY: Columbia.

CARLISLE. MARY: M-G-M.
CARMINATI, TULLIO: 20th Century.

CARRILLO, LEO: M-G-M.
CAVANAGH PAUL: Free lance. Write him at

M-G-M.
CHANDLER, CHICK: RKO-Radio.
CHAPLIN, CHARLES: United Artists.

CHATTERTON, RUTH: Warner Bros.

CHEVALIER. MAURICE: Paramount.

CLARKE. MAE: M-G-M.
CODY, LEW: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
COLBERT, CLAUDETTE: Paramount.
COLLINS, CORA SUE: Free lance. Write her a;

M-G-M.
COLMAN. RONALD: 20th Century.
COLUMBO, RUSS: Universal.

CONNOLLY, WALTER: Columbia.
COOK, DONALD: Columbia.
COOK. JOE: Fox.

COOPER, GARY: Paramount.
COOPER, JACKIE: M-G-M.
CORTEZ. RICARDO: Warner Bros.
CRABBE. LARRY: Paramount.
CRAWFORD, JOAN: M-G-M.
CROMWELL, RICHARD: Columbia.
CROSBY. BING: Paramount.
CROSMAN, HENRIETTA: Fox.
CUMMINGS, CONSTANCE: Free lance. Write her at

20th Century.

DANIELS, BEBE: Free lance. Write her at Warner
Bros.

DAVIES, MARION: M-G-M.
DAVIS, BETTE: Warner Bros.

DEE, FRANCES: Paramount.
DELL, DOROTHY: Paramount.
DEL RIO, DOLORES: RKO-Radio.
DE MILLE, KATHERINE: Paramount.
DEVINE. ANDY: Universal.

DIETRICH, MARLENE: Paramount.
DIX, RICHARD: RKO-Radio.
DCDD, CLAIRE: Warner Bros.
DONNELLY. RUTH: Warner Bros.

DRAKE, FRANCES: Paramount.
DRESSLER, MARIE: M-G-M.
DUNN, JAMES: Fox.

DUNNE, IRENE: RKO-Radio.
DURANTE. JIMMY: M-G-M.
DVORAK, ANN: Warner Bros.

EDDY, NELSON: M-G-M.
EILERS, SALLY: Fox.

ELLIS, PATRICIA: Warner Bros.

ERWIN, STUART: M-G-M.
EVANS. MADGE: M-G-M.
EVANS, MURIEL: M-G-M.
FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS JR.: United Artists.

FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS SR.: United Artists.

FARRELL, CHARLES: Fox.

FARRELL. GLENDA: Warner Bros.

FAZENDA. LOUISE: Universal.

FAVERSHAM, PHILLIP: Warner Bros.

FAYE. ALICE: Fox.

FETCHIT, STEPIN: Fox.

FIELDS, W. C: Paramount.
FORD, WALLACE: Free lance. Write him at Co-

lumbia.

FOSTER, NORMAN: Fox.

FOSTER, PRESTON: Fox.

FOX, SIDNEY: RKO-Radio.
FRANCIS. KAY: Warner Bros.

FRAWLEY, WILLIAM: Paramount.

FRITCHIE, BARBARA: Paramount.

FULLER. FRANCES: Paramount.

FURNESS, BETTY: M-G-M.
GABLE, CLARK: M-G-M.
GALLAGHER. SKEETS: RKO-Radio.

CARAT, HENRI: Fox.

GARBO, GRETA: M-G-M.
GARGAN, WILLIAM: RKO-Radio.

GAYNOR, JANET: Fox.

GIBSON. WYNNE: RKO-Radio.
GILBERT, JOHN: M-G-M.
GOMBELL, MINNA: Free lance. Write her at Fox.Resinol
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GORDON, C. HENRY: M-G-M.
GRANT, CARY: Paramount.
HAMILTON, NEIL: Free lance. Write him at
M-G-M.

HARDIE, RUSSELL: M-G-M.
HARDING, ANN: RKO-Radio.
HARDY, OLIVER: M-G-M.
HARLOW, JEAN: M-G-M.
HARVEY, LILIAN: Fox.

HAYES. HELEN: M-G-M.
HEALY. TED: M-G-M.
HENRY. CHARLOTTE: Paramount.
HEPBURN, KATHARINE: RKO-Radio.
HERSHOLT, JEAN: M-G-M.
HOLT. JACK: Columbia.

HOLMES, PHILLIPS: Free lance. Write him at
M-G-M.

HOPKINS, MIRIAM: Paramount.
HORTON, EDWARD EVERETT: Universal.

HOWARD, JEAN: M-G-M.
HOWARD, LESLIE: Warners.
HUDSON, ROCHELLE: Fox.

HUSTON. WALTER: Free lance. Write him at
RKO-Radio.

HYAMS. LEILA: Universal.

JARRETT. ARTHUR: M-G-M.
JEWELL, ISABEL: M-G-M.
JENKINS. ALLEN: Warners.
JOLSON, AL. : Warners.
JONES, BUCK: Universal.

JORDAN, DOROTHY: RKO-Radio.
JORDAN, MIRIAM: Fox.

JORY, VICTOR: Fox.

JUDGE, ARLINE: Free lance. Write her at 20th
Century.

KARLOFF, BORIS: Universal.

KARNS, ROSCOE: Paramount.
KEELER, RUBY: Warners.
KELLY. PAUL: 20th Century.

KELTON. PERT: RKO-Radio.
KENYON. DORIS: Free lance. Write her at Uni-

versal.

KIBBEE, GUY: Warners.
KNAPP, EVALYN: Universal.

KNIGHT, JUNE: Universal.

KRUGER, OTTO: M-G-M.
LALLY, HOWARD: Fox.

LANDI. ELISSA: Columbia.

LA RUE, JACK: Free lance. Write him at Para-

mount.

LAUGHTON, CHARLES: Paramount.
LAUREL, STAN: M-G-M.
LEDERER, FRANCIS: RKO-Radio.
LEE. DOROTHY: RKO-Radio.
LEROY, BABY: Paramount.
LINDEN, ERIC: Free lance. Write him at RKO-

Radio.

LINDSAY. MARGARET: Warners.
LLOYD. HAROLD: Write him at Fox.

LODGE, JOHN: Paramount.

LOMBARD, CAROLE: Paramount.

LOWE. EDMUND: Columbia.

LOY. MYRNA: M-G-M.
LUGOSI, BELA: Universal.

LUKAS, PAUL: Universal.

LUND, LUCILLE: Universal.

LUPINO. IDA: Paramount.

LYON, BEN: Free lance. Write him at M-G-M.
MacDONALD, JEANETTE: M-G-M.
SACK, HELEN: Paramount.
MacMAHON, ALINE: Warners.

MANNERS, DAVID: Free lance. Write him at
United Artists.

MARCH, FREDRIC: 20th Century.

MARITZA, SARI: Free lance. Write her at RKO-
Radio.

MARSH, JOAN: Paramount.
MARSHALL, HERBERT: Paramount.
MAYNARD, KEN: Universal.

McCOY, TIM: Columbia.

McCREA, JOEL: RKO-Radio.
McHUGH, FRANK: Warners.
McKINNEY, FLORINE: M-G-M.
McLAGLEN, VICTOR: Fox.

MENJOU, ADOLPHE: Warners.
MERKEL, UNA: M-G-M.
MERMAN, ETHEL: Paramount.
MICHAEL, GERTRUDE: Paramount.
MILJAN, JOHN: Free lance. Write him at Uni-

versal.

MONTENEGRO, CONCHITA: Fox.

MONTGOMERY, DOUGLASS: Universal.

MONTGOMERY. ROBERT: M-G-M.
MOORE, COLLEEN: RKO-Radio.
MOORE, GRACE: Columbia.

MORAN. POLLY: M-G-M.
MORGAN, FRANK: M-G-M,
MORGAN, RALPH: Free lance. Write him at Fox.

MORLEY, KAREN: M-G-M.
MORRIS. CHESTER: Universal.

MUIR, JEAN: Warners.
MUNDIN, HERBERT: Fox.

MUNI, PAUL: Warner Bros.

NAGEL, CONRAD: Free lance. Write him at RKO-
Radio.

NIXON, MARIAN: Free lance. Write her at RKO-
Radio.

NOVARRO. RAMON: M-G-M.
OAKIE. JACK: Paramount.
O'BRIEN, GEORGE: Fox.

O'BRIEN, PAT: Warners.
OLIVER, EDNA MAY: Universal.

O'SULLIVAN, MAUREEN: M-G-M.
PALLETTE. EUGENE: Free lance. Write him at
Warners.

PARKER, JEAN: M-G-M.
PATERSON, PAT: Fox.

PATRICK, GAIL: Paramount.
PENDLETON, NAT: M-G-M.
PICKFORD, MARY: United Artists.

PINE, VIRGINIA: Warners.
PITTS, ZASU: Universal.

POWELL, DICK: Warners.
POWELL, WILLIAM: M-G-M.
RAFT, GEORGE: Paramount.
RAINS, CLAUDE: Universal.

RALSTON. ESTHER: M-G-M.
RAND, SALLY: Paramount
RATOFF, GREGORY: RKO-Radio.
RAYMOND, GENE: Columbia.
RICE, FLORENCE: Columbia.
ROBERTI, LYDA: Paramount.
ROBINSON. EDWARD G.: Warners.
ROBSON, MAY: M-G-M.
ROGERS, GINGER: RKO-Radio.
ROGERS, CHARLES: Free lance. Write him at
Paramount.

ROGERS. WILL: Fox.

ROSS, LANNY: Paramount.
ROULIEN, RAUL: Fox.
RUGGLES, CHARLES: Paramount
SCHILDKRAUT. JOSEPH: Columbia.
SCOTT, RANDOLPH: Paramount.
SERGAVA, KATHRYN: Warners.
SEWARD, BILLIE: Columbia.
SHANNON, PEGGY: Free lance. Write her at Co-

lumbia.

SHEARER, NORMA: M-G-M.
SIDNEY, SYLVIA: Paramount.
SKIPWORTH, ALISON: Paramount.
SLEEPER, MARTHA: M-G-M.
SOTHERN, ANN: Columbia.
STANDING, SIR GUY: Paramount.
STANWYCK, BARBARA: Warners.
STEN, ANNA: Sam Goldwyn Prod.

STEVENS, ONSLOW: Universal.

STONE, LEWIS: M-G-M.
STUART, GLORIA: Universal.

SULLAVAN, MARGARET: Universal.

SUMMERVILLE, SLIM: Universal.

SWANSON, GLORIA: M-G-M.
TALBOT, LYLE: Warners.
TAYLOR, KENT: Paramount.
TEASDALE. VF.RREE: Warners.
TEMPLE, SHIRLEY: Fox.

TOBIN. GENEVIEVE: Warners.
TONE, FRANCHOT: M-G-M.
TRACY, LEE: Paramount.
TRACY, SPENCER: Fox.

TREE, DOROTHY: Warners.
TREVOR, CLAIRE: Fox.

TWELVETREES, HELEN: Fox.
VALLEE, RUDY: Warners.
VELEZ, LUPE: M-G-M.
VENABLE, EVELYN: Paramount.
VLASEK, JUNE: Fox.
WEISSMULLER, JOHNNY: M-G-M.
WEST, MAE: Paramount.
WHEELER. BERT: RKO-Radio.
WHITE, ALICE: Universal.

WIECK, DOROTHEA: Paramount.
WILCOXON, HENRY: Paramount.
WILLIAM, WARREN: Warners.
WILLIAMS, HUGH: Fox.
WILSON. DOROTHY: Paramount.
WING. PAT: Warners.
WING. TOBY: Paramount.
WOODS, DONALD: Warners.
WOOLSEY, BOB: RKO-Radio.
WRAY, FAY: Columbia.
WYNYARD. DIANA: M-G-M.
YOUNG, ELIZABETH: Paramount.
YOUNG. LORETTA: 20th Century.
YOUNG, ROBERT: M-G-M.
YOUNG, ROLAND: Paramount.

GUESS WHO?
1. Eddie Cantor 4. Isabel Jewell
2. Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford 5. Herbert Marshall and Mary Brian
3. Jean Harlow 6. Ralph Bellamy

A 22-Acte Play

IN THE HEART OF A GREAT CITY
With the Ideal Year 'Round Climate

A hotel amazing in its varied vacational

appeal. Embracing within its own grounds
the fairways of an 18-hole Pitch-and-Putt
Golf Course—Tennis Courts and Archery

—

Pergola walks and shady nooks — and the

magnificent new Ambassador Lido, with
generous sand beach encircling a huge open-air

plunge. Indoors—a "talkie" theatre, doctors,

dentist, post office and 3 5 smart shops. Ex-
quisitely decorated rooms and suites—and the

merriest of night life at Cocoanut Grove.
Kindly and Sincere Service. Moderate Rates.

Scott

Recognize her? Why, it's Shearer, of

course—in a lovely summer costume.
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Good News

And besides, it teas jcared that it would
lead to all sorts of faked kidnapping

stories by silly mothers zvho would do any-

thing to get their darlings an opportunity

in Hollyzvood.

DOUG'S ROMANCE OFF?

TVfEWEST word from London is that

the expected and rumored marriage
between Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and

Gertie Lawrence will not come off ... as

advertised. It is said Miss Lawrence is

a little bit peeved by press kidding about

the difference in their ages and, besides,

there is a very wealthy nobleman paying

homage at her court. Said nobleman is

very much in young Doug's hair, accord-

ing to those English gossips who appear

to be almost as good as Walter Winchell.

The best news Hollyzvood has had in a

long time is word from Santa Barbara
that Marie Dressier is really on the road

to recovery this time and that she zvill soon

be able to return to Hollywood and start

her long delayed new picture.

IT'S a good thing some people are still

getting married in Hollywood because

where would the divorces of the next

couple of years come from?
But that's hardly a nice way to herald

the news of the recent wedding of ador-

able, little Elizabeth Young (remember her
in Garbo's "Queen Christina" ?) and Joseph
Mankiewicz, M-G-M scenario writer.

Elizabeth is one of the sweetest and most
popular girls in Hollywood and Joe rates

pretty high in the popularity contests him-
self. So everyone is wishing them plenty

of good luck. Yes, Miss Young will con-

tinue her work in the movies.

Seclusion may be in line for Garbo, zvho

insists on living in houses hidden by shrub-
bery. But Bette Davis has had her fill of
Garbo's former residence on San Vicente

Boulevard.
Reason? Well, burglars broke in and

(Continued from page 41)

took every dress Bette owned. So she is

returning to the well-lighted byways for
her next home.

BILL'S REWARD

IT'S almost a cinch that when a free

lance actor makes two knockout pictures

in a row for a certain studio, that actor
will wake up to find himself on a hand-
some long term contract.

William Powell was so exceptionally

good in "Manhattan Melodrama" and "The
Thin Man" for M-G-M that he has been
rewarded for ringing the bell twice in suc-

cession by a contract that will do a lot

toward staving off Bill's great fear of

"poverty."

Sue Carol is publicity shy. She wants
to dodge it because columnists are alzvays

rumoring "romances" for her. And does
this upset Ken Murray, zvho is azvay on a

personal appearance tour?
Everyone expects that Sue and Ken will

be married as soon as her divorce from
Nick Stuart goes through. So, imagine
Ken's feelings to read, "Sue Carol was
out stepping last night zvith So-and-so. It

looks like a romance!"
Every time this happens it means that

Sue has to talk on the long distance tele-

phone for about an hour, trying to get it

all straightened out with her favorite Irish-

man.

GRACIE ALLEN and George Burns
are thinking seriously of buying a

home in Hollywood, adopting a baby and
settling clown to the good old family life

in Hollywood.
The idea of adopting a baby is not a

new one with Gracie and George. Until

a couple of months ago they just hadn't
found the right one. But if you can be-

lieve all you hear, the radio and screen
comics have at last found a child who has
gone right to their hearts and it's just a
matter of time until Gracie and George
are mamma and papa.

Wonder if Adolphe Menjou zvas joking
when he came out in print and nominated
Sam Hardy as the zvorst dressed man in

Hollyzvood?
Anyway, zee hear Mr. Hardy didn't

think the joke zvas so funny. And if it

zvasn't a joke, zvhat zvas it?

THE announcer over the radio from the

Kentucky Derby said that Clark Gable
had made an $18,000 bet on Riskulus, a
horse that was "scratched" just before the

race, meaning that Clark lost his bet, any-
way !

They say no one was more surprised to

hear this news than Mr. Gable, himself!

Don't hold your breath until Katharine
Hepburn marries her manager, Leland
Hayward.
Of course, it's impossible to predict just

zvhat a Hollyzvood actress zvill do, but
Katie says she isn't planning to marry Mr.
Hayzvard and RKO is convinced that she
zvon't, at least for another year.

TRAVIS BANTON, famed designer of

Paramount stars' clothes, says nothing
irritates him so much as to hear a woman
say, "I can't wear pink ... or purple . . .

or green . .
." or any other shade she may

think unbecoming.
"Every woman can wear every color,"

insists Banton. "All that is necessary is

to find the right tone of that color for her
particular type."

Why don't you try some "right tone"

of a wrong color this summer, girls? You
might be surprised

!

There are some good ballroom dancers
floating about Hollyzvood, and zve don't

mean professionals. Ruth Roland and Ben
Bard, Dick Powell and Mary Brian, and
Carole Lombard and Russ Columbo are

among them. But guess who Hollyzvood
considers the most "complicated" steppers?
None other than Irving Thalberg and
Norma Shearer.

wouldn't be treated so. But they can sum-
mon to their aid a certain virtue called

courage. Courage, which they have let

become feeble from disuse (along with the

virtue called common sense) but which is

there for all of us to use if we'll only make
the effort.

You know yourself, without being told,

whether your love is slavish or whether it

is a free and beautiful thing. If there is

nothing there except a physical dizziness

at the thought or approach of the other

person ; if there is nothing in common ; if

life is just one continual quarrel, ending

in humiliating pleas for forgiveness on one
side and indifference on the other ; if the

one always accepts and the Other always
gives—then, if you have one small spark
of self-respect soul, get out of it while you
can.

People struggle against this sort of love.

Oh, yes. I've seen girls playing at such

a struggle. Staying away from the tele-

phone for three days—and calling him up
on the fourth. Refusing one date—and ac-

cepting the second (if he asks for the sec-

ond). Neglecting their work. Making

Let's Talk About Love

(Continued from page 12)

fools of themselves. Crying half the night.

Reading into his most casual utterances the

most significant meaning.

T SOLEMNLY believe that ninety per
cent of the love problems in this world

are caused by people kidding themselves.
You young girls—you believe what you
want to believe. You young men—you do
it, too, but (I'll give you credit) you don't

make that mistake so often as the women
do. Because of that old, trite truth (I'm
sure you've heard it) that women are apt

to sink themselves deeply into a love affair,

to the exclusion of all else, while a man
will usually have the common ordinary
gumption to keep a few other interests at

hand to fall back on. Well—that isn't

what I started to say. What I'm driving
at is this : a young person may know per-

fectly well that the other party isn't inter-

ested, is taking love for granted, is cheating
or lying. He may know that the adored
one isn't worthy. But he zvill believe zvhat
he wishes were true.

Young people listen to Hope telling them
of vague, delightful possibilities instead of

heeding Reason which says quite plainly,

"This whole affair is impossible. Break
it off like a brave human being."

It takes a great deal of courage to listen

to what Reason has to say. It takes a lot

of courage to keep away from the tele-

phone—not for three days—but for good.

It takes a lot of courage to be sweetly im-
personal and casual when the other party
chooses to telephone you. To say, "I'm
busy." And stick to it.

Go away somewhere by yourself and
face the thing honestly. Go out with
other people. Keep busy. Work is a very
helpful drug to kill the pain of a slavish

love. Refuse to let your mind wander off

into a foolish, false daydream, only to wake
up to the miserable fact that he—or she

—

doesn't care, isn't worthy.
It is hard to go into details about a

problem of this sort in an article like this.

I would be very glad to help you with any
emotion problem. Write to me if you would
like to talk over some emotional difficulty

that is worrying you. I shall be very happy
to help you all I can—and your letter will,

of course, be treated confidentially.
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lips!
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Wmt excitement? Real excitement? The kind that comes when

admiring hearts beat to the thrilling tempo of the monsoon? You'll

find it . . . for your lips ... in the iridescent, savage hues of Savage ... in

the opal-clear, entirely pasteless transparency of the color thus imparted

... in the never-compromising indelibility of Savage ... in the utterly vanquishing softness that lips just

naturally have, the longer Savage is used ! Four really exciting shades . . . Tangerine, Flame, Natural,
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chantment by actually testing them all at the Savage

Shade Selector displayed wherever Savage is sold.

Large Size Savage in exquisite silver case,

at the more exclusive toilet goods counters £~

SAVAGE SHADE SELECTOR
In addition to providing you with a practical

means of trying Savage before buying, the

Savage Shade Selector supplies the means of

removing the highly indelible Savage stains from

your wrist. A bottle of Savage Lipstick Stain

Remover and a dispenser of felt removal pads

are provided. SAVAGE . . CHICAGO

THE NEW, REALLY TRANSPARENT, REALLY INDELIBLE LIPSTICK
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powder that glorifies every-day skin
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age Lipstick. 20c.
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SWELL GIRL . . . GRAND LITTLE MOTHER BUT OH, HER TERRIBLE TEETH!

s
ally's baby is the cunningest thing in

town—and women love Sally! Sh
clever and spirited and gay! Bu
there's a "but" about Sally!

i?, IV/
- Wsl

hen thecrowd wants to dance orplay
contract, they always say, "Let's go
Sally's!" But—the "but" about

Sally often sends her to bed in tears! s
ally's young husband is handsome—and
lately he has had "a wandering eye.

"

Tired ofSally? Never! But—he's noticed.

For the "but" about Sally is her teeth.

s
ally doesn't know that it's "pink tooth

brush" which has robbed her teeth of
their brightness, andruined the charm of
her smile. Perhaps she'll ask her dentist.He'll tell her at once to clean her teeth

with Ipana—and to massage Ipana
into her gums. He'll tell her to get rid

of "pink tooth brush"— to use Ipana. I
t won't be long before Sally's young hus-
band will find her just aspretty as when
they were engaged! Sally's teeth will soon
be brilliant again!

YOUNG mothers have to ^C-VXrvcl ^Vnll ~T*Crtrfcll l^rUxjJl
be even more careful

I C\ I Wt \
about their teeth than other WrxXXt -lriX»sV*U CHtJ \X\X*A4<iXtZ,\
girls do. But every girl I I

should know that tender gums are Lacking stimulation, your gums
tend to become flabby and tender.

Then—you notice 'pink' on your
tooth brush."
"Pink tooth brush," he'll explain,

"is often the first step toward gum
troubles as serious as gingivitis and
Vincent's disease. It may not only

responsible for the teeth's looking
dingy and grayish.

Your dentist will explain this
to you.

"Today's soft foods," he will tell

you, "aren't coarse or crunchy
enough to exercise your gums.

dull your teeth— but en-
danger sound teeth."

But he'll tell you how sim-

ple it is to check "pink tooth

brush." You should clean your
teeth with Ipana, and massage a

little extra Ipana into your gums

—

and you'll soon have "pink tcoth

brush" under control. For the zira-

tol in Ipana aids in firming tender

gums. Your teeth will soon be
brilliant again!

TUNE IN THE "HOUR OF SM!LES"AND HEAR THE

IPANA TROUBADOURS WEDNESDAY EVENINGS

-WEAF AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

VISIT
CODE

"A CENTURY OF PROGRESS"
SEE IPANA MADE FROM START TO FINISH

See the Ipana Electrical Man. General Ex-

hibits Group Building No. 4 — Chicago, June —

October, 1934.
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...AND IT'S A GLORIOUS HIT!

Because...more than 62,000 fans

asked for an encore to "Dancing

Lady "... they're together again!

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

with

OTTO KRUGER • STUART ERWIN

a CLARENCE BROWN
PRODUCTION

• Produced by Hunt Stromberj . •
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WHAT THE FANS THINK

ABOUT CINEMALAND

AND THE PEOPLE IN IT

HOLLYWOOD A HICK TOWN?
CATHARINE ANWEILER, of

Kokomo, Indiana, makes some inter-

esting deductions about Cinema City :

Hollywood reminds me of a hick

town because in a hick town everyone

knows what his neighbor has done, is

doing and will do.

In a hick town if a boy calls on a

girl twice in ten days people start

guessing when the wedding will be. In

Hollywood the story is printed in all

the papers that Mr. Blank is "nerts"

over Miss Blah, and the town waits

for the marriage.

In a hick town every woman knows
who bought a new outfit, where it was
bought and how much it cost. In

Hollywood when a star buys new
clothes, she poses for a "sitting" and
pictures of her new wardrobe are in

every movie magazine.

"Hollywood has all the earmarks of

a hick town."

"Movie versions of popular novels

take lickings from directors."

In a hick town when a boy buys a
girl a present every one knows what
it is and what it cost. In Hollywood
when a star receives a gift, the news
is circulated and pictures of the girl,

boy and present are published.

In a hick town every one knows
that Mr. Blank socked Mrs. Blank
and that she went home to mother.
Both families are then at war. In

Hollywood if a man socks his wife
she leaves him. She hunts up her re-

porter friends and tells them things

that make their eyes pop. Her hus-
band does the same thing. And so the
papers are filled with another Holly-
wood separation. (Now all the

"glamor" of Hollyzvood is gone for
it seems to be just another over-grozvn
village, after all!)

CASTING AT FAULT
E. R., of Escondido, Calif., writes:

Lately I have seen a few pictures

which I think could have been im-

proved upon by more thoughtful cast-

ing. In "Bolero" Carole Lombard
was too big for George Raft. Where
he swung her around over his shoul-

ders, it was plain that it was very

difficult for him to do it and in the

rest of the dancing scenes she was too

near his size to look just right. The
fact that his shoes had to be built up
in order for these two to appear to-

gether at all should have been suf-

ficient reason not to cast them to-

gether.

In "We're Not Dressing" I don't

think Miss Lombard was- quite the

type for Bing Crosby. She seems a

little too mature and sophisticated and
I think she appears at her best oppo-
site men more like her ex-husband.
Bill Powell. I believe the type for

Bing Crosby is someone as near like

Dixie Lee as possible. We know that

type appeals to him, or she wouldn't

be Mrs. Crosby.

On the whole I am not a very criti-

cal movie fan. I go to be amused and

"George Raft's leading ladies should

be more petite."

I almost always am, but these things

have been on my mind for some time.

BETTER TREATMENT FOR POPULAR
NOVELS

G. VINCENT, of New York,
N. Y., writes us

:

I am an avid reader and when-
ever Hollywood decides to film some

(Continued on page 109)
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Joan Crawford and

Franchot Tone-
Margaret Sullavan

and Douglass
Montgomery. Stars

who understandthe

dramatic impor-

tance of "timing." CONDUCTED II K AT H E R 1 N E ALBERT

Frank Borzage, di-

rector of the suc-

cessful "LittleMan,

What Now?" He

has many interest-

ing and illumi^t-

ing things to tell

you in this article.

VERYBODY can act
!"

That was the startling statement that Director
Frank Borzage made to me when I asked him to

come to you through the pages of Modern
Screen and give you some sound advice about
acting. And before I go on telling you the rest

of the very fine and practical things he said, I want to

say that you couldn't have a better dramatic instructor

than Borzage.

He is one of the greatest directors in Hollywood. His
career has stretched in a long succession of hits from
"Seventh Heaven" to "Little Man, What Now?" And
he has had some of his most magnificent triumphs direct-

ing boys and girls with very little acting experience, boys
and girls who—like you—were just beginning to learn

the dramatic art. That's one of the reasons I'm so

thrilled at the opportunity of giving you the benefit of

Borzage's knowledge.
I asked him to talk directly to you, to imagine that all

you young people who believe you have great dramatic

talent, who want to win success in your high school and
college plays, who want to produce your own amateur
theatricals or who simply want to enrich your lives by a

great knowledge of the art of the drama—were in the

room with him. "Tell these people whatever you think

will be helpful," I said to him. I'm now passing on his

words—and I think they're swell.

This is his message.
"I know that anybody can act. If you have the ability

to feel emotion, you can act. And the greatest rule of all

is this : Be natural

!

"It is much easier for me to {Continued on page 111)
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BEAUTY
.

ADVICE

CHEW

RELIEF FROM

CONSTIPATION FOUND IN USING

LAXATIVE IN CHEWING-GUM
FORM, SCIENCE REPORTS

Every day new thousands of people turn to

FEEN-A-MINT for relief from constipation.

And here's the reason. It's so easy to take-
it's so modernly scientific because it mixes
the laxative with digestive juices, thus let-

ting nature do its part in helping the laxa-

tive work more thoroughly.

FEEN-A-MINT gently increases the move-
ment of the lower intestine, which is what
nature wants. It doesn't give you that dis-

tended feeling that many cathartics do, it

does not cause cramps. And, above all, it is

not habit-forming.

Join the more than 15 millions who take
their laxative this modern, easy way—by
chewing FEEN-A-MINT.

I REALLY
LOVE THE TASTE OF
FEEN-A-MINT -and

IT CERTAIN LY WORKS
MORE EFFECTIVELY

AND SMOOTHLY THAN
ANY OTHER LAXATIVE

I'VE EVER TRIED.

Teenamiin
y5t^ CAe^vUi^-^ic^H LAXA'

(Above) Pretty Judith Allen, busy with

a good hair tonic, fights "end of the

summer" hair trouble.

II MARY Nil HIE

now

That you should let your hair

dry thoroughly after a sham-

poo, before setting a wave?

How to get rid of puffiness

under the eyes?

A very simple trick to cure

excessively oily hair?

These, and other fascinating

things are told you in this

helpful article.

OW that the midsummer is

past and it's getting a bit cool

for the beach, it's time we all

paused long enough to give our-

selves a close inspection via the

candid mirror. Just what dam-
age has been done during those

glorious days? Of course, you're full

of vim, vigor and vitality and simply
reeking with good health, but (and I

do hate to bring this up) there is

bound to be some damage done, too,

after days spent under the glaring

rays of the sun.

Your skin, for instance. How is

it—that is, beneath that beautiful sun
tan? Well, if you've been the least

bit conscientious about using plenty

of creams, it may not have suffered

so much ... so I won't go into that

now. However, the thing that usually

bears the brunt of punishment after

a season at the seashore is the hair.

The heat of the summer sun has
probably drawn most of the life and
vitality out of it and left the tresses

brittle and dry and badly streaked.

Salt water, too, is very hard on the
hair and may be responsible for a lot

of that brittleness and dryness. So—now is the time to start that

rigorous campaign on the hair

!

First, that parched and dried look
must be remedied. For this there is

nothing better than a series of hot
oil shampoos. Now don't throw up
your hands and cry : "Oh, but I really

can't afford them," because it isn't

necessary {Continued on page 111)
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This is a department for your personal

problems. Don't you want to talk them
over with an understanding and intelli-

gent person who will treat them
confidentially and give you the best

advice she can? Write to Alice Van
Doran, MODERN SCREEN, 149 Madison
Ave., New York, N. Y. Enclose a stamped,

self-addresed envelope, please.

A boy and a girl—Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler in "Dames.

OW can I hold him," or "get him to call," or "to

come oftener" is the close runner-up of your
favorite question, "How can I be more popular?"

I'm talking now about those girls who are at

the uncertain stage with a man ; where there is,

perhaps, competition, or else hesitation, on the

man's part. Where the girl hopes to heaven he cares as

much as she does—and at the same time would just about
die if he somehow guessed how much she really does care.

It isn't quite the same thing, you know, to be popular

—

and to be sure of your man. It seems there are numbers
of girls—nice-looking, sought after girls, too—who, if

the truth were told, quiver and quake every time the phone
rings, hoping it will be he—and almost knowing that it

won't be. And nothing will make things right again until

that buzz-buzz of the old phone almost certainly means it

will be The One, and none other.

What good are the phone calls that go with popularity
—if it isn't the Right One at the other end of the line?

Perhaps this is the trickiest love topic yet. When it

comes to gently leading a certain man to the idea that he's

serious about you, there aren't many rules and regulations

about what the poor gal can do. Though there are plenty

of "must nots" for just such a situation.

My contention is that many of you in this in-between,

uncertain stage make one of two blunders—do one of

two things ; and do them too hard. Number one : Either

you are so afraid that you might give the impression you
are pursuing a man, that the minute he appears, you
close up like a clam, and become the colorless shell of

your usually appealing self, with the all too likely result

that he is apt to wonder if you find him worth while.

Now for blunder number two : The girl who lets th? man
see too early in the game that she's ready, eager, waiting,

and won't he please notice her? Before that attitude, the

man's likely to do a hasty retreat, feeling he may some-

how commit himself too deeply, if he doesn't watch his

step.

Yet here's a funny thing about rules—all rules, espe-

cially those on man-and-girl topics : You simply cannot

lay down the law and say do this or do that ; result

guaranteed. There are always (Continued on page 110)

POINTING OUT THE BLUNDERS MANY OF US MAKE IN THE LOVE GAME
12
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He'd tek

m
GECfEEtil

qed ifhe'd kiss tke Duchess

and
1

Jiz'cL Se,

if lie didn't ....
The Duke wanted to straighten Cellini

out . . . with a rope! The Duchess
wanted him beheaded ! Either way, he

was in for a necking
party. And he finally got

it.. .in the Duchess' arms!

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK presents

CON STANCE

BENNETT
FREDRI

C

MARCH

AFFAIRS

CELLI
with

FayWRAY. Frank MORGAN
Directed by GREGORY La CAVA
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

a DARRYL F. ZANUCK production
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Charles Ruggles would

make a good sleuth, but

he didn't track down

this inside stuff.

n hie

iff£» A M.
She got him into the

movies, hung him like

unto a Christmas tree, with jewelry,

and headed him for stardom. In fact,

she has done just about everything

but marry the gent. Which little

item, she claims she won't do. But
the damsel protesteth so often, apro-

pos of nothing, that there are those

meanies who think she's doing it in

self-defense. They say— sh-h-h—
that he never had a notion of meeting
her at the altar during any stage of

the game, and that his "keep her

guessing" line is just what intrigues

her.

Anyway, we won't have to wait
long, for he'll be starred soon, be-

cause of her, and able to do the "tell-

ing off." If he is foolish enough to

do so, his movie days will be num-
bered, for this little opportunist
shows a minus sign when it comes to

sex appeal and personality.

He's a bit of a show-off, too, and
when he trekked east with his lady
love recently, he threw a party for
the boys who "knew him when."
Don't be confused

—
'twas a mere ges-

ture. He invited his guests to his

sumptuous hotel suite to show 'em
how the "other half" live. When his

pals departed, he discovered several

hundred dollars worth of silver and
knick-knacks went with them.

But—that all came under the head
of good, clean fun, for when he had
settled the "loss" bill with the hotel,

and arrived back in Hollywood, he
found the loot at his door. The boys
had crated it C.O.D. and attached a

note which read, "Since you've paid

for this, it must be yours."

That's what his friends think of

him and his high-hatting proclivities.

But the star
;
well, she's hypnotized,

although occasionally, she comes "to"

long enough to admit that he knows
what he's getting!

Recently, he became a bit too up-
pity, so she pretended to interest her-

self in a foreign actor, who was only

too willing to be "interested in." In

fact, he made ready to check out his

inamorata—just in case.

But Number 1, Head Man repent-

ed and the lady apologized to him for

what he had done to her (that's love

for you) and took him, who had
never really departed, back.

And now, they say he's ready to

go ; in fact, has the little blonde all

picked. For, just as soon as his name
is fastened to a starring ticket, he
himself can afford to be "taken."

Meanwhile, his erstwhile fiancee is

doing her best to stave off such a

day. But it's in the cards, and it

won't be long now before we read

about a newly-made star and a popu-

lar one with a nervous breakdown.

fA A She has always had her

A m own way about everything,

and even now, insofar as men are con-

cerned, she has a "second choice" to

fall back on ; a choice that one little

Hollywood ingenue would give her

successful career to wed.
But the "second choice" willingly

waits until his middle-aged dream girl

comes to a decision. He's been on
and off like the lid of a stove with

her for years now. When the "ro-

mance" is on, he's in seventh heaven

and when it's off he's bluer than a

Ruth Etting top note.

This woman has had quite a pri-

vate life. She divorced one husband
for another and proceeded to give

Number Two, never noted for his

histrionic ability, a helping hand
along the rocky movie way. What
with making pictures and submerging
his famous wife's personality, the

gentleman found himself very busy.

What to do next? Go social, of

course. And it wasn't long before

he became the biggest tiara-chaser

NO NAMES MENTIONED BUT YOU'LL HAVE PLENTY FUN GUESSING!
14
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there ever was out there on the

coast.

Meanwhile the wife clung grasp-

ingly with one hand to a fast-waning

career, and with the other to her great

big wandering he-man. They made
trips together and separately. She
met his phoney friends and pretended

to be impressed. She did about

everything to recapture his interest,

but—nothing doing as far as he was
concerned.

Then she took unto herself a hand-

some youth, sort of "jealousy bait."

But hubby didn't rise to it; in fact,

his very silence denoted that he ap-

proved.

While her private life was featur-

ing more ups and downs than a scenic

railway, her professional one was
running it a close second. Everyone
but the lady herself knew that her

career had finished long before the

talkies became the excuse for flopping

of those who failed to hold their own
in the galloping snapshots.

True, she made a couple of at-

tempts at comebacks, but since, as an

actress she was a great personality,

these proved pretty poor efforts. Yet

she couldn't resign herself to living

in the luxury her years of favoritism

provided for her. The limelight

is so clear to her that she has even

developed into a veritable publicity

hound. Thus both her husband and

her career drifted simultaneously

and plenty of unhappiness set in.

This state of affairs continued,

until recently the actor-husband wrote

his long-suffering wife how much he

missed her and needed her help.

Well, mutual friends agreed, the lat-

ter was true anyway.
The "little woman" was so pleased

she hastily gave her young man the

air once more, and he went back to

his ingenue for consolation. But,

just as the big star thought hubby
would be around in person for a

reconciliation, she read that he was
going places and seeing things with

a gay gal who liked to go places and
see things.

She discounted the stories as so

much newspaper talk, but upon get-

ting in touch with her wandering
spouse, she learned that he would like

to see her in the future, but as a

pal—not a wife

!

Was she mortified and humiliated ?

A couple of "yeses." She picked up
the phone and summoned her boy
back and—he came running. Now,
those claiming to be in the know,
say the pair will be wed as soon as

the woman's divorce is granted. She's

at last accepted the fact that her
screen career is over and a second
choice sentimental attachment is bet-

ter than none.

Such is bee-oo-tiful off-the-screen

romance in the Hollywood hills

!

'CUNNING DRESS — BUT IT

CERTAINLY HAS A BAD
CASE OF 'TATTLE-TALE

GRAY."'

"IT'S A SHAME! BUT THAT 'TRICK'

SOAP JANIE'S MOTHER USES

JUST WON'T GET OUT ALL THE

DIRT. I WISH SHE'D CHANGE

TO FELS-NAPTHA."

'Tattle-tale gray"
in the clothes you
wash. Here's what

. that means . . .

Clothes that
look foggy and
gray. Clothesthat

say plain as plain

can be

—

"We aren't really clean."

Who's to blame when clothes get

that way? More often than not, it's

"trick" soap. For no matter how
hardjctf work and rub, "trick" soaps

can't get out ALL the dirt. Neither

can "cheap" soaps!

But change to Fels-Naptha Soap
and see what a glorious difference!

When it tackles the wash, dirt can't

stay in. Out it goes—every last speck

of it! For Fels-Naptha is full-of-

action soap! Golden soap that's

richer

—

with plenty of dirt-loosening

naptha added.

Two lively helpers instead of one!

Together, they get clothes clean clear

through and sparkling white!

And the beauty of it is, Fels-Naptha

is safe for everything! Douse your

frilliest things in Fels-Naptha's suds

—

silk stockings, filmy lingerie, even
your pet woolens. Just swish the bar

in your basin till the water's good
and sudsy—then take out the bar

—

and there isn't a chance of any undis-

solved soap particles sticking to dainty

garments. (And that's what turns

brown under the iron, you know.)

Fels-Naptha Soap is spe-

cially easy on hands, too.

For there's soothing glycer-

ine in every bar.

Use it YOUR way!

Fels-Naptha boils or soaks

clothes beautifully. It washes

clean in hot, lukewarm or

cool water . It does fine work in the tub.

And as for washing machines, women
who know from experience—women
who have tried all kinds of soaps

—

say nothing beats Fels-Naptha!

Fels-Naptha now sells at the low-

est price in almost 20 years.

Get a few bars at your grocer's.

everybody notices "Tattle-Tale Gray"

. . . banish it with Fels-Naptha Soap
15



Knit your own—that is the

motto of the day. So much

less expensive than buying

hand-knit things! Fay Wray's

three-piece suit at the right

isn't nearly as complicated as

it looks. The skirt and jacket

are knitted from gray Kassimere,

the little blouse that goes with

them from rose-colored French

zephyr. The hat (below) is

gray. Complete instructions

may be obtained by writing

to MODERN SCREEN, 149

Madison Ave., New York City.

Now here is something

(above) that beginners could

tackle with safety. Ann
Sothern's little blouse

won't take a great deal of

time, either. It is done in

yellow wool, trimmed with

a border of Germantown
yarn. The instructions, as

we said before, can be had

by writing to this magazine.
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D-STE
Johnny Mack Brown is satisfying

the ravishing appetites of a crowd

of friends— can you identify

them?—after a brisk game of

tennis. A few more than he ex-

pected turned up but this did not

faze the Browns, for their kitchen

shelves are always stocked up

with just such emergency dishes

as you see below.

U PHYLLIS DEEN— DUNNING

HATEVER else it may be,

Hollywood is no haven for

hostesses. People have a

habit of dropping in on

their way to somebody else's

JLJ house, liking it, and staying

on. Or your best friend calls up

and asks if she can bring a flock

of house guests over for a swim in

your pool or a game on your tennis

court. And at supper time there

they are, peacefully reclining in sun

chairs in your patio, sipping long

cold drinks and having such a grand

time that you want them to stay on

and they'd obviously adore to. All

of which makes for lots of oppor-

tunities for slick impromptu parties

if you are smart and have plenty of

food in the house. And the experi-

enced Hollywood hostess always has

!

Open the door of one of the supply

cabinets of Hollywood's popular

hostesses and you will find squads of

cans, regiments of packaged products

and loads of bottled foods, all wait-

ing to be thrown into the breach at

a moment's notice. Living as so many
of them do, on top of a hill, in some
remote place, or at the beach, they

prefer to have these supplies on
hand rather than to depend at the last

minute on such uncertain helps as

the telephone and the delivery wagon.
And very wise, too

!

I had a chance to inspect the in-

terior of the supply closet at the

Johnny Mack Browns' the other day.

A crowd of us had gone over for a

game of tennis on their beautiful

tennis court and Mrs. Brown bade
us all remain and take pot luck with

them—an invitation which was
eagerly pounced upon by every one.

With considerable curiosity I

trailed Mrs. Brown out to the kitchen

while she conferred with the cook.

She assured her very calmly that

nothing which had been prepared for

the family could possibly be stretched

to cope with the capacities of twelve
or more hungry people. So Mrs.
Brown told the cook just to save that

meal for the next day. And then,

flinging wide open the doors of her
emergency closet, she disclosed to

view the following array of edibles

and drinkables

:

SANDWICHES and canape
materials : Prepared sandwich

spreads ; sardines
; jams, jellies and

marmalades
;

potted and devilled

meats
;
peanut butter and apple but-

ter
;
anchovy paste ; caviar ; assorted

cheeses.

Relishes and condiments : Sweet
pickles, mixed pickles, dill pickles,

pickled (Continued on page 93)
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Modern Screen

Here

TH£T AUUi

LOOK SWELL
;

TOME/,

for the new season

$ ft*"*

THESE PICTURES

5PELL PLENTY
Or GOOD TfMES

FOR U5.

ed

9l4

V

For real good times . . . real good movies

. . . just follow this Fox map. Never be-

fore such a raft of good stories . . . such a

galaxy of stars. Read these titles through

again . . . watch out for them at your

favorite theatre. Every one's a winner . .

.

pictures no movie fan wants to miss.
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Here is a young woman as famous for her

wit and charm as for her histrionic talent

and writing ability. With beauty thrown

in just for good measure, it looks as if

she has just about everything, doesn't it?

She appears in Paramount's "The Great

Flirtation," which sounds sort of sophisti-

cated and, therefore, Landi-ish. However,

when the cameras aren't focused on her,

Elissa turns to the simple life. She spends

a few hours a day gardening and is as

proud as Punch of her posies, and girls,

here's an interesting note—the lady is

violently opposed to dieting.



She's a great little pal to those who have plenty and a veritable Lady Bountiful to those in need, for Marion

probably has a heart as big as Hollywood itself, which takes in a great deal of territory, you'll admit, if you

know your California. She has been tripping abroad this summer enjoying her first real vacation in a long time.

Before departing, however, the young lady conscientiously hung around the studio for retakes on "Operator 13,"

in which Gary Cooper can be seen opposite her. Her dressing-room bungalow has just been redecorated in

sumptuous modernistic style in a color scheme of peach and silver. Mm-yum!
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Every player who's been having time off has been going places, and the sleek-looking Bill is no exception to

the general rule. He's been spending his happy days cruising in Mexican waters with a party of bachelor boys.

That's his idea of relaxation and a swell time in general, for the Powell is a devotee of the easy life. This,

despite the fact that he is generally known as the best dressed man in town. Even if he is an exponent of

sartorial splendor, he still goes in for comfortable old clothes. Bill will next be seen in "The Casino Murder

Case," for M-G-M, after which, he is to make "The Great Ziegfeld," for Universal.
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Even though he isn't the "palsy-walsy" type, he has a great many friends and a tremendous

fan following. Being a consistently good performer, he is constantly in demand by feminine

stars who are smart enough to realize the importance of adequate support in a picture. You

will see him soon with Constance Bennett in "The Green Hat," and later opposite the Great

Greta in "Painted Veils." These, you'll admit, are a couple of nifty cinematic assignments

calculated to keep a feller somewhere on the movie heights. Bartie is a reserved gentleman

by nature and counts only Ronald Colman and Clive Brook as his intimates.



CONSTANCE SENNE1I
When she finishes "The Green Hat" at M-G-M, La Bennett will temporarily park her make-

up box and take that vacation she's been promising herself these many moons. She is going

to carry her camera with her, for Gonstance is addicted to "snap-shotting" as she goes. Thus

when it is time to return to the studio grind she'll have a record of happy days. She assem-

bles the negatives and has home movies. There's an ingenious little lady for you. After the

rest cure, she is to make two more pictures for Twentieth Century—"The Red Cat" with

Fredric March (she did "Cellini" with him, too) and "It Had to Happen," with Mr. Gable.
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Possibly more people know less

concerning Myrna than about any

other young woman in Holly-

wood. For, Miss Loy has a way

of keeping to herself and mind-

ing her own business and expects

the same courtesy from her asso-

ciates. She has evolved from a

weirdly-headgeared gal, playing

exotic half-castes, to a drawing-

room damsel of sophistication and

poise. More than that, she has

become an actress of merit.

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer thinks

pretty well of their Myrna, you

know, and so they featured her in

"The Thin Man" and "Stamboul

Quest," the latter with George

Brent, long absent from the screen.



Ever since his return from Europe, Paramount has kept

this gentleman busy—sorta makin' up for lost time,

perhaps. Anyway, no sooner had he finished "Kiss

and Make Up" than he started work in "Ladies

Should Listen." He spends his away-from-the-studio

days at the beach and is tan enough to pass for a

South Seas native. Cary is mechanical-minded and

subscribes to every magazine that tells "how to take

it apart and put it together again"—and with no pieces

left over either! His beauteous blonde wife, as you

may know, is Virginia Cherrill.



Hepburn, Burke and Barrymore in

"A Bill of Divorcement."

Lombard, Barrymore, Connolly

and Karns in "Twentieth Century."

Ann Harding and John Boles in

"The Life of Vergie Winters."

THE BOX OFFICE PROVES THESE FILMS ENTERTAINED YOU. YET, IF THE

S. entertainment doomed ?

At the moment, there are countless thousands,

banded together by a dictatorial minority, who are

making a determined effort to tell the majority

what shall be called entertainment—and to foist

off upon that majority something which the ma-
jority has gone to no little pains to prove is not

complete entertainment.

Are we, the movie fans of the nation, going to sit back
and scoff at such a movement? Are we going to say, as

so many other majorities have said to their sorrow:
"They can't get away with it. This reform idea will never
get anywhere. We can sit back and take things easy.

No individual, no organization of individuals will ever
become strong enough to actually succeed in remov-
ing from our beloved motion pictures : strength,, reality,

robust qualities and other entertaining features which we
enjoy.'"

Don't fool yourself.

Already, great organizations are demanding of their

26

many members: "Stay away from all motion pictures!"

When such organizations are approached by Hollywood
and the theatre owners with : "Please tell your people to

see the pictures which you believe come within your ideals,

the answer has been, 'No!' We have banned all pictures

—the good must suffer with the bad, until the bad is

removed." This, from an organization which has always
preached : "The good shall not suffer with the bad. Just

because certain of our own members do and say things

which we know to be bad is no reason for condemning
us as a body."

The movies are facing a fight, a fight for existence.

This may sound like strong language, unwarranted by
conditions, but you may rest assured that it is true. We
who love our movies and who look to them, almost ex-

clusively, for our entertainment and relaxation must rise

and fight for them, or else face the actual and certain

possibility of losing them altogether. For just as soon

as Hollywood is forced to make motion pictures that will

satisfy the moral indictment of a chosen few, then will
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THE INFANT INDUSTRY IS THREATENED! IT'S UP TO YOU TO SAVE

IT FROM A FATE WHICH MAY MEAN OBLIVION FOR PICTURES!

Greta Garbo and John Gilbert

'Queen Christina."in

Robert Montgomery and Norma

Shearer in "Riptide."

Wallace Beery and Marie Dressier

in "Min and Bill."

CENSORS RULED, YOU MIGHT NOT HAVE BEEN PERMITTED TO SEE THEM!

be the end of your motion picture entertainment.

MOTION pictures cost too much to be made for a cer-

tain few. They must be made to conform with the

needs, desires and morals of the great majority, always
being desirous to offend no one. It has been truthfully

stated by a man high up in Hollywood affairs, "The
minority doesn't seem to realize that if we are forced to

make pictures merely for them that we shall be so finan-

cially embarrassed at the end of one year that we shall

be unable to make even those pictures."

We have all read much lately concerning this move-
ment against motion pictures and we are quite sure of the

meaning of the words used so often : "sinister influence,

vile and filthy, condoning sex scenes and scoffing at the

sanctity of marriage." What do these people propose
we shall have as entertainment ; we the teeming millions

who go to the movies and are laughingly referred to in

this fight as "the majority" ; we who have memories of

beautiful moments in the motion picture theatre; who

look back upon the pictures we have seen with thanks

;

we who look to the movies as our only ally in our constant

fight against the monotony and struggle of our every day
existence ?

Let us take a look at the record.

For years Hollywood has kept a close check on the

motion picture with an eye toward ascertaining what type

of entertainment the majority really want. This record

is compiled at the close of each entertainment year and
is headed by the "Ten Best Pictures of the Year," which
are merely the pictures that the vast majority stamped
with their only stamp of approval—at the box office.

Hollywood has always been proud of its ten best pic-

tures, always with an eye toward the winners to find what
had caused the tremendous public rush of approval.

Hollywood realizes, r 1 bows with the highest regard,

to the fact that no i *iount of newspaper magazine or

radio advertising will cause the people to go en masse to

a particular picture. True, it might influence a group
toward attendance, but the (Continued on page 76)
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1! UTHEKINE ALBERT

YOU
have only to look at Marlene Dietrich's face,

only to hear her talk, to know that she is an un-

happy woman, but it occurred to me, as I sat

watching her latest picture, "The Scarlet Em-
press," that she would be less unhappy if she

fired her director, Josef Von Sternberg.

To Marlene the idea is incredible. She does not—or

will not—realize that now she is much greater than he.

in spite of the fact that her studio has told her that in al-

most those words. Anyone who witnesses "The Scarlet

Empress" must realize it.

Just listen to these truths

:

While working on "The Scarlet Empress," Von Stern-

berg rehearsed John Lodge in one particular scene at least

(Left) Joseph Von Sternberg. He discovered Diet-

rich. He made two magnificent pictures with her.

A superb cameraman. A . disciple — an over-

enthusiastic one—of "restraint." His latest directorial

effort, "The Scarlet Empress" should be seen by all

of you, just to prove what too much "restraint"

can do. (Below) A cluttered and depressing scene

from "The Scarlet Empress."

Led
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HAS HIS PROFESSIONAL DOMINANCE OVER THE LOVELY DIETRICH

KILLED HER ACTING ABILITY AND BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION?

TTTWIMIiTfflWrilHItSf
™ ' "

"

fifteen times as is his custom. At the end of rehearsal

Lodge turned to Dietrich and said, "I've got the jitters.

I must be a rotten actor to require so much rehearsing."

Dietrich answered, "It doesn't prove that at all. He
rehearses me just as much."
Once—and only once—Dietrich had the temerity to

change one word of dialogue and the assembled actors

and actresses were treated to a tirade of abuse which is

still remembered. Von Sternberg stopped shooting, began
to tear his hair, marched up and down the set and, point-

ing at Dietrich, shouted, "Have I created a Franken-
stein?" All because she changed a single word of

dialogue

!

Only once has Dietrich been directed by another man.
But Mamoulian—who wielded the megaphone on "Song
of Songs"—has the Continental viewpoint so thoroughly
and is so, schooled in a tradition similar to Von Sternberg's

Lovely, glamorous Marlene. A vibrant, exciting

woman. Is she doomed to actionless, dreary pic-

tures? (Left) Another scene from the picture.

Can you find Marlene and John Lodge?

that it was not a fair test for Dietrich's acting ability.

While "Song of Songs" was being filmed, they say
that Von Sternberg remarked, "I don't think it is a good
story and I doubt if Miss Dietrich will make the picture."

When asked what Dietrich's reaction to the story was,
he thundered, "Miss Dietrich will think as I think

—

naturally!"

When Dietrich is away from Von Sternberg, she can
be gay and carefree. With him, she is silent and morose
and her manner changes when he enters the room. Some-
one asked her if she were afraid of him. This, they say,

was her reply: "No, not exactly afraid—but he is always
correcting me and I'll do almost anything to keep away
from his continual nagging."

And yet she has autographed a picture of herself to him
like this : "To Joe from Marlene. Without you nothing,

with you everything." (Continued on page 82)
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WOULD YOU BE DEMANDING AND POSSESSIVE-

OR WOULD YOU RECOGNIZE A LONE WOLF

WHEN YOU MARRIED ONE, AND PLAY HIS GAME?

I
HERE is nothing more diffi-

cult than slipping from sub-

limity to realism—from the

rainbow honeymoon into

every day monotones of ex-

istence. The Gary Coopers
are now undergoing this transition.

It is foolish to pay attention to

idle Hollywood gossip except when
it sounds logical from personal ob-

servation of the people about whom
Hollywood is talking. During the

last twenty-four hours, I have been
whispered to, twice, "The Gary
Coopers will be getting a divorce

soon." I don't believe it for a mo-
ment. But I do believe they have
reached the stage where they may be
using the word "divorce" in argu-
ments, exactly as Lupe and Johnny
used it when they first . descended
from sublimity to realism. And I do
believe, this union might easily slip

into disunion if Sandra Shaw Cooper

30

doesn't understand thoroughly the

character and "differences" of the

man she married.

In Hollywood, this will be stamped
as a "dangerous" story because the

Coopers have stated definitely that

they do not and will not have their

personal affairs discussed by writers.

"Our marriage is our own and no-

body else's business." This is par-

tially because Veronica Balfe Cooper,

with her New York "best family"

rearing and sheltered, schoolgirl

training, believes her standards are

the "right" ones. - To talk about mar-
riage would not be "correct" accord-

ing to what she has been taught since

her first gurgle from a satin-and-

down cradle. To live in a home with

huge lions and bears and stuffed

birds strung around your living-room

would not be "correct" either.

But Hollywood talks about mar-
riages because Hollywood is a public

institution. It belongs, first, to the

people who support it in silks and
laces and secondly, to itself. And
Gary Cooper had always had lions

and bears and stuffed birds around
his living-room because he belonged,

first, to the great open spaces. What
is "correct" has never bothered

(Continued on page 85)



The "other woman" in

Mrs. Cooper's life is

probably Shirley Temple.

Here she is with her

The Gary Coopers when they were on their ranch,

living the life of the great outdoors—and loving

it. The newlyweds are enthusiastic equestrians

and tear around the San Fernando Valley like a

coupla Paul Reveres.
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PHI?

MUST ONE "PAY THE PRICE" FOR

SCREEN SUCCESS? EVA BERYL TREE

TELLS WHAT SHE'S BEEN THROUGH!

I
HIS is the story of Eva Beryl Tree, the San Jose,

California girl Modern Screen sent to Holly-

wood. Here's how it was done.

We wanted to know just what a twenty-year-

old unknown, with screen ambitions, would have
to go through to make the grade in movies. And
so, we asked Hugh Gillis, an instructor at a

State School in San Jose to help us find such a girl. Miss
Tree was the lucky lady and, supplied with $300 and a
three-months' opportunity, we sent her on her way. She
was to tell no one the circumstances of her entry into the

movie city, and to keep a diary relating to us, and to our
readers, everything that happened to her. Here is the

synopsis of the first chapter of her experiences

:

"January 30th—Found an apartment and moved in.

32

Abe Shore, one of the famous Perc

Westmore's assistants, made up Eva

for her first screen test. And, be-

low, she crashes Hollywood night

life. Buck Jones, you see, was

there, and the gals with them are

Marie Burton and Anne Bradford.

Norma Shearer

used to live here.

This is a strange

city with strange

people and I

cried myself to

sleep through
sheer loneliness. My eyes were swollen red next day.

"January 31st—Went'to Paramount, where I met the

casting director. He told me he would phone if he needed

me as an extra. Then I visited Columbia, where the

Casting Director's pretty secretary slipped me through to

see him. He also promised to phone me and I sat at

home waiting for that call. Oh, the misery of that endless

waiting! Finally, the director, Mr. Kelly, asked me to



Here is Eva dining

at the Cocoanut

Grove where the

stars go to play.

Right, a strip of

film from her test.

She tried to smile

but wasn't very

successful.

11 IU BERYL tiff
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make a test, on a Monday, and on that same day Sid

Brown, a Hollywood acquaintance, invited me to dine.

I COULDN'T wait the three days until Monday, when
Columbia had dated me for my first test. So, on the

Friday morning before, I looked into my clothes closet,

where hung everything I owned to wear. I saw that little

brown dress with the green trimmings and the cocky little

green pancake hat and the green gloves that went with it,

and I remembered that no other dress I'd ever owned
made me feel as self-confident as that one when I wore it.

So I put it on.

And that's the day I wrote in my diary : "Got a contract

offer today from Columbia."
Maybe I didn't tell you about this before—but Dan

Kelly, that grand young Irishman who was the first

casting director I'd met in town, had already been replaced

at Columbia. Now there was a casting director named
Perlberg. Kelly had introduced me to him a few days

before.

Well, no sooner did I step into the casting office that

Friday than I was ushered right into Perlberg's office.

He was a large, dark man.
"How are you, Miss Tree?" he asked. "And what

brings you here today?"
"I'm fine and I just got curious as to what's in store

for me." He grinned. At my impatience, I suppose.

"Well, I believe that you might get a job out here."

My heart stopped for a moment and then seemed to choke

me. "In fact, I'm thinking of (Continued on page 78)
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When a picture is good, they make it better. When
a picture is weak, they give it strength. Therefore, this

small tribute to (left) that gorgeously funny lady, Edna
May Oliver, now adding zest to "We're Rich Again"
and "The Last Gentleman." Walter Connolly and
Frank Morgan (above) have, respectively, augmented
the laughs in "20th Century" and "Cellini." Columbia
is starring Connolly in "Whom the Gods Destroy."

Morgan is doing "There's Always Tomorrow" and "By

Your Leave." (Below) That flustered comedienne, Mary
Boland, will be making you chuckle in "Here Comes the

Groom," "Her Master's Voice" and "Down to Their

Last Yacht."



Kay Francis dropped into town just long

enough to do some hasty shopping and

board the "Rex" for a vacation in Italy.

I ATHER KNICKERBOCK-
ER'S HI' village, our own New
York, is coming into its own as a

picture-producing center once

f more. It's been a long tune since

movies were made here, but

things are certainly humming now in

a big cinematic way.

Ben Hecht and Charlie Mac-

Arthur, those two Bright Boys who
write stories and dialogue and do a

little kidding about the industry on

the side, are producing at Para-

mount's Long Island studio, and a

group of enterprising gents, calling

themselves Select (with no intent to

Ritz) are busy way up thar in the

Bronx at the old Biograph.

Warners are still turning out two-

reelers at their Vitaphone plant in

Brooklyn and so, you see, things are

picking up, which is good news to

everybody from the camera crew to

the cast.

The Hecht-MacArthur opus is

called "Murder Without Passion";

well, without much passion anna-hoo.

The day we visited the studio there

were some snappy little blonde dolls

recruited from a Broadway night club

to inject sumpin' into the story

—

and we don't think it was the murder.

The cast includes such unfamiliar-

to-movie-goers names as Claude

Raines, Whitney Bourne and a dan-

cer called, Margot. But the extras!

Just draw up your chairs and learn

something! Helen Hayes and Fanny
Brice were among 'em, and promin-

ently parked before the cameras, too.

You see, Helen is Mrs. MacArthur
when the pair are up at the old home-
stead in Nyack, and when they're not,

too, come to think of it.

Charlie plays a bit in the picture

also, and we understand that, upon

I

U RE G I i A

UNION

But Fay Wray came to work in "A

Woman in the Dark" up at the old

Biograph. Ralph Bellamy's in it, too.

seeing the rushes, Miss Hayes ad-

vised her husband to stick to writing.

Maybe it was professional jealousy

on Helen's part, but then an awful
lot of witnesses thought it wasn't, so

there you are

!

Mr. Raines was busy getting ready

to do a close-up when we arrived.

They had a tape measure and were
gauging the distance between his

nose and the camera or the cafeteria

or the side door or something. The
delay was beginning to get the elec-

tricians down, when suddenly it was
discovered that Mr. Raines would
not emote while Miss Margot was on
the set. Heaven help the industry, if

Claude should crash through with a
performance. It might bring to mind
the old Pola Negri days

!

Miss Margot, by the way, is a very
intense little person. She goes out of

her way to please. She crashed the

cast in a strange manner, having come
over to the studio with a girl who was
applying for a job. Margot got it,

and feels sorta guilty even yet.

BUT Whitney Bourne's is the

strangest story of all. She's a
society girl ; one of the guaranteed,
gilt-edged kind who doesn't want
anyone to know her name is in the
Blue Book.
Our prediction is that she'll be a

great hit in the picture—or a dismal
flop. Miss Bourne could not be medi-
ocre. She's not the type. She's dis-

tinctive and attractive and her sense
of humor is in the A plus class. But,
she's emotional—very. And therein
lies a tale.

Having appeared in a coupla
Broadway failures and acquitted her-
self excellently in them, scouts from
every (Continued on page 108)
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IT'S UNREELED FOR YOU HERE!

ALL THE LATEST GOSSIP ABOUT

THE STARS AND SATELLITES

OUGLASS MONTGOMERY
has taken Marlene Dietrich to

dine at the Russian Eagle two

Sundays in a row! Here is

surely something new under

the Hollywood sun.

As this is written it appears that

the breach between Marlene and
Josef Von Sternberg is growing wider.

The critics' reviews of "The Scarlet

Empress" are said to have been the

last straw. Almost to a man (and

woman) they agreed that Dietrich's

stunning personality was completely

submerged in the maze of Von Stern-

berg's gargoyles and the loud sym-

bolic music. (Apropos of this, be sure

to read the story on page 28.)

Dietrich and Von Sternberg are not

actually on the "outs." That is, they

still speak, and occasionally even ap-

pear in public. But "they say" the real

tie between the star and producer has

been broken, and the end of her Para-

mount contract may see the ending of

their professional alliance.

They also say Von Sternberg has

not yet forgiven Marlene for accom-
panying Carole Lombard on the set

of "Twentieth Century" the day John
Barrymore went through his Von Stern-

berg antics (muffler and all) and Mar-
lene laughed, and appeared to enjoy

the burlesque immensely.
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Fred Astaire and

his wife arrive in

Talkie Town,
where he'll make

"The Gay Di-

vorce" for RKO.

He did the play

on Broadway, too.

Romances are off and romances are

on, but Loretta Young's and Spencer

Tracy's goes on and on. Here

they are dining at the Grove.

r TT E hear that Richard Dix won
yy enough on the Max Baer-

Primo Camera fight to retire from
the movies—if he cares to!

After so many years that even the

newspaper men lost count (some call-

ing it their "thirteen-year-marriage"

and others their "sixteen") Thelma
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Rae Colman has at last sued Ronald
Colman for divorce. Purely as a mat-
ter of statistics, the Colmans have
been "married" eleven years, the

event taking place in England in 1923.

For a little over nine years they have
lived apart and, except in those rare

instances when rumors have cropped
up that Mrs. Colman was going to

sue, many of his fans have actually

forgotten that Ronnie was not a
bachelor.

Though Ronnie refuses to discuss his

divorce, it is believed that he made o
generous settlement on Mrs. Colman
last year during his vacation trip to

Europe, and it was expected that she

would file suit immediately, at that

time.

The eight months' delay was due to

the fact that Mrs. Colman was
stricken ill in Italy and for awhile the

doctors held no hope for her life. Her
convalescence was slow, but immedi-
ately upon regaining her health she

The charming lady seated on Otto

Kruger's knee is his little daughter,

Ottilie, at the Cleason's party.

The Clark Cables

at the fights.

Clark became a

Shriner recently.

The initiation

was that rough

!

He was a II

scwatched up.

returned to London, where she charged
"desertion" in the actual filing of her

long-delayed divorce action.

ACCORDING to a newspaper
man, Joan Crazvford's reply to

his accusation that she had gone
"arty" was, "Arty? Nertz!" Not
very elegant, but it is the most nat-

ural remark we have heard credited

to Miss Crazvford since her dancing

girl days.

GARBO GETS PAL-LY

The entire M-G-M studio has been

in an uproar lately because none other

than Greta Garbo has been taking a

"busman's holiday" around the lot.

And here is Janet Caynor with

Jimmy Cleason, the host. Looks

as if the affair must have been

quite sumpin', doesn't it?

In other words, Greta, who is between
pictures, is dropping over on the sets

of other stars and watching them at

work.

Three visits by Garbo to the "Merry
Widow" company were just about
more than the natives could stand.

And what's more she stayed for a long

time, visiting with Maurice Chevalier

and her old friend, Ernst Lubitsch. The
word is out that Garbo would like very

much to have Ernst direct a picture

for her soon. "Queen Christina" was
not the howling success she would have
liked it to be, and besides, she appears
to be taking the exhibitors' reports

that "Garbo pictures are too sad and
depressing" very much to heart. No
director in Hollywood can handle light

sophistication like the master, Lubitsch.

Another company frequently visited

by Garbo was Norma Shearer's "Bar-

retts of Wimpole Street." The day
Greta dropped over to see Norma,
she was wearing a stunning gray
sports suit, with gray accessories and
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The recent passing of the lovely Dorothy Dell shocked
and saddened Hollywood. That such youth, beauty and
talent should be lost to the screen is indeed a great pity.

Dorothy's short career ended when an automobile in which
she was driving crashed into a post, causing the sudden
and untimely end that has left a void in the Cinema City.

a gray linen handkerchief, smartly

initialed in navy blue "G. G."
What do you make of all this pal-

ling around?

ELIEVE it or not, Virginia

Bruce Gilbert and John Gilbert

write very ardent love letters to one

another every zveek in spite of their

divorce. Many divorced stars stay

friends in Hollywood, but this is

the first case on record of their re-

maining szveethearts.

Easy-going, amiable Gary Cooper
has put his foot down (probably for

the first time in his life) and abso-

lutely refused to give out any stories

on his marriage to Sandra Shaw, or

even permit reporters to describe

their home, or home life. (He broke

down for MODERN SCREEN, though,

as you'll see if you turn to page 30.)

One of Gary's reasons for put-

ting the veto on future interviews is

that too much has already been writ-

ten about Hollywood marriages and
that it is bad luck to brag about
happiness.

But another guess has it that Gary
is a little worried over the slumping
off of his fan mail since his marriage.
There were three girl fans, in par-
ticular, who had written to Gary ever
since his lanky shadow first appeared
on the screen. These three were de-
vout Cooper followers.

But since his marriage, their ardent
letters have ceased, and they say
this has Big Coop worried just a
little. It is rumored Gary's next step
will be to try to persuade the candid
cameramen who haunt Hollywood
social events to pass up pictures of
him posed with his wife.

ALTER WINCHELL
writes: "Herbert Marshall

is being talked out of his pashtime
for Gloria Szvanson."
We don't know whether "Bart"

is being talked out of it, but he is

Emanuel Cohen, Mae West and

Ernst Lubitsch, at the Paramount

theatre men's convention.

certainly being talked to about it

by everyone who can get his ear.

And is he burned up about what he

calls this "impudent meddling" in

his private affairs.

BEN SPEAKS HIS PIECE!

Ben Hecht, who is called the Max
Baer of the writing profession, gave

a talk to the writing class at Colum-

bia recently in which he outlined the

three great obstacles a writer faces

in Hollywood: (I) The director (2) the

star (3) the studio boss. Hecht claims

that the Boss is the least needed of

all; next the stars (because he claims

that the real actors are among the

supporting casts), and lastly, the di-

rectors. Ben went on to explain that

he thought all these matters would
soon be cleared up. "The directors will

be demoted to the place occupied by
a stage director; stars will have to merit

that title with acting rather than with

personality and the bankers will no

doubt get tired of waiting for the

bosses to work out of the hole they

themselves dug." Which is to the

point, if nothing else.

73 UTH CHATTERTON and
J\- Grace Moore were getting along

swell with their sun-bathing on the

Ciiatterton roof garden until one of

the local aviators got hep to the idea

and has taken to circling daily over

the roof, far below the 1000 foot

altitude he is supposed to maintain!
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Alice White never seemed to realize

how gorgeous her legs were until she

was roundly criticized by Josef Von

Sternberg for sitting with her under-

pinnings crossed "in a very unla dylike

manner." Now, she has them insured

for one million dollars, no doubt

figuring if her legs can upset the gent

who has been looking at "Legs"

Dietrich, she's got sumpun!

JUST when Loretta Young was

J set for her M-G-M picture,

"Hide-Out," she was forced to have

a minor operation and lost the part.

The little matter of a week-in-ihe-

hospital not only affected Loretta,

but Maureen 6'Sullivan as well.

Maureen was ready to leave for Ire-

land when the studio demanded that

she take Loretta s role.

It was quite a blow to the blue-

eyed 0'Sullivan, but she is telling

her friends that it is just as well it

happened because she has more time

to get her -wardrobe together for the

ocean jaunt. (P. S. Modern Screen

is going to have exclusive pictures of

all the outfits that Maureen buys f oi-

lier trip home so, with all the extra

things she will buy now, we advise

you to watch for it.)

John Gilbert has just signed a five-

Anita Page carved her name on the

piano at the opening of Grand

Hotel, a beach club. Well, that's

one way of being remembered.

year contract with Columbia and his

first will be "The Captain Hates the

Sea." . . . Ginger Rogers was handed

a new five-year ticket yesterday by

RKO. . . . Fox Studio seemed rather

peeved when Heather Angel signed

with Universal. They were talking

contract with her and thought she was

just about to say "Yes" to their plans.

T TERE'S another story on Sam
JLjI Goldzvyn: It seems he zvas

playing golf with three of the boys

and when they reached the green,

Sam zvas heard to say: "George, you

took eight; Lezv, you took seven;

Harry, you took a nine. Caddie,

zvhat did I take?"

Colleen Moore has already spent

over $30,000 on her "Doll House" and

now she is looking for miniature elec-

tric ice boxes and tea-wagons. . . .

Now that Laura LaPlante has married

Irving Asher in Paris, Hollywood is

looking forward to the marriage of

Marian Nixon and William Seiter

(Laura's Ex). . . . Sandra Shaw is

SOOOOoo bored with Hollywood,

that Gary has just promised that he

will take her to New York for a short

vacation after this picture. . . . Hol-

lywood is divided: Half say that

Lilian Harvey will soon marry Willie

Fritsch and the other half are almost

prepared to prove that the couple are

already wed. . . . Warren William

has such an extensive personal ward-

robe that his valet has just put a card

index into effect. . . . One of the big

studios held a "contest" the other day
for bathing beauties and promised an
"opportunity" to the gal who won.

One of their own players won in spite

of the fact that a local stenographer

got all the popular applause. . . .

Hollywood sure went to Town on the

Baer fight, everyone having their

money down on the new champ; every-

one, that is, except Durante who
claims that he had to bet on the

Preem to protect the honor of the guy
with the biggest schnozzle. . . . He
should call in some of the Public

Enemies from New York, he didn't get

much "protection."

T TSED in "Cleopatra": One bath-

LJ tub, 100x150 feci—the feathers

of 600 pheasants for the fans—65

(Above) The Eddie Cantors and

Harold Lloyd dine at the Writer's

Club in Hollywood. Yes, boys

and girls, there's the famous Ida,

we've been hearing so much about.

(Right) The IrvingThalbergs—Norma

Shearer, at Carl Laemmle, Jr.'s party.

The lavishness of the affair made

even blase Hollywood gasp.

gallons of body make-up for "tan"—
more than four tons of armor zvere

cast and worn by the "soldiers"—
Cleopatra's barge, one of the most

lavish things described in history is

exactly reproduced both inside and
outside.

Recently, at the Cocoanut Grove,

one of the stars was throwing a party

for a visiting member of the New
York 400. She was the type who al-

ways guesses any woman's age at

least ten years over, and she was
seated next to the young and beauti-

ful wife of a writer. The visitor was
obviously about thirty-five and the

writer's wife was just as obviously

about twenty-two.

The two women got to talking and
the visitor soon got around to "ages."

She would point to a feminine star

dancing and say, "How old is she?"

The answer would be: "I've known her

a long time, she is just twenty-six." To
which the socialite would scoff,

"Humph, don't let her fool you. She's

at least thirty-five."

This went on until they had cov-

ered everyone at the party. Finally

the woman turned to the writer's wife

and purred, "Yes, my dear, and I feel

that we are about the same age,

aren't we?" The popular young lady

(22) smiled sweetly, "Yes we are."

The older woman beamed, "I knew it.

And how old are you, my dear?"
"I'm forty," drawled the gal with-

out a trace of a smile.

P.S. The table came down in a
heap.

stFTER carrying Jeanette Mac-
Donald across the "Merry

Widow" set twenty-five times for a

scene, Chevalier remarked: "This is

as much work as a stevedore puts in—only with romance
!"

Walter Winchell, while in Holly-

wood, thought he would take a week-

end and "get away" from the grind

of news and gossip. He hired a yacht

and sailed to Catalina Island where

he dropped anchor. The following

{Continued on page 114)
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Joan Crawford, Claudette Colbert, Sally Eilers

and (below) Mae Clarke, each one lovely and

charming in her own particular way now, had a

pretty miserable time of it during childhood and

"the awkward age." Joan had no clothes sense,

Claudette was anemic, Sally was too fat, Mae
was clumsy and shy. How did they overcome

these handicaps?

REMEMBERING AN UNHAPPY
GIRLHOOD, THESE FAMOUS
STARS TELL YOU WHAT THEY

DID TO COMBAT THE MISFOR-

TUNE OF "NOT BEING BORN
BEAUTIFUL"

T HEY weren't born beautiful, all of the movie
stars. They weren't the lovely babies you see

I pictured on magazine covers. They weren't their

mothers' pride and joy as little girls.

When Joan Crawford was little, she wasn't like other

girls. Joan had no feeling whatever for being a little girl.

Little girls, with their feminine secrets, their endless stitch-

ing on dolls' clothes, and their silly preening in fresh after-

noon dresses bored her so they actually brought tears to

her eyes. Nor would Joan suffer her hair to be tied up



in rags at night for the sake of curls. And hair-ribbons

she abhorred. Hair-ribbons were her bugaboo. Invariably

there was a bulge in the back of her dress where she

bunked her bows the minute she was out of sight of her

house.

Joan liked to play with boys. She liked to shinny trees

and climb fences. She liked the active games boys played.

She loved boys' loud, jolly laughter.

Had Joan been a naturally pretty child, it is likely she

would have had more vanities. Her preference for boys

and their rough and tumble games may have been defen-

sive. Psychologists find so many things are.

In any event, Joan says, "I was so ugly my mother

wouldn't take me out. I cheated her of all those proud

moments by which young mothers lay such store."

Watching Joan, I found her picture of herself as an

ugly duckling more and more incredible. She had come

in from her sun bath just as I arrived. She had taken

only a minute to brush her hair vigorously and slip into

loose white damask pajamas. It was, in fact, some time

after we had settled ourselves in the drawing-room that

Joan asked her maid to bring her white bag, the inevitable

gardenia caught in the clasp, that held her vivid lipstick.

This was her only make-up. Yet she was lovelier than

I've ever seen her. Or anyone else. Under her smooth
brown skin her very bones were strong and fine and per-

fectly proportioned.

NEVERTHELESS Joan was telling the truth. And
I knew it. For I can remember her far, far less

lovely than she is today as recently as ten years ago.

"Mother now tells me," Joan went on, "that she always
hoped I'd improve as I began to mature, that at this time

she looked for some natural pride in my appearance to

assert itself.

"But it never did. I only grew worse. I resented all

the signs of approaching maturity and womanhood. Many
an afternoon, getting into a fresh dress because I was
obliged to do this, at least, I used to shed bitter tears

because under my dress my body was no longer straight

and flat.

"My curves marked a greater difference between me
and the boys. So I hated those curves. In them and in

my advancing maturity I knew no pride, only shame.
"And when I began to put on weight and those curves

became more pronounced I was miserable. I used to bind
myself so tight I could scarcely breathe.

"I was far from being a (Continued on page 112)
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(Above) W. Ruggles, Toby Wing, Arline Judge, Oakie

and Nancy Carroll had a grand time at Junior Laemmle's

party. (Below) And here is Nancy lunching with

W. V. R. Smith at the Ambassador Lido. Romance?

(Above) Meet the recently-married Joe Mankiewiczes.

Mrs. Joe is Elizabeth Young. (Below) Mrs. Cable,

Virginia Gilbert, Kay Francis, Countess de Frasso, Clark

and the Cortezes see the Countess off for Europe.



(Above) Here are Mae West's guests, at the fights.

Johnny Mack Brown, his wife and John Miljan.

(Below) Rudy Seiber, Dietrich's hubby, Tamara Matul,

Marlene and Von Sternberg at the Olympic Auditorium.

(Above) Isabel Jewell—and without Lee Tracy. The

lad with her is Crilly Butler, of New York. They're

great pals. (Below) Pat De Cicco, Claudette Colbert

and the Leslie Howards at the Uplifters Club.

r
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F course, I know everybody says I'm dumb. I

don't mind. There's a lot of advantages to

being thought dumb. It saves you a lot of trouble.

You can keep still, do as you please and people

charge it to your being dumb. If they think

you're bright, they go out to get you and just

make you a lot of trouble. I don't go around

always talking about what I know. That way I don't

have to share what I do know with a lot of other people.

I've always gotten along. I've always been pretty happy.

When people think you're too bright they don't let you
have much time to be happy."

Johnny looked across the luncheon table at the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studio with a half-smile in his eye that

made me wonder if he had his tongue in his cheek. And
I burst out laughing. "Do you know I've had more
fights on the subject: Ts Johnny Weissmuller dumb' than

about any other. Even editors think you're too dumb
to give an intelligent story. I have to argue."

"Don't do it. Let 'em think it. First thing you know
I'll have to be giving a lot of interviews. I don't care

anything about talking about myself. Never have. It'll

save me a lot of trouble if they think I can't talk.

Maybe I am dumb. What of it?"'
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I used to think he was myself. I didn't even want
Lupe Velez to marry him for fear she'd tire of his

dumbness. Lupe is the kind of a girl who bores easily.

She must have someone she cannot outwit around her
in order to be happy.

There, I hadn't meant to mention Lupe's name in this

story and I've done it without thinking. It isn't really

necessary to talk about Lupe Yelez when you're talking

about Johnny Weissmuller. He's as interesting without
her as she is without him. And we've heard so little

about him as an individual human being. After all, the
first Tarzan picture took in about $5,000,000. That's a
record. The second threatens to do as well, taking into
consideration the change in box office conditions. Johnny
made $250 a week during the first; $550 during the
second.

"You weren't very bright when you signed a contract
at only a few hundred a week, Johnny," I suggested.

SURE. That was dumb. So dumb it got me
the picture. And what I wanted was to get into

pictures. I was tired of selling bathing suits. I'm a

rotten salesman. I don't like it. You got to be licking

people's boots all the time when you're selling things.



Neil Hamil-

ton, Johnny

Weissmuller

and Maureen

O'Sullivan in

"Tarzan and His

Mate," which is

most certainly one

of the best box office

bets of the year. Is

Johnny doing all right?

Well, we think he is.

JOHNNY'S CONTENT

TO KEEP QUIET AND

GETS HIMSELF CONTRACTS,

AND TO LET THE BRIGHT BOYS"

TALK THEMSELVES OUT OF JOBS

I'm too independent. I was getting $250 a week from
the bathing suit company. And I'm just dumb enough
to think that's a lot of money. Still do. An awful lot

of people lose their heads about money when they come
into this business. Guess I'm just "too dumb to lose

mine. But the way I looked at it and still do, I didn't

lose anything by that contract and I stood to gain. At
least, it got me out of something I wasn't bright enough
to like.

"Of course, I know now, you have to make all the
dough in a hurry in pictures. I'm learning. I could
have kept on selling bathing suits forever and put
enough in my sock to protect me. I understand you
can't ever be satisfied with what you get in Hollywood.
You've got to learn to think you're the most important
guy in the world and grab all you can get because there's
nothing certain about your lasting.

"Then, too, I had what bright guys would call an
inferiority complex when I came to Hollywood. I
didn't think I knew a lot. And that is dumb in this town
—not to think you know it all. It's a tough job to learn
to think of yourself first, all the time, too. They don't
train athletes that way. I'd spent the first part of my
life thinking about swimming when I should have been

thinking about Johnny Weissmuller.

"I was always hanging around Lake Michigan as a

kid. I was tall and skinny and too big for my age. Not
sick, but my mother thought I might be, so she wanted
me to take up some exercise to develop me. Swimming-
was the handiest and easiest. I was about ten and being-

sort of dumb, I began bringing the life guard presents

so he'd give me special advantages on the beach so I

could learn quicker. Then I started to swim at the

Y. M. C. A. By the time I was fifteen I was fairly

good. Made the hundred yards in less than a minute.

"The coach at the Illinois Athletic Club had a com-
pletely new system he wanted to try out. Change the

stroke completely. He was hunting for somebody to try.

I was the lucky guy. Dumb luck, you see. He kept me
under cover for more than a year. He didn't want
anybody to know about me until he was ready. Of
course, it was easy for me to keep still and practice

when nobody could see me and all that. I was just

dumb, you see. At seventeen I started breaking the

world's records. That zuas a cinch.

"I went to the University of Chicago for a year. They
didn't want me to go into the Olympics because the trip

would interfere with my school (Continued on page 98)
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A: THE LIFE OF VERGIE
WINTERS (RKO)

Beautifully done! Excellent direction, grand

acting and gorgeous photography join hands

to make this simple story a worth-while pic-

ture. Most of its authentic atmosphere of

the "good old days" must be credited to

the cameraman and director. Yet, even so,

the picture wouldn't have attained such

heights had it not been very capably acted.

Ann Harding brings sincerity to her charac-

terization of the small-town milliner who is

forced to be nothing but the faithful mis-

tress of the man she loves (John Boles), even

though she is the mother of his child. The

audience is led, in the finale, to believe that

"all will be well," but during most of the

unfolding one is treated to an absorbing

picture of what love and a small town can

do to a woman. Helen Vinson and Betty

Furness play minor roles well. When you see

this, and you must, watch how the camera
work improves with the years as the picture

progresses.

A: BABY, TAKE A BOW (Fox)

Shirley Temple scores again. And this

time, littU Shirley has just about the biggest

part in the picture. The situations of the

film combine action, suspense and comedy
to a nice degree, one minute having the

audience shivering and the next moment
convulsing them with laughter. Jimmie Dunn
and Ray Walker play a couple of ex-convicts

who get mixed up with a detective while they

are attempting to go straight—and every-

thing they do to look "straight," little Miss

Temple will nullify by doing something that

will tend to make them look even more
crooked than detective, Alan Dinehart, be-

lieves them to be. You'll get a great kick

out of Shirley and the entire cast is in for

plenty of praise as well. You'll get more
than your money's worth, so don't come
crying to us later and say you missed this

one!

A: OF HUMAN BONDAGE
(RKO)

This picture is, in the first place, a beauti-
fully, sensitively handled transcript of Maug-
ham's famous novel. It is, in the second
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Ann Harding
and John
Boles, during

a tender mo-
ment in "The
Life of Vergie

Winters."

James Dunn, Claire Trevor

and that adorable little

lady, Shirley Temple, in

"Baby, Take a Bow."

place, a personal triumph for Bette Davis.

She has a cruelly unsympathetic role and
spares herself not one whit in her interpreta-

tion of it. As the cheap little Cockney
waitress, with her sickening affectation of

genteel manners and her paltry little mind,
her feathers, her furbelows, her common
laugh and her common ways, you will scarce-
ly recognize the Bette Davis you have been
seeing in her previous so-so portrayals.

Then there is, of course, Leslie Howard. If

he were a lesser actor, Bette would have
stolen the picture from him. She doesn't

—

quite. His ascetic, expressive face tells you
as much of the emotional suffering he under-
goes as does his beautifully modulated voice.

"Of Human Bondage," truly a
classic story, features Leslie How-
ard and Bette Davis. Bette will

surprise you—she's that good.



A

ESPECIALLY

RECOMMENDED

Baby, Take a Bow

Cleopatra

The Great Flirtation

Of Human Bondage

One Night of Love

Shoot the Works

Treasure Island

Vergie Winters

We're Rich Again

Wallace Beery and his pal, Jackie
Cooper, in that colorful thriller,

"Treasure Island." Lewis Stone and
Lionel Barrymore are in it, too.

The supporting cast—Kay Johnson, Frances
Dee, Reginald Denny, Alan Hale and Regin-
ald Owen—are all good. If we have any
faults to find, it is with certain slow bits of
direction. But do not let this minor dis-

crepancy spoil an excellent picture for you.

A: TREASURE ISLAND (M-G-M)
Grand and glorious adventure! Here is

entertainment that will cause your blood to

I TALKIES

Henry Wilcoxon and
Claudette Colbert in

"Cleopatra," a Cecil

B. DeMille spectacle.

"'She Learned About Sail-

ors," a gay comedy fea-

turing Alice Faye and Lew
Ayres.

thrill to high adventure, buried treasure, gal-

lantry and romance. Good, clean and inspiring,

this is one picture with which even the

most fanatical of reformers can't find fault.

Those who have read Robert Louis Steven-

son's immortal story will be delighted to

know that the picture follows it to the letter

and contains all the color and flavor of the

classic. Wallace Beery, as Long John Silver,

gives a grand performance, as does Lionel

Barrymore as the pirate captain, Lewis Stone

as Captain Smollett, Chic Sale as the goofy
Ben Gunn and Nigel Bruce as the Squire.

Jackie Cooper is, of course, Jim Hawkins
and turns in a performance that will endear
him to his audience. This picture will please

everyone, children and adults alike. See it.

A: CLEOPATRA (Paramount)

Stupendous! Cecil B. DeMille, who has a

long list of spectacular productions to his

credit, outdoes himself in this picture. The
lavishness of the film is truly breath-taking

and that, in itself, is worth going to see.

The story and acting, however, does not

quite rate superlatives. Claudette Colbert
makes a lovely Cleopatra and looks the

Egyptian Princess, although her dialogue and
coquettishness smack a bit too much of the

present day. Warren William did not for

a minute make me think of the immortal
Julius Caesar—but, I have quite a good size

wreath of orchids for Ian Keith as Octavius
and Henry Wilcoxon, as the great Marc

Antony. Well cast, he played expertly the

part of the great warrior who fell under the

spell of the world's most famous vampire. I'd

like to see this man again, in some more
he-man roles. For spectacular and lavish

entertainment, this is the best the screen has
offered for a long time. Better see it.

A: THE GREAT FLIRTATION
(Paramount)

Exceptionally fine picture. You might even
call it a gem. This, because it is the type of

story that requires expert direction, with act-

ing and dialogue convincing. When you see
it, you'll agree that it is very human. It is

the sort of picture made by Barrymore and
Lombard ("20th Century"), but to my mind,
is even better. Elissa Landi and Adolphe
M enjou are delicious as the actor-actress,

husband-wife combination, and David Man-
ners and Adrian Rosley are so sincere that
you quite forget it's a movie. While this

picture is good entertainment for everyone,
I would particularly recommend it to lovers

of fine acting. You will go away asking,
"Where has Elissa Landi been hiding that
personality, and, why hasn't Menjou ever
had such a part before?" We hope you
see this one. The preview audience ap-
plauded five minutes at the finis.

A: ONE NIGHT OF LOVE
(Columbia)

Thrilling trilling, de luxe. Those who have
been anxious for opera-in-pictures should find

this exceptional entertainment. Grace Moore
returns to the screen (minus much excess
weight) singing her way to your heart, and
is photographed so beautifully that one al-

most forgets her first fiasco. The story is

about the gal who goes to Italy to study

—

after a radio failure in America—only to
be d iscovered by a Maestro who doesn't
think he has fallen in love with her until she
skips out on him and returns to the U.S.A.
He finds her again here just in time to
make her a huge success. The picture ends
with the most marvelous singing of Madame
Butterfly we've ever heard, and we bet it

will send you away singing to yourself.

(Continued on page 107)
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NOT EVEN A WIFE COULD SEPARATE

RANDY AND CARY-BUT THEN,

VIRGINIA WOULDN'T WANT TO

(Above, left) The Cary Grants spend a quiet

evening in their honeymoon cottage beating each

other—at backgammon. (Right) The bachelor

boys, Randy Scott and Cary, during the not-so-

long-ago, when they lived together, did their

own shopping and hoped for an invitation on

the cook's night out.

HAT happens to friendship when one of two men
who have been pals marries? Does the man who
has been left in lonely bachelorhood resent his

friend's new bride? Is he jealous of the girl who
now comes first in his pal's affections? And how
does the girl herself feel? Is she willing to share

her husband's time with his old friend? What about the

husband? Is he lonely for the companion of his bachelor

days ? Does he miss him ? Randy Scott, who is now
a part of this sort of a triangle frankly answers these

questions.

"Cary Grant has been, and still is, the best friend I

have ever had in my life," declared Randy, as he stretched

in his armchair and flung his hat on a nearby table. It

was, in fact, to Cary's dressing-room at Paramount Studio

that he had brought me for our talk. Randy seemed to

be quite as much at home there as if they had been his

own quarters.

"I know that I could count on him for anything, now,
as in the old days before his marriage. And I am sure

that Cary knows that that goes for me, too, where he is

concerned," continued Randy.
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They had warned me that Randy Scott might be re-

served and quiet, that very likely he would not care to

discuss the present status of his friendship with the man
with whom he had "paled" so intimately before marriage
had ended Cary's carefree bachelor days.

Now every writer knows that while silent he-men may
be all very well out in the great open spaces, they are

very difficult to interview. Squeezing water out of a stone

is child's play in comparison to getting information from
this type of actor. But Randy Scott proved to be a happy
exception to the rule. He seemed almost eager to explain
this situation in which he now finds himself.

"The reason why Cary's marriage has not. affected our
friendship," said Randy, "is because we have always been
independent of each other. We have been the closest of

friends for years, but we never butted into each other's

business. We never interfered with each other. We never
tried to decide each other's problems. We never even had
friendly quarrels. It has been a perfect friendship.

"Naturally, now that he is married I see less. of him.
But our fundamental friendship is as firm as ever. I think
that Virginia is a marvelous (Continued on page 102)
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ELISSA LAND I WANTS TO KNOW. SHE'D LIKE

TO KNOW IF YOU WANT HER IN PICTURES.

(Left) On the

porch of her

beautiful home,

which movie

gold has made

possible.
(Right) With

David Manners

and Adolphe

Menjou in

"The Great

Flirtation."

nLISSA LANDI said, "I wish I knew whether or

not Hollywood wanted me. If I'm not wanted

here, I want to quit now. I want to quit before

some producer says to me, 'Miss Landi, we can't

J
give you the sort of contract you're ^asking for

because the public doesn't want you.' To date,

that hasn't happened to me. I want to quit before it does."

In her home—that retreat of quiet beauty, which seemed

such a fitting background for Elissa—Hollywood, with its

battles and continuous bickerings, seemed very far away.

I wondered why Elissa should find it worth her while to

play the picture game. I asked her—why?
"This is the answer," said Elissa, with a sweeping ges-

ture which took in her surroundings, "this sunset, this

house, my gardens, my horse, my dogs, my piano. Holly-
wood and my work here have provided these."

To understand Elissa's viewpoint, one must go back
to the time when she first decided to become an actress.

Elissa wasn't interested in the stage, except as a back-
ground for a novel she was writing. She became an actress

so that she might better understand the heroine of her
story. When the play came to the end of its run Elissa
said

:

"Thank heaven that's over with. Now I can get back
to my writing."

But it wasn't over with. (Continued on page 103)
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SHE
is Adrienne Ames, you know, and

they're still in the honeymoon stage,

which puts the really important news

about them in the first sentence. Bruce is

an enthusiastic sportsman and recently won

the Cold Tournament at Del Monte, which

comes under the head of high honors in

athletics. He is teaching his beautiful bride

to like the great outdoors as much as he does.

Mr. Cabot has just completed "Murder on

the Blackboard" and the Missus had a nice

role in "You're Telling Me."



MR.
BOLES just about fills the bill, cinematically speaking. Hand-

some, charming, a good actor, a fine singer; well, now just what

else does one need to make the grade? The answer is he has

made it, and continues to reign a popular favorite. He is slated to go

into "Music in the Air," that charming operetta which Fox is doing.

And, of course, you saw him in "The Life of Vergie Winters." John

leads a very happy, normal life. He has a lovely wife and two beauti-

ful little girls. It looks as if he is sort of sitting on top of the world.



HE skyrocketed to stardom and then there seemed to be a momen-

tary lull. Things are going fine with Bette once more, for since

(J "Of Human Bondage" was released, she rates high among the first-

raters. She returned from a vacation trip recently, with not only the

best fish stories, but the largest quantity of fish to be landed in Holly-

wood in many a day. She's caught up on her reading and theatre-

going now, and it won't be long before she completes "Housewife" with

George Brent, on her home lot—Warner Studios.



MANY people think that Loretta Young is just about the ten

most beautiful girls in Hollywood, and we're inclined to

believe that many people are right. She is certainly an

ideal ingenue and combines some potent histrionics with her wil-

fulness and charm. Did you like her with Ronald Colman in

"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back"? Having completed that,

and "Caravan" for Fox, Loretta reported at the M-C-M studios

only to be taken suddenly ill. She is improving now.
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E'S a fine actor; in fact, we'll wager you have never seen

- Mr. Tracy turn in a mediocre performance and yet, in the

not-so-good old days, his father, having seen him on the

stage, advised him to take up another life work—and quickly.

We have an idea, however, that Pere Tracy was doing a h'ttfe

gentle kidding. If he wasn't, he can turn in his apologies any

moment now. Spenc is essentially a man's man. His next for

Fox is "Marie Galante" with Ketti Callian.
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Dolores Del Rio, Ferdinand Gottschalk and Regi-

nald Owen in a scene from "DuBarry," calculated

to place its star way up thar on the cinematic heights.

This is one of the most coveted roles of the year.

ACCORDING to the picture story of "DuBarry"
—in which Dolores del Rio is starring—that ca-

pricious mistress of Louis XIV felt one day like

taking a sleigh-ride. But there wasn't any snow.

You'd think this would have settled the matter

for the imperious lady. Not at all. "If there

isn't any snow, we'll make it," said she in a somewhat
epic manner. For DuBarry had ideas on a grand scale.

So the palace staff of equerries or footmen or who-
ever was assigned to that kind of job at Versailles,

sprinkled sugar over the ground and on all the shrub-

bery and trees, until the white, softly-blanketed land-

scape made Madame DuBarry feel that it actually had
been snowing. A perfect illusion had been created for

her—and she was satisfied.

Now DuBarry knew a thing or two about keeping the

flame of romance burning and the value of creating

beautiful illusions for heightening effects in the theatre

of love. And so also does Dolores del Rio.

For Dolores insists on keeping the enchanted qualities

of courtship in her every day married life with Cedric

Gibbons, M-G-M's art director.

KEEP MATRIMONY' OUT OF MARRIAGE AND YOU'LL KEEP YOUR HUSBAND,
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Scott Photo

Here are Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Gibbons. Look pretty happy, don't they? Well, they are, and

this despite the fact that Hollywood shook its head and predicted that their marriage couldn't

possibly last. You see, Cibby proposed four hours after he met Dolores, and they visited the

preacher four weeks later. They have worked out a "perfect understanding" that defies divorce.

Perhaps it's all quite unconscious—though I strongly-

suspect it to be a delightful program which she and
Cedric faithfully pledged one another to carry out—

a

program of being married in an unmarried sort of way.
Their relationship is a romantic, unexpected one. It's

touching and almost unbelievable.

For instance, in that gem of a modernistic home which
Cedric built and decorated in shades to set off his

wife's exotic coloring—there's a secret passage which
leads from her upstairs boudoir to his downstairs suite.

Sounds positively clandestine, doesn't it? No one has

probably ever had the courage to ask them why it's

there. But. again. I strongly suspect it was built de-

liberately to lend an atmosphere of romance—a kind

of stolen-meeting excitement to what otherwise might
have become "just another marriage." And that's one
thing Dolores and Cedric refuse to let their marriage
become. The gallant, lover-like gesture is spontaneous

with them, even though they're married.

When Dolores recently spent a day ill in bed, Cedric
sent her six dozen gardenias. When he comes home
after a nerve-jumping day (Continued on page 87)

ADVISES DOLORES WHO, WED BEFORE. KNOWS WHEREOF SHE SPEAKS
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Here is part of the letter in which

that very ancient, seventeen-year-old

man-of-the-world, Robert Mont-

gomery, warned his friend against

women. Tch, tch, it certainly seems

as if a guy can't be too careful. But

in the next sentence the gentleman

seems to have changed his mind.

And that's a woman's prerogative!

EEP away from the women, my boy," wrote Bob
Montgomery, aged seventeen, to a friend who
was twenty-two. "Take the advice of one who
has had great experience during the peregrina-
tions of his lifetime."

A paragraph later in the same letter written at
prep school, he forgot this pose of a blase man-about-
town and wrote in a burst of adolescent enthusiasm. "I

t most wonder ful rl up here last mid-year. She
is a knock-out. She is the—well, words fail me. And,
by the way, she is a brunette. Funny, isn't it? She is

the first brunette I have ever really liked. Every time I

feel blue I get out some of her correspondence and look
it over. I could rave on and on, but I won't."

This was the boy you all know as Robert Montgomery.
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a Beau Brummel—eh,

wot? Well, the girls

all thought so.

He was called Harry then, or occasionally, Monty. And
although there are dozens of things I could tell you to

show you two sides of bis character, I think those para-

graphs from his letter illustrate perfectly his sophistication

and his naivete.

Of course any boy of that age is likely to combine the

two to a certain extent, but here was Bob brazenly warn-

ing his older friend to stay away from women, and then

without realizing the incongruity of the thing—going com-

pletely ga-ga about a new girl.- That was Bob, a dual

personality in a sense, talking (Continued on page oa
)
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I, there, can you steer me to East Pembroke?"
The speaker, a tall, angular girl of seventeen

with high-cheek bones and an untidy reddish mane
was new to the campus she eagerly surveyed.

"Over there? Thanks. I guess you can see I'm only a

frosh and rather new around here."

(Above) The handsome "lad"

on the right is Katie, all set for

the leading male role in Bryn

Mawr's presentation of "The

Truth About The Blayds." The

entire cast is with her. Left

you see the Hepburn looking

very lovely as Pandora in "The

Woman of the Moon," another

college play. Katharine's next

picture is "The Little Minister."

BEING THE INTIMATE
AND HITHERTO UN-

PUBLISHED ANECDOTES
OF HEPBURN'S COL-

LEGE DAYS

She smiled an oddly arresting smile, picked up her suit-

case and loped in the direction of "over there" with a

rather reckless display of leg. But legs were merely legs

in that era. The time was September, 1924.

Four years later a group of serious-eyed, black-garbed

young women sat at Bryn Mawr's forty-third commence-
ment, listening to a distinguished speaker discuss "Ten
Years After Your Graduation—What ?" And among them
might have been singled out that same oddly-arresting

former "frosh" of the "Hi, there, can you steer me?" epi-

sode above.

What in particular lay ahead of her, as gleaned from
her college performance and the casual rating of her

mates ?

Had she drawn any college honors? No. Her marks
were mediocre.

Had she claimed any letters in athletics? No. Her
interest in sports had been almost a minus quantity.

Had she shown any dramatic ability, or even interest

in the undergraduate dramatics? (Continued on page 96)
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It's a long way from lead-

ing a Bible Class to play-

ing leads in Hollywood,

but Una has done it.

Right, Una as she looks

in "The Cat's-Paw" and

a scene from "Bulldog

Drummond Strikes Back."

T is a wonder that Una
Merkel ever chose to be
an actress. The theatre

is for those who like end-

less shifts of scenery,

whose contacts with
others are fleeting. Una
Merkel isn't like that. She
puts out roots that go deep
into people's lives.

I remember one day I saw
her after an absence from
New York of two eventful

years. The sun was thun-
dering down on the town
that afternoon I visited her. Her dressing-room in the

theatre where she was making personal appearances was
an oven. She was working in five exhausting shows a

day. Yet, between shows, she was holding an impromptu
open house for her old friends.

Her old church friends, I mean. While I was there,

they came, timid and wide-eyed, to the stage door and
asked for Miss Merkel. Invariably, she received them,

even when she had forgotten their names and faces.

They remembered her from the three years she taught a

Sunday School class in New York's Hamilton Grange
Dutch Reformed Church.

Two of them were old ladies in their seventies, sweet

old folk who had never been backstage. Their hands shook

as they clung to her. The pastor's wife came, and two
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CH

TEACHER

UNA MERKEL KNOWS LIFE

NOW. FOR SHE EXCHANGED

TRANQUILITY FOR STRUGGLE.

HEARTACHE AND FAME

eighteen-year-old girls from her Sunday School class.

Another ex-pupil, living now in California, had a baby

not long ago—and Una is its godmother.

The boy with whom she had her first date—she was

seventeen and they went to a church dance—still sends

her flowers on her birthday. Among her most regular

correspondents are three girls who were fellow members
of a high school club she organized.

AND there is her family, small and dear and very

important to her. Her father is Arno Merkel. a

patent broker. "You ought to write his story," she said.

"He ran away from home and joined the British Merchant

Marine when he was so small that he had to stand on a

soap box to wash the dishes. (Continued on page 101



HE SOLD HIMSELF

INTO SLAVERY TO A

MAN HE TRUSTED.

BUT MORRIS IS ON

HIS WAY AGAIN *S!

A proud Daddy

with two very

good reasons for

being so—Cyn-

thia and Brooks.

HUH IEND 3

BY MA 1 Y SHAH UN

T fs five years since I first met Chester Morris but my
original impression of him' still stands. He is the

kind of fellow who would never let anybody down in

a crisis, and who believes in "giving the devil his due."

I can think of no better way to describe him.

Five years ago he sold himself into slavery to the

man who was his best friend. The fellow "let him down,"
but, in spite of this fact, Chester says he will always

be in debt to him for several very good reasons.

We had been talking of a mutual friend^ who had
"gone Hollywood" in a serious way. Suddenly, it dawned
upon me that Chester had escaped this blight that ruins

so many promising careers. Why? I asked him.

"I can't take any credit for it myself," he assured me,

"It is one of the things I thank my ex-friend, Roland
West for."

Then, he told me the story and to me it was the sanest

one I have ever heard.

"When I first came to Hollywood, I was thrilled to

death. I had the kind of chance that every young actor

dreams about. It was one of those things that seems too

good to be true. When I was working in 'Alibi,' I thought
I was the worst ham that had ever been put into a picture,

but when it was previewed, Roland West came to me and
made me a startling offer. I hesitated because I thought
he was making a terrible mistake. I didn't believe I had
anything to give him. We argued about it and finally I

accepted his offer.

"The next day, he phoned for me to sign the contract.

By the terms of the agreement I was to receive a weekly
salary at a comfortable figure for five years. I was satis-

fied with it, because I felt that contracts weren't offered

beginners in Hollywood every day. I didn't even read the

contract, but merely asked him to give me the details. I

didn't know it, but I signed myself into complete slavery.

"I gave him the right to control my salary and invest it

without consulting me and also I agreed to work in any
pictures and do any roles that he saw fit to give me. By
the terms of the agreement, if I was rented out at a
larger figure than the one named in the contract, we were
to split fifty-fifty on the amount (Continued on page 94)
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(Left) Howard left his

home in Chicago and set

out, on foot, for Holly-

wood. His mother ap-

pealed to Irving Thalberg

to help find her boy.

But what could Mr. Thal-

berg do? (Right) A record

of a Lost Soul—one of

many in Los Angeles'

various welfare agencies.
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WANDERERS ON THE FACE OF THE EARTH, DESTITUTE,

HUNGRY, HOMELESS AND ILL CLAD-WHAT BECOMES OF
THESE MOTHS WHO FLUTTER AROUND THE CINEMA FLAME?

n J AM ISDN
Illustrated by JAMES TREMBATH

UTSIDE the casting office at M-G-M, out-

side the casting office at Paramount, outside

the casting office wickets of any studio in

Hollywood, tacked up forlornly on the bul-

letin boards are tragic little slips of paper.

Now and then they are changed. Winter
and summer they nutter there, slowly fading and
yellowing. A new one goes up, an old one comes
down, but always they are there, one or more of

them, pitiful tokens of the most heart-rending
search there can ever be.

They read like this

:

Missing: Doris Alcott. Doris left E
,

Ohio, August, 1933. She is believed to be on
her way to Hollywood to try to get into pic-

tures. She was wearing, when last seen, a
dark blue middy blouse and skirt, black silk

stockings,, no hat. She has a few personal ef-

fects with her in a bundle, but no money.
Distinguishing marks : Doris has a front tooth
broken off, so that it makes a triangle. She is

15, fair hair, ruddy complexion, freckles, blue
eyes. Kindly notify Hollywood' Police Dept.
or Travellers' Aid Society, 106 W. 3rd St.,

Los Angeles.

The little slips of paper are the last, hopeless
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clues to Hollywood's lost children, the boys and
girls who leave home to seek stardom in the pic-

ture capital and, so often as to make it the rule

rather than the exception, are never heard from
again. Behind them are mothers, in little farming
towns, waiting for broad-shouldered, promising

sons they will never see again. Behind them are

those notices you see in every newspaper, telling

• you that "Mrs. Brown reports that her daughter,

Mildred, left home for school as usual this morn-
ing. When the girl did not return, her mother be-

came alarmed and notified the police." But the

police never find Mildred Brown. Mildred is gone.

She has joined the army of missing girls, that vast

army, recruited from all over the land, which swells

year by year and disappears over the horizon into

the unknown, never to be seen again.

"There are today 250,000 youths under twenty-

one who have taken to the road," says Franklin F.

Newcomb of the Community Boys' Lodge, a chari-

table organization which attempts hopelessly to

stem the tide of vagrant boys flooding into Los
Angeles. Does that figure strike you as being im-
possibly large ? During the year 1932, no less than
4,409 boys under twenty applied for relief in Los
Angeles. During August, (Continued on page 104)





ITS A GIRL! BURNS AND ALLEN KNOW, FOR THE STORK HAS NOTHING

lustrated by JACK WELCH

THE
idea came to them

one night at the Ven-
Jome Cafe in Holly-

wood.
Gracie Allen and

George Burns were hav-

ing dinner there when
Wally Beery came in with his

beautiful adopted baby.

"Oh look, George," said

Gracie. "Did you ever see

anything so precious?"

And just at that moment
Wally Beery said to the child,

"Go over and say 'hello' to

Gracie."

Gracie had never met Wally
Beery. She is one of the most
modest girls in show business

and it did not occur to her

that he even knew who she

was. She was embarrassed,

but the baby wasn't.

The little girl slid off her chair and came straight over

to the Burns-Allen table. "Hello, Gracie," she said.

Just then Benny Rubin came in with his offspring. The
two children greeted each other and Wally Beery's kid

gave the Rubin child a look and said, "Why don't you
come up and see us sometime?"

Well, that stopped Burns and Allen. They, whose
business it is to make people laugh, screamed with laugh-

ter. And then they looked at each other and the idea

was born.

"Listen, George," said Gracie, "we've just got to adopt
a baby."

George's eyes were moist. "I knew it the minute I

saw Beery's kid," he answered.
They declared their intention to a couple of friends

and right away everybody started giving them advice,

telling them where they could find the nicest children for

adoption, how to bring up a child, how to plan a future,

etc., etc. But George and Gracie have ideas of their own
and they are such charming, such really beautiful ideas

that I want you to hear all about them. It will give you an
insight into the hearts of those two swell people that
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maybe you haven't had before.

In the first place, it will be
a girl and they'll name it San-
dra, so they can call it "Sandy"
for short. They'll start looking

for just the right child when
they return from Europe,
around the middle of Sep-
tember.

"I've got to have a child out

of self-defense," George told

me. "All my friends have kids

and they do nothing but talk

about- them. Jack Haley looks

as if he has a tumor of the

chest. Really it's the bulge

from all the pictures he car-

ries around of his kid.



SAY ABOUT IT! THEY'RE PICKING OUT LITTLE SANDRA THEMSELVES

Undoubtedly, the first few words

the baby utters will be, "Oogy,

woogy!" And, just as undoubt-

edly, its proud parents are going

to interpret them as, "Burns and

Allen are my favorite comedy

team !" For they feel as if their

child is gonna have judgment.

EVERYBODY talks about their children. The other

i day a friend of mine was telling me about how well

his kid could talk. He brought her up to see me. The
baby said, 'Oogy, gum, gum.' My friend beamed, 'Just

listen to that. Hear how plain she said she wanted a drink

of water?'

"So what? So I figure all I can do is to adopt a baby,

so I can join in the conversation.

"But seriously, I think it's a grand idea. Gracie wants
a little girl because she likes to fuss around with her

hair and clothes. And Gracie will make a swell mother
because she has so much good common sense."

And if you doubt that Georgie's belief in Grade's
common sense is unfounded, then listen closely while I

tell you Gracie's angle on bringing up a baby.

She had grown serious now. She wasn't goofy Gracie

of the radio and screen. She was an earnest, eager
young woman fully cognizant of the responsibility she is

undertaking so soon.

"First of all," she said, "I think it is sort of George's
and my duty to adopt a baby. We can afford it now. We
love kids. It would be selfish to deny some little girl a

good home. But we're going to adopt a child mainly be-

cause we love kids.

"I'm going to have a trained nurse at first, but when
the baby is old enough to go to school I don't want her to

be sent away to a private school. We want her to sleep

in her own house. I can't see this just coming home for

week-ends business. And I don't want her to get snobbish
ideas, which I think some children get in private schools.

I want her to be a real little girl

—

{Continued on page 92)
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Charlie Farreil was the man behind the lens as

David Manners posed before his desert home.

(Above, left) Can you hear Mr. Farreil saying, "Look

at the birdie?" He was busy with his camera again

at the Beverly Hills Tennis Club and snapped Janet

Caynor, Kay Johnson, Frances Dee and Virginia Valli

after a match. (Above, right) Looks a lot like his

famous father, doesn't he, with, of course, his mother's

(June Collyer) beautiful eyes. Stu Erwin, Jr., taken

by papa. (Lower, left) Boys and girls, just glance

at your favorite movie hero fast asleep. Mrs. Farrelt

thought he looked too cute, and maybe she's right {
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HOLLYWOOD S FAMOUS ARE

PICTURE-TAKING FANS. TOO

All Hollywood is bicycle-mad, so Fay Wray is,

too. Her husband took this pitcher.

No, it's not a 1912 Western. Just Jack LaRue,

Muriel Kirkland and Randy Scott having some fun.

(Left) Claire Trevor, John Boles' leading lady in

"Wild Gold," takes pictures like nobody's business.

While on location, John Boles went off on an early

morning fishing trip and came back with exactly two

fish—no more, no less. And here's the proof. It's a

treat to see the meticulously dressed Boles in this devil-

may-care get-up, isn't it? (Above) Shoe-less and

stocking-less are these two mermaids, Tbelma Todd
and Minna Combell. And what fun it is. They're

smiling at Minna's hubby, Joe- Sefton.
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"Like so many Hollywoodians," says Pete, "I've been

married several times; in fact, I think I hold the rec-

ord, for I've had eleven wives, all of whom were

either English bulls or bull terriers of the finest families."

U PE1E IDE Dili SIM

AS H A H K E I) AT HUEU f I H I! E I !i

NOT ALL DOGS LEAD A DOG'S

LIFE! HERE'S PETE, WITH

CELEBRITIES FOR PALS AND

SPECIAL "CUTS" FOR DINNER

ELLO, folks!

You've seen me in "Our Gang," in many
Educational Comedies and as Tige in the Buster
Brown series, and from my actions on the screen

you can probably guess the secret of my success

:

I honestly and sincerely like people—all kinds of

people. I make friends easily.

I've often wanted to get to know my fans better,

but I've been too busy to spare any time for inter-

viewers. Now, however, my master, Lieut. Harry
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'I'm very vain," admits Pete. "I simply love to.

look at myself in the mirror."

Lucenay, and I are taking things easy for a few days, so

I can tell you the story of my life.

I've known Harry ever since I was two months old

—

met him through my father, Pal, in fact. Pal was an
actor, too, a bull terrier, under contract to Famous
Players-Lasky. He played in Century Comedies and once

co-starred with Wally Reid. Cecil B. De Mille was his

director, too.

Well, Father and Harry belonged to each other.

One day Father met an English bull—one of the Holly-



wood social set. It was love at first sight and their

romance resulted in me. Harry adopted me two months
later.

He and I hit it off right from the start, for he realized

what an education can do for a dog. He began giving me
an hour a day of private instruction immediately and
within a month I appeared in my first picture, "Dog
Sense."

First Harry taught me obedience, to come when he

called me. He rewarded me with a pat and a kind word
when I obeyed him, and scolded me when I didn't. He's
never struck me, but my feelings are easily hurt, and
when he scolds me I just feel as though the world had
come to an end, until he relents and pats me a few minutes

later.

After I'd learned to come to him, I was taught to sit

down, lie down, "beg," shake hands and do the other,

more complicated tricks I perform on the screen.

THE talkies, by the way, were quite a problem, for

Harry sits on the sidelines and coaches me. In the

old silent days he could call out and tell me what to do,

but when the movie cameras grew ears we had to work
out a code of signs. Now he beckons me to come, raises

his hand like a traffic cop for me to stop, waves his hand
in a circle to signify "lie down and roll over," flips his

fingers like an Italian playing "Odds and Evens" when
he wants me to bark, and so forth.

t

Like so many Hollywoodians, I've been married several

times ; in fact, I think I hold the record, for I've had
eleven wives, all of whom were either English bulls or

bull terriers of the finest families, except for Mitzi, who
was a dashing French bull. All in all, I have had forty-

seven children, most of them boys. Harry always hoped
that I'd have a son who looked like me to carry on my
work when I retire, but so far, no luck. That ring around
my eye, you see, is not painted there; it's natural, and
apparently not hereditary.

All my children are living a life of ease, while their

father continues working. I'm not doing so badly now,
considering the recent depression, for I've averaged

$20,000 a year for the past five years.

Harry takes very good care of me. He feeds me a

pound and a half of meat every day, raw in the winter,

cooked in summer, and never makes me eat any vege-

tables. He also gives me dog biscuits, and once a year

for about two weeks he puts me on a raw-eggs-and-milk
diet. I weigh sixty pounds and am eighteen inches tall

at the shoulders. My teeth are brushed with a regular

tooth brush and powder every morning and evening, and
just before I go to bed my eyes are washed with a wash
made to prescription by the druggist.

We go out for long walks—at least five miles—every

day, and when I'm home I punch the bag. I use my nose,

of course. It keeps me in training for ball playing, my
favorite diversion.

One day Harry and I were having a catch when a cop

came along. I was arrested for indecent exposure, not

having a muzzle on, and Harry went to the station house
with me. I tried to explain to the judge that I wouldn't

bite anybody, but he fined us ten dollars anyway.

I JUST said I wouldn't bite anybody. Let me take

that back. Any real he-dog would nip somebody
who was attacking a friend, and I did that, just once. It

was an accident, too, and didn't I feel foolish when I

found it out!

"Our Gang"—the whole bunch of us—was making a

personal appearance on the stage of a Chicago theatre. As
the curtain was coming down, the Master of Ceremonies
made a pass at little Wheezer with his foot. I didn't know
that he was just kidding, so I made a dive at him and
caught the seat of his pants. Well, he dashed off the

stage, but the pants and I stayed there.

Harry ran onto the stage and grabbed me. Then he
explained that the M. C. was only playing with Wheezer
and showed me the two of them together. I was the most
embarrassed dog you ever saw, (Continued on page 91)
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D

in "Our Daily Bread,"

the story the ambi-

tious Keene waited

and wished for.

rOM KEENE CLAIMS THAT A ROCKY ROAD INSURES PERMANENT SUCCESS

URE. I think it is a good thing to suffer for your
work. It's a good thing to have to work for

anything you get in life. It makes you appreciate
it after you get it.'"

It was young, clear-eyed Tom Keene speaking,

a determined, enthusiastic chap who has just fin-

ished his role in "Our Daily Bread," the most
important picture of his career, a picture on which he
staked everything and won ! His performance in this

picture has been labeled by critics and fans alike as

"inspired" and has won him offers from every studio.

"Hard knocks are good for a fellow," he continued.

"Having to fight your own way makes you use your head.

There's nothing so admirable in the fact that I have earned

7(1

my vvay since I was ten years old," he said modestly. "I

had to do it. It was a case of fighting for my existence.

It's just like being thrown into a stream when you can't

swim. You make for the nearest bank and although you

don't know the Australian Crawl, you give your best

imitation of it. You swim, all right, because you have to

or you go under.

"Sure, I've been hungry, but that didn't hurt me.

Who hasn't been hungry? Hell, that's nothing. Of
course I've had holes in my shoes. I was lucky when i

had shoes. Those things don't matter. Things like thai

only make you appreciate it more when you get a break

You can't discover a nickel's worth of self-pity in \ ora

K'eene's make-up. "Ive been (Continued on page 88)



II FRANC
run

Douglass Montgom-
ery and Margaret Sul-

lavan in "Little Man,
What Now?", a pic-

ture in which Doug
scored mightily.

DOUG MONTGOMERY DECLARES AN EASY LIFE MAKES FOR EARLY FAME

F course it isn't necessary to suffer for your art,"

said Douglass Montgomery heatedly. "That's an
exploded theory. It's all nonsense. That idea

went out of date along with eyebrow acting and
chewing scenery. Hardships when you are young
take away your initiative and leave you with no
enthusiasm for your work when opportunity,

comes."

That from the boy who, since his sensational per-

formance in "Little Man, What Now?" has been hailed

as Hollywood's newest rave, a boy who has never known
privation, who has never wanted for any material thing,

who has had every luxury and advantage that money and
influence- could buy, who has been aided and encouraged

in his every ambition by his doting parents, but who has

worked as hard as the poorest boy in the street at the

work he wanted to do and has made a success at the age

of twenty-three.

"If I had a son I would give him every assistance," he

continued. "I would see that he never had a worry or

distraction to take his mind and energy from the goal he

had set out for. I would treat him as my parents have
treated me. I would make everything as easy for him
as I possibly could.

"I think having success too early, with too little effort

on the actor's part, can hurt a career more than financial

assistance," he said. "You see, I began so young that I

had a measure of success when (Continued on page 90)
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(Below) Ann has a plaid

pennant organdie. (Pennant

means that it won't muss and

won't wilt with washing.) She

does it in shirtwaist style, with

the utmost charm. As the

dress stands now, it's the thing

for a summer party. Later,

the blouse can be worn with

a skirt or suit The colors are

yellow, brown and white.

If it's an evening dress that is needed for that trying season

which begins with the dog days of August and stretches into

Indian Summer, why not have it of satin, like Joan Bennett's

(left)? It is white and the shoulder bows are lined with pale

green. After it is through being white, it can be dyed black-

good for two seasons at least. Then, for late summer sports,

try a brown and white checked flannel slacks suit, such as Ann

Sothern is wearing (right). You will be glad you chose it

when you are lounging about the house later on—after the

temperature goes down.

IN-BETWEEN SEASONS-

LIKE THE IN-BETWEEN

AGE -ARE DIFFICULT AT

BEST. HERE ARE SOME

EXCITING HINTS FOR

YOUR END-OF-THE-

SUMMER WARDROBE



Two more outfits that will "carry over." (Left) Ann's pink

pastel crepe combines a sleeveless dress and Eton jacket. It

is trimmed with brown. You can wear such a dress under a

brown topcoat—good until late fall. (Right) Ann also wears

a yellow chamois jacket with a brown and yellow plaid wool

skirt. There is a soft linen blouse under the coat, so that,

for hot days or cool ones, the ensemble, or parts of it, are swell.

DEP up a drooping wardrobe ! For clothes will

become weary when the dog days come, even as

you and I. When your spirits are low, there is

nothing in the world like a new dress or a blouse

or something made over into a new guise to give

you a whole new lease on life. I know what I am
talking about. I take this tonic often in preference to

things in bottles, and it works wonders. Why, a new hat,

even, will readjust my entire viewpoint on life, if the hat
does things for me.

If you are clever, you will buy these late summer ward-
robe additions with a weather eye cast toward fall. By
that I mean choose something that is not too particularly

Black—and what a winner that is, just about

this time of the year. The smartest color of

all for dressy dressing. Gertrude Michael

appreciates its value and adds picturesqueness to

the graceful chiffon gown with a wide-brimmed

black hat and long black kid gloves. She's

ready for the cocktail hour or dinner dancing.

MARGERY WELLS

a midsummer fashion. Choose something that will carry

over into the next season.

For example: it is the middle of August. You need

—

are positively crying for—a new suit. Very well, then

get one of those dark-toned, loosely woven tweeds, pref-

erably with a hip-length coat, for then it will make an

interesting accompaniment to your heavy topcoat until

Christmas time. And if the weather is too hot, just at

the moment, to wear the suit's coat continually, you can

make or buy a blouse that will give a two-piece effect

along with the tweed skirt. I am thinking of a green

tweed I saw. One of those leaf-green shades that are.

the most intriguing of all the (Continued on page 100)
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582—Want to look

ultra-sporty and race-

trackey? Then make
yourself this jacket of

brown and white linen

which Ann Sothern
wears so jauntily. It's

single-breasted, three

buttons in 1 front, breast

and hip pockets, and
is belted in back. She
wears it in "Blind

Date." Sizes 14, 16, 18

and 36, 38, 40 bust.

595—A very useful
blouse is the one worn
by Joan Marsh in

RKO's "We're Rich

Again." Made of
black and red sheer

crepe, high neck-line,

the popular full sleeve

and general tailored

lines. May be worn
with a long black

crepe skirt or a sports

skirt. In sizes 14, 16,

18 and 36—40 bust.

581—A dress you'll get

an awful lot of wear
out of both summer
and winter. Flattering

to the slim and slen-

derizing to the not-

so-slim. A wide double

collar, a sleeve that's

refreshingly different

and a simple skirt.

Ann Sothern wears it

in red and white
checked crepe. Sizes

14,16,18:36—40 bust.

Patterns are 15c each.

Pattern book is 15c when
ordered separately— it is

10c when ordered with a

pattern. If you live out-

side of the United States,

the patterns cost 20c each,

the book 20c separately

and 15c when ordered with

a pattern. Address orders

to MODERN SCREEN Pat-

tern Service, 149 Madison

Ave., New York, N. Y.

You will find some excel-

lent knitting patterns on

page ;I 6.
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leirSkin is 10 years younger than their Age
Dermatologists examine skin

of noted beauties

Find it free from skin

faults usual at their age

"Mrs. McAdoo'e ekin has the fresh appearance of a skin

in the twenties. There are no noticeably large pores, i

wrinkles or disfiguring marks."

—

Dermatologist's report.

Mrs. McAdoo says: "I use Pond's Cold Cream night
and morning and several times during the day."

Dermatologists judge the age of your

skin by certain definite points.

Loss of tone . . . impaired vasomotor

circulation . . . development of wrinkles

. . . loss of natural skin oils.

From 16 to 20, a woman's skin literally

"blooms." Its texture is satiny . . . the

color glows. The skin is firm—unlined.

From twenty on, the fight to keep a

youthful appearance begins. Deep down
in your skin thousands of tiny oil glands

are beginning to function less and less.

Then the skin shrinks! Gets harsh

—

lined.

Replace natural oils . . .this way
The only way to check these faults is to

replace those failing oils!

That is what Pond's Cold Cream does!

It contains the purest of specially proc-

essed oils that sink into the skin . . . stir

up the deep skin to vigorous action. Re-

vitalize it. Liven up the circulation.

Erase lines that are threatening to crease

into wrinkles.

That is the reason the women who use

Pond's have skin

that appears a

full ten years
younger, or more,

than their actual

age.

Today— 1 out of
every 5 women
who usecreamuses
Pond's — though
there are over a
thousand creams

!

"Mrs. Spreckels has a perfect skin, younger than her
age. Texture fine, tone excellent. No blackheads."

—

Der-
matologist^ report.

Mrs. Spreckels says: "Two years ago I began using Pond*s.
My skin began to get smoother. Lines left, never came back."

"Lady Smiley "h skin has the bloom of a girl in her teens. Circu-
lation very good. No blemishes."—London Physician's report.

Lady Smiley says: "Pond's Cold Cream keeps my skin clean
and soft—prepares it for powder." (Note: Pond's is the largest

selling Cold Cream in England.)

Deep-penetrating, Specially Processed Oils in

this Cream keep skin Young— soft— wrinkle-free

CORRECTS THESE SKfN FAULTS

in 20'

Roughness Blackheads Dryness
and large pores

Laughter lines Little blemishes

FIGHTS OFF THESE AGE SIGNS

Crepy skin Worry lines Sallowness

Sagging tissues Discolorations

Pond's is a superb cleanser and much more
than a cleanser. Use it night and morn-

ing for pore-deep cleansing, for softening,

for tissue stimulation— always before

applying make-up. Pond's Cold Cream
serves every complexion need.

Pond's also makes Pond's Lique-

fying Cream, a new quicker melt-

ing cream that melts

. the instant it touches
' * the skin. Not only

Pond's Cold Cream cleanses.

Corrects skin faults. Used by 1

out of every 5 women who use

cream. Pond's Liquefying
Cream serves the same purposes — is

quicker melting. Cleanses and beautiBes.

is this new cream a thorough cleanser, but
it contains the same specially processed

oils as the famous Pond's Cold Cream.

Give it a 3-day trial . . . Tear out the cou-

pon below this very day and send with 10^ for

a liberal supply of this youth-sustaining cream
with samples of three other beauty aids.

Pond's Extract Company, Dept. J
50 Hudson Street, New York City ... I enclose 10c (to

cover postage and packing) for a three days' supply of

Pond's Cpld Cream with samples of '2 other Pond's Creams
and special boxes of Pond's Face Powder.
I prefer 3 different Light shades of powder

I prefer 3 different Dark shades

Name

Street-— — —,—,—
City _State

-

Copyright, 1934, Pond 'a Extract Company
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The charm of

lovely eyes

can be yours with

MAYBELLINE
EYE

BEAUTY
AIDS

Maybelline EyelashDarkener
instantly darkens eyelashes,
making them appear longer,
darker, and more luxuriant. It
is non-smarting, tear-proof and
absolutely harmless. The largest

selling eyelash beautifier in the
world. Black, Brown and the
NEW BLUE

Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil
Bmoothly forms the eyebrows
into graceful, expressive lines,

giving a perfect, natural effect.

Of highest quality, it is entirely

harmless, and is clean to use and
to carry. Black and Brown.

Maybelline Eye Shadow
delicately shades the eyelids,
adding depth, color, and sparkle

i to the eyes. Smooth and creamy,
absolutely pure. Blue, Brown,
Blue-Gray, Violet and Green.

Maybelline Eyelash Grower
A pure and harmless tonic
cream, helpful in keeping the
eyelashes and eyebrows in good
condition. Colorless.

Maybelline Eyebrow Brush
Regular use of this specially
designed brush will train the
brows to he flat and smooth at
all times. Extra long, dainty-grip
handle, and sterilized bristles,

. :i hV. ii ml, .., „~~— |

kept clean ina cellophane wrapper.

These famous preparations in 10c sizes mean
simply that you can now enjoy complete highest
quality eye make-up without the obstacle of
cost. Try them and achieve the lure of lovely
eyes simply and safely, but . . . insist upon
genuine MAYBELLINE preparations ... for
quality, purity, and value. Purse sizes obtain-
able at all leading 10c stores.

Maybelline Co., Chicago.

Let's Fight for Our Movies

(Continued from page 27)

EYE BEAUTY AIDS

picture that is tremendously successful at

the box office is the one that has been ad-
vertised by the people, by word of mouth.
In other words, the stamp of public ap-
proval is placed on a motion picture (and
this is the only real approval) because it

is found to be good entertainment by
the majority.

NOW then, let us look at the pictures

that have received this vast public

approbation, or shall we call it "the loud

voice of the great majority?" Let us see,

by examination, just what we would lose

in the way of entertainment were we to

allow this minority to dictate to the ma-
jority. What were the greatest pictures

of the past five years? What were the

"Ten Best Pictures" of each year from
1929 to 1934? Here they are:

Disraeli, Broadway Melody, Madame X,
Rio Rita, Gold Diggers of Broadway, Bull-

dog Drummond, In Old Arizona, The
Cock-Eyed World, The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney, Hallelujah, All Quiet on the

Western Front, Abraham Lincoln, Holi-
day, Journey's End, Anna Christie, The Big
House, With Byrd at the South Pole, The
Divorcee, Hell's Angels, Back Street, Ci-

marron, Street Scene, Bad Girl, Min and
Bill, Front Page, Five Star Final, City
Lights, A Free Soul, Sin of Madelon Clau-
det, Grand Hotel, The Champ, Arrow-
smith, The Guardsman, Smilin' Through,
Scarface, Cavalcade, 42nd Street, Private
Life of Henry VIII, Lady for a Day,
State Fair, Farewell to Arms, She Done
Him Wrong, I Am a Fugitive from a
Chain Gang, Maedchen in Uniform, Ras-
putin and the Empress.
How many of "The Ten Best" would

you lose if the type of minority censor-
ship, which is now threatened, had been
in power during the five years just past?
I shall point out a few.
"The Divorcee." This picture would be

banned simply because of its subject mat-
ter—divorce. Did it contaminate you?
Would you like to give it up from your
memories of happy hours spent in the

theatre?
"Back Street." A picture with this theme

wouldn't have a chance of gaining admit-
tance. It would come under the head of
"the type of picture dealing with the
seamy side of life." It was a truly beau-
tiful picture, though, wasn't it?

"Farewell to Arms." At least, the criti-

cal minority would cut out the memorable
scene of seduction under the monument
-—although at the time that picture was
showing several of my most devout friends

called this scene, "the most poignantly
beautiful scene ever to appear in picture

form." Would you like to lose "Fare-
well to Arms"?

MAEDCHEN IN UNIFORM." A
German-made picture that truly

stirred artistic people to praise and by its

record, must have played to at least fifty

million theatre-goers. I wouldn't like to

stand the chance of losing this picture,

would you?
And we could list many more : "Bill of

Divorcement," "She Done Him Wrong,"
"Grand Hotel," "Private Life of Henry
VIII," "The Cock-Eyed World," "Anna
Christie," "Hell's Angels, "Bad Girl,"

"The Front Page" and "Street Scene." In

fact, at least half of the "Best Pictures

of the Year" would never have reached
us had we been silly enough to allow a
minority to lead us for the past five years.

Are we going to sit back, as did the

majority on one other memorable occasion,
and allow the minority to foist their ideas
off on us? Don't forget, it took the ma-
jority fourteen years to awaken to their

own convictions in one case. Are we go-
ing to allow this to happen again? Are
we willing to take the chance that for the
next fourteen years we shall see only ga-
ga, unreal and biased entertainment, or
are we going to stand on the house-tops
in the beginning and force the minority to

accept the fact that the majority rules?
"But," say the minority, "you are con-

taminating youth and your pictures are not
fit for the young !"

Bosh ! In the first place, children will

not go to see "children's pictures." This
has been proved in each of the many in-

stances where Hollywood has tried to

meet the minority by making pictures with
a children-appeal. "Skippy" was a suc-
cess. "Alice in Wonderland" was a fail-

ure. In each case, it was not the children

who made the picture a success or failure,

it was the adults. The adults liked

"Skippy" and they did not like "Alice in

Wonderland" and for that reason alone
one was a success and the other a failure.

In the second place, I, for one, cannot sub-
scribe to the fact that the youth of our
present generation is any better or any
worse than the youth of any other genera-
tion. Listen to what one famous leader
and teacher has to say on the subject of

movies and the children

:

"No normal person of any age can be
influenced by the movies to do anything
that is normally foreign to him. Those
defectives, who are criminally inclined,

need no movies or hypnotism to influence

them to crime or other wrong-doing."
This same man also places before us an-
other fact from his experience: "To be
good, one must experience the bad. The
movies are the safest vicarious experience
for normal young men and women. The
movies not only entertain them, but give
them a good education in mastering the
vicissitudes and hardships of life which
they might have to overcome at the ex-
pense of much greater cost."

In Europe, screen entertainment often

comes under the head of propaganda. If

a picture isn't teaching a "lesson," it is

not considered worth while. Perhaps that

accounts for a bit of boredom on the part

of audiences abroad. How would you like

lectures served up to you under the head
of amusements?
Of course Hollywood makes mistakes.

Each picture is, in reality, a judgment.
Some man or group has to sit in judg-
ment and decide that each of the five hun-
dred pictures that is made each year is

"good entertainment." Of course they
make mistakes. But the fact remains that

most of these mistakes relegate the result-

ant pictures to the list of "the worst pic-

tures of the year" (at the box office) and
thus the public has said, in effect, "You
were wrong, Mr. Producer, we do not like

this judgment. There is something in this

picture that is not handled with good
taste. We will not tell our friends to see

this picture." Why shouldn't the public

be allowed to pick and choose rather

than a few reformers?
Hollywood, however, is the very first

to realize that smut-for-smut's-sake doesn't

pay and, in fact, shouldn't be used in pic-

tures. Five years ago they began paying
the salary of Will Hays whose sole duty
was to sit in judgment after the producer
had decided. Beyond this, Hollywood has

(Continued on page 78)
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Sally's pretty and Sally'sJ^
She uses cosmetics as she always has but

removes them thoroughly the Hollywood way-
guards against unattractive Cosmetic Skin!

SCREEN STARS are wise in

the ways of loveliness! And
thousands of clever girls all over

the country are adopting Holly-

wood's beauty care to guard
against unattractive Cosmetic
Skin—keep their complexions ex-

quisite.

Have you seen warning signals

of this distressing modern com-

Yes,

.

cosmetics] 'But by
removing .them

requ\ar\y with Lwx
Toilet Soap I quard

against Cosmetic Skin

€0\;

Miriam Hopkins
PARAMOUNT
STAR CODE

plexion trouble— enlarged pores,

tiny blemishes, dullness—black-

heads, perhaps?

Cosmetics need not harm even

delicate skin unless they are al-

lowed to choke the pores. Many
a girl who thinks she removes cos-

metics thoroughly actually leaves

bits of stale rouge and powder in

the pores day after day. Then the

pores become clogged, distended

—Cosmetic Skin develops.

Cosmetics Harmless if

removed this way
Lux Toilet Soap removes cosmetics

thoroughly. Its ACTIVE lather

sinks deeply into the pores, carries

away every vestige of dust, dirt,

stale cosmetics. Before you apply

fresh make-up— ALWAYS before

you go to bed at night, use this

gentle white soap!
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It's hard to

outguess this

adaptable film . . It

soaks up the sun's

brilliance . . . it

drinks in the dull

light of the shade

• • works on days

when ordinary

films fail.

VeRICH ROME

Accept nothing but

the familiar yellow

box with the

checkered

stripe.

HOW VERICHROME
DIFFERS FROM ORDINARY FILM

1. Double-coated. Two layers of sensitive

silver.

2. Highly color-sensitive.

3. Halation "fuzz" prevented by special

backing on film.

4. Finer details in both high lights and
shadows.

5. Translucent, instead of transparent.

Made by an exclusive process of
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

KODAK

ERJCHROME

(Continued from page 76)

been faced with several State Censor
Boards and almost three hundred Muni-
cipal Censor Boards. Within the past few
months, Hollywood has gone even a step
further in attempting to produce enter-
tainment that would offend no one : a paid
censor on the set of every picture in pro-
duction.

But what is objectionable?

' I
VHIS question remains unanswered be-

A cause my experience proves to me con-
clusively that this question may be an-
swered in almost as many different ways
as there are members of the minority. For
example

:

Some years ago, I was in the office of
C. B. DeMille when he received two com-
munications from censor boards concern-
ing their reaction to his current picture.
Both of them were telegrams, both ar-
rived at a single moment, both concerned
the same subject and here is just about
how they read

:

1. "We have just viewed your latest
picture (naming it) and find that we shall
have to ban it completely from our
theatres. No amount of cutting would
make it possible to sanction its ap-
pearance."

2. "Congratulations ! We have just
seen your picture (naming it) and want
to take this means of telling you how
happy we are that it is to appear in the
theatres of our city. It will prove to be
a great moral lesson to our community,
one of the greatest it has ever received
from the screen."

Well, what is the answer? The above
examples are indicative of the usual vacilla-
tion of the person or body who sets out
to say what is good and what is not. One
body decries divorce—so we shall never
show divorce on the screen? Another
refuses to countenance medical treatment
—so we shouldn't show "Men in White?"
Each other body has a separate and dif-

ferent axe to grind in the cause of youth
and morals. How can Hollywood satisfy
them all ? Or, has it already done an al-

most super-human job along that line?
After all, motion pictures are but twenty-
five years old and are the fourth largest
industry in the country. Did they arrive
at thai position by continually offending
the moral and decent outlook of the great
majority ?

As Rupert Hughes said recently in a
magazine article

:

"... I do not believe that the motion
picture has ever brought any evil to a
community that did not already exist there,
but it has brought untold happiness,
entertainment, surcease from sorrow, the
ability to laugh at depressing circumstances
and a relief from monotony to millions. I

think it is about time for someone to come
out in favor of Hollywood."

Then I should like to be that one.
I am for Hollywood. I sincerely be-

lieve that the famous product of Holly-
wood, motion pictures, is a great and pres-
ent need in the lives of all of us. I

further believe that the great majority of
movie-goers would prefer to have variety
in their entertainment : Disraeli, Back
Street, State Fair, Broadway Melody, Ci-
marron, Min and Bill, Bad Girl. I be-
lieve that Hollywood should rightfully be
allowed as much freedom, at least, as they
have had in the past while they make a
sincere effort to bring to you the sort of
decent entertainment you enjoy.

Get behind Hollywood! See that the
Voice of the Great Majority is raised be-
fore it is too late !

WHAT THE NATION'S BIG-
WIGS THINK OF THE CUR-
RENT WAR ON PICTURES

Read what prominent clergymen
and national personalities have
to say about this censorship fuss

in the October issue of

MODERN SCREEN

One Girl's True Hollywood Experiences

(Continued from page 33)
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putting you in stock." I felt dizzy.

"Say at about thirty-five or forty dol-

lars a week. We want to train you a

while in small parts, so you won't be
camera-shy."
There was a lot more but I can't re-

member it. A contract offer—or anyway, a
half-promise of one. All I recall now is

that I sailed out of that office like Little

Eva Going to Heaven. Maybe some day
I'll be a star. But I know right now that

never will any success give me the heart-
thrill of that first contract talk in Holly-
wood. I had to tell somebody and thought
of Sid Brown.

"Hi-di-ho, Sid. Guess what?"
He did. "Contract?" he asked. "Where?"
"Columbia !"

"That calls," he laughed, "for a celebra-

tion. Come on." He grabbed his hat,

yanked me through the door, yelled,

"I'm gone for the day," to his astounded
secretary, and rushed me into an
elevator.

WE went to the home of some of Sid's

friends. They served highballs. I

don't like whiskey, so I didn't drink. Sid
did. I didn't mind—not then. About mid-
night, we drove home. We walked up the

steps of my apartment and I said good
night.

But Sid never said a word. He just

smiled, brushed past me, and walked into

my house. Still I didn't sense any-
thing wrong. I must have been a

fool, but he'd been so square-shooting
up to then.

I sat down on the couch and wondered
what to say. He sat beside me, close. He
put his arm around me and tried to

kiss me. It surprised me—from Sid.

I tried to laugh him off, but it didn't

work.
"My dear," he said, his face ludicrously

sincere, "how do you ever expect to be-

come a great actress if you don't experience
everything ?"

"Everything?" I said in a tiny voice.

"What I mean is—well—you should have
an affair."

I didn't know whether to laugh or

scream. The flat-footedness of it was amaz-
ing. But I was terrified.

"I—I don't believe that's necessary, Sid

—I mean Mr. Brown. I have ideals,

ideals which I don't intend to break

—

Hollywood or no Hollywood!" I went dra-

matic. "If I find it necessary to sell my
(Continued on page 80)
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The day takes on a new glow—here's a letter! With snapshots of the one and

only girl. The wonderful, wonderful girl . . . How important it is that snapshots

can be taken, and sent speeding to their destinations, to make a young man's

heart tremble and pound ... So anything that improves snapshots is important,

too. They've become much better since Kodak Verichrome Film came along.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.

-- «ram.jwi.p»imi
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No more
blind dates

/

(Continued from page 78)

"TYTEVER AGAIN. From now on
-L^l I'm through with blind dates.

I don't say a girl must be pretty.
But she must be some other things.
Why on earth doesn't this girl know
she ought to do something about it?"

Who can blame a man for resenting the
odor of underarm perspiration upon a
girl? It's altogether inexcusable when it

can be avoided so easily with Mum, the
dainty, fragrant cream deodorant.

Just a little half minute when you dress
to smooth on a bit of Mum, and you can
forget your underarms for all day.

You need not hesitate to use Mum. It's

harmless to clothing. And it's soothing to
the skin—so soothing you can even use
it right after shaving the underarms.

Use Mum regularly every day. Then
you'll offend no one with this unpleasant-
ness which always robs a girl of popularity
and admiration. Bristol-Myers, Inc., 75
West St., New York.

TAKES THE ODOR OUT
OF PERSPIRATION
DEPEND UPON MUM TO DO THIS.
Use Mum as a deodorant on sanitary-
napkins and enjoy absolute security.
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soul to get into the movies, then I'll go
home instead."

He came toward me. I begged him to

let me alone. I tried to get away from
him, but he held he. I screamed

:

"Let me alone—I'm not going to both-
er with any man like you."

He looked frightened. I was loud. He
seemed to realize someone might hear my
screams. He couldn't afford that ; he had
a position in this town. He rose and
grinned sheepishly, and at the same time
arrogantly.

He picked up his hat. "Well, good
night." He slammed the door.

I sank to my knees and thanked God.
I never saw him again. That night,

before I went to bed, I wrote in my diary,

to try to calm myself for sleep

:

T WILL never again trust any man in

Hollywood—never."

Am I old-fashioned? I don't think so.

Am I too, too "dumb?" Am I wrong
when I believe a girl can crash pictures

and still be decent? Am I to believe that

all these girls I saw in pictures got there

only one way? No. I won't believe it.

There are too many fine girls there. I've

met many of them. But why does every
man think if he does anything at all for

a girl, she's got to pay him back?
Some day, I know, I'm going to love

a man enough to marry him. Am I wrong
in believing I should go to him clean—
I see here I wrote that in my diary that

night, too.

I lay awake a long time, that night. I

realized that being a young girl alone in

Hollywood wasn't all roses and sweetness.

I decided I needed someone to whom I

could turn for help, advice, when necessary.

I thought it all out. And the next day, I

went to an office building, picked at ran-

dom a lawyer's name from the directory,

and walked into the office of one Milton
Golden, attorney.

He was a rather young chap.

"I want a guardian," I said. "I'm here,

alone, trying to get into pictures. I realize

I'll need advice, on a professional basis."

He smiled. "You've had some exper-

iences?" he asked, with a keen look that

told me he knew what had happened. I

liked him right away.
"I have," I said. From then on, Mr.

Golden helped me often. He knows his

Hollywood. I'll mention him again, later.

"Monday—Today I went to Columbia,

for my test."

That's the way the entry in my diary

begins to tell of that first screen test of

mine. I was up at the crack of dawn
that day. The phone rang when I started

to dress. It was the studio. "Don't come
until noon," the girl said. "And bring a

formal dress of some kind."

Long before noontime I took a street

car. The dress was over my arm, and
people on the car looked at me oddly. My
nerves were getting all tangled up. Every

jolt of the car increased my jitters. By
the time I staggered into Columbia's cast-

ing office, I was shaking like a leaf.

"Tree?" a voice greeted me. "Go up

to the hairdressing parlor."

I'M Eva Beryl Tree. I'm to have a

hairdress." I said when I arrived.

"Get a make-up on first."

"I'm to have a make-up," I explained to

a make-up man.
"You can put your own mouth on, can't

you?" he asked. I tried. Nervous as I

was, it looked like the edge of a buzz-saw

when I had finished. The man made up

my face. I saw a stranger in the mirror

as I got out of the chair and searched

my way back to the hairdressing parlor.

Suddenly it seemed as though an elec-

tric current had been shot through the
room. Everybody began staring down
the hall. And into the door, John Barry-
more—the great Jack Barrymore—stepped.

I don't know whether he'd been sweating
or swimming but his hair was sopping wet.

The locks hung down over his eyes. He
was there to have it fixed up.

He slouched into the room. He slumped
into the chair next to mine. He never
looked to right or left. My elbow grazed
his. But he never saw me.
Under his breath, he muttered, "Ciga-

rette."

Instantly the word resounded. "Ciga-
rette," said the man behind him. "Cigarette,"
said the girl behind me. "Cigarette,"

said the man down the room. "Ciga-
rette," said another person nearby. "Ciga-
rette," said a voice in the hallway. Four
persons in my range of vision started to-

ward him with cigarette packs. Barrymore
reached into his pocket and drew out a

cigarette and put it to his lips.

Four matches burst into flame at once.

Barrymore drew a lighter from his pocket
and lit his cigarette. Then he closed his

eyes and they went to work on his hair

while he smoked.
"There. You're done," said my opera-

tor. I looked nice. I'd been so busy watch-
ing Barrymore from the corner of my
eye that I hadn't noticed, before. She'd
done it in a sort of halo, around my head.

THERE were five other girls taking the

test at the same time.

I waited through four tests. A bedroom
set. No lines to speak. No "business" to

do. Just : "Stand in front of the camera

—

smile prettily—now turn to the right

—

turn to the left—now turn around—and
smile prettily."

I stepped into a circle of blinding lights.

Beyond their haze, I saw a sea of blank
faces. There must have been thirty-five

men there. Twelve of them seemed to be
stooges for the director. Two cameramen.
All this to have me and five others turn
around in front of a camera.

I felt an arm around me. "There's noth-
ing to fear, my dear," said the director.

If he'd pointed a gun at me and said the

same words, I couldn't have been more
scared. I shivered, quivered, shook.

"Roll it," he said.

I looked startled, and then I heard the

cameras whirring softly. I realized with
a shock that at last I was being photo-
graphed before a movie camera.
"Now turn around, dear," he said. "And

don't hold your neck so stiff."

I floated around with a strained expres-
sion and bounced out of camera range.

"You're out of bounds," he yelled. (Pen-
alized five yards, I thought, ridiculously,

in my panic.)

"Now smile sweetly," he said. I man-
aged to squeeze a strained approximation
of one with lips tightly pursed.

"Show your teeth."

I did. A scream :

"No, no ! Smile !" I grimaced as I tried

and know I looked as if I'd bitten into a

hot potato. I couldn't smile, so I laughed.

T TURNED around again, tripped out of
* bounds on the hem of my skirt, and
gave it up for a bad job.

"Cut !"

My eyes were full of tears. I ran up
the stairs to the dressing-room and tore

off my frock. I dived into my street

clothes, rushed out, hurried home, flopped

on my couch, and cried.

And when I'd gotten it out of me, I

called Mr. Golden and tried to tell him
(Continued on page 82)
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Sun-faded Fabrics become
Gay and New Again withTintex

Use TINTEXfor

Underthin gs • Negligees
Dresses • Sweaters • Scarfs
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Summer wardrobes rejuvenated i
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NO need to buy new dresses and sports-

wear to replace the faded ones in your

wardrobe. Just buyTintex

—

and save many ,

many dollars!

Quickly. ..easily...you can restore the origi-

nal color, or give an entirely different color,

to every faded fabric. And what marvelous
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can equal the perfection of Tintex.
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IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING

Have the lure and charm of lovely

hair without the expense of a hair-

dresser. It is now possible to keep

your hair in a lovely wave at a very

nominal cost to you. Dr. Ellis' Special

"Quick—Dry" WAVESET keeps your

hair soft and lustrous, and it is so easily

applied that today it has become
the most popular WAVESET at your

cosmetic counter.

Prove to yourself that Dr. Ellis'

Special "Quick—Dry" WAVESET will

give your hair the alluring wave and

sheen so popular among stage and

screen stars.

Today, instead of getting an ex-

pensive hair dress, try this wonderful

discovery. You will be amazed how

easy it is to successfully dress your

own hair with Dr. Ellis' Special "Quick

—

Dry" WAVESET. Just use a comb or

your fingers and set the waves best

suited for your coiffure. In a few min-

utes your hair is dry and free from

flakes. Comb out and you have a

beautiful lustrous wave and a sheen

that will match the attractiveness of

your favorite stage or screen star.

DR. ELLIS' SPECIAL "QUICK—DRY"
WAVESET may be purchased in a
six -ounce comb dip bottle for 10c at

all good cosmetic shops, department
and 10c stores.

Dr. Ellis' Lemon-Oil Concentrate
SHAMPOO.

Dr. Ellis' Original Skin BALM.
Dr. Ellis' Special "Quick—Dry" Wave

Fluid CONCENTRATE.

Dr. Ellis' Special
"Quick—Dry" Wave-
set POWDER.

Written by Dr. Ellis enroute
lo Chicago, 8000 feet in the
air in his Stinson Plcne.
piloted by Captain J. B.

Franklin, President of the
Franklin Airways Advertis-
ing Corp., Pittsburgh, Penna.

(Continued from page 80)

what had happened. He seemed to under-

stand.

"Come up when you feel better," he said.

"I've an idea."

I made a date to see him the next day.

He was smiling when I stepped into his

office. I was feeling better by then. And
after all, I still had hopes on that Columbia

test. It couldn't possibly, I told myself, be

as bad as I was afraid it was. And may-

be, after they'd seen it, Columbia would

definitely make me that contract propo-

sition Perlberg had spoken about a few

days ago. All I could do now, on that,

was wait.

"Just a minute," said my lawyer-guar-

dian. He pulled the telephone over and

said, "Get me Friedman."
He talked rapidly to someone about "a

girl you ought to see." Slammed the re-

ceiver back, told me to come along as he

rose.

"Where?"
"To Fox."
We drove out to Westwood Hills. Fox

Studio is a huge place, covering a great

deal of ground and surrounded by a high

wall. It's Hollywood's biggest and pret-

tiest lot I think. They seemed to know
him there, and Mr. Golden and I were in

the office of Casting Director Friedman
very soon. Friedman wasted no time.

"Let me see your profile." I turned.

"M-m-m, nice. My, it's good to see a

girl with blonde hair, not platinum." He
pressed a button. To a girl, he said, "Ask
Mr. Pembroke and Mr. Hawley to come
in. I want them to see a girl who might
get a test."

THEY came. Pembroke tall, blonde,

blue-eyed and awfully likeable. Haw-
ley small, typically Irish, sandy-haired.

Friedman turned to Pembroke.
"Perc, I want to give this girl a test,"

he said. "Soon as possible. How about
it?" Pembroke nodded, turned to me.
"Come along, Miss Tree." We went up-

stairs, to his office. I learned later, that he

was Test Director there. "Any particular

role you'd like to do?" he asked. "I know
a scene from 'Lilies of the Field,' " I told

him. "Come back Monday and bring it."

That was all. But the spirits that had
gone to the bottom after the experiences
of the preceding day and night were soar-

ing sky-high again.

Oh, when I look back on those days

—

when I read those entries in my diary,

written in the excitement of high hopes

—

I wonder why more girls don't go simply
stark mad in this roller-coaster place. Up
to the heights one moment, down to the

bottom the next.

If I'd known then of the heartaches
that were to follow, there on the Fox lot,

for me, I wonder if I'd gone through with

what was to come. I wonder, if I'd had

foresight, whether or not I'd even have

taken the test. But ambition's strong. I

probably would have—just as I did. Went
up to the seventh heaven of anticipation,

only to find myself sent hurtling back to

the bottomest pit of disillusionment—and
all because of a little star who I always
thought was the sweetest, finest, greatest

little actress on the screen. Because of

her, I said—not at her hand, though. She
probably hasn't the slightest idea that be-

cause a No. 1 Man thought I looked and
acted a bit too much like her, I was to lose

out on what from every other viewpoint

was the certainty of a fine contract.

Mr. Golden drove me home from Fox.
I thought the day was already full of great

news as we sped along. When I got home,
I found I had still more of it

—

There were two notes from my land-

lady, who was sweet enough to answer my
phone while I was out.

"Paramount called. Call them back. Ask
for Miss Laughton," one read.

"Warner Brothers called. Call them
back. Ask for Mr. Mayberry."

I hurried to her rooms.
"What does this mean?" I laughed. "Are

you pulling a gag on me?"
"No," she said seriously, "They both

want you to come over for tests."

I called them back. It was the truth. 1

made dates at both studios for the morrow.
That night, I wrote this in my diary

—

"I know I'm going to land now. Four
studios, fighting for me!" I'm reading those
words now and I remember that night, I

remember myself lying in bed, wide awake,
dreaming of being a star, of making my
mother happy with the cottage she'd al-

ways wanted, of having all the clothes I

wanted and an automobile of my own and
trips galore, of sending my little brother
to Stanford where he always said he wanted
to go when he finished school.

I remember now how I thank God for
being so good to me, when I said my pray-
ers that night. I even slipped my Bible
under my pillow. I thought He'd like it.

Life in Hollywood as a movie-crasher
goes merrily on its roller-coaster way with
Eva Beryl Tree, in her next installment.
As she confided to her diary, several stu-

dios seemed to be battling for her—but
she learns how cruelly Hollywood can
tumble one from hope's heights to de-
spair's depths. She learns how a new-
comer is at the mercy of the make-up man,
the hairdresser, the camera crew, the di-

rector. Some men, she decides, are dears,

and others are devils. Through it all, she
continues to work her way in, in, ever
in deeper into Hollywood's mysteries and
maneuverings.

Is Von Sternberg Ruining Marlene?

(Continued from page 29)

Von Sternberg chooses all Dietrich's

stories and, being essentially a cameraman,
he is looking for scenic effects rather than

great acting scenes.

He okays all her publicity and even—or

so the story goes—once ordered an inter-

view "killed," an interview that Dietrich

had liked, because it did not make her

glamorous enough. Naturally, Dietrich al-

lowed him to kill the story.

When "Twentieth Century" was being

filmed, Dietrich visited the set one day.

As she walked on she discovered John
Barrymore doing an imitation of Von

Sternberg which had everybody in stitches.

At first Dietrich seemed shocked. She
glanced around quickly to see if Von
Sternberg were nearby. When she dis-

covered he was not—she laughed.
All of these incidents will show you

how completely dominated Dietrich is by
Von Sternberg at the studio. There are
some stories too sinister even to be ru-
mored, but those close to Dietrich—and
there are very few—feel sure that Von
Sternberg would be delighted if Marlene's
daughter, Maria, were shipped back to

(Continued on page 84)
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Have Dainty Legs

Avoid All Re-growths

MAKE UGLY LEG & ARM HAIR

INVISIBLE with

MARCHAND'S nSwih

(Iaikhands

New Black & Gold
Package 1934

DARK hair on arms and legs used
to drive me to tears," writes

a woman. "I shaved it off. I tried

rubbing it off with a sand paper
gadget. But back it grew every
time, coarser and blacker than ever.

On a friend's advice, I used
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. (It

actually made the hair invisible.)

Everything you say about it is true.

I have no more worries about re-

growths or skin irritations. I'm not

afraid to show off my arms and
legs now!"

Just another case of a girl who
tried to stop natural hair growth,
but only stimulated it instead.
Nature won't let you destroy hair

growth. But nature will let you
take the blackness, the real ugliness

out of excess hair. Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash makes it like the

light, unnoticeable down on the

blonde.

Easy, safe to do at home. Excess
hair stays invisible indefinitely.

Takes only 20-30 minutes. Inex-
pensive. Refuse substitutes if you
want the results. Get genuine
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.

Marchand's Hair Experts Develop

Marvelous New Castile Shampoo
to Cleanse All Shades of Hair

Now a shampoo that brings out
the hidden beauty of the hair

—

Natural lustre and color—soft,

caressable texture. The new
Marchand's Castile Shampoo cleanses

perfectly and rinses completely

—

that's why it leaves hair so lustrous.

For everyone—brunettes, blondes,

titians. Does not lighten or change
the color of hair. Ask your drug-
gist for Marchand's Castile Shampoo.
This New product is entirely differ-

ent from Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash, which is used to lighten hair.

MARCHAND'S
GOLDEN HAIR WASH

Ask Your Druggist Or Get By Mail—Use Coupon Below

j
C. Marchand Co., 251 W. 19th St., N. Y. C

Name
Address City -

| 45c enclosed (send coins or stamps),

j Please send me a regular bottle of Mar*
I chand's Golden Hair Wash. M.M. 934. . State

.
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(Continued from page 82)

I thought

I was different

I know better now!
'^T^HIS is a hurly burly world— rushing
X around— gulping down food— stay-

ing up late—no time for exercise.

"So it isn't strange that, like a lot of

us, I had to take a laxative now and then.

"And when that happened I used to go

to the medicine cabinet and get the bot-

tle of 'strong stuff' I had been using for

years.

A Midnight Dilemma
"This time the bottle was empty— and
next to it was a little blue box with the

word 'Ex-Lax' on it. I knew Ex-Lax. It

was that little chocolate tablet my chil-

dren always take, which I thought is

good for children only.

"But it was after midnight and the

stores closed, so I said to myself 'I'll try

this Ex-Lax tonight—maybe it'll work
on me, too.'

J Make a Discovery!

"Next morning I learned that Ex-Lax
was just as effective for me as the strong,

nasty stuff I had been using for years —
that a laxative didn't have to be
unpleasant and violent to be effective.

"So I say to you: If you think you are

different, try Ex-Lax tonight! A box of

six tablets is only a dime, and I'm sure

you'll be as pleased with it as I cm."

WATCH OUT FOR IMITATIONS!
Ex-Lax has stood the test of time. It

has been America's favorite laxative

for 28 years. Look for the genuine
Ex-Lax — spelled E-X-L-A-X.
10c and 25c. At all druggists.

KeeP regular ^

Germany. One rumor about how he tried

to accomplish this is going the rounds of

Hollywood, but I should not care to repeat

it here.

Now, Marlene does, on the set, exactly

as Von Sternberg orders. Never, at her

home, does she rehearse her part or try

to create it to her own liking. She studies

her lines and rehearses before Von Stern-

berg because he does not want her to come
to the studio with any preconceived no-
tions about how the role should be played.

It has also been talked around that Von
Sternberg used a very unusual trick in one
of the last pictures to enforce his domina-
tion over not only Dietrich, but also over
the other actors and actresses on the set.

They say he ordered that the individual

scripts of dialogue be printed without
punctuation for all the actors—for the fol-

lowing reason : He did not want any of

the actors or actresses in this picture to

so familiarize themselves with the dialogue
that he would not be able to tell them how
to speak it.

DERHAPS you think Marlene is one of

4 those easily moulded women. Not at

all. Away from her director she has
opinions of her own. She has strong likes

and dislikes. ...

Not so long ago she, who so often fights

shy of interviewers, broke down and talked
at length to a Modern Screen reporter.

Usually so silent, Marlene spoke with
utmost frankness. And these are some of
the things she said

:

"This is life. Right now. Today. This
hour. This minute. You cannot always be
waiting to do and to be what you honestly
want to do and be. What you don't take,

you miss.

"In Hollywood, I cannot do as some do
—work, work, work—and save my money
for the manner of life I want later on. I

must have a nice house, a sunny garden
for Maria, my servants from Germany
with me.
"That is why I think about making pic-

tures in France. In France I can live

pleasantly for less money. In France
actresses are not taxed so heavily. There
I would not have to pay sixty per cent of
my income to the government. _So even if

I did not make as much I would have
more."

Speaking of her husband, Rudolph Seiber,

she said, "When two people love each
other, no outside thing should interfere.

They should know how it is between them.
I haven't a strong sense of possession
toward a man. Maybe that's because I am
not particularly feminine in my reactions.

I have never been. I have never wanted
feminine attractions. Even when I was
younger I did not want to attract boys. In
fact, I very much wanted not to attract

them. I had no beaux, no crushes, until I

met my husband."
Now all this constitutes the attitude of

an intense individualist, a woman not cut
from any pattern. In her private life she
has strong opinions of her own and, when
she is in the mood to talk, she is not
afraid to express them.
Why, then, I ask you, is she under the

complete dominance of Josef Von Stern-
berg when she comes on the set ? She
considers him a great man, a genius, a god.
Opposing Von Sternberg on any issue,

Paramount has discovered that it opposes
Marlene, too. If Marlene cannot make the

picture Von Sternberg has chosen for her
and make it as he feels it should be made,
she prefers, infinitely, to make no picture

at all. Even though this forces her into

open, nerve-wracking, exhausting rebellion

—even though this means money out of

her pocket.

Yes, sir—Josef Von Sternberg has the

Indian sign on Marlene Dietrich. It rs

curious to see what he is doing with that

power.

T WANT you to see "The Scarlet Em-
1 press." I honestly want you to watch
the beautiful, fascinating Marlene Dietrich
ploughing her way through that cumber-
some, massive film. And then, if you're as
great a Dietrich fan as I am, if you have
a belief in her very real acting ability

—

maybe you'll sit down and write her,

begging her to try another man at the
megaphone.

I think that Von Sternberg has failed

in his duty toward Marlene's public, in the
duty he imposed upon himself when he
discovered her in Germany. I want to

know what you think about it.

It has taken a long time but from picture
to picture Von Sternberg has been slowly
and surely devitalizing Dietrich. Now
comes the grand climax of that process in

"The Scarlet Empress." The film is a
dreadful hodge-podge of sets. Full of gar-
goyles, confused episodes and action so

vague and fleeting (as if Von Sternberg
were afraid of action) that you hardly
know what is happening. Through this

maze walks the beautiful, exciting Dietrich
—a woman who could be such a splendid
actress if properly guided, but who is slow-
ly being ruined because she believes every
word that Von Sternberg tells her about
pictures, because she leaves her strong per-
sonal opinions at home and because she
is an individual only when away from her
master. She is putty—beautiful putty, it

is true—when she is in his hands on the

set.

I'm sure that it would delight Paramount
if Dietrich would walk in and say, "In
my next picture I shall have another direc-
tor." The studio knows, surely, that if

left alone Von Sternberg will ruin their

valuable property—Dietrich. Can't some-
thing be done to save her?
Von Sternberg is a fine director. He

has proven that, but it is not good for one
man to direct one star forever.

Let Von Sternberg take other actresses

who would profit by the low key in which
he has emotional scenes played, who could
learn something of fine restraint from him.
But Dietrich needs to step out and be-

come the real, the vibrant, the great actress

she can be if she will shake loose the

Von Sternberg dominance.

AND remember this. I'm speaking of

Von Sternberg's dominance in a pure-
ly professional way. It is only when Mar-
lene comes on the set that she accedes to

his every whim.
I cite as an example the time when her

beloved little daughter, Maria, was threat-

ened by kidnappers. Marlene has refused

to mention this for a long time but she
did break her silence recently.

"Never," she said, "will I forget the

night I came home from the studios and
my maid handed me that first special de-

livery letter. It was filled with horrible

words, spelled with letters cut from news-
papers. It warned me that if I did not
give the writer $10,000 as a first payment
against his demands that Maria would be

kidnapped.
"The house we lived in at that time was

set far back from the street at the inter-

section of a boulevard. I was instructed

to leave the money in five and ten dollar

bills, in a package on the floor of a car

parked ten inches from the curb.

"Their diabolical cunning only added
to my fears.

"They could secure money left in this

way easily, under cover of the traffic, when
their car was held up with all the others

at this particular crossroad.

NON HABIT- FORMING

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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let's speak plainly . . . When napkins

harden they hurt!

"We put the money in the car. And all

day and all night we sat in the house,

our eyes glued on Maria. I notified the

police in spite of their warnings not to.

We hired guards. It was like nothing-

real.

"The next day the second of what was
to be a chain of letters arrived. They
had seen the car and the package of

money. They also had known the police

were watching. They demanded $20,000.

"It kept up for months. We lived in con-

stant terror. We put bars at our windows
until we were living in a prison. Guards
were with us constantly and yet there was
that never ceasing fear that maybe there

would be one moment when the vigilance

would not be great enough.

"The only good thing about it is that

my husband was with me. Always when
I am in difficulties it is the same—not that

he comes because of the difficulties. Al-

ways he comes for a happy visit. And
then he is with me when I need him.

You see? It is Rudolph Seiber, her hus-

band, who is with her in times of personal

stress. It is to him she turns for aid in

her private life.

She gives her screen life to Josef Von
Sternberg. And that is bad, bad for her

career.

For I think that all loyal Dietrich fans

deserve the privilege of seeing her act

under another's direction. After you've

seen "The Scarlet Empress" you'll know
what I mean. Let's try to convince Die-

trich that she needs someone else on the

set. Write to her. Tell her so. I truly

believe that Paramount Studios—whether
they will admit it or not—would thank us.

And you—Marlene—you're greater than

Von Sternberg. He has done all he can
for you. He brought you to America. He
discovered you. You want to be loyal to

him, I know, but you really should show
some loyalty to the fans who believe in

you.
Listen, Marlene—just between you and

me—-why don't you just try another direc-

tor!

Suppose You Were

Gary's Wife?

(Continued from page 30)

Hollywood or Gary.

THE other day, a famous star said to

me, "I feel so sorry for Mrs. Cooper.
She has never had anything !"

I gasped. Here was a girl whose mother
probably took in washing to feed her babies
saying that another girl—who attended
on-the-Hudson schools and has never been
without a personal attendant to pamper
each desire—never had anything. And
then the great psychological chasm be-
tween these two opened before me. The
star is making $100,000 a year. She has
had every experience life can offer before
she is twenty-five and they are all experi-
ences of her own creating. Her money,
her fun, her heartaches, her knowledge
have come from her own actions. So to
her, the protected socialite from New York
City never had anything.

Veronica Balfe loves Gary Cooper. She
would not do anything to hurt him, in-

tentionally. How can a girl from Miss
Bennett's School know that the removal of
' ugly" animal heads might hurt a man.
Now Mrs. Cooper has rented Grace

Moore's beautiful, "correct" home on the
fashionable outskirts of Los Angeles at
$1250 a month. She has bought gorgeous

TNFERIOR napkins can harden until

they cut like knives. An unforseen de-

lay in changing them— and hardened

edges chafe until every step is torment.

Modess starts soft and stays soft! And
for reasons that you can actually see and

feel.

Make this ten-second test for weeks

ofgreater comfort

Check over the special materials used in

making Modess.

Run your finger tips over the soft, sur-

gical gauze. And feel that downy layer

just beneath the gauze? That's Zobec—
exclusive with Modess. Press the pad be-

tween the palms of your hands. Thistle-

down softness! The Modess filler is cellu-

lose at last made perfect for this purpose.

Pure cellulose— 100% disposable. And
because it is so fluffy, the Modess filler

can't harden and chafe.

Then notice how Modess is put together

.

The fluffy filler is wrapped around with

a covering as soft as the finest facial

tissues. And notice particularly— all edges

are rounded. No sharp edges to invite

painful hardening.

A quality napkin. But listen . . .

Modess is not expensive!

This quality napkin sells at an amazingly

low price.

Ask your druggist or department store

for Modess. Discover the extra assurance

this finer sanitary napkin can bring you!

For a limited time only—two regular
boxes of Modess (12 napkins I

in each box) with special ^}£~WY
Gift "Travel Package" of 4
Modess napkins . . . All for %J
At your druggist's, or your favorite department store

MODESS
STAYS SOFT IN USE!

THE NEW MODESS BOX JS IN BLUE AND GRAY
WITH A CONVENIENT SIDE OPENING

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Use Travel Package first. If Modess is not
the finest sanitary napkin you have ever tried,

you may return, unopened, the full size pack-
ages to the Modess Corporation for refund.
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FEET FIRST

GRIFFIN ALLWITE
for all white shoes

For that "new shoe" finish, be sure

you use GRIFFIN ALLWITE. Not a

chalky coating that soon wears away.
This different cleaner actually re-

moves spots, cleans as it whitens, and
will not rub off on clothing or
upholstery.

Use GRIFFIN ALLWITE on all

white shoes, fabric or leather. Buy it

for as little as 10tf ... in the conve-
nient ready-mixed bottle or the eco-

nomical tube.

linens—about $7000 worth—to make her

tables true to the customs to which she

was wed before she wed Gary.
But Gary loved his home on the ranch

eighteen miles from Hollywood. Tucked
away at the foot of a hill, its rambling in-

difference reminded him of the great

sweeps of space in Montana where he rode
horses and dreamed about a girl like

Veronica Balfe who would become his

wife. I don't suppose he once thought
about becoming her husband. Men don't.

And Gary is still that boy, you see. And
always will be. His surface has changed
but his interior was molded even before

he went to England to school. While still

a school boy, he didn't like England. He
yearned to return to the simplicity and the

broad western A's of Montana.

BEFORE he moved onto this ranch, he
rented a home on Chevy Chase Drive

in fashionable Beverly Hills. Although it

was in a fashionable district, he chose the

place because the living-room was large

enough to hold his hunting trophies. As
you entered it, two lions stood at the
sides of the doors. The heads were on
pedestals ; the skins dropped over the
pedestals to the floor. The effect was
startling and made us city-bred folk jump
a little. Other animals and mounted wild
things stood and hung everywhere.
And I remember Lupe's home when

Gary was a constant visitor there. Heads
everywhere. Some of her lovely paintings
relegated to closets to make room for

what Gary liked. I remember the time
he decided to paint scenes upon the fire-

place in the corner of the little library.

Outdoor Mexican shots. Gary started out
to become a painter, you know. Studied
art in an Iowa college. Friends told Lupe
the proportions were not right in his

painting. "Leave it alone. It's the way
Gary sees it," she answered.
And the very first thing I heard about

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper, when they had
returned to Hollywood, was : "He is so
wonderful to her. He tries so hard. He
has little mannerisms like crooking his
finger—actorish. He tries to. correct them
for her because you know it isn't done."

But Gary is an actor.

However, against all this seeming
divergence between Park Avenue and Mon-
tana is love—all in capital letters, so I

wanted him to talk about his marriage.

HE shook his head. "It is too soon to
talk about the psychology of marriage

yet. We don't know how it's going to
work. It sounds silly to say we can sit

alone in the evening and not say a word
and just be happy. It must be a little

lonely for her out there. It's a long dis-

tance for her to do her shopping." This
was several months ago—before the Coop-
ers moved. "Marriage should make me
play my roles better. So far, it is mental
ease. Mental ease and more time to my-
self.

_
I know that sounds contradictory,

but it's true. When a man isn't married,
he's wondering what he's going to do for
dinner, whom he's going to eat it with,
where he's going to end up at two or three
in the morning, whether he'll be in trouble
or what. When he marries, he knows ex-
actly. He doesn't waste time worrying
about things. His mind is free to think of
his work. That's all I know so far. How
can I. talk about the future? Why, we've
just been married!"
Lupe Velez does not like to have her

name mentioned with Gary's. None of
them like it : Lupe, Gary, Johnny or Mrs.
Cooper. The fact they are intelligent and
civilized enough to go to "The Little Club"
in the same group, to meet socially and act
civilly, even be friendly, should be enough—according to all of them. But these

people are of Hollywood and we would
miss one of our most interesting psychologi-
cal studies of a town that belongs to us,

rather than to Lupe and Gary, if we gave
in to their personal wishes.
Lupe tried to re-create Johnny. She

too, started upon married life, as so many
of us do, wanting to know where he was
every moment. She liked to sleep until

noon and couldn't understand why he
didn't. She couldn't see any sense in

spending vacation days in knocking a
little white ball around green pastures.

'
I ''HEN they separated. And she found
- herself so lonely, so homesick, in her
own home, that she sat down and figured

it all out.

"It is up to me. I either make a suc-

cess of it or I don't. If I should fall in

love with someone else some day, that

would be different. But now I love

Johnny. If I want to keep this marriage,
I must work to keep it. It is up to the
woman. I've got to take it or lose him."
She was not talking for publication, but

her lesson is so great, so true-to-life and
intelligent, that I do not think she will ob-
ject to my using it and her as an example.

I even wish Mrs. Cooper had been in

Lupe's home the other day when Adrienne
Ames telephoned to ask Lupe and Johnny
to have dinner at the Brown Derby. "I

will call you back," she answered and
turned to her secretary. "Telephone Mr.
Weissmuller at the Lakeside Country Club
and ask him whether he would prefer a
quiet dinner at home after golf or to dress
and go to the Brown Derby. Then let

Mrs. Cabot know."
And if Lupe had married Gary, she

would have learned the same lesson as
quickly, because she has been forced to

learn all lessons quickly. If he had
wanted to plant tomato plants with his own
hands, he would have planted them.

All women must learn the same lesson,

for that matter. Man nature must be al-

lowed to roam in its secret passages built

by masculine independence.
And before I close this little story which

is such a common one, after all, I want to

tell Mrs. Cooper of an experience I had
with her husband five years ago.
Gary was the most popular hero in pic-

tures. Girls all over the world were fall-

ing in love with him. One day, a stranger
called on me, a mature woman who poured
out a story about her daughter. The
daughter was the wife of a prominent man
in a big, mid-western city, the mother of
two children, a graduate of a fashionable
finishing school and a member of the
Junior League. She had fallen in love
with Gary. Her mother had brought her
to Hollywood to break the attachment.
She asked me to introduce them.
That evening Gary sat beside the girl at

dinner. I shall never forget his conversa-
tion, "I am not a woman's man. I like to

go out on the desert for days at a time and
say nothing. A woman cannot keep still.

There are days when I don't want to talk
to anybody. I like horses—they don't talk.

Afterwards he told me, "She didn't know
what I was really talking about. She was
one of those sheltered, society girls. She
had no way of knowing."
And some day—not now—you will thank

me, I hope, for this little hint, Mrs. Gary
Cooper, for your love is fine and clean and
a beautiful example for the city you have
adopted. And when it becomes as big as it

is lovely, it will understand that man can
love woman deeply, but never as deeply as

he loves himself. And that if a man
chances to prefer red and white checked
occasionally to monogrammed linen, he
will return to them and no woman can
stop him. All she can do is to love enough
so she can learn to enjoy them with him.
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Romance a la Del Rio

(Continued from page 57)

at the studio, does Cedric slump into a

chair and expect to be pampered and felt

sorry for? No. He arrives eager to do
something for Dolores, like designing a

new piece of jewelry, or planning a new
color scheme for a new room.
But don't for a moment believe that

Dolores' little plan for an unmarried
kind of marriage intends that all the ges-

tures of devotion should come from Ced-
ric. Actually, she spends every moment
away from her work trying to think of

things to do to please him.

She insists on attending to his diet per-

sonally—and even after a volcanic day

at the studio, rushes to the kitchen to cook
one of his favorite Spanish dishes—the

kind his mother didn't used to make.
And don't for a moment believe that

Cedric's role is only that of the ardent

wooer ! In some ways his ideas about
marriage are so old-fashioned that they're

the last word in unconventionality. For
Cedric Gibbons is as much master in his

own home as any Irish country squire of

the Victorian era. In his quiet, unassum-
ing way, he controls every situation—and,

especially, he controls Dolores. She
adores his subtle domination, and is

grateful for the dependence she feels.

And believe it or not, this is what gives a

woman a sense of emotional security

!

The story of her marriage to Jaimie del

Rio, son of that ancient family of aristo-

crats that numbered among its relatives

even King Alfonso of Spain, was a real

tragedy.

AND it is only now that she can say,

"The greatest mistake I ever made
was when I married Jaimie. Yet how
could I know ? I was sixteen. I had heard
stories before I met him of his attrac-

tiveness. When we met and he seemed
attracted to me, I was caught by the ado-
lescent satisfaction of being envied by
other women. I knew nothing of life,

nothing of what I wanted. I had been
reared for marriage, as girls still are in

Mexico. Reared to be a sedate, self-

effacing, efficient wife. I didn't know
then that that wasn't what I wanted."
And then Edwin Carewe of Hollywood

arrived in Mexico City on his honeymoon,
met Dolores and immediately offered her
a part in a picture. At first she and
Jaimie laughed, and then he was persuaded
into bringing her to the fabulous city of
filmdom.

"All of my most frightful troubles came
while I was at the height of my career,"
Dolores has told me. "Jaimie was thrilled

at first by my success. We both thought
that he would achieve success, too, in pic-

tures. But gradually he came to hate me
because I had succeeded and he had not.

It was terrible for both of us."

Finally came the divorce from Jaimie
and his tragic death in Berlin. There
also came gossip. Dolores had, by spurn-
'ng him, caused Jaimie's death "they"
aid. It was she who caused the separation
of Carewe and his wife, "they" said. And
it is quite true that Dolores was a woman
now and a woman filled with bitterness,
too.

Everything happened to me !" she said
solemnly. "Things crashed around me.
Tragic, terrifying things. I lived in a
hotbed of intrigue, of politics, of lies and
malice, of cross currents of human pur-
poses. I was hurt so often, I was afraid
to express myself."
Her contract with Carewe came to an

end. Dolores was sued, amid distressing
publicity. She was wooed by many men

..Herb**"* eckttaf«' ,

»».

Dr. Eckhart heads a great internal

clinic in Vienna's chief free hospital;

medical author; leading member, Vienna
Society of Internal Specialists.

"Harsh Laxatives had
weakened^/*-dangerously"

states DR. ECKHART, noted Vienna clinic head

Do you have any of the symptoms
illustrated above? Then read this

"case history" . . . it can help you!

M. J., a young woman of 26," re-

ports Dr. Eckhart, "told me
she had been subject for years to
headaches, indigestion, biliousness.

"She avoided social activity. Was
under her normal weight. Had little

strength. Cathartics had weakened
her

—

dangerously.

"Her stomach juices were flowing
too slowly (cause of coated tongue and
indigestion) . . . there was no healthy
muscular reaction in

her intestines

(cause of
stipation)

and her system was filled with poisons

(the chief cause of headaches).

"I instructed her to eat yeast. A
month of it gave remarkable results.

She seemed completely healthy."

Thus her three chief troubles were
corrected by one treatment! Yeast
attacks the 3 different causes of

trouble described by Dr. Eckhart!

Won't you eat Fleischmann's Yeast
every day—for at least 30 days? You can
get it at grocers, restaurants, soda foun-
tains. Directions are on the label. Rich
in vitamins B, D and G. Get some today

!

con-

Copyrisht, 1934.
Standard Brands
Incorporated

# In your stomach,
Fleischmann's Yeast
makes the juices flow

more freely . . .Then it

strengthens the mus-
cles ofyour intestines
. . . Also softens the
waste, so it can be
excreted more easily.
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COLORINSE
• Has your hair that "vital look"

which every one associates
with "youth" and "health"? It's so
necessary to look young these
days. And there's a way to keep
your hair so every one notices its natural
beauty. It only needs an occasional
rinse with ColoRinse to recapture "The
Sheen of Youth"— the glory of natural
coloring and youthful vigor. ^_

Millions of women, ever fastidious in

their hair grooming, use ColoRinse after

every shampoo. It has their complete
confidence because it i<s a harmless vege-
table compound— not a dye or a bleach
—made by Nestle, the originators of the
permanent wave, in 10 authentic shades.

For it's more than marvelous how Colo-
Rinse eradicates streaks, imparts brilliant

highlights and pliant softness to the
hair— giving it the sparkle and sheen of
irrepressible youth and glamorous health.

THE NESTLE - LEMUR COMPANY
NEW YORK

at all 10c Stores and Beauty Shops
. . . Nestle Colo-Rinse, SuperSet,
Golden Shampoo ond Henna Shampoo

and one of them turned out to be a cad
and talked about her disgracefully to any
who would listen, told of amazing inti-

macies simply because he had been spurned
by the beautiful Dolores.
She was ill—frightfully ill. And then

she married Cedric Gibbons abruptly and
much to Hollywood's astonishment.

PERHAPS hypnotized by his romantic
madness, and longing for some emo-

tional refuge, Dolores accepted him about
four hours after she'd met him.

No one expected this to last. How
could it after having begun in this in-

sane fashion—and in Hollywood?
But, wiser by far than most Hollywood

husbands, Cedric Gibbons knows that

many of the difficulties that arise in mod-
ern marriages result from so simple a
thing as the husband allowing the wife to

contribute as much, if not more, to the up-
keep of their establishment. This imme-
diately gives the wife a sense of super-

iority.

Therefore, appallingly old-fashioned as

it may seem, Cedric regards the consid-

erable salary that Dolores earns from her
motion picture work as exalted pin

money ! She can do what she wants with
it—but she can't contribute to the support
of the household. That's his business as

husband and provider.

So Dolores pays the salary of her pri-

vate secretary and buys her clothes out

of her own pocketbook. And the rest of

what she makes goes either toward doing
lovely things for her parents, or toward
investments for the future. Quaint idea,

isn't it?

For instance, recently Dolores studied

interior decorating—again, to please Cedric
(each of them is always inspiring the

other to further activities, and they're both
intensely interested in one another's

careers). To prove to him that she'd

learned a great deal, she personally de-

signed and had a home built for her
mother, who spends six months of the year

in Hollywood with Dolores. She deco-

rated that house down to the bathroom
curtains without the advice of any ex-

pert.

Again, for the excitement of it, and
because she likes to exercise her business

ability—and, most of all, to make Cedric

more proud of her—Dolores invests her

money in stocks which she personally
selects, usually without benefit of broker.
Her shrewdness in these matters is un-
canny. While other people lost their shirts

—or whatever it is they wear next to

their skins—Dolores recently invested in

a certain stock—and doubled her money.

ANOTHER thing that makes this a very
un-Hollywood kind of marriage, is

their enviable similarity of tastes.

Neither Dolores nor Cedric cares much for

the gay social whirl, so they seldom go out.

Instead, they occasionally entertain at

home with very small select dinners, at

which, if you're fortunate enough to be

invited, you'll often meet John Gilbert who
is their most intimate friend, or Ramon
Novarro.

Actually, Dolores and Cedric lead a very
quiet, conservative life. Except when it

comes to tennis—and Michael. Then they

spread themselves. Both being fanatic de-

votees of the former sport, they often give

large Sunday afternoon tennis parties. As
for Michael—no, you're wrong, he's a Bos-
ton bull—next to Cedric, he's the benevo-
lent tyrant in the Gibbons household.

She doesn't like bridge, drinking or

smoking. And most decidedly she doesn't

like to play native parts in pictures any
more. In fact, she flatly refuses to do so,

probably on the advice of her counsellor-in-

chief in all matters of state, that certain

quiet but determined Gibbons. She's heart-

ily tired of being known as the girl with
"the most perfect figure in pictures."

She wants to play sophisticated roles

from now on and wear clothes—beautiful

ones, and lots of them. No more tiger

skins or grass skirts for Dolores.
And the fact that "Flying Down to Rio,"

in which she played a far smaller role

than in her previous success, "Bird of

Paradise," brought her a terrific increase

in fan mail and a fat contract from Warner
Brothers, proves that movie audiences and
movie producers have the same idea about
her that Cedric has.

If a writer is allowed to conjecture, per-

haps the Gibbons-Del Rio marriage is suc-

ceeding in the face of all the known Hol-
lywood pitfalls because Cedric and Dolores
refuse to take it all for granted. They're
ivorking to make it last. They've adopted
the intelligent attitude that marriage is the
beginning, not the end, of the relationship.

Do Hardships Help a Fellow? Yes!

(Continued fr

lucky," he says firmly. "I've been lucky

because when I've had an opportunity I've

always been prepared for it. I was able

to take advantage of opportunities and

that's a long jump up any ladder."

TOM was born in a one-room shack in

Perry, New York, and the family was
desperately poor. He lost his mother when
he was five and his father a year later.

The two orphans, Tom and his elder

brother, were taken by two aunts to be

raised, the brother going to live with Tom's
favorite aunt. Life was a struggle for the

child and when he was ten he ran away
from home with his heart set on New York.

Half-way there he was caught and re-

turned home. This minor expedition did

one thing for Tom. It convinced his aunt

that he wanted to be independent, that he

wanted to work his own way, and shortly

after, he was allowed to go to work for

a neighboring farmer. He saved every

cent he could out of his meager wages and
a year later ran away again with more
success. That is, he reached New York,
and then began his varied career as news-
boy, bellhop, errand boy, and bootblack.

om page 70)

Suffering exposure during the bitter

winters, eating when he could get anything
to eat, sleeping where he could, began to

tell on this frail, eager boy. He was ad-
vised by a doctor to seek a warmer climate

where he could be outdoors if he wished to

grow strong and well. Tom didn't hesi-

tate. He struck out for the west by the

hitch-hiking method. The Dakotas, Okla-
homa, Wyoming and Nevada were the

fields of his experiences for a few years.

He learned to farm, to ride and at one
time drove a stage coach. But with re-

gained health he headed back toward New
York to—he knew not what. He was ever

seeking something.

IN knocking about, working at whatever
I offered, he was introduced to the stage

door of the theatre. He grew to like the

smell of grease paint and what he could

see of backstage life and the conviction

grew upon him that acting would be his

career. He learned how and to whom to

apply for a job on the stage ; he learned

that he must lie and say he was an experi-

enced actor. He became very glib in tell-

ing stage managers about his former
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triumphs, so glib that he could always get

a small part in a show.
"But the minute rehearsals started they

knew I had had no experience and always
I was fired. And always, after I had been
fired from rehearsal I went to see the

show when it opened to see how my suc-
cessor played my role. I made up my
mind that I would never be fired twice for

the same mistake."

Time after time he was hired and fired,

but each experience made him more eager,

more determined to be an actor. "I was
never allowed to stay in a rehearsal more
than half a day," he confessed, "but after

a while those half days amounted to quite

a bit of experience. Actually I learned a

lot, mostly by watching the others, how-
ever, and finally I was given a bit in

'Madame X,' and managed to keep my job.

I played through the run of the piece.

Fredric March was the leading man in the

company."
One part led to another and it was

smoother sailing from then on. He posed
for advertisements between roles and he

tells gleefully of one time when his finances

were at a low ebb. He had just landed a

job in the road company of "White Cargo"
and faced three weeks' rehearsal without

pay and only $7 in his pocket. Adept as

he was at living on nothing, it was a

problem how to eat for three weeks on $7
and not lose too much weight. He had
an opportunity to pose for an advertise-

ment, but he couldn't get time off from re-

hearsals to do it. He daubed some salve

on a white rag, which he, tied around his

neck and reported at the theatre for re-

hearsal with a "very sore throat." Unable
to speak a word, apparently, he was sent

home to recover. He dashed to the

photographers, posed for the pictures, col-

lected his $10 fee and reported for re-

hearsal the next day entirely recovered.

I COULD tell you dozens of incidents

like that," he told me, "and worse ex-
periences, too, but I'm glad I had them.
It taught me to hustle. If I ever have a

son he's going to hustle. I'm not going to

make things too easy for him. I'm not
going to send my son to college just to

have a good time and after he graduates
have him come back to me asking, 'Well,
what now?' If you want to get anywhere
'•n any field you have to work."

It was while Tom was appearing in New
York in "Abie's Irish Rose" that C. B.
DeMille saw him and brought him to Cali-

fornia to play the leading male role in

"The Godless Girl." Then he appeared in

other pictures, among them "Tol'able
David."
Up to this time he had always used his

real name, George Duryea. "I'm half

French and half Irish," he explained, "but
no one could ever pronounce Duryea and
besides it didn't match my Irish pan, so

I changed my name to Tom Keene."
Then followed a year's contract with

RKO starring in westerns, and here his

years in the west served him. He was a
real cowboy as well as an actor. But sud-
denly he realized that he was typed as a
"western" and not as an actor, which didn't

fit in with his plans and, wishing to get
back into acting roles, he bought his con-
tract and tried to get another job. He
didn't have security behind him, he had
no wealthy father to back him until he
could get work. Instead, he had a wife
to support, he had responsibilities.

"Do you know," he said bitterly, "I
couldn't get even a tiny bit to play in an in-

dependent picture at any salary, but I had
offers of $5,000 a week to work in west-
erns. Producers, wouldn't have me in any-
thing else. Then I met King Vidor and
had a long talk with him. He told me the
story of 'Our Daily Bread' and said he

f
and you, too, can be as

0Q glamorous as a /

The smart Parisienne has long practiced the

subtle art of the correct use of perfume. She
chooses her perfume for its effect, for its

ability to make her truly irresistible. But no
longer need you envy her choice, for now
with Irresistible Perfume, you can give your-

self that indefinable charm, that unforget-

table allure that has attracted men the world
over. You will find Irresistible Perfume at

your 5 and 10c store. Buy it today. One
trial will convince you that it has the magic
power to make you, too, more irresistible.

Try also the other Irresistible Beauty Aids, each
delightfully scented with the exotic fragrance of

Irresistible Perfume. Beauty experts recommend
them for their purity and quality, comparing
them favorably with $1 and $2 preparations.

Get a free perfume card sprayed

from the Irresistible Giant Atomizer

at the cosmetic counter in the 5 and
10c store. Keep it. Hours later, you

will still be delighted with its lasting

exotic fragrance.
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secref is so simple. Every day she uses Blue Waltz
Beauty Aids and every day she grows more charm-
ing and attractive. She has dates by the score

and captivates hearts by the dozen.. .

You, too, can be completely lovely

and captivating, but first your
make-up must be flawless through-

out ... so begin with Blue Waltz

Face Powder, a satin-soft, deli-

cately smooth powder that blends

perfectly with your skin . .

.

then let one of the four exciting

new shades of Blue Waltz Indeli-

ble Lipstick add sweet allure to

your lips . .

.

finally, for lingering loveliness, a

touch of enchanting Blue Waltz

Perfume.

These and the other supremely fine

Blue Waltz Beauty Aids, each only

10c, at your 5 and 10c store. Ask
for them by name. Try them today.
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Get a free perfume card sprayed from the Giant

Blue Waltz Atomizer at the cosmetic counter in

the 5 and 10c store. Keep it. Hours later, its allur-

ing fragrance will still delight you.
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Face Powder, Lipstick, Perfume, Cold Cream,

Cream Rouge, Brilliantine, Talcum Powder.

Each only 10c at all 5 and 10c stores

wanted me to play the boy in it when he

got around to make it. We made a gen-
tlemen's agreement and shook hands on it.

I agreed to stay away from Hollywood
and out of pictures until he was ready for

me. I went back east and to the stage. I

worked with stock companies, trying to

learn a little more about acting all the time.

"When Vidor was ready he sent for me,
but after I arrived something happened
about the business arrangements and I had
to wait three months to begin work.
Finances got a little low. I didn't get a

large salary for my work in the picture,

but I would have played the part for noth-

ing. It was worth it, wasn't it?" he asked
eagerly.

He says he has always been able to save

a little money. "Even when I was a kid

on the streets in New York I always man-
aged to have a little money in my pocket.

But now I want to save more than just a
little money. I want a home. I want to

build for the future. I banked every-

thing on that picture and I'm glad I did."

And after you've seen it, you'll be glad,

too. And you may be convinced that the

route of hard knocks to success is the best

way. Perhaps it's like the "longest way
home."

Do Hardships Help a Fellow? No!

(Continued

I was seventeen, which is really bad. That
does either one of two things to an actor.

It makes him stop working and sit back

on the laurels he has won or it makes him
feel ever after that he is going down hill

instead of climbing."

DOUGLASS was born in Berkeley

Square, one of Los Angeles' fashion-

able sections, and there he lived during the

early years of his life. His summers were

spent on the family estate, EdgeclifT, in

Altadena, which he describes as "an aw-
fully nice old place with lots of trees and

quiet. The house must be fifty years old

and had round copper bath tubs when
we bought it. It's not a snooty place at

all. There aren't any marble benches," he

added with a laugh.

When he was twenty he took over a

small guest house, a stone's throw from
the big house, for his own. It was handier

to the swimming pool and there, in his own
place, he was free to practice his theories

of interior decoration to his heart's con-

tent. "No one but me could live there,"

he laughed. "The floors are bright yel-

low, the furniture bright red and the walls

and ceilings white. The curtains are yel-

low and it's very gay inside but, out of

consideration for the family, it is very

conservative outside—plain white with

green shutters and a white picket fence.

Of course I take my meals at the family

house when I'm up there."

The neighbors tell how, at the age of

six, he put on shows in his backyard with

the aid of the gardener, the servants and

most oi the household furniture for props.

And when he organized a dramatic club

and put on plays at high school it proved

to .be so strong an attraction that the ath-

letic board had to send out an S. O. S. for

football players. He always knew that he

must be an actor, and says, "Nothing else

I ever tried seemed to matter."

The only time he ever wavered in his

desire to act was when he decided to be

a writer. "I had a book of poems pub-

lished when I was about ten. I suspect

there was considerable drag used to get

them published, but it seemed to me at

the time to be quite an achievement. When
I was seventeen I realized that everything

I had written was terrible so I went around

and stole copies of my book that my friends

kindly kept on their library tables, and

destroyed them. I called the book 'Pipe

Dreams' and I had never smoked a pipe

or anything else. The verses were very

sophisticated and vicious. Oh, and they

were awful
!"

DOUG'S school days were not the ordi-

nary school days of other high school

boys. He went every day from school to

the Pasadena Community Playhouse, where
he rehearsed and acted almost continuously.

When he was fourteen he played in "The

from page 71)

Lady with the Lamp" at this theatre.

Joseph Schildkraut saw him and said, "You
have grease paint in your veins," and Doug-
lass believed him. He spent every spare

minute at this theatre. When he was not

acting he directed little plays for the work-
shop connected with the theatre, leaving lit-

tle time or energy for his school work.
At examination time he would visit each
one of his teachers and explain why he
hadn't been able to study harder, how im-
portant it was for him to graduate so he
could go ahead with his career.

"Finally I graduated—with circles un-
der my eyes," he told me. When he was
determined to go immediately to New
York and seek a job on the stage instead

of going to college as his parents wished,
they offered but the mildest opposition and
financed his trip. When he left his mother
wrote two pieces of advice on a slip of

paper and handed it to him. Send your
laundry out weekly so you will always
have fresh linen," he wrote, "and write
me a post card once a week. I won't
expect a letter." She had faith that her
training for seventeen years would carry
him along morally.
Within three months he had a job in a

play and has earned his own living ever
since. Of course it wasn't as easy as it

sounds. He didn't have a job laid in his

lap. It's true, he never had to go hungry
or wonder where he would sleep while he
was waiting for a job. He needn't have
worried if he never did get a job, but he
would have, for his heart was set on a

career in the theatre. But he had to work
and study hard, he had to make the rounds
of managers' offices, he had to swallow dis-

appointments.
"I went to Miss Helburn's office at the

Theatre Guild every day," he said of that
time. "I sat there so much she had to

give me a job to get me out of her office."

ONE season's success in New York
brought about a motion picture con-

tract and Douglass was thrilled to come
back to his home town to play opposite

Joan Crawford in "Paid." But when he

felt he was not progressing he asked to

be released from his contract. Of course

he knew he would be taken care of finan-

cially. He had a home to go to, he took

no great risk in throwing up a lucrative

contract. But, in justice to Douglass, I

think he would have done the same thing

without a nickel behind him.

Immediately he signed another picture

contract but when he was again disap-

pointed in roles, again he asked to be re-

leased. At that time he thought he was
through with pictures forever, but greater

success on the stage when he returned to

New York brought him continued offers

from motion picture companies. Now,
freelancing, he can choose his roles, play

stage engagements between pictures and at
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last he feels he has the ideal arrange-

ment by which to further his career. He
says frankly that he is in pictures now for

the money he can make.
Recently he produced, at his own ex-

pense, a production of "Playboy of the

Western World," an Irish play in which
he was interested. He spends his money
in this fashion because he loves the thea-

tre. Otherwise he is very conservative.

For years he drove the same old second-
hand roadster and only recently bought a

new moderately-priced car.

Recently, for the first time, he estab-

lished a home of his own in Hollywood.
But his mother found the house for him,
made all the arrangements to rent it, hired
the servants for him and moved him into

it. The first time he saw his new home
was at the end of a hard day's work at

the studio, when he arrived home to find

his dinner on the table.

Because he writes a very illegible hand
and his grandmother had difficulty in read-
ing his letters, she bought him a type-
writer.

But helping Douglass hasn't hurt him
as it might have a boy with a different

temperament, less determination than he
has. It hasn't made him lazy. He works
incessantly. All the pampering, petting,

encouragement and aid he has received from
his family has not spoiled him. He is not
the least bit "high hat." How much money
a person has means nothing to Douglass.
It's what he can do that counts.
The only time he gets upset is when he

isn't working. Three days between pic-

tures and he is a mad man. "I don't idle

well," he explains. And that, partly, ex-
plains his success. Regardless of financial
security, he has never stopped working.
He never will.

My Exclusive Life Story

(Continued from page 69)

to think I'd been so silly. But I guess the

Master of Ceremonies must have been kind
of embarrassed too. Later he said he knew
that I didn't tear his pants on purpose, and
we became good friends.

I'm friends with everybody, and if you
won't think any the less of me for it, I'll

confess something. I don't chase cats

!

In fact, some of my best friends are cats,

and I always think, "Poor things, it's not
their fault they weren't born dogs."
Harry never lets me work more than

six hours a day. He says it's too exciting
for me, and when I'm not on the lot, he
sees that I get sixteen hours a day for

sleep. I have a little bed of my own, and
when the family goes out, I take one of
Marion's slippers (she's Harry's wife) to

bed with me. I never chew it, just use it

as a pillow, and it keeps me from getting
lonesome.

IF I were one of those flighty dogs that

gets spoiled by too much petting, there
wouldn't be any living with me. My face
is distinctive, and everybody who sees me
wants to come over, get acquainted and
pat me. When Harry takes me to a res-

taurant, I lie at his feet under the table.

I don't beg for scraps. In the first place,

I don't think any well-bred dog should
so debase himself—and besides I like home-
cooking better.

I get boiled water when I travel, be-
cause I'm finicky that way. I won't even
drink water that's been standing in my
dish for more than an hour. When I get
thirsty, I go over to Harry or Marion or

.
Ted—he's their nine-year-old-son—and then
to my dish, and they give me service.

Next to Harry, I think I love Ted more

I WANT THINGS
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Practically all women have

dry skin. Have you? Even if you

think your skin is oily because of

a shiny nose, look again.

In many cases women
merely have oily areas . . . nose,

chin ... in fact, the very center of

the face. But wrinkle areas, the

result of dryness, are elsewhere.

Dixie Deb Cold Cream is a

complete beauty treatment in it-

self and should be used freely

over these dry areas to avoid "the

lines of tomorrow." During the

summer, more frequent use is nec-

essary because of the drying effect

of the sun and wind.

Dixie Deb Cold Cream
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find it answers your problems of

skin treatment. Try a jar today.
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than anybody else in the world. He gave
me a very bad week a couple of years

ago. One morning he hadn't come out

of his room, so I went in to see what the

trouble was. He was lying in bed, and
when I licked his hand it was dry and
hot. He patted me and Harry took me
out for a walk. There wasn't any fun in

it. I couldn't even take an interest in the

lady dogs we met—I, who had always had
such an eye for canine pulchritude. I

wanted to be home where I could see that

Ted was all right.

They said he had the grippe and kept me
out of the room, because the doctor had
ordered that he should be very quiet. That
night I couldn't go to bed, but slept out-

side his door, and my food didn't taste

right. The next night, when they saw I

was going to stay there anyway, they
moved my bed outside his room. It was
a week before he came out—and I lost

seven pounds worrying. Did I snarl at the

doctor and try to keep him out because
he was a stranger ? Not on your life

!

BY the way, I have posed for so many
pictures that I learned to hold still

until the second click of the shutter. Harry
thinks that's very clever of me, and I'm
inclined to agree with him. I'm not afraid

of flashlights, either ; in fact, I'm a bit

blase.

I must admit one vice, however—vanity.

I like to look at myself in the mirror.

I like to be washed and brushed. And I

like to be the center of attraction. Per-
haps that's why I enjoy my movie work
so much, and am so sorry when it's tem-
porarily over. I remember, when we had
completed our latest contract, I used to get

up early every morning and try to get

Harry to climb out of bed, so that he
could take me to the studio. It took several

days to catch on to the fact that we were

actually having a vacation.

But I'll be glad to get back into pic-

tures again—we plan to start a new series

this fall—for I do miss the attention I

get on the lot.

Once, when I was working for Warner
Brothers, I had been up late the night be-
fore, and was mighty sleepy when I re-

ported to the set. As usual, stars, extras,

directors and cameramen lavished their at-

tentions upon me—all of which left me
unmoved. Then Sam Sax came along, and
I made a big fuss over him. Not only is

Sam a swell fellow—the sort every dog
likes—but he's also the man who signs

my contracts, and even a dog has to use
a little diplomacy these days.

I have my relaxations, too. Besides
those I mentioned, Harry sometimes takes

me to see a movie—generally a preview.

Though I earn my living from the films,

I'm not really what you might call a dyed-
in-the-wool fan. When there's plenty of

action in the picture, it holds my interest,

but during the love scenes I generally man-
age to catch a few winks of sleep. My
favorite star is not, as you might have sup-

posed, Helen Twelvetrees ; I favor Thelma
Todd, Jean Harlow and Laurel and Hardy.
There's always something doing in their

pictures

!

Besides movies, I've been on the radio a

dozen or so times, and while I don't mind
it, I don't think it has the lure of the

lens.

So, my recipe for dogs who would suc-

ceed in the movies may be summed up
as follows : Get plenty of sleep. Keep
your diet simple. Go in for clean living

(my greatest dissipation is an occasional
glass of beer). And get yourself a man-
ager like Harry.

Well, I guess that's all there is to my
story.

And I hope I haven't been too dogmatic.

Anticipating a Blessed Event

{Continued from page 65)

a natural, normal kid.

"But if she wants to be an actress when
she grows up, I'll help her to be. It's a

funny thing but every time I talk to a

mother in show business she always says,

'I never want my child to see the inside of

a theatre or studio. I don't want my daugh-
ter to be an actress.'

"I don't get that attitude at all. Listen,

where would those mothers be if it weren't

for show business? And why should they

want to keep their children out of the

theatre ?

"Maybe I'm just dumb. Maybe I wasn't

attractive, but I started on the stage when
I was a very young girl—and nobody
ever tried to kidnap me. Nobody ever

tried to seduce me. I was just as safe as

I would have been in boarding school.

Well, maybe I'm not the type, but I can't

see how going on the stage can hurt any
girl.

"Sure, I had a lot of disappointments
and hard knocks, but they didn't hurt me
either. Believe me, I'm not going to try

deliberately to keep little Sandy out of

the theatre. She can be an actress if she

wants to be—and I'll do everything I can
to help her.

BUT when she's little I want her to

have a normal life. Don't you hate

to see sweet little kids with their hair

peroxided and curled beyond recognition?
Well, I do.

"George tells me I'll spoil Sandy and
maybe I will. But I don't think I really

will. I believe in making children mind.
There's a child in our family who was an

angel when she was a baby but now—oh
gosh ! She'll be playing with something
and drop it on the floor and I'll tell her to

pick it up. And she'll say, 'No, you pick
it up. I'm too tired !' Well, I could give
her a good spanking right then, but I can't

because she isn't mine. I'll spoil Sandy, if

loving her with all my heart is spoiling her.

But believe me, for her own sake and
mine, I'm going to make her mind.

"Yes, I'm going to tell Sandy that she
is adopted, when she is old enough to un-
derstand, because I don't want anyone else

to tell her—and some 'kind' friend always
does—and hurt her feelings. I don't want
our baby to be hurt ever, and if the other
kids tease her about being adopted and
say that she doesn't really belong to

George and me, I'm going to tell her what
to answer. I'm going to say

:

" 'Listen, darling, those other little boys
and girls who tell you they have 'real'

mothers and fathers aren't any better

loved—perhaps not so much so—as you
are. When they were born their mother
had to take what she got. She didn't have
any choice. But I—your mother—looked
all over the world for you. I looked at a
hundred little girls before I decided that

you were just the one I wanted. You were
chosen by your mother, carefully chosen.

Those other kids just happened to come
to their families and there was nothing
their mothers could do about it.'

"Don't you think if she really believes

that—and it's true, isn't it?—that she won't
be hurt when anybody throws it up to

her that she's adopted?
"Oh, I can't wait until the time comes
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to find her. And I want her to be the

happiest little girl in the world. George

and I are going to try awfully hard to

make her happy."
Gracie and George both talked for over

an hour about their wonderful plans for

their wonderful baby. I wish you could

have seen how sincere they were and how
much this new adventure means to them.

"You're sure you're going to adopt a

girl?" I asked once more, just as I was
leaving.

"Oh, we're sure," said George and

Gracie.

"But what if you went to the orphan-

age or wherever you're going and saw a

precious, cuddly, adorable little boy who
made friends with you at once?" I per-

sisted.

"W-w-well," George and Gracie looked

at each other.

"How about it, mama?" he asked.

Gracie turned suddenly. "No sir, it's

going to be a girl—I can have so much
fun getting her sweet little dresses but

—

oh. any baby and every baby is so sweet,

I don't know what I'd do. I guess it all

comes down to just one fact. George
and I want a baby and we're going to have

one."
"And the next time I see you," George

said, "I'll have a flock of pictures this high

to show you and when it says, 'Oogy,

woogy,' I'll swear it's saying, 'Burns and
Allen are my favorite comedy team !'

"

The Modern Hostess

(Continued from page 17)

onions, mustard pickles, chow-chow ; chili

sauce, ketchup; oil, vinegar, mayonnaise;
olives—-ripe, green and stuffed. z

MAIN COURSE MAKINGS: Canned
salmon, tuna, crabmeat and lobster ; canned

chicken and ham
;

chipped beef ; canned

corned beef
;
prepared codfish cakes ; baked

beans, kidney beans ; brown bread
;

pre-

pared spaghetti and macaroni ; frank-

furters in jars.

SOUPS : Practically every kind of

canned soup available.

VEGETABLES AND FRUITS: An
endless variety of both, in cans and jars.

COOKIES AND CRACKERS: Sweet
cookies, soda crackers, sweet crackers,

cheese crackers, salted crackers, canape

crackers.

BEVERAGES : Assorted carbonated

drinks such as gingerale, soda water, etc.

;

tea, coffee ; condensed and evaporated

milk; grapefruit and pineapple juice;

tomato juice and sauerkraut juice.

I GUESS I must have looked pretty

stunned by this profusion of edibles, be-

cause my hostess started to laugh.

"When you entertain the flocks of

casual callers we do," she explained, "you

have to keep on hand enough stuff to set

up a small restaurant." And judging by

the delicious meal which we consumed
just a short time later, the Browns would
be well qualified to run a first-class restau-

rant any time.

Now, perhaps others don't have to en-

tertain on such a wholesale scale—you, for

instance, and you and you—but that's no

reason why you can't take a leaf from
Mrs. Brown's note book and fix up an

emergency shelf of your own, stock with

foods which you, your family and friends

will enjoy. It may contain nothing more
than the makings of an impromptu supper I

ALLURING

. . • cuid ci& £weet tLe

aweu ^tam Iilwl!

You know the importance of feeling fresh and fra-

grant, so every day you use a generous dusting of

Dixie Deb Talcum Powder. Its soothing softness pro-

tects you against that uncomfortable sticky sensation

which comes with perspiration.

Before dancing, tennis, golf, or any physical activity

which robs you momentarily of your usual daintiness,

a thorough dusting of Dixie Deb Talc will help main-

tain your loveliness, keeping your skin smooth and
attractive throughout a busy summer day or evening.

Dixie Deb Talc is made of pure white, super-fine

talcum, sifted through silk to give you the same soft

smoothness found in the finest face powders. Due to

large-volume production, it is very reasonably priced

.. ,10£ .. . and is available in ten subtle fragrances,

the five newest of which are shown below. Ask for

Dixie Deb Talcum Powder at your favorite 10ft store.

GLORIFY YOUR BEAUTY WITH

DIXIE D
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THEN
I fodnd Hold-Bobs
in ndrmonijincjshades
Ordinary pins may claim to match your
hair . . . but you'll never know what
perfect harmony is until you use HOLD-
BOBS in your shade. Odd -colored bob
pins rob you of your attractiveness.

HOLD-BOBS match the natural shades of

brunette, blonde, platinum blonde, sil-

ver and auburn.

In addition, these exclusive HOLD-BOB
features help your coiffure: small, round,

invisible heads; smooth, non-scratching

points and flexible, tapered legs, one
side crimped.

GET YOUR GIFT CARD TODAY!
Find out for yourself, at our expense, that
HOLD-BOBS are invisible, stay put, and keep
your hair beautiful. Mail the coupon today,
and try them.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1918-36 Prairie Avenue, Dept E-94, Chicago, III.

Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co. of Canada, Ltd.
St. Hyacinthe, P. Q., Canada

Straight Style HOLD-BOB

\SMAll, INVISIBLE HEADS

Curved Shape Style

3old and Silver Metal Foil

cards identify HOLD-BOBS

everywhere . . . made in

allsizes and colors to meet

every requirement. Also

sold under brand name

of BOB-ETTES.

M Ai l c o u PON' frfi. @ift- CARD

The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co., Dept. E-94, Chicago, III.

I want to know more about these new HOLD-BOBS
that match my hair. Please send me a tree sample
card and new hair culture booklet.

Name

Address— -

City —State -

Gray and Platinum Blonde Brown
Auburn Brunette

Copyright 1934 by The Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.
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or it may enable you to produce a com-
plete company dinner in a jiffy. It all de-

pends upon the type of entertaining you
do. But with a suitable supply of ready
prepared foods tucked away, you will find

your job of hostessing infinitely simplified.

And, besides, it will enable you to extend
hospitality when you want to, without any
last-minute worries.
There is still another excellent use for

an emergency shelf which I'd like to men-
tion and that is for rescuing you on days
when it teems rain and you don't want to

go out to market, or when some one is ill

or you are just too busy to take time out
to go to the stores. Then treat yourself
like a guest, resort to the emergency sup-
plies and whip up a delicious meal quickly
and without effort. Really, this emer-
gency shelf idea isn't an extravagance at

all, you see, for you are sure to need the

food sometime and buying it in advance is

simply a sort of meal insurance. Then,
too, you can take advantage of sales and
effect substantial savings as well.

than it is. Give a dressy touch to the table
with a condiment dish of radishes, assorted
olives and pickles. And add a dash of
chili sauce and some minced sweet pickles
to the mayonnaise to pep up the plain let-

tuce salad. Save for next day's lunch the
baked potatoes you had planned to have
for dinner and instead open a can of

spaghetti and serve it piping hot with the
meat.

TN this month's Modern Screen Star
A Recipe Folder I have included a number
of sauces for dressing up meats and vege-
tables. Then there is a card of sweet
sauces for desserts—all of which can be
quickly made from supplies you have on
hand and which will give your simplest
meal a partyish air. I have also included
a card of suggestions for padding and
stretching meals. And perhaps most wel-
come of all will be a card on quick re-

freshments—the sort of snacks you will

like to serve in the afternoon or late at

night when people drop in unexpectedly or
come home with you from the movies.

ONE word of warning I would issue, You can have this folder, free, if you will

though, and that is to be sure to re- just fill in the coupon below and mail

plenish your supplies as rapidly as they are it to me.

used up. You will find that certain things

like canned soups, spaghetti, baked beans " « • ••

and olives will disappear
. faster than MODERN SCREEN STAR RECIPES

others, so be sure to replace them imme-
diately. Otherwise you are apt to go .....................
gaily to your closet for these beloved _ rn> , ,. _ r_ , _ _ •

standbys only to remember, when it is too j HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT :

late, that you used them up a couple of
; MODERN SCREEN Magazine |

Q3.VS before.

There is another kind of meal where j 1 49 Madison Avenue,NewYork, N.Y.
j

your emergency shelf is of great assistance.
j

That is when the meal you had planned on j Please send me the recipes for »

having must be stretched to cover the one ; September, 1934.

or two extras your genial nature has
;

caused you to invite at the last minute. ; Name. . ,

*

This is the type of dinner that needs pad- ; (Print in pencil)

j

ding and garnishing, with a minor change
;

here and there. ; Address \
First, I suggest a good, satisfying ; (Street and Number)

i

cream soup to take the edge off appetites.
;

Then a heavy sauce to dress up the meat ;

course. Or a cheese sauce on the cauli- ; (City) (State) •

flower to make it appear more tasty

Chester's Unhappy Friendship

{Continued from page 61)

received. Also, and this is the most im-

portant part, he stipulated that I was to

receive only a small weekly wage. Less

than most 'bit' players receive. He had
absolute right to handle and control every

bit of money I earned above this small al-

lowance.

T FOUND West a slave-driver. He
A loaned me out indiscriminately, at a

good figure, but he never loosened up on

my allowance. The first rub came when
I asked for enough money to bring my
family out. They were in the East and
expenses were far less in Hollywood than

in New York and naturally I wanted them
to be with me. So, I asked for an advance
on my drawing account. He refused. I

cajoled, pleaded and stormed. He told me
with finality that if they came they would
have to come on my allowance.

"It would have been so easy for me to

make the same mistakes that lots of fellows

do when they first come out. I was here
alone. I was established as an actor. You
know what that means. Invitations, gay-
ety, good clothes, swanky cars. But I

never got them. I was too poor to even
think of running around. I was working
always, eking out a slim existence on my
meagre allowance, and driving around in a
rattletrap car. People who didn't know my

real circumstances put me down as a tight-

wad. I was, although it wasn't my fault.

Now that it is over and I am free again,

I can look back and say that it could have
been worse.
"When I was cast in Norma Shearer's

picture, 'The Divorcee,' my wardrobe was
totally unsuitable for the role of a young-
man-about-town. I asked West to let me
have some things made. He refused.

"Bob Montgomery and I were friends

and he helped me through the worst of it.

I had to wear the clothes that I had used
in stock. They were green with age and
had that intangible something that only
moth balls can give. Aged in the wood,
for they had been in my wardrobe trunk
since I came to Hollywood. I had to get
my 'tails' out and have them cleaned and
pressed. I wore them with Norma in the
wedding scene and I looked so terrible

that I took Bob aside before we started.
" 'For God's sake, Bob, do me a favor,'

I begged. When we start walking to-

wards the camera, get in front of me so

this suit won't show. I'm sunk if you
don't.' Bob did. Some of his fans wrote
to him later and accused him of 'mugging,'

but he was really doing me a kindness.

When our close-ups were shot, he stood so

that only my head and shoulders showed.
Then we had a sequence that required
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:

riding breeches. I have never told this

to anybody else, but I swear it is true. I

could not rake up enough cash to get some

breeches tailored to measure. All of the

fellows were going to a man named Took,

an expert tailor. I begged West to let me
have some money so I could have him make

me some breeches, as a great deal depended

upon the impression I made in this pic-

ture, but he was adamant. He told me to

go back to M-G-M and ask the wardrobe

department to outfit me.

"I told them I didn't have any breeches.

They said they didn't have any either.

When I insisted upon being given a pair,

they finally told me : 'Pardon us, Mr. Mor-
ris, but anyone who is playing leading man
for Norma Shearer ought to be able to

save enough to purchase riding breeches.'

"I explained the situation and they fin-

ally found a pair of Ramon Novarro's old

breeches that he had discarded. I was

doubtful about them, because Ramon's an-

atomy and mine have little in common,
but the wardrobe fellow thought if I

pinned them up in the back I might get

by. So I took them, but they didn't work.

That is, not in the right way.

"I had a lot of love scenes with Norma
which were taken at Bel-Air. A beautiful

spot and a beautiful girl—everything ex-

actly right except my riding breeches.

Every time I bent over to take Norma in

my arms, I'll be hanged if those darned

safety pins didn't come loose with a terrific

snap. You know how the 'mike' picks up
funny little noises like that. They sounded

just like somebody getting slapped in the

face.

"Finally, the sound engineer blew up
and the director called it a day. I think

everybody from Irving Thalberg down to

the office boy stormed Roland West's office

and demanded some new clothes for me.

He was just as positive with them as he

had been with me, but they finally made
an issue of it and told him that they would
not consider me for future roles unless

I were given a suitable wardrobe. So he

was overruled.

"I went downtown and got everything

that I could possibly need in the way of

clothes. Next, I was cast in 'The Big
House.' Following this, I was given a

succession of gangster roles and those

grand clothes hung in my closet for two
years. I never used them before the

camera. And I did not entertain.

HERE is a funny twist to the whole
situation. Aside from our business

squabbles, Roland West and his wife were
the best friends my wife and I had. We
spent every week-end with them at their

beach home, and we never dreamed of

planning anything for Tuesday. They al-

ways came to dinner at our house then.

One evening, I mentioned that I would like

to go to Europe. West decided that it

would be nice for all of us to go to-

gether, We went via a tramp steamer.
Talk about stretching money. We did
on that trip of ours. When we got to

London, West registered us at a cheap
hotel. 'Putrid' is the only word that can
describe it. One of my pictures was open-
ing there the week we arrived. I used to
go out the side entrance with my hat down
over my face for fear I would be recog-
nized."

There isn't space enough to tell what
Chester went through while he was serving
his apprenticeship. The only thing that
made it endurable was the friendship that
existed between him and West in spite
of their differences in opinion. A rather
horrible thing happened, however, and
Chester went to West and demanded a re-
lease from his contract. West refused and
he kept Chester off the screen for a year
and a half. In Hollywood, that is equiva-

"I Challenge the

Most Fastidious

Woman in

America to Make
This

'Hidden Dirf Test"

Shocking, but Enlightening

Ifyou think your skin is really clean; if

you think that your present cleansing

methods, whatever they are, are getting

all the dirt out of your skin, just make
this experiment.

It may prove shocking to you, but it

also will prove enlightening!

First, cleanse your skin as you now
do it. Clean it extra well! Ifyou use soap

and water, use an extra amount. If you

use cream, use two or three coatings.

Keep cleaning it until your cloth shows

not a trace of soil.

Now Look at the Cloth!

Now that you think your skin as clean

as can be, take some Lady Esther Face

Cream. Smooth or pat it lightly on the

skin. Never mind rubbing—it isn't neces-

sary. Leave the cream on a few minutes.

Now take a clean cloth and wipe off

the cream. Look at the cloth. That
skin you thought perfectly clean has

blackened the cloth.

This shows how Lady Esther Face

Cream cleanses as compared to old-

fashioned methods. It brings out un-

suspected dirt and grime because it

reaches that"second layer"ofdirt that

defies ordinary cleansing methods. It's

the pore-deep dirt that causes most skin

troubles. It continues filling the pores

with wax-like grime until they become
actually paralyzed, which brings on En-

larged Pores, Blackheads, Whiteheads,

Excessively Oily or Dry Skin, Muddi-
ness and Sallowness.

At My Expense
So far as the Lady Esther Face Cream
is concerned, you can make the "hidden

dirt" test at my expense. I will send you
more than enough cream to make the

test. Just your name and address will

bring a 7-day tube free and without

obligation.

Write for it today and compare my method
of skin care with the one you're using. I'll

leave it to your cloth to decide which is the

right method. Mail the coupon (or a postcard)

now. Lady Esther, Evanston, 111.

|
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)

LADY ESTHER
2010 Ridge Avenue

FREE
Evanston, Illinois

Please send me by return mail your 7-day

tube ofLadyEstherFour-PurposeFaceCream.

Name
Address ....

City State
This offer is not good in Canada (6)

)
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TEST... the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
... at our expense!
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REDUCE
WAIST— i HIPS
^ INCHES^^^ DAYS

IT WON'T COST
YOU ONE PENNY!

*/ HAVE
REDUCED MY HIPS 9
INCHES with the Per-
folastic Girdle" . . . writes
Miss Healy . . . "It mas-
sages like magic" writes
Miss Kay Carroll.

e) So many of our cus-
tomers are delighted with
the wonderful results
obtained with this Per-
forated Rubber Reduc-
ing Girdle that we want
you to try it for 10 days
at our expense!

O Worn next to the body
with perfect safety, the
tiny perforations permit
the skin to breathe as its

gentle massage-like ac-
tion reduces flabby, dis-

figuring fat with every
movement!
O This illustration of the
Perfolastic Girdle also
Features the new Per-
folastic Uplift Brassiere.

SEND FOR FREE 10 DAY TRIAL OFFER

P-E RFOLASTIC, I n c J
Dept. 539 41 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Without obligation send FREE Booklet, sample of
rubber and details of 10-Day FREE Trial Offer I

Name.... . . ..

Address... ..
Use Coupon or Send Penny Post-card.

On bended knees did Billy Bake-

well (left) and Johnny Mack Brown

(right) bid Mr. and Mrs. Ralph

Bellamy goodbye! They were

headed for New York, where

Ralph has a leading role in"Woman
in the Dark," at the Biograph

Studios.

lent to what it used to mean when a Rus-
sian was sent to Siberia. Off the screen,

means out of it. It is only a miracle that

Chester escaped oblivion. He didn't. The
minute he was free he began to get offers.

Chester has gotten so used to living

quietly that, now that he could run around,
he hasn't the desire. So, if there ever was
any danger of "going Hollywood" where

he was concerned, it is safely past. He has
turned that particular corner. He has a

beautiful home, a congenial wife, two love-

ly children and a healthy American out-

look. Now Universal is doing big things
for him. You'll be seeing him soon in

"Let's Talk It Over" with Mae Clark and
"Embarrassing Moments," with Marian
Nixon.

Six Years Ago

(Continued from page 59)

Not until her junior year, when her per

formance had been creditable, but by no
means spectacular.

It would have taken a bold prophet in-

deed to predict that in but half of the ten

years suggested by the speaker that that

obscure, outgoing senior would have leaped

to cinema fame ; that just six years fol-

lowing her graduation, by June, '34, the

questions asked most frequently on the

campus at this 49th Commencement have
been

:

Which was Hepburn's room? What did

she study? What was she like?

KAY HEPBURN, as she soon came to

be known, had four rooms during her

four-year stay. As a freshman she roomed
alone at East Pembroke by her own re-

quest. Kay had always had her own room
in the spacious, comfortable family home
on Laurel Street, Hartford, Connecticut.

Coming to Bryn Mawr, her first away-
from-home experience, Kay frankly

dreaded the thought of that unknown
room-mate who would want to share

everything, from the study-lamp to half

the hooks in the closet. She was used

to "digging" but true red-head that she

was, insisted on her own sweet will in the

performance of every task. She had had
her own way from the cradle up. She
would study just how and when she liked,

telling everyone to "go sit on a tack!"

She was notoriously untidy, too.

The Dean's office conceded the point for

freshman year to the daughter of one dis-

tinguished alumna (Mrs. Hepburn had
been Bryn Mawr, 1900), and niece of an-

other, now Mrs. Edith Houghton Hooker
of Baltimore. But by sophomore year,

Kay was "recommended" to make her

choice of a room-mate from her own class.

This she did, with results not entirely

happy for either student. The two parted

at the close of the year and Kay chose

again for junior year
;

again no great

congeniality resulted, and by senior year,

have a room alone.

AS to that much-disputed "untidiness,"

it is a matter of college record that

Hepburn, K. H., was called to the Dean's
office several times to receive reprimands
for this. It was not considered womanly
or in good collegiate taste for a student

to trail around so generally in an old

sweat-shirt and soiled skirt (the one so

graphically described in the Year Book)
as Kay was wont to do. She had plenty

of "grand clothes," purchased at the best

shops in New York and Philadelphia, but

seldom exerted herself to the point of

wearing them. She rebelled particularly

at the college rule of evening dress for

dinner. It never mattered in the least to

her how she looked. Certainly she was
not in the least clothes-conscious, until

Yes, in the middle of her senior year, the

lightning struck Kay, completely shatter-

ing this apathy. A great and overwhelm-
ing change resulted, as will be recounted

later.

As a student, she found it hard going

to get even passing marks. She was al-

ways in the lower half of her class,

scholastically. with an average for her
four years somewhere between seventy and
seventy-five. Seventy is required for
"merit" to permit a student to gain a
diploma Kay admits to have flunked
"math" twice, and to have taken repeats
in oral French, which is required for
graduation. She majored in history and
philosophy, receiving eventually a degree
of Bachelor of Arts, but she had to dig in

pretty hard to get that degree.
Did it use to mortify her to compare

her "punk" marks, as she had to admit
them, with the renownedly brilliant college
record achieved by her mother, whose
whole collegiate path at Bryn Mawr had
been strewn with "A's."
Kay was proud of her gifted mother

She had never been repressed in any way

;

indeed, "can't" and "don't" had been
words seldom heard in the home, where
both parents were all for self-expression

WHY then with all this background
of childish ambition and encourage-

ment, do we find evidence so extremel>
meager in her college years of Katharine-
Hepburn the artist so-soon-to-be, with hei
almost uncanny power to portray and
communicate emotion?

"I guess I'm slow," she told one of the
psychology professors, with whom she
used to hold earnest discussions on her
own development. Psychology was her
best subject. She took a tremendous in-

terest in it, and always made the applica-
tions to herself. That professor was one
of the few who predicted her success "in

something" if only because "she was so all-

fired earnest."

But of all this the class of '28 had
little ken. The College Year Book, which
is regarded a sure barometer has but one
mention of her up to graduation. That
was for her work on the swimming team,
freshman year. The team didn't win its

meets that year, and after that tempera-
mental Kay wouldn't swim any more.

It was not until the spring of junior
year that she evinced the slightest spark
of ardor for Varsity Dramatics. Then
she played the male juvenile role in "The
Truth About the Blayds," a Broadway
success borrowed by the Bryn Mawr stu-

dents. As the hero of the piece, she was
fairly good, but not outstandingly so.

"There was certainly nothing professional
about her then," recall those who still re-

member this maiden performance.

Then came senior year and May Day,
the special festival celebrated every four
years. It brought to Kay Hepburn, the
"moody senior," her first opportunity.

Earlier in this year, she had made her
second dramatic attempt, in the Varsity
Dramatics version of "Cradle Song," so

familiar to student audiences through the

Civic Repertory performances of Miss
Eva LeGallienne. Kay's performance was
highly commended: "Katharine Hepburn
as Theresa was so extraordinarily lovely

to look at that it was difficult to form any
judgment on her acting," stated the next
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issue of The College Nezvs. "Her voice

had perhaps too much of the childish

treble but her little movements, her poses
and the contrast of her gaiety with the

restrained atmosphere of the convent could

not have been improved. Here was act-

ing not only good, but which seemed to
offer really dazzling possibilities of some-
thing far better."

That came with her choice for a leading
role at May Day, just before Commence-
ment. To the amazement of many, she
was appointed by Doctor Samuel Arthur
King, the college's most distinguished lec-

turer and Director of Diction, to play the
part of Pandora in "The Woman of the
Moon."
Prior to this, Kay had never had any

reputation for beauty at college.

BEAUTIFUL?" repeats a member of
The Bryn Mawr faculty now, recall-

ing student Hepburn. "Why, no, certainly

not beautiful, or even pretty. Glamorous?
I would hardly say so. She was compell-
ing. That is the word, I think."
• Doctor King too felt no doubt at all

as to the appropriateness of his "strange
choice."

"Not strange at all," this high authority
insisted. "I find Miss Hepburn has per-

sonality, which is essential, and otherwise
great powers for nnfoldment." To en-
courage these, he even took a hand in her
rehearsals himself.

Other breath-taking changes were be-
falling Kay in this her first wonder year.

From being noisy, cyclonic, utterly uncon-
cerned as to dress, she grew clothes-con-
scious, and for the first time in her life

lay awake at night dreaming of—a man.
About the middle of her senior year, in

the home of Bryn Mawr friends, she met
Ludlow Ogden Smith—and the lightning
hit hard. Romance descended upon her.

"I want to be beautiful," Kay announced
suddenly to her astonished mates.
She was already engaged to "Luddy,"

when she sat in her cap and gown that
June day six years ago at her graduation.
"Luddy" it was who drove her home when
it came time to say good-bye to the fair

campus, "Luddy" to whom she was mar-
ried on December 12th of that same year,
in her parents' home, with her grand-
father officiating at the ceremony.
And now that marriage, too, is over.

Like her college days, it has become
memory.
What does the future hold for Kay

Hepburn? Whatever it is, you may be
sure it won't be dull

!

A role in "Crime Without Passion,"

produced by Hecht (left) and Mac-
Arthur in the east, called for an un-

known. Pretty Alice Jefferson, a

model, was the lucky gal.

POT LUCK!
Are you always prepared for your friends when they

pop in unexpectedly for lunch—tea—dinner?

THIS month's MODERN HOSTESS tells how Mrs. Brown,

Johnny Mack Brown's wife, handles such a situation. The

writer of this interesting article was given the opportunity of

peeking into her "emergency" supply chest which saved the

day when twelve hungry people remained to take pot luck

after a game of tennis on the Brown Courts recently.

It's really not a very difficult feat to suddenly feed twelve extra

people when you follow Mrs, Brown's system. Read the article

—learn just what tasty foods are best to keep on hand for

sudden summer-guest emergencies.

And if you would like some real up-to-the-minute MODERN
SCREEN STAR recipes send in the coupon you'll find at the

conclusion of this instructive article.

MODERN HOSTESS DEPARTMENT

Every issue in

MODERN SCREEN
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A NEW KURLASH TC

MAI rCUC LASHES

MCCE

NO HEAT

NO COSMETICS

NO PRACTICING

It's your eyes that a man looks at first . . .

and last . . . and pretty nearly always. And
no eyes are really beautiful unless the lashes

are lovely too. Kurlash gives your lashes

that upward sweep that seems the most

enchanting thing in the world. The new,

improved Kurlash does it with greater

ease than ever. Kurlash costs $1, and if

your own drug or department store doesn't

have it, we'll send it direct.

THE NEW,

IMPROVED

The Kurlash Company , Rochester, New York
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto ,3

The Swellest

ips

j

you ever put to

your lips — and
only a DIME!

Silvaray Lipstick proves that
it's just silly to spend more
than ten cents for a perfecr lip-

stick. Goes on easily. Indelible.
Handsome slide -up case. Six
shades to choose from. Silvaray
is absolutely dollar quality for

a mere dime.

If you don't get the same joy
and satisfaction from Silvaray
as from higher priced lipsticks,

we'll send back your ten cents.

But be sure you get a Silvaray.

At your 1 Ocf Store
B. Kronish & Bro., New York

varqy

Dumb Like a Fox

(Continued from page 45)

work. But I was just dumb enough not

to care. The way I figured, in my poor
way was : I wanted to get somewhere. I

looked at all the guys who had graduated
and tried to find the big shots among 'em.

Tried to figure just how far four years of

study and graduating had got them. It

was a cinch for me to win the Olympics.
Of course, if I'd been bright I'd just have
held back and not gone, and graduated like

the rest of the fellows. But I just quit

school and went. I didn't even have to

work hard to win. And for nine years I

went all over the world swimming. Japan,
London, Amsterdam—oh, almost every
country. In my way, I figured I was see-

ing the world without it costing me any-
thing. I even felt sort of sorry for those
guys back in the University of Chicago.
"Somehow, I didn't think a lot of talk

helped most people much. Especially talk

about yourself. But they wouldn't have
let me talk about myself if I had caught
the habit early. 'Don't think you're so hot'

is what they always tell athletes. Football
or anything else. A guy's got to keep in

tip-top form and that's the line coaches
use to do it. I'd say 'hello' to everybody
and that was about all. I was just a
swimmer. I could swim a little faster

than someone else. But somebody else

could do figures a little faster than the
next fellow, and some other guy could
preach a little more eloquently. So what
of it?

"And when I did mix with people a
bit—well, I was invited to the big homes.
If I accepted, I somehow found myself in

the swimming pool with a lot of people
crowded around. And I ended by giving a
free exhibition.

"So I sort of decided that if you travelled

all over the world and didn't say much, but
watched the people of all classes you were
bound to meet, you couldn't help but
learn an awful lot about all people. If you
didn't waste time talking yourself, you
could learn how to tell what they really

meant behind their words—when they were
talking.

"After nine years of this, the coach came
to me one day and said, 'You're going to

quit going into competitions. You're go-
ing to do exhibitions. Good money. Ten
thousand a year to start.' So I designed a
bathing suit—I should know about bath-
ing suits—and started giving swimming
exhibitions to sell it. That's what I was
doing out here. Oh, yes, since you asked
about my education, which I don't like to

talk about—a dumb guy shouldn't, you
know—I went to night school most of the

time I was travelling around for compe-
titions.

I WAS hanging around the Hollywood
Athletic Club when Cyril Hume, the

writer, told me about Tarzan. I came
down and talked to Benny Thaw who was
casting. And he didn't give it to me. I

didn't know why, then. He sounded sort

of final, but being just dumb enough not

to know better, I went back to Cyril Hume
who brought me down to Hyman's office.

Van Dyke was there. I took off my shirt.

'That's the fellow I want,' Van Dyke said

and sent me back for a test. It was no
good. But Van Dyke still said, 'That's

the fellow I want,' and made a test of me
himself. And no one—dumb or bright—is

better in a test than the man who directs

it."

"And that was when you had your nose
made over?"
Johnny laughed. "Take a look at my

nose. If it had been made over for beauty,
don't you think even a dumb guy would
have seen that the Doc made a better job
of it than that? I've broken my nose three

times. Once playing ball with Doug Fair-
banks, Senior. I used to go over to his

place a lot."

I took a look at Johnny's nose. And
laughed. It is the best answer to that ac-

cusation. You look at it on the screen
and you'll see what I mean. Then I looked
at Johnny's eyes. Direct, honest. And I

laughed again. How many young screen
players would have played at Doug Fair-
banks, Senior's, and been so dumb as not
to let the world read about it? Why, there

could be no better publicity for any movie
star.

"Well," he interrupted my open stare,

fidgeting around and hunting for the lunch
check. He made it evident he didn't enjoy
staring. "We made that picture in four-

teen weeks and I waited two years to

make another. And that's about all there
is to tell about me. Only, don't you try to

tell the world I'm a bright fellow or any-
thing like that.

"I've spent two years around here watch-
ing people and I've got it all figured out
that it's awful easy for a bright guy to be
a ham actor. You don't have to do any-
thing—just react to a scene the way the

director tells you. I'm just so dumb I

don't want to be a ham actor, I'm studying
with Josephine Dillon and if I can get
polish on my diction and a chance—maybe
I can feel on the screen. I'm just dumb
enough not to want to be a Tarzan all my
life."

"And say, about that money business.

Don't quote me wrong on that. I should
be kicking about $500 a week when an-
other guy's still selling swimming suits for

$250.00

!

I chuckled all the way home from that

luncheon with Johnny Weissmuller. Of
course, I'd learned long ago just how
dumb he really was, but still—mry mind
flashed to his sentence. "I talked to the
casting director. He didn't give it to me.
I didn't know why then."

So he knew now ! He knew that Bobbe
Arnst, the first Mrs. Weissmuller, had gone
to Metro and begged the officials not to

give him the Tarzan picture. "He's a
grand kid now. Unspoiled. Don't let him
go into pictures. Please. Something might
spoil things for us, for me—" She had
pleaded against an opportunity for Johnny
Weissmuller.
And suddenly I was adding two and two

and getting four. I felt certain I was not
guessing. The secret of that original

divorce was out. There is no drawback
to an ambitious man like a wife who does
not approve of his profession. Bobbe Arnst
had not wanted Johnny to turn actor. He
knew it. He had known it then. He had
foreseen—what had he said, "When you
travel around the world and say nothing,

you sort of get to understand what people

are thinking no matter what they are say-

ing." He had foreseen that a wife who did

not encourage and understand and want him
to be an actor

—

So he had married an actress. Fallen

in love with one who knew every trick of

his new business and who wants him to

be a success.

In fact, we could go on for pages. And
we'd prove just one thing. Johnny Weiss-
muller is so dumb he wants the world to

think he doesn't know a thing. Then he'll

have plenty of time to really promote

—

Johnny Weissmuller.
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AND TD THINK THEY USED TD
CALL ME SKINNY

Sophisticated Schoolboy

(Continued from [>age 58)

to you as nearly like a Noel Coward play

as was possible in 1920, and five minutes

later playing practical jokes.

He was a tall, good-looking youth with

more poise than most of us will ever

have, an endless store of vitality, a start-

ling disregard for matters of etiquette,

and a twinkle in his eye which won over

everyone who saw it. If it did not occur

to those who knew him then that by 1932

he would be one of the most popular

movie idols of the day, it is because they

never gave his future a thought. To be

sure, they came near to predicting his

career after he left the little Hudson River
town to seek his fortune in New York.
It was rumored that Bob, with no training

of any sort except his experience in

theatricals at the Pawling School for

Boys, had accepted a job in the chorus of

a musical comedy. I remember the town's
saying, "He won't stay there long. That
boy will do something big."

AND they were justified. For the young
Robert had everything that makes a

popular idol of any sort, with a few other

things thrown in. Even at seventeen his

conversation was a delight. His ability to

amuse didn't consist of a use of the puns
and wisecracks which so often pass for

humor in a boy. He had the intelligence,

the natural high spirits, the originality and
the sense of humor which are the in-

gredients of true wit. At the Pawling
School he was, as I have mentioned, a
member of the cast of all the plays pro-

duced there. But do you think he played
the hero? Not Bob. He went in for

character parts, preferably spinsters.

Beacon was the town he lived in then,

in New York State. His father was vice-

president of the New York Rubber Com-
pany there. Beacon was barely large

enough to be a city, but boasted the steep-

est incline railway in the world. The
cable cars went from the foot of Mt.
Beacon to the top, where you had your
choice of penny arcades or dancing on
Wednesday and Saturday nights. Beacon
itself was no different from any other
town its size. There were mountains to

climb, woods to walk in, and the little

Melzingah River for skating and sailing.

As a young boy, Bob lived at the hotel

with his younger brother, Donald, and his

father and mother. The idea of living in

the only hotel in town added glamor to

his life. It was tremendously exciting to

have dinner there. Mrs. Montgomery al-

most always took her meals in her room,
and sometimes Mr. Montgomery would
dine with her, leaving them alone in the big
hotel dining-room. They felt grown up and
cosmopolitan. The Montgomerys had a
car and chauffeur, and obviously money.
Mr. Montgomery was always impeccably
dressed. I think he was the only man in
town who wore a Chesterfield and a derby.
Bob's clothes were better cut than most
of the boys', too. He sported immaculate
white flannels for tennis, when the others
wore dirty white ducks. Boys who hadn't
thought of it before began to beg their
mothers for some "ice cream pants" like
Bob Montgomery's.
When he was a student at the Over-

field School in Beacon, he harnessed a
horse to a pony cart, donned a coachman's
tall hat and tail coat, and invited a num-
ber of his friends to go for a ride. As
Bob drove the horse at a wild pace around
the corner of the house, one wheel of the
cart caught on the drain pipe. This mis-
hap pulled down the pipe and upset the

SKINNY?
NEW EASY WAY
ADDS POUNDS
so fast you're amazed
Astonishing gains with new double
tonic. Richest imported ale yeast
now concentrated 7 times, iron add-
ed. Gives 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks

NOW there's no need to have people call-

ing you "skinny", and losing all your
chances of making friends. Here's a new
easy treatment that is giving thousands
solid attractive flesh

—

in just a few weeks.

As you know, doctors for years have
prescribed yeast to build up health. But
now with this new discovery you can get
far greater tonic results than with ordi-
nary yeast—regain health, and also put
on pounds of firm, handsome flesh

—

and
in a far shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gaining
good-looking pounds, but also clear skin, free-
dom from constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is

made from specially cultured brewers' ale yeast
imported from Europe— the richest yeast
known—which by a new process is concen-
trated 7 times

—

made 7 times more powerful.

But that is not all! This super-rich yeast is

then ironized with 3 special kinds of iron which
strengthen the blood, add pep.

Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast,
watch flat chest develop, skinny limbs get hus-
ky, skin clear— you're an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may be,
this marvelous new Ironized Yeast should build
you up in a few short weeks as it has thou-
sands of others. If you are not delighted with
the results of the very first package, your
money will be instantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast,
not some inferior imitation. Insist on the
genuine "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right
away, we make this FREE offer. Purchase
a package of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out
the seal on the box and mail it to us with a
clipping of this paragraph. We will send you a
fascinating new book on health, "New Facts
About Your Body", by an authority. Remem-
ber, results are guaranteed with the very first

package

—

or money refunded. At all good
druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 39
Atlanta, Ga.
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'£ be an

AIRE DAL E

Hollywood saw that she was beautiful,
but movie people work under pitiless
lights, play in glaring sunshine. They
called her an "Airedale" because her
arms and legs betrayed superfluous hair.

You'll never guess her name—for she
is now one of the most perfectly groomed
women in the world—thanks to X-Bazin.
With X-Bazin Cream or Powder any
woman can be exquisitely free of hair
on legs, arms and under-arms.

Constant research and improvement have made
X*Bazin more and more mild, efficient, and agree-
able. This really reliable depilatory leaves
your skin exquisitely smooth, white and hairless.
Even the future growth of hair is retarded.

Insist on reliable X-Bazin—accept no substi-
tutes. Cream or Powder at drug and depart-
ment stores—50c. Good size tubes of X-Bazin Cream,
10c in 10-cent stores.

HALL& RUCKEL, Inc., Est. 1848, Brooklyn, N. Y.

X- BAZIN
removes hair

corners
i real thing for mounting Snapshots, Cards,

Stamps, etc. No paste needed. Neat, -

easy to use for mounting prints tight or
loose. Sold at photo supply and album

counters or send 10f! today for pkg.
^ of 100 and free samples.

Engel Art Comers Co., Chicago, III.,

Address DopL 63-1 -4717 North Clark SL

New "textured
finish" absorbs rather

than reflects the light

and makes the pins

an unseen part of
your hairdress. Look
for them at your
favorite store or
write for free sample
-—specify color.

Sta-Ritb Hair Pin Co. Shelbyville, UlT
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the stony driveway. One of the boys
landed on the tall hat which had fallen

from Bob's surprised head. He waited
until the runaway horse was flying through
the vegetable garden before he deigned to

jump down from his precarious perch.

The vegetable garden made a perfectly

safe and comfortable spot in which to fall.

Bob, you see, was always a quick thinker.

His interests were varied. They were
those of the healthy American boy. He
was a Boy Scout, he swam well and played
tennis and golf. He also sang in the choir

of the Episcopal Church. (It might be
wiser to forget the awful Sunday that

he popped his forefinger into the mouth
of the startled soprano just as she was
ending the chant which followed the

prayer.) In school, besides Dramatics, he
sang in the Glee Club, was on the Pawling
School Weekly, went out for football,

managed a team or two, and was well

above the average in scholarship. He
wrote with justifiable pride, "Man, I am
to be congratulated. This last two weeks
I got an average of 80 ZA per cent in my
subjects. An average of 80 puts you on
the Honor Roll. So you see I am on the

Honor Roll. (Ahem!)"
The following year he was struggling to

keep up that record : "Been passing every-

thing regularly except French. I can't

push that language through my wooden
headpiece." Can you imagine the suave
Robert worrying about a French lesson?

Yet with all this he still had time to write

long and rather envious letters to a pal

:

"Every time I think of the gay life in

Boston, I get a toothache or a grouch.

Here I sit in this neck of the woods with
nothing to do but work while you,
grrrrrrr

!"

ONE great part of Bob's charm was
his even disposition. Have you ever

heard stories about "temperament" in con-
nection with him? I don't think there
will ever be any. I have never seen him
angry or irritated. Perhaps that is the
reason that people can't be angry with
him. When I knew him, he never thought
of ringing a doorbell or knocking. Some-
times he would appear at the door and
ask, "Any rags or bones?" Or you could
be sitting quietly in your room on a sum-
mer afternoon, and perhaps be startled

by a loud noise. It would be Bob Mont-
gomery, come to pay a call. If he hap-
pened to be hungry, he would ignore you
and pass straight through to the kitchen
where he would look about and help him-
self to anything that happened to strike

his fancy. A little while later you would
look up to see his impish face peeking
around the corner at you : "You're looking
very handsome today."

Bob was no ordinary boy, and I

think you will agree with me that he
deserves all the success he has won by
sheer force of his own scintillating per-
sonality. He was born to laugh, to be
happy. He has "the light touch" about
everything he does. That he has been
successful playing the heavy lover simply
shows that he can do a number of things
well. And Bob certainly is one grand
boy. He stands for youth and the joy of
living. He wants you to laugh with him.

Pepping Up Your Wardrobe

(Continued from page 73)

fall colors this season. It was quite strict-

ly tailored in design from shoulder to hem.
But the blouse that went with it was a

straight peplum affair in a heavy linen,

striped green, beige and black. It had a

nifty little bow under the chin, short sleeves

and a belt of the same material. Now that

little bodice with the tweed skirt made a

dress in itself for the warm day, while

the coat was handy for protection against

cooler breezes.

A NEW dress? Is that the order? Just

a general, all-round, useful dress?

Make it of satin—black is the best—and

have a collar and cuffs of white or color,

whichever you can carry off with the

greatest charm. (You know, some of us

can't wear black and white. We must have

a dash of color to make us bloom.) Now,
this sort of dress is a little miracle which

will stand by you all through the coming
winter. It never really loses its charm and
usefulness until the back gets shiny, and
with regret you are forced to put it

aside. It's summery looking too. with its

gay accents, and a relief from all the whites

and pastels which, by this season, have be-

come a little washed and faded looking.

You are sick of them, anyway—have
enough of them hanging around—are anxi-

ous for a change. Try the black satin and
see what it does for your feelings. Crepe
is good, too, but not quite so smart at

this time of year.

Blouses—they are the boon to the girl

who needs change, at a nominal cost. What
a yard and a half of goods will do for a

tired suit can't be estimated. And I want
to tell you some new ideas for these

blouses. You know you can sew one of

them up in an off evening and sally forth

next day with a new outlook on life.

Plaid taffetas are simply stunning with
plain suits. Striped taffetas are even bet-

ter in some respects. But, in any event,

choose them in brilliant colors, for the
very dash of them is their chief inspira-

tion and claim to fame. They are so stiff

and perky looking, defying the world, you
won't be able to go on thinking your spirits

have come anywhere near the drooping
stage.

There are bargains on the piece goods
counter right about now. Look out for
those darling patterned handkerchief linens.

They were marked with boosted prices
earlier in the summer. Now you can pick
them up for a song. They are too deli-

cious for words when made up with a jabot
or a big bow in the front. They're proof
against mussing, too, for they fall into their

own natural lines and keep you away from
the ironing board for a couple of days at

least.

Nothing is smarter than a blouse of
crisp white organdy. Work that one for
all it's worth. You'll never regret that
investment.

FOR a new hat, I'd advise a rather
broad-brimmed felt—knockabout in type,

but with some slight suggestion of a dressy
appearance. You've seen this urge for
black and yellow. Well, if you have a
black dress, get a new yellow felt hat and
a pair of yellow chamois gloves. What a
rejuvenation! You have no idea how
thrilling the change is until you yourself
are dolled up in the ensemble.
Evening? White satin is good. Can

be dyed later. Or I'd advise a long skirt

of black crepe, triple sheer, or satin in

black or brown or midnight blue. Then,
again, blouses to go with it, and a little

tight-fitting jacket with long sleeves.
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FAOEN BEAUTY AIDS
Ex-Sunday School Teacher

(Continued from page 60)

Her mother is her pal and confidante.

When she gave birth to a daughter in

1903, a doctor told her she could never

have another child. That is the reason the

baby was named Una which means 'one.'

The newest member of her family is her

husband, Ronald L. Burla, an engineer.

They were married on the first day of

January, 1932, after a seven weeks' engage-
ment. (Her father and mother were mar-
ried also on a New Year's Day, also after

a seven weeks' engagement.) Ever since,

they have lived all together in a simply
immense house.

Una, always honest, admits that she en-

tered the lists without great beauty, with-

out dramatic brilliance. Then how did she

thrust up through the crowd? How did

she win the chance to tread in the tracks of

Marie Dressier and Clark Gable as a
"picture-stealer ?" I asked her.

"T TRIED to make every person for whom
* I worked feel that he could depend on

me," she answered. "Every time I made
an appointment, I did my level best to keep
it. I wouldn't let myself be late—ever. If

I got a job, I worked hard, usually for an
hour or two longer than anyone else."

But that isn't all there was to it. The
rest of the answer lies in the kind of girl

she was when her parents brought her to

New York from Philadelphia at sixteen.

She had just changed suddenly and sur-

prisingly into a slim, eager young woman.
Back in Covington, Kentucky where she

lived the first fifteen years of her life, she

had been ill, spindly, and something of a
book-worm.
Her first love affair was certainly as

commonplace as yours or mine. He was
a Boy Scout and he gave Una his pin to

wear. The next day, he changed his mind
and took it back. But was Una heart-
broken? Not a bit. She fell in love with
a boy who had a bigger and brighter

Scout pin.

In her first fist fight we discover a

hint of the spirit that was to sustain her
through her early discouraging years. She
was a Sunday School junior in Covington,
Ky. One Sunday, all the Juniors wore
wreaths of daisies and quaint white-and-
blue Mother Hubbards. Little Una liked

her dress so well that she wore it to school
on Monday. A neighbor boy followed her
home that afternoon mocking her, teasing

her until she ran crying into the house. Her
father said, "Una, why don't you go out
there and give that kid a thrashing?"
Her eyes widened with surprise. "Oh,

may I?"
"Go to it."

She had been taught that little ladies

didn't fight. It had not occurred to her
that one might break the rule. But now
she had her father's sanction. With her
little skirts tucked up in her belt, she waded
into her tormentor. The black eye she got
and the two she gave was the neighbor-
hood scandal for a month.

AND there you have her, the kind of
girl she was when her parents moved

to New York and she made up her mind
that she wanted to be an actress.

Abandoning high school and its form-
al courses, she went to the invigorating at-

mosphere of a dramatic institute. Day and
night, while diction and gestures absorbed
her, she haunted stage doors just to look
at celebrated actresses. Then, she looked
for a job.

At first, there was no job anywhere.
Men looked at her and said, "Too green."
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FREE Housewives
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Several People became rich by using
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To acquire poise, she began to pose for

artists. Between poses, she continued to

tramp the streets hour after hour, from
office to office, meeting the monotonous,
spirit-killing rejection, "Nothing today."

You may be sure she was tempted to

give up, but eventually, Fate relented. She
got a tiny part.

The man who gave her a first real chance

was John Golden, the theatrical producer.

"I need someone with a lot of exper-

ience," he said. "What have you done?"
Una Merkel didn't know it, but as she

sat in that office she was at a crossroad

in her career. She might have lied about

her experience and mentioned imaginary

work in England or on the West Coast.

Instead, she said. "I've played in two
shows. In one, I walked on and off with-

out opening my mouth. In the other, I

said just one line."

JOHN GOLDEN must have been a little

stunned to hear her say that. But her

honesty pleased him, for before she left

his office her name was signed to a con-

tract, the contract that was to make her
a Broadway favorite.

Those next months were unbelievably
busy. She had a part in "Pigs." And then

in something else. People began to say
that the girl with the cute southern voice

at the John Golden Theatre had that cer-

tain something. Then came "Coquette,"
the hit in which Helen Hayes starred for

two years. In it, also, was a young and
handsome Irish actor named Andrew Law-
lor, the original Penrod of Booth Tark-
ington's famous play. Inevitably he and
Una were drawn together, and inevitably,

they fell in love.

That was Una's first grand experience.
Before, she had been too intent about her
work. But Andrew was different. He was
something of a genius, too, with a genius'

heroic moods. Their days were divine, full

of gaiety and dreams. Their nights were

given to the theatre. That went on for

two glad years.

Her chance to play in D. W. Griffith's

picture, "Abraham Lincoln," separated
them—though neither of them had a glim-
mering of it—forever.

On the day set for work to begin, she

got a wire from New York that tore the

heart out of her. Andrew Lawlor had
been rushed to the hospital, stricken sud-
denly with appendicitis. And he had died.

She kept her secret. Nobody realized

she was doing a Pagliacci. She wanted
to forget—so she worked and worked and
worked. For weeks. When "Don't Bet
On Women" was thrown on a screen, it

was seen that she had "stolen" the picture.

After that, offers came with bewildering
rapidity. She made picture after picture.

Work, you see, still was the anodyne her
grief demanded. Gradually, the pain of be-

reavement dulled. Many months later, one
Hallowe'en night, she went to a party at

a friend's home. One of the men there

was Ronald Burla. She had already met
him several times.

This night, as she looked at him, she

discovered a little ache in her heart. He
came toward her unexpectedly and asked
her to dance.
That Hallowe'en night he asked her to

marry him. From the first, he had loved
her but her success had scared him. But
now, he was asking her the old, sweet ques-
tion. They were married, as I already told

you, seven weeks later on New Year's Day.
Una Merkel worries now and then, I

think, about the charming and goofy young
things she portrays on the screen. She
fears that the public will not accept her in

any role where she isn't dumb and where
she doesn't crack wise.

But I believe Una Merkel has the pre-
cious gift of turning giddy shadows into

flesh-and-bone people. And I believe, when-
ever the talkies offer her in other roles,

she will receive the same shining answer.

Still Pal;

(Continued from page 48)

wife for Cary and the three of us go about
together a good deal. I miss his constant
companionship, of course."

IN spite of his bravado and sensible ac-

ceptance of this new state of affairs, a

wistfulness lay behind Randy's words. One
instinctively feels the sense of loss and
emptiness that has come into Randy's life

since Cary married Virginia Cherrill.

They had lived together, these friends,

for two years before Cary met Virginia.

They originally met on the studio lot,

and from the first, were drawn to each

other by that intangible something by which
one instantly recognizes a kindred spirit.

"I introduced him to Virginia," said

Randy with a rueful, little smile. "I knew
Virginia only casually, and the three of

us met one lunch time. I could see that

something happened between them right

from the start. But the engagement wasn't
announced for a long time.

"Last November Cary and I went to

Europe together. Virginia was waiting in

England, and I knew that they would be
married there. Cary always said he wanted
to be married in England. He was born
there, you know. Going over on the boat
Cary was nervous, moody and over-anx-
ious to get to Virginia. He was all strung
up. One day something happened that

might have had disastrous results if it

hadn't finally been explained after we
landed.

"It seems that Virginia and Cary had an
understanding between them, that if either
one became interested in anyone else, they
would at once tell the other about it. All
during the trip they used to send daily
radiograms to each other. One day Cary
came rushing up to me with a radio mes-
sage in his hand.

" 'What the devil do you suppose this
means,' he demanded. I read it. The first

part of the message was normal enough,
but at the end was a startling statement.
It said, 'Accepting Morris' and was signed
'Virginia.'

"Cary was wild. I had a terrible time
calming him. And almost at the same time,
Virginia had received a radiogram that
Cary had sent her, which drove her nearly
frantic. The message Cary had actually
sent was 'Distracted and bored,' but when
it was delivered to her it read, 'Attraction
on board.' Both of them went about acting
like a couple of Bengal tigers in a cage.

WHEN we finally landed and they
thrashed the matter out, it turned out

that all radiograms sent from and to Lon-
don, first had to be relayed on through a
French port, and that in doing so, both
messages had become distorted, which ex-
plained the mix-up. Someone else's message
concerning their acceptance of the mysteri-

ous 'Morris' had been tacked on to Vir-
ginia's radio to Cary, and his to her had
been likewise badly bungled. It took them
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two days, however, to disentangle the mess
and make their peace with each other after

we landed."
"Did you stay in England for their

wedding?" I asked.

Randy stared moodily down at his hands
for a long moment before he replied.

"No," he finally answered. "I had to

return home—alone. When I next saw
Cary he was a married man."

''But you say that you feel that marriage
hasn't changed him, at least, so far as you
are concerned?"

"I see an admirable change in Cary
Grant, the man," said Randy Scott loyally.

"He was always gay and full of spontaneity.

He went into everything he did, heart and
soul. When he played, he played 100 per
cent. Now he is looking to the future.

He is more balanced. I have never seen
him so happy. They are both terribly in

love. I think that they are the happiest
couple I have ever seen.

"As I have said, we are just as good
pals as ever. But I am watching. I am
on guard. I don't ever want to contribute
in any way to his unhappiness. I don't
ever want to be blamed for any trouble.

Sometime, quite naturally, there might be
a petty quarrel between Virginia and Cary.
Perhaps his eggs might not be cooked to

suit him in the morning, or something
equally unimportant. And if I were around
too much, people might lay the blame at

my door.

"I never interfere with Virginia in any
way. We are good friends. I give her
full credit for the agreeable changes I

now see in Cary. Their happiness makes
me think more about marriage. It makes
me feel that it must be a pretty good state

of existence. We three often go places to-

gether. Sometimes we make it a four-
some, and I bring a girl along. But our
dates are spontaneous now, and usually
cooked up on the spur of the moment. They
are not planned ahead as Cary's and mine
used to be. In the old days, for instance,

he and I almost always were invited out
together on Thursday nights. That was
the servants' night out, and people took
pity on us, knowing that we were open for
dinner engagements at that particular time.
Incidentally, I still am."

Does Hollywood

Want Me?

(Continued from page 49)

Strangely enough, Elissa had made a suc-

cess in a profession she disliked. She re-

ceived offers too tempting, from a mone-
tary standpoint, to turn down.

"After all," says Elissa, "I had to make
my own living, and I had, and still have,
dependents. Writing, as you may know,
is not very lucrative, especially for the
novice."

ONE London success followed another.
Elissa came to Broadway, and, finally,

to Hollywood. She is sincerely grateful

to Hollywood for many things, but she has
failed to find joy in her work. And I feel

that the answer lies in the fact that while
Elissa has given some fine performances,
and is capable of giving finer ones, she is

not a born actress.

She takes her screen characterizations

too seriously. If she cannot understand
and believe in every word and action of
the heroines, she cannot put her heart into
her performance.

"I think the fans would like to see
Marcia of 'The Sign of the Cross,' Antiope
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Marion Davi'es' Clinic

Benefit at the Biltmore
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get-together with Mama
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of 'Warrior's Husband' and the heroine of

'The Yellow Ticket' again," said Elissa.

"Other than that, I don't think they care

whether they ever see Elissa Landi again."

I think the answer goes a bit deeper

than that. The fans want to see the Elissa

Landi of those three pictures because Elissa

herself believed in those three women suffi-

ciently to bring them thrillingly to life on

the screen.

I watched Elissa enacting the role of

Blossom Bailey in "Sisters Under the

Skin," and I couldn't help but feel that she

was a bit disdainful of Blossom. Another
actress might have submerged her own per-

sonality in the screen character, but Elissa

never quite forgot that Blossom's ideals

were not her ideals, that Blossom's courage
was not equal to her own.
The day I talked to Elissa, she had just

walked out of the Columbia picture appro-

priately titled "The Party's Over." The
studio agreed to cancel her contract. It

was the second time since she came to

Hollywood that she had prevailed upon a

studio to cancel her contract before its ex-

piration.

"For three years I was under contract

to a studio that didn't want me. Fox wanted
me when they signed me, but I became
a bone of contention between warring poli-

tical factions. When the faction that had
sponsored me was in power, they gave me
a good picture, not because they cared
about Elissa Landi, but because they

wanted to show up the opposition. When
the men who wanted to be rid of me came
back into power, I got poor pictures and
my best scenes went on the cutting room
floor."

NOW, here again, Elissa is right. And
yet, like every question, there are two

sides to this one. There is something to

be said for the viewpoint of the producers,

for Elissa is never as much concerned with
the probable box office returns of a picture

as she is with the character of the heroine

she is to play.

"My relations with Columbia were per-

fectly agreeable. They are turning out

good pictures, but their trend is modern
frothy stuff, the sort of thing I can't do.

I walked out on 'The Party's Over,' be-

cause I was to have played a second rate

American stenographer, a sort of stooge to

Stuart Erwin. Now the story may make
a very good picture, but I'm not the type

and I couldn't do justice to it or to my-
self."

"I think that the question is not whether
or not Hollywood wants you, but whether
you want Hollywood," I said.

"But it's only when Hollywood and the

public want you that you can survive here,"

she said with a quizzical smile.

"Do you want to survive here?" I asked.

"You have so many other interests? How
about your writing?"

"I want to survive here for two reasons.
First, I want to create something really

fine on the screen, and, second, I enjoy the

luxury and the easy beauty that my work
in pictures makes possible."

Her estate is an integral part of her
life, every inch of it receiving her personal
attention. Whether it is a pomegranate
tree that needs pruning, a bird house in

need of repairing, or a piece of china that

needs replacing, Elissa sees to it herself.

Her servants have all been with her since

she first came to Hollywood. It would
break her heart to give them up. At
Christmas time, she finds her greatest hap-
piness in making a gay holiday for them.
She has never been known to forget any
of their birthdays.

Elissa is one of the "workingest" peo-
ple imaginable. She dislikes wasting time,

and works on her novel between scenes on
the set. At home she finds time to dictate

from her notes to her stenographer, prac-
tice her music, and attend to all the details

of her home.
"This picture business does soften us,"

she said. "Not our hearts, but our brains.

We make splendid money. We're able to

provide ourselves with luxuries. We for-

get that there is poverty and genuine dis-

tress outside. We become so concerned
with our own petty battles for popularity
and supremacy that we forget about the

rest of the world. We cease to think.

"Perhaps I've been here long enough.
Perhaps I should get away from Holly-
wood now in order to save my soul. There
have been times when I've seriously con-
sidered giving it all up."

Perhaps Elissa's latest picture, "The
Great Flirtation," which she did for Para-
mount, has given her a more zestful feel-

ing about her film work. It should have.

She's swell in it. People who have here-
tofore regarded her as cold and static sat

up and blinked at her emotional acting.

Of course, Elissa will never cease to

think. That is why, while she will be
grateful to Hollywood for what it gives

her, she will never be completely satis-

fied here or anywhere else. She is too
sincere and intelligent a person to stag-

nate anywhere. She will insist on giving
something as well as taking. That is the
reason she is so concerned with whether
or not Hollywood really wants her. Whether
or not you want her. Unless she can
feel that she is giving something worth
while, she does not feel right about
taking even Hollywood's material benefits.

Well—what do you think?

Hollywood's Lost Children

{Continued from page 62)

1933, alone, 453 applied. If that many asked
for help, how many were there who did

not ask?
"We care for about five hundred a

month," reports the Los Angeles Y. M. C.

A. And Wilbur J. Lake, the Business Sec-
retary of that organization, has been moved
to appeal to the editor of this magazine,
hoping that Modern Screen may perhaps
be able to "influence parents to be more
reluctant in permitting their young sons to

leave home and become problems to com-
munities in which they do not belong."

THERE are fewer girls wandering the
country than boys—but a greater num-

ber of them head for Hollywood. The boys

who come to Hollywood, relief workers
have ascertained, as a rule have sense

enough to know they don't stand much
chance in pictures. They are content to

trail stars up the Boulevard and beg for

autographs. But the girls are different.

They come to Hollywood convinced that

they have a future in pictures.

Here is a typical case, from the files of

one of the welfare agencies. (It is under-
stood that all names used are fictitious.)

Case 4359. Alice Adams. 15 years of

age. Reported missing from Provi-
dence, R. I. Alice asked her father to

let her go to the movies with a girl

friend in the evening. When it was
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time for the show to be out, she did

not return. Father notified the police.

Nearby towns were investigated, but

no trace was found. Two months later

Alice showed up at the Travellers' Aid
Society in Los Angeles, exhausted, her

clothes in rags, without a cent. She
had not eaten for three days. At great

effort, a place was found for the girl

to stay while the bureau telegraphed

her father to see if he could afford to

pay her bus fare back to Providence.

But Alice, suspecting that she was to

be sent back, sneaked out and has not
been heard of since.

What has become of Alice? Where
is she now? From dealing with hundreds
of cases just like hers, the welfare bureaus

can hazard a pretty good guess. Alice

probably got a job as a waitress or house
servant somewhere in Hollywood. She
saved her money until she could buy some
pretty clothes, and then moved in with

a girl she had met who was a movie extra.

In the past six months, she may have
worked tzvo days in pictures, at $7.50 a

day. She still thinks she is headed for

stardom, however. How does she live?

She bums meals from boy friends. Once
in a while she goes back to being a wait-

ress again, for a few days. She likes the

life. She likes the gossip of the studios, the

atmosphere of pictures, the hand-to-mouth
existence, the parties given when a lucky
friend gets a few days' work. She can
handle her shot of gin like a veteran. She
lets men paw her because she's learned that

"a girl has to be a good sport if she wants
to get anywhere." Will Alice ever go back
home ? Never ! She has changed her name
and blondined her hair, and she's in

Hollywood to stay

!

Here is the case of a boy of sixteen—the

boy whose snapshot you see at the begin-

ning of this story. Howard's case never
even reached the welfare agencies, so where
he is today nobody knows. We quote from
a letter directed to Irving Thalberg, at

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.

Dear Mr. Thalberg

:

I take the liberty to write you to

bring to your notice the story of a little

lost Chicago boy who left home a

month ago to go to Los Angeles.
Alone, without money, nothing but the

clothes he was wearing when he left,

one blanket in a Boy Scout kit on his

shoulders, on through the storms of the

past months. When last heard of he
was up in Seattle, Washington. How
he got over the Rockies is not known.
He wrote a brief card from Seattle,

no forwarding address.

I am his mother. The boy left his

classroom May 2, last heard of from
Iowa—Sioux City ; then from Miles
City, Montana, and Seattle. I came to

this country when my husband died,

with my three children, the oldest boy
now 24, one girl 20, and this boy,

Howard, 16. I have tried to reach him
by broadcast, without success. I en-

close a few photos of the boy taken at

different times.

(Signed)
Mrs. , Chicago, 111.

THERE are no jobs open in pictures to

young people who have no stage

or radio experience. Of eighty-odd girls

now living at the Hollywood Studio Club,

only one works with any degree of regu-
larity. And she has a $1,000 wardrobe,
knows every casting director personally,

has extraordinary looks, intelligence, and
acting ability, and sits in her room tele-

phoning the Central Casting Bureau every
half hour, all day long! All that, just to

be an extra. The Studio Club's books
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can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 72-16
306 No. Michigan Ave.* Chicago

MAKE MONE
Home f

EARN steady income each week, working at home,
coloring photos and miniatures in oil. Learn famous

"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this
method in big demand. No experience nor art talent
needed. Many become independent this way. Send for
free booklet, "Make Money at Home."

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL. Inc.
3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 2366, Chicago, Illinois

Be a Nurse
MARRIED WOMEN EARN.$25-S35
Yod can learn at home in spare time to
be a "practical" nurse. One graduate
saved $400 while learning. A housewife
earned $430 in 3 months. Clear, simple
lessons. Course endorsed by physicians.

Est. 35 years. Thousands of graduates. Equipment in-
cluded. High school not required. Easy tuition payments.
Men, women, 18-60. Add to your family income I

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 79, 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name _

City.

(State whether Miss or Mrs.)

State -Age-

show that, in seven years, 1500 girls have
lived there. Their histories cast a truth-

ful light on their chances of success

:

Returned Home 400

Married 200

Still in California

(but not in pictures) 850

Placed in pictures 50

"It is pure egotism that brings many of

the girls to Hollywood," states one social

worker, firmly. "They may win a beauty

contest, back in their home towns. Then
their friends tell them they're better than

Greta Garbo, and they're conceited enough
to believe it!" This is all too true. Holly-

wood has not forgotten the anecdote of The
Second Mary Pickford. A producer on

Poverty Row—the row of smaller studios

along Gower Street in Hollywood—was
told that Mary Pickford was in his office

waiting to see him. In strode a Swedish

girl, six feet tall, with long curls down
her back. She announced cooly that she

had come to Hollywood to take Mary Pick-

ford's place. Not only was she as homely
as a mud fence, but she was violently

cross-eyed ! Yet the poor soul really and

truly thought she was a raving beauty!

You may not believe the story, but it hap-

pened. Egotism? What do you say?

Then there is the case of a little boy—

a

little black boy. We can't resist the temp-

tation to tell you his real name, it's so

odd. Muscoe Levison. But the fix that

poor, scared little Muscoe found himself in

was far from funny ! His case card reads

:

Muscoe Levison. Age 13. Negro.

Ran away from Yazoo City, Miss.

Father and mother dead. Lived there

with grandfather. Said he left home
"to see the world." Negro Y. M. C. A.

reports he either talks all the time or

sulks. Examined by mental specialists.

Found to be "dull, retarded, disinter-

ested." Cried day and night, he was so

homesick. Recommended he be returned

home before he became a public charge.

Liable to end up in prison or an

asylum.

Poor, bewildered little black boy! But

they're all bewildered, all these homesick,

scared, unwanted, lost children! They
come out to Hollywood imagining the stu-

dios will be wide open to them. Instead

they find iron gates and policemen to keep

them out. They can't get in. They can't

talk to anybody. They don't even get to

see the stars, unless it's just for a minute,

getting in and out of a limousine in front

of a restaurant, or something of that sort.

Edith Symoe. 18. Referred to Society

by a minister. Had been working in

his home as a servant, until he discov-

ered her to have a dangerous disease.

Investigation disclosed she had been in

reformatory in Mid West 5 yrs. Ran
away. Father refuses to take her back.

Sister living near Los Angeles refuses

have anything to do with her. Can't

keep any job longer than a day or two.

Thoroughly unreliable. Lies, cheats,

steals, drinks. "Man crazy." Given
charity at the Brandon Guest House.
(Volunteers of America.) Her dis-

ease made her a danger to the other

women inmates, and she was put into

the General Hospital, the City of Los
Angeles paying her bill. Juvenile Pro-
bation office is appointing a guardian
for her. Feared she is too far along
now to reform.

Most of the welfare agencies are sup-
ported by the Community Chest. Like the
Brandon Guest House, they try to supply

all who come to them, first with food, shel-

ter, and clothing, and, second, with a
home, a job, or the fare back to their own
residence in whatever state they may come
from. But you know, yourself, how
scarce jobs have been. Nor can the funds
of the Community Chest be stretched like

a rubber band. What becomes of the many
boys and girls who can not be given help?
No figures at all are available on them.

Well, if you go up a dark alley behind
a restaurant, late at night, you can now
and then catch a glimpse of a pretty girl

ravenously munching scraps out of a gar-

bage can. It is a sight you don't ask to

see twice.

And there are boys sleeping in vacant
lots, in culverts, behind signboards, if you
know where to look for them . . . The
figures of the Municipal Service Bureau
for Homeless Men tell the story. Conducted
by the Los Angeles Department of Social

Service, the Bureau took care of 2,148

wandering men and boys during the month
of August, 1933. Under the terse head-
ing, "Where Slept Last Night," their fig-

ures say

:

Paid Lodgings 441
Charity Lodgings 388
Jail 104
No Shelter 1,215

"The first-timers—the boys we get who
are away from their homes for the first

time—are nice kids," says Franklin New-
comb of the Boys' Lodge. But he adds,

with a shake of his head, "To see the
same boys six months later, when they

get back to us for the second time, is a
horrible shock ! They are lazy, filthy in

their habits, and destructive. They have
lost all sense of responsibility, all sense

of decency. Their idea of working is to

beg dimes on the streets. They will steal

even from boys in the same boat they are
in. If any new boy has a white shirt, they
will steal it right off his back. They have
become real bums—outcasts—homeless
wanderers for ever!"
None of this is Hollywood's fault. Holly-

wood can not be blamed for the heart-rend-
ing tragedies of these lost boys and girls.

Hollywood is begging you here and now,
from the bottom of its heart—
Keep Your Boys and Girls at Home!

* -

Tune in on "Hollywood Highlights"

and hear the handsome gentleman

on the left, Sam Taylor, MODERN
SCREEN'S Hollywood reporter, re-

count interesting bits of gossip every

Monday and Wednesday at 6:30

p.m.,overWMCA, New York City.

With him are Block and Sully, cur-

rently working in "Treasure Hunt."
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(Continued from page 47)

Tullio Carminati and Lyle Talbot also

give nice accounts of themselves.

B: BACHELOR BAIT (RKO)

Amusing entertainment. Stuart Erwin

plays a very meek young man who sud-

denly goes into the matrimonial agency

business. He runs it on the up-and-up, so

it makes a lot of potatoes until the town

lawyer wants to buy the swell business and

Erwin won't sell. Then the fun starts.

We won't spoil this by telling you the real

plot, because that is what makes it such

good- entertainment. Rochelle Hudson is

beautiful as the receptionist in the agency

office. Sheets Gallagher is right on the

nose in the part of the lawyer and walks

away with almost every scene in which he

appears. But what has happened to Pert

Kelton? Her voice is bad and she seems

to be trying to sound like a siren looks!

B: COCKEYED CAVALIERS (RKO)

Good, Wheeler and Woolsey! If you

are a W & W fan, you'll want to see this

for sure, since it's one of their best to date.

The picture is laid in the ancient days and

the two stars are hilariously funny, even

to look at. Bert is a kleptomaniac and we
hope you don't roll in the aisle when the

coach-and-four disappears. Then, the

boys are mistaken for doctors and some

more funny situations are the result.

Dorothy Lee (as usual) and Thelma Todd

are the gals, but they haven't much to do.

B: HERE COMES THE GROOM
(Paramount)

Shades of Mack Sennett. Yes, this first

appearance of Jack Haley is rather close to

the old Sennett comedies, but we have a

hunch you are going to like it anyway.

The story is allowed to take a back seat

to comic situations, fast chases, broken

vases and all the rest of the time-worn

angles. Jack Haley is a cinch to get in the

movie money because he has a rare idea

of the ridiculous. Mary Boland holds the

picture together while Neil Hamilton and

Patricia Ellis wander. Isabel Jewell

doesn't get enough chance but she looks

swell while you can see her.

B: KISS AND MAKE UP (Paramount)

Fast and snappy comedy. Cary Grant

is a beauty doctor whose mission in life

is to make all women gorgeous. One cus-

tomer (Genevieve Tobin) requires a whole
year of treatment and in the end, her hus-

band becomes jealous enough to divorce

her. From there on the story goes at a

riotous pace in which all members of the

cast seem to have romantic inclinations to

one or another of the others. Grant's sec-

retary (Helen Mack) is really in love

with Cary, but she allows herself to get

mixed up with Eddie Horton (Tobin's

Ex) just to spite the boss. The entire

story seems to be a burlesque on the beauty

racket, with most of the feminine players

hunting for beauty.

B: THE MAN WITH TWO FACES
(Warners)

Very good entertainment. Can you im-

agine Edward G. Robinson as a French-
man? Well, no one else could, either,

and that is what makes it possible for

Eddie to get away with a murder in this

picture. He impersonates another person
long enough to establish a new identity

and, when the killing is done, he is able

to return to his own personality without
(almost) detection. We can tell you the

story because the audience is in on the

thing all along. Eddie is the brother of

Mary Astor, who is under the spell of her
husband, Louis Calhern. To remove her
from his spell, Robinson decides to remove
the cause. Ric Cortez has a sympathetic
role for a change.

B: MURDER IN THE PRIVATE
CAR (M-G-M)

Entertainment with thrills. The high
point of thrills in this picture is reached
when a passenger car becomes loose on a

hill, there being six people and plenty of

tons of dynamite in the car. But this is

only part of it. The story, in the main,
concerns Charlie Ruggles whose self-

elected job is that of "crime deflector."

He decides that he will protect Mary Car-
lisle throughout the entire seven reels, and
while he's doing it we guarantee you'll have
plenty of laughs, chills and entertainment.
Mary plays a telephone operator, who is

suddenly discovered to be the "missing
daughter" of the third-richest man in the

world. You'll like this one.

B: MURDER ON THE BLACK-
BOARD (RKO)

Swell mystery comedy. What a grand
team they make—Edna May Oliver and
Jimmie Gleason. - The picture opens with
a gory murder in a deserted classroom and
from that point, comedy and sleuthing

combine to find the solution. Miss Oliver
does one of her best bits of work as
Snoopy, the oldest teacher in the school,

who decides to work with the dumb de-

tective (Gleason) in finding the murderer
of one of the younger teachers, played by
Barbara Fritchie. Tully Marshall and
Gertrude Michael do well. Go!

B: THE PERSONALITY KID
(Warners)

Humorous, fast-moving programmer.
This is one of those "old reliables." Noth-
ing new in the way of plot, but the excel-

lent manner in which the material is

handled makes it thoroughly enjoyable.
Pat O'Brien is swell as the boxer, who
gets a big head only to find that his man-
ager has been buying off his opponents.
He decides to quit the racket, but when
he learns that his wife, Glenda Farrell,

is going to have a baby he decides to hire

himself out as a frame-fighter. Maybe you
can guess what happens. But even if you
can, the way it happens and the swell

situations meanwhile will make you laugh.

B: SHE LEARNED ABOUT
SAILORS (Fox)

Fast, rowdy-yet-clean comedy. Were
you about to say that a story about a
sailor on leave couldn't be rowdy and yet
clean ? Quietly leave the room ! Here is

a picture that is all of that, laughs one after
another, funny situations, sailors in their

usual haunts, but the picture is pee-ure!
Lew Ayres comes back with a smash in

this one and proves that he needs only
proper casting to keep him on top. Alice
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THIS is our own copy-
' righted exclusive
blend of Lilacs and
Roses. Other odors to

choose from are ....
Sweet Gardenia, Lav-
ender, Sweet Pea,

Sweet Jasmine and Carnation
... the biggest cans of QUALITY
talc on the market today for 1 0c.

Don't just ask for . . . DEMAND

LANDER
NEW YORK MEMPHIS BINGHAMTON

(3,000.00 '1
Life

Certificate

Ages 1 to 75—No Medical Examination
This NEW Copyrighted Life Certificate with
short-time PAID-UP FEATURE pays up to
$3000 for DEATH PROM ANY CAUSE, to any
Man, Woman or Child.
SEND NO MONEY—Mail today your name,

age, address and name of your beneficiary. By
return mail you will receive, for YOUR FREE
10-DAY INSPECTION (with no obligation)
this Life Protection' Certificate, made out in
your name. If you decide to keep it, then send
only $1, which puts this remarkable protection
in force for over 45 days—about 3c a day there-
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INTERSTATE LIFE ASSOCIATION
Dept. H-4 Hollywood, California

"Yes, Betty, we'll
always be BLONDES"

SUNNY golden curls . . . smart blonde coiffure.
Mother and daughter keepingyoung together

—thanks to Blondex. This special blonde hair
shampoo not only helps prevent darkening
but safely brings back true golden color to dull,
drab, faded light hair. Brings out the bright,
gleaming lights—makes the hair soft and silky.
No injurious chemicals. Not a dye. Invigorates
the scalp. Ask any Blondex user! At all drug
and department stores.
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For Your Hair
Stunning Brilliance

Tempting Softness

Enlivened Color

from id Is simply

(fiven self-shampoo

Jaret, the wondei
tint-shampoo, adds as
much loveliness to hair
as face powder does to
skin! It captures a mil-
lion dancing high lights

that otherwise are lost.

It will bring to your hair a
new fascination ... a new hair
youth ... a new temptation. Jaret
tints as it shampoos . . . yet is not a dye.
For the young woman, Jaret preserves and

heightens youthful, bright sheen. For the older
woman, Jaret evens out discolorations and brings
out lost color and gloss. Each of the seven kinds

of Jaret is especially prepared
to meet the exact problem of
the color type it serves.

Blonde, Titian, Brunette, Gray,
Light, Medium and DarkBrown

10c at The large cake is 50c
tOe STORES at the Better Drug

Stores, Beauty Salons
and Department Stores
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A "get acquainted" gift from REJUVIA, the favorite
lipstick of more than a million women. A complete
17 x 25" scientific character reading chart absolutely
FREE to you.
Study your sweetheart's character. • Analyze your
friends • Learn what you are, and why you are •
You will be amazed with the mysteries that this chart
will reveal to you.
Mall your name and address on penny post card. No
cost. No obligation. SEND NOW TO Rejuvia
Beauty Labs., Inc., Dept. J-42, 395 Broadway N Y
Try REJUVIA Lipstick today, velvet smooth, per-
manent waterproof, indelible, in correct shade lor your
Individual complexion. A tested quality full size
lipstick for only 10 cents at most 5c and 10c Stores.
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CHORE mm,
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No More Kitchen Drudgery!
'W^tsf ?" ~~ Patentedparallel outer layers provide—"

'Double the Wear, where the Wear comes"

BUNIONS™88
TORTUBE

The amazing action of Pedodyne is truly marvelous, and a
boon to those whose bunions cause constant foot trouble and
a torturing bulge to the shoes. It stops pain almost instantly
and with the inflammation and swelling reduced so quickly
you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ease and
comfort. Prove it by actual test on your own bunion. Just
write and say, "I Want To Try Pedodyne." No obligation.

Pedodyne Co., 180 N.WackerPr., Dept.G-210, Chicago, III.

PLEASANTLY
REMOVE
HAIR

Smell the contents o!
the D eWAN bottle.

See how pleasant
it really is!

Hundreds of thou-
sands gladly paid
SI for DeWAN S,
because it is pleas-
ant and gentle . .

.

safe for the face.
The eame big

bottle i3 now only

50c
ro anyone can af-
ford to use it on I

arms, underarms |
and legs. There-
fore, why use any-
thing else?
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REMOVER

Faye is headed for big things. She has
everything. Harry Green will slay you
as Jose Lopez Rubenstein , of Buenos
Aires, and the comedy of Mitchell and
Durant is excellent.

B: SHOOT THE WORKS
(Paramount)

Funny, fast and musical. What? An-
other comedy ! Yes, this month has given
still another and this one, too, is well
worth your time and money. Listen to the
cast : Jack Oakie as the "Barker" is

teamed with the late Dorothy Dell. Roscoe
Karns as "the man on the flying trapeze"
commits his love-making to Arline Judge
(beautiful and clever) which leaves Alison
Skipworth and Ben Bernie to wander
around without romance. Here are some
of the hit tunes that Bernie plays : "With
My Eyes Wide Open, I'm Dreaming,"
"Take A Lesson From The Lark" and
"Were Your Ears Burning Baby."

B: WE'RE RICH AGAIN (RKO)

Funny and batty at once ! Can you im-
agine Edna May Oliver playing polo?
That's the first thing that will throw you
in the aisle, and from then on, the whole
picture becomes just one aisle-rolling after
another. Marian Nixon is her natural self

and runs off with plenty of honors,
while Billie Burke almost wins the best

performance of the year with her charac-
terization of the "dumb mother" in the
show. Lots of snappy gags, funny situa-

tions galore and grand acting.

C: FRIENDS OF MR. SWEENEY
(Warners)

Among the also rans. Not for many a
moon have we been treated to quite so
consistently flat a comedy as we were
forced to sit through in this film. Most of
the fault lies with the writing and direc-
tion, for there are yards and yards of what
presumes to be comedy that caused not a
ripple of a laugh. Charlie Ruggles plays
a guy who was a rave in his college days,
but who has become a down-trodden
wage slave. He is engaged in writing

some rather underhanded work for a
crooked candidate for governor when an
old school pal arrives in town and, by
means of a bit too much liquor, manages
to bring back Charlie's spirit. He re-
writes the article and "saves the nation."

C: GRAND CANARY (Fox)

Unnecessarily slow and boring. An-
other "best-seller" bites the dust. Yes,
this picture was made from one of the
real book hits of recent years and turns
out to be one of the slowest movies in

months. Warner Baxter, playing a rail-

roaded M.D., does the best he can, as
does Madge Evans, but the direction and
situation allow them little to do but look
sad and woe begone. We warned you

!

C: HIGH SCHOOL GIRL
(Byron Foy)

With moral attached. And a much bet-
ter job of producing than is usually found
in this type of entertainment. Obviously,
it concerns a young girl in school—one
who has a club woman for a mother

—

who gets into trouble only to be told by
her busy parent that "you are too young
for that kind of information." All through
the picture wanders a "Professor" who
talks with frankness and obstinancy on the
subject of "What Every Young Girl

Should Be Told." The youngsters, espe-
cially Miss Parker, do well with their

roles while the older players, Crane Wil-
bur and Helen MacKellar, are too heavy.

C: HIS GREATEST GAMBLE
(RKO)

Mind-over-matter, or something. This
film was perfectly titled, it being the
studio's greatest gamble in years. A
gamble because it takes Dix out of his

usual role and into a heavy, none-too-well
explained characterization of a man trying

to save his daughter from the terrible

power of his wife over her. The wife is

altogether too ghastly and the daughter,
Erin O'Brien Moore, isn't given much
chance to be liked by the audience, be-

cause her part is not well written.

They Visit New York

{Continued from page 85)

picture company invited her to make tests.

Each time she did she became so nervous,

that she'd weep buckets of tears. Natur-
ally, the tests were useless and the gal

was out.

When Charlie MacArthur heard this, he

determined to get some good shots of Whit-
ney Bourne or bust. He called her and
said, "Now, you're to play a highly hysteri-

cal woman in this story. You must cry

all over the place. The more you cry, the

better we'll like it. And don't for-

get it!"

Of course, it wasn't true a-tall. Just a

MacArthur gag. And the result obtained

was perfect. Miss Bourne couldn't squeeze

a single salt tear. The cameras ground and
she acted and forgot to cry. The test was
so good, that she is playing the siren in

the picture.

Well, there are all ways of crashing the

movies and you'll admit that Whitney and
Margot certainly picked a couple of unique
ones !

And now to get up to the Bronx

—

and Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy and "A
Woman in the Dark." We haven't seen

Miss Wray in a long time; in fact, not
since she was being flung around by
"King Kong." She's a dramatic actress

now, if you please, and has gained in poise

accordingly. A very charming manner,
an accent which she comes by honestly

—

the gal's a Canadian, you know—and a

sureness that is a little flooring without
being the tiniest bit offensive. And bee-

ootiful ! Well, yes. Much more so than
on the screen, for she has coloring that

is simply exquisite.

She's thrilled to be in New York and
wishes they'd send for her every six

months to make a picture ; that is, pro-

vided her handsome writer-husband, John
Monk Saunders could be along, too.

Everything is so serene with Fay and
her mode of living and her career, that

she's afraid she isn't what's known in the

writing world as "good copy."

Ralph Bellamy, looking quite as attrac-

tive as the women of America agree he is,
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sauntered across the set. Here's a gent

with a quick wit who thanks heaven he
got the breaks at last. His future plans

are up in the air. He said he may return

to Hollywood, or he may do a play in

New York, or he may do one in London.
So, take your choice. He claims he hasn't

any—choice, we mean.
Ralph and Fay have played together be-

fore, so it's sort of a happy family effect,

with Phil Rosen, who directed Barbara
La Marr long ago, wielding the mega-
phone in a directorial capacity.

KAY FRANCIS breezed into town and
out so fast you could scarcely see

her heels for the dust ! Miss Francis is

the despair of Warners' press department,

since she's quite impossible to pin down
for an interview.

At that, the only questions worth ask-

ing Kay are bound to be personal—all

about her "Ex'' and the one before that

that she is reported to be considering re-

marrying, and her friendship with Chev-
alier and the episode of the cut wrists.

Well, you can see for yourself, there are

several reasons why the lady should wish
to keep her counsel.

She is doing Italy with a friend and
the trip is by the way of being a belated

vacation. Before departing, Kay created

quite a furore in the Fifth Avenue shops,

for she is immediately recognized wher-
ever she goes. She buys extravagantly
and has excellent taste.

Leo Carrillo represents the "personal

appearance" visitor of the month. The
Italian gentleman has been doing his stuff

at various picture houses along Broadway
and it (the material) and he are pretty

bad. Yes, the Carrillo is certainly a bit on
the ham-my side, doing plenty of show-
ing off and playing to the gallery and
telling the "folks out there" all about his

estate in Hollywood.
We could have even forgiven him the

stale jokes, but the "mugging" and ap-

plause-waits after each announcement of

his future plans were a little too much.
* * *

Glenda Farrell dropped in to shop and
see plays and meet her beau, who returned
from Europe. Here's a lady fairly exud-
ing good-fellowship and charm and a

sense of well-being. She spends her off

moments raving about Mary Brian and
Mary returns the compliment and, at that,

they're both displaying good taste

!

Between You and Me
(Continued from page 6)

popular book which I have read and

enjoyed, I'm always thrilled.

If you read "Grand Canary," "As the

Earth Turns" and "A Modern Hero,"

you know what thoroughly delightful

reading those books were. Hollywood
filmed all three

,
of them. I was curious

and anxious to see what our producers

and casting directors had done with

them.
I'm sorry to say that I came away

from each one of them disgusted. I

know the actors weren't at fault—War-
ner Baxter, Jean Muir and Richard

Barthelmess can do excellent work. In

each case, the director just didn't "get"

what it was all about.

Perhaps it's like that game—you
whisper a sentence or a phrase to your

neighbor, he repeats it, or what he thinks

you said, to his neighbor and so on till it

is repeated to a number of people. The
tenth person's version of the original re-

mark will amaze you. Perhaps that's

what happens to a novel when the pro-

ducers get hold of it. Maybe it goes

through so many hands, each one making
the changes he thinks necessary, that

when it finally is ready for the screen,

the original story is unrecognizable.

In all honesty, I must say that "Little

Man, What Now?" was the rare excep-

tion. Frank Borzage did a swell job

with that picture. I wonder what they'll

do with "The Count of Monte Cristo,"

which is being filmed now. I only hope
it isn't ruined.

IS HE POPULAR!
BETTE HUESTON, of London, Can-

ada, says

:

Well, folks, here I am completely dis-

illusioned and distraught! The reason?
I have just read of Bing Crosby's plan

to retire in 1935. Do you realize what
that will mean, folks? No more songs

by America's favorite voice with a heart-

throb, no more of that natural style of

acting so rare on the silver screen today.

Good heavens, are we going to sit back
and let this popular star fade from the
limelight completely without doing a

single thing to prevent it?

Speak up, fans, do we want Bing, or
do we? Now let's hope he'll "Please,
Surrender."

WANTS LEW AY RES ON TOP!
JOHN GRASSI, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

says :

Why, oh, why have they thrown down
Lew Ayres so shamelessly? This com-
petent and sterling artist is one of the
very best, as anyone who witnessed his

performance in "All Quiet on the West-
ern Front" will know.

Please put him back on the very top
where he belongs and not in such hope-
less films as "Cross Country Cruise,"
which was pretty awful. (M-m, we
agree, but we think Fox is doing right
by him now. He has very nice roles in

"She Learned About Sailors," with Alice
Faye and the lead opposite Janet Gaynor
in "Servants' Entrance." Also, he's
scheduled to do "Lottery Lover," zvith

Pat Paterson.)

MODERN SCREEN'S DRAMATIC SCHOOL
PLEASES FANS

MISS PALUMBO, of Whitestone,
N. Y., welcomes our stunt

:

I have read about your new depart-
ment, "Modem Screen's Dramatic
School." My friends and I all think it's

a grand idea. We would like you to
make it as technical as possible. There
are many of us who cannot afford to go
to a dramatic school but who want in-

formation about speaking, stage deport-
ment and so forth. Since almost anyone
can afford to buy your magazine, the
article will help those who are hoping
someday to see their pictures in Modern
Screen. (The "Dramatic School" idea
caught on like ivild-firc with the fans.
Needless to say we're delighted that, all

of you like it so well.)
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(Continued from page 12)

exceptions. If the man's already "in"

deep enough—meaning in love—he's not

going to get un-interested if his girl is

withdrawn and unresponsive—a cold, little

clam ; it may make him all the more de-

termined to win a smile, a date, a kiss.

And if he's one of these suffering-shy lads,

a girl with the ready-eager-waiting line

will hasten along the romance-—that's all.

But our girl doesn't know he's in love
-—and if she's wise she doesn't take chances.

She plays the game out, according to the

best set of rules she can hit on.

Now I can fairly hear you saying, "My
dear Miss Van Doran, you list a lot of

'don'ts.' But what is there we can do?"
Well, here's one thing you can and should

do—when he talks to you, let something of

the way you feel about him show in you.

An extra warmth in your tone, and if

your eyes can light up at sight of him, so

much the better. That will rate you in

his mind as a live, vibrant personality to

be sought out again.

And at first, just the idea that you're

gone on Jack, or Don, or Ted, may buoy
you all up—heady excitement that keeps

a girl riding the crest until, presto, a

little uncertainty comes along. And here's

where some of you get confused—you feel

that being uncertain is one and the same
thing as defeat. It's the girl who can ride

through doubt and suspense, like an expert

s vimmer, who usually comes out best

woman in the end.

Certain love experts stress self-assur-

ance—and that's all very fine but the mor-
tal doesn't live whose assurance can't be

shaken at times. I wonder if poise is not

more important. Under stiff competition,

your self-confidence may suffer inwardly.

If you've schooled yourself to be a poised

person, you can show the world a "smooth"
front, no matter how you feel.

Isn't "poise" another word for being
"smooth" that is the ideal of our youngest
generation? It's a clear-cut attitude that

makes a girl stand out as "knowing what
it's all about."

BY way of illustration, let's look in on
a little scene that makes a demand for

the girl to be smooth. Tommy, whom
you've about decided is your "big moment,"
is coming toward you, is about to speak,

and, you think, ask you for the dance.
Vividly little Joan turns, stands directly

before him, exclaiming, "Why, Tommy

—

hello! Isn't this waltz just too wonder-
ful to waste?" Now, with such a lead as

that he can do no less than ask her to try
it with him. You're not close enough to
hear

; y0U only catch a glimpse of him
stopping before Joan, instead of you, and
whirling off with her. Now, as his eyes
and yours have happened to meet the in-

stant before Joan steps into the picture, by
no means hastily withdraw your glance, as
if embarrassed and confused ; instead look
on at them both one smiling instant. It

will give him a chance to smile back a
silent greeting to you. Then at once be
ready to turn all your thoughts to the
next man who approaches to ask you for
a dance. If the men are cutting in, this

will give Tommy a chance to tap your
partner's shoulder, when you pass him
on the dance floor, in order to claim you.
Or else, at the end of the dance, if he does
appear, he'll see you've not been sitting at
the side lines.

But if you're one of the too fearful, jeal-
ous kind, who looks the other way if you
see your favorite man dancing with another
girl first, then the chances are he'll notice

that you can't see him tonight. Vaguely
feeling something's wrong, though he
doesn't know what, he may not venture
near you—not dreaming that bubbly little

Joan is figuring in your thoughts as a
dangerous brunette menace, and that you're
showing him you don't run after men.
Too often the attitude of a proud, re-

pressed girl is taken by a man to mean she
doesn't like him very much—or at all. Or
that somehow he's offended, without know-
ing how. Result : mutual avoidance and
misunderstanding. Not "smooth."

TJECAUSE a man is almost sure to be
*-* drawn to the girl who's unfailingly
"smooth," let's see what smoothness means.

If a girl prefers a certain man, she's

being "smooth" about it if she understands
he must pay a certain amount of attention
to other girls at any social gathering

—

even to make certain gallant gestures with
reference to them. Only the girl who's
socially immature mistakes such attentions
for budding romances.

Likewise, a girl would be smooth in a
situation where everyone knows everyone
else, she distributes her own attention

evenly. It's the courteous attitude to ignore
no one. Sticking rigidly to your own little

clique looks narrow. The only exception
to this is an affair like a big dance, where
small clumps and groups keep together be-
cause they don't know the others.

The girl who would be smooth must keep
down feelings of inferiority, such as jeal-

ousy and pretentiousness. To use the
language of the movies, she doesn't try to

steal scenes.

If you've a jealous disposition, and can't

change it all at once, at least keep it on
the inside. Don't treat any bewildered
man to sudden changes from warmth to

arctic chill. Or worse, don't try to probe
his feelings toward yourself, or others.

Be a pal to your boy friend only to a

very limited degree. Don't let him mistake
you for a dumping ground for his troubles

—or treat you too much of the time as
another fellow. It doesn't pay, in the long
run. If things head this way, don't ex-
plain, but have things to do, places to go,
until he modifies the attitude.

If a man has kissed you once or twice
and made love a little, it's certainly not
being smooth if you let bim see you feel

injured should he act as though there's

nothing serious between you on your next
meeting. Better let him suppose the whole
episode has rather slid from your memory.
But if he should try the same thing again,

your next move should be evasion—hold
him off until you're sure he's not trifling.

I'm going to mention a little scene I

noticed in Norma Shearer's "Rip Tide."
It happens in the beginning of the picture,

where Norma is parting from Herbert
Marshall. She is taking what seems to

be the end between them with her chin up,

her one thought to write the farewell wire
that will explain to him how very much
it has all meant to her—the perfect ex-
perience. Is it any wonder that the girl

with that attitude faces about to find the
man who was leaving has decided he
couldn't, after all, say good-bye?
To sum up, to win or hold your man,

strive for the "smooth," poised attitude.

Don't stifle all signs that the man appeals.
Keep your conduct clear-cut enough so you
won't puzzle the poor dear unduly. And if

to these attitudes you can add natural
warmth and tenderness, the courage to

"take it"—defeat as well as success—why,
then, what man can hold out against you?
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Beauty Advice

(Continued from page 10)

to run to a beauty parlor for these treat-

ments. They are very simple and easy
and, no matter how busy you are, if you
will budget your time, there's no reason
why you can't do the work yourself and
save yourself a pretty penny. Just fol-

low these instructions and if you don't

agree they are the best hot oil treatments

you've ever had I'll give up

!

There are six steps to this treatment

:

brushing, saturating the hair with oil,

massaging, steaming, shampooing, and
drying by hand. If you haven't a good
stiff brush on hand, invest in one—it will

be well worth your money—and spend
seven or ten full minutes brushing your
hair well before each treatment. Don't
just skim over the top of the hair, but
part the hair in the center and work down
the head, tier by tier, picking up a very
thin, lengthwise section each time.

After you have brushed until the scalp

fairly tingles, apply a good hot oil prep-
aration. I know of several. The oil

should be heated until a drop of it on the

back of the hand feels comfortable. Now
part the hair and apply the oil with a little

twisted wad of cotton.

A FTER every part of the scalp and
hair has been covered with the oil,

massage it well, using all the fingers of

both hands. The massaging, incidentally,

is one of the most important steps in the

treatment. It gives the hair life and
vitality and tones up the scalp.

Steaming is the next step. Do this by
swathing the head in steaming hot turkish

towels, applying one after another so as

to keep the temperature uniform. Keep
this up for about a half hour.
Now comes the shampoo. Four or five

soapings with a good, pure, liquid shampoo
soap may be necessary to remove all the
particles of oil. The same number of
rinsings will leave the hair fairly glisten-

ing with cleanliness. If you want to look
especially glamorous finish off with a
brightening hair rinse. After the last

rinse, remove the excessive water with a
towel and proceed to massage the hair
until it is completely dry. It is really

important that the hair is thoroughly dried
after a hot oil treatment. If you want to

push in a wave, remoisten the hair after
it has first been dried. Don't ask me
why this is so. It just is, and your hair
will dook a hundred per cent better if you
let it dry thoroughly before waving.

If you are one of those unfortunates
suffering from dandruff, you'll find these
hot oil treatments a big help for that, too.
However, if you want to rush the good
work along, try rubbing a little good hair

tonic into the scalp daily. If you find

that the alcohol in the tonic is too drying
to the hair, simply mix a little oil with it.

HERE are some beauty hints I picked

up from the stars for you

:

If your lips look all puckered and
withered from too much sun and salt

water and no amount of cold creaming at

night seems to suffice, try using cold cream
on them during the day—before applying
your lipstick. This is Bette Davis' sug-
gestion and she says the cold cream not
only serves as a swell foundation for the
lipstick, but gives it a glossy appearance
that is very attractive.

If your hair gets oily just a few days
after shampooing, Miriam Hopkins ad-
vises using a weak solution of bicarbonate
of soda in the water when shampooing
your hair. One part soda to one hundred
parts of water is about the right propor-
tion.

To do away with that puffy look under
the eyes, which is particularly prevalent in

the early morning, Myrna Loy suggests
patting on an oily cream every night.

However, Myrna warns that you do this

very gently and with an up-and-down
movement—otherwise your results will be
more harmful than good.
Eye baths night and morning with warm

and then cold water will give a sparkle
to the windows of the soul, says Dorothy
Lee, whose brown orbs are among the
most beautiful on the screen.

Mary Biddle has a little gift for you.

It is a generous trial size of a well

known cream which, really and truly,

fulfills every demand you could make
of a face cream. It is (I) an efficient

cleansing agent, (2) it softens and re-

fines, smoothing away roughness and
incipient wrinkles and (3) after remov-
ing the cream with tissues, the skin is

in an ideal state to receive make-up.
It also is a blessing and a boon in

fighting whiteheads. Also, a generous
sample of a delightful face powder.

If you would like to receive the cream
and powder, drop a note to Mary
Biddle. Also, if you have any ques-
tions to ask about your beauty prob-
lems, write to her. Address her in

care of MODERN SCREEN, 149 Mad-
ison Avenue, New York, N. Y. Please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed

envelope.

Modern Screen's Dramatic School

(Continued from page 8)

direct a rank amateur than many old-time
stage stars. The old timers are so full of
tricks and mannerisms that they forget to
be natural.

"So the thing that I want you, who are
just learning to act, to remember, is that
best of all rules : Be natural

!

"I want you to get yourself in the
proper frame of mind before you attempt
any theatrical work at all. How? Simply

by telling yourself that acting is a per-
fectly simple business, that it is not a
mysterious and difficult art and that, if

you walk upon a stage or before a camera
and act simply, as any human being would
act, half the battle is accomplished.
"Before you go before an audience

—

relax. Relax every muscle in your body

—

every nerve. Free yourself enirely from
tenseness.
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BUT. you ask me, what about the

technique of dramatic art? I say that

simplicity is the greatest technique. But

there is something else—a technical trick

—

that you must learn and feel.

"I do want you to know the art of

timing. And it is simple. If you play

any sort of game you know what timing

is. On the tennis court you know exactly

when to raise your racket. And you
know how long a stroke to give your arm.

That's timing.

"When you're dancing, you know exactly

at what beat of the music to move your

feet. That is rhythm—or timing.

"It is something you may instinctively

feel—just as some people pick up tennis

and dancing quicker than others—but it is

also something that can be learned.

"Timing in acting means that, when you
speak your lines, you give the proper

pauses so that your audience may laugh

or feel sorry or gasp, dependent upon what
emotion you are trying to convey to them.

"The best way to go about learning

proper timing is to apply the knowledge
you already have of athletic sports. You
may think of your words as if they were
tennis balls and you are the tennis racket

who bats these balls to the audience—or,

more properly, to the other actors with
whom you're working. Try to feel the

rhythm of what you're saying. Feel the

rhythm of the emotion you're portraying.

Remember that every line and every emo-
tion is important to the general effect and
—just as in tennis, you don't want to miss

a single ball—do not miss a single effect.

"And those of you who have no feel-

ing for timing can learn it—by logically

studying your lines, by analyzing them and
deciding just where you should pause, just

where you should speed up. Do this

analytically until it becomes a part of you,

until you actually feel inside of yourself

the rhythm of your words and emotions.

AND that, incidentally, is something for

you to remember. Say to yourself

just before you step on the stage, 'I can't

go wrong.' Learn to have confidence in

yourself. Tell yourself over and over
again that if you remain natural and simple
you can't go wrong.
"And don't resort to obvious tricks. I

trust you all know what a scene-stealer

is. He is the man or woman who, by
making some obvious movement, by mak-
ing some exaggerated face while another

actor is working, thinks that he is taking

attention away from the actor who should

have it and directing it to himself.

"It is difficult to stand perfectly re-

laxed and perfectly still upon a stage.

You are apt to grow embarrassed, to think

it necessary to move about. But I give

you my word that the person who really

steals scenes, who actually gets the most
attention, is the poised, self-confident per-

son who has the courage to remain calm,

to stand still and let the other fellow take

the scenes that belong to him.

"Remember these things

:

"Anybody can act. Be natural. Relax.

Don't resort to tricks. Learn timing. Do
the simple and natural things always. Try
to feel that you are a human being, doing
human things instead of an actor playing

a part. Have confidence in your ability.

Most of the truly great acting of the

world is founded on these simple tests.'*

Thanks, Frank Borzage ! Thanks for

making it all seem so easy. And now

—

all you kids—read and re-read this great

director's words. They will give you a

real impetus in acting.

I hope that all of this has helped and
that you can honestly say you have
profited by the first lesson in Modern
Screen's Dramatic School. But I want
you to be frank with me. I want you to

tell me what you want in this—your very
own—department. Don't hesitate to ask
questions. Write to Modern Screen's
Dramatic School, 149 Madison Ave., New
York City. Ask anything concerning the

theatrical arts you want to know (I'll have
experts who know their stuff answer your
questions). Please enclose a stamped, ad-

dressed envelope for a personal reply.

They Weren't Born Beautiful

(Continued from page 41)

charmer in my town. I wasn't dainty. I

wasn't pretty. I wasn't smart.

"My Mother always was appalled at

the way I'd pulled off my hair-ribbons and

stuffed them in the back of my dress. That
my freckled face, worse than ever in the

summer, was smeared with dirt."

It wasn't, as a matter of fact, until Joan
arrived in Hollywood that her metamor-
phosis into the lovely, smooth young-

woman she is today took place. In the in-

tervening years Joan had grown up to her

arms and legs. They no longer were out

of all proportion to the rest of her. True.

And her freckles were less marked and
fewer in number. But it wasn't because

Joan was a beauty that she had made her

way in the chorus. It was because she

was a splendid dancer, because her years

of tree shinnying had left her limber.

Then one evening Joan went dancing at

the Ambassador with a special beau. A
very special beau. He was a man about

town who impressed her greatly. She wore
a blue chiffon evening dress which she had
bought hurriedly in Los Angeles. Dresses

were short that year, trying enough for

tall girls in any event. But the silver lace

ruffles on Joan's dress cut off its length and
made it seem even shorter. Department
store pearls were roped around her arms

and neck. And it never had occurred to

Joan to have slippers dyed to match that
dress or to buy silver slippers to match
the ruffles. Black satin slippers had been
in her closet and she had worn them.
Constance Talmadge was at the Am-

bassador that night. As smart and per-
fectly groomed as Connie always can be
expected to be. She wore a simply-cut
gown of black crepe. Complementing it

was costume jewelry of simulated rubies
and slippers of ruby red.

"Constance Talmadge certainly knows
how to dress," Joan's beau announced sud-
denly. "She's one smart girl. You always
can count on her having just the right
clothes, whatever the occasion."

"After that," said Joan,: telling me about
it, "Constance Talmadge became my guide.

THE first thing I had to do, of course,
was lose weight. In the proper places.

That meant diet and exercise.

Then I looked over my wardrobe as de-
liberately and coldly as a business man
would look over his stock. And all those
clothes I had bought ill-advisedly and hur-
riedly, I gave away.
"After that I took heed of the way I

looked and the clothes I bought. And one
thing led to another . .

."
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Then there's Mae Clarke.

It was when Mae was a year old, puny

and nervous, that the family physician in-

sisted she have the invigorating benefits of

sea air and the family moved to the shore.

The sea air did help. Mae lived. But

even five years later, when she was six

and started school, she was so scrawny and
frail that, although she had plenty to eat at

home, she always was on the milk list with

children who suffered from malnutrition.

Mae had a nervous affliction, too. Called

upon to stand up and recite her lessons, she

would stammer. And then, in her con-

fusion and mortification, she would pro-

ceed to forget her lessons entirely.

As Mae grew older she used to spend

all afternoon and all evening doing her

homework. She used to take out no time

for play. Long after she knew her lessons

perfectly, she used to go over them again

and again. In this way, she always hoped
she would be able to drill her homework
into her head so thoroughly that nothing

could make her forget it.

But always the same thing happened.

Immediately she began to stammer, the

lesson she knew so well would fly out of

her head and leave her mind blank.

IT was On the world-famous Atlantic City

boardwalk that Mae saw her first danc-

ing recital. She slipped into the hall where
it was taking place.

She was spellbound with the beauty of

all she saw. She imagined her own un-

dersized, stooped little body in every turn

and motion the dancers made.
"Oh," she whispered, "oh, if only I could

dance like that . .
."

That night, when she went home, she

put a record on the phonograph and she

danced. The next night she did the same
thing. And the next night and the next.

Until her parents, realizing how she loved

dancing, scrimped and saved that they

might send her to dancing school.

It was at dancing school, for the first

happy time in her unhappy life, that Mae
began to find herself. Here, from the be-

ginning, she was able to hold her own.
Her body might be thin. Her narrow little

shoulders might be stooped. Her arms
and legs might be undersized. But in her

thin body and her stooped narrow shoul-

ders, in her pipe-stem arms and legs there

was an inborn sense and feeling of rhythm.

It wasn't long before—instead of being

the stupid one—Mae was standing up beside

the teacher showing the class how to do
things. This gave her confidence. She
found poise. Happier mentally, she began
to digest her food better. Her body began
to straighten and fill out. Until the poor
little ugly duckling Mae Clarke had been

gave way to the happy, healthy, attractive

girl that Mae is today.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT made prac-

tically the same discovery. For, believe

it or not, once upon a time, Claudette was
an ugly duckling, too.

"I was anemic," Claudette explained.

"I was a sight, really. I had no vitality.

I went around limp and stoop-shouldered.
I had so little energy that instinctively I

conserved it, spent none of it on enthus-
iasm or vivacity. And with my face much
thinner than it is now my eyes used to

seem sunken and my nose looked larger."

Claudette too, like Joan, was self-con-

scious when she began to mature. Typical-
ly French, you see, she matured early and
fully. While her American friends con-
tinued to have straight up and down boy-
ish forms. And when you're only fourteen,

more than anything else you long to be as
much like everyone else as possible. It is

only as we grow older that we find interest

and attraction in things and people that are

different, that we dare to be different.

''My carriage was bad, too. The draw-
ing-board over which I worked with am-
bitions of becoming an artist didn't help

much either . .
."

Then Claudette's father died and she

faced an economic crisis. She had her

mother and aunt to support.

"It was literally," Claudette then told me,

"my economic problem that jerked me out

of the ugly duckling class. I knew there

was more money in the theatre than there

was in stenography or art work. So I

became interested in a career on the stage.

"The first time I stood in front of my
mirror to take stock of myself I was horri-

fied. I'd never realized how I looked, I

guess. I'd been looking at myself in the

mirror for years but that night, looking

at myself with an objective, critical point

of view, 1 saw myself for the first time.

"Immediately I set about learning car-

riage, hair arrangement and clothes. I did

all of this as deliberately as I had studied

Pitman pot-hooks in order to become a

stenographer, as thoroughly as I had
studied color and design when I'd hoped
to become an artist.

"So I know whereof I speak when I say

there is no need for any girl to sit down
and accept her figure, her posture, her

phlegmatic attitude, or any other detail of

her appearance. Any one of these things

or all of them can be changed."

And then, too, there's the case of Sally

Eilers. She also was an ugly duckling

once. And what is more Sally insists that

she's glad, that it's something of a boon to

have been one. For a time, mind you.

"Because," explains Sally, "when you've

experienced years as an ugly duckling you
aren't likely to have acquired the habit of

depending upon your looks to get by, you
aren't prone to act querulous and spoiled,

to weary people with all the poses which
you think are your passport to popularity

•and admiration.

'Once you've been an ugly duckling,

you're more likely to keep on trying to

make the grade as a human being, to keep

on trying to make good as an individual."

Sally was a pretty baby. She was
chubby. She had curls. . And wondering
eyes. But her hair turned straight. She
acquired "millions of freckles." And she

continued chubby instead of losing her

baby fat and growing tall. At twelve she

wore size six. The boys on the Eilers'

block liked to tease Sally, to tell her she

was as broad as she was long.

Then Sally began to have trouble with
her lessons. Her mother took her to an
oculist and it was discovered Sally needed
glasses.

"I was wretched," Sally says, "I never

was sure of myself. I was self-conscious

and timid. I never seemed to know the

answers. Until my mother bought me a

pale blue georgette dress with a very full

skirt.

"When I remember that dress now, it

seems pretty terrible. But then it was so

much my heart's desire that I couldn't help

but believe I was attractive in it. So I

began to act as if I was attractive. I began
to seem a little more assured. I began to

acquire poise and confidence. And all of

this turned the trick."

Such a small thing—one party dress—to

really change a girl's life. But I've seen
it happen—in other cases besides Sally's.

They weren't born beautiful, all of the

movie stars, as I said in the beginning.

But one way or another they grew to be
beautiful. That's the important thing.

One way or another they found them-
selves. They saw no reason why because
they happened to be born ugly ducklings
they should live and die ugly ducklings.
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Good News

morning, he started to take some motion

pictures of the surrounding landscape and

other boats. Who should be standing on

the boat right next to his but Gloria Swan-
san and Herbert Marshall—who also were
trying to "get away."

* * *

HE'S AFRAID OF GRETA!
Richard Boleslavsky, who is to direct

Garbo in her next flicker, hasn't met the

lady yet and the picture starts in three

days. They have each been so afraid of

meeting the other that on several oc-

casions much-out-of-the-way skipping has

been done on the part of both of them.

The other day the director was told that

Garbo was on her way to see him when
she got cold feet. He finally saw the

humor of the situation and wrote her the

following note : "I am more scared of you
than you are of me, so why run away?"

* * *

Jackie Coogan (now a man-about-town)
was asked the name of his current girl

friend.

"Toby Wing," Jackie informed.

"But," said the friend, "I thought that

Junior Laemmle was taking her around."
"What—that old man ?" demanded Jackie

in horror.
* * #

Mrs. Patrick Campbell really got an-

noyed the other day because someone in a

friendly manner referred to her in print

as a "veteran" of the stage.

"In my home in England," stormed Mrs.
Pat, "a veteran is someone who walks
around on crutches."

* * *

When Hugh Herbert admitted that he

had only kissed one other actress on the

screen, many of his friends thought he
should be given some lessons before he

kissed Glenda Farrell in "Kansas City

Princess." When Hugh told them who
the object of his first and only kiss had
been, they decided no instructions would
be necessary. Number One for Hugh had
been Tallulah Bankhead.

* * *

Max Baer made something over $6,000

per week and a cut when he went in for

personal appearances in the movie houses
—and 'tis whispered that the Champ will

get even more than that for his next mo-
tion picture.

* * *

Jack Benny may be considered stingy

with his handwriting but no one can claim

that he lacks generosity with his affection.

He carries a rubber stamp to sign auto-

graph books and he blithely stamps one
and all with "Love and kisses from Jack."

* * *

ONLY SIXTEEN!

Patricia Ellis surprised everyone the

other evening by admitting in a radio

broadcast that she was "just sixteen." She
gave her age as sixteen over two years
ago when she signed her Warner Brothers
contract, but it wasn't until just a few
days ago that she actually attained that

venerable age.

Little Shirley Temple is the least spoiled

child of the movies these tired eyes (tired

of movie kids, anyway) have ever beheld.
Shirley lives at Santa Monica with her
mother, father and two small brothers and
never for one moment would you know
there was a movie queen in the crowd. The
brothers behave toward Shirley just as
all small brothers do. The only difference

(Continued from page 39)

Shirley's fame has made is that her Dad
has been promoted to branch manager of

a Santa Monica Bank where he had for-

merly worked merely as an employee.

Shirley's fame brought many new accounts

to the bank where her Dad worked. Hence
the promotion.

$ * *

Fox is making ambitious production

plans for "One More Spring," Robert
Nathan's best seller of last season. The
cast will be headed by Will Rogers, Janet
Gaynor and Warner Baxter, with Stepin

Fetchit in an important role.

Since "State Fair" the Fox exhibitors

have been clamoring for another Rogers-
Gaynor picture It certainly should satisfy

them to have Warner Baxter thrown in for

good measure.
* * *

IT WORKS BOTH WAYS
This is rather ironically-funny. Heather

Angel's mama has always been of the fast

opinion that her darling daughter could

get much further in pictures if she would
shy away from publicity, sort of become
"mysterious." Just the other day, how-
ever, mama got an offer from a London
newspaper to do a series of interviews on
the stars at a nice price. Imagine her
chagrin when she found that most of the

stars she was anxious to obtain were all

busy being "mysterious" and so she had to

pass up the offer.
* * *

It prqj/ed to be the big gasp of the

month when "The League for Decency"
(newly organized religious groups who are

going after the movies with hammer and
tongs) came out in a report that Norma
Shearer's pictures were the most demor-
alizing films made in Hollywood. Norma,
they insinuated, was a more "sinning"

screen lady than even Mae West, because
Norma, who looked and acted a lady, was
permitted to get away with anything includ-

ing screen "infidelity and divorce." Norma's
picture "Riptide" was held up as the hor-
rible example.
The day after this outburst took place,

Norma asked Freddy March (her co-star

in "Barretts of Wimpole Street") how he

felt about appearing m a picture with the

worst woman in Hollywood.
"Well, it's pretty bad," replied Freddy in

mock seriousness. - "Of course, I've tried

to do all I can to help the cause along.

I've just adopted a little child, and if some
of the sweetness and light of that pub-
licity doesn't rub off on you, you can't

say I haven't tried."

* * #

Quite a furore occurred on the set of
"Chained," the Crawford-Gable film when
Clark wore a bathing suit for a swimming
scene. One of the gals on the set spotted

the powerful Gable physique in the pool

and immediately hied herself off to tell her

pals the news. Back she came with about
a dozen femmes. Word also spread to a

nearby set where there were fifty dancing
girls in rehearsal—and by the time Clark
looked around after completing the scene,

he discovered a "gallery" of several hun-
dred palpitating ladies.

A loud yell was heard, then a splash,

and it actually took the production chief

to shoo the damsels away so that Gable
could come out of the water and act.

* * *

According to the New York corre-

spondents, the telegram that caused Max
Baer to hop up and down in delight and
shout over in pride and excitement, fol-

lowing hi$ victory over Preemo, was signed

"Jean Harlow."
"Look at this," Maxie is quoted as shout-

ing, "and then believe those stories that

Jean and I aren't friends!"

At one time, Jean was very busy denying

that Max Baer was anything in her life.

In fact she went so far as to call him a

clown and say that he annoyed her. But
Maxie wasn't champ then.

* * *

TEACHERS' PET
Jean Muir will no doubt find everlast-

ing favor with the Parent-Teachers etc.,

who are uttering cries for cleaner and
purer movies. This gal, who has por-

trayed nothing but sweetness-and-light dur-

ing her short movie career, has just de-

manded that it be written in her contract

that she shall never play anything else

but! What's more, the studio liked her

for her stand and immediately wrote the

new clause into the agreement.
* * *

There is a certain woman in Hollywood
who never seems happy unless she is

spreading malicious gossip about one or

more of the stars. SOOoo, imagine every-

one's glee the other night when she en-

tered a popular spot wearing one of the

new (and very eccentric) hats that tie

under the chin with a flock of tulle. No
sooner had she entered than Bruce Cabot
shouted out

:

"Oh-oh, so she's finally talked so much
she's got her jaw in a sling."

^ * *

Bob Montgomery went to no little trou-

ble to kill his latest "divorce" rumor. He
called a friendly newspaper man and begged
that he place the following information
in his daily column : "While it is true that

Bob is living at a hotel, it must be reported

that his only reason is the odor of paint.

The Montgomerys are having some work
done on the house and the smell of the

paint makes him so ill that he has been
unable to study his lines. Betty and the

baby don't seem to mind it, though, so they

are staying on at the house."
* * *

We have the word of a very close friend

that Jean Harlow broke down and sobbed
like a baby when she found out that her
estranged husband, Hal Rosson, was a
victim of the infantile paralysis epidemic.

For days Rosson's condition was so dang-
erous it was supposed he would be a

cripple for life.

It was during this time that Jean was
rumored to have said, "What is it about

me that brings unhappiness and bad luck

to the men in my life?"

* * *

At the preview of "Shoot the Works"
little Arline Judge could hardly see her

own clever performance for the tears that

blinded her when the late Dorothy Dell

and Lew Cody appeared on the screen.

In fact, the entire audience seemed to

be saddened, and many "lines" that would
otherwise have evoked gales of laughter

in this musical comedy, fell flat.

% # *

Wedding bells rang again for Richard
Dix! Twenty-four-year-old Virginia Web-
ster, who was his secretary for six months,

became his bride recently.

* * *

Richard Cromwell has a soft place in

his heart for the first picture that gave him
an opportunity, so yesterday he bought a

print of "Tol'able David" for his own use.
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BARRY
]e^ued big vetiioue~1 ave a UlCj ;

f I THE story of Du Barry is like a scarlet thread

across the history of France ; the story of a woman's

rise from the streets of Paris to the Palace at Versailles

. . . the story of a woman a king loved and a country

feared

!

From the first moment of seeing her Louis was captured

by her charm, by her little feminine tricks, by the way

her hands fluttered a little when she talked, and by her

voice now tender, now gay. He had never known a

woman so tantalizingly beautiful.

As these pages of pageantry unfold for you in the

September Screen Romances you will be transported

into the most romantic period of France's history. You

will thrill with excitement as you read this love story

which took place so long ago. You will admire this

woman who dared all to become a King's love.

This novelization of Warner Brothers-First National

Picture, appears complete in the September issue along

with eleven other screen stories, all profusely illustrated

with stills from the actual productions.

Read These Stories in the

September Issue:

Madame Du Barry, Dolores Del Rio. The
Affairs of Cellini, Constance Bennett and

Fredric March. Dames, Ruby Keeler and

Dick Powell. Treasure Island, Wallace

Beery and Jackie Cooper. Grand Canary,

Warner Baxter and Madge Evans. Kiss

and Make Up, Cary Grant and Genevieve

Tobin. Handy Andy, Will Rogers. Char-
lie Chan's Courage, Warner Oland. We're
Rich Again, Marian Nixon and Neil Ham-

ilton. Whom the Gods Destroy, Doris

Kenyon and Walter Connelly. Black
Moon, Jack Holt and Fay Wray. Student
Four, Jimmy Durante and Maxine Doyle.

ON SALE AT ALL
NEWSSTANDS!

THE 12 BEST SCREEN STORIES OF THE MONTH



TIRED?
No matter! Here's a delightful

way to restore your flow of energy

... as now revealed by Science

"When I'm tired and

feel the need of a

'lift' I smoke a iH

Camel and soon

feel like my real

self again!'

GEORGIA
COLEMAN

OLYMPIC
DIVING CHAMPION

After swimming . . . after a hard

day's work ... any time when
you need new vim and energy

— light a Camel. And as you

enjoy its cool, rich flavor your

flow of natural energy will be

restored.

This "energizing effect" in

Camels, a discovery confirmed

by a famous research laboratory

in New York, occurs in a

harmless and utterly delightful

manner. As your latent energy

is made available, your fatigue

and irritability become a thing

of the past!

And so we say, whenever you

need new energy, "get a lift

with a Camel!" You can smoke
Camels all you wish without

concern over jangled nerves.

For the finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS in Camels never get

on your nerves.

CAMEL'S
Costlier Tobaccos

never gel on
your Nerves

Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS — Turkish and

Domestic—than any other popular brand.

66

Get a LIFT

with a Camel

!
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FOR YOUR LIPS

FOR YOUR SKIN

tor /Uoxl !

Deep thrilling temptation to other lips, this color which clings

savagely to your own. The shades of SAVAGE lipstick are so

truly exciting . . . pulse-quickening . . . intense . . . enchantment

itself. SAVAGE is pure transparent color, utterly pasteless . . .

color that clings to your lips . . . stays evenly fresh and smooth

for hours . . . bewitching hours! Then . . . SAVAGE Cream Rouge

to make your cheeks perfectly harmonious, its colors exactly

matching the lure of your lips.

. . . and Savage Face Powder!
Caressing as a beam of shimmering tropical moonlight . . . the

new SAVAGE Face Powder makes your skin softer to touch. So

feathery light ... so smooth ... so fine . . . SAVAGE clings to

your skin hours after any other face powder would have disap-

peared. Its enchantment lasts . . . softly thrilling . . . inviting . . .

its new shades and exquisite fragrance compelling allure! Four

shades: Natural (flesh) Beige, Rachel, Rachel (extra dark)

LIPSTICK FACE POWDER ROUGE
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A SPLENDID TROUPER PASSES ON.... Martha Kerr 12
Hollywood pays final tribute to Marie Dressier, a great soul

GARBO'S SECRET VACATION Dolly Schwarz 26
Even the innkeepers conspire to keep Greta's plans darker than a projection room

WHAT THEY THINK OF CENSORSHIP Robert Eichberg 28
Leaders in various walks of life discuss the "pro and con" of it

BOB ANSWERS THE GOSSIPS Carter Bruce 30
Mr. Montgomery breaks his silence and intimately discusses his home life

MOTHER'S GIRL? Ruth Biery 32
Is Claudette Colbert tied to Mama's apron strings? She tells you the answer

BRAVO, BRAVO, GRACE MOORE! Elza Schallert 34
She turned failure into success and made the camera coast like it

NOBODY LOVES A CLOWN Gladys Hall 35
Sterling Holloway knows this, for he just sits around and suffers and suffers.'

PLAYFELLOWS OF DEATH Robert Eichberg 38
Hail to the news cameramen, ever ready to take a chance to give us the latest thrill

WILL MAUREEN MARRY JOHNNY?..... Mary Sharon 40
Some say yes, and then there are the skeptics, but Miss O'Sullivan speaks up, too

HOW RICH AND VIRGINIA WERE MARRIED Regina Cannon 42
Not even those purported to be "in the know" knew about Richard Dix and his wife

SHE WON'T PUT ON AN ACT Dorothy Manners 43
Whether she disappoints or not, Carole Lombard insists upon being herself

THREE DEADLY DANGERS Katherine Albert 44
The Hollywoods are full of pitfalls that threaten the unwary star at every turn

A DICK POWELL MOVIE YOU'LL NEVER SEE William F. French 46
But it set him right with Mary Brian, so you'll want to know about it

ONE GIRL'S TRUE HOLLYWOOD EXPERIENCES Eva Beryl Tree 48
The third instalment in the diary of a girl who "wanted to crash the movies"

THE LOVE THAT FAILED Ann Morley 50
The inside story of Ginger Rogers' first marriage and why it ended in divorce

THE TEST OF A LADY S. R. Mook 51
Barbara Stanwyck has known unhappiness and defeat and met them unflinchingly

HOW TO HOLD YOUR MAN AT FORTY Dena Reed 52
Alice Brady, Mary Boland, Billie Burke and Janet Beecher do a little revealing

HOLLYWOOD OVER-RATES ROMANCE Caroline Somers Hoyt 54
Leslie Howard, screen lover par excellence, makes this interesting disclosure

WHAT ARE YOU DOING ABOUT FALL CLOTHES? Margery Wells 56
Autumn days are here again and here's the way to greet them fashionably

Modern Hostess. 6 64
8 All Joking Aside 66

10 Between You and Me 68
14 Let's Talk About Love 70
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T^prma Shearer won
thisa ivardfor''Stnilin

'

"Through", Fredric
March for "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde". . .

Chas. Laughton for

"Henry the Eighth".

nOPilTIR SHEPRER

FREDPJC mflPvCH

CHRRLE5 LfiUGHTOn

Romance. . .tuned to the beat

of your heart ... as three win-

ners of Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences "Best

Performance" awards . . . are

teamed in a romance greater

than "Smilin' Through." As a

stage play, "The Barretts of

Wimpole Street' ' scored a three

year triumph. As a Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer presentation

it brilliantly dominates the

1934 cinema scene!

IN

.if-'--.

BARRETTS 4 WlfTlPOLE STREET
with

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
KATHARINE ALEXANDER

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictured
From the play by
Directed by . . .

Rudolph Besier
Sidney Franklin



THE MODERN HOSTESS

By MARJORIE DEEN

HAVE you ever longed for a

real old-fashioned, southern-

style meal and wondered how
sepia-skinned mammies go
about preparing such succu-

lent foods? Have you ever

tasted their savory chicken, fluffy

dumplings, golden corn pone and hot

blackberry cobbler—dishes made to

tempt the eye as well as to please the

palate ?

Well, if you have, you can under-

stand that visions of dishes such as

these went through Will - Rogers'

mind recently when Hattie McDaniel,
a brown-skinned gal, with a red

bandanna hanky around her curly

black hair, and a large apron over

her voluminous hips, appeared on
the "Judge Priest" set to play "Aunt
Dilsey," Judge Priest's cook in that

famous Irvin Cobb story of the

south, being made at Fox Studios.

"Say," said Will to Plattie, eyeing

her over the tops of his specs, "I'll

bet you really can cook."

"Can Ah cook? Mistah Rogers, can

Ah cook!" answered Hattie, with a

grin. "You know, Mistah Rogers,"

she went on, encouraged by his

friendly smile, "it's a funny thing

about me. Ah was bo'n in Wichita,

Kansas, but Ah talks just like -the

cullud folk from below the Mason-
Dixie line and when it comes to

cooking Ah's southern, too. Of
course, Ah learned to cook from
mah Mother and she was an honest-

to-goodness southerner, just twelve

years old when the Civil War ended.

To mah way of thinkin' she was the

best cook Ah ever did know and
Ah've travelled some in mah day

—

all over this country what with acting

and singing in vaudeville and on the

stage. When Ah was a little bit of

a girl Ah used to go with mah mother

as a 'mother's helper' when she

worked out. Ah watched her work-

ing around the kitchen and Ah'd see

her grab a little of this and a speck

of that, stir them up together real

Will Rogers has

a treat for you—

honest - to - good-

ness southern

recipes from a

southern
mammy

(Left) Will Rogers and Hattie

McDaniel on the "Judge
Priest" set. Now you, too,

can enjoy the dishes Hattie

gave the appreciative Will.

fast, and before you could turn

around you'd have the best dumplings
or corn pone you ever tasted. Pretty

soon Ah knew how to do the same
things she did and in the same way."

WILL ROGERS, who is, of

course, one of the first to enjoy

a good story, listened with interest to

this tale of Hattie's cooking prowess.

As a result, thoughts of food rather

than of "Judge Priest," Congress, dic-

tators or armaments began to stir

within the mind of the nation's phi-

losopher. So it was that before leav-

ing the set for his usual lunch of

chili, a "cupacoffee" and a slab of

pie, the sage of Santa Monica turned

to ask Hattie a question.

"Could you {Continued on page 72)
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(JlBSON pAMILY

Pretty Sally Gibson is getting a hand.

"Your eyes, your skin—golly,
you're a knockout," breathes Ted.

"Oh, really!" blushes Sally. "You
know the other girls won't believe

that I just use Ivory Soap, but as

Doctor MacRae says, a sensitive

skin needs a pure soap."

Yes, doctors like their patients to

use Ivory. They have no use for

the exaggerated promises of many
soaps. Doctors say: "Use a pure

soap." Don't let impure soaps dry

out your skin.

PROTECT your complexion. Pure

Ivory Soap will help you.

"THESE SOCIETY LADIES'D give a mint

for your skin, young feller," says Jenkins.

Nurse Tippit smiles. "Do them a lot

more good to use pure IVORY SOAP!"

THUMP! THUMP! THUMP! . . . Pete Clancy's loving heart

pounds like mad every time he takes a cup from Julia's smooth
hands. And when his hand touches hers (by accident, we trust)

he goes all pink in the ears!

As for Julia— she silently thanks Mrs. Gibson for saying,

"Yes, Julia, use Ivory for everything. It will keep your hands

looking nice when you serve the table!"

IVORY FOR DISHES KEEPS HANDS NICE

"GO ON, GRIN, Sally Gibson!" says Jane. "I wash-ee

wash-ee stockings. And I know half of them have runs!"

"If you wash-ee every night with Ivory Flakes," teases Sally,

"your stockings would not run-nee, run-nee so much."

"That's what the salesgirl at Baxton's said," says Jane. "She
gave me a lecture on Ivory's purity, she did. So don't preach to

me, Sally. From today I'm using Ivory Flakes."

FINE STORES ADVISE IVORY FLAKES

7
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for effective

relief from

Constipation

Headaches— dizzy spells— sleeplessness —
these are often caused hy constipation. If

constipation troubles you relieve it with

FEEN-A-MINT.
FEEN-A-MINT is a thoroughly effective

laxative in chewing-gum form. It works bet-

ter because when you chew it the laxative is

spread smoothly and evenly right down to

where it does its work. That's why over 15

million people already know about and use
FEEN-A-MINT. It's pleasant to take, too -a
great point, especially in caring for children.

Whenever you suffer from constipation
take the doctor's advice— chew FEEN-A-
MINT. It's inexpensive, too, 15$ and 25$ at

your drug store.

MAMA SAYS IT'S

MEDICINE, BUT IT'S

JUST LIKE THE NICEST

CHEWING GUM

i EVER TASTED.

Feena-mint
LAXATIVE

BY MARY
B I D D L E

The chief worry of women reach-

ing the rather critical age of thirty

is the fear of looking old. Until that

time few of us give very little

thought to wrinkles and other signs

of age, but after thirty we usually

start taking it on the chin and get-

ting it in the neck. About that time

tiny wrinkles make their appearance
around the eyes and along the fore-

head, and the neck begins to look

like a roll of crepe paper. Suddenly
we realize we're not as pretty as we
used to be.

According to the make-up expert

in one of the major studios in Holly-

wood, beauty is really a skin game

—

and the first and most important

rule to retain that beauty is to keep

the skin thoroughly clean. This, he

advises, can be accomplished by
whatever medium seems to get the

dirt out of the pores the best, and
at the same time agrees with the

skin.

The next important point is to

keep the skin soft, and this goes for

Betty Furness knows the

secret of a beautiful skin.

the very young as well as for those

who are "getting on." This is ac-

complished by using nourishing

creams or oils a few minutes each

day, or as often as your skin requires.

Myrna Loy has a method all her

own for building up her complexion
in the fall after the havoc brought
on by the summer sun which is worth
passing on. She has her dressing

table equipped with a small bottle of

olive oil and this she applies vigilant-

ly once a day. Myrna declares this

is a simple but most efficacious means
of removing roughened skin and re-

placing it with a fresh, dewy-tex-

tured epidermis.

STIMULATION for the skin is

another important item in keep-

ing that fresh, youthful look and for

this circulation creams and various

forms of beauty masks are ideal.

In the daily routine followed by
Hollywood stars, you will find that

massage plays an important part, es-

pecially is (Continued on page 105)

First-hand hints on the care of the skin
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• Coming events cast

their shadows before

You will toon be seeing MAE WEST in her new picture, "BELLE OF THE

NINETIES," with ROGER PRYOR. John Mock Brown, John Miljon, Kotherine DeMille

and Duke Ellington's Orchestra. Directed by Leo McCarey. A Paramount Picture.
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Fredric March and Norma Shearer in

"The Barretts of Wimpole Street."

Eddie Nugent, Miriam Hopkins and Bing

Crosby in "She Loves Me Not."

A: THE BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET (M-G-M)
A truly great picture! Cheers for Norma Shearer! Applause for

Fredric March! Raves for Charlie Laughton and plenty of back-

slapping for Maureen O'Sullivan! In the famous love story of

Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning, Norma Shearer tops anything

she's done. She's the fragile heroine, and so appealingly beautiful

that her performance leaves one breathless. The love scenes between

Norma and Freddie March are the best the screen has ever offered.

Of course, Charles Laughton is superb in the role of the tyrannical

father in the Barrett household. Every time he appears on the scene

he makes his despicable character more and more real and alive

until, at length, the audience is moved to vocal hatred. Maureen

O'Sullivan's outstanding performance places her in line for stardom.

The story does not admit of much lightness and laughter, but we
recommend it heartily to lovers of real drama.

B: SERVANTS' ENTRANCE (Fox)

Charming little earful. Laid in Sweden, this one is all about a young

couple who want to get married. So, they decide to work three

months to get practical household experience. Janet Gaynor tries

various jobs as o maid. It is while working at one of them that

she falls in love with the chauffeur, Lew Ayres. The cast, story and

director seemed in the spirit of this light and charming comedy
and conspired to give us a picture that will please the whole family.

Janet is better than in her last picture; Lew improves, too, and
Walter Connolly and Louise Dresser, as usual, perform expertly. This

effort should please the reformers, too.

B: SHE LOVES ME NOT (Paramount)
Bing Crosby

—
'nuff said? When Miriam Hopkins runs away from a

murder she has witnessed, she winds up in a Princeton dormitory. Of
course, that is where we pick up Bing, who befriends Miriam, runs away
from another gal and is in love with the Dean's daughter all at

once. Singing the while! You no doubt know the story already, and

since the picture follows it perfectly, there is no reason to go into

detail here. But we must mention the cast. Bing sings and acts,

which ought to be enough for anybody. Miriam Hopkins rates much

The Gaynor picture you've waited for—Janet
and Lew Ayres in "Servants' Entrance."

A TOUR OF
TODAY'S TALKIES

BY WALTER
RAMSEY

praise for her clever and comical chorus girl role. Kitty Carlisle

is a smash hit and does the best work of her short and illustrious

career. Warren Hymer and Judith Allen make for more fun and
entertainment. Some good songs, especially "Love in Bloom," which

you've doubtless heard. You will want to see this one.

B: HAT, COAT AND GLOVE (RKO)
Courtroom drammer. Really one of the best courtroom scenes

ever made, in which a famous lawyer (Cortei) attempts to save an
innocent man on a murder charge. It seems that a suicide happens

in such a way as to look exactly like murder, and the only way
to prove that the victim of circumstances didn't commit the crime

is to use an alibi which involves the defense attorney's wife with the

defendant. A very trying situation, but the lawyer contrives to free

the man by means of "a hat, coat and glove" in evidence without

the mention of his wife's name. You're sure to like this type of role

for Cortez. Barbara Robbins makes her bow in pictures as the

wife and deserves credit. John Beal also does nice work. All in all,

it's worth your time.

B: JANE EYRE (Monogram)
Good picture, if a little slow. Virginia Bruce looks even more

beautiful and proves that she can sing as well as act. About an
orphan, Virginia, who falls in love with her employer, • Colin Clive,

but runs away because his wife is insane. Later, Clive is blinded in

an attempt to rescue his wife who insanely burns down the house.

At this point, Virginia returns to look after him. Strong stuff, yes,

but also very good entertainment. The picture is v/ell adapted from
the famous Bronte novel, and you'll get a reminiscent kick out of

it. You'll get your money's worth certainly, and we suggest you
try this if it comes your way. Virginia Bruce should get some real

opportunities after this display of talent. The rest of the cast, including

Aileen Pringle and Jameson Thomas, is well up to the picture.

B: THE GIRL FROM MISSOURI (M-G-M)
Virgin in cellophane. In spite of the fact that the title of this

picture has been changed so many times and the studio has had
(Continued on page 13)

Fine performances abound on this month's movie list
10



wo Great Warner Bros. Stars Bring You

he Screen Version of the Best-Seller that

locked the Chancelleries of Europe

The story of one man
against a million—and of the

woman who loved him, yet

was his enemy to the death.



plenbtb trouper

Marie Dressier
died afier many
weeks of brave
struggle against
pain, on July 28.

The funeral ser-

vices, attended by
devoted friends
and fellow work-
ers, were held at

Forest Lawn Me-
morial Park, on

July 31.

Farewell,
Marie
Dressier

!

In our
hearts will
remain the
memory of

the many
happy
hours you
have given
all of us

By MARTHA KERR

Marie Dressier would have been the first one
to say, and with terrific emphasis, "Now, don't

write any obituary about me."
And yet, if Marie Dressier could see with mortal

eyes now, she would be the first to read all obitu-

aries written about her.

For Marie was like that. She never asked

praise ; she never asked loyalty ; she never sought

glory. And yet she enjoyed them more than any
woman I have ever known. Enjoyed them with

the wholesome, natural, buoyant enthusiasm of a

bashful youngster.

You have seen a child offered praise or

some treat for being very, very good? And he
has wriggled and squirmed and finally stuttered,

"Aw, shucks. Forget it!" But he has been

happy about the kindness shown for all that.

Marie Dressier was like that child. "Aw, shucks,

you don't want to do that for me!" She said it

when they planned that last birthday party with its

international radio hook-up. The biggest party of its

kind ever given any woman. And there wasn't a

guest present who enjoyed it half as much as

Marie Dressier. She was ill, then. Too ill, really,

to be present. But I honestly believe Marie Dress-
ier would have preferred to die rather than to miss
that celebration.

I remember one time when Marie and I were
having a heart-to-heart talk at her home in

Beverly Hills. It was after she had made such an
unequaled success in "Anna Christie" and "Min
and Bill." I was shower- (Continued on page 116)
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Reviews

(Continued from page 10)

to change many scenes by order of the

censors, we're sure you'll have a swell time.

Jean plays a very virtuous little girl who
elects to force some roue to marry her.

She refuses to accept any deals but those

okayed by the preacher and thus must be

looked upon as a "good girl." Despite

the censor's watchful eye, one is amazed to

find that she uses almost the same technique

employed in her other pictures, which should

force the folks to stand in line at the box

office. Lionel Barrymore is fine as the rich

man and Franchot Tone, his son, does the

most realistic job of love-making we've been

treated to in a long time. One of the real

high-lights of the picture is the performance
of Patsy Kelly who plays the part of Harlow's

girl friend. And Lewis Stone does his usual

fine work. Go!

B: OUR DAILY BREAD

(Viking-United Artists)

After the Russian manner. In which di-

rector King Vidor, who made such a hit with

his picture, "The Crowd," carries on with

the same type of people ... on the farm.

The unemployed decide that their only salva-

tion is cooperative farming and they all cast

their lots together in one huge effort. Karen

Morley is excellent, as usual, and Tom Keene

will surprise you after all those "westerns."

The terrific fight of the farmers against the

elements is one that will cause you to cheer

when they finally overcome them. Several

technical details in the picture caused a

number of critics to label it "A farm picture

for city folks." In other words, some of the

farm stuff doesn't ring true to those who
know the farm. I think you will enjoy it.

B: THE NOTORIOUS SOPHIE LANG
(Paramount)

Lots of fun and action. All about a

woman jewel thief whose exploits and escapes

are so unbelievable that we hope the censors

see the comedy elements rather than the

escapes. As the story progresses, it comes
rather close to slap-stick, with its wild chases

over roof-tops. Gertrude Michael, in her

first big chance, does remarkably well as the

jewel thief, though she does overact a bit

at times. Paul Cavanagh is excellent as the

other thief who is hired by the police to run

the lady to earth. Arthur Byron and Alison

Skipworth are fine, of course. You'll enjoy

the action, and you'll get some real laughs.

B: NOW AND FOREVER

(Paramount)

Clever entertainment in spots. Gary
Cooper, in the role of Jerry who is always

promising himself to reform "after the next

job," puts it off too long. Even after beauti-

ful Carole Lombard loses her social position

because she can't give up Jerry, he still

wants "one more job." Of course, when
little Shirley Temple comes along, he is com-
pletely reformed—but it is too late. The
story is vaguely motivated and over-senti-

mental and the ending is too dramatic.

Shirley Temple injects some cuteness into the

picture, but it, too, fails in its purpose.

B: STAMBOUL QUEST

(M-G-M)

Knockout spy story. With Myrna Loy, as

the thoroughly believable spy who vamps-
and-tells, this picture has all the swell action

and plot that has made movies so enjoyable

(Continued on page 114)

Ann Prescott:

"I bought a few bars

of Fels-Naptha
Soap— and I never
saw the beat of it for

hurrying out dirt.

Here, smell the rea-

son yourself— there's
lots of naptha in that

golden bar!"

M-M-M! . . . Linens so white they fairly

gleam! Clothes that are fresh as a

breeze! Washes that make you pop with
pride!

Here's the easier way to get them—
change to Fels-Naptha Soap! You'll like

the way it loosens grimiest dirt. You'll

like the way it makes suds that stay sudsy—
nice and creamy and rich. You'll like the

way it hustles along the wash.

What is Fels-Naptha's secret? ... It

is two lively cleaners instead of one.

Golden soap that's richer— and plenty

of dirt-loosening naptha in every bar.

Fels-Naptha Soap is so gentle, you can

use it for daintiest things— lingerie, silk

stockings, woolens. It's kind to hands, for

there's soothing glycerine in every bar.

It's a willing worker in tub or machine

—

in hot, lukewarm or cool water—whether
you soak or boil clothes.

And more happy news— Fels-Naptha

now sells at the lowest price in almost
twenty years! Get a few bars today!

. . Fels & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

© 1934, FEL5 <fc CO.
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Block and Sully get off to

make "Kid Millions," starring

Eddie Cantor.

THEY

VISIT

NEW

YORK

you'll BY

R E G I

C A N N
N A
O N

laugh-

ELL, Block and Sully,

of the air waves got off.

If you're a wisecracker
and a radio fan, too,

doubtless quip, "Block
and Sully are off ; that's why
they made a lot of the coin of

the realm and rate a movie con-

tract and a trip to the coast."

Anna-hoo, the famous com-
edy team departed for Holly-
wood to appear with their best pal, patron near-saint and
what-have-you, Eddie Cantor. B. and S. adore Eddie
and, well they might, for he has been sold on them for

years, and, whenever opportunity presents itself, gets them
in on the show. Don't misunderstand us please, the pair

don't have to literally be "gotten in," for they stand on
their own feet when it comes to rare ability as

inducers.

Little Eva (she's Miss Sully) is the cutest trick you
could meet on a hike up Broadway or down Hollywood
Boulevard. She looks a bit like a miniature Bebe Daniels
and Mr. Block, partner and husband of the aforementioned
damsel, is a clean-cut young gent that's gonna cause some
heart flutters among the fair in the movie audience.

Of course, comparisons are odious—a smarty once put
that over—but for your information in case you're not a
"tuner-inner," the tea mdo stuff similar to Burns and
Allen. They're not copycats. They just do that type of
work, and did it when vaudeville was a two-a-day digni-

fied art and not a frame in which to set off the week's
galloping snapshot.

The night before their departure, Miss Sully told of her
entrance into the theatrical world. It seems someone ad-
vised her to see an agent, tell him what she could do and
what salary she expected. But let her tell it:

"I told the man I could sing, dance, whistle, ride a bi-

cycle, juggle and read lines. Well, by that time he- was
exhausted, just from listening. Then I said I wanted
$400 for doing all that, but that I hadn't any experience

—

yet. He took my phone number and said he'd let me hear
from him. Y'know, he never did. Wasn't that funny?"

Hilarious, we callz it. Howz about you?
Block plays "straight" in the act and comedy at the din-

ner table. Indeed, it's better than a ringside seat at your
favorite form of entertainment to spend an hour with this

duo. You don't have to be a prophet to predict big things
in pictures for them. They'll just click. Mr. Goldwyn
thinks so. And Mr. Goldwyn never makes mistakes. Bob
Montgomery told us so.

Anyway, we left Jesse and Eva with his good wishes
and her umbrella, which we're gonna return as soon as we
see her again—because it's the wrong color.

5p *p

SHE is just about as social as Newport, is Anna May
Wong, the picturesque Chinese girl whose Dad once

ran a laundry in Los Angeles. Anna May is the com-
panion of dukes and counts and Blue Book names on this

side of the water. She has that certain something that

makes every man in a restaurant put down his fork and
look, and then look for a friend who has a friend who can

arrange an introduction. That's "it" for you!
Miss Wong recently returned from England, where she

made, as usual, a great hit. She wasn't in town very long

before Paramount phoned and offered her a leading role

opposite George Raft in "Limehouse Nights." The part

was good and the money excellent, so the little lady de-

cided it was time to do a comeback in American pictures.

Hence, you'll have a chance to see one of the most divine

figures that has ever flitted across the screen.

Personally, we'll welcome this prodigal's return, for she

has always been a favorite of ours.

& * *

Glenda Farrell visited New York for a vacation and
wound up with an operation. We saw her on her birth-

day and she had dozens of American beauties and a pain

in her side—and didn't complain about either.

Then the ache increased and the doctor pronounced it

appendicitis. So, off she and her flowers went to a hos-

pital. She's doing nicely now, thank you.

Glenda is a peach of a girl with good looks and real

talent. It seems a shame that she is shoved into one pic-

ture after another in such rapid succession and relegated

to the "tough" type of role. She is certainly being wasted
in 'em. Plenty of also-rans can

essay rowdiness, but it takes

talent to do fine emotional work.

And Miss Farrell, given an op-

portunity, does just that.

;{c

T SABEL JEWELL flew into

L town— literally—to spend
a few days sight-seeing. She
hasn't visited little old New
York since she became known

Anna May Wong arrives from
Europe en route to "Lime-
house Nights" in Hollywood.
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cinematically and so she took time

out to marvel at the way the build-

ings in our fair city have grown.

This blonde lass is slightly under

pint size and drinks buttermilk, if

you please, just to put on a few of

what most of us fight to take off.

Isabel is an obliging little lady and

will talk on any topic; that is, if it

concerns her career or Lee Tracy.

She refers to the gentleman as

"Angel" and until our ears became

Jewell-minded, we thought she was
referring to Shirley Temple. Then
when we learned that Angel was a

"he," we just knew it was Baby Le-

Roy. But—wrong again. And then

we learned about Angel from his ar-

dent admirer. He's her god, her Von
Sternberg, her world—celluloid and

otherwise.

Lee criticizes and praises and in-

spires. Well, it is simply grand to

have a friend like that ; and Isabel is

smart enough and loyal enough to

appreciate it and him. Yes, this young

woman with the appearance of a

beautiful bisque doll has a keen mind

and a sparkling personality.

* * *

By the time you read this, the trous-

seau will be bought and worn and the

wedding bells will have rung out.

For Verree Teasdale will be Mrs.

Adolphe Menjou.
Miss Teasdale, well-known in

Broadway productions before the

movie urge befell her, visited the

Fifth Avenue shops to purchase those

dainty satin trifles and smart fall tail-

leurs that women go in for in a big-

way when they're about to become

Missus.

Just as the future Madame Men-
jou was about to tackle the linen de-

partments, an unfeeling studio sum-

moned her westward to appear in

"The Firebird," a very dramatic of-

fering that was presented here on the

stage a few seasons ago.

Miss Teasdale, by the way, is noth-

ing for very dramatic offerings. She

cares for subtle drawing-room com-

edies in a great, big way. But does

she get a chance at 'em? Well, the

nearest thing to eliciting laughs that

she's appeared in since hitting Holly-

wood was "Roman Scandals." Some
subtle eh, wot?

^ ^ %

Adrienne Ames is here—and with-

out Bruce Cabot. And she's that

lonesome ! Nothing but an oppor-

tunity to play a leading role in

"Gigolette," for Select Pictures in-

duced her to leave Hollywood and
friend husband.

She isn't taking time to shop or

visit or "theatre" or anything. She
just hasn't the heart to, or the in-

terest either.

Think of

TOMORROW
when you take that laxative

TODAY!
It's easy enough to take a laxative that "works"! But what of

tomorrow? What of the harm that might be done to the intes-

tines? What of the danger of forming a habit?

Violent laxatives are bad for you. They shock your system

— you feel weak — your day is marked by embarrassing

moments. And worst of all — you may find yourself more consti-

pated than ever. For the frequent use of "purging" cathartics

often encourages chronic constipation— they may form a habit.

EX- LAX -the laxative that does not form a habit

There is a laxative that avoids these bad features. Ex-Lax, the

chocolated laxative, acts so easily and so gently that you

scarcely know you have taken anything. You take Ex-Lax just

when you need a laxative— it won't form a habit. You don't

have to keep on increasing the dose to get results.

Ex-Lax is gentle— yet it is thoroughly effective. It works

over-night without over-action.

Children like to take Ex-Lax because they love its delicious

chocolate taste. Grown-ups, too, prefer to take Ex-Lax because

they have found it to be thoroughly effective— without the

disagreeable after-effects of harsh, nasty-tasting laxatives.

At any drug store— in 10c and 25c boxes.

WATCH OUT FOR IMITATIONS!

Ex-Lax has stood the test of time. It has

been America's favorite laxative for 28

years. Insist on genuine Ex-Lax— spelled

E-X-L-A-X — to make sure of getting

Ex-Lax results.

Keep "regular" with

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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The "baby shower" given for Sally

Eilers (Mrs. Harry Joe Brown) by Mrs.

William K. Howard was the most

elaborate affair of its kind ever given

in Hollywood. Sixty-two of Sally's

close friends were present, and what

presents they brought!

Mrs. Howard's gift was a large

bassinette covered in real Irish lace.

Lola Lane's package held twelve

hand-made infant dresses. From Bebe

Daniels came a magnificent carriage

robe, and Jobyna Ralston Arlen sent

a nursery bed. Billie Dove presented

a silver "high chair service" consist-

ing of the cereal bowl, cup, plate and
spoons. In spite of all the gorgeous-

ness, however, Sally's mother took the

spotlight with the hooked rugs she had
made for the baby's nursery. There

were rugs of the Three Little Pigs, a

large white rabbit and a large white

kitten. They were cut out like toys and
are to be tossed over the floor of the

nursery.

Sally was so overcome with emo-
tion at the elaborate party that she

was confined to her bed for two days
following. The excitement was more
than she could stand.

DARBARA BEBE LYON wasD watching her mother, Bebe Dan-
iels, cat lunch the other day. Bebe
ate everything on her plate except a

generous helping of spinach.

"Eat your spinach," said Barbara
Bebe in exactly the tones her nurse

uses to her.

"I don't think I care for it," said

Bebe.

"All right" said the little girl, "for
that, you don't get any ice cream!"

MARLENE AND JOE PALS AGAIN!

No matter how much Marlene
Dietrich and Josef Von Sternberg pro-

test to the contrary, they'll have a
pretty hard time convincing Holly-

wood they have not recently become
reconciled after a prolonged "tiff."

It is said that Paramount officials,

at one time, were on the verge of find-

ing a new woman star for Josef, and
a new director for Marlene at their

mutual request. The war started, you
remember, when Marlene saw the fin-

ished version of "The Scarlet Empress,"
wherein she is so completely sub-

merged in the elaborate background.

It is also whispered that Von Stern-

berg did not approve of Marlene's
widening circle of new friends. The
temperamental director has always re-

ferred to Dietrich as "a woman apart"
and he has never approved of her

friendships with Hollywood people.

Well, whatever the argument, it is

apparently over now, and they seem
to be faster friends than ever.

"How silly to think for one moment
I would make a picture without Mr.
Von Sternberg," scoffed Marlene the

other day. "He knows he will never
be able to get rid of me as long as
he lives!"

nOMEONE should take Ann
kj Sothern aside and advise her
against trying to look like the Lom-
bard. The other day a Los Angeles
newspaper ran a picture of Ann, cap-

tioned Carole Lombard. And why
not? Even the hat and dress looked
exactly like those worn by Carole in

her latest sitting.
1

The jinx of tough luck, and of hav-

ing to fight for every break she gets,

still pursues Dolores Del Rio. Just as

They're not being reconciled George Raft and Virginia Pine
—the Nick Stuarts and Carol. still dine together nightly.

At Hofbrau Gardens—Mail
\

Astor and hubby. Dr. Thorpe
j
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Dolores was on the verge of flaring

across the movie heavens in the color-

ful and exotic rule of "Du Barry,"

along came this censorship row and
the decision of the studio officials to

"shelve" the picture for at least six

months.

"Du Barry" was expected to es-

tablish Dolores in the front ranks of

Hollywood stardom. Her performance,

as the king's mistress, is said to be-

exceptional. Of course, other Del Rio

pictures will be made, but emotional

roles like "Du Barry" don't come
wrapped up for lady stars in every

day's mail.

While you are shedding a tear over

Dolore's delayed opportunity, you
might also heave a sigh for the

Brethren Warners who have about
$500,000 tied up in this picture.

/F you think this romance rumor
between Jean Harlow and Wil-

liam Powell isn't serious, you should
see Bill break his neck every noon
hour, getting to the 'phone to call up
Jean.

However, they are never seen alone
in public together. Jean has not yet

filed her suit against Hal Rosson, as

this is written, and because of this,

Mrs. Bcllo (Jearn's mother) accom-
panies the couple everywhere they

go—even to the Tuesday night fights.

STARS TURN CRITICS

Everyone in Hollywood is raving

about Bette Davis's performance in

"Of Human Bondage."
Norma Shearer is another who has

scored heavily with her co-workers in

"The Barretts of Wimpole Street."

Grace Moore and Tullio Carminati

draw plenty of bouquets for their work

in "One' Night of Love."

The movie folk are just as crazy

about little Shirley Temple as you and
I are.

The best mystery drama of this or

any other month, is RKO-Radio's "Hat,
Coat and Glove."

Listening to the actors turn critics

is a lot of fun.

ETTE DAVIS and her husband,
Harmon O. Nelson, have taken

the Charlie Farrell Beverly Hills

home while {Continued on page 62)

jupe and Johnny together

nain—when this was taken.

Bette Davis and her husband
pose for our Scotty.

At Santa Monica—Henry Wil-

coxson and Claire Sheridan.
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MODERN SCREEN

THE LOVE STORY

OF ONEWOMAN
AND ONE MAN..

That mirrors the emotions of

every woman and every man

facing the turmoil of the

world today.

Produced by Winfield Sheehan

Directed by John Ford

Author: Reginald Berkeley
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KATHARINE HEPBURN
When it comes to picking the picture plums, Katie shows as much talent as she
does histrionically. Her next will be RKO's "The Little Minister," and won't
she make a divine "Babbie?" When she finishes this, rumor hath it, she will

make preparations to appear in another Broadway stage production, for she
has one of those elastic contracts that stretches in almost any direction.
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RUSS

Having conquered the air waves, he
has set out to make a name for himself

in the film fields and, so far, so good.
You'll be seeing him in Universal's pre-

tentious picture, "Wake Up and Dream,"
with June Knight doing the snappy
stepping as Russ lilts the tantalizing

tunes. Yes, it's a musical. As for the

Latin gentleman's personal interests;

well, they sort of embrace Carole Lom-
bard, 'tis said. Their friends predict a
parson, but the pair involved insist that

they're just friends. Sounds a little

mixed up, doesn't it?

COLUMB
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KAREN MORLE
She has plenty to offer the camera and
sound track, yet this young woman's
principal interests are home, hubby
and baby. Indeed, while she was
making "Straight Is the Way" for

M-G-M, the director asked her to re-

move her wedding ring. Would Mrs.

Charles Vidor comply with his request?

No, no. Her husband had put it on and
it wasn't coming off. So a prop boy
mixed a masking paste and covered
the gold band and everybody was satis-

fied. However, in "Our Daily Bread" the

ring was not subjected to the "mask."



LEWIS

STONE

As popular as most
of the stars he sup-

ports, is Lewis
Stone, for he always
may be depended
upon to give an ex-

cellent perform-
ance and, no matter

how unsympathetic
his role may be, he
invests it with a
warmth that en-
dears him to his

fans. Now that he's

finished work in

"Treasure Island"

for M-G-M, he is

enjoying a belated
vacation—with his

pretty wife on one
of their boats. Yes,
this gentleman is

such a confirmed
seaman that he
lived on the water
during a recent lo-

cation trip, while
the rest of the cast

parked in hotels.



ANNA

NEAGLE

You'll be seem' her
soon in ''Nell
Gwyn," and our
guess is that you'll

be enchanted by
this rollicking girl

from across the big
pond. England is

her birthplace, but
America gave her
her chance. While
here as a Broadway
chorus girl, she be-

came imbued with
ambition, returned
home, forged
ahead, and finally

landed herself a
screen test and a
role in "Bitter
Sweet." Then came
"Nell" and instant

acclaim. Tis whis-

pered that our pro-

ducers are dickering

for her services, so

it may not be long

before she's a Hol-

lywood citizen.



(Above, left) There's romance and ro-

mance aplenty in the impressive list of

pictures that will be going on your movie
list real soon. Who wouldn't be inspired

to kiss in such a beautiful setting as the

one in Which Norma Shearer and Fredric

March find themselves in "The Barretts of

Wimpole Street," for M-G-M. (Above, right)

The beautiful Loretta Young and romantic
Phillips Holmes emote in "Caravan," a
Fox film. (Right) This is just as it should
be, for Anita Louise and Tom Brown are

sweethearts in real life. And she's the one
he cares for in "Judge Priest," Will Rogers'

latest for Fox.
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(Above, left) The sweet young thing caught
looking so romantically at Nils Asther is

Pat Paterson, in "Lovetime," which con-

cerns the life of the composer, Franz Schu-
bert. (Above, right) Girls, how'd you like

to change places with Joan? M-m-m, we
thought so. If this pose intrigues you,
you'll find more like it in Clark's and
Joan's picture, "Chained." It's from the

novel, "Sacred and Profane Love," which
may give you an inkling as to what it's

all about. (Left) And now Anna Sten, of

"Nana" fame, is going to thrill you once
more in "We Live Again." Handsome

Fredric March is with her.
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The lody wearing the visor, sweater and slacks signs the

register "Mary Brown." But the clerk, who has booked
her in before, knows it's Greta Garbo. However, he
wouldn't whisper the news—not even to his mother.

When Greta makes reser-

vations at a certain hotel the

management becomes a con-

spirator! For the Mystery

Woman's rest cure is a mat-

ter of strictest confidence

BY DOLLY SCHWARZ

HOW
does Garbo act when she's away from

Hollywood, with its prying interviewers and
inquiring photographers ever on the chase for

news of her ? Does she still maintain her atti-

tude of shy exclusiveness when she's far from
the studio grind?

The answer to these questions is supplied by the people

who successfully hide Greta several weeks of the year

from other guests at her favorite haunt, Lake Arrowhead,
a beautiful resort high in the San Bernardino Mountains
about one hundred miles from the film capital. The
mountain lake is the only place regularly visited by
Garbo, who walks into the little Village Inn there every

spring and autumn during the "off" seasons when nobody
but the natives are around. When the season is too late

for winter sports and too early for fishing, her friends at

the lake watch for a big, dilapidated limousine to chug
up the steep grade, bearing Greta and her negro chauffeur.

With a growl of protest, the ancient equipage draws
up before the little Inn. Out steps the chauffeur with

one small piece of luggage, and in walks Garbo with always
the same request, "Have you a quiet room ?"
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RBO'S
SECRET VACATION
She is generally dressed in slacks that could stand

attention from a tailor, a disreputable sweater, and a sun-

visor worn in a manner only Garbo would think of

attempting. She takes her straight blonde hair and
thrusts it up into a strange, straggling bundle on top of

her head beneath the elastic which holds the visor in place,

over a face devoid of any make-up. In a childish hand
she signs the register "Mary Brown," and slinks up to her
room.

Immediately the "underground" telegraph

system which exists among all hotel em-
ployees starts in with "Garbo's here"

whispered back and forth, and the

battle starts over who shall attend

to her simple wants. She comes
without a maid or companion of

any sort, but never desires any
attention other than room ser-

vice at breakfast and dinner

and a boatman to deliver her
favorite canoe to her daily.

HER appetite is a never-

ending source of won-
der to the kitchen staff. When
she came up the first time

she did not care to look over

the menu, but merely asked

for "dinner." The nervous waiter,

left alone with the stupendous

problem of what to feed Garbo, ran

down to the kitchen and excitedly

ordered some of everything on the menu
placed on a huge tray, which he staggered under

all the way up to the star's room. Imagine his sur-

prise when, returning an hour later for the tray, he found

it waiting for him outside of Garbo's door with all the

dishes empty and stacked neatly under a napkin. Since

then, through investigation, the staff has managed to

learn that Garbo likes just about everything, but must
have a thick wedge of cheese at least twice a day and

prefers rye bread.

Her lunches, which would make the hardest working

C.C.C. boy smile with satisfaction, consist of stacks of

thick chicken sandwiches, milk, cheese, pie and fruit,

delivered to her in a large box at breakfast. Breakfast is

served to her at 7:00 a.m. She downs this meal hur-

riedly and, lunch box under arm and bathing suit under
slacks, slinks out of the side entrance of the Inn down to

the edge of the lake and her waiting canoe before anyone
else is stirring.

From then on, no one but the squirrels get a glimpse

of the glamorous star. She paddles her canoe across the

lake to secluded coves on the north shore and takes long

walks among the pine trees, leaving the slacks and
sweater in the canoe and striding along in

bathing suit and men's shoes. Occasion-

ally someone will catch a far-away
glimpse of her earnestly paddling

across the lake, but no one so far

has been able to get a good close-

up of the Great One in her black

bathing suit.

Garbo returns to the Inn with

the heavy mantle of fog that

settles down over the blue of

the lake about six o'clock in

the evening, slipping unob-
trusively through the private

entrance which is always
unpadlocked on her arrival.

All her trouble to remain in-

cognito is really unnecessary,

as she is never recognized by
other guests who occasionally

meet her coming or going. For no
one would guess that the slender girl

with the abominable trousers and funny
shoes is the gorgeous star who glides across

the screen in exotic creations by Adrian. It is

an entirely different Garbo from the one we have
come to know on the screen.

HER voice and eyelashes first gave her away to the

staff of the Inn. Though her strange manner of

dressing fooled the natives, her low, guttural voice and
huge eyes led them to guess who the strange "Mary
Brown" was. She never budges from the Inn in the

evening, remaining in her room with the stacks of books
her luggage always contains. Evidently Greta suffers

from insomnia, as her light burns far on into the night,

but she is always ready for her (Continued on page 90)
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Floyd Gibbons: "Take
glamor out of immorality
and audiences will tire of it."

Mrs. Roosevelt: "The film in-

dustry desires to use its power
for the country's improvement."

John Boles: "Pictures have
given the man in the street a

fine, liberal education."

AT
the bar of public opinion stand the movies,

charged by religious leaders of all leading faiths

with being a menace to the morals of the great

American public—to your morals. You have heard,

no doubt, the voices of the "prosecuting attorneys."

You've heard, too, the voices of the "attorneys for the

defense," the producers and film stars. Last month
Modern Screen took up the cudgel for the defense.

But you, who are both the judge and the jury, the people

in whose hands the fate of the motion picture industry

lies, will not want to be guided entirely by what either

the prosecution or the defense tells you. You will want
to make your decision from your own experience and
from the opinions of clear-thinking, unprejudiced wit-

nesses.

Modern Screen has compiled testimony from public

and exclusive statements made by such people as the First

Lady of the Land, two of America's greatest lawyers, lead-

ing theatrical and radio entertainers, leading newspaper
writers, and others who are pre-eminent in different fields.

You will find this testimony by no means one-sided. Fair-

mindedness is the password to this open forum, to which
you are invited to join. Why not take this opportunity to

write and tell us what you think of this tremendous prob-

lem which faces the industry.

Mrs. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who is one of the

nation's leaders not only because of her husband's posi-

tion, but through her own keen mind as well, took up
the question of the movies in a recent talk over the NBC
chain.

Said- Mrs. Roosevelt : "Lately it has been felt that the

tendency to glorify the racketeer and criminal, or at least

to make him appear as a sympathetic character, was hav-

ing something of a bad effect on the children of the

country. Consequently, this new announcement (that

Joseph Breen, assistant to Will H. Hays, had been ap-

pointed censor by the film industry itself.— Ed.) should

do much to make women's organizations feel that the

film industry as a whole desires to cooperate and use its

tremendous power for the improvement of the country."

America s famous fair-mindedly discuss, pro and con, the
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Irene Dunne: "There have been
unwholesome pictures, but
there have been fine ones."

Carl Laemmle: "We welcome
constructive criticism, but we
are against fanatical reform."

Monte Schoedsack: "It's too

bad a few produced censor-

able films and upset the rest."

NEXT, there is Max D. Steuer, behind whose kindly,

grizzled exterior is one of the most brilliant brains

in all the field of law. His years in court, saving "lost"

causes and winning "impossible" cases, have made his

name a household word wherever newspapers are read.

"I don't think the movies are so very bad," said Mr.
Steuer, "but they could stand some improvement.
"You must realize that there have been a great many

pictures which justified the gangster by making him a

hero. It's true that the story frequently calls for his

being sent to jail, or even killed at the end, but this punish-

ment in the last few scenes comes too late. In the audi-

ence, there may be one or two impressionable boys or

girls who, having seen the movie gangster enjoying six

or seven reels of tremendous power and wealth, are im-

bued with a desire to become gang leaders. They feel that

they, too, could attain such power and are certain that

they would never make a mistake such as led to the pic-

tured criminal's downfall. Our jails, incidentally, are

filled with people who have had such ideas.

"But I do think the pictures are sometimes misjudged,
for the clergy are not necessarily the best judges of morals.

Any man or woman may be strictly upright and lead a

blameless life, yet will be incapable of judging the moral
effect of a motion picture upon the average person. Then,
again, I, think a great many people go to the pictures, not

to enjoy, but to criticize them. They would naturally find

a great deal more to criticize tlian zvould people not look-

ing for questionable scenes.

"Consider the picture 'Men in White' as an example.
This picture has been censured because it depicts an im-
moral act between a young doctor, who is the chief char-

acter, and a nurse. But the fact that the author may have
intended to point a moral—to bring about a cure and
reform for an existing evil—is something that the critic

may not perceive. The episode I mention is not without
foundation of fact, nor is it entirely unnatural, and it is

possible that things of the sort do occur in many hospitals.

By bringing them to the fore, in a play otherwise as clean

as can be written, the author, (Continued on page 87)

movies' timeliest topic! What do you think about it?
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end discussion on the Montgomery marital standing

* ANSWERS THE

GOSSIPS
By CARTER BRUCE

DO
you believe that Robert Montgomery and his

wife, Betty, are on the verge of a divorce that

will "blow the lid off Hollywood?" Do you be-

lieve the printed story that "a generous settle-

ment has already been made on Mrs. M. because
Mr. M. is in a very generous mood, or has a

guilty conscience, or both ?" Were you prodded by the

hint to "insiders" not to take the Montgomery divorce

denials too seriously? Did you ferret out the figure of

R. M. behind the syndicated implication of "the actor who
is so close to divorce that Hollywood can't keep his secret

any longer?"
Or, are you one of those who must have felt a twinge of

decent embarrassment because a man was driven to make
the statement: "Will you take my word of honor that I

love my wife and baby, and nothing in Hollywood, or all

the world, can alter that!"

To whichever group you belong, this story is addressed

directly to you. It is the reluctant explanation of one who
deeply resents the necessity of having to- make explana-

tions of a private life he has fought to protect from pub-

licity. It comes from the only man in Hollywood who
knows the truth about Robert Montgomery's marital

affairs—Bob Montgomery, himself.

In giving this story, he is breaking a promise he made
to himself when he first started to click in motion pictures

:

"The public is welcome to the most detailed scrutiny of

my public life, but as a human being I have a right to my
private life and I shall fight for it." For almost five years

he has held to that theory.

It is only a few days ago, as this is written, he broke

that long silence. He ended it because he knew the very

thing he had attempted to preserve was being undermined

by a silence Hollywood would not or could not understand,

and was interpreting as an admission to the avalanche of

divorce rumors.

In a statement to the columnist who had printed the

"Don't take the Montgomery denials too seriously," he
said : "Please believe that denial I made when you first

inquired whether Betty and I are happy, and do take it

seriously. Why rumor mongers are so anxious to separate

us, we don't know. I'm suing the trade journal that printed

our separation as a fact. Will you take my word of

honor now ? Betty and I love' each other and our baby,

and Hollywood and the whole world cannot change that
!"

BOB MONTGOMERY said to me, "No one will ever

know what it cost me to make that plea, that appeal.

There are no words to express how deeply I resent being

forced into the position of having to make a formal an-

nouncement that I love my wife and child, to have to stand

up and shout through the prints of what should be ac-

cepted as a decent, normal thing, in order to protect my
wife and myself from scandal mongers."

Bob did not shout these words, nor pound the table in

excessive emphasis of temper. I've always felt there was
something suspiciously unconvincing about words with too

much music. We holler the loudest when we would cover

the most. Instead, his words came in the outraged calm-

ness that goes too deep for temperamental display.

"I've passed the point where temper enters into my feel-

ings. I am sick with disgust. In the beginning, when the

rumors started to creep on us, I was amused. I even

tried to answer them with facetious nonsense. I dealt with

that very popular triangle involving my wife, myself

Miss Sweetness and Light with (Continued on page 91)
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Claudette and her
mother, whose beauty
and wisdom has guided
the star's life. Theirs is

probably the most
unique partnership in

Hollywood and cer-
tainly comes up for its

share of discussion.
(Right) The lovely Col-

bert as Cleopatra in the

extravagant De Mille

production of that name.

BY RUTH BIERY

[WOULD never trust any man as I

my mother.

"I would never leave my mother for a

husband.

"This is the real reason Ive always insisted

my mother live in the same house with me."
These three statements, made by Claudette Colbert,

seem to prove the truth of Hollywood's single rumor
about her.

I have often called Claudette the real sphinx of Holly-

wood because, until now, all we have actually known about
her is : "She is married to Norman Foster, but they live in

separate houses
!"

During a very recent trip across the United States, I was
asked more questions about Claudette than any actress in Holly-

wood. Although these questions seemed to be instigated by her

and Clark Gable's success in Columbia's program picture, "It

Happened One Night," the picture-goers did not ask about Clark



Her mother plans her

career and shares her

home,while her husband

dwells nearby. Yet

Claudette claims that

she lives for herself.

Do you agree?

love above every othermother
love.

I determined to get to the root of

this rumor. Because at its base

must lie the explanation of this

girl, who has crept into our pic-

ture consciences so slowly that

it is difficult for us to believe

she has been making pictures

six years, this woman who
has almost sneaked to star-

dom, commanding the

third highest salary in

picturedom.

I asked her bluntly:

"Would you say you
have a mother com-
plex, Claudette?"

H

Gable.

They knew
about him. They

did not know about

Claudette.

And Hollywood has been as

ignorant of her, the real woman, as

the outside world. While Garbo, with her

public claim to silence, has been about as pri-

vate as a model in a plate glass window, Claudette,

willing to talk to anybody, has kept her real self as snugly

hidden as a flee in that window.
One whisper only: "She has a mother complex." A

rumor that has circulated about only a very few of our

famous people. A rumor that said her mother came first

;

her husband second. A rumor that frankly implied that

Claudette put her mother before even herself—placed

ER dynamic,

black eyes

flashed electric

warnings for a

second. Then
"What is a

mother com-
plex ?" she

countered.

I hesi-
tated. "Ac-

cording to Freud,
it's a mother fixation, a

daughter who lives her life

for her mother, who gives up her

own pleasures for mother; subjugates

her own interests for mother's, who rejects

the normal pleasures of life to bring pleasure to

her mother and in return gets her pleasure from living

for her mother. For example, do you sleep in the same
room with your mother, as Jean Harlow does?"

"Mercy, no!" She laughed merrily. "I never have.

I live my life for myself. Very much so, I'm afraid. I

may have a mother slant on my life in that I feel my life

is going on and she is simply going on with it. I could

never see it any other way. I have a feeling I can depend
upon my mother. I could never trust any man as I do
her. I would never leave her for any husband. But
to understand that you must understand about my mother
and me. From the very beginning.

"My mother is in no way a stage mother. There has
never been an actress nor an actor in my family. She
has never promoted my career ; secured my engagements.
She knows nothing about it. I have done all that myself.

Why, I even discouraged her from coming onto the sets

after we came to Hollywood (Continued on page 92)
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(Above) Valentin
Parera, the prima
donna's husband,
who has stood by
in the interests of

her career, now has
an acting contract

at Fox. (Right) The
star herself as she
appears in "One
Night of Love," the
picture in which she
made such a hit.

Now, the
woman on

whom
Hollywood

turned
thumbs
down has

staged a

trium-
phant
comeback

BY ELZA SCHALLERT

GRACE
MOORE once held Hollywood in the

palm of her hand. She ruled as an empress of

song for a brief night, and then her kingdom
abruptly vanished. Just like in a fairy tale, or,

perhaps better, a mystery play.

Four years ago the young prima donna of

the Metropolitan Opera, was brought to Hollywood with
all the fanfare' and in the extravagant style befitting a
musical celebrity. It was the season following her success-

ful debut at the Metropolitan in "La Boheme."
She arrived in a private train. A delegation of city

officials, and music and society leaders greeted her at

the railway station. She was set up in a suburban estate.

For weeks one heard of nothing but Grace Moore, the

golden-voiced songbird, the woman of a hundred romances
with the nobility of Europe. There was endless talk about
her magnificent jewels, her chateau in Cannes, her hunting
lodge in Scotland, her apartment in New York.
And then she made her first picture. A musical film

based on the life of Jenny Lind, which for some unknown

34

reason was called, "A Lady's Morals." She followed this

with "New Moon," featuring Lawrence Tibbett.

Both pictures came in just when the public taste for

musicals was going out. Both flopped badly. And
Hollywood turned its back on Grace Moore in cruel, heart-

breaking fashion.

The famed prima donna of the Metropolitan, the ambi-

tious, gifted American girl who had battled her way up

over the wearisome road of one night stand stage shows

and cabarets to the heights of opera and concert, the singer

who had won the acclaim of two continents was just an-

other "dud" as far as Hollywood was concerned.

It would have none of her. In fact, the gate was wide

open for her to get out. She begged for another chance

to make good, since she had only floundered around in

her first two ventures, trying to understand the new
medium. But thumbs were turned down on her.

And the prima donna made a lonely exit from filmdom.

She made a still lonelier trek back to New York. Bowed,
but not completely licked, (Continued on page 94)



NOBODY

LOVES

A CLOWN
BY GLADYS HALL

Mr. Holloway deplores a cruel Fate that

has caused him to be billed among his

inamoratas as a funny guy, when he's

burning to be Head Man in some gal's

life.

I said to Sterling Holloway at tea, "We want to know
something about you. What you do, what you are

interested in, something about your romances, your

—

ah—love life
"

"An amoeba," said Sterling, flapping his thin, articulate

hands, "an amoeba has a love life—or hasn't he?" He
added, "Oh, well ! I live with my mother and aunt and
younger brother here in Hollywood. I go to bed every

night at ten o'clock with a detective story and a bottle

of milk. I am trying to get a thrill out of one and I am
trying to get fat out of the other. I am tired of being

thin. I want to be very fat.

"My mother and aunt and brother "and I sit around
after dinner. We never go anywhere. We never speak

at all. Oh, I don't know how it is, but there just doesn't

seem to be anything to talk about, sort of.

"Sometimes my aunt speaks to me when I come home
nights. She'll be sitting there looking at me and suddenly

she'll exclaim, 'Why? But

—

why?' I kind of know
what she means. She means why do I always come home,
why don't I ever go out and act like a human being. Oh,
I don't know. . .

"No, I don't do anything. I just don't. I don't collect

anything. You know, like stamps or butterflies. I haven't

any girls' pictures around because I got into a sort of

rage and tore up the pictures of the girls in my life.

I never play games. When I was a little boy I used

to play hide-and-seek, but I was always the first one
found, so I sort of gave it up. I don't play the piano

or anything. I don't garden. I don't know anything

about cars except how to sit in them..

PUBLICITY people at the studios get in despair over
me. They call me up and say, 'Don't you do any-

tliingf They don't seem to believe me when I say that

I just don't. They say, 'Isn't there anything you are

interested in? Haven't you any hobbies?' The other

day I was trying to help the publicity man over at Uni-
versal and I said, 'Well, I once pinched Janet Gaynor in

the—in a picture—and I guess I am the only man who
ever pinched Janet Gaynor.' I thought that was kind
of unique. But no one used it.

"Interviewers don't like me, eiti. . . They say there's

no reason for it all. They come to talk to me and I

don't know what to say. I don't know how it is I'm
talking to you now, like I am. Most interviewers get

right up and leave me and say, 'Well, of course,

if you don't want to say anything.' It isn't that I don't

want to.

"I never talk to anyone on the set where I'm working.
I've just played the part of Ehevah'er's^orderfy in 'The
Merry Widow.' But I never once talked to him. I just

sort of go off, to one side, after I've done my scene and
sit there by myself. Why? I'm afraid of being hurt,

that's why. Oh, I don't know what kind of hurt—little

things lead to big things, you know. I'm not going to

give anyone the chance to get near me. So I just stay

alone and hurt myself.

"I suppose I have a kind of a complex. I'm all tied

up in a knot and I've never got unravelled. I was born
this way and I don't want anyone to untie me. I sup-
pose you're going to write that I am in real life just like

I am on the screen. Well, go {Continued on page 98)

Whenever Holloway proposes, his girl gets the giggles!
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(Above) Mister Beery, on "Treasure Island" loca-

tion, hasn't taken up tatting. It's the manly
occupation of makin' fish nets or something, that

he's engaged in. In spite of fog and bad weather
and a fair amount of nautical hardship, the Hol-

lywood landlubber came through like a trump.

DOWN TO

THE SEA

GREASEPAINT

Sailing, sailing away with
the stars—out into the

Pacific on location

(Below, left) On "The Captain Hates the Sea"
location. A shark found its way into the ship's

pool and so Vic McLaglen and Marion Bardell
took time out until the creature was removed

—

as who wouldn't. (Right) Fred Keating, who
makes his debut in this film, relaxes, too.



(Above) Wynne Gibson, in the cast of "The
Captain Hates etc., etc.," was disgruntled to find

that she was needed for only one scene. So it

became her habit to take to the rigging with a
good book. (Below) The "ork" leader, Jan Garber,
Lewis Stone and the Missus at Catalina Island.

(Above) John Gilbert and Florence Rice on
"The Captain" location. We hear tell Jack
became ver' temperamental on the trip. (Below)

Jackie Cooper, youthful star of "Treasure Island,"

and Madeleine Powell, with a friend. Taken
during the filming at Catalina Island.



PLAYFELLOWS
This isn't a story about patriotic soldiers, although it

deals with the activities of fearless men who face death
in the performance of their tasks, day in and day out,

men who brave swift and painful ends in order that you
may sit in a darkened theatre and thrillingly watch the

latest news of the world unfold before your very
eyes—the newsreel cameramen and sound technicians.

Cameramen have always been col-

orful, romantic figures, while the

sound men have come in for but litt 1 -

glory, so let's start with the story of

how one of these defied a raging mob
in a desperate attempt to get his pic-

ture assignment through on time.

Remember a few months ago, when a colored man in

Salisbury, Maryland, accused of attacking a white girl,

was snatched from the police and lynched by a mob?
Feeling ran so high in that little southern town that when
four alleged leaders of the mob *were arrested, the Gov-
ernor sent the militia to maintain order. The troops held

the prisoners in the Armory, across the street from the

By ROBERT
E I C H B E R G

fire house, while the mob surged outside. One of th

troopers tossed a tear gas bomb, the fumes of which
reached the firemen, who became enraged and turned the
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hose on the soldiers, who then took the prisoners back to

their Baltimore headquarters.

About this time newspaper and newsreel men from
Philadelphia, Washington and other large centers arrived

on the scene. But let one of UniversaPs sound technicians

who was there tell it

:

''There was a mob of about three hundred," he said.

"They were chasing reporters away
and burning or overturning their

cars. I was driving the sound truck

and the cameraman was sitting next

to me. We didn't know there was
any danger until we were about a

hundred feet from the burning cars.

Then a Western Union boy jumped on the running-board

and told us we'd better beat it. My partner had sense.

He jumped out of the truck and ran and hid in a tele-

phone booth.

"But I swung the truck up an alley and saw a garage.

I put the truck in, got out and walked down' the street to

see what was happening. Somebody tipped the mob off

about the truck and a bunch of them headed for the garage.

I followed them, but not fast enough, and they got the

truck. I chased after it, but (Continued on page 109)
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DEATH

!

Fires, strikes, lynch-

ings—all news! And
at every turn of the

camera's crank a

life is risked to catch

them! Yet the news-

reel men brave dis-

aster to put you on

the scene of action



Hollywood is wary, for

she fooled them once

before! Now the skep-

tics will believe when

they see a wedding

gown with Maureen in

it—and the shy Johnny

at her side

BY MARY SHARON

Here they are—Maureen and Johnny Farrow
—at somebody else's wedding; that of Car-
melita Geraghty and Carey Wilson, to be
specific. Will the next peal of bells in Holly-

wood signal a wedding march for this pair?

OLLYWOOD is saying that Maureen O'Sullivan

will never marry. They are giving several good
and plausible reasons why she will not. There
is the question of age. It does seem odd, when
one stops to think of all the men who have been

in love with Maureen, that she should. find happiness with

a man so much older than herself, one who is so patently

a man of the world.

There have been so many strange stories told, too,

about 'bis man she is going to marry. No doubt half of

them are fiction, but Hollywood does love to discuss them
all. "They" say that Maureen expects too much of mar-
riage, that the man doesn't live who could measure up to

the ideal she has set for her husband. "They" remind

one that she was planning to marry this same man four

years ago and something happened. "They" predict that

at the last minute something will happen again.

I have a hunch that Hollywood is wrong. Knowing
the little O'Sullivan rather well, I believe she will let

them talk, think and conjecture until they are black in the

face and will go serenely on her way. Gossip is one
thing that hurtles off Maureen just like water off the pro-

verbial duck's back.

She is such a little thing, but she knows what makes
the world go round. She knows what she expects and
wants of life and I am sure that with her workable
philosophy, wisdom and understanding, she is going to

get it in the end. And, by all the laws, she' should.

Maureen is in love. Desperately in love. The one
man in the world whom she loves is dashing, debonair,

mysterious Johnny Farrow. Friends can be afraid of deep
waters for her. They can hold their breath over her love

hazards, but she will come through smiling and unafraid
where other girls would flounder and sink.

I visited with her on the set of "Hideout," which she
is rushing to complete in time for her proposed trip to

Ireland with Johnny. So much depends on this trip. She
wants Johnny to like and be liked by the folks back home.
Like most Irish, Maureen is clannish and the opinion of
her people is going to have a lot to do towards making
her coming marriage right or wrong.

SHE doesn't like to talk about it. For one thing, she

says marriage is always an experiment. It is the one
thing in the world that cannot be reduced to rules and
precepts, because no two persons are alike.

"I know what people are saying," she told me. "They
are saying that I have my head in the clouds, that I ex-
pect too much of marriage and that any man I marry is

going to disappoint me. I don't believe it. I believe that

I will bring as much to marriage as I expect my man
to bring.

"When I marry, it must be forever. I shall never get

or consent to a divorce. That is why I have been so
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The lovely Irish lass who ccrriie from the

land of shamrocks and banshees to America
to appear in John McCormackV'Song of My
Heart," and remained to sign a long-term

contract. Today, she's a popular favorite.

This is perhaps one of the most beautiful

pictures of this or any other month. Miss
O'Sullivan in the costume she wears in

Norma Shearer's "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street," graceful and charming as can be.

careful and considered every angle. Yet I know that I

might conjecture and plan and work out every little item

bearing upon our union and find immediately after the

ceremony that I am wrong.
"I believe that the basis of real unity in marriage is

need. A man and a woman to be really happy together

must need each other. Film marriages go on the rocks

because the parties involved do not really need anything

of each other. They are self-sufficient, a law entirely to

themselves.

"I want to need the man I marry. I want him to need me.

I don't want him to absorb my identity and I don't want
to absorb his. I don't want to know him too intimately.

I want him to have a part of the house exclusively to him-
self. If he should ever feel the desire to be alone, I want
him to be able to be alone. I don't want to try and live

his life for him just because I have married him. I don't,

for instance, want to ask him where he went between two
and six on his day off. If he has a day off, I want to be

tolerant of his weaknesses and shortcomings. Everybody
has them. I expect the man I marry to have a few.

"I don't think I am hard to get along with, but I have
very distinct and positive ideas about a number of things.

I want him to respect my ideas and judgment just as I

want to respect his. I want our marriage to be a fifty-fifty

proposition of give and take. I want him to bring to it

as much as I shall endeavor to. I am going to make it

my largest aim to make him happy and by trying to do
that, I expect to gain happiness for myself.

"I expect to make sacrifices. If it is necessary to the

success of our union for me to give up my career, I shall

not hesitate to do so. I believe that love, to be really

appreciated, must be grounded on sacrifice. Things that

we get for nothing are never valued very highly, but if

we must barter and exchange or pay with something that

we prize, then we try to keep the article we get.

I HAVE always hoped that I would marry someone
of my own religious faith, but I never made a hard

and fast rule of it. I always promised myself if I did

love someone deeply that religion wouldn't be too im-
portant.

"I was in love once with another man. Quite in love

with him, as a matter of fact. But I am so glad now
that we didn't marry. We had nothing in common, abso-

lutely nothing beyond the fact that we enjoyed being to-

gether. We had no meeting ground where we could talk

about anything except ourselves. When we said, 'You are

nice. Sweet ! I like to be with you,' that is as far as we
could go together in any direction. Yet I seriously thought
of marrying him. I know our union would have been
a horrible flop.

"I do not believe in confessing or regretting past mis-

takes. I believe that confes- (Continued on page 84)
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1 F it were not for Uncle Jack, Richard Dix might
be spending lonely evenings with his books and
pictures, reminiscences and regrets on a ranch atop

a Hollywood hill which he once imaginatively

called "Paradise." Now it is literally that, for
1 Uncle Jack came through once more, as Uncle Jack

las had a way of doing since he taught little Ernest

Brimmer to dodge his psuedo blows in

mock ring bouts over thirty years ago.

Yes, you may have your rabbit's foot

or a good old rusty horseshoe as a talis-

man of luck, but Mr. Dix has Uncle Jack.

And, because of that gentleman's wise
decision, he has Virginia Webster. And
this is how tliat came about.

Richard needed a secretary. How in

the world to get one? "Easy as fallin' off a log," coun-
selled his uncle. "Put an ad in the paper!" So, forth-

with, a blind ad was inserted in the "Help Wanted"
column.

And then the applications came in. By the bushel load.

The number of young ladies ambitious to transcribe pot-

hooks was truly appalling. But you couldn't daunt Uncle
Jack—nor could they. He painstakingly narrowed the ap-
plicants down to six, after giving each careful considera-

tion. Then Mr. Dix entered the picture to make the final

selection.

P. S. Miss Webster got the job. Because she was
"neat, honest, intelligent and efficient." Just the qualifi-

cations that landed you the one with the Hollister Hard-
ware Works or Ginsberg and O'Connor, attorneys-at-law.

"Oh," moaned Richard, "wouldn't it have been awful
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if I had fired you after the third day? Now, Virginia,

you know you weren't so hot at dictation."

"But, Rich," protested the bride feebly, "I warned
you. I told you I'd brush up, and you said

—

"

"Skip it, darling. You're marvelous."

At any rate, Virginia kept the job, principally because

she took it seriously. She faithfully mailed pictures to

the fans and wrote letters of thanks

to the exhibitors and hoped that every-

one would think Mr. Dix as wonder-
ful as she knew him to be.

And then propinquity did its work.

That constant day-after-day associa-

tion made Rich realize that this girl,

whose family had taken it on the chin

financially, this girl who had worked
her way through the University of California at Los An-
geles by teaching dramatics, was The One. All the

glamorous beauties who had played opposite him, all the

radiant creatures he had met at parties, paled into insig-

nificance when compared with Virginia's sweet person-*

ality and calm loveliness.

I KNEW I was desperately in love," confessed Richard,

"when I decided not to ask her for a date and then

did—right on the heels of my decision. I couldn't help

myself. I wondered if she'd be coy or be busy or be
any of a dozen things girls playing 'hard to know' do.

But, no, not Virginia. I should have known. She said,

'I'd love to have lunch with you. When?'
"And after that luncheon, I knew beyond the question

of a doubt! But she didn't. {Continued on page 115)

A romance that the rumor hounds never suspected!
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PUT ON

AN ACT!
When it comes to knowing the answers,
Miss Lombard is a star pupil. Left, she
appears with Gary Cooper in a scene from

Paramount's "Now and Forever."

No temperament, no
mystery, no nonsense!
Carole refuses to fool

herself and so, we're
treated to honesty

BY DOROTHY MANNERS

HEN Carole Lombard flamed across the screen

in "Twentieth Century," a subtle actress who
not only held her own with John Barrymore, but

almost put that royal acting gentleman away with second

honors, Hollywood lifted a surprised eyebrow. "Well,"

they said collectively in one way or another, "I didn't know
she had it in her!"

Oh, of course, Carole has always been recognized as

an outstanding screen beauty, a perfect subject for the

favorite press agent adjectives beginning with s, svelte,

stunning, sartorial, suave, sophisticated. Amusingly

enough, she has rated as a sort of feminine counterpart

for all those qualities which have been attributed to her

well-known ex-husband. William Powell.

Ever since her Sennett bathing suit days, her extrava-

gant blonde beauty and magazine-cover features have been

the cameramen's delight, and she's Travis Banton's pri-

vate pet as a Paramount fashion plate. For years she

has clicked in pictures as a photographic personality.

But until the advent of "Twentieth Century," Carole

has never been considered any great shakes as an actress,

or even as a bizarre off-screen personality.

Of all the sophisticated ladies of Hollywood, Carole

has rated as the most innocuous. She has created no
trouser fad, after the manner of Dietrich, nor a mystery
pose, after the manner of a Garbo. She reads her fan

mail, when she reads it, in a comfortable chair in her

dressing-room, not in the studio (Continued on page 102)
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THREE DEADLY

DANGERS
They are sinister and
inescapable—these
menaces that threaten
the Hollywood famous—
and the stars lose fight-

ing power against them!

(Above) During the film-

ing of "Riptide," Norma
Shearer was not well,

but she drove herself on.

(Right) Bette Davis has
cause to be bitter toward

movietown.
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(Right) Poor little Dorothy
—so young and beau-
and promising. But

proved too swift for

so Death intervened!

Sudden recognition

its toll on Gable.

BY KATHERINE ALBERT

You would think

to look at Holly-

wood, sleeping lazily

under the California

sun, its streets wide

and open, its homes

new and beautiful, that

there could be no dan-

gers which could possibly

menace in a climate so

bland, an atmosphere of

such leisurely charm.

And that just goes to show

how little you know about it.

For beneath all this external

pea:e is a sinister world, fraught

with both psychological and physi-

cal dangers, dangers which some

people have been able to combat, dan-

gers which have destroyed others.

The high speed, the nervous tension, the

terrific competitive spirit of Hollywood works

a strange havoc upon the sons and daughters

of the cinema. Money, fame and the fast pace at

which all living is set, these things are responsible

for half of Hollywood's most insidious dangers.

The town looks lazy enough. But everyone in it is

geared to high speed ... go, go, go . . . live while you

can . . . burn up all your energy in a fever of activity . . .

that's Hollywood—the Hollywood you don't know.
Dorothy Dell's tragic death, just when her career was

about to blossom into an inspiring thing, is an example of

one of the dangers of Hollywood, the intense eagerness to

get from one place to another—and get there fast. At the

time she met her death in an automobile accident, she was
driving with a man who had once boasted that he had
made a three-hour trip in an hour and thirty minutes.

It is a temptation to let a car loose on those wide and
alluring roads, a temptation to which half the film colony

succumbs. Distances are so great in California, time
presses so boldly, life seems so short that people who drive

cars (and everyone in Hollywood drives) cannot seem
to refrain from taking every road far beyond the speed
limit.

This inclination to speed comes from a psychological

thing, I firmly believe. All of the wise stars know that

they have but little more than five years in which to enjoy
the luxuries of stardom. The studios must speed up to

beat the other fellow to the best stories, to sign the best

talent. Everyone is imbued with this spirit of hurry,

hurry, hurry. That is why Hollywood harbors some of

the most reckless and fastest drivers in the world and even
people who drive sanely in other cities are tempted to

step on the gas in Hollywood.

DOROTHY DELL is dead. Her companion is dead,

too. They are victims of one of the greatest dangers

of Hollywood—speed ! (Continued on page 100)
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It s locked away—that

exclusive film that set

Dick right with Pittsburgh

BY

WILLIAM F.

FRENCH

DICK POWELL MO

Here is a "shot" from that biggest little picture
in which Dick ever appeared. It was called
"From. Hollywood to Pittsburgh," and marks
the beginning of the Powell-Brian romance

The ever-helpful Lee Tracy is saying, "Lis-

ten, boy, you'll be in the east, but I'll be here
with Mary!" It's a scene from the same
talkie—which, incidentally, you'll never see.
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CAN
you imagine a movie with a cast including

Lee Tracy, Dick Powell, Mary Brian, Frank Mc-
Hugh and Allen Jenkins, and directed by Roy Del
Ruth, being made to show at a single theatre,

exhibited there, and then taken out of circulation?

And can you imagine that picture having been made
solely for the purpose of proving that Dick Powell is not
America's champion prevaricator?

We hope you can, for those are the simple facts con-
cerning Dick Powell's greatest romantic reel, the picture

that has actually pinned a bull's-eye on his shirt front

for Cupid to aim at, a production that produced Holly-
wood's favorite romance.
As you know, Dick used to be master of ceremonies

in one of Pittsburgh's most popular theatres, with every-

body in the steel city vowing their Dick was a fine boy,

a great entertainer, and undoubtedly the world's best little

crooner.

They were for Dick one hundred per cent, but they
all used salt on their Hollywood yarns.

So, while Dick was still walking on air because of

the part he had been notified he would play with Lee
Tracy in "Blessed Event," and eating, drinking and
dreaming Hollywood, the wise old theatre manager called

him into his office for a cozy little chat.

"That's great about your going into pictures, Dick," he
began, "and I'm proud of you, not only because you're

going to show them what you can do, but because you're
smart enough to realize pictures are a gamble, and so are

holding on to your job with us—just in case!

"Having played in the movies is going to help you
when you get back here—because you'll take on some
of that Hollywood glamor. That'll set you right with

our local girls. The only trouble is that it will be a

long time before the picture is shown in Pittsburgh, and
people are sort of skeptical sometimes."

"You mean that when I get back they won't believe

I've been in Hollywood making a picture?" demanded
Dick.

"Lots of them won't unless we can prove it."

"How can we do that ?" Dick wanted to know.
"That's where you use your personality. You make

friends easily. Make enough of them at the studio so

they'll make a picture we can show back here."

WHAT kind of a picture?"

"Something personal, showing you in Hollywood
with the stars—and having them say goodby to you,

something with a sort of plot to it, and something our
audiences can't get away from."

For an unknown lad, doing a small part in a picture,

to get a studio to make a special film for him, using their

stars as stooges, so to speak, was something of an order.

But, as the Pittsburgh theatre owner said, Dick made
friends easily. He might also have added that Powell
was as willing a lad as ever hit Hollywood. Being nice

was as natural to Dick as grinning, and before "Blessed
Event" was finished he had half (Continued on page 101)
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VIE YOU 11 NEVER SE

Take off your beard, Mr. Powell, we know
you! This young man's all made up to look

like a coupla other fellers, perhaps to fool

Joan Blondell, who is in "Dames," too.

Another scene from the musical, "Dames."
The pretty lady looking through the window
pane is our friend, Ruby Keeler. She's the

ingenue, of course, and very delectable.
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ONE GIRLS
You'll doubtless agree that Little Eva is pretty
enough to make the movie grade? We do, too.

(Below) The famous Cafe de Paris at Fox. Seated at
these tables are Will Rogers, Jimmy Gleason, Warner
Baxter, Charlie Farrell and other film famous. Is it

any wonder that Miss Tree felt self-conscious?

r

BY EVA BERYL TREE
AS TOLD TO HARRY LANG

chances to

an instruc-

to help us

TI HIS is the story of Eva Beryl Tree,
the girl Modern Screen sent to

I Hollywood to try for a movie ca-

J, reer. You see, we wanted to know
just what a twenty-year-old, pretty girl's

become famous were. We asked Hugh Gillis,

tor at a State School in San Jose, California,

find such a girl. .

Miss Tree was the lucky lady so, supplied with $300
and a three months' opportunity, we sent her off. She
was to keep the conditions of her entry into the movie
city secret and to keep a diary to tell our readers every-

thing that happened to her. Here is her story thus far

:

"January 31st—Went to Columbia where Dan Kelly,

the casting director, invited me to make a test, but when
I returned to the studio I discovered that he had been
replaced. What luck

!

However, the new man, Mr. Perlberg, has assured me
he will carry out Kelly's wishes.

February 6th—Today was test day. And when I was

PART 3 made up by an expert, I had an added
thrill. John Barrymore was being made
up, too. Was everybody impressed? I

should say! But, if Mr. Barrymore no-

ticed, he certainly didn't show it.

Five other girls were making tests. When it came my
turn, I was told to stand within camera range and smile

sweetly. I couldn't. I merely grimaced. . I ran to my
dressing-room and broke into sobs.

February 27th—-Today a friend of mine made an
appointment for me to be tested at Fox. I rode out to

the studio and met Casting Director Friedman and Test

Director Pembroke. They gave me a scene to learn and
told me to come back Tuesday. When I returned home,
my landlady advised that both Warners and Paramount
had phoned and wanted to make tests of me, too."

s
here was I

there I was, sitting pretty, with three studios all

ambling for me ! It seemed a miracle that suddenly

Eva Beryl Tree of San Jose, California, just

What are an unknown girl's chances for screen success?
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HOLLYWOOD

out of school and the fruit canneries—with

three big movie studios fighting over me

!

I'm looking at my diary now. Things hap-

pened fast and furiously. There's Paramount
one day, then Warners', then Fox—again and
again Fox. I think that Fox sequence of

events was, maybe, the high-point of my entire

Hollywood experience. And, somehow, the

most illustrative of it all. So, out of that

welter of things that began happening, let's go
back to what happened at Fox.

Here's the entry in my diary
—"Tuesday—

I

took a bus out to Fox and dashed for Stage 4."

It all comes back to me.
I remember Test Director Pembroke groan-

ing with lumbago that day, poor fellow ! I

remember a tall, black-haired, nice-looking boy who was
to play opposite me in the test. We talked while Pem-
broke vanished for an hour and came back with a scrap

of script from "The Animal Kingdom." Then we re-

hearsed—over and over until lunchtime.

Then to lunch, at that huge commissary on the Fox lot.

I brushed right past Will Rogers' elbow as I hunted a
vacant place. He was busy eating—and I mean busy

!

Warner Baxter was there and my heart did a flip-flop. I

suppose when one's been close to them long enough, one
gets quite used to handsome movie stars. But I realized

I was still fresh from San Jose as I caught myself staring.

Charlie Farrell, Miriam Jordan, Jimmy Gleason. I recog-

nized them all.

"Here's a place," a voice said. I sat at a table full of

girls. Up went their noses. I (Continued on page 76)

Eva Beryl Tree knows now—and tells you all about it
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Having

known mar-

riage, Ginger

hesitates to

try it again,

for ambition

can kill love

Miss Rogers was
once Mrs. Jack Cul-

pepper, wife of the

gentleman on the

left, a well known
vaudeville star.

THAT FAILED

BY ANNA MORLEY

"Will Ginger Rogers marry Lew Ayres?" is the ques-

tion causing much speculation in Hollywood. Besides

being constant companions, the popular pair are giving

out that old "We're only good friends" line, which so

often precedes a trip to the altar in the movie colony.

But it isn't likely that Ginger will marry for a long

time. Knowing her and the story of her first unhappy
marriage, and something of her present attitude toward
her career, her oldest friends are willing to wager that

she won't be a Missus again for some time to come.
In the first place, both Lew and Ginger having been

burned by the fires of matrimony once, may well be afraid

of the flames a second time. The colony is familiar with

the story of Lew's romance and marriage to Lola Lane,
since it blossomed and died in Hollywood. But the fact

that Ginger was a bride and a divorcee before she was
twenty will be news. to many. That romantic, mad mar-
riage, which ended so disastrously with disillusionment

and regret, is a closed period in Ginger's life. But who
can say how much those years of unhappiness brought
to the future actress in understanding and wisdom?
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Ginger never talks of that marriage now. Perhaps she

has been advised that it's better for an ingenue to pose

as a bachelor girl rather than a dashing divorcee. Or
perhaps the hurt is still too fresh and the easiest way to

forget the past is to bury it.

But to folks back in Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas

—

where they grew up—the marriage of pretty Ginger
Rogers and handsome Jack Culpepper remains one of

the most romantic matches that ever made the front pages

of the local newspapers.

Jack was one of the cleverest and most popular boys
in town. He grew up in Dallas. All through his school

days he was so stage-struck he couldn't study. When he

graduated, he took a job in some mundane office, but spent

his spare time hanging around the stage doors of local

theatres and engaging in amateur theatricals. He could

sing and play the ukulele, so eventually he threw up
his job in Dallas and went to New York City. There
he landed in a couple of musical shows with George
Jessel and Mary Eaton and then went into vaudeville,

where he became a headliner. (Continued on page 83)
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Every time

I think of Bar-

bara Stanwyck
I recall a re-

mark a friend of

hers made to me
four years ago.

We were sitting at

luncheon and I

asked the girl if she

had seen much of

Barbara since they
were in Hollywood.
"No," she said. "I

used to see her in New
York and as soon as I

got out here I looked her

up. We had lunch together,

but somehow it just didn't

jell. All I could think was,

'She wants to be a lady now
and I'm a link with the past

And in the past, while we
were good girls, we weren't

ladies V
"

I've often wondered about Bar-

bara since then. There are so

many things, such varying stories,

one picks up from stray acquaint-

ances both here and in New York.
Many a time I've thought of her

and Mae Clarke and Walda Mans-
field, as I used to see them almost

daily in New York. If ever there were three striking

girls about town it was those three. Any one of them
would have caused a man to look after her.

Who am I to say that Barbara was more striking than

the others? At any rate, she was the most theatrical.

When she entered a room, she found where she was to

sit and made a bee-line for that place. Her head was
up, her shoulders squared and she looked neither to right

nor left. Usually she was gowned in black and white

and there is nothing more arresting if the combination is

used right. Barbara knew how.
However, that's all a thing of the past. Where, in

bygone days, Barbara was the first girl you noticed, now
she is a mousie little thing who seems to shrink from
attention.

Instead of dressing to attract, she tries for inconspicu-

ousness. She's still gowned in taste, but that flash is gone.

Once sparkling,

La Stanwyck is

now subdued.
"Lost Lady" is

her latest film.

I WONDER if mar-
riage does that to

people? I can recall

Mae Clarke being as

colorful in one way as

Barbara was in an-

other. Then Mae
married Lew Brice,

and up to the time

she left him she,

too, became mou-
sie. It wasn't un-
til Mae reached

Hollywood, on
her own again,

that she recap-

t u r e d that
zest that used
to make her

so attrac-
tive.

Possibly it is

the same in Barbara's

case. Possibly it is some-
thing else. Once Spencer Tracy

said to me, "All this is bad for an actor,"

waving his hand to include his home and the

spacious grounds around it, the servants bustling about,

the expensive roadster standing in the driveway and the

luxurious sedan in the garage, "you get soft. An actor's

life should be one of hardship. Otherwise, he loses his

color."

And I think of another story of Barbara Stanwyck
which Willard Mack told me. He said, "She made a ter-

rific hit in my play, 'The Noose,' sheerly on the strength

of her personality. I mean to say, originally Barbara,
Mae Clarke and Walda Mansfield were engaged for the

parts of three chorus girls. It happened Barbara was
the one who fell in love with the juvenile. He was sup-

posed to be in love 'with a society girl. Towards the end
of the play he was electrocuted. As originally written,

the society girl came to the prison afterwards and asked
for the boy's body so she could give it a decent burial.

While we were trying the play out, we decided it would
be more effective to have the chorus girl ask for it. She
loved him, even though he only regarded her as a friend

and a confidante.

"We rehearsed and rehearsed and rehearsed her.

Finally, one afternoon, she blew up. She knew she was
giving a swell performance, but that didn't stop her. 'I'm

through,' she yelled. 'I'm (Continued on page 96)

Barbara's known heartbreak and met it uncomplainingly
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ALICE BRADY

O us (female gender), the greatest battle of the

year is not the Baer-Carnera scrap, but the eternal

battle against dat ol' debbil Time, isn't it—espe-

cially when there's a man in the case? And long

may he rave

!

If you've wondered how you're going to keep
him that way when you reach the fearful and fervent age
of forty, undo that wrinkle from between your eyes and
listen to the advice of four wise gals who've been there

themselves and ought to know what they're talking about.

According to the four B's, Alice Brady, Billie Burke,

Janet Beecher and Mary Boland, all of whom confess to

four decades of earthly existence, the age of forty is the

most colorful and intriguing in the life of every woman.
All of them insist that if the forty-year-old uses the

veapons with which Nature has endowed her, she will

not only outmatch her younger sister, but she'll hold on
to her championship title for a long time to come.

Here's Alice Brady to show you how to pin your man
to the mat with a broad "welcome" printed all over it.

"Be sophisticated," said Alice. "If a woman of forty

wants to hold her man, there's no sense in her holding

on to the cute mannerisms and coy demeanor that were
'surefire' in her girlhood. They are all right if she uses

them to get a laugh once in awhile, but never, never must
she use them to feature her personality. Men neither

expect nor like coyness in an older woman. It accentuates
rather than hides her years. A woman of forty can and
should be sophisticated. There is a little distinct differ-

ence between the sophisticated young woman and the

sophisticated older woman. The former is usually a poseur.
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HOLD
These mature charmers

know the answers and

they gladly pass the good

news on to you

JANET BEECHER

She imagines worldliness adds to her charm, but the latter

is a sophisticate because she knows life. And that is why
men like her."

At forty, Alice Brady started a new career in the

movies. But Alice wasn't always a sophisticate. She was
educated in the unworldly atmosphere of a convent and
once upon a time she played the coy role of Meg in the

stage version of "Little Women." But as she grew older

she realized that coyness no longer belonged to her per-

sonality and that sophistication did. That insight has

brought her a new career, to say nothing of all the men
admirers she wants.

I CAN hear some of you moan. "But I can't be sophis-

ticate. Nothing on earth can make me sophisticated."

Well, ladies, there's another round. Here's Billie Burke
to tell you how to send that man of yours into an air-
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B I L L I E

BURKE

MARY BOL AND

plane spin that will make him come flying home to you
every night

!

"Alice Brady's philosophy is good," said Billie, "but

sophistication should not be carried too far. Some women
go to the other extreme and look at the world through
jaded, blase eyes. A woman, (Continued on page 104)
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Leslie Howard claims that

you can't expect reality in

a Make-Believe Town! And

so, true values are discard-

ed in the cinematic shuffle

by

CAROLINE SOMERS HOYT

T was the night of Leslie Howard's eighteenth wed-
ding anniversary. Ronald Colman, the Clive Brooks,

the Frank Lloyds, the William Gargans, and many
more members of Hollywood's English colony, had
come to celebrate the event.

The house was aglow with the spirit of cheer, hospi-

tality and friendship. Everywhere baskets of gay flowers

lent radiance to the scene and white-ribboned packages

also betokened the joyous and festive occasion.

After the guests had departed, one man lingered. His

face wore a wistful expression as he shook hands with

Howard and said, "You're awfully lucky, old man, and

I am happy for you. But I wish your lot were mine.

A fine wife, lovely children and a beautiful home. Why
is it that some of us can't have what we want most? My
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marriage was beautiful while it lasted, but it ended when
romance died."

Howard looked at his friend, and then, in that sympa-
thetic way of his, replied, "I'm terribly sorry, really, but

aren't you, perhaps, wrong about that? I don't think

marriage ends when romance dies. That is the very time

it begins. All of us are inclined to exaggerate the impor-
tance of romance. It is only a preliminary to the real

things that make marriage permanent and worth while."

The day before Leslie Howard left for England we
had a long talk along this same line—the whys and where-
fores of success in wedded life, the causes and reasons

for divorce, especially in Hollywood. I asked him why
people just didn't seem able to stay married in the film

colony, why there is so much unrest.



Everybody knows what Leslie Howard's home life and

his children mean to him. Without either, I think he

would be a lesser artist than he is. Family and home
haven't been hindrances to him. They have been vital

and contributing factors to his career, to his progress.

Why should his marriage survive, in the face of the

disturbing influences that beset an actor's life, when so

many fail?

AN attractive, celebrated actor always has trouble on
. his hands from the opposite sex—to name just

one of many "disturbing" influences. Leslie Howard is

attractive. Furthermore, he is also attracted by lovely

women. He is too sensitive a man not to be conscious

of, and susceptible to, beauty.

How has he avoided having these extraneous forces,

and his own human impulses, from colliding with his

marital existence ? Is it to his credit—or his wife's? And
just why hasn't Hollywood broken up his union?

We met in the private office of his business manager.

He looked a trifle wan and weary and when I commented
upon the fact he admitted, "Well, to be truthful, I am
very tired. I had scarcely any sleep last night. You
see, Mrs. Howard left for New York a day ago, where I

shall meet her shortly. So a few of us men got together

and went to the fights. Afterwards we came over to

my house for a bite to eat. Sort of a stag affair, you

know. I guess we stayed up too late."

When I asked him if this would have happened if Mrs.

Howard had been home, he (Continued on page 86)
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(Above) Very Hungarian
is Janet Gaynor's navy
blue fall frock. The raglan
sleeves of the coat are slit

to allow the peasant
sleeves of the white satin

blouse to show. (See page
58 for the blouse pattern,

which you'll surely want.)

(Right) Janet's blue felt hat
is trimmed with a kerchief

of white satin which is em-
broidered with her initials.

(Right) When you wear a
beret you know that you
are right in style. Glenda
Farrell shows you one
that is perfect in line. It is

made of padded taffeta,

drooped low over one eye
and perched on her head
in pancake style. (Extreme
right) Rosemary Ames'
gold embroidered organ-
die coat, cut after the Rus-
sian peasant smock lines.

Take some hints from the screen stars m selecting your
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The most simple and at-

tractive fall dress we've
come across this season is

the one worn by Kay Fran-
cis. It will stand by when
all others fail — good for

morning or afternoon. It is

done in black crepe with
gay striped taffeta around
the neck, sleeves and belt.

Conchita Montenegro's white
evening gown is unique. There
are white doves used as a dec-
oration on either shoulder, rest-

ing on the winged sleeves of

the cape. Now you may not

want to carry birds about with
you, but the gown has lines

that are perfect even without
the feathered trimming.

A cool weather coat, like the

one worn by Virginia Bruce,

is indispensable in your fall

wardrobe. Virginia's is abso-
lutely plain and fitted, made
of rust-colored soft wool. And
it may be worn open at the

neckline or buttoned. She
wears it over a rust and

white silk print.

THIS
is going to be a winter for glamorous clothes.

Take it from the screen stars who must know
the trend of fashions far in advance.

There is something very comforting about it

in that there's a style for everyone. None of this

one-period urge which holds you to one series of

lines whether you're tall or short, fat or thin. There
will be the Hungarian influence as seen in the huge sleeves

of Janet Gaynor's blouse (you'll find it in detail on the

pattern page—58). You can see it again on this page,

tucked under the early fall suit that goes with it. Now
that is a really smart suit for the girl who is the type

to wear it, especially if her shoulders are a bit narrower

than her hips and if she is tall enough to carry the spread

of the sleeves. It's the sort of suit, too, that you don't

tire of, because you won't meet it at the turn of every

corner. It will be your very own—and Janet's—and, if

I'm not very much mistaken, its charm will delight you.

When the cooler weather starts you will feel that you
just must have some one thing that is new. And a good
rule is to get only one thing and to make" that fit in

with what you are carrying over from the season before.

That's why Virginia Bruce's coat is a honey for this pur-

pose. A coat like that will cover up a multitude of slightly

worn effects and help piece them out over many weeks,
while, if they were left to carry themselves, you would
be tired of them in no time and could hardly bear to put

them on.

I LIKE the fitted lines of this coat and its very soft,

woolly texture. There's something which will last

—

not a fad of the moment—but a style which we call

"classic," meaning it is always good. Why, a coat like that

will be as good three years from now as it is today

—

even for more years than that, if you treat it kindly and
press it to keep it well con- (Continued on page 78)

own fall wardrobe. You're sure to be in style if you do
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SCREEN PATTERNS

866

866—A fall frock that will give

you no end of service is

Glenda Farrell's, made of grey
wool. A white pique scarf

drawn through slashes at the

V-neck, and pique under-
sleeves make this dress
unique. In sizes 16, 18 and 36,

38, 40, 42 bust.

118—Marion Nixon's dress in

velvet or crepe is suitable for

all occasions. In sizes 14, 16,

18 and 36-40 bust.

Patterns are 15c each. Pattern

book is 15c when ordered
separately— it is 10c when
ordered with a pattern. If you
live outside of the United
States, the patterns cost 20c
each, the book 20c separately

and 15c when ordered with
a pattern. Address orders to

Modern Screen Pattern Serv-

ice, 149 Madison Ave., New
York City.

115—You can make a blouse
patterned after Janet Gaynor's
own. This Hungarian blouse,

with its full sleeves, tight bod-

ice and trim, pointed collar

is worn with a plain navy
blue wool skirt. This costume
is designed for sizes 14, 16, 18

and 36, 38 and 40 bust.
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Copyright, 1934. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Before her marriage to the

grandnephew of Marshall
Field, the founder of the family,

Mrs. Henry Field went to school

in Washington, in Switzerland,

and in England. She collects

French and American contempo-

rary paintings, she writes, she

plays, she is keenly interested in

the theatre, and she prefers trav-

eling by air. She loves to dance,

goes constantly to balls and par-

ties, and always smokes Camel
cigarettes.

"The main reason I like Camels so much better than

other cigarettes is because they taste better," says Mrs.

Field. "I can smoke as many as I want because they are

mild and don't make my nerves jumpy. I find, when I

am tired, that smoking a Camel renews my energy, gives

me a 'lift.'

"

Camel smokers have noticed for a long time that they

do get an increase in their flow of energy from Camels.

This release of your latent energy is produced by Camels

in a wholly safe and natural way. So, whenever you feel

tired—smoke a mild, fragrant, refreshing Camel.

CAMELS ARE MADE FROM FINER.
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS —
TURKISH AND DOMESTIC — THAN
ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND.
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He rated their

skin IO years younger

than their aere

Dermatologist's Examination proves Society Beauties' Skin

flawless as they were ten years ago

SKIN YOUTH, dermatologists say,

depends upon the activity of the skin's

circulation ... its tone or elasticity . . .

the virility of its oil glands.

From 16 to 20, they report, the skin is at

the height of its loveliness. Then it is thin

— smooth— transparent— line-free— radi-

antly fresh. Blemishes are unknown.

But its youth is quickly fleeting. Before

you are aware, your skin begins to fade

—

starved for the precious youth-giving oils

once created by the active glands deep
within it. Then it appears more and more
rough— sallow— wrinkled.

If you prize the youth of your skin, you
must arouse its languid circulation— re-

plenish the lazy glands— give the skin

youth-sustaining oils.

One cream answers all skin needs

In Pond's fragrant Cold Cream there is

a rare blend of specially processed oils.

They are combined with such precise and
knowing scientific skill that they quickly

seep into the very depths of the skin.

Their effect is instant! Their continuous

use a tonic to the skin!

EVERY NIGHT . . . smooth Pond's Cold Cream
over your face and neck. Pat it in briskly for

just a moment. You will feel its gentle oils

seeping into the pores— floating out and away
the day's accumulation of make-up, dust,

grime— dissolving incipient blackheads.

The rich oils in this cream do more than
cleanse. When laughter lines, worry lines . . .

crepiness appear, when coarse pores and harsh

Pond's Cold Cream
cleanses— corrects

skin faults—prepares

for powder. Used by 1

out of every 5 women
who use cream.
Pond's Liquefying
Cream serves the
same purposes.
Quicker melting.

"Mrs. Cleveland has a fine, delicate
skin. No defects are patent. Her skin
looks ten years younger than her
age."—Dermatologist's Report. Mre.
Cleveland says: "I wouldn't be with-
out Pond's Cold Cream for a day.

"

texture threaten— these rare oils help to keep
the skin young. You notice at once how smooth
your skin becomes.

You'll be amazed to see how evenly powder
and make-up go on. Delighted to find it still

fresh after hours and hours.

This remarkable ability to c.eanse deeply,

to erase age signs, to flatter the skin to new
smoothness, has been Pond's passport around
the world. Women who can "have every-

thing" choose Pond's Cold Cream. The wisest

budgeteers use it. It is the cream of
millionairesses and of the millions.

Pond's also makes a new cream that

liquefies instantly on the skin— Pond's

"Princess Xenia has a perfect
brunette complexion. Texture
fine. INo blemishes. A youthful
freshness usual in the early twen-
ties.'

1—Dermatologist'sReport.The
Princess says: "1 have used Pond's
Cold Cream for six years."

Liquefying Cream. It contains the same spe-

cially processed oils as Pond's Cold Cream.

Send coupon for 3 days' supply of Pond's Cold

Cream and 3 other Pond's effective beauty aids.

Pond's Extract Company, Dept. K
SO Hudson Street, New York

i enclose 10^ (to cover postage and packing) for 3 days*
supply of Pond's Cold Cream with samples of 2 other
Pond's Creams and special boxes of Pond's Face Powder.

I prefer 3 different Light shades of powder
I prefer 3 different Dark shades

Name.

Street.

City_ _State_
Copyright, 1934. Pond's Extract Company

CORRECTS THESE SKIN FAULTS

ire 20'

,ook in your mirror. Test

your skin on all these points . . .

they denote Skin Age. Correct them

with this specially processed cream.

Roughness Blackheads
and large pores

Dryness

Laughter lines Little blemishes

FIGHTS OFF THESE AGE SIGNS

after

Sagging tissues Discolorations
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(Continued from page 17)

Charlie and Virginia are in Europe.

Hollywood is taking Bette seri-

ously for until recently "the Ben-

nett-like blonde" had been set down

rather indifferently as a girl whose

greatest talent was reminding you of

some other movie star. But now it is

quite different.

When Gloria Stuart middle-aisled

it with Arthur Sheekman, there was

one broken hearted executive in Holly-

wood.
Ever since Gloria separated from

her husband, this Front Office gentle-

man has believed he had the middle

track to Gloria's affections. Of course,

once in awhile, she did take an evening

off and step out with Mr. Sheekman,

who is a gag man for Eddie Cantor.

This didn't seem at all important to

the Exec until the newspapers an-

nounced the marriage of Gloria and

Sheekman.

/T cost Jack Holt $250 to save a

mongrel dog's life recently. He
was driving down Hollywood Boule-

vard when a little zvhite pooch ran in

front of his car. Rather than hit the

dog, Holt swerved off the pavement,

up over the curb and into a telegraph

pole. Result: One live mongrel and

a nice little car damage amounting to

$250.

THEY'RE MARRIED SWEETHEARTS

Joan Bennett and Gene Markey
have started something new in the

way of anniversaries. They recently

celebrated an anniversary of the first

time they kissed.

Few people know the story of this

romance, which is a mighty sweet one.

It seems that Gene was in love with

(Left) Verree Teas-

dale arrives in

New York to do
some trousseau
shopping. Then
she'll hop back to

Hollywood to be-

come Mrs. Adolphe
Menjou. (Right)
Mrs. W. Tracy
pays one of her
infrequent visits to

her son, Lee, and
Cinema City.

Jean Muir and Dick Powell at

the dinner tended Postmaster
Farley by Jack Warner.

Joan three years before they ever met.

During that time he wrote a play with

her in mind, which sister Barbara fell

heir to, much to Gene's disappoint-

ment. He attended several Holly-

wood parties because he learned Joan
had been invited, but each time she

failed to appear. They finally met at

Jack Gilbert's house, and Gene
wasted no time, you can be sure. They

were married three weeks later.

T TOLLYWOOD had a laugh

L J. when Max Baer came out with

the announcement tliat he "wanted to

see his wife and still loved her" be-

cause the next day, friend wife
started action to change her name so

that Max couldn't locate her I

Virginia Pine Lehman has an-

nounced her intention of leaving Hol-

lywood flat for a career on the stage,

but she insists she isn't leaving George
Raft.

The insiders say Virginia is disap-

pointed in the way her film career

turned out. She was never offered

more than a bit part the entire time
Warner Brothers had her under con-
tract. Now she feels that if she goes
to New York and gets a good part in

a successful play, Hollywood will come
across with real parts for her.

In the meantime, George Raft is

planning to join her in New York as
soon as his present picture is com-
pleted. "We shall be married as soon
as George gets his divorce," said Miss
Pine.

\7'OW that Janet Gaynor is tour-

1 V ing through Europe, Gene
Raymond has been seen dining Mar-
garet Lindsay at the Russian Eagle.

Margaret is Janet's best friend and
she says she and Gene have a swell

time getting together and missing "the

redhead." (Continued on page 80)

Billie Bakewell and Marion
Marsh were guests at the
Claudia Morgan-Robert Ship-

pee wedding.
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• Dr. Beloux is a famous consultant on stomach
disorders at the great Salpetriere Hospital in Paris

;

editor of a widely read medical monthly. His patients

have included several members of the French Cabinet.

Ifyou suffer from these trou-

bles, this case may help you.

WHY did Miss L have these

troubles? Why do YOU have
them, too?

Coated tongue, doctors say, is usu-

ally a sign that your stomach juices

aren't acting right.

If you can't get up mornings, it usu-

ally means your system is sluggish,

your muscles tense, and so you're not
sleeping properly.

If you're irritable, it is probably be-

cause poisons in your blood are at-

tacking your nerves.

What can you do about troubles

like these ? Well, let us see what the

noted Dr. Jules Beloux did for them:

"I put Miss L—— on a yeast regime at

once," states Dr. Beloux. "And in thirty

days, you would never think she was the

same girl of a month before

!

"She was entirely well again, full

of energy, with a good digestion.

"Nine people out of 10," Dr. Beloux

states, "make their condition worse

with brutal cathartics . . .while it is gen-

tleness and not harsh-

ness that is needed. I

am a confirmed be-
liever in yeast."

Won't you start

eating 3 cakes of

Fleischmann's Yeast every day . . . for

at least 30 days? Get some from a
grocer, restaurant or soda fountain.

Rich in Vitamins B, D and G.

See what a difference Fleischmann's

Yeast makes in the way you feel . . .

and look . . . and work

!

To benefit THOROUGHLY,
eat it REGULARLY !

Don't expect troubles that come from
years of neglect to be cured "overnight."
Fleischmann's Yeast, remember, is a
food—not a violent drug. Eat three cakes

fevery day—for thirty days at least, or

I

until you really /eeiwell—and look well!

Copyright, 1934, Standard Brands Incorporated
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Marlene Dietrich-

half-moon face

CONDUCTED BY K ATHERINE ALBERT

Invaluable information about proper make-up

Hollywood make-up experts claim

that the greatest mistake the amateur

actor makes is the use of too much
make-up. So I want all you boys and

girls who are going to appear in high

school plays, in Little Theatre shows

or in your own amateur theatricals to

learn to dip lightly into the grease

paint pots.

Not so long ago, I witnessed an

amateur drama and was amazed that

the director had allowed the young

actors to pile make-up on so thick

that you could hardly tell what facial

expression the youngsters were try-

ing to assume.

Most of you know the fundamen-

tal principle of a stage make-up, but

just for the sake of the records, lets

run over it quickly.

First, clean your face with a good

cold cream and wipe the cream off

with tissue. Then take on your fin-

gers just enough grease paint to cov-

er your skin. Rub and pat that into

your face as if it were a night cream,

but use as little as is possible. Also

pat into this several drops of water.

Just run your hands under the water

faucet and pat the drops into your

face until it has entirely disappeared.

Use a little cream rouge, blended with

the grease paint. Then pat on dry

powder with a big puff, brush the

powder off well with a soft baby

brush. Remove surplus powder from

your eyebrows and eyelashes. Put

some eye-shadow—but very lightly

—

over your eyelids. Draw your eye-
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Kitty Carlisle

—

triangular face

brows with a good eyebrow pencil.

Draw a very fine line at the base of

the eyelashes on your lower lid.

Mascara your lashes, use a little more
dry rouge on your cheeks. Rouge
your lips.

That's the fundamental of a stage

make-up, but use all of this very

sparingly.

And now I want to give you some
fine points about the gentle art of

make-up. From Wallace Westmore,
Paramount's ace make-up man, I got

this rouge chart. If you are blonde
or brunette decide in which classifi-

cation you belong and guide your use

of rouge accordingly.

Blondes

light blonde

ash blonde
dark blonde

Color Rouge

light

deep

rose

e cast

rose

Brunettes

light brown
dark brown
very dark brown
blue black

Color Rouge
medium red
deep red

purplish red

bright rosy red

SOMETIMES brunettes have fair

skin. They must study their type
and blend the blonde and brunette

beauty essentials.

In applying the rouge on your
cheeks, study your face carefully to

decide in what classification the shape
falls. Wally divides the three types

like this

:

If your face is triangular like

Kitty Carlisle's, then rouge the cheek-

bones a bit more than the rest of the

cheeks, but blend it so that one has

to look twice to realize there is a

higher color.

{Continued on page 107)

Sylvia Sidney

—

oval-shaped face
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Tintex
Makes Faded Home

Decorations NEW

-for Just a Few Cents

Keeps your Wardrobe

Color- Fresh, too . .

.

HERE'S money-saving news for Fall! There's

no need to buy new slip-covers, curtains,

drapes, or other home-decorations just because

your present ones are faded or out-of-fashion in

color. For a few pennies Tintex will make them like

new. . . or give them a different color, if you wish.

No bother, either . . . simply "tint as you rinse."

Remember, too, Tintex is color-magic for your

wardrobe. It gives professional results in the

twinkling of an eye .. .without muss, without fuss.

That is why smart women always depend on it to

keep their apparel color-fresh—color-new. 35

brilliant, long-lasting colors from which to choose.

Keep your favorite colors always on hand!

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

Tintex

Use TINTEX for Underthings • Negligees

Dresses • Sweaters • Scarfs • Stockings • Slips

Men's Shirts • Blouses • Children's Clothes

Curtains • Bed Spreads • Drapes
Luncheon Sets • Doilies • Slip Covers

On sale at drug stores and
notion counters everywhere

I Tmtex
if J- TINTS ASYOU RINSE

iVor/dh _.
JjntS

betting
&Dyes

PINK

vmouxmisiRAmmsiumam
amm, sue wstanw, mmmts

wnm'PAm & TILFORD ««»>•»>
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FAOEN BEAUTY AIDS?

d ... BECAUSE SCIENTIFIC TESTS HAVE PROVEN

THEM EQUAL TO $
1 TO *3 BRANDS IN QUALITY

AND PURITY - YET THEY COST ONLY W I

THERE isn't a law in the land that prevents

you from paying $1 to $3 for your beauty

aids, if you wish. But com-

mon sense dictates that if

you can buy similar quality

and purity for 10^ — that

is the smart thing to do.

PARK & TILFORD'S

And that's exactly why
more and more women
every day are turning to

Faoen Beauty Aids. Their

FAOEN BEAUTY AIDS
ARE 10^ EACH

FAOEN
( FAY- ON )

exquisite fineness is proven by the following

report from a famous Research Laboratory:

"every Faoen product

tested is as pure and fine

as products of like nature

sold for $1, $2 and $3."

No longer must you pay

high prices for the best.

Faoen has made loveliness

inexpensive. Be smart-
start using Faoen Beauty

Aids—today!

CLEANSING CREAM COLD CREAM

AT THE BETTER
5 & KM STORES

FACE POWDER • ROUGES - PERFUMES
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KGDL
MILDLY MENTHOLATED

CIGARETTES—CORK-TIPPED

NOW THE LEADER IN

MENTHOLATED CIGARETTES

Steer your course for true throat comfort.

Light a KGDL ! Refreshing as the forward

deck in a spanking breeze !

The mild menthol cools the smoke, eases

your throat—and yet brings out the flavor

of the fine tobaccos to the fullest. KCDLS are

cork-tipped—they don't stick to the lips.

Each pack carries a valuable B & W cou-

pon good for desirable nationally advertised

merchandise. (Offer good only in U. S. A.)

Write for illustrated premium list.

SAVE COUPONS for
HANDSOME MERCHANDISE

*7 JAVE T>-r
i a valuables-

KGDL
MILD MENTHOL

Q'^r/re//eL §
CORK TIPPED

1 C4 Za TU/tMTV 25
19 JUL \ H til 1 I CANADA

BETWEEN YOUWME
TODAkY

XX
BABV

in.
NVCUTE
Savings

If&f WOK

LK
"Movie children used to bore me to

tears, until La Temple came along."

"Your recent article on Jean Harlow
certainly caused the pot to sizzle."

An Exception

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.

I have always
been averse to

children on the

stage or screen.

I have always be-

lieved that they
belong in the
nursery—not tak-

ing the bread and
butter from their

elders. To be
candid with you,

I have often
walked out when
they walked on,

for they usually

bore me to tears.

A little miss
has come along
of late known as

Shirley Temple,
who, I must con-

fess, has won me
over completely.

She is nothing short of adorable and her

work is uncanny. I look for great things

from this mighty clever little actress who
can put many of her older sisters to shame

when it comes to the art of acting. (You're

not the onlv one, Mister. We've had

oodles of letters just likes yours.)—J. Edit'.

Mulcahy, Naugatuck, Conn.

Fans Not So Gullible

Your article on Jean Harlow certainly

did set the pot sizzling ! It's about time

someone realized that the fans aren't as

gullible as we are thought to be. We
swallow a lot of tripe because it's fed to

us. That doesn't mean that we are dumb,

does it?

An actor's profession is such that he

has to share much of his life and many
of his secrets with the public. Perhaps

that's the price he pays for wealth, glamor

and fame. Gloria Swanson and Herbert

Marshall, two married stars, going about

with each other is poor publicity. Har-

low's escapades are beginning to make us

ask: "What's the matter with Jean Har-

low?" Married eight months, she declares

that she and Hal are divinely happy; the

next day comes the announcement of the

divorce! Things like that make us lose

faith in the players and in their inter-

views. And the more we stand for, the

more they try to get away with.

"A sound spanking is recommended

for a lot of actors and actresses."

There are a few
players, like Ann
Harding, Norma
Shearer, Marian
Nixon and Bar-
bara Stanwyck,
who are respect-
ed. If they have
any ghastly skel-

etons dangling in

the closets of
their private lives,

they at least keep
them hidden. I

have to laugh
when I remem-
ber that Fatty
Arbuckle, Mabel
Nor man d and
Mary Miles Min-
ter were ostra-

cized for less
than this!

—

Sa-
mcla Parkhurst,
Seattle, Wash.

One Side of the Question

I think Hollywood's actors and actresses

ought to be soundly spanked and driven

off the stage for their flagrant lack of

respect for marriage and what it should
stand for.

If there's anything that makes all of

us decent married folks perfectly dis-

gusted, it is to read of Marlene Dietrich

—a wife and a mother—trotting around
with Von Sternberg, Gloria Swanson
flirting .with Herbert Marshall, Constance
Bennett going around with Gilbert Roland.

Even the best of the actors and actresses

can hardly show more than a score of

permanent marriages and these are largely

among Catholics, whose faith keeps them
together. And among these, such people

as Loretta Young and Spencer Tracy are

shocking to read about.

Now that all faiths are uniting to clean

up the plays, perhaps they'll turn their

attention to cleaning up the players. Per-

haps with the aid of such frank and help-

ful articles as yours was, one may hope

for a little silence, at least, from these

worse-than-Mormons.

—

Mrs. Mary Ken-
nedy, Boston, Mass.

Another Side of the Question

I think it wholly out of your line ^ to

criticize the {Continued on page 70
)
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AmazingCp/ow discoveredmJduma/t suggest

HatteringNewIWder Shades

Natural brightens fair

skin. Excellent shade

with graying hair.
Rose Cream gives a

''bloom" to blonde and

fair brunette skin.

Light Cream makes
lily-pale blonde or
brunette skin look clear

and velvet-smooth.

Brunette (Rachel) gives

glow and radiance to

brunette skin. Does
away with paleness.

Rose Brunette ... a

warmer shade . . . makes
sallow skin sparkle. And
It modifies ruddiness.

Dark Brunette ... ex-

actly right for very dark

brunettes and alluring

with sun-browned skint

ivory-skinned and light-haired, says,

"Pond's is the smoothestpowder. The

Brunette shade brightens my skin.''

HIDDEN TINTS in these

make blonde skin radiant,

SCIENCE has discovered that the
clear, creamy skin of the perfect

blonde owes its loveliness to a faint hint

of brilliant blue that lingers in it.

That the clear, olive tone of the perfect

brunette skin is due to a note of bright

green that echoes through it.

This amazing discovery was made by
an optical machine which can read the

skin. With the aid of this machine, you can

actually see tints in the skin which the

eye cannot detect— tints which make the

complexion "perfect," or too pale, too

sallow, too florid.

These are the hidden tints in Pond's

new Powder.

Many girls ' skin analyzed

When this sensational discovery was
made, Pond's examined the skin of hun-
dreds of girls. Girls with radiant "movie-
star" complexions— girls with skin that

New Powder Shades

brunette skin clear. .

.

was dull, tarnished, flushed, I

dark.

That's how Pond's learned
the exact colors needed to

make blonde and brunette

skin beautiful.

They mixed into each of their new face

powders just a tinge of blue and green.

You cannot detect these tints in the pow-
der, but you recognize their glamorous
effect.

New powder shades flatter

all complexions

Pond's powder shades are different from
any others. The moment you smooth
them on, blonde skin becomes transpar-

ent, pearly . . . brunette skin becomes
clear, magnolia-like.

Best of all . . . Pond's Powder clings and
clings. Yet never cakes— never streaks—never

FINEST
POSSIBLE

INGREDIENTS
ONLY 55

10* M the actual size

clogs the pores. Its texture
is superfine. And its perfume
lasts to the very depths of
the jar.

Yet Pond's Face Powder
jar for 55£ contains as much
as many 3100 boxes. The

extra-big jar is 31-10. Five-and-tens and variety

stores carry 10^ and 25£ sizes.

Send the coupon below for your samples at

once. You'll be amazed to see how these new
face powder shades will make your complexion

clear— radiant— breath-taking.

Pond's Extract Company, Dept.K
04Hudson St., New York City

I enclose 5^ (to cover cost of postage and packing) for

Two Special Boxes of Pond's new Powder and an extra

sample—three different shades in all.

I prefer 3 different Light shades
I prefer 3 different Dark shades

Name
.

Street

City . State.
Copyright. 1934. Pond's Extract Company
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Eye Beauty Aids

LET'S TALK ABOUT

LOVE

will instantly transform

your eyes into glowing

pools of loveliness

• Beautiful, expressive
eyes are within the reach

of every girl and woman
in the simple magic of the

famous Maybelline eye
beauty aids. Their magic
touch will reveal hitherto

unsuspected beauty in

your eyes, quickly and
easily.

Just blend a soft, color-

ful shadow on your eye-
lids with Maybelline Eye
Shadow and see how the
color of your eyes is in-

stantly intensified. Now
form graceful, expressive

eyebrows with the
smooth-marking May-
belline Eyebrow Pencil.

Finish your eye make-up
with a few, simple brush
strokes of harmless May-
belline Mascara to make
your laehes appear nat-
urally long, dark, and
luxuriant, and behold

—

your eyes become twin
jewels, expressing a new,
more beautiful YOU!
Keep your lashes soft

and silky with the pure
M aybelline Eyelash Ton-
ic Cream, and be sure to
brush and train your eye-
brows with the dainty,
specially designed May-
belline Eyebrow Brush.
All Maybelline eye beau-
ty aids may be had in

purse sizes at all leading
10c stores. Accept only
genuine Maybelline
products to be assured of
highest quality and
absolute harmlessness.
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BLUE, BROWN.
BLUE-GREY, VIOLET

AND GREEN

Ann Sothern and Neil Hamilton in "Blind Date," for Columbia.

By ALICE VAN DORAN

Don't you want to talk over your personal problems with an

understanding person who will treat them confidentially and

give you the very best advice she can? Write to Alice Van

Doran, MODERN SCREEN, 149 Madison Ave., New York,

N. Y. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

ANY a girl, if asked why a

certain man fascinated her and

another did not, could only

reply that Jack was thrilling

and Ted was not. And that

would be that.

Without thrill, certainly romance

just could not be. "Thrill" and "ro-

mance" may sound like much the

same thing. Yet this is not so—for

thrill is the small electric spark that

sets romance going. In other words,

Jack and Nancy find each other

thrilling—and if this state of affairs

lasts, the romance is on.

Now, at the risk of sounding aw-
fully cut-and-dried, I'm going to

mention that the thrills of all sane,

sound individuals must face a day-
light test of reason. And here trouble

starts. Indeed, to most of us love

seems a constant shift from illusion

to disillusion—then back again to il-

lusion—and then the same thing all

over again.

Let's return to Jack and Nancy
again. Things start off with them
as with everyone else—just being to-

gether is thrilling. They think they'll

go on like that forever. They don't.

Nancy in time finds out Jack has

"little ways"—well, he makes sugges-

tions that sound as if he were criti-

cizing her. {Continued on page 74)

How to keep "illusion" in romance
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SHE'S THE THIRD ONE
IN A WEEK TO TELL ME

'

ABOUT RINSO.IT MUST I

BE WONDERFUL—
I'LL TRY IT

/BUT WASHING IS EASY WITI?\

) RINSO. IT SOAKS CLOTHES )

( FAR. WHITER THAN I EVER
JN COULD SCRUB THEM S

This "no-scrub" way
makes clothes

last longer
YOU'LL save lots of money, washing

clothes the Rinso way. For there's no
scrubbing to streak colors— weaken fabrics

— fray edges. Clothes not only last 2 or 3

times longer but they come from a Rinso
soaking 4 or 5 shades whiter.

Makers of 40 famous washers recommend
Rinso. It is tested and approved by Good
Housekeeping Institute. Grand for dishes

and all cleaning. Saves time — saves work.
And so easy on hands!

Rinso gives lots of JBBBfiwftBTjcy.
rich, lasting suds—even Jm'^h^T^f^'Wk'
in hardest water. Get it

at your grocer's. Wnsoi
The biggest-selling package soap in America

IT WAS A LOVELY

BRIDGE PARTY, JANE.
BUT I HOPE MRS.L_
IS'NTAT MY TABLE

AGAIN.SHES NICE BUT
A LITTLE CARELESS...

YOU KNOW...
,,

B.o:'

WE NEVER KNOW
WHEN WE'RE

GUILTY, DO WE?

WAS THAT A HINT
FOR ME ? PEOPLE
HAVE ACTED COOL
LATELY. I'D BETTER
STOP TAKING
CHANCES

LATER
IMAGINE MEETING
MRS. I AT THE
STORE BUYING
LIFEBUOY TOO !

no vv

b.o:'f'or EITHER

OF US NOW !

V

CODE

*B.0*G0NE_ best offriends!

MRS.L—AND I PLAY TOGETHER,
AS USUAL.YOU CANT BREAK
UP OUR PARTNERSHIP

I FIND LIFEBUOY

MARVELOUS FOR

THE SKIN

IIFEBUOY'S lather is bland and

j gentle, yet deep-cleansing.

It washes away pore-embedded

impurities — brings radiance to

dull complexions. Lifebuoy lath-

ers freely in hot, cold, hard or

soft water. Purifies and deodorizes

pores—stops "B.O." {body odor).

Its fresh, clean, quickly-van-
ishing scent tells you Lifebuoy

gives extra protection.

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau
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WILL MAKE LAST YEAR'S FROCK

THIS SEASON'S SENSATION

'Piper Green and lOine

jBrown are decidedly "in"

for Tall. Just follow the

simple recipes below and

you can wear

them while

jLfjj they're

still exciting

news. And write

for "10 -Paris Col-

ors for Tall" with

actual swatches

of silk and 1x.it

Color 'Recipes

telling how to

match these latest

shades by an easy

Hit method.

PIPER GREEN

I'A Wafer Dark

Green Rlt

Vt Wafer Gold Rit

WINE BROWN
1 Vi Wafer Dark

Brown Rlt

1 Wafer Wine Rit

Instant Rit (not a soap!) penetrates

the fibres as "surface dyes" never do
— provides clearer, longer lasting,

more brilliant colors. Remember, -re-

coloring is best over white material,

so take old color out with White Rit

— quick, easy, harmless. 15c at drug
stores and notion counters everywhere.

YOU'LL HAVE BETTER LUCK WITH RIT

BIT
in the convenient

NOT
scored wafer; easier to
measure; won't sift

SOAP! ^"-^j^/x^j out of the packayc.

Miss Rit, 1401 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Please send me your folder A-74"Ten Paris

Colors for Fall" with silk swatches and your
new Rit Color Recipes.

Name ;.

Address

City

L.
State :::

{lj more convenient, paste on penny post card)

The Modern Hostess

(Continued from page 6)

write down your recipes for corn pone and
dumplings, Hattie?" Will asked. "And for

chicken, southern style? I'll bet Mrs.
Rogers would like to have 'em."

"Well, Ah sure could, Mistah Rogers,"
answered Hattie McDaniel, "only it would
take me a little time to do it. You see, Ah
cook from what you might call instinct

—

a pinch of this and a handful of that. But
Ah knows folks nowadays want to know
exactly how much flour and corn meal it

takes for corn pone and such things. It

would take me some time to figger it

out and to set it down, but if you're in no
hurry, Mistah Rogers, Ah'll find a lot of

pleasure in fixing you up with a couple of

real southern menus."
Almost a week later Hattie, as good as

her word, arrived on the set with menus
and recipes for two typical southern meals
—pages and pages laboriously written out

by hand. For three busy days, it seems,

Hattie had fussed around the kitchen at

her home in Los Angeles while her sister,

Etta, with pencil and paper in hand, re-

corded the measurements of ingredients

for dumplings, pone, cobbler and candied
yams.

AND here are the results of all this

effort—two grand menus and seven
swell recipes which The Modern Hostess
is delighted to have secured through the

amiable co-operation of Will Rogers and
Hattie McDaniel. First of all, let's look

at Hattie's dinner menu.

Southern Chicken Dinner
Split Pea Soup Southern Chicken
Baked Dumplings Candied Yams

Scalloped Squash and Corn
Hot Corn Pone Crabapple Jelly

Combination Salad
(Lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, radishes,

green pepper

)

Hot Blackberry Cobbler, Georgia Sauce

Sounds great, doesn't it? Well
I'm here to tell you it is great.

Take Hattie's recipe for southern chicken

and dumplings, for instance. There is one
of the grandest examples of southern cook-
ing I've ever eaten and when you speak
cf "southern cooking" in this broad land

you mean the best. Chicken cooked in

this way is so good that once you've tried

it I know you'll want to serve it often

;

so I have had the recipe printed up for

this month's Modern Screen Recipe
Folder. Because the dumplings add the

final note of perfection to this chicken
dish, they are on the card, too.

INCLUDED in the same folder are
A three other recipes for dishes of which
Hattie is justifiably proud. One is for the

scalloped squash and corn mentioned in

her first menu. I've tested this recipe

using both fresh green corn and canned
whole kernel corn and I can truthfully

say that I don't know which I prefer. An-
other is for corn pone, made according to

the recipe Hattie learned from her own
mammy. The third recipe in the folder

is the crowning achievement of Hattie's

culinary art — a majestic, royal purple

blackberry cobbler served with a steaming
hot sauce. Well, even writing about it

makes my mouth water, so if you want to

learn how to make this cobbler be sure to

read how you can get these recipes free,

further on in the article.

Hattie's second menu is somewhat less

elaborate. This one she terms "supper,"

refusing to dignify with the title of

"dinner" any menu as simple. Here it is

:

Southern Supper
Fried Chicken

Biscuits Currant Jelly

Baked Sweet Potatoes
Boiled Greens in Ham Liquor

Fruit Salad

"Ah've cooked this supper and the

other dinner many times," Hattie volun-

teered. "Sometimes in a dull season in

the theatre Ah'd 'work out,' never used
mah stage name, of course, but mah
married name of Langford. Why there

Hattie McDaniel wanted to be sure that the recipes she gave Will Rogers were abso-
lutely accurate. So she and her sister Etta spent three entire days on them belore giving

them to Will. Incidentally, every Modern Screen Star Recipe is tested before it goes out

to you, with the result that we have never had a complaint about a single recipe.
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was a millionaire's family in Evanston,
Illinois where Ah was 'in service' once
and they wanted me to stay with them
right along". They didn't have any idea

Ah was a professional. As "Aunt Dil-

sey" in "Judge Priest,'' Ah sing two or

three songs. Mistah Rogers is a very fine

gentleman to work with. He's been
mighty nice to me, that's why I was glad

to fix up those recipes for him like he
asked me to. They're all for good old-

fashioned southern dishes like mah
mother used to make."

Greens in Ham Liquor
4 or 5 bunches of mustard greens (or

collard (a variety of kale used in the

south)
1 small, boned, "picnic" ham
4 whole cloves'

1 bay leaf

Take greens and wash real well in sev-

eral waters to remove all grit. Put ham
on in cold water, bring to a boil and con-
tinue boiling briskly for 10 minutes. Re-
move ham and put it in another pot with
bay leaf, cloves and enough boiling water
to cover. Boil until tender. Remove ham.
After removing ham, if water is too full

of fat allow water to cool and fat to rise.

Skim off excess fat and cook greens until

tender in water in which meat was cooked.
Drain greens, cut up real fine and serve

with sliced hard-boiled eggs. The ham
of course can be eaten with the same
meal, or the next.

Candied Yams
6 medium size yams 1 cup water

1/4 cups brown sugar CUP butter

Cook yams in boiling salted water until

almost done. Peel while still warm and
split in halves, lengthwise. Place a layer

of potatoes in buttered baking dish, dot

potatoes with butter, sprinkle generously
with sugar. Add another layer of potatoes,

add butter and sugar and continue as

above until all -has been used. Add water
and bake in hot oven (400°) until pota-

toes are a golden brown, basting fre-

quently.

You might try these two dishes while
waiting for the complete set of recipes pre-

pared by Hattie McDaniel for Will Rogers,
which include, as I've already told you, the

southern chicken and dumplings, the corn
pone, the scalloped squash and corn, and
blackberry cobbler. These recipes are

ready and waiting to be sent to you if

you'll just fill in and mail the coupon be-

low. That isn't hard to do, is it? With
these recipes in your files you'll be able to

go about preparing a southern-style meal
that will make you the envy of your friends

and the admiration of your family,

whether you live in Maine, Georgia or

points west.

...

MODERN SCREEN STAR RECIPES

" HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
MODERN SCREEN Magazine

I 149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. :
.

• Please send me the recipes for
;

« October, 1934. ;
.

Z Name I

J (Print in pencil) J
.

' Address I

J (Street and number)
|J

. .

.

! (City) ' '(State)' :

MY RECIPE IS- GET
FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHETTI,

ALL READY PREPARED,

JUST HEAT AND SERVE. NO
WORK AT ALL -AND A FAR

BETTER SAUCE THAN
I COULD MAKE

I was proud of my spaghetti

but this kind beats mine
—and what a lot of work I'm saved!"

Y FRIENDS SAY I'm a good cook.

I think too much of my family

to serve ready-cooked food purely for

my own convenience. But, frankly, all

of us prefer Franco-American Spaghetti

to the spaghetti I used to

make. So I use Franco-Ameri-
u

can now.

To make spaghetti a la

Milanaise as Franco-Ameri-

can chefs prepare it, you'd

need eleven different ingre-

dients for the sauce. Plump,

juicy tomatoes. Zestful old

Cheddar cheese. A long list of season-

ings. You'd have to stir, taste and watch

constantly. Why go to all this bother?

Franco-American requires no cooking

or fussing. You simply heat and serve.

Why not order from your

grocer today? One taste will

tell you how different Franco-

American is from ordinary

ready-cooked spaghetti.Truly

economical, too. A generous

can holding three to four

portions costs only ten

cents. fgR"
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Let's Talk About Love

(Continued from page 70)

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST AND HIPS
THREE INCHES IN 10 DAYS
. . . or it will cost you nothing!

REDUCED MY HIPS 9 INCHES
with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE"

. . . writes Miss Healy

"I reduced from 43 inches to 34y2 inches"...
writes Miss Brian. .."Massages like magic"...
writes Miss Carroll . . ."The fat seems to
have melted away"... writes Mrs. McSorley.
• So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle
that we want you to try it for 10 days at

our expense!
• This Famous PerfolasticReducing Girdle
will prove a great boon to you, for now
you can be your slimmer self without
exercise, diet or drugs.
• Worn next to the skin with perfect
safety, the tiny perforations permit the
skin to breathe as its gentle massage-like
action removes flabby, disfiguring fat with
every movement

!

This illustration of the Perfolastic Girdle also

features theNEWPerfolastic Uplift Brassiere!

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 53io, 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name
Address

City State
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Post Card

She doesn't like that. And slowly it dawns
on Jack that Nancy is less than perfect

;

in fact, very touchy, and on occasion even
temperish. They don't want to tune in on
the same radio programs, so they turn the
thing off and talk books. He names a few
worth while things for her to read and
she flares up at the implied criticism of
her favorite light reading matter and calls

his selections "dull, heavy stuff that no-
body cares about." After a pause, she
points out that his tie and sock colors
clash, and why can't he match them? He
comes back hotly, does she want to make
him into a "sissy?" The quarrel is on.

He leaves in a huff. They stay apart
awhile. Disillusion. They come together
again because each is young and good
to look at. The meeting thrills and illu-

sion works again. Never, they vow, will

they quarrel again. But they parted on a
drawn battle—left the conflict unfinished.

So the same discussion will come up again
—the word-war will be repeated, more
serious each time. Neither tries to get
the other's viewpoint—they're heading for

a break-up.

THEY could have quarreled just as

hotly, and over the same foolish trifles,

but if each had sooner or later troubled
to catch even a little of the other's mean-
ing, then the affair would have lasted.

Out of the "spats" would have developed
a sort of give and take on both sides.

Nancy might have asked him to outline

some of the "dull, heavy books," and he
could very well have followed some of
her ideas on color combinations. And may-
be in time the quarrels would have settled

down to lively arguments, leading to a few
new thoughts on both sides. If two people
have differences of opinion and finish by
getting something of the other's slant,

there's a relation there that grows.
There's a point in that popular movie,

"Little Miss Marker," in which the strug-

gle between thrills, illusion, high romance,
and their opposites pushes the screen peo-

ple about like pawns. There's a little girl

—played by that adorable, five-year-old

Shirley Temple—left as a "marker" for

an unpaid bet by a father who doesn't

come back. The child is taken in by a
gambler and soon picks up the slang and
tough mannerisms of the race-track fol-

lowers and mocks at her once-loved tales

of brave knights and fair ladies. Even
this hard-boiled crowd is not proof against

the pathos of a child's disillusion and the

upshot is a costume party, as hilarious and
mad an affair as you ever saw, with
gamblers and tough eggs rigged up in the

armour of knights. You laugh at the

riotous scene, but somehow the hush is

close to weeps when to the scoffing child

the racehorse becomes "a magic charger."

"Sir Galahad, bravest of them all"—thus

she sees the sad-eyed gambler, and the

blonde blues singer in a night club to her

child's eyes is Lady Guinevere.

I contend it's because grown-ups have
again and again found—and lost—illusion

that this scene makes throats choky. Blues
singer and gambler, hearing a childish tre-

ble dub them Knight and Lady, see each

other with new eyes—and the love affair

starts.

If we saw the other person with the

eyes of cold, hard fact and shrugged off

fancy for reason, there'd be no love af-

fairs. For without illusion this thing called

love could not exist. We must have our
hero- and heroine-worship. We must see

our idols as we fondly believe them to be.

THAT'S why the mildest fault-finding

hurts. If someone you're in love with

sees flaws in you, you fear that illusion is

about to be destroyed, that all is about to

end between you.

That's why it's a risky business for a

Ralph Morgan
proudly poses
with daughter
Claudia and newly
acquired son-in-
law, Robert Ship-

pee, after the wed-
ding ceremony.
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girl to express herself out loud about a
boy friend's little ways that she doesn't

quite like. It may be his way of running
his hand through his hair, when talking-

excitedly, and leaving a stray lock or so

standing up ridiculously. Or his way of
studding his conversation with gems like

"Well, sa-ay, now !" and "Isn't that some-
thing !" Whatever it is, it's a damper on
his belief that he's the big shot with her
if she calls him sharply. Somehow the
girl must occasionally give the impression
—not that he's Sir Galahad—but the brav-
est, finest of men, to her.

And there's the girl's side of it. Suppose
she's wearing a new frock she simply loves

and knows she's looking her best. What
a dash of cold water, then, if he looks
her up and down and says, "Swell frock.

But, darling, aren't you—ah—gaining
again?" How can she feel but furious?
If she flares up, it will ruin the evening
in advance. Better to try humor—laugh
or shrug. "I give up—you men are just

too hard to please ! And I was counting
on your liking this dress." Chances are,

he'll see he's been too blunt—and do some-
thing to make amends

;
perhaps ask you to

stop at the corner florist's and select a

corsage as a peace offering.

Don't think I mean there should never
be criticism or differences between a man
and a girl. That wouldn't be human. But
I do warn you, use tact, not the hammer,
in making your point, if the discussion

takes a personal turn.

A man can always say to a girl, "I like

your new dress—and it's becoming, and all

that. But I always remember you in that

little plaid you used to wear—not one in

ten girls could have got by in that without
looking hippy." And she may—just may
—take the hint and watch the scales.

And a girl can spill her point deftly

:

"You know, I think you look cute when
you get excited and muss your hair. But
if I ever see Sally grin when you do it,

I'll say something catty—and you wouldn't
want me to do that—not at a dinner party,

anyhow. Now would you?" He may heed
this. And again he mayn't.

Anyhow, generally speaking, this is the

safer way to go about it.

MAYBE it will surprise you when I

claim disillusion has its distinct place,

too. It's worth a lot to go through a siege

of finding out that things—and people

—

are not all they seem. It's an experience,

too, that most of us undergo, not once, but
repeatedly. There are certain sweet souls

who go through life believing those they
love are perfect, remaining blind to im-
perfections where it would hurt to see

them. Of course, if you are really in love,

you can always manage an amused, tender
toleration of the other person's little fail-

ings and weaknesses. If you go past that

stage—where the toleration wears thin and
the tenderness is strained to vanishing

—

then better call it a day. It's important to

know when to decide "The chapter's

ended."

To sum up in a few words, illusion is

one of the strongest urges toward living

—

maybe the strongest. But illusion and
thrill are not the whole answer, unless you
add some reason, too.

Be reasonably human and make allow-
ances, particularly with men friends : par-
ticularly when it's a love affair, because
it's harder then. Don't demand perfection
of love or anything else. Everyone gets a
reasonable share of disillusion. Don't let

it turn you cynical or "hard-boiled." Write
disappointment down to experience and see
if it hasn't made you wiser in sizing up
the other sex. And never think you're
through with illusion, for it has a way of
reappearing, after you think you've learned
to do without it

• " TellyourMothers to test dif-

ferent baby powders with their

finger-tips. They ,
ll find some

gritty— but Johnson's is softer

than a bunny's ear. No zinc ste-

arate or orris-root in it, either."

Send 10c in coin (for convenience fasten

coin with strip of adhesive tape) for sam-

ples of Johnson's Baby Powder, Soap
and Cream. Dept. 135, Johnson & John-

son NewBruns- ^X^JU^^
wick, INew Jersey. Q *« ..u^ie* ««» n.s«»

JOHNSON'S

• "Well, well, am I feeling

good this morning! All bathed

and powdered and full of
pep! . . . Got to work offsteam

somehow. Guess I'll try that

somersault Brother Bill was
tryingto teachmeyesterday."

• "Boy—what a queer feel-

ing! Wheredo Igofromhere?
This wrong-side-up business

certainlygets afellowhotand
bothered . . . Gee, have I got

enough nerve or haven't I?

— Come on, you scare- cat—
PUSH!"

• "Uump!— Ouch! Shucks,

that was easy! I'd do it again
—only I'm a little warm and
tired. Better get Mother to

give me another rub-down
with my Johnson's Baby
Powder. And listen, all you
other baby athletes . .

.

POWDER
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The lines of

TOMORROW

start

TODAY

!

Practically all women have
dry skin. Have you? Even if you
think your skin is oily because of

a shiny nose, look again.

In many cases women
merely have oily areas . . . nose,

chin ... in fact, the very center of

the face. But wrinkle areas, the

result of dryness, are elsewhere.

Dixie Deb Cold Cream is a

complete beauty treatment in it-

self and should be used freely

over these dry areas to avoid "the

lines of tomorrow." During the

summer, more freguent use is nec-

essary because of the drying effect

of the sun and wind.

Dixie Deb Cold Cream
comes in a large jar containing

two full ounces. Due to large vol-

ume production, it is only 1CV, and
available at your favorite 5 & 10j£

store. Absolutely pure, you will

find it answers your problems of

skin treatment. Try a jar today.

A Pure
Cleansing

Cream

COLD
CREAM

TJjeb

One Girl's TrueHollywood Experiences
{Continued from page 49)

learned, afterwards, they were stock girls

there and higher in the caste scale than a

mere nobody like me, just there for a test.

A young fellow flopped into the chair next

to mine. He glared at me.
"You in stock here?" he asked.

"No," I whispered.
"Well, y'oughta be," he snapped.

"What's your name?"
"Eva Beryl Tree," I said.

"Mv Gawd," he yelled. "I'm Bob
Evans !"

AND then, almost in the same breath,

we pulled that inevitable line: "Well,

isn't it a small world after all !" Our
best friends, back in San Jose, were mutual
ones ; we'd each heard about the other

often. We gossiped until I was late for

rehearsal.

By late afternoon I was dead. "Ten
o'clock tomorrow," said Pembroke, when
I thought I couldn't ever repeat my lines a

single time more. He patted me on the

shoulder. "You're going to be all right,"

he said. That repaid me for the hours

of hard work.
I was there early next day. Not a bit

nervous, because I knew my lines back-
ward and forward. I was all set for the

test and feeling grand. Pembroke greeted

me. "No test today, Eva. I didn't like the

boy yesterday. He didn't help a bit.

Here's a new one."

Down went my spirits. It meant an-

other day of rehearsals. So we went at

it again, hour after hour.

There was a bit that called for me to

cry. I've always been able to weep at

will. Now, tired as I was, I turned on
the tears full blast.

The day finally came to an end. "Re-
port at ten in the morning," said Pem-
broke, "to Mr. Phillips, the hairdresser.

Tomorrow's the test."

I was there in the chair at ten and
Phillips was working on my hair. He
did it four or five ways, and gave me a

finger wave. Then to the make-up man.
Charles Dudley's his name. "Hello, my
dear," he greeted me. I was used by now
to being deared and honeyed and dar-

linged. I'd learned Hollywood talks that

way to strangers. He babbled steadily

while he worked on my face. In the mir-
ror I saw every line, every mark on my
features vanish under his wizardry. "This
marriage business is a hell of a racket,

isn't it?" he said. I didn't answer. He
laughed. "I'm just a pessimist," he con-

tinued. I've seen him since, but I never
did learn what he was talking about.
When he was finished, I was beautiful.

Then to the stage. "Ready for the

ordeal?" laughed Pembroke. He intro-

duced me to the cameraman, the crew.
The lad to play opposite me looked hand-
some. I remember a barrage of lights.

I took my place in a big chair in the midst
of them.

"Roll!" called Pembroke. The soft

whir of the cameras. I forgot everything
—studio, stage fright, camera, Pembroke
—everything but the part. I was acting!

WE came to the part, finally, where
I had to cry. Then, suddenly, I re-

membered the cameras. God, can I cry
now, when I have to so much, I wondered,
er would that faculty fail me at this crucial

moment ? I felt my eyes smart and the

tears roll down my cheeks and thanked my
lucky stars. I heard Pembroke yell, "cut!"
The test was over.

Through a blur of tears, I saw tne

cameraman pop out from behind his

camera and patter over to me. "Little

girl," he said, "I've shot many tests, but

I've never seen anybody as easy to work
with as you."

I thanked him. There was a lump in

my throat. It was because the test was
over. I wanted it to go on and on. This

was what I'd always wanted, I knew now.
"Good work, Miss Tree. You'll get

something, don't worry," said another

man. Pembroke was smiling happily. I

stammered a few words of thanks to him.

"I enjoyed it as much as you," he inter-

rupted.

Well, it was over. It had seemed a

quarter of an hour. I looked at my wrist

watch and found it had taken five hours

!

The phone was ringing when I got

home. "It's Bob Evans. How about
going to a show tonight with me and a

girl?" I went and met another Holly-
wood girl. Geraldine Barton's her name
and she's a perfectly gorgeous redhead.

"In pictures?" I asked.

"I was under contract at Warners," she

said, "for six months."
I thrilled. "Must have been wonderful,"

I said.

"I didn't get a single part to play," she

countered, "in all that time." And at the

end of six months, she was let out. Will
I, I wondered, be like that? That night,

the last line I wrote in my diary is

:

'What's the use?'
"

THE next day began endless days of

torture. I called Pembroke and asked
how the test had come out. "Something
went wrong with the sound, so we can't

see it for several days," he said. I waited

in agony for fear lest the test had been
spoiled. I wasn't idle. I went to other
studios ; I'll tell about them later. But my
whole heart and soul were wrapped up in

that Fox test. I knew I'd done a good
job of it ; I knew I'd never made a better

test, and so I thought

:

"That Fox test will make or break me.
If I don't land on that one, I don't know
what I'll do." It grew to be an obses-

sion.

Here's an entry in my diary, to show
what happened to my nerves

:

"Lunched in a Chinese restaurant and
broke open one of those crackers and
found a printed motto: Al! is not gold that

glitters. I cried!" Now I ask you—is

that screwy, or isn't it? But it shows
how I was feeling those days. Finally,

one day when I called Pembroke, he said

:

"Come out to lunch. I want to talk to

you."
He took me to see Friedman, the cast-

ing director. They told me then that

they'd seen my test. At last

!

"We all liked it," he said. My heart

went singing to the skies, "but
—

"

My heart came crashing, down again.

"But Mr. Sheehan has to see it." That
was Winfield Sheehan, the big shot of the

Fox studio. By the end of the week, they
told me, they'd know whether I was to

be a Fox starlet or not. Before I left the

lot, I saw Miss Barclay, head of the Fox
actors' school. "Your test," she told me,
"was beautiful. I'm tremendously anxious
to know what they're going to do for you."

"I'll call you, Eva," said Pembroke, as

I said so-long that day, "as soon as I hear

about you."

I went home like a queen. I felt sure

I'd arrived. The test was good. They
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6 WEEKS AGO

SKINNY

TODAY
HEIGHT 5FT.4IN.
WEIGHT I20 LBS.

Skinny? New easy

way adds pounds
—so fast you're amazed!

Astonishing gains with new double tonic.

Richest imported brewers' aleyeast now
concentrated 7 times and combined with

iron. Gives 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks.

NOW there's no need to have people calling you
"skinny", and losing all your chances of making

and keeping friends. Here's a new easy treatment
that is giving thousands solid flesh and attractive

curves—in just a few weeks.

As you know, doctors for years have prescribed

yeast to build up health. But now with this new dis-

covery you can get far greater tonic results than with
ordinary yeast—regain health, and in addition put
on pounds of healthy flesh—and in afar shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gaining beauty-
bringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, free-

dom from constipation and indigestion, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times

This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is made
from specially cultured brewers' ale yeast imported
from Europe— the richest and most potent yeast

known—which by a new process is concentrated 7

times—made 7 times more powerful.

But that is not all! This super-rich yeast is then
scientifically ironized with 3 special kinds of iron

which strengthen the blood, add abounding pep.

Day after day, as you take Ironized

Yeast, watch flat chest develop, skinny
limbs round out attractively. Constipa-

tion and indigestion disappear, skin clears

to new beauty—you're a new person.

HIPS
36 IN.

THIGH
21 IN.

CALF
14 IN.

Posed by
Professional

Models

ANKLE
8/j IN.

W£ DO OUR PAOT

had all told me so. So what else was
there? I asked myself. Sheehan? Well,
if everybody else thought it good, cer-

tainly he would, too. I wondered how
much money I'd be earning in a year.

It was exactly a week later that I

awoke, one morning, with what they call

"a woman's intuition" working at full force.

It was as though a terrific weight lay

on my chest. That's the only way I can

describe it. The phone rang. I think,

now, that I knew what it had to tell me,
even before I lifted the receiver.

"It's Pembroke, Eva," came his voice.

The world seemed to stop still as I waited
for the next words, the words that would
make or break me, I imagined.
"Everybody liked your test, Eva," he

said. The weight lifted a bit on my
chest, and hopes rose.

"But you—you look so much like some-
body already on the lot," he said. I felt

as though two giant hands had seized me
and were squeezing the heart out of me.
Pembroke was talking, but I caught only

half of it.

"So we can't use you," he said. "You
see, your type is already represented."

I CLOSED my eyes and felt dizzy. I

imagined I ought to say something but

couldn't think of anything. "And don't

worry, Eva," Pembroke was saying.

I hung up the phone and began laugh-

ing like a fool. He'd told me not to feel

badly, or something, hadn't he? Then sud-

denly I found myself standing in my bed-
room staring at the wall. The laughter

had stopped. My back ached, my eyes

were hot and dry, my legs felt paralyzed.

I know now that it was one of the great-

est shocks of my life. And I know it's

nobody's fault but my own. I'd left my-
self wide open for it. I'd counted too

much on success and not at all on what
had happened.
That night I went to dinner with the

mother of one of my San Jose girl friends.

Fate played a trick. At a nearby table

in the little restaurant sat one of the

men from Fox, one of the important ones

I'd met during the time I'd been there.

Somehow I gathered the courage to step

over to him.

"Hello," I said. He actually blushed.

Then he saw the ache in my eyes.

"I'm sorry," he said. "It's one of those

things that happen in this business, Eva."
"Tell me," I begged, "just exactly why

they turned me down."
"You looked too much like one of our

stars," he said. It was what Pembroke
had told me. But I wanted to know more.

"Like which of them?" I asked.

"Janet Gaynor," he said.

"And that is all that was wrong?" I

asked. "Only that I looked like Janet
Gaynor in the test?"

"In every other way," he said kindly,

"you were perfect."

I thanked him. And wondered for the

rest of a long sleepless night what all lay

behind that. What if I did look like

Janet Gaynor? Was that to mean I was
to be barred forever from the chance at

success that I'd earned in every other

way? And why, why did it have to be

Janet Gaynor—a star I'd always loved

—

that stood in my way?
I got up and switched on the light and

stared at myself in the mirror. By no
stretch of imagination could I detect even

the faintest resemblance there to Janet
Gaynor. But the camera does strange

things, I guess.

I don't know when I got to sleep that

night. I do know that for several days,

the entries in my diary were simply

:

"Nothing to write about today." In short,

I'.d quit cold for a while. The shock of

that experience was too much for me to

Results guaranteed

No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, or how long you have been that way,
this marvelous new Ironized Yeast should

build you up in a few short weeks as it

has thousands. It is sold under an abso-

lute money-back guarantee. If you are

not delighted with the results of the very

first package, your money instantly and
gladly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized

Yeast, not some imitation that cannot
give the same results. Insist on the gen-

uine with "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!

To start you building up your health

right away, we make this absolutely
FREE offer. Purchase a package of

Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal

on the box and mail it to us with a clip-

ping of this paragraph. We will send you
free of charge a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About Your Body",
by a well-known authority. Remember,
results are guaranteed with the very first

package

—

or your money refunded. Sold
by all good druggists. Ironized Yeast Co.,

Inc., Dept. 310, Atlanta, Ga.
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shake off with a grin.

I know that I seriously considered call-

ing the whole thing off. I wanted to go
back home to my mother. But somewhere
from deep inside me came new courage.

And one day, instead of misery, determina-

tion filled me as I woke.
I realized there were other studios, that

I wasn't licked by a long way. I deter-

mined I'd try every studio in Hollywood
before I'd call quits again. I'd had my
wallop and Hollywood, I told myself, had
nothing left to jolt me with now.
My, wasn't I simple to imagine that

there was nothing that could jolt me any-

more ?

I'll tell you now that there was to come
something that was to change my whole
life, there was waiting for me even then,

not a mile from where I sat on the side

of my bed, that great experience which
comes sooner or later to all women—to

upset my every preconceived notion and
plan, to turn topsy-turvy all my dreams of

career and future.

Read the final chapter of Eva Beryl Tree's

amazing story in the November issue of

MODERN SCREEN.

What Are You Doing About
Fall Clothes ?

(Continued from page 57)

"I have always ridden horseback, rain or

shine, except for certain days that de-

manded quiet. Now, I ride without regard

for those difficult days because there is no

longer any difficulty or discomfort connect-

ed with them. My only regret is the time

I lost in getting acquainted with Midol."

Do you ride—or do equally strenuous

things—or wish you could at times when
even being on your feet means pain or dis-

comfort? Midol might end this handicap

for you—might lead you to give it every

bit as strong an endorsement as above.

Why not try it? Midol acts immediately,

and is effective several hours.

Don't be afraid of the speed with which

Midol takes hold; it is not a narcotic.

It is just as harmless as the aspirin you
take for an ordinary headache.

If you decide to try this remarkable

form of relief for periodic pain, remember
the name of this special medicine—and
remember that Midol is a special medicine

for this special purpose. Do not take in-

stead, some tablet that is made for aches

and pains in general, and expect the same
results. Ask the druggist for Midol.

ditioned and in perfect shape.

Blouses with skirts are ace high in style.

And what a break that is for us girls who
are, and alas, must be, economically mind-
ed. One skirt—make it a good one—will

carry numberless blouses of different colors

and patterns.

Of course, you can wear a top-coat with
the blouse and skirt combinations. It is

good style and is being done in Hollywood
and all over the country. But I'm all for

suits. They are so practical and never
have they been smarter than they are right

now. I mean the really tailored, trig,

fitted and plain suits. Tweeds are fine, but
they do not lend themselves to so great a

variety of blouses as do the plainer, less

patterned materials. And a suit purchased
now will be one of those stand-by gar-
ments to give you more wear possibly than
anything else you own. Later in the winter
your tweed coat or your fur one can be
slipped right over the suit and you will be

cozy and warm enough for any blizzard.

And give a thought to evening things.

There are times when we all want to be
dressy, and we can be just that this year.

Now, after dark and on a party bent,

you can go just as fancy as you please,

for the fashion reports have it all fixed

for period styles with a vengeance. Span-
ish is the big cry—you know, ruffles

around the feet and all. Nice low, round
lines about the shoulders with ribbons fly-

ing—very Spanish "dancerish."

BUT you needn't go "period" unless

you really want to. The long, slinky

lines of the modern school are longer and
better than they ever were and the girl

who favors sports things in the daytime,
often does not wish to stay out of her
chosen character just because the shades
of night have fallen.

Bright colors are good, so wear them as

brightly as you please or as the tone of
your skin can stand, both for evening and
daytime. But when you are dressing for
the street or the office, remember that one
spot of color is as good as—no, really,

much better—than a whole splash of bright-

ness. That's where your blouse idea comes
in. There's nothing smarter than a yellow
blouse with a brown suit, brown hat and
brown accessories. Or a dark blue suit

with a red blouse one day, a green one the

next, a white one, a pink one—oh, any
number of them, as long as the old budget
can keep on handing out for new
blouses.

Scott Photo

Four lovely ladies of the screen—Dolores Del Rio, Helen Hayes. Virginia Bruce and
Mona Maris—at Ernst Lubitsch's gay housewarming.
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TAKE YOUR MIND
OFF YOUR NOSE!

Between You
and Me

(Continued from page 68)

private lives of screen stars as you did

in your articles, "Are You Sick of Holly-
wood Divorces?" and ''How Long Will
Hollywood Protect Harlow?" in the
August issue. You should be interested

in their performances before the camera,
not in their homes. Just because someone
happens to be a screen star is no reason
why his life should be inspected and torn
apart like some specimen in a museum.

I maintain that they have the right to

seek as many divorces and remarry as

many times as they wish. It makes them
more interesting—their lives are fuller.

Why criticize them for doing what we
would all like to do if we had the chance
and dared. Gloria Swanson is as she is

today because she has lived a full life. I

have no patience with hare-brained moral-
ists. They would make our movies such

a sickening mess of tommyrot that no one
could endure seeing them. As for Jean
Harlow, she is one of the best actresses

in pictures.

The sort of people I cannot stand are

Jean Muir, Jean Parker, Elizabeth Allen,

Margaret Sullavan, Mary Brian and Janet
Gaynor. They have no more personality

than a goldfish. Why ? Because they don't

know what life is all about and never
will.

—

Myrtle Weaver, Sunfield, Mich.

Willy Pogany Started Something

I certainly do not want Mr. Willy
Pogany to select handsome men for me.

John Boles is almost too handsome for

any mere man to be' and why shouldn't he

know it? And he forgot Bob Montgom-
ery, Warren William, Ric Cortez, Ronald
Colman and Ralph Bellamy. And. what's
more, Clark Gable does not have a square
head, his chin is not weak. He is alto-

gether charming and charm is what we
want.

—

Claudia Lambe, High Point, N. C.

You have pleased me very much by
placing Edward G. Robinson among the

ten handsomest men on the screen. While
I have often been hooted at for calling

Mr. Robinson handsome, there have been

some who have agreed with me. I am
happy to have so distinguished an artist

as Pogany confirm my opinion.

—

Grace
Shaver, Hollywood, Calif.

To call Warner Baxter the handsomest
man in pictures is simply ridiculous.

However, he does rate the term "good
looking."

Ramon Novarro is beautiful, but who
wants to see a beautiful man? It is more
a term of reproach than of praise, I think.

I do not think John Barrymore is hand-

some.

John Boles is the personification of

smugness and conceit.

Leslie Howard has a sensitive, refined

face, but he is far, far from handsome.

It is beyond reason why anyone should

even think for an instant of including

Joei McCrea, Jimmy Cagney and Edward
G. Robinson in any list of handsome men.

Cagney is just unthinkable and Robinson

is plain ugly. Why didn't Mr. Pogany
include Jimmy Durante? (You see, fans,

selecting Hollyivood's handsomest man is

a pretty ticklish job and, after all, we're

all entitled to our own opinions.)—A Fan,
Washington, D. C.

Any Face Powder
THAT NEEDS REPLACEMENT IN LESS THAN
4 HOURS ISN'T WORTHY OF THE NAME!

I get over ten thousand letters

a week. Among them are not a

few from men. And most of
them have the same thing to

say—or rather, the same kick to make.
It's this nefarious habit women have of

constantly daubing at their noses in public

and in private.

In a radio talk a few weeks ago, I said I

wondered what young men think when a per-

fectly lovely girl takes out her powder puff

and starts to dab at her face and here is the

letter that answersmy question from a young
man of Detroit, Michigan, who signs himself

simply "Dave."
"Dear Lady Esther: Your radio talk last

night hit the nail squarely on the head. I

know many of us would like to voice our

opinion but can't. I hope you will repeat

your message to the women of the world so

often that not one will miss hearing you.

What can be worse than seeing a woman
using her make-up box in public, on the

street, in the stores, at the table where she

dines. Please, Lady Esther, I hope you will

be the means of putting a stop to this."

Shiny Nose, No Longer a Bugaboo

There is no question that it is annoying, if

not a wee bit disgusting, to see a woman
constantly peeking into her mirror or daub-

ing at her nose. It suggests artificiality!

But to be perfectly fair to women there

was a time when they were justified in

worrying about their noses. The only face

powder they could get did not cling or

hold. It was no sooner put on than it was
whisked off, leaving the nose to shine

before the whole world.

But when I brought out Lady Esther

Face Powder, I ended the bugaboo of

shiny nose. Lady Esther Face Powder is

distinctive for many things, not the least

being that it clings! By actual
timing under all conditions it

clings perfectly for at least

four hours, not needing re-

placement once in thattime. Yet, as adhering
as it is, it does not clog the pores. It goes
onto the skin, but not into it.

In other words, while this face powder
forms a veil of delicate beauty over the skin,

it lets the skin breathe. This not only per-

mits the skin to function, which is essential

to true beauty, but it also helps keep the
powder intact. This is one reason why Lady
Esther Face Powder does not cake or streak

on the face.

All 5 Shades FREE
You may have tried all kinds of face pow-
ders, but none like Lady Esther. None so soft

and smooth. None so adhering. None so

flattering. But I don't expect you to accept
my word foi this. I expect you to prove it to

yourself at my expense! So I say: Accept a
generous supply of all the five shades in

which I make Lady Esther Face Powder. Let
your mirror prove which one is the most be-

coming to yoH. Let your clock prove to you
that this powder stays on for four hours or

longer and still looks fresh. Mail coupon
today. Lady Esther, Evanston, 111.

(You can paste this on a penny postcard)

LADY ESTHER
2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, III.

Please send me by return mail a trial

supply of all five shades of Lady Esther

Face Powder. a)

Name -

Address -

City .State..
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I wondered why my face always had a dull, pasty look

until I discovered that I was using the wrong face

powder that clogged my pores and irritated my skin.

Fortunately, I found another powder— so delicate— so

fine in texture that I never have that powdery look. It is

called MELLO-GLO.

If you want a face powder that spreads with velvet-like

smoothness, try MELLO-GLO. Don't worry about tiny

lines and wrinkles. MELLO-GLO will hide them. I

have simply amazed my friends with the magic of this

wonderful face powder. They all say I look years younger.

WONDERFUL
FACE POWDER
Stays On Longer
Beautiful women everywhere are raving about

new, wonderful MELLO-GLO, the face powder

that stays on longer. Apply it in the morning, and

without constant retouching, vour face will have

a glorious, youthful glow. No trace of shiny

nose— no blotches— no pasty look. Perspira-

tion does not show through. Prevents large

pores. Make this test yourself. Notice how

much younger you look. Enjoy the smoothness,

the exquisite fragrance, the delicate texture of

MELLO-GLO. One of the largest selling $1.00

face powders in America. Special purse size

10^— now on sale at your favorite 5 and 10j!

store. Get a box today!
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Good News
(Continued from page 62)

ONE of the most unexpected of the re-

cent Hollyzvood marriages is Anita
Page's and Macio Herb Brown's. They
planned a honeymoon trip but M-G-M
nipped that idea in the bud. Mr. Brozm, it

seems, must finish the musical score for

"Student Tour."

JEAN'S FOUR-WHEEL BONUS

It happens just occasionally, but once in

a while an actor or actress will get a bonus
for some particularly good work. Rarely
in cash, sometimes in studio stock, for in-

stance. But Jean Parker is the first star

to get a bonus on four wheels. M-G-M
has presented her with a sport coupe as a

reward for her first two years work. Which
is nice, and certainly better than the Para-
mount stock that Buddy Rogers once got

in lieu of $50,000.

r7^HERE seems to be some question as
*- to who is directing "The Red Head."
Mel Brown hung Ins coat on tlie chair

marked "director" and it was gone when
he returned. The coat contained $200
cash, and Mel is wondering zvho it is who
thinks he is the "director."

An M-G-M casting man was trying to

sell William Powell on the idea of playing

"the other man" in Garbo's picture "The
Painted Veil." Bill just couldn't, or

wouldn't see the part.

"Of course," soothed the official, "the

role doesn't read so well. You don't like

this fellow so well in the script, but with

you playing it . .
."

".
. . you'll hate him on the screen

!"

finished Bill.

P. S. He isn't going to do it.

rT1HERE may be another West gal in

J- the movies. Mae's sister, Beverly, has
had three screen tests, and may accept the

best offer to come from them. By the zvay,

ive saw Mae the other night 'wearing a pale

pink dress with a pale blue hat. Came the

stage whisper, "Censorship colors!"

A/TAURICE CHEVALIER h"s a yen
LrJ-for collecting overcoats. Whenever
lie sees one he thinks is distinctive, he

buys it. He has overcoats from Paris,

Vienna, Brussels, New York and just about

every place else. "And making pictures in

Hollywood," Maurice moans, "I hardly

ever have a chance to zvear one of them."

Everyone is worried about Ann Hard-
ing. Late at night and alone, 'tis said, she's

been sighted driving like mad along lone-

some roads. One of her friends explains

that she sometimes gets that lonesome urge

to hit the road and often races her long car

as far as San Diego, one hundred and fifty

miles from Hollywood. Won't somebody
do something? After all, Ann!

IfAY FRANCIS planned to be in aA certain quaint little toivn in southern

England during the month of August, and

the nezvs has reached us that Maurice
Chevalier is quite outspoken about his plans

"to spend a lot of his time in southern . .
."

You can guess the rest of it!

Toby Wing just wired us from Jackie

Coogan's ranch, where she is whiling away
a couple of days, that in spite of all

the stories saying she is (or will be)

married to Mr. Coogan, she is not. And
furthermore, she is really quite in love

with an entirely different person, namely,
Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt. Tra-la.

The movies and the radio are just be-

ginning a fight that may go .on for years.

Recently, a studio offered $20,000 for the

script of "Polly Moran's Boarding House."
That was as high as they would go. Yester-
day, a radio studio bought the story for

$130,000, half of which goes to the writers.

Quite some difference between $20,000 and
$65,000. Radio is waking up to the need
for real writing and it might cost the

movies plenty as a result.

A/JOST of the "tea talk" in Hollywood
* ' * is reported to be about the "costumes"
Alice Faye is wearing these evenings. Just

last night, at the 50-50 Club, Alice ap-
peared in a bright red dress with gobs of

zvhite fox and a white hat. And, as one
gal put it, "What she couldn't wear, she

carried!" Rudy should include zvardrobc
in his management contracts.

THISA AND THATA

Dick Powell's fan mail has jumped to

5000 letters a . week . . . Russ Columbo's
latest demand is for a "stand-in" . . . and
Russ just turned down $7,500 for a week
at the Chicago Fair . . . Pat O'Brien's

new baby has been named Kathleen
Mavoureen . . . Irene Dunne celebrated

her wedding anniversary via long distance

telephone . . . 'Tis said that Bing Crosby
was confined to his bed after the twins
were safely here—too much strain . . . The
Biltmore Bowl has become the place to

dance and dine . . . Since Wesley Ruggles
directed his wife, Arline Judge, in "Shoot
the Works," they get fan mail addressed
to Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ruggles . . .

Maxine Doyle lost ten pounds and is go-
ing places on the screen as a result.

AFTER turning dozvn eighteen pictures

since she left Warners, rumor has it

that Ruth Chattcrton is at last lending an
car to Columbia's offer. Seems they have
a story that suits Ruthie veddy much and
the lady is extra hard to please.

Many reports have it that Douglas Fair-
banks, Sr. and Lady Ashley are planning
to return to Hollywood where Doug will

make his next picture and Lady Ashley
will "consider" several film offers that have
been made to her.

This is very hard for the natives to

believe, for Hollywood is staunch in its

affection for Mary Pickford. Investigat-
ing around at the various studios, we are
unable to find a single one that would
admit having made offers to the titled lady
from London. If it is true that she is to
make a picture in our fair hamlet, there
seems to be little doubt but that Doug
will do the producing and financing him-
self.

jDOLA NEGRI is so anxious to stage a
comeback in Hollywood that she is

planning a tour of the country this fall in
personal appearances, just by zvay of prov-
ing to the producers that her box-office
appeal hasn't fallen off.

Connie Bennett is sailing for Europe
soon. Perhaps that doesn't surprise you
as much as it did the movie colony. Connie
was planning to meet the Marquis in

Honolulu where he would be stopping on
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his way back from picture shooting in

China. Does the Paris move, instead, mean
a divorce from Hank? There is also the
rumor that Hank is going to come home
the other way and will meet Connie in

Paris, which might mean anything. Fun
to watch, though.

ZJARPO MARX saw a little girl on the
Paramount lot one day and imme-

diately wanted to adopt her. Months later,

he found out she tvas Shirley Temple,
which is the first bet we've ever heard of
Harpo losing. And what a bet Shirley is!

It just seems that a jinx follows Arline
Judge to every party she attends. Her
most recent mishaps were : skinned shins
at the Carl Laemmle party ; ditto at Herr
Lubitsch's ; and at another party last night
Carmen Considine accidentally pushed a
chair upon which someone had carelessly
left a drink and the whole glassfull went
in Arline's lap. A new evening gown, too

!

Undaunted, Arline announced she was
versatile and dispatched the chauffeur for
"her other gown." Presto, a quick change
and the party was on again.

(CHARLIE LAUGHTON pulled one on
a cameraman the other evening that

won't
_
help him with the press. After

promising to allow the man to shoot his
picture "if yon will come over to my car—
aiyay from the crowd," Charlie jumped into
his hack and demanded that the chauffeur
drive away immediately. The cameraman
yelled, "Hows about it?" Laughton
smiled. "Veddy, veddy sorry ol' chap,
couldn't be bothered, don't you know."
And if I know the camera boys he won't
be—not for a long, long spell.

_Mae West is having to advertise her own
picture (I mean literally) in London.
Paramount was so afraid of the censors
there that the picture is being shown with-
out benefit of a title. The only advertising-

feature to identify the film is a huge sil-

houette of Mae over the theatre. That
should tell 'em plenty

!

Lupe's decision to return to Johnny
(what, again?) was a swell idea as far as
her servants were concerned. The day she
announced her separation, her three ser-
vants wanted to bet her $25 apiece that she
would back out of it. She paid them off
today. The lawyer, so we hear, was a bit

used to the Velez mind-changing and de-
manded his fee regardless of the final out-
come. $1,500! All in all, $1,575. Some
fun!

AFTER trying "That St. Louis Woman"
and finding that the outcry zuas just

as heavy as the one that greeted "It Ain't
No Sin," Paramount tried "The Belle Of
Nezv Orleans" on the new and muchly-
battered Mae West flicker. The woman's
clubs of that city rose up in ivrath at the
idea and so still another title is being tried,

"Belle of the Nineties," 'which the boys say
can only be objected to by the Smithsonian
Institute! What next?

John Gilbert is keeping the location
troupe of "The Captain Hates The Sea"
very much on the hep ; in fact, 'tis rumored
he's been keeping them in hot water most
of the time, and that the boat, hired at a
large cost for a stated time, will have to
be re-hired because of the delay. Come,
come Jack!

GO TO THE
MOVIES!

Copy this girl and send us your drawing—perhaps

you'll win a COMPLETE FEDERAL COURSE
FREE! This contest is for amateurs, so if you like to

draw do not hesitate to enter.

Prizes for Five Best Drawings—FIVE COM-
PLETE ART COURSES FREE, including

drawing outfit. (Value of each course,

$190.00.)

FREE! Each contestant whose drawing shows suffi-

cient merit will receive a grading and advice as to

whether he or she has, in our estimation, artistic

talent worth developing.

Nowadays design and color play an important

part in the sale of almost everything. Therefore the

artist, who designs merchandise or illustrates adver-

tising has become a real factor in modern industry.

Machines can never displace him. Many Federal

students, both men and girls who are now commer-

cial designers or illustrators capable of earning from

$1000 to $5000 yearly have been trained by the

Federal Course. Here's a splendid opportunity to

test your talent. Read the rules and send your draw-

ing to the address below.

RULES FOR
CONTESTANTS

This contest open
only to amateurs, 16

years old or more. Pro-

fessional commercial

artists and Federal stu-

dents are not eligible.

1. Make drawing of girl

4}/o inches high, on

paper 8 inches wide by

7 inches high. Draw

only the girl, not the

lettering.

2. Use only pencil or

pen.

3. No drawings will be

returned.

4. Write your name, ad-

dress, age and occupa-

tion on back of drawing.

5. All drawings must be

received in Minneap-

olis by Sept. 25th, 1 934.

Prizes will be awarded

for drawings best in

proportion and neatness

by Federal Schools

Faculty.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, INC.
1029 D Federal Schools Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
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Cleric?

scrap of

I wish every girl could read my story and
find out how easy it is to become lovely.

I used to be considered plain and seldom
was asked to parties. I brooded over my
unpopularity until I became so sullen and
sad that everybody let me alone.

That was a lucky day when I wandered
into the 10^ store and took the free per-

fume card sprayed from the Blue Waltz
Giant Atomizer. Girls, that little "scrap
of paper" changed my whole life. I gasped
with pleasure at the exquisite perfume
and bought a bottle immediately. I bought
the other Blue Waltz Beauty Aids, too,

because the salesgirl told me they were
"certified to be pure" and as fine as a $2
or $3 quality.

Next day I made up carefully with
Blue Waltz Lipstick and Face Powder. I

finished with a touch of Blue Waltz Per-
fume. My mirror told me that I had never
looked so lovely before and I started for
the office smiling. Both men and girls

were friendlier and soon I began to be
asked for dates.

Girls, go to the cosmetic counter of your 5 and 10(i

store. . . get afree sample card sprayed from the Blue
Waltz Giant Atomizer . . . you'll love its enchanting-
fragrance. Euy the Blue Waltz Perfume and all the
marvelous Blue Waltz Beauty Aids . . . only 10(' each.

Seize this opportunity
to ensemble your
beauty preparations.
You find the same al-

luring fragrance in

Blue Waltz Perfume,
Face Powder. Lipstick,
ColdCream, Cream
Rouge, Brilliantine,
Talcum Powder. Only
10c each at your 5 and
10c store.

Blue UJalU
. FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK J

N. F. G., Short Hills, N. J.—Maureen O'Sullivan
was born in Boyle, Ireland, and it is quite true that
Frank Borzage discovered her when she was danc-
ing in a Dublin cafe in 1929. If you didn't see her
in "The Thin Man," you will still have another
chance in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street."

JANET WINGETT, Bronx, N. Y.; JEAN BELLAMY.
Scarsdale, N. Y. and THEDA—That fascinating
Bellamy person (Ralph, of course) was born June
17, 1904 in Chicago, 111. You may write him at
the KKO-Radio Studios, 780 Gower St.. Hollywood,
Calif. He was very much on the stage before giving
the movies a break, having played in stock com-
panies in at least twelve cities in the United States,
besides playing on Broadway. Catherine Willard
is his wife, and they have no children. He is

scheduled to appear in "Girl in Danger" and
"Woman in the Dark." "Secret Six" was re-
leased May 3, .1931 and the cast is as follows:
Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, John Mack Brown.
Jean Harlow, Marjorie Rambeau. Paul Hurst, Clark
Gable. Ralph Bellamy and John Miljan.

MILDRED E. ERIKSON. South Bellingham, Wash.—Anna Sten warbled, crooned or what -have- you
"That's Love" in her first American picture.
"Nana." And don't forget you will have the thrill

of seeing her soon in "We Live Again" with Fredric
March.

ROSWELL GRANT, Woonsocket, R. I.—But yes,
Evelyn Laye has up and signed a contract with
M-G- M under which she and Ramon Novarro are
set to make "In Old Vienna."

TANIA HOWATH, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; CONNIE LA-
MAR, Los Angeles, Calif.; B. B., New York City;
ALICE MONROE, Kansas City, Mo. ; ALEX-
ANDER, Lancaster, Pa.; B. M. I., Forreston, Tex.;
E. C. BLOSS, AUentown, Pa.; DEIRDRE FALLON,
Newark. N. J.; F. S. Washington, D. C; BRUCE
CARTER. Port Byron. N. Y.; and JEAN WURSTER—Dearie me ! Is this popularity or merely an
enigmatic personality? Hope 1 can satisfy you all.

Gene Raymond, whose real name is Raymond
Guion, was born in New York City, August 13,
1908 (which will make him 26 by the time you read
this.) He is descended from a French Huguenot
family. He left grade school at four, and enrolled
in the Professional Children's School in New York
where he stayed until 1924 when he made his stage
debut in "The Potters." He has been in the movies
since 1931. He likes solitude, long drives, horse-
back riding, tennis, golf, blue and green, thick
steak, politics, fan mail and to be asked for his
autograph. (Here's your chance!) He hates
shopping, entertaining, jewelry on men and having
"still" pictures taken. His favorite book is Dumas'
"Three Musketeers." He is 5 feet 10 inches tall,
weighs 150 pounds and has blue eyes and golden
hair (almost platinum). His last picture was "Sadie
McKee" in which he himself sang "All I Do Is
Dream of You," and he will be in "Trans-Atlantic
Merry-Go-Round" and "Sure Fire." ,

MISS M. L. WILENT, Olney, Philadelphia, Pa., and
A. M., Meriden, Conn.— '

'The Mad Game" is the
name of the gangster picture Spencer Tracy re-
cently played in with Claire Trevor and Ralph
Morgan. He is scheduled to appear in "Marie
Galante" for Fox. His address is Fox Studios.
Movietone City, Westwood, Calif.

MURIEL CHAPELLE, Toronto, Ont., Canada, and
JOANNE AMES, Camden, N. J.—Douglass Mont-
gomery (formerly known as Kent Douglass) was
born October 29, 1909. He is 5 feet 11V2 inches tall
and has blue eyes and blonde hair. Yes, he played
in "Waterloo Bridge" with Mae Clarke, and after
his great success in "Little Man, What Now?" he
is going to make "Zest" and "Music in the Air."
You are quite right, Joanne. "Spitfire" was at one
time called "Trigger."

ELIZABETH V., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—Ronald Colman,
born in Richmond, Surrey, England. February 9.
1891. attended Hadley School at Littlehampton,
Sussex. He got his first job with a steamship com-
pany as office boy at $2.50 a week when he was
16. He played in school theatricals and for four
years belonged to the London Scottish Regi-

'

ment. In the World
War he saw action in

the first battle of Ypres
and at Messines, but
broke his ankle and was
discharged. In 1920 Mr.
Colman came to Amer-
ica, and in 1922 made
his screen debut with
Lillian Gish in "The
White Sister." I hope
you saw him in "Bull-
dog Drummond Strikes
Back."

MOLLIE M., Vancouver,
B. C. Canada; GLADYS
MEJIN, New York City
—Here is the answer to
your question, and more,
too. Elissa Landi. born
December 6, 1904 in

Venice, Italy, nearly en-
circled the globe in her
travels by the time she
was two, when she was

Your questions will be answered

in this magazine. Please do not

ask questions which require too

much research or which infringe

upon good taste. Address: The

Information Desk, MODERN
SCREEN, 149 Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

being taken from Italy to Vancouver. She returned
to Italy when she was seven. Began her education
in Bavaria and continued it in London and on the
Continent, first in private schools and then with
tutors. She will appear shortly in "The Count of

Monte Cristo" with Robert Donat.

DOROTHY FREY, Bronx, N. Y.—Charley Grapewin
was William Bakewell's brother in "The Quitter."
He was also in "Hell and High Water."

_
You will

be able to see him again in "Caravan" and in

"Judge Priest." He was born December 20, 1875.

KATHLEEN MASTROIANM, Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.,
Canada ; ROSE MARIE FRANKLYN, Christine,
Tex.—Franchot Tone was born in Niagara Falls.
N. Y. He is 6 feet tall, weighs 160 pounds, has
light brown hair and hazel eyes. He prepared for
college at the Hill School, and while at Cornell
was an Alpha Delta Phi and also earned his Phi
Beta Kappa key. He likes golf, swimming, tennis,
theatres, movies and night clubs (just a playboy
at heart,) and let's not forget Joan Crawford! In
1932 he played with Claudette Colbert in "The Wiser
Sex." In 1933 he was in: "Today We Live,"
"Gabriel Over the White House," "Stranger's Re-
turn," "Midnight Mary," "Stage Mother," "Bomb-
shell" and "Dancing Lady." "Moulin Rouge,"
"Sadie McKee," "Born To Be Kissed" and "The
World Moves On" with Madeleine Carroll, the En-
glish actress, of *T Was a Spy" fame, are his
latest. His next is "Straight Is the Way."

C. A. HOWARD, Rutland, Vt.—Charles Laughton's
wife, Elsa Lanchester, played the part of Ann of
Cleves (and marvelously, too) in "The Private Life
of Henry VIII." Furthermore, she will have a
featured assignment in Norma Shearer's "Marie
Antoinette. " And don't forget ! Friend hubby will
be holding forth in "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street."

E. M. B.. Jersey City, N. J.; LILLIE SCIARABBA.
Brooklyn, N. Y.; A. M.. New York City; FLOR-

' ENCE LONGUIDICE, Chicago, III.—Dorothy Wil-
son was born in Minneapolis. She is 5 feet 1 V%
inches tall and weighs 103 pounds. She has beauti-
ful white teeth, brown hair and blue eyes. She likes
to travel, ride horseback and bicycles. She also
likes Thousand Island dressing, new places, butter-
milk, Myrt and Marge. She hates carrots, painted
fingernails, overshoes, surf-riding and crowds. The
only character I remember whose name even re-
sembles "Giggles" in "Eight Girls in a Boat," was
"Pickles," which part was taken by Barbara Baron-,
dess herself. No wonder you thought she looked
like Barbara Barondess! Miss Barondess has the
following pictures to her credit: "Soldiers of the
Storm," "Hold Your Man," "When Strangers
Marry," "Devil's Mate," "Queen Christina" and
"Change of Heart," and she will be in "The Foun-
tain" with Ann Harding. Dorothy Wilson, whom
you can reach at Paramount Studios, Hollywood,
Calif., has been in these pictures: "Age of Con-
sent," "Lucky Devils." "Men of America," "Scar-
let River." "Before Dawn." "Above the Clouds,"
"Eight Girls in a Boat" and "His Greatest Gamble."

MARGUERITE PETERMANN, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Charles (Buddy) Rogers was born August 13. 1904
(not so unlucky, at that.) His first picture was
"Fascinating Youth" but his first big chance was
in "Wings."

BETTY DUNGAN, West Newton, Mass.—Helen
Twelvetrees, nee Jurgens, was born December 25,
1908, in Brooklyn, N. Y. She was educated in the
Brooklyn Heights Seminary, the Art Students
League and the American Academy of Dramatic
Arts. She likes swimming, golfing, riding, painting
and home-making. In fact, she seems to be doing
a good job of it for her husband, Frank Woody, and
for her baby, Frank Woody, Jr.

EDWARD J. BROWN, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Dolores Del
Rio, who was born Dolores Asunsalo (Del Rio was
the name of her first husband), in Durango, Mexico,
is descended from one of Mexico's most distinguished
old families, which came originally from Spain.

WANDA ETHEL WESTOVER, Alliance. Ohio—Yes.
indeedy, you saw Winifred Westover in "Lummox"

with Ben Lyon and
Wm. Collier, Jr. Furth-
ermore, that was her
first and last picture.

A. S. N., Pa., PEGGY
DURAND, Corona, N.
Y.—Joel McCrea. born
November 5, 1905, in
South Pasadena, Calif.,
attended Hollywood
High School and Pom-
ona College. Is 6 feet 2,
has brown hair and blue
eyes, likes swimming,
tennis, riding and
Frances Dee, his wife.
That young lady, who
was born November 26,
1907, in Los Angeles, is
5 feet 3 and has the
same brand of hair and
eyes as her husband.
Miss Dee recently ap-
peared in "Of Human
Bondage.

"
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The Love That
Failed

(Continued from page 50)

He married an actress, but it didn't "take"'

and Jack was pretty much disillusioned

over it. Each had been too ambitious, it

seemed, and their careers had clashed.

THIS business of wives being tied up
in careers is the bunk," Jack once de-

clared. "If I ever marry again, I'm go-

ing to pick some dumb gal, pretty enough

to work in the act but without a grain of

ambition and no desire to do anything but

be my wife and travel around with me.

That's the only life for a vaudevillian
!"

Ever hear that line about "tempting

fate?" Well, the next wife Jack picked

was pretty, all right, but she was about as

dumb as Peggy Hopkins Joyce and she

had as much ambition as a ."Follies"

beauty.

It was Ginger! .

The little Rogers girl lived in Dallas a

few years and then finished growing up

in Forth Worth, Texas. But Jack had

been away from the neighboring city about

five years by the time Ginger was old

enough to attract attention as an enter-

tainer in the two towns. Of course she

knew who Jack was, as did everyone else,

for he was the living example of the local

boy who made good.

Jack had never heard of Ginger until

she had jumped into a vaudeville contract

after winning Charleston dancing trophies

all over the state. After a whirlwind tour

of the southwest, she went to Chicago
and landed a job as torch singer in a Pub-
lix unit show. Mama Rogers went along,

as they were as inseparable then as they

are today.

One week, while Ginger's show was play-

ing one theatre, across the street in a rival

house, the name of Jack Pepper—his pro-

fessional billing—appeared in lights. They
met at an after-the-show party. And
things began to happen fast. Before the

party was over, Ginger and Jack knew
that Cupid had marked them.

By coincidence, the Publix unit and
Jack's vaudeville bill played rival houses

in the same cities for the succeeding three

weeks. Thus Ginger and Jack were to-

gether constantly.

Folks back in Texas learned of the ro-

mance and everybody prophesied marriage.

After all, Ginger was cute and she had
a little talent, they agreed, but she'd never

be really big time. Jack had lots of talent,

but he was satisfied now with vaudeville.

She would probably join Jack's act and
they'd be happy as larks. Tricky billing

they'd have, too
—

"Ginger and Pepper."

Pretty cute.

But those prophets didn't reckon with

the tremendous ambition and real talent

of Ginger's. So things turned out dif-

ferently.

NEW ORLEANS was the last town in

which their shows played together

;

after that their routes diverged. But if

they were to be separated by unfeeling

show bookers, at least they could know
they belonged to each other "till death us

do part."

They had a gala wedding on the stage

one night after the show. Everybody from
the two theatres, still in make-up, was
there, as a preacher, hurriedly called from
a nearby church, read the marriage cere-

mony.
Jack was twenty-five, Ginger seventeen.

And so began their married life—a pa-

'7/ StartedetNew Craze

\
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...When theNeighborsSawMy
I5«WINDOW SHADES!

but ... Be Sure You
Get Genuine CLOPAYS

With Important

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
"*\JO wonder my neighbors thought
1N| I was joking when I told them
my lovely Clopay window shades cost

only 15c each. They surely are wonderful.
Those lovely chintz patterns harmonize nicely

with decorative plans in my bedrooms and
plain colors in others. I've never found their

equal in any other kind of shade. Their at-

tractive *creped texture makes them hang
straight, roll straight and wear amazingly.
Won't crack, fray or pinhole. So easily at-

tached to rollers with their *patented gummed
strip, too — no tacks or tools. And you only
*trim one side to fit narrow windows. With all

these advantages at such an unbelievably low
price, can you blame my neighbors for fol-

lowing my lead in switching to Clopays?
They're all doing it now." Send 3c stamp
for color samples.

At All 5c and 10c Stores

and Most Neighborhood Stores

AND SAVE y3TO
'/2 0N OILCLOTH
NEEDS.

•Patented
,
Exclusive

,
Features.

16 PATTERNS
Plain or Colored

New FABRAY
Outdoes Oilcloth
—Resists Cracking

and Peeling

Same in looks and feel as

oilcloth, but has tough
fibre back instead of
cheesecloth. Canbe
creased without crack-

ing. Does not peel or

chip. New, lovely pat-

terns and colors— yet
costs far less than oil-

cloth. See FABRAY at

5c and 10c Stores, or

send 25c in coin or
stamps for a 39" x 46"

table cover, edges bound.
State color preference.

CLOPAY CORPORATION, 1327 York Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
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ttlON !

THEN
I found Hold-Bobs
aiith muiuhl^\\Qa6s

Don't let the ugly, protruding

heads of ordinary bob pins

ruin your coiffure. HOLD-BOBS
are different . . . their small,

round heads hide themselves in your

hair and add beauty to every hairdress.

And-HOLD-BOBS hold each lock se-

curely—thanks to the flexible, tapered

legs, one side crimped. HOLD-BOBS have

smooth, round, non-scratching points.

And-HOLD-BOBS' newest feature-har-

monizing colors to match every shade of

hair— is yourassuranceof a perfect hairdress.

GET YOUR GIFT CARD TODAY!
See for yourself how utterly different HOLD-
BOBS are. Try a card at our expense. Just

check your color, and mail the coupon today.

THE HUMP HAIRPIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1918-36 Prairie Avenue, Dept. E-104, Chicago, III.

Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co. oF Canada, Ltd.

St. Hyacinthe, P. Q., Canada

Sfrotght Style HOLD-BOB

*\SMAU, INVISIBLE HEADS

Curved Shape Style

Gold and Silver Metal Foil

cards identify HOLD-BOBS

everywhere . . . made in

allsizes and colors to meet

every requirement. Also

sold under brand name
of BOB-ETTES.

mail coupon
-fpj\. Cfi'ftir card

TheHump Hairpin Mfg. Co., Dept.E-1 04,Chicago,lll.

I want to know more about these new HOLD-BOBS
that match my hair. Please send me a free sample

card and new hair culture booklet.

Name

Address.

City.— - State

Gray and Platinum Blonde
Auburn Brunette

Copyright 1934 by TheHump Hairpin Mfg. Co-
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thetic one, because it was doomed from trie

first, despite the fact that they adored
one another.

Their courtship had not been altogether
serene. Mrs. Rogers had not approved
of it. She argued and reasoned with
Ginger ; she begged and pleaded with Jack.
Ginger was nothing but a child, she in-

sisted. She hadn't had time to see if she

had real ability, or to decide whether she

preferred marriage or a career. And Mrs.
Rogers was convinced that the two wouldn't
mix. Couldn't they wait?

No, they couldn't ! They were in love.

Mrs. Rogers resisted until the preacher
stepped before them. And then she hushed.
Gallantly, she accepted defeat and refused,

she promised, ever to be a meddlesome
mother-in-law. She'd be a good loser,

give them her blessing and wish them hap-
piness.

Thus began a hectic married life. Sepa-
rated immediately, they continued thus

most of the three years they were man
and wife. For Ginger didn't join the act,

and she didn't like being called Ginger
Pepper, even if it was cute. Much as she

loved her Jack, she was Ginger Rogers
and she was going to be a success in her

own right and she'd never be content with
vaudeville. She tried to instill new ambi-
tion in Jack. He shouldn't be content

either with vaudeville for the rest of his

life. Why not get the big plums in this

business ?

Ginger and her mother set out to get

them, while Jack continued in the three-

a-day, hoping that Ginger would eventually

see that she didn't have a chance on Broad-
way and would then join his act.

Some people say she married Jack for

what he could do for her and left him
when she overtook him on the ladder to

success. That is not true.

She married Jack solely because she

loved him, and the only person who helped

her get where she is today was her mother.
Lela Rogers gave up a good newspaper
job in Fort Worth to be with her daugh-
ter. Together they planned Ginger's ca-

reer, playing in units until she had suffi-

cient experience to try Broadway.

"VJO chorus work for Ginger, once they
-L^ reached the Main Stem. She was
going to start in something good or they'd

go back to torch songs for Publix, insisted

Mrs. Rogers, as they made the rounds of

managers. As a result of their persistence,

Ginger got the second lead in "Top Speed"
on Broadway, the lead in Gershwin's "Girl

Crazy," and then stepped into pictures in

Paramount's Long Island studios. Yes,

she was now going places

!

Meantime Jack still plugged along in

vaudeville. And no doubt he saw the

writing on the wall. He had stood still

while Ginger forged ahead.

No marriage can survive three years of

separation, broken infrequently with hur-
ried week-ends or brief visits "between en-

gagements." After all, the postman isn't

Cupid and a marriage can't endure on a

diet of long distance phone calls, letters

and telegrams. Ginger at last acknowledged
that it wouldn't work. There was simply

no use in going on.

So they parted and were divorced two
years ago.

It was almost more than Jack could

take, for he still adored this girl he had
married. And it was a long time before

he could face a future without her. Today
he is still in vaudeville, directing an or-

chestra and headlining bills wherever he

plays.

As for Ginger, her eyes filled with tears

when a Texas judge handed her her di-

vorce decree.

Ginger and her mother left immediateiy

for Hollywood. Arid you all know what
progress she's made. Ginger's getting

right along, as they say in Texas. And I

expect she'll climb a lot higher, for she

knows definitely what she wants. And
that is to gain great success as an actress

and to make a million dollars. With those

ambitions realized, she's told her old

friends, she'll consider trying matrimony
again and making a career of that. But
until that day comes, marriage is defi-

nitely "out."

For Mother Rogers insists that two ca-

reers won't mix. And Ginger is now con-

vinced that "Mother knows best."

Will Maureen Marry Johnny?
(Continued from page 41)

sions are motivated by selfishness. We
feel better inside when we acknowledge or

confess we have done wrong in the past,

but the person who loves us does not feel

better when he hears it. Digging up old,

forgotten skeletons is very hard on love.

"I have never regretted anything I have

ever done, because I have always done what,

at the moment, seemed to me to be the

real, right thing. Some very wise per-

son once said that 'the man who never

makes mistakes is the man who never

does anything.' I believe this is true. We
climb by our mistakes, if we don't let them

get us down. I am a very foolish, quixotic,

idealistic sort of person and I make many
mistakes, but I like to believe that, because

of my mistakes, I am a better girl today

than I was yesterday, that I will be a bet-

ter and stronger girl tomorrow than I am
today.

.

"I won't say I regret anything. Only

sometimes I wish I had married when I

was seventeen or eighteen. I think the

greatest chance of happiness lies in early

marriages. Young girls and boys have

such definite ideas about what they want

of life, what they want to give life. Then,

if they wait until they have seen too much
of life, they begin to soften their opinions

and beliefs, round off the corners and whit-

tle them down to fit the ordinary standards

of living.

T WORSHIPPED my father, when I

A was a little girl. We were terribly

fond of each other. I think that is why
I make friends with men so easily. I

know I think like a man and I have a

man's outlook on life. I got that from be-

ing with father so much. He is very ill.

That is why I want to hurry back home.

He was seriously injured in the war and

he has never been really well since.

"When we are married, I don't want to

live the year round in Hollywood. I would

like to live at least part of each year near

London. I would like a small country

home. The country, fresh air and freedom

is necessary to my happiness.

"I can almost see those bright, green

rolling hills of Ireland, with their little

glens and running streams, with every-

thing so quiet, unhurried and peaceful.

"I want Johnny to love my home, my
folks, my Ireland. He

_

will, I know.

Everyone does who sees it and them. I

have no intention of bringing my little

sister to Hollywood when I return.
_

I

don't know how this rumor started. Sheila
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is only thirteen. I came over too early

for safety really, and I was eighteen. No,
I would not want her to come to Holly-
wood now for several years anyway."
Maureen and Johnny have had their love

for each other tested in many strange and
trying fires. Separation, misunderstand-
ing, distance and sorrow. And it has come
through, fine and clean. Whatever the

world may say will matter not one whit
to these two when they finally become man
and wife. They are approaching marriage
in a spirit of humility that bids well for

endurance.
Johnny is a strange and quiet man, a

mysterious person, really. But little Mau-
reen is a mystery herself. There are lots

of thoughts going on behind those clear,

blue-gray eyes of hers that are never
brought to the surface and dragged out for

the world to see. She has lived through
many strange and hard experiences. As a

child, she lived through the horrors of

London war raids. During one of them,
a man ran up and pounded on her door,

after he was dead. His head was practi-

cally severed, but he was already in the

act of running and he kept on going after

life had left his body. Maureen and her
nurse both saw him. The nurse became
hysterical and Maureen held her in her

baby arms all night and comforted her. She
told me about it once in a matter-of-fact

manner. The thing is not impossible. I

know it is true. I have shot antelope

through the heart and had them run on
for fifty, even sixty yards after they were
dead.

MAUREEN is self-reliant and positive.

She has the courage of her convic-

tions, has always had. To illustrate, once

when she was about ten years old, she en-

tered a butcher's shop in Ireland and saw
a sheep's carcass, newly killed, quivering

on a nail. She indignantly demanded that

the proprietor of the shop put the animal

out of its misery. Since it was still mov-
ing and pulsing, the man could not con-

vince her that the sheep was dead. She
marched out of the shop and hunted up

a humane officer and had him come and in-

vestigate.

The incident is so typical of Maureen.

She is the bravest girl I know. If she

thought anything were right, she would not

hesitate to stand by her convictions, if the

whole world were arrayed against her.

I like her tremendously, because in all

of Hollywood's maze and labyrinth of lost

illusions, broken dreams and glittering un-

truths, she has kept her own dreams and
ideals intact. A miracle, when you stop

to consider that she came to America at

the age of eighteen. She is now twenty-

three.

The five formative years of her life have
been spent in the hardest testing ground
of character in the world. Yet here she

is, the one and practically only girl I can

think of off-hand, who is as sweet and un-

spoiled as she was when she came to us.

I do not know Johnny very well. He is

shy and reserved. Yet it does not take

second sight to see that he and Maureen
understand and find happiness in each

other's company.
I want this marriage to be successful

and to bring Maureen all of the things she

has missed in screen success. She is too

big to be satisfied with laurel leaves and
recognition. She is utterly feminine at

heart. She wants to love and be loved.

Hollywood can worry about her all it

wants to. I am not going to lose a min-
ute's sleep over her, or what marriage will

do to her. I know that she is putting her

whole heart and life into the venture and,

since we usually get back what we give,

marriage will not prove "half-a-loaf" for

her.

Yes, French women are known

the world over for their irresistible lure

and their secret is that no matter how smart

their Paris gowns are, they always complete

their toilettes with a touch of exciting, seduc-

tive perfume... such is Irresistible Perfume.

Mysteriously exotic. ..this perfume glorifies

your personality and gives you a strange new

power over hearts.

New loveliness awaits you in the other

Irresistible Beauty Aids, too. They protect

and improve your skin because they are

guaranteed to be as pure and fine as the

most expensive cosmetics you can buy.

Irresistible Lip Lure, so new, so different

...has a cream base that melts into your

skin. Not a trace of paste, not even trans-

parent film remains... Just soft, warm, ripe,

red color that makes your lips beg for

kisses. Four glorious, new shades to choose

from. Irresistible Face Powder, so creamy-

fine, so clinging, gives you a peachbloom

skin that invites caresses.

Be irresistible tonight ...Buy Irresistible

Beauty Aids today... big, full size packages

only 10^ each at your 5 and 10^ store.

PERFUME

LIP LURE

FACE POWDER

VANISHING...
LIQUEFYING..
COLD CREAM

COLOGNE

BRILLIANTINE

TALCUM POWDER

FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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READ FREE OFFER BELOW

LOVELY EYES
How to have them
—eyes no man can forget

GIVE yourself unforgettably charming eyes
in 40 seconds ! All by a magic touch of

the eyelashes with Winx, the super-mascara.
Remember, your eyes are your fortune—

I

urge you not to neglect them.

You'll never realize the power of beauti-
ful eyes until you try Winx—my perfected
formula of mascara that keeps lashes soft,

alluring. Your eyes—framed with Winx
lashes— will have new mystery, new charm,
I promise you.

So safe—smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-

proof—Winx is refined to the last degree.
Yet so quick to apply—a morning applica-
tion lasts until bed-time.

Millions of women prefer Winx to ordi-
nary mascara. New friends are adopting
Winx every day. Without delay, you, too,
should learn the easy art of having lustrous
Winx lashes. Just go to any toilet counter
and buy Winx. Darken your lashes—note the
instant improvement.

To introduce Winx to new friends, note
my trial offer below. Note, too, my Free
Booklet offer, "Lovely Eyes—How to Have
Them". I not only tell of the care of lashes,
but also what to do for eyebrows, how to use
the proper eye-shadow, how to treat "crow's
feet", wrinkles, etc. . . . LOUISE ROSS.

For Lovely Eyes

WINX
Darkens lashes perfectly

cpcc
I IV Merely send

Coupon for "Lovely Eyes—How to Have Them"

}
Mail to LOUISE~ROSsT ~~L~~\

j
243 W. 17th St., New York City

I Name I

I

j

Street
j

j
City Slate |

If you also want a generous trial package of
|

I Winx Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether i

j^youjvish Black or Brown.
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Hollywood Over-rates Romances
(Continued from page 55)

replied quickly and emphatically, "Oh,
no ! I assure you. She looks after me
much too well. She is very sensible about

those things. The time taken for a snack

to eat, and post mortems on the fights,

wouldn't have been as prolonged had she

been home."
After a moment or two of deliberation,

he said, in quiescent, meditative manner,

"I suppose really the reason so many
marriages end quickly in Hollywood is

because of the sophomoric approach to ro-

mance. Hollywood is make-believe and

tremendously sentimental and naive. Ro-
mance is as great a part of it as cameras

and lights.

"Everything in Hollywood is supposed

to last. Whereas, nothing is truly
_

per-

manent here. Neither careers, fame, riches,

nor romance. Nothing could be more false,

as I see it, than the premise that romance
must continue unceasingly through mar-
riage. It can't last. It shouldn't. If ever

it did there would be something wrong
with it.

"I think in Hollywood, where every-

thing assumes a false value, an actor or an

actress who marries expects too much
from the very start. And when there isn't

perfection immediately, they run away from
marriage in order to escape reality and

to be able to return to their world of

make-believe."

I ASKED Mr. Howard whether he

thought two players should marry, and

whether an Englishman's point of view on

marriage differed from a Hollywoodite's.

"It seems to me it would be frightfully

difficult for an actor and an actress to be

wed. I realize that they would have strong

mutual interests, but their very similarity

would be against one of the fundamental

reasons for success in matrimony, which
is the avoidance of monotony and dull-

ness. I think it best for an actor or actress

to marry out of the profession.

"Yes, I suppose everything that I say

and think reflects an Englishman's train-

ing and psychology. Our whole system of

education is to develop national spirit in

the individual. We are very proud of

this. We aim to extend this spirit to the

institution of marriage also. I think you
will nearly always find an English couple

extremely earnest in their efforts to pre-

serve the 'holy state of matrimony.' We do
everything possible to avoid divorce, and
our stern British divorce laws also are

designed toward that end.

"We regard marriage as a great insti-

tution. Children are the pillars of it. We
build and strengthen the structure from
those pillars. They are the all-important

equation in the marital union. It seems

to me that when couples are able to have

a family, and don't, they must have a

strange sort of courage and easy philosophy

to be able to continue on. The whole pur-

pose of marriage is to have children, to

build for future generations. If not, why
marry?"
Mr. Howard is educating his children in

England rather than America. I asked him
why ?

"Well, for one thing we have bought a

lovely old Tudor house in the country, in

Surrey. My family for several generations

has come from that part of England.

The house, consequently, has tradition for

us. It is a wonderful place for the chil-

dren. They can have a grand time of it

there. We have thirty acres of ground and

they may have horses and animals, which
they love.

"The other reasons are that the children
both prefer England for school, especially

the boy, Ronald, who had a most unhappy
experience in American schools, when he
was in this country two years ago. And
then Mrs. Howard and I both believe that

! the children should be brought up with the

same mental training as our own.

ABOUT Ronald's experience. We had
f!* him in a_ New York public school,

but soon found that we were putting him
at a disadvantage, because he was being
teased by the other boys and girls about
his accent. He immediately changed it,

and then he was using two accents, one
at home and another at school. We felt if

he continued in school here and became
Americanized, we should become so our-
selves—which is not the simplest thing to

do. But we felt definitely then that the

boy and girl both should either remain
English or become Americanized. There
must be a decision in such a matter. The
children decided themselves in favor of
continuing their education over in England.

"It is a great sacrifice for us to be away
from them during their school terms. But
we feel we are doing what is best, and it

is better to be separated for a period each
year than to be completely alienated from
your own. I have seen some of the chil-

dren of English parents in Hollywood and
they are entirely different from their fathers

and mothers. I just can't seem to connect
the children with their parents at all. The
sympathy is lost between them when the

lives and training are different from their

parents.

"Then again, I do know that the culture

in England has many centuries behind it,

and that the training on the whole is very
satisfactory, because it is not easy, not
soft. My children can always explore
new things when they are older, after the
first bricks are laid."

Getting back to the ever-present divorce
disease in ' Hollywood, I asked Leslie

Howard whether he thought the wife of
an actor should sever the bonds of matri-
mony if ever he were guilty of transgres-
sion.

"Most men," he replied, "in any walk
of life, have temptation pass their ways
sooner or later. Actors are no exceptions

to this rule. In fact, they are rather gen-
erously included. A mild flirtation, a minor
transgression, or a major one—these are
offenses which every wife handles in her
own way, naturally. But I believe the
wise wife regards marriage as an insti-

tution erected to withstand just such hap-
penings.

"It has always seemed to me that the
wife in Barrie's 'What Every Woman
Knows' revealed infinite wisdom when she
observed : 'Woman was not created from
man's rib, but from his funny bone.' I

know a wife like that!"

From Mr. Howard's closing remark,
following his illuminating commentaries
on marriage and divorce in Hollywood, I

should say that successful marriages might
be traced directly to wives with a sense of

humor—and divorces to wives totally lack-

ing in one.

Clean pictures, yes.

But fanatical reform,

never!
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What They Think
of Censorship

{Continued from page 29)

to my mind, clearly intended to point out

the very real danger in that sort of conduct

both to the doctor and the nurse. He
wasn't dealing with two individuals, but

was preaching to all doctors and all nurses

in all hospitals the world over, and to

all potential medical students and student

nurses as well.

"It was as though some professor, in

whose knowledge, experience and kindli-

ness the audience reposed complete confi-

dence, had addressed them relative to that

important pitfall and stressed the import-

ance of avoiding it. Can it be justifiably

said that the playwright had something-

immoral in mind when he wrote that

scene ?

"I don't think the industry needs a class

of supervisors who are specialists in the

psychology of mental defectives. It should

be sufficient if they have a general under-

standing of moral concepts, and a knowl-
edge of the viewpoints of normal children

and adult men and women, who may still

be susceptible to suggestions. Thus they

could retain the ideas which the author

had in mind, while removing material

which might cause an ill effect.

"Of course, there is room for improve-

ment in pictures, but an onslaught which
comes from not altogether disinterested

sources need not be accepted as sane or

sound. On the contrary!"

That's what one tolerant, keen-minded

and clean-minded leader in the field of

law had to say. Let's visit another mem-
ber of the bar.

INTERVIEWED in his office, Samuel
Untermyer, nationally known lawyer,

took time out from a mass of corporation

reports to give you, the movie-goer, his

opinion on a subject of vital interest to you.

Calling his secretary, Mr. Untermyer dic-

tated this exclusive statement for Modern
Screen.

"I am, on the whole, in sympathy with

the movement of the Catholic clergy to

censor moving pictures, which may be fairly

said to be, today, the chief source of public

entertainment and, in many respects, of

public education. It would be a misfor-

tune to impair their usefulness or popular-

ity, but it is equally important to limit

them to wholesome and legitimate lines.

"It is beyond question that motion pic-

tures unduly stress and exaggerate sex and

crime, but it may be that such emphasis

on the more exciting phases of life is es-

sential to sustain dramatic interest. Pic-

tures do not overdo these topics any more
than does the contemporary stage.

"The constant glorification of gangsters

in the movies is definitely demoralizing,

especially where they are made to appear

as heroes and heroines. Even though they

are frequently punished as the picture ends,

that does not offset the evil. Far too

great a proportion of the pictures are of

that class. Detectives stories are, how-
ever, frequently tainted with the same
vice. The great dramatists and novelists

are too little drawn upon for material, of

which there is an abundance.
"/ am satisfied that, on the whole, ade-

quate editing by the producers could re-

move most of the evils of which complaint

is now partly justly and partly unjustly

made. I hope, however, that nothing will

be done to impair the popularity of moving
pictures. They, together with the radio

and the phonograph, have done so much
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to brighten life in the farming districts

and small communities, besides which they

have- been an educational force. Through
them our rural population has been able

to see the world and to broaden its out-

look on life. They have stilled the im-
patience of youth in rural communities and
have made life on the farm not only more
endurable but pleasurable."
And now let's turn to a spokesman in

the industry—Carl Laemmle, highly re-

spected head of Universal Pictures. "I am
wholeheartedly «for clean pictures ; have al-

ways been," Mr. Laemmle has told repre-
sentatives of his world organization. "I

think the situation is being painted blacker
than it really is. The average picture is

clean and wholesome. There have been
some exceptions, I am sorry to say, but
they are a very, very small percentage com-
pared to those that are good and elevating.

We have had a 'white list' at Universal
studios since 1925, and I am proud of

Universal's record of clean, entertaining
pictures. We welcome constructive criti-

cism, but we are against fanatical reform.
We can be 'clean' without being prudish.
Double meanings should not be read into

every line of screen dialogue. I have
pledged my company to make entertainment
for the whole family, and we are set to

meet such an obligation."

TWO famous stars take up the argu-
ment—John Boles and Irene Dunne,

appearing together in "The Age of Inno-
cence." John Boles says

:

"Talking pictures have been the largest

single factor in education that has entered
human lives since the dawn of time.

"Talking pictures brought good music
into the lives of the great masses who prior

to that time had no opportunity to hear
it. The pictures showed the people of

the world how other men lived in re-

mote places where the great majority had
no chance to visit. Pictures presented a

fashion parade in a Paris salon to the man
and woman in the small town who had
only the country store. They' took every
one who wanted to go, on a big game
hunt or a fishing trip. They put every
citizen in intimate contact with the out-
standing figures in politics, finance, busi-

ness, the church and social life.

"In other words the pictures have given
the man in the street a trip around the

world and a liberal education."

And Irene Dunne states

:

"There have been unwholesome pictures,

but there have been many more fine ones
which have implanted ideals of good liv-

ing in the minds of millions of people.

In the majority of instances, virtue has

been rewarded and vice punished. The
finer qualities of courage, honesty and loy-

alty have been glorified, even when the

text of the picture was not what it should

have been. If people want salacious books,

they are easily found, but the good ones

are in the majority. The same is true of

pictures. It is the duty of mothers and
fathers to censor the pictures their chil-

dren shall see and if parents do this and
also stay away themselves, the bad pic-

tures soon will die of starvation."

Now let's ask somebody in a different

field—a great radio star—Rudy Vallee.

"Gangster pictures have their place,"

he said, "but not the type they are screen-

ing now. You've got to show that it's

the public who gets the kick in the pants

from gangdom. Sure, they show the gang-
ster abusing the hero on the screen and
finally coming to no good end. But that

doesn't drive it home. Somebody should
make a gangster picture showing that it's

you and I who pay for the crook's cars,

apartments and yachts—and not indirectly,

through taxes used to support the peace

officers who fight crime.

"We should be shown pictures driving
home the fact that when a racketeer levies

a protection tribute from the laundries, the

dry cleaners, the garages or any other
legitimate business, the concerns must raise

their prices ten or fifteen per cent in order

to pay. It's we who foot the bill.

"I don't mean that purely educational
pictures should replace all others. Human
interest could be and should be employed
to drive home the information.

"Then, too, the responses to pictures are

well-nigh unpredictable. I was amazed
one day while in a newsreel theater to hear
some people actually applaud a picture of

Dillinger. Many of the audience hissed,

of course, but some really did applaud. I

can understand people admiring and ap-
plauding great artists, athletes and states-

men. But to applaud a deadly criminal

—

it's beyond me!
"I find the censors one of the most amaz-

ing phenomena of the entire astonishing
picture business. They sometimes cut out
lines or scenes which I consider absolutely
innocuous, only to pass an episode that

makes me pinch myself to find out whether
I'm dreaming when I see it on the screen.

"There are many thoroughly clean pic-

tures, too, and often they are the biggest

money-makers. But, taken on the whole,
pictures are pretty fantastic. I doubt if

ten per cent of them mirror life accurately
from start to finish. If they did, they
probably wouldn't be as entertaining as
they are."

AND now we'll talk to a man who
has travelled all over the world,

who has been in pictures, who writes a
daily newspaper column, who has written

a half dozen or so books, and is the

greatest war correspondent that has ever
lived; a man who is a stark realist, una-
fraid of facts no matter how grim and un-
pleasant they may be—Floyd Gibbons. He
won't be afraid to speak his mind.
"Smut in pictures," he says, "would kill

itself if left alone. Decent people won't go
to see it and certainly won't take their

children. If a boy takes a girl to a movie
and they see something that embarrasses
them, they'll stay away from such movies
in the future.

"I don't want to make any sweeping
indictment, but I think better taste might
be shown in some pictures. On the whole,

I consider them highly educational ; in two
hours a picture can teach you more than

you'd learn in months of reading or years

of travel.

"It isn't necessary or sensible to show
orgies on the screen. Such pictures are

produced to jazz up the jaded night club

appetites of blase New Yorkers. But
Broadway isn't the whole United States

by a long shot, and vastly more people at-

tend neighborhood theatres from Maine
to Mexico than frequent the mammoth
ones around Times Square. Every time

a shocker hits the home folks, there's a

kick-back.

"The country is decent as a whole, as

was proven by the success of 'Little Wo-
men' and Frank Buck's 'Bring 'Em Back
Alive,' both of which were better box office

than films based on girls' legs.

"But some producer pulls a shocker

which, because of its novelty, is a hit, and
then the other producers try to outdo him,

until finally one is reached who's strong

to do a 'Little Women.'
"There'll always be some sex in pictures,

as long as there is sex in audiences—but

it doesn't have to be made objectionable.

"I don't believe in glorifying loose wo-
men or criminals. But the average pic-

ture doesn't do so. If a picture's true to

life, it shows Right triumphant in the end,

for I think Right usually does prevail.

(But maybe I'm just a little bluebird.)
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Gangster pictures in which the crook is

punished for his crimes don't do any more
harm than dime novels. I always used to

read Nick Carter, King Brady and such

bocks when I was a kid and I believe I've

turned out as honest as the average man."
As I was leaving. Gibbons said, ''You

ought to ask Monte Schoedsack his opinion.

He knows much more about it than I do.

He is the man who, with Merian Cooper,

made 'Grass.' 'Chang.' 'King Kong,' and a

few other pictures you may remember.
He's in the business."

So I went to see Ernest B. Schoedsack,

who's called Monte because his middle name
is Beaumont.

"Personally, I don't expect to have my
plans upset very much by this latest cen-

sorship wave," said Schoedsack. "The type

of picture I've done best with has always
been along the lines of straight action, ad-

venture and spectacle. The sort of thing

that doesn't deal with either of the sore

spots in the present agitation—smut and
crime. However, everyone connected with

pictures is going to feel the reaction of

this fight, for I imagine that it's going to

cost the whole industry a lot of money.
It's too bad that a feiv oversmart pro-

ducers were shortsighted enough to grab

the easy profits on pictures which they

must have knonn should be censored, and

so upset the rest of the producers who are

simply trying to make good entertainment.

And now that the fight is on in earnest, it's

likely to be carried to ridiculous extremes

and a lot of perfectly decent pictures will

have to suffer with the few that should be

suppressed.

"Censorship is pretty funny business any-

way. There seem to be as many sets of

rules as there are State Boards. In some
places you cannot allow characters to

speak such words as 'dame,' "madame' or

'virtue,' simply because they were mis-

used at some time or other.

"Clean pictures are usually the best

money-makers, anyway. Just look back

over the list of big successes in the past

years. But ideas of w-hat's fit to screen

vary the world over. Here the censors

are down on sex, gang stories and scenes

of violence—but don't care how much you
kid the government. In England, on the

other hand, you can't poke fun at the Bob-
bies or the Royal Family, and if you touch

on politics in France or German}'—well,

it's just too bad!
"I remember when I was in Singapore

the local censor used to cut a whole reel if

it contained a scene showing a white wo-
man's skirts above her knees. This was sup-

posed to keep the natives from getting any
funny ideas about the high standards of

all white women's virtue and superiority.

However, just outside the theatre there

was a nightly parade of fillcs de joie—all

white—their rickshaws drawn by leering

Chinese coolies. And the girls weren't

worried at all about keeping their knees

covered.
"Well, I'm afraid it's going to be a long

time before we'll know just what we'll be

allowed to do on the screen. Tough char-

acters probably won't even be able to say

'Holy Mackerel'—some censors will want
to cut out the 'Holy'."

W'HEN I asked John S. Sumner,
Executive Secretary of the New

York Society for the Suppression of Vice,

what he thought of pictures, he said

:

"I've always opposed crime pictures,

believing that they lead to imitation on the

part of the young, and tend to make them
admire such real criminal characters as

Dillinger and Al Capone. Gangster pic-

tures teach youngsters the technique of

gangdom, and they begin playing gangster.

In the days of the Westerns, they played

cowboys and Indians, but this wasn't harm-
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Pretty . . . Entertaining . .

.

ButOneFaultMade
Her Seem Ill-Bred
HOW she blushed when she realized what

her "everlasting powdering" was mak-
ing him think! Of course it made her look
shallow—frivolous—common—for "nervous
powdering" is something no really well-bred
woman indulges in. What was worse, it

made her seem like a person with a coarse,

greasy skin—to which powder wouldn't stick.

She woke up then— and decided to try the
powder one of her friends had been praising.

It was Golden Peacock Face Powder.

Perfect Freshness All Evening

And how wonderfully it worked. For
Golden Peacock Face Powder is dif-
ferent from ordinary kinds. This triple-fine

powder repels moisture, for one thing. It

covers with perfect velvet smoothness—be-
cause it refuses to unite with skin oils, and
clog pores or get "caked." For another thing,

Golden Peacock Powder contains a wonder-
ful skin-toning and refining ingredient that
works actively to undo the harm done by
ordinary make-up preparations, which get
into pores and make them coarse and oily.

Next time she went out she never had to
"re-make" her face all evening—yet it glowed
with a dainty, natural peach-bloom smooth-
ness that hid every tiny imperfection and
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dealer cannot supply you
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Golden Peacock
Face Powder
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ful because the boy couldn't really become
an Indian, while he can easily become a
gangster.

"Then, too, the films are too strong on
the lives of prostitutes, as the stage was
a few years ago. I try not to be strict in

my views, but I don't approve of showing
plays that deal with loose women who
have hearts of gold. It's not even true to

life.

"Another film shocker is the musical
which specializes in nudity. If it's done
artistically—as Ziegfeld used to do it in the

old 'Follies'— it isn't offensive at all, and
some pictures with scantily clad chorus
girls are not objectionable. But I can't see

any reason for showing intimate close-

ups of girls' stomachs

!

"Some of the producers have created an
appetite for nudity, sex and gangster pic-

tures. There was considerable opposition

to the latter, so they dropped the simon-
pure gang stuff. If the present attitude

of the church spreads, the producers will

be forced to clean up."

And those are the opinions of a number
of representative Americans relative to the

movies. They are to be commended upon
their courage for speaking their minds so

freely, for truly the subject is painful to

handle.

But the consensus of opinion seems to

be that there have been some pictures

which should never have been shown—that

some pictures have contained scenes which
might better have been deleted. But, on
the whole, pictures afford entertainment to

many millions of people each year, and
the producers try to give you what you
want.

Well, fellow movie-fans, what do you
think? Are the pictures good or bad? Do
we want them changed, and if so, how radi-

cally? And, after they have been purged
will we go to see them as often as we do
now—or oftener?

Garbo's Secret Vacation
(Continued from page 27)

hearty breakfast early next morning.
These visits usually last a week, but no

one ever ventures lip the mountain to call

and she receives no mail or telegrams.

Her lonely stay is broken only by her brief

conversations with those who serve her.

Never arrogant or "high-hat," she seems
merely shy and terribly afraid of people.

The natives are fond of her and delight in

doing little things that bring a smile of

grateful pleasure to her tired face. Her
generosity, in return, is traditional.

One of the most amusing occurrences
during a Garbo visit at the lake happened
when the management was forced to put

her in a tiny room on the top floor of the

Inn, without benefit of private bath. Garbo
customarily takes the only room in the

quaint hostelry that boasts its own bath,

but unfortunately, a women's convention

was in full blast on the first floor. In

order to preserve the quiet insisted upon
by Greta, the management shifted her to

a tiny back room, where she seemed
pleased and happy, though forced to run

down the hall clad in a bathrobe for her

daily dunking.

The way the employees "gang up" to

preserve the peace of mind of their favor-

ite guest is illustrated by the fact that the

publicity manager of the resort never

knows that she has visited there until after

the black car has taken its dignified,

though noisy, departure down the hill. One
time a news photographer, whose candid

camera pictures of motion picture celebri-

ties are well known and who has spent the

better part of two years trying in vain to

get an informal picture of the enigmatic

Swede, actually vacationed in the room
next to hers for two days without learning

that she was there, even failing to guess

her presence when a smitten bell-hop de-

livered great armloads of fragrant almond
blossoms daily to the lady with the deep

voice.

GARBO doesn't keep her car at the

lake with her, but sends it down the

mountain as soon as she is deposited, with

instructions to return when she calls.

Making this call to her faithful James is

the only time Garbo ever uses the tele-

phone during her stay. She never ventures

down to the village proper, or walks on

the beautiful trails maintained on the vil-

lage shore of the lake. Chances of taking

a walk on these paths without meeting
someone are too slim.

Only once was Garbo accompanied by

anyone on her vacation from Hollywood.
That was when Rouben Mamoulian, her
director, came up the mountain with his

star.

"Now we'll see her dressed up," ran
along the grapevine telegraph, as the di-

rector accompanied Garbo at the time
when rumors of their impending marriage
were on the front pages of all the news-
papers. The stories stated that the ro-

mantic couple were touring the country
in Garbo's car, while they were actually

hidden away at Arrowhead all the while.

Much to the disappointment of those who
expected her at least to break down and
comb her hair properly, Garbo donned the
least flattering combination of clothing she
has worn at the lake at any time when
she took Mamoulian along on her hereto-
fore solitary walks among the pine trees.

The visor still drew her hair up into a
bushman's top-knot on top of her classic

head. A mackintosh several sizes too large

for her replaced the sweat shirt, and boy's
plus-four golf trousers supplanted the

wrinkled slacks. Her long, slim legs were
encased in heavy golf socks of the sort

favored by your iceman, and the shoes

seemed even bigger and heavier than ever.

Yet Mamoulian, to all who saw them to-

gether, was doubtless fascinated by her
and Garbo seemed gay and young for the
first time, laughing happily and talking
enthusiastically in a foreign tongue.

Up there they guess her age as thirty-

five, but are often startled by some childish

action that provides conversational topics

around the fireplace in the lounge during
the long winter evenings. Occasionally
Garbo will leave a funny little note on her
breakfast tray, making fun of the cook,

the waiter, or telling a little joke. Once
in a while she will run down the hill from
the Inn to her canoe like a startled rabbit,

with her hair bouncing along behind her.

Sometimes she throws peanuts out of
her window to the squirrels or asks that

Daniel, the fat gray cat who presides over
the Inn like an aged and dignified patron,

have dinner in her room with her. She
giggled like a school girl over the dozens
of newspaper stories stating that she was
touring the country with Mamoulian, and
laughed heartily when informed that the

news photographers had failed to penetrate

her effective disguise.

Garbo is human ! On her last visit she

asked to be notified immediately when
Daniel's latest consort blessed him with her

first litter of fuzzy kittens.
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Bob Answers the
Gossips

(Continued from page 31)

the only possible answer it had—a laugh.

I asked one reporter who demanded to

know if I were planning to divorce my
wife. 'Are you planning to divorce yours?'

I understand this was interpreted as sus-

piciously 'evasive.' But even so, Betty and
I stuck to our guns of not dignifying the

absurd rumors with serious denial.- Betty

kidded, 'Don't deny anything. All denials

immediately end in divorce.'

"I thought that in time, as Betty and

I went about our business of being as

quietly married in Hollywood as it is

possible to be, these silly stories would die

a natural death. I didn't want to have to

argue a happy marriage. I wanted to live

one. But I have learned Hollywood has

no sense of humor where her malicious

gossip is concerned."
As he talked, I thought this was a

strange mood for the debonair Mr. Mont-
gomery. Of all the young men of Holly-

wood, he most closely approximates his

screen personality. Off screen, he. is as

gay and amusing as any shadow has ever

reflected him to be. His private dialogue

can, and has, topped some of the best

"lines" ever created for him by our clever-

est writers. In a town over-run with

childish emotionalism, he is a thoroughly
grown-up, adult person. Sophistication is

an overworked word that should be applied

to few actors. But Bob has it in every de-

lightful meaning of the word. But at this

moment, and for this subject, he was down
to cases—serious and without laughs.

WHEN these eyebrow-lifting hints

began to grow bolder and came
out from behind the thin guise of 'the

certain star and his wife' into actually call-

ing our names, it ceased to be any part of

a joke to us, and Betty and I stopped

and tried to reason just why and how they

could have started.

"What had we done that could serve

as a basis for such a persistent campaign
against our happiness? Certainly we have
never been separated for any length of

time. I have never gone to New York or

on any vacation trip without Betty. The
few times we have been separated was
when I was sent on difficult location trips

where I knew the climate and living con-

ditions would not be healthy for her or the

baby. Nor have we fallen into that modern
social habit of attending parties without

one another.

"The next thought was, were we living

in any way that hinted of impermanency ?

Just recently we bought a home in upper
New York, near Pawling, that is meant
for family life. It is our future home where
we expect to spend the rest of our days
when Hollywood is finished with me. Cer-
tainly this could not be interpreted as the

move of one who is expecting to lead a

life of gay bachelordom in the near future.

Pawling is hardly the ideal locale for a

giddy fling into single life.

"Had we in any way conducted ourselves

in a manner to hint of hidden trouble be-

tween us ?" Suddenly, Bob relaxed and
grinned. "Of course, there was that time

we went to the mat over whether the

Mother Goose drapes in. the baby's nur-

sery should have a blue or yellow back-
ground. And then there was the nail polish

battle and the necktie feud. Far be it

from to me to hint these were not serious

affairs, but we had been in hopes they

hadn't leaked out.

"Ssh, Betty! . . . You're much too big to cry. Let's get Aunt Alice to tell us why a nice little

girl feels so weepy and cross all of a sudden."

"This little girl says she doesn't want to play, either, Mother. Perhaps it's constipation that's

making her so listless. I'd give her Fletcher's Castoria tonight."

"Oh, Aunt Alice!—I'm just fine today!—Yes, I had my Fletcher's Castoria last night—and

Mother says to tell you that she thinks it's simply wonderful!"

• "I'm so glad you're better, Betty, dear! You tell your Mother that

Fletcher's Castoria is made especially for children just like you. And it

hasn't a thing in it that would hurt your little baby brother, either. He'll love

the taste of it just as much as you do."

C£^0^^ CASTORIA
The children's laxative
• from babyhood to 11 years • ----

Fletcher's Castoria is especially helpful in cases of colic due to gas, diarrhea due to improper

diet, sour stomach, flatulence, acid stomach. And it's an effective first aid in treatment of colds.

News for Radio Fans!

—

"Roxy" and his gang will go on the air for Castoria starting September

loth. Listen in on this genial Master of Ceremonies and the liveliest, merriest gang offun and melody

makers that ever set the air waves dancing. Don't miss it! Saturdays, 8 to 8:4-5 P.M. Eastern Day-

light Time. Columbia Broadcasting System—coast-to-coast network.
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GOLDEN and
HENNA

SHAMPOOS

©Wash glorious color into your hair

—and have the loveliest of sham-

poos— all at the same time! That's

what these Nestle color shampoos
mean to you. Wonderfullyfine clean-

sers, made by Nestle formulas from

the purest ingredients, they add the

shimmer and sparkle of youth to

hair that is faded and tired-looking.

The Golden Shampoo for glorious

blond hair. The Henna Shampoo
gives entrancing highlights for all

darker shades of hair. Why permit

your hair to look drab and listless

when these dependable products

— 2 shampoos per package—will

give you the happiness of well

groomed hair. Use in connection with

ColoRinse to insure perfect results.

: THE NESTIE-IEMUR COMPANY
MAKERS Of QUALITY PRODUCTS

NEW YORK
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"Finally, when we both became con-

vinced that nothing we had said, done or

lived, could possibly account for this mess,

I came to the conclusion that these at-

tacks were not really aimed at my mar-
riage, but at me, as an individual.

"I want to explain that. When I made
up my mind I was going to maintain my
private life at any cost, I did not realize

how greatly this attitude would antagonize
certain people in Hollywood.

FOR five years, I have been hounded on
every side by reporters who would

give the 'inside' of my home life, who
wanted to interview my wife and write

'human interest' yarns. When I refused

these requests, and insisted on my rights

to a private life, the majority of writers
were swell about it. But there were a

certain few who deliberately misconstrued
this into : 'Montgomery is hiding his wife,

keeping her in the background so she won't
interfere with his feminine film audience.'

Others took offense at what was hinted to

be my 'arrogant independence' on this sub-
ject. Other stars permitted home life

interviews, where did Montgomery get
that stuff of refusing his for publicity?

"I am bad copy for interviews anyway. I

know that. With this current trend toward
'inside stuff,' I am probably the worst
copy in Hollywood. Writers insisted they
had to say something about me, and when
I had so little to say, these rumors, it ap-
pears, were the inevitable result. I wouldn't
let my wife talk? All right, I was sup-
pressing her, probably hiding a very un-
happy home life. I wouldn't seriously

launch into a denial of triangle trouble

between us? All right, I was fencing,

glibly covering up what was really going
on. And believe me, what was going on,

was supposed to be pretty darn zippy
stuff. My conscience was supposed to be
so guilty I couldn't make a serious denial

of anything, and so was resorting to a
feeble attempt to 'laugh it off.' This entire

to avoid people saying, 'She's tied to her
mother's apron strings.' She used to come
to the sets when we were making pictures

over at Astoria in New York, because
she enjoyed it so. She sat in those ter-

rible drafts and I believe they were the

cause of her getting tuberculosis. For
six months she did not leave her bed. I

was petrified. She is well now, and I

would not have her run the risk again.

"But to go back. You see, we are a
French family. My mother was raised

in France by a mother who said, 'At three
o'clock you must do this ; at four, that.'

She married my father at eighteen to get

away from it. She fell in love with him
after they were married.
"You know how children love beauty?

How everyone, but especially children,

adore it? My father, my brother, I—even
our relatives—bowed instinctively to my
mother. Her beauty was so great that she
was, without trying to be, the queen at

whose feet we worshipped. She was al-

ways the petted one of the entire family.

MOTHER was not strict with us, in

the usual sense of the word. But
by her beauty, her striking personality, she

became first to me. I have had exactly

two friends in my life. One in school

and one out here.

"I want you to thoroughly understand
that my mother was never a tyrant. For
example, this one friend I had in high

angle of 'trouble' between us is so pre-

posterously absurd I refuse to dignify it

with any kind of an explanation.

"As for the guilty conscience charge, I

am going to break down and admit that

both Betty and I have one. We have a

very guilty conscience that our silence

about our private life has lent it such
glamor and mystery. I am beginning to

think we should have a very guilty con-
science for the normalcy of the life we
lead. I almost said the quiet and unexcit-

ing life, but that is not true. A marriage
in which a child is involved can be the

most exciting adventure life has to offer.

"It is completely exciting for three

people to plan a present and a future to-

gether. In our case, the present, is Holly-
wood, my work, Betty's career as a wife
and mother, our circle of friends.

"Like the head of every family, whether
he is in the doctor, lawyer or acting busi-

ness, I want to secure our financial

future. We have worked out a routine

system of saving our money. One half of

my salary, I never see. It goes immediately
to New York banks where it is invested

in a trust fund. Half of the remaining
amount is used for current expenses, and
the rest is set aside for insurance, income
tax and investments I might want to make
out here. As for the other details on the

'inside' of my private life—what more is

there to say, other than we have lamb
chops, fried chicken, roast beef and sea-

sonable vegetables for dinner, occasionally

select a new piece of furniture for our
home, attend picture shows and what thea-

tres are available, and probably bore peo-
ple with the cute things that the baby
does.

"This is the simple, uninvolved secret

of the married life I have tried to keep

to myself because it is so unimportant to

the rest of the world, but is so wholly im-
portant to me. And I have found that I

cannot, without subjecting it to the most
involved and cruel rumors."

school. Her mother would not let her
smoke. She used to slip into our home,
close the bedroom door and light a ciga-

rette. One day my mother opened the door
and said, 'If you girls want to smoke, you
don't have to close the door.' Because she

did not forbid me to smoke, I have cared
very little about it.

"She was careful not to let me think

too much of myself. The other day, I

was visiting an acquaintance, one of the

few I have. Another woman was there,

who noticed the little girl of the house.

'Isn't she cute?' she asked. I watched
the child. She was taking it big. I thought

that very bad for the child and remem-
bered how my mother handled this situa-

tion. She said, 'People stop to look at

children who are very pretty or very ugly.

You are neither good-looking nor bad-
looking, so you are the kind that people

won't stop to look at at all.' It made me
completely unconscious of other people.

Except my mother.
"It is true, she did not raise me to be

married, as so many mothers do. Per-
haps there was some reason back of that.

We were not rich. It was always under-

stood I was to work when I had finished

high school. I wanted to be an artist.

Mother discouraged that. It took so much
money to become a good one and then there

were such small returns. But I was never

asked to wash dishes or to learn about

domestic things.

Mother's Girl

(Continued from page 33)
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"It has been printed so often how I hap-
pened to go on the stage. I will not re-

peat it. But you will remember it was
sheer accident. I do not believe I would
have gone through the work and trials

necessary to get a break on the stage.

In fact, I would never have thought of it.

And since there was simply no one in our
family who had been on the stage, mother
wouldn't have either.

"But when the chance came, mother en-
couraged it. Father opposed it. He had
an idea of the French stage in his mind,
of course, which is very different from
the American one. But mother got her
own way. She always did with father,

with all of us.

T HOPE you can understand. I cannot
1 remember ever talking back to my
mother. I have never said, 'I'm sorry.'

"There was only one time when I was
really frightened. That was when I mar-
ried Norman. No, we didn't exactly
elope. We were playing in a show to-

gether and slipped out and got married
without telling her. It was pretty bad.

I knew how she felt, I understood. She
had not raised me to marry, but I felt I

had the right and I knew that eventually

she would understand. It took about a
year, but today Norman likes her better

than he does me. Oh, yes, he does

!

"I have never thought one house big

enough for two families. There may be
exceptions. I do not know them. I cer-

tainly could not keep house for Norman.
I knew nothing about it. And Norman
had lived alone ever since he went to

Carnegie Tech at eighteen. There was
absolutely no opposition from him to my
continuing to live with my mother. I

think Norman really preferred it. But,

when I married, is the only time I have
ever been really frightened of my mother."
She paused, then smiled slowly. "Why,

even the pet stories in our family are

about my mother. My brother's is this

one. We always talked French at home.
I appreciate that now. When foreigners

come to this country, the parents usually

speak their broken English before the

children. That is bad because the young-
sters are learning correct English in the

schools. No word of English was allowed
in our home. My brother had reached that

age when boys learn to swear. He used
the word 'damn.' So my father told my
mother this was bad and mother told my
brother he must never use it again. The
next day, he stubbed his toe and said,

'Hell.' My French speaking mother, who
did not know what it meant said, 'Now,
that is all right, Charles. That is nice.

You say that when you feel like saying

the other, which is bad.'

"Yes, we are always telling stories about
mother. We don't always see through her,

of course. She is clever as well as beau-
tiful.

"The other night we went to see a
motion picture. I am very careful not to

make comments about any picture when
anyone is aiound us. As we came out,

there must have been at least ten people

staring at me. Someone asked me how I

liked the picture and before I could an-

swer, mother said, 'It's terrible.' I was so

embarrassed I didn't know what to do.

She said she didn't think, but I have a

sneaking feeling she said it quickly so

she could say it first. She was afraid /

was going to say it. You see, you can't

ever be sure about mother. She's never
sarcastic herself. I'm afraid I am. And
she'll say things, I knozv, to keep me from
saying them.

AND if that's a mother complex! You
see, mother doesn't trust many people.

She instilled that in me early. I know I

T± keep

my teeth

brilliantly

white for

only . . .

$
1 A YEAR!'

?KAY PRODUCTS CO,)
CHICAGO^. U S .A.

V

Actual Size

Ten Cents

HAVE found a marvelous toothpaste that costs only

0^ for a tube as big as the regular 2 5^ size—and it

lasts me more than a month !" You can have teeth so

white that they sparkle and save up to $5 a year by
merely asking for Kay Milk of Magnesia Toothpaste
at any Kresge store. It is the choice of hundreds of

thousands who want just the kind of tooth protection

that Kay Toothpaste gives.

Containing over 50% milk of magnesia, Kay Tooth-
paste fights the acid that is so ruinous to brilliant teeth.

Leading dental books agree that tooth decay begins
with acidity. Kay proves that a toothpaste need not be
expensive to keep teeth clean and sparkling. No tooth-

paste contains finer cleansing and polishing ingre-

dients, free from grit, than Kay.

If you have been waiting for cut-rate toothpaste
sales, you need wait no longer. Kay Toothpaste, in a

tube as large as the ordinary 25i size, is only 10^ at

any time in any Kresge store. You can also buy Kay
Toothpaste in a tube more than double the 10^ size

for only 20^. Ask for it by name ; identify it by the red,

white and black tube, and remember that Kay Tooth-
paste is for sale only in Kresge stores.
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"WE

GUARD

OUR FEET
as a concert pianist

guards his hands"

• Lycette Darsonval, Premiere Dan-
seuse of the Lifar Russian Ballet, won
the "Prize of Honor" at the Interna-

tional European Dance contest, as the

bestwomanclassicdancerofthe world.

• To a famous dancer, foot care is of

greatest importance. Not all foot troubles

can be removed with Blue-Jay. But most

of them are simply "corn troubles,"

ended in a jiffy with this safe, scientific

corn remover. Corn pain ends instantly.

In three days the corn is removed . Blue-Jay

is made by Bauer 6s? Black, surgical dress-

ing house.

25c at all druggists—special sizes for bunions and calluses.

RADIO PROGRAM I "The SingingStranger"—Broad-
way stars ! Tuesday and Friday afternoons NBC.

Blue-Jay Scientific Method
1. Soak foot ten minutes in hot water, wipe dry.

2. Apply Blue-Jay, centering pad directly over corn.

A is the B i£ B medication that gently undermines the
corn.

B is the felt pad that relieves pressure, stops pain at once.

C is the strip that holds the pad in place, prevents
slipping.

3. After 3 days the corn goes. Remove plaster, soak foot

ten minutes in hot water, lift out the corn.

BLUE-JAY
BAUER & BLACK'S SCIENTIFIC

CORN REM O V E R

• Free Booklet—contains helpful information for foot

sufferers. Also valuable exercises for foot health and

beauty. Address Bauer 6? Black, 2500 S. Dearborn Street,

Chicago. MS 10

Jiame

Address

City Stat*

© The Kendall Company
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could never trust any man as I do her.

I could never leave her.

"She's in Europe now. I simply made
her go, for her own good. Yes, I had
a letter from her saying she was lonely

for me and I wrote her that old cockney
story of the mother who took her kids to

the beach and when one cried, she slapped
him and said, 'I brought you here to en-
joy yourself. Now, for goodness sakes,

enjoy yourself!'"
Claudette paused for a very long mo-

ment. "I do think we are moulded by our
early lives. Our early homes stamp the
kind of people we are going to become.
But if a mother complex is living only
for your mother, I haven't one. I live for
myself and she lives for me. Of course,"
Claudette looked a bit wistful, "she will

always be the pretty one in our family
and that—well, that has a lot to do with
it."

Of course, to an American mind, Clau-
dette Colbert has a mother complex. To
us, a girl who would not leave her mother
for a home of her own is unusual. And
that is the great difficulty in Americans
judging the people who come to us from
other countries.

Right now, Marlene Dietrich is causing
a furore in Hollywood because we are
trying to judge her and her husband and
their home according to our standards.
He is escorting another woman ; she is

being escorted by Douglass Montgomery,
Brian Ahern and Joseph Von Sternberg.
An American husband and wife would
divorce in such a circumstance, but not

a continental European. They have a
child. Their home is as sacred as an in-

stitution. It is not just for love between
a man and a woman. That love is sec-

ondary to the love of children ;
"family"

is a unit of civilization rather than a unit

for one man and one woman.
Claudette Colbert is French. She is a

normal, wholesome, lovable girl, so at-

tractive that she makes that old, trite

expression "She takes your breath away"
fresh, again. To the French side of her,

this devotion to a beautiful mother, whose
beauty and personality she learned to wor-
ship in the cradle, is wholly usual.

She said, once, with that far-away look
at other fields which always seem a bit

greener in any language, "I have always
wanted to do something spectacular, to

make a sensation over night, like Kath-
arine Hepburn, for example. But I've

never done it. I just work hard and keep
thinking of my work. But I can't do
spectacular things like those women."
Never gossiped about. Even the reason

for that lies in this story of Claudette

and her mother. She has had only two
friends, beside her mother ; few acquaint-

ances. Her only confidante throughout life

has been her mother and mothers don't

whisper innuendoes against their daugh-
ters. Most friends, most acquaintances,

most husbands—do.

Whether we can quite understand or not,

this story of that great bond between these

women, explains all there is to explain

about Claudette Colbert, the woman and
the actress.

Bravo, Bravo, Grace Moore!

(Continued from page 34)

It was then that Grace Moore's fighting

blood rose. She decided that although she

was leaving without glory, she would re-

turn one day to claim it.

For four years Grace Moore carried a

thorn in her heart, the thorn of injustice.

She felt that Hollywood had taken some-
thing out of her, for which it had not

paid. And despite that during this period

she had been filling operatic and concert

engagements and radio contracts, the thorn

in her heart nettled. She couldn't forget

Hollywood.
It made her as restless as the sea, and

she laid all plans toward one end . . .

her return to Hollywood to demand pay-

ment of a debt. Not a financial debt, but

a moral and spiritual one. Well, it has

been paid.

That debt was wiped out one night a few
weeks ago, at the preview of Grace Moore's
latest musical picture, "One Night of

Love."
"One Night of Love" is the most im-

portant musical since "Be Mine Tonight,"

from an operatic standpoint. It is a suc-

cess for Miss Moore. And it is also a

feather in the cap of Columbia Pictures,

coming at the very hour when censors and

leading church dignitaries, and the public

in general, are arbitrarily demanding finer

films.

The enthusiasm which attended the pre-

view of "One Night of Love" has seldom

been equalled in Hollywood. It is unusual

for film audiences to burst into applause

over arias from the operas, "Madame But-

terfly," "Traviata," and "Carmen." But
they did on this occasion.

I TALKED to Miss Moore the day after

the showing. Harry Cohn of Columbia
Pictures had just taken up her option for

two more years, calling for two musicals

a season. Other producing companies also

had put in bids for her services. And
to add to the excitement, Harry Edington,
famed manager of stars, had also just

signed her under his management. She
was as excited as a school girl.

We retired to the spacious living-room
of her imposing home. I asked Grace
Moore why she had concerned herself so
deeply with a comeback on the screen.

The Metropolitan Opera is open to her
every season. So are the fields of concert,

radio and operetta. Furthermore, she has
money. So why should she have let

Hollywood get under her skin?

"I'll tell you why," Grace Moore ex-
plained with emphasis. "Because I am a

fighter to the last ditch on matters of

principle. And Hollywood had assumed a

great deal by bringing me out to its world
with all of the fanfare, and then letting me
down because two of my pictures didn't

make the money anticipated. I was new
in the game. I didn't know all of the ins

and outs. Yet I was expected to do the

miraculous by accomplishing everything

at once, achieve in one or two efforts what
most film stars accomplish only after many
years of work.

"It was unjust of the producers not to

give me a chance to show what I could

do. And I made up my mind because they

wouldn't, that one day Hollywood should

pay the toll of a moral obligation. I never

dreamed, however, that things would take

the wonderful turn they have. I am over-

joyed. And yet I feel that what happened
on the screen last night is the result of my
belief in myself.

"The exultation that I felt last night

was an experience that comes once in a

lifetime. And it was because I had suc-

ceeded, after four years of waiting, in

sustaining my integrity as an artist. I

proved to myself that Hollywood had not

destroyed my morale.
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T SHOULD like you to know that through
* this period I have not ever once felt

embittered. I merely wanted a chance to

redeem myself on the screen. I am a

worker and I always try to make good.
We can't always be successful, but at least

we can try hard to be.

"Nobody was really to blame for the

predicament in which I was four years

ago. If the system of making pictures

had permitted the studio heads to take

time to work things out with me, I am
sure matters would not have ended so

badly. However, if everything had been
straightened out before, perhaps I

wouldn't be here today. Fate does play

a big hand in working out our pattern of

destiny. It is possible that I wasn't ready
for the screen until now. Maybe I needed
the silent suffering."

It is a delight to the ear to listen to

Grace Moore talk. Her speaking voice

is as rich and vibrant as her singing

voice. She is a highly intelligent young-

woman, -and also intensely human. She
talks with animation and is simple, direct

and sincere. Nothing of the old-fashioned

prima donna about her. She is a link be-

tween past and present operatic tradition.

The prima donna with a modern inflec-

tion, who eats spinach instead of spa-

ghetti and has luscious high C's just the

same.
When I asked Miss Moore as to what

she would have done had her second at-

tempt at pictures been a dismal failure,

she replied, "I then would have resigned

myself to fate. I am a philosopher. I

would have felt that I gave everything

within my being to the fulfillment of a

purpose, and that there was nothing more
to do about it. At least, I would have
retreated fighting.

THERE is a little secret I should like

to tell you. It is another reason why
I have wanted to work in Hollywood, at

least part of the time. It is because of

my husband. We will soon celebrate our
third anniversary. Marriage has a deep
significance for me. I don't want any-
thing ever to disturb our happiness, if I

can avoid it.

"My husband, Valentin Parera, has a

contract to make Spanish versions of pic-

tures for Fox, and he is happy over his

work. He has stood by me so patiently

in the interests of my career, and he has

never once complained over sacrificing his

own.
"He is a popular star in Spain. Now he

has his opportunity in Hollywood, and I

think it is my turn to rejoice over his

success, as he has so long rejoiced over
mine. And I am willing to stand by, too,

if necessary."

I don't think Miss Moore will have to

stand by in any other sense except devo-

tion, because predictions point toward a

screen success for her. Always a radiant

figure on the stage, she is now also a

lovely presence on the screen. She has
reduced her figure to meet the demands of

pictures, and has worked in her usual

thorough manner toward a deeper under-
standing of the medium.

In her picture triumph, "One Night of

Love," the high-brow sting of grand opera

was entirely removed. Grace Moore suc-

ceeded in doing what she always has

wanted to do. She humanized operatic

excerpts, and transformed them into gems
of melodic and dramatic beauty, under-
standable and appealing to everyone.

Grace Moore's conquest of Hollywood
has been complete. The battle that she

has fought and won is as dramatic as any
story that has ever been filmed. And we
are the gainers because of her victory. We
need only to listen to her warm, lovely

voice to be convinced of that.

THEY JUST USE A PINCH OF THIS AND A PINCH
OF THAT, BUT THE RESULTS ARE ALWAYS

PERFECT

Will Rogers found an opportunity recently to get some
real southern recipes from Hattie McDaniel, and Hattie

proved to be "some cook" as well as an actress. Study

her menus and recipes in this month's Modern Hostess

Department and have a real Southern Dinner some-

time soon. Dishes which are seldom to be seen in

recipe books are explained. Will Rogers thought they

were grand—so will you.

MODERN HOSTESS DEPARTMENT, every monfh in

MODERN SCREEN
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The Test of a Lady
(Continued from page 51)

m

MAE WEST'S
FAN MAIL!

Would you like to read Mae West's

fan mail? Well, you can read ail

her mash notes, amusing marriage

proposals, notes from kids and
plantation owners in South America.

You'll find them in the November
issue of MODERN SCREEN.

LITTLE
AMERICAN
PRINCESS

Want to know more about one of

the sweetest little gals on the screen

today—Anita Louise? See our

next issue.

DO CO-STARS
FALL FOR EACH

OTHER?
That's a question everyone asks

at some time or other. Do the

players in the co-starring teams

actually get a "case" on each

other? Why are those love scenes

so convincing and those pictured

tender moments so sincere? There

are reasons—lots of 'em — and
you'll learn them in the November

issue of MODERN SCREEN.
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through, I tell you. I can't do it ! I quit!'

And she started sobbing.
"I've seen temperament around the the-

atre and I've seen fire, but I have never
seen a performance to equal that girl's that

afternoon. I went up to her and said,

'Quit worrying. You're swell. You're in!'

The rest is stage history."

Mae rarely speaks of her any more, but
once when I said Stanwyck had never
really moved me until I saw her in "Baby
Face," Mae regarded me incredulously.

NEVER moved you !" she echoed. "Did
you see her in 'Burlesque' ? I was

out front nearly every night and I never
got through marveling at her performance.
There was one scene after she divorced
the hoofer—the man she loved—because he
was a drunken bum. She was about to

marry a butter-and-egg man. The hoofer
drifted into her apartment when she hadn't
seen him in months. They had had a scene
in their act when they were together where
they jazzed up the wedding march. He
started doing that scene. Everybody in

the place thought it was a gag and joined
in. Suddenly Barbara began beating her
hands on the piano and screaming, 'Stop
it ! Stop it, I tell you !' I have never
heard one person get as many vibrations

into her voice as Barbara got into hers
then. It was like a symphony chorus in

the Hollywood Bowl instead of just one
person speaking.

"I tell you," Mae went on, "pictures have
only scratched Barbara's surface. If she
ever lets go and gives herself to pictures

as I know her, she'll be the biggest star

on the screen. Her personality is as domi-
nant, as vital, as Mae West's or Garbo's.
Oh, go on and laugh," she said, "but you
don't know her."

"Well, anyhow," I returned, "you don't

have to get excited. She never will let

go to that extent, because she's a lady
now."

"She's always been a lady," Mae snapped.
"Oh, yes, I know I once told you that

in New York we were good girls, but we
weren't ladies. I didn't mean it the way

you took it. I meant that we were harum-
scarum kids, madcaps who did crazy
things, but I've never known Barbara to

do an unrefined thing."

Still another picture of Stanwyck flashed

across my mind. A few years ago a friend

of mine took me over to their home one
evening.

We were there about four hours. Be-
yond saying "How do you do?" when we
were introduced, Barbara never opened her
mouth the entire evening except once. That
was when Frank Fay paused to say, "Tell

them what you said to those women in

the theatre the other evening, Red."
"Why," said Barbara, "these two dames

behind us kept gabbing so I couldn't hear

the dialogue on the screen. I turned around
and glared at them a couple of times, but

it didn't do any good. When they had
driven me almost nuts, I finally said, 'For

pete's sake ! Will you two dames keep
your traps closed?'"

THAT remark was one of the most
characteristic things Barbara has ever

said. It is more indicative of her char-

acter than anything else I could think of.

Everyone I've ever spoken to who "knew
her when" says she was the most forth-

right, outspoken person in their acquaint-

ance.

But that was the Barbara of four years
ago. Today she is a lady. More aloof

than Garbo, she goes nowhere, sees no one.

At least, that's what Hollywood thinks.

But recently the following appeared in

Walter Winchell's column

:

"Frank Fay and his wife, Barbara Stan-

wyck, were never much for uppity doings.

They have never forgotten the miseries

of being poor. At their new mansion in

Brentwood these nights they are sur-

rounded by friends who 'knew them when'
—all of whom are invited to enjoy the

Japanese Gardens, the swimming pool and
the other trimmings. These friends are

not the swanky sort (the swanky set is

snubbed). The friends invited are those

who haven't had such sugary_ luck and
who are going through the heartaches.

Chester Morris and Binnie Barnes. Universal's English importation, between scenes
on the "Gift of Gab" set. Binnie still clings to the English "tea" custom.
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Barbara is like that."

When I commented on it to Barbara she

merely said, "Wasn't that nice of Win-
chell? You could have knocked me over

with a feather, I was so surprised. I said

to Frank, 'Honey, have we some Japanese

Gardens hidden about the place?'"

"People," I remarked, "who know you

comment on the changes that have taken

place in you since you came out here. I

don't mean 'changes' in the sense of be-

coming high-hat or ritzy, but fundamental

changes. What has caused them?"
"What kind of changes?" she asked di-

rectly. ,

"Well, you're so much more subdued

than formerly."
Barbara thought it over a moment. "I

don't know. Oh, I suppose when you're

successful out here you have so many more
responsibilities and worries than when
you're successful on the stage.

_
I worry

day and night over stories. Right now
I'm in the doghouse at the studio because

I turned down several stories they wanted

me to do which I didn't feel were right

for me.
"Then they wanted me to do 'British

Agent' with Leslie Howard. I'd read the

book twice, because I found it so ab-

sorbing, but it's a man's story. Howard
was made to order for the part, but I

turned it down because I saw no reason

why I should play second fiddle to anyone.

I've worked too hard- to get to the top

to give up top billing for no good reason.

I don't mean the actual billing, because

that is unimportant. I mean the top spot

in the picture. In a few years, I suppose,

I'll have to resign myself to leads and

supporting parts—we all come to that even-

tually—but I don't feel I've reached that

point yet.

IN New York you simply wait until a

manager sends for you. He hands

you a script and you read it. If you like

the part, you play it. If you don't like

it, you turn it down. There isn't this con-

stant battle for suitable vehicles."

"Yes," I agreed, "that might explain

something of the change in you, but it

isn't all. In New York I used to see

you almost every day at The Tavern for

lunch. I never see you anywhere here."

Barbara smiled. "The life is different

out here. In New York I lived in a hotel

room. I had to get out. You can't spend

your life there. Out here, I have a home
with grounds around it. I'm contented

and happy here. There's no reason for

going out."

"In New York," I persisted, 'you were

a happy-go-lucky, scatter-brained kid, al-

ways ready for anything. But you're not

like that today."

"I'm older now. Do people at thirty

conduct themselves in the same way they

do at twenty? Mark down any change in

that direction to the sobering influence of

age."
Barbara in a short-sleeved, yellow flannel

sports dress, her reddish hair held back

by a band of white baby ribbon, looked

a youthful eighteen.

"Another thing," she went on, "the older

you grow the more you know of life's

miseries and heartaches. The only thing

that seems really important is to do what

you can to make things a little easier for

those who are having tough sledding. You
don't feel like kicking up your heels and

going skylarking around when maybe that

same day you've run across an old pal

with paper in the bottom of her shoes in-

stead of leather. Or when you've seen

a friend who used to be a top-notcher look-

ing so emaciated you hardly recognize him

and know it's because he isn't eating regu-

larly."

Service wrote a poem once. It was all

...LET THE
WITHERED

MAN WITH THE
ARM WARN YOU

chew delicious Dentyne often

For ten years the Indian fakir held bis arm mo-

tionless, pointing toward Mecca. Now, through

lack of exercise, his arm is withered . . . useless.

The mouth, too, needs exercise—
regular vigorous chewing to make
it work normally ... to help keep

the mouth and gums healthy . . .

to keep the teeth clean and sound.

Dentyne, a special gum with an ex-

tra firmness, supplies the vigorous

chewing we all need ... in a pleas-

ant way. Everyone in the family

should chew Dentyne often ... It

helps improve the mouth structure

and strengthens the mouth muscles.

Many people chew Dentyne for

mouth health, but even more chew
it because of its spicy, delightful

flavor. From the very first savory

taste you will rejoice at having

found so good a chewing gum.
You'll enjoy its satisfying firmness

— its smooth texture. Try Dentyne

today and keep on chewing it for

health and for pleasure.

Chew delicious

KEEPS THE MOUTH HEALTHY . KEEPS TEETH WHITE ¥/
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STOPS
PAINFUL

SHOE
PRESSURE

PREVENTS SORE TOES AND BLISTERS
This great gift of science—Dr. Scholl's

Zino-pads—no wonder it has the largest

sale of any foot remedy in the world! It

relieves painful corns, callouses, bunions
or tender toes in one minute; ends the
cause by protecting the sore spot; soothes
and heals; lifts nagging pressure off the
nerves; eases new or tight shoes and pre-
vents blisters and abrasions.

REMOVES CORNS
and CALLOUSES

With Dr. Scholl's Zino-

Sads you get separate
ledicated Disks for

quickly removing corns
or callouses. A few ap-
plications of this
double-acting treat-
men t and the hard,dead
skin will be loosened
for easy, safe removal.
Avoid caustic liquids

or plasters— they can
easily cause serious acid burn.
Don't cut your corns or cal-

louses and risk blood-poison-

ing. Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are

safe and sure. Sizes for corns,

callouses, bunions and corns
between toes. Sold everywhere.
Get a box today. Callouses

DrScholls
Zino-pads
Put one on—tfic" pain is gonet

HAVE YOU OTHER FOOT TROUBLES?
Dr. Scholl has perfected a Foot Comfort Rem-
edy or Appliance for every foot trouble

—

assuring quick, safe relief. Ask your dealer.

Write for valuable booklet on FOOT CARE to

Dr. Scholl's, 232 West Schiller St., Chicago. s

flOf FACTORY
PRICES/

Send for FREE Catalog

Over 850,000
Satisfied Users

34 Years In Business
Write for FREE Catalog

Over 200 Styles and Sizes of
Stoves, Ranges, Furnaces—174

ranges, 12 heating stoves,
22 furnaces. More Bar-
gains than in 20 Big Stores.
New styles, new features,
new colors. Cash or easy
terms. Year to Pay—30
days free trial—360 days
approval test—$100,000
Bank Bond Guarantee

—

24-hour shipments.
The Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mfrs.

405 Rochester Av., Kalamazoo, Mich.

AKalamazQG
ussSf* Direct toYou"

about a junior god who became bored
with bejng god-like. So he came down
to earth and wallowed in a pig pen with
some hogs. When he had had enough of
that, he washed himself off and went back
to heaven. It ends

:

"The junior god now heads the roll

In the list of heaven's peers.

He sits in the house of high control
And regulates the spheres.

Yet, does he wonder, do you suppose,
If, even in gods divine,

The best and wisest may not be those

Who have wallowed awhile with the
swine?"

I don't mean to imply that Barbara ever
wallowed with swine. What I'm trying to

intimate in my blundering way is this

:

Ladies are born—not made. And it is be-
cause she has been through the mill, be-
cause of her madcap, harum-scarum pranks
in the days when she was on the way
up, because of her forthrightness and
honesty, because she knows and appreciates,

how the other half of the world lives

—

that she is today, unconsciously, perhaps,

a lady.

Nobody Loves a Clown
(Continued from page 35)

ahead, it's the truth. I'm an actor be-

cause I am this way. I'm an actor be-

cause I can't help myself. I couldn't be
anything else. Some folks say I should
be analyzed and then I'd be happier. But
I don't want to know what's the matter
with me. It might be worse than I think

it is. And I don't mind being unhappy.
It's my natural state and I'm kind of used
to it.

"I wanted to do drama on the stage, of

course. I did, at first. I never thought of

being a comic. When I went to Dramatic
School in New York, though, the director

kept putting me in comedies. I told him
I wanted to be dramatic. He said, 'Have
you ever looked at that face of yours in

the mirror?' I had but I'd thought it was
a kind of sad face.

"You wanted to know about my love life.

Seems kind of funny that no one has ever

asked me about that before, because I am
awfully susceptible.

MY love life began when I was about
fourteen. There was a little girl in

my class in high school. I fell in love with
her. That was when I first knew that

love isn't a happy thing ; it's sad ; it hurts.

I didn't think of anything but her. Her
face papered the walls of my room at home
there in Cedartown, Georgia. She once
sent me a comic valentine. It looked ex-

actly like me and I didn't know that it

was comic. I thought she had sent me a

picture of myself because she was sort

of thinking about me. But she didn't pay
much attention to me and I figured that if

I could be some sort of a hero, she would.

So I went in for track and tried for the

hundred-yard dash. It's the first and last

time in my life I've ever been athletic. But
I had long legs and I won the race. They
presented me with a medal and I looked
over at Patty because for her to see me was
the only medal I wanted. She was holding

hands with another boy. She didn't even
know I'd won the race. I threw the medal
away. And I decided that it would never

do me any good to be heroic because no
matter what I did the girls would be look-

ing the other way—the Clark Gable way.
"I was playing in 'Fata Morgana' in New

York, starring the late Emily Stevens, and
I fell in love with her. There wasn't any-
thing funny about that. I was actually in

love with her. She was older than I, but

that didn't matter. I was glad the years

were there because that gave me hope.

I had, at least, youth to offer. I simply
worshipped her. She was the very first

woman to arouse sex in me. I was on
fire. I was burning. Not only imagina-
tively but actually. I felt so ill that I went
to some doctors and they told me that I

was running a continuous temperature by
actual thermometer count. The doctors

thought I had malaria, but I knew I had
a deeper malady.

"I was only in the first act of 'Fata

Morgana,' but every night for the months
of the run of that play I stood in the wings
and watched the second and third acts,

watched her. I used to write her poems
and notes and I spent all my money on her,

sending her flowers and books. I would
have died for her if she had asked me
to, gladly. It was love. I can't look back
at it, even now, and laugh as some men
can when they think of their early love
affairs.

"So, for awhile I was in a sort of hell-

ish heaven. I deluded myself into believ-

ing that anything was possible. She was
playing the part of an older woman, se-

ducing a young boy. I took heart from
that. She was an older woman and I

was a young boy. She was always nice

to me, never laughed at me, and paid me
compliments and things. And then one
day I overheard someone say, 'Emily is

always so kind to the goofy boys who fall

in love with her.' And I realized, sudden-
ly, that that was what it was ; that was
all it was—she was being kind to me ! You
know it's funny, isn't it, but kindness can
break a heart like mine easier than cruelty

can. I figure that women are cruel only

to their equals. After awhile the wound
healed. She's dead now. But my love for

her isn't dead. It lives, a little separate

life of its own, in my memory. I shall

never forget her.

MY next love affair was when I was
with the 'Garrick Gaieties.' I fell

in love with one of the girls in the chorus.

That was the one time in my life when
I went around with boys and girls of my
own age. I'd had a big success in the first

edition of the 'Gaieties' and I felt sort

of confident. Anyway, I fell in love with
Angela and I thought she was in love

with me. She didn't say very much about

it, but neither did I. But she let me kiss

her and she went everywhere with me.
"One night we were out with another

boy and girl from the 'Gaieties' and they

said they were going up to Greenwich
on the next Sunday to get married. They
kind of laughed and asked us why he

didn't come along, too. I remember how
my heart seemed to jump up and down in

my breast. That night taking her home, I

swallowed about ten times and I asked
her if she would. She said 'Would what?'
I said 'Well, sort of marry me, you know.'

She began to cry. At first I didn't know,
then I felt like an icy hand had me around
the heart and was strangling it. I knew
that she was being sorry for me. I knew
that as a lover I was ridiculous to her. I

just sat there in the taxi, sort of slunk

down and I felt like a dead man who knows
he is dead. I'm older now and I know
more and I get to thinking that maybe it

was maternal, the way she felt, and they

say that women are supposed to feel ma-
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ternal toward the men they love. If I'd

had more experience I would have known
what to do, or what to say. But I can't

bear pity. I'm afraid of being hurt and
pity hurts me worse than anything be-

cause, maybe, I deserve it.

"After that I had a pretty bad time of

it. I guess I got too confident in that

first 'Gaieties.' I got self-conscious. Any-
way, when the next edition was put on,

I couldn't do a thing. The critics all

wrote 'What's the matter with Holloway?'
I left the show after a little and I just took
jobs anywhere, singing in beer parlors, in

Passaic, New Jersey, for school entertain-

ments, anything I could get. After awhile
I played in another play, and I fell in

love with one of the girls in the cast. I

always fall in love with actresses. Isn't

that funny?

THIS time it was more serious than any-
thing had ever been because this time

it was mutual and I knew it and she knew
it and she said so. We went together for

a long time ; we were still going together

when I made my first picture 'Casey at

the Bat.' I told my mother about Peggy
and our plans.

"One night, after I'd been in pictures

for awhile and was back in New York
visiting, we were riding together in Cen-
tral Park. I decided that the thing for

me to do was to set a date and get mar-
ried. I said to her, 'Peggy, will you marry
me?' I guess my voice broke a little. I

don't know how it happened, that horrible

thing, or why, but—she laughed ! She
broke out into uncontrollable laughter. It

was torture. It was a kind of death. Oh,

it was horrible.

"To be cried over by a girl had broken

my heart, but this, this broke my heart

and my pride.

"I didn't wait for her to come out of it.

I just stopped the cab and ran. I guess I

kind of knew that I wasn't only running

away from Peggy, I was also running

away from love.

"She called me late that night and she

kept on calling me for days after that.

She tried to see me. I wouldn't see her.

That laughter of hers had frozen something
in me that hasn't thawed out yet—it never

will.

"I think that taught me that I belong

to comedy. I'll never get away from it.

I'll never get away from it on the screen

and I'll never get away from it in life.

No one will ever be able to take me ser-

iously, romantically, because I am as I

am on the screen. And even when I try,

even when I play another role, when I

played in 'Hell Below' and did that death

scene in the submarine, I died ten deaths

at the preview waiting for people to laugh,

fearing they would laugh before I could

get into the scene. They didn't but—oh,

they might have.

"Well, so, I haven't had any crushes

since. I haven't any now. I go about a

little with Patricia Ellis. I've known her

ever since she was a little kid, back east.

I'm crazy about her, but not 'that way.'

I hate anything that is obvious. Love is

obvious. It exposes your heart. It gives

people a chance to get near you, to hurt

you. I'm safer when I'm alone, loveless

and alone.''

Don't fail your fa-

vorite stars now
—when they need
your support!

Horrible

but

True/

A Blackhead is

Dirt that is 3 and
4 Months Old!

Is your skin guilty of "dirty underclothes"?

In other words, dirty underneath? You may
not know it, but Blackheads, Whiteheads,
Enlarged Pores and Muddy and Sallow Skin,

are signs of concealed dirt.

Yes—shrink as you will— a blackhead is

dirt that is three and four months old!

You may be the most fastidious woman in

the world and still have blackheads. Why? Not
through any carelessness on your part, but
simply because you're an innocent victim of
inadequate cleansing methods. You think you
are reaching the dirt in your skin, but you are

not. You are only reaching the outer and not

the under layer of dirt.

Make This Test!

If you want to see how a real face cream works,
make this test

First, cleanse your skin as you now do it.

If you use soap and water, use plenty of it.

If you use cream, use three or four applica-

tions. Keep cleaning your skin until you think

it absolutely immaculate.

Now, take Lady Esther Face Cream and clean

it. Just smooth or pat on the cream and leave

it there a few minutes. Now take a clean cloth

or tissue and wipe off the cream. Look at the

cloth! That skin you thought absolutely clean

has left it streaked and smudged.

It Reaches Pore-deep Dirt

Ordinary face creams stop at the top layer

of dirt Lady Esther Face Cream penetrates

to the bottom of the pores and dissolves the

underneath layer of dirt. It gives your
skin a complete pore-deep cleansing. Lady
Esther Face Cream reaches the bottom of

your pores because it is a unique, readily

liquefying cream. It melts the instant it

touches the skin. Thus, without the neces-

sity ofbeing rubbed in and without stretching

the pores, it penetrates the little openings all

the way to their depths. There it dissolves

the accumulated dirt and grime and floats

it to the surface where it is easily wiped off.

When you get through cleansing your skin with
Lady Esther Face Cream, youKNOW it is clean

because your cloth will show no sign of soil.

Also Lubricates the Skin

As Lady Esther Face Cream cleans your skin,

it also lubricates it. It resupplies it with a fine

oil that ends dryness and keeps your skin soft,

smooth and supple.

There is no face cream you ever tried that

is at once so thoroughly cleansing and deli-

cately lubricating as Lady Esther Face Cream.
One trial will show you an amazing difference

in your skin.

At My Expense!

Write today for the

liberal 7-day trial

tube I offer and
see for yourself
how thoroughly
clean and how ex-

quisitely soft Lady
Esther Face Cream
leaves your skin.

There is no cost
for this 7-day tube.

Your name and ad-

dress on the cou-

pon below or on
a penny postcard
bring it to you free

and postpaid.

Pass your fingertips all over

your face. Does your skin

feel satin smooth? Or do
you feel little bumps? If

you do, then be sure your

skin is suffering from "dirty

underciothes."

FREE
(7)

|
'(You can paste this on a penny postcard)

LADY ESTHER
2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

Please send me by return mail your 7-day

tube ofLadyEstherFour-PurposeFaceCream.

Name

Address

City State
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Thousands of discrim-

inating women have
felt this way about
LANDER talcs for

years. You will, too,

when you've tried one
can of your favorite

odor. Choose from

Sweet Gardenia, Sweet
Pea, Lavender, Carna-
tion, Sweet Jasmine
. . . and our copyrighted
blend of Lilacs and
Roses. THE LARG-
EST CANS OF
QUALITY TALC AT
10c ... as well as the

BEST. Why should the

richest heiress in the

world pay more! ! I

Don't just ask for Lander Talc—DEMAND it!

LANDER
NEW YORK MEMPHIS BINGHAMTON

the PURE KNITTED COPPER

CHORE GIRL
IHSTANTLY CLEANS POTSWlPPANS

"Brightens them in a Jiffy!"
"w^Wr "~ Patentedparallel outer layers provide—
"Double the Wear, where the Wear comes"

Brush Away

GRAY
HAIR
and Look IO
Years Younger

Now you can really look years younger and retain

your youthful charm and appearance. With a small
brush and BROWNATONE, you just tint those
streaks or patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous

shades of blonde, brown, or black.
Over twenty-two years success. Don't experiment.

BROWNATONE is guaranteed harmless for tinting

gray hair—active coloring agent is of vegetable origin.

Easily and quickly applied—at home. Cannot affect

waving of hair. BROWNATONE is economical and
lasting—it will not wash out. No waiting. No dis-

appointments. Just brush or comb it in. Easy to prove
by applying a little of this famous tint to a lock of

hair. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown" and "Dark
Brown to Black"—cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and toilet

counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

Three Deadly Dangers

(Continued from page 45)

An automobile accident cast a curious
blight upon Greta Garbo when she first

came to Hollywood. One of her dearest
friends, Einar Hansen, a young man whose
life was wrapped in her earliest successes

(he was her leading man in several for-

eign-made pictures) arrived in Hollywood
shortly after she did. In Sweden he had
been a sane and sober driver. It took
him but a few weeks to catch the spirit

of Hollywood speed. One night at a party

he asked to be allowed to drive Garbo
home. She wanted to stay a little longer

and did not go with him. Three hours
later she had a telephone call asking her
to come to the hospital where Einar Han-
sen lay dying.

He had taken a curve too fast, his car

had capsized. When he was found his

faithful dog was guarding his body, but

guarding it with such intensity that no one
dared go near Hansen. When the dog
was at last lured away, it was' too late.

Just the merest chance saved Garbo from
being in that car, saved her from the same
fate that Einar Hansen met.

Mae Clarke, who has been through
enough vicissitudes to discourage a hun-
dred girls with less courage and ambition,
was ready to start work on a new pic-

ture. The night before the first scene was
to be shot she celebrated by going to a

party. On the way home there was an
accident. Mae was rushed to the hospital,

had innumerable stitches taken in her face
and her chin actually wired into place. As
she lay in bed she read of the other girl

—Sally Eilers—who was given the role

she was to play.

Yes, speeding, stepping on the gas, eat-

ing up the roads, get there last, live life

fast—is one of Hollywood's greatest dan-
gers. Both physically and psychologically
it has nipped many a promising career in

the bud.
But there is more to the speed menace

than actual fast driving. Before her auto-
mobile accident, Mae Clarke had wrecked
her nerves and been forced to remain in a
sanitarium for months because she was
so eager to make as many pictures as she
could, as fast as she could, while there
was yet time.

T BELIEVE that the people of Holly-
* wood are the most nervous in the world.
That is because everything is geared high,

the feeling on every set is one of hurry.
It is impossible to figure accurately, since

some sets are large and some are small,

some use a number of extras and others
just one or two, but it is not an exag-
geration to say that every minute wasted
costs the studio around $300. The execu-
tives, whose duty it is to keep down pro-
duction costs, imbue all their workers with
the idea of the necessity for speed.

And look at the list of those who have
collapsed under the strain.

Clark Gable, when his fame began to

soar, was rushed from one picture to an-

other. "This boy is great," they said.

"He's a sensation, but sensations often

don't last long. So we'll put him into as

many pictures as possible before the public

grows tired of him."

For over a year—after waiting for so

long for success to come—Clark Gable

was given no more than a week or ten

days between pictures. Almost every day
he was at the studio, the high-tension,

high-speed studio. He is a strong, hardy
man, but he collapsed. He could not stand

up under that terrific speed. Although few

people knew it, there was a time during
that illness when doctors shook their heads
and wondered if Clark could make the

physical comeback.
If a man as strong as Clark Gable can-

not stand the strain, imagine how little it

can be stood by frail girls whose desire

for slim figures (desire born of necessity

since plump leading women remain job-
less) prompt them to go on foolish diets.

God knows, plenty of nourishment is need-
ed to keep up to Hollywood's speed. Yet
half the girls of Hollywood diet so strenu-

ously that their bodies are under nourished.

Tuberculosis and anemia are two of the

menacing dangers of Hollywood. Mabel
Normand, Barbara La Marr and Reriee

Adoree died of tuberculosis. Lila Lee went
to a sanitarium in time to save herself.

Lilyan Tashman died of a stomach dis-

order brought on, primarily, by nerves.

Greta Garbo has had anemia. A couple

of years ago when Joan Crawford was be-
ing shoved from one picture to another
with no time between to rest her nerves,

she almost succumbed to a stomach dis-

order—a prolonged case of intestinal flu

from which only the most careful of diets

rescued her.

ALTHOUGH few people knew it,

Norma Shearer was not well during

the making of "Riptide," but she knew
that since she had been off the screen for

over a year, she could not allow herself

the luxury of a real illness and must step

immediately into another picture. She
kept going on her nerve until "Riptide"

was finished.

Of the mental dangers, bitterness is, I

believe, the greatest of them all. Bitter-

ness sweeps from the lowest to the high-

est in Hollywood. It is an insidious can-

cer that eats into their hearts.

The extra girls are bitter because they

envy the stars. The stars are bitter be-

cause, in fighting upwards, they have seen

how cruel Hollywood can be.

Only recently has Joan Crawford over-

come bitterness. She was made bitter by

the incessant gossip which surrounded her,

by the constant criticism of her every ges-

ture, by the questioning of her enemies.

She has overcome that bitterness by weed-
ing out her false from her real friends,

by giving herself in her warm fashion to

those real friends and by laughing off

what false friends say.

Bette Davis still has this task to accom-
plish. Hollywood has made her tremen-

dously bitter. And why shouldn't she be?

When she first arrived from a successful

stage career, she was thought to be dowdy
and homely and given only secondary

character roles. However, just when she

was packing her trunk to return to New
York, her break came in a George Arliss

picture. She changed her type. She
clicked and Hollywood began to fawn upon

her, because she was a success. But very

shortly Hollywood's fawning changed to

envy. She was criticized harshly. She

drew into her hard shell and stayed there.

She must, if she is to save herself, acquire

Joan Crawford's philosophic attitude.

YOU have only to look at the faces of

the greatest screen stars to see bitter-

ness written upon them. Constance Ben-

nett, Katharine Hepburn, Marlene Die-

trich, Garbo, Jean Harlow—need I go

on?
And there is a definite reason why each

one of these women has grown cynical,
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a reason caused by the highly competitive
business and social system of Hollywood,
which constitutes one of the great and
menacing dangers of the town.

Offshoots of these dangers grow into

other things. In an attempt to release tired

nerves, to slow down the pace, to forget
the causes of cynicism, Hollywood all too
often turns to the best known means of
forgetfulness. It would be cruel for me to

tell you how many careers have been ruined

by excess drinking. Drinking is an escape,

a release—and there is so much in Holly-
wood from which to escape.

The danger of racketeers you knozv.

This is a menace in any town where there

is wealth. The picture people suffer

greatly trom racketeers. Kidnapping
threats keep them in a constant turmoil.

I'll wager that Marlene Dietrich will never
recover from the shock and the constant
fear which began that dreadful night when
she received the first extortionist note
threatening her beloved daughter, Maria.
Half the stars of Hollywood employ

bodyguards to protect them and their

families. Every Hollywood home has its

night watchman to guard the house from
thieves. Wealth has its compensations,
I'll grant. It also has its trials.

Perhaps you have wondered why I have
not mentioned the danger of a girl losing

Jier virtue when she seeks a film career.

/I want to discuss that frankly. I have
not included it because it is not one of

the Hollywood menaces. The men able

to hand out jobs in the picture business

are so beset by girls offering them their

virtue that they have become bored and
do not think the trade of virtue for a job
is a fair one. As a matter of fact, it is

the other way 'round. The men of Holly-
wood are in much greater danger from
foolish girls who think their tawdry gift

has a marketable value and, if you will

look at your newspapers, you will see

how many important film directors and ex-
ecutives have been the victims of stupid

breach-of-promise suits from ambitious
young women.
No, Hollywood does not force your vir-

tue away from you. Hollywood is not in-

terested in your virtue. The town is too

wise and sophisticated. If you came to

Hollywood, there would be no menace on
that score. You would, instead, have to

fight the threat of shattered nerves, dis-

ease, speed, racketeering and bitterness.

For these are the real dangers of Holly-
wood !

A Dick Powell
Movie You'll
Never See

(Continued from page 47)

the studio staff plugging for his picture.

"Mary Brian will help you," advised a

cameraman.
"Gee, I wouldn't dare ask her. She

hardly knows me."
"No—well, she's as strong for you as

you are for her, and you've been making
calf-eyes at her ever since you came on

the set."

And so, Mary was cast for the first

part.

"Frank McHugh's from Pittsburgh and
he'll play ball with you," informed one of

the publicity men a day or two later.

"Roy Del Ruth is a good sport," an-

nounced another, "and maybe he will direct

it for you."

"Good grief, don't ask him," pleaded
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Dick, growing a little afraid of his big
idea.

"And Lee Tracy's a swell guy, always
ready to give somebody a boost. Get him
in there, boy, and you'll have the old folks

back home groggy."
"But, golly, I haven't any plot for a

picture," worried Dick.
"Go over and put it up to George Bill-

son in the short subject department. He'll

help you write a story, and you can gag
it up."

And so, before Dick Powell knew what
had happened, his colossal, all-star, indi-

vidual production was "in preparation."
As co-author he went into a huddle with

Billson.

"Here's the gag," abruptly announced
that individual. "You're leaving Holly-
wood to go back to Pittsburgh, and you
want to say goodby to your sweetheart.
But just as you kiss her—

"

"Kiss who?" asked Dick, a little ner-
vously.

"Your sweetheart—Mary Brian."
"But, gosh, I couldn't kiss her. If it

was somebody else, I guess I could, but
gee, not Mary Brian."

"Don't kid me, that's • your percentage.
I'm blind and deaf and never ask any
questions—but don't kid me."

AND so Dick was to kiss Mary Brian.
That is, he was to start to kiss her

—and then the plot would thicken—with
Lee Tracy, Frank McHugh and Allen
Jenkins frustrating Richard's romantic en-
deavors.

Between Lee talking himself in and poor

Dick out, and Frank McHugh bemoaning
his misspent youth in Schenley Park (the
"old Ox Row" of Pittsburgh,) Powell's
movie promised plenty of action.

By the time the last shots of "Blessed
Event" were taken, Dick's masterpiece,
"From Hollywood to Pittsburgh," was
ready to go into production.
So the whole company came back again

after supper and Roy Del Ruth started di-

recting his most exclusive picture. When
the last shot, with Dick and Mary parting

at the door with a long, lingering kiss,

was taken, he ordered four re-takes "just

to give the kid a break."
Apparently it was the break Dick needed.

When the company left the studio late that

night, Dick took Mary out for a late

snack for the first time.

They have had many dates since.

And while on location at West Point, dur-
ing the making of "Flirtation Walk," Dick
was a regular visitor to New York to see

Mary. Rumor persists that these two
are headed for the altar.

"When I got back to Pittsburgh after

making my picture," says Dick, "they
built a door on the stage, just like the
one where Mary gave me the biggest

thrill I've ever had in pictures.

"We would run 'From Hollywood to

Pittsburgh,' and then, when the curtain

went up, I'd step out through that door and
start my chatter."

And where is the single print of that

picture now? Locked up in Hollywood,
where Dick occasionally shows it to his

friends—with the proud claim that it's the
biggest little picture in captivity.

She Won t Put On An Act

{Continued from page 43)

roadway after Hepburn. Unlike Jean
Harlow, her name has been on the front

pages of the newspapers only during two
periods in her life, her marriage and sub-

sequent divorce from William Powell.
Never once has she sobbed through the

prints of her aching heart, or soul, in the

glorified self-dramatization of Joan Craw-
ford. Carole stands apart from the silken

sisterhood of Hollywood for an unique

reason—she can't fool herself !

Self-dramatization is not only impor-
tant in the creation of glamor in Holly-

wood, it is the very heart and essence of

it. Go down the list of the great glamor
ladies of screen history from Theda Bara
on through Swanson and down to Garbo,
Dietrich, Hepburn, Crawford and Harlow
and you will find the greatest on-and-off

"acts" of them all. Bara with her in-

cense, Swanson with her gilded luxuries

and many marriages, Dietrich, the Trilby,

Garbo the mystery, Hepburn the incredible

are as well known to the public as their

greatest screen roles.

BUT what about Carole, who looks as

glittery as any of them, who has often

acted in surroundings more silken. What
of Carole?
Every time you read anything about

Carole it is to the effect of what a "swell

scout" she is. There is never anything
temperamental or eccentric to report about

the Lombard. No "set" hysterics, no wild

extravagances in living beyond her in-

come. Even her divorce from William
Powell was as quietly conducted and ob-

tained as it is ever possible to divorce in

Hollywood.
In the past six months I have read three

interviews on Carole. One was titled

:

"She Knows What She Wants, for Carole
Lombard Has a Great Head for Busi-

ness." The second was : "The Girl Who
Has Worked for Every Break She's Had,"
and the third, and by far the most sensa-
tional was : "What's This About Carole
Lombard and Russ Columbo?" Substi-

tute the name of Dick Powell for Colum-
bo's, and those same stories might have
been written about Mary Brian.
For a little while after "Twentieth Cen-

tury," the rumor hounds tried to pin some-
thing sensational on Carole. After all she

had flared forth in a tremendous hit and
Hollywood, true to form, was trying to

remodel her in the usual grooves. One
writer, straining at the slim angle of
Carole's frank, outspoken manner of
speech, attempted a difficult-to-prove story
calling her "The Most Shocking Woman
in Hollywood."
When the papers announced that her

new picture with Gary Cooper was being
held up because Carole was suffering from
an attack of influenza, the behind-the-
hand-whisper brigade was anxious to tell

you she had made a perfect invalid of
herself through rigid dieting and that she

had to go to the hospital regularly to have
her health built up. Another group tried

hard to start the rumor that Carole, after

years of being plugged by Paramount, was
planning to walk out on her contract be-

cause of a rush of "Twentieth Century"
importance to the head. And, of course,

everyone became terribly interested in the
"seriousness" of her romance with Russ
Columbo. You can't ever say Hollywood
didn't give Carole a chance to be sen-

sational !

But it's no use. I've just come from
an hour's talk with her in her dressing-

room, and she isn't now, or ever, going to

play ball with the Hollywood "gagsters."

"I've never gone in for fooling myself

or the people who like me on the screen,"
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she said definitely, "and I don't intend to

start now, 'Twentieth Century' or no
'Twentieth Century.' My fans are going
to have to like me without an act, because
I haven't any."

CAROLE, wearing an enormous, floppy

blue hat, with blue pajamas, and sports

sandals in still another shade of blue, had
hailed me with a "Hi." She looked like a
Vogue version of the Farmer's Daughter,
the huge "farmerette" hat only partially

concealing a face completely devoid of
powder or rouge, a very scarlet mouth,
and a brand new finger wave in her blonde
hair. Gary's typical western background
was definitely out of line for the chic effect

she presented as she seated herself on the

divan surrounded by Indian arrows, pipes,

tins of tobacco and Indian blankets.

Settling far down on her spine and cross-

ing a slim ankle over her knee, she de-
livered herself of the above observation
after I had prodded her about Hollywood's
new "Lombard rumors."

"I was terribly amused by that attempt
to pin an act on me by making me 'The
Most Shocking Woman in Hollywood' in

print," she laughed. "I was amused to

read about this person, who it appears, has
a vocabulary like a longshoreman and
makes Mae West's screen bon mots sound
like nursery fables in comparison. For a
minute it burned me up, particularly when
I read the part that 'explained' that I said

most of my hectic remarks for the purpose
of shocking people, and that it wasn't
natural, but just a misplaced effect.

"Maybe it is true that I have a habit

of being abruptly outspoken and not minc-
ing my words. I've never believed in

kidding myself by calling a spade a garden
implement. But never in my life have I

ever said anything for the purpose of
embarrassing anyone, or for any 'effect'

of being the most shocking woman in

Hollywood. It's only with people whom
I know intimately that I'm liable to ex-
press myself anyway. I'd like to meet this

reporter sometime and ask him what he
has actually overheard me say that is so
'unprintable.'

"But I really can't get peeved about
Hollywood gossip. I've been treated to so

little of it. The press has always been
more than square with me. As for the

printed hint that I have wrecked my health

with diet, what does it really matter?
People just have to have something to

talk about, and if my diet was the worst
they could think up for me, I'm really

grateful.

"I know perfectly well I haven't hurt
myself through diet, because my diet is

sensible. I don't believe in recommending
diets, or trying to get others to follow

your particular food routine, because
everyone's system is different and what
would be wonderful for me might be harm-
ful for you. The only sensible thing to

do is to diet under a doctor's supervision,

and this I have always done. No, when
you read that a picture of mine has been

held up because of a cold, it is really a

cold and not a polite form of starvation."

THE smoke curled idly upward from
her cigarette as she calmly dismissed

the pose of Hollywood's "most shocking

woman" and Hollywood's "most starved

woman" from her list of sensation pos-

sibilities.

"I have never understood why it is

necessary to be the most anything in

Hollywood, to catch publicity attention,"

she went on. "Do you suppose people

would have liked any 'mystery star' less

if she had given out interviews in place

of refusing them, or if a new sensation

had read her mail in a chair instead of

a studio alley? I think 'putting on an

1034 P. M, 0d> LttUIco.
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off-screen act?' is just a Hollywood super-
stition and oftentimes I think it acts as a
boomerang.
"Why should screen people be made out

as eccentrics and near-freaks in order to

catch public attention? Why should it be
more intriguing to read that So-and-so
flies into tantrums on the set in place of
reading the truth about almost all of us,

that we are a hard-working bunch who go
about our business as conscientiously as
any stenographer or nurse?

"Personally, I live a very quiet life in

Hollywood. Occasionally I entertain, but
my parties are no different from any
parties where a group of friends get to-

gether for an evening of laughs or card
games. The problems I face and the life

1 live is only slightly less different than
that indulged in by a professional woman
in any walk of life. Only in our case, I

mean movie actresses, we deal in emo-
tions, not shorthand. Now, what can be
so 'mysterious' and 'inside' in the news
that Carole Lombard has been seen in

public many times with Russ Columbo
that is any different from the fact that
Mary Jane Jones is going to dances and
parties with Harry Whosis? Is Mary
Jane necessarily headed for wedding bells

with every man over twenty-one with
whom she is seen in public? Is Carole
Lombard ?"

It was a good opening, so I said, "Well,
how about answering that?"

Carole laughed. "Well, frankly I haven't
anything to say about it, because I won't
ever say anything about it. I have re-

peatedly said in interviews I do not believe
marriage can go hand in hand with a

movie career for a woman. I still believe

that. But, in the future, I absolutely re-

fuse to say I will not do this, or I will

do that, in regard to anything in my private
life. Don't mistake that remark as a hint

that I am backing down on any of my
anti-marriage arguments. I'm not. But
it annoys me to read where certain players

heatedly deny they are going to be mar-
ried, or divorced, as the case may be, and
before the story can get out in print they
are either married or divorced.

IT is amazing how casual and logical

our problems are to us in Hollywood,
and how exaggerated they are made to

seem when we find them rumored about
in print. For instance, all this talk that

I am planning to walk out on my Para-
mount contract because I made a hit at

another studio in 'Twentieth Century.'
"If people outside the business would

only realize how silly these stories are, I'm
sure they'd stop. In the first place, prac-

tically every star in Hollywood has a

business manager who is in complete con-

trol of all contracts. Of course, our agents
consult us about future pictures and con-

tracts, but usually any deal is settled on
a purely business basis between the agent
and the heads of the studios.

IT happens that just at this moment, as

I give you this story, my future con-
tract is in the 'conference stage,' which
means that my future plans are now under
discussion. If it should turn out that I

do not remain at Paramount, 'gratitude' or

the lack of it, will have nothing to do with
it. Sometimes it can happen that a star

and a studio can be together so long they

become mutually stale. Look at the new
flurry of interest in Claudette Colbert and
Clark Gable since. 'It Happened One
Night' when they were both borrowed
from their home plants by Columbia. Clark
has admitted in print that he was begin-

ning to be a little bored with his career

before this knock-out picture came along

and proved to the public and his producers
that he was as good in comedy as he was
in the heavy lover roles. Long contracts

with one studio, very often, you know, can

sometimes turn out like certain marriages.

They can reach the point where interest

lags and too much is taken for granted,

and a change is recommended for both

parties. By the time your story gets in

print it will probably be known whether or

not I will resign with Paramount, or

make a friendly parting. But whichever
way it is decided, it will be a purely busi-

ness move, and not a sob story on either

side." (Incidentally Carole did sign a

new contract with Paramount.)
She said, in parting, as an assistant di-

rector stuck his head in the door and told

her she was wanted for a fitting in the

wardrobe department, "I'm sorry if I've

spoiled the Hollywood attempts to make
an eccentric, or a sensationalist out of me
by explaining all my problems in such a

simple fashion. But fooling myself, or

other people, has never been a talent of

mine."
How can you help but like her for it?

How to Hold Your Man at Forty

(Continued from page 53)

to be thoroughly intriguing and glamorous,
must retain a softness, a sweetness of

spirit that will carry her on through life.

Men love an amiable woman.
"Personally, I should rather be termed

'sweet' than 'scintillating.' Most of the

thoroughly sweet women I know are over
forty. But don't misunderstand me. By
'sweet' I don't mean a saccharine sweet-

ness. I mean a softness and kindliness of

the soul that only the years can give a

woman. Do not "let yourself become sour

and embittered.

"Never take your man completely for

granted. Regard him as the lover who
first wooed you and do your best to re-

main physically as well as spiritually at-

tractive to him. So many women look

upon the age of forty with resignation.

That is all wrong. An attitude like that

deadens a woman and embitters her. At
forty, she must be doubly careful to re-

tain her figure and bring to the surface

all of her spiritual and physical charms.

Acknowledge the years, but don't bow

down before them. The woman of forty,

if she watches her calories, her spirit and
yet remembers that she is no longer an
ingenue, should have no qualms about
holding that man of hers."

Once upon a time Billie was America's
reigning musical comedy favorite. Pa-
jamas and curling irons were named after

her. She played in roles that portrayed
her a sweet, coy young heroine who sang
songs and always married the hero. Surely

with a glorious career like that behind
her, Billie Burke might well have looked

forward with dread to the age of forty.

But today, Billie Burke finds herself face

to face with a new career in the talkies.

It is a far cry from the Billie of twenty
years ago, since she no longer plays the

musical comedy ingenue. But she has re-

tained the beauty of her youth and has

added to it the sweetness and softness of

maturity. She excels in the young and
lovely "mother" type of role which is well

suited to her, since it proves conclusively

that a woman can be forty and attractive.
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JANET BEECHER, of "Gallant Lady"
•J and "Last Gentleman" fame, is all for
the scissor hold that will keep your man
down and never out ! Her philosophy and
advice are as simple and forthright as she
is herself.

"The forty-year-old woman is a god-
send in these times of economic distress.

If her mind has matured along with her
body, she need have no fear of losing her
man's interest. Men need the older woman
now. We are living in a frank and cour-
ageous age. Men like frank and courage-
ous women. They like to sit down and
talk about themselves to a woman who
will understand what they are talking
about. And who, do you think, will be
more understanding, a flapper of twenty
or a woman of forty?

"The older woman hasn't the silly ideas

or extreme notions of the young girl. A
man loves to talk to a woman who is

interested in what he has to say. The
forty-year-old can absorb his opinions and
when he asks for her advice, she is able
to give it. Men want advice now. This
is the older woman's day, and it is up
to her to take advantage of it. The woman
of forty is fortunate since she can com-
bine a youthful exterior and a mature, rich

mind. My advice to her then, if she would
hold her man, is to develop an under-
standing and an interest in first, her man,
himself, and secondly in everything in

which he is interested.

"Read up on current events, learn what
is going on in the world, listen sympa-
thetically to his problems, make him feel

that they are as important to you as they
are to him, make him regard you as one
whose counsel and advice are essential to

his well-being, and you will see that your
efforts will be rewarded. No man will

wander away from a woman whose opin-

ion he values."

Janet Beecher couldn't possibly speak
with so much assurance unless she, too,

possessed the wisdom and vision which she

believes should be part of the make-up of

the interesting forties. Janet's life has

been a colorful one. For many years she

was an actress on the legitimate stage.

Her greatest stage hit, by the way, was
in a play entitled appropriately enough
"Courage." The years have given her

love, fame, a splendid young son and now,
at forty, a new career in the talkies.

Her motion picture debut was as a

featured player in "Gallant Lady," and
again the title can well apply to her. It

would have been easy for her to say that

youth is woman's richest harvest time
since youth gave her so much, but she is

utterly sincere in her conviction that the

richest period of her life is now. Forty,
you see, has held no terrors for her.

I BELIEVE it is easier to hold a man
at forty than it is when you're twenty,"

said Mary Boland. "For at forty every
woman should have developed a sense of
humor. Believe you me, it's grand fun to

sit back and laugh. When we are twenty
or thirty we are apt to go into a frenzy
over every little thing, as when a bald spot

appears on our man's pate. At forty, who
cares—so long as we still can laugh.

"No man wants to come home to a face
that reminds him of the present state of

the market. He wants someone around
who will make him think that life is just

a bowl of cherries. There are two kinds

of wrinkles, you know. The kind that

come from worry and the kind that come
from laughter. If wrinkles must come,
then I prefer the latter kind.

"You see," she continued, "the older

woman can afford to laugh at everything.
Her mind has become broadened in its

scope. She is, or should be, tolerant and
understanding. A woman who has a hus-
band who is inclined to grow absent-
minded and forget his home address, can
easily hold onto him if she overlooks his

faults and laughs them away. He won't
wander far—never fear. An understand-
ing wife with a sense of humor is the
answer to every husband's prayer and what
can teach understanding better than forty

years of living?"

Mary Boland has known them. She has
become famous for her wit. But she was
not born with a sense of humor—she de-
veloped it. She has lived and acted
tragedy as well as comedy. At one time
Mary acted tragic roles opposite John
Drew and only turned to comedy when a
producer cast her in that type of role in

Booth Tarkington's "Clarence." She has
been playing comedy roles ever since and
we have grown to know and love Mary
Boland as one of our hilariously funny
comediennes.

There you are ! Four actresses, each a

star in her own right, have given you the
benefit of their counsel. Each of them is

proof that the age of forty can be at-

tractive and interesting. The sophisti-

cated forty—the sweet forty—the wise
forty—and the humorous forty—all of
them have spoken and you pays yer money
and takes ver choice.

Beauty Advice

(Continued from page 8)

this important for erasing those unwel-

come wrinkles that wend their way
into the skin if it has been neglected. A
good massage cream applied with your own
finger tips is the best way to remove this

evil and here's the correct way to mas-
sage :

For those annoying wrinkles around

your eyes begin your massage at the inside

corner of each eye (near the nose) and
smooth lightly over the lid and around,

being sure to do so very lightly without

shoving or pushing the skin._ This reaches

the band of muscle surrounding the eye.

To keep the mouth young, begin your

finger-tip movement at the center of the

chin and mold out to the corner of the

mouth, around and over the upper lip,

letting fingers meet at the nose. This

reaches the circular muscle which sur-

rounds the mouth.
For the forehead, use the fingers of both

hands. Begin at the bridge of the nose
and stroke rapidly upward to the hairline.

A point to remember when applying and
removing the cream is to stroke upward

—

never downward ! Apply the cream by
making little circles of it with the cushions
of the fingers, starting at the chin and
working upwards toward the temples. Then
gently spread the cream until your entire

face and neck are covered.

IT is surprising how few people are ac-

quainted with the complexion brush and
yet, if used properly, it is' one of the

greatest aids to beauty. It's grand for

working in that nourishing cream and if

you're a soap-and-water addict it does the
trick there, too. When used in connection
with the cream, first cleanse your face
thoroughly with a cleansing cream and af-

ter this has been removed, spread on the
nourishing cream. Then take the brush

F = polish docs not crack or peel ... is

made tn five lovely shades . . . retains its

original charming color until removed . .

.

At all 10c stores . . . Cuticle Remover
. . . Creme Polisfe . . . Polish Remover
Oily Polish Remover . . .

Ft. Orange Chemical Co.j Aloany.N. y.

SELL Way To E

,

no experience rcuju

Friends and others gladly give you orders for new Mono-
grammed PlayingCards and other smartBridge and Pinochle
decks at our popular low prices. Just show attractive
samples which we send you FREE. Extra income at once
for men and women. Write for free order-taking outfit.

GeneralCardCo.,1201W.Jack»onBlvd.,DepU 48, Chicago,Hi

No Joke To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years,withhis Arti-
ficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
bookleton Deafness.

I THE WAY COMPANY
717 Hofmann Bids. Detroit, Michigan

BLONDES
ArtificialEarDrum

Wash
golden
sunshine
into your
hair!

BLONDE hair, like silk chemises, demands spe-

cial treatment. That's why thousands of

blondes shampoo their hair only with Blondex,

the shampoo created especially for them. They
know it not only helps prevent darkening, but

also keeps the hair light, sparkling, and golden.

Safely brings back the beautiful sheen and lustre

that made blonde hair so attractive. It is

approved by the Good Housekeeping Institute.

Blondex is a powdery shampoo that bubbles in-

stantly into a rich, creamy lather. At all drug and
department stores in two sizes— $1.00 and 25ji.
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PERFUME
To Match YOUR Type and
Personality

Which Screen Star

is YOUR Type?

Gerly, celebrated Parfu-
meur has perfume-typed
the famousStars of stage
and screen and nowoffers
these personal perfume
creations to glorifyYOUR
loveliness as it does
theirs.
Gerly discovered 11 dif-

ferent types and person-
alities in which all Stars, as

well as every American wo-
man could be included. Then
France was searched for its

rarest oils and perfume ingredients. These were combined
and blended by the genius of master Parfumeurs to develop

the perfect fragrance for each type.

Your 10c store is now displaying these intriguing Gerly

French Perfumes created expressly for the famous screen
Stars listed below. From these you can choose
the correct fragrance to match your own
particular type. If your favorite chain store

cannot supply you, mail the coupon today.

HOWE CO. Inc. of Calif.

728 South Hill, Los Angeles, Dept. 21

Ple&Be send me introductory vial of Gerly French

Perfume created for Screen Stars listed below. 1

enclose 10c (coin or stamps) for each type checked.

( ) Joan Crawford. Brunette ( ) Jean Harlow,
Platinum () Thelma Todd. Blonde ( ) Claudette

Colbert, Brunette ( JMyrnaLoy, Auburn ( )Anita

Page, Blonde ( ) Mary Astor, Auburn ( ) Leila Hyams, Blonde.

FREE OFFER . . . send snapshot with order, and state color of

hair, complexion and eyes for your special FREE Perfume Analysis.

JOAN CRAWFORD
M-G-M Star, appearing in

"Chained"

Name_

Address

City

"DARK-EYES"
"Swim or Cry"— NEVER FADES OR RUNS
PERMANENT DARKENER for Eyebrows and Eyelashes

Absolutely Safe. , ,Not a Mascara. . . One Application lasts 4

to 5 weeks. Trial size, 25c. Reg. size, 12 Applications, $1.

V^Camt •;

Address -•

—

"DARK-EYES" LAB, , Dep. MID, 112 Orleans St., Chicago.Ill,

JUNE CLYDE
POPULAR STAR

(Would you care to share it?)

Nobody knows just what she does to keep her hair

so attractive looking. It always sparkles! It never seems

dull (like so many other girls' hair.)

What is her secret?—You'd be surprised! A simple

little hint that a famous beauty specialist gave her. Yet

you may share it, too! Just one Golden Glint Shampoo-

and-Rinse* will show you the way! 25c at your dealers'.

Try it tonight.. ..you'll be delighted!

*(Note: Golden Glint Shampoo-and-Rinse, in addition

to cleansing, gives your hair a "tiny-tint"—a "wee little

bit~-hardly perceptible. But how it does bring out the

hidden undertones and accent the true beauty of yiur

hair!)

GOLDEn G LI FIT
Shampoo ^^Utde
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and brush your face lightly, following the

same motions that you would with your
hands if you were massaging. Be careful

not to brush too hard as that will do your
skin more harm than good. If you're us-

ing soap and water you merely apply a

good lather of soap to the face and then

proceed to scrub the face lightly ; be

sure to use the upward and outward mo-
tions.

Giving the skin a good spanking with a
patter is another excellent idea that many
of us pass up. Cover your face and neck
with cream (don't be stingy) and then
commence spanking. The best starting

point is the base of your throat and spank
upward toward the hairline. You might
give the chin a few extra whacks for good
measure. A few minutes of this and your
skin will glow beautifully. And if you want
your skin to feel especially nice, give your-
self an ice treatment. You can do this by
wrapping some ice cubes in your wash
cloth and patting your face with it.

And now, I'd like you to try something.
Run your index finger over your face. Is

it soft and smooth or is it bumpy? Ten
to one it's bumpy and if that's the case,

you'll have to do a little more than mere
creaming and massaging. This is a sign

that your intestines need attention. If your
intestines are free from poisons, you can
be sure that the job of keeping your skin

bump-less and pimple-less can be accom-
plished with a minimum of trouble. Yeast,
is, of course, a surefire intestine-cleanser.

Your creams and the other - doodads that

you might use will do the rest of
the work—if they're given this helping
hand.
Here are a few hints on beauty I've

picked up on my wanderings around the
various studios in Hollywood

:

Diana Wynyard bathes her face, neck
and hands in tomato juice twice a week
and declares it is soothing and refreshing
as well as a grand bleach. Diana, inci-

dentally, is one of the few stars who has
clung to the milky-white skin.

For enlarged pores and blackheads there
is an excellent wash and balm that will

work wonders for everyone suffering with
these skin ailments. It tones up oily and
sallow skin remarkably, too. I'll be glad

to tell you more about this if you'll write

to me.

TO secure a good posture, try this

:

when standing, let your arms rest at

your sides with palms facing outward. This
will automatically pull your shoulders up
straight. Joan Bennett, who had a ten-

dency to stoop as a child tried this, when
dancing and special exercises failed, and
claims it has helped her more than any-
thing. In fact, she still practices walking
this way about the house. Why don't you
try it?

Jean Harlow's new hairdress in her

latest picture, "The Girl from Missouri,"

is a knockout. It consists of a small braid

that starts just beneath a deep wave on the

right side of her head and is pulled

through a circle of diamonds which is set

flat against the wave. The braid is then

pulled down and the end concealed in the

fluffy ends of her long bob. Dress your
hair thataway and you'll have the latest in

fall coiffures.

And speaking of hair, there is nothing
better for it than a hearty shampoo at

least once a week. I know of a very
delightful oil shampoo that will give your
hair new life and make it glisten with

new lustre. I'll be glad to let you know
the name of this shampoo, if you'll write

to me asking for it.

If eyebrow plucking is painful to you

—

and it is to so many of us—try using a

hot application before you begin to pluck.

Helen Vinson cold-creams her eyebrows
and presses wads of cotton soaked in hot

water over each brow for a few minutes.

This opens the pores and makes the very

tedious job of eyebrow pulling a cinch.

This month Mary Biddle has a very valuable

booklet called "Lovely Eyes," to offer you
absolutely free. It tells you how to make
the most of your most important feature

—

your eyes. If you would like to have this

booklet, write to her.

And, of course, Mary Biddle will be glad

to advise you about any beauty problems

that you may want to discuss with her, if

you will drop her a note. Please send a

stamped, self-addressed envelope for a per-

sonal reply.

La Dietrich
looks very
striking in her
white Hussar
uniform in this

scene irom
Pa r amount's
"Scarlet Em-
press/' with
Gavin Gordon.
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Modern Screen's Dramatic School

(Continued from page 64)

If your face is oval shaped like Sylvia

Sidney's, then rouge lightly all over.

With a half-moon face like Marlene Die-

trich's, use high coloring, but blend color

toward the temples.

REMEMBER, in applying make-up, that

the eye-brows are the principal feature

of expression. And here is a valuable tip

:

You can actually show anger, happiness,

relaxation or strain through your eye-

brows, so if you're playing a scene in

which you must express a violent emotion
you can rely on make-up to do your work
for you. It will save some wear and tear

on your emotions. Here's how

:

Sit before your mirror. Express anger.

Watch your eyebrows closely to see in

what lines they fall. Now take your eye-

brow pencil and simply exaggerate and
accentuate that line. You can do that with

every emotion and it will produce a much
better effect upon the stage, for the line

of the eyebrow is quickly changed. This

trick will help your performance immeas-
urably.

A young girl's brows should start just

over the corner of the eye. If her eyes are

too near together she can cheat a little

on this and make the eyebrows farther

apart to give her eyes the effect of being

wider apart. All brows should be nicely

arched, but never pluck them in that very

fine line that some foolish girls think is

smart. It is very trying and un-beautiful.

The first rule concerning eyebrow
beauty is to pluck them from underneath
and never from the top. If you follow this

rule your eyes will look larger than they

really are.

Here is the general rule governing the

arrangement of hair to help along your
performance in a role.

(1) To emphasize youth, sweep the

hair boldly off the face, go in for longish

effects, coiled knots, curls, low coiffures.

Young people do not have to worry about

the neckline.

(2) To emphasize your role, if you're

playing the part of an older woman, wear
a high coiffure and frame your face with

hair in a flattering line.

AND while we're on the subject of play-

ing the part of an older woman, I

want you to have some expert pointers.

Again, the mistake that amateurs make
is over-doing. They make lines too heavy.

If they attempt grey hair, they look as if

they had just dipped their head in a barrel

of flour. You can learn much about mak-
ing up for the playing of older roles by
watching movies in which the hero and
heroine start out as young people and ad-

vance to old age. Will you ever forget

how gracefully Irene Dunne accomplished
this in "Cimarron?" That was a wonder-
ful job of make-up—and you'll notice

that her make-up man did not exaggerate
it.

Study your mother's or father's face.

Notice where the natural lines come and
then carefully and lightly draw those lines

on your own face with a make-up pencil.

Make your lips thinner than they are and
use very little lipstick.

The hair of older people is usually thin.

Now your young hair is probably thick.

Either after or before you've whitened it

use plenty of brilliantine so that it will

lie flat to your head and give the effect of

thinness.

In every character make-up, the idea is

to be as natural as possible and the way

to learn naturalness is to go directly to

nature. Suppose you're playing the role

of a janitor. Then observe your own
school janitor and try to copy his salient

features with make-up. This is such a
simple, easy rule—a rule which all the

character actors of the screen follow—but

one which so many amateurs forget.

AND now, I would like you to have
the benefit of a most valuable chart

which has been compiled for you girls.

This will be of great help to you whether
you want to be an actress or' not. It shows
you exactly what street make-up the most
important stars use for night and day.
Study it well. Find your own type by
comparing yourself with the stars and
profit by the example of these women who
know more about correct make-up than
any group of people in the world.

CONSTANCE BENNETT
DAY

Powder Naturelle
Rouge Dry, blondeen
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil Dark brown
Eyelashes Brown mascara

NIGHT
Powder Rachel
Rouge Blondeen
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Blue-grey
Eyepencil Dark brown
Eyelashes Dark brown

RUTH CHATTERTON
DAY

Powder Brunette
Rouge Carmine
Lipstick Medium carmine
Eyeshadow Grey
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

NIGHT
Powder Naturelle
Rouge Medium
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Grey
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

JOAN CRAWFORD
DAY

Powder None
Rouge None
Lipstick Dark raspberry
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

NIGHT
Powder None
Rouge None
Lipstick Light raspberry
Eyeshadow Blue-grey
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

MARION DAVIES
DAY

Powder Naturelle
Rouge None
Lipstick Pale pink
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil Dark brown
Eyelashes Black mascara

NIGHT
Powder Naturelle
Rouge None
Lipstick Medium
Eyeshadow Blue-black
Eyepencil Dark brown
Eyelashes Black mascara

BETTE DAVIS
DAY

Powder Rachelle
Rouge Blondeen
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Grey
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

NIGHT
Powder Flesh
Rouge Light
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow- Grey
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

FRANCES DEE
DAY

Powder Light suntan
Rouge Pale pink
Lipstick Pale pink
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Nothing

NIGHT
Powder Very light suntan
Rouge None
Lipstick Deep carmine
Eyeshadow Blue
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Lash darkener

IRENE DUNNE
DAY

Powder Olive
Rouge Dry, carmine
Lipstick Medium pink
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil Dark brown

NIGHT
Powder Naturelle
Rouge Dry, medium
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Medium brown
Eyepencil Medium brown

Eyelashes DarkbrownmascaraEyelashes Dark brown

KAY FRANCIS
DAY

Powder Olive
Rouge Carmine
Lipstick Carmine
Eyeshadow Grey
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

NIGHT
Powder Naturelle
Rouge Medium
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Grey
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

JANET GAYNOR
DAY

Powder Rose-blush
Rouge None
Lipstick Light
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Brown mascara

NIGHT
Powder Rose-blush
Rouge None
Lipstick Light
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Dark brown

ANNOUNCING
AMAM&

TYPEWRITER
BARGAI

N

New Remington Portable

only 10c a Day!

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
Only 10c a day buys this latest

model machine. Not a used or

built typewriter. A beautiful brand new regulation

Remington Portable. Standard keyboard. Carrying

case included. Try it in your home or office 10 days

free. If you do not agree that it is the finest Porta-

ble at any price, return it at our expense. Don't delay.

FREE TYPEWRITER COURSE
MAIL COUPON TODAY OR USE POSTCARD

REMINGTON RAND INC.,
DEPT. 140-10.BUFFALO, N. Y.

Please tell me how I can buy new Remington
portable typewriter for only 10c a day. Also
enclose your new catalogue.

Name

Address

You'll love its marvelous soothing and
healing effeot. Can be used for all pur-

poses. This powder is a perfect deodorant.
. Let KOOL TALC help protect your body

-„-iinst chafins and all irritations. Ask for KOOL TALC at
your drug, department or 10c store.

B£ A D£yiGN€ROf
HOLLYWOOD
FA/"HIONy
EARN $25.00 to $50.00 \

A WEEK
Have your own Style Shop, design
smart gowns for the best dressed women,
mingle with the elite, win financial
independence as the Hollywood Fashion
Expert of your community.

DRESS LIKE SCREEN STARS
AT LITTLE COST

You can easily learn to design and
make glamorous gowns like those of

your favorite film star at a fraction of

their cost. You may acquire the charm
that such alluring gowns give to the
wearer. You can have more clothes, and
dress more smartly, at less expense.

Hollywood Fashion Creators

Train You AT HOME
With the aid of leading Fashion Cre-
ators of Motion Picture Studios, and
Screen Stars themselves, this 50-
year-old college will teach you
Professional Costume Designing
in your spare time at home by its

easy-to-learn method—and pre-
pare you for high-salaried posi-
tion. Free placement service for students;
graduates in demand. Woodbury College, Hollywood, Calif.

MAIL COUPON fOR fR-E-E BOOK
WOOD BURY COLLEGE, Dept. 13-K, Hollywood. Calif.

Send me FREE your new book, "Designing Hollywood
Fashions," and full particulars of your home-study
course in Costume Designing. My age is

(No student under 16 years accepted)

Miss—Mrs -

.Street -

City State
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[West of Rocky Mts. 1

two sizes—10t and 15$ \

Send 25 i in stamps or coin for Home Shoe
Shine Kit, consisting of bristle dauber,
genuine lamb's wool polisher, and tin of

Shinola. Address Shinola, Dept. G-10
88 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

OFF FLOOR
( LAMPS AND RADIO)

A neat job instantly. No dam-
age to woodwork. No tools
needed. Set of eight colored
clips to match your cords.lOc.

At Kretge'i

Hair
OFF BE

I once looked like this. Ugly hair
on face . . . unloved . . . discouraged.
Nothing helped. Depilatories,
even razors failed. Then I dis-
painless. inexpensive method. It

worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. MyFREE Book,"How toOvercome Super-
fluous Hair," explains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.

No obligation. Write Mile.Annette Lanzette.P.O.Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 72 Chicago.

Unloved
waxes, liquids . .

covered a simple,

LEARN AT HOME
Are you adult, alert, ambitious,willing to study?

InvestigateLAW! We guide you step by step-
furnish all texts, including 14-volume Law Libra-

ry. Training prepared by leading law professors

and given by members of bar. Degree of LL. B.

conferred. Low cost, easy terms. Send NOW
for Free ,

64-page"LawTraining forLeadership."

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 10318L, Chicago
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DAY
Powder Naturelle (if any)
Roug6 None
Lipstick Cool pink
Eyeshadow None
Ejyepencil Jtlack
Eyelashes Black mascara

GRETA GARBO
NIGHT

NORMA SHEARER

Powder Naturelle
Rouge None
Lipstick Cool pink
Eyeshadow Grey -blue
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

DAY
Powder Naturelle
Rouge Medium
Lipstick Mght pink
Eyeshadow Brown
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Brown mascara

NIGHT
Powder Naturelle
Rouge Medium
Lipstick Medium dark
Eyeshadow Brown
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Brown mascara

ANN HARDING SYLVIA SIDNEY
BAY

Powder Olive
Rouge Blondeen
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil Dark brown

NIGHT
Powder Naturelle
Rouge Blondeen
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Green
Eyepencil Dark brown

Eyelashes DarkbrownmasearaEyelashes Dark brown

DAY
Powder Dark brunette
Rouge None
Lipstick Coral
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Black mascara

NIGHT
Powder Greenish
Rouge None
Lipstick Carmine
Eyeshadow Green
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Black mascara

JEAN HARLOW
DAY NIGHT

Powder Creamish tan Powder Creamish tan
Rouse None Rouge None
Lipstick Medium dark, vivid Lipstick Medium dark
Eyeshadow None Eyeshadow Dark blue
Eyepencil Black Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara Eyelashes Black mascara

MIRIAM HOPKINS

BARBARA STANWYCK
NIGHT

Powder Flesh

DAY
Powder Baehelle
Bouge Blondeen
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Brown
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

Bouge Blondeen
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Brown
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

MAE WEST
DAY

Powder None
BouKe None
Lipstick Orange
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Nothing

NIGHT
Powder Light tan
Bouge None
Lipstick Deep coral
Eyeshadow Blue
Eyepencil Brown
Eyelashes Brown mascara

DAY
Powder Light pink
Bouge None
Lipstick Lacquer red
Eyeshadow Blue
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Nothing

NIGHT
Powder Lavender
Bouge None
Lipstick Dark red
Eyeshadow Violet
Eyepencil Brown
Eyelashes Brown mascara

ELISSA LANDI DIANA WYNYARD
DAY

Powder Cream
Bouge None
Lipstick Medium
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Black mascara

NIGHT
Powder Cream
Bouge Medium
Lipstick Medium
Eyeshadow Green
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Black mascara

DAY
Powder Naturelle
Bouge None
Lipstick Pale
Eyeshadow Dark brown
Eyepencil Dark brown
Eyelashes Brown-black

NIGHT
Powder Naturelle
Bouge Medium raspberry
Lipstick Medium
Eyeshadow Dark brown
Eyepencil Dark brown
Eyelashes Brown-black

CAROLE LOMBARD LORETTA YOUNG
DAY

Powder Pink suntan
Bouge None
Lipstick Coral
Eyeshadow None
Eyepencil None
Eyelashes Nothing

NIGHT
Powder Lavender
Bouge None
Lipstick Deep carmine
Eyeshadow Violet
Eyepencil Brown
Eyelashes Brown mascara

DAY
Powder Brunette
Bouge Blondeen
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Brown
Eye'pencil Brown
Eyelashes Brown mascara

NIGHT
Powder Naturelle
Bouge Blondeen
Lipstick Vermillion
Eyeshadow Brown
Eyelashes Brown
Eyepencil Brown mascara

DAY
Powder Rachel
Rouge Dark raspberry
Lipstick Medium
Eyeshadow Brown
Eyepencil Dark brown

MYRNA LOY
NIGHT

Powder Rachel
Rouge Dark raspberry
Lipstick Dark
Eyeshadow Brown
Eyepencil Dark brown

Eyelashes DarkbrownmasearaEyelashes Dark brown

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
DAY

Powder Naturelle
Rouge Medium
Lipstick Medium
Eyeshadow Blackish
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

NIGHT
Powder Naturelle
Bouge Medium
Lipstick Medium
Eyeshadow Blackish
Eyepencil Black
Eyelashes Black mascara

In this—the first article on make-up in

Modern Screen's Dramatic School—I've

tried to tell you things that I believe you
have not learned before. I have picked

out only the most salient facts. There
will be more on these pages about make-
up, but in the meantime I'd like you to

write to this department Modern Screen's

Dramatic School, 149 Madison Ave., New
York City, and ask lots of questions. Dis-

cuss your individual stage make-up prob-

lems. I'll pass on to you the advice avail-

able from the Hollywood experts.

Scott Photo

When Ernest Lubitsch throws a party; well, you can guess! At the housewarming of his

Mexican hacienda, Maurice Chevalier. Gloria Swanson, Irving Thalberg, Norma Shearer

and Herbert Marshall make merry.
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Playfellows of Death

{Continued from page 39)

couldn't catch up, so they ran it into the
river, right alongside the Attorney Gen-
eral of Maryland's car. It stayed there,

upside down in fourteen feet of water for

four days, before things quieted down
enough for us to get it towed out.

BUT that wasn't all. The mob saw me
watching them and went out after me.

I ran into a hotel, but couldn't shake 'em
off, and finally fled to the jail. I wanted
the sheriff to. lock me in a cell for safety,

but he wasn't around, so I hid wherever
I could until I was able to get a car to

take me out of town.
"The Pathe truck got there about a half

hour after we did. Every window in it

was broken by the mob who threw
rocks at it. It was chased out of town,
too. The Fox truck never did get there.

An R. F. D. man warned them when they

were ten miles out, and they went home.

ANOTHER occasion I'll not forget was
• the battle at the Hotel Nacional

in Havana, at the time when they were
getting out the officers who had been loyal

to Machado, and who had barricaded them-
selves in the hotel, defending their position

with machine guns after his fall.

"A lieutenant and four soldiers were
assigned to guard me, and we were watch-
ing the hotel early one morning when a

red flag was run up on it. We took that to

be a sign of surrender, and started toward
it ahead of the Army, me with my camera
and my body guard. When we were about

half way across the lawn the men in the

hotel cut loose with everything they had.

The four soldiers with me and the lieu-

tenant fell dead. I flopped to the ground,

and as I went down I saw a cavalry horse

shot a few feet away. I crawled up behind

him and lay grinding away on the camera,

with the bullets from the hotel and from
San Martin's men, who were attacking it,

whistling over me.
"See that scar on the top of my head?

I got that in Havana when I was making
pictures of the secret police killing stu-

dents. I got away with it for three days

and then they caught me. A squad of them
beat me up and threw me into jail. A
few hours later a Chicago newspaper man
found out where I was and got in touch

with Washington. President Roosevelt per-

sonally called the Cuban Secretary of

War, Ferrara, and had his secretary stay

on the wire until I was released.

"But the narrowest escape I ever had

was right here in New York. I was stand-

ing on the subway platform at Times
Square and didn't get on the first train

that came along because it was too crowded

and I had my camera with me. A moment
after it pulled out of the station, there was
an awful crash. That was the subway
wreck of 1928, when sixteen people were

killed and one hundred injured. Am I glad

I wasn't on that train ! Anyhow, I set

up my camera and was cranking away be-

fore the fire engines got there.

"Had another hot time right here in

town, too, when they captured Two-Gun
Crowley. I was set up on top of the truck

right outside the entrance of the building,

and Joe, here, was my sound man. Plenty

of bullets flying that time, eh? And re-

member when they carried the fat guy out

and laid him in the wagon?"
I left the two of them reminiscing about

old times and wandered over to the Pathe
newsreel outfit.

C.
R. COLLINS, the assignment editor,

looked up from his desk. "Exciting-

things that happen to the newsreel men?
Sure they happen, but they're all in the

day's work. What kind of stuff do you
want, anyway ?

*

"How about the time Tom Blatzell, the

cameraman, and Al Kalbfleisch, the sound
man, went down to Ambridge, Pennsylvania
last year to film the rioting steel strikers,

who had set up an armed picket line at

the entrance to the mill. Tom parked his

truck on the corner directly across the
street from the trouble and set up his

camera on top of it, while Al kept busy
with the sound equipment inside.

"About that time the sheriff got a posse
together and came along to break up the

riot. The strikers began tossing rocks.

The sheriff got out of his car and walked
up to one of the strikers to take his club
away. The gang let out an awful yell,

so the sheriff went back and got the posse.

Then the fun began—the strikers fighting

with rocks and clubs while the posse fired

sawed-off shotguns over their heads.
"All this time Tom and Al were work-

ing away. Then the sheriff's forces be-
gan throwing tear gas bombs, and our
boys got it pretty bad. Their eyes were
still inflamed when they got to New York.

"I guess our prize hero is Bob Donohue,
though. He's the fellow who was up to
the pole with Byrd. He's the man who
made the picture from the first 'sub-cloud
car' out at Langley Field. There's an iron-
ical twist in Bob's story. Wait 'till I tell

you about it.

"This cloud car is a little stream-lined
steel car that dangles at the end of a
thousand-foot cable, and is let down from
a blimp. The blimp's above the clouds,
where it can't be seen, and the car's below
the clouds, so that an observer in it can
watch the enemy, while the car's so small
it would escape the attention of enemy gun-
ners.

"An Army aviation lieutenant made the
first trial in the car. Then they let Bob
take his camera and try it. Everything
went fine as long as they were letting him
down, but when they were trying to haul
him up, the winch stuck and they couldn't
move it. So there he hung, three hundred
or so feet above the earth and a thousand
below the blimp, which had begun to pitch
like a ship at sea, threatening to dash
him to death at any moment. He couldn't
bail out with his parachute, because he
wasn't high enough to give it a chance
to open. All he could do was sit there
for . an hour and forty-five minutes and
take it—with death never more than a

few moments away if the blimp dipped far

enough.
_
Then they got the kinks out

of the winch and hauled him up to safety.

AND now for the odd part of the story.

"Some time later we sent him out
to Floyd Bennett Field to make pictures
of the arrival of the Flying Mollisons.
In order to get a good air shot of them,
Bob started to climb to the roof of the
Administration Building. He got safely

up and then, with his camera on its tripod
over his shoulder, began climbing the lad-

der on the outside of the tower. Some-
how his hand missed the top rung and he
fell to the ground. An ambulance took him
to the hospital with concussion of the
brain."

"Did he recover all right?"
"Sure. He wouldn't even stay in the

iwite CARESSES
> * -THIS NEW WAY
Men love to touch soft, wavy, glossy hair. They are
moved to compliment hair that has a clean, sweet
odor— such as only a treatment with the original
Mar-o-Oil soapless shampoo can give to the hair.

• Glorify the natural beauty of your hair with Mar-
c-Oil a pure olive oil shampoo that dissolves in clear
warm water. Rid yourself forever of such stubborn
hair and scalp troubles as dry, brittle hair, too oily

hair— falling hair, and dandruff. Encourage new
beautifully lustrous growth—check falUng hair and
dandruff—with Mar-o-Oil. No soap, caustic, or al-

cohol to dim the hair's natural lustre.

Mar-o-Oil
SOAPLESS SHAMPOO TREATMENT

The FIRST TREATMENT will amaze you!

START TODAY!
Get your bottle at

any leading drug or
department store
(or send IOC for a

generous 2-treat-
ment trial bottle.)

J.W. Marrow Mfg

Co., Dept. M-10—
3037 N. Clark St.,

Chicago, III. • Insist!

Upon the original

Mar-o-Oil Soapless
Oil Shampoo— for
results . . accept
no substitutes!

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver spots dis-
appear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-haS
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

FADED HAIR
Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Sha m poo
and color your hair at the same time with new French
discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR," takes lew minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.

Frea Booklet, Monsieur L P. Valligny, Dept. 39, 254 W. 31 St, New York

100% Improvement Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with singing lessons—but by fundamentally
Bound and scientifically correct silent exercises , .

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singinff

j
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn WHY you
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent*

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 72-17
308 No. Michigan Ave,, Chicago

BALD MEN!
WAKE UP YOUR DORMANT

HAIR ROOTS!
If your hair roots are not dead but merely dormant, give
your scalp a chance by stimulating the hair roots with
Japanese Oil, the antiseptic counter-irritant. Thousands
have reported astonishing results. Many who had given
up in despair turned to Japanese Oil as a last resort,

and have been rewarded with new hair growth.
You owe it to yourself to try this highly successful prep-
aration. You'll be amazed at the way it removes loose

dandruff, stops scalp itch and helps promote new, strong,
healthy growth. 60c a bottle at any druggist in America.
(Economy size, $1.)

FnrP«i Valuable hook, "The Truth About the
is ac k wm Haii " Write Rational Remetlj Co.,

I llkbl 56 W. 45th St., Dept. 22A, New York.

JAPANESE OIL
* This advertisement was reviewed and ap-

proved by a registered physician.
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and FACE POWDER
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BECKON
TO LOVE

If you would possess the

"come hither" of the

popular girl . . . be-

witching fragrance plus the subtle charm of an

alluring complexion . . . use Radio Girl

Perfume and Radio Girl Face Powder.

Use this COUPON (or FREE SAMPLES

"RADIO GIRL", Saint Paul, Minn. M-io

Send me FREE Regular Size RADIO GIRL

Perfume and Trial Size RADIO GIRL Face

Powder. I am enclosing ioc (coin or stamps)

for cost of mailing. (Offer good in U.S. only.)

MAKE MONEY
^At Home !

EARN steady income each week, working at home,
coloring photos and miniatures in oil. Learn famous

"Koehne Method" in tew weeks. Work done by this

method in big demand. No experience nor art talent

needed. Many become independent this way. Send lor

free booklet, "Make Money at Home."
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL. Inc.

3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 2367' Chicago, Illinois

Read the November issue

of MODERN SCREEN!

BUNIONS
Reduced Quickly

Pain stops almost instantly! Thenbless-
\ ed relief. Falryfoot gradually reduces

painful, ugly bunions. Enables you to
v wear smaller shoes. No cumbersome
v appliances. No messy salves. Used

on over 2.000,000 feet since 1897,
Write for FREE trial treatment.
Fairyfoot Products Co., Chicago, III.

1223 s. Wabash Ave- Dept. 2717

BLACKHEADS - PIMPLES!
NEVER SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS OR PIMPLES! Causes scars, in-
fection! Treat Blackheads, Oiliness, Large Pores and Pimples
with amazinK NEW scientific discovery. See Instant Improvement! NO
CHEMICALS! QUICK! SAFE! Makes Muddy. Sallow. Blemished
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Women write NOW for valuable FREE "treatise to KLEERPLEX,
f-Dept. MR 5). 1 W. 34th St. N. Y. C. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

THE MYSTERIOUt'WORLD '

WITHIN YOU
ioso strange feelings of intuition and premo-
tion are the urges of your inner self. Within t

you there is a world of unlimited power. Learn
to use it and you can do the right thing at the

right time and realize a life of happiness and
abundance. Send for new, FREE, SEALED^
'BOOK that tells how you may receive the

achings. Address: Scribe L. R. B.
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SAN JOS6 CALIFORNIA
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hospital. He went to a hotel, got a good
night's sleep and tried to report for work
the next day, even if he did have a broken
arm too. And the worst of it was that

his injury was all for nothing. The Mol-
lisons cracked up in Bridgeport and never
did get to Langley Field.

"Oh, yes ! Remember the stockyards

fire in Chicago? Well, our boys there had
a pretty hot time, too. They managed to

get the sound truck inside the area and
parked it next to a fire engine—a pumper,
it was. Suddenly one of them got a hunch
that it was time to get out of there. They
had to get a bunch of firemen to pick up
the truck bodily and help them carry it over
the hose. Just a few minutes after they

left with their pictures, a wall caved in

and fell on the fire engine, which was
burned to a cinder."

Then I left and went over to Paramount.
There John Beecroft took me in tow.
"Have you got any men who've had

experiences like Joe Gibson?" I asked
him.
"Did you ever hear about Al Minga-

lone?" he asked. "The man who drove
across Cuba with two of the revolutionary
students?"
"No. What about him?"
"Well, Al was on the other side of the

island when we assigned him to Havana,
and he didn't have any way of getting

there fast, so he found a couple of fellows
with a car who said they were going
there. After he got into the back seat, he
found he was sharing it with enough am-
munition to run a full-sized war. And the

two students up in the front seat were a

couple of playful cusses. Their idea of

fun was to take their machine guns and
mow down every horse or cow they passed
on the road. When they got hungry or
thirsty, they'd stop at a farm house and
one of them would go in and ask for what-
ever they wanted. If they didn't get it,

they'd cut loose at the house with their

machine guns as they drove away. The
farmers didn't take it lying down, either,

but shot back, and Al was pretty busy
ducking bullets.

"After about forty hours of this, they
reached Havana, and Al got some good
pictures of the riots.

SPEAKING of Havana, recently there

was an attempt to assassinate Men-
diega. Somebody took a bomb and put it

in a camera case. Then they sent it to

his office. I guess they knew that the gov-
ernment was friendly to the news men and
didn't search them much. There was
plenty of excitement when the bomb went
off, though nobody was killed. But the

next time the cameramen came to make
some shots of an ABC demonstration, the
police mobbed them and smashed all their

equipment. They even arrested them and
held them in jail for about five hours while
they investigated their credentials.

"Hold on a minute ! Here comes Al
Mingalone now. He'll tell you all about
that trip with the students."

But Al was too modest to talk. Being
a hero embarrassed him. "Aw," he said,

"it wasn't anything. Just a wild ride."

We insisted that he tell us something,
some narrow escape from death. Finally
he agreed.

"It was at the auto races out in In-

dianapolis," said Al. "I had a camera
set up outside on a bad turn. One of the
cars got a blowout there and stopped, so

a bunch of the crew started pushing it

off the track. Then another car got a
blowout about the same place and hit the

first car. I didn't see any of this, because
I was looking in the finder of my camera,
and the first thing I knew something
white blocked it out. It was one of the
guys who was pushing the first car, and

the other car knocked him way up in the

air. I didn't realize what happened until

chunks of car began falling around me.
I got dirt and oil all over me, but I

wasn't hurt any. It wasn't anything to

talk about. So you've got your story. So
long."

Beecroft took up the story again.

"There was Henry de Sienna," he said,

"who had a pretty wild time of it during
the last strike in Pennsylvania. Henry
set up his camera on the roof of a build-

ing, and both the cops and the strikers

took after him. They must have seen the

tripod and thought he had a machine gun.

The cops figured he was a striker and
started shooting at him, and the strikers

thought he was a Company Guard and
began tossing rocks at him. Finally both

the strikers and the cops got together and
chased him out of town."

AND then I went on to Fox, where I

had the good luck to run into Jack
Kuhne, who heads their staff of flying

cameramen.
"Oh, nothing much ever happened to me.

I nearly fell out of a bomber once, though.
It was like this.

"I went down to the government prov-
ing grounds, where they make the tests

of ordnance, in Aberdeen, Maryland, and
looked up a friend of mine, Major Dan-
iels. I told him I wanted to get a good
bombing shot, and he agreed to let one
of his planes bomb an abandoned two-
story house that was on the grounds.

"I'll let you in on a little secret, too.

We put a three hundred and fifty pound
demolition bomb in the basement of the

house, with wires running to a control

box a few hundred feet away, just to make
sure of getting a good explosion, in case
the bombs missed.

"Well, I had to take my picture from
the bomb bay, right under the bomb rack,

with two good hundred pound bombs and
two duds for range finding. The legs of

the tripod were pulled out as far as they
would go and strapped tightly to the rack,

and I was leaning out as far as I could,
with a good broad safety belt holding my
weight, and just my legs from the knees
down inside the plane. I leaned out once
and set the camera, came back in while we
circled for altitude, and then leaned out
again. Somehow or other, the patent
catch on my safety belt had come undone,
and I just fell out of the plane.

"I was stopped by the crank of the

camera catching in my 'chute harness. But
there I was, held fast. I couldn't get out
and join the Caterpillar Club, and I

couldn't get back in, and the pilot up front

couldn't see me, so he didn't know any-
thing was wrong. It seemed like an hour
that I hung there, before I was able to

grab hold of the bomb rack and gradually
work my way back into the plane, and
the people below were mighty lucky I

didn't catch hold of one of the bomb re-

leases.

"No sooner was I back in than the
pilot waggled the plane to signal that we
were approaching the house, and I had
to snap that same untrustworthy buckle
again and trust myself to the belt.

"Funny, we dropped a dud first for

range and made a direct hit on the house.
Then we dumped one of the live bombs,
missed the house by a hundred feet and
blew a thirty-foot crater in the road. The
next two bombs whizzed by my head right

to the house, the boys below touched off

the demolition bomb and we got a great
picture."

YOU fellows always get your picture,

don't you?"
"Not quite always. I'll tell you about

one time a cameraman missed out. An-
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other fellow and I were in an autogiro at

the Horseshoe Falls in Niagara. We
were skimming along about four feet

over the water above the Falls. When we
reached them we planned to fly straight

out across the chasm. But as soon as we
hit the edge, the suction pulled us straight

down into that big pocket of mist and
spray. As our plane vanished, the man I

had taking the picture from another plane
stopped his camera. He thought we were
killed. And so, for that matter, did we

—

especially when we were so low the spray
from the bottom of the Falls began to

drench us. But in a few seconds we were
out of it, back in the gorge, and finally

managed to climb out. It was a tough job,

because the air currents there all seem to

be downward.
"Then, when we found out he hadn't

made the picture, we had to go back and
do it all over. Believe you me, the second
time was worse than the first

!

"That's as bad as Bob Donahue's ex-
perience, isn't it?"

"Oh, no. His lasted a lot longer. I

was up in the blimp, CT 13, all the time
he was in the car below it. That little

cable's so thin it looks like a piece of
picture wire, and I was scared it was
going to snap any minute. They wouldn't
let me get into the car. I weigh one hun-
dred and eighty-seven pounds and they
picked him because he was the lightest

man there—only about a hundred and
twenty. Nervy little cuss

;
you'd never

think he was nearly fifty years old.

"When I called down to him overt, the
phone and told him we couldn't pull him
back, he thought we were kidding, so he
just took his pictures and th.en sat on the

bottom of the car smoking cigarettes and
paying no attention to the fact that the

car was blowing through tremendous hun-
dred-foot circles that would have made
anybody else seasick.

"When they finally got the winch going,

it ran in jerks and yanked him up ten feet

at a time. I still can't understand why
that cable didn't break. And all the time
he thought we were doing it for fun ! He
had a parachute on, but didn't bail because
we were over the water most of the time

and he takes cold if he gets his feet wet.
"That reminds me, I came pretty nearly

taking a bath when I flew down to film

the arrival of one of the new transat-
lantic liners. Roy Edwards, of Universal,
and I were in a monoplane, and Roy was
making his shots from a window while I

took mine from the cabin door. I was
sitting on the battery that drove my
electric camera, which I was holding in

my lap. Suddenly a current of air hit us
and I fell out. Only my left arm and foot
were inside the plane, and I had to hang
onto my camera with my right hand so it

wouldn't fall among the passengers on the
boat. I didn't have a 'chute on because
Roy didn't have any, and it isn't flying-

etiquette for anybody in a plane to wear
one unless everybody does.

"It seemed as though I was waving like

a flag out there in the slip-stream for the
longest time before I felt him grab me.
He was a husky chap, six-feet-two tall

and weighed about two hundred and
twenty pounds, so he finally managed to

drag me back into the ship, where I set

myself up again, just as I was before, and
made the picture."

"But the pay-off on this one was when I

got back on the ground. Roy looked at

me and said, 'Hey, Jack, do you know you
damn near fell out of that plane?'
And then when I asked Jack Kuhne

..if he'd ever been shot at, he said "No"—
then thought for a minute and admitted
that he'd towed targets at the end of a
thousand foot rope while a half-dozen
anti-aircraft guns popped away at them
with, shrapnel. "But," he said, "they never
hit my plane. Bullets have -gone through
planes in which some of the other boys
'were riding, but none of us was ever
killed. It's all in the day's work and
we'd never think about it, if it wasn't for

guys like you asking us a lot of questions."

And, mind you, adventures like these are

nothing especially unusual in the very hectic

lives of newsreel cameramen. So, next
time you see a newsreel, go home and
drink a toast to the modest, unpublicized

heroes who have thrown a laugh into the

teeth of death that you may have your
twelve minutes of entertainment.

Scott Photo

Joan Marsh. Walter Thompson. Sally Blane, Jack Durant, Virginia Cherrill. Cary
Grant and Binnie Barnes all skate around the Culver City Rollerdrome. And what

a gay time this little group had!
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C. H. B.
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J
Send generous 7-day package Sem-Pray Creme. Include intro-

|

. ductory package Sem-Pray Rouge and Face Powder FREE. I .

* enclose 10c 'or packing and mailing.

|
Name

|

|
Address |

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing

and Head Noises enjoy conversation,

go to Theatre and Church because they

Use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting

in the Ear entirely out of sight.

No wires, batteries or head piece.

They are inexpensive. "Write for

booklet and sworn statement of

the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 986, 70 5th Ave., New York

PSORIASIS — ECZEMA
and other obstinate skin eruptions

Is it necessary to suffer from these unsightly skin
irritations? PSORACINE, a wonderful new discov-
ery now relieving many stubborn cases where other
treatments failed. Try it no matter how long af-
flicted. Write for sworn proof and free information.

EDWARD W. KLOWDEN
519 N. Central Park, Chicago, III.

HOW TO WIN PRIZE CONTESTS. Thiswww "V ""^ book can make you rich, or
at least help you make a good living. The purpose of this

book, "How to Win Prize Contests", is to help you win by set-
ting forth the best-known principles and methods. Send 25c to

HALDEM AN- JULIUS CO. Box 749 Glrard, Kansas

A "get acquainted" gift from REJUVIA, the favorite
lipstick of more than a million women. A complete
17 x 25" scientific character reading chart absolutely
FREE to you.
Study your sweetheart's character. » Analyze your
friends. # Learn what you are, and why you are o
You will De amazed with the mysteries that this chart
will reveal to you.
Mail your name and address on penny post card. No
cost. No obligation. SEND NOW TO Rejuvia
Beauty Labs.. Inc.. Dept. K-42, 395 Broadway, N. Y.
Try REJUVIA Lipstick today, velvet smooth, per-
manent waterproof, indelible, in correct shade for your
Individual complexion. A tested quality lull size
lipstick for only 10 cents at most 5c and 10c Stores.

Be a Nurse
MAKE S25-S35 A WEEK

You can learn at home in spare time.
Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands
of graduates. Est. 35 years. One graduate
has charge of 10-bed hospital. Another_~. . saved $400 while learning. Equipment

included. Men and women 18 to 6 0. High school not re-
quired. Easy tuition payments. Write us now.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 710, 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.

Name .

City- -State . Age.

/ '
1 TX V

IIIE 1IIIi 11 CI1 1

THESE PICTURES GET "A"
BABY, TAKE A BOW (Fox).
Once more. Shirley Temple is the whole show.
Jimmy Dunn, Claire Trevor and Alan Dinehart come
in for their share of honors, too.

THE BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET (M-G-M).
Don't miss this stirring drama. A triumph for
Norma Shearer, Fredric March, Charles Laughton
and Maureen O'Sullivan.

BOTTOMS UP (Fox).
Peppy musical. With Spencer Tracy, Pat Paterson
and John Boles.

BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK (20th
Century).
Splendid mystery yarn. With Ronald Colman and

Loretta Young. Una Merkel and Charlie Butter-
worth supply the laughs.

CAROLINA (Fox).
Janet Gaynor, Lionel Barrymore and Robert Young.

CLEOPATRA (Paramount).
Very lavish and spectacular is this latest effort of
De Mille. Colbert and Warren William are fine.

DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY (Paramount).
Fredric March and Evelyn Yenablc in an intriguing
story.

THE GREAT FLIRTATION (Paramount).
Marvelous entertainment. You'll wonder at the
"new" Elissa Landi.

HANDY ANDY (Fox).
The latest Will Rogers opus is a wow. Funnv ?

We'll say.

HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD (20th Century).
George Arliss' characterization of Baron Rothschild
is something you don't want to miss.

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (Columbia).
Refreshingly good. With Gable, Colbert and Wal-
ter Connolly.

THE LIFE OF VERGIE WINTERS (RKO).
Ann Harding gives a sincere and beautiful per-
formance.

LITTLE MAN, WHAT NOW? (Universal).
Margaret Sullavan and Doug Montgomery do beau-
tiful jobs as Lammchen and Pinneberg, respectively.

LITTLE MISS MARKER (Paramount).
Shirley Temple walks away with the honors here.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE (20th Century).
Spencer Tracy. Jack Oakie, Constance Cummings
and Arline Judge.

MADAME DU BARRY (Warners).
Dolores Del Rio plays the title role beautifully.
Warner Bros, didn't spare themselves in making
this picture as elaborate as possible.

MOULIN RCUGE (20th Century).
Constance Bennett and Franchot Tone.

MURDER AT THE VANITIES (Paramount).
A musical murder mystery. With Carl Brisson,
Jack Oakie and Kitty Carlisle.

NANA (Sam Goldwyn).
Anna Sten.

ONE NIGHT OF LOVE (Columbia).
If you're fond of good singing, don't miss Grace
Moore in this.

OPERATOR 13 (M-G-M).
War theme. With Marion Davies and Gary Cooper.

PALOOKA (20th Century).
Jimmy Durante and Lupe Velez in a rollicking
comedy.

QUEEN CHRISTINA (M-G-M)

.

Greta Garbo and John Gilbert.

RIPTIDE (M-G-M).
Modern marriage yarn. With
Marshall and Bob Montgomery.

SADIE McKEE (M-G-M).
Joan Crawford scores again. Supporting her are
Franchot Tone, Esther Ralston and Edward Arnold.

SPRINGTIME FOR HENRY (Fox).
Otto Kruger does another excellent
Carroll plays opposite him. See it.

STAND UP AND CHEER (Fox).
Excellent musical.

TARZAN AND HIS MATE (M-G-M).
Johnny Weissmullcr and Maureen O'Sullivan in the
second of the Tarzan series.

THE THIN MAN (M-G-M).
Even if you are averse to mysteries, or are tired
of them, you'll enjoy this one with its light comedy
touches. William Powell and Myrna Loy are in it.

THIRTY-DAY PRINCESS (Paramount).
Sylvia Sidney in a dual role—princess and actress.

TREASURE ISLAND (M-G-M)

.

A story you all know, and sterling performances
by Wally Beery, Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone
and Jackie Cooper make this picture one that you
shouldn't miss.

TWENTIETH CENTURY (Columbia).
John Barrymore, the producer, and Carole Lombard,
the actress. Simply grand film entertainment.

TWENTY MILLION SWEETHEARTS (Warners).
Fast-moving radio yarn. Dick Powell's renditions
of "The Flying Trapeze" and "I'll String Along
With You" are delightful.

VIVA VILLA (M-G-M)

.

Plenty of action in this tale about the Mexican
bandit. Pancho Villa. With Wally Beery, Stu
Erwin and Katherine DeMille.

Shearer, Herbert

job. Nancy

THESE PICTURES 6ET "B"
AFFAIRS OF A GENTLEMAN (Universal).
This one will give you something to think about.
It's a mystery, with Paul Lukas, Leila Hyams,
Sarah Haden and Dorothy Burgess in the cast.

THE AFFAIRS OF CELLINI (20th Century).
Good comedy. With Constance Bennett. Frank
Morgan, Fredric March and Fay Wray.

ALL OF ME (Paramount).
The story is no wow, but good performances by the
cast—Hopkins, March, Raft, and Helen Mack

—

make it worth your while.

BACHELOR BAIT (RKO).
Stu Erwin runs a matrimonial agency and what
fun that is.

BEGGARS IN ERMINE (Monogram).
Lionel Atwill as a steel executive who loses and
remakes his fortune.

BELOVED (Universal).
A musical, featuring John Boles and Gloria Stuart.

BY CANDLELIGHT (Universal).
Delightful comedy-drama. With Elissa Landi, Paul
Lukas and Nils Asther.

CHANGE OF HEART (Fox).
Gaynor and Farrel together again.

THE CIRCUS CLOWN (Warners).
A swell Joe E. Brown comedy. With Pat Ellis,
Dorothy Burgess and Donald Dillaway.

COCKEYED CAVALIERS (RKO).
One of the better Wheeler-Woolsey comedies.

COMING OUT PARTY (Fox).
Gene Raymond and Francess Dee.

THE CRIME DOCTOR (RKO).
Otto Kruger gives an outstanding performance.

DOUBLE DCOR (Paramount).
An excellent cast, including Mary Morris, Sir Guy
Standing and Evelyn Venablc, makes this picture
worth while.

DUCK SOUP (Paramount).
You know what to expect whenever those Marx
Brothers are around.

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS (Universal).
Nice comedy with Chester Morris and Marian Nixon.

THE FIGHTING RANGER (Columbia).
Another Buck Jones thriller.

FCG OVER FRISCO (First National).
Bette Davis and Donald Woods in an exciting mys-
tery.

GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS (Fox).
Nice sets and some amusing scenes in this musical.
With Rudy Vallee and Alice Faye.

THE GIRL FROM MISSOURI (M-G-M).
It's typically Jean Harlow, so it must be good.
With Lionel Barrymore. Franchot Tone and Patsy
Kelly.

HALF A SINNER (Universal).
Berton Churchill is excellent. Joel McCrea and
Sally Blane are in it. too.

HAPPY LANDINGS (Monogram).
Action aplenty. With Ray Walker, Bill Farnum and
Noah Beery.

HAT, COAT AND GLOVE (RKO).
You'll like Ric Cortez in his lawyer role.

HAVANA WIDOWS (First National).
Lots of fun. Joan Blondell and Glenda Farrell.

HEAT LIGHTNING (Warners).
Aline MacMahon as a desert auto camp owner. With
Lyle Talbot and Glenda Farrell.

HERE COMES THE GROOM (Paramount).
Some old comedy situations here but Jack Haley
puts them over well. Mary Boland does her stuff,

too.

I'LL TELL THE WORLD (Universal).
Though the story isn't very credible, Lee Tracy
does a nice job.

I'M NO ANGEL (Paramount).
Mae West.

I'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER (First National).
Very snappy. Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien and
Glenda Farrell.

JANE EYRE (Monogram).
Virginia Bruce and Colin Clive in the pictunzation
of Charlotte Bronte's novel.

JIMMY THE GENT (Warners).
Jimmy Cagney as an heir chaser.

KISS AND MAKE UP (Paramount).
There are lots of laughs in this burlesque on the
beauty racket, with Cary Grant as the beauty doc-
tor. Helen Mack, Genevieve Tobin, and E. E.
Horton do their share to make it amusing.

LADIES SHOULD LISTEN (Paramount).
Hilarious comedy. With Cary Grant, Frances Drake
and Edward Everett Horton. Watch for Charlie
Ray.

THE LAST GENTLEMAN (20th Century).
George Arliss.

LET'S FALL IN LOVE (Columbia).
A Hollywood background. With Gregory Ratoff.
Edmund Lowe and Ann Sothern.

LET'S TALK IT OVER (Universal).
Chester Morris and Mae Clarke.

MANHATTAN LOVE SONG (Monogram).
In which Dixie Lee proves what a good little actress
she is.
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MANHATTAN MELODRAMA (M-G-M).
There's a lot of suspense and excitement in this
film. Clark Gable, William Powell and Myrna Loy
are in it.

THE MAN WITH TWO FACES (Warners).
Very good mystery. Edward G. Robinson, Mary
Astor and Ric Cortez.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS (Paramount).
Starring Burns and Allen.

MELODY IN SPRING (Paramount).
The Lanny Ross fans will be thu-rilled.

MEN IN WHITE (M-G-M).
Both Clark Gable and Elizabeth Allan score in the
film version of the Broadway stage play.

THE MERRY FRINKS (Warners).
One of the -better comedies. With Aline MacMahon,
Guy Kibbee and Allen Jenkins.

MIDNIGHT ALIBI (Warners).
Barthelmess is fine in this gangster drama.

MURDER IN THE PRIVATE CAR (M-G-M).
Entertainment plus. With Charles Ruggles, Mary
Carlisle and Una Merkel.

MURDER ON THE BLACKBOARD (RKO).
Edna May Oliver as the aged teacher and Jimmy
Gleason as the not-so-bright detective make a fine
team. It's a mystery, with laughs.

THE MYSTERY OF MR. X (M-G-M).
Bob Montgomery and Elizabeth Allan.

NO MORE WOMEN (Paramount).
Eddie Lowe and Vic McLaglen.

THE NOTORIOUS SOPHIE LANG (Paramount).
You'll get your money's worth in laughs. Gertrude
Michael and Paul Cavanagh as jewel thieves.

NOW AND FOREVER (Paramount).
Gary Cooper, Carole Lombard and Shirley Temple.

NOW I'LL TELL, BY MRS. ARNOLD ROTHSTEIN
(Fox).

Spencer Tracy gives a sincere performance as the
gambler.

ORDERS IS ORDERS (Gaumont—British)

.

Poking fun at Hollywood. With Jimmy Gleason
and Charlotte Greenwood.

THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY (Paramount).
W. C. Fields in another laugh-getter. Joe Morrison
and Baby LeRoy are with him.

OUR DAILY BREAD (Viking-United Artists).
Concerning a group of unemployed men and women
who decide to go back to the farm. Karen Morley
and Tom Keene head the cast.

THE PERSONALITY KID (Warners).
Prizefighting tale. With Pat O'Brien and Glenda
Farrell.

THE POOR RICH (Universal).
Teaming Edna May Oliver and Edward Everett
Eur ton.

PRIVATE SCANDAL (Paramount).
A comedy-murder mystery. Mary Brian, Phillips
Holmes and ZaSu Pitts are in it.

SERVANTS' ENTRANCE (Fox).
Janet Gaynor and Lew Ayres are charming in this
light comedy.

SHE LEARNED ABOUT SAILORS (Fox).
Funny as it can be. And tiiat Alice Faye gal is

gonna surprise you. Lew Ayres has a nice role
here. too.

SHE LOVES ME NOT (Paramount).
Picturization of one of the funniest comedies on
Broadway this season. Bing Crosby, Miriam Hop-
kins and Kitty Carlisle do it justice.

SHOOT THE WORKS (Paramount).
Ben Bernie's first flicker is swell. You'll be sing-
ing some of the hits from this one.

SHOULD LADIES BEHAVE? (M-G-M).
Alice Brady.

SIDE STREETS (Warners).
About a woman in her thirties, starring Aline Mac-
Mahon.

SING AND LIKE IT (RKO).
One of the funniest pictures in months. With ZaSu
Pitts, Edward Everett Horton and Pert Kelton.

SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN (Columbia).
Landi's, Schildkraut's and Frank Morgan's per-
formances make this worth seeing.

SIX OF A KIND (Paramount).
Another good comedy. Charlie Ruggles, Mary Bo-
land and Burns-Allen.

SMARTY (Warners).
Joan Blondell and Warren William.

SORRELL AND SON (United Artists).

H. B. Warner and Hugh Williams.

SPITFIRE (RKO).
Hepburn.

STAMBOUL QUEST (M-G-M).
Myrna Loy in a spy role. George Brent is here, too.

SUCH WOMEN ARE DANGEROUS (Fox).
Nice story, well enacted by Warner Baxter and
Rochelle Hudson.

THIS MAN IS MINE (RKO).
Drawing-room drama. With Irene Dunne and Ralph
Bellamy.

A VERY HONORABLE GUY (Warners).
Joe E. Brown—not at his best.

WE'RE NOT DRESSING (Paramount).
Bing Crosby and Carole Lombard.

WE'RE RICH AGAIN (RKO).
Want to laugh? Then see Edna May Oliver, Billie

Burke and Marian Nixon in this.

WHERE SINNERS MEET (RKO).
Diana Wynward. Clive Brook and Billie Burke will

keep you interested.

WHIRLPOOL (Columbia).
Jack Holt and Jean Arthur.

WILD CARGO (RKO).
Another Frank Buck animal film.

THE WITCHING HOUR (Paramount).
About the powers of hypnotism. With John Halli-

day. Sir Guy Standing and Tom Brown.

WOMAN'S MAN (Monogram).
Authentic Hollywood tale. With Marguerite De La
Motte, John Halliday and Wallace Ford.

THESE PICTURES 6ET "<"
ALL MEN ARE ENEMIES (Fox).

If you read the novel, you'll be disappointed in the
screen version. Helen Twelvetrees and Hugh Wil-
liams are in it.

THE BLACK CAT (Universal).

Karloff and Lugosi in a gruesome tale.

BLUE STEEL (Monogram).
John Wayne.

CHARLIE CHAN'S COURAGE (Fox).
Not up to the usual "Charlie Chan" standard. With
Warner Oland, Drue Leyton and Donald Woods.

CHARLIE CHAN'S GREATEST CASE (Fox).
Warner Oland in the title role.

COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO (Universal).
Fay Wray and Paul Lukas in a weak yarn.

THE CROSBY CASE (Universal).
Wynne Gibson and Onslow Stevens.

DARK HAZARD (Warners).
Eddie Robinson as a gambler.

DAVID HARUM (Fox).
The Will Rogers fans will enjoy it.

EASY TO LOVE (Warners).
Genevieve Tobin, Adolphe Me-njou and Mary Astor
in a fair comedy.

EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT (Paramount).
Kay Johnson stands out in this film.

ELMER AND ELSIE (Paramount). x
George Bancroft and Frances Fuller.

FINISHING SCHOOL (RKO).
Frances Dee, Ginger Rogers and Billie Burke.

FRIENDS OF MR. SWEENEY (Warners).
Supposed to be a comedy but it misses. Charlie
Ruggles and Ann Dvorak are in it.

THE FRONTIER MARSHAL (Fox).
John Wayne.

GAMBLING LADY (Warners).
Barbara Stanwyck deserves a better story than this
one.

GRAND CANARY (Fox).
Though it's a "hit" novel, we can't say the same
for the movie. With Warner Baxter and Madge
Evans.

HAROLD TEEN (Warners).
The comic strip brought to the screen. With Hal
LeRoy and Rochelle Hudson.

HELL BENT FOR LOVE (Columbia).
Tim McCoy and Lillian Bond.

HE WAS HER MAN (Warners).
Not up to the usual Cagney standard.

HIGH SCHOOL GIRL (Bryan Foy).
This one teaches a moral.

HIPS, HIPS. HOORAY (RKO).
Another Wheeler and Woolsey comedy.

HIS GREATEST GAMBLE (RKO).
Heavy and slow-moving yarn. With Richard Dix,
Dot Wilson, Bruce Cabot and Erin O'Brien Moore.

HOUSEWIFE (Warners).
There's nothing to this one. With Ann Dvorak,
Bette Davis and George Brent.

I HATE WOMEN (Monogram).
Wallace Ford does his newspaperman role well.

THE INVISIBLE MAN (Universal).
Something different in movie fare. With Claude
Rains.

JOURNAL OF A CRIME (Warners).
Ruth Chatterton and Adolphe Menjou.

LAUGHING BOY (M-G-M).
Ramon Novarro's latest.

LONG LOST FATHER (RKO).
Poor vehicle for John Barrymore.

THE LOST PATROL (RKO).
An all-male cast headed by Boris Karloff and Regi-
nald Denny. The men folks will certainly enjoy
this one.

THE LOVE CAPTIVE (Universal).
About hypnotism. With Nils Asther and Paul Kelly.

MASSACRE (Warners).
Richard Barthelmess and Ann Dvorak on an Indian
Reservation.

MERRY WIVES OF RENO (Warners).
Not as entertaining as it might be. With Guy
Kibbee and Glenda Farrell.

A MODERN HERO (Warners).
Disappointing despite the presence of Dick Barthel-
mess.

MONTE CARLO NIGHTS (Monogram).
John Darrow and Mary Brian.

MURDER IN TRINIDAD (Fox).
A mystery, with Heather Angel and Nigel Bruce.

MYSTERY LINER (Monogram).
Rather dreary mystery tale with Noah Beery and
Astrid Allwyn.

NO GREATER GLORY (Columbia).
George Breakston and Frankie Darro, leaders of
rival gangs. Lots of action.

ONE IS GUILTY (Columbia).
Ralph Bellamy and Shirley Grey in a mystery yarn.

THE PARTY'S OVER (Columbia).
Stu Erwin, Ann Sothern and Arline Judge do their
best with a trite yarn.

REGISTERED NURSE (Warners).
Bebe Daniels and Lyle Talbot in another hospital
tale.

RETURN OF THE TERROR (Warners).
A fairly good murder mystery. With Mary Astor,
Lyle Talbot and John Halliday.

THE SCARLET EMPRESS (Paramount).
You'll be disappointed in Dietrich's latest.

SHE MADE HER BED (Paramount).
Sally Eilers and Richard Arlen.

SOCIAL REGISTER (Columbia).
This Colleen Moore picture doesn't click either.

STINGAREE (RKO).
The story's weak, but Dix and Dunne give good
performances.

STRAIGHT IS THE WAY (M-G-M).
In which Franchot Tone tries in vain to go straight
after serving a prison term. Karen Morley, May
Robson and Jack LaRue are fine.

STRICTLY DYNAMITE (RKO).
In spite of Durante and Velez this doesn't jell.

THEIR BIG MOMENT (RKO).
ZaSu Pitts and Slim Summerville will disappoint
you in this.

THE TRUMPET BLOWS (Paramount).
George Raft as a bull-fighter and Frances Drake as
a Mexican dancer.

UNKNOWN BLONDE (Majestic).
About the divorce racket.

YOU CAN'T BUY EVERYTHING (M-G-M).
Lewis Stone, Jean Parker and May Robson can al-

A GRAY HAIR OR TWO
Spoils Your Whole Day

ARE YOU RESIGNED to settle down to
humdrum middle age because your hair

begins to show a little off color? It costs

so little effort and expense to keep it natural,

youthful looking, lustrous, soft and fluffy.

FARR'S FOR GRAY HAIR
will keep you younger looking than your
years; easy to use without instruction in

hygienic privacy AT HOME. Odorless,

greaseless, will not rub off nor interfere with
curling. Once you've got the shade you
wish a few occasional touches keep a uni-

form color. $1.35. For sale everywhere.

. FREE SAMPLE
,

BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO., M.G.23
79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.

Send for FREE SAMPLE in plain wrapping.

Name

Street

_

City State
T£ OAS RIGI N AL COLOR OF HAIR

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

c47
Size8 x 10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land-
BCapes. pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any |
partot group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY ^'ri'pte
(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful life-like enlargement, guaran-
teed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 1 6x20-inch enlargement Bent C. O. D. 78c
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage oE
this amazing offer now. Send your pnotos today. Specify eize wanted*

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S.Jefferson St. Dept. 1324-M CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

END FRECKLES AND
BLA£Ki1EADS,i

No matter how dull and dark your complexion; how
freckled and coarsened by sun and wind, tested and
trusted Nadinola Bleaching Cream will whiten, clear

and smooth your skin to new beauty the quickest,

easiest way. Just apply tonight; no massaging, no
rubbing; Nadinola begins its beautifying work while
you sleep. Then you see day-by-day improvement until

your complexion is all you long for: creamy white,
satin-smooth, lovely. No disappointments; no long
waiting; money back guarantee. At toilet counters, or
by mail, postpaid, only 50e. NADINOLA, Box M-9,
Paris, Tenn. Generous 10c sizes of Nadinola Beauty
aids at many 5c and 10c stores.

oKo^^^leachingCrcam
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Tint away the

STREAKS
of GRAY

(Test Bottle \

FREE/
Let us show you the way
to bring color to every fading strand.

This way SAFE. No experience re-

quired. Just tell us the color you want
your hair. We'll send complete Test Pack-
age FREE. Or get full-sized bottle from
druggist on money-back guarantee.

Simply apply to single lock snipped
from hair. See results this way. Color
comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.

Hair stays soft and lustrous.

VR VV Millions of men and women
™ MmmjMj have sent for this free test,
nn^p rirn You run no risk. Convince
M. Mid 9 M. yourself. Just mail coupon.

.---MARY T. GOLDMAN—,
2347 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Name.

Street

.

City. . State.

Color of your hair?
J

no'Trjcks
grow genuine eyelashes!

false eye make-up can match the beauty ol

Ions, sweeping natural eyelashes—soft fringes of

loveliness that give your eyes that "certain some
thine;" that is so alluring. NuLash Creme based
upon an astonishing French formula dating back
to the reign of Louis XIV, will increase the thick-

ness, length, becoming curve and natural gloss

of your lashes and bring back the beautiful arch-
ing line of brows that have become thin, acraggly.

Simply apply nightly. Safe and economicaL
Quick results. Send $1.00 for generous size jar,

sent postpaid with money-back guarantee.

Tres Amour. Inc., 711-A Fifth Ave., New York
10c Size Jar at 5c & 10c Stores

NU- LASH GROWS LASHES

Tune your radio dial to

"HOLLYWOOD
HIGHLIGHTS"

A delightful program featuring

Sam Taylor, MODERN SCREEN'S

Hollywood reporter, every Monday

and Wednesday at 6:30 p. m., over

WMCA, New York City. You'll

enjoy hearing the latest newsnotes

about your movie favorites.

ways be depended upon for fine performances.
YOU'RE TELLING ME (Paramount).
Okay, if you like W. C. Fields' brand of humor.

THESE PICTURES CET "D"
BLACK MOON (Columbia).
Jack Holt and Fay Wray.

BOMBAY MAIL (Universal).
Edmund Lowe in a very dreary mystery.

I GIVE MY LOVE (Universal).
Paul Lukas, Wynne Gibson and Eric Linden.

LET'S BE RITZY (Universal).
Very boring. With Lew Ayres and Pat Ellis.

MANDALAY (First National).
Kay Francis and Lyle Talbot.

THE MOST PRECIOUS THING IN LIFE (Columbia).
Jean Arthur, Dick Cromwell and Donald Cook can't
do anything with this monotonous tale.

NO RANSOM (Liberty).
Incredible tale. Leila Hyams, Phillips Holmes and
Jack LaRue.

PARIS INTERLUDE (M-G-M).
About some Americans in Paris. With Madge Evans,
Robert Young, LTna Merkel, and Otto Kruger.

SITTING PRETTY (Paramount).
About a couple of song writers. Dull.

SMOKING GUNS (Universal).
Ken Maynard.

STOLEN SWEETS (Chesterfield).
Unbelievably dull. With Charles Starrett. Sally
Blane and Polly Ann Young.

SUCCESS AT ANY PRICE (RKO).
This doesn't go over at all. Colleen Moore and
Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

TWO ALONE (RKO).
Jean Parker and Tom Brown.

UNCERTAIN LADY (Universal).
Edward Everett Horton and Genevieve Tobin in a
poorly directed yarn.

UPPERWORLD (Warners).
You'll be bored. Warren William, Mary Astor and
Ginger Rogers are in it.

WILD GOLD (Fox).
John Boles, Claire Trevor and Harry Green.

Reviews—A Tour of Today's Talkies

(Continued from page 13)

down the years. Our friend George Brent
has the best role he's had for years as the

medical student who is also in love with
Miss Loy and even follows her while she

is working, at the risk of his life. Lionel
Atwill and C. Henry Gordon round out a

cast that for sheer entertainment can hardly

be beat. The whole family can go for

this orie, and the reformers will find that

all the usual situations are handled with
such good taste that they can send the kids

as well. You'll not regret waiting for this

picture—it's good.

B: HAPPY LANDINGS
(Monogram)

Plenty of fast action. When you have a
bunch of the "boys" trying to bomb a ship

with a gold cargo from the air—a lot of

furious action and little love stuff—you
have a film that a great number will like.

Bill Farnum is a bit old-fashioned in his

technique and the director was much better

on action than he was for love scenes,

which made it difficult for Jacqueline Wells
to register. Ray Walker and Noah Beery
are fine. And if you go for the straight

stuff you'll like this one plenty.

B: LADIES SHOULD LISTEN
(Paramount)

Bang-up comedy. Who would have
thought that Cary Grant was such an
expert at broad comedy? Even when he

is pitted against such rivals as Edward
Everett Horton and Nydia Westman, Cary
is still up there among 'em when this hilar-

ous farce comes to an end. He plays a

rich bachelor living in an apartment-hotel
where Frances Drake is the telephone oper-
ator. She is afraid that certain women
are calling him for the purpose of fram-
ing him and, since she loves him, she
tries to save him. She finally succeeds in

foiling herself by getting Cary engaged to

Nydia Westman, who is really engaged
to Eddie Horton. It all works out all

right in the end, but before it does, the
audience almost brings down the house
cheering for Charles Ray, as the doorman,
in his comeback. If you need a real laugh
and want good acting, go by all means.

B: THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY
(Paramount)

A real riot of laughs. Situation after

situation will throw you in the aisles with
one gag sustaining laughs for a full ten
minutes—a new record. W. C. Fields uses
each situation to put over his particular
brand of comedy and he is ably assisted

by a swell cast. Of course, the one you

will want to know most about is the new-
comer, Joe Morrison, who shares honors
(almost) with Fields. He is famous for

his rendition of "The Last Round-up" and
appears here for the first time in pictures.

He has a grand voice, a real personality
and a handsome face as well. The entire

picture seems to be a series of ways-and-
means of allowing Fields and Morrison to

shine their brightest—so why worry about
the lack of story. Baby LeRoy and Judith
Allen are here, too. Be sure to go.

C: CHARLIE CHAN'S COURAGE
(Fox)

A disappointment. After combining ex-
cellent story material with humor and good
direction on all the previous "Chan" pic-

tures, this one comes along to spoil the

whole thing. True, Warner Oland is just

as capable as ever and his cast, including

Droue Leytcn and Donald Woods, is as
good as usual, but the Chan humor was
left out of it and the story is far below par.

Trite situation of the Honolulu detective

attempting to deliver a valuable string of
pearls, only to run into murder and cun-
ning so often that it takes the whole pic-

ture to reach the point of actual de-

livery. I suppose all of you who have
enjoyed the "Charlie Chan" series will

want to see this one, but we are forced
to warn you that you will be disappointed.

C: ELMER AND ELSIE (Paramount)
In a story which attempts to prove that

"all men are made by their wives," we
find George Bancroft becoming just too,

too mousey and backward. George is a

truck driver for a concern run by a man,
George Barbier, who refuses to have his

wife or the wife of any employee interfere

in the business. Bancroft marries a gal,

Frances Fuller, who works with him. It

is then revealed that the boss is also "wife-

made." Rather dreary stuff, all in all.

The picture has some lighter moments in

which it almost hits a stride, but it leaves

you with the feeling that a bit of salt, some
pepper and a dash of tabasco might have
helped.

C: HOUSEWIFE (Warners)
Honestly, there ought to be a law against

the tripe (sometimes called a "plot") that

is beginning to be ground out in these

fearful-lest-we-displease days of censorship.

As an example, "Housewife" has one of

the weakest stories seen in many days and

it seems utterly unfair to cast such play-

ers as Bette Davis, George Brent and

Ann Dvorak in it. George is the down-
trodden office manager of an advertising

agency until his bright and loyal wife,

Ann Dvorak, persuades him to start his
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own. Bette Davis almost succeeds in dash-
ing this happy marriage on the rocks—but

not quite. A child brings Ann and George
together again. Isn't that just ducky?
Don't

!

C: STRAIGHT IS THE WAY
(M-G-M)

Don't let the ballyhoo get you! And
without this warning, we're afraid that

such a cast of names as Tone, Morley, La-
Rue, Robson and Pendleton will make you
think this is going to be swell. It isn't

!

Franchot Tone returns after a five-year

stretch and they won't let him "go straight."

The law dogs his steps and the gangster,

LaRue, says it's "curtains" unless he re-

turns to the fold. Karen Morley plays a

fine, wifely type from the East Side but

is so stumped with archaic dialogue that

she gets nowhere. We would advise you
to save those nickels and dimsies, folks

!

C: THEIR BIG MOMENT (RKO)

Just a bit moth-eaten ! Just because the

story and dialogue is bad, is that any rea-

son for both ZaSu and Slim to fall down,
too? A couple of vaudeville mind-readers
are offered heap wampum to catch a few
messages from the departed husband of

a rich widow. They had always been
foolin' before, but when they get to the

house they sense intrigue and decide to

really do some mind-reading and uncover

the murderer and find out who gets all the

money he left and why ! Or does that con-

fuse you? It certainly left us spinning

and the film is that way from beginning
to end. Miss Pitts called upon her faith-

ful hands time and again all to no avail.

Maybe you'd better think twice before see-
ing this little epic

!

D: BLACK MOON (Columbia)

Good cast gone wrong! We get just as

tired of rotten stories as you do hearing
our warning but here it is again ! Not a

single reason for wasting such fine talent

on such drivel. Holt struggles with his

role and Fay Wray, who's got the voodoo
drums in her brain, can't stay away from
the islands. Dorothy Burgess plays the
black charmer who wants to sacrifice both
mother and child. Jack finally has to shoot
his wife Fay Wray to save her and res-

cues the che-ild, Cora Sue Collins. Pass
it up

!

D: PARIS INTERLUDE (M-G-M)

This is one of the poorest pictures in

months with hardly a redeeming feature.

Madge Evans and Robert Young struggle

with their parts and Una Merkel affords

a laugh or two but Mr. Kruger must be
blushing with shame by now. In case

you're still interested, this is about various
Americans in Paris—and what happened
to them. Of course, even a nit-wit can
guess what's going to happen, so what?
The funniest part about this picture is that

it was done after a stage play that was
really good. What happened to the play

is a mystery. You'd better skip this one
entirely.

How Rich and Virginia Were Married

(Continued from page 42)

She wouldn't be rushed. And so, with

proper chaperonage, I invited her to the

ranch for a week-end, and it was there I

proposed. And it was there she said,

•Let's wait.' Oh, gosh!"

The proposal, it seems took place after

a tennis game, when Virginia, wet and

perspiring, was ordered by her present lord

and master to change.

After a shower, she called downstairs,

"May I sit in the sun now, Paw?" And
the answer was, "Yes, Maw."
Thus "Paw and Maw" and "all my love"

are inscribed in the diamond studded plati-

num band Mrs. Dix now wears.

Then Richard decided to come east to

visit a little town near Troy, New York,

called Petersburg. The townsfolk were to

celebrate Brimmer Day, and Rich, being

a direct descendant of that John Brimmer
who in 1754 acted as emissary between

the Indians and Captain Miles Standish,

was invited to be guest of honor.

But what to do about Virginia! Would
she marry and go with him? There were
conferences between the Webster family

and Richard. And finally Virginia, a sen-

timental little lady, decided that she would

come east and marry in Jersey City, N. J.,

the city in which, twenty-five years ago, her

parents wed.
Now, Mr. Webster and Mr. Dix are

Masons. So to entrust Virginia to a

brother Mason's care was a mark of

honor. And Richard didn't fail to guard

this trust. Further, Virginia brought

along her mad money, just in case. If she

wanted to take the train back from New
York, she could up and do it without be-

holdin' to anyone—movie star or no movie

star.

But be assured there was no need to use

the money.
"If there was ever a doubt in my

mind," said Virginia, "and there really

wasn't, I knew on that trip east that Rich-
ard was Mr. Right. Such sweetness and
such considerateness.

WHEN we arrived in New York—it

was my first trip—I wanted to look
up, just for sentimental reasons, the man
who had married my parents. His name
was Edward A. Markley. But trying to

find him seemed silly. It was so long ago.

"But Richard arranged for the Jersey
City end of it anyway. And so on June
29—in a charming little house over there

we were married by a dear old gentleman.
"After the ceremony, someone handed

me the certificate and I looked at it; you
know, looked at it without seeing it. I

was in a daze. Suddenly the name 'Ed-
ward A. Markley' appeared before my
eyes. Yes, the man who married my par-
ents had performed our ceremony

!

"I couldn't thank Richard enough for

this final surprise. Suddenly I saw he
didn't know whaf it was all about—didn't

realize what I meant. He hadn't arranged
for Mr. Markley to marry us. It was all

a coincidence—the truth that is stranger
than fiction!"

And, it was just that. One of those
things that never could possibly happen

—

and did.

The Dixes spent their honeymoon in a

little farm house in Jersey that Richard
bought ten years ago, and then returned
to the Waldorf Towers in New York.
Never have we seen a girl so much in

love, nor a man so enraptured. If the Dix
romance isn't the real thing, it will cer-

tainly do nicely until the real thing comes
along.

Richard tried to shower his wife with
gifts. But she is sensible. He wanted her to

buy an extravagant wardrobe in the Fifth
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Avenue shops, but she said she had been

used to watching her money and could

not go out and throw his away. The
four karat engagement ring he gave her

is the thrill of her life. And when he
wanted to take her abroad, she settled for

the boat trip back to California.

And so. we saw the Dixes off on the

St. Lucia, the lovely liner that makes the

Panama Canal trip. The cabin was banked
in flowers, wired by Uncle Jack. The bride
looked luscious in a brown ensemble and
the groom very handsome in whatever he
wore.

Before departing, Virginia invited us
to visit her soon in Hollywood.

"You can have the guest room," she
promised, and then hesitated. "That is,

if it isn't converted into a nursery by
then."

And so, it looks as if the Dixes are
taking their marriage as seriously as a
marriage should be taken, so we defy even
Hollywood to bother this devoted pair.

A Splendid Trouper Passes On

ing compliments upon her. These compli-
ments were more than deserved. This
woman had just proved that age could
conquer an industry that had formerly
been dedicated to youth only.

"Don't say that. Oh, I don't deserve
that. Oh, please

—
" And then, suddenly

:

"I really don't mean that. That is, I do
and I don't. I mean I really do like to

hear those things, but feel as though I

shouldn't."

"Honest," she said, "anyone could have
done it with those parts. It doesn't seem
right to take credit. But I'm glad no one

else got the parts. And I like to hear you
say it."

WE slipped from being honest about
praise to the question of money.

"Aren't you going to ask for more money
now, Marie?"
A shrewd look came into those eyes ; a

contemplative expression. "I should have
it. I know what those pictures are mak-
ing. I

—
" Then she shook her head.

"But I couldn't. I couldn't go in and
ask them! But they'll give it to me. Oh,

yes, they will. They took a chance on me.

I'll just have to take a chance on them."
She was so kind to the unfortunate ; so

thoughtful of the poor, of friends, of even

stray dogs and stray kittens. And yet she

adored the personal comforts which only

money could purchase. Human, like us all.

Marie was criticized by those who
didn't understand when she bought that

lavish estate in Beverly Hills, not long-

ago. Twenty-one rooms. Marie knew
that the dread disease, cancer, was be-

ginning to take its toll when she made the

transaction. She knew she had only a

short time to enjoy it. But it was the

completion of a dream. When she lived

in trunks and carried a sick husband in

and out of those little, one-night-stand

theatres on a stretcher, Marie dreamed of

the day when she would live in a palace.

"I know an old woman like me doesn't

need a place like that," she told me. "But
I just want it

!"

Human. Just human. Absolutely the

most human woman I have ever known.
The way she clung to life. The way she

refused to leave the world she loved. Her
last defiant gesture.

Very few of us want to die. We do not
like uncertainty. We all long for financial,

social and personal surety.

And death is our greatest uncertainty

!

What comes next? We may believe but
we cannot knozv—at least, not from per-

sonal knowledge. We all fight to keep
what we have. We have life. We fight

for that with a greater strength than we
fight for all else while we have it.

Marie Dressier fought with a will power
and determination that amazed even her
physicians. She prolonged life, hour by
hour, day by day, week by week, even
month by month through her sheer love

for living.

You have read how Marie Dressier em-
ployed an astrologist to foretell each day
for her. And she heeded what was fore-

(Conlimtcd from page 12)

cast. She did not travel when the stars

warned against it. She did not go into

business propositions when the constella-

tions advised against financial dealings.

It was her way of seeking certainty. I

asked her about this once. "They have
always told me the truth," she answered
directly. "They foretold seven years of
hard luck and then great success. They
do not make mistakes."
An obituary is supposed to summarize

a famous person's biography. I am going
to skip all that. We know it. We know-
she was the friend of kings and queens.

We know her best friend was her colored
maid, Maimie Cox. They were friends
because each woman knew her place and
kept it. Yet each woman knew the other's

place and respected it. Marie Dressier
was as carefully considerate in her attitude

toward Maimie Cox as she was toward
her fine friends who live in palaces.

When Marie returned from visiting

President and Mrs. Roosevelt at the

White House, she was as excited as the

little Boston boy the President took with
him to review the fleet in New York City.

She would have loved to have talked about
it. Yet, she refused interviews. She
knew it was not the place of a guest to

discuss her host and hostess. She respected
this convention. Real human beings al-

ways respect conventions because they
realize them as essential.

AND now, before I close, I want to tell

you a little story about Marie Dress-
ier which very few have ever heard told.

It happened years ago, when she was
doing a season of stock in a southern
town. Marie was the star and the work
was terrific. One of the young women
in the company had a little boy about six

years old who was taken ill. She was
very poor, this girl—a widow and hardly
able, physically, to stand the strain of a
stock season, let alone the care of a sick

child.

Unable to afford a nurse (and in those
days in that small town, nurses were not
to be had, anyway), she sat up night after
night with the baby herself and during the
day, when she had to be at the theatre,

the chambermaid at her lodging house
looked in from time to time.

One morning the young mother seemed
so ill that the attention of the star was
attracted and Marie got the whole story.

Now. although she was a star, she wasn't
so flush herself. Stock companies didn't

pay what motion picture companies pay.

In fact, Marie probably collected each Sat-
urday night no more than a bit player
collects in one of her pictures today. And
then, money wasn't the only thing needed
in this case.

"Look here," she said to the girl. "To-
night I'll sit up with Roy and you go to

my hotel and get a decent night's rest."

The girl, weakened by the ordeal she
was going through, burst into tears and
said she couldn't accept such a sacrifice.

"Nonsense," Marie said briskly, "I'm as
strong as an ox and losing a night's sleep

now and then won't mean a thing to me."
"But you "

"Now, listen to me," Miss Dressier put
her firm, capable hands on the girl's shoul-
ders and shook her a little. "You do as

I say. You'll be sick yourself if you
don't, and then where will the child be?"
That turned the trick. "All right,

Marie," said the girl. "There's no use
my trying to thank you. There's only
one thing you will have to promise and
that is don't tell anybody. I'd get in very
wrong with the management."
That night Marie Dressier sat up with

the sick baby, sent for medicine the mother
had been unable to buy, and every other
night repeated this deed of mercy. But
the little boy, unable to rally from the
former lack of sufficient food and care,

finally died.

The story leaked out then, through the

druggist's clerk who brought the medicine
and recognized Miss Dressier.

At the funeral a large wreath came from
the manager of the theatre and Marie
Dressier said she thought it was pretty

swell of him to send flowers, as the poor
child had received few enough.

"Well, Marie," the manager said, "you
sent flowers, didn't you? And you did

more than that. Sending flowers requires

nothing but a moment's thought, but what
you did, young woman, is the deed of an
angel."

"What do you mean?" asked Marie
sharply.

"That druggist's clerk delivered some-
thing at my house the other night and
told my wife the whole story. To give up
four nights a week to the care of a friend's

child when your own strength is being se-

verely taxed, and at the same time to drive

yourself to let it make no difference in

your performance at the theatre is about
the gamest thing I've heard of this season.

That's what I call charity."

"Oh, go 'long," Marie said flippantly.

"What else could. I do now, I ask you?"
He didn't remind her that there were

twenty others in the company who might
now and then have offered the same ser-

vice. He knew she didn't want to have
that kindness rubbed in.

Marie Dressier had little education

—

book education, that is. When most girls

are thinking of "prom" dates and party

frocks, she was a slave-driven vaudevil-

lian. She became an esteemed tragedienne

and a great comedienne. Then, for seven

years, she was spoken of as a woman "who
had had her day." She nearly starved to

death rather than ask friends for a penny.

And, when most of us are ready to "en-

joy our old age," she set to work and
carved a new career for herself. She
was a woman who became the friend of the

biggest and the lowliest. A woman who
knew all of us and who used what she

knew to give us many hours of enjoyment.

A woman who was just plain human—in

the greatest sense of the word. And that

is, I think, all God intended for each one

of us. And now that she has gone to Him,
may He reward her.
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I ARK ANTHONY could not see beyond her eyes. He
could not think beyond her mouth. When she stepped towards
him . . . closer, ever closer . . . her heart beat against his and
the beat of both quickened.

His arms went about her with a strong tenderness. He would
lower his lean head and breathe the perfume of her hair and
when his lips found hers his intoxication was not from the

wine he had drunk.

Mark Anthcny's love for Cl9opatra was just a small part of

this woman's scheme to rule the Empire of the Romans. But

though her will was strong her heart was only mat of a
woman's. Cleopatra, the Queen of all Egypt, fell in love . . .

with a man.

Paramount's thrilling love story, "Cleopatra," appears com-
plete in the October issue of SCREEN ROMANCES along with

fourteen other fictionizations adapted from the leading produc-

tions of the month.

15 Complete Stories

in this issue

CLEOPATRA with Claudette Colbert, War-

ren William, Henry Wilcoxon; CHAINED
with Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Otto

Kruger; AGE OF INNOCENCE with Irene

Dunne, John Boles; SHE LOVES ME NOT
with Bing Crosby and Miriam Hopkins;

ONE MORE RIVER with Diana Wynyard
and Frank Lawton; JANE EYRE with Vir-

ginia Bruce and Colin Clive; HIDEOUT
with Robert Montgomery and Maureen
O'Sullivan; HOUSEWIFE with Bette Davis,

George Brent, Ann Dvorak; ONE NIGHT
OF LOVE with Grace Moore and Tullio

Carminati; SHOCK with Ralph Forbes,

Monroe Owsley, Gwenilllan Lee; A HAT,
A COAT A GLOVE with RIoardo Cortez,

Barbara Robbins, Dorothy Burgess; NO
RANSOM with Leila Hyams, Jack LaRue;

DRAGON MURDER CASE with Warren
William, Margaret Lindsay; SCARLET LET-

TER with Colleen Moore, Hardie Albright;

LADIES SHOULD LISTEN with Cary
Grant, Helen Mack.

SCREEN ROMANCES
THE LOVE STORY MAGAZINE OF THE SCREEN ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS
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